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Preface

The ['nixerity of o lissOUri-Rolla had hosted a very successful International Conference on Case His-
tories in (Geetechnical Engineeriig in Ma v98-1. The Second COnference in the series was planned in I 985,
and a (all for Papers was issued in December 1986. The conference has been co-sponsored and partially
funded by the U.S. Army Department of Research. 1, has been organized in cooperation with the Interna-
tional Society for Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, International Associatiin of Earthquake
Engineering. Earthquake Engineering Research Institute, Association of Engineering (Geologists. U nited
States Comnittee on l.arge Dams, U nited States National Committee for Rock Mechanics, Transportation
Research Board, American Society of (ivil Engineers-Mid-Missouri Section, Associati im of Soil and FL:un-
dation Engineers, and Engineering (eologyI Division of the (Geological Society of Aincrical

The Call for Papers wxas issued in December 1986 and papers wvere contributed from C countries:
Australia. Austria. Brazil, Buluaria, Canada, China. Denmark, Egypt, France, (Germany, (Ghana, (Ireece, Hong
King, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kenya. Korea, Libya, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Portugal, Puerto Rico, Romania, Saudi Arabia.
Singapore, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Taiwan, Turkey. UTnited Kingdom, United States, U.S.S.R.,
Vietnam, and Yugoslavia, making this conference a truly international one. The large number of papers
received were revie,,ed by a panel of 12 international experts.

The conference papers and state-of-the-irt reports have been printed in tvo v olumes which wvill be
issued before the conference. The third volume containing reports, discussions, authors' replies, speeches
and special programs, will be issued after the conference. The first volume contains 136 papers, and the
second volume contains 100 papers and six state-of-the-art papers.

The organizing committee was always ready to assist in matters of organization. In the initial stages
of planning, guidance was obtained from W.D. Liam Finn, E. D'Appolonia. Norbert 0. Schmidt, and Allen
W. Hatheway. The University oif Missouri-Rolla staff has been very cooperative throughout, especially per-
sonnel of the Engineering Continuing Education unit. In addition, our secretaries, particularly Janet Pearson,
worked hard to keep pace with the paperwork associated with such a venture. Their work is especially
appreciated since everyone knows how difficult it would be to handle such a monumental work without the
active cooperation of these people.

The timely printing of the proceedings has been made possible through the efforts of personnel at
UNIR Centralized Printing Office. Without the expertise and technical assistance of these individuals, the
proceedings would not exist in their present form.

We now look forward to a successful conference in St. Louis during the week of June I --9, 1988.

_Acceslon For
I NTL (;'E.&I

JANUARY , 1988 DT : Shamsher Prakash, Editor

I Una : , v e d and Conference Chairman
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Vertical Excavation below Footing Solved by Compaction Grouting
Harry Grice Richard M. Berry
Vice President, Rembco Engineering Corporation, Knoxville, President, Rembco Engineering, Knoxville, Tennessee
Tennessee

Ernest T. Mosley
Senior Engineer, Raamot Associates, Inc., New York, New York

Synopsis: One of the problems regularly facing engineers in designing additions to buildings or other structures is dealing with excavating for footings
directly adjoining existing footings but at a deeper level.
This was accomplished in sandy soils economically and quickly for a noted Conference Center in 1983 by using compaction grouting. Compaction piles
were utilized to pick up existing loads as well as the horizontal loads which would normally allow the building to tip, settle and crack. We believe this was
the first use of compaction piles as "anchor" piles to pick up horizontal loads. By using this process, the sandy soils along the excavation stood without
other support when excavating with a backhoe.
The paper presents the criteria used in developing this method, summarizes the critical loads, and explains the operation. There has been no settlement
at the site.

One of the problems regularly facing architects and engineers designing supportforthe existing building footings by using compaction piles placed
additions to buildings or other structures is dealing with excavation through those footings. These piles extended a suitable distance below
directly adjoining present structures where new footings need to be the eventual excavation depth. The piles were angled slightly inward so
placed below the existing foundation level. That typical problem that excavation equipment would not cut into them. Horizontal support to
presented itself at the Harrison Conference Center in Glen Cove, NY, on the soils and support to prevent lateral movement of the building was
the north shore of Long Island. provided by 45 degree anchorpiles. The bases of these piles were placed

An addition incorporating an indoor sports center was planned to attach beyond the shear line of the soil, and the top end anchored into the

directly to a two story wing used as sleeping quarters at the Center. The foundation. Each pile was attached to the footing by a threaded

exterior walls for the existing two story brick structure were supported by reinforcing bar extending through a hole cored in the footing, and the

continuous spread footings on natural soils, a mixture of loose to medium whole assembly epoxied in place.

dense glacially deposited beach sand, stones, and silt. The ground floor After the grouting was complete, the existing building was fully supported
was a slab on grade. The addition was to be connected at its enclosed on its own piles. Soilsforthe new excavation were then cutaway adjacent
stairwell to allow direct passage to the second story of the new addition. to the existing structure, and there was no need for backfill nor to allow
The new section was a three story structure set so the roof lines would for the usual, eventual settlement.
match. The new basementwas to be placed below the level of the existingfirst floor with the new continuous strip footings to be placed from 6.5 to The general plan of the existing footing is shown in Figure 1. That plan
ftbelow the existing footings, shows the pattern of piles placed under the building. Pile and soil13.5 feet tcalculations were based on three criteria:

The existing building was about eight years old at the time. It had been
well constructed. Examination showed no evidence of settlement and no 9 Settlement potential of the existing soil
cracks, internal orexternal. Existing continuous footirg loads ra,,gcd from
about 2.1 to 3.6 kips/lin. ft. The site is some 200 feet in elevation above 9 Lateral pressure and forces

ocean level. Soil borings showed the soils to be well-drained. e Bending forces on the piles

The most common method of providing support for an existing structure
where a new structure is to be built next to it, but at a lower level, is to
underpin it with concrete piers. Pier holes at relatively wide spacing are
excavated below the existing footings to a depth below the excavation " P.AA/
level required for the new structure, then lagged with timber prior to
placing reinforcement and filling them with concrete. After the first set of
piers have sufficient strength, additional piers are constructed in between
in a similar manner until a continuous wall exists. This work requires hand . / n ,.,_
labor and is slow and tedious. Even though great care is taken, loss of f4 .I
ground during the excavation for the piers often occurs which results in c -AILI
settlement of the existing structure.I'/ / "M , 1 i 

Compaction grouting has the attributes to solve the potential problems fL I T
associated with this situation. Compaction piles are placed through small 

"

2 inch diameter holes which create no potential for settlement during pile S#'A2' "') ll N
placement. No excavation for the new building takes place until the
compaction piles are in place. During the grouting, the soil is compacted on. IV
and Jensified so that when excavation does take place, neither
settlement nor lateral failure can occur. .2-4

The concept for the Conference Center project was to provide vertical Figure 1
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It ,vas judged that a pi'c with a ncminal and minimal diameter of one foot Both types of piles were reinforced with a single steel threaded bar over
was reasonable to attain in these soils When the first trial calculations their full length. All bars extended through the existing footings. The bars
were completed, it was ceident that th'e atu'ral forces would govern and hadbearing plates atthe top, andwere groutedinto the topof the footings.
would become the miltng design cnteria Either no. 8 or no. 10 bars were used depending on the design

requirements. The 1:10 batter piles were designed for a diameter of
The advantages of the compaction grouting method are that loss of approximately 12 inches at the top, increasing to 15 inches at 5 feet, to
gound and subsidence during the underpinning operation are virtually 20 inches at 10 feet, and continued at that diameter to the tip. The 1:1
eliminated. Furthermore. the uniderpinning can be completely installed batter piles were designed for a diameter of approximately 12 inches for
prior to excavating to a level below the existing structure's foundation. the first 10 feet, increasing to 15 inches at 15 feet, to 20 inches at 20 feet,

and continuing at 20 inches. Pile lengths ranged from 15 to 25 feet. The
For the Glen Cove proj- required grout strength was 3000 psi and grade 60 steel reinforcement
ect. compaction grout was used.
piles were designed to

% - provide both vertical sup-
port for the existing con- Is £- ".

tinuous spread footing
foundation and lateral I--t,

7 support to the wedge of -
X soil beneath the existing

structure which would-d
tendto slide intothe exca-
vation if not restrained. s-
Ve.tcal support was pro- " L.,l
vided by compaction -7

grout piles on 4 to 6 toot 7 -

centers having a batter of
1 horizontal to 10 vertical. ,613 I 1
The purpose of the batter AW AA
was to minimize their in-
trusion into the area of the
new structure. It was not
considered necessary to

Grouting an anchor pile make the piles form a
continuous wall since the

water table was below the depth to be excavated. These piles were
designed for both axial compression and flexure. The tops of the 1:10 Figure 3
batter piles were restrained laterally by compaction piles having a batter
of 1 horizontal to 1 vertical. The 1:1 batter piles were located midway Design loading forthepileswas basedonalateralearthpressureloading
between the 1:10 batter piles and were designed for tension, of one-half the vertical pressure from the underside of the existing floor

slab to the underside of the existing footings. Below this level, the lateral
pressure was assumed to remain constant to the depth where it is equal

,W- 0. !13 to the active pressure; that active earth pressure was assumed to be one-
quarter of the vertical pressure.

rz.r; / The calculations for the

design axial loads at the
top of the piles were calcu-
lated based on the as-

/, 3' sumption: the lateral earth
pressure, from the level of
the existing floor subgrade
to a level midway between
the bottom of the existing

A10- ,footing and the excavation
-- level of the new footing,

- . will be supported by the
1:1 batter piles. The lateral
earth pressure below this
was assumed to be sup-

/A F. ported by the embedded
pc'tion of the 1:10 batter

5 ef n -A piles below the level of the
new excavation.
The 1.1 batter tension

piles had calculated de- "

Figure 2 sign loads ranging from Grout casings and drilling
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17.5 to 20 kips. Their design length was such that they extended The resulting layout is shown in Figure land sectionsthroughthelootings
approximately 14 feet past a 1:1 slope up from the nearest excavation and shown in figures 2-4. Load calculations are summarized in the Table
level. The calculated pile friction in this zone was in excess of three times below:
the calculated design load. Design Excess

Criteria Units Req'd SF=3 over SF

End bearing
Min. dia. = 1 ft tons 17.5 87.0 69.5

Bending (max case)
Rebar size sq. in. 1.04 1.27 0.23
Concrete strength psi 2,200 3,000 800

Lateral earth pressure
Rebar size (tension) sq. in. 0.63 0.79 C.16
Min. embedment depth ft. 7.6 18.8 11.2

iI
*11

Excavation done by backhoe

The 1:10 batter compression piles had calculated axial design loads
ranging from 22.5 to 35 kips. Since the end bearing capacity of a 20 inch
diameterpile in compactsand is much greaterthan the axial design loads,
the lateral loading governed the required pile penetration below the new
excavation level. The calculated lateral load to be supported by the
embedded portion of the pile ranged from 5 to 12 kips depending on the
depth of the excavation. Using laterally loaded pile analysis methods, it
was found that penetrations of 9 to 12 feet were suitable. Maximum
bending moments resulting from this analysis determined a suitable pile
diameter, size for reinforcing steel, and required concrete strength,

The selection of pile size and length took into account the compressibility
of the soil. In the vicinity of the existing foundation and floor slab, the size
of the pile was to be no larger than 12 inches since the ground may not
have been able to compress that much and heave of the structure may Final excavation before new footings
have cccurred. The diameter of the lower portion of the piles was
increased up to 20 inches tc meet design requirements. In ordertoobtain adequate support directly underthe existing stripfooting

and to get the minimum 1 foot diameter at shallow depths, stage grouting
from the top down was chosen as the best techniquu. This is often done
in compaction grouting where exceptional support near the bottom
surface of the existing footings is needed and where confinement of the
surrounding soil may be inadequate. The procedure minimizes the
tendency for grout return, ground heave, and floor lift before the desired
amount of material can be introduced near the surface.

Holes were drilled in the footing and 2 inch diamotergrout casing it stailed.
Earth drills then carried a pilot hole to about 5 feet below the footing and
the first stage of grouting began. Grout slump was 0 to 1 inch. The grout

-. ,was allowed to set, usually overnight for operational convenience. The
casing was then drilled out and drilling continued through the first stage
and into the earth below for another 5 feet The next stage of grout was
placed below the first and the process continued by approximately 5 foot
stages until the design level was reached. After the second stage. there
is minimal danger of uplift because point forces of injection are being
transferred to such a large mass above. This is particularly important on
the 1:1 batter piles where the upper restraint is provided only by a light. .l"' " ,:.floor slab.

During the last and deepest stage of grouting, the reinforcing bar was
placed in the hole and grouted in place. The top of the threaded rebar
extending through the footing had washers and nuts placed on them. The

Corner showing sewer connection
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1 :I batter rebar had bearing plates placed over the ends at 45 degrees When the new footings and walls were in, the space behind the new walls
and the nuts drawn up tight to accept the tension loads, was filled with concrete to prevent any major migration of soil from

beneath the building. However, no attempt was made to pump the space
During grouting on one end of the building, an unexpected perched w3ter full so the end of the old structure will remain supported only on its
zone was encountered at a depth of about 20 feet. The sand and gravel compaction pile base.
turned to a flowable mush and drilled pilot holes would not stay open for
the next stage grout. Conventonal methods of holding a hole open with
drilling fluids do not work with compaction grouting where the grout is near
zero slump and injection pressures run to several hundred psi. In order
to get past this obstacle, the grout holes from the 20 foot level down were
cased to the bottom, the renforcing bar installed, and the bottom of the
pile grouted from bottom up by pulling the casing in 1 foot increments. This
turn about method was used on 12 ples where the perched water was
encountered.

-71 0 \g fr.gs' .

7- \c--.
7a3-.\

70 -

During excavation, a few piles were partially exposed. Close digging in ' " - ' - h

the area of section B scraped against the grout at the top. On the right
corner, pile number 34 was hit during excavation by earth moving
equipment breaking away sizable sections. In the end, no harm was done Pile #34 bracing is for personal
and the digging contractor returned to using a backhoe rather than a protection, not structural support
bulldozer for excavation near the structure. It is interesting that the shape
of the exposed pile, number 34. is roughly square rather than roughly
round as might be surmised. No settlement has occurred. Minor cosmetic cracking to the inner floor

and some inner walls resulted from small uplift during the upper stages
No special precautions were observed during excavation. Because of during the grouting process. Use of compaction grouting on this proJect
construction scheduling, the vertical face was exposed and unsupporteu gavo a colid and probably the best technical solution to this common
for about a month. The soil between the piles along the face had been construction problem, and with no settlement The project was completed
compressed so densely during grouting that there was no noticeable in about one-third the time estimated for conventional underpinning and
difference in appearance after the month passed. at 52% of the contractor's budgeted cost for the best alternate.



Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 5.02

Recent Examples of Cut and Fill Reinforcement on A41 -Highway in France
TrAn V6 Nhlm
Expert in Soil Mechanics, Spie-Batignolles, France

SYNOPSIS : At EVIRES PASS, between ANNECY and MONT BLANC in FRANCE, subsoil is made up of unstable
clayey natural versants and marly bedrock affected by previous or current slidings. The problems
encountered during the new A41-Highway construction were aggravated by the proximity of Road and
Railway located on top of the same versant. The final Design consisted of succession of cuts and
embankments with special soil reinforcement techniques to improve stability. So two existing unsta-
ble Railway embankments were promptly consolidated by "soil nailing" with driven steel dowel-piles
which were either anchored or not. Two other high cuts in marls and sandstones affected by previous
landslides were reinforced by incorporation of several ranges of anchored concrete slabs. A high
embankment on inclined Soft Soil was founded on stone-columns made of crushed limestone strongly
compacted in order to provide safety against sliding. Control instruments were installed prior and
after performance of works, with a wiew to observe the actual behaviour of the performed reinforce-
ments and to adapt the Project if necessary.

1 - INTRODUCTION - use of light equipment and machine
- design of solutions which are easIly adaptable

The versants at COL D'EVIRES between ANNECY and to the specific soil conditions during the
MONT BLANC in FRANCE (Fig. 1.1), are generally performance of works.
gentle slopes made of plastic clays and silts
covering the inclined substratum of marly The related Examples of executed soil reinforce-
sandstone named "Molasse". During the wet sea- ments are
sons, and more particularly during thawings, the
overburden becomes unstable, especially where Reinforcement of the existing unstable Railway
the dip of the underlaying rock is unfavourably embankment at 2 locations by "soil nailing"
oriented towards the Valley. The marl interbeds with several rows of driven steel dowel-piles,
were even the cause of ancient collapses of whose tops were either tied together by hori-
versants that are today either almost oblite- zontal beams, or anchored to the bedrock by
rated, or still the seat of active layer-on- inclined prestressed tie-rods.
layer slidings. - reinforcement of 2 new high cut slopes below

the existing Railway or Road by several levels
The problems encountered during the new A41- of reinforced concrete slabs which were an-
Highway construction were aggravated by the chored to the stable rock stratum by 100-tons
proximity of a main Road or of a Railway located
on upstream side of the same unstable versant.

A realistic Highway Project was designed consis-
ting of a succession of cuts and fills along the
critical versant with special precautions being
taken to reduce the problems :

-"split-level-carriage-ways' to minimize the

height of excavations and embankments, follo-
wing the natural slope as close as possible ;
prior reinforcement of the existing Road and
Railway at the specific locations of critical
stability ;
prior soil improvement below the embankments ;
prior and permanent drainage of the site ;

- monitoring and control of the site and the
works during and after the construction ;

- arrangement of permanent accesses to the rein-
forced areas with a view to be able to quickly
execute additional reinforcements later on if
necessary.

Chosen reinforcement techniques had to satisfy 2
main Design Criteria : Fig. 1.1 - View of worksite at EVIRES Pass
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pr est ressed t ie-baks. In these cases, the
s te Aee Itected by ancient versant col lap-
s e o vr y c nrent tl dinq of rock mass. A l

I II)rnpi V Oeei blt y means of stone-col umns for
tie 1) nda ! i on Jf a F;ew h ni ci embankment o n

jnsteady ersart

2 EkAMPLE OF SLIOPE NAILING BY DRIVEN STEEL
WE -PILES

I LtS h0U ne'S' i te

Along the critical zone named Les Houches"
(fig. 2.1 the existing Railway embankment is
in average of 4m height and of precarious stabi- -.
lity, although the clayey versant has a gentle
slope of only about 15 %.

Soil investigations and tests revealed suitable
characteristics of the clayey overburden, with a
thickness of 5 to 6m :

Cu 40 kPa with Xu 
= 

00 Fig. 2.1 Railway embankment during Nailing
F' 320 with C' = 25 kPa from triaxial tests
P1 300 to 500 kPa from pressuremeter tests
GWL at about 3 to 4m below GL.

The underlaying sandy clay was found to be stiff the workside, especially along the Railway in
and marly sandstone encountered at 14m depth. order to continually observe the gTound bena-

viour during the earthworks.

2.2 Highway Design (Fig. 2.2) 2.3 Unexpected slope sliding

Thp Highway was designed to be in a slight Right from the beginning of the earthworks,
split-level cut located at a 85m distance consisting of few meters of cutting at 40m dis-
downstream from the Railway in order to minimize tance from the railway (fig. 2.2), the versant
the problems. However, the relocation of a local showed signs of instability : displacement of
road necessitated a cut down to 7m in depth at bench marks, deformation of inclinometers.
distance of 40 m from the Railway.

In addition, heavy rains in Autumn after a long
The stability analysis concerning circular sli- dry season, contributed to afielerate the
ding surface of large radius and based on the ground movements casing the shearing off of
above measured soil characteristics showed a some inclinometers at 5m depth and important
sufficient safety coefficient at short-term settlements of the Railway embankment at the
(Fu = 1,45 with high GWL) and a superabundant location of a "bulge" on the versant which in
long-term security (F' = 2,6). fact was a "reversed relief" formed by an an-

cient sliding along a "fossile thalweg".
Nevertheless, it was decided to improve the
general stability of the versant aid cut slopes 2.4 Emergency measures for stabilization
by means of heavy draining masks made of limes-
tone quarry-run placed against the cut slopes, As the settlements of the Railway persited and
and of sub-harizontal bored drains to lower the necessitated important recharging of ballast, it
water-te'le. In addition, topographical bench was necessary to stop the earthworks and to
marks and inclinometer tubes were set up over stabilize the railway embavkment without delay.

RAILWAY

d-85m

I 2 Rows of driven steel girders HEA140 I

_y - - Modified First Cut A41 - HIGWMA
44 c Project i Causing Landslide

S Lateral Road

Mar-lvSCL
01 5

Fig. 2.2 Soil Profile at "Les Houches" Zone with Highway and Soil nailing Project
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In the first olaCe, the tee of the sliding zone ?.6 Executed slope nailing
was overloaded with a heay nheaL ot quarry-run
whi e ad t i -,a n t i n tru ment s were A tot a of 300 nos o HEA-140 steel g i rders of
insta l e n ne site. Once tnls eFfected, t he 9m average )ength, were driven down every 50cm
insta a e ersart was "nai lee" ,y driving a num- distance along 2 parallel rows, Im apart, and
be" or 0 E -steel girders act ing as iertical 75m long at the toe of the Railway embankment
Jewels, a -ri toe toe of the RaiwAy embank nent. (fig. 2.1)
Subsequent 3dditional seti improements, such as
partial su stitution and drainage, were per- The steel girders were set in place in the
formed under co er of tne above ra iling system. clayey overburden by low-frequency vibro-driving

methoo, then driven down into the lower compact
layer with the help of a 15 kN PAJOT Hammer.

2.5 Preliminary Design of the dowel-piles After driving, the girders heads were linked
together by longitudinal and transversal HEA-160

Topographical survey and inclinometric measure- beams (fig. 2.4) in order to distribute more
ments revealed that the sliding of the clayey uniformly the uneven earth pressures over the
overburden practically occured on a inclined complete nailing-piles system.
plane surface located at a depth of about 5m
(fig. 2.3). Hence the residual shearing resis- 2.7 Additional reinforcements
tance of soil along this sliding plane could be
estimated to be only of Cur=15kPa (corresponding As soon as the first 40 nos of girders were
to the snort-term safety Fu 1 I), instead of nailed in over the 75m length, the sliding dis-
.u=40kPa measured in the overbuden itself, placements slowed down considerably.

As no suitable analysis method was available at After setting in the whole of 300 girders, the
the time of the works, the nailing piles network Railway embankment and the downstream versant
was approximately designed with respect to the were practically stabilized. However, in order
following assumption : the necessary number of to improve the general stability of the whole
steel girders had to be such that their shearing site even more, additional works and reiiforce-
resistance would compensate the lack of shearing ments were undertaken under cover of the nailing
resistance along the sliding plane in order to piles network :
obtain a safety factor of F + AF >1. o raising the longitudinal profile of the late-

it was th s estimated that by nailing HEA-140 ral local road in order to reduce the cut

steel girders, 4 nos per linear meter of the depth (Fig. 2.1) ;
unstable embankment, it would be possible to - improving the drainage of the Railway embank-

increase the safety factor F up to 20%, i.e. : ment by means of a longitudinal 5m depth drai-

AT ning trench, placed along upstream side ;

F + AF # 1,2 - reinforcement of the downstream clayey over-

'h.hA LA  sing. cos burden by means of cast-in-situ frictional
buttresses (or "hard core drains") made of

with AT = 4 x 76 kN for HEA-140 girders 0/400m quarry-run backfilled in 4m wide, 5m

hA = 5 m LA - loom 0 =  8- deep and 60m long trenches running perpendicu-
lary to the dowel-piles curtain

In fact, the above summary analysis meant that
the dowel-piles were capable of contributing the
maximum of their shearing resistance, and that
the unstable soil located downsteam had to offer
a sufficient lateral subgrace reaction in such a
way that the piles would not fail by bending
moment excess.

RAILWAY

.! ~~I :I'fAIO /. n (A

E 5 t - 0 Scale

Fig. 2.3 - Simplified scheme for dowel-piles Fig. 2.4 - View of 2 dowel-piles rows with
calculations link beams
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Displacement of a dowel-pile head k T (kN) MAXIMUM SHEAR FORCE

5 0 u e m m u

40 .

30L E

S76 Allowable shear Resistance of HEAl40

10 Im

0 
iTime t

5501 50 
1 00 

Days
End of Drainage ighway End

driving works eaithworks of works

Fig. 2.5 - Pile head displacement versus time P 10&

- sub-horizontal bored drains, 40m long, in 4
fan-shaped networks belows the Railway
embankment base. I\K.

Draining trenches and frictional buttresses were .?,;
executed inside a telescopic KRINGS sheeting and
by successive sections. I I I

2.8 Follow-up and evolution
Fig. 2.7 - Calculated shear Force Tmax in a

Since the completion of the two rows of dowel- dowel-pile in terms of modulus ksl
piles, the site has been perfectly stabilized, for various earth pressure Ph
Some displacements of the pile heads were only
observed during the execution of additional
draining and frictional buttresses (fig. 2.5).

However, regular inclinometric measurements re-
vealed that the clayey overburden was still
moving very slightly : 1 to 3mm of displacement M(kNi MAXIMUM BENDING MOMENT
in 2 years at a depth of 5 to 6m below the GL. 20

2.9 Posterior Analysis of dowel-piles stability

The computer Program "POP" evolved by SPIE-
BATIGNOLLES now allows to calculate the intern
efforts and displacements of piles which are
subject to any sollicitations of whatever type P rGOkN
(vertical/horizontal forces, overturning moment,

IR:4OkN PAR PROFL 1

so

M . E4 D .slaemnAllowable Bending Moment of HEA140

SEDN MOETMDISPLACEMENT Uxo I I

Fig. 2.6 - Computed Bending Moment M and Fig. 2.8 - Calculated Bending Moment Mmax in a

Displacement Ux of a Dowel-pile dowel-pile in terms of modulus ksl
subjected to Ph - 40 kN for various earth pressure Ph
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lateral earth pressures etc...), and embedded in - Shear Resistance in the soil
a multilayer-soil having lateral subgrade reac- - Longitudinai interaction, i.e. lateral Fric-

tion modulus ks. tion between Soil and Inclusions,
- Transversal interaction i.e. lateral Earth

The simplified scheme for calcuilation of the pressure on the Inclusions.
earth pressure Ph due to the unstable overburden
and Railway embankment on the dowel-piles is In the present case, the short-term and long-
shown on Fig. 2.3. term safety coefficients have been calculated

with the soil characteristics corresponding to

Fig. 2.6 shows the computed curves of bending observed plane failure surface before reinforce-
moments M and of displacement Ux of a dowel pile ment and to safety coefficient F = 1
sujected to the earth pressure Ph = 40 kN and
supported by different subgrade reactions KsI u = 0 with Cu =  13 kPa at short-term
= 0, 1,25 ; 2,5 kN/m 3  and Ks2 = 50 KN/m 3 . 0' = 13" with C' = 0 at long-term.

Fig. 2.7 and 2.8 show the variation of the The computation Results of several examined
calculated maximum bending moment Mmax and the cases are summarized in Table I.
maximum shear force Tmax in terms of the sub-
grade reaction modulus Ksl of the overburden. Table I : Results from TALREN program

From the above POP Analysis, the performed do- Safety

wel-piles system would fail rather by bending examined cases Factor F

moment excess, than by shearing force when the
downstream part of the unstable overburden tends Short Long

to steal away (i.e. Ksl -- 0). But a negligible term term

subgrade reaction of the unstable soil was found ----
sufficient to insure the stability of the dowel- - Stable natural versant 1,08 -

piles. Such a fact was effectively observed on - after cut causing slide - 0,98 1,01

the site. This is in view of preserving this - versant with I row of dowel-piles 1,01 1,03

essential subgrade reaction, that additional - versant with 2 rows of dewel piles 1,04 1,07

soil reinforcements were undertaken downstream - with lavering of the GWL - -

of the dowel-piles. - with GWL lowering and buttresses- 1,68

2.10 Posterior analysis of nailed slope stabili- The most outstanding Result is that the observed

ty. stabilization of the versant following on the
nailing of dowel-piles, corresponds to a very

It is presently possible to analyse the effect slight increase of the safety Factor : 3% to 6%.

of the nailing piles on the general stability of This result is in agreement with the observa-

the versant,using the recent "TALREN" Program tions and conclusions presented by other Au-

evolved by TERRASOL (Paris). thors, that stabilization by nailing of an
unstable slope could be obtained with an impro-

Bosically, the method consists in applying the vement of the safety Factor of only about 5%.

general stability Analysis with failure surfaces
such as circular one or wedges. Efforts mobi- It is also to be noted that the most efficient

lized in the resistant Inclusions are taken into and durable technique for the long-term stabili-

account in the general equilibrium of forces ty in this present case consists in drainage by

(weight of soil, shear strength along failure draining trenches, and in partial soil susbtitu-

surface, external forces) in order of calculate tion by frictional buttresses.

the overall safety factor F against sliding. The
TALREN Program considers the general case of 3 - EXAMPLE OF NAILING BY ANCHORED DOWEL-PILES
both retaining structures and slopes stability,
and takes into account 4 failure criteria re- 3.1 "Chez Louiset" site
lated to the strength of the materials (soil and
inclusions) and to the interaction phenomena The site named "chez Louiset" was comparable to
between them. These 4 criteria are (fig. 2.9) the previous one named "Les Houches" : unsteady

Railway embankment, settled slope at exact loca-
Tensile and Shear strengths, and bending in tion of a "bulge" on the versant having gentle
the Inclusions, slope of only 10 %.

Actually, additional soil investigations carried
out subsequently to the "Les Houches" experien-
ce, revealed the existence of an overdeepening
fossile thalweg of the marly Sandstone substra-

r, /9 PmaX tum at the location of the observed "bulge" in
topography, which in fact is a "reversed re-

M( , lief". This ancient thalweg was covered with;iL. / soft plastic clay (undrained cohesion of Cu = 20
_T1 to 30 kPa) and remolded marls (probably slided),

P,' Potential sliding 7m to 8m thick (Fig. 2.1).

surface 3.2 The Highway Design

The Highway was designed in slight split-level

Fig. 2.9 - Principles of TALREN Program for cut placed at 50m distance from the Railway. In

stability Analyse of a nailed slope order to avoid excessive settlement of the
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Dr. in Ing RAILWdAY t1ns S

,°.- .h ,- ....]

Fig. 3.1 -Soil profile at "Chez Louiset" Zone

with soil reinforcement by anchored dowel-piles

Highway pavement and at the same time to improve
the stability of the Railway embankment, it was
planned to remove away the unstable clay and
marl along the fossile thalweg, up to the toe of
the Railway embankment, then to blackfill with '
coarse draining material.

Even by working by successive sections, such a
substitution down to 7m depth could well cause
disorders to the Railway.

3.3 Studied Solutions for soil reinforcement

Thanks to the preceding experience at Les
Houches zone, it was decided to first of all

improve the Railway stability by a soil reinfor-
cement technique which was to stand up to the
following criteria :
- possible execution with rather light equipment

on unsteady versant ;
- assured safety for the Railway during the

reinforcement works and soil substitution Fig. 3.2- Sealing of dowel-piles in vertical
along the fossile thalweg ; borings

- no excessive induced settlement to the Railway
embankment.

With a view to definitively stabilize the Rail-
The considered Solution was to nail the soil way, obviously the first nailing Solution at thewith a curtain made of several rows of steel toe appeared to be the most efficient one. Howe-
dowel-piles which were fitted into the marly ver, the concerned Owner prefered the adoption
bedrock and head-anchored by semi-prestressed of a temporary stabilisation by the far-offtie-backs, nailing layout.

Two locations for the curtain were examined : 3.4 Excuted nailing structure

- at the toe itself of the Railway embankment : The executed network of anchored dowel-piles- or at a minimum distance fo 40m from the consisted of 3 rows of 50m long and Im apart, of
Railway (Fig. 2.1). HEA-160 steel girders nailed in soil every lm

distance. The steel girders were sealed into the
Stability Analysis on the basis of residual soil mary bedrock by cement grout in vertical bo-
characteristics led to the following designs: rings of 200mm diameter and 12m depth (Fig. 3.2)

A reinforced concrete coping beam allowed the
i the first case, by nailing at the toe of anchoring of the girder heads with 13 inclined

Railway embankment, it was necessary to 600 KN SIF tie-rods which were partly tensioned
3 nos of HEB-180 steel girders per li- up to 300 kN in order to limit further deforma-oi meter, and to anchor with 300 kN tie-rods tions of the nailing system.

at 4m intervals.
steel girders HE8-160 type per linear meter, The control device included
with 300 kN tie rods every 4m distance, were
necessary h topographical benh marks
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Fig. 4.1 - Soil profile at "Chez Jacquet" Zone with designed anchored-slabs

Fig. 4.2 Execution of 3 upper levels of Fig. 4.3 Execution of 1000 kN anchor-rods

concrete slabs

The adopted reinforcement technique that was 4.4 Executed reinforcement works (Fig. 4.1).

used in this case consisted of several levels of
reinforced concrete slabs anchored to the marly The cut slope reinforcement finally consisted of

sandstone substratum by inclined prestressed
tie-backs (Fig. 4.1). - 3 levels of strip concrete slabs 3,5m wide,

50m long, cast in place on slopes of 450

Theoretically, the adopted multi-anchored slabs inclination (Fig. 4.2)

system allowed a degree of movement freedom to a - 50 active 1000 kN-SIF anchor rods, 450 incli-
potential circular sliding surface. But in the nation and 3m apart, 35m to 40m length with

conceivable hypothesis of a quasi-rectilinear minimum 6m of sealing length in the marly
sliding of the overburden mass on the inclined sandstone bedrock (Fig. 4.3).
plane of bedrock roof, such a system could be
justified. Therefore, the Design of the necessa- The anchor rods were fixed on the supporting
ry prestressed anchors has been computed consi- slabs with an extra length at head allowing a

dering that their introduced tensions in the further re-tensioning if necessary. In addition,
soil would compensate the deficit of shear reservation holes (recess) were provided for
resistance along the potential sliding plane in supplementary anchor rods on the same slabs. All
order to obtain the adequate increase of safety the works were excuted by successive descending
factor. phases from the top of the Hillock.
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" Fig. 4.4 - Removal of unstable soils

, under cover of anchored slabs

IO#ANC HOR ED SLABS

and replacement by " - ' . ,

granular materialo'. - . ' . . " "

It is to be noted that the performed reinforce-
ment with 3 upper levels of anchored slabs was
only suficient to insure the stability of the
Railway, but the Design allowed for a possible

entensio- of the reinforcement system at the
lower part of the Highway cut by including at
least 3 additional levels of anchored slabs, for
the event of observed stability insufficiency.

4.5 Additional reinforcement works

Under cover of the above anchored slabs, various

traditional reinforcement works have been under-

taken in the lower part of the cut

- removal of unstable soils and replacement by
granular material (Fig. 4.4)

- heavy draining masks made of quarry-run placed
against the cut slope Fig. 4.5 View of reinforced cut and Highway

- deeo underground drainage by long subhorizon-

tal bored drains up to 50m long) at different after completion of works

levels from the Highway plateform.

In addition, 20 readily available concrete slabs
were placedon the lower slope with a view to be 5 - EXAMPLE OF STABILISATION OF A SLIDEN CUT BY

able to promptly reinforce the stability of the MULTI-ANCHORED SLABS
cut by 50 extra anchor rods, if rendered neces-

sary, without stoppage of Highway traffic ( ig. 5.1 Slope sliding at "Les Damets" site.
4.5).

A 25m high cut was designed below the existing

4.6 Follow-up and evolution of reinforced cut RN203 main Road in the sandston, '1lside at the
so-called "Les Damets" zb -. While the

The beh~viour of the whole reinforced cut was earthworks were in progress on the upper part of

monitored by a topographical bench marks net- the cut, just below the main Road, a slope slide
work, inclinometer and piezometer tubes placed started at the location of a faulted area (Fig.
in deep boreholes down to the bedrock, Gloetzl 5.1). The earthworks were immediately stopped
dynamometer cells at the archor rod heads, and and the sliding temporary stemmed with the help

extensometers device on the concrete slabs, of a heavy stock ile of rock material at the toe
of the slope. Simultaneously, detailed geologi-

During the whole delicate phase of earthworks in cal survey and additional boring were undertaken
the lower part of the cut and until today, no on the site.
significant movement were observed. During that
period, the tension of the anchor rods did only
show a slight variation around the nominal value The soil investigation results quickly led to

of IOOOKN and the Railway was quite safe. the conclusion that this was a quasi-plane sli-
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ding of the upper part of weathered and frac- Under cover of such prior upper rock reinforce-

tured marly sandstonc on the inclined roof of ment, the lower part of the cut could be sttLi-

the stable sandstone ubstratum. The marl and lized by flatteling the slope, renoving the

sandstone layors were dipping about 120 to 15o unstable material, draining the ground water and

towards the valley, but the unfavourable effect placing a heavy-mask made of quarry-run on the

)f the dip was attenuated by the fact that the slope toe.

strike direction of bedding was oblique with

respect to the Highway route. Obviously, the preceding reinforcement experien-
ce at "chez Jacquet" site has influenced the

5.2 Stabilization Project. adoption cf 3 solution. But in this present

case, the rock reinforcement technique by multi-

Basing on the fact that the sliding was a plane anchored slabs was applied subsequently to the

one made of a rock mass on an inclined stable cut failure (i.e. F=l already), while the cut

substratum located at about 15m depth, the rock reinforcement at "chez Jacauet" was rather a

nailing technique by a network of high capacity preventive measure.

anchor-rods with supporting slbs was considered

to be the most adequate stabilization solutioi 5.3 Executed reinforcement works
(Fig. 5.2).

The first reinforcement works carried-out on the

in order to reduce the cost, the expensive sys- upper part of the cut slope and below the exis-

tem of multi-anchored slabs was only to be ap- ting main Road comprised for a lOOm length

plied to the upper part of the cut slope where

the main Road safety had to be urgently assured. - a preliminary retaining structure by soil nai-

Fig. 5.1 -View of Cut slope slide at "Les

Damets" with Temporary protec-
tion by polyane film

Additional Borings from Main Road -'.. j. ., L - *, ,, 4... *
w" " " "- -"A,, - ' - I

MAIN ROAD

R'So VI nailing

_~is level o o ore slab o ,o

'~~cn lee of an hore, .slab , , .

Fig. 5.2- "Les Damets" soil profile with design slope nailing and anchored slabs
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Fig. 5.4 - Tensioning of tie-rods on first
-. anchored slab

rig. - View of sol nailing and first
anchored slab below main Road

Fig. 5.5 - Concreting of second anchored-slabinclined by 45'

Fig. 5.6 - Boring of tie-rods at 2nd level
below achieved lrsf anchored-slab
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ling of the cut slope top,at the border of the
existing Road,by 2 levels of steel bars T32mm,
4 and 6m long, 2m apart, sealed in predrilled
boreholes with cement grout. The facing, or
"skin", necessary to ensure local soil stabi-
lity between the nailing bars, consisted of
10cm thick shotcrete on welded mesh and fitted ____

with cross-drains (Fig. 5.3) ; P

and a stong rock reinforcement system by 2 amhor , lbfor
split levels of strip concrete slabs which F ,f -

were cast in place on inclined slopes (Fig.
5.6) and anchored to the stable bedrock by
prestressed 1000 kN anchor rods (Fig. 5.4). Fig. 5.8 Calculations szheme
For theoretical and practical reasons, thFCo
upper slab was inclined by 60o with respect to
the horizon (Fig. 5.3) and anchored with tie- & C' of the marl on the inclined sliding

backs inclined at 30* and 3m apart, and the plane, by posterior Analysis for safety factor

lower slab inclined by 45' (Fig. 5.5) with value F=1. Then the number and the arrangement

anchor rods at 45' and 3m apart. of the 1000 kN-anchor rods were determined in
such a way as to compensate the lack of shearing

The subsequent stabilisation works on the lower resistance of the marl on the sliding plane and

part of the cut slope consisted of traditional to increase the safety coefficient F from 1 to

techniques (Fig. 5.7). at least 1,5 (Fig. 5.8).

- flattening of the slope to 25" with removal 5.4 Monitoring and evolution
away and substitution of sliden materials by
caray and subsituin ofa n mThe behaviour of the multi-anchored slabs system

and of the whole cut was checked at regular

- surcharging of the lower part of the flattened intervals by means of the following control

slope by a heavy mask and a massive 7m high 4m instruments :

wvide footbank made of 0/400 mm quarry-run. - 8 deep inclinometer tubes cast in boreholes at

- deep underground draining by 40m long subhori- various levels ;
zontal drains bored at various levels. - 8 dynamometer cells at anchor-rod heads

- 2 extensometer devices on lower anchor slab

The Design procedure was the following : as the - topographical bench marks over the site.

sliding had already occured, it was possible to
calculate the residual effective characteristic Up to day, the inclinometric control measurement

showed that some very slight "readjustment"
movements would exist in the sandstone substra-
tum below the reinforced zone, whereas the dyna-
mometric records gave evidence that the tension
in the anchor rods has always been quite stable
(variations of only 10 to 20 kN around the
nominal value of 1000 kN).

Fig. 5.7 - View of reinforced and masked cut slope after completion of works
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6 - EXAMPLE OF EMBANKMENT FOUNDATION ON STONE overburden had an undrai,.ed cohesion of at least
COLUMNS Cu=7OkPa. As the actual cohesion was lower or

equal to Cu=5OkPa, a soil rpplacement or impro-
6.1 "Chez Vavert" Site (Fig. 6.J ). vement appeared to be necL ,ry before erecting

the embankment.
In that zone named "chez Vavert", the Highway
was designed to rrosc nvor a depression in natu- A possible solution would have consisted of a
ral versant, by an embankment of 12m in height. quasi-total substitution of the soft clay and
This hollow area probably corresponds to the remolded marl by a granular material forming a
subsidence of the upper part of an ancient frictional and draining foundation seating for
lanslide presently stabilized, the high embankment. Such solution presented

some difficulties and risks during the works due
In fact, the soil investigation results to the depth of the temporo'y excavation (down
demonstrated that the overburden of 3 to 12m in to 12m) and to the prc, ,ity of a Farm.
thickness, bearing a water table at 2m depth,
was constituted mostly rf s:)ft clay (undrained Therefore the technique of soil reinforcement by
cohesion of Cu = 30 to 50 ki') and of remolded "stone-columns", was preferred because it of-
marl laying oil the inclined marny bemtuik (dip fered the following advancages
of about 25' towards valley.

- suppression of the difficult and dangerous ex-
6.2 Soil improvement solution (Fig. 6.2) cavation for substitution works on the versant

- obtaining bearing improvement of bearing capa-
Theoretically, the short term stability of the city and consolidation speeding-up of founda-
designed embankment impplied that the clayey tion soil

Fig. 6.1 - General view of "Chez Vavert" Site at Beginning of works
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6.4 Final Design of stone-columns network

Theerical computations and practical consi-
derations led to the following final Design of
the stone-columns (Fig. 6.2).

0 1 ~u a of d'ameter 2- --cm. :ade of limestone
quarry-run having the angle of internal fric-
tiun ~~~C

- grid layout implantation spaced 2mx2,5m, hence
density of 1 column per 5m2  of soil surface,
i.e. "replacement ratio" of a =  0,10.

- stone-columns placed along 11 rows, 2m apart,
below the dowstream slope of the embankment
(where the potential sliding surfaces reached
the compact substratum).

- draining blanket over the stone-columns net-
work with a view to assure the drainage at

S.--the base of the embankment.

6.3 - £xecution of stone-col-r,,ns usingR A N4K[ equipmer nt, -"r

2 S V Id adctation of the imcrovement depth by
.ar y r , demr .d the ength c f stone-columns

cdance w th the unevenness of the bed-
surf ace.

F res i in of tie stone-c 1 umns network

In , the embankment founded on stone-
,mns was relized in 2 phases

, rst phase : preliminary dimensioning of the
r-4uired stone-columns network
'-Cond pnase : general stability analysis of

-ne embankment with the predimensioned stone-
nolums network. Fig. 6.4 - Aerial view of worksite during

first consolidation phase
Tne preliminary dimensioning study was based on
tre simplified analysis of the bearing capicity
of stone-:olumns which are constituted of granu-
lar material having an angle of inLernal fric- 6.5 Execution of the stone-columns
tirn col and embedded in a cohesive foundation
soil having an apparent cohesion Csol. The den- Two techniques were considered for the execution
-ity of columns (rumber of necessary columns of of the designed stone-columns netwrk
diameter B per unit surface of foundation soil)
was then determined in such a way that they 1) The usual technique of cast in-situ piles,
co ld alone bear the designed embankment with a for instance FRANKI piling system (Fig.
safety coefficient of only F = 1. 6.3), where a steel casing is rammed down

and filled with stone while the casing is
The second design stage of general stability removing up and the stone strongly tamped.
analysis with failure surfaces, either circular 2) The modern technique, using KELLER electric
or not, necessitated the use of a computer vibrator or BAUER hydraulic one, with water
Program and the simulation of the stone-colums jetting to create the hole and keep it open
(which are discontinuous i.e. "ponctual" in the when the vibrator is lowered down.
fo~ndation layer) as an equivalent network of
"stone diaphragm-walls" made of the same fric- The first technique using FRANKI piling equip-
ticnaI material with a reduced width. These ment was finally adopted for the following prac-
s imulated tone-walls were introduced into the tical reasons : elimination of jetting water
computer Program as a series of vertical layers which could pollute the site and soften the
of soil having the internal friction 9col and clayey foundation soil ; avoidance of soft soil
alternating with other vertical layers of natu- removal to place the columns. So there is com-
ral soil having the cohesion Csol. paction of in-place soft soil when driving the

casing ; strong compaction of stony material to
form large and dense columns.

In fact, such computation was conservative, for
it would have been more correct to also intro- Using 2 piling rigs of 8CHP, the network in-
dure the "conrentreti-n factor" of loads on the cluding 395 stone-columns of 8m in average
stone-columns which would increase the shearing length was executed in 7 weeks, incorporating a
resstance of these stone-columns in the same volume of 1800m3  of 0/60mm quarry-run into the
ratio (up to about 4 in the present case). ground (Fig. 6.3).
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6.6 Control and instrumentation 6.7 Findings

In-situ tests, such ,c static penetrometer tests As an additional precaution, it was decided to

and M6nard pressuremeter tests in boreholes, construct the embankment in three successive

were carried-out on the site before and after phases with periods of resk after each phase

execution of the stone-columns. Contrarily to allowing consol itation of the reinforced

all expectaLion, tne strong tamping of stone- subsoil
columns without removal of the in-place soft
soils, uid nut ini v ve a sIgrif~cative improve - first phase of 6m height of fill.
ment of the consistency )f these soils. In fact, - second phase up to 8m (Fig. 6.5)

as the soft soils were clayey and saturated, the - third phase up to the final height of 12m

forced incorparation of the 1300m3  of quarry-run (this phase was suppressed).

has rather caused some 40 cm heave of the wor-
king plate-form. As a matter of fact, after completion of the

second phase earthmoving, the inclinometric

With a view to monitore the behaviour of the surveys did disclose an unexpected slight and

embankment on improved subsoil, control instru- slow sliding movement in a marly interoed below

ments were installed on the site prior to the the stone-columns base at about 18 m in depth.

embankment construction such as : hydraulic In the meantime, the piezometric measurements

settlement cells on the plate-form, pore-pres- pointed out that the excess pore pressure ,n the

sure cells, piezometer and inclinometer tubes in clayey soil between stone-columns was remaining

the ground, topographical bench marks, etc... at high values the columns, made of draining

Fig. 6.5- Second consolidation phase (8 m of embankment) during winter

LOWER CARRIAGE-WAY

Fig. 6.6 - Plit-levelling of carriage-ways by precast retaining wall and placing of inclinumeter

tubes to observe the constructed embankment behaviour
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Fio. 6.7 - General view of "Chez Vavert" embankment after achievement of works

and with Highway in operation

'a eria , see-med unable to speed-up the under- 7 - CONCLUSION
crC".rJ dr-airade. C rh-termore, these columns

l-,ing beer strongly compacted had a high boa- The various reinforcement systems which have

r-nc capacity, which consequently did transfer been excuted used mostly steel inclusznns in the

most ,f the embankment eight directly to the ground. This was intended principally to
substratur ar were sJ causing some equilibrium strengthen or to stabilize an existing main Road

distrarDac w th nr the marIy interbed at about or Railway prior to the general Highway
1 of lerth. earthworks. Such steel inclusions, passive or

tensioned. were rather flexible and slender in

6.8 creject adaptatian and additional works, comparison with the soil mass to be reinforced.
But aporopriately conceived and correctly

The above unexpected findings led to the deci- designed, they could really form efficient rein-

sior to oa~e several modifications to toe Design forcement systems offering the advantage to be

and to undertake additional works on the site executable with rather light equipment on quite
unsteady inclined versant and at proximity of an

- Redutior cf the Highway embankment volume, existing traffic way. Furthermore, these rein-

hence weight, by placing the downstream car- forcement systems could be easily adaptable to
riage way on Valley side) at a level lower by the ground irregularity and could also be exten-

3m, with respect to the upstream one. This ded in case of further requirements.

sDlit-levelling, obtaired by construction of a

cantilever retaining wall (Fig. 6.6), of pre- But concerning the general stability problem of

ast concretp CHAPSOL type wall, required only natural clayey versants or of ancient sliding,
a ratner smal volume of additional fill com- the most efficient and economical stabilisation

3re to the already in place embankments (Fig. techniques are the classical ones, such as :
6.5). underground drainage, substitution of unstable

soils, heavy draining masks on cut slop, fric-

Improvement of the underground drainage, hence tional "hard core drains" running up and down

soil consolidation, by adding 2 fan-shapes the versant, etc... In the hereabove examples,
networks Df subhorizontal drains. These drains such classical techniques were always applied
were brored from 2 temporary excavations 10- under cover of a previnusly installed spPrial

cated at the stone-columns base level. The reinforcement system.

-atchmert waters were then collected and eva-

c :ated along a deep "French draining trench" The Design of the cited reinforcement examples
down to the valley (Fig. 6.7). It is to be was based on simplified schemes of soil failure,

noted that thanks to the bored drains, the but it also took into account as much as possi-

berved lowering height of the groundwater ble all the failure criteria related to the
ta le was 7m in average. strenght of soil and inclusions and also the

interaction phenomena between those. As the

- ter acni evement of the works, additional subsoil frequently offers numerous enigmas main-

ci rt(,oreter tubes were installed through the ly on the areas of ancient sliding, the actual
till and down to the bedrock (Fig. 6.6), with behaviour of the executed soil reinforcement

a view to observe the long term behaviour of systems was checked by control instruments. This
the o construjcted embankment on stone-co- allowed to judiciously introduce corrections to

the Design and works when and where it was found

necessary.
rig. . give% the qg nera: views of the Highway
after -ompletion of the works.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories In Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, SL Louis, Mo., Paper No. 5.03

Drainage Walling as Excavation Support
Bernhard Wietek
Professor (HTL), Dipi. Ing., Wietek Geotechnical Consulting
Engineers, Innsbruck, Austria

SYNOPSIS: In practice there are different processes which are used to support excavations and
to maintain the groundwater level in excavations which go down to this level. In urban areas
the diaphragm wall is frequently used to protect the excavation and as underground water
packing against Froundwater flowing in form the side. In addition, the lowering of
groundwater is necessary using a well point within the excavation.

A new fondation trench sheeting has been developed by the author of this paper. This new
method is an improvement on the diaphragm wall by which not only is the earth shored up, but
the lowering of the groundwater within the excavation can also be carried out. In accordance
with the function of this method, we refer to the new type of foundation trench sheeting as
drainage walling. This drainage walling is manufactured in a similar way to the diaphragm
wall.

We have observed drainage walling on building sites which differ greatly from each
other. The results of our observations are intended to demonstrate the advantages and also
the problems involved in this new process to the planning and project engineers.

INTRODUCTION If one compiles a list of the demands made
on excavation support, it soon becomes clear

A planning engineer is continually faced that there are numerous solutions available
with the task of choosing a method of at present but that these are unsatisfactory
excavation support for a given structure. He in certain cases. This report aims at
then has to decide on all ensuing details, introducing a new type of excavation support
It is not until building has been completed which should close this gap to building
that it becomes clear whether the correct specialists. I intend to base my
choice was made and whether the building explanations of this new type of excavation
methods were economically viable, support on current practices and thus show

the necessary basis for planning. This
The choice of excavation support is not easy method of excavation will then be
as the choice is dependent not only on demonstrated by an existing example.
technical factors but also on non-technical
factors and conditions. By technical factors
we mean such factors as the size and depths EXCAVATIONS BELOW GROUNDWATER LEVEL
of the excavation, a possible adjoining
excavation and the type of subsoil. The Nowadays there are many different types of
non-technical factors, such as the necessity excavation support available. If the
of there being no change in the underground excavation is more than two storeys in
water level outside the excavation can be depth, the number of possibilities is
numerous and of import. reduced. This is especially the case in an

urban area, as vertical excavation walls are
The many demands made on an excavation mean required here in general.
that there is a tendancy to set up various
types of support next to each other. The These deep excavations frequently reach the
required conditions are thus met locally, groundwater level. The excavation must be
but this method is highly unsatisfactory as free from water for construction work, which
far as the whole excavation is concerned, means that the groundwater must not be
For this reason a diaphragm wall and a allowed to penetrate into the excavation,
grouting wall arG often combined with a but must be diverted before this can happen.
sheet pile or another kind of support. This It is possible to seal off the groundwater.
leads to various subgrade surfaces beneath In the following diagram normal procedures
the structure and usually to difficulties are shown which are independent of the type
such as differences in settlement which then of support.
have to be equalized.
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S- impermeable Grouting bottom: watertight
... excavation support necessary; excavation

down the Froundwater level; production of
- ___ rounting element, strength and depth depend

on buoyaicy security.

- partly permeable grouting bottom,
production as above although it merely

. .i serves as a braking stratum (comparable to acohesive interim stratum); remaining water
_,,_-__________- has to be pumped off using open predrainage.

S...... he main difficulty with excavations below
------: the groundwater level is avoiding hydraulic

seepage. This can be done using pump wellsi- i (inside or outside the excavation) or tail
, ......... - water concrete bottom and a grouting

de . .stratum. It must be borne in mind here that
the latter two methods often tend to be
expensive. The use of the pump well within
the excavation ensures good control of the
groundwater lowering but it is relatively

-I difficult to seal the foundation slab
against pressure from the groundwater. The

- .reason for this is that the wells are in
full use during building. This problem does
not occur with wells outside the excavation.

. It is, however, often difficult to arrange
wells outside the excavation, as excavation
support is often situated at the edge of the

I..building site and the wells would have to be
set up on adjoining building sites.

I- PRINCIPLE OF DRAINAGE WALLING

eoelow groundwater level Taking the possibilities of supporting deep
excavations with predrainage as a starting

- open e e with drainage conduit point, it becomes apparent that theand/or s= . s type but groundwater above-mentioned solutions often do not

lowering y possibe up to 1-2 metres at a correspond with the wishes of the builders
maximum; niance- of nydraulic seepage into and contractors or with the building
the excavation toom. conditions. For this reason the demands made
- well " edce tension with drainage by deep excavations below the
conduit: ,y advantageous in groundwaterlevel have been listed:
excavatioDrs where coheseive and pebbly soils
alternate; lowering of groundwater possible - The excavation should be deeper than
up to a nximum of' three metres. foundations of directly adjoining buildings

-pump we- inside the excavation; - The excavation bottom should be flat to
groundwt'er can be lowered to any depth; ensure full use of the lowest storey (as a
waterti.ht excavation support has additional storeroom or carpark).
advantaes,; hydrau'ic seepage is largely
avoided; -Ie preparation of watertight - The excavation or excavation support
foundaton siabC can cause hindrances, should be set up directly along the edge of

the plot.
- pumn we-1 outside the excavation;
groundw-Lt-er can be Lowered to any depth; - A terracing of the excavation bottom is
extreme teoths mean large amounts of water not permitted as this would mean the loss of
which a to he pumped off; any type of otherwise usuable volume of building work.
excavation support can be applied; no
hindra.nce aused by the preparation of - The excavation must be completely open
watprtir' fooundation slab. during building, i.e. no shoring should

reach into the excavation.
- sea .r- using underwater concrete
bottom: wctertig-ht excavation support - It is not permitted to make demands on
neces. ary;; underwater concoete is introduced neighbouringbuilding sites, although this
after completion of underwater excavation; may be possible for a short period during a
buoyancy anchor rods may be necessary as an difficult stage of building.
extra huoyancy -uarantee; the lowering of
the g,-oundwater level should not take place - A predrainage of the groundwater must not
until buoyancy reliability has been be allowed to infringe on building work and
obtained, the excavation bottom in particular should

be kept clear.
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- vcrau_," seeoace in the exoavation Excavation in present general use cannot
must :e a-owe, occur .... ,l. fulfil these requirements. In order tl find

r a a new solution, the area distribution of the
requirements must be looked at from The

- 'he exc~aaio suppr soud at least excavation support. Figure 2 is included for
2. water-ti.<ht so -tha- a aer this reason.

s".te lwer Lroundf =rs acainst
ewllul not have :t : e carried Area A: Support of the excavation, sealing

cu- i- eiragainst groundwater and removal of building
loads; in such cases ordinary excavation

- eexv sout h e incudes support such as a diaphragm wall or an
tte r'ne d struc=ure as far as overlapping bored pile wall can be used.

p~ossib"e in~ .d - to keep c oss down.
Area :: Groundwater lowering, subsequent

- eoda sbus e adoined to drawins off of water for use and removal of
rhe excav-aion support in such a way as to buildins loads; the well function and

be watertight,- bearing capacity can be combined with a
permeable load-bearing building material for

- ss as bucyancy of the structure is development of this area. Pervious concrete
,u-rcnteed, predrainage should e stopped. is a possible permeable building material

with load-bearing qualities.
- .-he possiiit cf a later c rdwater

* we shou d - eft open -c avoid A type of axcavation support shich fulfils
su'_seauen wor-k -he foodai and both of these conditions is known as

wallsto :coodia=. drainage wailing. In principle, the
diaphragm wall, pile wall or single pile

Ao drawing of" of =)L-dwater is could be used as axcavation support. Figure 3
S e reckoned wih to ensure toat available 3hows a cross-section of drainage piles.

water for wash-in- plants and heat pumps etc.

- rondwater must not seep intt cellars -Rtntorcemcnt
when wa-e, is be'nc made avail o:,e 'or use. ~Helix
If o-e accects these points, excavation Pile oncre
supror, mus ul five different
requirements:

Funpcrt of th excavation a.aanst soil.
. Fredrainace of groundwater.
3. Sealing aainst groundwater.
4. Removal of building loads.

POSS4Soliid pip
5. rossiiiy later drawino jff of water ipe
for use.

co o o . Like grained concrete
O ~ o : - laervious concrete)

Cross section Excavation
through excavation support

o o - Screen pipe

Goo'd leeI , !!:Co orr l.oe0

Internationl patent

Fig 3: Structure of drainage piles

As opposed to the ordinary pile, a drainage
pipe is additionally built into the middle.

1 2 The lower part of this pipe (via which the
Bottom of rudae

g pt groundwater lowering should take place)
consists of a screen pipe and the upper part
of a solid pipe. In addition, pervious
concrete is built into the lower part
instead of the normal pile concrete. This
enables underground draining to take place

19 via the pipe in addition to the fact thato19 the pile has a load-bearing capacity and is
able to absorb bending moments.

The same structure can of course be carried
out on one element of a diaphragm wall. In

Fiv 2: Area distribution of the requirements this case we speak of a single drainage
maae on excavation support, wall.
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APPLICATION

The new drainage walling represents an
extension of excavation support in general C wE
use at present. Usina the drainage pile TCA

described above as a starting points, four 6PA
different types of drainage support can be BY M F
listened here.

SINGLE . .TO BE USED AS SU

DRAINAGE BL LA-PT

PILE -OUS • 1ERVWAS

DRAINAGE PILE  Fig 5: Construction of Drainage Pile Wall

PILEc COCRETE Drainage Wall Two sided: As in the drainage
pile wall a drainage element is built intoWALL the lower part of the diaphragm wall. In
this way the same effect is attained as in
the drainage pile wall. A diagram did not
appear necessary in this case.

DRAINAGE 'RONCH WL
Drainage Wall One-sided: Using the diaphragmWALL OCE wall as a departing point, a drainage

B element is built into single elements of the
lower part on one side only. This, of

TWO-SIDED ' course, demands very great precision in allstages of work. The advantages are, however,
of great import. The one-sided sinking

O SLOBOS
TBBT.CBOAL arrangments make it possible to extractDRAINAGE water from within the excavation and more or

less retain the level of the groundwaterWALL CBCRE outside the excavation at the same time.
This method is of special importance in

ONE-SIDED urban excavations where a normal lowering ofthe groundwater would lead to settlement of
adjoining buildings. A one-sided drainage
wall under construction can be seen in Fig. 6.

Fig 4: Drainage walling Systems

Single Drainage File: Any single pile can be
S UCKING OF GROUND 00TMM

built into a drainage pile and it does not f MS OP

necessarily have to be used as excavation
support. The sin-le drainage pile is of
especial interest for covered-in building
methods, as it ensures that very large WR

excavations can be opened and the surface
course, which is apprpriateto the terrain,
supports itself in the deeper building plot
by this drainage pile. At the same time the
whole predraining process can be carried out
by means of the drainage piles. S AyGOUND WATER LOWERIN

Drainage Pile Wall: Single drainage piles
can be arranged in the pile wall as Fig 6: Construction of one-sided Drainage Wall
excavation support to ensure the predrainage
of the excavation. In Fig. 5 we can see a The one-sided drainage wall is not onlydrainage wall under construction. Whether advantageous for the excavation itself butthe drainage pile has to be deeper than the also for environmental reasons. For example,other piles or not now depends entirely on the natural groundwater stream underneath athe subsoil conditions. A decisive reason rubbish tip or a contaminated waste depotfor making the drainage pile deeper can be cut off by using a one-sided drainageis the pressure of the groundwater and the wall and an artificialsre*munderneath thepermeability of the subsoil, tip can be forced. In this way the

groundwater which has been soiled by seepage
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w a r " -. : -- b a n o f ' an d a 'ilter rl an t 7-' TUA Tfl :-. I Tlt sR 's

-rainare walling was first put ino use at
an excavation for the construction of a
power plant in Wald in Salzburg. The
excavation support was intended for the

PU 3J first huilding phase at a depth of aprox.
D R(AT FOR 12 metres. The soil to be supported in thisC -R 'E T FLTCATON -- i iu o

.RC C .... 1"AT).J I ~ GROD area consists mainly of boulder de-ritius on
f- a slope 7cnsisting of all particle sizes

x ~ranging from silt and stones to larg7e
_ __ stones. The subsoil is densely compacted.
........ which means relatively good characteristic

values for the dimensioning of the
excavation support. Fig. 9 shows a
cross-section through the excavation giving

the most important data.
. f - -- OUDWTER. FLOW

, under u-- --
,.a--4 _1

i ed ar anare wan- can a so ce used 1 of

........ a a in tne case of a tank st :re
" hould a leak occur in -

-e - - :-en soiled roundwater can be
and u *iUiccation carried ou * 2 .,.

E 
SDEC DRNAGE WALLon I

/ POLLUTED GROUNDWATER
'TO I AERST fAON
F RECTIfCATIo

Tic ' ross-section through an txcavation

An additona. Lowering of the -rodndwater
was necessary for excavating since -he

-. ; groundwarer evel was measured at approx.
1.5 meres ' elow the upper edge of ".e
excavati4on. As far as permeabilt;- was

-concerned, the subsoil in and unter the
l- "- - bottom of the excavation was relatively
FLOW ,: .dense. From the beginning it was not

necessary to reckon with high groundwater
flow as the permeability was k = .ooo5cm/sec.

PERVIOUS P For this reason it was decided to arrange four
zow drainage elements in the chosen diaphragm wall

7- Win order to relieve tension on the subsoil from
4- - -an k s groundwater pressure in the excavating phase

-" erent uses of a drainage wall have Because of the detailed soil stratum water
-eton y nct yet been fully recognized, pressure of between 2 and 5 1/sec. maximum

fulr owas calculated for the entire excavation.
mrr ,e i brinca number o The water should then be drawn off from the

r, zovmnt t ns tchicaloreaeatinany subsoil via the four drainage elements. A
Pc, -u-:tion. It is, therefore, especially
ortant for the future that engineers and pumping off of the water found in the

cm=or-ac r firms furclel tongieters ndexcavation area was also provided for during
durli froduction and calculation of excavation via additional open predrainage.
drin crodcio andaThe entire excavation should then be kept

dry by using the four built-in draina-e

elements.

CONSTRUCTION CF THE DRAINAGE WA.,

As mentioned above a diaphragm wa-. was
intended from the beginning as ex:a;vation
support. The difference between this and
drainage walling lies merely in th
integrating of the drainage elemtnt into an
element of the diaphragm wall. ..ew extra
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construction steps were necessary in extremely powerful shocking (powerful, rapid
addition to the construction of - normal pressure changes) as when sand is removed
diaphragm wall to construct this drainage from a well. Immersion pumps were then built
element which was arranged in all four cases into tte drainage piping and pumping off of
at a depth of between 17.5 and 2o.5 metres. the Fro'ndwater could commence. In li. 12
Drainage piping was inserted into every one we can see water pumped off using a drainage
of the four elements as shown in Fig. lo. element. The pumped off water amounts
The drainage piping consisted of a 4 metre corresponded approx. to those previously
long filter pipe with a solid pipe above, calculated theoretically for reducing the
The filter element was thus only placed groundwater level.
within the area of the drainage element.

Fig 12: Pumped off Groundwater using a
Fig lo: Drainage Pipe and Reinforcement for Draina e ement
the Diaphragm Wall

Fig. 11 shows the drainage wall element OL'
before concreting. As can be seen from the
diagram two concreting pipes were used to This paper aims to introduce a new type of
obtain a constant pouring level for the excavation support to specialists. Taking
filter concrete. Filter concrete was then presen solutions as a starting point, this
inserted via the concrete pipe. The filter excavation support represents an extension
concrete consisted of filter gravel 4-32 mm where-y 7roundwater lowering can be carried
and 25o kilos of cement per cubic metre of out within the excavation support for the
precast-concrete. An additive was included first time.
before concreting which fixed the cement
glue to the gravel grains. it was possible to use this new type of

drainage support for an excavation used for
a powerl plant. 'The pumped off amounts of
water corresponded exactly with these which
had been previously theoretically calculated.

It is oped that this new possibility of
groundwater lowering will ;e used in future
in struc-ures and in cennection with

• excavatio. surport. it is also hoped that
the economic viability will thus be proved.

Wietek, 1.'(%2), "Drainagepfahl und

Trainagewand", Tiefbau-Ingenieur-
-u--tra~enbau, Heft lo

Fig 11: Preparation for Concreting for a Wietek, (1985), "Drainateverbau",
Draine Element iefbu- ngenieurtau-Stragenbau,age Eef , Jahrganp- 1)85

After bringing the filter concrete into the
desired position the remaining part was
concreted with normal precast-concrete as
with ordinary diaphragm walls. After
hardening over a period of approx. ten days,
the bentonite suspension was removed from
the drainage pipe and the layer of
precast-concrete. This was achieved by
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SYNOPSIS: Ground runs during mining of the Papago Freeway Drain Tunnels posed significant
potential risk to utilities, street pavement, and buildings located above and adjacent to one of
the three tunnel alignments. Ground response to the larger ground runs resulted in open chimneys
and settlement of the ground surface of up to several feet. Modifications to the tunneling machine
included addition of poling plates and breasting boards. Further modification to the tunneling
method included use of compaction grouting in conjunction with mining for the entire length of one
tunnel alignment, and use of chemical grouting to prestabilize the ground surrounding the tunnel
opening in areas of high risk utilities and in areas where subsurface conditions suggested that
running ground would be encountered during mining.

This paper presents a summary of the ground behavior with and without the compaction and

chemical grouting and describes the grouting methods.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a case history of soft The tunnel project consisted of three tunnels,
ground tunneling for the Papago Freeway the North, East and West Tunnels, shown in
Drainage Tunnels in Phoenix, Arizona Figure 1. The total length of the three
constructed from the spring of 1984 through tunnels is approximately 6.5 miles making this
mid-1987. Specific objectives are to describe one of the largest soft-ground tunneling
the subsurface conditions, tunneling methods, projects in North America. The North Tunnel
the ground behavior in response to tunneling, runs east and west, is 6,700 ft long, has a
The case history includes a description of finished diameter of 14 ft and an excavated
compaction and chemical grouting methods that diameter of 17 ft. The East and West Tunnels
were used in conjunction with tunnel run north and south, are 13,550 and 13,970 ft
excavation over part of the project. The long respectively, have a finished diameter of
grouting allowed for rapid tunnel excavation 21 ft, and an excavated diameter of 25 ft. The
while minimizing surface settlements above the North Tunnel slopes gently toward the center
tunnel thereby reducing the risk to overlying where it intersects with the West Tunnel. The
utilities, pavements, streets and adjacent East and West Tunnels slope gently from north
buildings. to south. The depth of cover of the North

Tunnel was between 25 and 40 ft. The depth of
The Papago Freeway Drainage Tunnels are part of cover at the East and West Tunnels was between
a drainage system for the highway expansion and 33 and 45 ft. Each tunnel is connected to a
improvements undertaken by the Arizona concrete inlet or outlet structure at each end
Department of Transportation in the greater
Phoenix metropolitan area. Large sections of
the highway system are depressed below existing
ground elevations to minimize visual and noise NORTH Poposed I-10
impacts. The tunnels are part of an inverted TUNNEL Algnmeft
siphon designed to carry surface runoff from R-----T-ST
intense rainfall. The system carries water to
the Salt River and provides drainage for an
approximately 40 square mile area. Tunnels , KM N__ST

were selected because of the disruption that
cut and cover construction of alternatives W ,:
would have caused to the utilities, traffic, .

streets, and adjacent business located along or /
near the system alignment.

The entire highway project is managed by the 3:
Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT).
The drainage tunnels were designed by Howard Z
Needles Tammen and Bergendoff (HNTB),
construction was done by the consortium of
Shank-Artukovich-Ohb ,,ashi (S-A-O) and
construction management was provided by CRS
Sirrine (CRSS). FIGURE 1 - PROJECT LOCATION
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and to a number of concrete drop structures the West Tunnel. A total of 41 ft of this
located along each tunnel alignment. The North chemical grouting was done to prestabilize the
Tunnel alignmeot includes several 800 to 1,000 ground, to reduce risk to utilities or adjacent
ft radius curves and the West Tunnel is buildings, and 1,400 ft was done in areas where

straight except for a reverse curve section subsurface information indicated a high

with two 1,200 ft radius curves. probability that running ground conditions
would be encountered during tunni? excavation.

The remainder of this discussion deals
exclusively with construction of the East and
West Tunnels. No further considerations of the GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS AND SUBSURFACE
North Tunnel are included. CONDITIONS

The tunnels were excavated using a shield with
digger manufactured by Hitachi Zosen of Japan. The subsurface conditions along the tunnel

The East Tunnel was driven first ind was alignments were determined by existing rotary

excavated from south to north. Upon borings, percussion borings, and four large

completion of East Tunnel excavation, the diameter borings (LDB's) and by additional

shield was disassembled, moved and reassembled LDB's and tunnel face-mapping performed during
at the sout], shaft of the West Tunnel, and used tunnel construction. These methods allowed for

to excavate the West Tunnel. a characterization of ground conditions during
design and bidding for project construction,

Almost immediately after the shield mined out and for further detailed characterization of

of the south shaft at the East Tunnel, a series subsurface conditions during construction.
of large ground runs occurred. The runs
resulted in large surface settlements of the Rotary borings are difficult to advance to

order of 6 to 10 ft and in large open chimneys depth because of the coarse alluvial deposits

to the ground surface. characteristic of the area. Therefore, no
subsurface data at tunnel depth were available

As a result of these ground runs, modifications from these borings. Percussion borings using

were made to the shield. These modifications reverse-circulation drills were used to

included addition of poling plates to the upper investigate subsurface conditions. These

half of the shield and breasting boards inside borings advanced well through the coarse
the upper half of the shield. The poling alluvial deposits but the results were

plates were installed from springline to difficult to interpret as little or no sampling

springline and were capable of extending 8 ft is typically conducted with this boring method.

beyond the leading edge of the shield. The Careful observation of the diesel hammer blows

breasting boards extended from upper quarter required to advance these borings in one foot

arch to quarter arch and could also be extended increments allowed for some useful

beyond the face cf the shield. interpretation of subsurface conditions.
Several existing borings drilled using this

After these shield modifications, excavation of method extended to tunnel invert and were used

the East Tunnel was completed within a period to interpret subsurface conditions within the

of eight months. During excavation however, tunnel horizon. A total of four LDB's were

aproximately five percent of the tunnel drilled at selected locations along the tunnel

experienced significant ground runs. alignments during site inspections for
Individual losses associated with these runs prospective contractors. Down-hole inspections
ranged from approximately 5 to 250 cubic yards. were available for representatives of each
These ground losses occurred at the top of the prospective contractor from within casing

face and above the forward edge of the shield. lowered to full depth of each boring.
Surface settlement abo-,e the tunnel of up to 10
ft and open chimneys from 3 to 10 ft in maximum A total of 27 LLB's were drilled on 500-ft

dimension resulted from these ground losses, centers along the West Tunnel alignment and
five LDB's were drilled at selected locations

The surface expression of the ground losses had along the East Tunnel alignment. These borings

little impact at the East Tunnel which was consisted of drilling three foot diameter holes
constructed primarily below cleared highway to the elevation of tunnel springline, setting

right-of-way. However, surface settlement and a steel casing to the bottom of each boring,
open chimneys at the West Tunnel represented and inspecting and sampling from tunnel
unacceptable risk to overlying utilities, springline to a point 10-ft above tunnel crown.

streets, pavements and adjacent buildings.
Consequently, further modifications were added The five LDB's drilled at the East Tunnel were

to the tunneling method including 1) compaction located to determine, 1) the sonditions at
grouting to redensify soils loosened by ground areas where significant ground losses had
losses during mining and to fill voids from occurred in the completed portion of the tunnel
ground runs at the face, and 2) chemical and 2) to determine ground conditions at an
grouting to prestabilize the ground surrounding instrumented section of the tunnel. The 27

the tunnel. LDB's at the West Tunnel were drilled to
determine detailed subsurface conditions along

Compaction grouting was used in conjunction that alignment and to compare and contrast
with excavation of the entire length of the those conditions to those encountered at th.u
West Tunnel. The grouting was integrated with East Tunnel.
the tunnel excavatiin and implemented
continuously and concurrently with tunnel The project lies within the Basin and Range

excavation. Chemical grouting was used in physiographic province. The Phoenix Basin

section totalling 1,441 ft of the 13,970 ft of consists of between 500 and 1,200 ft of
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variably consolidated alluvial sediments. horizontal movements.
These sediments are generally coarse and are
the result of rapid infilling of the broad Figure 2 presents the general ground behavior
graben-like basin characteristic of the Basin based on data from the 13 "normal" ground
and Range. sites. This figure illustrates typical

instrument locations relative to the excavated
The general subsurface conditions at the East tunnel, the zone of influence of the tunnel,
and West Tunnels are as follows: and the Generalized Surface Settlement Profile.

UNIT A - Thin surface layer of fine-grained Vertical soil displacements shown by this
soils consisting of silty-clay, sandy figure for "normal" ground conditions indicate
clay, silt and silty sand with small that displacements occur within a limited zone
amounts of gravel. Variable lime directly above the tunnel, that displacement is
cementation (caliche) varying from generally symmetrical about the tunnel
strong to none was observed. The centerline, and that maximum displacement
thickness of this unit varied from 0 varies from 12 inches at a point 5 ft above
to 20 ft with an average thickness of tunnel crown to 1.2 inches at ground surface.
15 ft. Most significant vertical displacements

(greater than one-quarter inch) are confined
UNIT B - Transitional sand and gravel within a zone equal to the width of the tunnel

underlying Unit A and consisting and all movement occurs within a zone extending
primarily of relatively clean sands, from tunnel springline upward to ground surface
sand and gravel mixtures, and at an angle of 20 degrees from vertical.
occasional silty sands. This unit
occurred erratically and was not instrumentation data from the only running
present in many areas, ground site and observation of settlement

troughs and open chimneys indicated the
UNIT C - Lower sand, gravel, cobble (SGC) settlement was limited to the width of the

underlying Unit B. All tunn5s were tunnel, the larger depression or chimneys were
constructed in this unit. This unit generally symmetrical about tunnel centerline,
was distinguished from Unit B soils by and the width of the open chimneys was less in
the presence of cobbles. The unit the uppermost fine grained soils than in the
includes highly variable alluvial SGC below.
deposits of gravelly coarse to fine
sand, silty gravel, gravelly cobbles, When large settlement troughs or open chimneys
sandy gravel, cobbly gravel, sand, developed to the ground surface, the following
some clay lenses, and sand and conditions were noted:
cobbles. All deposits vary in fines
content from clean to trace silt or 1. Loose soils above the shield ran into
clay. Manganese oxide staining was the heading creating a void above and
often observed on loose gravel lenses. slightly behind the leading edge of
Variable cementation was observed in the shield.
some SGC caused by calcium carbonate
and clay-fraction. Clay content 2. The loss of soil from above the shield
generally increased below a depth of occurred when uniform or gap graded,
35 ft. loose native soils were encountered at

the tunnel crown.
Groundwater generally occurred below the tunnel
invert except in the southern third of the East 3. In general, soils ahead of the tunnel
and West Tunnel alignments. Groundwater levels face did not run into the face.
followed regional trends and occurred
approximately 10-ft above tunnel crown at the 4. Significant settlement troughs or open
south shaft of the East and West Tunnels. chimneys developed at the ground
Groundwater levels were drawn-down to below surface and generally occurred within
tunnel invert using several large diameter, minutes or up to several hours after
high-capacity wells. the run in the tunnel heading.

5. The surface width of settlement
GROUND RESPONSE TO TUNNELING WITHOUT GROUTING troughs and/or open chimneys is less

than the width of the tunnel.

Ground response to tunneling without grouting 6. The size of the surface settlement
was measured at 14 sites located along the East trough and/or open chimney is directly
Tunnel alignment. Thirteen of the 14 sites related to the total volume of
were located in "normal" ground, where running ground removed from within the
significant ground losses did not occur. One tunnel.
site was located in a zone of "running" qround.
No grouting was used during construction of 7. The surface expression of open
this tunnel. chimneys or surface settlement troughs

is symmetrical about tunnel
In general, instrumentation at the East Tunnel centerline.
consisted of subsurface settlement markers,
multiple point borehole extensometers, and Settlement was studied as a function of
surface settlement points. In addition, distance from the instrument to the tunnel
inclinometers were installed at three of the face* this indicated that the total settlement
fourteen instrumentation sites to measure can be divided into four categories based on
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loss mechanisms within the tunnel, as follows: 1. Gas distribution lines, 2 to 60 psi.
2. Large water lines, 12 to 30 inch

o Face losses - losses ahead of the diameter.
tunnel face. 3. Sanitary sewers, 18 to 30 inch

o Shield losses - losses above the didmeter.
shield. 4. Large storm sewers, equal to or

o Tail losses - losses as soils load the greater than 30 inch diameter.
initial lining. 5. Electric distribution lines, 7 to 12.5

o Long term losses - losses due to KV.
compaction of the ground after mining 6. Multi-story commercial buildings and
is complete. municipal buildings.

7. Buildings containing machinery
The majority of settlement is tail loss and sensitive to settlement.
some settlement also occurs as shield loss. 8. Streets/pavements with high traffic
Settlements from both face loss, and long term volumes.
loss are negligible. 9. Interstate highways.

10. Railroad lines.
Based upon field observations, ground losses in
general occurred vertically above and behind The Very High Risk category was assigned to
the shield, and did not extend laterally beyond utilities which, if severed, could result in
springline nor ahead into the face. loss of life or significant repair costs. The

Very High Risk category included:

GROUND MODIFICATION PROGRAM 1. High pressure gas lines, greater than
60 psi.

2. Large water lines, greater than 30
Introduction inch diameter.

3. Large sanitary sewers, greater than 30
Potential ground losses during mining presented inch diameter.
considerable risk to utilities, streets, 4. High voltage electric lines, 230 KV.
pavements, and possibly buildings located 5. High volume telephone lines.
above and adjacent to the West Tunnel
alignment. Based upon an analysis of this In order to determine the risk areas along the
risk, a ground modification program consisting West Tunnel alignment, the utilities, buildings
of compaction grouting and chemical grouting and streets/ pavements located within the
was recommended for mining the West Tunnel. tunneling zone of influence were reviewed.
This section describes the risk analysis and Utility locations were determined through a
presents details of the ground modification review of the Utility Plans and Profiles in the
program. Contract Drawings and through discussions with

utility companies. Eight Very High Risk
Risk Analysis utilities were identified, as follows:

The risk analysis was made with considerable 1. One 66 inch sanitary sewer
input from the owner. The utilities, buildings 2. Two 30 inch sanitary sewers
and streets/pavements in the vicinity of the 3. One 10 inch, 300 psi gas line
tunnel were grouped into four levels of risk, 4. One 230 KV electric line
designated Low, Moderate, High or Very High, 5. One 42 inch water line
depending upon the anticipated consequences of 6. One Transcontinental Light Guide
settlement, ground loss or failure of the (fiber-optic) telecommunication cable
utility. 7. One jet fuel line.

The Low Risk category included: Engineering recommendations were presented to
minimize the potential for significant ground

1. Service gas lines, less than 2 psi, surface settlement, ground loss and open
2. Small water lines, less than 12 inch chimneys to the ground surface based upon the

diameter. soil conditions, the anticipated ground
3. Small sanitary sewer lines, less than behavior, and the level of risk assigned to

18 inch diameter, utilities, buildings and streets/pavements
4. Small storm sewers, less than 30 inch within the tunneling zone of influence. These

diameter. recommendations are summarized in the following
5. Service electric lines, paragraphs.
6. Low volume telephone lines.
7. Irrigation lines for residences. Good tunneling techniques were recommended
8. Residential buildings and one story during mining. Good tunneling techniques

commercial buildings. included control of the shield alignment to
9. Streets/pavements with low traffic minimize the pitch, yaw and roll of the

volumes, machine. Good tunneling also included careful
10. Sidewalks. excavation techniques to minimize ground

losses during tunneling.
The Moderate Risk category included:

To supplement good tunneling techniques, a
1. Irrigation lines for farms. ground modification program was recommended
2. Two to three story commercial consisting of compaction grouting and chemical

buildings. grouting. Compaction grouting was recommended

along the entire length of the West Tunnel to
The High Risk category included: minimize ground settlement by re-densifying
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loosened soil behind the tail shield and cement was added to every 2 yards of grout mix
replacing lost ground during tunneling, to strengthen the grout and reduce the chances

of grout flowing into the heading around the
Chemical grouting was recommended at specific face of the shield.
areas of active, very high risk utilities Compaction grouting was performed using two
crossing the West Tunnel. Chemical grouting shifts in conjunction with mining of the West
was considered necessary to minimize risk to Tunnel. The grout was pumped until one of the
these active utilities by pre-stabilizing the following grouting termination criteria was
soil around the tunnel below these utilities, met:
Pre-stabilizing the soil further reduced 1. For initial precast concrete lining
settlement potential by reducing the likelihood segments located approximately 40 ft
of significant ground losses at utility behind the tail of the shield that
locations. Where a very high risk utility were loose (i.e., tolerate 0.08 feet
could be deactivated during tunnel mining of deflection and still meet final
below, chemical grouting was not recommended, lining specifications), grout was

injected until 0.08 feet of deflection
Compaction Grouting occurred in one of the segments. The

grout pipe was raised several feet and
Purpose pumped again until additional

deflection occurred.
Compaction grouting consisted of injecting low
slump soil or soil/cement grout to form a bulb 2. For initial precast concrete lining
above the crown of the tunnel. Compaction segments located approximately 40 ft
grouting was used along the entire length of behind the tail of the shield that
the West Tunnel, due to the risk associated were tight (i.e., tolerate less than
with settlement of moderate to high-traffic 0.08 feet of deflection and still meet
volume streets, and overlying buildings. The final lining specifications), grout
purpose of the compaction grouting program was was injected until all tolerable
to minimize potential ground settlement by deflection occurred. The grout pipe
densifying loosened soil behind the tail was raised several feet and pumped
shield, and replacing ground lost at the tunnel again until additional deflection
face. occurred.

Procedures 3. Segments and/or keyblocks below the

Compaction grouting was accomplished by active grout pipe began to crack.
drilling holes from ground surface at 10 ft 4. Heave of the ground or street surface
centers along tunnel centerline to within near the active grout pipe was
approximately 10 ft above the tunnel crown, and observed.
inserting a 3 inch pipe into each hole. After
the tail shield passed, a low slump, soil grout 5. Pressures in excess of 500 psi
was injected to form a bulb, which densified developed at the top of the active
any loosened soil above the initial precast grout pipe.
lining. During grout injection, lining
deflection was monitored and used as a When large ground runs occurred, the tunnel
criterion for termination of grouting. When technician radioed the grout technician to
large ground runs occurred, the grouting report the volume of the ground run and its
operation was moved directly over the shield, location. The grout crew responded by halting
cement was added to the soil grout, and a large normal grouting behind the shield, identifying
volume of grout was injected to rapidly replace the grout pipe closest to the run, and moving
lost ground. the grouting equipment forward. Pumping of

During compaction grouting, voice communication compaction grout continued until one of the
was maintained between the grout technician on following grouting termination criteria was
the surface and the tunnel technician met:
underground. Constant communication was
necessary to monitor grouting progress, to stop o b the faeorti
grout injection when temporary lining of the shield.
deflections reached tolerable limits, and to 2. Segments and/or keyblocks at the tail
adjust grouting operations to events in the
tunnel. of the shield cracked.

Initially the grout consisted of well graded 3. Pumping pressure exceeded 300 psi or
silty sand having at least 20 percent but not back pressures exceed 150 psi.
more than 50 percent passing the U.S. NO. 200 4. Surface heave was observed.
sieve, flyash, and water with a slump of
approximately 2 inches. Due to the 5. 100 percent of the reported ground run
availability of a native sandy silt, vandalism volume was injected.
of the flyash silo, and probiems with sand
blockage during grouting, the grout mix was Once a run had been filled, a normal grouting
changed to silt with greater than 50 percent sequence resumed.
passing the U.S. No. 200 sieve, and use of
flyash was discontinued. on several occasions, a ground run surfaced,

which resulted in collapse of the street
When grouting in areas of ground losses in pavement. When this occurred the void was
excess of 100 cubic yards, one bag of portland backfilled with either pea gravel, aggregate
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base course (ABC), tunnel muck or a combination The annulus at the upper 10 ft of the pipe was
of these materials. backfilled with portland cement grout to

provide a seal. Additional chemical grout
Results holes were cased with 1-1/2 incn I.D.,

schedule 40, closed end PVC pipe with four 1/4
Compaction grouting of the sand-gravel-cobble inch perforations on 1 ft centers along the
alluvium encountered was effective. Compaction lower 10 to 15 ft of pipe. The pipes were
grouting densified the loosened soils over the drilled to within 5 to 7 ft of tunnel crown,
crown of the tunnel, minimized surface and the annulus backfilled with pea gravel to
settlements, and rapidly backfilled voids, cover perforations and then filled to the
thereby minimizing tunnel excavation downtime. street surface with portland cement grout.

Compaction grouting during normal tunneling Liquid sodium silicate was clear Grade 40, with
generally resulted in placement of between 0.1 a silica to soda ratio of 3.22 and a specific
and 0.5 cubic yards of compaction grout per gravity of 41.5 degrees Baume. Initially, the
linear foot of tunnel. During normal tunneling grout mixture consisted of a 30 nprcent sodium
and normal ground behavior, the compaction silicate solution. This was modified to 40
grout densified the soil above the tunnel percent to reduce grout set time. A number of
resulting in deflection of the precast concrete different activators were used including
segment. In most cases, segment deflection glyceryl diacetate and sodium bicarbonate.
resulted in grout termination under normal When glyceryl diacetate was used as the
tunneling conditions, activator, calcium chloride was added as an

accelerator. With each chemical grout mixture,
When compaction grout was used to fill large a series of tests were performed, to identify
voids from ground losses due to running ground, the mixture which would give the desired 30 to
grout volume placed was between 50 and 90 45 minute gel time.
percent of the ground loss. In most cases
ground heave occurred prior to deflection of Chemical grouting was performed using flood
the precast concrete segments and determined grouting procedures and batch mixing methods.
when grout injection was stopped. Grouting was accomplished by flooding three

holes simultaneously with predetermined
The totd± cost for the compaction grouting, quantities of chemical grout. Flow rates and
including hole drilling, grouting, backfilling pressure to each hole was adjusted by valves
and placing a cold patch at street level was until injection was approximately equal.
$2,191,680 or about $160 per linear foot of Generally the following grouting procedure was
tunnel. Additional project costs not included used:
in this figure were costs for tunnel crew
standby time during grouting, repair of the o A concentrated activator solution (50 lbs
asphalt surface, and repair of utilities of sodium bicarbonate in 100 gallons of
damaged during grout hole drilling, water) was injected into each hole to cause

quick gel of subsequent grout in areas of
Chemical Grouting open gravels.

Purpose o 1,000 gallons of sodium bicarbonate/sodium
silicate grout was injected into each hole

The chemical grouting program consisted of the as quickly as possible to saturate the soil
injection of sodium silicate grout using "flood mass in the target zone.
grouting" methods prior to tunnel excavation.
Chemical grouting was used in areas of active, 0 100 gallons of concentrated activator was
very high risk utilities and in areas of injected into each hole.
anticipated running ground. The purpose of the
chemical grout was to strengthen the alluvial o Another 1,000 gallons of grout was injected
soils by increasing their cohesion, in order to into each hole.
minimize the potential for large ground losses
and associated surface settlement. o A final 200 gallons of concentrated

activator was injected into each hole.
Chemical grouting to stabilize the loose,

cohesionless soil conditions was accomplished Grout samples were taken periodically during
through the injection of a sodium silicate the above process to check gel time of the
solution from the ground surface prior to grout. The process was crude in terms of
tunnel excavation through the particular zone mixing and delivering grout solutions to the
of concern. The ground was saturated with the ground and relied on alternately flooding a
low viscosity solution, which set-up to form a target zone in the ground with sodium
stiff gelatinous solid. This gel provided silicate/sodium bicarbonate grout and
cohesive strength to the loose sand, gravel, accelerator. The process allowed for rapid
and cobble soils. placement of chemical grout in the general area

desired.

Procedure Results

In general, chemical grouting was performed Chemical grouting of the sand-gravel-cobble
using the grout pipes installed for compaction alluvium by injecting sodium silicate grouts
grouting. In some instances, additional holes was effective. The grouting process was
were drilled. For combination compaction and continually adapted as information was obtained
chemical grouting, the grout pipes consisted of after the tunnel was mined through each grouted
3 inch I.D., schedule 40, open end steel pipe.
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section. The design objective, strengthening GROUND RESPONSE TO TUNNELING WITH GROUTING
the alluvial soils to prevent large ground runs
into the tunnel heading and unacceptable Ground response to tunneling with grouting was
suLrace subsidence, was accomplished, measured at 14 sites along the West Tunnel

alignment. All of the sites were located in
No ground losses were observed at any of the "normal" ground and no ground runs occurred
sewer crossings that received treatment with within 20 ft of any instruments along the West
chemical grout. A total of 1,400 linear feet Tunnel alignment.
of West Tunnel alignment was grouted in 11
zones that had been identified as having In general, instrumentaticn used at the West
potentially unstable, cohesionless ground and Tunnel was simpler than that used at the East
high probability of ground runs. Significant 'funnel. West Tunnel instrumentation had two
ground runs, greater than 5 cubic yards lost purposes, to determine ground movements in
during one "push" of the shield, occurred in soils surrounding the tunnel during mining, and
only two of these 11 zones. The first area to provide documentation of ground behavior in
was at Second Street and Polk Street, in front the vicinity of critical structures. Because
of the Arizona Republic and Gazette Building. of the magnitude of movements observed at the
At this location, a total of 55 cubic yards of East Tunnel, subsurface settlement markers were
ground was lost over a 50 ft interval within a primarily used to measure subsurface ground
chemically grouted zone. Extensive, very movements. Extensometers and inclinometers
porous, gravel lenses existed in this area. were generally used to provide information only
The second area was between Filmore and Pierce at critical structures.
on Second Street. At this location, a total of
approximately 500 cubic yards of ground were Based on the data obtained from the 14 sites a
lost over a 30 ft interval within a chemically Generalized Ground Behavior Profile was
grouted zone. Ground conditions within this developed as shown in Figure 3. This figure
zone included a 3 to 4 ft thick lens of dry, illustrates typical instrument locations
loose sand at the tunnel crown. Tunnel relative to the tunnel excavation. The figure
progress was halted, additional holes were also contains approximate vertical
drilled in front of the excavated face and displacement contours to illustrate the soil
more chemical grout was injected. Upon movements observed. Vertical soil
resumption of tunneling, the sand lens was displacements shown by this figure for "normal"
stable and was excavated in large cemented ground conditions indicate that displacement
chunks. No large losses of ground occurred occurs within a limited zone directly above the
after tunneling was resumed following injection tunnel, that displacement is generally
of the additional chemical grout. symmetrical about the tunnel centerline, and

that the magnitude of maximum displacement
Small ground runs, less than 5 cubic yards lost ranges from 22 inches, 5 ft above tunnel
during one "push" of the shield, occurred over centerline to less than one-half inch at ground
approximately one third of the chemical grout surface. No measurable horizontal movements
zones. Grout pipes terminated 10 ft above the were indicated by inclinometers installed
tunnel crown and these losses appeared to between 20 and 60 ft from tunnel centerline.
consist of material located between the tunnel
crown and the grouted soil. Comparing the vertical ground movements at the

West Tunnel with those observed in normal
In many instances -i-': the West Tunnel ground at the East Tunnel indicates the
alignment ground runs occurred immediately following:
before and/or after a chemical grout zone.
This suggested that the ground was loose and 0 The magnitude of displacement at 5 ft above
prone to running, that the grout prevented tunnel crown is almost one foot larger at
runs, and that the ground would probably have the West Tunnel, yet displacement at 20 to
run if the chemical grouting had not been 25 ft above tunnel crown and at ground
performed. surface is generally less at the West

Tunnel. Larger movement close to tunnel
The effectiveness of grouting to permeate the crown resulted from larger teeth installed
soil within the tunnel face was tested as the on the shield and from other tunneling
tunnel was mined using phenolphthalein to procedures. Compaction grouting limited
indicate the presence of high pH grout in the the upward limit of these larger
soil. This testing revealed that the soils at displacements and reduced the amount of
the tunnel face were generally well saturated vertical displacement observed at ground
with grout solution where grout pipes extended surface.
below tunnel crown. No grout saturation was
found within the tunnel face in areas where o The limit of vertical ground displacements
grouting was done through compaction grout is defined by a line extending from tunnel
holes which terminated 10 ft above tunnel springline upwards to intersect the ground
crown. These observations suggest that the surface at an anqle of 20 degrees from
chemical grout did effectively saturate a soil vertical.
zone near the base of the grout pipes. o No horizontal soil movements were observed
The total cost for chemical grouting was in any instrument within 8.5 ft of tunnel
$410,000 or about $250 per foot of tunnel that springline. This was consistent at both
was grouted. In most cases, chemical grouting the East and West Tunnels.
was done through existing holes drilled and
cased for compaction grouting, therefore, this Several areas of the West Tunnel experienced
cost does not include the cost of drilling significant ground runs during excavation.
grout holes from the ground surface. These runs involved between 20 and 500 yards of
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material. Generally, ground runs were to 25 ft from tunnel centerline.
backfilled with compaction grout before surface
subsidence or open chimneys developed. In a Generally, the grouting performed in
few areas at the northern end of tne tunnel and conjunction with excavation of the West Tunnel
at the beginning of the reverse curve, ground was effective in limiting near surface ground
losses in the tunnel resulted in surface movements. This effectively minimized the risk
settlement and/or development of open of damage to utilities, street pavement, and
chimneys. As at the East Tunnel, these were nearby building throughout most of the West
limited to the width of the tunnel. Tunnel alignment.
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Ground movements resulting from running ground
conditions encountered during mining posed
unacceptable risk of damage to utilities and
streets overlying the West Tunnel alignment.
In order to reduce these risks, chemical and
compaction grouting techniques were amended to
the contract provisions during construction and
were utilized during mining of the West Tunnel.
Chemical grouting was performed prior to
mining, by placing sodium silicate/sodium
bicarbonate grout using flood grouting methods
to place grout at or above the tunnel crown.
Chemical grout was used to prestabilize the
ground at the location of two active utilities
which could not be effectively shut-off or re-
routed if they were disrupted by ground
movements around the tunnel. Chemical grouting
was also used at areas of the alignment where
subsurface information suggested that running
ground would occur during tunnel excavation.
The chemical grouting was successfully applied
and no significant ground losses occurred
within areas treated by chemical grouting prior
to tunnel excavation.

Compaction grouting was performed concurrently
with tunnel excavation along the entire length
of the West Tunnel. Grout was injected along
tunnel centerline using soil or soil/cement
grout to redensify soil loosened around the
tunnel during mining or to fill voids above the
tunnel shield immediately after ground runs
occurred at the tunnel face. Compaction
grouting successfully reduced soil movements
around the tunnel and minimized potential
damage to utilities, street pavement and nearby
buildings.

Comparison of generalized ground movements
above the East Tunnel where no grouting was
performed and the West Tunnel where both
chemical grouting and compaction grouting was
performed shows that:

" Several large ground runs occurred along
the West Tunnel with little or no
corresponding near-surface ground
movement. Ground runs of similar magnitude
at the East Tunnel resulted in large
surface settlement or open chimneys.

o The average surface settlement at tunnel
centerline along the West Tunnel under
"normal" ground conditions was 0.75 inches
and 1.20 inches at the East Tunnel. Both
settlement profiles were symmetrical about
the tunnel centerline. No surface
settlement was generally observed beyond 20
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Soil Improvement Using Dynamic Compaction for
Bristol Resource Recovery Facility
Richard P. Kummerle Jean C. Dumas
Principal, Tectonic Engineering Consultants, USA President, Geopac Inc., Canada

SYNOPSIS: The paper discusses in detail the specifics of the dynamic compaction procedures imple-
mented at th Bristol Resource Recovery Facility, and correlations developed between the two veri-
fication test methods, the advantages and disadvantages of these methods and how the verification
testing aided in modifying the original approach, while still maintaining a difficult schedule. The
paper further discusses the estimated bearing capacities and settlements calculated from each test
method. Finally, the paper provides recommendations for specifying, performing and verifying dynamic
compaction based on the experience and data obtained from this project.

INTRODUCTION SITE AND SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

The Bristol Resource Recovery Facility is a 650 Prior to construction, the ground surface sloped
ton per day refuse to energy plant, located in from elevation 214 at the northern limit to
Bristol, Connecticut. The site is an irregular about elevation 205 at the southern limit of the
shaped area located between an industrial park site where a marshy area was present.
and the City of Bristol landfill. The turn key
project team consisted of Ogden Martin Systems, The detailed subsurface investigation consisted
the Owner/Operator, Burns and Roe Enterprises, of thirty-five borings performed using Standard
the Architect/Engineer, and J. A. Jones, the Penetration Testing at 5-foot intervals and at
Contractor. many locations continuously. These borings were

performed to delineate a detailed subsurface
Preliminary ge6technical data provided by the profile, confirm the viability of dynamic com-
City of Bristol with the bid package recommended paction, and thereby establish the dynamic
that H-Piles driven to rock should be used for compaction guidelines.
establishing the design and construct costs
during the bidding phase. The subsurface profiles from grade to a depth of

18 to 30 ft is a coarse to fine sand, with vary-
The initial site investigation revealed essen- ing amounts of coarse to fine gravel, and trace
tially a two-soil layer system overlying rock. amounts of silt. Typically, SPT values ranged
In general, the upper soils were loose to medium from 6 to 15 blows/foot. Underlying this
sands, which were underlain by a dense to very stratum to the top of rock is a very distinct
dense silty fine sand with gravel. The depth to layer of fine sand with some silt and fine to
-,ck varieA from 45 to 51 f-cL -c;, .... -T- o-:el. Silt content ranged from 20 to
grade. 30% at depths of 20 to 30 feet. Typically, SPT

values ranged from 50 to more than 100 blows/
Because of the apparent very dense nature and foot. The contact between the loose soils and
the presence of gravel and boulders in the lower the very compact soils was found to be very
dense silty sand stratum, there was concern sharp. It occurred at a depth of 18 feet at the
regarding the ability to consistently advance the northern limit, and 30 feet at the southern limit.
H-Piles to the top of rock. However, it was ne-
cessary to bid the project based on the recommen- A medium dense to dense horizon between 2 to 8
dations contained to the request for proposal. feet thick also occurred through most of the

site within a depth interval from 2 to 10 feet
AfLer being awarded the project, the design team below existing grade.
performed a detailed review of the existing
subsurface data. This review resulted in the These overburden soils extend to depth of 44 to
recommendation that dynamic compaction would be 56 feet at which an arkosic sandstone was en-
the most prudent and cost-effective method of countered.
foundation support for the main plant structures;
and that a detailed subsurface investigation be The groundwater table varied from elevation 207
performed to confirm this recommendation. This to 205 MSL.
investigation confirmed that dynamic compaction
could be implemented at the site permitting the
use of shallow foundations and a $400,000 savings.
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DYNAMIC COMPACTION CRITERIA Compaction commenced with a 13.5-ton octogonal
weight falling from 60 to 70 feet in the north-

T"- stceilscat )n devloped,2L this Project ern oart of the site where the thickness of
re re a Cuntra.ctor opr.na in dynamic loose soils was the least. At the onset, it

on. Tne ontracto- '.ic reiuired to became evident that considerable amount of com-
a lumv sam price tor i.>paction of at pactive energy was required to punch through the

p a t emtl': 1), 0 O n i 1 pt rn F oerforming dense layer near surface. To insure maximum
-ion tostlnL to documeni tat the n ro- energy penetration, first the number of blows

c.ass 'ad achieved the performin ca requirements. was increased and, second, the weight was in-
Ph> re;uirements the dynami.- -,moaction was creased to 15 tons for compaction south of the
r. re to ac:ieve were: pit area.

1) fcr isolated footings founded at elevation Finally, when it became amply evident, with the
212, and allowaDle bearinc capacit: of not results of the final verification testing that
'ess than 5 kips per scuare toot, the ironing pass was not required over most of

".,2 ac ao, b~ total settlement of stru-tures the site, it was decided that compaction at
n-t 2~ece.inT three-;darters of an inch. deoth would be further enhanced !)- transferringthe compactive energy planned for that pass to

3) The allowable differenti_1 settlement of the initial high energy passes. The ironing
strutures not to exceed ono-half Inch 1e- pass was nevertheless naintained in the marshy
aen structural columns spiced 25 feet apart. areas at the south end.

F7r calculation of bearing capacit" and settle-
M.-nt -t a maximum column le-1d of 8,9 kips, a The total amount of compactive energy applied

foutinq width ILfot wis LLewas 14.6 x 109 ft-lb compared to 13.9 x 109 ft-
s oac,, in o~r init, is nor. .i. lb as originally planned.

ti.t the approach of specif'c i -. s,-. lb as oriiin
,3nrovement, such as soecif'v'In:; a mIr'u7 The lifting plant was a Manitowoc 3900 crawler
value after comaction. In most case1 t oaopurpnose is to treat the soi is in order t:_ .in crane equipped with a 100-foot boom.
adnuatoe iseoareat cpt a sois t order rt~ *v"tin
adceiuate bearing capacity" and sottlom. r- The typical grid patterns for the high energy
acteristics.

phases as well as the distribution of compactive
The verification testing program spe. -i-. '.r'is energy are shown on Drawing Figure 1.

uite extensive, and required the Contl tD
use two different test methods. Allowina tor
two methods of testing is advnntaaeous in dif-
ficult applications. Insitu testing methiods all
have limitations, and when used exclusively, can IV
send the wrong signals. One :f the required GRID ftEN
methods was Standard Penetration Testing, with
the alternate methods of Pressuremeter Testino ,"
or Cone Penetrometer Testing. Pressuremeter
Testing was used and, therefore, Geopac was
required to perform precompaction PMT at the
locations of the initial SPT testing, to estab- -/

lish precompaction correlations between the test "' "
methods. After completion of the dynamic com- D
paction work, correlations again were developed
between the two methods during initial testing;
and thereafter, verification testing was per-
formed by the Contractor selection option, in
this case PMT.

Dynamic compaction results in vibrations resul-
ting from the impact; therefore the Contractor
was required to monitor vibration levels to
ensure vibrations would not endanger existing
structures. The Contractor was required to
maintain vibration levels less than 2-in/sec at ".EN
the closest property boundary.

DYNAMIC COMPACTION PROGRAM -
Scale feet LIW 00-0 20 50 00

Prior to performing the dynamic compaction, all L- V STXLsO
organic material and vegetation was excavated ...... L-1-(. Zm0
from the .ite. In order to ensure that the
dynamic compaction was performed with the ground-
water table at least 5 feet below the working
surface, granular fill was placed on the site. Fig. 1 Compaction Program
This fill was not c-mpacted during placement
because of the use of dynamic compaction to
compact the underlying naturally occurring soils.
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lb a r icr . .:c' ,'7t. 0 -C,% r.: 1e .1:. Vn~s~rmee 5vr

tr 1i0P 5 ~ .es1
p rocr cru t:< 1..1 ... r'.alitv or the test

- :::~r~mnralcurve arli
Me, , ,icb~er tnh.it, I Oser O1u aIlitX tests,

51 Us-'.: prtiallc -if not

.Xc'12 r j -.. Im> n:. sct end on
N !__ 2. * 7Ws lhno A t 1,r. tv t-'a ~ ' nf he experimental

-r'e st -erarl 11qalit%* of testing
w aS7 e\ X,- nt D' 28 .Dressuremeter tests

-n a 1 1 1cc:ccr. : ::c. 0)ctb er 2 3 a nd or forme il 1 elw wie p, amnic compac:tion, onl, lie
.~5'~Lec :7 .. or 12., tnr c.nt l1_- ihe rejected. Another 13

tests or PIt1 _e!- 1-1-.c totarl had de-ficien-
VF I_'A:': N T E 1': V Cies Wich nt i-v't the ir use for se tt I<

ment :cararctrist: -
Pross,.remeter :

With ye>.' few _ xce:> I <ins, these deficiencies
A n-t )f, 20 pLrcs i -; ot~ tes-ts ait 5 lee itiofls were encountered at a letith of 24 feet or :.reat-
be-: one tres tmert, i128 tests at 22 locations or where stresses incroase due to f~oundatr-

allowinnc treatmentloads are less thran. 13 .)er cent. Teri~c
en measuremnent of t ,e sett lement charactr ti-

Tlb_ 0orc r........ _re don, next to of the foundiat icn. 1:o are th-erefore m n
S~ i r es :0P :,P-1. PR 14, BR-18 rod isettlernent cal 'm51  or a 12 foot sc-air

c - 1i in;sennereenfootincr si rate mu rl develmied bc,
or 7: <.'ISclrcmertmiin 1970) dies- not t ike into _circ co

the characteristiLcs -)FsoIlIs be low 24 fet)
A r ntedJ J r. ri- r in

m 
Menard oressure-

77t rrauaiatns was z-, -v- ith tests carried Nevertheless, thies. c -Lrrences were investioi
i7 ci:s. .t' -,0 casing. Loca t ion ted by additional SPT -ind raressuremeter testi.-

a:, ....lc : s < .r~o iauro 2. Inesne h rbesencountered in test in

were in nest cases relited t-o remeldinL: of the
borehole walls which occurred as a result of
send flowing inside the slotted tube during its
expansion. Th1 'is, as sh-own by samoling, occurred
in fine silty sand layers or clean sandlvr
overlaid bv silty hoc~zons, where a condition or
slight e-xcess pore pressure, probably worsened

/ Lv the drivina of the slotted'tube, still per-

00- culd nt heascertained, the existence of a
weak laver was assumed for the calculation of

V .. the theoretical settleent, as shown later.

/ SPT Testinq

Five of the 20 locations tested ') pressuremettr

5, following' treatment were also testei I,)% the
Standard Penetration Test method usrq the sm

N" ~drill no~ and same crew.

SPT tests were also performed at ether locations
' ~,,to verify oressuremetcr tests.

PT ~ Correlation between oressuremeter and SPT values

Correlation between post-compection N vilues,

the SPT resistance to penetration corrected for
2Pr 'i < overburden pressure, and p1 , the nressaremeter

pressuremeter limit, is given in Fraure 3.

Fiq. 2 Verification Testing Locations Corlto hew- '1n i ie nFTr

As a method of foundation engineering, the Figure 3 shows N.lratios generally varryrInQ
pressuremerter has a number of advantages, one between 1 and J. The best-fit curve indi,_,ates
of whichi is that it measures deformation prop- a ratio of 2.5 near surface, which sh~ould
erties of the soil in addition to a rupture or correspond to colarser sands, and of 1.7 0, 1
limit resistance. The test models the way in depth of 24 feet which would corresno)nd to
whichl aictual foundations behajve, which is par- siltder sands. This viniton in our creow its
titularly true with respect to spread fo)otings 'tory well Iho s5cri 1itraticiraphy tt the Rit tl
where the maximum o~r limit rosistan-' of the s j.te . Fo)r sinlis -nl,.. Miurl in, Jezetool and
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Shields Ref. 2 recommend a N:P 1 ratio of 2. On

a pr~oect where more than 400 SPT borings and
400 static cone soundings were performed Dames EF
& Moore Ref. 3 showed N:P ratios for sand to 10 20 3C.1 0 O 2O 3

vary between 2 and 3. 0,

o
C C5-

6 a Ioa_
- 4 6 8 F3

S10

15

8 20

e51 t-tfit curve

25

20~ oo
2I

jest-fit curve
Fig. 4 E:P 1 Ratios Versus Depth

254

TABLE 1. Induced Settlement VS Energy Input

Fig. 3 Correlation Between Post-Compaction N
Values Corrected For Overburden Pressure Pass Average Energy Averageand Pressuremeter LimitPas AegeEryAvae

Input Induced Settlement

No. ft-lb/ft
2  

ft

The E:P ratio for normally consolidated sand 1 61 058 0.53

has generally been found to be 10. For silty 2 36 635 0.31
sand, this may decrease to 6. High E:P 1 ratio 2 3 635 0.31

for sand indicate some degree of overconsolida- Ironing 3 084 0.08
tion. It will be seen from Figure 4 that the
highest E:P 1 ratios are found at a depth of 8 0.92

feet. Which corresponds to the level of maximum
improvement. Again, the lower E:P 1 values below

15 feet probably reflect siltier conditions.

Evaluation of Enforced Settlement Vibration Monitoring

Elevation surveys were carried out before each A total of 528 measurements were taken on the
pass of energy input and an initial elevation northern border of the site and 17 additional
was recorded for each point. Following each measurements on the building situated at the
pass of the treatment a survey of the crater corner of Crystal Pond Place and Horizon Drive
depth and crater diameter were taken and the which, at a distance of 400 feet, was the build-
data recorded on a site plan. ing closest to the operations.

Table 1 gives the average energy input for each The highest peak particle velocity measured at
pass of compaction and the corresponding induced the northern border of the site was 0.146 inch
settlement calculated from the volume of the per second. The highest peak particle velocity
craters. measured on the building at the corner of

Crystal Pond Place and Horizon Drive was 0.0241
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inch per second. This is many times lower than N
the accepted safe limit of 2.0 inch per second S-, =i 1 ((4)
and cannot possibly constitute any risk of z
damage. z

SOIL CHARACTERISTICS AFTER TREATMENT Where

Allowable Bearing Capacity Oz = the rheological factor at depth z
Z = is the thickness of the soft layer

The calculation of bearing capacity is made E is r c modulus of the soft layer

according to the rules stated by Menard (1960) Ez = is the modulus of the surrounding soil
and using the results of pressuremeter tests m

performed after dynamic compaction. q*kz) = is the pressure increase calculated on
the assumotion that the soil is an

Allowable bearing capacity is given by the elastic homogeneous half-space

relation:
In case of the 16 rejected tests previously

qa le (1) mentioned, settlement calculations were per-
3 formed using uressuremeter values derived from

SPT tests performed at corresponding elevations,
where qa = is the allowable bearing capacity using the correlations shown in Figures 3 and 4.

le = is the geometric mean of limit
pressure values measured over a Using SPT data, the settlement under finite
depth range equal to 1.5 times :he footings has been calculated with the developed

width of the footing by Schmertmann (1970) formula.

k = is a shape factor based on the size S = 0.5 S1  (5)
and embedment of the footing. n

S = Cl C2 p Iz l z (6)
Based on this equation, an allowable bearing in 1 1 q
excess of 5 tsf is available.

S1 = settlement calculated by Schmertmann's
Settlement formula for first loading cases

Cl = correction factor for depth of embedment
Post-construction settlements were calculated C2 = correction factor for secondary creep
using the pressuremeter values measured in settlement
boreholes V-I to V-20 and SPT values measured /. p = net foundation pressure increase at
in boreholes V-lA, V-8A, V-10A, V-15A and V-17A. T bottom of footing

.z = strain influence factor at centerheight
Using pressurermeter data in accordance with of each sublayer
Menard (1960), the settlement under finite foo- n = number of qc sublayers
tings is given by the relation: iz = thickness of sublayers

x = factor by which to multiply CPT qc to
S 1.33 p Ro ( ' R)O+&L obtain equivalent Young's modulus

3EB Ro 4.5 EA qc = resistance to static cone penetration

Table 2 summarizes the results of settlement
calculations at the location of each post-

S = is settlement compaction pressuremeter and SPT boreholes for
p = is bearing stress a 12 foot square footing bearing a total load

E E
A' EB = is consolidation and distortion modulus of 800 kips.

R = is half the footing width in cm
Ro = is a reference width equal to 30 cm The most important feature of Table 2 is that

= are shape factors for footings calculations using the results of two different

= is a rheological factor methods of control provide clear confirmation
that the requirements of the specifications

Where low pressuremeter results were encountered with regard to total and differential settlement

and could not be clearly attributed to a defect were met.

in the method of testing, the presence of a weak
layer was assumed and settlement was computed Total settlement calculated by the Schmertmann

according to the relation: formula is higher than that calculated with the
pressuremeter method, on the other hand, differ-

S = S + S (3) ential settlement is lower. Explanation for
2 these differences could be attributed to:

Where S1 is the settlement which is calculated 1. The qc/N correlation factor for this site has

from the general relation (2) and which would not been established. A factor of 4 is used

occur if the soft layer was the same as the for this report but Robertson & Campenella

surrounding soil, and where S2 is the additional (1983) have shown that for medium and coarse
sand the factor could actually vary between

settlement due to the consolidation of the soft 4.5 and 7.
layer, which is computed from the relation:
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2. A higher factor would in effect reduce the exhibit subst intiail stiffeninq and strength
settlement c, Iculated with the Schmertmann increase witi timo s up to several months.
Formula. With a factor of 6 for instance,
the average calculated settlement would be Ground Imcr:'vment Achieved
the same as that calculated by the pressure-
meter method. The induce, sottlement is the tanoible proof

that the tr<,atment has ichieved densification.
3. Settlement calculation for a square footiig Its importance diends on the efficiency of the

using the Schmertmann formula ignores the compaction plan but also upon the nature of the
soils at depths lower than two times the soil and its initial degree of compactness.
width Df the footing. The pressuremeter Experience has shown that for a natural soil it
method on the other hand accounts for soils usually varies between 4 and 6 per cent of the
down to a depth equal to 8 times the width of thickness of the compressible soils.
the footing. The fact that the Schmertmann
formula ignores the weaker layer found below Table 1 shows that the average enforced settle-
24 feet may explain the lesser differential ment resultino from the treatment at Bristol
settlement, amounts to 0.92 feet. Since the averaoe thick-

ness of the loose soils (N 20) as determined
from pre-compaction SPT boreholes, was 15.3 feet,

Table 2. Calculated Settlement the enforced settlement represents 5.9 Der cent
of the thickness of loose soils, which must be
considered satisfactory for this site.

Calculation Using Calculation using SPT The comparison between pre and post-compaction
Pressuremeter Values Values test results shown in Figures 5 and 6 is evi-

dence that the treatment achieved very substan-
tial improvement down to elevation 182, or downBorehole Settlement Borehole Settlement toautheonf
to about the top of the compact layer.

No. In No. In

V-1 0.20 V-lA 0.50
V-2 0.27
V-3 0.21 0
V-4 0.17 0
V-5 0.17
V-6 0.41
1-7 0. 30
V-8 0.19 V-8A 0.49
V-9 0.22 Cio
V-10 0.29 V-10A 0.39
V-ll 0.54 IL
V-12 0.31 SP,5M I
V-13 0.30 grading w
V-14 0. 46
V-15 0.31 V-15A 0.38 r some ?0
V-16 0.44 silt -
V-17 0.27 V-17A 0.55 ct
V-18 0.16 depth
V-19 0.36 I
V-20 0.49

Two more comments must be made about the calcu-
lated settlements given in Table 2. 40

The first comment is that the driving of the Fig. 5 Comparison of Average P Values Pafore
slotted tube into the soil causes a certain 1
degree of disturbance which in effect tends to
lower the modulus values. Using these values
for calculation leads to a conservative evalu-
ation of post-construction settlement. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The second comment concerns the fact that becau- The ground improvement work was extensively
se of the demands of the construction schedule, monitored with Pressuremeter and Standard Pene-
verification testing had to be performed imme- tration Test Testing performed before and after
diately following compaction. As a result, ccmpaction. Both verification control methods
important time dependent strength gains may have demonstrates conclusively that the requirements
been overlooked in the process. Mitchell and of the specifications, in terms of allowable
Solymar Ref. 7 have demonstrated that sands bearing capacity, maximum total settlement and
freshly densified by vibro-compaction, dynamic maximum differential settlement wore satisfied.
compaction and compaction by explosives ma:
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strate the improvement achieved. General Notice C. 60. An, Soils Soils no. 26

1975.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of Average N Values Before
and After Treatment

Extensive ground vibrations monitored showed
that the operation was safe and did not consti-
tute an%, risk for adjacent structures.

The plant is now in operation and all recorded
settlement levels are well below the specifica-
tion requirements.

The success of this proji :t and the increasing
number of failures at other sites where dynamic
compaction has been employed reinforces the
need for the engineer to specify meaningful
compaction criteria, and to require extensive
verification testing.

Dynamic compaction requirements shculd stipulate
that the Contractor achieve certain performance
goals, such as allowable bearing capacity and/or
settlement. Furthermore, because of the limita-
tions of various verification testing methods
and the subsurface conditions, at least two
methods should be used to ensure the Owner/
Engineer that the contractor has obtained the
specification requirements.
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Effects of Collapse Settlement of Fill on Reinforced Earth Walls
G.E. Blight
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Johannesburg, South Africa

SYNOPSIS

Two case hi-tories illustrate the effects that collapse settlement of the fill forming a Reinforced Earth wall can have
on the structure.

Pre-requisires for collapse settlement are inadequate compaction, compaction at too low a water content, or a
combination of these. Collapse settlement occurs subsequently when the water content of tile fill is increased by
infiltration.

The effects of collapse settlement identified in this paper are:

(i) a temporary release of friction on the reinforcing strips with the result that the wall facing moves outwards:
and

Iii) relative settlement between the fill and the wall facing with the result that the reinforcing strips become
inclird to the horizontal and their tension increases.

EFFECTS OF COLLAPSE SETI LF4TT OF FILL ON STRIP
FRICTION

A loose fill has in unstable structure that is The sand was uniform in grading, having a dlo size of
maintained by capillary stresses. In clayey fills the

0.1mm and a ratio d /d - 2 nivsiainistructure will consist of an assemblage of clods that 6o 10 2. Andinvestigationin
behaves like a granular mass. Each clod maintains its the laboratory showed that the angle of shearing
integrity by" means of strength imparted by capillary resistance of the sand was high (I' = 430) although the
stresses acting within it. The void space between clods angle of friction of the loose dry sand on the sur'faces
is large relative to the void space within each clod, of the smooth galvanized steel reinforcing strips was
i.e. individual clods are compact relative to the surprisingly low (6-130). When the sand was inundated
overall soil. In sand fills the unstable structure will in the shear box, the angle of friction increased to
be maintained by capillary stresses between individual 190.
grains or groups of grains.

A re-analysis of the stc 'ility of the wall showed that
When water later infiltrates the fill, the capillary for 6 .11 the factor of safety against pull-out of the
stresses are released. Clods lose strength and compact strips from the fill would be as low as 1.1 at a
into the surrounding voids and sand grain assemblages distance of 2.5m below the top of the wall, increasing
break down. The net effect is a settlement of the fill to 1.5 at 4.5m and to close to 2.0 at 6m. the base of
that has been defined as collapse settlement. The the wall. Because the effect of wetting was ultimately
amount of collapse settlement that occurs depends en to increase the factor of safety against a pull-out of
the quantity of water infiltrating and the the strips, it appeared that some transient phenomenon
time-settlement relationship depends on the had occurred, presumably as the wetting front, arising
distribution of the infiltration with time. The from the burst hose, passed through the fill.
transient effect of the settlement on friction between
the reinforcing strips and the soil will be illustrated The phenomenon was modeled in the laboratory by loading
by a case history: a dry sand-to-galvanized steel surface in the shear

box, to a factor of safety of 2 against shear failure.
A reinforced earth wall was built at Koingnaas on the The sand was then inundated and the movement of the
west coast of South Africa. The climate is desert with sand and the shear load were recorded on a UV recorder.
an average annual precipitation of 90 mm and an annual A typical result of such a test is shown in Figure 1.
pan evaporation of l 00mm. The wall supports a fill of
uniform fine dune and which was placed without control AB in the figure represents the stage during which the
on moisture conteit and with little compaction. Shortly dry sand was loaded to a factor of safety of about 2
after a high pressure sea water hose had burst on the (actual 6 - 6.10). At B the loading was stopped and the
platform at the top of the wall, the wall abruptly sand inundated. At C it appears that the water reached
moved forward a distance of lOmm to 200mm and then the sand-galvanized steel interface and the shear
again came to rest. stress reduced (C to D) to an angle of friction of less

than 10. Simultaneously the sand settled, although most
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Shear stress relaxing
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A Time

Figure 1: Variation of shear load at sand-steel
interface when dry sand is inundated.

of the settl ement occurred after the frictional
resistance at the sand-steel interface had been lost.

It can be inferred from Figure 1 that as the wetting 7.0
front moved downwards through the fill, successive
lavers of reinforcinz strips temporarily lost their
shear resistance and allowed the pressure in the fill Th
to move the wall facing forward. As the wetting front 6.0 -
passed, shear resistance was re-established, possibly 6.0
at a greater angle of friction, and the wall facing 0
re-stab iized.

The effect of saturating the fill on strip friction has 5.0 T
previously been investigated by the Reinforced Earth
Company. Although they found that saturation
reduces the frictional coefficient between a dune sand
and a steel reinforcing strip, the transient phenomenon 4.0 -
illustrated in Figure 1 appears not to have been
identified at that time. I

A possible secondary effect of water entry is that - 3.0-
water pressure may develop in the fill, thus reducing
its shear strength and precipitating a rotational shear
failure. In the Koingnaas case, this did not occur
because the quantity of water was limited and the fill 2.0
was relatively free-draining.

F2PEC OF COLLAPSE SETTLEMENT OF FILL ON STRI TEN(SION 1.0
0 200 400 600 800 0

The collapse settlement of a poorly compacted fill has
its effect on strip tension by dragging the reinforcing
strips down relative to the wall facing. If the latter Figure 2: Strip tension T required to exert horizontal
consists of concrete panels, the facing is stiff in a

vertical plane, relative to the fill, once the 20mm component Th for various inclinations 0.
joints between the concrete elements have closed up.
This closure corresponds to 1.3" of post construction
settlement of the fill.

- the relative settlement of the reinforcing strip to

There is also the possible secondary effect of water the tie strip taking into account the ability of the
pressure to consider, if ufficient water enters the cladding to compress in the vertical plane
fill and if the fill is not free-draining.

- the movement of the reinforcing strip required to
The effect of collapse settlement on strip tension is a mobilise the friction in the loose fill along the
complex geometrical one, which depends on: length of the strip.
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As a result of the rolarve settlement, the strips monitored over a period of five months. Tb" nhserved
ocome inci,i'd aaiaenr to tne wat. For an inclined moveaJent was only 1mm and hence measurements were
strip To esert a hori:ontaI tension component T the stopped. The observed movements of tie north wall over
tot'sion in 'he strip has to be see Figure 2) the period 1979 to 19.4 are illustrated in Figure 4.

The 10S4 measurements seem to show that the rate of
I T, sec movement of the wall had been almost constant with

time.

Figure 3: Frontal view of the failure at
Grootgeluk Mine

As sho n by Figure 2. T increases ranil? with An examination of the failure showed the following:
increasing t. If the design factor of -afety against
yield of a reinforcing strip is 1.6. a strip (i) A water pipe in the failed area had been
inclination of ill will cause yield. If the factor of leaking for an unknown period, discharging
safety against tensile fracture is 2, an inclination of water into the fill.
6OO will result in fracture.

(ii) The fill consisted of a sandy gravel which
The occurrence of this effect of fill settlement will contains a considerable proportion of clay. It
also be illustrated by a case history: was certainly not free-draining but had an

estimated permeability of only lm/year.
At the Grootgeluk Coal Mine in the north-west Transvaal Penetration of water into the fill by
province of South Africa, the two arms of a U-shaped infiltratioi: of rainwater would have been slow.
crusher complex were constructed of Reinforced Earth Equally, water fed into the fill by the leaking
walls, pipe would not readily have dispersed.

The walls support the earth ramps that provide access (iii) Several reinforcing strips had never been
for Z-OT haul trucks to tip their loads from the base placed in the wall. For example, one facing
of the 1 into a primary crusher. Eight years after panel was attached to four instead of the
construction one of the side walls (the south wall) of required six strips. In other cases 60mm x 3mm
the I failed, a wedge of fill sliding out together with strips had been used instead of SOmm x 3mm
a section of the concrete panel facing. The height of strips.
the section that failed was 16m. A view of the failure
is shown in Figure R. (iv) Strips in the wall adjacent to the failed

section were found to be inclined at steep
Farly in the life of the wall complex there had been angles to the horizontal. Inclinations as steep
concern because the facing of the north arm of the U as '00 were found. It is surmised that a
had been found to be moving outwards. The movement of similar situation applied to the section of
the wall was monitored for fifteen nonths, but when the wall that failed. Figure 5 shows a row of
rate of movement was seen to be moderate (between 10 inclined strips uncovered in the post-failure
and 20mm per year), measurements were stopped. At the examination.
same rime, the wall that ultimately failed was
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Figure 4: Observed movements of north wall at
Grootgeluk Primary Crushing Plant.

The inclination of the strips may have resulted from Koningnaas wall. Because of the relatively low
sett ing the facing slabs too far ahead of the fill with permeability of the fill, the process of progressive
the result that the unsupported reinforcing strips release of friction would have taken place slowly over
drooped down to rest on the fill surface. On the other the years as each seasonal wetting front progressed
hand, the observed progressive movements of the north through the fill. The same process was probably taking
wall were probably caused by a similar mechanism, place on the south wall, but was unobserved.
involving collapse settlement, to the movement of the

Figure 5: Inclined reinforcing strips uncovered
during post-failure examination
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(v) A deep rut in the surface of the fill showed A
that a heavy wheel load had been applied to the
surface of the tailed area shortly before the The infoimution on the Koningnaas wall is published by
failure occurred, kind pernission of the Anglo American Corporation of

South Africa Limited.
(vi) Several of the strips supporting the failed

section had clearly broken some time The Grootgeluk case history is published by permission
previously, as the fracture surfaces had of Iscor Limited.
rus ted.

An engineering failure seldom stems from a single REFNCES
cause. It is usually the concatenation of a number of
circumstances that results in a failure. The 1. Blight, G.E., Dane, M.S.W. and Smith, A.C.S.,
Grooteeluk failure was obviously no exception. All the "The progressive deterioration of a Reinforced
above factors would have pushed the condition of the Earth wall complex", submitted to Geotechnique,
wall nearer to failure. 1907.

Accepting the various construction errors mentioned
above, a likely scenario for the failure is the
following:

Because of progressive collapse settlement and
construction errors, the factor of safety of the
section of wall that failed may have been close to
unit ' before the water pipe started to leak. The
penetration of the fill by water from the leak would
have resulted in further collapse settlement and an
increasing inclination of the reinforcing strips in
this :one. Simultaneously, the accumulation of water
would have reduced the shear strength of the fill. The
last straw may have been the straying of a heavy
vehicle onto the surface of the fill above this zone,
now in a critical state. As often happens in
engineering failures, there %as no coherent eye-witness
account of the failure.

Observations at Grootgeluk indicated that reinforcing
strips were dragged down over a distance of 500mm to
7iOmm back from the wall facing. If one sets the
acceptable angle of inclination at 370 (a 25 per cent
increase in strip tension), then the maximum
permissible settlement of the backfill relative to the
wall facings is 375mm. Hence the limitation on
settlement or misplacement of strips in elevation is
not severe. Relative displacements of less than 375mm
over a fill height of 16m should be easily possible
with good supervision and careful compaction.

CNCLUDING RMARKS

The case histories described above, illustrate the
importance of applying the usual cont! ) norms during
the construction of Reinforced Earth structures, as
well as the necessity for adequate compaction of the
fill. As shown by measurements on Reinforced Earth
structures, the tensions in reinforcing strips at a
par'icular level can vary widely (Blight, Dane and
Smith (1)). Circumstances that result in increasing
strip tensions may cause certain strips to break, thus
reducing the overall factor of safety of the structure.
Recognition of these facts will lead to the building of
safe, durable structures.
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Pavement Failures Caused by Soil Erosion
H.O. Chukweze
University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Nigeria

e~ P-t ep aro ex- i f' rei o caoe;- 'a erosionA>e_--wa er. evwd- a ce3 r _veu U re, -eo be gr p io ue t"ra.etwl'
as~uti_ i'--. i-rl4--ies inisone -,. pi'o-r'essive

cf rc-1s ox-l e t ' 1,veen t lay- rs 1- or~in to e i l ,;re of the Sur-f _21of-' .ave-e-- am.ilves e6_ weae 2 r b th-e aooum=.o--
-e r_;-_ e- s ~ .: -'es are~ -:overrned bsy tle Soi -- ' r 0  

ie0 .

i 3d edu -zced thtte cave e~ "t_ c i pro te c ted fr o:-- eros c : ,u-r byap -il .,' fxm
e Ir I c e c C L ', c c ,ilre o n n -t', e cos _r a, t c e pLawen cot- st ructurez,

lr'_- 1ovelcocin-- contie ailor £ .).ron sop
devastatin- activities of soil erosion bysi --- ct -e v r ± u e o f ac t t o - , t l s e c o 'x n t r e e s r e y co i l c %c cr

r' a" - r for their economiacp=ccr fto
c - -7-- civities o-f soil. erosion do not -m'o'otfctor

10c a- o~n ia- the pla nt nutrient b.ut may 
-n olae orprocee to defce tle s,rcrnd with ugly ditches E.()1 h"ecrclaas evsro

cr~vro or mrioJ u
1 or.as values are asigned arbi-

Cftn esion units aIre cut throcuoh tai ~i ftefcoscnandteen
ro ~ rga a-s thereby limniting Kutan Ir rcently oth er mL~- fat_ ~occusmceet n diveri- lag the traffic. have ix-_- i-lr _ce-0: I.-Thc d~r c count for the

C: en, ras ore paved in order to erospi'o :-t''.l c±~ zaaa o( r ,oilt6es.Foex-e-0 ' t'ojyr 2i span. Altho's'nh some of these Partheliade- L In- ; ell (190 and Iandia_ae cd ave beet destined with- special (!075) sl-o,; ~ du -opinrto
f-_t -' , eroz 10' has often su.cceeded in desta- r -aed to te cation eXc:3uitge
tilizn- . m capacit of soil is directl proportional to

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' r'etafecaeffalrs te dispersivenes of is_ soil imm.ersed in waterofpe r zend ac the South epart flre tenc z oce ilit, to erosion of th.ee~~~~ol rbu a,- So
0 ohenprt fil that eXi, its hihSAP, is.1.)eria, ma'ict- nave osben caused b-- soil erosion, mjore susceptisle to erosion thtan the sil at~e exaroypl, s" cied are used to illustrate th.,-e a lower value of S.AR undor th.-e same environ-meox anisz.s of th- e destabilization of paved roads mental conditions.

by soil erosion and the princirlos of the comtrd2
of the failuares. It is deducedc, therfore, that the use of

SIR to evaluate soil erodi,,ilitv is likely to
fall tho-hwhen th-e sui-face-active particlesThe earli ;3t moitIheat clc model of soil erosion in the soil (cla-y fraction) tend to sero. Seeis-~ocle universal soil loss equation also Chakweze(1 6)

W _oc" was developes in. America (soil conse,.va-
tion, -1952), i.e. An alternative equation to thetz use of eAR

is due to Creod (1981). h-ere thuo rate of the
A =soil loss (mass --er u-nit area) cla3y particle detach-ment, ce Is giverb h

(1)equat ion;

w~aee S - AR(2)

R rainfall factorwhr

' rppr actor A C-07,ORs n(a
crop i n.+ n v
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culvert and tends to degride the stream bed
e= P. exp. L there, therehy undermining and u-ndercutting the

culvert struc re, Such failures may be studied
b A r usn . n er:uaticn due tc Caesar et al (1983)

2 1- i.e.
LT = DTC' (V')b (5)

s = soil particle de.sitye

v o  = water flo-r velocity where

v = sl_ -r 1. velcity - maxn4- o dimension of the scour holev~ =ee so.'a flo., veuovity

= thichness of the boun-dary luyer D di:e er of the culvert

P = particle enery. F = 0 ( 1 De)5
/ 2

= sh.ar stress

A = interparticle dislace:ent g gravit c-. consant

q = dischar-e of water through culvertE activation energy

= absolute temperature a, b factors dependent on the maxrinum. scocr
hole diaretor (Caesar, 1981). Thus it ra- '--e

R = universal scil constant concluded fro:. the available literttre, that
- no. of bonds per m2 of soil the erosion of road pavenent b-- water 'a-not ce

isolated fron tie general principles of soil
Several authors have discussed eq. 2 eg. erosion but -. 'te control strategy sho-ld

3iandamir et al (1982), Ra dkivi & Tan (1984) recognise the n-ture of the road navement
and Artulanadan et al (1973). In general many of struct-ures.
the parameters of eq. 2 are too difficult to
determine thus making eq. 2 unusable. FIELD EVIDFZf3ES

In another attempt, Chuku,7eze (1987) visua- The area covered by the present stud- is scw;n
lises soil erosion as a composite of the three in fig. 1.
separate events, vis:

(i) particle detach-ment *g

(ii) buoyancy .
(iii) viscous drag; and shows that the rate I/

of soil erosion man be estimated from a know- s% o /

led e of the critical detach--ment energy, of
t-e -airfall, the crital viscous resistance,
Cv and the relative density, (Q of the 7 - / 1 S

detached soil particle. (Chukweze, 1987). ie. \ \ ,' / ,/

vw = uitwih (4) _____ _,__-_, ___,_

where .11m 0.1Z Se~ . be Callo a"

g = unit weight of the soil const t40, 41-Al" d t

g gravitational constant I. The geology of the Anombre State, Nigstle.

A = area of exposure to rain fall
impact energy

V = volume of water collected The major rock associations found here are the
t = time interval shales, false-bedded sandstones containing some

coal seams af. the river sands and alluvial
= fluid viscosity deposits. The area is drained by several rivers

flowing essertinlly south ward. Some photcgraphs
= acceleration of flow have been tahe- to s low the different t-res of

pavement destructions associated wit. the
erosion activities in the area.

In addition to particle detacment by the

flowing water, land slides also occur where pre- PAVE .aI! T I.CISION
existing slopes exceed the critical height
Chukweze 1986; Eorgenstein & Price, 1965; Fig. 2.0 shows a flexible, bituminous pavement
ulshop a. !korgenst em, 1960). the edge of w-ich has been cut by a shallow

In drainage channels, the water emerges in channel running parallel tc it. The small
a localised torrent at the lower end of the channel started as a rill around Septeimber, 1986
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II
Figss. 4 and 5 sbo.,: she dif.Zerent nodes of

failsre of a road by the mass accusut.ulation of
erosion debris.

Pi 4 s_or; a paved road in Jsukka w!ico

a< : since -row.n tc a destabilizig unit of
t[ re:ent d4-C C .12m at the widest

-. r .,ore t4n 1.4Cm deep at

ere--- e:Lled incision t.e erosion aotivi- has been conletely closed with erosion debris

- ~ ~ ~ ti wE 0TS~eia 61-o>er of1IA JA' ±ci u0±yOn ooaore' e w_!!ls.
t err -3r an 'nzerouts the hard Incessant flooding of this section of' the road

slac of *_he pm-cerent surfaoing,.has causcd the pavement here to wea.en sad
rut. Thue crclic deposition of flood materials

I A7E-3:.- 1 L1C'_ - has helped The pavement rutting by further
. 3olosin, up the draina.:e channels. Jote the

71:-. 3 shows the routing of a new road by soil t hick deposit of erratics.

Fig. 5 shors another case of rutting of

erosion. :.ere the road is cut across by a

large gorge m-J:-na it impossi le for further
use. :he rleomenon started as a culvert the road pavement along the Awka-Onitsha road.

crosson. As the civert is undermined and The settin- is also typical for the 4th mile

underout it coolases with the superjacent soil from 9th !-_Ile (near Enugu) to ,akurdi road. here
mass. As tse l:liacsea il mass is removed the road cut has collapsed and the soil

by flowira- water and the culvert is further materials are deposited on the road pavement

exposed and undermined that section aCain which ruts and weakens with time.
collapses wit. the superjacent soil mass and
the gorge sc created grows across the highway DISCUSSIO11S
and the road is pat out o. use. Pavement rout-
ing is common i . ::igeria and hM occurred Pavement failures resulting from soil erosion
near Enucu, Awka, Aghara (near Ckigwe) and near hayebeen grouped here into three illustrated
Oit sha. categories: Incision, routing and rutting.
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Progress in the Use of NATM for the Sco Paulo Subway
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SYNOPSIS: The first time that the New Austrian Tunnelling Method (NATM) was used for underground
works in the Sao Paulo Subway was in 1981. Since that time, significant progress has been achieved
in successfully optimizing the support and lowering the construction costs. This paper will de-
scribe the latest experience of two single-track parallel tunnels excavated in 1986 through
tertiary stiff clay. All the experience accumulated in previous jobs led to design improvements,
such as (1) no steel ribs for support along 72% of the tunnels length (2) no temporary invert, and
(3) no spiles, forepoles, soil grouting or any other type of ground improvement. Significant cost
and time reduction were the practical result. A method for quick and efficient storage and graph-
ical interpretation of instrumentation readings was developed and implemented in a network of
microcomputers installed at the construction site, owner's and engineers' offices.

INTRODUCTION It is important to emphasize that design
optimizations during construction could only

Since 1981 the New Austrian Tunnelling Method result in cost reduction due to the flexibility
(NATM) has been used for tunnel construction in of the contract, as described elsewhere (Cruz
connection with the extension of the North Line et al., 1985).
of the Sao Paulo Subway. In the first case, two
parallel 60-m long single-track tunnels (6-m Being NATM an observational method, (Rabcewicz,
diameter) were excavated through tertiary stiff 1964) optimizations are heavily dependent on
clay and soft organic clay. Face instability efficient instrumentation interpretation.
problems. already related previously (Celestino Mathematical models have been used for the jobs
et al., 1982) occurred in the soft clay. The mentioned above, and they have been upgraded as
solution basically consisted on the use of long construction progressed in order to obtain good
grouted spiles. agreement between their results and

instrumentation readings. Calibrated models
In the second case, a 200-m long double-track helped to evaluate beforehand the consequences
(12-m diameter) tunnel was excavated through of design optimization measures and the
stiff tertiary clay, with overburden varying resulting safety.
between 5 and 13 m. This construction was
completely successful (Celestino et al., 1985)
and new cost standards for underground works DESIGN DATA
were established for the Sao Paulo Subway.
(Before the use of NATM, only cut-and-cover and The tunnels were excavated through tertiary
shield had been used for local underground stiff fissured clay. Above the West tunnel,
construction). The double-track tunnel was quaternary deposits of soft clay with sand
excavated underneath poorly constructed old lenses occurred. Figure 1 shows a cross section
buildings. In the most critical case the through the portals. The overburden varies from
foundations of a 5-storey masonry building 18 m at portals to 14 m at the end of the
(with no concrete or steel structure) were only tunnels, 63 m away. The thickness of stiff clay
5 m above the tunnel crown (Mitsuse et al., above the crowns of the tunnels also decreases
1985) and no damage other than minor cracks slightly to a minimum of 2 m. The pillar
occurred. Tenants kept occupying the building between the tunnels is about 5 m wide. The
normally during tunnel construction. excavation progressed from a shaft towards the

dead end of existing tunnels already in
Due to design optimizations of support and operation.
final lining of the double-track tunnel, the
contract was finished with fund surplus. The The stiff clay is randOmly fissured. In some
Subway Company decided to use those funds for locations, no fissures could be noticed on the
the construction of two 63-m long single-track tunnel face; in others, spacing varied from a
tunnels, also along the extension of the North few to tens of centimeters. Their attitudes
Line, the construction of which is currently were also randomly distributed. They were
underway. This paper describes the performance usually slickensided, having very low strength.
during the construction of these tunnels, Unstable blocks were sometimes formed at the
design optimizations that could be adopted excavation face, and this was one of the
based on instrumentation results, and the critical problems that had to be looked at
final cost. during construction. The SPT penetration
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Portals
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resistance of the clay 
(blows/foot), also

indicated in Figure 1, is in the range of 20 to (b)AWAY FROM PORTALS
40. The modulus of elasticity, and the
coefficient of earth pressure at rest, both
inferred from instrumentation results during FIGURE 2 - Support and Final Lining (Thicknesses
the excavation and mathematical models, were in Millimeters)
100 MPa and 1.0 respectively. The latter is
also in agreement with theories of earth
pressure for overconsolidated clays (e.g. disturbance and loosening of the soil mass.
Brooker and Ireland 1965) with an overcon- Lengths of stretches where steel sets were
solidation ratio of 5. actually installed were different, as described

later on.
Eventhough not important for face stability the
deposit of soft clay above the West tunnel The tunnels were top-heading and bench
played an important role for surface excavated, with 0.8 m advance and distance from
settlements. With a natural void ratio in the bench to face varying from 3.6 to 5.2 m. A core
range of 2 to 3, the material undergoes was left at the face in order to minimize
appreciable consolidation under minor stress problems of unstable blocks formed by slick-
changes. ensided. No global face stability problems were

anticipated. Support and final lining were
There are two water tables: one gravitational, designed with basis on interaction diagrams
approximately at elevation 750 m, and the other (bending moment versus normal force) obtained
one artesian, in the sand deposit below from the mathematical model. The model
elevation 723 m. Due to the low permeability of reproduced the different excavation phases,
the stiff clay, no dewatering was necessary. placement of support and its hardening with

time. Long term condition was simmulated by (a)
In spite of being in urban environment, there introducing a factor of safety (equal to 2) on
were no important buildings directly above the the effective strength parameters of the soil,
tunnels. However, several buildings were within thus causing soil relaxation and increase in
the area of influence of the work. load transferred to the shotcrete lining; (b)

considering a 2-m increase in the elevation of
Both support and final lining consisted of the water table due to long-term fluctuations;
shotcrete, as indicated in Figure 2, with and (c) considering surface and deep loads to
thicknesses of 15 cm and 10 cm respectively, be transferred to the soil mass by foundations
and 2.2 kg/m2 CA-60B steel wire mesh. According of future buildings. An example of interaction
to the design, 4-inch I steel sets would be diagrams is presented in Figure 3. Shown there
used for support every 80 cm in the initial and are bending moment (Md) versus thrust (Nd)
final 10 m long stretches of the tunnels. Both envelops for all cross sections of the lining
at the portal and next to the dead end of and the moment-thrust interaction diagrams for
previously excavated tunnels, non-symmetrical the support and final lining.
loads could be anticipated due to previous
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MD In order to speed up the interpretation of
(_N.m__)_ instrumention results, a system was developed

C END OF CONSTRUCTION tor storage, retrieval and graphical
50- L LONG TERM presentation of instrument readings and general

F construction occurrences. A network of
R - WATERLEVEL RISE microcomputers was installed at the

construction site, owner's office and
engibeers' office so that the data could be

.remotely transmitted. This system allowed

interpretation graphs to be available at the
offices a few minutes after reading the

Nd instruments at the construction site.

500 (km) Graphs of readings versus time or readings
versus excavation progress can be obtained at

FIGURE 3 - Moment-Thrust Diagram for Support scales easily chosen by the user. Annotations
and Final Lining of construction occurrences are also shown.

Other types of graphs are being implemented
now. Domingues et al. (1987) present a general

MONITORING description of the system.

Instrumentation was very simple and consisted
of 7 control sections of surface and deep PERFORMANCE DURING CONSTRUCTION AND COST
settlement devices.

Eventhough other tunnels have been excavated in
A Full control section is shown in Figure 4, soil without steel sets as part of the support
with two levels of deep as well as surface both in Brazil (e.g. Negro and Eisenstein 1978;
settlement devices. Some sections were more Teixeira, 1985) and abroad (e.g. Ocampo-Franco,
simple and had only one surface and one deep 1982), no tunnels had yet been excavated with-
settlement devices. out steel sets for the Sio Paulo Subway. At the

time they were first used, steel sets
Also shown in Figure 4 are other parameters that represented significant progress for the
will be used later on: practice of tunnel support. More recently,

after other types of support have come up, for
s: maximum settlement; instance shotcrete, the use of steel sets has

been questioned by some authors (e.g. Kramers,
i: distance to point of inflection of settle- 1978; Rabcewicz, 1979). Imporcant conclusions

ment trough, as defined by Peck (1969); of the instrumentation program of the Du Pont
referred to as settlement trough width for Circle Station construction, Washington Metro
simplicity; (Brierly and Cording, 1976) show only limited

action of steel sets. It was therefore decided
Vs: volume of settlement trough; to eliminate steel sets at the central portions

of the tunnels, except where previous
Ve: excavation volume; disturbance of the soil mass might cause the

need for (a) support shortly after excavation,
Vs/Ve (%): percentage of settlement volume, or (b) support element to withstand

concentrated or non-symmetric load.
Settlements of nearby buildings were also
controlled. Besides settlements, internal The West tunnel was excavated first, and only
convergence of the tunnels was also measured, when it reached the end did the East tunnel

excavation start. When the face of the West
tunnel reached progressive 35 m, settlements

I started to increase. According to the design,
steel sets were not being used for support. It

P1 P2 'P3 P4 P5 was noticed that the quality of shotcrete (the
only support element) was very poor. Time of

7initial setting and time of end of setting were
V, far beyond design requirements. A large block

(4 m wide, 0.9 m high) fell off the roof, and
0'
o1 1 steel sets were again locally adopted. In this

T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 re mean time, laboratory tests determined that the
-- - _-( cement and admixture used were incompatible due

0 to recent increase in the contents of blast
ITI T2 furnace slag. Untill new compatible cement and

0 - admixture were found, a minimum of 10 hours was
___ - ve established between initiation of subsequent

advances, so that the shotcrete could gain
EAST TUNNEL WEST TUNNEL enough strength.

SFigure 5 shows the contours of equal surtace
-settlements caused by the excavation of the

West Tunnel. Values for i, s and i along the
tunnel axis are also shown. A deep trough (68.7

FIGURE 4 - Typical Control Section and mm) can be seen at the location of the unstable
Settlement Parameters block. It is interesting to notice that the
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settlement trough becomes narrower at the _0

location ox tie unstable block, indicating the FIGURE 6 - Surface Settlements Caused by East

tendency fcr plug-like mechanism. Trough width Tunnel: Contours and Parameters i, s and-N

and settlement volume percentage have exactly

opposite behaviors (one increases as the other

decreases). second tunnel. It is probable that the already

completed shotcrete support of the first

When the East tunnel excavation started, there tunnel, interacting with tne soil mass, is

was no more restriction about the time bet.ween stiffer than the mass by itself. Similar

advances, since new compatible cement and results were found by Celestino et al. (1985),

admixture hid been found. Steel sets were only analyzing data of settlements caused by large

used in the initial 10 m according to the dimension tunnels excavated in sequences of

design. No problem of unstable block was found, side and central galleries.

The use of stee' sets was conditioned to the

maximun observed shear strain in the soil mass, -10 d () -50

inferred from the reading of the deepest

settlement device. The limit was never reached

and the excavation progressed successfullyS

without steel sets. 2

Figure 6 shows settlements caused by the East

tunnel. No pronounced peak of r or s exists. It

can also be noticed that the settlements are 6

significantly smaller than for the West tunnel.

This is true not only at the location of the

unstable block, but even in the first 30 m, _ ) .(

where no serious problem of shotcrete occurred

for the West tunnel. 10

This tendency in also observed for the deep 12

settlement dev--es, that do not include

consolidation of the soft clay above the West

tunnel. East tun,.el settlements were only 50% to 14

65% of West tunnel settlements.

16
The decrease in settlement caused by the second S

tunnel is opposite to what had been found by (mM)

Cording and Hansmire (1975). They compiled data FIGURE 7 - Deep Settlements as a Function of
from several tunnels excavated with shield that the Distance to Excavation Face: S2-15 Above

showed a clear increase in settlement for the Pre-Existing Tunnel; S2-14 Above Soil Mass.
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Effectiveness of Sand Drains in Peaty Soil in a
Case of Differential Settlement Recovering
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SYNOP'sS-: Toe e-soit octainedI in a case history of differenti-l settlement recovery are reported.
The e recti,,eness orf sand drains in peaty soil is questioned. .2 importance and the mutual influence
or tf :-' a nd secondary settlement are discussed. Remarks are made on the value of secondary set

Toe ~ s~oo totoe rs:international
Cooferen- 3n Case Histories in Geotechnical
Eng: nee-i~ a Paper concerning the recovering ofh h=20
d if c-- ns t s -ettlements in a large six storey ~20~_
bu,,ldio'c by means ot vertical Irains and partial

Over a i oftoe foundation mat.
Toe ta: i 1 fD toe design together with general 6 ) E a .
so: ao nl3a'ei stics . settlement measurements up K

N:,.e - - , 1983 sod observational analysis of (_
sEttLI a m : t sre reported in the mentioned paper.

Ju 17 iteo avai lable space did not allow an
aco~rate 3o1ysis of the settlements behaviour77 7 ]

Wi TO ec to the soil charactritc: hsLJ ]Li
will be J0 ne in this barer. Furthermore an other
measurement of toe settlements has been made in (2
Jul1y B7 s that more precise forecast for the

fuu' b--avcur i s now possi ble . L--
: 2440 (3

SOIL '-ARA, TERISTICS 4S, bo~eh.ICS -5- swac pnifrlatontes Irfenepis

The general soil characteristics have been re- Fig. 1 Lay-out of the Foundation Mat with the
Height (h) of Sand Loading and Reference

ported in the Previous paper. It has to be Points
stressedl tliat the ,re-) was a marshland until a
"ew years before thiL building construction and
that prupably toe building was locaLed on the In fig. 2 are reported the profiles of CPT and
border of the ,aid area. In fig. 1 the lay-out DMT. In the borehole samples some characteri-
of t.oe fcuoujation mat is reported with the bo- stics resulted as follows:
re~hn _-ni CPTS performed at the time of theI-2
nt-re i in 1974). Borehole 1 and CPTs A and B !ni11lefflo11311 'leo! rontent y) W W, Cu I

5h~~~wi oii * characteristics subst tial ly /n)(I( (i(/i

dif--nt f r T tro s e of borehole 2 and CPTs C . . ~ - .Hi V) 5) Im 2.b, 0.155
anJ , prpvious paper). In fact the side of

I1 I g d o ) terested by these latter tests ' ~ - A1

to the water stream f lowing, at about 2. 5 () 1/ ' L 2. 01%

r, t r -j ,re m rohy area . t,0I il 1 7.1 / . 0~ k 5 2i 01. lit

I, 1 Rs ' i r v i i a t i n wa5 performed, con- id7 1..~ ' 17 3' 18 SA4 0. 'rn,

i no )--t'r or e hoIe., one eleotric CPT and 7- . SIp 2 9 u.)

on "T v Ir , h' I : Diatsmotpr Test) These ?) 02.A IIf ', t .0 0ts~~t ~~r h, nal : ~ v e oi n ri t y of the ex isting I)-11. 1, 1., 'a41 ,2 50 013
I b j r i t a t aI - if f ic i nt distance ?L10 .711 1i Ko ' ) '1 0.210

f r 1 notrl to b 9 affected by it,,I 1,1.11I 314 flit

t". 1:'6 Q2.1 MO 8"M 1 'I l . 0.417
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The values of cu were determined by laboratory SETTLEMENT BEHAVIOUR
vane tests: the trend is linear from 2 t/m2 at
2m depth to 4 t/m2 at 15 m. The samples resulted The drains were installed from Ist August to mid
slightly overconsolidated down to about 10 m. October 1974; in fig. 3 are sketched the dia-
CR is the compression ratio ( -k-H /log t) on the grams of settlement for two opposite corners of
virgin curve in the compression range (p > pc). the building, together with the drains execution
As far as the peat content is concerned, and period and the four loading steps. These steps
hence the compressibility, the layer between 5 with reference to the maximum height of sand
and 10 m approximately resulted critical; this loading on the foundation mat (fig. 1) were:
is in accordance with what had been obtained for 1st step Hmax = 1.10 m
borehole 2. 2nd step = 2.20 m

3rd step 3.50 m
4th step 4.50 m

The partial unloadinq refers to a reduction of
the maximum height of sand to 2.20 m all over
the area; the partial reloading refers to a Ye-statement of the height of 4.50 m in proximity

to point 5 (fig. 1), but without the external

________embankment. On the diagrams in fig. 3 some inte-
resting remarks can be done:

1. during the drains execution, which began
from the corner of point 5, the point 4
showed a heave: this was due to the great
rigidity of the building structure

2. after the 4th loading step, which interested
- , E only the area near to point 5, point 4 show-

ed a complete stop of settlement for about
Fig. 2 CPT and D.T Tests in the Vicinity of two months (March and April 75), but after-

Borenole 2 wards it started again to settle. Point 5 in

correspondence of the partial unloading

1974- -- 1975 1976 ------ -1977 1978- 1979--

20 '4.- 4.0 _ __ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _

S - - ----- ---------

4j - -1i _ I I_

4

Fig. 3 Settlements of Two Opposite Corners of the Building
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(from 4.50 m height of sand loading to 2.20 is reported the oedometer curve for the sample
m) experienced a slight heave and then a at depth 8.70-9.30 m). The stresses induced by
complete stop of settlement. This phenomenon the foundation were calculated by the method of
has been observed by many authors (e.g. Fox. The settlement calculation was limited to
Veder and Prinzl, 1983) and is employed in 28 m depth.
the technique of soft clays overloading,
mainly to reduce secondary settlement In the following table are reported the data of

3. the settle.ient rate of point 4 was affected the calculation:

by the presence of the drains only during FI th ickne ss P LA P s e t m n]

and immediately after their execution. From layer t s CR 0

middle 1975 to 1979 the settlement behaviour [ (Kg/cm
2 ) (kg/cm2) l m

seemed to be insensitive to the presence of 1 2,00 4,65 0.2(17 0.256 0.85 35.55
the drains. In the previous paper it was 1

attributed to the clogging of the drains by 2 4.65 - 6.10 0.2588 0.412 0.76 17.0 4

organic matter. The authors believe that 3 610 - 11I0 0.3189 0.612 0.66 50.66

this deduction and hence the questionability
of the use of small diameter (10 cm) sand 4' (1.10- 16.00 0.1785 0,93k 0.53 17.07
drains in peaty soil must be maintained 4" 16.00- 20.10 0.1785 1.257 0.43 9.35

4. it is important to outline that the settle- 5 20.10- 2800 0,3388 1.682 0.32 20.24
ment behaviour was controlled not only by vg.1

the soil characteristics, but also by the -

building rigidity. In Fig. 4 are reported A calculation of the primary consolidation rate
the isochrones of settlement at July 79, was done without drains and taking into account
which are almost perfectly parallel. The the presence of a layer of fine silty sand at
settlement recovering at that time between 18-20 m depth. So the following scheme of conso-
points 4 and 5 was about 32 cm. lidation was assumed:

- layer 1 from 2 to 10 m flow upward

CVa v  = 2,25 10 -4  cm 2/sec.

- layer 2 from 10 to 18 m flow downwaro

C 1,01 10 cm /sec.
Vav

5 layer 3 from 20 to 28 m flow upward

C = 4,2 10 .4  cm 2/sec.Vav

It resulted that at July 74 (14,5 years after
the beginning of the construction) about 40 cm

do of the primary settlement had yet to develop, of
9 which 35 cm due to layer 1 and 5 cm to 13yer 3,

while layer 2 had almosL completed primary con-
solidation.

PC vertical stress P(kgkcmr)

0.1 0.25 0.5p1 2 .6 10 15 203050o

.. .__ _ _ _ ..... . -- ..

_

8

4, 16 - -

Fig. 4 Isochrones of Settlement at July 79 _________-

32
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SETTLEMEN! X ____h

The question about the settlement behaviour of II

point 4 was whether or not this was essentially
secundary settlement. The primary settlement was Fig. 5 Oedometer Curve for the Sample at Depth
calculated on the basis of the compression ratio 8 .70 -9 .30 m
values obtained from oedometer tests (in fig. 5
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In fig. 6 ire reported the settlements from Au- Thus we must conclude that the in situ creep is
gust 74 to July 87 of four significant points, in our case remarkably higher than the laborato-
In fic. 7 the settlements of point 4 are report- ry one.
ed versus bog time. The estimated settlement of This has already been noted in many case histo-
132 cm 3t July 74 is based on: ries and the most likely reason is the collapse
1. out of level of 90 cm measured at July 74 of the soil structure as the effective stress

between points 4 and 5 approaches the final value (Chang, 1981). It has
2. estimated settlement of 30 cm for point 5 to be noted that in our case the coefficient of

(rough measurements made by the owner of the mobilization of the ultimate strength was high
building cave 16 cm from January 63 to July (cu ! 2 t/m2; net pressure q = 0.85 kg/cm2; coe-
74) fficient of mobilization f = 0.75).

3. evaluated immediate settlement of about 15
cm.

7S1 19801 1 1V 1 185i

10-1 . . .

-0 - 0

90--

- A -_ {rrmasured

fl- 7/,974 'eiement
poi,3 1.~~350- -- freat8

Fi . 6 M ea s re _ Se t t lem e n t s o f Fo u r Po int s 
f70 -.. ....

> .. forecast 87

190 - . . ..
Tfe curve in fig. 7 i'dicates:

1. the drains had little influence on the set- 210 - ....
tlement rate of point 4, as also Asaoka ana- o 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 50 100 500
lysis ,howed (see previous paper) time(years)

2. tne primary and secondary parts of the curve
seem to be well distinct. It is likely that Fig. 7 Tentative Curve of the Settlement of
the orimary consolidation has been completed Point 4 versus Log Time
at about the end of 1979, 20 years after the
beginnig of the construction . The value of
the primary settlement from August 74 to the CONCLUS ONS
end of 79 (40 cm approx.) fits very well with
the calculation of the consolidation settle- The use of small diameter sand drains resulted
ment amount and rate above reported, not effective in the area affected by medium-

high peat contents. On the contrary in the re-
In the previous paper a forecast of the seconda- maining part of the foundation the results were
'y settlement rate was done, based on the values fully satisfactory.
'7 the coefficient of secondary compression co
given ny the oedometer tests. The measurement of The consolidation settlement and its rate, cal-
July 87 has invalidated that forecast and a ncw culated on the basis of the parameters obtained
one is reported in fig. 7. from incremental oedometer tests, were well fit-
This new forecast corresponds to i value of cotz ting with the measured values. It has to be said
0.0125, but this value in laboratory has been that it was very attractive to use the Bjerrum's
obtained as a maximum only for the sample at concept of instant and delayed settlement to ex-
8.60 - 3.30 m depth. For the other samples, va- plain the unexpected settlement of point 4; but
lues vary from 1/3 to 2/3 of the above maximum the agreoment of calculated and measured values
v a lie, seems to be in accordance with the concluslon-s
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of Mesri and Choi (1985) about the uniqueness
of end of primary consolidation.

Secondary settlement in situ resulted sensibly
hig.,er than in laboratory tests. This is an al-
ready known phenomenon and has to be attributed
mainly to the high coefficient of mobilization
of ultimate strength.
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Construction of a Double Tunnel with Ground Windows
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SYNOPSIS: A double tunnel of 6.3 m height has been driven in loess underground of low friction and
relatively large capillary cohesion. To attain a tunnel climate corresponding to natural underground
conditions, earth windows were provided along the side walls of the tunnel.

The portal was supported by steel profiles, anchors and a shotcrete layer. The stability of the re-
taining construction was ensured by two independent methods. A preexcavation of the tunnel was found
to be necessary. The works were performed simultaneously with excavation of the hillside facing the
portal. The tunnel lining consists of reinforced shotcrete. The bearing behaviour of the lining was
investigated through different finite element analyses assuming both a single tunnel and the double
tunnel. For the latter case, a simultaneous excavation as well as successive individual excavations
were studied.

The support system cf the final tunnel faces is presented. A comparison of both measured and calcu-
lated convergences is given. During excavation of the hillside facing the rrtal a crack occurred in
the supported ground. Good agreement was obtained between the observed crack course and the one pre-
sumed in the stability analyses.

INTRODUCTION To provide supports for the excavations as well
as for the final design of the tunnels, a thin

For the natural storage of wine a double tunnel lining of shotcrete was foreseen. The displace-
was constructed in 1984/S5 at one of the most ments and internal forces of the liner were ob-
famous vineyards of S-Germany at the Kaiser- tained by finite element analyses. It was found
stuhl Mountain. The individual tunnels have a that a system anchoring would have no signifi-
height of 6.3 m and an almost circular cross- cant influence on the stability of the tunnel.
section. The length of each tube is about 50 r. On the other hand, separate driving of the two

tubes would affect substantially the tangential
The ground consists of loess with small angles forces and bending moments of the lining. These
of friction and large capillary cohesion. This forces and moments were to be compared with the
cohesion, however, vanishes nearly totally with corresponding values of a simultaneous excava-
saturation of the soil. tion of both tubes.

The primary requirement of the owner was that The final faces of the double tunnel were sup-
the climate of the tunnel should agree fairly ported by anchored concrete beams and shotcrete
well with the natural conditions of the ground. slabs. Accordingly, the construction was sub-
In order to achieve this, special earth windows jected to a three-dimensional earth pressure.
were foreseen at about half of the total area To reduce this pressure, it was decided to ex-
of the side wall. cavate, in advance, a top heading of 3m length.

The design and construction of the tunnels will The construction of the double tunnel has been
be reported below. The displacements measured supervised. A detailed record of performance of
as well as the course of cracks observed during the different stages of excavation is given be-
an unplanned state of construction were compar- low.
ed to the design data.

The retaining wall of the tunnel portal con-
sists of anchored and drilled steel sheet piles GEOLOGICAL SYSTEM AND TUNNEL DIMENSIONS
and of shotcret- Different failure mechanisms
were used fir stability analysis. A major ef- The Kaiserstuhl Mountain is a volcanic massif
fort was made to reduce the number of anchors located in the Upper Rhine River Valley near
in the tunnel cross section. As will be shown Freiburg in SW-Germany. The elevation above the
below, the support can considerably be reduced, bottom of the valley is about 400 m. The hill-
if the excavation is carried out by asynchron- side is covered with loess, an eolian sediment.
ously advancing tunnel facings. In this case, Most of the extraordinary warm and sunny hill-
the retaining wall is subjected to a three-di- side is used by vineyards.
mensional earth-pressure.
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Fig. 1 Lonj~tudinal Profile of Double Tunnel

A famous wine producer of that region decided Fig.3 shows the layout of the double tunnel. A
to drive a double tunnel into the Kaiserstuhl retaining wall is provided at the portal. The
as an unique winecellar, where the temperature total length of the tunnel is about 50 m.
and humidity agree with the natural conditions
of the ground. /-'*\

The proiilce the hillside as well as the con-
tour lines ,i he double tunnel are illustrated ---- I
in Fig.1

Th- __ss sectional view A-A of the double tun- -,[I
nel is shown in Fig.2. The floors of both tubes
are filled with sand. The thickness of the shot- A
crete lining is 15 cm. In order to minimize the -i Z L A
bending moments, a nearly circular shape is ad-
opted for the tunnels. Radii of distinct circu- Z L-
lar sections composing the whole cross-section
are indicated at the right part of Fig.2. L I -N

EARTH
> WINDOWS

_____ I1 1 1 _ -- Ati
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I .20 542 
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Fig. 2 Cross-Section A-A of Fig.l Fig. 3 Layout of the Double Tunnel
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In the right part of Fig.3, the earth windows For both, a stress sum IC > 0, and a deviatoric
are shown; they transfer the natural climate of
the ground into the tunnel. Each of the earth stress path III., an elastic material model was
windows has a width of 1 m; between them lining
shells of 1 m width are provided, used. However, if Ij<O and ITs> I~sc, plastic

strains occur. The yield function used is given
by

SOIL PROPERTIES AND MATERIAL LAW -

f - Il /2 _ I/ 2 - A 1(1 -B I
To obtain both the strength characteristics and\ ,i
the stress-strain behaviour of the soil, tri-
axial laboratory tests were performed on undis-
turbed samples. Some of the test results are where IIS and IIIs are the second and third in-
shown in Table 1. variants of the deviatoric stress tensor, re-

spectively, and A, B, and m are material para-
meters depending on plastic strains, stress in-
variants, and void ratio of the soil. A detail-

Table 1. Properties of Loess ed description of tests necessary to determine
the material parameters as well as a presenta-
tion of the total plastic model is given else-

Grain Size d = 0,003 lYmn where (Mei~ner, 1988).

Grain Size d62 = 0,03 mm In the present context, only the stress path
LCVIIc is illustrated, which is defined by means

Lime Content V = 34-40 % of the capillary cohesion c as
3

Unit Weight i = 17,6 KN/m
I (I+B/V6)

Water Content w = 17 % 1  I, )- B < 0 (2)

Capillary Cohesion c = 25 KPa (depth < 6m) I)i,"

50 KPa (depth > 6m)

Angle of Friction = 21' According to Eq.(2), the limit of the extensio-
nal stress paths is less than that for the com-

Pseudo Elastic Modulus pressional stress paths.
for Primary Loading: E = 10 MPa
for Un- and Reloading: E = 48 MPa For computational purposes, the material para-

meters of the reinforced shotcrete were adopted
as

Analyses concerning the stability of the tunnel Elastic modulus EB = 15000 MPa
lining were performed using the finite element
method. In these, the constitutive law for the Poisson s ratio VB = 0.25
soil is the one of plasticity. A non-associated
flow rule is applied. Strain hardening as well Unit weight 1B = 25 KN/m
as strain softening are taken into account. The
six-fold yield surface used in the three-dimen- Since in the numerical analysis the boundary
sional stress space is shown in Fig. 4. value problem was restricted to plane deforma-

tion, the effect of earth windows in the lining
stiffness was taken into account by decreasing
the elastic modulus to Es = 7500 MPa.

DESIGN OF PORTAL SUPPORT AND TUNNEL DRIVING

A plan and a typical cross section of the por-
tal construction are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b,
respectively. The retaining structure of the
portal consists of steel pro'iles ][300 and re-

' 3 inforced concrete.

3 Boreholes of 90 cm diameter were provided, and
steel profiles were put into them frox the sur-
face level. Below the final road surface, the
boreholes were filled with concrete, while they
were filled with dry sand above this level. The
excavation of the hillside was performed there-
after in s.veral steps in the following manner:

1. Excavation until level I (Fig. 5),
2. Construction of the cross girder,
3. Preparation of the anchors,
4. Concreting,

Fig. 4 Yield Surface in 3/D Stress Space 5. Tensioning of the anchors.
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Fig.5 Elevation and Cross-Section of the Portal Support

This sequence was repeated for each level indi- 10 30m 1,
cated in Fig.5. However, from level II onwards,
both the crown and the bench of the tunnel were
driven as shown in Fig.5b. Therefore, support- --
ing of the tunnel face was not necessary, and E
anchoring in the tunnel section could also be 4
avoided. It is self-evident that the anchors in A
the surrounding of the tunnel wall are spreaded. j0
The grouting length of the anchors allowed for T

tension forces of 390 KN per individual anchor I_ ANCHORS
and likewise per anchor in a group. Each anchor / / N
(System Bilfinger & Berger) consisted of 3 to 5
tendons.

The tunnel excavation was performed using full
face heading. An unsupported span of ca. 2m was
made possible without risk of loosening of the
soil.

Prior to the shotcreting, the tunnel walls were RUBBER BEARING JOINT
supported by lattice girders spaced 1 m. A lin-
ing of 15 cm reinforced shotcrete deemed to be
sufficient. However, it was required that the
tota] lining was casted iinto the cross section.-
within a period of 12 hours.

The final tunnel face was designed as shown in
Fig.6. The supporting system consists of both
chained beams and anchors. In order to provide 06m

a place for winetests as well as to stiffen the
base of the crown lining, the choir was covered
by a reinforced concrete slab. CROSS-SECTION A-A

Fig. 6 Supporting System of Final Tunnel Face
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EARTH STATICAL ANALYSIS M r=Z3.4m

The supporting system of the portal as well as
that of the final tunnel face were designed ac- 3 =2SkPQ
cording to conventional methods. 2

A major effort was made to reduce the amount of G A 
anchors. The layout of the supporting system of A - __
the portal is shown in Fig.5. A =2"

The distribution of the earth pressure shown in A2
Fig.7 was obtained for a typical cross-section. A2
It was assumed that the capillary cohesion in- -----
creased from zero at the surface to a total of
25 KPa at the tunnel roof. Below the roof, the
cohesion attained 50 KPa. Furthermore, it was
assumed that the earth pressure acting on the A ANCHORS
face of the tunnel pre-cut would completely be
transferred through the liner to the steel pro-
files adjacent to the cross sections. Fig. 8 Critical Slipcircle

In Eq.(5), C, denotes the spreading angle of the
T/ anchors in horizontal plane. The earth pressure

pm is calculated with the reduced shear para-
meters defined as

A13 / 1

Kt % S55
°  

I tan(cal p) = tan(pi77, )
3 -A - - - 2 39 KPa

calc = c/i

A2  TUNNEL -La Epmis calculated with regard to three-dimensio-

nal state of deformation in front of the embed-
Ted length h. Referring to the pile width b, the

passive earth pressure for plane conditions is
given by

Fig. 7 Loads Acting on the Portal System E;_ = Ep9 + Ep

The spatial conditions are regarded by the em-
For analysis of base and slope failure, diffe- empirical shape factors
rent methods were applied. Fig.8 shows the cri-
tical slipcircle based on the method of Bishop Ppg = I + 0.3 h/b and where h/b < 3.3
(1954). The global stability coefficient reads: ip = I +0.9.h/b

Finally, the passive earth pressure is written
as

r T, +E M. Epm Epg jupg + *i , p
77 (3)

E Gisin a, + EM Obviously, it must be proven in all cases that
for a fixed pile distance the three-dimensional
earth pressure does not exceed that one of the

where T; is defined by: plane conditions.

The expression EM in Eq.(3) denotes the summa-
G,tanp, -4c,b, tion of the anchor moments at the center of the

Cos 1 (4) slipcircle. Hence,

M = r E A sin, (6)
The parameters 1 , G,, c,, and b, of Eq. (8) are
illustrated in Fig.8. ZM S denotes summation of For the critical slipcircle presented in Fig.8,
moments due to the forces acting on the sliding the stability coefficient yields
surface.

According to Bishops theory the actual moments 7= 1.32 > 1.30

M5  must be divided by q. Hence, the expression In an additional computation, a failure mecha-
for both the anchor forces and resisting earth nism consisting of distinct sliding planes was
pressure reads: used (Gudehus, 1972). The system is illustrated

in Fig.9a; Fig.9b shows both a displacement and
a force polygon. To obtain force equilibrium,

EM, rtan, EA, cos3icos . the failure motive AT 20 is introduced which ac-
1 =, tually represents the decrease of cohesion c insliding plane Tt0 . The external work W is

+EpmrE (5) obtained by multiplying the weight vectors by
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the displacement vectors. With respect to the Obviously, in connection with the chosen anchor
notations of Fig.9, the work W is given by forces, a pre-cut of the tunnels was necessary

for a sufficient global stability of the portal
= G u, -- G2 u 2 z -+ Aiui - 3 Aiui (7) support system.

where A, denote the anchor forces. Furthermore, The supporting system of the final tunnel faces
in the sliding planes n!,0 , n2.0 , as well as in is shown in Fig.6. The faces are subjected to
, .2 , a dissipation work D arises as the spatial earth pressure. In the calculation,

the latter is reduced by the resistance of the
D = T1 ouo + T2 0 u 20 + T21u, 1 + E4p-h (8) core in the bench.

Regarding the dimensioning of the tunnel lining
In Eq.(8), the forces T,, act within the sliding three distinct cases are observed, namely:
planes. The values of TJ are computed accordina
to 1. Excavation of a single tunnel at a time;

2. After excavation of the single tunnel, the
T13 = C',1-.- ,sin o (9) second tube is driven;

3. Simultaneous excavation of both tunnels.
Obviously, the dissipation work of AT 20 is not
regarded in Eq. (8). Precalculations showed that a system anchoring

with nails of 2.5 m length would have no signi-
ficant influence on the stability of the tunnel.
Therefore, it was decided that a system anchor-I0 ing could be omitted.

21
A first estimate of the stability of an unsup-

", ~ ported tunnel can be obtained by an expression
SPaG \Q20 of Kolymbas (1982). Accordingly, the required

=2Sk//('\ 'minimum support resistance p of a tunnel with
circular cross-section would be

A, c -- h0vr(1 -sinW) -c cosy)__ 2 __ -- Pi = (ii
-- -- 2 0 r(1 -sin p) + hsin,

where h is the height of the overburden, and r
AZ is the tunnel radius. Assuming p to be zero,

the minimum cohesion required for tunnel stabi-
...... - lity is given by

Eh , I r(1 - sinp)

cos
G .33 - k - sin 21 = 39.3 kPa (12)

cos 210
Fig. 9 Composed Failure Mechanism

Based on this value and on experience with that
kind of ground, it could be expected that the

It is interesting to note, that for the passive stability of the tunnel wall was given at least
earth pressure a separate failure mechanism can for a few meters close to the face and at least
be developed. However, for the given situation, for some hours. Therefore, it has been decided
an earth pressure as calculated by means of Eq. that the length of the crown heading should be
(8) deems to be sufficient, about 2m, and the total lining should be casted

into each section within 12 hours.
The calculations were performed with the actual
shear parameters y and c. Therefore, a stability
coefficient q > 1.0 was required. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This stability coefficient is defined by The numerical analyses were performed by a geo-

D technical finite element program (e.g. Borm et
=7 (10) al., 1976). For the soil, plastic material be-

haviour was assumed, while for concrete linear

where D and W are the parameters calculated in elastic behaviour was adopted.

Eqs.(7) and (8). Plastic flow in the shell occurs when the ulti-

mate stress of the concrete is achieved. Only aIn terms of the plastic collapse theorems, the plane deformation problem was investigated. For
calculated external loads are an upper bound of this purpose, considering both the influence of
the true collapse ones. Therefore, the failure the tunnel face and the stiffening time of the
mechanism must be varied until a minimum value shotcrete, a residual lining resistance of 50%
of based on Eq. (10) is obtained. According to was taken into account. Consequently, the shot-
the mechanism in Fig.(9) the variationAl para- crete shell was subjected to forces resulting
meter is 320 . However, for @30= 55 one obtains: from the factors mentioned above. However, the

= 1,0 presumed lining resistance depends on the dis-
a. without pre-cut of the tunnels: n = 0placements arising from the face advance of the
b. with pre-cut of about 2,5 m : = 1,08 tunnel when the concrete shell has already been

completed.
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Fig.10 Finite Element Mesh of Left Tunnel

The finite element mesh used is shown in Fig.l0.
The reference state of stress and strain is the
state of rest earth pressure. L 24kNmtm 18 7kN m

Excavation is simulated by stepwise decrease of
the balance forces determined for grid points
at the surface of the tunnel. After a reduction
of these supporting loads to 50%, the elements Fig.12 Distribution of Bending Moments
of the concrete shell were activated, in the Tunnel Lining

Simultaneous excavation of the two tunnels was
chosen as driving process. The distribution of
tangential forces and moments within the tunnel Actually, both the dimensioning and the rein-
shell are shown in Figs.ll and 12, respectively. forcement of the shotcrete were predicted using

an assumed reduction factor of 50%. To control
Comparison of the results obtained from varia- the effect of the design data on the stability
tion of both the excavation process and the de- of the lining in situ, an extensive measurement
creasing fautor of initial balance loads showed program as well as some geological profile re-
significant changes in the intersection forces. gistrations were executed. As usual in tunnel-
While the stresses and moments depend approxi- ing, convergences of distinct cross sections
mately on the inverse of the reduction factor, were determined, where the roof displacements
the difference in results obtained for various were recorded by use of laser beams.excavation processes is limited to about 20%.

It was decided that the dimensions of the liner
It can be concluded that the dominant factor in were subject to change if substantial deviation
this project is the reduction factor. If exten- between field data and predictions arose. How-
sive three dimensional stress-/strain- analyses ever, an alteration was finally not needed. The
are to be avoided, further research work is ne- measured maximum convergences of 3 mm were less
cessary to determine correct shape factors for than the predicted ones of about 8 mm.
plane computations.
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CONSTRUCTION PROCESS It is well known that a change in magnitude of
the cohesion affects the failure mechanism cnly

Supervision of the construction works was prG- slightly. Consequently, two independent conc'.,-
vided as needed. The first visit was made, when sions could be drawn 9 rom the large scale test:
both a crack in the tunnel lining occurred and
settlements of about 5 cm of the steel profiles 1. The failure mechanism of comlIsed sliding
were recorded. At that time the hillside facing planes described the collapse kinematics re-
the portal was excavated. alistically;

The design required the installation of anchors 2. The magnitudes of the capillary cohesion de-
in ditches excavated in different levels as il- termined by laboratory test . were correct.
lustrated in Fig.5. However, the excavation was
actually performed in one step from level II to The crack was sealed later on in order to pre-
level IV without installation of the anchors in vent seepage of water into the ground. The rate
the corresponding layers. According to Eq.(iO), of excavation of the tunnels was about l.8m per
in this case the stability coefficient will de- day. A crown heading of 2m span was provided a-
crease to P = 1.0, i.e., that th3 limit of the long the total length of the tunnel as well as
stability of the supporting system has already in sections with heavily fissured material.
been reached (see Fig.13).

Shutter elements were provided in order to pro-
Though the crack width was only of some milli- tect the earth windows during shotcreting. Ex-
meters, its development could have been detec- cept the crack problem, the work has been per-
ted easily during the course of excavation. By formed as planned.
comparison of the observations with the failure
mechanism illustrated in Fig.9, a good quanti-
tative agreemenc between theory and large scale
test is achieved. Moreover, the stability coef- CONCLUSION
ficient of n = 1.0 indicates that the magnitude
of the capillary cohesion c has been determined A double tunnel has been driven into a hillside
correctly. of loess. The design and the construction pro-

cess of both the portal and the tunnel are dis-
cussed in the present paper. The following con-
clusions can be drawn from this case history:

1 . The capillary cohesion can be taken into ac-
count in tunnel construction, if the natural
climate of the underground is preserved.

2. For stability analysis of the portal support
A _,PE -1rrK system, the failure mechanism with composedIATE FiG 9 E [ sliding planes is suitable.

3. Pre-cut of the tunnel section substantially
affects the stability of the portal support
system. Moreover, in this case anchoring or
nailing in the tunnel section may be avoided.

__/4. A final tunnel face may additionally be sup-
ported by an ea th core in the bench, if it
is possible.

5. For double tunnels, the sequence of excava-
___ tion of the two tubes affects the intersec-

tion forces substantially. In plane finite
A, element calculations, the dominant influence

factor on these forces is the assumed residu-
al resistance factor.

L " A:KS N [iJNNE,

AN0 SBSO Through this scale factor, both the actually
three-dimensional stress state at the tunnel

face as well as the time dependent stiffen-
ing process of the shotcroe were approached

7- 777 "--in the plane deformation analyses.

/ -6. With respect to the uncertainty in magnitude
A'~C OPS _? vA: of the residual resistance factor, additio-

3 " T0, T I 0 nal research is needed. Otherwise, rigorous
A 3 40, 1 three-dimensional computations must be per-
A NCA -.formed for a realistic treatment of the sub-
A. %, .ject.

Fig.13 Stages of Constructici and Crack Rise
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T : I T IIe improvement of liquefaction foundations in seismic region has been concerning many
enziners. 1h- autmors had carried out experimental studies on the improvement of saturated silty and
tine -and foundti)ns at the suburbs of Beijing by vibroflotation method. The test results are
descri-e nd the itmprovement effects are evaluated in this paper.

Numbers of seismic disasters Liaonan, Tangshan, coefficient of uniformity less than 5, mean
lanjin4 as well as those abroad indicate that diameter D50 about 0.1mm, natural relative
structure on loose saturated sand foundation density 50-557, standard penetration test blow
had failed ocasionally due to foundation lique- count less than 10 within 8m under ground sur-
fartion. Icthods, both analytical and experimen- face. The seismic intensity of the sites is
tal, for evaluating liquefaction potential of VIII. The foundation is considered liquefiable
liquefiable foundation have been well developed according to the criterion of Chinese code. The
in the past twenty years. However, the measures subsoil profiles are shown in Fig. 1.
for treatinz liquefiable soil deposit ha-e not
achieved so much progress. Among the common mea- Test Methods.
sures preventinp sand liquefaction, vibroflota-
tion is one of the adequate methods and has The soil dynamic response (acceleration and
experienced a number of earthquakes. However, excess pore water pressure) are mainly measured
the mechanism of vibroflotation, the evaluation in site A and the routine soil tests (bearing
of its improvement effects and the criterion of test , standard penetration test and static cone
aseismic design and analysis of vibroflotation penetration test) were made in site B and site
improvement have not been understood very well. C.
In enaineerinz practice the design parameters
are often determined by in-situ tests which have The ZCQ--II vibroflot was employed with exci-
been proved very expensive. Therefore, it is ting force of 7t and 10t. The soil dynamic
quite necessary to raise the understanding for response during vibroflotation was measured by
the vibroflotation mechanism, improve the design two methods : (1) Single hole vibrating with
and construction methods and properly evaluate measurement done at different distances form the
the vibroflotation effect through a great number hole. (2) The measuring devices were fixed at
of experiment research both in situ and labora- certain spots with vibroflotation from distance
tory. The authors had carried out vibroflotation approaching the measuring spots. The data mea-
tests in three experimental sites at the suburbs sured included ground surface acceleration of
of Beijing including the in-situ measurement of three directions X,Y,Z, soil acceleration and
soil dynamic response during vibroflotation, dynamic pore water pressure.
standard penetration test before and after vib-
roflotation improvement and static loading test. TEST RESULTS
The conclusions of these three test are describ-
ed. The Variation of Ground Surface Acceleration.

EXPERIMENTAL SITES AND TEST METHODS Fig.2-5 show the ground surface acceleration at
different distance from the different depth. It

Sites. can be seen that the surface acceleration atte-
nuated with the increase of the measuring dista-

The experimental sites locate at the southeas- nce and the attenuation may law be approximately
tern suburbs of Beijing with subsoil layers of expressed by exponential function. The measuring

loose sand. Within 10m under the ground surface records showed that the vibration energy of the
is maioly silty fine sand intercalated with vibroflots distributed within soil in a wave
cohesive soil intercalations of various thic- form with larger amplitude in all X,Y and Z
kness and consists of sand of about 30m thick, directions.
free water surface 1-3m. The silt fraction in
the surface silt and sand is less thai .
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The Variation of Dynamic Pore W ater Pressure and Table 2. Pore Pressure Ratio before and after
Acceleration in SoiT. Vibroflotation

Fiz. 6 shows the relationship between the excess
pore water pressure at 2m below zround surface ni- 2m below A 2m below B 3.6m Below B
and the distance from the vibroflot hole during tance- -------------------------------------
vibroflotation. Due to the difference of the pore press. pore press. pore press.
soil properties in the two sites, the pore water case (m) ratio (KPa) ratio (KPa) ratio (Kea)
pressure measured at site A and site C were
soizewhat different while the attenuation laws of I 8.6 0.90 4.5 1.25 3.6 3.65 4.0
exress pore pressure and acceleration were basi- 8.6 0.20 4.5 0.35 3.6 0.90 4.0
caillv consistent. Fiz. 7 has shown the histories
of the horizontal radial acceleration and cxcess II 1.9 2.10 10. 2.50 12. 5.90 5.9
pore pressure at 2m deep below Zround suirface 5.Q 0.20 10. 0.20 12. 1.00 5.9
when the vibroflot penetrated uniformly into 6m
deep and than drew back to the ground surface. IIl 3.6 4.20 4.2 5.00 3.5 12.60 3.6
Tt rcan been seen that the -qc--1 -- f x 3.0 i.0O 4.L i.4U 3. D . OU .. b

pore pressure in soil 0.875m away from the
center of vibroflotation hole reached maximum * In each case, the first and the second line
(amax=0.35z, umax=U.32kg/cm2 ,pore pressure ratio are the data before and after vibroflotation
u/j =i.910 and the soil completely liquefied respectively.
when the vibroflot penetrated 3m deep into the
4round. However the pore pressure ratio 1.05m Effects of Foundation after Vibroflotation
away from the hole center was only 0.48. It can ImprovementflJT
be thus concluded that the liquefaction range
located within 0.875-1.05m from the center of The P-S curves of bearing test before and after
vibroflot hole in the C site condition during vibroflotation improvement are shown in Fig. 8
vibroflotation operation. Pore water pressure Foundation allowable bearing capacity are listed
ratio at 2m deep maintained high during the pro- in Table 3. It can be seen that the bearing
cess of continuing penetration and drawing back capacity after vibroflotation improvement had
to the ground surface without filling, increased by more than 60%, the deformation had

reduced by 1/3--2/3 and the allowable bearing
Ground Acceleration and Excess Pore Pressure capacity of the pile--soil composite foundation

oB e and ater V-ibro-f lta--ion Improvement. had multiplied more than 2.3 times.

The changes of horizontal radial acceleration The results of static cone penetration test are
of ground surface in site B before and after shown in Fig. 9 which indicates that the effects
vibroflotation improvement are demonstrated in of vibroflotation were unremarkable in the sur-
[able 1. face layer, sandy loam intercalation and mucky

soil but remarkable if the bearing stratum was
Table 1. Ground Surface Acceleration Changes fine sand, Ps average value tripled. The stan-

before and after Vibroflotation dard penetration results were roughly consistant
Improvement (g) with those of static cone penetration test. The

blow count in fine sand might raise from 7.6
before vibroflotation to the maximum of 24 after

Dis- Mea- Vibroflotation time (sec.) improvement, relative density Dr to 85% [1].
tance suring------------------------------------

m spot Begin 10 30 60 120 Table 3. Bearing Test Results beForp and after
Vibroflotation

before
4.6 vibro- .019 .027 .031 .031 .039

flotation Allowable bearing capacity [R]
Type and compression modulus Es

4.6 between .129 .105 .105 .116 .129
piles [R] (KPa) Es (KPa)

4.6 pile .172 .172 .172 .164 .140 B* 196.13 8727-90
top No.1----------------------------------

A* 319.70 14808.04
soil

B* 171.62 9316.32
The excess pore pressure changes in site A be- No.2-----------------------------------
fore and after vibroflotation improvement are A* 317.74 15690.64
shown in Table 2.

NO.1 588.40 26576.02
Table I and Table 2 show that after vibroflota- pile
tion the ground acceleration increased while the No.2 661.95 29616.08
excess pore pressure reduced remarkably, while ------------------------------------------------
indicate that the vibration of vibroflots had B*: before vibroflotation
made the surrounding soil denser and the pile- A*: after vibroflotation
soil composite foundation stiffer.
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EVALUATION OF SOIL LIQUEFACTION RESISTANCE AFTER The Influence of Vibroflotation Operation on the
VIBRCFLOTATIOi, '!PRVFMFNT Nearby Buildig7 -- --

Densification Effect, The influence of vibroflotation operation on the
nearby buildings depends upon the magnitude of

According to the test results the sand within vibration force, site condition and the allowab-
0.5 m radius from the center of vibroflotation le vibration standard of the building. The test
hole had completely liquefied subjected to vib- records in this site shows that the minimum
roflotation by 10t ZCQ--II and consequently safety distance for common building should be
densified significantly under the composite more than 5m when lOt ZCQ--II vibroflots are
function of vibrotinq force, confining pressure employed [5].
and the vibrating coipacting of fillings. ihe
soil O.9 m away from the hole center, despite CONCLUSIONS
influenced remarkably by vibration did not reach
liquefaction condition. It can be assumed there- The following conclusions could be drawn from
fore the density of the surrounding soil dec- this study:
reased rapidly with the increase of the distance
from the holes. 1. Before and after the viboflotation, the

dynamic responsc of soil founodL.'" ppears
In order to evaluate quantitatively the changes remarkable difference during the action of th
of density in sand after gravel pile improve- same vibration force. Comparing the gravel pile-
ment, D'appolonia [2] assumed the density curves soil composite foundation improved with the
of soil surrounding single pile as shown in Fig. nature foundation, as its enhanced stiffness
10. The vibroflotation test results in a chemi- and shortened percolation path, increased vibra-
cal plant in oeijing are also shown in the ting acceleration, reduced dynamic strain and
figure, which are more or less conformable with the excess pore water pressure in the soil layer
D'appolonii's. Accordingly, from the point of lowered more than 3.5 times for the composite
view of liquefaction resistaice, the effective foundation.
range of vibroflotation imprevement should be
predicted in the light of the anti-liquefaction 2. Under the condition of applied vibroflot the
critical relative density of sand in various effective improving radius (from the center of
countries and regions. According to the creteria the pile) of anti-liquefaction around the
suggested by Engineering Mechanics Institude, single-pile are 1.6m, O.9m and 0.6m with the
SINICA, the anti-liquefaction relative density earthquake intensity of VII,VIII and IX, respec-
of sand Dr is 50%, 70% and 80% for the ear- tively.
thquake intensity zone VII, VIII and IX respec-
tively. The effective improvement range surroun- 3. Modification should be taken when the appli-
ding single pile to resist liquefaction may be cation of the influence coefficient curves pro-
obtained from Fig. 10 as 1.6m for seismic inten- posed by D'appolonia,E to evaluating the rela-
sity zone VII, 0.9m for VITT and 0.66m for IX. tive density of the center of piles group.
The effective range should be enlarged moderate-
ly when pile group effect is considered [3]. 4. After vibroflotation. the measured N-value of

loose saturated silty and fine sand layer is
Dranage Effect of Gravel Piles. higher than the liquefaction critical value Ncr

of earthquake intensity VIII. the bearing capa-
After vibroflotation improvement the sand city of soil between the piles is 60% more and
surrounding vibroflotation holes had densified, the composite foundation is 2.3 times more than
the foundation stiffness enhanced and the excess natural foundation, the compressing a modulus Es
pore water pressure lowered obviously. it was increases 50-70%.
known through in-situ data that all of the reco-
rded excess pore pressure had reduced more than 5. Since the soil properties have taken place
3.5 time after locating the gravel piles. During considerable changes after improvement of vibro-
actural earthquake the percolation path would be flotation, the effect of the soil parameter
shortened due to the location of gravel piles, change must be considered in seismic response
which makes the excess pore pressure induced by analysis when the large area foundation improved
earthquakes dissipate easier and consequently by the vibroflotation.
decreases the soil liquefaction potential.
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Dynamic Compaction-An Unusual Application
Byongmu Song Michel Gambin
Civil Engineer, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, San Francisco, Ing6nieur Civil, Solentanche, Nanterre, France
California

SYNOPSIS: The site for the U.S. Air Force 750-bed medical contingency complex which is located

approximately 10 miles west of Pusan, Korea is geotechnically adverse. Approximately 30 feet of

saturated loose fine sand nr'ic ; a'uout 180 feet of Pleistocene fluvial and marine sediments.

The upper qO feet of Pleistocene sediments are in a state of under-consolidation, and moisture

contents are generally higher than the liquid limits with SPT N values of about three. 30 feet of

loose sand was densified by dynamic compaction and the test results indicated that foundation

performance satisfied the contract specifications. A considerable economy, in both cost and time,

was achieved.

INTRODUCIION subsurface materials may be described as about

30 feet of loose fine sand with occasional

The 750-bed U.S. Air Force medical contingency silt/clay lenses (SPT N value ranges from two

complex is currently being constructed on a to 12) overlying approximately 90 feet of a

geotechnicallv adverse site approximately 10 very soft sandy clay layer with the SPT N

miles west of Pusan, Korea. The site is average of about three. The sediment is in a
located within a polder with approximate plan state of under-consolidation and has moisture

dimensions of nine miles (N-S) by three miles

(E-W). The complex consists of eight single

story buildings with steel frame and 0 __.......... .. ......

pre-engineered walls and roofs (about 240 feet .-...... ""'SM::'..
by 50/60 feet in plan dimensions) and a main " " " "

building (approximately 240 feet by 360 feet)

located in the central area. The entire CL

complex is located in a site with plan

dimensions of about 600 feet by 940 feet. The 100

maximum column loads are about 47 kips for the - -. .

main building and 18 kips for the other ; -

buildings. CL/KL/SP/CP

The cost and technical difficulties precluded

the use f concrete piles. Within the loose 200

sand layer and very soft cohesive layers,-- ------------- BEDROCK

concrete piles would often fall without

control upon the impact by a pile driving

hammer rendering splicing operation to be FIGURE 1. GENERALIZED SUBSURFACE SECTION

impractical. The dynamic compaction method
was adapted and resulted in a considerable FILL NATUPAL SAND

economy in both cost and time. 100

GEOTECHNICAL DATA 80

In order to explore the site subsurface 160
conditions, 38 borings were initially placed

throughout the site. Existing ground surface

was at an elevation of about eight feet above 40

the Mean Sea Level and groundwater table wasZ

encountered at a depth of about two feet. "he 20

entire surface of the polder is used for ri:e i I C
growing. Consequently, the top one to five 0

feet of soil was a very soft silty material 100 10 1 0.1 0.01

(ML) which was to be removed and replaced. GRAIN SIZE IN mm

Bedrock is believed to be at a depth of about

210 feet below the existing ground surface, FIGURE 2. GRADATION CURVES

and all materi'l ilove bedrock are -nn-idpred

to be Pleisiocene and younger sediments. The
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contents generally higher than the liquid 2) Total settlement at any location within
limits. Approximately 90 feet of relatively the treated area shall be less than one inch
good silt/clay/sand/gravel layers were under a loading intensity of up to 1,500

encountered below the very soft sandy clay pounds per square foot on a footing size of
layer. The site subsurface condition is 6.5 feet by 6.5 feet in plan dimensions; and

presented on Figure 1. Grain size
distribution for the top sand layer and fill 3) Differential settlement between the

material is presented on Figure 2. The site footings within the treated area sha~l be less

subsurface conditions are relatively uniform than 0.002L where L is the distance between

except for minor variations in the thickness the footings.

of cohesive lenses. In one area (B3-176),
however, the thickness of soft material was Bearing capacity and settlement/differential

greater and a special treatment was provided settlement characteristics were to be
in this area in order to maintain the evaluated by SPT, plate bearing tests,

uniformity. settlement gages, and other means. For the

acceptance of DC work at the site, the

SOIL IMPROVEMENT following criteria were to be met initially:

The proposed structures are relatively light I) For the depth lB below the bottom of the

and could tolerate some settlement and footing (B is the width of footing), N shall
differential settlement. However, several not be less than 15;

factors which were adverse indicated that the

existing foundation conditions, without 2) From the depth of lB to 1.5B, N shall not

mcdifications, would not provide the necessary be less than eight; and

support for the proposed structures. The

adverse factors considered were: 1) Presence 3) For the depth greater than 1.5B, N shall
of a loose and wet top sand layer; 2) About be greeter than five. Settlement was to be

90 feet of very soft sandy clay layer measured and recorded continuously by six

immediately beneath the top sand layer; 3) settlement gages.

Long and narrow configuration of the proposed

structures; and 4) Heterogeneity of the top PILOT TEST
sand layer with respect to SPT N values and

consequent pot-ntial differential settlement. Before dynamic compaction production could

start, there had to be a test section to check
Two basic methods were considered: 1) Pile the validity of the values taken for each

foundations with structural slabs; and 2) tamping parmeters at the design stage, such as:
Densification of the top sand layer including
fil material and slab-on-grade. Piles would - weight of pounder,

have to be very long, and during the - height of fall,
d .... ", r,-" it ;:t - p -"- er surface area,.

control, and splicing of piles would present a - spacing of print centers,
formidable ztstacle. There are more than 400 - total energy per unit area,
columns with axial loads ranging from 18 kips - excess pore water pressure dissipation time

to 47 kips. The allowable axial load of a lag.

350-millimeter concrete pile is 132 kips.
More than half would be 18-kip columns. This As a matter of fact, there can be various

is considered uneconomical and impractical, types of test sections. On a routine type of
The dynamic compaction method devclnped hy job, a test section will only include visual

Louis Menard is now well known (Mitchell, observations of soil response to impacts in a
1981). Taking into consideration the various 9-print-square-area, so as to check adequacy
case-histories which can be found in the open of print center spacing and pounder surface

literature, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, area. This test is performed at the start of
Far East District envisaged that the top sand each pass or coverage. This is necessary to
layer and fill materials could be densified to evaluate the energy loss which appears as
the desired degree by dynamic compaction. The peripheral heave around the prints and to help
energ per unit area was estimated to be 300 take steps to decrease this loss as shown on

t-m/m , and the specialist contractor was Figure 3.
requested to perform a pilot test to verify

the initial design assumptions. A In the case of unusual soil, the test section

considerable economy in both cost and time was can be a full size pilot test area carried out

achieved by the selection of the dynamic until obtaining the acceptance test values,
compaction method over the pile foundations just as in a preloading pilot test ,xercise.
with structural slab.

For the medical contingency complex soil

The densification criteria used for the top treatment project, the contract specified that
sand layer were: the total energy had to be 300 t-m/m2 unless

the specialist contractor could demonstrate

I) The allowable bearing capacity within the that less energy could meet the acceptance

treated area at depths up to 6.5 feet below criteria. Then it was necessary to complete

the bottom of footings at any location shall the treatment on a representative pilot test
be at least 1,500 pounds per square foot with area. This area must be of the right size so
a factor of safety of threp. Cnmn,-at'o as to yield qa sLactory results. Taking into
will be based on a footing size of 6.5 feet by consideration the energy distribution at depth

6.5 feet in plan dimensions; below impact centers, for a 30-foot thick
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observed at each print location by recording

crater depth (Figure 5) and volume as well as
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COM.PATABILE 1.[1!H TOTAL, measure exz. pcrc watr _.-q'ssure as well as

SURFACE AREA its dissipation period and to check that the

2nd PASS

I N PI "I') TEST AREA 0
TAfPING POINTS

FIGURE 3. TYPICAL PILOT TEST FLOW CHART . 0.2 9

layer to be treated, the test pad must be at 0.4 21

least 105 x 105-foot in size and conclusive z 0.6

tests must be taken within the center 35 x

35-foot square area.
a. 0.8u

* POINT No.9
The pilot test area will be successively

subjected to the same number of passes as the POINT No. I

main project. The trial was based on a 1.2

reduced energy level, as proposed by U

Solentanche-Pumyang design office and included 1.4

a first coverage with 10 drops followed by a

second one with 2 drops. Plan lay-out of 1.6

the test section area is shown on Figure 4. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Spacing of the first pass impact prints was NJMBER OF DROPS

chosen between 20 and 25 ft, to match the

proposed building columns pattern and the
spacing of the second pass was estimated to be

half way. First coverage was undertaken on FIGURE 5. CRATER DEPTH vs NO. OF DROES
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7 shows the recorded ziu versus time for the 2
Spiezomters , at 4.2 m in a more clavey pocket

wLthlin the natural sand and 9 m, sI iht ly

emnbedld in the indorlying clay. Dotted and
solid tin,,s giv-,s u trend recorded

imm o d i a t o 1 a f t e r e a c h b I ow i r t 11e 0 ame
print. Trieso specific observat ions wore only

taken for t ho t irst p riot and for prints I')
and 17 closest to the piezome r rs. Circles

and s,,aaros iye ',u a tor compl,,t ioi ot -ac
print, say, one minote later. One :an

undt-rstant theore ma a I ready be a l rop in the
excess pore water pressure (see points Stn and
:7 for instance ). It is also int r st n' t 

p o Int , It t ha t f 1 i l 1" f, r p)ot nt 5 at 1 1 '

w h i c h a r e s i m i I ia r I v -h w v t c0M m H p L tI
Sgtve almst tiht' same I I, 1 vi I I at 2 M

dept .

(no ot teie major Ieat r.s oi th test tii

t r e nd I f t hie a s t r adi i n s For in r1 1. t
impacts (08 and : ), Io ,ecroasos in ti n o aniv

I aver due to some )ress r dissipation h twen
tampinA periods .Ini Incr as s in the ii a

Ia v er d uo t ,i I a c k o f p r e s s r J i i i

VXq 1" '1', It< dtingF tamping inte rvals.

FII s i . P.K I'HERA. HEAVE vs NUMBER IF Finally I t must e rcongniz, ri, t iat th, j" ext

K 0 P S m orn in; at 4.! i of , opt II was ,n I

O-millibar and at a m i). 2 is 11Seq'i t lv

0 .

2 3.E ( 7 t

I .PRINT FIRST 12 3 4 REST PERIODIn 1 i

FIGURE 7. TREND OF 6u WITH TIME (FIRST PASS IN
NINE POINT SECTION)

underlying clay layer was not disturbed durinp

treatment, several piezometers were installed if ecessary, a second pass could follow tirst

in one of the pre-treatment S.P.T. borehole pass within a few days.
(Figure 4). As it can be seen, depth of

crater was evolving in * similar way for each The 9-print test showed that;

tamping center and no heave at all of the
surrounding ground was observed either close I) At lpat 10 drops can be applied at each

to the tamping crater or at a distance, print with no distress of the underlaying clay
However no real "refusal" was observed after layer. This was later confirmed by S.P.T.

10 blows which was considered as corresponding tests;
to the optimum energy to be applied during the

first pass. The trend of the excess pore 2) There is no heave around prints and

water pressure, 4u, build-up and dissipation between prints when applying 10 drops in

is more difficult to visualize as there are prints as long as the spacing varies between

three variables, the energy applied, the time 20 and 25-foot; and

elapsed between blows and the distance between

the impact center and the piezometers. Figure 3) The excess pore water pressure which may

develop in more clayey pockets occurring in
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the s in lavr i ssipat's within 36 hour, A.s
.1 , I t ,U t te sect o ITA coverage wa s
2lrri 1' , l ,n M onday Ith September wtth 2c , r r t nI 1 n 2,. toot C It t e s e r w .I VA] I FS

C C1 .0 ( 0 70

tn let l'i .n.sult. are hown 'n Fiu , r t

1 1- o a go c a u n I V , r' w '0
to 4 r I r r Ier .l i ' " tn N a the -

j)1 IT 1. i t r , al shown

In ,: s , i tI, nl l t c, ei I 9. 4) b ne

I2 I I I :n Pr " V in t WT ct cICannot 1
t t ' " n I ' e h)Wc . r I t hat this ar-m

r, v 1 1 1 in11 r n pi ri1' t lie " 7 3Q DA A/0R D

,: p . n n 1 i l tia t . C o n cr I 'I s 11 ---

AL1 m.......... . .1, r -Not e pPer fo tmed

o[[ t [, a.1",:. B __,_ ,_ts ,r, l-o sh w < "i

I -

1AF

FIURE 9. SFT N VALUES BEFORE AND AFTER

DC., AND TIME-DEPENDENT
STRENGTh GAIN (B-3 176)

VERTICAL STFESS INF. CC1F.F.= TK/P
F1;1 -';. Slt N'A lUES BEFORE AND AFTER 1 20f.

:)C., AN 1) l ME ED, - Fy Et N D NT N

STRENGTH (,AIN (11-9 AREA)

PRODVCI ION TAM IN A14D SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Subs, ,int LO tile vrificat ion of th ini-tia 1 100n .En:R 1

dos i.- aistimptioin, hy tie results of pilot
test proram, production tamping commenced.
I t j; e nera I, the operation started from the ]

northerr, portion of tie site and progressed
t ,Iwar A t ite s ou t h.LYE

TypicalIy, the thickness of the clayey lenses 3

within tle top sand layer ranged from about
thr.- to four feet. Such a clayey lens was
present under the pilot test area at a depth
of about 1B feet below tile fi rshed grade. FIGURE 10. B ARMISTER TWO-LAYER

Average SPT at thi' middle of tne lens REINFORCING SYSTEM.
increased from about three to I11. Th is
iFTii.iteS that approximately a four-foot thick tle top sand layer, thirty six 16-inch
clayey, lens could adequately be densified. In diameter boles were drilled at four feet on
the general area of boring 33-176, a sandy center to a depth of about 30 feet, and f i led

clay layer protruded uward, in a bell shape, with granular fill materials prior to dynamic
nto thre toup sand L ayer red u cing tNhe thickness compaction. In general, size, spacing ar'

of the top sant layer to about seven feet other parameters used for the remedial design

dnqtean of 30 feet. In ordetr to provide were derived from the pilot test program. SPT
niorlity with respect to the thickness of values after dynamic compaction indicated that
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q 6 19 l87

0"VT I _,vI I ul i~, L. ft I , -I,%' j Irl At; SP

- is-:

PA!lIP I Nt Ce::'"1 C'Iiop COC1E1 CL I ).

140

FIGURE 11. TIME SETTLEMENT CURVE

120

LOAD IN "ETRIC TONS

'-100 . _ _

,80

-. -P . DI(II SIDE

ET.4 NO ITCH SIDE

STEEL Pj.ATE:

DIA!!ETER = 30 cm. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

THICKNESS = 2 cr.
VECTER SUM VELOCITY ( I P S )

FIGURE 13. VECTOR SUM VELOCITY vs

IMPACT DISTANCE

FIGURE 12. PLATE BEARING TEST RESULTS

(PILOT TEST AREA) Vibrations induced in the ground by Lhe impact

during dynamic compaction were measured in

the improvement obtained satisfied the order to establish criteria concerning the
specification. Increase of SPT N values peak particle velocity and distance from the

before and after dynamic compaction is impact point. The criteria were to be used in

presented on Figure 9. Strength gain with planning for similar future projects in the

time after the completion of dynamic proximity. The equipment used was SINCO S-6,

compaction was observed. However, adequate PEAK VIBRATION MONITOR, MODEL 53136. However,

reasons for the increase were not apparent farmers in the proximity complained physically

(Mitchell, 1984). about the vibration produced by the dynamic

compaction, and the operation was impeded

Figure 10 represents Burmister's two-layer considerably.
reinforcing system. The higher ratio of

EI/E 2 would produce less stress intensity Measurements were made on both sides of an

at the interface 1-2. The modulus ratio of open ditch (widths 5.5' top/3.0' bottom, 5.5'

the top sand layer and the soft sandy clay deep, and 70' long) in order to evaluate the

layer is assumed to b! - the order of 10, and existence of an open ditch in reducing the

consequently, a considcrable stress reduction vibration. The results are presented on

at the interface 1-2 would be anticipated. Figure 13. No major technical problems were

Settlement records indicate that subsidence encountered during dynamic compaction.

virtually ceased after the completion of

dynamic compaction. Settlement gages were CONCLUSIONS
installed in the northeastern, central, and

southwestern portion of the site. Each Approximately 4.5 feet of fill material was

station has two settlement gages at interfaces placed after removing varying thicknesses of

between the fill material and the top sand soft rice paddy soils (ML). The fill material

layer, and the bottom of the top sand layer was placed primarily to counter the flood
and the sandy clay layer. Angular distortion (interior drainage hydrology based on

between the settlement stations was on the 1/500-year rain). However, it also provided a

order of 1/10,000 which is far below the platform to operate the heavy machinery

specification requirement. A typical required for dynamic compaction.

settlement record is presented on Figure It.

Two plate bearing tests were performed and the The results of dynamic compaction performed at

results are shown on Figure 12. the site indicate that:
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1) The design and construction methods

adapted produced the results which satisfied

the specifications;

2) Although the precise magnitude is unknown
at this time, the presence of a stronger layer

over a weaker layer contributed considerably

in reducing subsequent settlement;

3) Future projects in proximity may be
programmed to use dynamic compaction in
densifying the top sand instead of relying on

pile foundations; and

4) A considerable economy is achieved in both

cost and time of foundation construction by

the use of dynamic compaction rather than pile
foundation with structural slab.
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SYNOPSIS: Mohicanville Dike No. 2 is located 60 miles south of Cleveland, Ohio. Initial construc-
tion efforts were halted because of persistent foundation failures. The height of the embankment
when terminated (1QR7) was 14 feet, when construction relnitiated (1983) was 8 feet, and when
completed (1995) was 27 feet. Conventional limit equilibrium and finite element analyses were
performed as part of the studies to raise Dike No. 2 to its design height. Standard approaches for
solving design problems of embankments constructed on weak foundations were explored, hut none
produced the required end of construction factor of safety of 1.3. The use of welded wire fabric as
a reinforcement material was selected to provide the additional force requ. 'd for stability. No
significant problems were encountered during construction. Measured reinforcement forces are
approximately equal to the finite element predicted values, have peaked, and continue to decline.

INTRODUCTION

The Muskingum ?iver flood control system is Several reports have been produced between 1982
located in southeastern Ohio. Between 193 and and 19R6 to document site conditions and design

108, a14 flood control dams were designed and procedures, report on construction activities,
cunstructed within the Muskingum River basin, and evaluate the structure's performance. This
Mohicanville Dam is located in the northwestern paper presents an overview of the design-con-
portion of the basin approximately 60 miles struction activities that occurred in raising
south of Cleveland, Ohio. Mohicanville Dike No. Mohicanville Dike No. 2 to its design height.
2 is a 1,600 foot long earth dike located across The data presented here is dealt with in greater
a low point on the reservoir rim. Initial con- detail in the references listed at the end of
struction activity in 1936-1937 failed to raise this paper.
the dike to its intended height because of per-
sistent failures of the foundation and embank-
ment. Between 1983 and 1985 construction
activities raised the crest elevation from q65 EMBANKMENT REANALYSIS REPORT
msl to elevation 984 msl, making the final
height 27 feet. This was accomplished by Law Engineering Testing Company of Marietta,
reinforcing the embankment with welded wire Georgia prepared the Embankment Reanalysis
fabric. Report (ERR) at this project for the Huntington

District (Collins et. al, 1982). This report
documents the site conditions, subsurface
explorations, laboratory testing, and limit

ORIGINAL CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY equilibrium stability analyses performed for
Mohicanville Dike No. 2. The foundation beneath

Construction was initiated at Mohicanville Dike the dike consists of a layer of peat overlying a
No. 2 in June 1936. Fill placement heg pro- soft clay deposit. The peat varies in thickness
gressed to elevation 963 msl (6 feet) by early from 20 feet, in the virgin uncompressed state,
August of that year when excessive settlement at both the upstream and downstream toe to
occurred and heavy seepage was observed near approximately 12 feet beneath the embankment
both the upstream and downstream embankment centerline. The peat grades from fibrous in
toe. Within days, extensive cracking and a texture at the ground surface to amorphous
large shear failure occurred within the upstream adjacent to the clay. Additionally, explora-
portion of the embankment between Station 8+00 tions within the original failed reach showed
and Station 12+00. This caused suspension of the peat as discontinuous. The soft clay
all construction activity until October, when 7- deposit beneath the peat varies In thickness
inch "drain wells" were drilled through the from 10 feet near both abutments to almost 60
failed embankment and peat foundation layer. feet near Station 9+00. Figure 1 presents the
The wells were then pumped twice daily for three typical geological cross section upon which the
weeks. Construction was not resumed until May limit equilibrium analysis was performed.
1937. Fill placement progressed at a reduced
rate until August when renewed distress was
observed and another major shear failure termi-
nated construction at elevation 971 msl. Recon-
struction efforts were initiated in 1984.
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The weight of the original fill placement in the At this point it was decided to investigate the
intervening 50 years since first construction use of one or more layers of reinforcement,
has 300solidated the soils beneath the emhank- placed perpendicular to the dike's axis, to
ment, thereby decreasing their thicknesses and raise the emnbanknent to its intended height. It
increasing their shear strengths. The soil was believed that placing the reinforcement as
properties used in this study are presented in low as possible would he the most effective
T'ab~e I. location. For this reason the reinforcement was

placed at elevation 060 msl, which was Just
Standard approaches for the design of an embank- above the groundwater level in the area. To do
-ent on a weak foundation were pursued. Convent- this required degrading the existing dike from
tiomal attempts at ohtaining an acceptable limit elevation 968 msl to elevation 960 msl before
equilibrium factor of safety (F.S. for End of reconstruction was attempted. A tensile force of
Construction = 1.3) were unsuccessful for rais- 16 tons/linear foot of dike was calculated as
ing the embankment. The factors of safety for being required to produce an acceptable factor
all long term stability cases were satisfactory, of safety. This additional factor was assumed to
The long term cases took advantage of the be acting tangentially along the shear surface.
strength gains due to consolidation of the peat There is presently some controversy over the
and clay and used the higher drained strengths, direction that the supplemental force should

TABLE I. Summary of Soil Properties

Soil Property Foundation Clay Peat Embankment Fill

Dry Unit Weight, OH: 40 to 84 Pt: 10 to 36 CL: 113 to 120
pcf CL-CR: 60 to 01

Water Content, OH: 37 to 67 Pt: 280 to 540 CL: 15 to 18
CL-CR: 28 to 65

Liquid Limit 28 to 80 -- 27 to 57
Plastic Limit 16 to 37 -- 17 to 21

Gradation
<$s 100 -- 73 to 100
<#i0 100 -- 60 to 5

<#40 06 -- '10 to 90
<#200 90 to 95 -- 25 to 80

Undrained Shear 400 to 1000 200 to 500 3000 to 6000
Dtrengtb, psf

e', degrees 25 to 29 17 to 32 32
c', psf 0 to 500 200 to 400 200

Permeability, ft/yr 0.1 to 10 0.3 to 66 0.1 to i
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act. Another view is that the force should act Table ITT presents the instrumentation program
ir a hor1contal jIrectIon. -he truth probably at Mohicanville rike No. 2 designed to monitor
lies somewhere bet.een and is believed to be a embankment performance during construction.
function of the flexibllity of the reinforce-
ment. At this rroject, an assumption that the Soil strength pprameters for the finite element
for,-e would act in a nrlsontal direction would model were selected such that vertical movements
have doubl the requirement for reinforcement, calculated for an unreinforced embankment would

he similar to those anticipated for a structure
Additional studlies were consldered necessary at with a F.S. = 1.0. A vertical displacement of
this projec' for a variety of reasons including: 2.0 feet at the centerline was selected as
the beight of this permanent flood control approximating this condition. To obtain this
structure, the potential for large deformations movement with the finite element model required
ir the foundation, the lack of experience in reducing the shear strength parameters assumed
19R2 of lestgntng and constricting a reinforced for the limit equilibrium analysis. Analyses
impervlus embankmen', the variety in properties were performed using the properties of polyester
of candilate reinforcement materials, and the filter cloths, kevlar products, and welded wire
need to establIsh predirtive parameters for fahric as reinforcement mate I-:
monitoring oonstructlon prngress using pro'ect
instrumentation. A significant finding of the finite element

study was that to carry the required load
determined by the limit equilibrium analysis,
without excessive deformations, a stiff material

FINITE .OW -1T ANALYSIS was required. The decision was made to use
welded wire fabric. The study indicated that

to answer the alddtional questions concerning the resistance to horizontal movement was the
tla use f oeinforcement, a second study was primary mechanism by which load was transferred
undertaken by the Waterways Fxperlment Station to tne reinforcement. Steel offered the
(W=S) (Fowler et. al, iOP i. Using the limit necessary stiffness (12,000 tons/ft) to carry
equilibrium aralysis as a guide to determine the the design load without excessive lateral
amount or reinforcement proved to he a helpful spreading. Ry reinforcing the embankment with
first step because of the uncertainties inherent welded wire fabric, horizontal deformation at
in using finite element analyses as the sole the reinforcement level was reduced from 1.0
basis for design. Wbile finite element analyses foot to 0.1 foot. It was assumed that it was

can be used to calculate movements, pore necessary to mobilize as much force in the
pressures, nd forces. 

T
hey dn not lend reinforcement as possible to obtain the overall

themselves to simple evalulation of factors of factor of safety calculated to the limit
safety. WFS modified the finite element equilibrium analysis.
computer program CON2D (Duncan et. al, lQPI) to
accommodate reinforcing elements. These rein- A dominate factor in choosing welded wire fabric
forcing elements were modeled as one dimensional was that The construction process mobilize the
elastic "bars." The properties used to model design load within the reinforcement. This
the soil behavior were strength, stiffness, and would relieve the shear stress in the foundation
permeability. This analysis produced estimates soils to a level compatible with the overall
of pore pressures, vertical and horizontal limit equilibrium factor of safety of 1.3. It
movements, and forces in the reinforcement at has been argued that the only requirement is
various stages of construction. The effect of that sufficient ultimate strength be available,
creep on the structure during construction was not that the same percentage of each material's
not modeled, but it was not believed to be a strength be mobilized during construction.
dominant factor. Predictions were made at However, this may result in a factor of safety
locations where instrumentation was to be of 1.0 in the soil and 9.0 or more in the
installed. Table IT presents the construction reinforcement. The use of stiff reinforcement
sequence assumed for this model, worked well at this project. The chosen

reinforcement, WI2 x W4.5 welded wire fabric,
TAPLF IT. Assumed Stages of Construction contained the necessary ultimate strength of 2h

tons/ft to provide a factor of safety of 1.5 for
the 16 tons/ft design load. Using a reinforce-
ment material that would carry the design load

Time From Final Centerline in one layer was also desirable because con-
Start of Elevation, struction activities would be additionally

Computation Construction Height Above restrained and complicated by each additional
Step Yr. Reinforcement, Ft. layer placed.

The stiffness of the reinforcement had little
0 0.0 qE4 ( ) influence on the amount of settlement. Tho
I o.oP q70 (10) finite element analysis predicted that vertical
2 0.16 P78 (iP) deformations under the centerline during con-

Winter Hiatus struction would be reduced from 1.9 feet to 1.0
n.P3 7Q (1P) foot with the addition of welded wire fabric as
0.or 9P3 (23) the reinforcement. Post construction consolida-
l.q6 " tion settlement (2.0 ft) was expected to be

11.06 " unaffected by the use of reinforcement.
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TABLE III. Instrumentation at Mohicanville Dike No. 2

Station

Instruments 4+75 6+55 8+00 9+00 11+00 12+20 Total

Piezometers
Open Tube 1 3 1 9
Electric 1 2 3 1 7
Pneumatic 4 8 7 4 23

Inclinometers
Vertical 1 3 3 1 1 9
Horizontal 1 1 1 1 4

Strain Gages 2 2Q 2 29 lower 2 2 76
on steel 10 upper

Settlement Plates 3 3 3 12

Surface Displacement 5 5 5 25
Monuments

A separate condition that wa3 identified in the Serving as embankment cngineer during the first
EBR was the potential for excessive seepage year's construction activity was Jack Fowler of
through the peat foundation and transverse WES. The dike was excavated to elevation 960 msl
cracks in the original embankment material. A with no significant problems. The foundation at
large quantity of seepage (500 gpm) was observed that elevation was primarily existing embankment
in 1969 during a flood event with only 6 feet of material. Ground water in the area was at eleva-
head differential existed across the structure. tion q57 msl. A minimal amount of equipment
To deal with this condition a slurry trench was movement was allowed on the unreinforced founda-
excavated through the existing embankment fill tion because of pumping. The soils encountered
and peat foundation layer. The possibility were moist to wet and typical of the embankment
existed for large deformations within the properties shown in Table 1. A minimum of 2%
foundation during reconstruction. To ensure lime was mixed into the 1-foot layer of soil
continuity of the seepage barrier, a 100 mill immediately above and below the welded wire
thick high density polyethylene geomembrane was fabric. Where trafficability and moisture
placed within the slurry trench before back- problems were encountered beneath the wire, as
filling with soil-bentonite. The trench was much as 5% lime was added. The addition of lime
located beneath the upstream slope of the dike, to the soil surrounding the reinforcement was
approximately 45 feet from the centerline, intended to prevent corrosion damage for the
Further discussion of the slurry trench, is short term. Long term stability, > 10 years,
beyond the scope of this paper. did not require any contribution from the

reinforcement for stability. The foundation
soils will have gained sufficient strength
during that time period, due to consolidation,

CONSTRUCTION to he stable without reinforcement.

Construction of Mohicanville Dike No. 2 required The four horizontal Inclinometers were installed
two seasons to complete, 1984 and 19R5. The work prior to placement of the welded wire fabric.
was superintended by Construction Division Some of the horizontal inclinometer casing
nersonnel of the Huntington District using hired developed precipitates from the lime placed in
labor, equipment rental, and material supply the surrounding fill. Twelve settlement plates
contractual arrangements. This provided the were placed immediately above the reinforcement
necessary control over the construction activity to check tJ.- readings obtained from the horizon-
that the design group believed was required for tal inclinometers. Agreement between the two
control on a project where little precedent instruments was very good. The welded wire
existed. A simplified construction sequence fabric, W12 x W4.5, was brought to the site in
follows: 120 foot rolls, eight feet wide. The wire

experienced plastic deformation from being
1. Degrade the existing dike from elevation rolled and required mechanical straightening to

968 msl to 960 msl. be used as flat sheets. A portable wire
straightening machine was situated proximate to

2. Install instrumentation and welded wire the dike foundation. The wire rolls were placed
fabric on the prepared foundation, on a horizontal spindle and binding fasteners

released. The fabric was fed through a configu-
3. Construct embankment to elevation 971 ration of three steel rollers end straightened.

msl by the end of 1984. This method worked very well. The welded wire
rolls were then cut into two 160-foot sheets and

0. Completion construction to elevation 984 stockpiled until the foundation had been pre-
mel by the end of 1985. pared. The sheets were placed perpendicular to

the centerline, forming a continous reinforce-
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ment member between the upstream and downstream TNSTRUMFNTATION ANALYSTS
toes. Seventy-six strain gages were welded to
the fabric. Only two of the strain gages failed Observations made during the second construction
during construction. They prnvided a reliable season identified two faulty assumptions in the
and accurate way of measuring the forces in the original finite element model. Exploration data
welded wire reinforcement, obtained during instrumentation installation

indicated that the maximum thickness of soft
The embarkment material was obtained from two clay deposit was only 40 feet instead of 60 feet
locations on uplands adjacent to the as previously modeled. The effect of this
construction site. The fill is a glacial till change on the finite element model would he to
that is classified as a 'rravelly Sandy Clay (CL) reduce the reinforcement forces, decrease the
with particle sizes extending to R inches. fuundauion movements, and lower the predicted
Natural water contents were within 21 of pore pressures. Figure P shows the effect of
optimum. The first layer (12-inch) of embank- clay thickness on the amount of reinforcement
ment fill ahove the welded wire fabric was force measured at various centerline locations.
compacted using a steel drum roller to prevent
damaging the wire. A sheepsfoot roller was used
for compaction thereafter. Standard Proctor
Compaction testing of the embankment soils
produced an average maximum dry density of 1P0
pcf with an cptimum water content of 13t. A

total of 58 density tests were performed with
dry densities ranging from 119 

pcf to 126 pcf.

Moisture contents were between 10% 
and 161. No F

effect of the soft existing soils beneath the o 4+75

wire fabric was observed on compaction test X 8.00
results obtained from above the reinforcement. 0 V 9#00
Density tests performed immediately above the + 1100
wire reinforcement produced values typical of a 12+20
those obtained throughout the remainder of the 2
embankment. Shear strength testing on block Centlrim
samples from the embankment produced higher
strengths than assumed for the original fill. End of oonstruction 7-31-85

Piezometers and vertical inclinometers were not
installed until the reinforcement and two feet 16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
of fill were in place. Sections of welded wire 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44
fabric were cut and protective pipes welded to Foundation day thickness 00
the wire to protect the instrumentation as it
passed through the reinforcement. One of the
electric piezometers never worked properly, but Fig. 2 Reinforcement forces measured for
all of the other piexometers and vertical various thickness of soft clay foundation
inclinometers functioned satisfactorily through- (Collins, 1986)
out construction. The excellent performance
record of the instrumentation at this site is Secondly, the original model was initialized
believed to have been due to the experienced with the embankment working surface at elevation
instrumentation technicians present during all 964 msl. (Table 2). The actual construction
of the installation work and because the sequence consisted of degrading the existing
construction was handled by hired labor, equip- dike to elevation 960 msl to allow the placement
ment rental, and materials supply contracts, of reinforcement. It was assumed this excava-
The normal pressures to relegate instrumentation tion and replacement to elevation 964 msl would
issues to a position of lesser importance was have a neutral effect on the foundation. Thia
not felt at this project due to the manner in was a reasonable assumption along a majority of
which construction was administered, the dike length. Fowever, initial construction
Construction in 1984 was halted at elevation 971 surveys indicated that the amount of fill that
msl by had weather in November. actually existed prior to construction at

Station 9+00 was significantly less than would
During the second construction season, Steve exist when reconstruction reached the zero load
Collins, consultant, served as embankment height of 964 msl. The result of this discrep-
engineer. Construction of the embankment ancy was that the foundation was experiencing
proceeded to completion during the second year more load than anticipated in the analysis at
with no significant problems. During the second elevation 964 msl. This change caused the
construction season the instrumentation data original model to underestimate the induced pore
being collected indicated higher pore pressures pressures. These two assumptions were included
in the soft clay foundation at the centerline in a modified finite element model and a second
than predicted. The use of the finite element series of analyses was performed. The second
analysis was the only means available to assess series of analyses was made during construction
the implications of these high pore pressures on because of a concern for higher than anticipated
the stability of the dike. Two parameters used piezometric levels in the foundation clay at
in the first finite element model were modified Station 9+00. These analyses produce piezome-
based on additional data obtained during the tric levels closer to those being measured. A
first construction season. This paper will comparison of measured and predicted pressures
summarize those results below, is shown on Figure 3.
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The results of the second finite element model design. It may highlight problems or failure
and other construction related data and evalua- modes that might otherwise he overlooked.
tions are discussed in the report by Collins
(lq86). Figures and 4 present comparative The water levels In piezometers OP-3 and PP-lR,
data between the two finite element predictions located upstream of the slurry trench at Station
and instrumentation measurements for piezometric q+00, were constant at elevation qc7 msl
levels and reinforcement forces at Station Q+O- . throughout construction. This was the ground
It was concluded that the higher pore pressures water level in the area and suggests that the
and reinforcement forces could be explained by slurry trench is doing the intended job.
the greater fill loading and would not lead to
Instahility. This use of finite element An additional observation from the original
analysis during construction to resolve unex- finite element model was that when more than one
pected ohzer,,ations was a very heneficial tool reinforcement layer is used, the stresses would
at this project and would he prudent for he concentrated in the lower layer of reinforce-
monitoring construction activity of any novel ment. For the welded wire fabric the upper
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layer of reinfor-"ment in a two layer system was Collins, S. A., Rogers, W. and Sowers, G. F.
predicted to carry ? . as much of the total load (lQ2), "Report of Fmbankment Reanalysils -
as the bottom layer. Two layers of fabric were Mohicanville Rikes." Report to the Huntington
placed between Station R+50 and Station a+rD in District Corps of rngineers, Puntington, West
an attempt to bridge an area where the previ- Virginia, by Law Engineering 'esting Company.
ously mentioned slurry trench failed in 19R3. July.
his is the same area where construction

problems occurred in 1)?6-]Q?7. Strain gage Runcan, J. M., D'Orazlo, T. P., Chang, C. S.,
data at Station 0+00 indicated that at the end Wong, K. S. and Namiq, T. (19Ri), "CON2D: A
of construction the upper layer of reinforcement Finite Element Computer Program for Analysis
was carrying only 12% of the total load. This of Consolidation." Report Mo. UCB/OT/1-0I,
data is presented on Figure r. The load bad College of Engineering, University of
continued to shift away t'rom the iipper layer of California, Perkeley. March.
reinforcement since the end of construction and
currently that layer carries only 23% of the Runcan, J. M., Schaefer, V. R., Franks, L. W.

loa. Hindslcht indicates that tb. upper layer and Collins. S. A., (l99), "Design and
of steel mesh placed between Station 8+50 and Performance of a Reinforced Fmbankment for
Station 0+EO was inefficIent and unnecessary. Mohicanville Dike No. 2 in Ohio." Paper

submitted to Transportation Research Roard
%Total force National Research Council. November.
lower wire elev. 960

Fowler, J., Leach, R. F., Peters, J. F. and
Horz, R. C. (104), "Mobicanville Reinforced
Dike No. ? - Design Memorandum." neotechnical

"60 Laboratory, U. S. Army Waterways Experiment
Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi. September.

Schaefer, V. R. and Duncan, J. M. (1006),

6 40 "Evaluation of the Rehavior of Mohicanville

IDike No. 2." Report of Research Conducted for
the Huntington District Corps of Engineers, by

o Department of Civil Engineering, Virginia

a 20 -. Polytechnic Institute and State University.
November.

upper wire elv. 961.5

I I 1 I
6/84 145 6/Sb 1/96 6M6

Do".

Fig 5. Percent of total load carried by each

reinforcement layer at Station 9+00

CDNCLITSIONS

Mohicanville Dike No. 2 has now been in place
for two years, during which time the reinforce-
ment stresses and pore pressure levels have
continued to decrease. The forces monitored in
the welded wire fabric were the instrumentation
data of most value in controlling construction
activities. The pore pressure measurements and
horizontal and vertical movements were viewed as
having lesser importance. A few of the piezo-
meters and strain gages have ceased to function,
but there are still sufficient instrumentation
to monitor the structure for the long term.
Instrumentation is now being read on a yearly
schedule. The use of welded wire fabric as a
reinforcing material performed satisfactorily at
Mohicanville Dike No. 2.

EFER ENCES

Collins, S. A. (1986) "Analysis of instrumenta-
tion and Evaluation of Embankment Performance:
Mohicanville Dike No. 2" Report to the
Huntington District Corps of Engineers,
Huntington, West Virginia, May.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 5.18

Slurry Wall Instrumentation and Monitoring in Taipai
Ching-Tzer YIh Raj P. Khera
Graduate Student, Department of Civil and Environmental Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, New
Engineering, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, New Jersey
New Jersey

SYNOPSIS: An entire city block was excavated to construct a 19-story high building with three
basemerts in downtown Taipai. A monitoring program was implemented to serve as an early warning
syste'm. The settlom."t ar! lateral displacement continued to occur even after the excavation was
cu,,pleted. Though the excavation was within a silty sand the underlying silty clay resulted in a
moderate amount of basal heave. Strut loads exceeded more than 50 percent the estimated values and
the largest loads were recorded during the final stages of construction and not at the end of
excavation.

This paper is limited to a description of the monitoring program, the soil conditions, and the
observed data related to the various phases of construction.

INTRODUCTION The project site occupies (Figur 1) an area ofapproximately 35m by 53m in a busy commercial
district of Taipei. On the north and southThe Central Insurance Building in downtown sides are West Chung Shaw Road and First

Taipei is a recent high-rise project which Street, respectively. A 14-story apartment
required deep basements extending to a depth of building supported by end-bearing piles, is on
11.5 m below grade. Due to the critical the west and 12-story building supported by
location of the site, relative to the adjacent spread footings is on the east. The
structures, streets, and utilities, a foundation types of the older buildings on the
comprehensive observation system was designed south side of First Street are not known.
and implemented to obtain the necessary data
for construction control during excavation and The observtion program began in December 1982
foundation installation, with the installation of field instruments and

was terminate in August 1983 with the
completion of the underground structure.

West Chung Shaw Road
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0 B4 . \_.G, E3 0 St"., , ...
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l 85 us ~ 6 \ Legend
iD-Story OSettlement Point A-G
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Building 6-7-Story 8 2-tr tor ave Stake H

B6Sydraulic Piezometer HP~~ B6 (F8 B Buildin Buildin\ Site ~bevto el OC ~bservat ion Well OW
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VStrain Gauge Sc
O C0 OC2 0 C3 0 C4 0C5 or( C0 0 C8 0 C9

Second Street

7i5 .1 Site Plan and Layout of'Ronitoring System
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SOIL CONDITIONS The data from various settlement points located

at different distances from the excavation and
The sub-surface conditions at this site are the corresponding depths of excavation are
typical of the downtown Taipei area. The upper plotted on Peck's (1969) graph and are shown in
soil is a .ellow-gra silty clay with a Figure 2. As may be seen for Figure 2, the
thickness of about 7m. Below the silty clay data fall within the region of sand (I) and
and extendino to an elevation of -17m is a gray soft clay of limited depth below the base of
silty fine sand which overl ies a 7m thick gray the excavation (II) and show a workmanship of
silty clay layer. Starting at elevation -31m average quality. Lambe et al., 1972, reported
and extending to -46m is a hard cohesive soil a similar response for a subway excavation in
called "hardpan" ii, the Taipei area. Below the Boston where a slurry wall was used.
hardpan is a 3m thick layer of fine sand which
extended to a very dpnse layer of gravel. The Listancc fr,,m Excavation
groundwater level was observed to be at Depth of Excavation

approximately 3m depth. 1.0 2.0 1.0 4.0

0
The diaphragm wall was constructed between
November 18 and December 13, 1982. The Da t'aa
instrumentation was completed in February 1983.
It consisted of settlement points, heave 11
stakes, piezometers, observation wells, >
inclinometers, instrumented reinforcing bars, I 0
and the supporting struts. LZone I tSid ond Salt Clay

EARTH RETENTION SYSTEM AND FOUNDATIONS Average Workmanship)

Zone I I (Ve r Soft to SoIt Clay

A 600 mm thick, 23m deep reinforced concrete Limited in Depth below

slurry wall was selected to bound the project 2 Ba.e of Excavatim)

and form a permanent basement wall. The depth
of the excavation was 11.4m and the bracing From Peck(1969)

supdort system consisted of three levels of H Fig.2 Settlement Adjacent to The Slurry Wall

300x3O0xI5mm shape cross-lot struts which were
preloaded.

The foundation of this building rested on piles BASAL HEAVE

either 1.0Dm or 1.50m in diameter extending to
the dense gravel layer approximately 50m below The primary reason for heave monitoring was the

the ground surface, concern for basal failure during excavation.
Two heave stakes were installed at depths of
12.5m. The heave stakes were read daily during

SETTLEMENTS the excavation period and twice a week at other
times. The larges heave reading during

Vertical settlement readings at local spots in excavation was 42.5mm. After the placement of

the adjacent streets were, in general, less the foundation mat it had increased to 44.6mm.

than 15mm. Table I shows the largest
settlement values for two locations at the end The heave is attributed to the swelling of the

of excavation stage 4 and the casting of the underlying clay which was of medium

first basement slab. consistency. The stress decrease from soil
excavation was considerably larger than the

Table 1. Settlements at Maximum Excavation stress imposed by the concrete mat. Other

Depth contributing factor may have been the seepage

Completion of forces. As shown in Figure 3 the piezometers

Excavation First Basement show a small drop in the groundwater level
outside the excavation even though there was no

14-story building 13 14 dewatering.

point on the road 21 24

12-story building 18 20 LATERAL MOVEMENTS
point on the road 20 23

Four inclinometers were installed to monitor

As shown in Table 1 the 14-story building, the incline and the movements of the slurry

which was pile supported, showed settlements wall and the adjoining ground. To check

about 2/3 those of the adjacent ground, vertical profiles and horizontal deflection of

However, the settlement of the 12-story the wall two inclinometers (I-S, I-W) were

structure, which was supported on spread installed within the slurry wall with their

footings, and the adjacent ground were about tips at the bottom of the wall. To measure the

the same. Similar behavior was observed for soil movements below the base the other two

the buildings on the south side indicating that slope indicators were I-N and I-E were

they, too, were resting on shallow footings. installed behind the wall (Figure 1) and

As noted earlier the foundation type of the extended into the hardpan to a depth of 15m
buildings on the south side was not known, below the bottom of the slurry wall.

The settlement continued after the completion The data for I-E and I-S are shown in Figure 4

of the excavation and during the construction, and Figure 5. The data for the external slope

However, no observations were made after the indicator show that within the soil the lateral

final basement was completed.
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movement near the ground surface was less than
15mm and the maximuu; deflection of 40mm
occurred slightly below the bottom of the
excavation.

Before the start of third stage of the
excavation, the slurry wall only tilted showing

H,r izonta I Movem ,it mm the maximum movement at the top. With the
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 oo 11o progress of the excavation the wall started to

bend and had the maximum deformation at the
base of the excavation. The wall showed a

. maximum movement of 20mm to 47mm at the top and
3/5/83 Set up 26mm to 51mm at the bottom of the excavation.

-2 7/19/1 Remove When comparing the movement of the ground

-\ 0 behind the wall (Figure 4) and the wall itself

3/24/83 Set up (Figure 5), the larger displacement exhibited

-6 6/24/83 Remove by the wall near the top is attributed to the

-5/7/83 Semoup STRUT LOADS

-1 1 The bracing system contained three levels of
I steel H 300x300x15 mm. Strain gauges were

1 1 mounted in pairs on each side of the cross-lot
-1i 00 00 strut web at the neutral axis. All the cross-

Legend lot struts with post column had the same shape.
16 IsoBracing sets were installed as the excavation

I,---3/5/83 First Stage Excava. progressed. Excavation depth was held to a
S--18-.-0324/83 Second Stage Exca. limit of 9.50m below a bracing set until the

4// iT next set was installed and blocked. To
-20 T minimize soil movements and to ensure tight

-o-4/25/83 Fourth Stage Exca. contacts between the concrete wall and the
2 I. soil, all the cross-lot struts were preloaded

-22 I1 ---- 05/24/83 Mar Cast in accordance with the design before the

-24 ,--6/22/83 B3 Floor Cast excavation was carried deeper. The maximum-2I -B2 Floor Cast allowable design load of the struts was 3675kN.
I7/19/83 The predicted strut load by Peck's (1969) earth-26 - 823183 BI Floor Cast pressure assumption was 1460kN at the firstlevel bracing and 2068kN at the second and

Fig.4 Deflection of External Inclinometer(l-E) third bracings. Thus the design values were
twice the estimated values.
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Figure . shows the actual str ut loads for the

North-South direction corresponding to various Strut loads increased even after the completic,

stages of excavation and constraction. In of the excavation. The largest loads were

general there was reasonable agreement between recorded during the final stages of

the predicted and measured strt loads except construction and their magnitude far exceeded

diring the period when the bottom concrete sla', the estimated values based on Peck's (1969;

was poured and, the bottom set was removed. : diagrams.

the north-south direction the load in the third
strut reached 2100kN and in east-west Damage occurred to some of the gauges. It is

Sthe loadinessential that data cross checks are built ir*
d iection tNe load in the t hid Strut reached the monitoring program to assist in detectin

incorrect data and to ensure adequacy of the
data.

L ambe, T. W. , L. A. Wol fskill , and W. E.
A 1 Jaworski (1972), "The Performance of a Sut -

Excavation", Performance of Earth and Eart -

Supported Structures, ASCE, V. 1, Part 2:
1403-1424.

.eck, P. B. (1969;, "Deep Excavation and
T
innel ing in Soft Ground", 7th :nt. Conf.

: Soil. Mech. and Found. Eng., Mexico it1 ,
State-of-the-Art Volume: 225-290.

1(

Fig. '1t isured St -rut L,ad ,t Nrth-Suth Hr.- in,

For the second level strut in the north-south

direction and the third level strut in the
east-west direction most of the readings far
exceeded the predicted values of 2068 kN.
However, the maximum reading of 3028kN was
still within the designer's control and was
less than 3675kN.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the instrumentation data the following
conclusions and suggestions can be made:

The settlement data fall within the region of
sand and soft clay of limited depth beiow Lhe

base of the excavation when plotted on Peck's
graph and show a workmanship of average
quality.

The basal heave occurred due to the swelling of
the underlying clay and the seepage forces from
the lowering of the groundwater.

Excavation sequence was found to influence the
wall deflection.

Total horizontal displacements depended upon
the time elapsed between the excavation and the
installation of the strut.
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Deformation Behavior of Wilford Hall Hospital Mat
Lawrence D. Johnson
Research CMI Engineer, U.S, Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi

-r lca ietormation behavior of the 3.5-ft thick mat supporting an 11-story addition
2 -~e ;' c cspita complex near San Antonio, Texas, was investigated to determine the mode

]e -mjt I .n o Ce-.f p a procedure for estimating the effective stiffness of the foundation
2 "e 6o,ed c isortion pattern is dish-shaped and consistent with that of a plate on a semi-

* ' e e' st' foundation. Measured displacements are consistent with displacements calculated by
a D',te or e astlc foinoation finite element program using effective elastic soil moduli between

, a' 4,0Ccu s square f201 and po:sson's ratio 0.3. An equation was derived for estimating
e~f. e.st sol" O-jn il for soil with elastic modulus increasing linearly with depth.

T ei r i soi
l  founcatons, especially in strutted in 1977 and it supports an Il-story

exS0 o " areas, is dIffIcult to predict tower. This mat is adjacent to and east of the
w' Cr 2  u te oi i~t . An investigation of mat existing hospital complex supported on drl iled

fo nd ti ns was therefore initiated to deter- shafts. The mat is 3.5 ft (feet) thi-K by
ine d tat e metnod for ewaluating appropri- 108.33 ft wide by 209.33 ft long anc it was

ate sc> i 'n 2 At Darameters required tor design. placed in an excavation 27 ft below the exist-
d fo _ation selected for study is the mat ing ground surface. Steel reinforcement i r the

addit'on to the hospital complex located in the mat constitutes 5 percent of the cross-section
nOr'n es po'tion of Lackland Air Force Base and it is located in both top and bottom parts
near San Antonio, Texas. This mat was con- of the mat. The superstructure is built of a

B
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Fig 1. Foundation Plan (Note: Column loaes given in kips, dimensions in feet and inches)
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structural steel frame supporting a masonry taken from depths within 50 ft beneath the base
facing, of the mat can be approximated as increasing

linearly with depth
LOAD PATTERN

Es  kz (1)
Figure I shows the plan and column load distri-

bution on the mat. Total dead and live column where E = initial hyperbolic modulus, kips/
loads are about 55,000 kips plus 12,000 kips square foot (ksf)
contributed by the mat weight leading to a
total building weight of about 67,000 kips. k = constant relating the elastic
Weight of soil displaced by the building is modulus with depth, ksf/ft
about 74,000 kips so that there may be a small
net loss of weight on the foundation soil z = depth, ft
beneath the mat. The loads applied to the The initial hyperbolic modulus is evaluated
foundation soil are slightly greater toward the after the method of Duncan and Chang (1970).
right or east end of the mat, Figure 1. The The value k varies within the range of 24 to
applied pressures on the foundation soil are 32 ksf/ft, Figure 2.
less than the maximum past pressures of the
soils in the strata. A semi-empirical equation for estimating the

effective modulus beneath a mat in a semi-
SOIL PARAMETERS infinite elastic medium with the modulus in-

creasing linearly with depth was derived from a
A soil investigation indicated an expansive parametric study using the method of Kay and
plastic CH clay overburden and shale with a Cavagnaro (1983)
perched water table about 23 ft below ground 2kR(1 - s2
surface, Figure 2. The soil profile consists * =
of overburden, Lower Midway, and Navarro forma- Es 0.7 + (2.3 - 4 s2 ) logL R  (2)

tions with an occasional stratum of clayey S Iog
gravel in the vicinity of the perched water b

table. Results of one-dimensional consolidom- where: Es* = effective soil modulus, ksf
eter swell tests using Method A of ASTM Stan-
dard Test Method D 4546 indicate potential for R = equivalent mat radiusft_ ,

swell in the overburden down to about 17 ft 85.06 ft

below ground surface and within a 10-ft thick- L = mAt length, 209.83 ft
ness of soil just beneath the base of the mat. B = mat width, 108.33 ft

The Young's elastic modulus determined from As = Poisson's ratio of soil
results of unconsolidated undrained strength = piso at of sol
tests on specimen from undisturbed soil samples Db Depth of mat base below groundsurface, 27 ft.

OVERBURDEN UNDRAINED SHEAR
WATER CONTENTW. PERCENT PRESSURE,.O KSF STRENGTH. Cu. KSF SOIL MODULUS, E., KSF

20 40 60 80 100 120 0 2 4 6 8 fO 2 4 6 8 ;0 0 800 600
0
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Fig. 2. Soil Parameters
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From Equation 2, Es* = 2,976 ksf if ment points shown from left to right on Figure

k = 24 ksf/ft and 3,968 ksf if k =32 ksf/ft. 3 for Section A, long direction, correspond

The Kay and Cavagnaro method (1983) led to a with nodal points from left to right in Section

vale of End =a 2,naro methor th9e lower A on Figure 1 (i.e., nodal points 6, 16,
value of Es* 2,943 ksf for the o26 ..... 156, 176). Settlement points shown
bound value of k from left to right on Figure 3 for Section B,

short direction correspond with nodal points
ANALYSIS OF SETTLEMENT from bottom to top in Section B on Figure I

(i.e., nodal points 101, 102, .... 109, 110).
Two soil-structure interaction analyses were
performed using a slab on a semi-infinite elas- LEVEL OBSERVATIONS
tic solid finite element computer program SLAB2
modified and applied by Wray (1978). Input Level surveys were initiated immediately after
load parameters included the column loads shown construction of the mat foundation in
on Figure 1 and a uniform bearing pressure of December 1977 and were performed at 19 loca-
0.5 ksf to simulate weight of the concrete tions on the mat surface through May 1985.
mat. A lower bound value of Es* = 2,943 ksf The reference permanent benchmark is set 65 ft

and A = 0.3 were used for the soil param below ground surface. These surveys through
May 1985 indicate most settlement of about 1.3

eters. Mat parameters assumed a Young's modu- inches near the center decreasing to about 0.8
lus of 432,000 ksf and Poisson's ratio of 0.15. inches along the east and west edges furthest
The first analysis used as a mat thickness of from the center, Figure 4. Settlement was
3.5 ft, which assumes no significant stiffness relatively uniform parallel with the short
contributed by the superstructure. The second direction. These settlements do not include
analysis used a much larger mat thickness of 36 settlement of the mat during its construction.
ft, which considers a nearly rigid stiffness
contributed by the superstructure. The observed distortion pattern in Figure 4 is

dish-shaped and consistent with the calculated
The results of the first analysis using low distortion pattern shown in Figure 3. The
structural stiffness led to a maximum center November 1983 survey indicated a slight heave
settlement of about 1.7 inches and edge settle- toward the west relative to the August 1978
ment of 1.1 inches, Figure 3. The results of survey, Figure 4. This heave may be related to
the second analysis using the nearly rigid the potential for swell of soil within 10 ft
structural stiffness led to a nearly uniform beneath the mat base and slightly less column
settlement of about 1.3 inches. Substituting a loads toward the west.
higher bound value of Es* = 4,000 ksf for the

effective soil modulus will decrease these set- moduli
tlements about 33 percent, Figure 3. Settle- f 4,000 ksf and 2,943 ksf bound the observed

SECTION A SECTION B

o OBSERVED MAY 1985
X HIGH STIFFNESS

W* LOW STIFFNESS

0- - Es* = 4000 KSF
_ Es* = 2943 KSF

z - -z--- - - - - - - -
0 Q

0i0 0 C

Ct) LIL)

10 50 100 150 200 0 100 1

LENGTH, FT WIDTH, FT

Fig. 3. Settlements
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displacements of the mat. Therefore, estimates ACKNOWLEDGMENT
of the effective elastic modulus using Equation
2 with upper and lower values of k described This study was supported by a grant from the
in Equation 1 and shown in Figure 2 are ade- Office, Chief of Engineers, Washington, D.C.
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Oversteepened Slopes Reinforced with Tensar Geogrid
James E. Laier Robert M. Mattox
Principal Engineer, Southern Earth Sciences, Inc., Mobile, Alabama Regional Engineer, The TENSAR Corporation, Atlanta, Georgia

SYNOPSIS: This paoer describes geotechnical desiqn concepts used in developing 45-degree and 56-degree embankment slopes
to meet strict stability criteria. TyDical design sections are presented alonq with example stability computations to
illustrate factors of safety ieveloped under static and rapid drawdown conditions. This paper also discusses pert-oent,
site specifi aspects of construction considered germane to successful, long term performance of oversteepened slopes
at this site.

INTRODUCTION

This case history involves the use of TENSAR Geogrid as to a clayey sand while the shale usually weathers to a
internal reinforcing for residual soils to permit safe clayey soil (1).
construction of high, oversteepened slopes along the
banks of a manmade lake in southwest Jefferson County, Topography at the site is characterized by hills with
Alabama. The site, located in the Alabama Physiographic steep side swales and valleys. Surface elevations typi-
Province, is characterized by folded, sedimentary bedrock cally range from a high of +510 feet (MSL) at the north-
(shale and sandstone) of varying lithology, overlain by west corner of the site, to a low of +412 feet (MSL) along
residual soils (silty sands and clays), with a differen- the banks of Chase Lake Creek. Although the sands and
tial surface elevation of 98 feet across the site. sandstones typically absorb small quantities of water,
Originally, site developers proposed to construct a large steep surface slopes at the site facilitate rapid water
hotel complex along the crest of a high ridge overlooking runoff. Consequently, predominant drainage of the area
the lake. Initial plans incorporated a series of high occurs through surface runoff (2). For design purposes
retaining walls to confine the embankment from the crest the hydrostatic ground water table was assumed to coin-
of the ridge to the bank of the lake by forming a series cide with the normal operating pool level of Chase Lake
of terraces. Cost estimates were prepared on a variety at approximate elevation +412 feet (MSL).
of wall systems including reinforced soil retaining walls.
Based on the high cost of these wall systems, project
planners decided to investigate the concept of construc-
ting a steep slope reinforced with TENSAR Geogrid. STEEP SLOPE GEOMETRY AND DESIGN PARAMETERS
SOUTHERN EARTH SCIENCES, INC., working in conjunction
with the slope contractor, United International, Inc., Site developers initially proposed to construct a large
and with The TENSAR Corporation, designed a series of hotel complex along the crest of a high ridge at the site,
oversteepened, TENSAR reinforced slopes to replace the overlooking Chase Lake at an average elevation of +460
terraced wall concept along 900+ feet of waterfront on feet (MSL). Their initial plans incorporated a series of
the northern perimeter of the site. high retaining walls to confine the embankment from the

crest of the ridge to the bank of the lake by forming a
series of terraces.

SITE AND SOIL CONDITIONS Due to economic and construction considerations associated
with building high walls along approximately 900+ frontage

The project site is located within the Alabama Valley and feet of lakeside, project developers decided to investi-
Ridge Physiographic Province which consists of a series gate the concept of constructing steep slopes reinforced
of alternating northeast striking parallel ridges and with TENSAR Geogrid as an alternative design concept for
valleys. The predominant geologic unit is the Pottsville the site. Ultimately, the developers contacted United
Formation which consists of alternating beds of shale and International, Inc. with the prospect of constructing
sandstone with numerous coal seams and associated beds of 45-degree and 56-degree soil reinforced slopes in place
underclay overlying sedimentary bedrock. Sandstones near of conventional wall systems.
the base of the formation consist predominantly of ortho-
quartzites with locally occurring beds of quartz pebble The design concept included analysis and design of three
conglomerate. Sandstones in the upper part of the for- different steep slope sections. Figure 1 shows a typical
mation are generally subdivided into subgraywackes com- Plan View of the embankment area, identifying the extent
posed of quartz and metamorphic rock fragments. The of each section.
sandstone of the Pottsville Formation typically weathers

(1) Bhate Engineering Corporation Report, 1985, Page 6

(2) Bhate Engineering Corporation Report, 1986, Page 6
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Figure 1

Typical Plan View of Embankment Area

Table 1, below, summarizes specific information about

each section:

TABLE 1

Section Maximum

Designation Design Slope Angle Slope Height Reinforcement

"A-A" 45.0-Degrees 36-Feet TENSAR GEOGRID

"B-B" 56.0-Degrees 37-Feet TENSAR GEOGRID
"C-C" 26.5-Degrees 42-Feet UNREINFORCED

"D-D" 45.0-Degrees 38-Feet TENSAR GEOGRID

Soil stratigraphy and design soil parameters were deve-

loped from information provided by BHATE ENGINEERING

CORPORATION (3). Table 2, below, sunmarizes soil design
parameters used on this project:

TABLE 2

Summary of Design Parameters

Embankment SOIL DESIGN PARAMETERS
Section Soil pcf C psf 0 (Degrees)

"A-A" 1 200 0 0 ---------- Surcharge

2 120 300 32
3 120 900 32

4 120 900 32

5 135 4000 40

6 120 150 32

7 120 900 32

"B-B" 1 200 0 0 ---------- Surcharge
"C-C" 2 120 300 32

"D-D" 3 120 900 32

4 120 900 32

5 135 4000 40

6 120 150 32

7 120 250 0

(3) Bhate Engineering Corporation Report, 1986, with

Addenda
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Sinc:e rc inforcin Os imaterials were p)rovide,! by the TENSAR Once this data has been enterel inito the Computer, a
23SF CLIT~TI ' and .,,n_-istod of high tens ile strength, hign suitablo reinforcement layout, providing Safety Factors

aensttx:-~~ven~lnn oniid~s whic:h are res;istant to ail greater than the specified minimums was rapidly and effec-
chemicar: oca>o :isrmallc' oxi-tLn5i in soil. Table 3, tivuly determined. Graphical output, showing Minimum
belnaw, S aios etiOn CORDrinforcing inForsna- Safet. Factors for each tri al run were used in coni action

t 19 with a detailed printout listing reinforcement forces,
margins against reinforcement bond and tensile failures

?jt3 and comparisons with permissible GEOGRID stress levels,
to determine the final design type, quantity and layout

-4 o r I d of GEIE
0

RID reinforcement for a particular slope configura-
Desi a.r: t 'o-C Designi Strength (ohf) tion.

Ap::~ 'idllD70 1333 Figures 2 and 3 illustrate typical sections geometry for
O~~~~ rtsi00Nl3 2 the 56o slope (section 'B-B") showing CEOGRID reinforce-

* TZJAR Bxll,)i 3510 mont and facing details. In Figure 2, the primary rein-
forcing was provided by TENSAR UXl200 GEOGRID and the in-

T Ill termediate reinforcin- consisted of TENSAR SS-l GEOGRID.
.ne :-_sma elu,:aion0 - tie lake was I - foot. The purpose of the intermediate reinforcing was to handle

datai. , a'-,or s"nwed that the hundred year stresses within the embankment material created for

sI'is- 1 ' ' s, ttretiowe and toe poible construction process and to facilitate compaction near
ox-as :e''-e~ aturatedn band drpo down. the edge of the slope for the zones of soil lying between

The staa- -izshed a minimuml factor of layers of primary reinforcing. The face of the 560 slope

saeto .3 -th sl oh es under ratnid drawdown con- was wrapped with SS-l GEOGRID which contained a layer of
straw designed to impede erosion until the vegetative

d~ inroot map had been established (Figure 3). No face

wrapping was required for the 45 0slopes.

MEha------ t ND DESI3'N TYPICAL SECTION FOR 56 DEGREE SLOPE B-

All a analac.-ed and -designed using TENSAR guide- STA. 3-00 TO STA. 3-82
line_; o:mltr _rograms capable of incorporating soilPRAYRENOCGGERDSUI0

ren:to stabilit:. computations. Circular arc
setoswere o-:alsated by the "Method of Slices" using ELEVATIONINEEDAERNFRNGEGRD(81

the "m; fidbisho)p Esiuation" (4) and irregular and/or 450 ------

wedac filur, sarfacoes were evaluated using the "Janbu 9
Eszua: tn 1,ti) . leneraly, a systematic series of wedges 6.5-
and arcs wore cnsdeo urinq the analysis process 440 2. .
usin; a trial reinforcement layout to determine the most 68~~.-SEE WRAP DETAIL

critical combination of stresses developed in soil rein- 2.
forcement ta)r aI -articular cembinacion of soil stratifi- 430196--
cation and a lao, an4le. The analysis and design process 1 o~~
contiiiced!, iterati.vely, revising anl adjusting GEOGRID 34.58"
layout until a satisfactory solution could be achieved 420 INIAES- 0
for both nom ol and 103-vear flood criteria. 25.0 -

LENGTH OF GRID 21?, --

Input data for both methods of analyses are as follows:
410

NOT DRAWN TO SCALE
I. A surface :orofile with the location of

differenit soil types. Figure 2

2.Design soil parameters including do.;-
sit res an] effective -stress strength WRAP DETAIL FOR 56 DEGREE SLOPE

val ues. STA. 3-GO TO STA. 3-82

3. A profi le of jround water conditions.

4. Externall-f snopl iel lo ids.

5. Rejinforcement t, :-o geometry, ultimate LAYER OF STRAW
tensile stre ngth an-d allowaole tensile INSIDE GEOGRID WRAP
.;tres;s.

VARIES 

LAYE

Parameter.; 1: r;ngto: bonrd between --

too neil n i'Iogys 3ri foet RMR UX1200

7. eisic orc;.RINFORCIGGI WRAP (13.1~ )WIDE VARIES

(4) 4'h-0'tohige 11

(j2nbEuropjean Zonf,2ernco, 1)54

SECTION B8-8' FACING DETAIL

Figure 3
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toe Df the slope along the creek leading into the lake.
The excavation ranged from three to five feet in depth. Properties", Marriott Courtyard Inn, Hoover, Alabama",

While this area was being excavated and backfilled with Bhate Engineering Corporation, October 1986

competent material, the contractor setup a staging area 4. Bishop, A.W., "The Use of the Slip Surface in the
to precut all reinforcing GEOGRIDS to the prescribed 4. biop Anal"his of te SiSufce in th
lengths. This step facilitated construction of the Stability Analysis of Slopes", Geotechniues, Vol. 5,
slope in that all reinforcing grids could be quickly
placed at the prescribed elevation without slowing the 5. Janbu, N., "Application of Composite alip Surfaces
construction process. D8 bulldozers were used to place fo Sability Anlyaio' Pro s of t uroan
fill material over the grids and compaction was achieved for Stability Analysis", Proceedings of the European

with large sheepsfoot and vibratory drum rollers. The

contractor, UNITED INTERNATIONAL, INC., reported no pro-
blems in achieving compaction to the face of the slope
using standard equipment. Rip-rap toe erosion protec-
tion was provided along the face of the slope to the
hundred year flood elevation and the entire slope was
covered with an erosion net to minimize surface erosion
until the slope vegetation had been established. The
construction of the steeped slope required two months
and was completed in September of 1986

CONCLUSION

The difficult site conditions on this project were effec-
tively and economically handled through the use of an
oversteeped slope reinforced with TENSAR GEOGRID. The
owner reported a savings of approximately one million
dollars when compared to their next alternative invol-
ving retaining walls. In addition, construction of the
oversteeped slope was significantly faster than the pro-
jected construction rate for an alternate involving re-
taining walls. Standard embankment procedures were em-
ployed and no delays were encountered in the construc-
tion of the slopes. A recent inspection of the parking
lot area which extends to the crest of the slopes re-
vealed no cracking or pavement distortion of any type.
It is therefore concluded that the use of the TENSAR
GEOGRID as slope reinforcing is a viable cost effective
alternative to handling differential site conditions and
problems associated with instability.
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Demonstrating Borehole Drilling Accuracy at the Navajo Dam
Stephen J. Kravlts Hunter C. Harrel
Mining Engineer, U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Geologist, U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Denver, Colorado

SYNOPSIS: The U.S. Bureau of Mines recently demonstrated the accurate directional drilling of a near-horizontal borehole
with the objective of intercepting a designated target. The project was conducted at the Navajo Dam for the Bureau of
Reclamation, U.S. Department of the Interior. The Bureau of Reclamation's objective was to determine the feasibility of
accurately drilling long near-horizontal boreholes, from the surface, in lieu of constructing a tunnel under an
embankment dam from which shorter boreholes would be accurately drilled to control water seepage.

As a result of the demonstrated drilling accuracy, the Bureau of Reclamation can consider the option of using near-
horizontal boreholes drilled from the surface at a cost of $100-200/ft instead of constructing access tunnels at
$2,000/ft from which drainage boreholes would be drilled to control water seepage at embankment dams.

DIRECTIONAL DRILLING EXPERIENCE

The Bureau of Mines has researched and demonstrated
accurate directional drilling as part of its methane
control program (Oyler and Diamond, 1982). In 1979, a
directonal surface borehole was drilled using a downhuli
motor to a measured depth of 1,595 ft, maintaining an
arc of 60 per 100 ft and coming within 3 ft of
horizontally intercepting the Pittsburgh Coalbed 1,012 ft
below the surface. 2 Five horizontal methane drainage
boreholes, totaling 9,544 ft, were then drilled into the
coalbed from the surface borehole.

The Bureau of Mines has also demonstrated drilling
accuracy in drilling long horizontal methane drainage
boreholes in underground coal mines. Methane drainage
boreholes have been drilled to depths greater than
2,000 ft, maintaining vertical borehole trajectory within
the coalbed (approximately 6 ft) while controlling
horizontal trajectory as desired to prevent interception
by future mining (Kravits, Finfinger and Sainato, 1985).

BACKGROUND Fig. 1 Navajo Dam, New Mexico

Navajo Dam is a zoned embankment structure located in wall on the right abutment was determined to be too
northern New Mexico, 39 miles east of Farmington and costly. Consequently, the Bureau of Reclamation
about 35 miles southeast of Durango, CO, Figure 1. It contracted the construction of a tunnel to Frontier
is a key structure of the Colorado River Storage Project, Kemper to provide access to accurately drill 44 drainage
regulating the flows of the San Juan River and providing boreholes, totaling 15,000 ft, subcontracted to Boyles
storage for the Navajo Indian Irrigation Project. It Bros. Drilling. Accurately drilled drainage boreholes
also provides a facility for recreation and conservation will redirect the seepage away from critical areas of the
of fish and wildlife. dam-foundation contact by lowering the phreatic water

surface in the right abutment.
Navajo Dam's left and right abutments are experiencing
seepage, averaging 1,200 and 600 gal/min, respectively, PLANNING THE DEMONSTRATION BOREHOLE
although seepa e is not occurring in the embankment.
Open vertical cid horizontal joints in the abutments, The right abutment of the Navajo Dam was chosen for the
horizontal bedding planes, and permeable sandstone location of the demonstration borehole because a
bedrock provide seepage paths. Investigation by the relatively long near-horizontal borehole could be drilled
Bureau of Reclamation has indicated that the current rate with easily accessible starting and endpoint surface
of seepage would not be a problem except for the locations, Figure 2. Furthermore, information gathered
pote"ti-' p4pinn nf erndible material in the core, if during the drilling of the borehole, including problems
open horizontal and vertical joints are in contact with encountered and their solutions, could prove valuable to
the core (Ehler, 1983). Soletanche is currently the drilling subcontractor.
constructing a concrete diaphragm cutoff wall on the left
abutment to control water seepage, under contract to the The designated "punchout" was to occur by drilling
Bureau of Reclamation. A similar, but larger, cutoff approximately 890 ft of near-horizontal borehole to
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DIRECTIONAL DRILLING PROCEDURES

A Diamant Boartl DBH 700 hydraulic core drill was used to
supply thrust to a diamond drill bit by maintaining
hydraulic pressure on the drill rods, Figure 5. A

-- .
-  Slimdril 2-7/8-in-OD, high-torque downhole motor was

positioned behind the drill bit, Figure 6. The Slimdril
S-is a positive-displacement hydraulic motor that rotates

S -the drill bit without rotating the drill rods. The
C,--.or downhole motor converts the hydraul ic horsepower
co generated by the flow of the drilling fluid, provided

under pressure by two triplex piston pumps, into torque
S . , ,'and rotational speed, which drives the drill bit.

Fig Nava\o Da ih btet" -

LEGEND

D,01 hos w Na

65 t .50-fr .-4,,o

01

Fig. 2 Navajo Dam Right Abutment

intercept a 5-ft-radius target located near the top of
the spillway. The vertical and horizontal trajectories
of the borehole were determined after considering the
geology of the right abutment and the effects that NW -
specific geologic features would impose on the placement #Ff- _.-,
of the borehole. The abutment in the vicinity of the \
borehole consists predominantly of coarse- to medium- .
grained sandstone with interbedded shale and siltstone,
Figure 3. The sandstone is comprised mostly of very
angular quartz grains weakly to moderately cemented and .-

having an unconfined compressive strength of less than
6,000 psi (Ehler, 1983).

'-"-- :. -' ,,, - Fig. 4 Map View of Planned Demonstration Borehole

Fig. 3 Vertical Cross Section of Planned
Demonstration Borehole

Rock outcrops within the right abutment contain both
vertical and horizontal joints. Unfortunately, the exact
locations of the joints in the subsurface could not be
determined; therefore, the borehole trajectory could not
be planned to avoid intercepting them. However, the
borehole was designed to avoid intercepting the
sand-filled channel shown in Figure 3. The elevation at
the bottom of the sand-filled channel was estimated to be
5,950 ft, or about 16.5 ft above the collar of the
borehole. To prevent drilling into the channel, the first
250 to 300 ft of the borehole were to be drilled near
horizontal at about the same elevation as the collar, or
5,933 ft. Borehole elevation would then increase steadily
or build at a rate of about 1.8 ft/IO ft drilled, in
order to intercept the target elevation. While Fig. 5 A, Hydraulic Drill; B, Control Panel,
maintaining desired vertical trajectory as mentioned, an Power "nit Not Shown
attempt was to be made to maintain departure within 2 ft
east or west from the planned straight-line, collar-to-
punchout, horizontal trajectory of N 00-45'-00" E, IReference to specific equipment does not imply
Figure 4. endorsement by the Bureau of Mines.
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The demonstration borehole's horizontal and vcrtical
trajectories were controlled during downhole motor
drilling by using several bent housings; the 20 bend was
the most effective. While drilling, there is continuous
contact between the convex side of the bent nousing and
the wall of the borehole; this is commonly called side
force. The resultant reaction of the side force exerted
on the wall of the borehole is a force exerted on the bit
in the opposite direction (1800), Figure 6.

Vertical hns for ebow"

Bo in ., digits 1tC
MLd's-fev ros--m

hrzotl,o noe .&
flilaetok ,ochnot on lies

Side force
(at 0)

Fig. 8 Single-shot Survey Instrument (top) and Reading

W I a Developed Survey Film Disk (bottom)

Too, face ati8o* Downward direction of To conduct a survey, the mechanical timer o the survey
( oi side) force exerted on bit

(reacton of side force with instrument is set and the instrument is loaded with a
toolfaceofi1o) film disk. The loaded survey instrument is placed in its

protective casing and inserted in the hollow drill rod,
Side force where it is pumped with water to the back end of the

(Or M° downhole motor. The film disk is exposed at a preset
time, after which the instrument is retrieved by a wire
line attached to the protective casing. The retrieved
instrument is removed from its protective casing, and the
film disk is removed, developed, and read.

Tool face DRILLING ACCURACY
Direcionof force exerted Borehole drilling accuracy is dependent on the inherent
on bit resultingj in verticaldoohoefholtraectoy accuracy of the survey instrument, magnetic interference

from drill rods, downhole motors, drill bits, etc.,

surveying frequency, and surveying calculation method.
Fig. 6 Side Force Diagram. Downhole Motor (top)

and Side Force Schematic (bottom) NL Sperry-Sun's specified tolerance ;no measuring bearing
for a recently calibrated Type B 1200 compass is +0.50.

The direction of the force exerted on the bit is called Furthermore, the resolution in reading the photogr-aphed
tool face direction and is the direction borehole compass bearing on the film disk is a random, +0.50.
trajectory will follow. Therefore, because the drill Consequently, a potential error of +10 exists in
rods do not rotate and the downhole motor was used with a measuring borehole bearing using the subject survey
bent housing, desired borehole trajectory was achieved by instrument. Compass units measure magnetic north and
simply aiming or orienting the bent housing in the require a declination correction to obtain true north.
desired direction, Figure 7. To maintain the desired The National Geophysical Data Center in Boulder, CO,
horizontal and vertical borehole trajectories, borehole provided a declination correction of 120 East for the
inclination, bearing, and tool face direction were drill site.
monitored using an NL Sperry Sun, Type B 1200,
photographic survey instrument, Figure 8. Compass-type surveying instruments sense only the

direction of the local magnetic field vector and
Max,inrn buld,n therefore are subject to interference from drill rods,

nclination downhole motors, and drill bits, constructed of magnetic
0Ltrmaterial. A nonmagnetic downhole motor and 100 ft of

'nonmagnetic stainless steel drill rod were placed
directly behind the drill bit. To minimize magnetic
interference from the drill bit and the drill rods above
the stainless steel rods, the survey instrument was

mohimurn azirrurn r, s05
Rgt ma i wol rono, positioned 20 ft from the bit while conducting a survey.

ond hold inCinOtioln 9 " 95 and hold inclinc toi

Two additional factors that affect the borehole accuracy
KEY are surveying frequency and the surveying calculation

Bin method used to determine borehole coordinates and
Je Televation. Borehole surveys were conducted at 10-ft0 Dr ,me r ad1-,n', drilling i~tervals because short survey intervals will

ieclination generally result in ;ncreased borehole accuracy. The
radius-of-curvature surveying calculation technique

Fig. 7 Various Tool Face Settings and Their Effects adapted for a handheld calculator was used to determine
on Borehole Trajectory borehole coordinates and elevation (Oyler, 1983). The
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radius of curvature method is accepted as one of the most
accurate surveying calculation techniques available
(American Petroleum Institute, 1985).

DRILLING AND SURVEYING RESULTS

Vertical borehole trajectory was maintained near the " accuracyofsurvey

collar elevation for the first 300 ft of the borehole as ir nm i

planned, using the downhole motor equipped with a 1/20 -boing a8

bent housing, Figure 9. Drilling continued to a depth of Torget f
center P

2C.

Fig. 11 Borehole Punchout

0 00 - - - 3 400 500 - - - 00 360 900• - The punchout elevation calculated from surveyed

inclinations was 6,047.14 ft, which was well within the

Fig. 9 Vertical Section of Demonstration Borehole target elevation of 6,044.03 to 6,054.03 ft and only
0.39 ft from the actual punchout elevation determined by

455 ft without developing the necessary increase in the land survey, Figures 10 and 11. Borehole inclination
vertical borehole trajectory. At a depth of 455 ft tne can be surveyed to within 0.250 using the NL Sperry-Sun,
1/20 bent housing was replaced with a 10 bent housing. Type B 1200 survey instrument.
Drilling continued to a depth of 495 ft without
experiencing the desired increase in borehole elevation. CONCLUSIONS
The weak nature of the sandstone's intergranular material
is believed to have negated any potential side force The demonstration borehole was accurately drilled to a
generated by the 1/20 and 10 bent housings. final near-horizontal depth of 885 ft, where punchout
Consequently, the borehole was abandoned in order to occurred. Final borehole elevation was 1.5 ft from the
start a new borehole from within the initial borehole at elevation of the target center, while borehole ounchout
a depth of 289 ft. A 20 bent housing was installed on coordinates were only 8.81 ft southwest of the target's
the downhole motor after the new borehole was started, perimeter.
Vertical borehole trajectory was then maintained as
desired, with an increase in borehole elevation of about REFERENCES
1.8 ft/1D ft drilled, to borehole completion at 885 ft.
According to the borehole surveys, horizontal borehole American Petroleum Institute (1985), "Directional
trajectory for the most part was maintained close to the Drilling Survey Calculation Methods and Terminology",
desired straight-line collar-to-punchout trajectory, Bull. 020.
Figure 10.
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Fig. 10 Plan View of Demonstration Borehole

The demonstration borehole's final near-horizontal depth
was 885 ft when punchout occurred near the top of the
spillway. According to the departures and latitudes
calculated from borehole surveys, the borehole punchout
occurred only 1.4 ft east of the target center. Actual
punchout, determined by land survey, occurred 13.81 ft
west of the center of the target. The error between the
actual and calculated punchout departure of 15.21 ft was
within the survey instrument's accuracy in measuring
bearing to within 10, Figures 10 and 11.
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SYNOPSIS: As the northern regions of Canada are developed, there is an increasing need to protect
the fragile ecology as well as to maximize usage of local construction materials. The construction
of earth dykes to retain liquid wastes is a common requirement in municipal and industrial
developments. Frozen core earthfill dykes provide an effective technique to cut off seepage in
cold permafrost areas (Sayles, 1984). The seepage of water through an unfrozen overburden or
fractured bedrock foundation can occur and accelerate the thermal deterioration of an earth
embankment. The development of the active layer during the summer reduces the dam's ability to
retain water if the freeboard is inadequate.

Several earthfill dams were built at the Lupin mine near Contwoyto Lake in the Canadian Arctic to
form a mine tailings pond. Even though design forecasts indicated 9 m high structures would
remain frozen after impoundment of the reservoir, very few case histories were found to support
the design. Several earth dams have been monitored since 1982. Initially, ground temperature
measurements were taken with thermistor strings in short boreholes. More recently, deep boreholes
were instrumented with thermistor strings and the ground probing radar has been used to confirm
and iocate unfrozen zones within the dams.

Specifically, the performance of three dams is reviewed here. The first dam, the base case, was
built over virgin cold permafrost. The complete dam section froze during the first winter after
construction. Part of the second dam was built over a 5 m deep talik associated with a seasonal
creek and possibly a fault zone. The talik is apparently mostly refrozen and continuing to cool.
however, geophysical surveys indicate a possible unfrozen remnant. The third dam was built across
the reservoir after impoundment and during the winter. The internal nature of that dam and its
thermal behaviour are quite different from the above two.

The thermal regime of the dams and underlying foundation has rhanged considerably over the f*VC
years following construction. The results of the grouna temperature and Ladar profiles are
compared for various seasons to reconstruct the transient thermal regime at uninstrumented
sections. The findings are significant for the design and monitoring of future water retaining
structures in the North.

INTRODUCTION

In today's developing North, there is a recog- a mine tailings pond. The dams were instru-
nized need to protect the fragile ecology. As mented with thermistor strings and frequently
mine and industrial sites are developed and surveyed with a prototype ground radar. This
communities grow, the construction of earth paper reviews the design and performance of
dams and dykes to retain liquid wastes is a three of these dams. The results of the ground
common requirement. In design of such struc- temperature and radar profiles are compared for
tures there are economic pressures to maximize various seasons to reconstruct the transient
use of local construction materials. Frozen thermal regime at uninstrumented sections.
core earthfill dams are an effective retainment This paper also discusses the significance of
technique in cold permafrost. the findings for design and monitoring of

future earthfill structures in the North.
However, before a dam is built the foundation
conditions and the ground thermal regime must BACKGROUND INFORMATION
be sufficiently understood. The development
of the active layer during the summer reduces Location
the dam's ability to retain water if the free-
board is inadequate. The seepage of water The Lupin mine is situated on the shores of
through an unfrozen overburden or fractured Contwoyto Lake. some 380 km northeast of
bedrock foundation can occur and induce the Yellowknife. N.W.T. (Figure 1). The area is
thermal deterioration of the frozen earth characterized by low relief (less than 15 m).
embankment. a poorly developed drainage pattern. numerous

shallow lakes and cold permafrost. The mine
Several earthfill dams were built at the Lupin is only accessible by aircraft during the
mine to enclose a small watershed and to form summer or by a 400 km ice road during the

winter.
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The mean annual air temperature is -12.1
0
C with The soil and rock are permanently frozen. The

freezing and thawing indices of 5100 and 680*C- thickness of the active layer varies from 0.6 m
days respectively. Total yearly precipitation in thickly vegetated areas with overburden
is 275 mm. Lake ice reaches a thickness of 2m. cover to about 2.5 m in general and up to 7 m

occasionally in barren exposed bedrock areas.
A 614 ha watershed was formed by damming a Ice lensing was observed to be of rare occur-
seasonal creek and five saddles which connected rence. The largest ice layer observed was 80
at various elevations with adjoining watersheds mm thick. Other lenses observed were smaller
(Figure 1). The dams were built during the than 25 mm. The average moisture content is
summer of 1981. Prior to impoundment, the 14%. The undisturbed mean annual ground
tailings pond area contained 15 lakes up to 15 temperature was measured to be about -S°C.
ha in area and with water 1 to 6 m deep. Since Based upon observations in the mine, the
1985, the tailings area has been divided in regional permafrost base extends to over 400 m
two ponds: an upper pond (1) which receives deep.
the mill water and allows the solids to settle.
and a lower pond (2) which stores the clarified The silty sand dam foundation and the thin
and partially treated water (treatment is overburden cover on fractured bedrock could
carried out while decanting water from the pose substantial seepage and stability problems
upper to the lower pond) prior - discharge for a water retaining dam on an unfrozen
into the natural environment, foundation. In view of the cold permafrost

regime, it was deemed that seepage could be
The three dams which are the subject of this prevented with a frozen dam core.
paper are: Dams IA. 2 and J shown on Figure 1.
Dam 1A was built across the valley of an Dam Cross-Section
intermittent creek, the outlet of the enclosed
basin. At the time of construction, the talik Dams IA and 2 consist of a summer compacted,
beneath the bed of the intermittent outlet sorted silty-sand till (with no cobbles or
could not be completely subexcavated because boulders) core built over the surface stripped
of its saturated state and of the lack of time of organics. An impermeable membrane was
for completion during the same construction provided on the upstream face and keyed into
season. Temperature measuremsets have since the permafrost at the upstream toe (Figures 2
shown the talik to extend 5 m below the and 3). The minimum soil cover on the membrane
original ground surface. Dam 2 was built over is 2 m.
undisturbed permafrost between two lakes.
Finally, Internal Dam J was built across the Allowing for the thawing of the upper 2 m of
impounded reservoir. Internal Dam J was built overburden, it was predicted that the 6 m high
where a shallow lake (up to 3 m deep) used to stage I dam would freeze back in three winters
be and is about 13 m high from toe to crest. at most. The prediction was based upon the
The water depth in the tailings basin at the review of other case histories and upon one-
time of construction was about 7 m. The dam dimensional heat transfer analysis (Holubec et
has water on both sides. al., 1982).

Subsurface Conditions Construction and Post-Construction Pcrformance

The detailed geology and geomorphology at the Dams IA and 2 were built during the summer of
dams are discussed in Holubec et al. (1982) 1981. The construction sequence consisted of
and Dufour and Holubec (1988). One or two test first placing the drainage blanket which also
holes were drilled at each dam site during the served as the access road. This was followed
winter of 1980-81 for preliminary planning by building the part of the dam downstream of
purposes. A go-ahead decision was taken the impermeable liner, excavating the key
shortly after completion of the preliminary trench, placing the liner and finally covering
engineering study and further field investiga- the impermeable liner to the crest.
tions were not carried out. The site of
Internal Dam J was never investigated as it Prior to placing fill the dam base areas were
was not part of the initial tailings management stripped of organics and hummocky soil down to
plan. The following observations were made at frozen till. Stripping was immediately
seven test holes within the tailings area. followed by fill placement to minimize frost

Their results concur with those of nearly 30 degradation of the in-situ till. Construction

holes drilled for the airstrip and the mine of the dams was completed to elevation 485 m

facility nearly 3 km. in early October 1981.

The overburden is thin and consists of silty During construction, significant unfrozen soils
sand till 0 to 7 m. The surface is covered by were encountered at the location of the inter-
a thin organic layer up to 45 cm thick in wet mittent babhi outlet (north end of Dam IA).
depressions. The till has from 12 to 42% fine- The saturated soils could not all be removed
grained silt and up to 20% cobbles and boulders (for lack of adequate equipment and time) and
by weight. the area was identified for post-construction

monitoring. Mill tailings and effluent pro-
The bedrock is generally competent phyllite duction began in May 1982 and shortly after
with a weathered zone extending 1.5 to 3 m thaw in July 1982, seepage was observed at the
deep. The bedrock is generally highly downstream toe of Dam IA. A downstream blanket
fractured within the weathered zone. Frost- was placed to ballast the dam toe and an up-
thrusted blocke (felsenmeer) are common on stream silty sand blanket was also built to
rock outcrops. reduce the seepage. None of the other dams

experienced water seepage.
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During the winters of 1983-84 and 1984-85, the installed at Internal Dam J just before this
snow was kept clear of both the upstream and paper was written in August 1987.
downstream toes of Dam IA. Snow usually
drifted to about 2 m deep on the toes of the Dam IA
dam, thus providing significant insulation.

Based on preliminary thermistor readings and
During the summer of 1984, the pond water level seepage observations during the summer of 1982.
was near minimum freeboard at Dams IA and 2. it is believed that the fill and subjacent
The water elevation was higher than the eleva- active layer froze during the first winter.
tion of the base of the active layer on the Only the foundation talik beneath the old creek
bedrock hill between the dams. The hydraulic bed remained unfrozen. The 1983 ground tempera-
gradient thus created caused escape of water ture readings on Figure 5 show that the founda-
through a heavily fractured area just beyond tion is just below 0°C at the fill/foundation
the south abutment of Dam 2. The seepage interface and just above 0°C at bedrock. The
stopped upon freezing in the fall. talik was defined to extend down to elevation

473 m, or 3 m into a bedrock.
In August 1984. Dam IA and 2 were raised to
crest elevation 486.5 m by end-dumping unsorted All thermistors below the crest of Dam IA at
overburden materials on the downstream side of the creek section (along string DIA-12) show a
the crest. cooling trend. There is also a net drop in

ground temperature after the pond level was
The tailings pond was drawn down during the drawn down in 1985 and the seepage consequently
summers of 1985 and 1986 because it had reached reduced. The pond level fluctuations are shown
minimum freeboard and the water quality was in Figure 5. For example, at 18 m deep, the
acceptat'e for discharge into the natural temperature dropped from -1.5°C to -2.21C.
environment.

It is interesting to note that after 1985 the
Internal Dam J (Figure 4) was built in 1985 to amplitude of seasonal variations increased.
divide the existing pond in two basins for This is most likely due to better heat transfer
water treatment purposes as mentioned earlier, and deepening of the depth of zero seasonal
Dam J was built with 150 mm minus mine waste fluctuations following the freeze-back of the
rock (run-of-mill fill) dumped through the ice underlying soils.
in the winter. It is estimated, based upon
bathymetric soundings taken in 1980, that The talik froze back at the instrumented
internal Dam J was built in 7 m of water. The section during the winter of 1984-85, four
dam was built with few controls and is rather years after construction. There is little
irregular in cross-section due to several doubt that snow clearing at the dam toes
failures which resulted from the thawing of played a large role in the talik freeze-back.
ice entrapped in the fill during construction.
The waste rock material is relatively permeable The isotherms in Figure 6 show the thermal
and is unable to support 2 fluid head across regime as at August 1987. The dam section is
the dam. Hence during the summer, dry tailings comfortably below O*C and well within the depth
were borrowed from the existing tailings delta of large seasonal variations. A bulb colder
and placed against the upstream side in a thin than -5*C extends from the downstream area into
layer. The following years Internal Dam J was the central co - . Readings discussed above
widened on the downstream side in an attempt show this core. is still expanding (cooling).
to take advantage of the cold winter tempera-
tures in building up a frozen core which could Dam 2
further seal the dam.

The fill and thawed part of the foundation
It is interesting to note that the contaminated soils froze completely during the first winter.
water has its freezing point depressed and that This section is representative of all of Dam 2
the growth of a watertight frozen core cannot and of the part of Dam IA outside the talik
be judged on the progress of the OC isotherm. area. At mid-summer 1982. thermistors showed
In other words, to be watertight, the ground a dam core temperature of -1C (Holubec et al.,
needs to be colder than OC. The actual 1982). By the summer of 1987. the ground
freezing point depression remains undetermined temperature at the same location was down to
at this time. -3*C (Figure 7).

THERMAL REGIME The evolution of the ground temperature is
shown on Figure 8. All curves for the deep

Instrumentation sensors beneath the dam core show a cooling
trend. It is conceivable that the tenperatures

The first set of thermistor strings was in- will eventually approach the mean annual ground
stalled by Echo Bay Mines Ltd. in May 1982 to temperature of the area. Figure 8 also shows
obtain preliminary ground temperature data to that the depth of zero seasonal variations is
a maximum depth of 8 m. In April 1983, new about 18 m.
and permanent thermistor strings were installed
to formally monitor the dams' thermal regime The 1986 pond drawdown appears to have been
but again limited to 8 m. Two 15 m deep followed by a 0.4°C temperature drop at 20 m
strings were installed in October 1983. Most beneath the dam crest (elevation 466 m).
instruments were lost while the dams were
raised in August 1984. Thermistors were re- Figure 7 illustrates the isotherms as at
placed in April 1985 to depths varying between August 1987. The foundation beneath the core
15 m and 25 m at one section through each of is colder than -5*C and the dam core itself is
Dams 1A and 2. One thermistor string was clearly within the depth of great seasonal
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temperature variations. A natural lake some of 1986. Internal Dam J was resurveyed in
100 m downstream of the dam probably influences April of 1987. A third site, Dam IA (Figure
the position of the -4

0
C isotherm. I) was surveyed in late September of 1986 and

resurveyed in April of 1987.
Internal Dam J

The dams were profiled using an A-Cubed Pulse-
Ground temperature data collection at internal EKKO III ground probing radar equipped with 50
Dam J commenced at the time of writing and is and 100 MHz antennas. The horizontal axis on
not yet available. It can be inferred that the radar profiles represents the distance
the complete dam section was probably unfrozen .ong the dam. while the vertical axis repre-
during construction and until the dam was sents travel time (nanoseconds) to a particular
widened. reflection event.

It is likely that a significant talik existed Dam 1A
beneath the formeL lakes over which part of
the dam is built. As for former dry land, it Dam IA was surveyed with the object of mapping
is estimated that there could be up to 5 m of one or more large unfrozen zones (taliks) which
thaw. Hence the thermal regime beneath In- were thought to exist in the dam's foundation.
ternal Dam J is quite complex and varies This dam was surveyed using the 100 MHz an-
significantly along its length. tennas in September of 1986 in order to provide

the best subsurface resolution. The April 1987

GROUND PROBING RADAR SURVEYS survey employed the 50 MHz antennas to achieve
maximum penetration in the absence of an active

Ground probing radar (GPR) surveys were under- layer. The station interval was 2 m.
taken during late June and September of 1986
and April of 198- along Dams IA. 2 and J. The Two radar profiles were obtained at this site,
purpose of the GF1 surveys was to establish if one along the crest of the dam and one at a
a high resolution geophysical technique, such lower elevation along the downstream toe road.
as ground probing radar, could detect unfrozen The latter profile is shown in Figure 10.
zones (taliks) w4-hin or below the dams and so Common depth point soundings were taken in both
reveal a picture of the dam and overburden cases. The ground wave velocities at the top
conditions. of the dam and on the access road are 0.094

and 0.081 m/ns respectively. These are
Ground probing r. dar is a fairly new geophysi- approximately equal to the velocity estimates
cal tool, the fi.-- models being commercially for Dam 2 discussed later.
available in the mid nineteen-seventies. GPR
is similar in principle to the reflection The profile along the crest of the dam shows
seismic method in that a pulse of energy is strong reflections from the interface between
directed into the ground and the arrival times the original silty-sand fill and the gravelly-
of reflections fros subsurface interfaces are sand .dterial used in raising the dams. The
recorded. Seismic and ground radar records interface between the dam fill and the original
are very similiar, the most visible difference overburden is also evident. The bedrock/over-
being in the magnitudes of the vertical time burden interface is not obvious on this pro-
scales. The main difference between the tech- file. The holes drilled from the top of the
niques is that radar uses an electromagnetic dam, DIA-11 and DIA-12, indicate that bedrock
as opposed to an acoustic energy source. Radar is at least 10 m. This corresponds to a
possesses a much more limited depth of penetra- minimum of 220 ns in radar travel time.
tion than seismic, typically of the order of
50 m or less, but provides a significant in- The 300 m profile along the downstream toe
crease in resolution. Subsurface resolution road (Figure 9) shows three strong reflectors
is dependant upon the pulse length and, as (Figure 10). Reflector RI represents the
such, can be as lo i as 0.5 m. This high interface between the gravelly-sand dam fill
spatial resolution can be important in the and the original silty-sand dam fill. Reflec-
solution of complex near surface problems. tot R2 represents the interface between the

silty-sand dam fill and the natural overburden.
The depths to specific reflectors are calcu- Reflector R3 represents the bedrock interface.
lated from a knowledge of the subsurface radar Drillhole DlA-10 intersects the bedrock at 5.2m
velocity distribution. In air. the zadar deep. The depth to bedrock at DIA-lO as cal-
pulse, typically in the MHz or GHz frequency culated from the radar profile is 5.1 w. The
range, travels with the speed of light radar profile shows a pronounced dip in the
(0.3 m/ns). In the ground the pulse travels bedrock topography between locations 130 m and
with a velocity wbich is dependent upon the 210 m along the profile. This agrees with the
electrical properties of the material drillhole data which indicates that the bedrock
traversed. This vtlocity will be some appre- interface is substantially deeper (more than
ciable fraction of the speed of light, usually 10 m) at station 166 m.
between 10% and 50%. The radar velocity dis-
tribution in the ground can be determined, as Generally, returns are recorded to depth along
in the case of seismic surveys, by a common the length of the profile. Two zones showing
depth point sounding (CDP) (Annan and Davis, an absence of deeper reflections are marked on
1976). Subsurface velocities to different the profile. These are areas of high electro-
interfaces are calculated from a plot of magnetic attenuation which are probably
antenna separation veraus travel time. partially to substantially unfrozen. The

absorption of electromagnetic energy in the

Dam surveys central unfrozen zone has resulted in an
extremely weak reflection from the bedrock

Dams 2 and J were initially surveyed in June interface between 170 m and 195 m (as indicated
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by the dashed line). Furthermore the lower bedrock. A substantial (5 m) dip in the bed-
radar pulse velocity associated with this zone rock topography is observed near the middle of
has depressed that portion of the bedrock the dam (at distance along the profile of 110
reflector which is visible. The bedrock inter- to 222 m). Drillholes D2-6 and D2-7 (Figure
face thus appears slightly deeper than it ii) indicate bedrock depths of 4.4 and 10.4 M
actually is in this region. respectively. The depths calculated at D2-6

and D2-7 from the radar profile are 5.9 and
The thaw zone between stations 60 and 90 m 9.5 m respectively. The discrepency arises
correspon/s with the stream bed leading out of from an uncertainty of the true velocity pro-
the original watershed, confirming that a talik file. Each layer of dam fill possesses its
existed prior to dam construction. The top of own radar velocity and thickness and these
the zone lies at a depth of about 9 m. Thawing should be taken into account when calculating
of the overlying overburden and dam fill has the true depth to bedrock.
occurred under locations 180 m to 190 m.

Strong reflections are observed within the

Thermistors DIA-10. -12 and -13 are located on bedrock. These most likely represent included
the southern edge of this talik which has re- ice within the phyllite; the ice could be
duced in extent since the construction of the present either along cleavage planes or in
dam. The talik starts at the top of bedrock fractures and joints. The bedrock material
beneath frozen overburden. The depth extent should possess a higher radar velocity than
of this talik is not indicated by the radar the natural silty sand overburden; the addi-
profile, tion of an increased thickness of lower

velocity material stretches out the traces in

Dam 2 this area yielding a distorted image of the
deep structure.

Dam 2 was surveyed with the object of mapping
the sub-dam bedrock and overburden competency. Internal Dam J
The 1984 seepage was observed to occur around
the south abutment of the dam, near station Internal Dam J was surveyed with the object of
310 m on the radar profile (Figure 11). The confirming the prescence of seepage zones and
core extracted from a drillhole at location channels through either the dam itself or its
356 m, beyond the end of the radar profile, foundation. The dam was profiled using the 50
showed substantial fracturing through the MHz antennas in June 1986 and April 1987. The
first 5 m of bedrock. transmitter-receiver separation and the station

spacing were 4 m for the June 1986 survey and
Dam 2 was profiled from north to south using 2 m for the 1987 survey respectively. A CDP
the 50 MHz antennas. The transmitting and sounding was taken near the north end of the
receiving antennas were separated by 4 m and dam. The radar profiles over the dam are shown
the station spacing was 4 m. in Figures 13 and 14. CDP soundings taken in

September 1986 and April 1987 indicate that
The interpretated stratigraphy is shown on the the top layer velocity is 0.14 m/ns.
radar profile in Figure 11. The velocity
(0.11 m/ns), determined from CDP soundings. In the initial survey (Figure 12) the depth of
can be used to calculate the depths to re- penetration of the radar is quite limited over
flectors 1, 2 and 3 indicated on Fig. 11 the dam itself. This is evidenced by the lack
(LaFleche et al.. 1987b). of returns at mid to late times at locations

40 m to 200 m along the profile. The high
Reflector 1 is at a depth of about 2.0 m water content and unfrozen nature of the over-
appearing to combine the boundary between the burden under Internal Dam J limits the pene-
new and old dam material and the depth of the tration of the radar pulse. Note that the
active layer. Temperature data from ther- rather clean radar traces directly under Dam J
mistors D2-5 and D2-6 indicate that the latter are in direct contrast to the profile presented
should reside between 2 and 3 m. Since both for Dam 2 (Figure 10) where strong reflections
interfaces could be roughly coincident at this are indicated to depth. The traces at either
time of year it would be difficult to resolve end of Internal Dam J. that is in the areas
them as separate events. It can however be not originally submerged, exhibit the latter
observed that in many places reflector 1 is character.
represented by a broad double pulse indicative
of a complex boundary. The new dam fill is These initial survey results confirm that
coarser sand which should retain much less several possible seepage paths from Pond 1 to
moisture than the original silty-sand till. Pond 2 are:
Such an interface should provide a good elec-
trical contrast as indicated by reflector 1. - Through the thin tailings sand liner.

- Through channels left by the melting of
Reflector 2 is at a depth of about 4.2 m and lake ice entrapped with the waste mine rock
represents the interface of the silty-sand fill during dam construction.
with the natural silty sand overburden. The - Through the unfrozen lake-bottom foundation.
natural overburden should contain considerably
more frozen water than the dam fill resulting The results of the April 1987 survey (Figure 13).
in a strong electrical contrast. The dam fill conducted along the newly widened and raised dam.
material was obtained by drying excavated show that radar penetration has increased signifi-
natural overburden material to substantially cantly under the dam itself, suggesting that the
reduce its water content, dam fill has frozen considerably over the winter of

1986/87. Figure 14 shows, for comparison, the
Reflector 3 varies considerably in depth along interpreted stratigraphic section for the April
the profile. It represents the top of the 1987 survey. The interface between the old rock
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it would be advantageous to monitor the dam condi- by impulse radar: Proceedings of the
tions with the radar at several times during the Engineering Foundation Conference on Subsurface
year. This, in conjuiLction with the on-going Exploration for Underground Excavation and Heavy
temperature monitoring program, would allow determi- Construction, American Society of Civil
nation of any long term changes. A combined geo- Engineers.
physical and thermal history of these sites will be
an important case study in the consideration of Sayles, F.H. (1984). Design and performance of
similar developments on this type of permafrost. water-retaining embankments in permafrost.

Final Proceedings of the Fourth International
Conference on Permafrost, Fairbanks, Alaska. pp.
31-42.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 5.27

Soft Ground Tunneling on the Seoul Subway Using NATM
Wulf Schubert Thomas L. Richard;.n
Senior Tunnel Engineer, Geoconsult, Salzburg, Austria Senior Geotechnical Engineer, Law/Geoconsult, Atlanta, Georgia

SYNOPSIS: The New Austrian Tunneling Method (NATM) was used to construct considerable portions of
the Seoul (Korea) Subway System in both hard rock and soft ground. This paper prebents results
from three soft ground sections. The tunneling was performed under adverse conditions including
high groundwater, some soft soils, and lack of experienced contractors and equipment. Success in
overcoming these adversities resulted from NATM's flexibility, particularly in the way that exca-
vation and ground support can be modified to contend with actual conditions. This paper presents
the most important aspects of this NATM application, including comparisons between design calcula-
tions and actual results.

INTRODUCTION selected because of its ability to handle both
frequent changes in ground quality and tunnel

From 1979 to 1985 the city of Seoul, Korea geometries. In addition, the method does not
constructed over 100 km of subway alignment, require specialized and sophisticated tunneling
The rapid schedule, which was mandated to equipment. After gaining confidence with NATA,
prepare the city for the 1986 Asian Games, the SMSC selected NATM for an additional seven
meant that many important decisions had to be sections. The senior author's firm was
made in a short period of time. As difficult directly involved with seven of the sections.
as this task would seem in North America or This paper presents the results of soft ground
Europe, it was even more difficult in Korea. tunneling on three of those sections.
This was due both to the shortage of experi-
enced engineers for design and construction,
and the reluctance of contractors to invest in LINE

specialized equipment that might not find re- 4

use after the project completion. a r

The completed Seoul subway system is shown in
Figure 1. Line I was constructed using prima-
rily cut-and-cover methods. Line 2 used the
same methods, plus steel supported tunneling in
the mountainous areas. Lines 3 and 4, under LINE
construction from 1981 to 1985, cross in the SECTION 321
center of Seoul. While cut-and-cover methods
were used for the suburban portions of these
lines, those same methods would have imposed a ECiO41
tremendous negative impact on the city. This 2
would have included noise and dust, and exten-
sive disruption of streets and utilities. For
this reason tunneling methods were used to con-
struct approximately 15 km of subway alignment
within the center of the city.

The geology in Seoul creates a variable depth " R
to rock. Thus, tunneling would encounter both
hard rock and soft ground conditions. Tradi-
tional steel sets would have required extensive
ground improvement in the soft ground sections, 4while shield driven tunneling could only be ,) - SECTION 330-3
used for short stretches and would have re- -,IJ

quired frequent changes in method. In addition,
mobilizing a sufficient number of shields would
have negatively impacted an already tight
schedule.

Early in 1982, the Seoul Metropolitan Subway
Corporation (SMSC) decided to use the New FIGURE 1 - PLAN OF SEOUL SUBWAY
Austrian Tunneling Method (NATM) for ten sec- SYSTEM.
tions in the center of the city. NATM was
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GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS Ground Type IV (soil). The des .C' for Ground
Type III involved a 20 cm thick shotcrete

Bedrock in Seoul consists of both granitic and lining with . single layer of wiremesh, light
gneissic rock. The rock is erratically weather- steel ribs (depth = 10 cm; weight = 20 kg/m)
ed to form a residual soil overburden. The and rock bolts (length from 3 m to 4 m). The
lnth ! "' rlc fr", 0 t, 50 mctcrc . To de'ign 'r Or-unc! Tyr- !V involved .t 25 cm.
transition to rock can vary significantly over shotcrete lining with a double layer of wire-
relatively short distances. mesh and similar steel ribs (no rock bolts).

Figure 2 shows the typical single track tunnel
The degree of weathering within the residual shape and Ground Type IV support elements.
soil generally decreases with depth. The
upper, completely decomposed granite had been
subjected to the most intense weathering and LNING(25cm
had lost most of its (apparent) cohesion. This WITH DOUBLE
material was generally classified as a silty LAYER OF STEEL RIB
sand or silty clay. The lower residual soil, WIRE MESH
termed the weathered granite, was generally
more compact and was classified as a siltyTOHEDN
sand. Standard penetration resistances varied
from 20 to 60. The residual soils retained
some of the structural features of the parent
rock, including relict joints extending up from SUP ORT
the bedrock. CR

The groundwater table in most locations was
approximately 1.5 to 2 meters below the ground TEMPORARY
surface. This was generally 10 to 13 meters INVERT
above the tunnel crown. B CH

GENERAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS

This paper presents important aspects of the
New Austrian Tunneling Method as they relate
specifically to this project. Readers who
require a more fundamental understanding of
NATM are directed to papers by Rabcewicz and FIGURE 2 - SINGLE-TRACK TUNNEL SHAPE
Golser (1973), Mussger (1982), and Gnilsen and
Mussger (1987). AND GROUND TYPE IV SUPPORT

ELEMENTS.
The decision to use NATM was made as shaft
sinking was underway for several projects.
Thus, the first designs were expedited so as Based on previous experience it was evident
not to adversely impact the construction that a heading and bench excavation sequence
schedule. These first designs were based on would be required in the soft ground sections
the designer's experience and on some simple (Ground Type IV) to avoid problems with face
calculations. However, it was required that stability. It was considered that a short
the designs be sufficiently detailed to allow bench (that is, approximately 5 to 10 meters)
the contractors to prepare the required equip- would not yield sufficient stability, particu-
ment, and allow fairly adequate quantity take larly considering the lack of experience of
offs for cost estimating. local contractors with NATM. In addition,

large equipment to excavate the top heading
Finite element method (FEM) computations were from the tunnel invert (required with a short
made after the basic design was finished, and bench approach) was not readily available. The
the concept was sufficiently discussed with the decision to use a long bench required the
owner. Results of the computations required installation of a temporary invert in the top
some minor modifications in the design. Only heading to assure stabi]ity for the required
very limited geomechanical data was available time period (several months). The original
at the time of design, as the investigation and concept had been to excavate the entire top
testing were still underway. Thus, input heading and then follow with the bench excava-
parameters for the computations were more tion. However, for contractual reasons the
estimated than evaluated. A parametric FEM contractors more typically elected to stop the
study was performed to put the design team in a top heading several times to excavate a portion
position to later compare actual measurement of the bench.
results with the computed ones, and thus
improve accuracy of the input for further The high groundwater table was, of course, a
computations. major consideration within the soft ground

sections. Adequate dewatering equipment and
A uniform tunnel shape, optimized for all de- other ground improvement technology was not
grees ut ground sLifiness, was developed for readily available within Korea. Thus, the soft
use in all sections. To account for the an- ground sectionp were advanced with a "dewater
ticipated range in geologic conditions, four as you go" approach from inside the tunnel.
separate ground types were developed. Of The methods and success of this approach are
specific interest to this paper are Ground Type presented within the detailed discussions of
III (weathered and heavily jointed rock), and three individual sections.
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Unreinforced cast-in-place concrete was As previously discussed, a top heading and
typically used for the single track tunnel bench method was used in Ground Type IV. The
final lining. The designers had presented the topheading excavation utilized advance lengths
concept of a completely watertight tunnel with- of 1.2 m. Spiling or forepoling was generally
out permanent drainage. This concept involved not used except in locally soft areas or when
a continous watertight geomembrane all around problems delayed initial support installation.
it- t,,n-n.n h-twn thp initin1 Ihntorete qnd The f: rqt layer of wire mp'h and qhotcretp
final concrete liner, with the geomembrane plus the steel ribs were installed after every
backed by a geotextile to prevent puncture. round. The second wire mesh layer and the re-
This concept had been proven on numerous pre- maining shotcrete were installed after every
vious NATM projcr.ts. After some consideration, one to three rounds. The design called for the

the proposal was acccpted and utilized by SMSC. temporary invert to trail the face by no more
than 5 m. However, in practice, distances of

SECTION 321 20 m were common.

The residual soil generally exhibited stand-up
Section 321 involved two single track tunnels times of scveral hours. Dewatering in advance
each 850 meters long, plus a station construct- of tunneling was not used and water was allowed
ed by cut-and-cover methods. As may be seen in to seep in at the heading. The generally low
Figure 3, geologic conditions in this section permeability of the silty sand (probably around
were relatively uniform. The tunnel was prima- 10-4 cm/sec) ke-pt seepage inflows to minimal
rily excavated within the firm to dense levels and did not adversely afiecrt stability.
residual soil (Ground Type IV) with only one The shotcrete generally adhered to the wet soil
zone of hard rock extending into the alignment, and was aided in this process by the presenc,
Groundwater levels were approximately 12 m of the wire mesh.
above the tunnel crown.

A roadheader was originally proposed fi tih in the initial stages of construction, lack of
excavation. However, the contractor did not equipmenL and sufficiently experienced laborers
want to invest the required capital, and even considerably slowed the progress. However, due
-.fved a manufacturer's offer to supply a to the generally favorable soil conditions, the
machine free of charge for three months on a tunneling progressed without major difficul-
trial basis. As trials with a backhoe indi- ties. With increased experience of the mining

cated slow progress due the locally dense crews the progress reached a normal advance
zones, a hydraulic rock breaker was mounted on rate of 2.5 meters per day in each heading.

a small backhoe and used for the initial por-
tions of the job. Some shaping was required Tunneling in the city center required that
utilizing hand operated power spades. Later, surface settlements be kept to a minimum. When
blasting was used to increase progress. utilizing NATM, control of ground deformations
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around the tunnel (which lead eventually to for the Dong Daemun Station. The geology within
surface settlement) are an inherent part of the this contract was similar to Contract 321.
method. The control is typically achieved, as How-ver, as may be seen in Figure 4 the rock
on this project, by cautious excavation, imme- Irofile was more erratic and intersected the
diate ground reinforcement or support, and alignment in several locations. At each transi-
tir.ely installation of the invert, including a tion from soft ground to rock, clay filled
+ ,r~r i'v" - wh'n 2 + heading advance is joint. 41kd large inflows of water were encoun-

utilized. Within Section 321, the success of tered. As in Section 321, dewatering ahead of
the method was showr. Measured surface settle- tunnel was not employed. In comparison with
ment ranged from 4 t,1 15 mm and were within Section 321, a much higher joint frequency was
acceptable limits. Previous finite element encountered. In addition to the more difficult
conputations had indicated surface settlements ground conditions, Contract 413 also passed
of approximately 13 mm. Comparison calculations over under the Seoul Stadium, an underground
for support without a temporary invert had shopping center, a two level road, and a river.
indicated approximately 40 percent higher
settlements (approximately 18 mm). Because Excavation was again divided into a top head-
frequent delays in temporary invert plprnement ing/bench operation with a long bench. Water
may have decreased its effectiveness, a real- inflows created a very short standup time. As a
tstic estimate of settlements based on the result, the top heading advances were limited
actual construction sequence may be have ranged to 1.0 m and forepoling was used to prevent
between 13 mm and 18 mm. Thus, it appears that sloughing of the crown. Forepoling consisted
the calculations accurately estimated maximum of steel pipes (diameter = 3 cm, length = 2.5
settlements, while iverage settlements were m), either pushed into the ground or placed in
somewhat overestimated. This conservative grouted boreholes.
estmate was probably due to an underestimation
of ground stiffness. The transition zones between soil and rock

presented a speri-l "hale0'g. 'he joiqts

It is interesting to back calculate "ground filled with soft clay (up to 30 mm thick)

loss" for the project based on the estimated created additional ground instability. The
volume ot '!e resulting settlement trough. particularly heavy water inflows in these areas
Although the settie1xe!i trough width was not (up to 15 to 20 liters/seconZ also required
measured, it can be estimateo 'sing standard special measures. These included application
references (Coraing et al, 1975) by assuming of straw or fleece to the exposed ground to
that the trough extends upward from the tunnel prevent erosion, and collection of the water in
springline at an angle of approximately 25 pipes. Sealing shotcrete was then applied over
degrees from the vertical. For an average the straw or iliece.
overburden depth of 16 m this yields an esti-
mated settlement trough width of 24 m. Using Initial tunneling from 'he shaft advanced
this width, the observed settlements, and the toward the Seoul Stadium. The contractor was
tunnel cross section of 42 square meters, a generally reluctant to install the specified
ground loss ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 percent is support in a timely manner. This situation was
estimated. These figures, compare favorably aggravated by the absence of batching facilt-
with the best results from shield tunnels ties, which led to delays in delivery and poor
(Akins and Abramson, 1983), and demonstrate the quality of shotcrete. As the heading approached
success of NATM in controlling surface settle- Stadium I, the ground steadily became weaker
ment. causing the surface settlements to increase.

The poor quality of work and delayed installa-
Section 321 also included a short stretch tion of support did net improve the situation.
(approximately 15 m), wiere the bed rock Fortunately, a main measuring section with
reached tunnel level. The transition between extensometers, stress measuring devices, and an
the weathered rock and the bed rock required increased density of surface leveling points
the most attention due to clayfilled joints and had been installed in this area. This allowed
considerable water inflow. Face sealing and close observation of ground behavior and
immediate shotcrete sealing were required to settlement, and also allowed observation of the
cope with face instability and overbreaks. efficiency of counter measures.
Those unfavorable conditions also influenced
the ground deformation, which reached 30 mm in
this "rea. After a two month period, the settlements

finally came to a standstill, reaching approxi-
Tangential stresses in the shotcrete lining mate! 70 mm in total. The time period in-
were computed to range between 10 and 25 volved led to the assumption that a consolida-
kg/cm2. Actual measurements using hydraulic tion process was involved. Stadium I suffered
pressure cells ranged between 7 and 25 a few minor cracks, which was enough to make
kg/cm2, a very good agreement. Convergence the contractor reconsider more effective
measurements indicated no unusual or unexpected support measures. This led to an improvement
results, and deformations remained in the range in shotcrete quality. More importantly, the
of a few millimeters. work organization improved, which resulted in a

more effective and timely installation of
supports.

SECTION 413

The results of these improved procedures were
Section 413 was 1200 m in total length and very impressivo: surface settlements decreased
included two 750 m single track tunnels, the to 5 to 14 mm on the remaining tunnel portion.
cut-and-cover Seoul Stadium Station, 50 m of This improved performance allowed an underpass-
double track tunnel, and two 50 m station tubes ing of Stadium II without any problems.
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FIGURE 4 - SECTION 413 PLAN AND SUBSURFACE PROFILE.

Interesting results were obtained from the tunnel. This loosening made the ground much
stress measurements in the main measuring sec- more permeable and created problems with face
tion in the problem area. Axial (tangential) stability and over excavation. Water infiltra-
stresses in the shotcrete shell had been com- ted into the tunnel along joints which had been
puted to be about 25 kg/cm 2 . However, opened by the ground loosening, and through the
measured stresses within the top heading were loosened material itself. This immediately
as high as 85 to 95 kg/cm2. In comparison, turned the invert of the top heading into a mud
results from the second main measurement sec- pool, making any activity at the face impossi-
tion showed that stresses within the shotcrete ble. Immediate collection of water at the face
lining were very close to previously computed and the application of temporary shotcrete as
results. This evidence clearly indicated the close as possible to the face finally helped to
benefits of timely support and generally good control this situation.
work procedures.

Excavation through this area had to be done
Another unfavorable situation developed within very cajefully. In addition to instability
a few hundred meters of the stadium area. A caused by the loosened ground, joints with a
highrise building was under construction adja- strike perpendicular to the tunnel and dipping
cent to the tunnel alignment. Excavation of steeply toward the face caused considerable
the basement reached a level approximately face instability. For this rcason, a support
corresponding to the tunnel invert, and approx- core was left unexcavated at the face. Tempo-
imately 7 m separated the excavation from the rary shotcrete was applied to the support core
tunnel. The building excavation support to contribute the required stability.
consisted of steel soldier piles and timber
lagging, which were tied back. The tiebacks The double track tunnel was constructed in a
extended into one of the tunnel areas. Thus, mixed face condition consisting of moderately
to prevent an excavation collapse, tunnel to highly weathered granite. These conditions
excavation had to be delayed until backfilling were a definite improvement over the remainder
was partially completed. When the heading of the section, and the mixed face condition
finally reached this area it became obvious was no problem for NATM. A side gallery method
that the building excavation had not been done was used to advance a top heading (shown in
with much care and had created a considerable Figure 5). Side galleries were advanced first
area of loosened ground within the zone of the with a temporary shotcrete lining on the inner
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drift wall. The center core was then excavated section 413 became a full success and was
and support completed In the top heading. This widely used as a demonstration site for other
was followed by the bench excavation. Support contracts. The importance of a quick acting

in the double track tunnel consisted of a 15 cm foreman in poor ground conditions was clearly

shotcrete liner with a double layer of wire demonstrated. Each round often had narticular
',esh, ligh* steel ribs, and four rock boits per problems which required % custom tailored
linear meter (length = 4 m). treatment. In addiLion, it was shown that a

design must be flexible enough to allow a good
deal of modification during construction.

TEMPORARY
SHOTCRETE ROCK BOLTS
LINING RSECTION 330-3

Section 330-3 was the most interesting of the

three soft ground contracts, even though it was
only 103 m in length. The tunnel extended
through very loose alluvial soils beneath the
water table and passed beneath several sig-

- nificant surface facilities including an 8-lane
highway, a river, and a sewer channel. Origi-

nally cut-and-cover methods were proposed for
-SIDE GALLERIES this section. However, this would have in-
ADVANCED FIRST - -  

volved diversion of both the river and the

sewer channel, and significant reconstruction
or underpinning of the highway structure.

As may be seen in Figure 6, the tunnel was
primarily advanced through a silt layer above

FIGURE 5 - DOUBLE TRACK TUNNEL IN the tunnel springline and a coarse gravel layer

MIXED FACE CONDITION, in the invert. The unweathered and weathered
bedrock appeared at one end of the tunnel but
quickly dipped below the alignment. The silt

The Dong Daemun Station tunnels (single track laycr contained lenses of clayey silt and
with platform) were advanced in hard rock under cohesionless fine sand. The sand lenses were
the river. These conditions presented no up to 1 m thick. Standard penetration resis-
special challenge to NATM. tances were approximately 8 to 10 in the silt,

as low as 4 in the clayey silt, and as high as
In spite of the initial settlement problems, 12 in the sand.
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The piles supp-rting the highway structue distance of 2 to 3 m behind the "mini" top-

extended into the proposed tunnel alignment, heading. Support was installed after each ex-
Thus, prior to tunnel excavation the bridge was cavati-n -tcp:. The modification of the excava-
temporarily supported by a steel frame struc- tion sequence was rather easy to accomplish as
tore. During subsequent tunnel excavation the the original design had allowed this optinn
piles were cut off from within the tunnel. without any j.difications to the steel arches

or other structural revisions.

Groundwater control was a major concern within
this contract. Groundwater levels were approx-
imately 8 m above the tunnel crown. The crown
would pass 6 m below the river and 1.5 m below "MINI" TOP HEADING
the sewe,- channel. A blow-out in an adjacent ADVANCE
excavation nottom within the gravel layer, due
to unbalanced hydrostatic heaus, heightened the ---

interest level of all concerned. Compressed ,
air was ruled out as an option due to the high ,
i,-tial costs compared to the short tunnel

length. Groundwater lowering was deemed
infeasible due to the surface obstacles and
recharge effects of the river. Finally, r 4-
chemical grouting was propo 2 n-_ utilired in---
an attempt to decrease permeability, particu-
larly in the gravel layer. A test grouting STEP I - INITIAL TUNNEL STEP 2 - PLACE CONCRETE
program initially showed promising results, ADVANCE LINING
including a reduction of the gravel permea-
bility from 4 x 10-2 cm/sec to 5 x 10-6

cm/sec. The grouting program was carried out,
and included grouting from a platform in the
river during the low water season. Despite
these efforts, when tunneling began it was
revealed that the grouting had no positive
effect on the ground, primarily because lack of
supervision had allowed the grouting contractor -4-

to do a low quality job. In fact, the ground

quality had actually been worsened because the
grout holes had perforated the otherwise
relatively watertight silt and clayey silt STEP 3 - SECOND TUNNEL STEP 4 - COMPLETE FINAL
strata. ADVANCE LINING

The tunnel incorporated both a single track
opening and a larger opening to allow transi- FIGURE 7 - SECTION 330-3 EXCAVATION
tion from a double track into a single track. SEQUENCE.
To limit the size of the advance, a twin-
heading method was used (as shown in Figure 7).
One heading was advanced and the final lining
placed, including a wall which would support
the second heading. The second heading was
then advanced and tied to the original tunnel.

EXCAVATION
The initial tunnel lining consisted of a 30 m STEPS
shotcrete shell with two layers of wire mesh. "MINI"
The top heading had a temporary invert with a TOP
15 cm thickness. Spiling and steel lagging HEADING

were used to reinforce the crown and limit
sloughing which could result in a chimney up to

the ground surface. The spiling was used in
the cohesive materials and the lagging was used

in the sands and gravels. The lagging consist-
ed of steel sections (3 mm x 280 mm x 1600 mm).
The sections were pushed into the ground and
were always overlapped.

Each heading utilized a top heading and bench
excavation sequence. In the more silty and ( T
sandy portions, the top heading had to be sub- SUBSEQUENT BENCH
divided to form a "mini" top-heading advance, EXCAVATION
utilizing a short (3 m) bench. Frequently,

cohesionless sand layers with greater water in-
flows required again subdividing the advance
into smaller Leading. As may be seen in Figure FIGURE 8 - SEGMENTED EXCAVATION
8, this involved first advancing a small, short

drift in the crown, followed by two additional SEQUENCE IN TOP HEADING

excavation steps to form the "mini" top-head- UTILIZED IN VERY POOR
Ing. The remaining portion of the top-heading GROUND.
was excavated in three additional steps at a
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Despite the very cautious segmental excava- have been. However, the time schedule was

tion, the tunneling was probably performed at approximately met and the overall program not

the edge of the round's stability. Frequent influenced.

water inflows thlL)ugh the more pervious soils
were commom. These were handled by applying CONCLUSION

straw or fleece to the soil to prevent erosion
and collecting the wuter in pipes. Sealing
shotcrete was then applied. In only one case Soft ground tunneling on the Seoul subway

did a risky situation develop: when a particu- demonstrated the effectiveness of the New

larly heavy groundwater inflow through a gravel Austrian Tunneling Method in dealing with

layer washed considerable material into the adverse ground conditions. A key to this

tunnel. success was the flexible nature of the method,
particularly in the way that excavation and

This example showed the advantage of NATM in support could be modified to contend with

dealing with adverse ground conditions. Its actual conditions. The importance of timely

flexible approach allows the interruption of ground support in limiting both surface

excavation and the installation of at least settlement and loads imposed on the liner was

part of the support to stablize the ground. Of demonstrated. The method ha- been shown to be

course, a good crew is required t, react to independent of sophisticated equipment. How-

these situations. In addition, the continuous ever, the requirements of both an appropriate

availability of shotcrete and other supporting design and a skilled tunnel foreman cannot be

materials must be guaranteed. understated. The design should emphasize
constructability and provide adequate alterna-

Surface settlements were continuously monitored tives to be selected during construction. The

during underpassing of the road. Most settle- importance of cooperation between the owner,

ments occured during excavation, with obviously designer, and contractor was also demonstrated.

only a low amount of consolidation. Total
surface settlements amounted to a maximum of 5
to 7 cm. These values compared very well to the RE.ERENCES

previously computed values. Settlements were

not measures in the remaining portion of the Akins, K.P. and Abramson, L.W. (1983),

section due to inaccessibility. However, visual "Tunneling in Residual Soil and Rock",

observations indicated that settlements did not Proceedings Rapid Excavation and Tunneling

exceed the previously measured values. It was Conference, Chicago.

generally considered that limiting the excava-

tion to small amounts, combined with timely Cording, E.J. et al (1975), Methods for

ground support, was the reason for keeping Geotechnical Observations and Instrumentation

settlements within acceptable limits under such in Tunneling, The National Science Foundation.
adverse conditions.

Gnilsen, R. and Mussger, K. (1987), "Design of

Deformation measurements of the shotcrete Plain Concrete Tunnel Lining in Germany and the

lining showed values of 3 to 4 mm only. Most United States", Tunnel May, 1987, Cologne.

deformation happened during excavation prior to

support installation. Mussger, K. (1982), "A Flexible Approach to
Tunel Design", ASCE Conference, Shotcrete for

Progress rates in the first tube ranged from Underground Support IV, Columbia.
1.5 to ..5 m per day, while in the second tube

the rates doublea due to decreased volume and Rabcewicz, L. and Golser, J. (1973),

considerable drainage effect of the first tube. "Principles of Dimensioning the Supporting

Due to frequent delays and a hard winter, the System for the New Austrian Tunneling Method",

average progres, was not as good as it could Water Power, March, 1973.
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Accelerated Consolidation of Soft Clays Using Wick Drains
J.R. Davie L.W. Young, Jr.
Engineering Supervisor, Geotechnical Services, Bechtel Civil, Inc., Engineering Supervisor, Geotechnical Services, Bechtel Civil, Inc.,
Gaithersburg, Maryland Gaithersburg, Maryland

M.R. Lewis
Engineering Supervisor, Geotechnical Services, Bechtel Civil, Inc.,
Gaithersburg, Maryland

SYNOPSIS: Construction of the New Istana for the Sultan of Brunei required that fill slopes up
to 85 feet high be placed on very soft compressible floodplain soils. Wick drains installed in
the soft sediments accelerated their consolidation and reduced long-term settlements. The
consolidation also produced a strength increase in the soft soils that allowed the fill to be
constructed without danger of a major base slip failure. Instrumentation installed in the
floodplain soils provided data on excess porepressures built up during the fill placement, and
on the resulting settlements. The measured porepressures and settlements were in good agreement
with the predicted values.

INTRODUCTION B!

The New Istana (Royal Palace) of the Sultan
of Brunei is located on high ground above the/
tidal floodplain of the Brunei River (Figure
1). As part of construction, it was neces- -

sary to place fill slopes, some as high as 85 /
feet, on the floodplain to accommodate the /
main access road and essential utilities, and TABILIZED -i __i
to achieve desired architectural effects. AREAB I
Computations made before the fill placement NEV ISTANA
in late 1981 predicted several feet of fill \\
settlement would occur over a period of years A
from the consolidation of recently deposited
sediments beneath the floodplain area. The DMAN
computations also showed that placement of RIVER

the fill at the projected construction rateof about 1 foot every 2 days would cause aS

slip failure through these soft sediments. AREAA
The tight construction schedule (the New N
Istana had to be completed before Brunei /
became independent in July 1983) did not
allow for any slowdown in the rate of fill 0 500 1000 FEET
placement, nor could continuing large settle-
ments be tolerated years after project
completion. The solution lay in accelerating Fig. 1 Plan of New Istana

the consolidation of the floodplain sedi-
ments, both to speed up the settlement and to The very soft clays and silty clays, which
strengthen the soft soils. This paper made up the rnajority of the soft floodplain
describes the method employed to accelerate sediments, were generally highly plastic with
consolidation, the instrumentation installed, natural water contents close to the liquid
and the results of measurements taken before limit. The selected values of the design
and after fill construction. parameters for this stratum were based on the

results of field and laboratory testing.
SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS These values are shown on Table 1, along with

the values for the other strata described
Soils beneath the floodplain (at about El. +5 below.
feet) consisted of muck, peat, silt, and very
soft clay and silty clay. These deposits Hard clayey silt extended below the soft
extended as deep as 60 feet under the toe of floodplain sediments, down to the limit of
the new fill, decreasing to about 10 feet the borings, i.e., to at least El. -70 feet.
beneath the maximum 85-foot height of the 1-V The material appeared to be grading into a
to 3-H slope, as shown in Figure 2. Informa- siltstone with increasing depth, although no
tion on subsurface conditions was obtained structure could be detected from the samples
from an extensive series of soil borings; the recovered. As shown in Figure 2, a thin
locations of some of the borings are shown in layer of stiff residual clay was found above
Figure 3. the hard clayey silt in some areas.
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D ment was estimated to take 3 years to com-
--FN !N LR OUNDSURFACE plete, while 90 percent would take almost 13

- - years. Slope stability analyses showed
-A - SABILIZ:N 8-,RM factors of safety as low as 0.7 against a

V- ,-slip failure through the soft soils, even
with a 15-foot-thick stabilizing berm added

"l- - ' No14A 0 aS ACE _ at the toe of the slope. Obviously some
-action was required to accelerate the consol-

2- VRI:AL WC DRAS-NS idation rate, and increase the strength of
<I .the soft sediments.

LAT I:... '- - iThe only viable course of action was to
.52. c E ss:6__ SC:HEN_ 6BH57 install wick drains in the soft floodplain
A 2 S,'A5Y 1ST.RKNT CLUSTER sediments, and to place the fill embankment

.'s:2c > .. at a rate that allowed these sediments to
consolidate and strengthen sufficiently to
avoid a slip failure. Instrumentation was

-SECTION A-A essential to monitor buildup of porewater
pressure in the soft soils during the embank-

Fig. 2 Subsurface Conditions ment construction, and to determine the
settlement of these soils.

The fill soil that made up the new embankment
was very silty clay that had been excavated
during extensive grading operations for the . , IA

palace on the hill above the floodplain. ... ., -

This clay was placed in maximum 1-foot-thick
lifts, and compacted to at least 90 percent - o " "
of the modified Proctor maximum dry density,
at a moisture content + 2 percent of optimum. -,,, '

The measured ground water table was, on STA81LIZEE AREA A

average, slightly above the water level in
, Xthe adjacent Brunei River, and essentially at

ground surface at about El. +5 feet. 0 150 300 FEET

PLAN OF ACTION LEGEND "
A.I BOREHOE c'

As shown in Figure 2. the maximum height of P PIEZOMET£Rf'
the new fill lay above the thinnest zone of s SEBTLE PLAT *OREHOLE H-57 DETAILS
the compressible sediments, while the toe of DEEP SETTLEMEN

T 
GAUGE _ INSTRUMENTATION CLUSTER

the fill was above the greatest thickness.
This resulted in the predicted primary SrA(.:ZEO AREA8

consolidation settlement of these sediments
over the majority of the area being within a Fig. 3 Boring and Instrumentation
fairly narrow range, i.e., 6 to 7 feet. The Locations
maximum computed settlement (due to 100
percent primary consolidation) was 8.3 feet, WICK DRAIN DESIGN AND SHEAR STRENGTH INCREASE
from 45 feet of soft sediments consolidated
by 40 feet of fill, while the minimum value Using the soil parameters shown in Table 1, a
was 3.7 feet, from 17 feet of soft sediments center-to-center spacing for the wick drains
being consolidated by 65 feet of fill. of 5 feet was computed by the method outlined

in Hansbo (1979), based on a requirement that
TABLE I. Soil Design Parameters 90 percent consolidation of the soft flood-

plain sediments occur within 6 months. This
Soft

Corpacted Floodplain Hard rate of consolidation was needed to increase
Cay Fill Sediments_ Clayey Silt thc. strength of the soft sediments

uses Sy-'ol CLM2 CH t CL/ML to SM/Z2 sufficiently to avoid a slope failure. The
T-t 't Wei ht, p-f 125 110 130 predicted increase in shear strength of the
a ost 2?underlying soft soils during the fill place-Con-ent, % 22 50 1i

.40 53 3 ment was computed using a simplified
yiastiz 't Tn-ex 16 27 17 approach, with the following assumptions.

"<niraired 5hear

Strength. pSI 1607 300 4000
Coepre~ssi :ndex 0,55 0.12 1) One foot of fill is placed about every 2
Coeff of C nso ,at, - 400days, i.e., 85 1-foot increments in

f-, year 6C( 1) 400 6 months.
otate If c-oon ildatiln -1C Highly OC

2) At the end of the 6-month placement)Iotez (l) Tis vaae w-- a~ssued to represent both vertical

and horlzontal coefficients, period, the compressible soils will have
consolidated 90 percent due to the first

(2) The thin layer of stiff residual clay found in some foot of fill placed, and essentially
area s aov e -he clayey silt had a unit weight of 120
p-f and an uodrained shear strength of 1000 psf. zero due to the 85th foot.

3) For each 1 foot of fill placed between
For the maximum 60-foot thickness of the the first and 85th foot, the resulting
compressible soil, 50 percent of the settle- degree of consolidation U of the soft
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soils follows the relationship between U against slip failure through the floodplain
and the radial time factor T for sand soils of about 1.2 for the end of construc-
drains, as outlined in Leonards (1962). tion condition and 1.4 for the long-term
In this relationship, the ratio of wick condition, using the computed increased
drain spacing to the wick drain's strengths due to the wick drain consolida-
equivalent radius was calculated as 50. tion. This compared with a factor of safety

of 0.7 computed for the pre-wick drain
4) The relationship between consolidation condition. It may be noted that the factors

time elapsed and T is based on 90 of safety increased proportionally far less
percent consolidation in 6 months, than the shear strength of the soft sedi-

ments. This is because the effects of the
5) After 100 percent consolidation under a shear strength of the clay fill (85 feet

load equivalent to 1 foot of fill thick) and the influence of the stabilizing
surcharge (about 125 psf), the soft berm (see Figure 2) were the same in both the
sediments increase in shear strength by before and after analyses.
30 psf (i.e., c/p =0.25, based on CIU
laboratory tests). Although the use of wick drains indicated

that primary consolidation settlement would
6) Shear strength gain is linearly propor- be accelerated by a factor of about 25, the

tional to the degree of consolidation, rate of secondary compression was not
affected. In fact, the computed amount of

As an example, we can predict the increase in secondary compression actually increased
shear strength of the soft soil 6 months (180 slightly because a longer peLJud of secondary
days) after the start of fill operations due compression occurred due to the decreased
to the 50th foot of fill being placed, as period of primary consolidation. However,
follows, the total predicted secondary compression

settlement over 50 years amounted to only
" The 50th foot of fill is placed 100 days about 10 percent of the primary consolida-

after the start of fill operations tion, and was thus not considered as an
(i.e., 1 foot every 2 days). important factor in the design. Similarly,

settlement of the compacted clay fill above
" The underlying soft soils consolidate the soft sediments, and the hard clayey silt

for 180 days - 100 days, i.e., 80 days below these sediments, was considered insig-
under this 1 foot increment of sur- nificant in comparison with the settlement of
charge. the soft sediments themselves.

" At U = 90% consolidation, time factor T WICK DRAIN INSTALLATION AND FILL CONSTRUCTION
= 0.712 from Leonards (1962), for the
ratio of well spacing to wick drain The type of wick drain selected was the
equivalent radius of 50. Alidrain, manufactured by Burcan Industries,

Canada. Thz Alidrain consists of a thin
" Since time of consolidation plastic core, approximately 100 mm by 7 mm

t = constant x T, wrapped in a special filter of cellulosic
and t = 180 days at 90% consolidation material. Small closely-spaced plastic studs
and T = 0.712 at 90% consolidation embossed on the inner surface of the core
then t = 253 T. form channels that allow flow when the sleeve

is pressed together.
o For t = 80 days, T = 0.316

Because settlements of as much as 8 feet were
" From Leonards (1962), for T = 0.316, U = predicted due to consolidation of the soft

64% floodplain sediments during and after fill
placement, 12 feet of fill was placed and

" Increase in shear strength = 0.64 x 30 = compacted on top of the original ground
19 psf, since shear strength gain is before installation of the wick drains and
assumed to be linearly proportional to the instrumentation. A 1-1/2-foot-thick sand
the degree of consolidation, drainage blanket was then constructed above

the 12 feet of fill. This ensured that the
Using the above approach, the shear stzength drainage blanket and the top of the wick
of the soft floodplain sediments 6 months drains and instrumentation would be above the
after the beginning of fill operations was ground water level throughout the fill con-
computed by summing the strength increases struction operations. It also served as a
due to each fill increment. For the maximum working mat for the heavy equipment needed to
85-foot-high embankment, the 6-month un- install the wick drains.
drained shear strength was about 1,700 psf,
compared with the initial 300 paf value. At The Alidrains were installed in the areas
the end of one year after start of fill shown in Figure 3, by Techniques Louis
placement, about 99 percent consolidation Menard, S.A. of Singapore. Installation
would have occurred due to the first foot of began in mid-July and was completed by
fill placed, with about 90 percent consolida- mid-October, 1981. In all, 20,075 Alidrains
tion due to the 85th foot. In the long term, totaling 967,000 linear feet were placed in
assuming 100 percent consolidation, the about 75 working days using three rigs
computed undrained shear strength of the operating on average about 9 hours per day.
compressible sediments was around 2,600 psf. Drain lengths ranged from 15 to 65 feet, with

an average of about 48 feet.
The stability analysis of the section 

shown

in Figure 2 indicated a factor of safety
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Three cranes specially modified by Menard indicator. Readings were taken twice weekly
were used for the drain installation. Two of during the fill operations,, and once a week
these were smaller rigs (a Hitachi and a before and after the filling. Only two of
Koehring crawler crane) that installed drains the transducers (P-14 and P-16) failed during
less than about 40 feet deep. A larger the 10 to 12-month monitoring period.
Manitowoc 3900 crawler crane was used for the
deeper drains. The drains were installed Settlement was monitored using 7 surface
within a 6-inch-diameter mandrel that was settlement markers to record total settlement
pushed into the ground by a vibrator, the and 15 deep settlement gauges to measure
whole system being supported by fixed leads settlement at different depths in the com-
attached to the crane. A special shoe on the pressible material. The settlement markers,
bottom of the drain anchored it into the installed during September 1981, consisted
ground as the mandrel was withdrawn. After simply of a square metal plate (about 2 feet
mandrel withdrawal, the drain was cut off by 2 feet by 1 inch thick) placed on the
leaving about a 3-foot-long pigtail at the surface of the sand blanket, with a vertical
top of the sand blanket, steel rod attached to the plate. The rod was

inside a PVC tube to isolate it from the
In numerous cases, excess porewater pressures soil. The rods and PVC tubes were extended
existed in the soil, either due to the fill vertically in sections as the filling opera-
already placed and/or the installation of the tions proceeded.
Alidrains themselves, and the outflow of
porewater began within minutes of the mandrel The settlement gauges were installed during
withdrawal. The instrumentation to measure September 1981 in holes predrilled to a depth
porewater pressure and settlement, described 1-1/2 feet short of the desired gauge eleva-
in the following section, was installed after tion. Each gauge consisted of a 5-inch
the Alidrains but before fill placement diameter screw-type auger, about 1-1/2 feet
started, long, screwed into the undisturbed soil at

the bottom of the borehole. The depths of
Fill placement and compaction above the sand the gauges ranged from 15 to 65 feet. The
blanket started in mid-September 1981 and was vertical steel rod attached to the auger
completed by the end of March 1982. In most extended to the surface through a PVC tube
areas, the rate of filling averaged about 1 installed to isolate it from the surrounding
foot every 3 days, compared with the 1 foot soil. As with the settlement markers, the
every 2 days assumed in the wick drain rods and the PVC tubes were extended verti-
design. However, the rate of fill placement cally in sections as the filling operation
was somewhat uneven, with as much as 8 feet proceeded. Like the porepressure trans-
being placed in 5 days at one location. ducers, the settlement instruments were

measured weekly except during filling opera-
No stability problems were encountered in the tions when measurements were taken twice
underlying soft floodplain sediments during weekly. During the fill construction, one
or after the fill installation. The apparent settlement marker (S-2A) and one settlement
reasons for this success, namely the rapid gauge (D-2) were damaged to the extent that
drainage, consolidation and consequent they could no longer be read.
increase in strength of the soft sediments,
are discussed in a later section. It may be As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the instruments
noted, however, that the physical presence of were usually installed in clusters at the
1 million linear feet of wick drain material borehole locations to enable development of a
within the soft materials probably also settlement and porewater pressure profile
helped reinforce and stabilize these soils, with depth through the soft floodplain

sediments. For example, the instrument
INSTRUMENTATION cluster at borehole BH-57 had porepressure

transducers at depths of 24,36,45 and 60 feet
Piezometers, surface settlement markers and below the top of the sand blanket. For
deep settlement gauges were installed settlement measurement, a marker was in-
throughout the stabilized area to provide stalled on top of the sand blanket, and
porewater pressure and settlement data gauges were placed at 19,28 and 53-foot
before, during and after the fill embankment depths. These instrument locations are shown
construction, enabling ongoing evaluation of in profile in Figure 3. The results from
the wick drain performance. The instruments this cluster of instruments are discussed in
were installed and monitored by Techniques the following section.
Louis Menard, S.A. of Singapore. Instrument
locations are shown in Figure 3. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

Twenty-three Slope Indicator Company pore- Typical results from the porewater pressure
pressure transducers were installed during and settlement measurements are shown on
July through September of 1981. These 1-1/2- Figures 4 and 5. respectively, for the
inch-diameter instruments had standard Cassa- instrument cluster at BH-57, near the center
grande-type 6-inch-long porous stone filters, of Area A (Figure 3).
and were installed at depths ranging from 16
to 76 feet below the top of the sand blanket. Figure 4 shows that excess porepressures
The instruments were operated by a hydro- built up in the clay sediments (P-10 and
pneumatic balance of forces across a flexible P-Il) directly reflected the weight of the
diaphragm, and were read from a remote surcharge fill added. This is well illus-
sensing station, well outside the area of the trated by the porepressure response from 20
fill operations, using a portable pneumatic feet of fill placed between mid-December and
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482 layer in Figure 6. For example, the settle-SEPT CCT N0V C C JAN FES AR APRM Y JUNE
........... MA AP MY Ument of the peat (derived by substracting the

0 - EE43 -.YD-8 from the D-7 readings) responded rapidly
* j to the change in load, with little settlement

.0 being observed much beyond the end of the
- - , . 1 surcharge addition in mid-February. Record-

_ ings in the silt (D-9) showed a distinct
" reduction in the rate of settlement at the

40 _ end of the surcharge addition. Settlement of
"-' the clay (D-8 minus D-9), on the other hand,

- indicated little or no rate reduction at that
"-C time. Early readings in the muck (D-7 minus

2 '.. - S-5) demonstrated a rapid response to load-
'.. - ing; the anomalous readings shown between

early December and mid-February must be
1- attributed to a temporary malfunction or
0 - misreading of deep gauge D-7 or settlement

5plate D-5 during that period.
51902
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Fig. 4 Piezometer Measurements
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L- Fig. 6 Settlement Measurements for
Each Soil Layer

50

Figure shows maximum settlement at the
BH-57 location to be around 7 feet at the

I last reading in July. Assuming this repre-

Fig. 5 Settlement Measurements sents approximately 90 percent of the primary
consolidation (see next paragraph), total
primary consolidation settlement will be

early February. (There had been no fill around 7.8 feet. This compares well with the
placement from early November to mid- predicted maximum primary consolidation
December, and porepressure readings had settlement of 8.3 feet. At the other instru-
stabilized). The maximum porepressure rise ment cluster locations, 100 percent primary
resulting from the 20 feet of fill (at consolidation settlement values extrapolated
125 pcf) was equivalent to 40 feet of water from the July measurements ranged from 3.3 to
(at 62.5 pcf). Porepressures built up in the 7 feet, and were in good agreement with the
more permeable peat and silt (P-9 and P-12) predicted values.
dissipated more rapidly with the maximum
excess porepressure generated by the 20-foot It is not possible to verify precisely from
fill placement being equivalent to only about the porewater pressure and settlement results
15 to 20 feet of water. whether 90 percent of overall primary consol-

idation settlement was completed in 6 months,
Figure 4 shows the excess porepressures since: a) the incremental nature of the fill
dissipating fairly steadily in the peat, silt placement (over a period of 5 months) ob-
and clay after completion of the fill place- scured the rate of porepressure dissipation
ment in early February. Excess porepressures and settlement, and b) the various sediments
in the peat (P-9) and the silt (P-12) had behaved differently, in accordance with their
almost completely dissipated by the last different permeabilities. Regardless, from
reading in early July; readings in the clay the end of loading increase in mid-February
were still moderately high at that time. to the last reading taken in early July, (a
This porepressure dissipation is reflected period of about 5 months), Figures 4 through
also by the changes in settlement shown in 6 show that the majority of excess pore-
the time versus settlement curves for each pressures built up were dissipated (except
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possibly in the clay), and most of the increase in strength due to consolidation.
settlement was completed. In short, the wick drains brought about the

desired results. The instrumentation in-
stalled to measure porepressure changes and

CONCLUSIONS settlement during and after fill placement
proved to be reliable and robust, as demon-

The installation of almost one million linear strated by the generally reasonable readings,
feet of wick drains in the soft floodplain and very few instrument failures.
sediments enabled construction of the fill
embankment on top of these sediments to
proceed on schedule. The projected rate of REFERENCES
consolidation and the long-term undrained
shear strength of the soft sediments were Hansbo, S. (1979), "Consolidation of Clay by
increased by factors of about 25 and 10, Band-Shaped Prefabricated Drains",
respectively. The measured settlements Ground Engineering, pp 16-25.
agreed well with the predicted values. The
filling operation was completed without any Leonards, G.A. (1962), "Engineering Proper-
slip failures occurring in the soft sedi- ties of Soils", Chapter 2 in Foundation
ments, supporting the conclusion that the Engineering, edited by G.A. Leonards,
soft sediments had gained the predicted McGraw Hill.
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Tunnel Repair Using Cement-Stabilized Flyash
J.C. Neyer H.R. Price
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K.M. Swaffar
Project Engineer, Neyer, Tiseo & Hindo, Ltd., Detroit, Michigan

SYNOPSIS: A ten-foot diameter water tunnel was restored to service two months after it was found
to be badly cracked and deteriorated. To effect the repair, the tunnel was filled with cement-
stablized flyash and then cement-flyash grout pumped into the voids around the tunnel. The cement-
stablized flyash gained a strength of about 50 psi in 28 days and was readily removed by hand
mining techniques once the grouting was completed. It was found that the exterior grouting at
pressures up to 150 psi had been very effective in sealing the cracks in the tunnel and preventing
further inflow of soil and groundwater. Final tunnel repairs included placement of steel ribs and
a shotcrete liner within the damaged section of tunnel.

INTRODUCTION The tunnel had been shut down for inspection
during the winter months but was needed back

The Northeast Raw Water Tunnel is a key element in service by June 1, 1986 to handle summer
in the City of Detroit Water and Sewerage De- water demand. The distress was first found on
partment (DWSD) water supply system since it March 15, 1986, less than 80 days before the
supplies water to the northern portion of De- scheduled reopening. DWSD authorized Neyer,
troit and several northeast suburbs. This Tiseo & Hindo, Ltd. to take all necessary
ten-foot diameter tunnel is approximately 90 steps to repair the tunnel and to restore it
feet deep and generally follows street rights to use before June 1.
of way from Pennsylvania and Forest to Eight
Mile and Hoover Roads. It was constructed in The tunnel was immediately refilled with water
1952 of non-reinforced concrete. Its condition to minimize further inflow of soil. A plan
was unknown since it had not been inspected in was developed for repairing the tunnel in a
more than 30 years. However, surface settle- cost effective manner. The technique used on
ment in the vicinity of the tunnel alignment other tunnel repairs, pressure grouting from
led DWSD to suspect distress in the tunnel the ground surface, was considered. However,
itself. in view of the distressed condition of the

tunnel liner, grouting could have caused fur-
DWSD retained Neyer, Tiseo & Hindo, Ltd. to ther liner damage and perhaps total collapse
inspect the tunnel and evaluate its condition. of the tunnel. It was deemed necessary to
During the inspection, an area of severe struc- fill the tunnel with a material which would
tural distress was discovered. Soil was flow- support the damaged lining during grouting but
ing into the tunnel under the pressure of the which could be readily removed once grouting
groundwater 50 feet above the tunnel. Severe was complete. The material which best met the
cracking and spalling of the concrete lining project requirements was cement-stabilized
had occurred over a length of more than 100 flyash.
feet. As shown in the photo below, the lining
had lost much of its ability to carry load in
hoop compression.

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

The tunnel had been driven through glacial
drift which varied from very stiff silty clay
to very compact fine sand and silt. The
groundwater level in this area was approxi-
mately 50 feet above the crown of the tunnel.
In the area where the distress was found, the
soils above tunnel springline were predomi-
nantly silty clays and those below springline
were sandy silts. The sandy silt had Standard
Penetration Test (S T) values of 100 or more
in most cases. Grain size test indicated that
from 50 to 99% of the soil was generally finer
than the No. 200 sieve. A generalized soil
profile of the area is shown in Figure 1.
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4" !CgRQ LEVEL
-0...... "CEMENT STABLIZED FLYASH

1-. VERY STIFF TO KAR
120 *- N & GRAY SILTY CLAY0 Detroit Edison has conducted extensive research

1o of the feasibility of stabilizing flyash by the
addition of Portland cement and water. The

-MEIUM TO STIFFGRAY SILTY stabilized flyash usually contains 5 percentCA TH RCE, S S AW cement (as a percent of dry flyash weight) and
sufficient water to impart an 8-inch to 10-inch

s8o slump to the mixture. It is designed to deve-
lop a strength in the range of '.2n pounds per
square inch in 28 days.

STIFFRA TOVEY S VERY STIFF

CLAY In addition, Detroit Edison studies have indi-
so cated that the stabilized flyash is not disper-

VERYC WT ' TUNNEL sive when discharged into standing water and
G AiJY SCL;OT TO that it is more resistive to erosional forces

222.00 223.00 Z24.00 225.00 226.00 7.00 than traditional granular materials.
STATIONS

S1. 14N0UALIZIB GUBSUIF&G PROPILI For this project, Neyer, Tiseo & Hindo, Ltd.
oP ,SSTS114*960 ARGA conducted supplementary tests to establish the

range of strengths which would develop with
FLYASH CHARACTERISTICS different cement contents and different water

contents. The results of these studies are
presented in Figures 2 and 3.

Flyash is a by-product of coal-burning power
plants. It is readily available in the mid-
western United States. In fact, utility com-
panies have been searching for ways to utilize
flyash productively rather than to pay large
amounts of money to dispose of it as a waste
product. 30G
The flyash used on the project was obtained
from Detroit Edison Company and is identified
as Type F. Studies by others have defined the
range of chemical :-' physical properties of
this type of flyash. The gLain-size, as z
reported by others, is predominately in the
range of silt-size particles with 80 to 90 100
percent of the material falling between 0.074
and 0.002 mm. It is non-plastic and has a
maximum dry density in the range of 80 to 90 28
pounds per cubic foot. Table I (Gray et al) 14
below presents a chemical analysis of a few AGE OF SAMPLES (DAYS)different Detroit Edison flyash materials. NOTE:

T 5% CEMENT, 49% WATER
TABLE 1. 5% CEMENT, 54% WATER

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF FLY ASH SOLIDS FROM FIGURE 2. 5% CEMENT CONTENT
SOME COAL-FIRED POWER STATIONS IN MICHIGAN

Chemical Composition % by Weight

Fly ash source SiO Al 0 Fe 0 TiO CaO 300
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

D.E.Karn Plant 45.0 28.5 24.3 ---- 1.0

Marysville Plt 36.5 19.0 33.0 0.6 2.0 200
St.Clair Plant 36.0 29.0 19.0 1.0 3.8Trenton Ch.Plt. 46.5 26.5 16.0 1.0 0.9

TABLE I - Con't.

14 28
MgO Na 0 K 0 so Carbon AGE OF SAMPLES (DAYS)
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) NOTE:

@10% CEMENT, 50% WATER
D.E.Karn Plant 0.5 ---- ---- Trace 0.7 10% CEMENT, 541 WATER
Marysville Plt 0.8 0.3 1.7 0.66 3.53
St.Clair Plant 0.9 0.4 1.6 0.97 4.75 FIGURE 3. 10% CEMENT CONTENT
Trenton Ch.Plt. 0.8 0.4 1.6 0.60 4.32
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During the construction of this project, 3 by 6 Once the bulkheads were in place, stabili-ed
cylinders were molded in the field and field flyash was placed in the tunnel by tremie pipe.
cured submerged in water. The field cured The bulkheads, because of their size, could
cylinders were broken periodically to assess only withstand a differential pressure of 3
the gain in strength over time. The results of pounds per square inch. To maintain the head
the field strength tests as compared to the in equilibrium, it was necessary to pump water
laboratory results are presented in Figure 4. from the tunnel at the same rate that flyash
It can be seen that field strengths were gene- was introduced. It was also necessary to place
rally less than half of the lab test values for the flyash in three lifts so that each lift
comparable time periods. could gain partial strength prior to placement

of subsequent lifts. A total of approximately
700 cubic yards of cement stabilized flyash
were placed over a three-day period.

300

250 I GROUTING PROCEDURES

Once the distressed areas of the tunnel had
I ibeen filled with cement stabilized flyash,

2 grouting from the ground surface was under-
200 Itaken. Grout hoies were drilled at a spacing

of approximately twenty feet on center on both
sides of the tunnel barrel, with the east side

150 grout holes offset 10 feet north of those on
co- the west. Cement-lyash grout was pumped into

the grout pipes at pressures of up to 150 psi.
V) The grout mix was three parts of flyash to one

-00 part of cement with sufficient water to give
the required fluidity.

The intent of the surface grouting was to fill
50 -voids left when soll migrated into the tunnel,

and to seal cracks in the tunnel to prevent
further soil infiltration. During grouting, it
was not uncommon for grout to rise in unused
grout pipes on the west side of the tunnel

2 4 678 10 14 28 while being pumped in on the east side. This
AGE OF SAMPLES (DAYS) phenomenon suggested that voids existed below

NOTE: the tunnel barrel and that the grout was indeed

0 FIELD DATA, 5% CEMENT filling the voids.

LAB DATA, 5% CEMENT A total of 55 cubic yards of grout were placed

during a one-week qrouting period. Much of the
FIGURE 4. FIELD DATA VS. AVERAGE LAB DATA grout flowed into the ground under its own

weight and grout pressures were only raised
after the majority of grout holes had received
at least some grout.

FLYASH PLACEMENT

REMINING AND RESTORATION

In order to place the stabilized flyash in the With grouting completed, the water was again
distressed section of the tunnel, it was neces- pumped out of the tunnel and repair operations
sary to drill a series of drop holes from the initiated. The cement-stabilized flyash was
ground surface through the crown of the tun- removed by hand mining using pneumatic clay
nel. Five holes were drilled on approximately spades. In general, the flyash had the consis-
60-foot centers with each hole being 30 inches tency of a stiff clay. Rail mounted muck cars
in diameter. A 24-inch diameter steel casing were used to haul the excavated flyash to the
was grouted in place in each hole prior to cor- shafts for removal.
ing into the tunnel. The actual tunnel pene-
trations were 18 inches in diameter. The external grouting program proved to be very

To prevent the fluid flyash from flowing beyond effective in sealing off the infiltration of

the distressed area, bulkheads were installed soil and water into the tunnel. Only a limit-

at each end of the damaged section of tunnel, ed amount of internal grouting was required to

The bulkheads were inflatable polyester fabric seal leaking cracks. Steel ribs were placed
bags blaceds bywders. i Tabe polyesdimeter within the distressed area concurrently with
bags placed by divers. The 120-inch diameter the remining to improve the overall strength of
bags were Test Ball Plugs manufactured by Chere the tunnel barrel and to prevent loose pieces
Industries. Water pumped from the ground sur- of concrete from falling out of the tunnel
face was used to inflate the bulkheads, lining. The ribs were W4X13 generally placed

on approximately 2.5-foot centers.
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As a final step in the restoration, a shot-
crete liner was placed over the ribs and the
damaged concrete. The inside diameter of the
new shotcrete lining was eight feet which was
considered adequate from a hydraulic view-
point. The shotcrete contained steel fibers sc
that it was not necesssary to install any type
of mesh in the tunnel. In order to improve the
adhesion of the snotcrete to the interior of
the existing tunnel lining, silica fume
(microsilica) was added to the mix.

The tunnel was restored to service upon com-
pletion of the rib placement and performed
satisfactorily during the summer of 1986. The
shotcreting was completed in the fall of 1986
and the tunnel completely returned to service
in the spring of 1987.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of power-plant flyash in the construc-
tion and repair of underground facilities has
been shown to be cost-effective. Cement-
stabilized flyash as a low-strength, low-cost
fill performed well. Cement-flyash grout was
effective in filling subsurface voids and in
sealing cracks in the tunnel lining. The pro-
ject was completed in a very short timeframe
because the materials were readily available.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 5.31

Impact of Tunneling on Two Brick-Bearing-Wall Structures
Marco D. Boscardin
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts

SYNOPSIS: The responses of a pair of brick-bearing-wall structures to nearty constr .ction of t;:in,
shield driven 21-It-diameter tunnels in soil are examined. Horizontal and vertical ground displace-
ments are summarized and discussed, as well as, horizontal and vertical displacements, tilting,
distortion, and damage sustained by the structures. Transient features or the developing settlement
troigh and e-fects on building response are also examine and discussed.

INTRODUCTION TOM I

83'L

This paper reviews the response of a pair of /g
two-story, brick-bearing-wall structures to/ TAM2

excavation of two nearby sibway tunnels. The
tunnels are part of the Washington, D.C. METRO C.,b

System, and are 20.8 ft in diameter with a I
springline depth of 45 ft. The center to 0 Id ,O

center tunnel spacing is 42 ft. Fig. I snows
the relative positions of the structures and $ a 2

the tunnels in profile. As shown by the site \,'/
plan, Fig. 2, the longitudinal axes of the + 06
buildings are not parallel to the tunnel axes. 2Z'

0

gi tjIboundL L. -- __S tti ,non.

SeHImI 
I,,, ~~~Polnts, TyP. Sc el :

30' 
A 0 tO 20

30'S

Building I Building 1I Settl.m. nt
. Outbound 4 2 'R -. T p. 2'

Fig. 2 Plan of Test Site

ucsd to lower the ground water level during
construction. Ground control in the test area
was not a problem and ground losses appeared to
decrease with passage throigh the transition
zone.

' . "-/Hid PIstlCTe- t

-50

Fig. Profile of Buildings and Tunnels Hard Plastic -- -40

"t ll [ / 9Dense SNyClay ' 30

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS Dense Sily C a yey D ne Silty, Cley -ese S end Sande

The soil profile shown on Fig. 3, indicates s
that the test section is located near a transi- 10
tion from dense sands and gravels In river ityClayunnel.
flood plain deposits to hard, clayey Creta- ,Hard O w
ceojs soils. Ob-.rvatIons made at the tunnel DenseSand Plastic

heading during excavation beneath the test Clay -10
section Indicated that the heading material was Ho, t. SC P-0-o
a hard red clay with occasional weathered and -20
sandy zones near the tunnel crown. The clay Fig. 3 Soil Profile
-aterial is hard and fissured with some slick-
efsIdes present. Deep dewatering wells were
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EXCAVATICN AND JONSiRUCTION PROLiCIRE nave been some renovation and restoration of
the joists and front facade walls.

The tinnels were excavated ising a Robbins
artic ilated shiek d. The shield was 2'.17 ft Toe bearing walls are 14 in. thick at basement

long at the crown with an outside diameter of lev ! and are reduced 1 in. in thickness for

2?.53 ft. The shield was eqplipped with each story thereafter. The facade walls are
hydra tilically operated breasting flaps. The '2-in.-thick brick masonry walls. The front

front -, the snield ino ided a .5 It long hood facade walls are faced with one wythe, ap-
witr a '/2 in. overcutter bar all around the proximately 4 in., of cement mortar brick

lea.ing edge. The shield was composec of three masonry backed by 8 in. of lime mortar brick
sections, approximately equal in length, with masonry. The exposed lime mortar is generally

artic iation joints connecting the sections. soft and quite easily scraped from the joints
Hydraulic jacks also connected the the front of both the bearing and facade walls. In many
an! miud'e sections and provided control of the instances there are gaps where the lime mortar

attituCe of the front section relative to the oas been eroded or has fallen from the joints.

middle section. Toe connection between the The exterior of the front facade walls has

middle section and the tail secticn was such better mortar and presents a more competent
that the tail could freely trail the middle appearance; the joints are tight and very hard

section. The tailskin was 1/2 in. thick to with few crackc or gaps. The interior wail of
minimize ground loss as the temporary suipport bjAilding i are either exposed brick or plaster

passed out of the tail section. over brick. Many cracks were present prior to
the t innel excavation. These cracks may have

The excavation cycle consisted of: ') shoving been related to previous settlement and to
the shield forward into the soil with hydraulic cyclic thermal and humidity changes. The

jacks reacting against the temporary lining, interior walls of Building II were either brick
ano 2) raking the mick onto a conveyor belt or dry wall over brick with cracking prior to

with a hydraulically operated spade. The tunneling similar to that observed in Building

conveyor then carried the muck from the face

into mack cars. A temporary lining consisting

of steel ribs and timber lagging was assembled

within the tailskin of the shield and then OBSERVATION PROGRAM

expanded as each rib cleared the tail. The

ribs were foir-piece W6X25 sections and were Observations may be divided into three

spaced about 4 ft center to center. The lag- categories: Measurements of movement of the

ging consisted of 5 in. by 8 in. by 3.75 ft ground mass; Distortion measuirements of the
long timbers. The t innel excavation and sup- building; Inspection for visible evidence of
port system is described in detail by building distortion (e.g. cracking, jammed

MacPherson et al., (1978). doors, etc.). The observations in each case
were made before, after, and periodically
during tunnel excavation. The following is a

STRUTURES brief description of the observations made.

More detailed descriptions of observations may

The two brick masonry structures and their be found in Boscardin ('980).

positions relative to the tunnels are illus-

trated in Figs. I eu 2. The buildings are Observations of movements of the ground mass
two-st-i- hig with full tasements. The were predominantly settlement measurements.

longitudinal axes of the buildings are oriented However, the magnitude of the horizontal strain

approximately 22 degrees from the tunnel axes in the extension zone was estimated through

with the corner of Building I 5 ft from the observation and measurement of cracks in the

center line of the inbound tunnel. Because of sidewalks and pavement that developed parallel

their proximity to the tunnel excavations these to the tunnel axes. There were three lines of

structures were vacated during tunnel construc- settlement points perpendicular to the tunnel
tion. axes at Stas. 307+90, 208+15, and 308+70. A

fourth line ran along the centerline of the
The two buildings are similar In construction, inbound tunnel from Sta. 307+60 to Sta. 308+70,

The bearing walls are parallel to the longi- Fig. 2. Three deep settlement points were also
tudinal axes of the buildings and composed of monitored. The anchorages for the deep settle-

brick with lime mortar. There is no structural ment points are about 4 ft above the crown of
connection between the two buildings. A steel the tunnel. Bench marks were located 110 ft

beam supported by the facade walls and three and 140 ft from the center of the inbound

eqially spaced interior columns, extends along tunnel. Detailed descriptions of the ground
the length of each building, midway between the movements may be found in MacPherson et al.,

bearing walls. The timber floor joists, 2-in. (1978).
by '0-in. At 1A-in. intervals, span between the

center beam and the bearing walls. The joist E,'!Lding distortion was monitored using five
bearing at the masonry pockets was about 4 in. types of observations:

The bearing walls and columns are supported by

shallow footings at depths ranging from 4 to 8 Interior bay distortion was determined by
ft below the exterior ground level. Infor- changes in horizontal and diagonal distances

mation about the exact nature and size of the between elements of the bay. Measurements

footings was not available. However, rubble were made using a tape oxtensometer having a
type footings probably support both buildings, sensitivity of 0.001 in. and a repeatability

Based on type of construction, materials and of 0.004 in.

present condition, the structures are estimated

to be 80 to 90 years old. There appears to

I!000



Building settlement was based upon optical of the tunnel heading during excavation. The
level sirveys of exteriors of both buildings data indicate that surface settlement decreased
and the interior of the basement of Buiilding as the tinneling passed through the transition
:. The level-rod system haH z :'cpeatability zone from sandy Pleistocene terrace deposits
of 0.04 in. and closure errors were on the to hard Cretaceous clay. Final surface settle-
order of 0.0 in. ments along the centerline range from 1.5 in.

(Cretaceous clay) to nearly 3 in. (sandy ter-
Tilt ol the soitn wall of Building I qas race deposits). Deep settlement monitors in
measired using plimb bobs suispended from the the Cretaceous clay indicated approximately 2
roof. Measurements were repeatable to 0.03 in. of deep settlement above the tunnel crown.
in. Deep settlement also appeared to decrease with

passage through the transition zone. Fig. 4
Relative horizontal displacements between also indicates that the a irface settlem.nt
building 1 and I1 were determined from preceded the tinnel heading by about 15 ft and
changes in distance between pairs of studs 25 ft during tunneling in the Cretaceons clay
attached on either side of the vertical and sandy terrace deposits, respectively. Ten
joint forming the interface between biild- to fifteen percent of the total surface settle-
ings. Measirements were made ising a ment occurred before the face of the excavation
caliper 4i.h a sensiti ity cf 0.00 in. reached a reference point. Forty to sixty
Repeatability was on the order of 0.0' in. percent of the total surface settlement ap-

peared by the time the tail of the shield
Change in bearing of floor joists was deter- passed a given point. In addition, the sandy
zined by displacement of a reference stud on terrace material appeared to settle more than
the joist relative to the face of the wall. the hard clay material once the tail passed a
A cali;er with a sensitivity of 0.00' in. given point and the ribs and lagging sipport
was used. The repeatability of the system was in place.
was 3.0' in.

Surface settlements along a line perpendicilar
The third category of observations was inspec- to the tunnel axis at Sta. 108-7. _.re shown in
tion for visible evidence of building Fig. 5. Settlement profiles corresponding to
distortion. Detailed sirveys noting the condi- several locations of the tunnel face are shown.
tion of buildings were made. Cracks were
mapped and selected c: ac s were measu-red before Distance from (i of Inbound Tunnel, ft

and after tunnel excavation. Building elements _ Bdg. I _ ldg. itLeft
which often prove qiite sensitive to distortion Right 10 04

50 40 30 2010j1 203 405
were also inspected. These included doors, 0 40F 0

,col imn- team - .itcrzoc c ns, a-d c-rner
areas. N 'Face at 308430a r e a s .

" C.

Face at 30917-Fce

GROUND SURFACE AND BUILDING SETTLEMENTS 1

Final
The settlements discussed in this section are
related only to excavation of the inbound
tunnel. Excavation of the outbound tunnel, 2
which was farther from the buildings, occurred

first and was monitored by the contractor.
Construction records indicate less that, !/8 in.
of settlement occurred in Building I in 3
response to outbound tunnel construction and no
evidence of building distress due to excavation Fig. 5 Settlement Profile at Sta. 308.70
of the outbound tunnel was observed.

It is apparent that based on the final settle-
The pattern of ground surface settlement along ment data portions of the ;tructures lie in the
the centerline of the inbound tunnel is shown zone of lateral extension while other portions
ir Fig. 4. The five curves illustrate surface Yma me wca qnea nK YdwaodY unjboaQQmne &oaKao
settlements associated with various positions to Fig. 6). However, Fig. 5 also indicates

that portions of Building I initially in the

Inbound Stlatio. t. zone of lateral extension are later in the zone
307+60 308+00 308+40 308+80 of lateral compression due to continued

0 'development of the settlement profile.
307-881-- - -- Therefore, Building I will be subjected to

Face, 7 30a. . transient patterns of distortion potentially
o , a ... quite different than the final settlement

/ 30a. 4 " profile would suggest.

- Final

2 - -.-- A transient pattern of extension and compres-
-" " " sion zones is also present when considering

lateral ground movements parallel to the tunnel
w" axis. The settlement profile in the vicinity

of the tunnel heading exhibits a reversal of

curvature and a zone of maximum curvature
A similar to the transverse settlement profile of

the trough. In effect, the buildings are
Fig. 4 Centerline Settlement Profile subjected to two components of horizontal
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Die to the orientation or the Building I rela-

tive to the tunnel axis, the structure cuts
across the settlement contours at an angle and

torsion is induced in the structure. This
angle of twist was approximately 0.'5 degrees
over the 60-ft length of the structure. In
this case the effect of the torsion of the
building was slight. The amount of torsion
induced was small and the lack of fixity of the

structural connections between the wall and
330o floor systems allowed this structire to

tolerate this torsion with negligible
20 0deleterious effects. However, a transient

33,00 0 see Fg 7to, Scal torsion can also occur in a structure regard-75ds0fl less of orientation relative to the tunnel axis

due to the pattern of development of the
5settlement trough and should be considered in

any evaluation of building response.
- 0dn S~ope

Fig. 9 Building Distortions for T innel Face at The final distortions of Building II, shown in

Sta. 108-53 Fig. 6, illustrate the behavior of a structure
in the zone of lateral extension. The dir-

The shear strains, derived from the dilferen- ferential settlement between the bearing walls

tial settlements, caised a greater extension is 0.2 in., causing the building settlement

al<org )ne diagonal than along the other. The curve to have a slope of 1/1250. The rigid

rigid body rotation of the structure was about body rotation of Building II is on the order of

'/2C00 and the slope or the building settlement '/3300 or less. Thus, the differential settle-

profile equaled '/500. Therefore, angular ments and the rigid body rotations of Building
distortion ol the structure 'settlement slope II are less than those of Building I. The

across the building minus rigid body tilt) was final angular distortion or Building II is

about '/750. Thus, during the early stages of about 1/2000. The horizontal tape extensometer

the development of the settlement trough, the measuirements show lateral strains between the

distortion of the structure had both horizontal bearing walls ranging from 1/3'00 in the base-

and shear strain components, whereas, the final ment to '/1300 at the roo. Both diagonals of

distortion of tne structure appears to be each set showed extension. The diagonal exten-

dominated by the shear strain caused by dif- sion strains range from 1/3000 to 1/1300 for
ferential settlement, the basement and second story tape extensometer

lines, respectively. The greater extension

When the face of the tunnel moved to Sta. measured along the horizontal and diagonal tape

308-60, the front door of Building I became extensometer lines higher up in the structure

tightly jammed. The distortion of the door are caused by a relative rotation of the bear-

frame was sufficient to bind the door which had ing walls. The bearing wall nearer the center

previo'isly opened easily. Later, when the of the settlement trough is on a steeper por-

settlement trough was nearly ful±y developed, tion of the ground surface settlement curve and

the door again worked normally. This one thus rotates more than the farther bearing wall

instance illustrates a situation where a por- (Fig. 6).

tion of the structure experienced more severe
angular distortion during the development of

the settlement trough than the final measure- VISIBLE EVIDENCE OF BUILDING DAMAGE

ments indicate. In such cases, predictions of
building response based upon estimates of final Visual inspections were made before, after, and

distortion alone may be misleading, at intervals during the tunnel excavation under
the test site. The initial conditions of both

The final distorted shape of Building I is Buildings I and II were quite poor. Extensive

caused primarily by differential settlements cracking was noted on the interiors and ex-

ocross the structure. The differential settle- ternors of both structures and the interior

ment between bearing walls is I in. and causes plaster walls were cracked and loosened at many

a slope of 1/230 across the structure. The locations. The initial state of each building
final relative horizontal movement between the was recorded through photographs, mapping of

bearing walls at their base was negligible, cracks, measurement of selected cracks, and

The distortion caused by this combination of written descriptions. Additional cracking and

relative movements has primarily two com- the increase in size of pre-existing cracks

ponents: a rigid bouy tilt and a shear or were noted during and after the tunnel excava-

angular distortion of the building. The rigid tion. When viewed in light of the very poor

boly tilt of the structure was apparent from initial condition of both structures any damage

the plumb line measurements and from the open- caused by the tunnel excavation can only be
ing of the joint between the two structures, termed as negligible to very slight. However,

The final plumb line measurements lead to a if the same structures were in good repair and

calculated rigid body rotation of '/710. had been occupied, the same response would
Shearing distortions are indicated by the probably have been considered to be slight to

strain mea3ured along the diagonal tape exten- moderate damage, see Boscardln (1987).
someter lines. One diagonal of each pair
exhibited extension whereas the other exhibited New cracks and an increase in the width of

compression as shown in Fig 7. existing cracks were found in Building I during
and after tunnel excavation. Areas where the
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cracking was noticed ine ide a Yront and rear ) Pro-Existing Crack
facade walls, the so th bearing wall, and theI "J Closed Up 1/32 In-

basement slla . Examples o" the cracking atI Then Reopened to

these iocatiorns are shown in Fig. 10. The rear Basement, Building Origini Width

'acade all experiencea a '/64 in. increase in NewCrack
the width of several of the existing cracks. 5/B4 i..Wide
An increase in cracK size was also noted in the Pre-Existing Crack
soith bearing wall near the front facade wall. Opened 3/64 in.

Here a diagonal crack 'rom the second-story

window down to the facade wall became clearly .- 3 1 ,.
0 "
25in.

visible (Fig. 'Ob). In the front facade wall - 0 .
i 
n. -

of Friilding I, the cracks were concentrated - 065 i7-. " - 0

aorend the doors at the first floor and the , N -

windows at the second floor (Fig. 'Oc). N , -

Sontoursnt C o \ - Position of Shield
When Noe Crack,y Appeared

fl W~dtrr of -
Cracks 

"
\

I ncreasd Is 061, 4 In. , '

Fig, '' Cracks in Basement of Building I

-1 3 2 in. 1/32). to 1/4 in. at the second floor. Daylight was

Cracks$:, Cracks visible through the crack at several locations.

Another crack at the corner between the ceilingInc"aa' Y3th- " . and the front Pacade wall of the second story
Inc-- -- -- V32 was initially 1/8 in. wide and increased to

IB28ft--- (- IS5 t 3/8 in. wide. A pre-existing hairline crack at

the corner of the south bearing wall and ceil-
a)Rear Facade Wall c) Front FacadeWall ing of the second story near the front of the

building also grew to 1/4 in. wide. The tape
extensometer data for Building II show that

nearly all of the lateral extension experienced
by the structure was concentrated in the the

few cracks described above.

in W~dthand~cm bats from the plumb bob survey are summarized

in Fig. 12. The resultant displacements of the

top of the wall relative to its bottom at each
plmb bob location are shown as vectors for

various stages of tunnel progress through the

b) South Bearing Wall 3 5
Fig. '0 Cracks on Exterior or Building 1

Cracks aroind the door nearest the excavation PB.A 2

ranged 'rom '/32 in. to '/8 in. wide at the 4

bottom and top of the door, respectively. The 3/ 1
door became jammed and di'ficult to open as a
resilt of the tunnel-induced distortion. The BuildingB Buildingl
door at the north end of the facade wall was. 1

surrounded by cracks about 1/32 in. wide. An .0116
increase in the widths of cracks on the front

facade wall were also evident at the second \unnel

"loor where vertical cracks below the windows 3"Advance

increased about 1/64 in. in width. A new crack pBC /
also appeared in the basement slab of building 12 N
I near the south bearing wall. The crack was Legend: 7

nearly 20 ft long and 5/64 in. wide and ap- 1 - Face at 308+25 Displacement
2- Face at 308+48 Scale: ? 0q.25 O in

peared when the tunnel face was at Sta. 308+30 3-Face at 308+78
(Fig. I ' ). The crack approximated the shape of 4-Final Readlng

the contours of settlement for this position of
the tunnel face relative to the building. Tape Fig. 12 Plumb Bob Data Summary

extensometer data matched crack measurement

data relatively well. Both the distance of the wall from the cen-
terline of the tunnel and the orientation of

Cracking in Building II was concentrated at the the wall with respect to the tunnel axis In-

corner of the south bearing wall and the front fluence the tilt and its pattern of

facade wall. A pre-existing '/16-1n.-wide development. In this case the wall is oriented
vertical crack between the bearing wall and the such that it cuts across the settlement trough

facade wall opened to 1/8 in. in the basement so that the final tilt occurs both perpen-

dicular to the building wall, toward the tunnel

axis, and parallel to the building wall, toward
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the point where the wall is closest to the the struct ire to the transient settlement wave

tunnel centerline (in this case in the direc- in the plane of the tunnel axis. In the

ti'n U' t nnel a0Vance), vicinity of the tunnel neading, the ion-

gitudinal ground surface settlement profile
-nanges in tne width of the vertical joint exhibits zones of lateral tension and compres-

f-)rming the interface between Buildings I and sion, an inflection point, and a point of

i1 were nonitored. Initially, the Joint was maximum curvatutre similar to the typical sur-

aproxi:.telv '/8 to 
1
'o in. wide. The joint face settlement profile perpendicular to the

opened an additional '/8 to 3/8 in. in response tunnel axis. As the shield approaches a

to t innel excavation as shown in Fig. 7. reference point, the ground moves horizontally

Comparison o joint separation with tape exten- toward the shield and the point is in the zone

someter and plimb Lob data indicate the data to of lateral extension. Once the shield passes

Scompatible, the point in question, the absolute horizontal

motion is reversed as the ground continues to

move toward the shield, but now the reference

XslSCUSS:N point is in the zone of lateral compression.

Chronologically, the longitudinal span should
Tne building distortion data was also used to first tend to extend horizontally, then com-

stidy the development of the settlement trough, press horizontally, and finally extend again if

For example, the plot of the tape the axis of the building is parallel to the

extensometer-measured displacements at Sta. axis of the tunnel. However, the change in a

30850 in Fig. 13 illustrates the behavior of span during passage of the shield will vary

the structure for various locations of the somewhat depending 'Ipon orientation of the span

tulnnel 'ace. relative to the tunnel axis and the ground

LocationofTunnel Face conditions. The case shown in Fig. !i exhibits
this behavior.

02 N In eN0 N V M 0 VO I( 0

+ 44*
C Location of Tunnel Face

00 (0(0(-- T 'p 0) 0"0
+, +~4 +4. ++4 44 . + + + *44 +.

-oes en alon l0.2 -- C 0( W CoCo C 0.W-. 0--

-- Ex- tomre sion Diagonal

BoBotto

compression Diagonal-C-. 0- ~ ;opso

F 'g " Tape Extensometer Data Perpendicular tDaol
Fig. I Tape Extensometer Data Parallel to

Initially, as the tunnel heading approaches the Tunnel Axis
station of the cross-section being monitored,
only the wall nearer the tunnel displaces In this case, the orientation of the building
toward the tunnel to cause an increase in the axis relative to the tunnel has negated the

distance between the bearing walls. During initial tendency for the span to sustain

this early phase of the trough development the horizontal extension however, the latter two

wall is in the zone o" horizontal extension, phases of horizontal compression and then

The wall tilts, moves horizontally towards the horizontal extension are apparent. The net
tunnel, and settles slightly. As the tunnel result of the horizontal measurements is exten-

heading passes by the station of the cross- sion which is at least in part, due to the

section, the settlement trough widens and the orientation of the building axis with respect

wall is no longer in the zone of extension, but to the tunnel axis and the direction in which

in the zone of compression. The horizontal the tunnel excavation proceeded.

movements are slight, yet the vertical move-

ments are significant resulting in extension of The resultant vectors of tilt, as shown by the

one diagonal and compression of the other, plumb bobs, are toward the source of the ground

Later, as the tunneling progresses the settle- loss causing the ground movement at that par-

ment trough continues to widen and the zone of ticular time. The tilt parallel to the plane

extension begins to influence the next wall of the wall is approximately the same as the

farther out causing It to displace horizontally slope of the building settlement profile along

toward the tunnel. The horizontal distance the wall. Whereas, the tilt perpendicular to

between the two walls now decreases while the the wall is approximately 1/3 of the slope of

diagonal distances remain constant. The in- the transverse ground settlement profile at the

crease in differential settlement between the wall. This suggests that the flooring system

bearing walls compensates somewhat 'or the tends to provide some restraint of the rotation

decrease In horizontal distance, and the of the wall.

diagonal distances do not change.

Movement of the "irst floor joists relative to
The tape extensometer data for reference points the bearing surfaces was also monitored. The

located along the longit,dinal axis of Building changes in bearing of the ends of four joists

I, perpendicilar to the tape extensometer lines were observed. Overall changes indicated a

described above, demonstrate the response of decrease in bearing approximately corresponding
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to the lateral extension recorded at each the convex portion of the settlement trough

location. However, the decrease in bearing was where lateral extension is a significant factor

not the same at each end o' a particilar joist, in causing building delormation. The convex

Ends of joists bearing in masonry pockets tend profile causes a bending mode of distortion

to p :1l oit when the span is in a state n' which, in tirn, produces larger lateral exten-

extension, b it when the span is compressed, the sions in the upper story.

corresponding increase in bearin, as restricted

to the ends of the joists bearing on the Cracking and damage to Building I was minor.
central steel beam. This behavior was probably The cracking and increase in crack widths that

infl ienced by: the roighness of the masonry did occur was not significant due to the poor

bearing sirface relative to the steel-bearing initial condition of the structure. The crack-

sirface and the tendency for debris to collect ing at the front a' Building I can be
in the void created between the end of the attributed primarily to the angular distortion
joist and the back of the masonry pocket, of the structure. Cracking and damage to

thereby preventing the joist from slipping back Building II was caused primarily by lateral

into the masonry pocket, extension and its amplilication in the upper
story by the independent rigid body rotation of

the bearing walls. Nearly all the lateral
SUX !ARY AND 2&NCLUSIONS extension strain across the building was con-

centrated in one crack.
Tnis case stidy describes observed response of

a pair of two-story, brick bearing wall struc- It is evident that both Building I and Building

tires above and adjacent to a pair of 21-ft- II experienced some damage in response to the
diameter tinnels in soil. Factors examined nearby tunnel excavation. However, considering
incl ide hnrizontal and vertical ground dis- the initial states of these structures, the

placements, horizontal and vertic~l building damage was very slight to slight. If the
displacements, building tilting, building buildings were initially in good repair, the

distortion, and biilding damage as summarized cracking damage would have been considered

below, slight to moderate.
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SYNOPSIS: This paper presents a brief historical development of the two most popular jet grouting
methods used in South America, namely, the chemical churning pile method (CCP) and jumbo jet grout-
ing. Advantages and limitations of each procedure are cited. A brief discussion follows covering
the history of CCP jet grouting in South America. Field trials performed to improve the design
methodology !r construction of CCP and jumbo jet grouted columns are presented. Finally, three
case histories are presented to illustrate the use of jumbo jet grouting where limited head room
exists, Jpt gro'.:n7 4n clcse proximity to pile supported structures, formation of a diaphragm wall
in gravelly soil with boulders. The paper closes with a short discussion of a recent tunnel project
in which horizontal jet grouting is used as the temporary tunnel support.

INTRODUCTION: At present there are about eight different
construction techniques which can be classifi-

Jet grouting is a general term describing a ed as jet grouting methods, with about four or
construction method which utilizes a high five predominate ones (Miki 1984; Yahiro 1982;
speed fluid to cut, replace, and then mix the Bruce 1987). The diversity in the number of
native soil with a cementing material. The jet grouting methods arises because of the
high velocity jet stream is developed by using many factors which go into the jet grouting
high pressure pumps, which eject the fluid process. Each method has its own advantages
through relatively large nozzles or injectors, and limitations and each should be considered
2 to 4 mm in diameter. The most important for use in light of their individual charac-
feature of jet grouting, when compared to teristics. The two jet grouting methods pri-
injection or permeation grouting, is that marily used in South America, chemical churn-
jetting allows the cementing medium to be ing pile (CCP) and jumbo grout are discussed
uniformly mixed with a wide range of soils, more fulling in this paper.
i.e. sands and gravel or even hard clayey
soils. Other general advantages of jet grout-
ing include: little ground heave when compared EARLY DEVELOPMENTS OF JET GROUTING:
to the volume of soil stabilized; relatively
high compressive soilcrete strengths; treat- The chemical churning pile (CCP) method of jet
ment can begin at most practical depths and grouting was one of the first forms of jet
can be terminated below the ground surface grouting developed in Japan during the early
(Yahiro,1973; Miki 1984). 1970's by Nakanishi (Miki 1984). The technique

utilizes a water-cement grout as the jetting
medium which is injected into the soil at high
velocities through an injector located at the
bottom of a single drill rod. The installation
sequence is schematically represented in Fig-
ure 1, where it can be seen that: first a

! 1 guide hole is drilled or jetted; followed by
jet grouting which involves both lifting and
rotating the single rod while injecting grout.
A pile-like, soil-cement (soilcrete) column is
formed, which may be interconnected to form a
wall.

Most of the early work conducted using CCP jet
grouting was performed using chemicals, thus2 3 i)arose the tradename, chemical churning pile

(CCP). However, due to environmental concerns,
most COP work today is conducted using a wa-
ter-cement grout as the cutting and cementing

Figure 1 Sequence to Construct a CCP Column fluid. In 1973, an Italian contractor, Romano
1 - Drilling Guide Hole Colla, was the first to form CCP columns using
2 - CCP Jet Grouting ultra-high pressures (5000 psi.) and high flow
3 - Lifting and Rotation rates (100 to 250 1./min.) through two rather
4 - Completion and Repetition
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large injectors (1.b to 2.4 mm diameter). The 720.0 -......
COP technique originally proposed by Nakanishi
and later modified by Colla is the COP jet
grouting method presently used in South Ameri- NA i
ca by Novatecna. CLAY FAILURE H

SURFACE /
Experiments conducted in Japan (Yahiro 1973, 09
1974) indicated that the soil cutting effi- I,
ciency of a high velocity je+ stream could be , M SAND, I
improved by encapsulating the jet stream with- WITH CLAY 

in a cone of compressed air, travelling at the WIT C
speed of sound. Nakanishi modified the COP
method to take advantage of compressed air,
and developed jumbo special grout (JSG), which 7064
involves simultaneous injection of high speed FRACTURED GNEISS -
water-cement grout and compressed air.Inject- 7050----
ing two fluids separately into the soil re- GNEISS
quires a more complex double rod system when
compared to COP jet grouting. In South America CCP COLUMNS 62
JSG is called jumbo jet grouting.

Figure 2 Profile of Sanegran Tunnel Collapse
and Typical COP Repair

CCP's major advantage over jumbo grout and
other jet grouting methods is the simplicity about 3 meters below the ground surface. The
of the single rod system used to jet grout, failure surface depicted in this figure de-
and therefore, ease with which the single rods veloped while blasting rock in a mixed face
can be uncoupled when jet grouting in limited section (rock/soil) of the tunnel, leading to
headroom situations. The compressive strength collapse of the tunnel crown, which caused a
of the soilcrete formed during COP jet grout- 10 meter diameter dish shape depression to
ing is usually greater than the soilcrete form at the surface (Guatteri, et.al. 1986).
formed during jumbo grouting. The reason is
primarily related to the compressed air being
trapped within the soilcrete mass formed dur- The depression was filled with sand and jet
ing jumbo grouting. However, the typical size grouting initiated. Problems developed when
of a jumbo column is very large, up to 1.9 the columns were formed because the loose sand
meters in sands and 1.3 meters in clay, which and fill began to slide into the unhardened
are at least twice the size of COP column jet grout columns leading to further lose of
formed under comparable conditions. F, rther- soil at the surface and sinking of the jet
more, the increase in size of the jumbo soil- grout drill rig. A steel support system was
crete body can be achieved by using lower erected across the hole and work progressed
jetting pressures (3500 - 4500 psi), thus smoothly. The jetting parameters used to form
reducing wear to the high pressure pumps. the 0.75 meter diameter COP columns listed in
Finally, the cost per unit volume of stabil- Table I, are typical of the jetting parameters
ized soil is generally less expensive when used for CCP jet grouting in South America. It
using jumbo jet grouting. The jumbo jet grout took about 60 days to form the 4.5 meter thick
method is very popular today in South America soilcrete arch pictured in Figure 2, which
and used by Novatecna for a wide range of consisted of 490 CUP columns.
applications.

JET GROUTING DEVELOPMENTS IN SOUTH AMERICA: TABLE I CCP Jet Grouting Parameters For
Repair of Sanegran Tunnel

COP jet grouting was first introduced in South
America in 1980 by Novatecna Construction Ltd.
of Sao Paulo, Brasil. Jet grouting was rapidly Pressure (psi) 5300
accepted in Brasil because this technique was Rotation Rate (rpm) 18
better suited to grouting the silty and clayey Injectors
soils of coastal Brasil than conventional diameter (mm) 1.8
methods. Furthermore, the CCP method was ini- number 2
tially utilized in Brasil because of the rela- Lifting Speed (min/m) 4.2
tive simplicity of the rod system used to jet Grout
grout. injection rate (1/min) 63

water : cement ratio 1 to 1
cement consumption (kg/m) 200

The first COP jet grouting job performed in Average Column Size (m) 0.75
South America was in July 1980 for the Sao
Paulo water and sanitation department.
(SABESP) , and involved the repair of a col- The soil along the 12 km Sanegran Tunnel was
lapsed tunnel crown for the sanegran Intercep- variable and susceptible to future collapses.
tor Tunnel. The stratigraphy at the site is Therefore, SABESP decided to performed addi-
depicted in Figure 2, and is essentially silty tional jet grouting work. During the two years
clay in the upper 10 meters, underlain by 4 of jet grouting for the Sanegran Tunnel, jet
meters of fine to medium sand with some clay, grouting was utilized at 10 problem sections:
and then 1.5 meters of fractured gneiss, un- to repair a second tunnel collapse due to lose
derlain by sound gneiss. The water table was
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of compressed air, and to consolidate soft lifting speed is only an indicator of the
silty clay fill by forming a soilcrete vault amount of time which the jet stream cuts the
prior to advancing the tunnel shield. Tunnel- soil, it was decided for discussion purposes
ling progressed smoothly mostly due to using to also use the terms jet impact time and rod
about 70,000 meter of CCP columns to stabilize revolutions per step. The jet impact time is
soft ground prior to advance of the tunnel, equal to the product of the lifting speed,

lift increment per step, and number of noz-
zles. The jet impact time has units of

Other early CCP projects performed in South time/step. The rod revolutions per step is the
America (Novatecna 1987; Guatteri 1984; product of lifting speed, lift increment per
Nicolls 1985) include: construction of step, and rod revolution rate.
diaphragm walls and floors for unbraced re-
taining structures (Mercedes Benz , Dalmine
Siderca) ; deep shafts for a pump station at The three soils selected for the CCP field
Capivari reservoir; cutoffs for earth dams test- were sedzmentary soils commonly found in
(Porto Primavera and Edgard do Souza Dams); the Sao Paulo area, and included: sands, silty
underpinning (Sao Paulo iron works ); slope clay, and an organic clay obtained from the
stabilization (San Clemente, California) . Sanegran Tunnel excavation. Three pits 10 X 10
Since the introduction of CCP jet grouting in X 5 meters deep were excavated into the bank
South America, Novatecna has formed about of the Tiete River above the tide line. All
iO0,000 meters of CCP columns. materials were end dumped from a truck into

their respective pit and compacted using ei-
ther a D6 dozer or Cat 966 rubber wheeled

COP FIELL TRIALS: front end loader. The highly plastic (LL = 60,
PI = 40), soft organic clay was placed at its

One of the drawbacks of jet grouting is relat- natural water content in 30 cm. lifts and
ed to the lack of information about the varia- compacted. The silty clay and sand were com-
tion of the column diameter while jetting. Now pacted in a wet state. The in-place unit
there are no practical methods for measuring weights of the silty clay and sand were 102
the change in the column's diameter with and 113 pcf, respectively.
depth. The size of a jet grout column is
usually estimated by reliance upon past expe-
rience or field trials. In 1982 Novatecna Twenty CCP columns were formed in each pit.
undertook extensive CC? field trials to exam- All sixty columns were made using the same
ine how various drilling parameters interact nozzle pressure, rotation rate, size and num-
with different soil types to produce a certain ber of injectors, water-cement ratio and grout
sized column. injection rate as specified below in Table Il.

Within each pit 10 columns were drilled using
a lifting speed of 2.9 min./m. and then an-

The drilling parameters which have the great- other 10 were formed using twice that lifting
est influence upon the formation of CCP col- speed, and twice the amount of cement.
umns, include:

- outlet pressure at the nozzle
- size and efficiency of the injector Table II Drilling Parameters Used During
- number and spacing of injectors CCP Field Trials in Sao Paulo
- flow rate of cement grout
- lifting speed of the drill rods A). Constant Parameters
- lifting increment per step
- rpm's of the drill rods Pressure (psi) 4200

Rotation Rate (rpm) 18
Injectors

With the exception of soil type, the most diameter (mm) 2.2
important parameter influencing the formation number 2
of jet grouted columns is the outlet pressure. Grout
If the pressure is not large enough the jet water:cement ratio 1 to 1
stream will not develop sufficient velocity to injection rate (1/min) 91
cut the soil. Data from the literature (Miki
1984) indicates that for most soils a pump B). Variable Parameters
pressure of about 40 MPa (5800 psi) is needed
for effective cutting. The size and number of Lift speed #1 (min/m) 2.9
the injectors used is dictated by the capacity Rod revolutions/step 2
of the pump and horsepower of the engine. The Jet impact time/step (sec/step) 14
injector size, and therefore grout flow rate, Cement Consumption (kg/im) 200
are selected so that enough fluid mass is
injected to cut the soil and also provide Lift speed #2 (min/m) 5.8
enough cement to satisfy the design compres- Rod revolutions/step 4
sive strength. It was not the intent of the Jet impact time/step (sec/step) 26
CCP field study to obtain the optimum combina- Cement Consumption (kg/im) 400
tion of the above list of drilling parameters,
but rather, understand how a single drilling
parameter could be used to control the size The measured size of the CCP columns and
and economy of forming CCP columns. Therefore, average compressive strengths of the soil-
it was decided to examine what influence the crete are summarized below in Table Ill. The
lifting speed had upon the size of COP columns sand compressive strengths reported in Table
formed in three soil types. However, since the III are based upon past experience with this
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material, and were not measured from columns guide holes prior to jetting. With UCP columns
formed during the CuP field trials. However, the interaxes spacing between columns is rath-
all other strengths recorded were obtained er close, about 0.50 m, which results in many
from soilcrete specimens formed during the guide holes to create a wall. Interaxes spac-
field trials. ing for jumbo columns is about 1.2 to 1.4

meters, which requires about half the guide
holes needed for a comparable CUP wall.

Table III Results ierom CUP Field Trials
The jumbo grout field trials were conducted in

Average four phases over a period of 9 months, between
Soil Lifting Column Compressive April to December 1984. The first two phases
type speed Diameter Strength were performed to understand the role lifting

min/meter cm kg/cm speed played in the formation of jumbo columns
in cohesive soils. Phase three consisted of

clay 2.9 5b to bU 20 forming jumbo columns in sands, and in the
last phase jumbo grout panels were made. At

clay 5.8 65 to 70 40 present panel walls represent a provisional
method of wall construction, and only the

silty 2.9 b5 to 70 So results fiom the column studies will be dis-
clay cussed in the following sections.

silty 5.8 75 to 80 70
clay The jumbo grout field trials were conducted in

large pits (30 X 6 X 5 meters deep), excavated
sand 2.y I 75 to 80 LI in the banks of the Tiete River in the vicin-

sand ity of the original (''' field trials. During
5sand 5.6 5 to 90 120 phase I and II the ae soil type was used,

and was typically silty clay, with about 20
to 30% fine sand. The top 1.5 meters of the

The data obtained during the CCP field trials fill was medium to stiff in consistency and
supports the following Dbservations: was soft below 1.5 m to the bottom of the pit.

The sand used 113-ing )txase Ili tests was a
i). Doubling the jet impact time from 14 to 26 finp "niform sand which was placed moist and
seconds does not have a significant influence in a loose state.
upon the size of any CCP column formed. Doubl-
ing the jetting time resulted in 15% to 25%
increase in the diameter of CCP columns. It All jumbo grout columns were formed using a
appears that most of the cutting action of the nozzle pressure of 3000 psi and a single 3.0
water-cement jet is expended during the first mm injector, as listed in Table IV. The double
two revolutions of the drill pipe. drill rods were rotated at about 18 rpm's, and

the air cone was delivered at 4 mi/min at 100
2). The compressive strength for all soils was psi. The 1:1 water:cement grout was injected
significantly increased by doubling the jet at about 70 1/min.
impact time, allowing double the weight of
cement to be injected per meter of column. The
increase in strength was double for the organ- Twenty-two jumbo columns were formed during
ic clay and about a 50% increase for the phase I. The only variable changed was the
silty clay and sand. lifting speed, and as indicated in Table IV,

the speeds varied between 1.6 and 3 min./m.
3). The soil type played a significant role in The fastest lifting speed was selected to
determining the size of COP column formed, insure that at least one full revolution of
and could account for up to 50% of the differ- the drill pipe occurred before moving the jet
ence in the sizes of columns. As the amount of to a higher elevation. Excavation of all 22
clay in the soil increases the columns de- columns revealed nonhomogeneous, poorly ce-
crease in size. As shown in Table 111, the mented cylindrical bodies, with measured dia-
smallest columns when formed in the organic meters between 1.8 and 2.0 meters.
clay (0.55 to 0.60 m.), intermediate sized in
silty clay ( 0.65 to 70 m.), and largest in
sand (0.85 to 0.90 m.). The solution to the nonhomogeneity of the

soilcrete body was to either use more than one
4). Finally, soilcrete made by mixing 1 to 1 jet, or jet longer. It was decided to investi-
water:cement grout with sand results in com- gate how extremely long jetting times, using
pressive strengths (80 kg/cm 2 ) about four one injector, influence the size and strength
times greater than comparable grout mixes in of jumbo columns. Therefore, during phase II 6
clay, with the lowest clay strength being columns were formed using two very long lift-
about 20 kg/cm 2 . ing times, 12 and 18 min/m.

JUMBO uROUT FIELD TRIALS The results from the phase 11 studies showed
that no significant size increase resulted in

The diversity of applications of jet grouting jetting 4 to 6 times longer at a particular
produced a need for larger diameter columns elevation; phase II columns were still about
than those produced using the CCP process. the same size as the phase I columns. How-
When constructing a continuous wall a large ever, the phase 11 soilcrete bodies were much
part of the cost is associated with drilling stronger and more homogeneous than phase I.
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the bottom of the column. After bO days of
curing the column tends to have a more uniform

Table !V Drilling Parameters Used During strength over its length, whereby the lower
Jumbo Field Trials in Sao Paulo portion of the column has experienced a 40%

increase in compressive strength between 30
A). Constant Parameters and 60 days. The results from the tensile

strength tests are inconsistent. The tensile
Pressure (psi) J000 strength in the upper and middle portion of
Rotation Rate (rpm) 18 the columns tend to decrease with age, while
Injectors the tensile strength in the lower third of the
diameter (mm) J.0 columns increase with age. This inconsistency
number I is believed to be due to testing a small num-

Grout ber (6 samples) of specimens from each loca-
water:cement ratio l to 1 tion at 30 days.
injection rate (1/min) 70

Compressed Air
pressure (psi) 100
flow rate (m3/min) 4 Table V Average Compressive and Brazilian

Strengths Obtained From Phase II
Jumbo Columns

B) Phase I Clayey Silt 22 columns
Column Average Average

Lift speed #1 (min/m) 1.6 Portion Compressive Brazilian
Rod revolutions/step 1.1 Tested Strength Strength
Jet impact time/step (sec/step) 3.8 kg/cm 2  kg/cm 2

Cement Consumption (kg/m) 90 N* 30 N* bO N* N* 60N* 30 N* 60 N*30 N*0

Lift speed #2 (min/m) 1.8 Day Day Day Day
Rod revolutions/step I.J
Jet impact time/step (sec/step) 4.2 Upper 7 25.0 12 30.9 6 5.6 9 4.5
Cement Consumption (kg/im) 100

Middle 12 19.4 8 22.8 6 7.2 20 3.8
Lift speed #3 (min/m) 2.0
Rod revolutions/step 1.4 Lower 12 14.2 9 20.3 6 3.0 15 4.1
Jet impact time/step (sec/step) 4.8
Cement Consumption (kg/m) 115

*: N represents number of samples tested
Lift speed #4 (min/m) 3.0
Rod revolutions/step 2.2
Jet impact time/step (sec/step) 7.2 A more comprehensive set of strength data has
Cement Consumption (kg/im) 175 been reported by Guatteri and Teixeira (1987).

The results from their study indicates that
the average tensile strength of a jumbo

C). Phase I: Clayey Silt 6 columns column, formed in a wide variety of soils,
increases with time and is about 10 to 15% of

Lift speed #1 (min/m) 12 the average compressive strength.
Rod revolutions/step b.6
Jet impact time/step (sec/step) 28.8
Cement Consumption (kg/m) 600 Two jumbo columns were made in a loose sand

during phase III, as a reference to compare to
Lift speed #2 (min/m) 18.0 columns made in cohesive soils. Both columns
Rod revolutions/step 13.0 were drilled using lifting times of 12 min/m.
Jet impact time/step (sec/step) 43.2 and resulted in extremely uniform (1.9 to 2.0
Cement Consumption (kg/m) 900 meter), and slightly larger columns than form-

ed in cohesive soil. However, the sand soil-
crete strength was significantly higher than

D) Phase III Sand 2 columns in clay, which is consistent with the results
from the CCP field trials.

Lift speed #1 (min/m) 12
Rod revolutions/step 8.6 The results from phase I and II tests indi-
Jet impact time/step (sec/step) 28.8 cate that the high speed water-cement jet
Cement Consumption (kg/m) 600 quickly cuts the soil at a particular eleva-

tion, and only takes about 2 revolutions (5 to
7 seconds jet impact time) of the drill pipe

A total of 122 six inch high specimens were to form the column. However, this amount of
cut from the Phase II columns formed using 12 time does not allow enough cement to be in-
min/meter lifting speed. Samples were cut from jected, nor is it sufficient time for the jet
the upper, middle,and lower third of the soil- stream to properly mix the cut soil with the
crete body and were allowed to cure for 30 and injected cement.
60 days. Both unconfined compressive and
Brazilian tensile tests were performed. The
results are summarized in Table V, where it
can be observed that the 30 day compressive
strengths vary between 25 kg/cm 2 at the top of
the column and decrease to 14.2 kg 2 /cm near
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TUIMU GROUT CASE HISTORIES: beneath the 19 meter wide viaduct, shown in
the general cross section B - B of Figure 3d,

One criticism leveled against jet grouting is with only 3 meters of headroom.
that due to the relatively low tensile
strength of soilcrete, jet grouting is not a A) GE14ERAL PAN VIEW

cosL effective nor technically viable scheme VIDCT
for constructing unbraced earth retaining .- _

structures. Although this statement may be
true for very deep walls, the use of jumbo
grout to form retaining structures for depths
up to about 6 meters is not only technically
viable, but cost competitive with other con-
struction methods. To illustrate this via-
bility and robustness of jet grouting, three
case histories are presented, where jumbo JuMBo COLUM -1.6
grout was used to construct diaphragm wallsf
for both temporary support of the soil during 19.04

construction and also as the final wall. Typ- 8) CANNEL CROSS SECTION A-A
ically, a 15 cm. thick, lightly reinforced
concrete wall is placed over the soilcrete C11.0 C) SIL PROFILE

wall for protection against the elements and
also to create an architecturally pleasing 0,00
surface. Other important aspects of jet grout- SILTYCLY
ing illustrated by the selected case studies
included: importance "f pre-jetting to elimi- F-1- S
nate possible high pressures from developing SOME cLA
during jetting, applicability of using jumbo
grout in limited head room situations, and
lastly feasibility of using jumbo grouit in
soils containing cobbles and large boulders. D) ftNERAL COSSSECTION B-

SVIADUCT

RINCAO CHANNEL, SAO PAULO CITY

Sao Paulo City wanted to construct a trapezoi-
dal water channel to convey runoff to the Rio
Tiete. A 40 meter long section of the con-
crete channel had to go beneath a 19 meter
wide viaduct at Rincao. The soil beneath the Figure 3 General Cross Section and Profile of
overpass consisted of about 5 meters of soft Rincao Channel, Sao Paulo City
silty clay, 15 meters of fine to medium sand
with some clay, and then a second clay layer.
The soil profile for the first 10 meters is All columns at Rincao were jetted using 3000
shown in Figure 3c, which is about the depth psi pressure with a 1 to 1 water:cement grout,
of the jumbo columns used to form the wall, injected through a single 3.0 mm injector, as
shown in cross section in Figure 3b. The water indicated in Table VI. Half of the wall
table was located about 1.5 meters down from columns were in sand and half in clay. Two
the surface. Due to hydraulic considerations different lifting speeds were used with the
for open channel flow, the bottom of the chan- slower speed being in the clay so that the
nel had to be one meter within the fine to wall columns would be able to achieve the
medium sand layer. Due to the limited overhead design strength of 30 kg/cm 2 in the clay
clearance under the viaduct and the flexibili- portion of the columns. The plug was located
ty of using jet grouting to make both the only in sand, and the design strength of 100
walls and bottom plug of the channel, city kg/cm2 could be achieved using a lifting speed
engineers decided to use jet grouting to con- of 5.5 min/meter.
struct a U shaped channel. The transition
between the trapezoidal and U shaped channels
was done with a traditional soil bentonite There were three major concerns expressed by
slurry trench which was keyed into the second city engineers during construction of the
clay layer located 15 meters below the sur- Rincao channel. The first was related to the
face, which was the primary reason for not possibility of causing distress to the viaduct
using a conventional diaphragm wall to cons- when jetting with high pressures within two
truct the walls of the channel. meters of the pile foundation supporting the

viaduct. Secondly, if the jet grouted wall had
windows in the vicinity of the piles, water

The jet grouted channel was 40 meters long by and sand could flow into the channel, thus
9.50 meters wide, by about 5 meters deep, as undermining the viaduct's foundation. Finally,
illustrated in the general plan view and chan- because the jet grouting work progressed rap-
nel cross section A - A drawn in Figure 3a and idly, the city wanted to excavate the soil
3b. There were a total of 60 columns, each 9 from the interior of the channel only after 30
meters long, jet grouted in a single row to days and not wait for the soilcrete to cure
make the two walls of the channel. All jumbo the originally planned 60 days. A low strength
columns were about 1.6 meters in diameter and jet grout wall near the piles might cause
spaced about 1.3 meters apart. The 2 meter excessive deflection of the viaduct. Due to
thick bottom plug consisted of 207 columns, time constraints it was decided to excavate
About 80% of the channel was constructed the soil from inside the jet grout wall after
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30 days. Visual observations showed that J meter thick soilcrete struts spaced about 4
there were no distressful movements of the meters apart, which are shown in the general
viaduct when either jet grouting with high plan view of Figure 4a and pit cross section
pressures, or wall movements when removing the of Figure 4b. The general plan view of the jet
soil. grout wall was symmetric about the center line

shown in tigure 4a, and only half the general
plan view is shown in this figure. The sur-
charge loads were supported by clusters of

TAbLE VI Jet Grouting Parameters Used To columns formed around the perimeter of the pit
Porm Jumbo Columns at Rincao and arranged as shown in Figure 4a and b.

Pressure (psi) JOU0 A) GENERAL PLAN VIEW - KALF SECTION

Rotation Rate (rpm) 18 3
InjectorsTO RS

diameter (mm) 'i.0
number1

Grout
injection rate (1/min) 120
water : cement ratio 1 to 1

Compressed Air
pressure (psi) 100
injection rate (m /min) 4

Lifting Speed JUMOCLUMS-1.6M

clay (min/m) t.8
sand rai,n;m 5,5

B) PIT CROSS TECTIOW V-0 
C) SOIL PROFILE

Cement Consumption EARTH RETAINING WALL

clay (kg/m) 800 SPI

sand (kg/in) 500 24~~~. F,450 SILTYl S ' ra F1
0; I

Average Column Size (m) 1.b 1.X

The Rincao jet grout wall was not internally SRCAPGE \ B, STRUTS

SUPPORT NJUMBO COLMS .6M := -reinforced nor was bracing used to support *he P "'J ous.6

excavation. For approximately one week the
wall was standing free for a height of 5 me-
ters. Furthermore, excavation of the interior Figure 4 General Plan and Profile of General
soil from the channel revealed a tight, water- Motors Stamping Mill Pit
proof barrier formed by the jumbo grout col-
umns in the wall and plug of the channel. The
channel was then lined with a 15 cm. thick, A major concern expressed by GM engineers was
lightly reinforced concrete covering for ero- related to the effect which the high jetting
sion protection. The project finished one pressures would have upon the foundation of an
month ahead of schedule. existing building, which was only two meters

away from the jumbo columns used to support
the surcharge along the north side of the pit,

GENERAL MOTORS STAMPING MILL PiT: upper portion of wall shown in Figure 4a. If
sufficient grout flow was not communicated to

General Motor of Bresi1 wanted to expand their the surface, then there existed the possibil-
manufacturing capabilities by building ten new ity of building-up very high pore pressures in
auto body stamping mills. The mills were to be the sub-soil. The pore pressure build-up could
placed at the bottom of a long, narrow pit (68 cause distress to the foundation of the adja-
X 9.7 X 6.5 meters deep). GM also required cent building. Therefore, during this project
that the steel Plate stock for the stamped all the jumbo columns used to support the
parts be stockpiled along side the pit, which surcharge along the north side of the excava-
would inducer a surcharge loading of about 20 tion were pre-jetted with a special bit so
tons/m 2 . ahe lateral force induced by the that a 10 inch diameter hole would be created,
surcharge would be about twice that imposed by which would assure pressure relief in the
the soil forces. The soil profile at the site borehole. Furthermore, all surcharge support
is shown in Figure 4c, and consisted of fill columns were jetted using relatively low pres-
in the top 2.5 meters, underlain by alternat- sures (3500 psi), and rapid lifting speeds
ing layers of silty clay and sand, with the (2.2 min/m). Due to the silty nature of the
water table about 2 meters below the bottom of subsoils at the site and need to create large
the jet grout columns. A diaphragm wall with (1.6 meters), strong, soilcrete columns pre-
tie backs was rejected as a solution primarily jetting only water was used to form all col-
because the tie backs would have to infringe umns at the GM pit, as listed in Table VII.
upon land which GM wanted to conserve for
future expansion. Therefore, a single row of
unreinforced and unbraced jumbo grout columns There were three different sets of jetting
was used as the earth retention system. How- parameters used to construct the jumbo grout
ever, toe support of the wall was supplied by columns in the GM pit. The single row of wall
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columns were made using the highest nozzle occurred. rhe jet grout wall system has func-
pressures 5 200 psi) and slowest lifting tioned well, and in July 1967 uM was placing a
speeds during pre-jetting and jetting, 4.4 and It cm. concrete covering over the wall.
7.2 min/meter, respectively. About bOO
kg/meter of cement were injected through the
1.4 mm injector, using a 1:1 water-cement
grout. As expected the wall columns were the
largest formed, averaging i.b meters in dia-
meter. The drilling parameters used for the
surcharge support columns and soilcrete struts
at the bottom of the excavation were selected
to insure a minimum column diameter of l.b
meters. There were a total of tug jumbo col-
umns made, totaling Jtbb meters. Jetting of
all columns was discontinued 0.2 meters below
the suirface.

TABLE VII Jet urouting Parameters Used For
General Motors Stamping Mill Pit

Pressure tpsi)
wall 52uu
toe struts 4000
surcharge support 3500

Rotation Rate Id
Injector Figure 5 Photograph Showing General View of

diameter (mm) 3.4 Excavation For Ueneral Motors Pit
number I

Grout PETRUBRAS WASTE DISPOSAL PITS
injection rate (i/min)

wall 11 In early 198b, Petrobras, the Brasilian na-
toe & surcharge support 103 tional oil company, wanted to improve their

re-cycling and disposal of waste products
water : cement ratio created during crude oil refinement at their

wall & surcharge support 1 to 1 cubatao installation. The project required
toe struts 0.b to 1 soil stabilization beneath a large oil storage

silo, along with the excavation for two large
Compressed Air waste storage pits (P-3915 and P-3921) and a

pressure ( si) 100 smaller service pit. Jet grouting was selected
injection rate (m-/min) 4 because soil stabilization beneath the oil

silo and the earth retention system for the
Cement Consumption (kg/m) pits could be constructed using the same

wall bOO equipment. Furthermore, the site was strewn
toe struts 400 with boulders and it would have been very
surcharge support 60 difficult tc form a diaphragm panel wall. Also

the bottom of the excavation needed to be
Lifting Speed (min/m) sealed to prevent groundwater intrusion, which

wall was also accomplished using jet grouting.
pre-jet water 4.4
jet grout 7.2

toe struts The soil profile for the largest pit (P-3921)
pre-jet water 3.3 is shown in Figure 6c, and consisted of about
jet grout 4.4 b meters of silty clay fill, containing sev-

surcharge support eral large boulders in the top one meter.
pre-jet water 2.2 Under the fill was three meters of loose, fine

jet grout 7.7 gray sand, which formed the bearing stratum
for pit P-3921. Beneath the fine gray sand was

Average Column size (m) anoter sand layer anti Lit.,i over 7 meters of
wall columns I.b soft, dark organic clay. The ground water
toe & surcharge support 1.b table was about 3 meters down from the sur-

face. The soil stratigraphy for the second
pit, P-3915, was essentially the same as that

After the GM pit was excavated down to its just described for pit P-z921. However, in the
full depth of b.5 meters, a 75 ton Linkbelt case of pit P-3915 there were many more boul-
crane was used to place a steel frame for the ders in the top 3 meters of fill. The rocks
building which housed the pit. A photograph of ranged in size from 15 cm. cobbles to i meter
the fully excavated pit and crane, shown in boulders up to half a meter thick, whi-h can
the background, are pictured in Figure 5. Al- be see in the close-up photogriph contA-ied in
though the crane moved around the entire exca- Figure 7. The wall shown in this photograph is
v&1ion, typically only one meter from the edge about 3.5 meter deep, and had to be excavated
of the wall, no visual movements of the wall by hane
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Jet grouting work commenced in November 1986,
utilizing a single Haliburton TI0 pump and a

=- I Novatecna rotator-extractor drill rig. A large
single injector (3.8 mm diameter) was used to
create the jumbo grout columns. This is about

-9 -...... m the largest injector that can be used with a
TIO pump and still deliver 140 I/min of grout
at 4000 psi, which were the highest flow rates
and pressures utilized during the formation of
the diaphragm wall for pit P-3921, as listed
in Table VIII. Pit P-3921 had the longest free
cantilevered length of unreinforced wall (6.1
meters), and therefore, required the greatest
compressive and tensile strength. It was de-
cided to inject a relatively large volume of
cement (800 kg/meter of column) by injecting
grout at 140 I/mmn and lifting the jet grout-
ing monitor slowly (7.4 mmn/meter).

TABLE VIII Jet Grouting Parameters For
Petrobras Waste Pits

Pressure (psi)
Pit P-3915 3500
Pit P-3921 4000

- Bottom Plugs J500

Rotation Rate 18

Injector
diameter (mm) 3.8
number 1

Grout
* injection rate (l,,min)SP-3915 130

P-3921 & Bottom Plug 140

_. water : cement ratio
P-3915 0.8 to I
P-3921 1 to 1

Figure 6 General Plan View and Profile of Bottom Plug 1.2 to I
Petrobras Waste Pit P-3921

Compressed Air
pressure (3si) 100
injection rate (m /min) 4

Cement Consumption (kg/m)
' "P- j91b 700

,. .. " -f P-3921 800

Bottom Plugs 550

Lifting Speed (min/m)
P-3915

pre-jet water 3.3
.. '

-
jet grout b.0

P-3921
jet grout 7.4

Bottom Plugs
jet grout 6.0

Average Column Size (M) 1.6

The bottom plugs for the two pits and walls
£w - for pit P-3915 were jetted using the same

S"nozzle pressure (3500 psi) and lifting speed
" , (6 min/m) . However, the amount of cement in-

jected for each structure was varied by chang-
ing the grout injection rate, with the lowest
for the bottom plugs, 1i0 1/mn, which result-
ed in 550 kg cement per meter of column being

Figure 7 Photograph of Large Boulder Jet injected for a 1.2:1 wa+ir cement ratio.
Grouted Into Wall of Pit P-3915
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The Petrobras waste pits were the most diffi- CLOSING REMARKS:
cult jet grouting job done by Novatecna up to
now because of the relatively high water We are still in the early stages of the learn-
table ahd long unsupported length of unrein- ing curve for understanding jet grouting.
forced wall. The section modulus of the wall Difficulties now exist in measuring in-situ
needed to produce an acceptably low tensile the diameter of the column as it is formed.
stress along the backside of the wall required When jetting very deep columns the problems
the formation of a double row of jumbo grout associated with maintaining verticality be-
columns, which produced walls about 3 meters comes critical. However, these technical dif-
in thickness. The largest pit P-3921 was about ficulties can be overcome, and permit improved
4b meters long by 13.5 meters wide, as illus- field quality control. Novatecna is now work-
trated in the plan view contained in Figure ing on solutions for the above problems.
ba. The wall for this pit required about 170
jumbo columns, each over 1.b meters in dia-
meter and spaced 1.3 meters center-to-center. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
A total of about 330 jumbo columns were user!
to form the 3 meter thick plug at the bottom Permission was granted by the United States
of the excavation for pit P-3921, shown in tie Army Corp of Engineers, Chief of Engineers,
profile of Figure bb. Washington D.C., to publish this information.

When the soil was excavated from inside oit P- REFERENCES:
3921 two small leaks developed carrying fine
gray sand into the excavation at points Ll and Ydhiro, T., and Yoshida,H., (1973), "Induction
S2 marked on Figure ba. The relatively high Grouting Method Utilizing High Speed Water
velocity of water inflow made it impossible to Jet," Eight International Conference on Soil
seal the leaks using jet grouting. The inflow Mechanics and Foundation Engineering.
of water was stopped by building two small
brick walls around each leak and then allow- Miki, G., and Nakanishi, W., (1984),"Technical
ing the water to rise inside of the well, thus Progress of the Jet Grouting Method and Its
equalizing the water level inside and outside Newest Type," In-Situ Soil and Rock Reinforce-
the excavation. Thereafter, conventional tube- ment, Paris.
a-machette grouting was used to seal the leak.
3everal factors could have lead to the leak Yahiro, T., Yoshida, H., and Nishi, K., (1982)
developing through the plug of pit P-3921. "Soil Improvement Method Utilizing a High
First, the interaxes spacing of 1.3 meters Speed and Air Jet (Column Tet Grout Method),"
could have been too large, causing small or no Sixth International Symposium on Jet Cutting
overlap of the columns in this area. Secondly, Technology, Surrey.
during excavation of the soil inside the pit,
the backhoe could have jarred the columns and Bruce, D., Boley, D. (2967),"New Developments
caused them to separate. Most likely it was a in Ground Reinforcement and Treatment For
combination of the two effects Tunnelling," Rapid Excavation and Tunneling

Conference, New Orleans.

The 219t meters of columns for pit P-3915 were Yahiro, T., and Yoshida, H., (1974),"On the
constructed in 41 days, using one rig working Characteristics of High Speed Water Jet In the
10 hours per day, s"Y days per week. The con- Liquid and Its Utilization on Induction Grout-
struction of the largest pit, P-3921, took 50 ing Methods," Second International Symposium
days working a similar shift. The entire jet on Jet Cutting Technology, Cambridge.
grouting project was completed in May 1987,
about six months after the start of the pro- Novatecna (1987)," Jet Grouting: CCP and Jumbo
ject. uase Files," Company Brochure.

Guatteri, u., Teixeira, A., and Martins, A.,
uURRENT JET uRuflTINu WORK IN suUTH AMERICA (1986)," "lutions in Stability Problems in

Tunnelling by the CCP Method," International
The town of Campinas, approximately 50 km Congress on Large Underground Openings,"
North of bao Paulo, is presently constructing Firenze, Italy.
a twin 16 meter diameter tunnel. 'The support
s'st-m for the twin tannels are being con- Guatteri, G. , (1984),"Jet Grouting For the
structed using vertical jumbo columns near the Cut-Off Construction of Porto Primavera Cof-
portal of the tunnel for about 50 meters. From ftrdam - CCP Process," International Confer-
50 meters up to the other end of the tunnel, ence In-Situ Soil and Rock Reinforcement,
an additional 200 meters, tunnel support Paris.
consists of an arch created by horizontal jet
grout columns. These horizorlal columns are Nicolls, U., (1985),"Landslide Stabilization:
formed using the CUP system. The tunnel is High Pressure Cement Slurry Injections, Evalu-
scheduled for completion during Fall 19B8. ation of TSSI Columns), Professional Report

#2923 - 01, May.

Accers to the portal of the tunnel is permit- buatteri,G. , and Teixeira, A. , (1981),"im-
ted by two unbraced, unreinforced, jumbo grout provement of Soft (;lay by Jet urouting Tech-
diaph, agm walls. The north wall was formed by nology," Proceedings uolumbia soil Mechanics
jetting !3 rows of jumbo r:olumns. Thrmugh Octo- and Foundation Engineering, ('PMbIF, Carths-
ber I9v/, the I/ meter high north wall has not g-na, (columbia.
experienced any distresful movements.
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The aP - ' Pd e nter- gr id ian ie eePn itn Tab I



TABLE I. as a semi-infinite elastic space.

oft Raising the RI UKPa (2) SecondlI, we calculate the stress distribution
Soil BearingCapa,it. along the deepness (curve Pd) as shown in Fig. I and

then draw the curve of the yield strength of the
fatu rated Etiminating n S = 2l- d21(ds 0 .0 -dw  2K ,Iess meter test e ....... Po), the intersection point

Sand Liquefaction of these two curves (point A in Fig. 1) can be used to
d.. .. .. determine the depth of eliminating coIlapsibi Ii t).

(sllapsible Eliminating fs 0. 0 This depth of point A is 12. 2m obtained by the design
and Newt. IoL lapsibi lit requirement of s 0 .015 and Yd 15 KN M 3. The
Depo>i ted aril Raising Bearing fd ljK N \0 intersoe tion point B, its depth is 1M and this value
Loess Caps i is also rather consistent wi th the value 10. 9M

obtained from the Laborator test for the design
requirement of'd 16 KN M Thus we ,on, tuded that the

Chinese Code of Earthquake Resinstanme Design for impact stress on ground surface is very important and
Industrial anid Cis i Bul Iding Construct ion. (TI I 1-78 ,an oe used as a measure to est imate the effect ie

depth. In this projett, the deposit is otlapsibte
In this table, R Al owable Bearin 9  Capa it: boess.

N' [ritical number of S. P.T.
for!iquef a t ion under the Londitions of ds and dw, 002 oa 0o6 098 C10 2

where ds i. depth of saturated sand beneath the 1 J4 I5 (6 /18 jf 2 0e
ground surface (M) and 1w is the depth of ground 3 .4 5 6 7 e 9 i3
water beneath the outdoor ground surfa . \4) 0

- C riti, atumh er of S.P.T. for / (eA=)
liquefaction under the conditions dt I 3M and d. :

24. The number of .P.T, are 6. 10, and 16, for 2 "

earthquake intensities of s o 8I and 9 respectively. i v e-I"
s Coefficient of coIlaps ib iIt. \ t

Epirjircat Formula for Effe( t ive Oeth 5 \ /<

The following formula for effective depth was gained
bs the authors in 1980 who had studied and analysed

16 experimental data statisticalty (cohesive soil and "

sand: soiI).

D'. a - bWH - cE (3) '0

where a constant, with the dimension of meter and
the %atue of 5.10. /2

I coefficient, with the dimension of 1 KN, Lu 7 \
and the value of 0.00086. a 0 .8 6

c : coe,ficient, with the dimension of 4 KN,

and the value of .0 009. P
E . the total energy per unit surface

a~~~7 , (K%-M4
a~ea(KNM M').,7

An A l t ernative Approach to DeterminethoEffective Y 4

Depth - Appcation of [mpact Stress

Fig. I
The d:namit stress under the base of dropping hammer Note, 9s-- Coefficient of collapsibility
tested in situ has been used by the authors as a ...... Before tamping, - After tamping,
measure to determine the effective depth of Y-d-- Dry unit weight(KN 4 ,

i nat ing c ttapsi bitit) foris. 0. 015 a ndfd>l5KN M'. ..... . Before tamping, - After tamping,
(I) Firstt,, we caculate the stress distribution P. -- Yield strength of pressmeter test (MPa).
vertica tIy along the deepness of impact center, by Po -- Limit toading o' press meter test (NP&),
a s umin that the d oamic stress tested at the impact Pd - Dynamic stress (O Pa).
surfa, e, Pd, as a quasi-static loading and the ground
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T he ea sured _lnumi_' it;rna. ._ a ! Behaior I Fig 2(a) and Fi I. 2(,) are of the first type. In

.2( a t, the :;Iratuna is rather dr, and hard, and the

Thv impart tr , . on rc ud i tl face is a main %,ater content is rather Iow. While in Fig. 2(b), the
bounrta. 1 31 t:1 . Wi e ha e m- a-ured the impact top port ico of the strata has shaped a firm layer
, ' .o,11 elf made iansd , ers and the resuLts after repeated tamping and stress wae has a peak
A 0 Iti it n Fi ._ . The t.pe P .7f 1 mpac t s resses are ,alae of sharp r i.e. The t ime of wave act ion ontLj

f 1o ki .d tasted O. 04 second.
(2) Fig.2(c) and Fig.2(d) are of the second type. The

a ter Content of tho se two tamping points are
P (Hp,) re Lat ive high, and the wave stress has also peak

vatue of sharp rise. But it damped relatively slowly
'0 I'a) and the wave action lasted n. I second.

8 In addition neither of the above two types has been

6 registered second peak value of stress wave.
4 (3) The actual[ measured dynamic impact stress is

related to the de9ree of hardness of the soilI. The
2 L range of measured values obtained bhv the authors ;s

2.9-9,0 4Pa.
0 02 o4 0608 (4) According to our experence, the base area of the
P tjA(.) tamper can be chosen from the thumb rute that the

weight of tamper distributed per unit base area is

(b) 25-40KN NI.

10 PARAMETERS FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

8 in order to obtain the ideal effect, it is very

6 importment to ,hoose parameters for design and
construction. The main parameters include,

'4- -- The effective depth

-- The total energy per unit surface area
(<5c) -- Grid spacing

0" -- Number of blow per pass
1 02 03 04 Number of passes of tamping

P .-P,) The Efective Depth

Refering to formula (2), the value of the influence
) coefficient, K, can be chosen from Tab.2

Tab le 2

2 Deposit Effective Depth (Y)

I
Soft Soil D' r(0.4 -5- ) ,'W H Il

00 o1 a 02 0. 4 ,(c' Saturated Sand D' z(0.5-0.6) W H 10

(d) High Fills D' 0.6-0.,8 NJW H IO

Loess and newly for Yd>15KN M'
3.D 0( 0. 34- 0. 3b 6,Hf

Deposited Loess for Ss<O.015
2. D'(0. 4-0.5 ).,W- -

0 'The Total Energy Per Unit Surface Area

o.l 0.2 0.5 + 5t)

Fi. 2
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the microscopis anal sis is consistent with the EXAMPLES

macroscopic effect.
The authors take this opportnuity to recall a few

features on 2 jobs constructed on loess soil.

0 0 & 002o003s 1. Chemical Fertilizer Plant

/ (i) Heav.Cm t ion bp y Passes

The Ioess is unsaturated in natural state, people
A think that toess is apt to he heavily compa-ted and

c an be treated only by one pass. This consideration
is not complete. Whether or not tamping by passes is

5 necessary depends on the water content of naturaL

L 0oess. along with the bearing capaci t) and the

modulus of compressibility required.

A,cording to the test data obtained from Shan .i

Chmicat Fertilizer Plant, the tamping energy is 6250
9 KN-M per blow, being the highest at that time in this
10 country tie water contest is 22-25%, the soil
,' 'becomes saturated during tamping. The inverstigations

show that the effective depth and dry unit weight

/ A after continuous tamping of 30 blows are neart the

value as those of z blows (Fig.8). But when the site

is rompac ted bj pa ses, the values of dr ' uni t
weight, the bearing capacity and the modulus of

compressibility are all increased significant t as

shown in Fig.9 and Tab.5.

0 12 15 14 15 16 '7 /8 Iq AII/l

\ote, B --- Before tamping /

A After tamping
2

0 2 4 6 8 0 12 14 10 Es P A

6/7

7 ii

100, , /2

/ A

ote B -Note, B Continuous 8 blows

Note, B Before tamping A Continuous 30 blows

A - ,.fter tamping Fig. 8
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In the construction site of a certain ptant in

Taiyuan, the water tontant of loess is 11-17%, we
used onlt one pass of dznamic compattion and obtained

the requi red values dens i t and bearing capacity.

(2).The Effective Dep th nof Dynamic Consolidation.

tA
/ At ording to the toess to be improved with the

2 requ irement of dry unit weight I d 15KN 4', the

effe, tive depth of dynamic consolidation can be
represent ed by D' as stated above
According ts the statistical Pperence of 1i
p r o 0.je5ts, 0 , 5, this value is smaLler than

A2  that for ctayey soils and related to the water

content of loess and the energy per blow. When the
\ ,.) water contast w !5% and the energy per blow is great

w e use the tow value, while the water content w 20%

ant the energy per blow is smaiL, we use the hi9h

v ca t u e.

The effective depth, and depths of etiminating
totlapsibilit insestigated in Shanxi Chemical
Fertilizer Plant are tabulated for energies from 3000
KN- M to 6250 KN-N per btow, as shown in Tab. 5

2. A Fac torj in Taian Chin a

4; The authors investigated the effect of vibration
caused by dynamic consolidation to neighbouring
tbuildings especial! the results of settlement

i6 investigations of neighbouring buildings of certain

A factory on the compaction site.

This factory is situated at a site of self-subsiding
collapsible toess of second grade. The thicknessof
this soil is 7M . The old neighboring buildings of3
stories built in ninteen fifties including a dwelling

Fi9.9 and an administration building had cracks. Thc above
Pt Befose tampin 9 two buit dings are 2.5 N frnm nearest tamping point. A

A!--- After i pass (tl blows, two storied laboratory building has no cracks and it
2 Af' ,'r 2 p-rses (23 biows) is onty 1.8 M from the nearest tamping point. The

investigations of settlements, cracks and vibrations
-ere performed for all these buildings. The energy

per blow was 600 KN-M. The result- showed that the
Tab e I. settlement of the administration building and the

dwelling was only 2.2 M4, and had noadditionat
I tem EnergyLevel Per Blow(KN-M) set tlement at all. And there was no sign of

250 S 8000 4000 3000 development of the old cracks. As to the laboratoryy
.....- _ ----------- boil[din9 , the selttlement of the point nearest to the

Depth for Eliminating tamping pit was 10-12MM. and cracks appeared. This
Coltapsili iii. 12 12 9 illustrated that in loess deposits, owing to high

solidification internal force, the ground
Effective Depth (M) 9 8 1 6 subsistence is not apt to be induced, and therefore

--. no addtional cracks could be found, whereas the
Es (weighted) 12.3 10.6 10.9 10.2 laboratory is of I. N distance from the pounding, and

NP a) because of the pushing effect of the compacted soil,
. . .. . .. . the settlement arised and the cracks appeared.

PR'(weighted)(KPa, 285 260 279 272
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CONt'LISION Te hoioray , \o. i. pp. 15 ,2.

Eatuation of effc ti e depth of (I.nami Smart, P.S. ani Toce., N. K. 'Ete tr out '4 i u as ( op2 ,f

r:so a'iation Lan be made 1): Me ard's formua w i!h S oils and ;e,!ren ts, Euamp[es ,. c9iilI
infLenve coefficiei .But other empiritat formuta jr
impa, t tie tan itso b e used a, a meaor ti r o Wan 9 . Z. . eta (l' ' 'Me, Itana1 if :cnami,
estimate the e ffet ire depth. Bes ides fa, tor . Consol it dat io : a nd I Fri ro11Ir , Eff ,
affect ing the i0effi ent arc f ! 1 U ( s 1' . 1 tIter tt iona' Co, f rence on a e i orres :n

1eotechnico Fn ineerin pp. 1e5" e g p5 .
The mic r c ,opic ma, hanis.m ,spe, iat ., the pore size
distribution of soj samptes both before and after

tamp in ar e ,!i I re. aTdit the authors proposed the
ite a of tlrres ho d o pore s oe. It s v- a e i s 5 tM for

T ,,o case his .,rieo it Iud it the resut s of

settlement incestigat i tns of ,eighbouring buildings
on the compaction site are presented finally.
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Experience in Ground Improvement by Dynamic Compaction
and Preloading at Half Moon Bay-Saudi Arabia
N. Ghosh M.M. Tabba
Senior Engineer, Sir William Halcrow and Partners Ltd., London, Director, Saudi Hotels and Resorts Areas Company, Riyadh,
England Saudi Arabia

SYNOPSIS: Ground improvement techniques were used to meet the design requirements tor a beach
resort complex at Half Moon Bay on the Arabian Gulf. Extensive site exploration revealed upper
layers consisting of loose to medium fine sand, having variable silt content. The original
specification called for filling and ground improvement using Dynamic Compaction to achieve
l00k' !m2 surface bearing capacity and 50% relative density at a depth of 10M. Dynamic Com-
paction (DC) and subsequent field testing, using full scale loading tests as well as CPT and SPT
tests, proved that it was possible to achieve these requirements over most areas using dynamic
compaction, however it was not suitable in a few other areas where ground response to DC was
poor. Those areas contained silty layers and showed signs of rapid pore pressure build up under
dynam'c compaction, while dissipation was slow and penetration resistance remained poor. There-
fore, it was decided to use pre-loading in those areas. Further testing and instrumentation
showed that pre-loading was achieving the required ground improvement.

INTRODUCTION X-

This paper describes the case history of ground
improvempnt at a site in the middle of Half Moon
3ay some 50 km south of Al Khobar on the Arabian
Gulf (Fig 1). The site covers approximately 3.7
km2 bo.unded to the East by Half Moon Bay and MOON
to the South by a smaller inner bay. MOON

ARABIAN

Fence\ Tri Area GULF

Um U-M&4iSAkFWA RA S PIT 2

SANHIO TANURA

QATI TARUT o . Area I

SAIIIAT 5 2

DAMMAN Peninsua
-.-. Area 3

DHAHRAN AL ) INNER BAY 3

IRAQ KHOBAR

IRANK1UWAITr _'

- HALF
SITE MOON

)OATAR BAY-
SAUDI U A SITEfi Irnproved by Dynamic convaction, PIT 1 Frst Plate Loadeno Test

OMAN - Preloadg PLT 2 Second Plate Loading Test

e.5 Settlement Guge

Fig 2 layout of Ground Improvement Work.

Fig I Site Location Map - Half Moon Bay. Regionally, there are Sabkha deposits which
cover most of the site, with intermittent

The development scheme undertaken in Phase I of caprock consisting of cemented shelly
the Half Moon Bay Beach Resort Project is to sandstone. These deposits are underlain by
consist of two hundred and fifty one chalets marine deposits of Quaternary Age of variable
surrounding the inner bay together with infra- thickness containing non indurated but sometime
structure, services and a recreational area in cemented deposits of silty sand with silty clay
the south eastern peninsula. Various areas of bands. The sedimentary bedrock of the Dammam
investigation referred to in the following text formation of Eocene Age lies at depths greater
are shown on Fig 2. than 20m. This bedrock typically consists of
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dolomite and limestone interbedded with marl CPCon e Restae Kq cm
2

(calcisiltite) and shale (calcilutite) (Kent, o 1oo 200

1976). BH 9 SPT1 9 7 6 ) . 8 H g N P  D e s c r ip t io n

A preliminary site exploration was carried out 3 IrySelJht= tlyNP 1
using dynamic probing followed by a full scale _ - I
investigation which included boreholes, trial .2 5 reyleteto medim SAND wttraces

pits, standard penetration tests (SPT) and 9 ofshel fragmentsand silt

static cone penetration tests (CPT). The in- -4 14 becomig medtidense

situ soil conditions confirmed that buildings 22

proposed in the main development area of the -6 22

site would experience excessive settlement
without treatment of the underlying, highly E 8 7
compressible soils. Following this, a ground -
improvement programme was undertaken using E ;
dynamic compaction on a surface reclaimed with S 10 ' 1 V ly l s to loose grey

dune sand up to 2m thick. i 1 9 51 fly clayeytwlh occasional shelf

-12% 7 fragmerntts

A part of the site, where the in-situ conditions
prevented any improvement by dynamic compaction, -1

was preloaded. 
4 e

• <, S I e very sily fine to :

' '3

31

SITE CONDITIONS PRIOR TO GROUND TREATMENT 18

CPT 34

The ground surface originally consisted of 0

Sabkha except in the central part where inter-
mittent caprock was encountered. Underlying the Fig 4 Typical oorehole ond CPT profile in the
Sabkha, fine to medium sand with traces of silt Western parts of the site.
and a varying amount of shell fragments
generally covers the site to a depth of 4m (Fig sand and the intermediate silt strata were in a
3) in the peninsula and this increases to come very loose to loose state except in the northern
9m depth in the western part and in the box (Fig part of the finger and in some locations within
2) where only traces of shell fragments were the box area (Fig 2) where the upper sand layer
found (Fig 4). This stratum is referred to as was found to be medium dense with increasing
the upper sand. Below this, extensive deposits depth. Underlying the silt stratum, sand
of silt and clayey sandy silt some 6 to 7m thick deposits prevail across the site with a tran-
are present in the peninsula (Fig 3) and some 5m sition zone of silty sand generally some 2m
were found in the western part (Fig 4). This is thick, anC this stratum was normally found to be
referred to as the intermediate silt layer. The loose to very dense. This is referred to as the
SPT and the CPT results indicated that the upper lower sand layer which overlies a hard silty

clay generally encountered at 19 to 20m depth.

BHT8 N to CPT Cone Resistance Kg cm' Groundwater was found to be within a metre of
o too 200 the ground surface at the northernmost part of

. .L the site, but it was within 250mm in the eastern

S ND(SABKHA) and western parts of the site.

Loose ht brnwn grey fine /40 Ordlum SAND with varyng
shell fragments and traces2 of silt

2 -- GROUND IMPROVEMENT
4

14 The proposed construction site over 44 ha, was
6 Veryloosetoloose initially cleared by removing the Sabkha and

grey sandy clay" SILT reclaimed with a maximum of 2m of dune sand,
F. compacted in layers by vibro compactors, to

8 provide a surface 2m above Datum. The dynamic
E L_ compaction was applied on this surface with the
to0. Loosetbrown sty SANO aim of achieving a safe bearing capacity of 100

wt "Zllagm e
kN/m 2 at the surface and densification of the

1t2 - subsoil from the surface downward at least to
Mem to very densat grey -- 10m where the relative density of the soil

14 50 fine to medium SAND should not be less than 50 per cent. The CPTs
were used to verify the improvement and also to
estimate the relative density at 10m depth

SVery detelig. t brown sity using Schmertmann (1978), correlation with the
fine to dium SAND cone resistance (qc) and the effective over-

18' burden pressure (po).

CPT 32
20 Hard grey sly clay Dynamic Compaction Trial

22 An area of the site having relatively poor soil

conditions was selected for the dynamic com-
Fig 3 Typical borehole and CPT profile in the paction trials (Fig 2). The initial four

Eastern peninsula. (Trials 1 to 4) of six trials performed were
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carried out using a 2 x 2m, 16 tonne pounder the course of tamping. This phenomenon might

dropping freely from a height of 20m using a 120 have been due to local liquefacation of the
tonne Manitowac-crawler mounted crane; the last soil in tne intermediate silt stratum. Sub-
t o trials (Trials 5 and 6) were performed with sequent monitoring showed that there was little
a 25.m drop. Normally, 10 blows were applied to change of these modified piezometric heads in
each print, except in Trial 5 where 20 blows the next six months.
wero applied. In each trial, quality control
was performed using piezometers and CPTs. Trial Dynamic Compaction

7n1 4 inclusive were carried out covering grid
systems from 5 to 12m either by a single pass or Following the disappointing results from the
up to 3 passes, whereas in trials 5 and 6 only a trials, the Contractor embarked on the full

10m grid was used with 2 passes. Howe-er, the scale dynamic compaction programme using the
timing for the passes was not always 2ontrolled same weight, 10 blows per print, 25m drop and

by the dissipation of pore pressure generated. 10m centres starting from the north of the
Three hollow stem auger holes were sunk in the finger. Piezometers were installed at 9m below
trial area, prior to dynamic compaction. The Datum on a 50m grid.
intermediate silt layer in a very loose state
was found at 3m below Datum. The results of the Consideraule ground improvement was noticed in
trials confirmed that only the initial 5m, many parts of the finger and the box areas, even
incl.ding the compacted fill, improved satis- after the first (north of the trial area), or
factorily while responses to dynamic compaction second passes. However, such improvement in

below this level were insignificant, many areas was still insufficient to meet the
specified relative density of 50 per cent, to be

During the performance of some trials (2,4,5 and achieved at 8m below Datum in accordance with

6) it was noticed that the ground water (or in the Schmertmann's correlation. A full scale
some cases a dark dense odoriferous fluid) load test was carried out to overcome this
overflowed from the standpipes (some l.5m above situation,and this is described in the followiig
the surface), but on some occasions immediate section. Th- average CPT profile obtained from
falls of piezometric heads were noticed during this test locatiot (Fig 5) was finally used to

Cone Resistance Kg cm2 Cj Re esstanc Kg cr&

0 50 100 150 50 100 150

2 2

3 3 ->

5
4 4

5 5

6, 6, / --
E E

7 7 r

177

Pro conoctlion 8
8 P- - - e CT tn 8 Pro co tion

mea Post compaction After 2ndPass of D

- Afte, 3fd pass of DC

100K1 -

10' -10. ,I

Fig 5 Pre-and-post dynamic compaction CPT Fig 6 Typical pre-and-post dynamic compaction
results at Load Test 1 location. CPT results from Western parts of the

site.
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approve the dynamic compaction work at the site. density for a cor-esponding blow count (N) was
evaluated using tLe analytical expression on

In areas satisfactorily compacted using two given in Giulani & Giulani Nicoll (1982) which
passes of dynamic compaction, pore pressures incorporates effective overburden pres- sure,
dissipated within. one month, out in those parts and these results are shown on Fig 7. Fig 7
treated with upto four passes, where pore shows that after dynamic compaction, 50 per cent
pressure dissipated much more slowly. Fig 6 relative density was generally achieved at a
displays typical profiles of both the pre-and depth of 10m. It is interesting to note that
post-compaction CPT results. The settlements of some low N values under small overburden
the ground after each pass was in the order of pressure are within the medium dense range in
200mm. After the final pass, an "ironing pass" the relative density scale, even though this can
was performed to compact the near surface 3oils, be classified as loose when the general
especially around the craters. descriptive terms were used.

Full scale plate load tests and settlement Standaid Penetraton rest N 300mm
analysis 0 4 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52

The full scale load test referred to above was 53 65 78

carried out using a large concrete plate (4 x 4m -76 87 0116

x L.4m thick) loaded to 150 kN/m 2 pressure.
The location of the first such test (Load Test
1) was chosen in the box area (Fig 2), where two e7195 118

passes of dynamic compaction were given. The
load test was carried out at 1.25m above Datum 41 92

using concrete blrcks as Kentledge. Fig 5 E 0 *98

displays the results of a few post-compaction
CP'Cs carried out prior to the load test, and a *65 78 .89

CPT profile from the original site investigatior 6

is also included. The load test commenced by
placing the full load within the first 24 hour; 44 52 *85

the total setti-ment of 5mm took place within 48 8
hour. The loid was maintained for 19 days when
no significant iovement was recorded.

54 B 66

T*.e plate used acted as a 4 x 4m square footing 10.

(B = 4m) and the applied pressure must have .30 349

_inuenced the j-1ind at least to a depth of 2B r -;
(8m) which was some 7m below Datum. ecrPt r e Medum Dense.

By comparing the measured settlement with that % 0
° 

15 _ 535 3565 65 5

calculated as suggested in Schmertmann (1978) a
value of X = 7 was evaluated (E = Xqc, where SHI So. South Reltiedenstyvalues(%cakulated

"E" is the soil deformation modul :s ) e BH2 Box Nrth 116 from SPT N bOw using Giulian
• ad G iha N II (1192) are -tten

Schmertmann proposed that the values of X could * 3 Fne against SPT N "ues

be taken as 2.5 and 3.5 fot square and long
footings only with first loading case respec- Fig 7 SPT (N) blows profiles with calculated
tively. But, he quoted that if the sand has relative density values.
been strained by preloading or any other
methods, the real settlement will probably be Preloading
significantly less than predicted using values
of X quoted above. Schmertmann, therefore, Despite the fact that dynamic compaction was
suggested that in such cases the values of X can successful over most of the site, quite a large
be increased by a factor equal to or greater part (122 ha) did not respond (Fig 2). The
than that would indicate by the resulting initial site investigation indicated that most
increase in qc. This apparenLly agrees with of this area contains layer(s) 6 to 7m thick of
the results shown in Fig 5. loose to very loose silt and the groundwater,

which is influenced by tne tide, was found close
A second load test was performed at a location to the original ground surface. An additional
in the trial area (Fig 2) using identical site investigation consisting of three 25m deep
arrangements except that the plate was placed at boreholes was carried out, with a view to
one metre above Datum. The results of this test predicting the time settlement under pre-loading.
was satisfactory, and was used to approve the It was confirmed that no improvement of the
work which did not meet the criteria of Load intermediate silt layer was apparent after an
Test 1. initial dynamic compaction operation. Fig 8

displays an envelope of particle size
Relative Density distribution of this intermediate silt layer,

which shows that the silt content varies between
Following the encouraging result of Load Test 1, 40 and 80 per cent and the clay content is less
an investigation was made using SPT to assess than 10 per cent. Fig 8 also includes the
relative density in areas where dynamic compac- grading envelopes of the upper and lower sand
tion work was approved on the basis of Load Test strata. The samples from the intermediate silt
1. Three boreholes were drilled using a hollow layer were mostly found to be of low to inter-
stem auger and SPTs were carried out at 1.5m mediate plasticity, and some were non-plastic.
intervals using a split spoon sampler. Relative
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Stratum Piezo- Level of Piezometric Head (M Ely.)
Description meters Installation

No. (m Elv.)

Maximum
After After Recorded

Installation Preload on 25/9/87

Upper Sand 22 - 3.0 +0.45 +1.30 +0.65
Upper Sand *23 - 3.0 +0.65* +0.95 +0.5

Intermediate 6(GKN) - 9.0 - - +0.76
Silt

" " 7(GKN) - 9.0 +1.0 +1.5 +1.08
" " 18 - 7.5 +0.65 +1.4 +0.95

19 - 5.0 +1.50 +2.0 +1.38
20 - 5.0 +1.70 +2.5 +1.55
21 - 4.0 +0.80 +2.0 +1.05

Lower Sand 16 - 18.0 +0.80 +1.40 +1.66
17 - 14.0 +0.80 +1.60 +1.55

(a) *Fill material was placed near to piezometer 23 before the

initial readings were taken.

(b) General groundwater level + 0.45m

TABLE A Piezometer Monitoring Records

layer is about one metre above Datum. Reasons 5. The settlement of footings on sand may be
for this variation were not apparent from the assessed reliably using the method due to
site investigations. SchmertmaliIL, but sua.h methods tend to

underestimate the deformation of the sand
The above evidence seems to indicate that the under extended fill loads.
main factors causing failure of dynamic com-
paction in the eastern part of the site (Fig 4)
were the shallow depth of the upper sand above a
very loose, waterbound silt stratum together ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
with the complex ground water regime.

The authors would like to thank the Saudi Hotels
and Resort kreas Company (SHARACO), Riyadh, for

CONCLUSIONS permission to publish, and Mr N A Trenter,
Director, Sir William Halcrow and Partners Ltd

1. It is clearly of prime importance to have a for providing valuable comments and facilities
detaile2 study of the ground water regime to produce this paper.
before embarking on any ground improvement
programme, and especially, when a site
tains a thick layer of loose silt.
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Geogrid Reinforced Soil Retaining Wall on Compressible Soils
R.L. Curtis D.A. Miller
Registered Engineer, ATEC Associates, Inc., Marietta, Georgia Senior Registered Engineer, ATEC Associates, Inc., Marietta,

V.E. Chouery-Curtis Georgia

Geotechnical Engineer, The TENSAR Corporation, Morrow, Georgia

SYNOPSIS: A geogrid reinforced soil wall with a wrap-around facing system was successfully
constructed on soft, compressible alluvial and residual soils. An originally designed 20-foot
(6.1 m) hiqh, reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall was not constructed because of the
expected settlements induced by the wall and backfill. The geogrid reinforced wall was utilized
because of its ability to withstand the estimated settlement and because it was considered less

.po..aive thadn poi deep foundation support of a cantilever wall. This paper discusses the
design, construction, and performance of the geogrid reinforced wall.

INTRODUCTION

A 2U-foot (6.1 m) high, reinforced concrete alluvial and residual soils typically varied
cantilever retaining wall was planned adjacent from 5 to 11 blows per foot in the compressible
to a proposed clubhouse as part of the site zone (upper 27 feet of soils). The ground
development for a large luxury apartment complex water level was meaaured at 0 to 6 feet (0
near Atlanta, Georgia. This wall would separate to 1.8 m) below the ground surface in 'he
the clubhouse pool area from a small lake borings.
to be constructed in a creek channel. During
initial grading operations in the proposed Based on the subsurface data obtained and
retaining wall area, the co.tractor noticed subsequent analyses, it was estimated that
that the subgrade was very soft. A geotechnical total settlements of up to 3 inches (7.6 cm)
consultant was then retained by the owner would occur due to the weight of the required
to investigate the subsurface conditions in fill behind the wall. Because of varying
the wall area and to make recommendations subsurface conditions and varying wall heights,
concerning design and construction of the differentia. oLtlemen.s - p Lt 2 inches
wall. (5.1 cm) were estimated. Since it was also

estimated that 60 to 70 percent of the total
settlement would occur during fill placement,
pre-loading was initially considered. However,

SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION time constraints set by the owner/developer
eliminated pre-loading as a possible

Three soil test borings were performed along alternative. Because of the amount of
the proposed curvilinear retaining wall differential settlement expected and the nroject
alignment. Standard penetration tests were time constraints, a conventional spread
conducted in the borings at intervals of 2.5 foundation for the cantilever retaining wall
to 5.0 feet (0.8 to 1.5 m). All soil sampling was not feasible.
and standard penetration testing were in general
accordance with ASTM standard D 1586. The Two alternatives were then considered for
boring data indicated up to 27 feet (8.2 m) wall construction. First, using the original
of generally soft or loose soils. Alluvial cantilever retaining wall design, a deep
soils were encountered to depths of up to foundation system would be required. Timber
8 feet (2.4 m) below the exioting ground pilcs w e considered to be the most
surface. The alluvial soils were deposited economically feasible deep foundation system.
by the adjacent creek and typically consisted The second alternative was to use a flexible
of fine sandy clay or clayey fine to medium wall system that would tolerate the estimated
sand (Unified Soils Classification of CL and settlement. A polymer geogrid reinforced
SC). Residual soils were encountered below soil wall with a wrap-around facing was
the alluvium to boring termination depths. evaluated as the flexible wall system (TENSAR,
Residual soils are defined as materials formed 1986). The second alternative was chosen
in-place by the chemical weathering of the by the owner based on economics.
parcnt rock (metamorphic rocks underlying
the site include gneiss, amphibolite, and
scnist). Tne residual soils were typical
of those found in the Piedmont Phy-iographic
Prnrir- = , qf-ner.._iy consisted of micaceous
fine sandy silt (ML) and silty fine sand (SM).
Standard penetration resistances in the
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PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

considers circular failure surfaces and uses
The required retaining wall consisted generally the modified Bishop method of slices to
of two semi-circular segments with radii determine a factor of safety against failure.
of 16 and 68.5 feet (4.9 and 20.9 m). The The program incorporates geogrid reinforcement
smaller radius wall was to be about 8 feet by considering the geogrid tensile force as
(2.4 m) high while the large radius wall a force that produces additional
height varied from 2 to 20 feet (0.6 to 6.1 rotation-resisting moment (Schmertmann, et
m). Figure I shows a plan view of the proposed al, 1986).
walls. Since a vertical wall was only required

above the proposed lake level, the maximum Soil strength parameters were determined by
wall height was changed to 10 feet (3.0 m) the geotechnical consultant based on previous
supported by a reinforced slope up to 10 experience with similar soils (ATEC, 1986).
feet (3.0 m) high. For architectural reasons, The following parameters were used for the
a cast-in-place concrete facing was required wall and slope fill: 0' (angle of internal
for the wall. The concrete facing was designed friction) = 280; c (cohesion) = 50 pounds
as a free-standing member subjected to no per square foot (2 kN/m

2 
); j (unit weight)

earth pressure from the geogrid reinforced = 110 pounds per cubic foot (17 kN/m
3
). These

soil wall. Following construction of the parameters are typical for compacted soils
flexible wall and settlement monitoring, in the Piedmont Physiographic Province. For
the cast-in-place concrete facing would be the underlying soft soils, the following
constructed, parameters were use: 0' = 25', C = 0 psf,

- = 120 pcf (19 kN/mi). Ground water was assumed
CREEK CHANNEL-]_ / / to be at the xi~ting ground surface.

- PROPOSED ( RE
.LVAT 10A8. 

/  
A surcharge equal to 70 psf (3 kN/m 

2
) was

/ I assumed for all cases analyzed to account

S ! for pavement and small live loads. The aim
O ~~LPLlol1r 9 of the design was to reach a minimum acceptable

factor of safety for global stability of 1.5.
.-. ! For the 10 foot (3.0 m) high wall, 5 layers

I\ .. .
-  

of TENSAR® SR2 high density polyethylene

uniaxial geogrids, with a minimum embedment

R
l e

ngth of 12 feet (3.7 m) were required to
stabilize the soil mass. Polypropylene biaxial
geogrids were used for the temporary wrap-around
facing system and were placed at a vertical
spacing of 1.5 feet. The biaxial geogrids
used for the wall face were TENSAR® SSI

," \ \ geogrids.

U J \ Due to the existing soft soil conditions,
a layer of biaxial geogrid was included at
the top of the existing ground to create a

" "-. construction working surface. A layer of

0 biaxial geogrid, 24 feet (7.3 m) long was
WALL WAL25 10 placed 1 foot (0.3 m) below the bottom of

the wall to help minimize differential

. .-j<. \ \k\" settlement.

Figure 1. Plan View of Wall For global stability, a layer of uniaxial

geogrid was placed 2 to 3 feet (0.6 to 0.9
m) below the bottom of the wall. The embedment
length of this layer varied from 18 to 25

DESIGN feet (5.9 to 7.6 m) based on the slope height.
Furthermore, it was necessary to lengthen

The geogrid reinforced wall was designed the two bottom grogrid layers (used for the

using the tie-back wedge method of analysis. wall stability) from a minimum length of 15
It is assumed that active lateral earth feet (4.6 m) to a maximum length of 22 feet
pressures are developed for polymer reinforced (6.7 m) depending on the slope height. Figure
'.,lls (Jones, 1985). These pressures are 2 shows a typical design cross section for

then recisted by the tensile force of the the ten foot (3.0 m) high wall underlain by
reinforcement. The kincrm

i
O- mechanism of a 10 foot (3.0 m) high slope.

the wall is rotation about a hinged Lue and
pressures from the backfill retained behind A safe wuiXing tensile stress level of 2,000
the reinforced mass are also considered in pounds per linear foot (29 kN/m) was ucd
the analysis (Berg, et al, 1986). In addition for the uniaxial geogrid. This value is based
to internal stability, external stability on long-term in-isolation creep performance.
modes of sliding, overturning, and toe bearing The ulti"'Le LreiiIt (f L.. geujriu ii 5,1
failires were chcckcu i tLirnwlg aUi (/9 kN/m) pounds per lineal foot. A sate

analysis techniques. working tensile stress (in the cross machine

direction) of 270 pounds per lineal foot (4
Overall or global stability of the retaining kN/m) was used for the biaxial geogrid. The
wall and underlying slope was evaluated using peak tensile strength in CMD of this geogrid
the "N-wslope" -mputer program. This program is 1,400 per lineal foot (20 kN/m).
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Drainage for the wall was provided using a (30 to 46 cm) "bridge" lift of soil was placed
continuous drainage net (TENSAR DNI) with using a track-mounted front-end loader. The
a light woight non-woven geotextile ver soil was carefully placed ahead of the loader

placed continuously along the wall face. This to keep the tracks from operating directly
drain wa. Li,-' into a perforated pipe to collect on the geogrid layer. Following this procedure,
any water and outlet into weep holas in the the area was stable enough to support
wall face. Also, a backfill drain was placed rubber-tired scrapers and self-propelled
behind the reinforced fill to keep the fill sheepsfoot compaction equipment. The fill
from becoming saturated. This drain was placed slope was constructed using oh-site micaceous
along the existing slope down to the wall sandy silts or silty sands. The slope and
face and tied into the wall drainage system. wall fill was rlaed in thin lifts (6 to 8
This drain consisted of a TENSAR'- drainage inches loose measure) and compacted to 95%
composite DC1200 (a drainage net with a of the standard Proctor maximum dry density
geotextile bonded to both sides). Details (ASTM D 698). Figure 3 shows compaction
of the drainage system are also shown on Figure equipment ubed in wall construction. A layer

of uniaxial geogrid was placed about 2 feet
below the wall footing elevation (for global
stability) and a layer of biaxial geogrid was
placed about 1 foot below the wall footing

CONSTRUCTION to minimize differential settlements. When
the slope was completed to the bottom elevation

Prior to construction of the slope and wall, of the wall footing, the footing was
the existing soft subgrade was stabilized constructed. Settlement points along the
using a layer of biaxial geogrid. Before footing were established to determine the
the geogrid was placed, the subgrade could extent of settlement as the footing was
not support rubber-tired construction equipment. constructed.
After the geogrid was placed, a 12- to 18-inch

- - -- TENSAR SSI-GEOGRID
TENSAR SR2-GEOGRID L INTE RMITTENT

|I ' . _ . ... . . B AC KPF IL L

DRAIN

CD PVC DRAIN PIPE 7 ___ --- 2-

CONTINOUS WALL
WEEP HOLE DRAIN

PROPOSEP. LAKE LEVEL L=12______

EXISTING
ROOM SLOPE

EXISTING SUBGRADE

EXISTING WATER TABLE ALLUVIAL:FINE SANDY CLAY

.col (CL) , CLAYEY FINE TO MED.

SAND (SC); Nm5 TO 7 BPF

RESIDUAL: MICACEOUS FINE

.SANDY SILT (ML); N= 5 TO
'. 11 BPF

. RESIDUAL: MICACEOUS SILTY
FINE SAND (SM); N> 20 BPF

Figure 2. Typical Design Cross Section
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Figure 5. Tensinning of Upper Facing Wrap

. ''r then 'r ct to
Pt I.ORMANCE

- T wl Ihen the reinforced wall was completed,
.: botto" portion sttlement measurements wore made en the wa I 1

: r I a, nailing the footing for approximately one month.

s Approximately 2 inches of settlement was
- the r. After recorded. durinq the monitoring period. At

. tha t time, the settlement was essentially,p complete and the forms were removed. The
geegrid reinforced wall provided a nearly

.itc orks figure vertical face while the concrete facing was
i"~~~~~~ h[,r*. "- i. n; '::, b q tensioned' and

I •l w ofltfl'IJ constructed. Figure 7 shows tho googrid
reinforced wall with the steel reinforcementA, :. -[tc .] ," a iouns, h ma in wa Il
for the concrete facing in place.r-_, :f . Tr.: , N ~SA'R [, geogrid w-,s pla -'d

p- rp r:§irt t-e wall Vice Figure 6 The concrete facing was completed shortly
shws et heing placed, after the settlement monitcring period. Figure

8 shows the completed wall.
Th- itickf 1_ Iiin ir, nd perforated pipe were

placed a the < i.- elevation. The wall
drain ")I - ".roe radus portion of the
wall was- 1;r' ) inside the facing wraps.
For the r-.l ie, ius portion, the wall drain
wos plac C aoa :n-t the geogrid face prior
to constructiq he concrete face.

Figure 4. Facing Wrap Attached to Figure 6. Placement of Main Reinforcement
Temporary Forms
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CONCLUSIONS

Because of underlying compressible soils,
a conventional concrete cantilever retaining
wall was not feasible for this project.
Alternatives included a deep foundation system
for the cantilever wall or a flexible wall
that would tolerate the expected settlements.
A geogrid reinforced wall with an underlying
reinforced slope was chosen as the most
cost-effective solution. Geogrids were used
to stabilize the exisitng soft subgrade,
reinforce the slope and wall fill, and provide
flexible facing elements for the wall. After
settlement monitoring of the geogrid reinforced
wall, a concrete facing was constructed. The
geogrid reinforced wall performed as expected;
tolerating the settlement and providing a
temporary vertical face.
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Performance of Prefabricated Drains in Soft Soils
R. David Charles
Associate. Duffield Associates Consulting Geotechnical Engineers,
Wilmington, Delaware

SYNOPSIS: The use of vertical drains to accelerate the consolidation of soft soils has become a cost
effective alternative to the use of pile foundations at many sites. This paper presents a case
history f the use of vertical drains to accelerate the consolidation of 20 to 25 feet of low shear
strength, highly compressible soils, under embankments of 12 to 25 feet in height. Two separate
vertical rain installations at the project site allowed the use of a shallow foundation system for
approximately one-half of the foundations. This resulted in a significant savings in foundation
costs and allowed an ambitious "fast track" construction schedule to be met.

The purpose of this paper is to present the properties of the site soils and the construction and
post-ccunstruction observations of the soil response at this site.

INTRODUCTION

The construction of embankments over soft soils landfill sites were being evaluated in 1982 by
typically causes concerns over stability during the owner, the Delaware Solid Waste Authority
construction and the subs-quent time periods (DSWA). A Transfer Station was proposed for the
required for settlement to take place. These site to accommodate an on-site reclamation fac-
concerns led to the development of vertical ility which recovers metals, glass and other
drains to reduce the flow distance and to ac- recyclable materials and produces a "Refuse
celerate drainage, thereby reducing the time for Derived Fuel" (RDF), which can be incinerated to
consolidation of the soil. The theory for produce energy.
analyzing consolidation utilizing vertical
drains was first developed by Barron. Initial- 1982 CONSTRUCTION
ly, vertical sand drains were utilized for
accelerating the consolidation of soft soils, The transfer station required the creation of a
and the application of Barron's theory to sand 20 foot grade separation between the upper level
drain projects is discussed in a publication by tipping floor (El 35) and the lower level
Moran et al. "loadout" area (El 15). After evaluating the

engineering and cost considerations of various
More recently, because of economic and technical structural and foundation alternatives, it was
considerations, the use of prefabricated drains decided to create the required grade separation
has essentially replaced the use of sand drains, by constructing the tipping floor on an 18.5
These drains are tyr.1cally "band" shaped cor- foot structural fill embankment. It was also
rugated or nubbed plastic cores, wrapped in a decided to construct a 12 foot surcharge
geotextile drainage fabric. Barrons' theory is embankment on the eastern portion of the site
the basis for the analysis of consolidation (the "loadout" area), to improve the soils in
utilizing prefabricated drains. A discussion of this area prior to foundation construction,
design considerations and methods for prefabri- which was scheduled to start in May 1984. The
cated drain analysis is contained in a recent configuration of the embankment is indicated in
FHWA report by Rixner et al. Figure 2.

The Northern Solid Waste Facility-l (NSWF-l), is Analysis indicated that rapid construction of
located along the Delaware River near Wil- the embankment to the required heights would
mington, Delaware and served as the major refuse result in a potentially unstable condition.
disposal area for northern Delaware from 1970 Furthermore, consolidation of the subsoils under
until late 1985. Prior to landfilling, the area the design loads would cause an estimated set-
was utilized for the disposal of dredge spoils tlement in the range of 1.5 to 2 feet, and under
by the Corps of Engineers, during the period existing conditions would require as much as
from 1954 to 3969. The site was a marsh area nine years for 90% consolidation to occur.
before its use as a disposal area. A table Thearefore, the use of vertical drains to
summarizing the general soil stratigraphy at the facilitate construction of the embankment and
site in the early 1980's is presented in Figure accelerate consolidation to meet the construc-
1. The ground surface prior to construction of tion requirements was evaluated.
the landfill was between approximately elevation
17. A design value of 0.08 ft2 /day for the horizon-

tal coefficient of consolidation, Ch, was
Because the NSWF-l landfill was expected to selected for use in the analysis. This value
reach its capacity in 1985, other potential was approximately twice the value of Cv in the
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Thickness

Stratum RanQe Description Other Datj

1 2.5 + ft. Micellanenus fill

2 12 - 13 + ft. Medium to high plasticity Moisture Content = 40-90%
very soft with some organic Liquid Limit = 50-57
material (dredge spoil) Plasticity Index = 14-28

Cohesion = 120-400 psf
Cr' = 0.03, Cc' = 0.16
Average Pc' = 1.7 ksf

3 9 - 12 _ ft. High plasticity silt with Moisture Content = 60-95%
some organic material Liquid Limit = 70-78
(marsh deposits) Plasticity Index = 23-38

Cohesion = 290-650 psf
Cr' = 0.03, Cc' = 0.20
Average Pc' = 1.2 ksf

4 0.5 - 6.5 + ft. Peat - fibrous peat in some Moisture Content = 275-475%
areas, becoming very silty in
others

5A --- Medium dense to very dense
silty sand (glacial deposits)

5B --- Stiff to very stiff medium Cohesion = 2200 + psf
plasticity silt and clay

Note: Ground surface between elevation 17 and 19, groundwater at elevation 12 +.

FIG. 1 SITE SOIL PROFILE

20 25 3each day to monitor pore pressure and settle-
ment. Typical plots of measured pore pressure

as e and settlement during construction are indicated
in Figure 3. Four additional settlement plates

OeQ-$ were installed 10 days after completion of the
TWP embankment in the locations indicated in Figure

0 FLOOR M 2. This data is contained in Figure 3.
6 EDue to a series of events and decisions by the

DSWA, the transfer station project was cancelled
in 1983. An alternate landfill site approxi-

/L,8 PL-7 Imately 5 miles away had been selected and it was
LOADOUT AREA determined that a transfer facility would not be

needed. However, monitoring of the instrumenta-
EL.29 :tion at the site continued until 1985.

100 FEET Review of the data obtained indicates that
approximately 90 to 100% of the excess pore
pressure was dissipated by May 1984 (the

F. 2 TRANSFEF STATION CONFIGURATION proposed start date for foundation construc-
tion). The settlement data from IG-l, 2 and 3
indicates that approximately 95 to 97% of the

"virgin" compression range determined from settlement (based on a total settlement as of
numerous consolidation tests performed on March 1985) had taken place by May 1984.
samples of the dredge spoils and marsh deposits However, the data obtained from monitoring of
in late 1981. settlement plates 5 and 7 on the southern' end of

the site, indicates that continued settlement
A triangular configuration of drains with an was occurring in this area.
approximate 6 foot spacing was selected for the
final design. Prior to construction, three 1985 CONSTRUCTION
groups of instruments consisting of piezometers
and settlement points were installed in the In 1984, the DSWA decided to construct an Energy
locations indicated in Figure 2. The instru- Generating Facility (EGF) for the purpose of
ments were installed at the approximate center incinerating the RDF to generate steam and
of the triangle formed by the drains. Ap- electrical energy. The L , would be constructed
proximately 2700 drains, generally ranging in at the site of the previous transfer station
length from 20 to 30 feet, were installed in embankment constructed in 1982. The EGF struc-
late September and early October 1982. The ture required several grade separations through-
earthwork contractor completed the fill place- out the facility as indicated in Figure 4.
ment in approximately 60 days.

Due to the extremely high equipment loads, and a
During construction, the instruments were read need to accelerate the construction of the
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(10/12/82) TIME IN DAYS TIPPING FLOOR AREA

1 10 50 100 300 1000 EL 35

30 -

25 FILL HEIGHT LOAD OUT

20 PIEZ IC
1 PIEZ 1 8 Ewe,,

- INCINERATOR AREA i AREA

EL. 16 A

EL. 20

35

W FILL HEIGHT

.25-
Z \U-PIEZ 2C
Z 2

0 P ! 2B FIG. 4 EGF FINISH FLOOR ELEVATIONS
S PIEZ 2B

fill and obtain the required "precompression" of
w the subsoils. While the use of shallow founda-
w tions was considered possible, there was some
35- concern over the potential for differential

settlements between areas which had been pre-
30- FILL HEIGHT 0Z. E 3viously consolidated by the 1982 embankment, and

.- PIEZ 3B the adjoining areas which would be loaded by the
25 - new embankment. Additionally, the continued

settlements which were observed in plates PL-5

20 I -PIEZ 3 and PL-7 also raised some concerns over poten-

154 tial post-construction differential settlements.

It was decided to install additional vertical
i I lilt i I 111i drains on an approximate 3 foot triangular

.",, 0a spacing in the areas indicated in Figure 8.

0.4 P T 3 Because of the time constraints and differential
OPOINT 3S---POT 20 settlement considerations, the design of the

0.8 % embankment required the construction of 5 and 10
foot surcharges in the upper level building area

1POINT as indicated in Figure 6.

,.1 0 T.6T 6 Prior to the commencement of construction,
Z additional instrumentation was installed at the
;2.0 site at the locations indicated in Figure 6.
z Several piezometers and settlement points were
W2.4J
w' 10 s0 100 300 1000

I--
0.

10.5P 

P1-8

FIG. 3 PIEZOMETER AND SETTLEMENT PLOTS

mechanical installations a portion of the struc-
ture and the lower level equipment was pile
supported. However, based on the performance of
the 1982 drain installation, it was determined BUILDING OUTLINE
that a shallow foundation system could be
utilized in the upper level. Because the
"footprint" of the EGF structure was much larger GRAPHIC SCALE
than the area previously improved in 1982 Figure 1982 DRAIN INSTALLATION
5, additional drain construction was required. 1985 DRAIN INSTALLATION

Because of the "fast track" nature of this
project, it was determined that only 9 to 10 FIL 5 EXTENT OF VERTICAL DRAINS
months was available to construct the embankment
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fill took place in approximately 30 days. Aftei
- completion of the surcharge, settlement plates

3e PL-10 through PL-15 were installed in the areas
37 indicated in Figure 6. Plots of the instrument

38" -39 data obtained during and after construction are

% indicated in Figures 7 through 10.

PL-12J -145 (3/14/85) TIME IN DAYS

17 1 10 20 30 50 100 300 1000
50-

3530 -- FILL HEIGHT
45-

wU 40 -.-- .

U.

EGF BUILDING OUTLINE Z 30

3 PIEZ 58-i?
<25-t

FIG. 6 EGF FILL CONFIGURATION > 25 -i

20-~w 2 0  
. .. -I

installed in the area of PL-5 bcause Z the 15 - - - PIEZ A -

continued settlement observed in this area.
Data obtained from piezometer 5B (installed near 0.
the base of the compressibles) indicated that an
excess pore pressure, apparently resulting from 0.2t
the 1982 embankment construction, existed at the 'c POINT 5
location of this piezometer. A review of the 0 POINT 5S
construction records for the 1982 installation U. POINT 506 PLATE 15
indicated that the vertical drains had apparent- 0.6 - POINT 9
ly penetrated below the elevation of piezometer
5B. Therefore, the cause of the excess pore z 0.8
pressure observed before the start of the 1985 .
construction is not clear. W 1.0

Approximately 5300 additional drains were w 1.2-
installed during the 1985 construction. Con-
struction of the new embankment and surcharge 1.4j

(3/31/88) TIME IN DAYS 1.6

1 10 20 30 50 100 300 1000 FI. 8 10-5 DATA

45 1 1 , , , , ,I
40- FILL HEIGHT Settlement data from the various instrument

locations was used to monitor the progress of
35- _the consolidation and to estimate the magnitudes

of settlement and differential settlement.
30- / 1Based upon a review of the data, and the owner's

2 -- PRZ 4C willingness to accept some post-construction
251 -differential settlement, it was agreed to remove

the surcharge from the northern building area in
S20- late 1985 (after an approximate 8 mos. surcharge
ul period) and construct a shallow foundation

4A- system. Removal of the remaining surcharge and
foundation construction proceeded throughL.L February of 1986.

0.2! ---.__..___ . . Settlement plates PL-10 through P-5wrIP an were

w -l installed in the surface of surcharge and were

.0.4- removed with the surcharge. A majority of the
I %4 other instrument groups were abandoned due to

.interference with the construction of the upper
z 4 level and its structure components. However,
W 0.8 instrument groups IG-4 and IG-5 were preservedWPO*T4 throughout most of the construction. Recent

1." 0 readings (October 1987) are indicated in the
plots for IG-4. However, instrument group IG-5

1.2 is now inaccessible. To monitor post-construc-5 tion settlement, several additional monitoring
1.4 points were established within the building in

early 1986. These points have been monitoredFIB.7 I-4 DATA periodically through October of 1987. As of
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Effective Diameter of the Well, dw - for sand
(3131/85) TIME IN DAYS drains, dw, is typically the diameter uf the

1 10 2030 50 100 300 1000 sand drain, sometimes reduced for "smear" of the
50 soft soil due to installation disturbance. For

analysis of a prefabricated drain system, it is
452 assumed that the "wick" has an "equivalent sand

P drain diameter" which is analogous to the
0 FILL HEIGHT physical diameter of a sand drain. Several

LA. methods of establishing an equivalent drain
Z 35-1 diameter have been suggested by various prac-

-- titioners. These include equation (1) below
o 30- - recommended by Hansbo and equation (2) which is
P discussed in the publication by Rixner et al

25-j
m dw = 2(b+t) (1)
- 20- -PIEZ 7 B 1'r

f dw = b+t (2)
2

1O" Where: dw = equivalent drain diameter
b = long dimension of drain

5d 1 -0 t = short dimension of drain
0 0

0.2 Additionally, Fellinius has indicated that
larger values than those determined by the above

S0.4 . ,equations might be used, based on consideration
. of the "free surface area," or the area of the
K0.6 C1 outer fabric which allows water to enter direct-O7D ly into the voids or channels of the drain.

0.8 o* Horizontal Coefficient of Consolidation, Ch -

LLA .0-this has been one of the more difficult paramet-
1ers to estimate for the analysis of vertical

POINT 7S drain inztallations. Several methods of deter-
1.2 mining Ch have been utilized, which include:
1determining the ratio of horizontal to vertical

permeability in the field or laboratory and
1.6J  VPusing this ratio to convert the coefficient of

vertical consolidation, Cv to Ch; and performing
FIG.9 IG-7 DATA laboratory consolidation tests in which thesamples are drained radially.

(3/31/85) TIME IN DAYS Based on equation 1, the prefabricated drain
utilized in both installations at this site (the

1 10 20 30 50 100 300 1000 Alidrain), has an equivalent drain diameter, dw
0 of 0.22 feet. Using equation 2, the equivalent

Sj drain diameter would be reduced to 0.18 feet.
u- 0.2 o POINT 6 In his discussion of vertical drains, Fellenius

PLATE 12 indicates that based on free surface considera-
. 0.4 & PLATE 13 tions, the Alidrain may have an equivalent

z I a PLATE 14 diameter as great as 0.49 feet. The results of*
0.6 e recent laboratory testing summarized by Suits et

W al, indicates that the equivalent sand drain
0.8 NOTE: PLATES INSTALLED A9TER COMPLETION diameter for the Alidrain ranged from 0.11 feet

OF FILL to 0.21 feet for three different types of soils.
1.0 These tests were performed in a large "wick"

drain consolidometer.
FK. 10 SETTLEMENT PLATE DATA

The piezometer data obtained at this site were
that time, the settlements observed are less utilized to calculate the effective coefficient
than one quarter of an inch. of horizontal consolidation, Ch utilizing a

method summarized in the publication by Moran et
DISCUSSION OF ANALYSIS al. The values of Ch were calculated assuming

that the piezometers were installed in the
The parameters required for the analysis of geometric center of the triangle formed by the

consolidation are discussed in detail in the drains, and that only radial draiange took
publications by Moran et al, and Rixner et al. place. Values of Ch were calculated assuming

Briefly, these parametexs include: values for dw of both 0.22 and 0.49 feet. Plots
of the values of Ch vs. effective stress are

External Diameter of Influence, de - this indicated in Figures 11 and 12.
parameter is a function of the geometry and
spacing of the drains. (de - 1.05D for a Review of these figures indicates that the

triangular spacing, and 1.13D for a square smaller value of dw, results in a larger value

spacing, where D is the center to center spacing of Ch. That is, the values are inversely
of the drains), proportional. Review of these figures also

indicates that for an effective diameter of 0.22
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feet, the values of Ch are for the most part, that predicted using conventional methods.
typically above the design value of 0.08/ft 2 per The observed secondary compression also
day. The plot for an effective drain diameter appears to have occurred at a rate greater
of 0.49 feet, indicates lower calculated values than that estimated based on laboratory
of Ch. data. We now believe that variability in

the consistency and thickness of the peat
Review of Figures 11 and 12 indicates that layer was primarily responsible for the
regardless of the drain diameter utilized in the differences in settlement rate observed
analysis, the coefficient of horizontal consoli- across the site.
dation, Ch decreases with effective vertical
pressure. This is consistant with observations 3. The apparent excess pore pressures observed
of other drain installations summarized by Moran in the area of instrument group IG-5 prior
et al, and the prefabricated drain installations to the start of the 1985 construction, is
summarized in the ICE publication, not apparent. Review of the 1982 construc-

tion records indicate that the drains ap-

0.28 - parently penetrated below the elevation at
. .which the piezometric data was obtained. It

0 24 ASSUMED is considered possible that the drains may
aC0.24- 1C . have been "crimped" due to compression or.dw,=O.22FT.

"... \ V- 3
displacement of the peat resulting from the

0"20' " embankment loading. A conclusive explana-
3B. 1 8 '1 tion for the observed behavior in this area

Z 0.16- "".-2C is not apparent. However, based on the
\W- i .2B results of the data, the surcharge was

0.12--_effective in accelerating settlement in this

-120.08- 4C --...----- area and reducing the potential for post-
O_, construct ion settlement.

D 0.04-
Z
0o 0,00 -' -

2.0 3.0 4.0
EFFECTIVE VERTICAL PRESSURE (KSF)

FIG. 11 FIELD CH (FOR d,-0.22 FT.)

< 0.24-
O .ASSUMED

LL 0.20 J  "' \" 1 B dF0O.49FT.

2- X0.16.ZO 3 .',,N \
0.12 38B-2
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also instrumental in allowing the "fast ing Guidelines, prepared for FHWA, September
track" schedule for the building construc- 1986.
tion to be met.

Suits, L.D., Gemme, R.L., Masi, J.J. "Effective-
2. The observed settlements from the 1982 ness of Prefabricated Drains on Laboratory

construction ranged between approximately 2 Consolidation of Remolded Soils," Consolidation
and 2.3 feet which was somewhat greater than of Soils, ASTM STP 892, 1986.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 5.37

Case Histories of Foundations with Stone Columns
K.R, Datye M.R. Madhav
Consulting Engineer. Bombay. India Professor, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India

'YN0P'qI, : Tre paper presents case histories of performance of foundations where stone columns were provided, alongwith relevant
dart regirding stru, itral ssterns, soi conditions, construction methods and field control criteria. A wide range of appliations
are included corrpris.ng stone coluiins for area treatment and stone column in small and large groups for isolated footings, pipe
Pedestals and bridge ,butrlonts. In some of the cases design load exceeded the estim!-ed yield load oser a part of the stone column
!enith set ollapse did not occur because the soil stress around the stone column increased as more load was passed on to the soil
khon % iel stress a% exceeded. There k as also ,ne benefit of drainage afforded by the stone columns. Load test data are furnished
to .b~tntote the design approuch ahiih takes into consideration the strengthening of the so;' anniis around the stone column
realltig t ro,: ('o~ pa(ctioni and subsequent consolidation.

I.; l\TRO&D' CTION loads. There is reason to believe that the stone columns
have been ,uring construction or initial surcharge loading,

I The cae histories presented herein report experience subjected to !oads exceeding yield loads calculated accord-
of stone column applications for prolects of where ing to conventional methods such as Mitchell's adaptation
i otal of oer !5, stone columns xcre used. The cases of the cavity expansion theory (Mitchell, 1981). The critical
in,-nde earl% applications during 1972-76 when theories and stage of loading for such stone colunns is at the end
design approaches acere in the process of evolution. Cases of construction during surcharge loading. It is postulated
reprrted inclde projects ahere the behaviour matched herein that the additional settlements due to live loads
tie postu!ation. as aell as instan(es when the behaviour or service loads would be small and would well be within
%,as nor as expe(ted. The paper begins with a brief review the tolerance of the structure. The case histories substan-
of design ,pproach and theories currently in use. In a further tiate this posulation. Among the cases reported are founda-
section author,' design approach is surimiarised and its theore- tiors for steam and ammonia pipelines or large water
fioal basi is explained. This is followed by presentation pipelines. There has been no sign whatsoever of damage
of cuse histories k ith relevant nformation regarding the by differential settlement in the cases reported, after
soil characteristics, estimated loadds and observed performance several years of operation.
a ith regard to settlements and yield loads. A comparison In the seco-id group of cases are included the groups of
of estimcated s, eld loads and actual loads as ,aell as estimlated stone columns supporting rigid structures such as boxand observed settlements are furnished for structures which abutments of major bridges. Here again performance expe-
hae performed generallI as expected. Explanations are
furnished of the possible causes of observed desiations from rience of several years and as well observations during
dn~inipae per-forron, e. Salient feoturcs of obsei ed bvha- recent construction substantiates the design approach.
viour are then sumrrarised in concluding section. Towards In the third group of cases are included embankments
the end of the paper, suggestions are made as to further and flexible structures subject to area loads and strip
studies and obsersations needed to clarify some of the un- loads. The case histories provided an opportunity to verify
resol ed issues and further optimisink stone (oluin systens the design method for a case of soils with significant
by judicious use of soil reinforcements in the ripper 'critical' preconsolidation pressure as well as a pioeline under con-
zones and bs proiding sand pads with reinforcing fabric struction in an area with very soft Underconsolidated
la,ers for mrnimising differential settlements, clays.

The fourth group of cases covers stone columns in the
1.2 'Ahen the elastic-plastic riodel and the unit cell appro- 'elastic' range such as tank foundations where a conserva-
ach is used for design of -tone colunmns rnajor uncertainities tive basis of design was adopted. The estimated settlementexist regarding the estration of yield load. Attempts have
been rade to estimate the yield loads by adaptation of in one case is in fair agreement with the theory of Van
thempe, while in another case, the peculiar behavour of
passive earth pressure simulation for a two dimentional ground treated with floating stone column is discussed
ease (Van lpe. 1987). A tormipilation of the results of single to bring out the limitations of the method of analysis
rolUrnIr load tests is presented in Section 4.0, and the test
results are corripared with estimated yield loads. An approxi-
rnate estirnate of the stone column deformation madultis 2.0 REVEIW OF THEORIES AND DESIGN METHODS
can be rrude fron load test data. Summary of single load
test for tylic loading of 7 day duration are presented to
provide on indication of stone colurrn deformation under 2.1 Theoretical approaches for design of stone columns
sustained load. can be grouped into three categories as described below

- Analysing the stone column soil system as a 'composite'
1.3 The (ase histories have been grouped to cover various material where the load shared by the stone column is
types of upphcautions as detailed below - dependant on the relative values of deformability of the

- In the first category are included the isolated group of stone column and the surrounding soil. Conventional elastic
%tone coluttins which are subject to considerable drag solution can be used, if care is taken by limiting the load
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to ensure that the stone column does not yield. The pro- 2.4 An important aspect of the stone column behaviour
blem :hen reduces to esaluation of design parameters in the plastic zone is the (ontribution made by the stress
i *Iring tne load deformation beha\ieur of the stone column increase in the soil surrounding the stone column due to

and the >oil. the process of load sharing. A conclusion that cmerges from

In the second method an olastic-plastic stone column an examination of the stone column unit cell behaviour

beha iour is postulated. The load sharing between soil is that there is no hazard of collapse. The stone column

and stone columns in a unit cell consisting of the stone progressively gains strength as more load is passed on to

column and surrounding soil could be based on elastic the soil. A design which allows for the possibility of 'yield'

solutions until ield occurs. Thereafter the stone column of stone column in a part of its length is therefore not sublect
Ioad A ouId be limited to the ' ield' alue, thereafter to hazard of collapse and progressive failure, provided that
th load shrd be the ld vae te e the lateral loads are small. There is howevcr the hazard
theof stone column failure in sensitive soil. A design approach
of equilibrium relations. Theories such as Vesic's cavit o tn ouir alr nsestv ol einapoceansi e.heor i be used to estimae the ied ladi'. which relies on the above postulations based on unit cell
expansion heors may be used to estimate the yield load.
Alternatisely other modes of failure would be considered theory, is not recommended for sensitive clays.
and passive pressure theories can be applied by resorting
to a two dimensional siniulation (Van Impe, 1987). 3.0 DESIGN APPROACH ADOPTED IN THE CASES REVIEWED

The third is a semi empirical approach. The stone column
svstem behaviour is postulated in terms of the replacement 3.1 The proposed design approach is based on an initial
factor i.e. the ratio of the area of the stone column to categorisation of the soil zones into elastic and the plastic
the area of the ground treated (4). The relation between zones (K.R. Datye, 1982) (Ref. Fig. 1). The stone columns
the replacement factor.., and the settlement ratio which share of load is estimated by using equilibrium methods
is defined as the ratio of settlements of treated and un- and a preliminary evaluation is made of the hazard of the
treated ground 13 is based on design curves established stone column yield in different layers considering the in-
from past experience on large scale tests, situ undrained strength and overburden pressure in different

layers. This preliminary estimate of 'yield' load is verified
2.2 The stone column cylindrical element of compacted b load tests. The realised capacity of the stone column
granular material usually is in a 'high dilatant' condition; columns (or yield load) has generally been significantly higher
high values of angle of internal friction are therefore realised than the values estimated according to the parameters sugges-
in practice. However, designers often fail to take into consi- ted by Mitchell (1981). Soil deformation in the elastic zone
deration the influence of construction methods. It is difficult were estimated by treating the stone column as a compressi-
to model the stone column soil interaction analytically as ble pile. The uncertainty in the estimation of stone column
the soil surrounding the stone column has a complex stress settlements in the elastic zone generally arises out of the
history. It is first subjected to a release of stress while difficulties in evaluation of the deformation parameters
boring. This is followed by recompaction and build up of of the soil and the elastic constants for the stone columns.
radial stresses; these stresses could be of a high order depend- This aspect is discussed further in para 3.5.
ing on the level of compactive effort and consumption of
stone and sand. WXhen stone columns are installed through 3.2 The deformations in the plastic zone are estimated
tubes provided with dispensable shoes, the initial release by considering the unit cell wherein the sectional area of
of stress is avoided. An annulus of soil in the immediate the stone column is worked out by examination of the consum-
vicinity of the stone column-soil interface gains strength ption record and it is presumed that the volume of the compa-
as consolidation takes place after installation. The extent cted stone and sand would be about 30% of the total of
of gain varies according to the distance from the soil-stone the loose volumes of sand and stone placed in the stone
column interface and is also dependant on the consumption column.
of the stone and the corresponding lateral displacement.
There is a radical change in the stress conditions starting 3.3 Construction Methods : The rammed stone columns
from the initial Ko state where the direction of the major were installed in cased bore holes after removing the soil
principal stress is vertical to a final axisymmetrical state and compacting the stone and sand by ramming as casing
of stress where the maximum principal stress is in a hori- was extracted progressively. A gap graded mixture has been
zontal radial dr-'t'.. The authors beIiev that a precise used where the maximum size of sand is limited to 5 mm
theoretical assessment of the consequences of these stress and the minimum size of stone is 25 mm. The sand fuirns
changes is not feasible. It is also very difficult to verify a slurry and works its way into the voids in the stone during
the theoretical postulations by observation as instrumentation compaction when the stone and sand are placed in hore holes
of the zone of interest would be difficult because of the full of water. Even if stone and sand was placed in alternate
disturbance caused during the installation of the stone col- layers thorough mixing has been achieved in practice as
umns. One must therefore rely on semi empirical methods verified by inspection of stone columns after excavation
and use of load tests to evaluate the parameters used. and dewatering. Field control was exercised by measuring

the consumption and observing the 'set'. The 'set' was defined
2.3 It must also be noted that the stone column behaviour as the penetration for 25 blows with specified fall of a ram-
at different elevations would not be the same. In view of mer of specified weight. The installation details are described
the benefit of the increased overburden stress and the avail- in Datye & Nagaraju (1981) and the of consequences of insta-
ability of comparatively stronger soils at the lower levels, llation methods are discussed in Datye & Nagaraju (1984).
elastic behaviour is often realised in the lower part of stone
columns whereas yield generally occurs in the upper layers. 3.4 Experience has brought out very clearly the advantages
Quite often the weak layer immediately below the drying derived from the gain of strength in the soil annulus surround-
crust or the compacted granular soil pad is 'critical'. It ing the stone column. The maximum vertical stress in the
is the authors' contention that, in an optimised design of stone column has been generally found to exceed 50 times
stone columns, the existence of a zone where yield occurs Cu as against the postulated value of 25 times Cu according
must be allowed for. The designers must therefore address to Mitchell (1981).
themselves to be task of analysing the consequences of stone
columns 'yield'. In the lower layers where yield does not 3.5 Deformation Modulus of the Stone Column : The
occur elastic theories can very well be used. Too much refine- deformability of the stone column material in situ depends
ment in elastic analysis is generally not required since the on the material characteristics, gradation and the compactive
settlement in the optimised system mainly arises, from the efforts used in forming the column. If a well graded material
soil stone column deformation in the 'plastic' zone. is used which is not liable to get crushed at the particle
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contacts, stone column inodulni should match the characteri- stone consumned during the installation of the stone column
stics of a w.ell compacted rockfill or a dense sand. In the as measured in boxes or bins. A parameter F'sc was derived
cases reported. highJh dilatant and dense material was producea as per following equation.
by using a gap graded ri\ture and observations showed that 01v Cu 'Sc
the soid' in the crushed zone wsere entirelN filled b. the whr Cu i t n o lwhere a'v v ield stress in the stone column
sand and since ier% coarse stone in the size range from
25 to 7,nin ( onstituted of hard angular fragments of sound
rock was used. remarkably dense stone columns were formed. 4.2 Mitchell has proposed, based on the Vesic's cavity
Particie breakdon, it ans, actuall, contributed to improve- expansion theory a value of 25 for F'sc. But in the cases
ment o1 gradation. In the load test for the first cycle of presented, the F'sc values turned out to be in excess of
loading tone (olumn generally reveals very low compressi- 40 and were in fact often in the range of 50-60. (See Table 1).
bilit, corresponding to an elastic modulus of 20,000 to 60.000 The data compiled in table pertain to 1830 mm diameter
tli

. 
tter a fe, csclos of loading and after allowing for piepline, Sion Koliwada; 2345 mm dia pipeline, Kasheli; and

con,olidation for 7 davs at working load, the modulus was stone column installations in Mangalore Chemicals & Ferti-
reduced and the deformation was increased by factor of lisers. ow values are only for very weak soils Cu ~ 0.6 -
about 3.? The designs are based on estimated modulus of 0.7 t/m

5% tin;-. which is close to the values suggested bv Mitchell.
It should be noted that the design salues recommended take .3 'E' value for the stone columns are estimated from
into consideration the likely increase of the deformation individual stone column load test results. The 'E' value for
of the stone column due to the consolidation of the soil the first cycle (immediate) loading of the stone coluyin (un-
in the radial direction in the soil annulus surrounding the drained modulus) is as high as 50,000-70,000 t/m while
stone coliumn. The actual performance of the stone columns for sustaed loading (7 days loading) the 'E' value is about
in groups is expected to be better than single column as 7000 t/m . The data are presented in Table I. The esti-
the opportunmit for lateral deformation gets restricted due mation of 'E' are very approximate and it gives only order
to increase in the vertical stress in the soil as the stone of magnitude. The E value has been very much 2 n the range
:olumn deforms in the plastic range and a greater share of as suggested by Mitchell (1981)i.e. 4000-7000 t/m
load is passed on the soil.

4.4 The settlement magnitude for the different foundations
3.6 5oil Modulus : The relevant parameters of the soil are as follows :
constituting the unit cell is the drained oedometric modulus. Untreated ground 500-100 mm 10 m thick layer of clay
It is usually adequate to estimate Pc from shear strength Stone column
measurements. on the basis of Cu/pc relations and coefficient treated ground 50 - 100 mm - 10 m stone column
of compressibility from laboratory consolidation tests. length

2
3.7 Elastic Analysis : It is the authors' vew that conven- Considering an 'E' value of 8000 t/m , strain in the stone
7 Etional methodsofanalysis fo comrestsl pies or conve- column at yield would be 0.6%, which will cause a settlementtional methods of analysis for compressible piles or composite of 60 mm for a 10 m long stone column. This shows that

material constituting the unit cell are adequate. Too much the settlement of the stone column treated ground would
refinement in the analysis of the elastic settlement is not
usually required in practice, since consolidation is very rapid
and rectifications or modifications can usually be carried
out after a short period of observation. 5.0 ISOLATED GROUPS OF STONE COLUMNS

3.8 Time of Consolidation : The actual time of consolida- In the cases presented below, the footings bear on stone
tion of the stone column system has been found to be very columns covered by a pad of granular soil 0.6-1.0 m thick.
short (Usually less than 2 weeks). This is due to several factors The small groups of stone column thus installed are observed
described below : to have performed well. Total load including estimated drag

There appears to be no smear effect presumably due to forces were of an order suggested by Broms (1979). The
remoulding of the soil near the stone column interface stone columns would have yielded over a part of its length.
and a thorough mixing of the sand and soil. Even under heavy loads the stone column system did not

There is reason to believe that hydro fracturing occurs show any signs of collapse and the settlement is very small

due to the high radial stresses developed during compaction at the end of construction (of the pipeline/pipe racks).

and this would increase the horizontal coefficient of conso- 5.1 Pipe Rack at IFFCO, Kandla (1972)
lidation.

5.1.1 IFFCO Kandla has constructed pipe racks in 1972.
The footings of the pipe rack were supported on 750 mm

4.0 SINGLE STONE COLUMN BEHAVIOUR dia 10 m long stone columns.

4.1 The single stone column behaviour was interpreted 5.1.2 Subsoil profile and characteristics are presented in
on the basis of an elastic-plastic model where a single column Fig. 3.
load test which is essentially similar to a pile load test
was used (See Fig. 2). The load is transferred by means 5.1.3 Stone column design : The stone columns were designed
of a cylindrical loading element to the top of the stone to carry 20 t sustained load and 30 t as short term maximum
column situated at a depth of about 1.2 m or more depending load. The footings were treated as rigid pile caps, and each
on the soil condition. By using a smooth sided cylinder coated footing was supported on 6 stone columns.
with bitumen the friction is minimised and it is presumed
that the entire load in the single column test is transferred Loads on one footing were as follows
to the top of the stone column. The test results are inter- Drag load (upper bound) 120 t
preted in a conventional way as in pile load tests and the D.L. + L.L. 150 t
yield stress is worked out by dividing the yield load by the Preload (surcharge) 123 t
area of the stone column estimated from the consumption
data. It is presumed that the stone column cross sectional Total 393 t
area corresponds to the average net volume per metre in
the zone of interest and the net volume of the compacted With 50% of Drag load (lower boundT total m 333 t.

sand mixture is taken to be 0.8 x the volume of sand plus Drag load was calculated according to Broms guidelines
- Broms (1979).
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Therefore each stone column was subjected to estimated size 25 mm to 75 mm and sand of maximum particle size
vertical load of 55t - 65 t (nearl 2.5 times the load giten 5 mm in the ratio of 5:2.
bv Mitchell's "25Cu" criteria).

5.2.6 If the stone column would have been designed using
5.1.4 Behaviour of the Stone Column Foundation : The Mitchell's '25 Cu' criteria (with F.O.S. - 1) the number
final settlement observed were 15 mm (maximum) to 6 mm of stone columns would have been as large as 16 as against
(minimum) whereas that of untreated ground would have 6 columns provided, which show no sign of yielding.
been of the order of S00 mm. Also the time involved in
removing, placing the preload, installation of sand drains
etc. would have been considerable. V,ith the piles, the major 6.0 LARGE GROU P OF STONE COLI'MNS
problem would be the drag caused by settlement of surround-
ing soil. 6.1 Belapur Bridge Abutment (1975)

Stone columns were used for treatment of foundations of5.2 2345 mm diameter Pipeline at Kasheli near Bombay th abmetoamarhiwybidenrBma.Te
the abutment of a major highway bridge near Bombay. The

5.2.1 The pipeline is constructed from Anjru Diping to brdige is over a creek and has spans of 50 m, designed to
Majiwade in Thane Dist. The Pipeline alignment is nearly carry a 70 r tracked vehicle. Approach to the bridge is
8 km long and crosses several creeks. The pipeline is divided an embankment on ground treated with 40 mn sand drains.
into 3 sections as follows : The box abutment rests on 37 Nos. of 750 mm diameter

rammed stone column with spacing 1.7 m. The design capacity
Section 2 T to -point (ie groundpipelineaoeg ) of the stone column is 25 t. the stipulated yield value of
Section 2 RT- to C-point (piepline above ground) a40 t was confirmed by load tests. The bridge deck rests

on caisson foundations. Soil characteristics are as exhibited
over bridge I11) in the figure 5. The2 load intensity at the base of the abutment

Typical subsoil profiles and soil characteristics are presented is 12 to 14 t /m , considering an ymbankment height of
in Figure 4. 6.7 m having unit weight of 1.8 t/m . The actual load may

be higher due to drag forces. Settlement of the virgin soil
5.2.2 Stone Column Foundation : The pipeline is supported under this load would be of the order of 1.75 m. Settlement
in concrete pedestals with base area 4.2 m x 2.1 m through as observed after 7 years of construction is of the order
which 79 T piepline load is transferred to the ground. Each of 8 cm (accuracy ± 5 mm), considering that the deck slab
pedestal bears on 6 rammed stone columns. Nominal diameter of the bridge and box abutment were constructed to same
of the stone columns is 750 mm. For compaction control elevation. This settlement is less than 5% of the settlement
first 'set' was taken at a depth of 4 m above tip level and of the virgin ground un5'er comparable load. Considering
for each 3.5 m additional length one 'set' was taken. The load intensity of 14 t/m and plan area of box abutment
set criteria was for 1.5 T rammer and 1.5 m fall penetration 4.5 x 12 m, the estimated load is 756 t and a total drag
should be less than 20 mm for 25 blows. Approach embank- of 338 t calculated as per Broms' guidelines (Broms, 1979).
ments for the bridges were provided with area treatment The load per stone column was almost equal to the design
with stone columns. Average length of stone columns were load since 37 stone columns were provided. Alternatives
as follows : such as piles, preloading were examined and rejected. Piles

Section 1 3- 7 m would have been subject trm heavy drag forces and lateral
Section 2 14 - 8.5 m loads due to the deformation of the soil. Preload would have

Section 3 4 -7 m required longer time for stage loading and would have inter-
SeFo the s s a e m fered with the construction of the abutment. The structural
- 1000 mm, Cu of the soil = s t/m 80 performance of the abutment is satisfactory except for

a minor crack due to an unsatisfactory junction detail. The
settlement is stabilised and there is no noticeable settlement5.2.3 Load on each footing was as follows • ntelst5yas
in the last 5 years.

Dead load of pipe 13 t
Pedestal load 21 t 6.2 Kasheli Box Abutment
Drag load 112 t This box abutment was supported on 49 m x No. of 750 mm

diameter stone column spaced 1.3 m c/c. The box abutment
was designed to carry two pipeline of diameters 2345 mm

Additional water load 45 tand 3100 mm on either side and a road in the mid~lle maximum
stress intensity at the foundation level is 25 t/m . A compac-
ted sand pad of 400 mm thickness is provided between the

Final load 191 t** at the ine of commis- box abutment footing and stone column top. The soil profile
sioning the pipeline, is exhibited in Fig. 4. Over a period of more than I year

Therefore load/column was 25 t. the box abutment has not shown any significant settlement
(i.e. observed settlement is less than 50 mm).

'*At the time of commissioning the pipeline, load per column

was 32 t.
7.0 AREA TREATMENT WITH STONE COLUMNS

5.2.4 Settlement Monitoring : A few pedestals were selected
and provided with magnetic settlement markers, surface As against the individual footing i.e. small group of stone
settlement markers (plate type) and piezometers to monitor columns, the large group of stone column is capable of reach-
the settlements of clay layers and ground. In almost all ing much mo-e load because each unit cell of stone column
the cases, the settlement markers were installed when 50% bears more load due to, radial confinement of stone columns.
of the loading (i.e. embankment construction) was over. In large group the loads also turned out to be very small.
Settlement recorded was 30 mm. Since a p is very small, The cases falling under this category are reported below.
the settlement at the time of commissioning the pipelines
would not be of any consequence (Ref. Annexure 1). 7.1 Large Scale Test Plot at Bhandup near Bombay (1982)

5.2.5 Consumption data were analysed considering 80% 7.1.1 Construction of lagoons for treatment of sewage
is contemplated near Bhandup, a north-east suburb of Bombay.

of the loose volume dumped in. For the stone column gap Use of stone columns is foreseen for improvement of the
graded materials were used comprising of stone column of ground for the embankment of the lagoon and foundations
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of %.arious structures. An instrumented test embankment Even for 6 m height of fill were small which confirmed
wAas constructed to verifl the design approach and spccifically that factor of safety against shear failure was sufficient!y
the following aspects :- large. Movements were accentuated only after excavating

for a depth of 1.5 m below ground level near the toe even
se tinlecolumn load tarametersforlaestone o luangrthen the lateral movements were smaller than an adjoining

Sald load parameters for large stone column groups. plot with 5 m fill load on untreated ground.
Estimates of increase in stone column capacity for stone
columns in large groups subjected to area loads. 7.2 Stone Column for 1830 mm dia Pipeline, Sion-Koliwada,

t- se of equilibrium methods for estimating the stress Bombay
in the soil in stone column treated ground and correspond-
ing salues o! settlement. 7.2.1 The water pipeline at Sion Koliwada is supported
S\erification of the efficacy of stone columns as load on the ground treated with an arrangement of stone columns
reiie~ers for ensuring overall stability of embankments consisting of two rows at a spacing of 4 m along the rows
on soft cla,, and 2 m between the rows and a line of stone column

in the centre at spacing of 4 m c/c.
7.1.2 The subsurface profile and soil characteristics are
eshimted in Fig. 6. The relevant data are summarised bleow 7.2.2 Very soft underc nsolidated clays deposits (4 m thick),

Cu 0.7 tim 2  Cc/leo z 0.23 having a Cu of 0.6 t/m , was encountered here through which

Depth of , !a\ 4.8 m stone columns were installed bearing on dense murrum strata.
Final compaction 'set' criteria were followed for the stone

7.1.3 The stone column layout was selected to provide column installation as discussed earlier.

a lactor ol satets of 1.4 with respect io overall stability. 7.2.3 Settlement monitoring data are not available at the
At the designed height of embankment, the yield capacity time of writing this paper. However. when the data are

ot stone column was exceeded so that a considerable part available, they will provide good basis for the stone column
ot the applied load was shared by the soil. Shear deformations design approach discussed earlier.
were expected along with significant lateral movements
near the toe of the embankment. 8.0 STONE COLUMNS IN ELASTIC RANGE

7.1.4 Following Instruments where provided for monitoring For critical structures such as storage tanks storing hazardous

liquids where large settlements could not be tolerated, the
- Overflow type as well as magnetic type buried setiement large groups of stone columns were designed conservatively.

markers. In these cases a 2.0 m thick compacted sand pad has been

- Cas.grande piezometers placed below the centre of the provided for load dispersion.

embankment. 8.1 Phosphoric Acid Tanks at Mangalore Chemicals &- Lateral displacement markers installed near the toe of Fertilisers, Mangalore
the fill to indicate horizontal movements.

The scheme of instrumentation is exhibited in Fig. 7. 8.1.1 Subsoil profile is presented in the Fig. 8.

8.1.2 Tank Data:
7.1.5 Single column load test results fo" the rammed stone

columns show that the column did not yield even when the No. of tanks 2
vertical stress intensity in the column had reached 45 Cu. Dia. of the tanks 23 m

Storage height 13 m
7.1.6 Several settlement markers were installed, many Design load intensity at the tank bottom = 22 t/n 2

ol liquid level markers did not function due to damage of
the tubing by rodents. However, 5 markers functioned satis- 8.1.3 Stone Column Foundation
factoriJy. Maximum observed settlement varied from 90 Type of stone column Vibro-float
mm to 125 mm giving an average settlement of 112 mm Nominal dia. of stone column 750 mm
at the centre of the loaded area. The observed settlements Total No. of stone columns 750 (for the two tanks)
in an adjoining sand drain test plot were analysed to verify Spacing of stone column 1.3 m cc in triangular
the design values of parameter Cc/l-eo & Pc. Based on grid
these verified parameters the settlement of untreated ground Load intensity at the top of stone column 2 14.43 t/m

2

at the load imposed on the stone column test plot was esti- Load on the unit cell 19.3 t
mated as 450 mm. A ratio of settlement of stone column
treated ground to settlement of untreated soil was 0.25. While the individual stone columns were subjected to load
The stone columns arrangement below the embankment has test, settlement under 35 t load was 6-15 mm.
an area replacement ratio (I/o) of 4.4.

8.1.4 When the tanks were subjected to hydrotest they
7.1.7 The relati-., between 1/d. and A are computed by have shown settlements of 39 mm and 55 mm.
the equilibrium method allowing for the stone column yield. 2
Curves arcounting for the effect of preconsolidation pressure 8.1.5 Considering an ayerage sectional area of 0.785 m
are also shown in Datye & Nagaraju (1984). Observed settle- and Cu value of I t/m the stone column capacity would
ments are quite close to values estimated by equilibrium be 20 t according to Mitchell (1981) and with a factor of
theory even after making some allowance for the probable safety of 3 times the number stone columns would be required.
error in estimation of the tributary are for the stone column
groups and the corresponding imposed load on the unit cells. 8.1.6 Settlement calculations are presented in Annexure 2.

7.1.8 Lateral displacements were monitored by rigid stakes. 8.2 Phos Acid Tanks at IFFCO, Kandla
The top stiff descicated clay and compacted general fill
was isolated by installing the marker in 60 cm diameter
RCC pipe. Horizontal movements of the marker were measu- No. of tanks 2
red by a theodolite and the tilt was read by placing a tilt- Dia. of tanks 28 m
meter on top of the marker. Lateral displacements were Storage height 10 m
computed from tilt readings and theodolite readings. Design load intensity at the bottom of the tank - 20 t/m 2
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8.2.2 The subsoil characteristics are salle as presented 9.3 A major element of uncertainty lies in the estimation
in Fg. 1. Initial salues Values after of the yield stress for the stone column. This parameter
sand ,uli 2.0 m1 preoadig is strongly influenced by construction methods. For the cases

o h2  .2 reported it has been found that the actual stone column
itat an ( 3. 1 thk) Cu It/ 2  3.2 2t/m2 capacities realised are about twice the values estimated

Clae% sand 15.0 ni~ thik) CU 3 s/n, 4.5 t/m according to Mitchell's parameters based on cavity expansion
Dense sand laser beIo rlse , sand laers. theory (Mitchell. 1981).

8.2.3 A\rea Treatnient :Sand drains w*ere prosided in theeSt2re Area T: Sand drains \here wapreo ded n the ax- 9.4 The case histories substantiate the author's postulation
mire area and the area was preioaded upto halt the maxi that the stone column in a unit cell would not collapse as
Muni design stress. I ,of tne top soft clay was remnoved teicesdla rnfre otesi fe oa il
andthe increased load transferred to the soil after local yieldreed stone columns wm e installed. The tank was constructed occurs, improves the capacity of the stone column. The
ond stne p o intllned. Thetank asconscase histories substantiate the author's view that factoran a sand pad of total ' m thickness. of safety in the range of 4-3 is not necessary. Number of
S. 2. 4 Testing of the Tanks : The tanks were tested by filling stone columns required can very well be determined by taking

.ater and of the acids. The settlement recorded are the unit cell capacity to be equal to yield loads measured
as follows : in single column load test.

,,ater load (10 t/m
2 ) Phos acid lead Total 9.5 The case history demonstrates conclusively that there

Is t/m is no hazard of long term increase in the deformation by
a\ Min \lax Min Max Min progressive enlargement of the stone column as the surround-

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) ing soil consolidates. The long term or the sustained load

North tank 60 48 142 74 202 122 modulii are in the range of values proposed by Mitchell
South tank 49 42 118 80 167 122 (1981) eventhough the loads for each unit cell are 2 to 3

times the capacities based on Mitchell's parameters. Several
years of post construction performance observations over

8.3 Settlements observed versus computed a range of soil condition bring out clearls the merit of an

8.3.1 Results of computations are summarised in Annexure 2. observation based design approach where the design para-
meters were evaluated by conducting single column load

8.3.2 For .31.C.F. computed settlements are close to the tests. Suggested elastic-plastic model provides a good assess-
. olues computed by Van smpe method. ment of the settlements when yield occurs over a significant

part of the stone column length wvhen replacement ratio

8.3.3 In Kandla settlement would be very small as by equili- is high. However, when stone column behaviour is in elastic

briumn method considering that the soil was preloaded prior range as for cases when replacement ratio is in excess of

to stone column installation and stone column yield value 0.4 the Van Impe model would provide a better prediction.

was 30 t. The large actual settiement can be attributed
to settlement of compressible soil layers below stone column 9.6 Asotheason ol lsfun ctio as a in a
tip. The stone columns tend to concentrate the load increasing the consolidation of the surrounding soil takes place in a
the intensity on the soil layer below the tip. The effective ery short period, adverse consequences of deviation from
pre.oad intensity in the lower layers is singificantly less the postulated behaviour can be taken care of by controlled
than the applied load on the surface. These two factors stage loading and use of surchage loads. In initial stagesseem to have contributed settlement beyond the estimated of loading observations of settlements and pore pressures
values, by magnetic plate settlement markers and porous tube piezo-meters located at various elevation could be adequate for

verification of stone column behaviour. By choice of suitable

9.0 CONCLUSIONS structural system, structural damage can be avoided and
therefore too great a refinement in estimation of settlement

9.1 The case histories bring out clearly the advantages is not necessary. The case studies have brought out the import-
of using a simple theory based on a one dimensional analysis ance of the influence of construction method. Successful appli-

where the soil-stone column interaction is simulated by unit cation of the suggested design approach is dependant on

cell consisting of a cylindrical element of compacted granular establishing field procedure and compaction control criteria

soil placed within a soil annulus. A simple linear elastic in the initial stages of work by observing consumption of

model of stone column behaviour and equilibrium relations stone followed by use of load tests to verify the estimates

have been used successfully to predict behaviour of ground of yield loads and deformation modulii.

improved with stone columns. 9.7 Suggestions for Further Research

9.2 Precise modelling of the soil-stone column interaction There is a need to take up systematic investigations of unit
is not feasible in view of the complications arising from cell behaviour by laboratory large scale odeometer tests
a complex stress path followed by soil elements around the and mathematical modelling to verify the postulation made
stone cz)lun,., involving relaxation from an initial Ko state herein regarding the absence of hazard of collapse of stone
to a stress condition with high radial horizontal stresses. columns subjected to loads exceeding the estimated yield
Rotation of the direction of major principal stress, variation loads. More systematic investigation is also needed of the
of stress conditions with distance from the soil stone column gain in strength of the soil annulus surrounding the stone
interface further complicates the analysis. The benefit of column and the corresponding increase in the yield load.
axial symmetry could be taken by adopting the unit cell This could best be done by studying the soil behaviour in
simulation. The reliability of prediction very much depends large odeometers tests and establishing the relationship bet-
on accuracy in estimation of the odeometric modulus of ween the post consolidation water contents and the state
the soil, determination of sectional area of the compacted of stress in the soil annulus for given initial void ratio Pc
stone column insitu and estimation of the yield load as well and Cc values. The field observation of moisture content
as deformation modulus of the stone columns. If the stone in similar soil after installation of stone column and the
column section is determined from consumption records reduction in the moisture condition as compared to initial
and elastic modulae in the range of values suggested by conditions will help to substantiate the postulated unit cell
Mitchell are used, conventional elastic solution provide an behaviour.
adequate basis for estimation of settlements for stone column
systems working in the elastic range. More observations from large loaded area and as well as
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Table - I : SINGLE STONE COLUMN BEHAVIOUR

Stone Column Consum- MAerage %lax. Total Total Cu E (t/m
2 )  

0V/Cu
Site Column Length ption Diameter Load settlement settlement 2 F'sc Remarks

No. (m) (9%) (m) (t) under under t/m 24 hrs. 7 days
max. load max. load
immediate at 24 hrs.

(mm) (mm)

r - -________________Stone column
SC4 4.53 186 1.060 40 IS.885 36.060 1 17560 3850 45.33 not yielded

SC-5 8.10 196 1.090 40 12.590 20.970 1 26455 11306 42.87 Stone column
2345 mm not yielded
pipeline, R T2-C/ 7.25 120 0.822 40.51 9.100 16.100 1 62099 21681 76.33 Stone column
Kasheli, TB-208 not yielded
Bombay Stone column

SC-4 3.18 215 1.140 40 8.630 14.280 1 17803 6231 39.2 not yielded
Stone column

5C-2 4.00 174 1.030 40 6.290 7.540 1 38405 18974 48.03 not yielded

24 hrs. 7 days
settlemeni settlement

Stone column
1554-C 3.325 259 1.062 30 65 105 0.6 1732 1073 33.88

yielded

1830 mm Stone columnPipeli 1066-C 8.540 237 1.016 30 73 75 0.6 4329 2809 37.02 yielPipeline, yielded

Bombay Stone column
B564-E 4.480 156 0.824 20.13 48 61 0.6 3523 2028 37.77 yielded

* Stone column
1698-C 4.700 215 1.100 30.2 70 79 0.6 2135 1291 31.79 yielded

996 9.25 124 1.00 35.5 15.0 - 1 32000 12800 63 Stone column
not yielded

MCF 810 8.5 118 0.99 35.5 12.2 - 1 31500 12600 Y 66 Stone column
Acid not yielded
Tanks 881 9.0 127 1.02 35 9.1 - 1 44050 17620Y 62 tone-column

not yielded
Stone column682 7.5 134not yielded68 .5114 1.04 36 5.9 - I 36500 14600 59 1noyile

§ Measured under 20 t
I Measured under 14.73 t
. Measured under load of 20.62 t
Y Assuming E2 hrs./E7 days - 2.5
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The Rehabilitation of Terminal 2-A Case History
D.J. Hardin S.V. Mills
Principal, Geotechnical Resources, Inc.. Portland, Oregon Project Engineer, L.R. Squier Associates, Portland, Oregon

M.L. Byington
Manager of Construction Port of Pottland. Oregon

SYNO3SIS

The Port of Portland, Oregon recently completed the rehabilitation of the downstream portion of
Terminal 2. The project included the placement of more than 1 million cy of dredged hydraulic sand
fill and the construction of a 1,400-ft-long pile-supported wharf. Up to 60 ft of sand fill was
placed over soft, submerged sediments. The silt alcng the toe of the slope was removed prior to
placing the fill. No shear failures or mudwaves were detected during filling. The fill induced
settlements of up to 63 in., which agreed well with the predicted maximum settlement of about 60 in.
Underwater sand fill slopes were placed at about 2.5H:lV and subsequently trimmed to 2.25H:lV. The
slope was subsequently densified and steepened to 1.75H:IV with fragmental quarry rock. After slope
construction, 840 vertical, 24-in. octagonal prestressed concrete piles were driven for the wharf.

INTRODUCTION SITE CONDITIONS

In 1982, the Port of Portland, Oregon, began The mudline elevation in the fill areas varied
design studies for the expansion and rehabili- from about -30 to -38 ft in the upstream slip,
tation of the downstream portion of Terminal 2. -10 to -25 ft in the downstream slip, and -30
The project team consisted of the Port; the to -35 ft along the face of the proposed wharf.
wharf consultant, Swan Wooster Engineering, The existing wharf is of reinforced concrete
Inc. of Portland; the geotechnical consultant, and is supported by 20-in.-square, prestressed-
the Portland office of Dames & Moore; and the concrete piles. A sheet-pile bulkhead is
dredging consultant, Ogden Beeman and Associ- located behind the wharf.
ates of Portland.

The terminal is a general cargo facility
located along the west bank of the Willamette
River in the Portland harbor area. The origi- SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
nal Terminal 2 facility was built in the 1920s
and consisted of wood construction with wharfs
supported by timber piles. All of the original The subsur-ice investigation included 22 bor-
wood construction was demolished for the latest ings and two cone penetration test probes to
rehabilitation. The upstream portion of the explore subsurface conditions in the fill and
terminal was upgraded in the 1960s and consists wharf areas, 21 borings were made to evaluate
of a pile-supported concrete wharf constructed potential dredge sand borrow sources in nearby
on the riverward siae of a sheet-pile bulkhead, reaches of the Willamette River. The subsur-
The major elements of the recent modernization face conditions at the terminal can be charac-
included a new 1,400-ft-long wharf structure, terized as shown on Figure 1.
the in-water filling of existing slips with
over 1 million cy of fill to create about 20 In general, a layer of soft, gray silt with an
acres of new terminal area, building average thickness of about 15 ft occurs at the
constriction, and new cargo handling equipment. mudline; the silt is underlain by loose to
The final grade of most of the wharf and filled medium dense sand which extends to an underly-
area is elevation +26 ft. The d7-,nstream ing stratum of sandy gravel at about elevation
portion of the new wharf is for roll-on roll- -85 ft. A review of past dredging records
off (RO/RO) use with the top of the wharf at indicated that most of the proposed fill areas
elevation +20 ft. The new wharf structure had been dredged to about elevation -35 to -40
extends the existing concrete wharf structure ft. As a result, the soft silty soils occur-
downstream 1,100 ft. The design dredge line ring above these elevations were relatively
along the face of the wharf is elevation -45 recent sediments. The sand formation consists
ft. of generally medium dense, gray, fine- to
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bor area, the following soil properties were

SGRAY IT MTH TR O CLAY AN FI SAW (k-); used in the geotechnical studies.
OCCASONAL TO FREOLENT WALL WOOD DEES AND
ORGANC MATERAJ (VRY SOFT) Shear Strength

Angle of internal friction ( )

GRAY FI- TO MEJGRA DSAM W7THTRAGO New sand fill (SP) above water 340-350
- SIT AND OCCASNAL AVELM"P DENSE) New sand fill (SP) below water 320-350

> In situ sand (SP) 350
In situ silty sand (SM) 300-32o

C

Undrained shear strength of soft,
silty mudline soils (ML-MH) 50 psf

FIN TO COARSE, sLS IAR TO ROLDED GRAVE N Angle of internal friction ( ) 160

FINE SAW MATRX (DENSE)
-9 C VERY DNSE Consolidation

I Coefficient of compressibility 0.19
L of soft silt (ML-MH), Cc

l+eo
Coefficient of consolidation 1.0 ft2/day

Fig. 1 Typical Boring Log for soft silt, (ML-MH), Cv
Coefficient of compressibility, 0.05

medium-grained sand with a trace of silt. The silty sand (SM), Cc
top of the underlying gravel occurs between l+e0
elevation -75 to -95 ft. The gravel consists
of relatively well-graded, rounded to Unit Weight
subrounded gravel in a matrix of sand with a
trace of silt. The borings revealed that the Soft silt (ML-MH)
gravel was generally medium dense to dense and Saturated unit weight 84 pcf
is not cemented. Submerged unit weight 22 pcf

The borings within the proposed dredge borrow Sand (SP)
areas generally encountered a layer of silt or Total unit weight of fill 115 pcf
silty sand at the mudline which was underlain Saturated unit weight 120 pcf

by clean, gray, fine- to medium-grained sand. Submerged unit weight 58 pcf

The mudline at the boring locations generally Silty sand (SM)
ranged from about elevation -40 to -60 ft. Saturated unit weight 115 pcf
Based on a review of past dredging near the Submerged unit weight 53 pcf
project, and the results of the subsurface ex-
plorations, two potential areas near the site
were identified as sand borrow sources. The
gradation of the borrow-area sand is summarized DESIGN PROCESS
on Figure 2.

While the geotechnical investigation was in
progress, the wharf consultant developed pre-

SOIL PROPERTIES liminary design concepts that fulfilled the
Port's performance criteria, appeared practical
to construct, and considered the subsurface

Based on an extensive laboratory testing pro- conditions. The following types of structures
gram and a detailed review of geotechnical data were selected for further evaluation.
obtained from nearby sites in the Portland har- - open pile-supported wharf

- pile-supported wharf with sheet-pile
& ST0DAADS SIZE bulkhead

3k 3/4hN4 10 20 0 6 IM 00 - cellular sheet-pile structure

..... :1 " . ....... The open pile-supported wharf with a cast-in-
.-.. - 20 place concrete deck was selected for the final

design. The selection of this type of struc-
. . ture was based on cost comparisons, technical

I considerations, and scheduling constraints.I. ! ....... This wharf design used only vertical piles of4 .one type and size. The wharf deck was of a
...... ......I ] I [ i .i ... uniform thickness, with no distinct pile caps.These features were adopted to contribute to

_______[ j .: I[ t .... more straightforward construction.
The cellular sheet-pile structure was cost-

CRWA F competitive; however, the required
... rCAS configuration of the cells would have imposed

critical tolerances for construction. In

Fig. 2 Gradation of Sand Fill particular, the fender line of the wharf and
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the new crane rails had to match the existing require a separate foundation. It was recog-
upstream structure. Based on past experience, nized that the foundation would probably inter-
it was agreed by the design team that the fere with the tie-back system used to restrain
actual riverward projection of the cells the bulkhead.
following filling could be plus or minus 1 ft
of the desired line. This uncertainty was Based on the project team's selection of the
considered undesirable and imposed constraints open pile-supported wharf as the preferred
upon the type of fender system that could be alternative, Dames & Moore proceeded with final
used. design studies for site filling and wharf

support.
Since the project would involve the placement
up to 60 ft of sand fill above and below water, For cost purposes, it was necessary to minimize
a detailed study was performed to evaluate the the width of the pile-supported wharf; this, in
liquefaction potential of the fill. The turn, required that the fill slopes be con-
stuc.ies indicated that unless the fill was in- structed as steep as possible. The soft silty
stalled to adequate relative densities or had sediments occurring at the mudline were the
sufficient confinement, liquefaction under primary consideration in the construction of
stresses induced by the design earthquake would steep, stable slopes. To provide sufficiently
be a potential problem near the slope. The steep slopes constructed of hydraulic sand
results of the studies for the riverward slope fill, it would be necessary to make a toe
indicated that a relative density of 60% would trench excavation to remove the soft silty
be necessary to obtain a factor of safety soils at the toe of the slopes. Computer-
slightly more than 1 against liquefaction or assisted slope stability studies were performed
lateral deformation during the design earth- to aid in the development of practical design
quake. For this reason, it was necessary to criteria for the slopes along the wharf. The
densify the sand fill beneath the wharf struc- studies indicated that stable sand fill slopes
ture. To provide sufficient confinement for having an adequate factor of safety could be
the surface sand fill materials during densifi- constructed at inclinations of up to 2.5H:IV to
cation, the design included a 10-ft-thick blan- 2.25H:lV, depending on the configuration of the
ket of coarse granular material over the slope, toe trench excavation. The slopes could be
Rounded sandy gravel and cobbles were consid- further steepened to 1.75H:lV by filling over
ered the most appropriate materials for the the sand slope with well-graded angular rock.
confinement layer, since it could be easily
penetrated by vibratory probes that would be
used for densification. The adopted slope Based on past experience by Dames & Moore, it
configuration based on the geotechnical studies was considered feasible to place the hydraulic
is shown on Figure 3. sand fill over the very soft silt sediments

present at the mudline by using carefully con-
A pile-supported wharf with sheet-pile bulkhead trolled construction methods that would mini-
would be comparable to the existing upstream mize or avoid shear failures and formation of
structure. This design was initially consid- mudwaves. Mudwaves could produce pockets of
ered the most appropriate for the project. compressible silty soils which could result in
However, the Port determined that the wharf irregular settlement of the fill surface and,
must accommodate container cranes with 100-ft if formed near the slope, could reduce the
rail spacing. Since the pile-supported wharf stability of the fill slopes. It was
would be about 74 ft wide, the rear crane rail recognized that the placement of the initial
would be landward of the sheetpile bulkhead and -unerwater fill was the most critical aspect of
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the fill plan. The installation of each of the Settlement was dependent on the thickness of
initial four lifts was to begin and end at the the underlying compressible soils and the
same locations to provide the maximum time thickness and configuration of the dredged
period for consolidation of the soft silts fills. The analyses predicted that up to 60
prior to placing the following lift. The in. of total primary settlement would occur,
initial lift would havp a nominal thickness of 80% of which would occur by the end of filling.
3 ft, or less, which would require frequent or The studies suggested the potential for signif-
continuous repositioning of the dredge icant post-construction differential settle-
discharge. The subsequent three lifts could ments across the filled area. The design team
each be placed at a maximum thickness of 5 ft. recommended a 15-ft-thick surcharge fill within
The remaining fill could be placed in maximum the building areas to limit post-construction
10-ft-thick lifts. Fill placed above the river differential settlement. The paved areas were
level would be placed so that the resulting overfilled to compensate for post-filling
minimum dry density was on the order of 90%, as settlement.
determined by ASTM D 1557. This degree of
compaction is usually obtained by normal
hydraulic filling operations.

Since the borrow sand fill was relatively SETTLEMENT MONITORING PROGRAM
clean, it was anticipated that the underwater
sand fill could be placed as an open, uncon-
fined fill. It was anticipated that the under- Considering the relatively large anticipated
water slopes could be filled as steep as settlements and the potential impact of the
2.5H:IV and would require subsequent trimming rate of settlement on the construction sched-
to the specified slope of 2.25H:lV. ule, a monitoring program was considered neces-

sary to evaluate settlement progress. Pneu-
The preliminary studies indicated that founda- matic settlement transducers and pneumatic
tion support for the wharf would be provided by piezometers were selected since they would be
high-capacity vertical piles driven into the unobtrusive to the contractor during the fill-
underlying gravel strata. A capacity of 225 ing operation. The performance requirements
tons was recommended for 24-in. octagonal pre- for the monitoring system were specified in the
stressed concrete piles and 24-in.-diameter bid documents. The general contractor, Riedel
open-end steel pipe piles. The capacities International, Inc., retained a subcontractor
pertain to real loads and were based on soil to design and install the system. The system
support considerations and included an consisted of 12 pneumatic settlement sensors,
estimated factor of safety of at least 2. The five pneumatic pore pressure transducers, and
capacities were estimated by static analytical two pneumatic readout boxes. The pneumatic
methods and were supplemented by dynamic settlement sensors and pneumatic pore pressure
analyses (wave equation studies) and the review transducers were installed at the mudline and
of pile load tests performed at comparable the middle of the compressible silt layer, re-
sites and during the previous rehabilitation of spectively, prior to fill placement.
the upstream portion of Terminal 2. It was
anticipated that concrete and steel piles would During the monitoring period which extended
penetrate 4 to 8 ft and 10 to 15 ft, from the beginning of the filling operation,
respectively, into the gravel strata, over a period of approximately 7 months, a

total of 10 settlement sensors and four
piezometers failed. Behavior of the failed
instruments suggested the tubes had been
pinched or severed. Many of the failed

SETTLEMENT settlement sensors were replaced with surface
settlement plates after the fill was above the
river level.

During design, studies were conducted to esti-
mate the total settlement and rate of settle- Information obtained from undamaged instruments
ment associated with the installation of and the surface settlement plates was used to
dredged fill over the soft river sediments. predict the post-filling settlements to deter-
The results were used to evaluate the effect of mine the overfill quantities. In addition,
long-term settlement on the construction sched- several instruments survived long enough to
ule, and differential settlement on proposed permit comparison of predicted time-rate and
facilities within the filled area. The studies magnitude of settlement versus actual field
considered the consolidation of the highly com- performance. In general, the actual time-rate
pressible river sediments that occurred at the of settlement occurred faster than the consoli-
mudline and had an average thickness of about dation test results had indicated. A compari-
15 ft. Conventional one-dimensional consolida- son between estimated time-rate of settlement
tion theory was used in the analysis. The curves with actual results from field monitor-
stress distribution along the edge of the ing, is shown on Figure 4. A maximum settle-
dredged fill area was evaluated using a linear ment of about 60 in. was estimated based on the
elastic analysis. Settlement of the 50-ft- settlement studies; the actual maximum settle-
thick sequence of sand was evaluated using ment measured by the monitoring system was
elastic analysis. The medium dense to dense, 63 in.
-andy gravel that lies below the sand at ap-
proximately elevation -85 ft is considered to
be essentially incompressible. A conventional
ramp-loading approximation was used to ;imulate
the filling sequence.
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fill was placed over the soft river sediments
using the discharge barge. The initial two
lifts were 3 ft thick, the next two were 3 to 5

0ft thick, and the remaining lifts to the water
surface were 7 to 10 ft thick. During filling,
the instrumentation was closely monitored and
bathymetric surveys were made after each lift

XT- 15FTto monitor unusual river bottom bulging which
would indicate the occurrence of a mudwave.
Bathymetric surveys were also used to monitor

)RCTE0 the quality of the installation procedure and
check lift thicknesses below the river level.
In general, the fill placement was saticfactory
and no mudwaves were detected.

The above-river filling was conducted by con-
structing a dike along the river slopes to

ACT A contain the dredge fill. Dredge water was
directed riverward through a temporary spillway
Lructure. The dredged fill was placed in

approximately horizontal lifts by movement of
the discharge pipe and spreading with a dozer.
The placement procedures resulted in an in-
place density of the fill placed above the

__L river level comparable to 88 to 91% of the
DAS AR Omaximum density determined by ASTM D 1557.
DAYS A TE ;AT FLUNG

Following installation of the slopes and the
Fig. 4 Predicted versus Actual Maximum general site fill, the sand slopes were trimmed

Spttlement to the specified slope of 2.25H:lV. The con-
tractor used a dozer to trim the slope above
the river level and a barge-mounted crane oper-

SITE FILLING AND SLOPE CONSTRUCTION ating a 5 cy clamshell bucket to trim the
underwater slope. The contractor initially
attempted to trim the fill slopes using the

Initially, a 150-ft-wide trench was excavated suction dredge; however, control of the cutter
along the toe of the slope to remove the soft head was difficult and several gouges and minor
silt. The toe-trench excavation was made using slope failures occurred during the attempt.
a 26-in. hydraulic suction dredge equipped with The contractor completed the remainder of the
a cutterhead. The suction dredge generally trim excavation using the barge and clamshell
left 12 in. or less of silt in the bottom of operation.
the toe trench. The final cleaning was made
with a barge-mounted crane and clamshell. The slope trimming operation was followed by

the placement of the 10-ft-thick granular con-The general sand fill and the fill slopes were fining blanket. The material was barged to the
made with the hydraulic suction dredge. The site and unloaded with a barge-mounted crane
dredge ladder was extended to permit dredging operating a clamshell bucket. The sandy gravel
to depths of about 100 ft, and the cutterhead fill consisted of rounded, well-graded gravel
was removed and replaced with jets. The borrow and cobbles with a clean sand matrix. Care was
sources were near the middle of the river with taken to lower the bucket below the surface of
a maximum pumping distance of about 4,500 ft. the water to minimize fill segregation during
To place the fill, the dredge pipe discharged installation.
into a vertical 8-ft-diameter pipe that was
suspended from a barge. The bottom of the pipe Following installation of the sandy gravel
was usually maintained about 13 ft below the blanket, the river slopes were densified using
water surface and could be raised and lowered a barge-mounted vibratory probe. The probe
to control turbidity and optimize fill consisted of a 36-in.-diameter open-end pipe
placement, which was slowly inserted to and withdrawn from

the bottom of the fill to approximately eleva-
Following completion of the toe trench, the tion -40 to -53 ft while being vibrated with a
sand fill slopes were constructed by the in- 25,000 ft-lb Toyamenka 6000 vibratory hammer.
stallation of a toe dike along the alignment of The generalized zone of vibratory densification
the toe trench. The toe dike was placed in two is shown on Figure 3.
lifts ultimately to elevation -15 ft. The fill
material consisted of excellent quality gray Standard penetration tests (SPTs) were used to
sand containing significant gravel and few verify densification requirements and to pro-
fines. Alignment of the discharge barge was vide information for selecting the appropriate
maintained with on-shore lasers. Bathymetric probe spacing. A truck-mounted drill rig oper-
surveys conducted after installation of the toe ating from a barge performed the SPTs in bor-
dike indicated average slopes of 2.5H:lV and ings drilled at regular intervals along the
generally good control of slope lines and wharf fill slopes. Overdensified slopes were a
positions. concern because of the potential for difficult

driving of the wharf piles. Initial tests
Following installation of the initial toe indicated that probing on a 5- by 5-ft grid
trench fill, the main dredge fill was installed resulted in overdensification. A 7- by 7-ft
within the limits of the toe dike. The general grid pattern was eventually adopted since it
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generally produced the specified density Some difficulty was encountered maintaining
throughout the depth of sand fill. pile position and alignment during initial

driving on the relatively steep slopes
Following densification, the river slopes were (l.75H:lV) and through the quarry rock. A sub-
steepened to 1.75H:IV by placement of a wedge stantial number of piles were out of position
of 8-in.-minus fragmental quarry rock. The and alignment following completion of driving.
quarry rock was barged to the site and in- Fortunately, the uniform thickness of the wharf
stalled on the slope from the toe upward by a deck allowed considerable flexibility using
barge-mounted crane a 4 cy skip bucket, misaligned and out-of-position piles.

The sand fill was placed during October through
December 1985, when the level of the Willamette
River was in the range of elevation +2 to +5
ft. During early 1986, high river levels up to CONCLUSIONS
elevation +18 ft resulted in the deposition of
3 to 7 ft of silt at the toe of the slope. The
silt was removed prior to placement of the The Terminal 2 project was successfully con-
sandy gravel blanket and fragmental rock fill. structed on schedule and within budget. Essen-
Slope construction was completed after driving tially no conditions were encountered during
of the wharf piles by the placement of the construction that were not anticipated in the
riprap protection. design and could not be accommodated or

resolved by the original fill and construction
plan. The project involved a knowledgeable
client, a design team with extensive waterfront
experience, a thorough geotechnical investiga-

PILE INSTALLATION tion, and a qualified contractor who understood
and appreciated the technical considerations of
the project. The primary factors contributing

Support for the wharf structure is provided by to the design and construction of the project
driven, 24-in.-octagonal prestressed, solid included the following:
concrete piles having a design capacity of 225
tons. The piles were driven into the underly- 1) Thick fill can be placed over soft, sub-
ing gravel, and pile lengths varied from 108 to merged sediments, provided the fill is placed
120 ft. Alternating piles along the rear cut- in a carefully controlled manner so that fill-
off wall were designed for lateral loads only induced stresses are essentially uniform at all
and were driven to tip elevations of -60 ft. times. This requires placement of at least the
The pile driving plant consisted of a large initial thicknesses of the fill in uniform thin
barge-mounted crane equipped with leads and a lifts.
hydraulic spotter. Most of the piles were
driven with a Delmag D46-32 diesel hammer 2) Relatively steep (2.25H:IV) underwater
delivering a maximum rated energy of 107,000 sand fill slopes were constructed using careful
ft-lbs. In an attempt to increase production, construction procedures. However, slopes must
several piles were driven with a Delmag D62-00. be constructed from the bottom to the top.

Prior to and during production driving, 10 in- 3) Underwater sand fill was placed by hy-
dicator test piles were driven along the wharf draulic methods as steep as 2.5H:lV. The in-
alignment to determine pile length requirements clination of the underwater sand fill depends
and identify potential problems in advance of on the method of placement and the quality of
the production driving. Most of the test piles the dredged sand.
were monitored during driving by the Pile
Dynamic Analyzer (PDA) provided and operated by 4) The relative density of the submerged
Goble-Rausche-Likens (GRL), of Boulder, sand fill was increased from less than 50% to
Colorado. Information obtained from the more than 60% by densifying with vibratory
program was used to develop terminal driving pipe-pile probes.
criteria and select appropriate pile lengths
that would require minimum cutoff and 5) High-capacity, 24-in. octagonal concrete
preferably no splicing. In addition, the piles were successfully driven through the rel-
monitoring provided information regarding pile atively steep, rock-filled slope. However, it
capacity, driving-induced stresses, and hammer was difficult to control the final position of
and cushion performance. the pile top to small tolerances. These devia-

tions were anticipated and accommodated in the
Production piles were installed over a 7-month wharf design by the uniform thickness of the
period during 1986, with relatively few prob- wharf deck.
lems. A localized occurrence of piles damaged
during driving required special study and addi- 6) Actual settlement of the sand fill agreed
tional dynamic testing. The monitoring results well with the predicted settlements. However,
indicated that the hammer had an increased the instrumentation used to monitor the rate
efficiency which resulted in excessive tensile and magnitude of the fill settlement suffered a
stresses during initial driving. Pile quality high rate of failure. The ability of pneumatic
control problems were also considered to be a sensors to withstand long tubing runs and large
contributing factor to pile damage. Based on settlements is not well developed at this time.
the monitoring and the results of wave equation
analyses, the contractor increased the thick- 7) During pile driving, the pile dynamic
ness of the wooden pile cushion from 11.5 to 16 analyzer (PDA) was a valuable tool for aiding
in. Most of the piles were driven 5 to 10 ft the evaluation of pile hammer performance,
into the underlying gravel stratum with a ter- driving-induced stresses, and estimated pile
minal driving resistance of 50 to 65 blows/ft. capacity.
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A Geotextile Reinforced Embankment for a Four Lane Divided Highway-
U.S. Hwy. 45, West Bend, Wisconsin
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Wisconsin

SYNOPSIS: Geotextile reinforcement was used to construct an embankment for a four lane divided
highway over up to 22 feet of low strength peat. The embankment had heights up to 7 feet. Special
field testing and conventional laboratory tests were performed to measure the shear strength and
compressibility. Stability analysis indicated that geotextile reinforcement could be used to
construct a stable embankment on the peat deposit, provided the geotextile had sufficient strength
to prevent rotational shear failure and to limit lateral deformation of the embankment.
Construction of the embankment was begun in late summer of 1984. The highway opened for traffic in
late 1985. Performance of the embankment was monitored during and after construction. The design,
construction procedures, and results of the settlement monitoring program are presented.

BACKGROUND

The existing U.S. Highway 45, located south of having a thickness of zero to 2 feet. The
West Bend, Wisconsin, had experienced a poor second layer was a relatively decomposed
safety record. The Wisconsin Department of fibrous peat ranging in thickness from 4 to 18
Transportation (WDOT) planned to construct a feet. The fibrous peat, which occurred at all
four lane divided by-pass around the city. The locations that were explored, had losses onnew alignment crossed the edge of Mud Lake, a ignition ranging from 60 to 90% and water
filled glacial lake. The lake contained contents typically ranging from 100 to 1000%.
significant peat deposits. The third layer, which was primarily

encountered in the south basin, was anTraditionally, the peat soils would have been amorphous type sedimentary pea found below the
displaced or excavated and replaced with fibrous peat. The sedimentary peat had
granular fill. However, the following ignition losses of less than 10% and water
constraints precluded the conventional content ranging from 40 to approximately 250%.
approach: 1) No disposal sites were available
for the organic soils; 2) Since the area was The organic soils were underlain by inorganic
considered a wetlands, there were environmental silty and sandy soils that were generally in a
concerns related to excavating the organic loose to medium dense condition.
soils; 3) The large volumes of soils involved
would have resulted in large costs; 4) To allow The strength of the organic soils was initially
direct observation of the foundation, expensive measured in the WDOT laboratory by means of
dewatering would have been required. numerous unconfined compression tests and by a

single direct shear test.
As a resul- of the constraints, the design
engineers, J.C. Zimmerman Engineering In order to provide better definition of the
Corporation, contacted their geotechnical shear strength of the organic soil, theengineering consultants, STS Consultants, Ltd., geotechnical engineer undertook a program of
concerning the feasibility of constructing the field testing. This included both conventional
embankment over the organic soils, vane shear tests and a new small-diameter plate

bearing device. This device consisted of a 3SOIL CONDITIONS inch diameter disc that was connected to a
smaller diameter push rod by means of a loadBorings performed by WDOT showed that the cell. Due to the small diameter plate and the

organic soils occurred over a span of 2300 weak soils, it was possible to manually push
feet. The peat occurred in two "basins" that the rod into the soil. By virtue of its
were nearly separated by a ridge of inorganic location, the load cell ignored the effect of
soil. In the south basin the peats were up to friction on the rod. The shear strength of the
22 feet thick and in the north basin were up to organic soil was calculated using the bearing
18 feet thick. Since the embankment crossed capacity equation for "deep foundations".
the west edge of the lake, the ground surface
declined to the east and the organic soils Typical strength results from laboratory and
became thicker to the east. field tests are shown on Figure No. 1. The

data shown is from the south basin andThree distinctive organic layers were represents all three organic layers. As shown
encountered. The upper layer was a root mat on the figure, the strengths ranged from 30 to
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520 psf, wth the lower strenaths measured in go-
the amorphous peat layer. 
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Figure 2 Soil Model

Figure I Comparison of StrenjL;t Tests

At the east end of the cross-section, the
fibrous peat was underlain by sedimentary peat
having a thickness of 15 feet near the extreme
east end of the section. The thickness of this

In the authors' opinion, the in-situ test layer decreased to the west and the layer
results appeared to provide the most reliable tapered out completely about 20 feet east of
shear strength for the organic material, the embankment centerline. This sedimentary

peat layer was assigned a shear strength of 100
To evaluate embankment settlement numerous psf based on the field test results.
standard consolidation tests were performed in
the WDOT laboratory. These tests indicated The fibrous and sedimentary peats were
compression indices ranging from 0.1 to 5.0. underlain by a localized sandy sedimentary peat
The tests performed on fibrous peat had deposit that extended about 20 to 30 feet on
compression indices greater than 1.7. Tests on either side of the embankment centerline. This
sedimentary peat indicated compression indices layer was assigned a shear strength of 400 psf.
of 1.0 or less.

The organic soils were underlain by inorganic
Additionally, several long term consolidation silts and sands which were assigned a friction
tests were performed to measure the secondary angle of 26 degrees.
compression coefficient. The tests indicated
secondary compression coefficients ranging from DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
0.009 to 0.029. The lowest coefficient was
measured for sedimentary peat, while the higher
values were measured on fibrous peat. The 1/3 An embankment having a maximum height of 7 feet
order of magnitude variation in secondary was necessary to meet final, after settlement,
compression coefficient between the two types grade requirements.
of peat, indicated relatively uniform secondary
compression behavior. For the normal long term situation a factor of

safety of 1.5 was required. Although somewhat
SOIL MODEL FOR STABILITY ANALYSES conservative, it was felt that this factor of

safety would result in a better long-term
A soil model was developed for each of the performance of the embankment. However, for a
zones so that slope stability analyses could be short term condition, such as initial fill
performed. placement, or the placement of surcharge fill,

a factor of safety of 1.3 was considered
For the purposes of this paper, only the adequate.
analysis of the most critical zone will be
reviewed. The soil model for this zone, STABILITY ANALYSIS
illustrated on Figure No. 2, included fibrous
peat occurring in a layer extending from 4 to The stability of the unreinforced embankment
15 feet below the surface. This layer was was first analyzed for bearing capacity and
thickest at the western end of the rotational shear stability using conventional
cross-section and the thickness decreased geotechnical techniques. The slope stability
toward the east. On the basis of field analyses were made using the computer program
testing, this layer was assigned a shear STABL developed by Purdue University. This
strength of 250 psf. program calculates the factor of safety by the
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method of slices. The analyses employed the reinforcement was not anticipated to
modified Bishop method which is applicable to reduce settlement of the embankment but
circular failure surfaces and the simplified was assumed to provide for a more
Janbu method applicable to failure surfaces of uniform settlement. As such, the
general shape. geosynthetic was anticipated to reduce

differential settlement at points of
The STABL program features unique random transition in organic soil thickness.
techniques for the generation of potentional
failure surfaces for subsequent determination REINFORCEMENT REQUIREMENTS
of the more critical factors of safety.
Typically, 50 to 100 -*zt.ntial failure surfaces Analyses were carried out in order to determine
were analyzed for each case. Both circular arc the strength of the reinforcement necessary to
and sliding block surfaces were considered in enable the proposed embankment to be con-
the analyses. structed to its full height. The calculation

method utilized the critical failure surface
For normal weight fill, factors of safety from the slope stability analysis of the
ranged from 0.72 for 4:1 embankment side unreinforced section to determine the resisting
slopes, to 0.87 for 8:1 side slopes. Both moments required to raise the factor of safety
values are well below the desired factor of above 1.3 at the end of construction. This
safety. The critical result of the slope additional resisting moment was then assumed to
stability analysis was checked manually using be developed by the reinforcing element. The
the method of slices. The manually calculated strength required of the reinforcing and its
factors agreed within 0.1, which was considered location was then determined analytically. The
good agreement. long-term factor of safety was met through

post-construction (consolidation) shear
For the analysis, it was apparent that the strength gains in the subgrade.
embankment could not be constructed without
some form of subgrade or embankment modifica- Several methods of analyzing the required
tion. Since excavation and replacement was not strength of the geosynthetic were used as
a viable alternative, other methods including summarized in the FHWA Geotextile Engineering
the use of wick drains, stone columns, light Manual, (Christopher and Holtz, 1985). The
weight fill, piles, as well as soil reinforc- methods included those proposed by Fowler, 1980
ement were considered. After a comparison of and Wager, 1981. The Fowler method assumes
the methods with respect to feasibility, that the reinforcement is placed in tension by
performance and cost, it was apparent that the alignment tangent to the failure surface such
use of geosynthetics was the most effective that the resisting moment provided by the
alternative. The use of metallic reinforcement geotextile is equal to the radius of the circle
was excluded due to the high corrosion times the allowable strength in the reinforce-
potential in the acidic organic soils and ment. Please refer to Figure No. 3. The
relatively high cost. increase in resisting force is defined by the

following equation:
EMBANKMENT REINFORCEMENT

M = TR (1)

By placing high tensile strength reinforcement r

at the base of the embankment, the stability of
the embankment could be improved through
increased shear resistance offered by the
reinforcement. In addition, the reinforcement
theoretically provided additional stiffness to
the base of the embankment, allowing for a more R
uniform distribution of embankment loads. As
the reinforcement should also reduce shear
stresses at the embankment subgrade interface,
it aided in reducing the potential for lateral
s,,ra( irig of the embankment over the weak GEOTEXTILE

subgrade.

Other reasons for using geosynthetic reinforce-
ment included:

1. Allowing for initial support of vehicles
out over the soft soil deposits, so that
fill could be placed. Figure 3 Geotextile Reinforcement Model

2. Providing for more controlled construc-
tion, less disturbance, and less
displacement of the organic soil during The Wager method uses a vector approach which
construction. accounts for soil-fabric interaction plus the

strength of the textile. The Wager method
3. Preventing the embankment from penetrat- allows for the soil-fabric friction by adding

ing downward into the soft subgrade. the geotextile tensile strength (T) times the
height (Y) of the radius point of the slip

4. Maintaining the integrity and uniformity circle above the fabric, to the textile
of the embankment construction. The strength times the horizontal component of the
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radius (X) times the tangent of the embankment TOE BERM REQUIREMENTS
fill friction angle (0). See Figure No. 3.
Therefore, the increase in resisting moment The reinforced embankment was then checked for
(Mr) provided by the geosynthetic is defined by overall bearing capacity failure. Since the
the following equation: reinforcement was designed to prevent local

shear failure, the stress at the base of the
M = T Y + T X tan 0 (2) embankment could then be assumed to be
r distributed more over the full width of the

embankment. A classical (Prandtl) analysis
For highly deformable soils such as peat, it averaging the strength of all soils within the
was our opinion that the Wager method provided classical failure zone indicated a factor of
a realistic model and was used for the final safety in excess of 1.5. However, it is
selection. For other less deformable soil con- unlikely that an embankment that is wide
ditions, the Fowler and Wager methods may be relative to the thickness of the underlying
non-conservative (Bonaparte and Christopher,
1987).

soft layer would fail in this mode. A more
The geosynthetic reinforcement analysis indi- probable mode of failure would involve the
cated that at the most critical location, a lateral squeezing of soils from beneath the
total reinforcement tensile strength on the embankment. An elastic shear stress versus
order of 1500 lb/in would be required. Even shear strength analysis (Jurgenson: Boston
though this is a relatively high geosynthetic Society of Civil Engineers, 1934) at the edge
strength requirement, it could be easily be met of the embankment indicated an unsafe condition
by commercially available products if several in the lower strength subgrade area (factor of
layers of geosynthetic were used. By consider- safety approximately 1). Passive pressure and
ing several layers, other efficiencies could be shear resistance analysis indicated higher
gained as strength requirements were neither factors of safety. Due to the possibility of
uniform across the site nor along the low factors of safety in these areas. Special
alignment, construction procedures were recommended to

increase stability, including the use of a berm
Several items were required to assure compat- at the toe of the embankment in those sections
ibility of the multiple layers. Firstly, the to provide additional lateral resistance and
reinforcement layers were separated by a the construction of a berm prior to to con-
minimum of one foot of granular soil such that struction of the embankment to contain soil and
maximum soil-fabric friction could be achieved prevent it from squeezing laterally. These
by each layer. Secondly, similar stress-strain construction techniques are typically referred
characteristics were required of each layer to as mud wave construction techniques and will
such that strength requirements were achieved be reviewed further in the construction details
at compatible strains. Finally, a re-analysis section.
was made to verify the strength requirements
for each successive layer. EMBANKMENT SETTLEMENT

The reinforcing requirements were also The settlement of the embankment was calculated
evaluated with respect to the ability of the two ways using the results of the laboratory
reinforcement to limit lateral movement of the consolidation tests. The first way involved a
embankment. An analysis was made to determine conventional consolidation theory using the
the factor of safety against the embankment compression index measured by the conventional
fill sliding laterally on top of the reinforc- laboratory consolidation tests. Using this
ing material. A soil-fabric friction angle of method, extremely large settlements were pre-
25 was required. An analysis was then made to dicted. In most cases, the predicted settle-
determine the strength of the reinforcing ment exceeded the height of the embankment.
required to resist substantial lateral While it is certainly possible for the
movement. The force to be resisted was assumed settlement to exceed the height of fill placed,
to be the force resulting from the active this was not judged to be likely based upon
lateral pressure at the base of the embankment past experience.
with an applied factor of safety of 1.5. The second method of predicting settlement was
As substantial movement was anticipated along more simplistic. This method used the results
the alignment of the embankment during of the long-term consolidation tests that were
construction, the above lateral spreading performed in the laboratory. In this method,
analysis was also used to determine the the predicted settlement" was equated to the
required geotextile strength in that-direction. compression measured in the laboratory under a

similar pressure times the ratio of the thick-
A limiting design strain was then established ness of the compressing soil in the field to
to control the lateral and longitudinal move- the laboratory sample thickness. The results
ment at the design strength requirements. A of three long-term consolidation tests per-
limiting strain of less than 10% was selected formed at a constant load increment of 1000
to reduce the potential for tension cracking in psf, the maximum pressure expected to result
the embankment following construction (5% from embankment construction, were used for
induced strain was assumed during construc- this analysis. The pertinent compression was

tion). Geotextile requirements will be taken to be that occurring at the completion of
detailed in a later section. full primary consolidation.
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Based upon this analysis the calculated primary .....
settlement, under an embankment load of 1000
psf and assuming a 20 foot peat thickness,
ranged from 8 inches to 28 inches. o c

In addition to the primary consolidation ........ .. Vt/IC 0oi .C ..

discussed above, secondary compression of the 1000 0/IC 050 V/lb CL.

peat was anticipated. The secondary compres- o I-.. ,0: .
sion was computed, based upon the coefficient Looo lW1.Co050 IL/I

of secondary compression determined from the °°/. .
long-term consolidation tests. o .L 005.5 LV o CI b•E

E. E lI-.EOI rCPI . OlCECI Efl°•C I Pbbrl. OS-

The predicted total settlement including the ... -11C o I.

primary consolidation and the secondary com-
pression is summarized on Figure No. 4. The ,. C.LoV.E C.., LoV C.0.o lOolb --
wide band of settlement resulted from varia- lL..*S.C. .... LIV CE.IC 50-

tions in laboratory consolidation test results. . - .E.. . ... C ,.btC . ,In .. ..

IL. IrCEbt CCEIO*Eo CVPE 00 SLtb..,. AII FtrCEC--

Since the geotextile contributed significantly

3to the strength of the embankment, seams were
- sPRD33LEx 4 allowed only in the transverse direction, the

direction in which the shearing stresses were.lower. The seams were required to develop the

S..specified strength of the geotextile in the
pIu mcross direction. The seams were required to be

sewn with thread having equal or greater
I I I I strength and durability as the material of the

a 4 t o La geotextile. The seams were specified to be
double sewn with parallel stitching approxi-

TIME (YEARS) mately 1/2 inch apart. Chain-lock seams were
required to reduce the potential for unravel-
ing. The sewn-fold was required to be placed
on the upper surface of the geotextile to
facilitate observation of the seams.

Figure 4 Predicted Settlement
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

The following items briefly highlight major
construction procedures:

The noted settlement was for the conditions of . A well-graded granular fill was specified to

20 feet of compressing soil and an embankment facilitate placement and compaction. It was

load corresponding to 1000 psf. Where the also felt that granular fill would be more

embankment was lower or where the thickness of tolerant of the anticipated settlement.

the organic soil was less, proportionately less The botton 1.5 feet of fill was specified to
total settlement was anticipated. contain less than 5% fines in order to
GEOTEXTILE SPECIFICATIONS function as a drainage layer.

Side slopes were specified to be 4 (horizon-
tal) : 1 (vertical) or flatter. A 10 foot

The specifications that were prepared for the wide toe berm was required for embankment
project are summarized on Table No. I which heights greater than 10 feet.
follows:

The lower geotextile reinforcement layer
Each fabric roll was required to be marked extended across the full embankment width.
showing the type of fabric upon delivery to the The upper geotextile extended 10 feet beyond
field. Two (2) copies of the mill certificates the embankment crests.
for the geotextile were required to be provided
with each shipment of the fabric. . The east half of the embankment was filled

only to half height during the first con-
Testing by an independent agency was specified structo asn hus, t seredcas-

to onir te dsin armeers Acopltestruction season. Thus, it served as a
to confirm the design parameters. A complete temporary berm for the higher western half of
design parameter test series was required for the embankment.
the first shipment to the site. Additonal sets
of strength and modulus parameters were . The temporary berm allowed a surcharge to be
required for each additional 10,000 square placed on the western half of the embankment
yards used on the project. to accelerate settlement.
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The area was repaired by filling the depression
* A minimum of 3 feet of separation between the with light weight fill (branches and twigs) up
peat and the pavement subgrade was required. to the surrounding fill surface. The area was

then covored with an additional sacrificial
Felled trees were left in place to create a geotextile layer, which overlapped a minimum of
"corduroy road", which aided trafficing on 5 feet over the stable surrounding fill.
the subgrade and provided slight additional Conventional procedures then resumed, including
reinforcement. The length of trees was placement of the two high strength geotextile
oriented perpendicular to the embankment reinforcing layers.
alignment.

The post-paving performance of the embankment
The contractor opted to place a low strength has been as good or slightly better than
"sacrificial" geotextile directly above the predicted. Survey markers installed on the
felled trees. Drainage fill was placed on pavement, shortly after placement, experienced
the "sacrificial" fabric to provide a working from zero to 5 inches of settlement during the
platform. subsequent year and a quarter. Since post-

paving differential settlement has occurred
The first layer of geotextile reinforcement over a long span, the distortion is minimal and
was smoothly rolled out on the working rideability of the section is considered good.
platform. The fabric was pulled as taut as
possible to remove wrinkles and then sewn as CONCLUSIONS
specified.

1. Geosynthetic reinforcement can be
The placement of subsequent fill was ini- engineered, using procedures discussed herein,
tiated at the toe of the embankment and to allow the support of embankments over weak
proceeded toward the center. The settlement foundations.
occurring at the toes further tensioned the
fabric. 2. Geosynthetic reinforcement is a cost-effec-

tive method. It is conservatively estimated
No turning of the fill placement vehicles that $400,000 was saved on the Highway 45
was allowed on the first lifts of fill. project, when compared to more conventional

alternatives.
The height of fill piles was restricted to 3
feet before blading. No fill piles were 3. The settlement of embankments can be
allowed to remain overnight. Side slopes predicted using methods discussed herein.
were not allowed to become steeper than 4:1
at any time. 4. The geotextile reinforced embankment can be

tolerant of significant settlement.

EMBANKMENT PERFORMANCE 5. The post-pavement construction settlement
has been slight and the rideability of the

Monitoring of the construction operations and highway is excellent.
the performance of the embankment was provided
by WDOT. 6. Close construction monitoring is important

and should be considered an extension of the
The instrumentation that was installed included design process.
settlement plates, pore pressure piezometers
and inclinometers. The majority of the instru- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
mentation was concentrated where the organic
soils were weakest and thickest. The primary The authors express their appreciation to the
data related to settlement of the embankment is J.C. Zimmerman Engineering Corporation, and in
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ment which had occurred at the time of pavement
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It is believed that early during construction,
a localized seam failure occurred in the Fowler, J. and Hailburton, T.A. (1980), "Design
sacrificial fabric at this location. The and Construction of Fabric Reinforced
failure likely resulted from the unintentional Embankments", The Use of Geotextiles for Soil
placement of excessive fill in this area, which Improvements, Preprint 80-177, ASCE Convention,
overstressed the seam. Several feet of excess Portland, Oregon, pp. 89-118.
fill was placed in this area before the failure
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Field Measurement on a Slope Cutting with Tensile Inclusions
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SYNOPSIS In a roaJ widening project, tensile inclusions were used to stabilize some parts of cut
slope works. The site condition and the construction of reinforced slope cuthing are presented. A
full scale field test on a reinforced cut slope was performed being incciporated with this road
widening project. The field test consisted of a field loading test and a field excavation test.
Details of the field test, field measurements and site observation are presented. Finite element
analysis of rie field test is performed. Based on the field measurements together with the
analytical r ,, its, the reinforcement mechanism of a re.nforced cut slope under a surcharge load
and that under an effect of excavation are discussed.

INTRODUCTION the analytical results, the reinforcement mecha-
nism of the reinforced slope cutting under a

Natufal slope stabilization by means of tensile surcharge load and that under the effect of
inclusions, that is, root piles or soil nailing, excavation are discussed.
has attracted special interests recently. Reti-
culated root piles which is an in-situ soil ROAD WIDENING PROJECT
reinforcing technique were employed to stabilize
some parts of cut slope works in a road widening Site condition
project, in Osaka, Japan. The reinforcement
mechanism and its estimation in practical pro- The site is located on a mountainous region in
jects, however, have not been elucidated yet. the suburbs of Osaka, Japan. The site consists
Therefore, a full scale field test was performed dominantly of gneiss-granite deposit. The ex-
being incorporated with this road widening pro- isted road is at the mid-level of slope with
ject. The field test consisted of a field the elevation of about 300m above sea level. The
loading test and a field excavation test. Long slope consists of an inclined soft rock stratum
term site observation program continued to moni- overburdened by a completely decomposed granite
tor the performance of the reinforced cut slope, residual soil layer of several meters with a dip

of 20'-35'. In the nearby area a slope failureIn this paper, first the general grc',nd condi- happened previously during the cutting in the
tion of the site of the road wid-'ning project road widening works.
and the construction of the reinforced slope
cutting are described. Then the detail of the Construction of the reinforced cutting
field test, field measurements and the site In order to ensure the long term slope stability
observation are presented. Finite element analy- of the cut slope and the safety of the cuttirn
sis of the field test is carried out. Finally, during construction, slope stabilization by root
based on the field measurements together with piles was used in some part of cutting in the

road widening project. The proposed plan and
section of the reinforced slope cutting are
shown in Figs.1 and 2, respectively.

F|iq. 1 Plan of the Reinforced Slope Cutting Fig. 2 Section of the Reinforced Slope Cutting
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Photo 1 Construction of the Reinforced Slope Photo 2 General View of the Root Pile Head
Cutting in Progress

The extent of the reinforced slope cutting works Design of reinforced slooe cuttinq
s 46.75m ong and the proposed reinforced cut- Codes or Standards on the slope stabilization by

ting is in a gradient of 1:0.5. The excavation tensile inclusions have not been established
is carried out by steps with a pitch of 2.5m. yet. In this project the reinforced cutting is
After the c-.o:eton of each step of excavation, designed by empirical method. The unrenforced
drilling hole of diameter )f 116mm is formed by cut slope is first analyzed by limit equilibrium
a rotarY jrill (see Photo 1). The reinforcement slcpe stability method. Then the tensile force
of root p~le is a small steel pipe with 36mm of reinforcement to obtain a required factor of
diameter and 6mm thickness. The root pile is safety of the cutting is estimated. From the
formed by grouting the steel pipe with expansive required tensile force of the reinforcements,
mortar. :n order to increase the bond between length, arrangement and inclination of the rein-
tie mortar and reinforcement, a special ring is forcements are determined by considering the
fixed in the steel pipe at 500mm interval. The ultimate allowable stress of the section of the
head of the root pIe is fixed with a bearing reinforcement and the ultimate allowable bond
plate and a nut, as shown in Fig.3. The surface stress between the reinforcement and the soil.
of the cutting is protected by 30mm thick mortar The genoral design apnroach for the slope stabi-
with a steel mes (see Photo 2). The sequence of lity analysis on a slope cuttino stabilized by
constructcin of root pile is illustrated in tensile inclusions is illustrated in Fig.5. The
Fig. 4. andlysis of the reinforced cutting, the eauilib-

rium of forces and the strain compatibility
between the reinforcement and the soil should be
satisfied. In the limit equilibrium analysis

-. the strain compatibility condition is not satis-
fied. It seems that the deformation an-lysis by
finite element method could be a better solution
for the reinforced cutting analysis. An appro-
priate design method of a reinforced slope cut-

§1 ting cannot be developed if the mechanism is not

START

DECISION
I

Fig. 3 Section of the Root Pile F SITE CONDITION!,

IANALYSIS]

SITE FORMATION F EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES]i I
SINSTALLATI ON OF DRILL [ STRAIN COMP

DRILLING
I I REINFORCEMENT] SLOPEj

[PLACING REINFORCEMENT I__
i YIELSTRESS LEVEL

IGPOUTING AND WITHDRAWING CASINGI
SLIPPAGE FFACTOR OF SAFETY

FIXI:3G PILE HEAD I

FMORTAR SURFACING

Fig. 5 Design Approach of Reinforced Slope
Fig. 4 Construction Sequence of Root Pile Cutting
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Fig. 6 Sectiun and Elevation of the Reinforced Slope for the Field Test

clarified. Therefore a full scale field test is then the reinforcements C, D and E were instal-
performed in the middle section of the rein- led. In the third step, the last reinforcement F
forced cutting works to examine the mechanism of was installed after the lower portion of excava-
reinforced slope cutting. tion was completed.

FIELD TEST

Test site

In order to monitor the safety of the reinforced
cutting, to ensure the effect of reinforcement
and to examine the reinforcement mechanism, a
field loading test and a field excavation test
were performed (see Photo 3). Fig.6 show the
section and the elevation of the reinforced
slope for the field test. The gradient of the
slope cutting is 1:0.3 The soil profile at the
borehole location is shown in Fig.7. The
thickness of the decomposed granite layer is
about 7m from the top of slope. The physical
properties of the decomposed granite are given
in Table 1.

The reinforced slope cutting was constructed by
three steps as shown in Fig.8. In the first
step, before first excavation the reinforcements
A and B were constructed. In the second step,
the upper portion of excavation was conducted,

N value

I 20 30 40 5d

4 0

100

m

Fig. 7 Soil Profile at the Borehole Location Photo 3 General View of the Field Test
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la hi I o PI S t R' Fu t S of LDecompfosed (,ran ite te2 Paaeeso Soil1 and Soft Rock.

Locations of Samlp'e_ Par imetors SoilI Soft Rock

'Pos sen C D P c t ITT) 1 .0 1 .0
___ __ ______ ________________ 1' d qre 19.0 45.0

Unjjit WeI fht q f /CM~ 1 .91, 1 .96 1 .90 Unit Weiclit It f/rn') 1 .80 2.00
Water Content 8~ 8.3 5 .7 14.0
Void Ratio 0.55 0.55 0.56
Icinit ion lossq 3s 3. 7 3. 5 6. 1 ______ ___ _____

Fig. 9 S o pe SLa b i 1 1 ty A naIy s is o f a So pP
under a Surcharge Load

a i'
4
e 3

>4

Fig. 8 Const ruct ion Sequence of Reinforced S
Sloape Cutt ing So

instrumentat ion -2.'

The instrumentation consisted of numbers of ''

strain gauges on the reinforcement, six dial
indicators on the surface of the cutting, an Fig. 10 Slope Stabil1ity Analysis of a Slope
inclinometer in the borehole and two settlementunranfecofxaatn
plates on the top of cut slope, asde show Efetoncvto

Fig.6.

Limit equilibrium analysis

The limit equilibrium analysis was performed 'fa 1l1e 3 Factors of Safety of the tnreninforced

using the mothod of slices by assuming a circu- CtSoE
lar slip surface. The material properties were ________________________
estimated from the N values obtained from the
borenoie an-I 'ne b~acK analysis of the previous Cases Factor of Safety

landslide. T'he parameters of the soil and the
soft rock used in the slope sta'ility analysis Load TeSt Excavation Test
are summarized in Table 2. _________________________

Figs.9 and 10 show the results of slope analysis Case 1 0.835 0.763
of the unreinforced slope under the surcharge Caseo 2 0.799 0. 735
load and the effect of excavation, respectively. Ca se 3 0.745 0.666
The minimum .f factors of safety obtained from Caseo 4 u.697 0.666
the Limit equilibrium analysis are- summarized in Case5 0.655 0 .615
Table 3. _______________ __________
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Field loading test and field excavation test

in order to apply a uniformly distributed load,
the loading test was carried out by piling up A
sandbags on the top of slope as shown in Fig.6.
The sandbags were placed at a controlled loading
speed of 0.59tf/ma/h. The loading curve is shown
in Fig.11. For the purpose to check whether the
instruments work properly, a preloading test was
performed in the first day. The typical mea-
sured maximum tensile forces developed in the
reinforcements, such as reinforcement A and C,
are given in Fig.12.

The field excavation test was cdrried out after o. . . .
the sandbags were removed by excavating the 6o 12o 16o

lower part or slope up to about 5m depth. It was Time (days)
necessary to remove the dial indicator holder to
carry out excavation, therefore the surface Fig. 13 Measured Tensile Force versus Days
horizontal displacement could not be measured. after Excavation
The excavation was carried out by steps. Typical
measured maximum tensile forces developed in the the relic joint to expand. Such swelling process
reinforcements, such as A and C, versus the is slow, because water absorption needs time for
elapsed time after excavation is shown in the water to penetrate. The field measurement

1ig.13. shows that such a process takes about two weeks

From Figs.'2 and 13 it can be seen that the to reach a stable stage.
tensile force developed in the reinforcement Field measurement
under an effect of surcharge reached a stable
state immediately after the surcharge loading Fig.14 shows the measured horizontal displace-
was applied and the tensile force slightly re- ment of slope surface for the lcding test.
duced after the surcharge loading was removed. Fig.15 shows the horizontal displacement at the
However it took about two weeks tor the tensile borehole location for both loading test and

force developed in the reinforcement to reach a excavation test. Field measurement shows that
stable stage under an effect of excavation. This the upper portion of the slope moved forward
delayed response of the development of tensile while with negligible movement at the lower
force in the reinforcement may be due to the
effect of the relic joint in the decomposed, -
granite. When a surcharge loading is applied,
the relic joint is compressed immediately and
permanently. So the tensile force developed in Surcharge

- 1.7 tf/vthe reinforcement immediately after the 2.8 tf/'
surcharge load is applied and such a tensile 3.8 tf/ .
force reduces in a very small amount after the 5.0 tf/s

surcharge load is removed. On the other hand,
stress relief produced by excavation may cause

_.

Fig. 14 Measured Horizontal Displacement at the

I I I iSurface of the Slope

r i Horizontal Horizontal
Displacement(mm) Displacement(mm)

0 5 J -5 -1 5 ' -5 - 11

0 2 24 36 46 60 72

Time (hours)

Fig. 11 Applied Surcharge Load versus Time

Surcharge

..... 1.7 tf/m
2.8 tf/'

Excavation I

0 ~ . Step 1• --.-- Step 2'

-Step 4
*-Step 5

r ' 12 24 36 48 60 72

Time (hours) a)Surcharge b)Excavation

Fig. 15 Measured Horizontal Displacement at the
Fig. 12 Measured Tensile Force versus Time Borehole Location
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portion. COMPARISONS OF MEASURED AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS

Figs.16 and 17 show the measured axial forces AND ITS CONSIDERATIONS
developed in the reinforcements for the loading
test and the excavation test, respectively. General remarks
Field measurement shows that the axial forces Finite element analyses of the field test have
developed in the reinforcement are not all in been performed ( Matsui and San, 1987). In the
tension in case of surcharge and that are mainly analy:ze, L soil is assumed to be nonlinear
in tension in ca~e or ex,=a-ion. elastic with a hyperbolic tangent modulus

(Duncan and Chang, 1970) and the soft rock
linear elastic. The slippage between the rein-
forcement and the surround medium and between

A the soil and the rock is modeled by a elasto-
plastic joint element ( Matsui, Abe and San,
1986, Matsui and San, 1988). The reinforcement

-cg is considered as one dimensional bar element.
1. t/m The material properties used in the present
3 -analysis are summarized in Table 4.

Deformation of the slooe and axial forces dave-1
F-' loped in the reinforcements

The deformation of the slope under 5tf/m of
surcharge loading obtained from finite element
analysis is shown in Fig.18. By comparing Fig.18
with Figs.14 and 15(a), it can be seen that both

soft Rock analytical and measured results i-'-w that the
top of slope surface moved forward, wnile with a
small movement at the toe and that the horizon-

Fig. 16 Measured Axial Force Distribution of tal displacement within the slope is large at
the upper portion while with negligible movementReinforcement(Itf/m2-5tf/m2 ) at the lower portion.

Fi-.19 shows the analytical axial force dis-
tribution of reinforcements for the case of

Excavation S
Tlae ltStepi-Step 2 B,

D s nfStep 4eSoR f

Estic mouu E Stfil2  
2.x1f1./0m21x0

E letf. SCALE (2m)

Fig. 17 measured Axia Force Distribution of Fig. 18 Ana0ytical Deformation of the Rein-Reinforcement (At the End of Exca- forced Cut Slope under 5tf/m'Loading

ration Step)

Table 4 Material Properties

Decomposed granite Soft rock Reinforcement

Elastic modulus E (tf/m' )  2.2x10' 1.4x10' 2.1x10'
Unit weight y (tf/M3 )  1.8 2.0

Poisson's ratio v 0.3 0.3 0.3
Friction angle 0 (degree) 19 45

Cohesion c (tf/m,) 1.0 1.0

Coefficient of earth pressure 0.67 0.67
at rest K,

Hyperbolic constant K 210 -

Hyperbolic constant Kur 420 -

Hyperbolic constant n 1.02 -

Failure ratio Rf 0.69 -
Cross section area A (M 2 ) - - 5.2x10-
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Soft ,ock Fig. 20 Principal Stress Distribution of the

Reinforced Cut Slope under 5tf/m 2

Loading

Fig. 19 Analytical Axial Force Distribution of
Reinforcement ( Itf/m'-5tf/m )

field loading test. From Figs.16 and 19, it can
be seen that both analytical and measured re-
sults show that the axial forces developed in 20 tf/, +
the reinforcement are not all in tension, and
that the tcnsile force developed in the upper
reinforcements are significantly larger than the + T
lower. x So' ft ro

Shear strength of reinforced soil mass /,_-_T -

Figs.20 and 21 show the distribution of total -,-L
pzincipal stress in the reinforced and unrein- I--

forced slopes under the loading of 5tf/m', re- Fig. 21 Principal Stress Distribution of the
spectively. It can be seen that the orientation Unreinforced Cut Slope under 5tf/m'
of principal stress of the soil is slightly Loading
changed, while the minor principal stress is
significantly increased in the reinforced soil
mass. It is very clear that the increase in the
minor stress contributes to increase the shear (1) The axial forces developed in the rein-
strength of the reinforced soil mass without any forcement are not all in tension under
change of c,4 values, surcharge loading. Such axial forces

develop immediately as the sur.charge is
CONCLUSIONS applied, and decreased in a small amount

after the surcharge is removed.
A full scale field test on a reinforced cut

slope incorporated with a road widening project (2) The axial forces developed in the rein-
has been presented. Finite element analyses of forcement are mainly in tension under an
the field loading test have been also presented. effect of excavation with a maximum near
The agreement between analytical results and the surface just after excavation is com-
field measurements is satisfactoiy. From the pleted. Such axial forces increase with
comparisons between measured and analytical elapsed time and reach a stable condition
results of the field loading test, the success after two weeks.
of the slope stabilization by tensile inclu-
sions, such as root piles, has been demon- REFERENCES
strated. Both site observations and analytical Duncan, J.M., and Chang, C.Y. (1970), "Nonlinear
results show that the upper part of the surface Analysis of Stress and Strain in Soils", J.
of the slope significantly moves away with small Soil Mech. and Found. Engg. Div., ASCE, SM5,
movement at the toe under the surharge. The Vol.96:1629-1653.
analytical results indicate that the orientation
of principal stress of soil is slightly changed, Matsui, T., Abe, N., and San, K.C. (1986), "A
while the minor principal stress is signifi- Simple Mechanistic Model for Slippage with
cantly increased under the effects of reinforce- Application to Reinforced Soils", Proc. of
ment. The increase in the minor principal stress 21st National Conf. JSSMFE: 1093-1096.
contributes to increase in the shear strength of Matsui, T., and San, K.C. (1987), "Reinforce-
soil without any change in c, (t values. ment Mechanism of Cut Slope with Tensile In-
Moreover, the reinforcement mechanism of a rein- clusions", Proc. 8th Asian Reg. Conf. SMFE.,
forced cut slope under an effect of excavation Kyoto Vol.1:185-188.
is different with that of surcharge. By
comparing the reinforcement mechanism of a rein- Matsui, T., and San, K.C. (1988), "A Model for
forced cut slope under a surcharge load and an interface Slippage with Application to Rein-
effect of excavation, some distinguished aspects forced Soils", Soils and Foundations. (to be
are summarized as follows: published)
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The Performance Behaviour of a Grain Silo Foundation
in Jeddah Supported on Stone Columns
D.L. Jones M.H. Golder
L.G. Mouchel & Partners, West Bytleel, Surrey, United Kingdom L.G. Mouchel & Partners, West Byfleet, Surrey, United Kingdom

G.J. Macdonald
L.G. Mouchel & Partners, West Byfleet, Surrey, United Kingdom

SYNOPSIS: This paper describes the ground treatment carried out and the subsequent load settle-
ment behaviour of a grain silo in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Predicted performance based on the results
of both SFT and cone penetration tests are compared with actual behaviour. The prediction based on
the SFT results is poor, with the cone penetration analyses giving a significant improvement. A
knowledge of cone resistance and hence modulus values for the full depth of influence of the silo
would have further refined the prediction.

INWI CTICN underlain by very loose marine shelly sands and silts

with layers or lenses of clay and gravel and coral

This paper details the settlement behaviour of a port limestone. Graded bed sequences with gravel at the

silo of 20,000 tonne capacity constructed at Jeddah Port base, fining upwards, were evident as was the local

(Saudi Arabia) for imported cereals and expellers. (See concentrations of heavy minerals due to wave action at

Fig 1). former beach levels.

The silo installation at the port acts in the capacity

of transit storage, permitting vessels of up to 65,000

tonnes to be discharged at 600 tonnes per hour, and the

cereals transferred to inland feedmill storage silos by

road vehicles. This case history relates to Phase I of

the silo construction contract.

The silo structure comprises a block of 12, 10.5 metre

square steel bins, constructed from deep profile dah

corrugated steel sheet supported by hollow section

concrete filled posts and diagonal tie bars. YEME -

The silo structure is founded on a reinforced concrete

cellular raft 32.5m x 42.5m imposing an average stress

of 250 kN/m 2 and a maximum of 300 kN/M 2 when 8 out of

the 12 bins are loaded towards the end of the silo.

GELOGY AND GI) 00DITIONS

The coastal plain around Jeddah Port consists of

Quarternary/Recent deposits of gravel, sand, coral Fig 1 Locotion Plon
limestone and silt underlain at depth by Quarternary The sequence contained thin laterally discontinuous

Volcanics or Pre Cambrian basement rocks. bands of coral limestone up to 6m thick concentrated

between depths of 2m to 9m and 18m to 32m respectively.

The ground investigation for the silo complex consisted The limestone is a breccioconglomeratic calcirudite

of cable percussion boreholes and static cone composed of coral and limestone fragments with shell

penetrometer tests. The investigation revealed that the debris in a sandy matrix. Voids of between 20m to 60am
site which is partly in an area of reclaimed land, is were identified within the limestone layers. A further
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porous shelly limestone layer with dissolution cavities FUD DfIONS

partially filled with sand gravel and clay was

encountered from 49.Om to 59.5m depth but it is not In view of the low cone readings and low SPT 'N' values

known whether this is laterally persistent as only one measured to a depth of 26m the possibility existed that

borehole was taken to this depth, the others terminating a bearing capacity failure could occur under adverse

between 40m and 50m. A typical section is shown in Fig silo loading conditions. The decision was therefore

2. taken to adopt ground treatment to reduce adverse

differential settlements and minimise the risk of

Groundwater was encountered at some l.5m below ground bearing failure.

level, that is approximately at the founding level of

the silo raft, a design criteria. options investigated included the formation of jet

grouted columns, piling, dynamic compaction and

The Standard Penetration Test profiles recorded within vibro-replacement the latter being considered the most

the boreholes were generally similar with SPT 'N' values appropriate on the basis of financial and technical

of between 2 to 20 to a depth of 16m reducing to between considerations.

0 and 12 to a depth of approximately 26m. (See Fig 2).

Below this level SPT 'N' values increased significantly The varying silt content within the ground suggested

to between 25 and 50 with refusal being recorded after a that vibro-replacement rather than vibro-compaction

short penetration into the limestone lenses. A number would be most effective. In view of the increasing

of cone penetration tests were subsequently carried out friction ratio with depth, identified from the static

to further investigation the zone of low SPT results to cone testing, it was considered that a treatment depth

a depth of 26m. of between 10m to 12m would represent the practical

maximum depth throughout which useful treatment could be

achieved. With friction ratios from the static cone

COMPOSITE PLOTS penetrometer tests generally exceeding 3% within the
SECTION zone to be treated by vibro-compaction, the treatmentSPT CPT process becomes one of installirq relatively stiff

No 7 BL.S:; 3G2,- CONE RESISTANCE iqc' columns into the ground which itself shows little0 20 '0 5060 70 80 71 I00371.05060 7O0

0- 10 -. 2004 6781 12increase in relative density.
2 2i - -

5- 61

6i
- The ground treatment for the Phase I silo comprised the

0 0 6 10- installation of some 500 stone columns to depths of 12m
12 KEY -2' with a grid spacing varying from 2.Om to 2.5m.

15- 1 l, - BH 2 1 14.-

18 --- 8HL 18; PERF-wIC Bmviam - PREICTED
20- * 20 

20

622 22,

25- 12' 2'.'-Settlement calculations were undertaken using the
K 26 61 2

28 results of the SPT 'N' values and the static cone
30 30 KEY penetrometer tests. The SPT 'N' values exhibited a wide

34 -K CP2 range which reflected the interbedded and lenticular
36 c8 nature of the deposits rendering a settlement analysis

40- 0 '. based on the results of average SPT 'N' values
4.2 ----. inappropriate. Typical settlements under an applied

-.6 -- _loading 250 kN/ml calculated by varing methods are 30mn
- 08 and 40rmm using 14eyerhof (1965) and Schultze and Sherif

50- 5o (1973) respectively, and up to 70mm by Parry (1971).
EGE ND

55- GRAVEL The more recent analysis by Burland and Burbridge (1985)

SILT LIMESTONE produces a calculated settlement of 80rm.

E SAND MADE GROUND Analysis based upon SPT testing would therefore suggest

that the predicted settlements are within a range that

Fig 2 Typical Section an Penetration Test Results could be accommodated by a silo raft where controlled

loadings apply. However it is understood that severe
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settlement had been experienced on an adjacent silo assumption was to limit the predicted settlment to 25mm

site. A method of analysis based upon static cone within the zone from 26m to 65m.

penetrometer tests which provide a continuous profile of

resistance with depth was therefore preferred. The Based upon the above assumptions a calculated total

results were analysed using Schertmann's (1970) settlement for the silo raft of 220mm was obtained which

procedure which assumes a triangular strain distribution is significantly greater than that obtained using SPT
up to a depth of twice the foundation width, that is results.

some 65m. Although boreholes had been sunk to this

depth the static cone testing met with refusal around a In assessing the reduction in settlement caused by the

depth of 26m. Reference to the borehole records also installation of stone columns reference was made to the

indicated high SPT values below this level in dense sand method proposed by Priebe (1976). With the column

and gravel with lenses of limestone. spacings adopted, a settlement reduction factor of 2

could be applied. This is equivalent to doubling the

A comparison of the measured penetration results with a modulus in the treated ground compared with the

chart for the interpretation of penetration tests in untreated ground. The effect on installing stone

chalk by Searle (1979) suggest that the soils compare columns is thus limited to halving the settlement within

with a medium dense to dense structureless chalk and the treated layer and is insignificant when compared

that the carbonate silts and sands are weakly cemented, with the overall anticipated settlement, the majority of

An assumption was therefore made that the presence of which occurs below the treated zone. The reduction in

high modulus materials below a depth of 26m would modify settlement was calculated as being around 25mm.

the stress distribution below the raft such that the However, it was believed that the stone columns would

majority of settlement occurred above this level, significantly increase bearing capacity and by forming a

layer of uniform stiffness would minimise differential

A modulus value of 100 MN/m2 was arbitarily ascribed to movement.

the materials below 26m depth. The effect of this

TIME SETTLEMENT GRAPH FOR POINTS SA & 10 ON SILO RAFT

TIME [DAYS)
Mc 3O Q 0 700 80070 Im 1120 i2C7 1310

IA 3A SA

t KEY PLAN

0

st'ao

004 LOG of
St rtn

24, NO QeO. G T k "4
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Fig 3 Load Settlement Behaviour
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PERFORMANCE BE1IAVIOUR - OBSERVED were only taken after construction of the raft had been

completed which accounts for approximately 40% of the

Following completion of the silo raft in Sertember 1983 load under a full silo condition. From the settlement

steel targets were cast into corners and mid points of observations, settlement under primary loading has been

the long axis of the raft. Readings which were taken shown to be virtually concurrent with loading, followed

prior to the construction of the silo bins acted as by a minor consolidation period lasting 2 to 3 weeks.

datum for subsequent settlement measurements. The dead From this it can be assumed that settlement of the raft

weight of the raft is 14000 tonnes giving an imposed would have been essentially complete at the time of

bearing pressure of 100 kNm. FLom Lhe observations of installing the steel targets. On a pro-rata basis the

subsequent load settlement behaviour it can be assumed settlement of the raft alone could have been around

that settlement of the raft was concurrent with 150mm.

construction.

For the carbonate deposits encountered, the ratio of

The loading of the silos was carefully controlled by observed to predicted settlement based on the Ltsults of

redistribution of grain to ensure uniform ground SPT tests was high. Calculations using the cone

pressures and settlement. Reference to the penetrometer results superficially gave good agreement

load/settlement behaviour for two of the targets vig 3) between predicted and observed, but if an allowance is

indicates that settlement is virtually immediate upon made for settlement of the raft, this approach also

application of load followed by a relatively minor time underestimated total settlement. It is considered that

related settlement which lasts of the order of two to the disparity is predominantly due to an overestimate of

three weeks. The operational demands of the silo were the modulus value below a depth of 26m.

such that full consolidation for a given load could not

always be reached. As would be expected with subsequent The stone columns have provide very effective in

unloading and reloading further settlement only occurred reducing differential settlement and eliminating any

when the previous highest loading had been exceeded or bearing failure. The actual amount of total settlement

where full consolidation has not been reached under has had little effect on the operational performance of

previous loadings. As the full silo condition was the silos.

approached only relatively small settlement increases

occurred compared with those experienced during initial CONCLUSrON

loadings. The magnitude of any elastic recovery during

unloading was insignificant. The load/settlement behaviour of the silos could not be

adequately predicted using SPT based methods. The use

The design of the silo raft has allowed substantial of a static cone penetrometer enabled a better

redistribution of stresses to occur and can be thought prediction to be made. However, as cone penetrometer

of as approaching a rigid raft condition with regards to tests were only able to penetrate to a depth less than

its settlement performance. Although the settlement of half that influenced by the silo, a suitable estimate of

the centre of the raft was not monitored the performance the variation in modulus with depth could not be

of the silo suggests that there has been no adverse obtained. The use of a relatively high modulus at depth

dishino at the centre. Relatively planar settlements led to an underestimate of settlement.

can therefore be assumed.

Thc use of stone columns has prevented bearing failure

The headhouse tilted towards the silo due to the and limited differential settlement. The silo has been

influence of the silo loading on the settlement of the fully operational since construction and has been

headhouse raft. This caused no structural or unaffected by the settlement. The load/settlement

operational problems, but the access platforms between behaviour of the silos shows that settlement has

the headhouse and silo were adjusted to prevent damage essentially ceased.

by contact.

DISCUSSION

The writers wish to acknowledge Shiek A Fakieh of Fakieh

The observed settlements are large and exceeded that Poultry Farms, Makkah, Saudi Arabia for permission to

predicted. It should be noted that settlement readings publish this paper. The civil contractors for the
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developi..nt were Icori Estero SA and Berga Impianti

Cereali SFS of Italy. The ground treatment was carried

out by Cementation and Foundation Engineering Ltd, Great

Britain and the ground investigations by Alhoty Stanger

Ltd and Foundation Engineering Ltd, Saudi Arabia.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 5.45

Designing Geotextile Support for Submarine Power Cables
K.Y.C. Chung
Consultant of Geotechnical Services, Gilbert/Commonwealth,
Jackson, Michigan

SYNOPSIS: Six 36cm diameter submarine pipe-cables were buried in a 1.2 km long, fabric-lined trench
in the soft river mud under 17m average water head across the Hudson River about 4.8km north of the
Newburgh Bridge, New York. This paper describes the design considerations based on geotechnical
point of view of using geotextile to support submarine power cables.

INTRODUCTION organic content of the sediments decreases as
depth increases. The thickness of this clay

Field and laboratory test results indicate that varies from zero to 6m at the shorelines and
the upper river sediment is extremely soft and 29m in the middle of the channel. Underlying
is thermally unstable (G/C. 1984). Thermal the clay is a layer of very dense silty sand.
sand was required as backfill because its heat Project location and the subsurface profile
dissipating qualities prevent the conductors along the submarine river crossing are
from over-heating. presented in Figure 1. Figures 2 and 3 present

the soil classification based on Unified
Three alternatives to improve the stability of Classification System and the gradation range
the trench were considered during design stage: for the sediment, respectively. Field and

laboratory shear strength data, Atterber
Increase the trench depth to 2.44m and limits, maximum past pressure, ano
maintain the thickness of thermal sand at consolidation data for the sediment with
1.83m. respect to depth are presented in Figure 4.

" Maintain the 1.83m trench depth, and The undrained shear strength (Su) of the
backfill with lightweight aggregate instead sediments varies from about 2.4 kn/m near the

of the originally proposed thermal sand. river bottom to 38 kn/m 2 at depths of 19.8 to
21.3m below the river mudline. The 3m sediment
is gray organic plastic clay and the natural

Maintain the 1.83m trench depth, and place water content ranges from 70 to 100%, which is
filter cloth in the trench prior to the higher than the liquid limit of the soil. The
placement of the thermal sand and pipes. average liquid limit is about 60 percent. With

natural moisture contents near and higher than
Environmental concerns prohibited river or the liquid limit, these clays are sensitive
ocean disposal of the dredged waste. A dee with a sensitivity value of 2 for the top 1.83m
trench disposal plan was cancelled because of to 6 for a greater depth. Sensitivity is
the volume and cost limitations of the upland defined as the ratio of the undisturbed and the
disposal site. Cost comparisons indicated that remolded shear strengths. The clays are
using lightweight aggregate to replace the sli ghtly overconsolidated with the
thermal sand was more expensive and less overconsolidation ratio (OCR) of 1.5 to 2 in
reliable than the fabric alternative. The the upper 9.1m and of 1.1 to 1.3 beiow 9.1m.
filter fabric was therefore selected to line Test data indicate that the submer ed unit
the trench, to help stabilize the trench weight of t e river sediment ranges from 0.45
bottom, and to prevent the river muck from to 0.51 g/cm3.
mixing with the sand backfill.

In order to select an adequate shear strength
SEDIMENT CHARACTERISTICS value for design of the foundation system, the

field and laboratory strength data were
Borings, samplings, in-situ vane shear tests, evaluated and compared with typical values from
and laboratory tests such as classification, available literature (Bjerrum, 1972; Duncan,
strength, sensitivity, consolidation, thermal 1973; Ladd, 1977; & Osterman, 1959).
resistivity and chemical tests were performed
to study the engineering properties of the soft For a normally consolidated marine clay, the
river sediments. The results were evaluated. ratio of undrained shear strenth of the
Drilling in the river was conducted from a 18.3 effective overburden pressure (Su/ovo) is
by 7.6m barge. A special submersible platform directly proportional to the plasticity index
which supported the drilling casing and the of the clay (Osterman, 1959). In this case.
Geonor vane shear device was provided by the the ratio (Su/o'vo) for the normal consolidated
contractor to isolate the testing from the soil is 0.22. Since the upper clay was found
operation of the barge. In order to obtain constantly disturbed by tal action and
relatively undisturbed soil samples for currents and slightly overconsolidated, the
laboratory testing, Osterberg samples were shear stress ratio was adjusted based on the
recovered at certain elevations at some stress history (or overconsolidation ratio
borings. OCR) according to the work of Ladd (1977). A

normalized shear stress ratio curve
The Hudson River sediments consist of gray soft incorporated with the stress history is also
plastic clay occasionally interbedded with silt drawn in Figure 4. The shear stress ratios
layers. Shell fragments were also noted. The based on the field vane shear test results are
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Fig. Geologic Cross Section, Hudson River Submarine Crossing

also computed as shown on the same figure. A Q = f Of

reduction factor of 0.9 on the vane shear test
results to account for disturbance, rate of inwih '= Average submerged unit weight
test, time delay during test, and vane size i hc
effects was app ied in calculations (Bjerrum, of the granular
1972). Based on comparisons, a shear stress backfil I in pcf
ratio (Su/o'vo) of 0.32 for the too 3m sediment O et ftebcfl nf
was selected for design. D et ftebcfl nf

STABILITY OF TRENCH BOTTOM Let FS be the safety factor against the bearing
capacity failure at the bottom of backfill.

The stability of the trench bottom is governed Te
by the shear strength of the river sedimentsFS=Ql/
and the weight or the backfill material.FS=ut/
During placement of the backfill, the ultimate
bearing capacity, Quit, underneath the granular
fill can be expressed by the bearing capacity
equatiSonE: PLASICITY cHART

Quit Nc Su + s s D

in which Su : Undrained shear Hdo Re S i C

strength of the sm f
sediment in psf v st

40 --cs fAverage submerged u w

unit weight ofthel du i n intes , and__ v sh

pof (1gcm 62.4 pcf) '.o- 0.-*

Ds = Depth of excavation s -0 - in - -
in ft (1 ft : 30.48 cm)

Nc = Bearing capacity M_-1
1

CL

factor for clay: OD

5.7 based on bo
Terzaghi and 5. m e a FS Qult/

based on Prandti, LQUID LIMIT
(Moorhouse, 1972).

The applied pressure (Q) due to placement of Fig. 2 Soil Classification for Hudson River

the backfill Is: Sediment
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si ng sujbmerged un>* weights of the granular the, remolded strength, the factor of sa."ety
.11fil an h i', tpsdenEo 5 against the bearing capacity( failure of the

• 104 g nm3  and 3) pcf (0.48 gcm-, trench bottom would become M7.
rzspectively, and 3ubstituting the design
.Irdrained shear strengshs and the effective Due to uncertainties associated w it h the
.ierburden p resure )io) the factors o f construction operation (nonconformity of the
afety for the stabi : sy of the trench bottom backfill thickness), the effect of currents and

a'. the end -of construction vary from 1.2 to wave action and the unknown soil strength of
T h e re;It is based on the asmption the top O.61m of sediment, this upper bound

that no variation ) f the backfill thickness safety factor ( 1.30) is considered to be too
during construction would occur. Should the low The rate of the secondary compression
shear strength of the sediment decrease for any (creep), C I(=AH/H/Alogj 0 t) has been found
reason such as disturbance during excavation to higher than 0.03 for the top Jm sediments. At
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low factor of safety, creep to failure is conduit from the east side to the west.

Sossible for this soft marine clay.
urthermore, if the remolded strength is used, During installation, the contractor provided an

the factor of safety is less than one. The offshore surveying and monitoring crew to
most likely bearing capacity failure mode for confirm all the work he performed. The crew
soft soil al top and stiffer soil at bottom was equipped with a Cubic "Autotape" model
would be lateral plastic flow. Therefore. DM-40 Two-Range Precise Navigation system,
should the trench slope and bottom fail, some which was capable of 0.5m accuracy in range
granular cover will be lost laterally. The measurement. For vertical measurement, t e
pipe-cable will be covered by river sediment crew was equipped with a Raytheon DE-719 Survey

Depth Sounder and a Klein model 400 Side Scan
instead of sand backfill. Sonar. Prior to the dredging operation and

after the final work, bathymetric surveys at anFilter cloth to line the trench was selected inealo 6.m nda iiumwth f61

and installed. Analysis indicate" that the interval of 6.lem and a minimum width of 61m
filter cloth could protect the thermal sand, along the whole cable alignment were performed.
increase the bearing capacity of the sediment,
and increase the stability of the overall An underwater sediment profile using a
system. Bottom/Subbottom Video Profiler with sonarremote sensing capability was also recorded by

Settlement analysis for the combined Video Recorder during dredging operations to
pipe-backfill system was performed. The confirm sediment condition.
maximum total settlement consist of 47cm of
consolidation settlement and 25.4cm of
secondary settlement (creep). The differential CONCLUSION

settlement between two points 30.5m apart along
the cable alignment could then be estimated to Use of the geotextile enabled the owner to
be less than 30.5cm. The maximum amount of successfully place the pipe-cables urderwater
settlement wos not expected to impact the pipe despite the unstable river bottom. The
cables. The stress in the pipe induced by decision to use the geotextile resulted in
these total and differential settlements was approximately a third less dredging and a
verified by conventional analysis using beam on considerable savings in time and labor.
elastic foundation approach and was negligible. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Foundations on Stone Columns Resting on Coralline Limestone
K.S.A. Rahim A.W. Dhowian
Associate Professor, Civil Engineering Departmcnt, King Saud Associate Professor, Civil Engineering Denartrnent, King Saud
University. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

SYNOPSIS: The s bsoil conditions along the Red Sea coast in Saudi Arabia are complex due to exist-
ance of very thick beds of coralline limestone of recent geological origin. These coral beds are
soft, porous and nonhomogeneous. They are often interspaced with large cavaties and soft sandwitched
layers of finer particles. Analysis of the subsoil conditions to a fifty meter depth based on data
frrm deep boreholes, Standard Penetration Tests (SPT), Quasi Static Cone Tests (DCT) and large size
Plate Load Tests is presented. The strength and compressibility characteristics of the strata and
the correlation factors for the SPT and DCT in coralline limestone are evaluated. The results from
the plate load tests conducted on natural soil and on soil compacted with stone colum .s are
includ-d. An evaluation of the performance of the foundation for the heavy turbines resting on soil
compacted with vibro-compaction replacement method with stone columns was made.

INTRODUCTION log data representing the average subsoil
conditions in the area is given in Figure 1.

Saudi Arabia is a vast country with several The DCT was conducted in the immediate vicinity
geologic environments. The western coastal of the borehole and Standard Penetration Tests
area is a flat narrow plain bounded by the Red (SPT) were performed during drilling of bore-
Sea in the west and by the Al Hiyaz mountain holes. Two plate load tests at a depth of one
ranges in the east. It is underlain by the meter below ground level were also conducted.
Arabian Shield. The Precambrian Basement The details for all the boreholes, the DCTs,
Complex of the Arabian Shield are mainly the plate load tests and the laboratory tests
igneous and metamorphic and form a dome shaped are given by Keller (1984).
topography, Saad and Zolt (1978). The main
geological features and climatic conditions in SUBSOIL CONDITIONS
Saudi Arabia are discussed by Oweis and Bowman
(1981). Due to favourable marine and climatic The water table lies between 1.25 to 2.5 M
conditions coral cultures grew along the Red below ground level (G.L). The overburden is 5
Sea coast forming terraces of coralline lime- to 7 M thick. It is composed of a mixture of
stone. The reef conditions caused continuous silt (up to 60 percent (%)), fine sand (up to
changes in coralline limestone beds. The high 25%) and clay (up to 20%). A generalised grain
porosity of the soft coral beds and the distribution plot is given in Figure 2. The
destruction caused by the boring organisms silts are soft to medium soft in consistency
permitted flowing of water and sedimentation of and are classified as Silts of Low Plasticity
sand and silt particles between coral layers. (ML). The SPTs indicate low penetration resis-
Sometimes the sediments and soft coral forma- tance with blow count (N) ranging between 5 to
tions were washed away creating cavaties. 15 N with an average of N=ll for the 12 tests.

The N values show that the stratum is loose
This case study involves a large project locat- to medium loose with gad (allowable bearing
ed on the Red Sea coast about 140 kilometers pressure) is less than one bar, Terzaghi and
south of Jeddah. This multi-million dollar Peck (1948). In conformity with SPTs, the DCTs
Power and Desalination Plant is spread over an gave the cone resistance (qc) ranging between
area of approximately 10 hectors and it has
five foundations pads of 100 square meters 10 to 20 bars with an average of 14 bars and a
(SQM) for each of the five turbines. Only the friction ratio ranging between 4 to 6% for the
heavy foundations with loads of 15 mega newtons 4 DC's conducted for the full depth of the
(MN) each for the five turbines are discussed overburden. Thus gad for the stratum is one
in this case study. bar for raft foundation, Terzaghi and Peck

( 1948 ) . The correlation factor, n = qc/N,
SUBSOUL INVESTIGATIONS relating the SPT blow count N to DCT cone

The shed housing the turbines and the boilers resistance qc ranges between 2 to 4 for all the

covers an area of 300 meters (M) by 150 M. To tests in the overburden. The correlation
investigate the subsoil conditions, a 50 M deep factor is in conformity with the published
borehole was drilled in the center of the area results for loose silts, Schmertmann f1370),
and six more boreholes up :o 25 M depth were and Sanglerat (1972). The plate load test
sunk within the area. Forty five Quasi Static conducted on a 5 SOM concrete slab iniicated a
Cone penetration tests (Dutch Cone Test (DCT)) bearing pressure of 0.75 bars with a settlement
up to 25 M depth were cor.ducted within the of 2.58 millimeters (mm). The laboratory test
area. The DCT results along with the borehole results are given in Table 1.
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formation and a few SPT and DCT tests were bearing cpacity of 0.75 to 1.0 bar. The coral-

conducted. SPT tests indicate medium resistance line limestone formations underneath are of

of 15 to 35 N and the qc in DCT tests ranged recent geological origin. The density and

between 20 to 70 bars in the porous and weaker strength characteristics vary erracticaly. Thin

grey coralline limestone containing sandwitched layers of silts and sands are sandwitched

layers of silt and fine sand. Compact coral- between thick layers of coralline limestone.

line limestone is white to brown in color with The coralline limestone possesus medium

a tight but porous structure. The SPT ranged strength with qad = 2 to 3 bars and is unsuit-

between 25 to 60 N and qc in DCT tests ranged able for bearing piles.

between 80 to 200 bars. The N values indicate
that qad ranges between 1 to 3 bars for the Any solution to the foundations must ensure the

load distribution within the upper stratum of 5
weaker grey coralline limestone and it varies to 7 M in order to avoid load concentration on
betweei, 2 to 5 bars for the compact white coralline limestone underneath. It should

coralline limestone. Similarly the q. from also meet the settlement criteria. The other

DCTS show that cad varies between 0.5 to 2 bars factors are thu time element and the cost.

for the grey layers and it ranges between 2 to Thus the improvement of the upper stratum by

5 bars for the compact white stratum. Hence, compaction techniques is one of the best

a value for qc of 2 to 3 bars can be assigned economical solutions to be considered.

for the entire coralline limestone strata. The Dynamic Compaction

correlation factor (n) for the weaker grey
layers ranges between 2 and 3 and it varies The subsoil condition are not ideally suited
between 3 and 4 for the compact white layers. for application of dynamic compaction. The
The unconfined compressive strength of intact compaction of a 7 M thick stratum with high

cores from the white layers ranged between 6.2 water table and a large content of fines

to 22.6 bars with unit weioht ranging between would make dynamic compaction ineffective.
10.4 to 18.8 kilo-newtons per cubic meter. Also, the shock waves generated during dynamic

compaction could loosen the structural
boundaries of the coralline limestone.

TABLE 1. Laboratory Test Results Preloading - surcharge Method

The required massive surcharge loads and the
-...___.____________.__________'______v______en_ drainage system necessary to compact the 7 M

thick stratum below the water table would

require a long duration and would be unecono-
mical.

Vibro-Compaction with Stone Columns

S .. For the subsoil conditions the Vibro-compaction
S1.. 4 6 Q Replacement Method with stone columns for com-

4 . L .4 pacting the 7 M thick upper stratum was an
-. A - effective and economical solution requiring a

, 14 1 .- 3 minimum of time. The method improves the sub-
- 3 4" soil with reduction in voids and compaction of

. -.- .weak material due to formulation of densely
compacted stone column tightly interlocked with

_____________________._____-_"_____.____________ the surrounding soils.

:_ :-__________. _______. _____--_____________-___ Plate load tests were conducted to accertain

the effectiveness of the vibro-compaction
I method. The load-settlement curves for two

plate load tests are given in Figure 3. Test
-NO. 1 was performed on natural soil deposit

- (without any treatment) and Test No. 2 was
SI conducted on soil compacted with stone columns.

The stone columns were one meter in diameter
- . ,. ,,, . , and were placed at 1.2 M center to center

embeded 7 M in the compacted overburden and
1 -PIC penetrating one meter into the coralline lime-

stone. Both tests were conducted with a
concrete test slab; 600 mm thick with a base
area of 5 SQM. Loads were applied in increments
through a hydraulic jack located below the
loading platform. The settlements were monitor-
ed at four points with dial gauges reading to
0.01 mm and the average settlement was recorded
for each load increment which was held constant

THE PROBLEM AND THE SOLUTION for six hours. Test No. I in Figure 3 shows
that settlements increased excessively for

The upper stratum of 5 to 7 M thick is mostly loads exceeding 375 kilonewtons (KN) indicating

silts mixed with sand and clay size particles, general shear failure, Terzaghi and Peck
It is nonhomogeneous, compressible and of low (1948). Test No. 2 does not indicate any shear
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charts. Also, precautions were taken to limit
I washing out of fines during construction and

compaction of the stone columns and the quality
and quantity of gravel used was closely
monitored. On completion of all the columns
for each turbine foundation, the top one half
meter was scraped as the soil was disturbed and
the stone columns contained excessive fines in
the upper most one half meter layer. A struc-
tural fill of 0.5 M with selected aggregate was

-. constructed over the entire area and the
turbine foundation pads were placed on the
structural fill. An analysis with a uniform

__... - ' pressure of 1.5 bars on 100 SQM foundation pad
for the turbine indicated a total settlement of

- 47.30 mm and a differential settlement of 5.8
mm for the elastic compression of the 50 M
thick strata.

___________ CONCLUSIONS

The data from each of the three different types
of field tests, the STPs, the DCTs and the
Plate LoEJ Tests seem to correlate the results
well as almost similar values were obtained for
the allowble bearing capacity for the silt'
overburden and the coralline limestone. The

SNj. 3 Llate Load Tests correlation factor kn) for the SPTs and DCT
appears to be 2 for the soft, grey and porous
coralline limestone and n seem to range between
3 to 4 for the white, compact and hard coral-
line limestone.

failure for loads up to 3000 KN with a total
settlement of 23.21 mm. At the design founda- The vibro-compaction replacement method with
tion pressure of 1.5 bars (load of i500 KN on a stone columns is an effective and speedier
5 QM slab), the total settlements was 7.03 mm. method to compact and improve thick layers of
An analysis of these curves gave the Elastic silty soils below the water table. The compac-
Modulus for natural soil (Test No. I), E = 6700 tion of the overburden with stone columns has
kilonewtons per meter square (KN/Mz) and the improved the bearing capacity and compressibi-
Elastic Modulus for compacted soil with stone lity characteristics significantly (ultimate
columns (Test No. 2), E = 64000 KN/M 2 . Using bearing capacity from 75 KN/M 2 to 600 KN/M 2 and
the deep uorehole log data and DCT results the elastic modulus from 6700 KN/M 2 to 64000 KN/M 2 .
Elastic Modulus for different layers of coral- The project is on a completion stage and
line limestone varied between 40,000 KN/M 2 to presently it is on a trial run. The turbine
120,000 KN /M2 for the 44 M thick strata in a 50 foundations are performing satisfactorily.
M deep borehole. The allowable bearing pressure
on weaker layers of coralline limestone with REFERENCES

qc less than 70 bar is 2 to 3 bars, Sanglerat
(1972). Thus the improvement of overburden Keller, GKN, (1984), "Power and Desalination
with vibro-compaction with stone columns has in Plant - Site Investigation Report", Report
effect improved the characteristics of the prepared by GKN Keller Arabia Ltd., Riyadh,
overburden to be in conformity with the charac- Saudi Arabia.
teristics of the coralline limestone with
respect to bearing pressure, settlements and Oweis, I. and Bowman, J., (1981), "Geotechnical
other mechanical properties. Considerations for Construction in Saudi

Arabia", ASCE Proceedings, Vol. 107, No. GT3.
THE SOLUTION

Saad, S.A. and Zotl, J.G., (1978), Quatenary
The solution to the foundation problem was to Period in Saudi Arabia, Springer-Verlag, New
grout the cavaties with a rich mixture of York, N.Y., U.S.A.

cement and sand under pressure and to compact

the overburden with vibro-compaction with stone Sanglerat, G., (1979), The Penetrometer and

columns. The stone columns were 6 M to 8 M in Soil Exploration, Elsevier Scientific
length (penetrating one meter into coralline Publishing Co., Amsterdam, The Netherlands,

limestone) and 0.9 M to 1.0 M in diameter cons- 2nd Edition.
tructed on a triangular grid of 1.2 M center to
center. All stone columns were constructed Schemertman, J.H., (1970), "Static Cone to
with clean gravel of size 10 mm to 75 mm using Compute Static Settlement Over Sand", Proc.
at least 0.75 cubic meters (M3 ) of gravel per ASCE, J. Soil Mech. Found. Div. 1970.
meter length of the column. The stone columns
.ere vibrated and compacted with heavy machine Terzaghi, K. and Peck, R.B., (1948), Soil
hammers and the resistance offered to the Mechanics in Engineering Practice, John Wle y
hammer was electronically recorded on strip & Sons, New York, N.Y., 2nd Edition.
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Special Tunnelling Methods for Settlement Control:
Infilaggi and Premilling
D.A. Bruce F. Gallavresi
NICON, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Giovanni, Rodio & Co., Milano, Italy

SYNOPS S

This paper provides an introduction to two tunneling methods specially developed to optim ize ettY-ncnt
S;itr l This is particularly relevant in urban environments.

The concept of neither method may be regarded as novel: infilaggi is a development of the principles o,
1crepoling. whilst the premilling idea has been considered for some years. lHowever, recent trends in the
ncture -f the tunnel market, and major advances in the equipment and systems involved have fostered a rapid
,r,,wth in Western Europe. A description is provided of the major points of each method, and case history data
.,re cited to illustrate their excellent performance

I T \TRODi'CTrN

When tunneling in urban environments often at relatively driven suprahorizontally around the crown forms an umbrella of
,hullow depths and in variable ground conditions, the reinforced ground above the subsequent excavation Howcver.
Jevelopment of surface settlements is an attendant reality within the last few years in Western Europe, the concept has
Cepending on the local circumstances, such settlements may be been expanded upon, to the extent that horizontal insitu
,demed too small to be of significance. Alternatively some form reinforcement or retention of this type (infilaggi) has become a
., settlement mitigation or correction may be necessary, for primary tunnelling method. This has arisen for three main
ex-ample grouting {Bruce, 19871 or insitu reinforcement (Bruce et reasons:
ci, 19,S7) Such methods, and others, will also aid the progress
and safety of the tunneling contractor and his personnel 9 Demand - there is a vibrant phase of tunnel construction
2o'..,ngilardi and Tornaghi, 1986). in certain countries in Western Europe--especially Italy. France,

Germany and Austria--for new or upgraded transport networks.
On the other hand it may be more practical or economic to Much of the construction is in ground which can be classified as

attack the problem at source--to isolate the impact of the soil or rock of inferior mechanical characteristics.
etcavation method from the surrounding ground, which would * Equipment - recent advances in specialized drilling
thereby retain its virgin status, and not affect overlying equipment (e.g., RODIC SR500 IPhotoEgrah 11 and SR5I0 diesel
structures hydraulic machines) can allow up to 20m of protection to be

installed in one pass, with very high productivities and with
This paper describes two particular techniques, infilaggi minimal demands on the facilities or assistance of the excavation

and premilling. which have been developed to minimize ground contractor.
movements above tunnels Although entirely different in * Contractual - the contractual atmosphere fosters
execution, they share many common features, principally: innovation and the principles of risk sharing. Thus individual

companies, or groups of companies are encouraged to evolve
new concepts to improve cost effectiveness and productivity.

c they are executed from the face in advance of Equally, these ideas may allow contractors to minimize initial
excavation, thereby minimizing subsequent decompression capital expenditure, by virtue of using or modifying existing

e they are not new ideas- -infilaggi has been known as equipment.
frepoling or spiling in the US for decades, whilst the premilling

tem has taken some time to refine to its current status. The length of each pass of infilaggi varies according to the
however, ground conditions and the balance between the various aspects

f given current trends of shallow tunneling in urban areas of the tunnel construction processes necessary to ensure efficient
hoth have a revived potential rapidly being realized in Western utilization of all resources by all parties In certain instances,
Europe in particular the steel pipes forming the reinforcement may also be used for

0 recent developments in equipment technology have grouting the surrounding ground, and the use of sleeved ports
hrr)adened that p,,tential with respect to speed, reliability and for example permits a range of cements and chemicals to be
-,,t effectiveness used, depending on ground conditions and the support

requirements.
Fach technique is described below, illustrated by reference

to) recent applications by Ing Giovanni Rodin & Co, in Italy CASE HISTORY LIAIINA TUbNEL. MAMMOLA ITALY

2 INFILAGGI The limina motorway tunnel is located in the south of

Italy, near Mammola, approximately 20 Km northeast of ReggioThe use of frirepoling or spiling has long been common as a di Calabria Typically, the 12m diameter tunnel has the profile of
supplemental support method in US tunneling practice For
example, Cloiugh 119Ri described how the array of steel rebars . but at 250m intervals it opens out by 4m for a 4Pm
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Photoeranh 5 - Premilling machine, seen from the
front and showing premilling saw
(upper right) and hydraulic arm

- General layout of typical premilling (left) for shotcreting operations.
machine (Hydraulic arm for shotcreting
not shown).

- the magnitude of vibrations transmitted upwards
towards nearby surface structures is greatly attenuated.

Developments of the technique continue, for example, in
special diamond tools, high pressure water jetting, and increased
cutting power, to permit its use in harder rock formations, faster,
and with increased safety.

, In soft ground- as noted above, the major difference is that
the cut slot is filled with a special concrete mix as early as
possible. The advantages are as identified above for the rock
premill, although the prime target is the elimination of surface
settlements induced by the tunnelling.

Each cover, up to 3.5m long, depending on the soil, is
inclined slightly outwards and overlaps the preceding one by
300 to 500mm (Photgraph 6,). The cone is cut in discrete

/ segments so that the concrete can be placed in each segment, as
/ / -early as possible and without having to wait for the whole arch

profile to be first completed. Cutting times for a typical 3m long
- ' ' segment may be as low as one minute.

- _.- ___ The concrete may be placed by dry or wet shotcrete

methods. A typical mix reported by Bougard et al (1979)
comprises, per cubic meter of mix:

Figure 4 - Round blasting concepts - classical (upper) Cement 450Kg
and with premilled slot (lower). Sand 560Kg

Fine gravel 650Kg
Coarse gravel 650Kg

- less explosives (and blast holes) are required, rendering Accelerator 27Kg

the entire blasting operation safer, faster and environmentally (Sigunite)

more acceptable Water, as appropriate,

- no fissuring or decompression occurs in the surrounding typically w/c - 0.25-030
rock mass, thus preserving its virgin properties, and so reducing
the demand for subsequent reinforcement, e.g., with bolts. This gives a strength of up to 100 bar at eight hours

- there is no overbreak, and therefore associated cost R'lacement of the normal cement with 350Kg of cement fondu
savings in time. effort and materials. g- e the minimum target strength of 80 bars in 4-5 hours In

- the smooth profile makes the placing and performance of addition, spraying the mix into the premilled slot ensures that
arches more efficient. none of the fine aggregate is lost, as is the case in conventional

- less contact or consolidation grouting is needed behind NATM applications of shotcrete on open faces The concrete in
the final tunnel lining, place is, therefore, of superior quality, further enhancing the

- following blasting there is a greatly reduced danger from performance of the system.
rock falls due to chimneys of fractured ground developing above
the excavation.
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F - Qualitative comparison of development of

Photoyrarh 6 - Tunnel excavated under the pre- tunnel movements with Premill and

milled in situ arch, showing overlap NATM. (LeGoer, 1982).

of each cut, and placement of sup-
porting steel ribs.

earlier by 500mm, enabling the excavation to proceed full
section in 3m drives, at an average rate of one advance per 24
hours, iz:

In comparison with the NATM, there are certain

similarities, notably the overall concept of the support, and the * Premill and shotcrete 8 hours
common construction elements such as shotcrete, bolts, and e Shotcrete stiffening period 6-8 hours
arches However, the major dissimilarity is that with premilling a Excavation and placing ribs 8-10 hours
the primary lining is placed up to 3m ahead of the face before
excavation, whereas in NATM the lining follows I or 2m behind The three faces were advanced simultaneously and laser
the excavated face. This greatly impacts the generation and guides used to ensure precise tunnel orientation.
scale of tunnel deformations, and so the effect on overlying
structures (Figure_5). Go~r (1982) described a monitored case The special dry shotcrete mix designed for this contract
history of the relative performance of the two methods in the also incorporated steel fiber (about 30Kg/m 3 ) to aid
same material--Argenteuil marl ("guEj .). Typical properties of performance, and the mix reached 100 bar at 8 hours. Segments
this material wvere listed as: of 2-4m length were successively cut and filled.

Density = 2 During premilling in particulariy poor conditions, the face
Effective cohesion 05 - I 0bar previously lightly shotcreted) was temporarily supported by
Undrained cohesion 15 bar simple mechanical props. Under these conditions, the spacing of
Deformation modulus 500 bar the steel arches was halved. The final lining followed not more

than 50m from the face.

T:,e t c- seLL-, ,hnL -w:-; cniwi d in tr ,-
protected by premilling. 4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Most of the earlier applications have been carried out with The potential for the cost-effective use of infilaggi for soil
the conservative divided section* profile. However, excellent and poor rock tunnelling has been greatly expanded by recent
results with the full section' profile (i.e., cutting a 2700 arcand developments in drilling and grouting technologies. It is now
excavation in one pass) in a shallow circular collector tunnel realistic to anticipate single drives of over 15m, fully protected
3 50m diameter (D6partement de )a Seine-Saint-Denis, France), by the insitu reinforcement, and with or without complementary
in very difficult ground, encouraged its use in Lot 7 of the Lille ground injection, using the new generation of purpose built
Metro, Belgium As evident in Figure 7 the performance of the drilling rigs.
full section profile was superior, with surface settlements no
more than Imm Prefabricated base slabs were connected In cases where surface settlements must be absolutely
structurally to the premill cover by shotcrete, and the steel ribs minimized then the premilling technique has been proved an
then placed. bearing on the slabs. This system also proved faster excellent method, markedly superior in performance to the
than the divided section approach standard NATM. It can be carried out in both rock and soil.

The successful application of each technique, however.
CRASEHISTORY RAILWAY TUNNELS. FROM MONGRASSANO demands close and harmonious cooperation between the support

TOSANMARCO ARGENTANO. NEAR ROGGIANO ITALY specialist and the excavation/lining contractor. Once such links
are forged in the U.S., the demands of the urban shallow

During 1996 and 1987, three tunnels totalling 2000m in tunnelling market will be more efficiently served.
length were formed by premilling The soil was generally lightly
indurated and variable sediments, typified by waterbearing silty ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
claystones with fine sand lenses The profile of the tunnel is The authors have pleasure in acknowledging the assistance
shown in Fiee the 140mm wide slot extending 21m around of their colleagues at NiCON Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA., and at
the shape and 3.mbeynnd the face. Each cover overlapped the Ing Giovanni Rodio & Co., Milano, Italy.
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Reinforced Soil in the Repair of Embankment and Cutting Slip Failures
James Paul
Sales & Marketing Director, Civil Engineering, Netlon Limited,
United Kingdom

SYNOPSIS: The paper considers the causes of slips in embankments and cuttings and examines the
traditional methods of repair and reinstatement. Reinforced soil solutions are examined and
cnmpared with the more traditional systems.

Following consideration of the structure and properties of a polymer geogrid for use in reinforced
soil applications, two case histories are presented. The first involves the repair of a cutting
slip in overconsolidated clay in S.E. England. Both the design method and construction system are
examined along with indications of relative costs. [he second example is a slip in a highway
em anKment in Sweden where a reinforced soil solution was adopted at a cost of only 25% of the
standard solution.

INTRODUCT ION In tropical climates the culprit is the
monsoon-type storm which can produce

In many parts of the world slip failures rainfall intensities of around 100mm/hour
are relatively common in embankments and and in exceptional cases daily rainfall in
cutting slopes. Failures range from excess of 600mm.
slippage of topsoil due to erosion, shallow
translational/rotational slips, through to
deep seated rotational slips which are
often caused by insufficient bearing TRADITIONAL REPAIR OPTIONS
capacity of the embankment foundation.

The most obvious repair option is to reduce
The most common type of failure is the the gradient of the slope either by placing
relatively shallow slip where the failure additional fill at the toe or by removing
surface is one to three metres from the material from the crest. In many cases,
surface. Reinforced soil techniques have however, this solution is not possible due
proved to be extremely efficient and to restrictions on the availability or cost
cost-effective in the repair of such slips, of additional land or due to the presence

of existing structures.

In urban situations the importation or
CAUSES OF FAILURE removal of large volumes of soil may be

environmentally unacceptable even if
In the South East of England many major economically feasible.
highways cross areas of over-consolidated
clays. Cuttings constructed through these Other repair techniques include the
stiff clays and embankments constructed construction of a gabion wall, replacement
from them have a history of failure several of the failed cohesive material with a free
years after construction. On release of draining granular fill, lime treatment of
overburden pressure near the face of a the failed clay and a reinforced soil
cutting or when taken from a deep borrow repair using either strip materials
pit and placed near the face of an together with a facing unit or polymer grid
embankment, the clay swells as the negative reinforcement which interlocks with the
pore pressures reduce and water is drawn fill and requires no facing.
into the soil. This process often
continues until the once stiff clay becomes A study has been carried out using these
soft and even on relatively flat slopes of five systems to repair a section of 7 metre
1:3 a shallow slip is initiated, high embankment constructed from Gault clay

in Cambridgeshire, England and is reported
In other parts of the world the cause of by Johnson (1985).
instability may be a rapid change in
moisture content due to severe climatic In the study the first reinforced soil
conditions. In Northern Europe wet autumn system used a polymer strip material looped
weather followed by long periods of around used car tyres to form the facing.
sub-zero temperatures and heavy snowfall Other tyres used as anchor points were
creates a major problem when spring arrives placed in trenches within the stable
and a rapid thaw releases large volumes of portion of the embankment.
water into surface layers of soil.
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The second system used polymer qe grid Tensar grids are eminently suitable for use
reinforcement (designation 'Tensa,' SSI) in the repair oi slips since they will
which was wrapped up at the face and interluck efficiently with soft clay
returned below succeeding layers *o fully materials even close to the face wnere
encapsulate the fill at the face. overburden pressures are low.

Iable I shows the associated c ,sts and time Roll length
taken for the repair of a 20m lenqitn of (Longitudinal)
eoobankment for each of the fi e >ystems.

1-2mm

Table 1. Embankment treatment repair costs. 4 ......

Reinstatement Time Taken Total Cost
Technique IDays) (i)

Gaoion wall 18 8,360
Granular replacement 5 5 ,020
Anchored tyre wall 8 4,760 5-5Ri

Lime stabilisation 7 4,7304
Geogrid reinforcement 6 3,430

Roll Bars
after Johnson 1985) width D.. .......

(Transverse)

Of the five repair systems the gaoion wall Figure I Tensar SR2 geogrid - a typical
and anchored tyre wall involved the uniaxial grid.
construction of a 3 metre high toe wall
then flattening the slope to 1:3, whilst Roll width

he other techniques retained the original (Transverse)
:2 slope. +L

'he lime stabilisation and geogrid 3.9mm 11mm
reinforcement systems re-used the failed
material while the other systems involved
off site disposal of soft clay and I __

importation of substitute granular fill.

reinforced soil repair using polymer
geogrids was one of the fastest solutions t 3.9mmn
and was considerably less expensive than 3Jcm,

all others. RollsT 3.0m
Roll

length flpn-f o~
(Longitudinal)

STRUCTURE AND DURABILITY OF POLYMER GEOGRID Figure 2 - Tensar SS2 geogrid - a typical
REINFORCEMENT biaxial grid.

The range of 'Tensar' polymer geogrids are The polymers used in the production of the
produced by punching a carefully spaced grids are high density polyethylene and
array of holes in a sheet of polymer and polypropylene, both of which are known to
then stretching the sheet at carefully be inert to the chemicals normally found in
controlled temperature and strain rate. soils and to almost all chemicals which
The sheet is stretched in one direction to could conceivably drain into soils as a
produce uniaxial grids (Fig 1), and for result of a road accident.
some products, stretched in the orthogonal
direction to produce biaxially oriented It the repair involves construction of a
gridv (Fig 2). The stretching process toe wall or embankment at a slope in excess
takes place at a relatively low temperature of 45' then the higher strength uniaxial
and causes the long chain molecules of the grids would be used with wrap-around face
polymer to become oriented in the direction containment. Shelton and Wrigley (1987)
of stretch; dramatically increasing the have shown that these grids will retain 90,
tensile strength and modulus of the grid. of their tensile strength after
This unique process produces grids with approximately 50 years exposure to
integral junctions which are extremely ultra-violet attack. Protection is
efficient in transferring stresses from the achieved by incorporation of carefully
soil into the reinforcing grid. Products calculated quantities of finely divided
with welded joints, as opposed to integral carbon black.
junctions, have potential weak points.
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' e e e e io .0e e, the normal cover of A reinforced soil solution was selected
e0' n L)ri d e pei lanent protection by on the basis of cost, ease of

a ' , ''id -T.i sunl ight. construction and confidence in the
i. the :urieo ectlons of grid, design, which involved reinstatement of

arry '. ie a , I )ads, do not suffer the failed London clay, reinforced with
e,-, t ral ,n siice the are not norizontal layers of 'Tensar' geogrids.

e." "e' t ' sunliqht. Drainage was also provided.

Investigation showed the slip to be a

shallow failure and the reinforced soil
repair was designed using a method

slios 0. een repaired using polymer developed by Murray (1984). The method
1, nn rc, y: ,, iI to tihe simple simplifies the analysis by approximating

,ucti , enn oues and consistently the failure surface to a bilineal slip
pr'ec s Se.'eral projects have plane and good agreement has been found

r rep : ed and iiii n:t be considered between the results of the simplified
0,re," in t paper e.g. Busbridge and the more conventional circular or

, li e-' 90n5,So naparte and non-circular slip surfaces.
-ell et al (1984) and Toh

0 8 . Design charts have been developed to
select the geogrid reinforcment

Repair of a Cutting Slip on the A406, requirements for a range of slope
n Do n Engl and conditions. The reinforcement is

designed to intersect potential failure
ne A406 foris the North Circular Road planes. It must possess proven long
-)se to the centre of Lcndon. Several term tensile strength characteristics,

years after its c nstruction in 1968, and sufficient interaction with the soil
,lip failures began to occur in a to resist direct shearing of soil over

ing near 'Waterworks Corner where the the reinforcement and also to provide
runs through Epping Forest (Fig 3). pull out resistance using a relatively

h e 500 netre long cutting is up to short anchorage length.
: retres in depth through London clay
and was constructed with side slopes of The design charts are used to determine

Although the cutting was stable for a factor of safety based on the
:hre first seven years after following parameters,
construction, slips began to occur with
increasing regularity causing damage to Tperm Permissible long term
fence lines and spillage onto the tension which may be applied
cari ageway. to the geogrid reinforcement

Sv Vertical spacing of the

reinforcement (assumed to be
constant)

H Height from lowest to the

highest point on the
anticipated slip surface
(often taken as slope height)

ru Pore water pressure ratio

= Density of soil

Slope angle

0' = Effective angle of internal
friction of the remoulded

soil (c' assumed 0)

Figure 3
At Waterworks Corner the soil parameters

Several remedial measures were were taken as
considered, including granular
replacement and toe retention with crib 0' 20'
walling or sheet piling combined with
flatter slopes. These options were c 0
prohibitively expensive. Lime
stabilisation was ruled out mainly due 20 kN/m'
to doubts on the viability of achieving
uniform mixing on site and uncertainty
about long term performance.
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It was f:und from t , oesign charts that Main earthworks began with the
the required factor 2,; safety was excavation and removal from site of a
obtained wien using r1 -rizontal layers of 35m long strip of slipped soil.
Tense-' SR2 gerid reiniorcement at Excavation extended beyond the failure

me'res ,ert'cal spacing. plane with benched steps cut into the
undisturbed clay (Fig 5). The general

Since tnr slope angie was less than j, sequence then adopted was to reinstate
no face wra3p-ar- und wa, specified. the first strip using fill excavated
Hi we,,er, due t, tine large vertical from an adjacent second strip, to
spacing (f the p,'imary layers of minimise double handling. The second
reinforcement, short norizontal layers strip was then reinstated using fill
of lignhweignt Tenser Ssi biaxial grid excavated from a third strip and so on.
werp specified as secondary
reinforcement. Thece were placed at 0.5
metres vertiodl spacing to slabilise the
slope surface against pctential
sloughing between layers of the primary
rei nf rcement,

The length of eacn ]ayer of primary
reinforcement is determined by extending
the grid a sufficient distance behind
potential failure surfaces to ensure
safety against pull-out. Using a full
junctioin strength grid reduces this
length to a minimum. As is normal in
such reoair systems. a layer of free
draining granular material is laid at
the rear of the excavation (Fig 4).

TenaryS A2 geogrfl

Taes, SSlgxgridat 1.5m vertical spacing

secondary reinforcemen t -
at Se vert pacn - . ... . .'' Figure 5

6 .. L , New

7 7 i. -.-1 nterceptor

-..... - --- Benched
dra

in Fill was tipped from the Volvo, placedL ', exclaaion profit*SW O3 md.p.f *0 1 2.0. .. W ,.Qt fiId* using the Cat 951(Fig 6), and compacted

lx.,.:Z:.p,1,. o ... .London C lay to a maximum layer depth of 200mm using
the vibrating roller towed by the Cat

. .951. The 2.0m widths of 'Tensar' SSIRoad ...... .pt- s,, secondary reinforcement were obitained by
, *a-.n.lar cutting the standard 4.Om wide rolls in

•s,,, 8.Sm half on site with a disc cutter.

Typical section ot relntated slope (North ldt),
A406 North Circular Road. London.

Figure I,

Work was begun in September 1985 using a
standard earthworks team of one Cat 215
tracked excavator, one Volvo four wheel
drive dumptruck and ore Cat 951 dozer
with a four-in-one bucket and a towed
vibrating roller. Manual operations
were carried out by two labourers.

Use of the reinforced soil system
reduced traffic management measures to a
minimum since there was minimal removal., 0'

of spoil and no importation of granular
fi;l which would have involved large
numbers of trucks reversing on to and
off the carriageway.

Figure 6
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Tensar' SR! rolls were cut tu the 2. Sli, in Road Embankment, Sweden
rec., 9 n .]t 1 irdd11 e110 per en cuir Tar

" he s. .e ' e Ad acent r l ser tne town ut Sundsvall, 400km north
v~~e,'e1 "le- "! rte i / TI l p Slcckholm, a s!lip occurred in autumn

.1 C t .I. 3 e e j -i n re. ! it :inEd i i; e ,-.;4 on road number 33 1 involving part
: e') I ! 13 "ia r,le r. I the rojad pavement.

fie road vas cut into the side of a
e, o' DDrt ' oe .C L adc i ,nal -teep hil lside with the outer edge

Can0 ... s i I br e a ,oien: ,.as , nstructed on an embankment using
red d a,, J r.terial I rom the cut section. The

downhill fa.e slope was 1:1.7 and the
soil in the structure was a silty
moraine with very little stone material.

/ During the spring thaw movement was
noted at the edge of the embankment but
this soon stabilised. In autumn a

Va period of heavy rainfall extending over
several days caused saturation of the
moraine materials and the creation of
..ery high pore water pressures in silt
layers near the top of the embankment.
Movement was again detected with first

" "the metal fence becoming suspended in
mid air and then a 50 metre length of
carriageway edge cracking and moving
d w downnhill . As the road is in a forested

- . -- area much of the traffic consists of 60
* tonne timber loaded lorr es which inpose

high loading on the road pavement.

The initial repair solution was to
I '' .reduce the downhill slope angle by

placing additional fill. Untortunatelythe height of the slope was 15 metres

and at the base was a thick deposit of
Figure 7 peat.The proposal was to place blasted

rock into the peat to form a coe wall
A proximate nuantities involved in the and then uuild up a new slope face at a
502 metre Ing repair were: gradient of 1:2.5.

Ezcavation 23,000 m' As the estimated cost of this repair was
Refilling 12,F00 m! found to be extremely high a more
Gravel drainage layer 5,400 m3 innovative, lower cost solution was
Tensar' SR2 primary sought.

reinforcement 17,000 m'
'Tensar' SSI econdary Using the uniaxial 'Tensar' SR2 grid
reinforcement 8,000 m2  reinforcement it was found that

stability could be achieved by
In spring 1986 approximately 500 cubic incorporating 3 horizontal layers of
metres of topsoil were placed on the reinforcement in the top 3 metres of the
reconstructed slope for subsequent embankment using the original fill
planting. material and a single drainage layer.

Each layer ot reinforcement extended 6
In the South East of England the more metres from the face and in this way the
traditional repair involving removal of shoulder was stiffened and the layers of
tne slipped material and replacement grid intercepted deeper potential slip
with granular fill typically costs around surfaces. At the same time the
£25/m . The reinforced soil technique opportunity was taken to steepen the
using Tensar geogrids his been shown to face of the slope over the 3 metre high
cost between £1 and £12/m' i.e. savings repair to 1:1 using a biaxial grid
of between 50/ and 701. wrap-around to contain the face. Thus

an additional 2 metres of shoulder width
was obtained.
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! d C e d u t Sl g The use of a qrid reinforcement with fl Il

r t! ,,L r f 1:11P el IIL ani (Ir rength junctions is extremely important
te 1n1.Iquje F, i h, w. tn ;nl, J7 as this means that the required pull -out
c rupt!on t, trai c an d at a Ci r t resistance can be achieved with the minimum
ny , t re rii r al p,'L sed ,f e xcavation behind the failure plane.

In additio n, the grid structure will
eificiently transfer stresses from the fine
grained and often wet fill material.

Tensar grid reinforced soil repair
techniques re-use failed soils, minimise
traffic disruptirn and delay and, most
i importantly reduce costs.
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Distribution of Contact Pressure and Stresses under Skirted Footings
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SYNOPSIS : Skirted footings posses man novel characteristics which render them eminently suitable for construction of structures
in situations mvoling heav loads and poor soil conditions with promise of economy. The results of the present investigations
w ill help crnoiderabl to understand a detailed picture of the complex phenomenon of contact pressure distribution and vertical
stress distribution in soil under skirted footings.

t\ FRODL Cl lO\

\ skirt may be constructed as an integral part of the DESCRIPTION OF MODEL PROGRAMViE
toting along its periphery or independently adjacent to
it. Ihese footings have staged their entry into foundation Footings
engineering in the early eighties by their use in some
important projects located in the Thar desert of India lie model footings used in the investigations were made
(Singh, Punmia and Ohri, 1981). They may be found efficien t as strip footings of 80 mm x 500 mm provided with skirt
for strengthening the buildings under distress due to at 0 20 ,30 , 40 ,45' ,50 ,60 and 90 with the vertical
exctssie total or differential settlement. A model skirted ( 9). The depth of the skirt was kept as 0.7 B (B=width
footin4 provided with integral skirt at 450 with vertical of footing), for contact pressure measurements and that
and having skirt depth equal to 0.5 times the top width of 0.5 B for vertical stress measurements studies. All the
is capable to take 30% more pressure intensity than its footings of each set had the same contact area. Twenty
equivalent flat footing in dune sand. Rao and Sharma four grooves of 20 mm diameter and 4 mm deep were
(1980) have brought out the beneficial effects of non- machined in the footings to receive the boundary earth
integral vertical skirts around a footing in increasing bearing pressure cells. They were snug fitted and set flush with
capacit% and reducing settlement characteristics. Skirted the base of the footing.
granular piles aio improved the load carrying capacity
significantly (Rao and Bhandari, 1979). Placement of Sand and Test Equipment

-or the realistic design of a skirted footing, the nature A tank measuring 1.25 m x 0.50 m in plan and 0.90 m
iif pressure distribution at the footing-soil interace and in depth was used in the test programme. The sand was
also within the soil mass should be known. Regardless allowed tc. fall freely from a sieve having perforations
the hypothesis bv which these may be calculated the of 2mm diameter at 25.4 mm c/c from a height of 0.60
desirability of their determination by actual measurements m in lifts of 50 mm to achieve a density of 1.60 g/cm
is always keenly felt. Apart from the present experimental The sand was vibrated to achieve a density of 1.65 g/cm3

studies, the attempts to measure contact pressures and Dead load system with a lever arrangement was used to
stress distribution in soil under skirted footings are non- apply the load to the footing. It ensured the constant
existent. These were investigated under the perfect case application and transfer of the applied load from the footing
of rigidity, using cast iron skirted footing models which to the soil in each test observations. The dead load system
settle uniformly at all points on the footing. It ensured is especially suitable when such sensitive observations as
not only perfect rigidity but also retention of shape at contact pressure and pressure distribution measurements
all stages of loadings. are made. Density measurements were made in each test

and probe penetrometer soundings were also performed
for density control.

SOIL
Experimental Procedure

-The uniformly graded dune sand used in the test programme
had fine sand fraction (425 micron to 75 micron)=98%, Correct positioning and placement of a model skirted footing
coefficient of uniformity = 1.28, coefficient of curvature required considerable care and effort. The method of its
- 0.94, mean diameter = 0.11 mm, effective size =0.084 placement on dune sand was perfected after several trials.
mm. specific gravity = 2.66, maximum dry density = 1.43 The stainless steel pressure cells of 20 mm and 30 mm
g/c, ultimate friction angle is 290 under all conditions diameter (D) with integral diaphragm, designed and fabricated
of moisture and loading. The peak angle of internal with considerable care and effort were used for contact
friction in dry state lies in the range of 32* to 350 at pressure and stress distribution measurements respectively.
the rate of 30 per 10% change in voids ratio.
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VALE Chaiateristis of Pr.t:urL Ccls

CeI.. Cupat Inner -Outer - - Aspect Thickness of Thickness of
lkw/mZ )  

dia(d) im dia. (D) ratio Cell (mm) Diaphragm(mm)

Contact pressure 0-300 1.1 20 0.49 0.20 4.0 0.40 + 0.03
Cull

E-mbedded Pressure 0-100 20 30 0.45 0.20 6.0 0.45 + 0.03
Cell

['he characteristics of the cells are given in Table 1. The
pressure cells were calibrated bxv using compressed air in
triaxial cell and also by app! ing pressure from a column
of mercury manometer designed for purpose. Both the
methods gave parallel results. .An integral skirted footing
containing 24 pressure cells was placed in its position on 8/2
the sand bed. For the determination of stresses inside 1 .1+ A
the sand medium, twenty four pressure cells were embedded 01 _ _______

at a time. To have large number of stress pointsthe position
of pressure cells were changed in the second stage of the 0

test on the same footing. Two dial gauges of 0.01 mm ioo"
least count were set on the footing. A seating pressure

of 100 g/cm2 was applied and released before the start
of the test. The wire leads of each pressure cell were zoo

connected to the multi-channel input. Ihe output terminal 25o
was then connected to the digital strain indicator. By
operating the multichannel selector switch, the desired I (a).
pressure cell was connected to the strain indicator and
its initial reading was recorded. The loads corresponding
to 20'i,, 33% and 50' of the ultimate load were applied
in steps to the footing (soil deposited at 1.65 g/cm3 ) for
contact pressure measurements and tat of 30 kN/m 2 

(soil _
deposited at 1.60 g/cm3 

) for stress distribution studies. 84-1 8/'AB, E- "P
Ihe reading of the strain indicator of each pressure cell - A
was recorded when the settlement of the footing had ceased. 0

The difference between the initial and final readings of R
the strain indicator gave the magnituide of the strain that g too sx56mm
each pressure cell had i-xergone. Each test was repeated 15 Efatleast three times to check the reproducibility of the Os
test results. The defective cells, if any, were replaced
in the subsequent observations.

TEST RESULFS AND DISCUSSIONS I (b). I (c).

Contact Pressure under Footings.

Fig Ila) shows that the contact pressure distribution under I Bp/Z ,, .. /2 -.. 4
a flat footing which is maximum at the centre and minimum A , ,A A A
near the edges. The contact pressure increases with the 0 C 0
increase of the applied pressure. The observed contact E
pressure for the footings having skirts at 20', 30' ,4' 45* -

500 ad 60 areplotted on the projected plan width (Bp) 0 O
of each footing and that of 00 on the geometry of the -
footing (Fig l(b) to I (h)). The contact pressure below the .
skirt tends to reduce significantly when the angle of skirt 200 A 200

H e )is more than 45 . The contact pressure distribution
is nearly constant when the angle of skirt is 60 . When
the skirt of a footing is at O~with the vertical, the contact I (d). I (e)
pressure is maximum at the centre and relatively non-existen t k- Op/f2 - i, 14 W -2

along the length of the skirt. With the increase of angle
of skirt from 00 to 50f , there is but a gradual decrease 9E A'A I A
in the cotact pressure at the centre of the footing and OA _'_1___- _, _ •_ _

significant increase in it along the depth of the skirt. 
When the angle (of skirt is 400' the cointact pressure at
the ce-ntre of the footing is very neark the same as that to
of the skirted footing having the same as that of the skirted X
footing having _45 . However, the same at the edge
of the skirt for = 45 is 14.5% more than that of 0=40 2
The concentration of stresses in general is less at centre
and more at edges of the skirted footings when g ,30 . SOT
This trend is reversed for footings having g 20 . The

I(f) (g)
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L 4 Sp/2
0A 1 maximum amount of contact pressure at a given pressure

- 0 - intensity at the bottom edge of the skirt has been observed
I when the angle of skirt ( 0 ) is 45' with the vertical.

.1100z

200 Vertical Stress Contours under Skirted Footings.

Fig.2 (a) to 2(d) show the vertical stress contours for skirted
200 footings provided with skirt at 0c ,20P ,30 ,4f ,45" 50 ,6d'

I (h) and 900 with vertical at the pressure intensity of 30 kNlIrn
The depth Z/Bp (Z= Depth of soil, Bp = plan width of footing

Fig. I. Contact r'ressure Distribution under Skirted x/ep --

Foot i ngs. 0 x p 10 2 0

2 0 0 0

0.0 1.0 - ~ro
1.0 - 1.0

4 03

z -0 TF z ~ 0 .

02- i -p

°°° -LI5

z / jz
-- -. 2 .0 l i2 2 -0 -- "1 Z ' o1

- I 30I30'

-- 
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.0 - 40 4 4.0
0-00I

4"0 -- -O
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Fig.2. Vertical Pressure Distribution under Skirted
2 (b) Footings.
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at the centre of skirted footingof the stress contour of 0. Iq
intensity due to the applied pressure on a skirted footing
having 9 = 0 ,20 ,30 ,40 ,45 , 50 ,600 and 900 is 3.65,
3.80, 4.4, 4.5, 4.8, 4.4, 4.25 and 4.25 times the plan width
of footing respectively. It may be observed from the figures
that region of distribution of a vertical stress of a given
pressure intensity increases laterally with increase of angle
of skirt from 0* to 60f . The actual stress measured at
a given depth below the flat strip footing (0=900 ) is lower
than that obtained by Boussinesq. This may be due to the
non-linear behaviour of soil. The more the confinement
of sand in the skirt zone, the higher is the magnitude
of vertical stress at a given depth. The confinement of
sand is maximum when angle of skirt is 45O.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of a series of laboratory tests on rigid skirted
footings bearing on dune sand the nature of contact pressure
distribution as well as vertical pressure distribution in soil
have been studied and found to be rnainly dependent on
the angle of skirt. A perfect picture regarding the distribu-
tion of contact pressure emerges from the tests. The
contact pressure show a definite tendency for edge
concentration for 30f < e50 . The contact pressures also
exhibit a tendency to shift of concentration towards the
central regions of these foundations when the applied load
is at a factor of safelty of 2. The pressure bulbs of
vertical pressure distribution under skirted footings have

been developed and presented which were not so far
available in literature. The reported study comprehensively
attempts to present the behaviour of skirted footings on
dune sand and throws light into the manner in which the
loads are transferred from the footings to the soil.
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Behaviour of a Geogrid Reinforced Embankment over Waste Material
P. Rimoldi A. Pagotto
Italy Italy

D. Cazzuffi
Italy

SYNOPSIS: The paper deals with the monitoring of a geogrid reinforced embankment, 5.0 m high and 600 m long, built to
contain additional waste material in the municipal landfill in Modena (Northern Italy).
The embankment was founded directly over the waste already placed in the landfill, consisting of compressible and
dishomogeneus material, varying from solid urban waste to muddy industrial material. The geotechnical parameters
assumed to characterize the fill soil and the waste material of the foundation soil are described.
The settlements of the embankment and the forces and strains in the geogrids were monitored from the beginning of the
construction until some months later. The instrumentation used in order to perform this control is described.
The actual results are compared with those obtained from the design model and with other field tests concerning geogrid

reinforced structuree.

FOREWORE DESIGN

The works presented in this paper are related to the Geotechnical characteristics
construction and to the monitoring of an earth embankment
for the urban waste disposal facility in Modena The geotechnical characteristics of the foundation
(Northern Italy). material and of the fill soil for the embankment were
In successive times, a series of dikes, starting from the measured by means of tests, carried out both on site and
filled level of the existing landfill, was and will be in laboratory. The main results obtained are as
built, in order, to contain additional waste material up following:

to a total height of about 15 m.
The embankments, 5 m high, have a constant shape in their -foundation material: the plate loading tests were
longitudinal development and for the 3 successive levels: carried out in a certain number of points on the waste
until now, only the first embankment was built, disposal area. The average of the values, obtained for
This embankment was founded directly over the urban waste the urban solid waste, compared to the results obtained
of the lan.fill, consisting of compressible and by Cancelli and Cossu (1985) on the same type of
dishc ogeneu- material; only a little part of the material, have given results similar to those typical of
embank,-ent was founded on industrial wastes, consisting organic soils:

of inert muddy materials.

- unit weight 1. = 10 kN/mc

-cohesion c¢ = 30 kPa
- internal friction angle ' = 22 degrees

The embankment was reinforced with horizontal layers of
- primary compression index C = 0.6

high density polyethilene uniaxially oriented geogrids, c
- secondary compression index C = 0.1

and was designed with a sort of "foundation beam", rU

constituted by a layer of soil totally wrapped in a -fill soil for the embankment: grain size analysis,
geogrid. The geogrids used were Tenax TTl manufactured inItaly by ROB Plastotecnica. Atterberg limits, consolidation tests, triaxial tests

(I.U. and C.D.) and permeability tests (by oedometer)
The use of geogrids as reinforcement allowed to improve were carried out, obtaining the following results:
the geotechnical characteristics of the fill: the factor

of safety against rotational failure, for a 1:1 slope as - unit weight Z:
=

18 kN/mc
the instrumented one, calculated according to the - liquid limit W =65%
Fellenius modified method, was 0.9 without reinforcement L- plastic limit W = 24%
and 2., with geogrid reinforcement (Pagotto - Rimoldi, - cohstio l t 25k

197.- cohesion cy = 25 kPa
19P,7).e - internal friction angle o' = 25 degrees

- peimeability coefficient k = 3 x 10 E-11 m/s
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The factors of safety were assumed as following:

5-
- FS global = 1.1

(well known geotechnical parameters);

SOLID - FS time = 1.35
URBAN 54 i(medium difficulty and duration of the work);
WASTE - FS construction = 1.35

(soil used not suitable as fill material);

Fi< 1 -:. o :- the ',id r!istribution for 'he set-i-- - FS grid = FS global x FS time x FS construction = 2.00

-* . h:t geogrid reinforcenr-.

The design parameters were assumed as follows:

Evaluation of the settlements without geogrids - reduced friction angle 4-- = arctg(tg-/FSglobal) = 23';

- allowable tensile strength xa= If /FS grid = 33 kN/m.

The embankment standard cross-section was divided into

sectors of unitary thickness in order to calculate the The final configuration of the embankment cross-section,
settlements: three different loads have been defined, as according to the design method presented by Jewell et al.

presented in Figure 1. (1984) and revised by Rimoldi (1987), is shown in

The settlements were estimated using the oedometric Fig. 2a.

theory by means of the formula:

Design modelC 0 + A
co

S = H.T- .log --- (1) Since the reinforced embankment was built on a
0 compressible foundation, tll r-+t in the waste

disposal area were important, so that the geogrid placed
The results obtained for the section founded on urban at the base of the embankment was expected to be bent and

solid waste were as follows: tensioned.

In order to calculate the embankment settlements and the
SA = 0.32 m SB = 0.40 m SC = 0.35 m Saverage = 0.36 m distribution of tensile forces in the base geogrid a

model based on a Winkler scheme was developed. In fact

For the section founded on muddy wastes the settlement, the lower layer of soil, totally wrapped in the base

calculated according to the same method, gave an average geogrid, acts as a beam on a Winkler soil characterized
value of 1.05 m. by the modulus of subgrade reaction k , as shown in

s
Figure 2b.

Design parameters for the reinforced embankment Therefore the beam length is assumed equal to the

embankment width and the beam width equal to 1 m

The design of the embankment was carried out on the base corresponding to the geogrid transversal dimension; a

of the following parameters: possible plate structural behaviour was not considered,

in favour of safety. The beam has an height of 0.9 m and

- height H = 5 m is loaded with a trapezoidal surcharge given by the shape

- slope angle # = 55 degrees of the embankment cross-section.

- surcharge q 10 kPa The modulus of subgrade reaction k is a parameter which

- maximum tensile strength takes into account the average compressibility of the

of geogrid a = 66 kN/m waste layer which forms the embankment base.

f Consequently, the modulus was calculated as follows:

/// ///////////////////////////// I B E A M

'" SOL I D M 1tT

SOLID UeAI 
_ _

47WASTE B= 100 cm. h= 90 cm
L = 1300 cm = 1.0 kN/cm

a) J= 6.075.000 cm* E= 80 SPa

Fig. 2 :) Cross-section of the embankment reinforced

with geogrids.

b) Scheme adnpteri for the Winkler model.
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q-. - 0.1-0.3 N/cm (2) , .
S

S 5
where: q = maximum oressure on the waste disposal / " ,

S = average settlement "see Eq. 1) 4 , OL21

P factor which takes into account the presence \ /

of the base geogrid. . \

,,/ / U'

The value of P , equal to 1.081.13, was determined with /, EHSANKMENT
loading tests on plates to evaluate the elastic response 2 M/BANKMEN
cf the soil formed by the actual compacted waste under / *

the load. i /
The minimum value of ks(C,l N/cmc) was obtained in

a
presence of the muddy material, while the highest value
of k(0,3 N'cic) was recorded for solid urban waste, 0 4 6 4 '0 42. 14 C']
normally compacted. ""

Assuming the values Presented in Figure 2b, and taking 20 , ' ' , O
into account an elastic modulus E of the clay equal to 80 30- ,\

MPa, the settlements and the moments along the beam axle 40. S ETTLEMENTS Ir
were calculated, using a standard computer program for 50" ,, ,

beams on Winkler soil. 
50.

The tensile stress 0 in correspondence of the base 60.
geogrid was given by: 70"

60 . -.....-

,M(x) x 0.9h 90"
a ix W - (3) S'vr ]

J
and the tensile force in the geogrid was obtained by the

equation:

S:is~rTlhuon of 1h- forces in the base geocr'

Q (x) = 0 (x) x T (4) nir )f thp embarrent s 1. .ements resulting
4 g frnm the calculations based on the WinkWLr

where: T = average thickness of the geogrid (2 mm) moe.
g

The above formulas allowed to obtain the values of the

forces F (x) and the settlements S(x) in two situationsof

foundation, as plotted in Figure 3. Site 1 is referred to

the urban solid waste foundation material, while Site 2
is related to the muddy foundation material. After the end of construction the vertical position of

Until now no evidence of significative deformations of the portion of steel tube over the crest was measured

the embankment body has occurred, so it seems that the periodically with topographic methods.

"foundation beam" and the geogrid reinforcement allow the Both tensile forces and strains were measured in the

embankment to withstand also important settlements. geogrids, also in order to control if significant creep

phenonema occur.

The tensile forces in the geogrids were measured by load
cells: the geogrid was cut transversally and the two

edges were fixed in steel clamps specially manufactured

INSTRUMENTATION and firmly connected to the load cells, as shown

schematically in Figure 4.
The parameters directly measured with instruments placed The forces in the load cells were read with a small

in the body of the embankment were the settlements of the digital dynamometer, instantly connected to the signal
base, the tensile forces and the strains in the geogrids. wires with a jack, giving directly the values of tensile
The settlements of the base of the embankment were forces.

measured in 4 points by means of the most simple The strains were measured on single longitudinal ribs in

instrument: a steel plate, having a diameter of 60 cm, the center of the geogrids, by means of two extensometers
directly laid on the base geogrid; the plate presented a for each position, one on and one under the strand in
steel tube welded on it in vertical position, which was order to have . ompensation for flexure (Bathurst et

incremented with elements, 1.0 m long, as the embankment al., 1987). The extensometers used were SHOWA

construction went on. The steel tube was inserted in a (Yll-FA-5-120), which can support a maximum deformation
plastic tube, to avoid lateral friction. The tubes came of about 20%. The signal wires vce collected into a

out of the embankment just on the inner edge of the concrete box together with the load cells ones. The
crest, in order to avoid any disturbance due to the strain values were measured periodically, connecting each

passage of trucks. signal wire to the appropriate reading unit.
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Figure 5 shows the measuring cross-section with the

position of instruments.

Due to the presence of waste material, it was not

possible to place instruments in the internal part of the

embankment, that is near the steepest slope (55 degrees =

1,4:1). Anyway, the external slope of 1:1 allows to
GEOGRID achieve some interesting information on the behaviour of

a steep reinforced slope made with a cohesive soil.

CLAMP RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS
- SIGNAL WIRES

LOAD CELL Due to the particular situation of the test site, there

CLAMP were some problems during the period of stress-strain

measurements. The main one was vandalism: two weeks after

GEOGRIO the installation of instruments, during the night, some

vandals destroyed the offices of the waste disposal

facility and cut the signal wires in the concrete box. It

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnifll was possible to repair only few instruments, so some
( measures are incomplete. Anyway the behaviour exhibited

_ _ _ _ _ _ in the first two weeks seems to be very important,

rO m because at the moment of vandalism the situation was

about asymptotic. After this vandalism act, only

settlements were measured without problems, thanks to the
FE. 4 Scheme of the devce used for the measuredent simplicity of the device.

of the tensile forces in the geogrid. The results of these measurements, shown in Figuie 6,

range from an average settlement of about 30 cm, in Site

1, to an average settlement of about 85 cm, in Site 2.

Sites 3 and 4 are composed of mixed wastes.

All the load cells and the extensometers were The values of the settlements calculated in the two

concentrated in a length of 3 meters along the different foundation situations were similar to the

embankment, in order to have all measurements related to actual settlements occurred after the embankment

the same effective situation. construction. The points, for the actual measurement of

The selected measuring section was placed on a zone of settlements, were placed in correspondence to 4 different

highly compacted waste, in order to have only small waste material:

settlements, which actually were about 5 cm: in this way

the measured values are directly comparable to other - Site 1: urban solid wastes (k = 9.3 N/cmc)

field tests having a solid base under the geogrids - Site 2: muddy material (k = 8.1 N/cmc)

reinforced block. - Sites 3 and 4: mixed waste (with k varying between thea
above values).

The results of measurements with load cells and

extensometers are shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

It's interesting to note that the maximum tensile forces

in the geogrids occur during the compaction of the layer
Z[ ) of soil directly placed on the geogrid (first layer). The

5.0 * EXTENSOMETER soil was in fact compacted in a single layer, 45 cm

4 LOAD CELL thick.4.0 tik

Figure 10 shows an extrapolation of force and strain

3.0 measured values, in order to obtain the diagram of
. =tensile forces along geogrids: the qualitative behaviour

/.O was in good agreement with the theory presented by Jewell

1.0 E_ F -j et al. (1984) and with other field tests carried out in

0 A _. C similar conditions (Yamanouchi et al., 1986). Like in
other tests, the values of tensile forces are very small,

far from the peak tensile strength of geogrids.
INSTRUMENT A B C D E F G H Taking into account the greater settlements obtained from

IITNCFO 08I2 .037 .018 .010 the design model, it seems that the Winkler model hasDITAC9FRMI0.80 11,201 2.50 13.70 1.0 .80 2.501 1.001
SLOPE [m] given good predictions of the forces in the base

geogrids.

Fig. 5 : Instrumented cross-section.
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Table 1 shows a comparison of the actual results obtained - Average strain in the geogrids:
in Modena with other field tests concerning geogrid c=f( (C

reinforced structures. D=f( D

Th.ree different conditions were considered: measured from the stress-strain curve of the geogrids

: measuredM- Design condition (D): design values of the parameters aM: measured or from the geogrid stress-strain curve
were used to evaluate stresses and strains in the

geogrids; The following factors of safety were introduced:
- Calculation ccndition (C): values of the parameters

were used to obtain calculated effective values of RFS = aC/ a : Real factor of safety
stresses and strains in geogrids; C M

- Measured condition (N): the actual situation. DFS = aD/a( C  Toesg factor of safetyTFS aIa : otalfactor of safety

PFS = ax /a Peak tensile strength factor of safety
Indicating with H the height of the slope, with NTO T the FFS = aF 

/
N Y.

total number of reinforcing geogrid layers, and with the a M Allowable tensile strength factor of

subscripts C,D,M the conditions above mentioned, the safety

formulas used to obtain the valueu described in Table 1
are the following: From the values contained in Table 1 the following

considerations can be drawn:

- Pore pressure Fara= u/ H- the tensile forces measured in the geogrids are smaller
u than that ones calculated according to design

- Fictitious height :. H +q/~ conditions, allowing very high factors of safety both
on the peak (PFS = 11+30) oandthe allowable tensile

- Soil pressure parameter: k'= f( , , strength (AFS = 4 3);

u - the calculation condition gives results in substantialm e a s u r e d f r o m d e s i g n c h a r t s ( J e w e l l e t a l ., 1 9 8 4 )a g e m n w i h t e c u l v l e s o f r e s n d t a n ,agreement with the actual values of forces and strains,

- Required total tensile force: T 112k'. y 2 if the fill soil has a negligible cohesion;
c C - the high cohesion of the fill soil used in Modena
D = , k , .bDH embankment is probably responsible of the difference

- Average tensile force per unit width in the geogrids: between calculation and measured conditions, regarding
ST /N the evaluation of forces and strains in geogrids;c TC /NTOT - a research is needed to have a better understanding of

S T /NTOT the mechanism of reinforcement for high cohesion soils.

TABLE I: Comparison of different field tests for geogrid reinforced structures

REFERENCE PAGOTTO-RIMOLDI (1987) YAMANOUCHI ET AL. (1988) BATHURST ET AL. (1987) CARROLL-RICHARDSON (1986)

TEST SITE MODENA (ITALY) KAGOSHIMA (JAPAN) KINGSTON (ONTARIO) TUCSON (ARIZONA)

GEOGRID USED TENAX TTI TENSAR SR2 TENSAR SR2 TENSAR SR2

C D M C D M C D M C D M

H (i) 5.00 5.00 5.00 7.00 6.60 7.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.65 4.65 4.65
(degrels) 45 45 45 78 78 78 90 90 90 90 90 90

q (kN/m) 0 10 0 10 10 10 12 12 12 12 12 12
y, (kN/m) 17.2 20.0 17.2 14.6 17.7 14.6 17.6 17.6 17.6 19.6 19.6 19.6
FS global (-) 0 1.10 - 0 1.70 - 0 ? - 0 1.12 -

'(degrees) 25 23 25 45 30 45 43 ? 43 37 34 37
c' (kN/m) 0 0 25.0 0 0 2.45 0 0 0 0 0 0
R (-) 0.0 0.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0u
af (kN/m) 60.0 - - 78.5 - - 80.0 - - 80.0 -

a (kN/m) - 30.0 - - 31.4 - - 29.0 - - 29.0 -

k- (-) 0.15 0.38 - 0.11 0.27 - 0.18 ? - 0.24 0.28 -

(%) 1.2 3.7 0.2 -0.3 -2.0 -0.3 -0.5 ? 0.4 -0.3 -0.4 -0.2+0.6
(kN/m) 6.4 23.0 2.2 6.6 17.5 2.9+6.9 8.7 ? -6.0 6.5 7.6 _2

.S5 7 .0

RFS (-) 2.9 0.9 2.3 1.4 0.9-3.2
DFS C-) 3.6 2.7 ? 1.2
TFS (-) i0.9 2.5+6.1 1.2
PFS (-) 27.2 11.3+27.0 13.3 11.5+32.0
AFS (-) 13.6 4.5+10.8 4.8 4.2+11.6
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LABORATORY TESTS

A series of tensile tests was carried out at the

ENEL-CRIS Special Materials Laboratory in Milano, in '-' 50-

order to control the behaviour during the time of the

geogrid reinforcements. Z

A geogrid sample, placed in the embankment, was extracted 0 /

after more than one year of soil burial; another sample

of brand new geogrid, manufactured by the same company,

was used for comparative test. {

The tensile tests were conducted on a tensile testing 0
LL3o

machine, under controlled laboratory conditions of 200C W

and 65% Relative Umidity, with a constant rate of -j

extension of 50 mm/minute.

Test specimens were cut from the samples three ribs wide w 20

and two ribs long and they were prepared for testing by

cutting the outer longitudinal ribs, in order to test

actually only one integral longitudinal rib (Fig. IL). 10

The obtained results, summarized in Table 2, are reported

to the unit width of the geogrid (Fig. 12).

TABLE 2: Results obtained from tensile tests on geogrids 10 20 30 40 50 60

(average values on 5 specimens) STRAIN [%]

Peak tensile strength Strain at yield
(kR/in) (%)

Fig. 12: Tensile test res or-, Tnx T771

New geogrid 44.70 15,7 new samp:
5

Buried geogrid 43.96 17,7 buried s-imp>,

The loss of strength after one year of exposure to

environment seems to be very negligible; on the contrary,

there are some signs of relaxation, in terms of strain at

yield. CONCLUSIONS

Considering the results obtained from the measurements of

forces and strains in the geogrids placed in the Modena

embankment, it seems that creep phenomena in geogrid

materials are negligible, principally due to the very low

S- 
- tensile forces which actually occur in the reinforcement

- L ATMP elements.

GGEOGRID The settlements of the embankment and the tensile forces

SAMPLE in the base geogrid, calculated according to a Winkler

model, are in good agreement with the measured ones: the

model seems to be satisfactory for design needs.

The "foundation beam" and the geogrid reinforcement

allows the increasing of embankment stability, also in

presence of remarkable settlements of the foundation

material.

The design method actually used for geogrid reinforcement

I -of steep slopes, as presented by Jewell et al. (1984) and

L revised by Rimoldi (1987), seems to be conservative

according to the results of measures in different field

COSTANT tests: therefore with this method it's possible to design

RATE OF
EXTENSION "with confidence".

Fib'. Li: L;hhe~ nf the grogrid tnsilp fs' adopted Mechanical tensile properties of geogrids seem to be

a EIE-CRIS Laboratory. little affected by a one-year period of soil burial.
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Performance of LPG Storage Tanks orn Ground
Improved by Stone Columns
E.R. Farrell T. O'Donovan
Trinity Colloge, Dublin, Ireland E.G. Pettit & Co., Dubiin, Ireland
T.L.L. Orr
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland

ZN 1-I: ti P ~- r I L egs ref -'nstrto' V irt t iiiL1111 large tanks, CIn poocr soi I condit ions
r. r~l1 -t tuvroutj I ', III pta, -,,I - vcr esttirinie si It, in) Dublin port. The limited difterent~al

ftiT <mer. th ot I-~ i r" Ielrarei- r'y the tAnks requi red that they could not he placed on the,
ri 4 ni -s I tie c-pt laga i5-lit in was tnhunc tu be, grnunt treatment Using vibro- repl,oement with

r'i,- s irs >~-i 1n V ii ,< I urnnE aril r-rmpi-t 1 ii ot the fI I I . The paper de.>crihes the design method
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The Use of Synthetic Liner and/or Soil-Bentonite Liner
for Groundwater Protection
Hari D. Sharma Paul Kozicki
PrIncipl Engineer/Technical Specialist, Fluor Canada, Calgary, President Ground Engineering Ltd., Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
Alberta

SYNOPSIS

This paper briefly reviews the various liner materials, their properties ard applications to
prevent contaminate spread into the groundwater. Following this, two cases have been
described that cite the use of two liner types f r this purpose. One case provides uhe
details of designing the reinforced CPE liner and its under-drainage system to store the
fluids at a new petrochemical plant. The second case provides the details of designing and
constructLng a soil-bentonite liner for aerated lagoon facilities.

INTRODUCTION

Llners to control liquid seepage have been wastes has, recently, been increasing to
used for a long time e.g. bitumen-lined meet various pollution control regulations.
sewer drains were used in Mesopotamia over
3000 years ago. In recent years concrete,
asphalt, soil-cement, clay and other types Pollution control liners are mainly
of liners have widely been used for canals, required to prevent contaminate migration
reservoirs and waste disposal ponds and to the surrounding environment due to
lagoons. The use of liners for pollution excessive leakage. Table 1 lists various
control to impound different types of liner materials.

TABLE 1 - LINER MATERIALS (FOLKES, 1982)

CLASS TYPICAL MATERIAIS REMARHKS

Compacted fine-grained local clayey soil Porous, discontinuous liner,

economical, typically 0.
3

-1.2m

thick.

AdmIxes lentonite low permeability binder mixed
Soil cement in with native soil typically
Hyraulic asphalt concrete (HAC) 5-1m thick iayer

Polymeric mebranes
Thermoplastics Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) Continuous liner, discontinuous

Chlorinated polyethylene (CPE) where damaged, relatively
Chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE) expensive, typically 0.5-2.6mm
(Hvpalon)* thick, may be reinforced with
Elasticized polyolefin (ELP) polyester scrim

Vulcanized elastomers Butvi rubber

Neoprene (CR)
Ethylene propyiene diene

monomer (E M)
Crr talline
thermoplastics Low denblLy polyethylene (LDPE)

High density poiyehtylene (HDPE)

Spray-ons Catalvtically blown asphalt Continuous liner, discontinuous
Emulsified asphalt at pinholes, cracks, typically

4-8mm thick

Sealants Polyacrylamfde Sprayed, dusted or ponded, may
Liquid viny polymer result in nonuniform coverage

Chemiorptives Punction is to absorb

contaflinants. experiments

* Hyplon is DuPont's Registered Trademark for its Synthetic Rubber
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The two main properties that should be LINER AND SIORED FLUID COMPATIBILITY
considered in liner design are that (i) the
liner permeability and (ii) the liner and
stored fluid compatibility. Figure 1 The liner material may be chemically
summarizes typical ranges of laboratory and affected by the contained fluid. This may
field hydraulic conductivity (permeability) either result in a liner breakdown and/or
of various liner materials, cause increased liner permeability. Table

3 provides some data on the effects of
-'PE industrial wastes on soil and admix liners

while Table 4 summarizes information on
liner-in;iustrial wastes compatibilities.

ti~.~Co cE- LcAT There is a lack of information on the long
________ term liner and the stored fluid

compatibility data. Such work should
BE" Ct; ] therefore be carried out on specif-c
, NEmIs :I V/ projects.

O This paper presents cases for two liner
types. In one case a reinforced

__________ chlorinated polyethlene (CPE) liner was
CCNCREE(HAC used to protect groundwater at a

petrochemical plant and in the second case,
a soil-bentonite underseal was used as a
seepage control barrier for aerated lago,,

IM facilities.

CASE 1 - REINFORCED CPE FLEXIBLE LINER TO
. 0 c- PROTECT GROUNDWATER AT A

HYDRALO CCrUCT'0Ty PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT SITE
k, M/S

FIGURE 1 Tyoical Ranges of Laboratory At Union Carbide's ethylene glycol plant
and Field Hydraulic site in Central Alberta, Canada, the land
Conductivity of Various Liner form is that of a p-ound moraine, with
Materials (Folkes, 1982) glacial deposits generally overlain by a

thin veneer of clays, silts and sands. The
bedrock underlying the till stratum

Folkes (1982) indicates that for a consists mdin1y of soft weathered
meaningful comparison of liner materials sandstones ano siltstones interbedded with
seepage velocities should be considered clay shales. The groundwater movement
along with liner thicknesses. This is takes place through pervious members of the
shown in Table 2 where seepage velocities till and bedrock formation. The water is
for im total head on usual liner confined by the till resulting in artesian
thicknesseE is summarized, condition. The surficial soil thickness

varies from 4m to 12m. Site specific
TABLE 2 - SEEPAGE RATES FOR TYPICAL details are further provided by Sharma

LINER THICKNESS (1983) and Pritchard et al (1983).

The near su: rface artesian groundwater is a

source of water for cattle in the area. ItLrN1M.TFL FIELDSEEPA'E7ATEFOR IMTOTAL therefore, became essential to protect this
(YPZCAL T82(YNESS HEAD DIFFER2TAL, rn/S

____________________ READDIFFERENTIAL,_./s _water from any undesirable seepage from the
CpactedClas 3x10

-8  to 8r10-11 stored fluid within the plant boundary.
(6oomm- 12001) Among many liquid storage ponds, the waste

water pond was of concern for the
Bentonite - Sand 2 x I0- 7  

to 7 X 1 0
-
1
0  groundwater protection. The chemical

(50= - L50.) composition of the fluids stored in the

Soil Cemnt 10
- 7  

to 8 . 10
- 9  pond was diluted sulphuric acid about 10%,

(000 - L50= caustic chemicals about 5%, glycol about 9%
HydraulicA~phaltConcrete 2 x 10-7  to 9. 10-i

10  and small amounts of diluted ethylene
(5o - 100o. oxide. The environmental requirements set

for these ponds was that no flu' i was
Spray-eO Aopholt 2 x10-8 to 3 10-9 allowed to seep into the groundwater. It

( - am.) was therefore decided to proviae a liner in
ilye-ri, Membranes 9 x 10

-9  
to 6 lu

-  the pond and to establish a long-ter,.
(0. - i.0=) groundwater monitoring system at the site.
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TABLE 3 - EFFECT OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES ON SOIL AND ADMIX LINERS*

Lead
Liner Acidic waste Alkaline waste (low lead gas Oily waste Pesticide

material (HN0 3, HF, HOAC) (spent caustic) washing) Aromatic oil Oil pond 104 (weed killer)

Compacted Not tested
fine-grained soil Measurable rate of seepageage k-1.8xlO

- 0  
+ +

305 mm thick Vs'lO-
10

-10-
9m/s, waste k-2.4x10

-
10

penetrated 3-5 cm after 30
months (a) k-2.6x10

-1 0

(tests on soil after
30 months)

Soil cement Not tested
100 mm thick No measureable seepage after 30 months

Modified bentonite Not tested
and sand (2 types) Measureable seepage after 30 monthc, channelling of Failed (waste +
127 mm thick waste into bentonite(b) seepage through liner)

Hydraulic asphalt Failed Satisfactory Waste stains Not tested Not tested SatisfaLtory
concrete below liner
(6 mm tick asphalt mushy

Spray-on asphalt Not tested Satisfactory Waste stains Not tested Not tested Satisfactory
and fabric below line:
8 mm thick

+Same as (a)

+Same as (b)

*Summarized by Folkes (1982) from data originally presented by Haxo (1981)

TABLE 4 - LINER - INDUSTRIAL WASTES COMPATIBILITIES*

Toxic
Caustic Acidic Electro- Toxic Oily pharma- Rubber

petroleum steel-pickling plating pesticide refinery ceutical and
Liner Material sludge waste sludge formulations sludge waste plastic

Polyvinyl Chloride
(oil resistant) G F F G G G G

Polyetheylene G F F G F G G

Polypropylene G G G G G G G

Butyl Rubber G G G F P F G

Chlorinated
Polyethylene G F F F P F G

Ethylene propy-
lene rubber G G G F P F G

Hypalon+ G G G F P F G

Asphalt concrete F F F F P F G

Soil cement F P P G G G G

Soil asphalt F P P F P F G

Asphalt membranes F F F F P F G

Soil bentonite
(saline seal) P P P G G G G

Compacted clays P P P G G G G

+P - poor, F - fair, G - good
+Registered trademark of DuPont
Registered trademark of American Colloid Company

*Stewart (1978) as Cited by Penttinen (1984)

+ Hypalon is DuPont's Registered Trademark for its Synthetic Rubber
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POND LINER

The selecton or liner material was cased
or -t : ea,::remenrt that () the lI ner

ah l ,-ve ')W -c-rme a, - 1 ty and ( :
sh oud be esist nt to chemical attack from *-

sr .red f d ai3n d ( sli ou]laO I ,e resistant
r ""'_ o e t r ad iat 1 on over 20 years

".C Ateview " F i " re 1 tables fI[
, a nd 4 n cared t at -a sed on 1 h

rer 4rfnance anI econoTicS chlorinated I I|
ro 1 e t eee n fo t u o ne the most _-- _

S r te cros Furthermore, _

there e XSted a - intia for upilft
press zr u t toe case of liner due to the

' o s t ac cres-ure. Therefore, It was T_ i I 1
deid rc dse renrorced feature in the _._ U I
liner. T.:so - reinforced chlorinated
c -xe oy.er. o iner was selected for the ,

poTet .. 7

4 'a of th~e liner/
1e n 1 s S t tr . 'eIow this Iiner a t-O

was pla ced both on the
se a- tthe bottom of the pond. A

-rench was also placed at the
pond :-tem ilong -ts centerlne. A 150mm
ierforae Jran pipe wrapped in woven

or f a,'.c was olaced at the bottom of
'-te trenc-. 7s '-oatd-dra~n pipe was (a) Plan of Process "Aaste Hoidng PcodT
sloped toward:- ne onid center and
c to n 2-'mrr sump through a pipe.
-This ;nde-dra:.nage system was installed to
serve twc purnoses: Th. first purpose was

to relieve about 4o of groundwater pressure
at th pnond base below the liner. Th:s
bc ae important because the pond was
r qu-red e- ce operated often at low
levels. Thus the groundwater pressures ...- 1.-I -,6
cou'd he relieved by pumprag from the sump- It T

before lower.ng the water level i i) the | iv-aLE c.
ponj. The second purpose of this c,.cou ,..
under-drainaqe system was to periodically
collect water samples for laboratory E

testino to detect an' contaminant leakage
from the process waste water pond.

GROUNDWATER MONITORING 0 tO ! / _

Groundwater mon-toring stations were ,
installed across the site. These stations F'R, ,RCEOE °
were located on four sides of the pond and
at some distances away from the pond to ,f
measure the upgradient and downgradient
underground water quality due to the
presence of the pond. Figure 3 shows the
typical details of the groundwater
monitoring station. This consisted of two
or three piezometers located at different
groundwater solurces. These groundwater (b) Section AA to Represent Under-Drainage
monitoring stations were installed System

approximately n ,o year prior to plant
sta-_up. Groundwater levels and water FIGURE 2 - Deta- Is of Pond Liner and
samples have since been taken and analyzed Under-Drainage System
periodically. The overall system has been
operating successfully for approximately
the past five years.
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above the proposed cell base. The
groundwater table was permanently lowered

1, about 1 metre below the bottom elevation of
the sewaqe lagoons by constructing a

I I T
H

RE ,V perimeter drainage ditch along the ease and

north sides.
d 2, -ZIC-S A

LABORATORY TESTING

- 152.,, T>,CI 3..:O~

CRI E GRA-EL Grain size analysis tests indicated that

TNT C.NTESEAL the coarse sand and gravel contained about
50 percent gravel up to 75mm diameter, 45

Ism p-, AM. s-. *. percent sand, and less than 5 percent clay
'> - : -and silt size particles. The stripping

material contained 30 percent gravel up to
30mm diameter, 43 percent sand and 27

:" N IT percent silt and clay size particles. The
stripping material also contained organic

- d;Z FR.2 material. However, the amount of organics
. in the sample was not considered a problem

-insofar as imparing the performance of the
* soil bentonite liner.

:.i ':''::-', 6- ENTG11T SEAL

Two (2) laboratory permeability tests were
30C , conducted on blended mixtures of gravel and

stripping with four (4) and six (6) percent
sodium bentonite. Soil-bentonite mixtures
were brought to the desired moisture
content and then compacted in a 100mm
diameter constant volume permeameter at
Standard Proctor effort. The mixtures were

FIGUPE 2- Ty'pcal Groundwat r Monitring then saturated and permeability tests
Station Design conducted using the constant head method.

Since the pH of the stored fluid in sewage
CASE 2 - SO L-SENTO:ITE LINER FOR AN lagoons ranges from 6.0 to 8.0, a

AERATED SEWAGE LAGOON FACILITY soil-bentonite liner wil not be chemically
affected by the stored fiuids. In this
case, laboratory testing was not considered

-ne * rcdcase history is that of a soil necessary to confirm liner and stored fluid
tentonite underseal seepage control barrier compatibility.
'nstalled -n aerated lagoon facilities
constructed at Wawa, Ontario. The
predomtriant soils at the site of the lagoon DESIGN OF SOIL-BENTONItE LINER
facilities consist of highly permeable
coarse sads and aravels. The insitu
permeabi (ity of the natural sands and The design of the soil-bentonite liner was
gravels was estimated to be in the range of based on the results of permeability tests
i -i  cm/sec and therefore can be performed on different soil mixtures. The
considered permeable. The existing purmeabliity testing summarized in Table 5
adjacent lagoon system has had reported indicated that a low laboratory hydraulic
leakage problems and it was proposed to conductivity could be attained by admixing
construct the new cells with a high density bentonite and stripping material with the
polyethylene liner. However, a coarse sand ano gravel. However, for this
soil-benton:te liner was selected on the to translate into an effective
tas-s of economics. soil-Dentonite liner w~th a low field

permeability, attention had to be given to
design and construction methods. The

GPOUNDWATER TABLE design had to consider the thickness of the
liner and cover materials, while
construction had to consider such factors

Th e -c iand groundwatrrr conditions at the as spreading of bentonite, degree of
site of the aerated sewage lagoons were mixing, amount and type of compaction and
reported ry Trow Inc. in a report dated May molding moisture content.
:, 1986. The water table at the time of
the geotpchnIca] investigation was
approx:rately 1.0 metres below natural The design thickness of the soil-bentonite
ground surface and approximately 1.0 metres
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TABLE 5 - SUMMARY OF PERMEABILITY TESTING

Permeability Sample Description Saturated laboratory

Test Hydraulic Conductivity

(cm/sec)

A Gravel: 70.5% 2.5x10
- 9

Stripping: 23.5%

Sodium Bentonite: 6.0%

B Gravel: 72.0% 3x10
- 9

Stripping: 24.0%

Sodium Bentonite: 4.0%

NOTE: Cobblestones greater than 38mm diameter were removed prior to

proportioning

TABLE 6 - CALCULATED SEEPAGE RATES

MIXTURE ANTICIPATED LINER THICKNESS SEEPAGE RATE*

FIELD PERMEABILITY (mm) (m
3
/yr/square metre)

(cm/sec)

A 1.3x10
-8  

200 0.13

200 0.09

B 1.5x10
- 8  

200 0.15

300 0.10

liner was generally based upon the liner was specified at 5x10
- 8 

cm/sec.

predicted seepage rates thr, h the liner

and the comparison of thi rate to the
allowable. The seepage rate through the The selected liner thickness for the

liner is a function of liner thickness, aerated lagoon facilities at Wawa was 200mm

permeability and the head of water and the bentonite application rate of 5

contained. The seepage rates shown in percent by weight of soil. A 200mm thick

Table 6 have been calculated based upon surface cover consisting of locally

anticipated field permeabilities, liner available gra$ular material was placed on

thicknesses between 200 and 300mm and an top of the soil-bentonite liner. Figure 4

assumed height of water in the lagoon above shows the Plan and Section View of the

the top of liner of 6 metres. The field Final Liner Design.

permeability of the two (2) mixtures have
been anticipated to be one half of an order
of magnitude higher than that shown in QUALITY CONTROL

Table 5. Table 6 indicates that for a
seepage rate as high as 0.15m

3
/yr/m

2 
to

be acceptable, then the soil liner could be Construction of a soil-bentonite liner is

designed to be 200mm thick and containing not a routine construction operation. It

four (4) percent bentonite. The required requires a good knowledge of

maximum hydraulic comductivity for the characteristics of the material and an
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in Figures 5 to 9.

From a theoretical view point, the
CEU NO CELL NO~ Ihydraulic conductivity of a compacted

I soil-bentonite (at the moisture contents
and densities considered here) should
decrease when either the moisture content
or dry density increase. Therefore, any
compaction test result shown in Figures 5

Ato 9 with a higher dry density or higher

moisture content than any permeability
test, should have the same or lower
hydraulic conductivity. It was because of
this theory that all permeanility tests
were conducted at the lowest densities

SLOPE ANGLE 4H V - and/or moisture contents typically achieved
SURFACE OER -- in the field.

OMPACTED S IL -

SENTONITE UNDERSEAL

All permeability tests conducted on soil
SECT!ON 'A-A samples from the actual soil-bentonite

liner met or exceeded the maximum hydraulic

8 2oc'.' S.RFACE 'OVER- FIGURE - 5

BERM CONSTRUCTED OF
___________~~_ _ , - GRANULAR MATERIAL < I \LWY OF D N <ITY I175II

---- - ------- - -- -8 '(2o0 r) SOIL" CELL I RA '
BENTONITE UNDERSEAL - .. . . ..

- SLOP E UNOERSEAL (PLACED
PRIOR TO BOTTOM UNDERSEALI

- *TI LI, ''ID, V ',

DQETAIL A
-IN F ,-TI 1" --

SI ' " I, '

4 - PLAN AND SECTION VIEW OF
FINAL 9NER DESIGN

uners-a--nd-r.g of the mportance of careful
a d h e r n c e o t h e s o e c i f i c a t o n s . I- ,r . ... ...

Reg r compaction testing of completed
sections of the liner was performed using a
nuclear test gauge on oackscatter modo .
determine the compacted dry densities and
molding mosture contents. The resulus of
this testing is summarized in Figure 5 to V, -,T I : T -7
9, nus~ve. The greatest variability in
the comoaction of the liner was for the
east - r- of Cell #1, which was the first
qection of liner completed. This section FIGURE - 6

of liner was completed with densities as
low as 85 percent of Modified Proctor tNMMAIY OF DENIFY T L<T1 N
Maximu, Dry Density and molding moisture CELL t E,'T ERA

contents well dry of optimum. Even with
these lower dry densities and molding
moisture contents, the liner on the east -ZER< IR V-I 'It .V

berm of Cell #1 still met the specified
permeabt !ty requirements of 5x10- 8  L OF

cm/Fec. The construction control on all
other sections of liner was considerably
improved with densities generally along the
Line of Optimums. " "

A ser,-P o' laboratory permeability tests HF-P"
were conducted on soil samples from the .
site. The samples were remxed in the R C- -ZE-I

laboratory and then compacted into the
Dermeameter at moisture contents and
den.sj tj es simulating construction values.
The r .ults of this testing is also shown
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FIGURE - 7 conductivity for the liner of 5 x 10-8

SUMMARY OF DENSITY TESTING cm/sec. As well, most field compaction
CL *1 0211. 4T & C N I.REMS test results were at moisture contents or

densities greater than those used for the
permeability tests. Therefore, it is

V3 . I 'I C RE considered that all portions of the
L M A soil-bentonite liner along the berms and
LISE OF OPTIMLIS- base of the sewage lagoons met or exceeded

tA - the specified permeability requirements.

W - __-9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

HC -ZE- . .- Based on the two case studies cited here

S"--. the following can be concluded:
K C -2E-8 VflV** -

.1) A reinforced synthetic (CPE) liner
complete with an under-drainage

6 system to solve uplift pressures
A II iwas successfully installed at a

MEOITLRE CoNTU17. new petrochemical site to protect

the surrounding drinking water.

.2) Fieid monitoring of the

FIGURE - piezometers, for about 5 years
indicates that th e liner and the

SU MMARY OF DENI I I L TISG under-drainage system has been
CELL ,- FASK perforrring effectively and have

_ - .. contained the stored fluid.

CA- \-. - > .. l:P .3) A soil-benton-te type liner 4 s an

uSE oP P0VPTIMUV-S effective alternate method of
E- m,.ec- constructing an economical liner

-.~ to prevent contaminate spread into
groundwater. This technique
provides an economical solution to
prevent contaminate spread into

H C 4E- the groundwater.

.4) A soil-bentonite type of liner
2should not be constructed without

adequate testing. This testing
' should include permeability

testing with equipment capable of
V .. ......... ... accurately measuring both flow in

S 4 6 O IC I7 and out of the sample, and to
MVIATIR oTT =determine liner and stored fluid

compatability

FIGURE - 9 .5) In addition to adequate testing,
special care is also required in

S1 UMMARY OF DS N ITYi TE.STI.'NG the construction of this type of
1, 4 liner. Thus, it is recommended

that, where possible, contractors
1 "-ZER, .11M I'll- W;E with experience in liner

Sconstruction be employed to
W. BE 'IFOIPU 

-/  
- construct or assist in the
-A 

5 
C5 .. construction of these liners.
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Long Term Building Performance over an Injected Subgrade
Ronald F. Reed Paul Wright
Senior Vice President, Rone Engineers, Dallas, Texas President, Woodbine Corporation, Fort Worth, Texas

SYNOPSIS

Several foundation designs and stabilization methods are used with varying degrees of success to
cope with the problem of expansive clays. Many of these methods are very expensive, therefore
alternate technology that is both cost and performance effective has been developed. This paper
presents a case history with pre- and post- stabilization test data for a 4-building project where
pressure injection of lime and water was used to preswell weathered clay-shale to a depth of 10
feet. Use of pressure injection technology economi(ally reduced post construction movements to 0.5
inches to 1.8 inches over a 7 year monitoring period. Movements observed have been upward, with no
settlement or shrinkage related movements related over the observed period.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous methods are employed for design and Initial site preparation occured in early 1981,
construction of buildings over expansive soils, with completion of the structures in the fall of
Within the Dallas-Fort Worth (D/FW) area, the same year. Measured movements of the site
methods include; suspension of the structure during preswelling as well as periodic post
over the soils, with foundations placed below construction floor movements are provided.
the active zone; composite buildings where the
structural elements are founded within stable
materials, and the floor is "independent" of the
structure i.e. "floating"; and shallow, ground PROJECT DESCRIPTION
supported reinforced foundations. Movement of a
ground supported floor slab must be within
acceptable limits, or a non-functional building The project consists of a four building
results. Likewise, movement of a shallow office/warehouse complex located in Irving,
foundation must be limited or distress within Texas, a suburb to the west of Dallas. The
the superstructure becomes unacceptable. complex was speculative, i.e. user undefined.
Acceptable movement is owner and user defined,
but in the D/FW area it is generally taken to be Design constraints imposed by the developer
less than 1 inch for "floating" floor slabs and included; tilt-wall construction; low rental
2 to 3 inches for shallow foundations, fees; and a ground supported floor with maximum
Reduction of potential soil movements to within allowable movements of the floor in office areas
"acceptable" limits requires modification of the of 1 inch, and in warehouse areas of 2 inches.
supporting soil. Some of the more common Warehouse and offices in the immediate area had
methods used in the D/FW area are listed in experienced floor movements in excess of 10
Table I. Costs associated with the techniques inches. (Reed, 1985) The method used for
are also shown. stabilization typically consisted of

over-excavation and replacement with inert fill.
This paper addresses the procedures used, and Modifications to this method included providing
results obtained on one, four-building complex a lime stabilized 6 to 12 inch layer below the
within the Eagle Ford Formation. The method inert fill.
Lsed consisted of preswelling the soils using a
combination ot lime slurry and water injection. Initial site topography required cut and fill

TABLE I earthwork to achieve desired finished grades.
Summary of Techniques used for 'stabilizing* neor surface soils

Techniques Applicable Depth Cost/ft
2

(feet) Comments
Excavate eisting soils, mix with 3 to 5 $1.60 - £1.90 ( 3')
lime and recompact 12.50 - 2.90 C S')

Overexcovate and replace with Inert, 3 to 7 11.2S - 11.40 C 3') If inert materials are permeG,-e, car result
non-expanslve soil 12.90 - 13.20 ( 7') in perded conditions below grade.

Pressure Injection 10 to IS 10.72 Requires *-ore rigid engineeIrg control
C 2 Lime & 2 Water) during eorthwork. Greater depths ore
10.45 possible. Slower then overexcouating

I 1 Lime. 3 Water) and replacement.
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GEOLOGY

*~BORINGS

+-HEAVE PIN The site is underlain by soils and shale of the
PRE- CONSTRUCTION Eagle Ford Group, a marine, montmorillonitic
ELE- TIONS clay shale of Upper Cretacno-, age. The shale

F~542.2is thinly laminated, gray to bluish-gray in
color and weathers to tan to olive tan and gray

Iwith ironstaining along joints and fissures.
I_-epth of weathering across the sitc varies from

29 to 40 feet. Ground water was not encountered
54!.74, during the initial geotechnical investigation,

- s-s T, although intermittent perched water is
+3 anticipated to be occasionally present along the

weathered/unweathered interface during rainy

i6' S34 seasons.

-\ / 'j g7 7 T.S.F.

FF S.'3.4- - 1
------------S35IN .. 1,, 20 40 60 s0

CLAY, OLIVE BROWN,
1 MR.s TO OR.1 1.. IR 4.5.............. A-,!STAINS - 3 r ' i

SELE +-OSITS
FIGURE 1. S'te Plan 4S

associated with stress reduction, cut within I 4.5

building areas was limited to one of the four
structures. Initial site contou-s and finished-7 T.
floor elevations are shown in Figure 1. [. , K ' 4.5

The initial design for the project encorporated 1 - :I4.S
the use of 3-1/2 feet of inert fill over six SHALE ORA.

inches of lime stabilized clay. This technique UNWEATHERE
D

was rejected by the owner because of poor i ____

performance related to excessive floor movement
on projects in the general vicinity. FIGURE 2. Typical Stratigraphy & Soil

Moisture Profile
The use of pressure injection was considered as
an alternative, however it's use was initially
rejected because of a "feeling" by various Weathering of the clay-shale results in a tan to
consultants that the soils were too hard and dry olive-tan and gray residual clay. The clay
to effectively inject. Due to the historical retains the shales' laminated fabric, and is
performance of other proposed modification jointed and fissured on spacings of 2 to 8
techniques, however, the owner elected to pursue inches. The joints and fissures are commonly
injection. A monitoring program to evaluate the ironstained and occasion. ly silt lined.
effectiveness of both the injection operations
and post-construction floor performance was The upper 3 to 9 feet of clay soil is subjected
therefore established, to variations in seasonal soil moisture, but

these values are less than the average for the
In order to reduce the risk of movement at Dallas metroplex which is generally estimated to
entrances to the office areas, a suspended floor be on the order of 12 to 15 feet. The reduced
system was used. Other design modifications seasonal'y active zone is considered to be
included use of one site clays for backfilling primar ly a result of the sloping site
trenches and utilities in place of sandier, more topography, the relative low permeability of the
permeable soils, clay soils, and the jointed structure.

TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF SOIL PROCERTIES

PROPERTY UNITS POPULATION RANGE MEAN DEVIATION

Liquid Limit, WA -- 16 48 - 86 69.8 9.$1

Plaetlc Limit, P -- 16 22 - 38 32.2 4.1,

Piaticity Index,. -- P 16 26 - 56 37.6 7.43

0ry UnIt Weight, d PCf 27 84 - 106 59.6 6.83

Wit Unit Weight, . pcF 27 110 - 133 124.2 S.92

Specific Gro'Ity, 0. -- 3 2.79 - 2.93 2.6S 0.03

S turatlon, S 12 87 - 97 92.0 0.03
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The natural moisture content of the clays below of ten feet after each water injection. Heave
the seasonal influence is 4 to 7 percentage monitoring pins were surveyed after each
points below their plastic limit. The moisture injection.
content generally decreases with depth, as is
common in weathered shales. An example of a Upon completion of the injection operations, the
typical Log of Boring is shown in Figure 2. near surface soil were blended with the
This figure illustrates moistures above the surficial lime, compacted, and brought to grade.
plastic limit to a depth of about 5 feet, and Utilities were then installed. .Construction
soil moisture below the plastic limit below this then proceeded in a normal manner.
depth. Also shown in figure is the maximum
pressure (Ps) and the percent swell at
overburden, (Sp), from the result of two
Constant Volume Swell tests. RESULTS

The weathered shale classifies as a CH soil, in
accordance with the Unified Soil Classification Injection procedures progressed normally
System. The consistency varies in the zone of throughout the project. Adequate dispersal of
seasonal moisture, becoming hard below this lime was observed. Some of the exposed seams of
zone. A summary of some of the pertinent soil lime are shown in Figure 3.
properties is provided in Table 2.

The change in measured soil moisture and the
measured heave during injection on two of the
four buildings are presented in Figures 4 and 5,

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE and 6 and 7, respectively. Test results are
typical for all four buildings.

Finished floor subgrade elevations, minus 5 Measured heave below the survey pins varied from
-rches, were initially established in January approximately 0.75 inches to 3.50 inches.
1981 utilizing on-site clays as fill. The Actual heave is anticipated to be on the order
subgrade was left 5 inches below desired of 5 to 6 inches because approximately 1 to 2
subgrade to account for the desired pre-swelling inches of soil had to be cut from the pads at
of the upper soils. the completion of injection operations to

achieve desired subgrade. As previously
Materials were compacted in approximate 10-inch
lifts to a density of between 90 and 95 percent
of ASTM D-698, at a moisture wet of optimum. Range in me.uredmoi.tur.
Four heave pins were then installed on each b.eore Injection

building pad with the base of the pin 18 to 22 0 .--

inches below grade. Heave monitoring pin Il k --

locations are shown in Figure 1. Pin elevations-
were obtained and tied to a bench mark founded Rang. In measur.d moistur.afe Injection

at a depth of 25 feet below grade. The bench I
mark was sleeved throughout the upper soils to _-
reduce uplift.

Pads were then double lime slurry-pressure ,

injected, followed by 2 water injections, to a t -o
depth of 10 feet on building pads A thru C, and
3 water irjactions on building pad D.
Continuous undisturbed Shelby tube samples for
moisture content tests were obtained to a depth 0 T30 40MOISTURE CONTENT

S2 e esFIGURE 4. Rise in moisture after 2 lime and
2 water injections, Building A

Range In measured

mOIsture before Injeotlon

fi -- Measured moisture after
*Injection.I-

. _MOISTURE CONTENT

FIGURE 3. Exposed lime seams in face of FIGURE 5. Rise in moisture after 2 lime and
excavation. 3 water injections, Building C.
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are plotted in Figure 9. The profiles indicate
I3 equal differential movements across the flo6f.

Since it is extremely unlikely that movements
would be uniform, the difference in elevation

Hge moo-red, over the period surveyed was attributed to
- 1 j2.S9' survey error. Corrected movements for building

-"A" are shown in Figure 10. The monitoring
S- -~" through 1983 indicated no appreciable movement,

A-g rise A o fo 4 Pins and was therefore discontinued.

Periodic site visits have been performed since
1 0.7

- - -
) completion of the monitoring program. No

distress or differential floor movement has been
23, 6 2/10/81 3/2.81 3/20/81 detected or reported.
I1 1 . 2nd Ie.. 1t at.r 2nd mot.r

DATE OF SURVEY

FIGURE 6. Measured rise in elevation of Pad
Survey Pins during construction,
Building A.

C2 S42.1.

.I -,
Hig ' of" ' It.. 6/82

3.48') A..A

'0. ' ' S42.01 Probable tr.. Survy
- . 1 differentl - /63 'Error'

/ .~6 1 .0*)J 1.06-1 C 0.2-

2-1-

2 2.46' " 6.os 9' 14' 29' 34' 5l'

-:. DISTANCE PERPENDICULAR to BEAM

7. FIGURE 9. Measured movements perpendicular to
perimeter wall, Building A at

- 'r---r -Z S42.2 location 4.
1/23/81 21:0/81 3/2/81 3/20/8 o
let 1.le ?,d Lie. lot Water 2nd Water .o an o f greatest

DATE OF SURVEY < d differential

542.1 0.841
FIGURE 7. Measured rise in elevations of Pad - Ar n

Survey Pins during construction,
Building D. _.

mentioned, subgrade before injection was left 5 S42.0 Loati, of, least
inches below desired finished grade to account seasor ,d tovert

for heave. 
1 0.48-)

Post construction floor movements have been rp r@ N N-M

within acceptable limits, with measured heave N

through September of 1983 varying from about 0.5 -" 8

inches to 1.8 inches. Measured heave in SURVEY DATE

building A is shown in Figure 8. Based on FIGURE 10. Floor movement, Building A,
visual observations, much of the measured heave Corrected for survey error
is attributed to survey error, and/or movement between 7/82 and 9/83.
of the bench mark.

To confirm the visual results, 21 profiles of CONCLUSIONS
the floor in buildings A and B perpendicular to
the walls were monitored from June 1982 through
September 1983. Typical results for one station 1. Effective reduction of the potential

vertical movement of the upper soils of the
Eagle Ford formation was obtained by using a$ S42.2a

0 . Location w/grsatest combination of lime-slurry and water
.seasred diff .mittial pressure injection.

C 2.16l

A.rage of6 ocation 2. Construction monitoring of the subgrade
- .75-l indicated heave as a result of injection

1'- operations on the order of 2 to 4 inches.
JWI S42.0_ l,,

ocaton of least secured 3. Post construction monitoring of the floor
differential slabs over a seven year period indicates
C01 movements of 0.5 to 1.8 inches, which are

4/161 1/1 7/62 9//3 within design tolerances. No post.
SURVEY DATE construction settlement or shrinkage has

FIGURE 8. Measured post construction floor been experienced.
movement, Building A.
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4. Costs for the injection modification were
approximately one-half compared to costs
associated with other techniques used in
the D/FW area. Performance of the injected
project has been superior to that
experienced on projects in the immediate
area.
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SYNOPSIS: Use of chemicals for foundation treatment and sealing of crack is of recent origin. The
aim of this paper is to find time-viscosity and time-strength relationships of epoxy grout system
for proper flow mechanism and strength interaction with rock collected from dam sites of India. The
bonding mechanism of gel in the injected mass is explained with the help of Scanning electron
microscopy and Infra-red spectroscopy. After trirdl field grouting the stratascopy has revealed better
bonds of moist surface with flexibility to accomodate movement before bond or shear failure occurred
and had lower volumetric shrinkage during curing.

INTRODUCTION GEL FORMATION AND ITS MECHANISM

Cement grouting is well recognised nethod When catalyst or hardiener is mixed with base
available to the Civil engineering practice. resin, the formation of gel occures in three
Epoxy resin have often used for various problems sequential steps: (1) Formation of primary micro
in civil engineering works In India, during gel, (2) Formation of secondary micro gel, and
the last decades. The sealing of cracks (Koyna, (3) Formation of macro gel.
1968; Konar, 1971; Hirakund, 1976) in concrete
structures, plugging of leaks in hydraulic The reactivities of primary and secondary amine
structures and bonding of fresh concrete to groups of hardener give . linear structure in
hardened concrete are the main applications the alkaline media due to a combination of
which are quite wide spread. The main exothermic heat of reaction, the temperature
traditional Geotechnical problem for foundations will rise in the vicinity of the resin
in jointed and fractured rocks is the low molecules, resulting Into reaction of secondary
bearing power against the structural stresses, amine group, causing the increase of vacant
The recently innovated application of epoxy places between the molecules reflecting increase
grouting of jointed and fractured rock for of fluidity. The growth of nuclei continue until
reducing mass permeability and increasing the reactive polymer molecules can diffuse to
compressive and tensile strength of bed rock the reactive sites of the nuclei. During this
(Norad dam, 1968). For the last application, process several new nuclei are also developed
the corelation of initial rheology of epoxy resembling the crystalliation process.
grout and the interacted strength of set grout
at joints are very essential. The primary micro gel and growing nuclei begine

to interact each other and give rise to new
This paper developes epoxy gel by interacting nuclei for the secondary micro gel increasing
chemical compound derived from bis-phenol A viscosity of the system.
with epichlorohydrin and catalyst or hardener
consisting of amines and polyamides by At a critical solid concentration the secondary
conceptual approach along with conventional micro gel pack together very suddenly and the
frame work approach. The aim Is to find a experimental gel point is observed (Fig.1).
suftCA2- time-viscosity relationship of an
injection mix whic!, facilitates proper flow
mechanism into rock joints or fissur- or cracks
of the fractured rocks. The microsLopiL
examination helps putforlh the interaction and
bonding mechanism of grout In an Injected mass.
Rock strengthening of samples collected from
the site near to Panam dam and Karjan dam site
and one construction sitp near Chh,,rhapura of
Cujarat, India, were a.complisneo by laboLatory
Injection of epoxy grout which has provided
greater strength and better penetration than
could have been obtained with the use of
portland cement grout. This advantage justifies
the use of epoxy grout is against the use of
cement grout. F1g.1 Micrograph o
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The higher cross I inked dens i tY reflects in that initial viscosity drops to 50 per cent
bet ter coherence by bonding i Ith dr\ and we upto 12 minutes, thereflter increases to semi-
surfaces of mass to be interacted. viscous limiting injection stage transforming

suddenly to gel stage at about 35 minutes. The
Intra-red snectroscopy of a unit cell of set time-viscosity plot suggest the proper injection
mass gives chracteristics bonds of methyle or time of 12 minutes and limiting injection time
meth\lene. and phenyl groups at 14411 and 15(05 o1 24 mInLutes after miNing. Shear modulus data
cI

-
I bends. as obtained from the wave velocity pattern of

pulse transmission through gollified mass
DEVL'..o1P\tE'NT OF GROUT MIX interprets that gel mass which was visco-elastic

before gel time transforms to elastic at gel
As per the req(1uii rement of resultant geilified time
mass, either rigid, elastic or elastoplastic,
the unit CelI is cul tivated employing conceptual STRENGTH ASPECTS
I rame nork approach by propert ionating resin,
hardener and water components. From the unit Triaxial , unconfined compressive strength and
cell a repeatable unit in the polymer structure tensile strength at 1 hour, 14 days and 21 days
is developed, are increased upto resin: hardener ratio two,

which tends to decrease thereafter. Unconfined
Gel time increases upto resin: hardener ratio compressive strength as measured on 200 T
of t%%o, thereat ter it drops. The add i t ion of capac i tv 'VEB-Weks tof foruf maschinen' , for
water effectively reduce , the gel time lFig.,2 resin: hardener ratio of two, gives 662. 8

kg 'cm2 . 775.36 kg cm2 , 
800.12 kg cm

2 
at 1 hour.

14 days and 21 days curing time (Fig.4).

70.nAT 29'C R;OOM
w TEMPERA1 URE t

S60 1000
z 1 HOUR STRENGTH -a-.,-

1 - 1 DAYS STRENGTH
z E

(0 21 DAYS STRENGTH -e----
w 40 (COMPRESSIVE)

30 7 400 \ 14 DAYS STRENGTH -p 3_ - 40 / " iX (TENSILE)

0. 3200

2 3 4 5
RESIN' HARDENER RATIO 000

1 2 3 4

Fig.2 Variation of pot life RESIN! HARDENER RATIO

Strei,gth of raw gel is controlled by resin to i 4CmpeseanTnilstngh
hardener ratio, while trace amount of water 4 Compressive and Tensile strength.
optimizes the viscosity of the grout system
in addition to lowering the heat of reaction.
While interacting with rock, it acts as a 10
wetting, lubricating and spreading agent of RESIN / HARDENER 2

grout. B oCo- - 1 DAY lU--O--*-- 1&DAYS

RHEOLOGICAL ASPECTS 21600- 00 - - 2t DAYS J
600 7000

Rheological analysis of developed grout system (I "

are carried out by time-viscosity study n 400 50
employing Brookfield synchroletric viscometer. ILI
U.S.A.. and newly developed Orifice type glass 1- 200 3000
cone viscometer. 14 seems from time-viscosity w 11 2 3 4

curve (Fig.3), .,..,,." RIH RATIO

L ; I A_ I -- > 0 02 0.04 0.06 0.08

320 I 1 1 401)~ STRAIN
WM ROOMT 2 C

n0* RIN.2.JU t J  
" i " 'Ulllltl ,

U . .0. "% OUILUTION Ln
wz _____...l DUILUTION > Fig.5 Stress-strain - Time relation of raw gel

16 ., Tt NITIL TIME ' e
L T2 LOW VISCOSITY TIME '"

0 ' T3 LIMITINGINJECTIONTIMIE.100 39 Stre.-strain curve IF'g.1) lnciic.teq tia peai,

T4 ZERO DISPLACL L Mk strcns!,, creases wi th increase el curing t ime
reverting strength-time relationship of epoxy

10 lml-' , n set mass as strongly time dependent. Two catego-
ri- res basically identified, mainly time dependent

FIg.3 Time - Viscosity Relationship linear elastic and time dependent non-linear
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1 Brass tI) c(VCer t ixed with clamps.
2 Inlet for :ompressed air

eles to-pt ast it: leIadi no to brit tIe failur. I Out let
Increase of res in: hardener rat io increases 4 Compressed air
the brittleness in the sys term. As resin: 5 C lyethylone piston
hardener ratio increases to two, initial tangent 6 Resin mix
modulus (idrops. Per cent failure strain decreases 7

.Brass casing
initi jally with increase of curing period upto 8tigh density polyethylene syrings
14 day\, and tends to remain constant thereafter. .Polveth\vIene nozzle.
Trace amount of Iater in resin-hardener system
makes the set mass elesto-plastic rather than
brittle plastic exhibiting bulging at faiIures.
Stress-strain curve of raw grout portrayed . '"
during tensile test conforms to set mass
simillar to St.Venant material. Initial tangent
modulus, Iailure strain and creep strain oft ens i Ie stres, -strain Cu11rves are optimum a t /

res in : ha rdener ra t io ofI t wo. Htigh pressure
triaxial test give cohesion value of 450 kg cm

2 .

t;R0'T [P ROLK \ S

Cuns iier i nQ the above time viscosity and
strength behaviour the grout is selected for
inject ion purpose consists of optimum ratio
of re, in: hdadeer two, along itt h five per
cent dilution. Fig. 6 Injection Gun.

The rocks collected from various sites as
mentioned eArlier possess the following STRENGTH OF GROUTED MASS
magascopic and microscopic characters:
(Al (i ) Porphyreti c Basalt (collected from For these two groups of rock, adhesion over

the site near Panam dam) - Minute ira- discontinuties and cracks by epoxy grout always
ctures in horizontal direction and exceed the strength of the rock (Fig.7).
moderate weathering,

(iil AggIomerate Igneous (,iollected from the
site near to Karjan dam) - trap, rock
pieces are seen enclosed in the ground
mass which is hetrogenous. Hetrogenity
is more in horizontal direction, promi-
nent fracturing, moderate weathering.

(BI (i) Metamorphic, Criss-cross ion veinlets 
'

Ar
bearing (collected from construction
site nearer to Chhuchapura) - bends are
observed in horizontal direction, vein-
lets are noticed in horizontal dire-
ction. common fracturing and moderate
weathering. Fig.7 Rock specimen after failure.

(iii Serpentile bearing metamorphic (colle-
cted from construction site nearer to Rupture always occures through rock and never
hhuchapura) - Greenish white !)ends through the bonded crack surface. The strength

observed in horizontal direction, while of grouted rock specimens either in horizontal
minute fracture seen in vertical dire- or vertical direction keeping the plane of cut
ction, prominent fracturing and modera- perpendicular to the discontinuety, veinlets
te weathering, and structural hetrogeneity give compressive

Samples of ltcmXlOcmX1Ocm with cut configuration strength higher than intact rock. The test resu-
at var r-us orientation are produced and are Its on wet surfaces also show that significant
placed in a square grouting box. "iwo drill holes strength could be developed across the disconti-
from top surface of the above specimen are made nueties by bonding them with this epoxy resin
upto the location cut to intersect maximum dis- grout (Fig.8 and 9).
continueties. A suitable injection gun is deve-
loped for grouting (Fig.6 After this laboratory grouting test, a trial

injection was made with the above resin grout
A grouting operation is normally carried out to mix at the above mentioned sites. It is found
the lowest point to the highest. After filling that, it provides better bonds to moist rock
the gun with epoxy grout, it is connected with and had more flexibility than other chemical
tubing to an air compressor. A pressure of 4 to grouts to accomodate movement before bond or
. kgicm

2  
iz ,sed for the injection. A polyethy- ;hear faiiure occured, and had shown lower volo-

lene nozzle of the guin ' inserted into the metric shrinkage during curing. The strascopic
drill hole or the rock specimen. Injection is inspection at the site have indicated that larg-
continued till the resin begins to ozzes from er cracks and smaller cracks are appeared to
the another drill hole. The process is continued be filled up and interacted properly with epoxy

until the cracks are completely sealed, grout.
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,a) INTACT ROCK WITH KAuRAL FRACTURES
(b) GOUTEO ROCK WITH VERTICAL GROUTEO CUI moist surface with flexibility to accomodate

S00 (c GROUTED ROCK WITH HORIZONTAL GROUT/ movement before bond or shear failure occurred
z0 Cd) GROUTED ROCK WITH INCLINO GROUTED T alongwith lower volumetric shrinkage.
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Ii) Epoxy grout system has controlled gelli-
fication time, insoluble gel in water,
high gel strength, and high long term
compressive and teisile strength.

(ii) This grout system identifies following
rheological changes during sol to gel :
decrease of viscosity from original visco-
sity due to Inherent temperature, increas-
ing further to semi viscous, non-Newtonian
converting suddenly to elasto-viscous
gellified orange mass.

(iii) Strength time relationship of set mass
is strongly time dependent. For evalua-
tion of deformation two categories basic-
ally identified : mainly time dependent
linear elastic and time dependent non-
linear elasto-plastic leading to brittle
failure. Trace amount of water and resin
hardener system makes the set mass elasto-
plastic rather than brittle plastic exhi-
biting bulging at failure. During tensile
strength stress strain behaviour conforms
to St. Venant material.

(lv) For igneous and metamorphic group of rocks,
adhesion over discontinuties and cracks
by epoxy grout always exceed the strength
of the rock. Rupture always occures throu-
gh rock and never through bonded crack.

(v) After trial field grouting. the stratasco-
plc study has revealed better bonds of
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Partial Underpinning a Five-Storey Building
Phung Duc Long Bo Berggren
Civ. Eng., institute for Building Science & Technology, Vietnam Doctor, Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Sweden

Nguyen Van Quang
Doctor, State Committee of Science & Technology, Vietnam

SYNOPSIS: Partial underpinning is often not accepted because of dangerous damage that may be caused by the redistribu-
tion of stresses in the superstructure. A five-storey building was partially underpinned successfully. To give stabil-
ity to the building only a small number of piles, about 70% fewer than with the conventional method, were used. The re-
sults observed have proved the success of the partial underpinning.

INTRODUCTION
Settlement observations

Underpinning is an increasing need in the construction
field. Underpinning with piles must be performed if a ma- Just after the building was completed, serious settlements
jor part of the settlements of a building is due to consoli- were discovered, especially in the west section. SeLtlement
dation of soft soil, a frequent cause of damage to builo- observations at 25 points started just after the completion
ings. In Vietnam, the thickness of the soft soil layer of construction and the result is shown in Fig. 1. The val-
underlying the dry crust is commonly 15-20 m in Hanoi, and ues of the maximum settlement and the maximum differential
up to 30-40 m in Hai Phong and Ho Chi Minh City. The con- settlement are both much larger than the allowable values
ventional underpinning method aims at tctally avoiding any according to the Vietnamese Building Code. In July 1985,
further settlement. Therefore, not only the damaged part just before underpinning was started, the mdximum settle-
but also the rest of the building is often underpinned, ment was about 500 mm (point HI5, see Fig. la), while the
a safe but expensive solution. It should then be discussed maximum differential settlement of the west section was
whether it might be possible to underpin only a part of about 350 mm. The maximum rate of settlement, also aL point
the building to reduce the rate of settlement to an accept- H15, was still rather high, about 6 mm or even more per
able level and to prevent further damage due to differen- month.
tial settlements. In many cases, especially when there is
a certain non-homogeneity of either the soil or the super- In view of the existing soil conditions, the use of shallow
structure, thismethod may be successful. The partial under- foundations for the five-storey brick building was incon-
pinning method would be much cheaper than the conventional venient. The large settlements are due to relatively large
method, possibly 30 to 50%. However, it is evident that shear stresses and to consolidation of the weak soil layer,
partial underpinning is very dangerous. Partial underpin- the organic soil and the mud. The two upper layers, the
ning with piles means introducing more rigid supports under dry crust and the upper clay, can be considered to be rela-
a part of the existing shallow foundation. By redistribu- tively stiff. Between axes 14 and 15, where the total thick-
ting stresses in the superstructure, further damage may nessof the two layers is smallest and the foundation depth
"e caused, e.g. by shear stresses, especially between the is lowest, the soil may locally yield. This is the main
underpinned p;rl and the rest. Partial underpinning needs reason for the large differential settlement of the build-
more careful soil investigation and design, taking into ing.
account the interaction between the soil and the building Eost section West section
structure.

In this paper, the partial underpinning of a five-storey "0'
brick masonry building, La Thanh Hotel in Hanoi, which nas ,
seriously settled and tilted at a rather high rate, will ' "
be presented. A simplified design method will also be in- -
troduced. The method has proved to be successful since the 315

settlement, distortion and tilting of the building so far
have been stopped with no further damage.

Time ImomnIsI Urderpnnig rane

DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING AND SOIL CONDITIONS Oct e ec Dc De Dec Dc De28 79 80 81 82 83 84 85
Building. La Thanh Hotel is located six kilometres west 100

of the centre of Hanoi. The building that required under- 200 Hi I
pinning is a five-storey building of 8.4 m width and 50 i
m length in two sections separated by a gap. Construction Hs

of the building started at the end of 1977 and was comple- 00I

ted in October 1978. The building is a brick masonry build- 500 -
ing with cross-walls, assembled panel floors and reinforced 600
concrete frames along the corridors. The foundation con- set( )
sists of strip footings beneath the walls and isolated
footings beneath the columns of the corridor frames. The Fig. la Settlement curves (Dec. 1985).
strip footings are generally 1.20 m below the zero level Ib Tie-settlement curve.
of the building.
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soil conolt'orr> PARTIAL UNDERPINNING

.n March ,o;3, incroer '. find out the causes of the large Jacked concrete piles were chosen in order to give stabil-

Settlements. an acoi:tinal soil insestigation was made, ity to the building. it was decided that only the west set-

licudinlg, penetration testS ard sol sampling in two bore- tion of the building and iorthermore only the most serious-

roles. The si ia,,ers :an be described schematically as ]y settled part of the section should be underpinned. In

follows: this way, the expansion of the differential settlement could
at least be reduced. It is evident that partial underpin-

, Iry, crrot: the tnl..kress varies fr,'" 1.5 to 2.5, sandy ning is very dangerous. By redistributing stresses in the
clay with large q.antitles of -,oken brick, point supe, structure, further damage maybe caused by shear stres-
peretration resistance 1c - i.0 MPa, void ratio e ses, especially between the underpinned part and the rest.

0.71. angle of internal friction o 
= 

22', cohesion However, the rigidity of the superstructure foundation sys-

- 10 KPa. tem is fairly high, which may be the main reason why there

2 jpaer cIay: -3ec u- stiff, The thickness varies from are only a few sniall cracks. For safety purposes, strength-

. to .5 t, qc . 0 MPa, e 1.30, 0 I0 , ening beams were installed along the building.

C 0 kPa.
In order to avoid any danger, the following ujnderpinning

Organir soil: plastic with a higr organic content. steps were suggested, see Fig. 3.
,he thi:iness arles trom 2.0 to 3.5 vi, total pen-
etration resistance is about 2.0 to 4.0-b.0 MPa, qc o Underpinning with Mega piles only in the part between

, 1.0 MPa, e - 1.13, o 
=  

10 , c 0 30 kPa. In this axes 13 and 15;

laser tiere is .- thin layer of peat of about half o observing regularly the development of settlements and
a metre. he peat is very wet and porous and contains cracks;
rotting tree leaves.

o jacking down additional piles if further da-iage 1- tornl
) iud: underlies the organic soil layers, reaching to in the superstructure. In this -ase, the partia under-

a dectn of 13 to 17 i. The mud contains much organic pinning becomes a complete underpinning with a saf.,ing
matter, q, " 1.0 MPa, e 1.65, 0 

=  
8', c 

=  
25 kPa. density of piles.

Lower al',: below a depth of 13 to 17 m, stiff clay.
The total penetration resistance is more than 10.0
MPa, .hi!e tre Doint resistance is about :.O MPa.

,ne water table is found at a deoth of O.5 to1.0,i.In I
Fg. -.o soil cross-sections are shown. I u m Ii lluu i I

MEHO O-~r.F DESIG

Pata unepinn a i s z abl i ah o srcuein

the to unepinn des3n Fig. 3s Pacus tata auunedenin

a e t p r l m

damage to buiPdies are fen jacedycmlctd nmn

P4 P6 P5 cases, dacmPge w 1 be a ked if nreeslmsar stte

Prlunderpinnin is fa.Freliale ifsos th siml-sruted in-ho
teraction ias takesitod acnt pind din. icale.Thughlman
adnce honavebeniadon sytmicoiderure intaeacion analy-me

si,, . ouo (98) i i aterdffcuttoapl

... unth to un erii sugn.ts isec usdepartial under-,

pinn sa. Tetiepnetpolmsoevr a so

crc,:, ;.,eor 11" ci daagebt bu ilns aread oft ed eycmlctd nmn
" PS PS caes dama e ay be sdayceep setleesr stte

... .. ... . ------ : 1-1. MEnTsO due tolclE ilinShthaentGenveywl

are placed only partially under the beam, it must be strong
enough to withstand the redistributed stresses, especially

' - .- .- the shear stress Q, at the cross-section between the under-
pinned part and the rest of the beam. Q can be determined
by the following expression:

Fig. 2 Soil conditions. Q = th s (a)

where P = the load transferred to all piles.
G p the weight of the underpinned part, see

Fig. 4
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J e "aking the same shear strength of concrete and steel as
above, .Qe - ,650 , ' [max. The design would have a high

enogh safety factor even in the must da'igeruc,, c se.
Th "e above :alculatiens would overestimate the maximum shear

stress, but they help to create a realistic attitude to
. p partial underpinning work. Similar analysis .an be performed

for bending behaviour. Formasonrywalls, the oerall stiff-
S .ness along the length of the walls may be obtained from

horurn et a] t1977).

ITE EXPERIENCL

AL the orLSLriction site, with some exceotions, piles are
Frr ~yer acked down in pairs on both sides of the walls, outsidethe old foundation and from the ground surf Ce, see Fig. 5.

Compared with jacking piles from tho bottom of the existing

S; " .'e: .. ;. foundation, this method has the following advantages:
o the working space for handling the rather nieavy pile

segments is large and malkes the wo- easier,

.tra'-:r o installation is not affected oy ground ,,ate," whose level
is rather high at the site, an it can t erefure be per-

- l " 'u ct v as n more settlement. formed even during the rainy tason,
s'eth r -"4' , -e."ce c i, 

tn~ 
7l t, u.,-.s're 

g eF. 5 r-,engtne ,n",,'qe . o the necessary excavation s ed. ce tc a F!nirrur-.

r r- L; ar- 'L nas fu,-tner settlement.
,trengthening maY be needed.

,nines to settle con-

WcA
n..' 'e.: .,re. -s 1 --. "'"_

tat of-e tr5 e. b 11 g4r ,--' - 3' . .... VL :, .. ': , . . .

. ...... .... < - ,
tu 5,5'a-!, t'0e eq ua'rt s'ea , 

Fesista'-;Cu of tee bui ding- .- . -

fo ndat in-s tengthen cc c a s'( tem e , must be larger -*' ' -" --

car :-ia A

Fo, a ,ross-al I re, te shear resistanCeata cross-l1 . -C . -

se, t in 7ay be taKen as the aggregate resistance of all the
elements of the sertion, including brick walls, reinforced
*~ccete .ea-is r staIs, f,,ndation beams and strengthening
beari. Tre latter need to be designed. Becase the shear Fig. 5 Installation of jcked concrete piles.
strengt ,f a - s ver, s-al , it can be neglected in
the anallvsis.

For the 31 en tase the tota! area of concrete at the sec- Pile segments with a cross-section of 200 mm x 00 nmm and
tion hetween tee undleruinned part and the rest is about a length of 600 mm, which are easy to handle and quick to
7,'T 7-n2 witn a total steel area of 102 cm2 . It the shear join, were chosen. The segments are joined by a 30 mm dia-
strength of the concrete is about 0.3 kN,'cm2 and the shear meter steel rod in the centre and two 12 mm diameter steel
strength of tee steel is 17 kS/cm 2, the equivalent shear locks at each joint. the central rod, are bOO mm long, see
resistance of the team, Qe will be: Fig. 6.

- e 0.3 x 75,a00 17 x 102 = 4,000 kN

At the site, 23 piles were used with an average ultimate .. -
capacity of each pile of about 450 kN, see the st'tiC load h - ,- -- -,
test results. The estimated weight of the underpinned part -- T,

_  
- . ..

is about 4,000 kN. thus 0 max 23 x 450-4,000 = 6,350 kN. *..

BeCadse ma,, Qe, a strengthening beam is needed. -,

t was decided to place four strengthening beams, each having .. .
a cross-section of 65 cm x 50 cm with a steel reinforcement -.
area of 11 cm2 , along the axes B and H of the building,
on both sides of the walls. These beams will also be used Fig. 6 Pile segment and pile joint.
as load transfer beams, if additional piles are needed.
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Tr hydraulic jacks used for the underpinning work origin- Di scusson
ally belonged to equipment for installing buildings of the
lift slab type. The load-tranisfer system consists of ladder-
shaped reinforced concrete beams which stretch along both o The ultimate bearing capacity of a pile predicted from

sides of the walls and lie across the walls where piles CPT-tests is in good agreement with the value received

are located, Fig. 3. from a static load test. Based on CPT tests, the length
of the pile can be predicted with fairly high accuracy.

At the site, the load transfer system was first concreted o Using the jacking force-depth curves plotted during

section by section. The jack system was 
t
hen installed by installation, the base r.cistancc of the pile can be

joining the anchor rods with the embedded tiebacks in the evaluated as the difference between the maximum jarl.ing
load cransfer beams, see Fig. 5. Piles were jacked down force and the force jist before reaching the hard clay
into the soil segment by segment through the prefabricated layer.
holes in the beams until the jacking force reached a pre-
dicted value. An average of four piles were jacked dosn 0 There is a certain relation between the ultimate load

at the same time. After all piles had been jacked down, and the aximum jacking force used during installation.

they were simultaneously fixed to the load transfer system Using a number of typical load tests, this ratiu can

without an1 prestressing. be determined reasonably exactly and the ultimate load
can therefore be predicted for each pile with good

In June 1984, the first two piles were installed as test accuracy.

piles. After construction uf the load transfer syUtem, fron; The ratio between the creep load and the ultimate load

October to December 1985, the next 21 piles with a total is slightly more than 0.9. According to the Swedish
length of about 400 m were installed. The length of the Building Code, this ratio is normally about 0.9.

Diles ranges from 13.2 to 15 m. The jacking force used dur-
ing the installation varied from 360 to 410 kN. The time

for jacking each pile was about 24 hours on average, in- CONCLUSIONS
cluding breaks. The rat. of settlement had not decreased
Dy the time the piles were fixed. So far, the settlement 1. Partial underpinning is a method that allows a cost
and tilting of the building have been stopped and no more saving of 30 to 50% in comparison with the convention-
cracks have appeared. No additional piles were needed and al method, in the given case, about 50%. To avoid any
the partial underpinning has proved to be successful. danger due to the redistribution of stresses, especi-

ally shear stresses in the superstructure, strengthe-
ning beams hould be used.

STATIC LOAD TESTING 2. Partial underpinning would be succesnful in buildings

Static load tests were carried out on two piles using the damaged by local subsidence that may be caused by dif-
quick maintained lord test, the ML method. In this method ferential clay shrinkage, removal of lateral support
of testing, the load is increased every fifteen minutes from the ground beneath the foundation, or differen-
by a constant amount, approx. 5% of the estimated ultimate tial ronsolidation where the basements provide deep
load. Dial gauges are read 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 mins. after foundations under part of a building. This method can
application of a new load increment. In Fig. 7 the test also be applied to preventive work.
results are shown for piles Nos. 1 and 2. For pile No. 1, 3. The simplified calculation method sugyested above can
failure was reached at a load of 480 kN. The creep load be sedpif i s tocbeton the safesie. The pa
evaluated by the creep load curves with reading between be used if design is to be or the safe side -The par-

9-15 mins. is about 450 kN. For pile No. 2, the ultimate tial underpinning method is reliable if the soil-struc-
lodi•2 ,wietecepla saot300 ture interaction is taken into account in the design.

load is 420 kN, while the creep load is about 390 kN. Furthermore, piles should be designed as "settlement

reducers". Thiswill further reduce the number of piles.
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Fig. 7 Results from static load test using the ML-method.
a, b Pile No.1
c, d Pile No.2
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Damage to Masonry Structures in the Historic Center of Arezzo
(Tuscany, Italy) Following the Excavation of a Sewer Tunnel
A. Ghinelli G. Vannucchi
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Florence, Italy Department of Civil Engineering, University of Florence, Italy

x.>.~ %'ok rlQc u t in t ihc 11)""3-S.I per iod f'or the huil ding of a scwer l ine at a shaillow depth in the h isto-

ox:c . : an - Ita 'i v caiused serious damrage to nruiv of thle masonry structures.

o! r. , thle tualLt ion underground is made of a thick deposit of eterogeneous soils, mainly ciavey silt
"0Nsi~tefncc, 1nc I id ing eleMents of gravel , bOU idersL and organic Sediiint.

;.~t~ncL-a c11rc:Iiar SecIt in, its ex.ternal diameter being 1.9)0 on, cover 3.40-5.27 m, and the xuork was carried out

< I. ic tiled of eXcac'lat ion and thle subsequent operation of the tunnel brought abocut ai prolonged di stur-
.dk .c: ~ -t iuof thle g rond in contact withi the casing and thus, whlere fairly large boulders came into contact

ialt rl 'It IJCp fOrnncd whlich iacre niot injected withi plastic concrete.
t:1._ olthe geooteclui ical data avail able, the surface subsidence has subsequently been calculated and bas been

a,*; 1,iat 1 alI iaabic a itlbout damraging thle overhead strunctures.

Introduction

Ar~z-c is a t -un in Tuscwcy atx'ut 30 Kmf south-east of

The riginal layout is from the Etruscan-Porlin period
4t!. cenr.ry El. C., and the Present urban configuration

is the ressul t :,f an uninterrupted and inillerlaiy bu~ilding
and urtanistir transpformration. The historic (-enter is
enclosed within the pentagonmal ring of the Medicean city
walls. and is crossed in a SE-NW direction by the Castro
creek. In Elomrar times, once it had reached the city, the
C-Astryo rost plrobably pirsu.ed its straight arnd artificial
-Airse-. wich it aiready had, for a kilomater and a half
SFatucchi, 1969). It made its way fromn east to west,

passing to the s outh of the amphitheatre and, imme~diately
afterwards. bending to.wards the northwest (Figure 1).

The creek was covered over in different times for its g.
entire city lenght: already in the 13th. century, the bed
was civered in the section included between the present
Cr'rso Italia and Via Madonna del Prato, in orrispxanden-.eIt ogte
with the ancient 'Ospedale di S. Maria del Ponte"; arocnd
1870. the stretch included between Via Madonna dor. !-,7to Rza Guido Monacc
and Via (juido Monaco-; in the second post-war perieod, the 0M o

remraining urban sections were covered over.*~ Actual Castro crook course
The rrnst important building operation which involved ---- Ancient Castro croek course

the historic center of Are-zzo was consequent on the ........ Sewer tunnel
building of the Florenoe-Arezzo-Perugia-Rom railway
line, inaug.4rated in 1866.

In th~e irriodiat,- subsequent years, within the sphere of
a vast program of expansion and re-ordering of the old Fig. 1: Plan of historic center of Arezzo
Wuilding plan, were realized thew_ large circular Piazza
% idro Monaco,, the widening of streets and squares (with
the dprolitiori of nu rocus buildings, among which in part Castro.
the 15th-ce-ntur-y ('4invento dei Minoriti'), th-e opening of During the excavation of the tunnel, several buildings
new Passages in the city walls, and the covering over of in the historic center suffered damages of varying ex-
thbe bed of the Castroj creek with a large barrel vault, toents.
for a distArice of abotut 80 m. The walled city is divided into two clearly distinct

In thre years 1983-84 at Arezzo, the fourth section of a zones, from Via Sacra, now Via Garibaldi, which has semi-
large %o--;.r line was built which, at shallow depth of few circular layout (figure 1). The Castro, whose course in
rrv,-te-rs for several tlrdrobds -f meters, brushes the histo- the city segent seem to coincide with a bedding fault,
ric center of the city (figure 2), travelling along Via is very close to Via Garibaldi in the section included
Garibaldi In tl. vicinity of the onvered over bed of the between Via Madonna del Prato and Corso Italia.
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NV '. t e k r-t(u. .: - dding fault, V1 ; l.sri b'A~di h, ors 'mf the ttltmachinery ii. two J Ere,-ti i ; r,R -The
en. lc1e: t-'ir 5 the hst-r: 1,cuter. strt, -_ mad- with hc:,rer oncrete e'p .. ,ciV f- r:-

, --- efl 7i" I* >&t-cer. M 4,y -al.s. T7he t'- -, Cirea 40 -M, cinne:-ted by a sla.b at the base o.f the
gralhi: *.nf,.rrs: . this zone ,If the city is, on a excaVati r and by reinforced concrelt walls in the upper
saeep -' r ''i 1

,
ire

Uded betwr: 5% arid 25%. Part
)e g , -- t. ny rcckhs of 'D thoscar . CDnstru-tion -f intermediate jacking st.ations for the

.ex .i1r - og' .- 'i- o' trade up -,f saritdstc nes r-.:overy '-f the tKr-.st by reans :,f a series of hydratlic
-' trr wh s-'. ales.: .vr this rt.-k forma- lacks set aiong the erex-meter of the lining.

n - -r. r-- r- si varyirg tetwee:. 4 and 1' Wlaking of a cinrular hole. diarceter 1 90 m. by means
-silty-clayy carac- :'f the sinking of a shield and subseq i-nt remr.val and

'r-r. ti e -,vel, rebbles a rd organic oarrying away of the soil from the cavity As the shield
-,-. --- d fill ,t mrials and re- dvainced, the cavity was lined with precast reinforced

,n f . ,r,- - '-s ncrete cylindrical pipes, 22 cm thick and 3 m long.
.,ince the thr-xst was exerted by means of hydraulic jacks,

' ,---t ;.. I S- c) t_-:w f.ult and rare in which ,perated in the thrust pits (.main and intermrr-
.er 1a 'l- ' .. . ;,p',grsph<c -onforytior diate:, the section If tunnel lining already rea'ize,d

-. ..- ., f. The geological ramndi - 1455 rade :, shift ahead. as the ex_cavation pnoceed.
:'ate: 5

,:.'. -f'.',I cp<,iqs yf ,. sand and peb- The excavation was carried out by me-ans of uji1lirg
- 7'. ,r r1' - - .<iiding deve! orent -,f tter munted ro a trolley and rmanoeuvered by *A workian

h : l, e f7,t ,,: . ,I- -are less ,ntchropiced. ,n the face of excavatior.. Th rrte rial l:,sened by the
bits was rem)vJ a-,n 9 cvey'r belt. depsited in a
container at the main pit then ricked up a d carried a--way

. THE rjYOUT AND EXCAVATION TECHNIQUES 'C'Mw1 er-ly from the worlyan1.
'The excavatiort tec(hncque arid installation of the t rrriel

'.h- !ay-,!-r -i r ,-t the right of the Castro involved a remolding and prolonged ir tir e r-arrrgcen
. . .is ci line wth -,f the ,'- j i n contact with the lining, as well as the

4 1t ia g *~r-!> <!ia . co -,t .-ss under ay buildir creation of voids where rociw elerrent of considerable
,' .- '. *- y .,verirg and thne narrowness -dimensions were encouantered along the .-ont-urs.

arnd - "Irm¢ ni -f t-.o r--eo. :n several points, it is After the first isorders were manifestedl in the mxscn-

dar~ge-r us s' 'ic f.,-ndaticns of the heilctings i7j buildings imderpassed by tnrinel. the excavation te-
-Va-ad . ',n fa-., Via Garibaldi has a varia- chnique was perfected: a mixture- of fine sand, bentionite

widt. ' ilt in s:mie sections it narrows and cement was systematically arid radially injected, to
t. 4. 5 m fii up the void left by the cutting edTe. This device,
The swe- r i-e was dess ii] with the thought in mind of at time combined with protective or underpinning works

,makirg ar on-cast excavati, r, by previous construction for the buildings underpassed or lciated very closely t,
reinfo roei cJr;r;.me retainin ciapragcs: but for the the tunnel, avoided tirther damages toD the masonry

t:r nc crc~ter, onhe solu t ion of the ini tnrinel, to be structures
made with the f:llowi i excavation technique, was after-
wards preferred :

-nsor...i.. . f a rfoin tarust pit in Piazza del 2. GEXY1 M ICAL DECRIPTION
Pop-i: 4.7 mt. Jeep, thr shape ,l~f which would perit the The stratigraphy of the soil involved in the sewer line

in the historic center of Arozzo can be briefly described
as follows:

--from street level to a depth of 4.0 + 6.0 m:
S - /- sandy and silty clays, from soft t: medium consistency,

at times with pebbles and fragments of bricks, often
/:/ KJ 0 m 100with organic sediments;

-below a depth of 4.0 + 6. 0 t:
, 4 rrktrls alterated and/or silty shales, sometimes in the

high part, in the form of layer portions in a silty and
clayey matrix.

•; The bottom of the tunnel is located at a level of 4.2 +
5.5 m from street level. Since the finished work has an

-- 3/ ,outside diameter of 1.9 m and thickness of 22 -m, a large
- part of the excavation took place in the silty and sandy

.... , clay surface formation (figure 
3
)... .......... .... The origin of the surface layer must be related to

- -. ...... three distinct and partly connected phenomena:

,zzo / -- the deposit of Castro creek;
- the accumulation of surface erosion debris of mate-

a--V Garibaldi; rials constituting the hill on which the historic
-:1 center of Arezzo rises; and

-- the backfill due to organization.

........ Sewer tunnel -At present the Castro flows in a contact foot hill zone
investigation vertical . between the fluvial deposits of the plain and stony rocks

which constitute the principal relief of Aretine urban
Damaged buildings territory. This location does seem, oreover, to bea the

original one (Fatucchi, 1969), and it can be hypothesized

that the Castro, canalized into new foot hill bed, has
Fig. 2: Close-up to damaged area eroded not yet completely consolidated materials,
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Via Via
Guido Monaco Madonna del Prato Corso Italia

V

0 20 40 680 80 100om.
iSandy and silty clay '

~jManly and silty clay

Maris alterated and/or silty shales

'--Sewer tunnel M.']

4Buldings

~ir 'rthe *1arag~d atroa

;r-n.cr cvcng Ln -if th~ suirface rubbi'- Angle of internal friction z 26' 29'

* -r -rti -,f the oFirf'ace layer vary -N. of blows in S.P.T. Nspt = -
f ros, t he f-.t hil 117one to the ',ill

tlastitnt criart, figure 4). the The granulomeatric zone of the upper soil in the section
.repe,!tatve~ T, rn ,f the surfar~- soils in~ the hill considered is represented in figure 5.

7,'7- 7, r , fall wi"thin the highest part of i1nfrbitnately, it must be reporte-d that an adequate
the . art, n the represents1 iv,! points o.f the surface number oif laboratory tests does not correspond to the

5-1-i'ln Y r'' t' hi'l 1Cone, f luvial in origin fall number of verticals examined (30 stratigraphic columns of
w,. in *r-'.- we! Part ,r tie~ chart. they have a larger depths of between 6.( m and 23.0 m from street level; 8

ntrrn~ nd. therefore, lesser plasticity. static penetromeatric tests; 6 dynamic penetrometric
:r W h zei'' rnv'.d with the sewer turinei con~- beats).
:rtir wher- -r tcrious d age!3 t,, t - bt - A typical CPT profile, in which the general

- i& .-- rrd the- g-tef-chnical properties stratigraphic outline is recognizable, is represented in
:r- fa--ly taker, from the dcniernta~ry material figure 6.

wniba-- ~~hb tr, gaither fromr geote--chrilcal The meore supe,-rficial water table has been measured at
r~l t 4iff'-r, .t tirrre anTd with different ajim, depths varying between 4.0 5.0 m from street level.

r'- he DuYwi.~:£.ring the excavation of the tuinnel, rocky~ blocks of
even considerable dimensions were encountered, as well as

l-1zod lirit W! 29-37% the reminirs of ancient masonry, walls with 4.0 m inter-
?U19o' hlt' Wp 717=19% axis, on which perhaps in part the foundations of exis-

- ~afiiyird'-,x lp = 12'18% ting tWildings; rested.
-Activity A 7 0.3--0.6

3. DAZIMJES MO BUILDING~S
Unr~it welgh't T 1.92-'1.95 gr/cmc
Moisture cnetW = 24.26/ The- buildings damaged in consequence of the excavation

-Lgree_ of safniurttior, Sr =88,93% of the sewer tonnel in the historic center of Arezzo rise
- melativ! ironsi!stf-rcy Ic = 0.3-0.6 on both sides of Via Garibaldi, in a section of about 250

Gs 2.8-2.7 gr~cr rrj. betweepn Via Guido Monaco and Via Margaritone, (figure
_pecific gravity Ga 26+.2g/~r 2).

-Void ratic. a = 0.73+0.76 The supporting structures are of brick and/or stones
- ComnpresFsion irdiex /- = 0.15-0.20 masonry; the floors are of wood or of iron and shelves of
-Confined comipressior, nrduILLS E' =30-80 Kg/cr? brickwork; the foundations are superficial and oonti-

(in the pressure interval. p =1 .5-3.0 Kg/cer~ ruouas. The period of cionstruction differ greatly. Several
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were not available. In particular, the depth of founda-
IpGo- .,tion plan was nut known.

It was not possible to establish exactly the evolution
so- in time of the disturbance phenomena and their correla-

CH tion with the progress of the excavation front, since the
40- instrumentation of the buildings was planned only aft..

CL AAevident and serious cracks on the rnasonries appeared
togheter with the impossibility of opening and closing

30- C doors and windows. Nevertheless, there is reason to be-

lieve that such damages manifested themselves, for every
20- go building, during and immediately after the passing of the

0 excavation front.
to- MH-OH In fact, for example, from the workyard daybook contai-

tO ning the description and chronology of the work carried
out, it can be gathered that on 22nd November 1983 the

0 10 20030 40 Iexcavation front was at the crossroad with Corso Italia.
0 0 20 30 40 5o s0 70 80 go 100 Th notification of serious damages to one of the buil-

Wl dings on the corner between Via Garibaldi and Corsc
Italia is dated 4 December 1983.

Fig. 4: Plasticity chart Since the measurement instruments. installed on 14th
March 1984, and consisting of extensoreters and inclino-
mesters only reported very small and not monotonic move-
ments, it must be considered that the phenomenon lasted

Silt Sand Gravel for a brief period and wore itself out in a short time.

,iIC % 4. Stability of the excavation front and calculation of
the settlememts.

The stability conditions of the excavation front of a
circular tunnel in cohesive soil can be evaluated through
the stability ratio, defined in the following manner:

N [(Us - at + T-(C + D/2)]/Cu

where:

10m3 1 ram. C is the cover
D is the diameter of the tunnel

Fig. 5: Granulometric zone of the upper soil Cu is the undrained shear strength of soil, constant
with depth

at is the fluid pressure in the tunnel
as is the uniform pressure applied to the ground

surface
qp kg/cm? T is the soil unit weigth

o 20 40 60 80 190 120 140 140 11. 240.o 320 30 440

M. In the case in point, approximately, taking into ac-
c-ount the uncertainty of several data, N results between

2 4 + 3, to which corresponds the safety factor SF = 0.55 -

0.75 (Davis et al., 1980). The excavation front was
3 therefore stable, although with a not very high safety

" margin.
-....--- The building of a turnel always produces strains in the

. __::_surrounding soil, which fact is reflected in settlement
of the ground level. As is well known (Peck, 1969), the
surface subsidence has a normal or Gaussian error curve

7..... profile:

--7 S = Smax -,'m(-X/2i)

10 -"where

X is the current abscissa measured by the center-line
2 . 7"of error curve profile: that is, the distance

0 1 3 4 5 1 Sit 13 15 11 from the tunnel's vertical axis;
. q, kg./CM? ---- F Smax is the maximum ground settlement over the tunnel

I I i center-line;
0 32 121 S is the ground settlement in correspondence with

Fig. 6: Tipical CPT~ profile the current abscissa X;
i is the X abscissa of the inversion point of the

curve.
buildings have suffered in time successive modifications
and even structural remakes: some recent and documented; Because of movements of the ground, both radial and
others, older and difficult to identify. The design dra- normal at the excavation front, as well as subsidences in
wings of the structures in elevation and in foundation the lining, the volume of soil removed is always larger

than the final volume occupied by the tunnel: the diffe-
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rence between these two volumes is called ground loss per unpleasant': the realization of the sewer tunnel in the
unit length of tunnel, Vs. In undrained conditions the historical center of Arezzo is an example of this.
cc'hesive saturated soils strain in costant volume, and The objective and "unbiased" analysis of the causes of
therefore the ground loss per unit length of tunnel is unsuccess and of the efficacy of the remedies adopted can
equal tc, the area of the settlement trough. furnish very useful informations for future design. Un-

If the latter is described by an error curve profile, fortunately, and this is understandable, only very rarely
we have the failures are made public. In planning geotechnical

investigations for the realization of a civil engineering
Vs m 2.5-i.Smax work, one must take into consideration both a costs

benefit analysis and an evaluation of the potential (not
Althou.h there is irncertainty and variability in seve- only economic) damage in the case of failure.

ral data. in the case in point we can reasonably estimate It is essential to provide controls in the course of
i = 2.5 m (Peck, 1969) and Vs = 8.5% (Mair et al. 1981). the work in order to verify the suitability of the design
With reference to the more critical geometric conditions, hypothesis for the actuaal local conditions. and to use
t- miaxirun settlement of the street level can be corn- realization techniques which can, in part and without
Puted ,as follows: excessive bordens, be possibly modified during the work

so as to adapt themselves to local conditions which are
Smax = 1. 04 cyr, different from the ones considered most probable during

the prirery planning stage.
At the depth of the foundation level, which for several In the case of sewer line in Arezzo, where the geote-

damaged iuildirns has been ascertained between 1 5 m and chnical conditions were particularly difficult and not
2.7 m from street level, i = 1.10 - 1.70 m and Smx 1.5 completely foreseeable on the basis of the investigations
+ 2.4 crr. made before starting the work (in others not very distant
T.e angular distoDrsion is. threfore: zones in the city, the foundation soils in fact were

found to be more consistent), the damage would have been
[Srx - S(i)]/i = 0.009 - 0.008 more limited if an efficient control system both of the

soils encountered during excavation and of surface move-
values not allowable with the structural integrity of ment, had beer, planned in advance. Furthermore, these
railti storey buildings of masonry. By way of orientation, same measures for avoiding or limiting damages, which
the U. SZ. P . building cJe adjudges (Mikhejev & al., were adopted with success after more than two years of
1961: and Poslhin & Tokar, 1957) as acceptable for multi interrupted work, could have been adopted inmediately
storey buildings of masonry and settlements which wear after the manifestation of the first serious disturban-
themselves out rapidly in time, distortion values of ces.
0. 003, thzee_ times lower than those which were presumably
verified for the buildings on the sides of Via Garibaldi
in the maist critical section. Bjerrmr (1963) considers
that, for angular distorsion greater than 1/150 = 0.007, Acknowledeatits
considerable cracks are foreseeable in courtain and bea-
ring walls of brickwork, as well as structural damages to We wish to thank the Municipal Administration of Arezzo,
the buildings. Department of Technical Services, for the documentary

material and for having given the permission to publish
the present paper.

5. MEASURES ADOPTED IN ORDER TO AVOID FUTHER DAMAGES

Because of the damage suffered by the buildings in the
vicinity of the sewer tunnel in the period November 1983
January 1984, excavation work of tunnel was suspended
until March 1986.

For completion of the tunnel, the following measures,
which have avoided, or at least greatly limited, the
damages to the structures, were adopted:

- behind the cutting edge of the shield and to fill in
the void left by it, injections of plastic mixture of
bentonie, fine sand and cement were made

- the foundations of the buildings nearest to the tunnel
were protected by a discontinuous bulkhead of drilled
micropiles 8+10 m long, reinforced with a steel pipe
and connected at the top by a reinforced concrete beam.
In order to realize a stricture of considerable stif-
fness, the micropiles were bored fan-shaped with diffe-
rent inclinations; and to avoid the creation of grout
cvrtains (watertight diaphragms), they were sherted
with a geotextile braiding (figure 7).

In the planning of civil engineering works, we often
resort to structiaral and geotechnical idealizations which
do not always correspond adequately to actual local con-
ditions. This is especially true when one is operating in
an environment which, for historical as well as natural
reasons, is very complex and difficult to become acquain-
t.- in advance. At times the consequences can be very Fig. 7: Sketch of buildings' protection
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories In Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 6.06

Structural Damage Arrested by Stabilization of Landfill
Arthur H. Wu
Senior ,potechnical Engineering Specialist, Naval Facilities
Engineering Command, USA

SYNOPSIS: This paper presents a case of landfill movement and the stabilization methods employed, including: a
description of the causes of the landfill instability; the soil displacement monitoring methods used and their
results; the damage to the structure caused by ground settlement and displacement; the slope stability and pile
distress analysis mae to evaluate the extent of the problem; the remedial work undertaken to correct the landfill
instability; the settlement problems which still exist, along with the current maintenance requirements.

INTRODUCTION The undrained shear strength of the soft clay ranges
from 150 psf to 350 psf. The in situ vane shear tests

The project involved converting 3.5 acres of creek bed shows that the undisturbed shear strength ranges from
into usable land. Oyster shell, a locally available 400 psf to 1350 psf, and the remolded strength ranges
lightweight fill, was selected to cover a 55 ft depth of from 120 psf to 600 psf.
soft organic clay in order to minimize settlement. In
some areas the fill had to be placed as high as 30 By filling an on site creek and adjacent areas with
feet. Before placing the fill, vertical sand drains lightweight oyster shell, the buildings were supported
were installed in the clay soil. Then a waiting period and parking areas provided. The natural density of the
was established to allow for the anticipated initial oyster shell was about 88 pcf saturated and 66 pcf dry.
large settlement. However, a faster and much greater The effective angle of internal friction of the oyster
settlement occured than that which consolidation theory shell, determined by using the direct shear test,
predicted. averaged about 38 degrees. The density of the compact

sand stratum was approximately 125 pcf. The effective
The library, constructed on piles in the landfill area, angle of internal friction of the compact sand was

suffered structural damage. Lateral soil movement had evaluated at 36 degrees.
resulted in excess earth pressure on the piles, causing
cracking in the pile caps. The slope in the fill had To accelerate consolidation of the soft clay deposit,
become unstable due to uneven settlement, presenting the vertical sand drains were installed. The construction
possibility of a large general slide, which would cause of the 3.5 acre landfill, begun in the summer of 1970,
extensive damage to the multimillion dollar library and was completed in September 1971. The Nimitz Library was
adjacent facilities, partially constructed in the landfill in 1972 and 1973,

and was founded on cast-in-place concrete piles. The
To address this danger, landfill stabilization was piles were cased in steel pipes of 16 inch outside
implemented in 1977, employing careful design techniques diameter and 15-1/4 inches inside diameter. The length
and a well controlled construction sequence and of the piles varied between 90 ft and 105 ft, extending
monitoring system. As a result, the progressive lateral from the top of the oyster shell fill to a depth of 20
movement of the fill toward the creek has been to 25 ft into the coripact sand stratum. Rickover Hall,
minimized. Still, even today, land settlement is which is adjacent to the landfill area, was constructed
occurring at a rate larger than anticipated. Therefore, during the years 1973 to 1975.
periodic additions of fill in some areas are necessary
if traffic and parking are not to be impeded. PROBLEMS DEVELOPED

SITE CONDITIONS ANU INITIAL CONSTRUCTION Upon completion of the Nimitz Library, the ground

surface in the landfill area showed large subsidence.

In 1970, the U.S. Naval Acadeny in Annapolis, Md, Additional soil borings made in the landfill revealed
created about 3.5 acres of land in the Dorsey Creek to that some of the vertical sand drains installed
provide a site for the Nimitz Library and parking previously were not made deep enough to expedite the
facilities for Rickover Hall. The original ground consolidation of the soft clay. Subsequent
elevation ranged from El. -3 to El. -20. The soil investigations further revealed that the excessive fill
consists of a soft organic clay layer averaging about 55 movements were aggravated by overloading of the upland
ft in depth followed by a compact sand stratum. The area during construction of Nimitz Library and Rickover

soft clay has an average natural water content of 110 Hall. It was discovered that large quantities of
percent, an average liquid limit of 75 percent, and an construction material, stockpiled on the landfill, had
average plastic limit of 42 percent, which indicates caused an increase in the speed of settlement. The
that the clay is highly plastic and sensitive to settled area was filled with gravel to raise the ground
remolding, and is highly compressible. surface. The new heavy fill eventually triggered a

slide of the entire filled area toward the adjacent
creek.
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The lateral soil movement of the landfill resulted in , o °

additional earth pressure on the piles, thus inducing -1-.0 1 00 
l  1 S Q0

structural darage to the library building. A close /I

inspection of the building structure revealed that ,'- -- -

cracks had developed in some of the pile caps and , . ,0

girders. Emergency removal of 3 to 5 ft fill was made ,, '

to prevent further structural damage and landfill l I

instability. This urgent measure slowed the subsidence, .

but measureable lateral iovement continued. And now a .3 .0

new problem presented itself: because of the lowered

fill grade, the area became flooded whenever a high tide 
.I 0-

in the creek occurred, and vehicle access was lost. .... , /

It was obvious that unless stopped, the lateral

movements and subsidence of the fill would cause

potentially serious structural damage to the existing

building and make future development of the landfill - I

area impossible. 
, I -

areda imasresi ere 0 Reading Date: 1/29/75 Reading Date: 9/5/75

Remedial measures were immediately undertaken to arrest 'Oo- l 1 . 1, , ,i.01 , .,

the lateral soil movement and prevent further subsiding 
(a) (b)

of the ground surface.(a(b

FIELD INSTRUMENTATION AND SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Fig. 2 Inclinometer Readings

In 1973, to monitor the rate of landfill settlement and

lateral displacement, 15 settlement platforms and 9 Stability was determined by total stress analysis, using

inclinometers were installed in the fill area as shown the low value of an undrained shear strength 
of 150 psf

in Fig. 1. Settlement was found to be occuring 
at the for the soft clay. Using a computer program based upon

rate of approximately 1.2 inch per month, about three the Bishop method of analysis, the factors 
of safety for

times greater than predicted by theoretical analysis. various possible sliding circles shown in Fig. 3 were

computed. Results of the analysis give factors of
safety of 1.10, 1.04, and 0.99 for sliding circles A, B,

and C, respectively. These findings indicate that the

most critical mode of possible failure is the 
one

involving sliding of the soft clay toward 
the deepest

part of Dorsey Creek some 100 ft to 200 ft away from the

water edge of the fill, i.e., sliding circle C.

LO SEAWALL-.

€ PLE LOCATIO NS

AT ST IWAY ENTRANCE

/ L~~~NOFLLA~~~EA WOODEN FOOT Z,! ,i2...:- - -

'-'-D~ORSEY CREEK 
0 /

LEGEND
-I-NO.:INCLINOMETER LOCATIONNUMBEIR AND | SAND

DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT OF THE TOP

t :SETTLEMENT PLATFORM

Fig. 3 Typical L,\ndfll Section Potentiality of Instability

Fig. I Inclinometers and Settlement Platform Locations

STRESS AND DEFURMATIUN IN rILES

The inclinometer data indicated that the zone of The deformation and stress distribution for a single

movement extended throught the entire clay stratum, in pile, due to lateral movement of the surrounding soil,

the general direction of Dorsey Creek. Fig. 1 also was analyzed. Cracking of this pile's cap was first

shows the direction of movement of the top of each noticed in January 1975, the average value of lateral

inclinometer as designated by arrows. The lateral soil movement being computed from inclnometers Nos. 6,

deformation profiles determined from inclinometers Nos. 7, and 8. The soil pressures required to cause this

6 through 8 during a 7 month period are given in Fig. 2. lateral soil movement were estimated. It is generally

accepted that, for soils having increasing shear

A cross section of the soil in front of Nimitz Library strength with depth, the soil modulus values increase

was used for analysis of the stability of the entire linearly with increasing depth. Using the determined

soil mass, including the landfill and the soft clay. values of moduli of subgrade reaction and the average

lateral soil momvements measured from inclinomiters Nos.

6. 7, and 8, the lateral soil pressures were computed.
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The moduli of subgrade reaction are given below, and the In February, 1976, remedial construction on the landfill
computed lateral soil pressure is shown in Fig. 4, took place. The stabilization methoos ircluded
lateral soil pressure diagram. application of several techniques:

Oyster Shell K=4.4 Z (1) A counterweight was placed at the toe of the
Soft Clay K=O.6 fill slope and the slope flattened to confine the entire
Compacted Sand K=1.5 Z fill area. Also a stone berm was constructed in the

creek, restoring the slope to 1 verticle to 10
horizontal. It was estimated that stability of landfill

oEPT. CEP'. increased about 70% against sliding.

3...3 SF-- (2) A pile-supported seawall at the perimeter of the
landfill was constructed. Stability of the landfill was

Z -- j Z-S I estimated to have been increased by about 120% as a
W : 5 F result of carrying the embankment weight to a compact
.K "_ -

sand layer at a deep elevation.
0.

, s F /(3) The wieght on the upland was reduced by removing
/cO,, Cthe heavyweight fill from the area and replacing it with

lightweight slag fill. Stability of the landfill was
.oo,, estimated to have been increased by about 110% as a

80 ,result.
.COM" ACWT8C sANo. Other features of remedial construction included

application of a controlled construction sequence and
monitoring system to minimize disturbance of the
landfill and to observe any fill movements duringFig. 4 Lateral Soil Pressure Diagram construction. The following sequences of construction
were specified and implemented:

where K is the modulus of subgrade reaction in kip/ft3, (a) Install tell-tale triods in orsey Creek for
and Z in feet is the depth reasured from the top of the
landfill. Under the action of the lateral soil monitoring to avoid a mud wave during stone berm filling.
pressure, the behavior of the single pile was analyzed (b) Flace stone berm at the toe and on the slope of
using the finite elemenmt computer program, the embankment evenly.

(c) Drive steel bearing piles for seawall support
Results of the finite eleBient analysis give pile according to a specified order and avoid excessive
deformation, shear, and moment diagrams as shown in Fig. vibration to the adjacent Nimitz Library.
i, pile deformation, shear, and moment diagram. The (d) Construct pile caps and place precast concrete
horizontal reaction and resisting moment at the top of panels to form seawall.
the pile were then used to check the structural (e) Replace heavyweight fill on the upland area with
integrity of the pile cap. lightweight slag.

(f) Place flexible pavers and dry wells for drainage
on the parking areas.

0f'T . 0
0ET "1O .0 -0 is I0M I$s

--T-- Fig. 6 shows the remedial construction used to stabilizeO S-1E ithe landfill movement. These measures stopped the
FTL lateral movements, but there was no economically

- feasible way to prevent further subsidence. Drainage
was controlled by construction of a grid of independent
dry-well catch basins. Adjacent to the library

* sop building, tilt slabs were placed between the pile
CLA, supported beams and on grade to provide a transition

zone and allow for future settlement. Provision was
made for future releveling of the tilt slabs by

IT mudjacking.

COMPACTSaNO

-10 1.0 5 0 -00 -0 . . 50

(OFFOPMAT.Oft (b) S,,E~F.(, MOMENT?

Fig. 5 Pile Deformation, Shear, and Moment Diagram

REMEDIAL CONSTRUCTION

The basic object of the design was to provide for a
three to four foot settlement of the fill area on which
the new facilities (seawall, utility services, I
pavements, landscaping, etc.) were to be built, while
maintaining their structural and functional adequacy. III-
Field investigations and design analyses resulted in the
adoption of rededial measures involving a combination of
steps. Fig. 6 Section of Remedial Construction
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The use of flexible designs and details provided the MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
basis for a successful design. For example, a pile
supported seawall, jointed at short invervals to Today, 10 years after completion of the remedial
accommodate predicatable future settlements, enclosed construction, there is still noticeable settlement in
the settling area, thus maintaining a level bulkhead the parking area. Even greater settlement is occurring
line. Unit block pavers, used in lieu of standard in the drive way where trafic is more frequent. Along
pavement, will allow for differential settlement. As the old bulkhead line there has been continuous
settled areas are regraded, pavers can be removed and differentiall settlement between the old fill and the
replaced. new landfill. Frequent leveling is required if the

parking area is to be used without interruption.
These remedial construction procedures aided in the Settlement has been paticularly severe in the areas
restoration of areas disturbed during construction of where tilt slabs were constructed. The tilt slabs were
the buildings, and provided stable landfill, lifted and mudjacked 5 years after completion of

redemical construction, hut relevel of the fill surface
STABILITY OF SEAWALLS AND SETTLEMENT PROBLEMS will still be needed in the near future. All of these

settlement problems impose the requirement of regular
Initial design considered the use of either a floatin, maintenance.
concrete box seawall or a pile-supported precast
concrete seawall to retain an oyster shell landfill. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Floating concrete box seawalls sitting on an oyster
shell fill would ultimately settle and then tilt, A case history of structural damage caused by lateral
resulting in misalignment. Pile-supported precast movement of the soil and the landfill stabilization
concrete seawalls would be more expensive, and methods used to arrest the damage were presented.
pile-driving through the oyster shell fill and thick Landfill created on a soft clay soil can not avoid large
soft clay to the dense sand layer right involve pile settlement but lateral movement can be lessened if
in~t217utjon difficulties, landfill stability is assured. In this case lateral

soil movement was induced by an unexpected overloading
A detailed soil engineering analysis, along with the of the landfill causing a shear failure in the soft clay
available landfill settlement records, indicated that soil. Landfill stability can be greatly increased
the area would continue to settle at a rate greater than during and after construction through careful monitoring
had been previously predicted. While the concrete box and the use of proper design methods.
seawall could prevent erosion of the backfill, it would
be very costly to correct its misalignment once it The foundation piles embedded in the landfill were
started to settle and tilt. A pile-supported precast stressed by the lateral movement of soil, thus
concrete seawall would provide a stable seawall, but it developing cracks in the pile caps and girders. The
could not prevent backfill erosion, and the initial behavior of piles subjected to lateral soil movement can
construction cost would be higher. be predicted by employing the finite element computer
The pile-supported precast concrete seawall was finally program, in which appropriate properties of the
chosen, with steel bearing piles being used to overcome surrounding soil and the pile material, and the proper
driving difficulties. After completion of the project, magnitude of lateral soil movement are used. For any
a large soil settlement was observed behind the possibility of lateral movement of the surrounding soil,
seawall. An investigation revealed that the fill behind the stress and deformation of the piles induced by the
the seawall was being undermined by the erosion caused lateral earth pressures can be analyzed.
by wave action acting under the seawall. Erosion under
the seawall was causing rapid settlement of the grade, a The landfill stabilization method employed in the
condition requiring constant maintenance. An end to the project has proved to be successful. However,
erosion was eventually achieved by installing timber settlement still can not be avoided, and a regular
sheeting against the backface of the seawalls. maintenance programn is needed in order to use the area

as intended.
Fig. 7 show the design of seawall systems and the timber
sheeting installed to prevent erosion of the landfill.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 6.10

Compaction-Induced Distress of a Long-Span Culvert Overpass Structure
Raymond B. Seed Chang-Yu Ou
Berkeley, California Berkeley, California

SYNOPSIS: Compaction of backfill produces soil stresses and earth pressures which are not amenable
to analysis by conventlonal methods. These compaction-induced earth pressures can produce stresses
and deformations in flexible buried culvert structures which may significantly affect the stability
and ,erformancc of these structures. This paper presents the results of a study in which deforma-
tions of a long-span flexible metal culvert were measured during carefully monitored backfill opera-
tions. These field measurements were then compared with the results of finite element analyses in
order to investigate (a) the influence of compaction effects on culvert stresses and deformations,
and (b) the ability of recently developed finite element analysis procedures to accurately model
these compaction effects. The structure being monitored suffered excessive and unacceptable defor-
matLions whiich were shown to be primarily the result of compaction effects; these were well modelled
by the analyses performed.

INTRODUCTION shows a cross-section through the structure.
The culvert is a low-profile arch with a span of

This paper presents the results of a study in 38 feet 5 inches, a rise of 15 feet 9 inches and
which deformations of a large-span flexible a length of approximately 90 feet, founded on 3-
metal culvert structure were measured during foot high reinfnrced concrete stem walls with a
backfill operations. Detailed records were re-nforced concrete base slab. The culvert con-
maintained of backfill placement procedures and sists of 9 x 2-1/2-inch corrugated aluminum
deflections were monitored at various stages of
backfill placement. This case study was similar FINAL FILL SURFACE
to an earlier study of a similar long-span cul-
vert overpass structure (Seed & Ou, 1987) ex-
cept that compaction procedures for the earlier NING RIBS
study were carefully controlled in order to
minimize the influence of compaction on struc-
tural deformations, whereas in this current
study compaction procedures were not strictly
controlled and poor backfill placement proce-
dures led to large and unacceptable structural INITIAL
deformations. -38 7ff GROUPdefomatons. . .:A . : , ,,<SURFACE/

Two types of finite element analyses were per- W.. ... ,.....
formed to model field conditions: (a) conven-
tional analyses which are well able to model
incremental placement of backfill in layers but
which cannot model compaction-induced stresses
and deformations, and (b) analyses incorporating
recently developed models and analytical pro- -_______

cedures which do permit modelling of compaction
effects (Seed & Duncan, 1986). Comparison of
the results of these two types of analyses with ___

each other, as well as with the field measure-
ments, provides a basis for assessing: (a) the
potential importance of considering compaction
effects in analyzing culvert stresses and de-
formations, and (b) the accuracy and usefulness
of the new analytical methods for modelling
compaction effects.

THE VISTA CULVERT STRUCTURE

The Vista culvert structure is located in Vista
City, Califcrnia, and is designed to perform as
a two lane bridge over a small river. Figure l(a) Fig. 1 The Vista Culvert Structure
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FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF DEFORMATIONS DURING

BACKFILLING

CONCRETE Culvert deformations were monitored at two cul-
I ENDWALL vert sections during backfill placement and com-

I paction. As shown in Figure 2(a), these sections
-403ft--- i97t--4--403ft-- (A-A and B-B) were separated by approximately 20

feet and were both located approximately 40 feet
-,_ - from the ends of the culvert to avoid any in-

fluence of restraint provided by the two rein-

ALA forced concrete endwalls. At both cross sec-
PLAN ViEWJ tions, the displacements of 13 measurement

points were monitored relative to a pair of
reference points at the base of the culvert
haunches, as illustrated in Figure 2(b). The
change in span between the two reference points
was also measured, and all relative displace-
ments were corrected accordingly. Monitoring
the relative displacements of these fifteen
points permitted determination of the deformed
shape of each of the full cross sections at any
given stage of backfill operations.

The distances between the measuring points and
each of the two reference points at each section
were measured using lightweight steel tapes.

The measuring points were permanently establish-
ed by means of marker bolts, and the ends of the

/ /steel tapes were held to the ends of these bolts
by means of a fixture at the end of a pole which
was designed to mate consistently with the rca-
suring points. Tape tension was kept constant,
and no correction was made for thermal expansion
or contraction of the tape because the estima-
ted maximum correction was less than 1/16 inch

Fig. 2 Measurement of Culvert Deformations under the least favorable conditions encountered.
Numerous practice measurements were taken before
backfill operations began until it was demon-

structural plate 0.2 inches thick, and the crown strated that all measurements could be repeated
section is reinforced with Type IV aluminum bulb consistently within + 3/32-in. At the end of
angle stiffener ribs which occur at a spacing of each day of construction operations a number of
18 inches. The culvert haunches are grouted the most recent measurements were repeated at
into a slot at the top of the stem walls, pro- random to verify that this level of measurement
viding a rigid connection for moment transfer at accuracy was maintained.
this point.

No special steps were taken to control backfill
The existing foundation soil at the site was a operations, but it was found that measured de-
non-plastic silty sand (SM) . The existing silty formations of Sections A-A and B-B were very
sand was used as backfill and was compacted to a similar at all backfill stages, as illustrated
minimum of 95% of the maximum dry density deter- by Figure 3 which shows the final deformed cul-
mined by a Standard Proctor Compaction Test vert shapes at both measured sections upon con-
(ASTM 698-D) . Backfill placement and compaction pletion of backfill placement and compaction.
procedures will be discussed later in detail. Throughout the remainder of this paper, all "mea-
The final depth of soil cover over the crown of sured" deformations reported will represent aver-
the structure was approximately 2 feet. aged deformations for the two measured sections.

15 ORIGINAL.._..i-...
1 - SHAPE

I0-

5 - Section A-A
.. 'Section 

B-B

0L (TRUE SCALE DEFORMATIONS)

Fig. 3 Final Deformations of the Vista Culvert at Measurement Sections A-A and B-B
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-h 1t :, inward raslial deflections at the upper o " both sides of the culvert were largely sym-
regions shown in Figure 3 wcro metric as shawn in Figure 4. Maximum peaking of

c'.er <xcssi. and unacce table, as the'e the crowns of both measured culvert sections was
r s nr. " iat t niLnq" and even minor re.vrsal approximately 12.5 inches, and the maximum in-

o rar in t i.se -n' recgions. This, n ward 'adial deflection at the upper haunches was
1 C ' rearding lonq-term stabi- aproximately 9 inches.

... ,-1 1 rh: .11 last 'Ie feet of back-
owi the culvert to "re- The measured culvert d.-formations can be well

u11 a iwas th. rled and characterized by monitoring the vertical deflec-
C .7.1 --IS . g .aion u e ment n tion of the crown uoint and the radial defor-

:7.:, : i:ormat10ns. 'his resulted mation of the quarter point, as shown in Figures
.:bl culv,_ rt configJuration. 4 and 5. In Figure 5, which shows crown and

uuarter point deflections as a function of back-
.:-l 4 st .. s Aforr ations at thr.n< fill le'e1, it can be seen that as backfill was

ba 11 st.s: 0 backfill midway un placed abov , the crown of the structure, peaking
i a-roximatelv 1. f,. t reversed and the crown began to descend slightly

b, low w a:-, n th, final soil under the w ,ght of the new crown co.'er fill.
.igure 4, def rmatio s ir.

,.x1 k1 bv,, a fa.tror o 5 for clarity :,
1:<, Za J, rn, o culv et dormations ccn- I)BSERVATIONS DURING BACKFILL PLACEMENT

.i- .reas.n:T s: an and inwaid rlex'- of
.aI.............ncture cf th haunch The most important factors affecting the magni-

ai rw:-. s u-to: with i an crea-, ll In 1 ht, tude of compaction-induced earth pressures a-
a : D ward mo'.-m t of the ci-w- round the perimeter of the culvert are the con-

" L I (,Va 0 rn wa S - tact pressure, footprint geometry and closest
a 1 h5 sa- levl roximity to the point of interest achieved by

a ' lls.2 s*,i any given aompaction (or other construction)
a -1,: 2:1 0:1 o.' " ons vehicle a an' stage of backfill placement (Seed
3 C1. ........... . .not Oh 1 l- . Duncan, 198r,) . In order to -)ronerly model

....... d formatlons vomrpaction-induced earth pressures acting a-
lainst the culvert, it was thus necessary to
continuously monitor the closest proximity to

20 i-Ikkthe culvert achieved by each construction vehi-
PIL C cle at each stage of backfill plac ment and com-

paction, and field observers maintained a de-
tailed and continuous record of this.

F-- 10 Six types of construction equipment were used
7 during backfill operations: (a) a CAT D8H
0 tracked dozer, (b) a CAT 824B rubber-tired dozer,LLJ 5- E (c) a CK780 backho./blade with four rubber

wheels, (d) a 4,500-gallon water truck, (e) a
two-drum vibratory hand roller, and (f) a single-

0 ER drum vibratory roller pulled by a small Bobcat
tractor. Fill was brought to the site in dump
trucks, but these trucks never passed near to

20 Fthe structure.

SURFACE Long-span "flexible" culverts are knowr to be
\-, susceptible to compaction induced deformations.15- Accordingly, it is common practice to require

that only light hand compaction equioment operate
F-- 10 -in close proximity to the structure, while larger

vehicles enerate at some larger distance from
the structure. Unfortunately, these requirements

L are sometimes poorly enforced and/or poorly un-
derstood by the contractor placing the fill.

01 EThis was the case for this project.

Initially, as fill was placed at the lower
haunches, only the small hand compactor operated

20- FILL SURFACE] within four feet of the structure, and the dump
20 trucks and large water truck were kept at least

. ,8 feet from the structure, even when operating
- 15 - as compactors. The zone 3 to 8 feet from the

structure was compacted with the medium-sized

F_ 10rubber-tired vehicles.

0 At later backfill stages, however, as the fill

DEFORMATIONS reached the upper quarter point region, the con-5 tractor began to increasinjly encroach on the

structure with larger vehicles. This, in turn,
EORMATIOS EXG led to a significant increase in compaction-in-

0 :Educed earth pressures against the culvert and
compaction-induced culvert deformations. At a

Fig. 4 Measured Deformation at Three Stages fill stage of approximately 2 feet below the
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t tf-) :w r., t er tuc . Qssed with FINITE E-E,2I 'T ANALYSES PERFORM41'D WIT!i"I'T
, (about 3- . LD I , COMPACTION-INDUCED STRE'SFS

: : sn - .e! - . . et S Ide..s Of t2' St c-
, 's - , r- '.:' :ateab lastic Tw, types c: fin)te element analyses tere :er-

1 7,; 1 be 7l. " s n Cr,, forme: in oror t- evaluate th(. siqnificanceo
W. fr OM: '-1V 1oom i wan at this n' faction 2, oocts ii culvert deformations an.

hista-,ces of o\trmeit sressos: (a: conventional analyses without an,,
La, rc v,,!L I< o tsassing: in Close piroximty :apacitv for oonsideration of comnaction-induccd

I , t ccurred. R tiv'a lare strOsses, and .b) analvses incorporating recently
. - ,-the CAT 24f mn the 0K770 dacloed fini-e elemcnt models and alorithms

" :,nt'e o be "s' re .1ompact in- allowing consideration of compact ion-induced
Ali,'. i ,_ .i 2lose to the structl- within 2 soil stresses and associ.ated d fnrmations.

, 1 fr str uctral oi ite 0 -: this Uf(p'r
0reion. Both types of nallsiz used the hyperbolic form-

ulation proposed by Duncan et al. (19F0, as
., nach:v so: ,ed by oeed and Dunca. (1983) to model non-

: -)mSgnit - , soil st - ssos 1 nfear stress-sirain andl volumetriLc strain Le-
.. _: b. ht has i si:fi:'.t if:- ;.avior of te soils involved, varving the '.a de

.'., :. , stiffness t , l Eor o: You We modulu; and bulk modulus in each seci

t;- _s s_ it .v, s a.rs necessary 1:se.v elaeent as a tunction on t'e stres
.- r- C, co 'Iracticn,',,d at II that element at an': gire sta.fe of the analysis.

i - c. to prope rly 1 . ,t L fil-
S-. ra,n behavicr '-o n t, , ...- 'The conventional analses, without compaction

'.es performoed. osr n -osta:.t oh- effects, consisted of modelling place"ent 0:

1id oerato s, as well a1. 14 fill in successive layers or increments. A t-
te, it was 2d:ed thit the itration solution oroc'-as was used for eac

S a.n evod wIs ai,: ro'itma: A' 9f3 increment to establish appropriate sol 1 mtIJ-:
Si." ,. 1l ?!. ?f to -itt ma:m dt' onsit.' at Ln each element in order to model oi s,-

:. .7, : , ,: t-,r ,c.t,-n .o : t -:,: tl':y 7 . behavior. These analyses were ner-ra sin
D - ):'at s wore u d'ed the computer program SSCOMP (Seed & Dncan, 1914,

a two-dimensional plane strain finite 22,mon
code.

Fi;ure 1(b) shows the finite element mesh.s
Sor these ana'yses. Only one-half -f the cf..:-t

7EC 14[- and backfill was modelled because of the s""'.,:e-
I tric nature of beth the backfill operations an'

>- 12 Hthe measured deformations. Soil elements .;er(-
modelled with four-node isoparametric elements

. . .1- -and the culvert struc-ture and underlyina con-
H C" crete members were modelled with niecewiso-

8 --- linear beam elements. Nodal points at the ri,:ht-
and left-hand boundaries of the mesh were free

Z 6 to translate vertically, but were rigidlv ixe,
aqainst rotation or lateral translation pro-

I 4 v:dinq full moment transfer at the culve-t crown
ad t1,2 centerline of the concrete base slab.

z
"I 2 Th~e program SSCOMP models all structural elements

0 ' as deforming in linear elastic fashion, and this
-'0 - - -0was appropraite as calculated structural stressos
-16 -12 -8 4 0 remained within the linear elastic inqe. Struc-

tural 5 roperties used to model the various corm-

DEPTH OF COVER OVER CROWN: c(ft) ponents of the culvert structure were based on
large-scale flexural test data, and are listed
in Table 1.

z 8 - ___CTAB1,F I . Structural Properties Modelled

U- 6___ __6- Structural N I (xlO "1' Area
j Component (kins/ft

2  
(ft

4
/ft) (ft

2
, ft

LiJ 4 .-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0 L SDEEA Concret,.- Sections 464,000 0.75 352.0
j 2 BHaunches (No Ribs) 1,468,000 0.0194 0.774

< Crown (Rib) 1,468,000 0.0282 3.98

<~ 0
X -16 -12 -8 A series of sotropically consolidated, drained

triaxial tests with volume- change measurements
weoe nperfrfred on samples of the backfll soil.

S,amples were compacted to approximately 91, of
j. '2 Me-as re'd Deformatifons 's. Eil eight the Stand-rd Proctor maximum dry density, taken
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* tat e ie id .200ndit Lens , and were
- 1'-. n : . ; s stre sse s o t be - 14

in, 2 c1a:re ;h-ws the H()
le I ia tile t odeled 12 H

hi: herol ic

2 0.,10HH0

II I' 1 1i0 Niode led

xel,. t .~re-A FIELD MEASUREMENTS--

S* -1 1, -1 :1 wi sh the test data I 0FM
i r3sat hi,:her 3 4 0OFEM -COMPAC

i:. 1~ -1iI)aeet016 -12 -8 -4 0 4
.. at .- :.1c stresses ,,sinq the

As .. 'I tis figjure, ca 1- DEPTH OF COVER OVER CROWN: H(f.. .. ~ acetptaat the crown Locint
a: - :r x 1: -a 40) -rce of the mnea-

S i :(s at all : ill staqLea, and the maximum
. _Jul 4Q~,-o f the quaarter< klint, i nci th o f tha t measured i n Hr

a1 tth this mac;nitude z 8
i-. I ,,,.:en,:fomtieons calculau-ed 0 H,(
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60- TESTDATAFig. 7 Measured Culvert Deformations v's. Values

- = IOPS1Calculated W~ith and W'itheut Compaction

V) ...... FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES WITH MODELLING OF
LLJ 40-COMPACTION EFFECTS

Uf) Us7piA second set of finite eleme'-t analyses were
U ............. ..... performed, this time using the program SSCOMPN

FE (Ou, 1987) , to model the effects of compaction-
0 20 induced earth pressures. These analyses again

I... incrementally modelled the placement of backfill
< in layers, but after each backfill placement in-
> crement an additional two-iteration solution in-

U crement was used to model the effects of compac-
0 0 tion operations at the surface of the new back-

0 2 4 6 8 10 fill layer. Themodels and analytica! procedures
AXIAL STRAIN Co)used to simulate compaction effects are des-

0 _____________5______ scribed in detail by Seed and Duncan (1987) , and
a0 a slightly modified hysteretic stress-path model

.................. ....... ....... developed by Ou (1987) was incorporated in these
2 analyses. As these are unfortunately rather com-

< 0 plex, only a brief gjeneral description follows.

F- Os =76ps' Two soil behavior models are e-mployed in these
M Q5 G z 14 OPSi analyses. Nonlinear stress-strain and volume-

-05 -trio strain behavior is aqain modelled with the
.................................hyperbolic formulation used for the conventional

LLJanalyses without compaction. Th second soil
2 s218s behavior model is a model for stresses oenerated
DMODELLED .... by hysteretic loading and unloading of soil.

BEAIO TSTDT This hysteretic model performs ti.e roles during
5 1 5 =I trolled introduction of compaction-induced soil

0 2 4 6 8 10 stresses at the beginnaing of each compaction in-
crement, and (b) it acts as a "filter," con-

Fig. 6 Modelled vs. Measured Soil Behavior trolling and modifyino the compaction-induced
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fraction of soil stresses during all stages of ment, therefore, the resulting calculated in-
analysis. creases in cx are used as a basis for calculating

an associated decrease in the compaction-induced
Horizontal stresses within a given soil element fraction of lateral stress (o c) . This pro-
are considered to consist of two types of frac- x,c
tions defined as: (a) geostatic lateral stresses gressive erasure or "overwriting" of compaction-

which include all stresses arising due induced lateral stresses by increased geostaticX, 0 lateral stresses results in an overall increase
to increased overb,!rden loads and deformations of c less than the calculated increase in o
which results in lateral stress increases, and x x,O
(b) compaction-induced lateral stresses ( x,c) , for soil with some previously "locked-in"
which are tile additional lateral stresses aris- compaction-induced lateral stress component, and
ing at the beginning of each compaction incre- corresponds to hysteretic "reloading." When so-

ien a the eginnin of e compaction incre . lution of the global stiffness and displacement
ment as a result of transient compaction loading, equations results in a calculated decrease in
The overall lateral soil stress (ax ) at any ax , it is assumed that this decrease is borne by

point is then the sum of the geostatic and com- both the geostatic and compaction-induced frac-
paction-induced stresses. tions of the pre-existing lateral stress in

Compaction-induced lateral stresses are intro- direct proportion to their contributions to the
overall lateral effective stress.

duced into an analysis during "compaction" in-
crements. Both the peak and residual compaction- Compaction-induced lateral stress increases in a
induced lateral stresses at any point are model- soil mass can exert increased pressure against
led based on the peak, virgin compaction-induced adjacent structures, resulting in structural
horizontal stress increase (Ao ,vc,p) which is deflections which may in turn partially alle-

defined as the maximum (temporary) increase in viate the increased lateral stresses. Multiple
horizontal stress which would occur at any given passes of a surficial compaction plant, however,
point as a result of the most critical position- continually re-introduce the lateral stresses re-
ing of any surficial compaction plant loading laxed by deflections and result in progressvie
actually occurring if the soil mass was previous- rearrangement of soil particles at shallow
ly uncompacted (virgin soil). This use of depths. In order to approximate this process
'J allows consideration of compaction ve- with a single solution increment, both compaction-xIVc,p induced lateral stresses and the corresponding
hicle loading as a set of transient surficial nodal point forces for a given compaction incre-
loads of finite lateral extent which pass one or ment are assumed to represent "following" load-
more times over specified portions of the fill ing fre urr ent "follown toat-
surface, properly modelling the three-dimensional ing from the current ground surface down to thedepth at which a exceeds a .All soil ele-nature of this transient concentrated surface x,c x,o
loading within the framework of the two-dimen- ments above this depth are assigned neglible
sional anlayses performed. The need to model moduli, resulting in calculations of displace-
the most critical positioning actually achieved ments at all locations as a result of compac-
by each compaction vehicle relative to each soil tion-induced lateral forces, but (a) no changes
element at each backfill stage necessitated the in soil stresses result from displacements in
constant monitoring of vehicle movements during soil elements above the specified depth of
backfill operations. "following" compaction loading, and (b) compac-

tion-induced nodal forces in this upper region
I vc,p' which is independent of previous hys- are also undiminished by deflections.

teretic stress history effects, can be evaluated Four additional soil parameters are needed for
using 3-D linear elastic analyses, and is direc- the hysteretic model controlling compaction-
tly input for each soil element at the beginning the soic moel nthese maction e

of each compaction increment. The hysteretic induced soil stressesand these may be evaluated

soil behavior model then accounts for previous by correlation with the soil strength parameters
c and (Seed & Duncan, 1986; Ou, 1987). Thehysteretic loading/unloadin d cycles (e.g., pre model parameters used for this analysis were:vious copcinincrements) and calculates both K = 0.38, cB = 0.0, KI,4,B=4.2ad =05

the actual peak and residual lateral stress in- o 0
creases on planes of all orientations within a
soil element (residual vertical stress remains Calculation of the peak, virgin compaction-
constant) based on AG * and the previous induced lateral stress (Ac ) to be input

x ,vc ,p x ,vc, p
hysteretic stress history of the soil element. into each soil element at the beginning of each

compaction increment is a time-consuming process.
In addition to establishing the magnitudes of In the "free field" away from the culvert, three-
residual compaction-induced lateral stresses in- dimensional linear elastic analyses were pcrfor-
troduced at the beginning of each compaction in- med using Boussinesq closed-form solutions to
crement (prior to nodal displacements and asso- calculate the peak lateral stresses induced at
ciated stress redistribution), the hysteretic any given depth by each piece of construction
soil behavior model also acts as a "filter," equipment. These vlaues were then enveloped to
controlling and modifying the compaction-induced produce a single profile of Ac vs. depthx,vc 'p
component of stress in soil elements at all which was used for all soil elements occurring
stages of analysis. All calculated increases in at a distance of more than 6 or 7 feet from the

(x atany stage during an analysis are considered culvert at all fill stages.
to represent an increase in geostatic lateral
stress and represent hysteretic "reloading" if a For soil elements near the culvert it was neces-
compaction-induced stress component is present. sary to carefully review the recorded field ob-
Subsequent to the solution of the global stiff- servations in order to model peak stresses aris-
ness and displacement equations for any incre- ing as a result of the most critical positioning
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(closest proximity) achieved by each piece of
compaction equipment at each fill level. Ini- 8.8k-ft/ft
tially, at fill levels up to the top of the
haunches, the small hand compactor controlled peak WITH COMPACTION
compaction-induced stresses (j x,vc,p) adjacent

to the culvert. At fill levels above the WITHOUT COMPACTION
haunches, however, larger vehicles began to
exert increasing influence on values of Mo 0..O

x, vc , p0
for soil elements in the region of the quarter

point midway between the haunch and crown.

The analyses performed with SSCOMPN used a non-
linear structural behavioral model which modelled
the same behavior in the elastic range as was
used for the previous analyses without compac-
tion modelling, but which modelled nonlinear

deformation behavior in the inelastic stress
ranges. Parameters were again based on larg-
scale flexural test data. 4Okf/ft

The open circles in Figure 7 show the results of
incrementally modelling both backfill placement
and compaction. Modelling of compaction effects (a) Moment Diagram 22k-ft/t
has resulted in significantly improved agreement
between calculated and measured culvert deflec-
tions at all backfill stages, as compared to the
earlier analyses without compaction. The calcu-
lated maximum crown rise (peaking) of 10 inches .
represents an increase of 150% over the maximum
peaking of 4 inches calculated by conventional
analyses without consideration of compaction
effects, and is only about 20% less than the
value actually measured. Modelling compaction
effects also more than doubled the maximum cal-
culated radial displacement of the quarter point
to more than 5 inches. This new value is still
considerably less than the value actually mea-
sured, but this is due in large part to the
large inelastic inward radial deflections caused
by the close approach of the large water truck
to the structure at a fill stage of approxi-
mately 2 feet below the crown, as discussed pre- T8r9 k-ft
viously. Until this point, agreement between (b) Thrust Diagram
calculated and measured deflections was nearly
perfect.

Figure 8 shows culvert bending moments and axial
thrust around the culvert perimeter following
completion of backfill operations as calculated Fig. 8 Calculated Culvert Bending Moments and
in both sets of finite element analyses per- Thrusts With and Without Compaction
formed (with and without compaction). In Figure
8(a) it can be seen that modelling compaction
effects resulted in increased bending moments in the base, and both of these moments correspond
both the crown and haunch regions. The increas- to flexure in directions representing potential
ed positive crown moment results in a factor of failure modes. These moments, together with the
safety of only 1.45, which is less than that resulting unacceptable deformed shapes of the
allowed for design. This is not of serious con- upper haunch and quarter point regions, led to
cern for design purposes, however, as it is the decision to excavate the last five feet of
still below the level required for the onset of fill. This permitted the structure to rebound,
plastic yield and represents an increase in the and the backfill was then replaced using only
ability of the crown section to withstand subse- light hand compaction equipient to minimize
quent negative moments which will arise due to compaction-induced stresses and deformations.
live traffic loads. This resulted in an acceptable final structural

configuration.
The increased bending moments at the top and
base of the unreinforced haunch region are con- In Figure 8(b) it can be seen that modelling
siderably more serious. Without compaction compaction-induced earth pressures resulted in
effects the calculated minimum factor of safety calculation of only minor increases in thrust
with regard to exceeding the plastic moment cap- around the perimeter of the culvert. These in-
acity in the haunch region was more than 2.5, creases, which were between zero and 15% around
apparently representing conservative design. the culvert perimeter, were much less pronounced
Modelling compaction effects reduced this factor than was the effect of modelling compaction on
of safety to slightly less than 1.0 (FS = 0.93) calculated culvert bending moments.
at the top of the haunch region and FS = 1.8 at
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS Ou, C.Y. (1987). "Finite Element Analysis of
Compaction-Induced Stresses and Deformations,"

Two types of finite element analyses were per- Ph.D. Thesis, Stanford University, November.
fcrmed as part of these studies: (a) conven-
tional analyses which were well able to model
incremental placement of backfill in layers,
but which cannot model compaction-induced
stresses and deformations, and (b) analyses in-
corporating recently developed behavioral models
and analytical procedures which do permit mo-
delling of compaction effects. The results of
these analyses were compared with the field mea-
surements of culvert behavior, and these com-
parisons showed that compaction-induced earth
pressures resulting from poor backfill compac-
tion procedures were the principal cuase of the
unsatisfactory structural behavior observed.
This conclusion was well-supported by the satis-
factory culvert performance following excavation
(and rebound) and careful recompaction of the
upper backfill zone. In addition, these studies
provided good support for the accuracy anc
effectiveness of the new behavioral mo'%is and
finite element analysis procedures used to model
the effects of soil compactio-.
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Three Examples of Innovative Retaining Wall Construction
Lee W. Abramson William H. Hansmire
Senior Geotechnical Engineer, Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Senior Professional Associate, Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade &
Douglas, Inc., San Francisco, California Douglas, Inc., Honolulu, Hawaii

SYNOPSIS: The performance of three recently constructed retaining walls are compared. The first
case involves a precast concrete panel element wall for the ventilation building of the 9-mile-long
Rogers Pass railroad tunnel in British Columbia. In the second case, the widening of Interstate
75 near the Georgia Institute of Technology campus required widening of the Fifth Street bridge
and high adjacent retaining walls. Tieback construction with soldier piles and wood lagging was
used for temporary excavation support and then combined with a cast-in-place concrete facing for
the permanent retaining wall structure. The third case involves slope cuts for access to the portal
of the pilot tunnel for the Cumberland Gap highway tunnel project. The use of soil nails and
shotcrete minimized the cut and allowed a fairly steep slope in soil which best conformed to the
look of the natural countryside. Load measurement and wall deflection monitoring were performed
for all three projects and are compared herein. The cases highlight the ability of reinforcement
to knit the soil together, the validity of Terzaghi and Peck's apparent earth pressure diagrams
for design, load transfer characteristics of soil reinforcement, the effect of wall system stiffness
on horizontal deflections, and the importance of adequate drainage behind the walls.

INTRODUCTION was derived by using this particular method
because the element wall became part of the

The past decade has brought with it several permanent building structure acting as the
new and innovative methods for retaining the back wall.
sides of cuts and excavations. Top-down support
and incorporation of temporary support
structures with permanent ones are two important
changes in the way design and construction TO EAST PORTAL
are now approached. Cost effectiveness and
effects on adjacent structures are more
important than ever. The purpose of this
paper is to discuss three case histories that PRECAST ELEMENT
exemplify some of the new excavation retaining

methods being used today. Performance of\N.
these walls is assessed and compared to other VENTILATION SHAFT
published case histories.

ROGERS PASS VENTILATION BUILDING ELEMENT WALL CAIRTUNNEL

The Rogers Pass Tunnel is a 9-mile-long railroad................................. .
tunnel in British Columbia, Canada. Because
of its unusually long length (longest rail --FUTURE FAN
tunnel in North America), a special system BUILDING
for ventilation was used. Part of this system
consists of a mid-tunnel 1000-ft-deep shaft
connecting the tunnel to the ground surface
where must of the ventilation equipment is RAILROAD

located. A 25.5-ft-deep excavation for the TUNNEL
building housing this equipment above the
shaft had to be made at a remote and rugged
hillside location. (Figure ). FIGURE I. ELEMENT WALL GENERAL SITE PLAN,
Thick overburden at the site consists of ROGERS PASS
bouldery colluvium making constructibility
of a typical soldier pile and wood lagging
wall questionable. After considering various
alternative solutions, a precast concrete Element Wall Design
panel "element wall" was selected. The element Parsons Brinckerhoff designed the element
wall relies on permanent soil tiebacks for wal ort wner, CPRil. the slewas
lateral stability and the concrete panels, wall for the owner, CP Rail. The soil was

or "elements" provide support between the generally described as dense, poorly graded,

tiebacks. An early use of this method is gravelly sand with some cobbles and boulders.

shown in Ground En'liaering (1976). A savings The angle of internal friction was estimated
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to vary between 35 and 40 degrees. No cohesion
was considered. Short-term lateral earth
pressures assumed for the wall design were
calculated based on Terzaghi and Peck (1967) PARAPET
apparent earth pressure envelope for braced WALL

cuts in sand. This short-term pressure envelope EL. 4544.5
is equivalent to 65 percent of the active
earth pressure at the wall base but is TOP WALL
distributed uniformly along the height of IoT
th. w111. The resultant total force is 1.3
times the theoretical active force. Because ,

the wall also became part of the final 9'-d
structure, a long-term earth pressure loading -PRECAST ELEMENT PANEL
was used (Schnabel, 1978). The long-term ALIVA DRAIN BETWEEN PANELS
envelope is more conservatively based on the
average of the active and at-rest earth SHOTCRETE PO RO U S BA CK F LL

pressures and was about 1.6 times the GROUT CONC. FOOTING
theoretical active case. B STRUCT. BACKFILL

Tiebacks were spaced and sized based on the TIE - L 4519.0
more conservative long-term loadings. The
wall was not designed for water pressure because DRAIN
the permanent water table is far below wall PPE
level and drainage was provided behind the
wall. However, the site is annually covered FUTURE FLOOR
by snow during the winter and a surcharge OF BUILOING
snow load of 340 pounds per square foot was
assumed. FIGURE 3. ELEMENT WALL CROSS SECTION,

Three rows of corrosion protected Dywidag ROGERS PASS
bars, 1 -inch diameter, were specified with
horizontal and vertical spacing of 10 and
8 feet, respectively. A typical elevation
and cross-section are shown in Figures 2 and
3. Tieback design loads were 76.5 kips for
the top two rows and 112.5 kips for the bottom
row. The upper cantilever wall and concrete Element Wall Construction
element panels were designed for the combined
earth pressure and tieback loading, as well The top cantilever wall was constructed inthe sequence of excavating, placing the
as handling stresses for the precast units. casi nce once wal, isaling the

Both panels and tiebacks were sized taking castin-place concrete wall, installing the

into consideration that the tiebacks would tieback, backfilling, and finally tensioning
be proof tested to 133 percent of design load the tieback. ThL test of the wall used precest

and locked off at 80 percent of design load. panels installed in the sequence of excavating,
Tieback free lengths ranged from 16 to 36 shotcreting the soil face, placing the panels,
feet and design bond lengths were 8 and 12 installing and tensioning the tieback. A
feet for the 76.5 and 1!2.5 kip design loads, 2-ft-wide vertical space was left betweenrespectively. panels and was later filled with cast-in-place

concrete after installation of behind-the-wall

drains.

TIEBACK On the whole, construction proceeded roughly
PRECAST PAWr in the manner specified and the structureTOPWALL was successfully built. However, design changes
CAST-IN-PLACE are frequently made in the field with structures
CONCRETE WA such as these and was the case on this project.

ELNT- WAL The soils were siltier than predicted on theEI.4548.5 basis of a few borings and several tiebacks

EL4544.5 failed proof testing. Bond lengths were
Tf7consequently increased to 18 feet and from

u * u * U28 to 33 feet for the 76.5 and 112.5 kip design
n loads. Failed tiebacks were replaced with

a 0 [ longer ones.

-01 Additionally, installing panels in the sequenceT specified was difficult for the contractor
EL 4 019.0 and was modified to suit his concept and

d- O _ 'equipment. Aliva drains proved to be difficult
to install under these conditions and short

"A.R E CONCETE PVC pipes pushed into the ground were
substituted. Lastly, ground temperatures
were lower than anticipated by the contractor

FIGURE 2. TYPICAL ELEMENT WALL SECTION, and special methods were required to get proper
ROGERS PASS tieback grout set-up and strength.
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Element )all Performance Three inclinometers were installed 10 feet
behind the wall. Inclinometer readings were

wall performance was assessed by means of beidtewl. ncnotrraigs ee
l ptrfrfnes was asslinomese dibygmanstof taken at similar intervals as lift-off tests.lift-off tests, inclinometer readings, water At 30 months, maximum wall deflections ranged

seepage measurement, and visual observation. At ween ths,6 ax i /4 inch e o ns ranged

Lift-off tests were performed at 7, 15, 19, between 1/16 and 1/4 inches or, expressed

and 30 months. Schedule and completeness of the wall height (0.0002 to 0.0007).

of lift-off testing varied with the on-going According to Goldberg, Jaworski and Gordon

shaft excavation and lining schedule. Also, (1976), soldier pile and lagging walls with

tieback loads were apparently affected by tiebacks in similar soils usually do not deflect
.. .. .,n-of and wint e:r fr~czi.-,g oft p d ti b c s i s m l r s i s s a l o o e l c

water bend te wltrlp.d more than 0.2b percent of the wall height
water behind the wall. (0.0025H).

Twenty-four-hour lift-off tests were performed In spring of 1985, the first spring after
on all tiebacks. A 5-percent load gain or construction, the wall became noticeably wet
loss in 24 hours (95 to 105 percent lock-off during snow melt. Water seeped between concrete
load) is commonly considered to be normal panels and out of tieback bearing plates.
for tieback wall systems. The 24-hour readings The presence of water was first noticed at
indicated that nearly 60 percent of the tiebacks the low portions of the wall and rose higher
were within this range while about 35 percent presumably as water built up behind the wall.
of the tiebacks were holding less than 95 As the snow melt subsided, so did the signs
percent of the lock-off load, and about 5 of water behind the wall. Seepage was
percent were holding more than 105 percent immediately perceived as a potential problem
of lock-off (Figure 4). which indicated that the drainage system behind

the wall was not functioning satisfactorily.
TIME, MONTHS Water flow around the tiebacks also posed

0 8a potentially serious long-term corrosion
2 8 14 20 26 problem. Water seepage from the tieback heads

tOo I I was subsequently monitored during the following

two snow melt (spring) seasons of 1986 and
1987. About two-thirds of the tiebacks werecr80--"

o observed to have water seepage. SeveralX )105% LOCK-OFF LOADU ' L-O tiebacks had relatively high seepage rates
Z ' - 95-105% LOCK-OFF and seepage water carrying soil fines. As< 60q / LOAD in 1985, seepage tended to increase with depth

0 and occurred predominantly along the bottom
4- row of tiebacks. Total seepage through the

/ A wall averaged between 3 and 8 gallons per
c ", ' - /" minute during the spring of 1986 and was fairly

W 20 2" constant during spring of 1987 at 5 gallons
0. * ~ <95%LOCK-OFF / - per minute.

LOAD .a
..-- In conclusion regarding the element wall at

JAN. JUN. JAN. JUN. JAN. MAY Rogers Pass, there was consensus among project
'85 '85 '86 '86 '87 '87 personnel that the wall structurally was

performing satisfactorily. Water seepage
was not an imminent threat to stability, can
probably be eventually reduced or eliminated,
and in the interim can be accommodated by

FIGURE 4. ELEMENT WALL ANCHOR LOAD drainage from within the future building.
VARIATION,ROGERS PASS Tieback loads exhibited variation with time,

but trends of excessive loss or gain in load
were not indicated. The horizontal movements
were small in comparison to other experience.

Usually tieback loads would be expected to Braced cuts might be expected to have a maximum
stabilize within a few months of construction, movement of 0.0025H or about 3/4 inch for
but this was not the case at Rogers Pass. At H of 24.5 ft (Goldberg et al., 1976). This
30 months, about 15 percent of the tiebacks wall moved a maximum of 0.0007H (1/4 inch).
held less than 95 percent lock-off, 40 percent Low lateral movements are attributed to the
held between 95 and 105 percent lock-off, stiff soils and the construction procedure.
and 45 percent held more than 105 percent By shotcreting the soil face immediately upon
lock-off. There appeared to be a tendency, exposure and placing the concrete panels in
particularly during springtime, for the tiebacks a timely manner, a minimum amount of time
to gain load. However, by and large the was allowed for the soil to ravel and deform.
tiebacks were stable in that most tiebacks Tieback prestress forces were sufficiently
above lock-off at 24 hours were above lock-off high to minimize further movement as excavation
at 30 months. Likewise, tiebacks at 95 to for lower rows of tiebacks took place.
105 percent lock-off and ones less than lock-off
tended to remain in the same categories over INTERSTATE 75 PERMANENT TIEBACK WALL
time. Continuoug monitoring over a period
of &- least a year of a statistically At the time of this project (1983), earth
significant population of tiebacks would have anchored tieback walls had previously been
been required for a better understanding of used in Georgia for temporary earth retaining
the relationship of tieback load variation systems but had never been used as permanent
to changing environmental conditions, retaining walls. Widening the 1-75 highway
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required the construction of a retaining wall Design loading on the wall included active
(Figure 5). The right-cf-way limitations earth pressurc, and impact and surcharge loads,
and potential effects of construction on the which were included due tu the close proximity
adjacent structures limited the type of of traffic on the adjacent Willi~ms Street.
retaining wall that could be built at this Thes, loads were t, we resisted by pile
location. The trlitional approach would embedment kpassive earth pressure) and tieback
be to construct a temporary earth anchored loads. Active earth pressure loading was
tieback wall and then to construct a permanent assumed to be a uniform distribution acting
cantilevered retaining wall in front of the on the soldier piles and wood lagging above
temporary system. However, with the approval excavation level. This distribution was assumed
fromz the Federal Hiiiway Administration, the to be 65 percent of the computed active earth
Georgia Department of Transportation chose pressure load at the excavation level, as
to construct one of Georgia's first permanent described by Terzaghi and Peck (1967). ull
earth anchored tieback walls at this location, active earth pressure was assumed to act on
This wall combined the temporary tieback wall the soldier piles below excavation levels.
and the permanent retaining wall and resulted Passive earth pressure resistance was assumed
in significant cost savings. Since the use in front of the piles below excavation levels.
of the permanent tiebacks was relatively new, No water pressure loading was assumed to act
the FHWA chose the wall as a demonstration on the retaining wall since groundwater levels
pruject. The wall was instrumented to determine were deeper than excavation levels. Also,
the long-term performance of such a system. drainage fabric was installed behind the

concrete facing to carry away any groundwater
that might collect behind the wall.

60'- 70'(P) Tieback loads were calculated using a structural
computer program and were checked by hand
calculations. Both methods consisted of summing

WILLIAMS forces and moments and checking for equilibrium.
ST. One level of tiebacks was included in a lower

height portion of the wall, while the remaining
EL-9601 portion of the wall included two levels. Design
. T tieback loads ranged from 57 kips (in the

lowest portion of the wall) to 136 kips. in
\,ADJACENT cases where the design load in a tieback was
STRUCTURE not achieved during field proof testing, the

requirement for an additional tieback was
CONCRETE also calculated by sunusing moments and fnrces.

PERMANENT .,.'.FACE 0
TIEBACK Tieback Wall Construction

Tieback wall construction involved several
steps. First, the soldier piles were placed
in augered holes extending from the top of
the wall to a designated point below the bottom
of the wall. Soldier piles ranged from I-18

L, ELx925 I x 50 steel beam at the lowest portion of the
wall to 2-W18 x 46 at the highest portion.

$SOLDIER Concrete was poured in place around the pilesSPILE
from the bottom of the hole to the future
ground line. Timber lagging was installed
between the piling as the earth in front of
the wall was excavated. At designated levels,
holes were drilled through the piling into
the earth behind the wall, at calculated lengths

and angles. The 7 wire - 5 strand (0.6 inch
FIGURE 5. PERMANENT TIEBACK WALL diameter) tendons were then installed and

CROSS SECTION, I- 75 grout was pressure injected at 2 pounds per
(MODIFIED FROM LAW/GEOCONSULT,1985) square inch per foot of overburden.

After curing, the tiebacks were load tested
and post tensioned to a predetermined load.

Tieback Wall Design The process of lagging installation and tieback

The soils immediately affecting the wall at installation was repeated until the excavation
this site are medium dense to very dense in front of the wall was complete. The final
micaceous sandy silts and silty sands typical step was to install strips of drainage fabric
of Piedmont Province residual soils. Standard over the lagging and to pour a cast-in-place
Penetration Test resistances range from 11 concrete facing over the entire wall. The
blows per foot to refusal (60 blows with no concrete was attached to the soldier piles
penetration). Soil density generally increases by a series of studs embedded in the concrete.
with depth but hard and soft layers occur
frequently. Large slickensided surfaces were The predetermined lock-off load for the tiebacks
observed in the field. Groundwater was was normally 80 percent of the "design load".
encountered approximately 40 feet below the occasionally conditions in the field were
ground surface. The depth to hard rock varies different from that assumed in design and
from 45 to 65 feet. the tieback would not hold the design load.

When this happened, the "design load" was
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reduced to reflect a:tual capacity ot the development of the active earth pressure casetendon and the Jesigners assessed what effect requires a horizontal wall movement of
the change ii, tieback load might haie on the approximately U.3 to 0.6 percent of waLl height
whole retaining system. With a redistribution (0.00311 to 0.006H). Movements of the permanent
of load, other tiebacks and tce embedment tieback wall are in the range of thouu generally
were found to be sufficient, associated with the active earth pressure

condition for soils in the Atlanta area.
Tieback Wall Instrumentation

The instrumentation program was undertaken
by Law/Geoconsult International for Georgia
DOT and was intended to measure deflection INCLINOMETER
of the wall face and soil behind the wall CASING
and to measure load variations in the tiebacks ro
within the unbonded and bonded zones. Results -LLTGRO
of the instrumentation program are summarized WIRE
below and in the report titled "Report of ELLTAL INCLINOMETER
Field Performance - Permanent Tieback Wall" "'/INGM--ELOCK-OFF CASING
by Law/Geoconsult (1985). HEADS
Instrumentation consisted of many differe-nt LODCL
monitoring devices. The performance of theSODEwall was monitored with ten tiebacks that PILE
were instrumented with some combination of SORT ROD ROUT
rod telltales, wire telltales, and permanent TELLTALE
load cells. Conventional strain gages could
not be used with the 7 wire - 5 strand tiebacks W T
because of the inherent difficulty of mounting
the gages to the tendons. Telltales were LEGEND:
chosen as an alternative with a custom fitted (INSTRUMENT POSITION DESIGNATION
fixation to the strand. The external movement
of the wall system and adjacent structures
was monitored with slope inclinometers and
optical survey points. FIGURE 6. SCHEMATIC OF PRIMARY INSTRUMENTED
Two monitoring stations, spaced approximately TEBACK, 1-75
135 feet apart, were used to monitor the wall (LAW/GEOCONSULT,1985)
performance at the highest portions of the
wall. At each monitoring station, primary
instrumentation was on both tiebacks on a Of most importance regarding tieback load
soldier pile. Secondarily instrumented tiebacks variation are: tieback load loss or gain withwere on adjacent soldier piles. time, and luad transfer characteristics of

the bonded zone. Of the ten tiebacks monitored,Instrumentation for the primary instrumented seven were holding between 95 and 105 percent
tiebacks (Figure 6) consisted of one rod of lock-off after 8 months. One tieback heldtelltale fixed to one of the strands of the less than 95 percent lock-off at 8 months
5-strand tieback at the interface of the and two held more than 105 percent. Readings
unbonded and bonded zones. Also to this strand, since 1985 have indicated that the tieback
five wire telltales were fixed within the loads remained relatively stable after 8 months
bonded zone. It was assumed that all 5 strands with similar percent lock-off variations. Thein the tiebacks behaved the same and inherent flexibility of the retaining system
instrumentation of one strand would predict (soldier piles, lagging, tiebacks, and concrete
the behavior of the entire tieback. A second facade) allows for some variation in tieback
rod telltale was fixed to one of the remaining loads and load readjustment to take place.
four strands at the end of the bonded zone. Therefore, variation from lock-off is usuallyWhen the tieback was installed, a permanent observed and should be expected within nominal
load cell was mounted at the tieback lock-off bounds of ±5 percent of initial lock-off.
point. The secondary instrumented tiebacks
had only one rod telltale fixed to one of Because of the necessity to use telltalesthe 5 strands at the unbonded/bonded zone on the strands to measure load, accuracy was
interface. No permanent load cell was used. not expected to be as high as, say, electrical

resistance or vibrating wire strain gages
Tieback Wall Performance on steel bars (historically the more common
Maximum horizontal wall deflection measured way to instrument tiebacks). A comparison
with inclinometers was 0.8 inches or 0.2 percent of load measurement accuracy for differentofithe wloheteigh was0.8inhesu suereyt types of instrumentation is given in Abramsonof the wall height (0.002H). Visual survey and Greene (1985). Load in the strand can
markers indicated somewhat higher deflections aneoreene (8 a d in thebut less than 1.2 inches or 0.3 percent of theoretically be calculated by taking thethe wall height 10.003ih). difference of displacement between two telltales(assuming uniform strain) and applying Hooke's
Goldberg, Jaworski and Gordon (1976) reported Law to convert elongation to load. Althougha range of horizontal movement( of 0.1 percent the goals of load transfer measurement wereand 0.6 percent of wall height (0.001H to more or less realized, slippage of some of0d06 forctieback wall i ht sand 0H ad gthe telltales relative to the strand may have0.006H) for tieback walls in sand and gravel. occurred adding to the uncertainty and
Experience in the Atlanta area indicates that occur adi tf tha

inaccuracy of measurements.
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The dependency of load transfer on bond zone exceeded the average of 4 to 5 kips per foot
elongation is shown in Figure 7 for three and reached a maximum of as much as about
of the tiebacks at maximum loading (150 kips). 8 kips per foot.
With the statdi caveats above, test data
indicated that at low tieback loads, only
a small portion of the bonded zone became
loaded. As the tieback load was increased,
the length of stressed bonded zone also 0 -R LOAD
increased. This increase apparently took DTRBUFI
place when the load transfer (slope of load AT"
distribution line) reached some limiting level -

which most likely was related to the shear g
strength characteristics of the soil. As W
the tieback load was increased, load transfer 2z
between the first and second wire telltales
generally increased to some peak level and 5 75 7 75

then decreased to a residual level. When FREE 5 7.5' 75'

this peak level between wire telltales 1 and LENG BOTTOM
2 was reaci,Jd, load transfer between wire OF
telltales 2 and 3 began to increase at a faster ANCHOR

rate. If tieback loading had continued, load
transfer between wire telltales 2 and 3 probably
would have peaked and a greater load transfer FIGURE 8 LOAD TRANSFER ALONG BONDED ZONE,
would have occurred between wire telltales 1-75
3 and 4. This apparent behavior was first
reported by Abramson (1983) at the 34th Annual
Highway Geology Symposium in Atlanta. The measurements described above are based

on tieback loads measured with load cells.
Tieback proof testing is commonly conducted

LEGEND: using a jack pressure gage for the load
( ANCHOR A-I indicator. It is commonly thought that the

, ANCHOR A-2 pressure gage is not a reliable indicator

E]ANCHOR A-3 of tieback load in the unloading mode. A
load cell was used to proof test every

SOLID SYMBOLS CORRECTED FOR SLIPPAGE instrumented anchor. A comparison of jack

pressure gage load to load cell reading was
made. The results indicated that the jack
gage overestimated load during loading and

18 underestimated load during unloading. Load

16 as measured by the jack had an apparent accuracy
of ±5 to 10 percent.UJ4 C

v) CUMBERLAND GAP SOIL NAIL WALL
< 12

10 Twin highway tunnels will be constructed south
.. of Cumberland Gap National Park along U.S.

25E to replace the 3-mile long, two-lane
S6 -i bottle-neck which presently exists. The Federal
4-£ Highway Administration is managing the project
4 5, [ for the National Park Service. Most of the

a 2- route is four lanes wide and connects Interstate
C / 81 at Morristown, Tennessee with Interstate

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 75 at Corbin, Kentucky.
BONDED ZONE STRAIN, i A pilot tunnel was built during 1984 and 1985

to explore the complex guology at the site.
Slope cuts were made at the Kentucky portal
where pilot tunneling began. Most of the

FIGURE 7. LOAD TRANSFER VERSUS BOND ZONE slope cut was within bedrock. However, the
ELONGATION, 1-75 rock was overlain in places by as much as

40 to 45 feet of soil overburden and weathered
rock. The site is within a national park
and minimum disturbance to the environment

Average load transfer distribution based on is a high priority. To avoid damage to the
measurements from the four primary instrumented natural slope and vegetation above the cut
tiebacks is shown in Fig ire 8 for the maximum and to minimize the extent or flatness of

load condition of 150 kips. The average load the slope, soil nailing was chosen to reinforce
transfer over the entire 6-inch diameter bonded the rather steep overburden cut. FHWA funded
zones (between 32 and 35 feet long) ranged this work since future economics were foreseen
between about 4 and 5 kips per foot of bond from the use of this new technology. This
length. This is the range of values one would project has been described by Nicholson (1986)
expect for SM-classified soils in Atlanta and Juran and Elias (1987) previously and
recognizing the fact that the relatively high is only reviewed here for comparison to the
mica contents tend to reduce shear strength other two case histories.
somewhat. Load transfer between telltales
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Soil Nailing Design during construction to 90 percent of bar yield.

The wall was designed and built by Nicholson These tests yielded pullout strengths between
Construction. Peter Nicholson (1986) states 5 and 10 kips per foot for embedment lengths
that the general theory of soil nailing is varying between 1i and 25 feet. This fit
"to build a gravity mass that is tied together with predicted values assuming average
and will act as a unit or coherent mass. As overburden, all internal friction angle of
such, the structure must be analyzed for both 38 degrees, but a 7-inch-diameter drill hole.
external and internal stability." External
stability includes sufficient safety factors
against sliding, overturning, bearing capacity, SHOTCRETE LINED
and external slip circles. These factors DITCH PLATI
are common to all gravity retaining structures CENTRAIC
and are not unique to soil nailing. No further
explanation is warranted herein. SOIL NAIL

REINFORCING
Internal stability relates to the length and MEMBER

spacing of nails necessary to insure that 4
the soil acts as a mass. Nail spacing must
be close enough so that the zones of influence
overlap, generally between 5 and 15 times
the nail diameter for fine and coarse grained WL RI
soils, respectively. Each zone of influence SHOTCRETE FACING
is governed by the nail diameter and type WITH WIRE MESH
of soil. Cumberland Gap overburden consists
mainly of colluvial and residual soils that
have resulted from the differential weathering
of the underlying sandstone, siltstone, shale,

is determined by the size of the active zone,
generally 0.3H, and the load transfer capacity BENCH ELVARIES
of the nail beyond the active zone.

For Cumberland Gap Project, Shen's (1981)
method of design was used resulting in a
triangular pressure distribution with the
highest nail loads near the bottom of the
wall. For the 40-foot high section of the
wall, 20 to 30-foot-long nails were used on FIGURE 9. SOIL NAIL WALL SECTION,
a 5-foot square grid pattern. The upper 3 CUMBERLAND GAP
or 4 rcws of nails consisted of #8 Grade 60 (NICHOLSON,1986)
reinforcing bars and #11 bars were used for
lower rows.

Soil Nail Construction Inclinometers and survey markers were used
to measure outward wall movement which wasThe excavation through overburden was made between 1/4 and 3/8 inches, or less than 0.2

at a slope of IH:4V in 5 to 6-foot lifts, to 0.3 percent of the wall height (0.002H
As the soil was exposed, drainage fabric strips to 0.003H).
were placed against the soil in 15-foot
horizontal intervals and covered with a 3-inch Strain gages were installed on 16 of about
thick layer of wet-mix shotcrete. Holes for 300 soil nails. Analysis of this data led
the nails were then drilled perpendicular Juran and Elias (1987) to the conclusion that
to the slope (about 15 degrees below horizontal) "the measured variations of maximum tension
and between 4 and 4 inches in diameter. The forces with depth observed in the soil nailed
reinforing bars were placed in the hole and structures are similar to empirical diagrams
tremie grouted into place with neat cement. of earth pressure distribution ...... for the
Wire mesh, walers, and bearing plates were design of braced open cut supports." This
installed on each nail and the nails were is not consistent with the triangular pressure
stressed to 5 and 10 kips for the #8 and #11 distribution used for design. Furthermore,
bars, respectively, in order to insure intimate water apparently did not drain freely from
contact with the initial layer of shotcrete. behind the shotcrete leading to freezing during
After the bars were prestressed and cut off, the winter and additional tensile load on
a second 3-inch-thick layer of shotcrete was the nails (Figure 10). Nicholson (1986)
applied. As each row of nails was completed, recommended more frequent drain fabric strips
excavation of the next lift commenced until
sound bedrock was encountered. A drainage to improve drainage on future projects.
ditch was provided at the top of the wall COMPARISON OF THE THREE CASE HISTORIES
and weeps were connected to the drainage fabric
behind the shotcrete at the base of the wall. The three case histories presented were
The completed cross section of the wall is constructed in similar SM-SC soils. Despite
shown in Figure 9. different geologic origins, engineering
Soil Nail Performance properties of the soils were somewhat similar.

i NThe cuts were of similar heights between about
Testing of the nails consisted of pull-out 25 and 40 feet (Table 1). Tiebacks or "active"
tests as well as production testing of bars soil reinforcement were used on two of the
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walls, Rogers Pass and 1-75, and had relatively Design Approach
high prestress loads. The other wall, Three different critical factors related to
Cumberland Gap, used soil nails or "passive" d e d f unt ofi t he fa ctr s r ct e s
reinforcement with nominal prestressing to design and function of the respective structures
insure good contact with the surface were exhibited by those three case histories.
reinforcement. Tieback and nail dimensions In the first case, the designers were stronglymotivated to produce a conservative design
(diameter and length) were similar for all for the wall of the ventilation building at
three cases.

Rogers Pass. Repair of the wall would be
difficult once the ventilation equipment was
installed. Failure of the wall would also

20 result in costly interruption of rail service
through the long tunnel. The design lateral8 FREEZEEFFECT- loading was therefore sjlected to be

16 significantly above active (1.6 times
theoretical active), with the intent of avoiding

14 END OF long-term problems with the wall. The design
CONSTRUCTION I .\ GAGE AT3in. earth pressure envelopes and the actual capacity

- FROM FACE of the anchors are shown in Figure lla.

IO GAGE2 AT 8Din. In the second case at 1-75 in Atlanta, an
8 adjacent street and buildings were of high

0 GAGE3 ATI4OIn. concern to the designers. However, this case
J 6- -FROM FACE is not considered to be as critical as the

4- first one where the wall was a specific element
GAGE 4AT 190in of the building structure. Use of total lateral

2 - ----- ----- FROM FACE earth pressure of 1.3 times theoretical active
was considered appropriate for the 1-75 case0 i, I (Figure llb).

9/85 11/85 1/86 3/86 5/86 7/86

DATE In the third case at Cumberland Gap, no adjacent
permanent structures were involved, and some
movements could be tolerated. Using anFIGURE 10. POST CONSTRUCTION MEASUREMENT enlightened approach for the time, soil nails

OF NAIL FORCES AND FREEZE
EFFECTS- CUMBERLAND GAP
(MODIFIED FROM JURAN AND ELIAS, 1987)

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF WALL PERFORMANCE

Estimated
Maximum Verticc_ Wall Wall Maximum Estimated
Wall Tieback Facade System Horizontal Soil

Case Type Height Spacing Stiffness Stiffness Deflection Stiffness
(H) (L) (EI) (EI/L 4 ) in. Vz(l-sino)
ft. ft. kip-ft.

2  
ksf (%H) c cos 0

Rogers Precast 25.5 8 28,000* 7.2 1/4 1.5
Pass concrete (0.1)
Vent. panels and
Building tiebacks

1-75 and Soldier 34 8 to 9 32,000 5.6 1-1/4 2.5
Fifth St., piles and (0.3)
Atlanta lagging,

tiebacks,
and con-
crete face

Cumberland Shotcrete 42 5 4,500 to 8.6 3/8 1.5
Gap Pilot and soil 6,000 (0.1)
Tunnel nails
Portal

*for monolithic section
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were us n. i2 coarse way, the design capacity 1. Soil reinforcement tends to knit the soil
was 01 the oraer ef l.u tImes theoretical together so that the reinforced soil acts
active, thie Lssest o: all three case histories as a gravity mass. This was so whether

r jc). in .kidItion, the soil nails tiebacks (active reinforcement) or nails
were only l qhtly pre-tensiened, which was (passive reinforcement) were used. This
consideCabIy d if rerent from the high proof concept of getting the soil to support
loading and ocak-off to 80 percent of design itself rather than building a structure
capcilty that the tiebacks in the other two to resist maximum possible earth loads
cases und erwent. However, as stated below, is analogous to current tunneling practice
the soil niled wall performed as well, or where rock bolts and shotcrete are used
better than, the ether two cases, to create a reinforced rock arch.

EARTH PRESSURE, PSF EARTH PRESSURE, PSF EARTH PRESSURE,PSF

0 500 1000 1500 0 500 1000 0 500 1000
0 F ' ' 1

5 -5- 1 5- !

I SHORT-TERM r-TEBACKS I SOIL NAIL

10- TERZAGHI & 10 -- 10 K PRESTRESSING'0 '- / ', PECK T-Eq R zA GH I  I

'L -LONG-TERM +& PECK ,
-5 4 z- TIEBIACKS 15 1WITH 15 I

3--- I SURCHARGE
C20 LOADING LTERZAGHI2O 220 __ &PECK

U-2 , 2 0

I25

~30I
CL 30 I

, f i ,351

(o) ROGERS PASS VENTILATION (b) I-75 PERMANENT TIEBACK (c) CUMBERLAND GAP
BUILDING WALL PORTAL

FIGURE I1. COMPARISION OF TYPICAL EARTH PRESSURES AND REINFORCEMENT
PRESSURES

Performance 2. The use of apparent earth pressure diagrams
for braced cuts by Terzaghi and Peck (1167)

The most outstanding feature of all three remains an acceptable approach for the
cases was the performance of the wall built design ot retaining structures which use
with soil nailing at Cumberland Gap. The tiebacks. On the basis of limited field
conventional thinking in much of the world evidence, it also appears to be arceptable

until the 1980's was that ground reinforcement for design of soil nail reinforcement.

for excavations in soils had to be

pre-tensioned. The first two case histories, 3. The precise characteristics of anchor
at Rogers Pass and 1-70, exemplify such load transfer are still not known. However,

thinking. With numerically more elements load transfer vl comonl sed

of ground reinforcing, the soil nailed wall
in design are averages which automatically

performed as well as the other two cases which account for the variation in load transfer
were much more highly engineered and had high rates along the bonded zone. In places,prestress forces. peak load transfer may be two or three

All three walls performed satisfactorily for times the average value.

their purposes. Small ground movement in 4. Horizontal wall deflections ar, a function
the range of 0.001H to 0.003H were observed, of soil and waAl stiffness. T',e strength
The largest movements were associated with of the soil certainly is an important
the least stiff wall which was constructed factor. However, once that is known,
in the weakest soil relative to wall height. the designer has significant lattitude
Table I shows the stiffness of the 1-75 wall in developing a wall system that will
to be about 2/3 that of the others, and the limit horizontal deflections when properly
relative soil stiffness (stability ratio) constructed (Figure 12). The cross
to be over 1.5 times greater. sectional stiffness of the wal, facing

General Observations can be balanced with the vertical spacing
of tiebacks or nails to obtain a compatible

The following observations have been made system which gets the soil to support
from these case histories: itself.
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Geotechnical Engineering Applications",
64th Annual Transportation Research Board01 0 I0 100 1000 Meetina Symposium on Reliability of

131 Geotechnical Instrumentation, Washington,
tfo - ..... D.C., January, TRB Publication No. 1004,

Zpp. 13-19.

S 8 - 2, Goldberg, D., Jaworski, W., and Gordon, M.
(1976), "Lateral Support Systems and
Und'rpinning - Vol. II. Design Fundamentals",

6 Federal iHighway Administration Report
W InNo. FHWA-RD-75-129, April, pp. 13, 20,~23.

4' - Ground Engineering (1976), "Germany's First
PER N N Element Wall Installed in SLuttgart",

TAK by W.M.B., March, pp. 14-18.

It IL L-Juran, I. and Elias, V. (1987), "Soil Nailed
EN Retaining Structures: Analysis of Case

0 Histories", American Society of Civil
- FLEXIBLE EI/L (KSF) STIFF - Engineers, Geotechnical Special Publication

No. 12, New York, pp. 232-244.

FIGURE 12. EFFECT OF WALL STIFFNESS AND Law/Geoconsult International (1985), "Report
SOIL STRENGTH ON LATERAL WALL of Field Performance - Permanent Tieback
DEFLECTIONS Wall - Final Report", Georgia Department
(MODIFIED FROM GOLDBERG ETAL,1976) of Transportaiion Project PEI-75-2(41)

Fulton County, May, 29 pp.

Nicholson, P. (1986), "Insitu Earth Reinforce-
5. Walls which utilize tiebacks or soil nails ment at Cumberland Gap, US25E", Penn DOT

are just as sensitive to water as any Conference, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
structure built with or with earthen April, 23 pp.
materials. Flowing water (seepage) can
cause accelerated corrosion of steel members Schnabel Foundation Compa-y (1978), "Permanent
as well as hydrostatic loadings for which Tieback Manuai", Engineering Criteria,
the structure was not designed. If the Bethesda, Maryland, Figur- 13.
water can be trapped behind the wall due
to the absence of or faulty drainage and Shen, C., Herrman, L., Rostadetal, K. et al,
this water can be subjected to freezing (1981), "In Situ Earth Reinforcement Lateral
temperatures, high ice jacking loads will Support System", University of California
result and can occur cyclically season - Davis, National Science Foundation Report
after season. With the addition of a No. NSF/CEE-81059.
variety of very useful geotextile fabrics
to the geotechnical industry, it has never Terzaghi, K. and Peck, R. (1967), Soil Mechanics
been easier to design more than adequate in Engineering Practice, John Wiley and
yet economic drainage systems for retaining Sons, New York, Art. 48, pp. 394-413.
walls.
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Anchored Bulkhead Failure on the Arabian Gulf
Jonathan J. Grosch Khalifa S. AI-Yahyai
Supervisor, Geotechnical Unit, Arabian American Oil Company, Geotechnical Engineer, Arabian American Oil Company, Dhahran,
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia Saudi Arabia

SYNOPSIS: A 1500-m long anchored bulkhead with a height of 20 m exhibited a localized failure in
the form of broken and overstressed anchors several months after construction. The wall had not yet
been subjected to its full design loadings. The soil conditions in the failure area differ from
those occurring along the rest of the quay wall by the presence of a very soft silt/clay layer, and
during construction the wall had been strengthened in this area. Post-failure analysis of the
anchored bulkhead indicated that the primary cause of the failure was overly optimistic design
assumptions for the strength of the silt/clay layer and mobilization of passive pressure. The
effects of certain construction methods employed and the settlement of the silt/clay were
contributing factors in the failure. A relieving platform constructed one year after the failure
was designed for the original undrained strength of the silt/clay, without taking into account the
effects of soil consolidation and strength gains which had occurred.

INTRODUCTION SITE STRATIGRAPHY AND SOIL PROPERTIES

A large quay wall was planned as the central Three geotechnical investigations conducted in
part of a new harbor and marine development in the harbor area from June, 1981 to June, 1982
the northern Arabian Gulf. Three separate included six borings in the final 350 m of the
geotechnical investigations of the harbor area planned quay wall: four borings spaced at
were conducted in the early 1980's, two of 100-m intervals along the face of the quay
which concentrated on the planned quay wall. wall and two borings 75 and 110 m behind the
Taken collectively, these investigations wall face. A fourth investigation was conduc-
provided sufficient data for the design of the ted in September, 1983, immediately following
wall; however, certain design/construction driving of the sheetpile-, and consisted of
techniques (i.e., staged construction) would three borings and five Dutch cone penetrometer
have required additional data. The soils tests. The borings were drilled from jack-up
occurring over most of the 1500-m length of the barges to depths of 15 to 30 m below the
wall were competent sands and stiff clays, but seafloor (elevation -6 ±). The investigations
a thick layer of very soft silt/clay existed revealed a very soft silt/clay layer along the
over the last 250 m of the wall. final 250 m of the quay wall, extending from

the seafloor to elevation -11.9 to -12.4 m
The original design of the wall consisted of ISLW, trending slightly deeper towards the end
circular sheetpile cells (cofferdam), a conser- of the wall, as shown in Figure 2. This layer
vative (and expensive) approach to the problem
of weak soils. However, the contract for
construction of the wall was awarded based on
an anchored sheetpile bulkhead alternate design
submitted by the successful bidder. During APMOJF

installation of the sheetpiles, it became' N.,f,

apparent that the final 115 m of the wall
required strengthening and a fourth geotechni-
cal investigation was conducted. The design OWMoO

was then modified in this area by adding
H-piles driven on the inside of the sheetpiles
and enlarging the anchor wall. -- AYWALL

Approximately three months after achieving

final fill elevation, but before the bulkhead

berthing forces, a localized failure occurred
approximately 75 m from the end of the wall as FACtnMs
indicated on Figure 1. Upon investigation,
five tie rods, including three in a row, were
found broken. Following an additional geo-
technical investigation and load tests of the
anchor system, the wall was repaired by con-
structing a pile-supported relieving platform
over the final 184 m one year after failure.

Figure 1. Plan View of Quay Wall
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are commonly employed, with the difference
Figure 2. Soil Profile of Final 350 r being the assumptior of the support of

the bottom of the sheetpile. The free earth
is of particular importance to the stability of support metnod assumes that the bottom is

the wall. simply supported, free to rotate but not
translate. The fixed earth support method

The soil layer was described in the four assumes a fixed support, with no rotation nor
geotechnical reports as both a silt and a clay translation (Terzaghi, 1943; Tschebotarioff,
with sand pockets and shells. Based on Liquid 1973). Anchored bulkhead fai lure usually
and Plastic Limits, the soil appears to be a falls into one or more of four types: anchor
borderline soil, classified as either a silt or or tie rod failure, flexural failure of the
lean clay (ML or CL) in the Unified Soil sheetpiles, toe failure, or a general (slope)
Classification System. The soil exhibited failure (Daniel and Olson, 1982).
carbonate contents of 25 to 65% and water
contents well in excess of the Liquid Limit The design documents indicate that the analy-
(Liquidity Index of 2 to 4.8), suggesting that sis of the sheetpile wall was conducted using
the soil may be sensitive (Wu, 1976). the fixed-earth support method and generally

concurring to European industry recornmenda-
Results of the laboratory miniature vane and tions (EAU, 1980). The type and depth of
Torvane strength tests and laboratory sheetpiie varied along the length of the wall,
unconsolidated-undrained triaxial compression governed by the soil conditions. The design
tests for the silt/clay layer are plotted as a loadings included a surcharge of 10 kN/m2; a
function of depth on Figure 3. The undrained mooring load (bollard pull) of 200 kN at ±300

strength increases from 4 to 5 kPa at the top every 16 m; and berthing forces of a 1000 DWT
of the of the layer to 16 kPa at elevation -12 vessel at a speed of 0.3 m/s. Parameters used
m. These low shear strengths are consistent in the analysis included the harbor bottom at
with field observations that the boreholes were elevation -6.2 m with no consideration for
advanced the first I to 3 m by the weight of scour or overdredge; low tide at elevation
the drill rods, and that during the 1983 -0.12 m; and the water level behind the wall
investigation the legs of the jack-up barge at elevation +0.84 m. The allowable stress in
were pushed into the seabed rather than lifting the steel was 60 percent of the yield strength
the barge's deck out of the water. The for both the anchor rods and the sheetpiles.
shear strength is 4 kPa at the surface,
increasing with depth corresponding to a c/p The design soil profiles for most of the
ratio of about 0.30, indicating slight, 1500-m bulkhead were in good agreement with
constant preconsolidation. the stratigraphy evident from the geotechnical

investigations, and the properties chosen for
The soil layers underlying the silt/clay layer the sands and stiff to hard clay layers were
are sand and silty sand of increasing density conservative. The performance of the bulkhead
from elevation -12 to -18.6 m; hard (over- was satisfactory except for the final 200 m.
consolidated) clay to elevation -21.5 m; and The remainder of this paper will concentrate
very dense silty sand to the maximum depths on anchor failure and flexural failure of this
explored, portion of the wall.

BULKHEAD DESIGN Original Design

The quay wall was designed as an anchored The design soil profile and soil properties
bulkhead with a coping beam and facia panel. for the last 250 m of the bulkhead is shown in
Two methods' for analyzing anchored bulkheads Figure 4. The analyses yielded a required
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sheetpile penetration to elevation -16.26 m to QUAY WALL CONSTRUCTION

achieve the fixed earth condition, an anchor
force of 238 kN/m of wall, and a maximum The harbor had been dredged to elevation -6.2

bending moment of 688 kN-m/m of wall. For m, and 20.25-m long British Frodingham FR-5-DR

anchor rod spacing of 2.55 m, the computed sheetpi les, BS4360 Modi fied Grade 50B, were

force per anchor rod was 62.9 tons and the vibrated and driven to a tip elevation of

Factor of Safety against tie rod fai lure was -16.25 m. Concurrent with tho FIheetpi le

1.82. The Factor u, , a > zt f3,e ural installation, a sand fill (Stage 1) was placed

failure was 1.80. to elevation +1.0 m some 20 m behind the wall,
sloping to within 1 m of the dredged bottom as

Modified Des in it neared the sheetpi le, as shown in Figure 5.
A sheetpile anchor wall was installed in this

Following installation of the sheetpiles and Stage I fill, and the anchor rods placed.

the 1983 geotechnical investioatinn, the design F-piles were driven between the sheetpiles and

soil profile was changed by extending the depth the wale beam (on the inside of the
of the si It/clay layer for the last 75 m of the sheetpi les) to elevations -19.0 and -20.0 m.

wall. Reanalysis yielded required tip Due to material availability constraints, two

penetration to elevation -17 to -18 m, types of Il-piles were used: 254x254x71 piles

indicating that tiie instal led sheetpiles had installed on 0.85-m centers for the first 25 m

insufficient penetration to achieve the fixed and W 10x89 piles installed on 1.70-m centers

earth support assumption. The Factor of Safety for the remaining 50 m. Additional hydraulic

against flexural fai lure was reduced to 1.52, fill (Stage 2) was then placed to elevation

less than the required 1.67 safety factory for +2.25 m, with the remaining sand fil l (Stage

steel members. The Factor of Safety against 3) to elevation +3.8 m compacted by vibratory

tie rod fai lure of 1 .70 was considered rollers. Precast concrete riats to elevation

adequate. +4.0 m provided the final working surface of
the quay wall.

The design was modified over the final 75 m to
include 1-piles driven on the inside of the The 63-rm diameter steel anchor rods (yield
sheetpiles to elevation -20.0 m. It was strength of 38.3 kN/m

2
) were installed at

assumed in design that the I-piles would extend elevation +1.5 m at every third sheetpile, a

the effective length of the sheetpi les, spacing of 2.55 m. The anchor wall, 34 m

providing the required fixation, and would behind [he main sheetpi le wall, consisted of

carry 21 percent of the bending moment. The 3.15-m long FR-2N-DR sheetpi les of Grade 43A

Factor of Safety against flexural failure for steel driven to alternating tip elevations of

the sheetpi les was recomputed as 1.82. The -0.1 m and -0.9. Because the Stage I fill
Factor of Safety for the H-piles was 1.40, but sloped downward, the anchor rods had a free

was recorded as greater than 2.5 due to a suspension of 15 to 20 m and were allowed to
calculation error, sag. The built-in sag varied from anchor to

anchor, but was of the magnitude nf about 0,5
m.

SURCHARGE. q 10 kPa

4 1 ; jj , +,__,+__i iJ*J.i i .i At the end of the quay, a return wall was

-iolla~d PLA Tconstructed perpendicular to the main sheet-
S325 pile wall. This return wall was tied back toan anchor wall 34 m away. Thus, the 34-m by

.15 (Ard-) 34-m corner of the quay wall was crisscrossed

0-_.0 2 V 0.8 by two anchor systems (walls and rods). The
main wall sheetpiles were installed in August,

I P9 3, followed by Stage 1 filling in Sept .

0= 27.5'
Coars Sand F c=kPa

5

- 14-- -I

EP1E

-1.

Very Soft clay 8=1S' '

Ha 0 = 32.5°-2.0 ce0o DerL ne Sand 8 , 27.5'

0-325'

Figur . Origin l ei Dee Sad P

-2 CO0oWa 1ELf 440

I !t

Figure 4. Original Design Soil Profile Figures5. Profile of As-PLuill rPulkhead
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1983. Tne anchor wall and anchor rods were In-Situ Measurements of Anchor Rod Forces
installed October 1 to 12, 1983. Stage 2
hydraulic fill was placed October 12 to 16, Two months after failure, the forces in the
1983, and some Stage 3 fill was placed October anchor rods were measured by means of hydrau-
28 to 31, 1983. The H-piles were driven lic jacking behind the anchor wall. Forces in
November 23 to 24, 1983, and placement of fill the 800 to 1000 kN range were recorded at
and concrete nats was completed in late several location, in the final 100 m of the
December, 1983. wall, well in excess of the design anchor

force. However, dS these measurements
FAILURE AND INVESTIGATION occurred after system relief (outward wall

movement, excavations and tie rod replace-
On March 3, 1984, before the wall had been ments) occurred, the authors believe that the
subjected to surcharge or berthing forces, a anchor rod forces at failure were probably
localized failure occurred 75 m from the end of higher than the measured forces, and that
the wall. The concrete pads behind the sheet- these tests are significnat only in that
pile wall dropped approximately 10 cm, and the forces much higher than the design level were
top of the bulkhead moved outward 50 to 70 mm measured.
along a 25-m length of the wall. Project
records are incomplete regarding the extent and Further Geotechnical Investigation
timing of the settlement of the concrete mats,
but it appears that the settlement was confined A fifth geotechnical investigation was con-
to the area of failure and coincided with the ducted in August, 1984 consisting of 5 bor-
outward movement of the wall. ings, 12 Dutch cone penetration tests, and 11

Piezocone penetration tests. The results show

Excavation to the anchor rod level revealed generally increased strength (maximum of 38
that three anchors in a row had fai led at the kPa) and decreased water contents in the
connection to the main sheetpile wall, a result silt/clay layer. Laboratory consolidation and
of one of the connection ring plates fracturing permeability tests indicated a permeability
in each instance. Ring plate connections of (k) of 3x10 cm/sec and a coefficient of con-
other anchors nearby appeared to be rotated and solidation (Cv) of 3 x 10- to 8 x 10

-

eccentrically loaded (Wiltsie, 1985). Further cm
2
/sec.

investigation revealed that two other 'anchors
had failed at the ring plate connection. FAILURE ANALYSIS

Full-Scale Laboratory Tests Although the Factors of Safety for the wall

appeared to be adequate, the design of the
To test the overall anchor capacity, the tie wall was based on optimistic assumptions
rod/ring plate connection system was duplicated regarding the properties of the silt/clay

in the laboratory using the same type of layer, the development of passive pressures,
materials used in the field. The tested plates and the effectiveness of the H-piles.

came from three sources: new plates, new
plates from the site stock, and used plates Properties of the Silt/Clay
obtained from the quay wall. The anchor rods
were loaded in tension to failure. Four The initial strength parameters selected for

different loading conditions were used on the the silt/clay during design were cohesion (c)
ring plates such that the anchor rods were of 15 kPa and an angle of internal friction
either aligned, eccentric, rotated, or caten- (0) of 100. Settlement or compression of this
ary. The results of the tests are shown in layer was apparently not considered in design.
Table 1 and indicate that the loading con-
ditions had no effect on the yield load but did The soil properties in Figure 3 indicate tha;
reduce the ultimate capacity of the anchor the soil is cohesive, with k = 10 to 10-
system. cm/sei (Abbs, 1985) or Cv = approximately

4x10 cm
2
/sec (Ladd, et al, 1985). The layer

Table 1. Full-Scale Anchor Rod/Ring Plate would be expected to exhibit an undrained (0 =
Connection Tests 0) response to loading with initial shear

strength (cohesion) of 7 to 10 kPa. The
inclusion of a frictional component over-

PLAE YIELD FAILURE FAILED estimated the intial strength of the layer by
TESTN-ORI LIFNT LOAD. KN LOAD KN F a factor of 5.

1 M ALIGNED 1310 1867 ROD Passive Pressures
2 S ALIGNED 1213 1744 ROD
3 0 ALIGNED 1310 1647 ROD
4 M ECCENTRIC 1228 1802 ROD Earth pressures appear to have been calculated
5 S ECCENTRIC 1309 1586 ROD using the Coulomb equations, and included wall
6 0 ECCENTRIC 1224 1529 CONNECTION friction on both the active and passive sides
7 M CATENARY 1340 1860 CONNECTION of the sheetplle. (The inclusion of wall
8 S CATENARY 1300 1571 CONNECTION friction increases the passive pressures and
9 0 CATENARY 1288 1644 CONNECTION decreases the active pressures.) If the angle
10 M ROTATED 2006 CONNECTION of wall friction (6) is greater than €/3,
11 S ROTATED 1782 CONNECTION Coulomb's equations may significantly over-
12 0 ROTATED 1599 CONNECTION estimate the passive pressures (Terzaghi and

Peck, 1967). The values for 6 used in design

M -MANUFACTURER S-SITESTOCKPtLE 0 -OUAYWALL ranged from 40 to 62 percent of 0.
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Development of passive pressure requires Table 2. Effect of Strength and Passive
outward movement of the wall. To develop full Pressijre Assumptions
passive pressure in the dense sands near the
toe of the wall would require outward movements
of 20 to 25 cm, 2 percent of the embedment FS VSANCOR FSVS BEN. O.
length fU.S. Navy, 1982; Lambe and Whitman, M DESRIPIEALU FAILU
1969). However, the fixed earth support method
used in design assumes toe fixation with I ORIGI4A DESIGN 1.81 1.76
virtually no outward movement. Thus, a factor 2 MO0FIEDDES GN 1.69 1.80

3 CASE Z STRENGTH CORRECTION 1.29 1.07of safety is commonly applied to the passive 4 CASE 2 PASSIVE PRESSURE CORR. 0.81 1.23
forces. The design computations used full 5 CASE 2. BOTH CORRECTIONS 0.58 0.67
passive pressures throughout the effective
embedment length. Combined with the inclusion
of wall friction, the design used an uncon- Design Evaluation
servative estimate for passive pressures
(Luscher, et al, 1985). The original and modified designs were re-

analyzed by the authors using an IBM-PC
H-Pile Effectiveness version of BMCOL (A Program for Finite-Element

Solution of Beam Columns with Nonlinear
The modified design assumed the addition of Supports) (Matlock and Haliburton, 1964). The
H-piles would extend the effective length of H-pile and the sheetpi le were modeled as
the sheetpi les and resist some of the bending separate entities whose deflections had to
moment. The H-piles were driven on the inside match at certain points.
of the sheetpi le and had a greater section
modulus and penetration depth. Because the The designs were analyzed using the original
H-pile is stiffer than the sheetpile it design assumptions and yielded results similar
provides fixation only if on the outside of the to those in the design calculations. The
sheetpile; otherwise (as in this case), the effects of the strength of the silt/clay and
sheetpi le wi II move away from the H-pi le and passive pressure/fixed earth support as-
the fixed earth support assumption will not be sumptions were also analyzed. The mobi-
achieved (Ladd, et al, 1985). l ization of passive pressure was modeled by

iterative soil-structure interation using Q-W
The H-piles are effective in resisting bending (load-deflection) curves. The results, shown
moment by reducing the soil forces acting on in Table 2, indicate that the wall was under-
the sheetpile at the location of the H-pile. designed and would be expected to fail.
Thus the amount of bending moment reduction is
a function of the H-pi le spacing and width Failure Model
rather than a ratio of sectien i r ccu 1 i
as Lor-er in design. Fill was placed behind the quay wal I from

September to December, 1982, and the strength
of the silt/clay layer increased with con-

50 - -solidlation, as illustrated in Figure 6. Thisperiod is the most critical in determining the
40 - anchor rod forces: although the silt/clay

continued to increase in strength after
- 3 - filling was complete, the wall deflections

30i 20 2000 -

z AW o40l SYSTEM ULTIMATE CAPACrIY

00

ANCHOR SYSTEM YIELD CAPACIY

S 
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Figure 6. Strength of Silt/Clay Layer Figure 7. Computed Anchor Rod Forces
versus Time versus Time
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(and thus the anchor rod extensions and forces) of soil consolidation and strength gains which

could not be reduced due to the sand fill. had occurred.
Figure 7 illustrates the increase in anchor
forces as a function of time, taking into ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
account filling levels and strength gains.
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This approach failed to recognize the strength 4- 16 18m|

increases in the silt/clay due to consolidation
under the fill. The shear strength of this
layer is estimated to be c = 45 to 50 kPa, 0 = PLATFORM
00 one year after the fill had been in place. .4 0

The overall relieving platform was thus overde- .

signed, but the structural deck, designed for .1 5

normal working loads, precluded using this _

portion of the quay wall for heavier than
normal loads.

CONCLUSION 3 1 -3 3

A 1500-m long anchored bulkhead experienced
localized anchor rod failures several months 62

after construction. The failure was due to
overly optimistic design assumptions regarding
the strength of a thick very soft silt/clay
layer and the mobilization of passive pres-
sures. Other factors, such as sheetpi le toe
fixation, driving of H-piles to strengthen

wall, and settlement of clay layers were
contributing factors. The wall was repaired by
constructing a relieving platform one year
after fai lure. The platform was designed for
the original undrained strength of the clay Figure 8. Profile of As-Built
layer without taking into account the effects Relieving Platform
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The Influence of Thin Clay Layers on the Design and
Performance of a Flexible Cantilever Retaining Wall
R. Cameron C.A. Carr
Geotechnical Engineer, Syncrude Canada Ltd., '.anada Senior Geotechnical Engineer, Syncrude Canada Ltd., Canada

SYNOPSIS

This case study presents the methods that were used successfully to redesign and monitor the
performance of a flexible cantilever retaining wall, incorporating an in situ support berm, at a
site where thin, weak clay layers were detected in the foundation during construction. A potential
mode of failure termed "berm-block sliding", wh e the retaining wall pushes out the entire support
berm as a block along the clay layers, governed the design analysis. Evidence of presheared planes
within the clay layers required that the design shear strength parameters be based on residual
values. The clay had a significant cohesion component which was utilized in the design along with
an observational method towards construction and post-construction behavior. The observational
approach included a comprehensive instrumentation and monitoring program and the development of a
remedial stabilization contingency plan to be implemented if necessary. This design methodology
resulted in significant cost savings.

INTRODUCTION Thin clay layers were discovered in the
foundation immediately below the proposed

This paper presents a case history of the support berm during the retaining wall
design and performance of a flexible construction. This required that the
cantilever retaining wall constructed at the retaining wall be redesigned. The methods
Syncrude Canada Limited open pit oilsand mine used to analyze a potential "berm-block
near Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada. In sliding" mode of failure for this situation
particular the influence of thin clay layers and the selection of the clay shear strength
is discussed. parameters is outlined. Details of the

original and final retaining wall designs are
Syncrude Canada Ltd. operates a mine and discussed. Construction costs could have more
processing plant in which bitumen is extracted than doubled if it had not been possible to
from the mined oilsand and upgraded to produce construct the retaining wall with a wider
approximately 130,000 barrels of synthetic support berm and implement an observational
crude oil daily. The synthetic crude oil is method towards construction and post-
pumped to Canadian refineries for further construction behavior. This included an
processing through a pipeline which passes instrumentation program and the development of
close to the crest of the overburden slope a contingency plan for remedial stabilization.
along the northern edge of the mine.
Overburden, in the context of this paper, is Performance of the wall has been monitored
the material overlying feed-grade oilsand. during and after construction by
Another pipeline, which supplies natural gas instrumentation which includes slope
to the plant, is located within the same inclinometers, survey prisms and piezometers.
pipeline corridor. The instrumentation results were analyzed to

ensure the reliability of the retaining wall
In the northwest quadrant of the mine limited structure. The information from the
space between the pipeline corridor and the instrumentation monitoring provides valuable
planned location of the in-pit mine conveyor details on horizontal deformation of the
system made excavation of a stable unsupported retaining wall and ground deformation behind
overburden slope impossible and necessitated and in front of the wall over a period of more
the construction of a retaining wall which is than twelve months since construction. An
the subject of this paper. It was very indication of existing and allowable pile
important that the wall provide sufficient bending stresses was obtained by computer
support to the retained soil and ensure that modelling in which pile deformation was
differential movement of the piplines would be provided by an attached slope inclinometer.
maintained within tolerable limits for a
scheduled service life of 12 to 18 months. A The discussion in this paper is confined to
cantilever-type retaining wall comprising the eastern portion of the retaining wall
soldier piles with precast concrete lagging which incorporates the final design support
and incorporating an in situ support berm was berm. Along the western portion of the
selected. retaining wall the support berm was fully

supported by unexcavated overburden material.
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Fig. 1 Site Plan and Instrument Locations

SITE DESCRIPTION To the east of the retaining wall the
overburden height decreases considerably and

The general topography of the project area is sloped at about 2.5(H):l(V) to a toe ditch
prior to overburden removal and retaining wall north of the conveyor access road. Approxi-
construction consisted of gently undulating mately 35 m of the western portion of the
terrain with muskeg and tree cover crossed by retaining wall is partially buttressed by a
several small creeks and tributaries, stable composite slope of 6(H):l(V) reducing

to 3(H):l(V) towards a toe ditch on the mine
Surface details of the site, afLer wall con- bench.
struction and subsequent overburden removal,
are shown on the site plan in Figure 1. The
retaining wall was constructed along the
northern mine boundary, within the overburden SOTHP*ILINE CORRIO - NORTH

slope, and is 138 m in length with a short TOT OSOPE 3S

wing wall at the western end. A typical GAOUND SURFACE El ,G IES _.
cross-section through the wall and overburden E, 09 -L
slope is shown in Figure 2. Overburden STAGE EXCAHTION-FRESINSTALED_ L - TILL 310

comp rises all the m ate rial above the m ine SAG E XCAVAO - LG N ST ED S LT A AY 05
bench elevation. In front of the wall is a BOTTOM OF LAGGINGSTG EI 3050P, OILSAND

support berm approximately 5 m in height with ..4 , ,D
a bench width of 9 to 12 m. The mine conveyor E, o0s_ BER CLAY IM
system is located to the south of the support 0. 5. ,0. BOTTOM OF FI E s
berm. The retaining wall supports the E12973.

overburden soils to the north by means of a STIEXCAVATXo ., A R 6
3 m high cantilever section comprising STAO2EXCAVAON,,LAGGIGISTALEDA,R ,8- MAY 02 , S6
reinforced concrete lagging panels and steel STAGE 3EXCAVAION MAYAHTR6

I-section soldier piles placed at 3 m centres.
The ground slopes upward to the north to a Fig. 2 Typical Cross-Section Through the
maximum height of about 4.5 m above the Retaining 'Nall and Overburden Slope
concrete lagging panels, where it reaches the
southern edge of a 10 m wide pipeline
corridor. Two pipelines are located within
the corridor at a depth of about 3 m below SITE INVESTIGATION
ground surface; a 0.51 m diameter pipeline
which carries synthetic crude oil from the The geological conditions at the site were
plantsite to Edmonton and a 0.41 m diameter interpreted from boreholes and test pits.
pipeline which supplies the plant with natural Details of the geology are shown on the
gas. longitudinal section in Figure 3
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G$A GRONO SUFACE" TP L AG, PANELS/PILES ORIGINAL WALL DESIGN

-, C" I,= . . ." ..-... - The basic wall design considered in both the0 S." , c. C , p, wb 
P
Z 34 p P" 9----------------- -- original and final design consists of

reinforced concrete lagging panels installed
---- j down to elevation 30D.0 m. The lagging panels

------ ...... fit between steel I-section soldier piles
29 C70 5_o E PLS- B00M LAGGINGPANELS concreted up to elevation 305.0 m in 0.9 m

diameter prebored auger holes which are spaced

GE N -at 3 m centres. The I-section used for the
- ' spiles was a W610 x 179 which has a depth of

SKOE 1:t-TOTETERS 0.61 m and a width of 0.3 m. The retaining
wall design details are shown on the
cross-section in Figure 2 with the original
berm design shown by a dashed line.

Fig. 3 Geology Longitudinal Section L-L'
Soil Pressure Distribution

The soil and net water pressure distributions
The initial information on the subsurface associated with the original design are
ground conditions was provided by four provided in Figure 4. The net water pressure
auger-drilled boreholes with Standard is the water pressure remaining after
Penetration Testing and sampling. Based on cancellation of equivalent water pressures
this information the stratigraphy was found to acting on each side of the wall. For ease of
comprise very dense oilsand which is a presentation the active soil pressure
bituminous silty sand, the upper part of which distribution has been corrected by cosine 210
has a bitumen content of less than 8%. The corresponding to the slope of the ground
oilsand is overlain unconformably by 2.8 to behind the retaining wall to align forces in
3.5 m of dense glauconitic sandy silt and the horizontal direction and the passive soil
clay, including a 300 mm thick siltstone pressure distribution has also been corrected
layer. Glaciation has eroded the original by cosine 200 corresponding to the Coulomb
bedrock surface and deposited 2 to 5 m of friction assumed. Lateral pressures which
stiff clay till and medium dense to dense include active and passive soil pressures and
gravelly sand till which are covered in places water pressures acting from 308.5 m down to
by recent fill consisting of a mixture of 305.0 m were considered to act over a 3.0 wn
loose to medium dense silty sand with rock width per soldier pile except for the passive
fragments, resistance of the soil from elevation 305.5 m

to 305.0 m. Lateral pressures and water
After installation of the piles had been pressures below alevation 305.0 m were
completed additional information was obtained considered to act over a 1.17 m width per
from a further subsurface investigation in the soldier pile, which is 0.9 m times 1.3, an
retaining wall area. This investigation was empirical factor modified from that
carried out after site investigation results recommended by Golder and Seychuk (1967). The
from another part of the mine indicated that passive soil resistance between elevations
thin weak clay layers may be present within 305.5 and 305.0 m was considered to act over a
the upper part of the relatively high strength 1.17 m width per soldier pile. The assumed
oilsand. The drilling of four coreholes, area of influence for the lateral pressures
excavation of two test pits and detailed acting on the piles, as given in Figure 5 case
geological logging, followed by laboratory (a), is included in pressure distributions
testing of samples, confirmed that thin silty shown in Figure 4.
clay layers were present within a relatively
thin zone of less than 1 m thickness, that
could influence the stability of the proposed -3065

retaining wall. Individual clay layers were
found to be generally less than 100 mm thick, X55

soft to firm and characteristically I C50

bioturbated with silt and sand inclusions.
Evidence of pre-sheared planes within the clay il
layers was observed in one test pit and was
confirmed by direct shear testing performed 93

along these planes. Laboratory tests indicate
the clay has a representative natural moisture
content of 22%, a liquid limit of 50% and a
plastic limit of 25%. Particle size Fig. 4 Soil and Net Water Pressure
distribution is varied with a representative Distribution for the Original
gradation of 63% silt and 37% clay. Retaining Wall Design

The groundwater conditions at the site were
monitored by several pneumatic piezometers
installed at various depths. Piezometer data Design Parameters and Analysis
indicated piezometric levels about 4 to 5 m
below the original ground surface. The original design parameters used for the
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VI

E Associates Ltd. Based on a formula provided
by them differential movement along the length

15- of the pipeline was to be less than 175 mm for
7a 10 m section.

1 3,8_5_ Table 1: Design Parameters Used in
Original Design

Effective Bulk Ka

Soil Type Shear Density
_3C50o Strength

(kN/m
3
) (B = 210)

Fill 320 19.7
Till 320 21.2 0.38
Sandy Silt and 25" 19.7 0.57

/ 'Clay
/ /Oilsand
/ / a) in situ 50' 21.2 0.30

b) in situ but
*' -Cla ter stress relieved 440 21.2 0.30

297 3,

- CocreedDo - Cooceed D,a Table 2: Factors of Safety Against Failure
09m) (09) for Original Design

Effectre DOa Effecr e D-o
(I1 7m ) (I 17m )

AREA PRESSLRES ACT OVER Failure Condition Required Minimum

; ForP, :e Wedge bI For Berm- Bock Factor of Calculated
Pncgrg1Fare Mode Sliding oilure Made Safety Factor of

Safety

Fig. 5 Assumed Area of Influence for Lateral
Pressures Acting on Piles for Modes Retaining wall 1.5 1.62
of Failure Considered overturning

Overall slope 1.5 2.35
stability

various soil types are provided in Table 1. (under soldier
The at-rest earth pressure coefficient (Ko) piles)
prior to wall construction for the glauconitic
sandy silt and clay and the oilsand is in the Upper slope 1.5 2.01
order of 2.0 to 5.0 as indicated by previous stability for
studies at the mine site. Active earth failure involving
pressure conditions are, however, expected to the pipelines
be mobilized for a cantilevered retaining
wall. It was considered that the oilsand Upper slope 1.3 1.39
immediately behind the retaining wall would stability for
stress relieve resulting in an effective failure not
friction angle (') of 44" which, with a slope involving the
surcharge (B) of 21", gives an active earth pipelines
pressure coefficient (Ka) of 0.21, for Rankine
assumptions. For design purposes a Ka value Lower slope 1.5 1.48
of 0.3 was adopted for oilsand. The passive stability(support
earth pressure coefficient(Kp) of oilsand was berm slope)
not required as the Culmann Graphical Method,
as it applies to support berms, was used to
determine the passive resistance. (Navfac
Manual, 1982) This method was used due to the
difficulty of determining a passive earth FINAL WALL DESIGN
pressure coefficient for a berm geometry. Desin Chanaes

The calculated factors of safety are provided
in Table 2 for the failure conditions The detection of thin clay layers of low
considered. The factors of safety against strength, within and directly under the
overturning are based on net water pressures. proposed in situ oilsand berm, substantially

reduced the lateral support the berm would
A guideline for the maximum allowable pipeline have provided to the retaining wall. A
movement was established by Lamb McManus redesign of the retaining wall was therefore
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required to ensure an adequate factor of that produces the cohesion intercept.
safety against overturning. The clay layers, Skempton (1985) gives the residual strength
which occur in a thin zone of about 1 m versus the normal effective pressure for most
thickness, also extended behind the retaining clays as a non-linear relationship and
wall structure so all modes of failure expresses the residual strength as the secant
previously considered in the original design angle of shearing resistance. He also
had to be rechecked. Since excavation of the suggests that for design purposes it is often
in situ support berm had not started enlarginq useful to take a "best-fit" linear envelope
the proposed support berm was an economical over the range of pressures involved, using
and quick solution which would allow mining both the effective cohesion aad effective
activities to continue on schedule but with angle of shearing resistance.
reduced access for conveyor maintenance and
cleaning.

A typical cross-section of the cantilever 400
retaining wall that was constructed based on
the design changes is shown in Figure 2. The
only changes from the original design is the 0oResidual

width of the support berm. 300 + Peakof Pre-Sheared Planes

Methods of Analysis
200

With the discovery of the 2lay layers a new ,
mode of failure involving overturning had to .
be considered. The failure mode can best be V0 )-
described as berm-block sliding in which the 100 . . Or'
retaining wall pushes on the support berm, .. '. e
causing it to move out as an entire block
sliding on the clay. This means that all the 0
water pressure and the active soil pressures 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
behind the soldier piles down to the clay EFFECTIVE NORMAL STRESS(kPa)
layer elevation had to be included in the
driving forces as shown in Figure 5 case (b).
It has been assumed that the very dense and Fig. 6 Clay Layer Shear Strength Parameters
high strength oilsand would arch between the
piles.

The forces resisting overturning consist of By establishing an instrumentation program and
the shear resistance mobilized along the clay remedial stabilization plan the selection of a
layer, any passive resistance developed in the less conservative design was implemented in
oilsand at the toe of the sliding block where which full cohesion is used from the measured
clay layers are below the final ground residual shear strength parameters for the
elevation, the passive soil resistance in clay of cr' = 10 kPa, Or' = 9*. This
front of the soldier piles for the portion of represents the lower bound linear envelope for
the pile embedded below the ciay layer zone the residual shear strength of the clay. The
and the partially balancing water forces. The use of all the cohesion for the clay layers in
actual support provided is dependent on the front of the retaining wall for long term
elevation of the clay layer zone in relation design was a concern due to the sensitivity of
to the elevations of the toe of the berm and the design to the cohesion value used and the
the base of the soldier piles, possibility of further reductions in cohesion

in low stress areas, which is difficult to
Selection of Clay Layer Shear Strength test in the laboratory. Significant stress
Parameters relief of the oilsand and clay layers in front

of the wall is expected due to excavation and
The selection of the clay shear strength for long term design a reduction in effective
parameters used in the analyses of overturning cohesion to cr'=O was considered.
and stability were based on the results of
direct shear tests. Evidence of pre-shearing No loss of cohesion is assumed behind the
in some clay samples required that residual retaining due to the dowelling effect of the
shear strength parameters be used in the soldier piles through the clay layers and
analyses. The residual strength as shown in minimal stress relief due to the minor
Figure 6 demonstrated a significant (apparent) excavation of the supported slope. Hubbard,
effective cohesion component (cr') of et al (1984) also used both effective cohesion
lOkPa. Lupini (1981) refers to it as an and the effective angle of shearing resistance
apparent cohesion intercept and uses a secant for short term retaining wall design
angle of shearing resistance ( Ors') equal considerations.
to tan-1 (shear resistance divided by normal
stress), which is normal stress dependent, for Low calculated factors of safety for the short
the shear strength in his work. Williams term and factors of safety below 1.0 for long
(1980) suggests there is some doubt as to term analyses made it imperative to have a
whether the cohesion intercept can be viewed contingency plan for remedial stabilization
as true cohesion but postulates that the ready to implement if required. Since any
ploughing effect of a sand fraction on the loss of cohesion due to stress relief of the
shear planes displaces softer clay and it is clay layers in front of the retaining wall was
this carving of the sand grain into the clay expected to occur over a period of time, and
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would not be instantaneous, proper evaluation safety for the original design support berm
and interpretation of the monitoring results geometry, based on the clay layer at an
would provide adequate time to implement the elevation of 299.5 m , is also provided for
contingency plan. The contingency plan comparison. The calculations of the factors
consisted of a semi-continuous cast-in-place of safety against overturning were performed
reinforced concrete pile shear wall to be using the net water pressure.
installed through the support berm in front of
the retaining wall, if required.

Soil Pressure Distribution Table 3: Design Parameters Used in Final Design

The soil and net water pressure distributions,
for a clay layer at an elevation ol 299.5 m, Soil Type Effective BuLk Ka Kp
are provided in Figure 7. For the block of Shear Density 8= 0 8=20'

soil above the clay layer in front of the wall Strength
no Coulomb friction was used on the back of c' kN/m 3  B =21' 13 =0
the block. The passive soil resistance (kPa) 6.
developed in the oilsand at the toe of the
sliding block from elevation 300.5 to 299.5 m
is included in the block resistance since its Fill 0 320 19.7 - -
action is to support the block which in turn Till 0 320 21.2 0.38 -
supports the retaining wall. From elevation
308.5 m down to the clay layer at 299.5 m all Sandy Silt 0 250 19.7 0.57 -
lateral pressures are considered to act over a and Clay
3.0 m width per soldier pile. Below the clay
layer the lateral pressures are considered to Oilsand
act over a 1.17 m width per soldier pile. a)in situ 0 500 21.2 0.30

b)in situ
but stress 0 440 21.2 0.30 10'308 5o relieved

/ Clay Layers
a)behind wall 10 90 19.7
b)in front

pof wall
2q95 i)short 10 90 19.7 --

term
ii)long term 0 90 19.7 -

term

Fig. 7 Soil and Net Water Pressure
Distribution for the Final Retaining
Wall Design for the Clay Layer at
299.5 m

INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM

The location of the instrumentation is shown
Design Parameters and Anal sis on the site plan in Figure 1 and on the

longitudinal section in Figure 3.
The soil parameters used in the final design
are provided in Table 3. The Ka values given Slope inclinometers (SI) 501 and 503 were
in Table 3 are based on a surcharge slope installed approximately 1.5 m behind the
angle (B) of 210. The Kp value for oilsand is retaining wall to check any movement due to
required to calculate passive resistance deep instability below the pile embedment and
provided by the oilsand at the toe of the to monitor the soil movement directly behind
sliding block where the clay layer zone is the retaining wall lagging. ST 502 and 513
below the final grade and for calculating were attached to the inside-edge of the back
passive resistance in front of the soldier flange of the pile I-sections to provide the
piles for pile embedments below the clay. For shape of deflection including the point(s) of
design purposes a Kp value of 10 was adopted. inflection of the piles. SI 504, 505 and 506
This value was obtained by Coulomb's method were primarily installed to monitor soil
using an effective friction angle of 440 for movements in front of the pipelines. SI 530,
stress relieved oilsand and an angle of wall 531, 532 and 533 were installed five days
friction (5 )of 200 with a factor of safety of after final excavation of the support berm to
1.5 applied. Earth pres.ure coefficients are monitor movements of the support berm along
not applicable for the relatively thin clay the thin clay layers. SI 529 and 534 were
layer zone. For th, effect of a potential installed 33 and 27 days after the final
berm-block sliding failure mode due to the excavation of the support berm to provide more
presence of clay layers the analysis is coverage to the west.
dependent on the shear strength parameters
selected for the clay layers. Optical survey prisms (PZ) 9, 22, 34 and 44

were bolted to brackets welded 0.3 m below the
Table 4 gives factors of safety for the clay top of 'elected piles. They were installed
layers at elevation 299.5 m, 300.5 m and 297.3 prior to the removal of any soil in front of
m in which calculations are based on Ka values the retaining wall, with the exception of
corresponding to rr ,ective surcharge slope PZ 9, and were used to check horizontal
angles of 210, 160 ond 140. The factors of deflection of the top of the piles. PZ 22B and
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Table 4: itors of Safety Aqainst Failure Conditions Considered
ir. An Ilyc,,na Final Design

Failure Ccni1tion- Factors ef Factors of Factors of I Factors of
safety fo, safety for safety for Isafety for
loriqinal berm final desiqn final design 'final design
with the clay for the clay [for the clay Ifor the ,iay
layer at layer at layer at [layer at
2 99 . 5m 299 .5 m _ 307.5 m !297.3 m
Short Long !Short Long Short Long Short I Long

Renta,, Jn wa, o\,orturninq Term Term ITerm [Term Term !Term I Term I Term

0.70 0.40 1.26 0.76 1.48 1 0.19 1.45 1.14

O ra ll l:, stability 2.4 > 1.3 1 .3 i 1.3

Slro: ao, stab:l ty for > 2.0 > 2.0 > 2.0 2.0
f {lure ':<ol'.vin, the pipelin[

Upper sloue staL-]l.ty for failure > 1.4 > 1.4 [ > 1.4 1.4
Ce :v ]'i a t.< pipeline

Sho-t Long Short !Long IShort ILong IShort [ Long
sop- s p 7 abil:ty Term Term Term Term [Term I Term Term I Term

1s lpert 1 slope 1.30 1 0.72 1.6 0.8 [ 1.7 0.6 2.1 1 1.9

T-s: § Short term uses the clay layer shear strength of cr =10 kFa and r
hb1 Tone term uses the clay layer shear strength of cr =O kPa and Or'=9' for

clay layers in front of the wall and cr'= 10 kPa and Or'=9 ° for clay layers
behind th" retaining wall.

39B were installed 0.3 m above the support
berm approximately 6 days after the soil was A
removed from in front of the wall. These
prisms were installed to check the deflection -

of the lower exposed section of the piles. - . '°

Pneumatic piezometers (PN) 507 and 508 were
insta, 2d during construction to confirm
design piezometric levels behind the retaining *, -
wall. PN 574 was installed in the support
berm to provide information on pore pressure .,.. .....

dissipation in the oilsand. • .,

Instrumentat ion _Results

The slope inclinometers were read on average
every 10 days. Readings were taken at 0.6 m Fig. 8 Cross-Section A-A' Instrumentation
intervals for the entire depth except SI 502 Results
and 513 which were read at 0.3 m intervals.
Incremental and cumulative displacement plots
were regularly updated for each SI.
Incremental displacement represents the lateral
differential movement occurring at each
interval measured. Cumulative displacements
are the sum of the incremental displacements '", .. ... '

starting from the bottom of the slope -" '° ,

inclinometer. The cumulative displacements , ' .
determined ror any elevation will represent - -- - -- "

the total lateral ground movement occurring at ..... J I ' ...

that point. This assumes thg slope -"" ... °'
inclinometer has been anchored sufficiently " . i';
deep that no lateral displacement is occurring
in the ground below. The slope inclinometers .
are generally read to 1.2 m below the top of
the SI casing due to equipment r~strictions.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the cumulative
displacements for the slope inclinometers
installed along cross-sections A-V and B-B' Fig. 9 Cross-Section B-B' Instrumentation
as shown on the site plan in Figure 1. Results
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Slope inclinometer readings indicated movement
occurring on discrete planes, within a zone 50
less than 0.6 m thick, corresponding to the
location of the clay layer zone. At these ....
critical depths incremental displacement was 4
monitored closely with particular checks made S- 501
of movement velocity. Figure 10 shows the Z30- --- S1502
change in incremental displacement with time I; S"
for SI 530, 531, 532 and 533 for the critical .
depths. The velocity is the slope of the
lines connecting the readings and the change !L,

in velocity is given by the change in slope of
the lines. 0

-SI 53 1 EI 300 , 4. A M J J A S O N D ] J F j M A M
E " 1986 1987

l0 ,%1530 atEl 
300 2

m

Fig. 11 Cumulative Displacement 1.2 Meters5< Below the Top of the Retaining Wall
4 ............ .CUR 5 I0000 Measured by Slope Inclinometers

Aj A S O N D J F M A M J
1986 1987 39

-- SI 533atEI 2
9

95m 'ILE

15 SI 532 at EI 298,9m

- SI 532 at El 2995m 307-

4 10,.-'

J J A S O N D J F M A M J
1986 1987 < 303O>/

~~2O LA. S 0 READING JAN 3, 1967

flhhhIhih~yqyI~yqI.~.dbi~bmi 31 - COPUTER MODE MATCH TO lAN 3,V8 7

P Z-22 READING JAN 14.197

-0

o
1 A1 I Wj~ 1hj I H it 1id ILLI29

OTTO :-250o455OF PIE 5 b 2b 2 3b 35 40 45 50
Fig. 10 Incremental Displacement Along DISPLACEMENT(mm)

Critical Movement Planes Measured by
Slope Inclinometers Fig. 12 Profile of Allowable Pile Deflection

Based on SI 502 and PZ 22 Field
Measurements and Computer Modelling

Figure 11 gives an indication of the outward
movement of the soil immediately behind the
top of the retaining wall shown by SI 501 and 40-
503 and deflection of the top of the wall is
shown by SI 502.

Figure 12 shows the cumulative displacement E PZ 34
profile of SI 502 and the associated prism PZ22B .. .... "...
deflection. This is compared to the allowable U L20...
deflection, calculated by computer modelling .,
of the observed pile deflection discussed in "U
the following section. "

10
Individual prism deflection readings are shown
in Figure 13 which also shows the deflection
of the top of the retaining wall indicated by O A M .J J - A 0 N D J F MA
prisms PZ 9, 22 and 34. 1986 1987

Piezometer readings for the piezometers
installed behind and in front of the wall are Fig. 13 Deflection of Top of Piles Measured by
provided in Figure 14. Prisms
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Although movement velocities had stopped by
November, 19S6 there was a concern that

308. movement may be re-initiated in the spring due
PN-5 7 uP Rto the freeze/thaw effects reducing the shear

V PN-50
7 UP R strength and increasing pore water pressures

E 37 UPPER., of the clay layers under the support berm. It

z was also considered possible that an increase
0 o5 OWE in loading onto the back of the retaining wall

-L ?N- , may occur in the winter due to frost heave and
V in the spring due to freeze/ thaw effects

305 -PN--7UPER helping to break down the retained soil and
increasing the pore water pressures. This was

0 4/' " postulated since there were indications that
304 LOWPEZ R the maximum load was not acting on the wall as

shown by the results of computer modelling
discussed below.

303M A M J j -A s _od-N 0 j F- m'A -

1986 1987 No significant movement which may indicate

Fig. 14 Piezometric Levels buckling of the pile was observed in SI 502 on
the inside flange of the pile at the depth of
the clay movement planes, although the

Discussion of Instrumentation Results deflection profile in Figure 12 indicates a
berm-block sliding influence as opposed to

A comprehensive instrumentation program should solely passive resistance influence. This is
provide data necessary for ar effective suggested by a slight bend near the clay layer
observational method towards construction and zone.
post-construction behavior in which lower
factors of safety are accepted in design so For the pile length and size used in the wall
long as an established contingency plan for construction it was estimated that the piles
remedial stabilization can be implemented could deflect between 25 mm to 50 mm at the
before failure. In this case two weeks top although retaining wall deflections are
advanced warning would have been required to difficult to determine because of the
implement remedial stabilization. The difficulty in predicting soil/structure
observational approach consisted of (i) interaction and the influence of construction
monitoring changes in slope inclinometer methods and timing. It was decided that if
movement velocity at the critical movement deflection of the top of the pile exceeded
depths and (ii) evaluating the stress 25 mm the pile would be stress analysed. When
conditions of monitored piles when significant this occurred a computer program was used that
movements were experienced. Criteria were could determine the shear forces, shear .
established which, if exceeded, would trigger stresses, bending stresses, bending moments
thorough examination of the situation and if and deflection of a beam with given section
necessary the implementation of the properties along its length, under a given
contingency plan. loading condition. Using the P-Frame computer

program and a "trial and error approach"
The movement velocity criteria required that different load combinations were applied to
detailed assessment would be required if the the simulated pile until the deflection
velocity for any movement depth increased profile generated by the load combinations
above the original recorded velocity and the matched the deflection profile measured in the
incremental displacement exceeded a total of field by SI 502 and PZ 22. The existing
15 mm. The results of the time displacement stresses in the pile could then be determined
plots in Figure 10 show that the velocity at from the modelled deflection profile. It was
the critical movement depths decreased more calculated that the allowable bending moments
slowly for SI 531 and 533 which are located in the steel and concrete section of the pile
furthest from the wall and closer to the would be reached at 2.5 times the modelled
stress-free surface of the support berm face. deflection profile. Any significant change in
Movement velocities stabilized after 50 days the deflection profile measured in the field
and 117 days respectively. The movement did would require a revised computer analysis.
not correlate to rainfall or temperature. The The existing calculated stress versus
maximum velocity recorded was 0.3 mm/day in allowable stress conditions are given in Table
SI 533 and the greatest displacement was 11 mm. 5.
Total displacement may have been slightly more
because the slope inclinometers were not The maximum stress condition occurred on or
installed until several days after excavation, about March 18, 1987 and although the bending
Extrapolating back (assuming initial recorded moments were not rigidly calculated for this
velocity) to the time of excavation indicated date extrapolation of the Jan. 3, 1987 reading
that additional displacement ranging from 12 gives the critical bending moment at slightly
to 19% of the total incremental displacement more than 40% of the allowable. There was a
could have occurred. Considerable expertise partial reversal in the deflection profile of
in the installation and monitoring of slope the piles after the winter as shown in
inclinometers has been developed in the course Figure 11 and Figure 13. This was most likely
of their extensive use within the mine at due to elastic rebound of the piles following
Syncrude Canada Ltd. The accuracies of the the removal of frost heave effects. The
incremental displacement readings presented in largest measured deflection of the retaining
Figure 10 are better than plus or minus wall was 33 mm.
0.6 mm.
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Table 5: Calculated Stress Conditions for analysed by considering that the entire berm
Pile Monitored by SI 502 and TZ 22 could be pushed out by the retaining wall in

what has been termed a berm-block sliding mode
Date Steel only Section of failure. Based on the lower bound linear
of Existing/Allowable (%) envelope from direct shear box tests on the

Reading Maximum Maximum clay, effective residual shear strength
........ ShearStress_ Bend-ingSress parameters were chosen which included a
Jan 03/87 26 21 significant cohesion component. Although full
Mar 18/87 30 25 residual cohesion and angle of shearing

resistance were used in the analyses and a
Date [ Steel and Concrete Section larger support berm selected in the redesign,
of | Existing/Allowable (%) factors of safety for overturning were lower

Reading Maximum Maximum than considered necessary for short term design.
Shear Force jBend ingL Moment Without the cohesion component the factors of

safety would be further reduced.
Jan 03/87 16 ( 37
Mar 18/87 - To safely and reliably allow for a less
............... conservative design approach an observational

method towards construction and post
construction behavior was used to supplement
the design. This included frequently monitored

The piezometer readings for PN 507 and 508 and analy~ed instrumentation and the
have shown that the design piezometric levels establishment of a ready-to-install contingency
may have been 0.5 m to 1 m too high. PN 574, plan for remedial stabilization. This approach
which was installed 63 days after the support was successful and the contingency plan did not
berm was excavated, showed very slow have to be impleme n"ed. If it had not been
dissipation of the pore water pressures in the possible to construct a larger support berm and
in situ oilsand and quick recharge back to the infringe on the conveyor maintenance accessway
elevation of the top of the support berm this approach could not have been used and the
following rainfall which confirms the original construction cost would have more than doubled
design assumption. since a more elaborate method of supporting the

retaining wall would have been required.
Although movement occurred along the clay
layers within the support berm no failures or
surface cracking occurred. The majority of
the movement is considered to be due to stress ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
relief from the excavation, with only minor
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 6.20

Some Case Histories in Urban and Rural Geotechnical Engineering
S.I. Tsien
Professor, Institute of Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing, China

SYNOPSIS: This paper presents several aspects of engineering performances including satisfactory,un-
satisfactory but later remedied, and failure experiences in the fields of building foundation,under-
ground construction, and slope stability problems. These projects were completed tn China in the past
decade. Five case records of performance are used as illustrative examples. Further research work
are finally suggested.

INTPODUCTION

During the past decade, a great deal of construc- a maximum diameter of 3 m cast-in-olace piles
tion works involving all phases of geotechnical have been used with increasing popularity in
engineering have been completed in China. Most China. The problems remained to be soived are:
of them proceeded satisfactorily, some encounter- hole-forming technique, end-bearing capacity of
problems but were later remedied, and few failed large-size cast-in-place pile for various thick-
with evident causes. In general, successes were nesses of overlying soil layers, pile-soil inter-
attributed to well-planned site exploration and action and settlement computation method, aetec-
soil investigation, careful consideration of to- tion of broken pile in place, and minimization
porraph'cal, hydrological and geological condi- of '.sturbance to near-by structure during pile
tions in design, and close monitoring and control driving.
of field phenomena during construction. On the
other hand, poor soil data, incorrect design as- Non-uniform settlement and tolerance value of
sumptions and crude supervision of construction large-size oil storage tanks built on soft foun-
are mainly responsible for unsatisfactory perfor- dation in coastal areas have long been problems
mances. of serious concern to designers. The former of-

ten causes two important types of failures, i~e.
It is recognized that specific techniques and ex- excessive torsional deformation of tank wall and
periences must be carefully exercised to suit failure emerged between wall and floor slab. To
needs of each engineering project. For illustra- eliminate or reduce differential settlement, the
tive purpose, a few case histories in urban and method of water-preloading with carefully contro-
rural geotechnical engineering are herein pre- lled loading rate is generally adopted in China,
sented. with reinforced concrete ring footing to safe-

guard against lateral deformation. There are
FUILDTNG FOUNDATION three principal modes of deformations beneath

steel cylindrical oil storage tanks, viz, plane
For ordinary buildings, foundation failures in tilting of tank body as a unit, non-planar set-
general, are not due to inadequate soil bearing tlement, i.e. differential settlement along cir-
capacity, and, instead, are caused by excessive cumference of tank, and sag of bottom slab. It
deformaticn. However, plastic flow beneath foot- is unreasonable to assume that failure of tank
ing, sometimes occurred because of too optimistic wall is solely due to plane tilting. Non-planar
bearing value assigned. The degree of consisten- settlement causes radial torsional deformation,
cy between computed and observed deformations and/or develops secondary stress in tanK wall,
depends, of course, on computation method, but in addition to that due to shear deformation oc-
more importantly, on proper selections of soil curred in foundation soils.
modulus, thickness of compressible layer, and
interaction between foundation soil and super- Among the 60 cylindrical oil storage tanks built
structure. Non-linear constitutive relationship in the Cnina's coastal areas (Jia,19614), 60-80%
and compatible study between deformation and st- of the ultimate settlement took place during wa-
rength of foundation soil should not be overlook- ter-preloading stage. The bearing value of the
ed. Satisfactory building foundation performan- foundation soils was as high as 240 kPa.
ce may be adieved by using so][ modulus value The circumferential settlements were 20-170 cm
back-figured from deformation records of existing with tilting of the tank body ranged from 2-
building in nroject area, pressure-settlement 13%1O -3. The statistical analyses showed that
curves derived from plate-loading test, and ear- these tanks functioned satisfactorily when tilt
lier settlement data for predicting ultimate va-
lues. Consideration of rigidity of structural was less than 6 10- 3, leas satisfactorily when
foundation in design is also a key factor leading 6-9) 10-3 , and unacceptible when greater than 10
to success. I0-3. Fig.l shows the statistical relationship
In case of pile foundation, large-dimension with
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larger than the averabe measured values. The
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between average settlement and relative plane pattern of subgrade reaction resembled a parabo-
tilt of the 60 oil tanks, ranging from 1000 to lic curve and their degree of non-uniformity is

o not so large as that computed from elastic theo-30,000 m3 in capacity, built on natural and sand ry. Recheck was made ten years after completion.
drain stabilized foundations. The cells had performed satisfactorily and the

pattern of stress distribution remained about
The statistical data of the 60 floating-top and same as before, except a slight shift of pressure
fixed arch-roof oil tanks also indicate that tilt concentration from the peripheral toward the in-
and sag of floor slab correlate well with H/D terior areas.
(ratio of height and diameter of tank) and ulti-
mate settlement. To drain off residual oil to- Reinforcing steel stress gages were used to mea-
ward tank periphery and avoid excessive tensile sure internal stress in the foundation concrete

s- in floor slab, it is important to estimate slabs. The measured values were generally very
closely the maximum sag at the center of floor small with a maximum of only 30.3 MPa in the slab.
@lab. The recommended sag tolerance is D/90-D/IO0 Stresses in the reinforcing steel increased with
7,mpirical formulae were developed for each case. the heights of the building (Fig.2c). But, whenratio H/L = 0.3 (H:constructed height of the bu-

The merit of using box foundation for multi-story ilding including foundation, L: length of the bu-
building on clayey soil was investigated in detail ilding), the steel stress reached its maximum
considering rebound and recompression of bottom value. Then, it gradually decreased and increa-
of foundation pit, settlements in various subsoil sed again upon completion of the building. In
layers, subgrade reaction and internal stresses stress gage measurements, it was observed that
in foundation slab, etc. (Wang & Sun, 1984). The shrinkage and heat of hydration evolved during
building investigated was a lO-story above ground concrete setting produced adverse effect on the
and 11-story basement, with reinforced precast measured values. Structural load, however, still
concrete floor slab and cast-in-place concrete played the major role in affecting the stress
walls. Its total height including foundation is changes.
34.7 m. The 12.3 m wide by 96.6 m long box foun-
dation was constructed on natural subgrade com- UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION
prising of alternate layers of sandy clay and si-
lty sand. The bearing value of the subgrade is In recent years underground constructions in
22C kPa. The foundation embedded depth is about China for tunnels, subways, and mining adits
4.5 m and a floor slab thickness of 50 cm. The in soil and rock strata, etc. have been comple-
measured rebound of the pit ranged from 0.6 to ted with various degrees of success. Deforma-
0.8 cm, about 60% of the total settlement upon tion and failure mechanism together with related
completion of entire structure. The settlement phenomena were observed by precise measurements
records of various underlying soil layers were during different stages of construction. Reme-
taken by installing six observation datum points dial measures, if necessary, were then taken.
within a depth of 5 to 17 m below foundation base For example, due to inadequate investigation on
level. It was interesting to find that the sett- soft saturated clay especially concerning its
lement of top 10 m depth amounted to 25 to 40% rheologic, thixotropic and expansive character-
of the total. The measured effective compression istics, and improper design of floor slab by
depth was close to the estimated depth at super- assigning uplift soil pressure less than that at
imposed pressure not greater than 20% of the ini- roof, an excessive heave at bottom of a stone-
tial overburden pressure. The rebound and recom- lined subway took place, an inverted arch had to
pression curves follow basically along a straight be reconstructed.
line as shown in Fig.2a. The longitudinal tilt
was 0.2 AlO - 4.  It has been observed that vertical roof load of

high fill acting on a relatively rigid structure
Vibrating-wire earth pressure cells were install- often exceeds overburden pressure by 20-50%, be-
ed, with emphasis on the peripheral areas. The cause of the arching in soils, whereas vertical
measured distributions of subgrade reaction (Fig. pressure on the sides of the structure gradually
2b) were fairly uniform when imposed load was increases outward and equals to overburden wei-

less than the relief load and then, gradually in- ght at approximately three outside span distance.

creased in the peripheral regions to about 20-40%In m i g co s r t o , c l ap b e d f r a i n
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of openings in soft or decomposed rock were often lining fabrication. To overcome the upward move-
a serious hazard. Material evidences showed the ment of the head of the shield, more than 5% de-
superiority of open-type support sy-stem over the clination was required in maintaining the design
closed-type, because of the relievement of some orientation of the tunnel's longitudinal axis.
deformation in ambient rock stratum. Clear under In so doing, additional disturbance was resulted
standing of rock behavior is, therefore, a prere- and torsional deformation produced in the shield
quisite to a good design, shell.

Anchoring type and technique in weak rock is re- The external and internal stress conditions of
garded as another important item to be consider- the shield tunnel were carefully checked both
ed in design. Combination of shotcrete-anchor- dur±ig and after construction. Fig.3 shows the
ing on wire screen net has proved a good practice
for underground opening support both on safety
and e- onomy. 00 -- yo, ,.,, 0-2 a Fill .. .0.~ce

In construction of a large subaqueous highway -,s
_5 

S079)134,

tunnel of total length 2760.72 m, shield method. -
was adopted with success. The circular section .,ttlclay 79 .3..

of the tunnel is 1322 m long, 8.8 m I.D. and 10 / ca 0

m O.D., built in soft soil under the Huang Pu 323 27 1407

River, Shanghai, China (Sun et al, 1984). It is
a reinforced concrete fabricated lining structure.
The subsoil at a depth of 28 to 38 m below adja- ,,n R b .....

cent ground surface, where the central portion 320 - ,3

of the circular tunnel under the river is locat- 
', rn

ed, is mainly comprised of silty clay with natu- E.fl-.a load c.stribu, o b Int.-Il,,. ,l0 0o . , o

ral water content about 34%, unit weight of 18.0 ,g.3 Moment and SI.S dStr,boto .....a . ar .0aq... tunet

KN/m3 , cohesion 7 kPa and angle of internal fric-
0 external load distribution of a ring erected byportion of the shield tunnel penetrated through semi-closed-breast shoving (area opening 2Z and

are predominantly silty clay and silty sand. incoming soil volume 40-50%), as compared with
the value predicted by theory based on full front

To accomodate the geological conditions encoun- face excavation. The smaller measured vertical
tered along the length of the tunnel, various pressure was clearly due to upward movement of
methods for stabilizing the surrounding soil were the soil on top of the tunnel, and the greater

investigated. These included desiccation by lo- lateral pressure was the result of partial or

wering water-table, partial or full front face full closed-breast shoving. The figure also shows
excavation, compressed air to holdupthe frontfa- the distribution curves of predicted and measured

ce and then, semi-shoving (50% soil squeezed in- moments and internal rib stress of the same ring.
side the diaphragm), or complete closed-breast
shoving through very weak soil layers. The total The soil pressure gages indicated that vertical
design thrust was 8000 tons. But, the actual pressure acting on top of the tunnel was appro-
force required to shove ahead was much larger in ximately equal to 85% of the overburden weight
sandy soils. Thus, opened-breast excavation by and the coefficient of lateral soil pressure was

manpower was the only Golutia. In case of clay- about 1.4 under partial shoving operation.
ey soils, the front resistance was largely incre- The longitudinal deformation of the tunnel had
ased through desiccation of soil by water-table
lowering or by compressed air, and only semi-sho- changed from time to time during and after cons-
wing was possible. truction, because of variable soil conditions en-

countered and methods of shoving used. Particu-
During the advance of the shield, great concern lar attention was paid at the junctions of the

was concentrated on disturbance of the surround- shield tunnel and the shafts with different modes
ing soil and the ground surface movement. Alth- of deformation.
ough weight of the excavated soil was much great- Leakage at the longitudinal and transverse cracks
er than that of the lining structure and vehicles, was one of the critical problems to be dealt with
longitudinal axis of the tunnel settled as much in this project. Epoxy resin failed as a sealing
as 35 cm after its completion and the differen- material at the cracks due to its poor crack-re-
tial settlement was noticeable. This phenomenon sistant behavior. Elastic rubber or bentonite
was closely related to the method of construction were more suitable for this purpose. As an addi-
The best result was obtained in sandy soils by were mrecsuia r thsurpe san addiusig ompesedairfo te sctonunder the tional precautionary measure, empty space left
using compressed air for the section the he behind advance of shield shell was immediately
river and by adopting well points on the shore, filled up by pressure grouting.

It was observed that the advancing resistance
was greatly increased by full closed-breast sho- SLOPE STABILITY PROBLEMS

wing methodin the silty clay layer beneath the The slope stability problems are closely related
river bed. Severe disturbance occurred in the Thange i te onditioneolutionary
neighboring soil, and the overburden was pushed to change in groundwater condition, evolutionary
upwards causing 3 m heave of the river bed. The history of river chalandd rock condition

ensuing subsidence was large even after its com- and other hydrologicaland engineering geological
pletion. This is the results of reconsolidation environments, etc. in project areas. Many slope
of the underlying disturbed clay and rebound of failures were caused by water percolation and in-

the compressed clay in front of the shield dur- adequate provision of drainage facilities espe-

thetompreat ofahydraulic jacks to facilitate cially during heavy rainy seasons. Collapsible
ing retreat of yloess (Tsien & Liu, 1987) and stiff jointed clay

often undergo considerable seasonal variations
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in teir water con'tent-s, and tius;, become a pote- to the wall. It should be noted that the wharf
ntial stirulat n- factor of slope instability, structure was just in a critical state of equi-
2hemical an .ructural changes due to weather- librium with a horizontal displacement of 9.5 cm
lg,"" learn,. . also nave manifold practical and a settlement of 12. cm upon its completion.
conseq'unces. Li.ew , high and weathered rock Once over-dredging started, its overall stability
slopes havings ein, planes dipping toward river further reduced, finally leading to a mass slide.
ar, highly utie to failures. The attribu-
ting factors i rti'icial filling on top, cut- Another exemplication of stability problem is sli-
tins at toe. -,urfac, oater accumulation, eakage des often occurring in collapsible loess founda-
of buried , rv nd vibrations inducud by nearby tion (Hu & Zhang, 1964). A workshop with double
explosion, "raffic, pile driving, etc. Infiltra- transverse spans of 24 m each and 108 m in length
t~sn of rainfall into fissures of rock is frequ--
ently !iab1 e to ''ue i nstanility. Tnus, strict and an adjacent open crane ground of 2,3000 m2

control Of' ur'a(e as ';ell as groundwater by ef- were built on self-weigt collapse less for i-
rective '"asesystems is considered to be one lustration. The loess has a water content = 18,6,

unit weight =16 kN!M _ e =1.0, 9' n
of the ,ey factors leading to success in engine- I, 29 and

aring pra tice. Study of slope stability prob- 18.2. A steep cut, south of the shop, was prote-
lems try ccntrifu :al model testing is advisable cted by a retaining wall of m m in height. The
and is reontly nlertaten in China. original design was based on an assumed non-self-

weight collapse foundation soil and the adoption
A slide o-curred in a =avity type wharf area of an expllsion-enlarged pile foundation. This
('he, 1 3). -he wa i 600 a long with desi- scheme was later abandoned due to difficulty of
'n water 4eoth- ranging from 3 to " m. After its controlling the dimension of the enlarged base
completion, the owner requested deeper excavation and the subsidence of the adjacent ground. In the
along, the adjacent navigation channel and dred- revised design, enlarged footing areas and lime-
ging to 1 7 'below the original seabed elevation, soil cushion were provised to keep the base pres-
Unfortunatel-:, tUe dredger had already over-exca- sure less than the initial soil bearing value.
vated a depth of 0.4 to 1.4 m. This negligence One day, large amount of rain-:.ater and waste wa-
lead to a sloughinr of the bank wall into sea ter seeped into a part of the foundation soil af-
over a lm of' a and its adjoining wall sec- ter a 300 mm dia. seware uipe was broken by tra-
tion of , 'It an affected width of about 12 velling trucks. The pillars tilted and struts
m. After a heavy rainfall, the load of accumula- between the pillars badly deformed. Since then,
ted water on the w.arf platform was about 10 kPa. sloughing and slides occurred alternately (Fig.5).
As a result, the entire structure leaned backward

with 17°-30 ° inclination. The toe moved outward - -- --

6.2 m and the heel ubsis.ed about 3-b4 m (Fig.4). I Ce r-pra'

• o '// / 1" - \\ -. 0tipfcal ground

Crack

4-- C- ________________

4-1
a Planr

- -2 oze I ars

"'~ '~' ~b. Section 1-1

&ci/"K'$~, ',,'~''/Fig S. Collapse of a toess foundation

The accumulated self-weight collapse settlement
ranged from 15 to 19 cm. The causes of failure

After this incident, a large-scale investigation are:
was carried out with 23 borings spaced about 2 m 1. Increase of consumption of industrial and
apart. The boring logs showed a soft layer com- household water, and inadequate drainage
prising of 1-3 .7 thick light grey sandy clay ( facilities for rainwater, resulting in a

C 14 kPa, 0 90), silty sand or gravelly sand noticeably high water content in the soil.
2. Surface infiltration of natural water inclu-

intermingled with ooze, possessing undrained sh- ding flood.

ear strength parameters, C= 9 kPa and 0u 5o 3. The foundation soil of recent origin collap-
u = = sed under its own weight in the presence of

To analyze the causes of sloughing, centrifugal As water.

model testing was undertaken, along with conven- sided, a slide was incipient toward the cut area

tional circular arc analyses. The effective ra-

dius of the centrifug1e machine is 2.14 m, and the beneath the retaining wall.
maximum centrifugal acceleration, 100 g. It was Successful remedial measures were then taken whi-
found that the mass sloughing and sliding was ch include strict control of water sources by pro
mainly due to low strength of the foundation soil. vision of drainage ditches and wells, change of
The computed factor of safety against sliding was location of flood discharge outlets. In the mean
about 0.75. This slope failure was apparently time, the collapsible foundation loess was stabi-
attributed to over-dredging immediately adjacent lized by driving rast-in-place piles and a mono-
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lithic structure through connecting all the pill- REFERENCES
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including appropriate methods of testing.

2. Effect of rigidity of structural founda- Wang, S. Q., and J. L. Sun (1984). "Engineering
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Treatment of KARST Subgrade by Deep Drilled Pile Foundations
Wang Vii
Chief Engineer, Wuhan Foundation Engineering Centre, China

rucorj of ,otun-ical unjineerinj in tno Karst region is provides in this paper.The drilled
,;Ies -. chn a 3 'a~so in thm enjirnesrin- for ouildincj foundations in order to !guarantee the safety

am ua-~e 0 au~lC~n:_s. This is a new exploration in contrast with conventional grouting method.

Fiv_ fiv 3 rey a.3art ent _uildinis(rig.l.)con-
3~trt, at ,-,L e v- ential ara of .JaYe Steel
_or., r- Dc,e- in t -i Kas rc~ion. At the
pastsj a-t I : is freguenty
tLKcn currn- 3 i scal. cool -,inin-, op)erations.
,cvo. tnn 'm1-r 1 034,local jruund' sinkings are ob.-

s erv e, in tn-iz r sidential area. Half hei~iht of
one rastauraint oajs of theze '-uildings are setti-

ento tar oal. )T' hafn endanger the
norl us'r, of n-iF s)ji sn,, and security of
Iliv , -in: pro~ertcz f ao there fore, a ireat
concern of safety hias induced. Througjh the expla-
ratlen by en mooering ]cologists,it was discover-
e that" tne E!Dio~icai structure below the ground
new famed mainly b~y )uaternary(Q) stratigraphic
laye-r ca-Y& r,)ua iamactone of Trias and Ta-don
fore-ation(P22) lin-estone of Per;Ai n. The earth
cavern with the nax. hoijht up to 4.3m has been
found in soil layer. The rocks in the strata are
extensively fractured uith rich cracks and fis-.
sures. Crossing and overlapping distribution of
the caverns of Karst nature are frequently noticed. Fig. Five five-storey apartment buildings

In certain area this overlapping of caverns in
five different layer has been found. Thr height
of the cavern in fifth layer is 9.05 s. The top
layer thickness of the part Karst cavern is less
than deal jn value. (cir. 3. 4.5, Thle Jistri oution of
ground uater is very conlicate and the flow motion
of water is also very active. Those five residen-
tial buildings are located within the dangerous
cave in area. If these buildings are rested and
relecated,it will c- st five million dollars.
The uhan Foundation Engineering Centre took up
the work of treatment for this engineering pro-
jects. The treat;rent measures were designed based ~
on the charactenistic nature of the project. Rein- A

forced concrete drillen piles of 600 mm in diam-
inter were installed in the open space around the
caverns and doun to the stable rocks with a depth
of 1 :,beneath the caverns. The length of pile is
varied according to the cavern location with max.

Fig.2. Half house is settled into the ground
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pile length up to 50 -.. Thin smail diaimeter of 120 Tlie lead carryinr, pattern of this trpat-,ent me-
odrilled iles were used at in oor Iround -jh tm smr eanheis compared with the con-

bottom bearinc oiates. In the ,iean ti-,ie, the oil- ventional qrcutini .methcd. The final effect is
as and cap piatfcr: of botto:i bearing plates were rcmark,-abim and mooJ q4uality is also a7osured.ThP
firmiy inteprateJ with th2 3ri~inal beam founda- dosi-,n work for this en- imnerin.tem . 1 , )-
tian as a singie body, th)erefore, the ioadinqs jCoo 3 comni)ected in Jujnc 1 fSE5 jnLJ construction
from- the uppbr Structurcs can be transmitted ci- wor!K i3 ict roey currently.
rectly the st Ii : socK hmos (F- Ri .5.7).
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Fig.4. Section A of Engineering Geology

Fi-p.5. Section P~ of Engineering Geology
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Diagnosis of Structural Damage and Movement
Due to More Than One Cause
G.E. Barnes
Senior Lecturer In Civil Engineering, Bolton Institute of Higher
Education, Bolton, England

SYNOPSIS: A structural and ground investigation was carried out on a domestic property at Leigh,
Lancashire, England. The settlement of the property was measured and showed a complex pattern of
movement which was separated into: (i) an overall tilt towards the east; (ii) an outward tilt of
the northern and southern ends; and (iii) severe tilting and cracking at the northern end.
Following detailed investigation separate causes were assigned to each of these movements as: (i)
preferential longwall mining to the east of the site; (ii) eccentric loading at the northern and
southern ends; and (iii) moisture removal from the stiff clay beneath the northern end by the
roots of a nearby tree. Details of the settlement of the property, soil conditions and mining
situation are presented together with appraisal and analysis of the separated movements.

INTRODUCTION FOUNDATION AND GROUND CONDITIONS

The property, Nos. 38 and 40, was constructed Pits excavated around the outside and inside
in 1945/46. It comprises a traditional No. 38 showed the building to be supported on
2-storey loadbearing brickwork semi-detached a simple concrete slab type foundation, about
building with a solid ground floor. No known 0.1 - 0.15m thick with a thickened portion,
serious damage was suffered until 1976 when 0.2m thick and 2.6m wide along the gable end.
because of severe cracking of the brickwork This thickened portion was probably provided
and distortion of the upper floors No. 38 had because of the large amount of brickwork both
to be evacuated. No. 40 did not suffer any downstairs and upstairs, see Figure 1, and
seriovs damage and was still occupied. presumably also exists along the gable end of

No. 40. The underside of the slab was at
about 0.4 - 0.5m below ground level.

REAR 
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10,t0 10693

N.0 ]No38
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0
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FIGURE I : Site Layout
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The ground conditions proved below foundation and from an examination of the structure,
level comprised three distinct layers of ground conditions and surroundings these
glacial clay, see Table 1 for their properties. movements could reasonably be assigned to
Beneath these was a thick layer (8m) of very three different causes, namely
dense sand, gravel and cobbles which overlay
the Bunter Sandstone bedrock. The water table i) preferential coal mining beneath
existed within the sand and gravel at about 4m
below ground level. (ii) eccentric loading of the thickened

raft portion along the ends of the
TABLE 1 : Soil Properties building

MeM i (iii) removal of moisture from the clay' ~ 1 ..ee o sture [ tl-ated

- -Istree.ta~ :?sc~ tlni :c~ es . ~ L ,Lmt 1 B

2?~ 2 2.1 I 21.I 31

___________ _ I MINING SITUATION
I : L.... ted I Is -b' 21- 21 1

j - . 2 2 8 2 .1 Coal extraction has been carried out beneath

21 | !' 1 this area from the nineteenth century but
1e2 >. 5 3 S 13 9 since 1945 when the property was built most

S i of the coal mining within the support area of
the site took place by longwall working
between 1953 and 1965 so a considerable
amount of vertical subsidence would have
occurred but movements would have virtually

OBSERVED DAMAGE ceased by 1976. However, the most
significant factor affecting these wozkings

No. 40 - some relatively minor crackinq existed is the presence of a major geological fault,
both externally and internally over the front the Pennington Fault, which runs in a NNW-SSE
doorway and the staircase had a detectable direction, outcropping about 250m west of the
tilt. The remainder of this dwelling had site. This fault plane dips steeply at about
suffered no damage. 1 : 3 (horizontal : vertical) in an easterly

direction with a fairly large throw on the
No. 38 - significant cracking had occurred in eastern side of the fault. The records show
the brickwork, mainly within a strip about 2.5 that some workings were taken up to the fault
- 3m away from the gable end with the largest but several were terminated east :_. the site,
movements at the front of this property. see Figure 3.

From the above it would be reasonable to
expect that the property would retain an

SETTLEMENTS easterly tilt after mining ceased, and this
was assigned to be the cause of the tilt

By levelling along a brickwork course the observed. However, it should not be
differential shape of the property could be forgotten that the small differential level
ascertained. Fro, an inspection of surrounding measured may not be a tilt but simply the out
houses it appears reasonable to assume this of level laying of the brickwork originally.
property was built horizontally and the
measurements obtained reflect differential
settlements. Obviously total settlement
measurements were not available but these would ECCENTRIC LOADING
be estimated to be small, apart, of course,
from the mining subsidence. The measurements It is estimated that the load from the gable
are given on Figure 1 and the profile along the wall is about 40% of the total load on the
front and rear are plotted on Figure 2. From 2.6m wide thickened portion of the slab and
these profiles it was considered that since it lies at the edge (with little or no
there were three quite distinct types of projection of the slab outside the brickwork)
movement, namely a significant moment is applied.

(i) an overall tilt of about 20mm across the The rotation of a rigid strip subjected to
building towards the east, about 1 in moment loading can be calculated from
400, equation 1, given by Muskhelishvili (after

Poulos and Davis, 1974)
(ii) a local tilt or rotation parallel to the

gable end of No. 40 (southern end) of Rotation 0 16M (1 -',) (1)
about 15 - 20mm over the 2.6m wide IT E' B
thickened raft portion (and presumably
also at the northern end), about 1 in M = moment applied
150, and V0' ad poisson's ratio

(iii) a differential settlement in a northerly E = soil modulus
direction across No. 38 of about 60mm at
the rear and about 90mm at the front B = width of strip
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FIGURE 2 Differential Shape and Angular Strain

Assuming 'elastic' conditions to pertain and MOISTURE REMOVAL BY TREE
using drained parameters, I and E, the total
rotation can be calculated. The soil modulus A single fairly mature tree of the Ash family
has been obtained from the results of existed about 6m to th, north of the front
oedometer tests using equation 2 (from corner of the gable end of No. 38. Pits
Burland, Broms and de Mello, 1978). excavated at the gable end proved thick fresh

roots (up to 15mm diameter) and numerous fine
E' = 0.9 (2) roots within the silty clay underneath the

M foundation. Open fissures in the clay were
V also observed. Tree roots or open fissures

M = coefficient of volume were not observed in pits excavated at the
compressibility, m2/MN front and rear of the property. Thus the

lateral extent of the tree root system was
With an average value for soil layers 1 and 2 limited to the gable end and no further.
of 0.25m2/MN a rotation of about 0.005 is
obtained which compares reasonably well with Evidence of the removal of moisture from the
the measured rotation of 0.006. Eccentric clay strata was obtained from comparison of
loading is, therefore, considerel to be the the moisture contents from Boreholes 1 and 2
cause of the rotation at the gable end cf No. sunk outside and within the tree root extent,
40 and consequently must be part of the see Figure 1. Average moisture contents are
rotation at No. 38. given in Table 1 and show lower values near

the tree. It can be seen that the differences
It is feasible that part of this rotation could are small and could be within the variation to
be due to seasonal moisture variation in the be expected for a natural soil, especially one
underlying clay, particularly as the slab of glacial origin. Nevertheless, it is also
foundation is very shallow. However, there was shown that if these are to be considered
no evidence along the front and rear of the reductions in moisture content then the
property to support this view. change in (vertical) thickness of each layer
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The locations of high angular strain relate
well to the zones of more severe cracking.

CONCLUSIONS

The author considers there are two main
conclusions from the above

i1. Ground movements and associated
-__------___ structural distortions are not always

5'- attributable to one cause, which provides
the geotechnical engineer with the
difficult task of separating the causes
and their effects and attributing

: responsibility,

2. the effects of moisture removal by tree
root systems and to a lesser extent
eccentric loading provide the most
serious consequences for brickwork
structures since they produce the more

- ,critical hogging mode of deformation.

9XL
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Criteria for the onset of visible cracking

have been given for loadbearing brickwork
structures (Burland et al, 1978) and it has
been shown that the hogging mode of
deformation is the most critical. These
authors give a critical hogging ratio,

Al/L, of 2 x 10- 4 where

A = central deflection

L = length of structure

The overall hogging ratio at the rear and front
of the property (No. 38) is calculated as 30

and 34 (x 10-4), respectively, which is far in
excess of the critical value and obviously
represents very severe cracking, as found.
Ignoring the effect of the tree, i.e. solely
due to eccentric load rotation, the overall

hogging ratio would be 11 x 10- 4 , still above
critical and compatible with the observed
settlement and cracking at the southern end of
No. 40.

Where the settlements are non-uniform, as in
this case, their effects can be better depicted
by plotting the angular strain, see Figure 2.
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Pressure-Injected Footings-A Case History
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New Jersey

SYNPOSIS: A specialty contractor installed high-capacity pressure-injected footings (PIFs) for
foundations in a congested area of an existing coal-fired power plant. Some concrete cylinders
broke at strengths significantly lower than the minimum specified strength. Initial coring of some
of the PIFs uncovered voids and deleterious matter at the junction of the shaft and the end-bearing
base of the PIFs. Subsequent load tests and additional coring substantiated the load-transfer
problem. A field testing program was initiated to verify the load-carrying capacity of all the
completed PIFs. Wave equation analyses optimized the testing program, established the field testing
criteria, and predicted ultimate capacities close to the measured capacities determined from load
tests. Load tests also verified the design equation used to control installation of the foundation
units. Field testing increased the overall average factor of safety with respect to ultimate
capacity.

INTRODUCTION

An existing, coal-burning power plant required 0 0000

a stack-gas, emission-control system addition. I .oO

Noise and vibration restrictions, space I ISC FILL
limitations, and economic considerations V SAND/CLAY
resulted in the selection of pressure-injected I 5T015

footings (PIFs) for foundation support. The 0 0

entire foundation system consisted of 128 40
PIFs, placed in groups of three or four.
Subsurface conditions in the arca consisted of 0.SA
40 feet of sand and clay fil±, 30 feet of N30060

dense sand, underlain by hard silt and clay,
with the ground water level about 20 feet
below the existing ground surface. 70'

A PIF is an end-bearing foundation unit
consisting of an enlarged concrete base at the
bottom of a concrete shaft. The base is
forr-id in the soil bearing stratum by using a SILTCLAY
Ligh-energy drop hammer to drive concrete out N -30 TO 50

through the bottom of a drive tube to form a
"bulb" of concrete. The function of the
"bulb" of concrete or base is to deliver the
load to the compacted soil; the shaft delivers 120' ----
the load to the base. The shaft is compacted
concrete poured in-place, either in contact
with the soil, or encased in a corrugated, FIg.1 Typlcal Installalon And
metal shell. Subsurface Condions

This case history describes and discusses an
unanticipated problem encountered during PIF
installation, its solution, and the resuits. The subsurface conditions in the vicinity of

the facility consist of approximately 40 feet
of miscellaneous fill, with SPT N-values

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS ranging from 5 to 15 blows/foot. Underlying
the fill is a layer of medium dense to very

A subsurface exploration program was carried dense, medium to coarse sand about 30 feet
out at the location of the facility. Standard thick, with SPT N-values ranging from 30 to 60
penetration test (SPT) borings were drilled to blows/foot. Below the sand is a layer of very
depths up to 120 feet below ground surface, stiff to hard silty clay about 50 feet thick,
The results verified earlier investigations with SPT N-values ranging from 30 to 50
performed for the existing structures. A blows/foot. The ground water level is 20 feet
generalized soil profile is shown on Figure 1. below the existing ground surface.
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PRE-PRODUCTION LOAD TESTS
L =Bx Wx H xV

2 /3  
(1)

After solicitation of bids and award of the u K
contract, PIF installation began. After where: L = Ultimate capacity, in tons
several production PIFs were installed at u

random locations around the site, one was B = Number of blows required to inject
selected for load testing. Since PIF-111 the last five cubic feet of
required the fewest number of hammer blows to zero-slump concrete into the base
expel the last 5 cubic feet of zero-slump
concrete to form the base, it was selected for W = Weight of drop hammer used to form
the load test. base, in pounds

The load test was carried to twice the 170-ton H = Fall of drop hammer to form base
design load, or 340 tons. A single hydraulic in feet
jack, placed between the top of PIF and the
bottom of a reaction beam, applied the load. V = Total volume of zero-slump concrete
Four PIFs on each side of the reaction beam to form the base, in cubic feet
served as the anchor. Load increments of
approximately 40 tons were applied and held K = Constant of proportionability for
for one hour each until the maximum test load design equation = 60
of 340 tons was reached. At this point, the
test load was held for 24 hours and the The resulting ultimate capacity equation for
settlement was monitored. The measured gross PIFs in granular soil is shown on Figure 3.
settlement under the test load was 1.2 inches.
Since the structures could tolerate this
amount of settlement, the 340-ton test load
was considered the ultimate load capacity for
PIF-lII. The load-deflection curve for
PIF-1I1 is shown on Figure 2.

LOAD - T 300'.
0 60 120 180 240 300 360

I BY LOAD

0.9 . 200 70 20 30 40 5

Flg.3 Plf Design E100on

-,-PIF -95

Following load test completion, the contractor
1.5 "then proceeded to install the remaining PIFs,

using the same procedures as those used for
PIF-III, namely, a drop-hammer energy of

-L Z 140,000 foot-pounds, and a minimum of 34

i.8 .hammer blows to expel the last 5 cubic feet of
zero-slump, base concrete.

2.- " CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS AND ADDITIONAL TESTING

"-- -"During PIF installation, an independent

............ _ _ testing firm was retained to perform quality
2.4 control testing. As part of the contract, the

firm monitored the PIF installation and
Fig. Load Test Curves prepared concrete cylinders for routine

compressive strength tests. During
The results verified both the adequacy of the construction, some of the 28-day compressive
bearing stratum and the analytical equation strength breaks were significantly lower than
for PIF capacity developed by R. L. Nordlund, the sper-tied strength of 4,500 psi. Upon
(1970) i.e., the ultimate capacity of the base reviewlg the testing firm's procedures, it
is directly proportional to the number of was deLermined water was being added to the
blows of the hammer ram to inject the last concrete just prior to making the cylinders,
cubic foot of zero-slump concrete into the thus casting doubt on the results. At this
base, and proportional to the energy per blow point, it was concluded the only way to
of the ram. accurately determine the strength of the
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already placed concrete would be to core the wave equation theory will not be given here,
concrete of the completed PIFs and perform but are well documented elsewhere (Goble and

compressive strength tests on the recovered Rausche, 1976, Lowery, et al. 1969, and Smith,

concrete cores. 1960).

C - i

The coring program uncovered several apparent
voids and foreign material, such as mud and R STROKE
brick fragments in the stem area above the I
base. Further, compressive strength results
were as low as 1,000 psi. The combination of CAP BLOCK
potential voids, segregrated concrete, foreign HEL T
material, and low compressive strength FOLOWR CUSHION
indicated a potential problem of load transfer FO---CE]
through the steam area. With PIF installation CUSH I O
essentially complete at this time, additional
core sampling and load tests were recommended i
and conducted on additional complete PIFs. SHAFT

A double-tube core barrel, which produced
4-inch diameter samples, was used for the CM SHELL
additional coring. These large-diameter core
samples were tested to determine the
unconfined compressive strengths and unit
weight. The minimum compressive strengths
recorded for the additional cores were 2,400
psi from the stem area and 1,700 psi from the POTENTIAL
base, with the unit weight being approximately STEM
148 pcf.

BASE
Additional load tests were performed on
completed PIFs 95 and 5. During initial
loading of PIF-95, a rapid settlement of about FIg.4 Dynamic Testing Problem S(m (ait [on
1.5 inches occurred between the loads of 40
and 80 tons, as seen on Figure 2. The load The solution consists of idealizing the actual
test was continued to 170 tons, and pile-driving system as a series of concentrated
subsequently reduced to zero to determine the weights and springs as shown on Figure 5.
net settlement. The load test was then cycled Idealization includes simulation of the soil
back to 170 tons, and continued to 340 tons. medium as well as the pile driver and pile.
The curve was corrected for this rapid
movement by extending the portion of the curve
between 170 and 340 tons back to zero load and
then shifting the entire curve to the origin.
The corrected curve for PIF-95 and the curve HAMMRRAN - IV(
from the test conducted on PIF-5 compared ___

quite closely to PIF-111 as shown on Figure 2. CAPBLOCK( I-
HELMET 2

These two load tests also verified the CUSION - K(2)--
adequacy of the sand bearing stratum to
support the load imposed by the base, and the FOLLOE W(3)
analytical equation for PIF capacity as shown CUSHION_ K(___
on Figure 3. However, the sudden movement inCSO
PIF-95 indicated a potential w ak link in the
load transfer mechanism between the shaft and K(4)
the base, a condition unsatisfactory for the
as-built PIF. As a result, all of the
untested PIFs were considered suspect, and K(51
thus a method was needed to test the as-built
condition of these PIFs. SIDE

SHAFT K(6) FRICTIONAL
RESISTANCE

WAVE EQUATION ANALYSIS

After evaluation of cost and time factors, a
dynamic testing program was selected to verify l
or achieve the required capacity for each
as-built PIF. This program consisted of 9
dziving the concrete piles to high end-bearing POINT RESISTE -
resistance on the base. Typical PIF
installation and simulation are shown on
Figure 4. The basic assumption was that there
was a void or weak zone at the junction of the FIg.5 Model For Wave Equation Analysis
shaft and base. The wave equation program
(Goble and Rausch, 1976 and Lowery, 1970) was
used to evaluate pile capacity and associated
stresses caused by driving. Details of the
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TABLE I. Wave Equation Input Data

Hammer Model Pile (PIF) Model Soil Model

a. Vulcan 014 single acting a. Length - 33 feet a. Distribution - Triangular
air/steam hammer b. Diameter - 17 inches b. Amount of skin friction - 10%

b. Ram Weight - 14,000 pounds c. Concrete unconfined c. Amount of end bearing - 90%
c. Rated Energy - 42,000 compressive strength d. Side Quake - 0.1 inch
d. Capblock Material - Alter- of 5,000 pounds/square e. Tip Quake - 0.1 inch

nating disks of aluminum/ inch f. Side damping (Smith type) -
micarta, 20 inches high, d. Concrete elastic 0.05 second/feet
17 inches in diameter, modulus of 4,200 kips/ g. Tip damping (Smith type) -
with an elastic modulus square inch 0.15 second/feet
of 700 kips/square inch e. Concrete unit weight
and a coefficient of of 148 pounds/cubic
restitution of 0.8 foot

e. Cushion - Fir plywood,
with an elastic modulus
of 35 kips/square inch
and a coefficient of
restitution of 0.4

The results of the analysis are used to The results of the wave equation analyses are
construct a bearing graph that relates shown on Figure 6. Case 1 condition resulted
ultimate resistance and stress to the set or in a maximum tensile stress of 400 psi in
blow count. Details of the input used in the overcoming a minimum ultimate resistance of 50
analysis are given on Table 1. tons. The corresponding compressive stress

was approximately 2,000 psi. This condition
Initial ultimate capacity of each as-built PIF occurred at a set of 1 inch per blow. As
was not known, but it was reasonable to shown in Figure 6, as long as an initial set
estimate a combined frictional- and end-bearing of 0.5 inches or less is measured urder the
capacity of 50 tons if a void was assumed in first hammer blow, tensile stresses are n,,t
the concrete at the base of the shaft. This critical. Higher compressive stresses and
was based on the performance of PIF-95, which ultimate capacities were developed with Case 2
was load tested and began to settle in the because of the harder impact and Case 3
range of 40 to 80 tons. Soil resistance resulted in even higher ultimate resistances
distribution was assumed to be about 90 percent and compressive stresses because of the longer
end bearing because the method of installation stroke and minimal cushioning.
resulted in minimum friction friction along the
shaft. Three cases were analyzed, details of
which are given in Table 2. Case 1 provided a SET - INCHES PER BLOW
soft ram impact, kept the compressive stresses 0.20 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.04

500 ___ 4000
low for the first few hammer blows, and built
up some resistance while cases 2 and 3 provided
an increasingly harder impact, higher C\ -
compressive stresses, and higher resistances. 400 - 3000.

TABLE II. Wave Equation Cases - - ------------ - - ---

Hammer Cusion on Cushion on 2 200 ___ 00
Stroke Follower PIF ;: ,,.

Case In Inches In Inches In Inches .-

1 24 3 12100-----------------------01 Ru 01 24 3 12

2 24 0 10.5(1) RU

3 30 0 9(1) 0
0 5 10 Is 20 25 30

BPI - HAJWR BLOWS PER INC4

(1) Compressed due to driving NOTE: NU'9ER ADJACENI TO CURVES ARE CASE NOS. ANALYZED.

F(g.6 Wave Equafon Anotysrs
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The following example is based on Case 2 with The three PIFs which had been load tested
reference to Figure 6. If, in the field, the previously were retapped to compare the wave
final hammer blow produced a permanent set of equation predicted capacity, Ru, with the
0.1 inch, then the ultimate, load-bearing measured load test capacity. The wave equation
capacity irmediatelv after driving should be predicted the ultimate capacity within 15
about 220 tuns, and the maximum compressive percent of the measured values as shown on
stress induced in the shaft should be about Figure 7. As a reqult, the predicted stresses
2,400 psi. This ultimate resistance is the were considered to be within this same range of
total soil resistance overcome during driving, accuracy.

DRIVING CRITERIA 5A

The wave equation analysis for Case 3 (full /

ram stroke and approximately 9 inches of 3 /

plywood cushion) and the results of PIF-95
established the field-driving criteria to be
used for dynamic testing. For Case 3, a final / ,

set of 0.15 inch predicted an ultimate 200 -. '- __

resistance of 240 tons and a maximum ,

compressive stress of 2,900 psi in the shaft. /
Since the design load of 170 tons correspond
to an approximate stress of 1,500 psi, this I o0-___
criteria provided a minimum factor of safety
equal to 1.4, with respect to load carrying
capacity, and 1.9, with respect to compression
driving stress. As all the PIFs would be 0__

tested, these factors of safety were 0 100 200 300 400
considered acceptable. The load-test curve WAVE EOATION PREDICTED
for PIF-95, which settled excessively during ULTIMATE CAPACITY - Ru (TONS)
the 40 to 80 ton increment, was reviewed. The
break on Figure 2 indicates that the
resistance built up after the shaft penetrated FIg.7 Wave Equatoon And Load Test ComparIson
approximately 1.5 inches. Therefore, the
field-driving criteria selected was a final
set for Case 3 of 0.15 inch or less for the RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS
last hammer blow, and a total penetration of
less than or equal to 1.5 inches. Case 1 and The reasonable accuracy of the wave equation
Case 2 driving criteria were arbitrarily to predict the ultimate capacity of the PIFs
selected to be a final set of 0.25 inch or permitted comparing the initial capacity and
less, and 0.2 inch or less, respectively, the final capacity. The set measured under

the first hammer blow was converted to the
ultimate capacity (Figure 6), and is

FIELD TESTING considered the initial as-built capacity. The
PIF was then driven and the final set was

All 128 PIFs were tested dynamically within converted again to ultimate capacity (Figure
ten working days, with one crew working a 6). Table 3 is a summary of this comparison.
standard eight-hour day. The testing was
performed in the following manner. A
graduated scale was attached to the side of
the shaft, and the horizontal cross hair of a TABLE III. Wave Equaflon ResIf ts
transit was used as a reference to measure the INITIAL ULTIMATE CAPACITY TONS
set under each hammer blow. The top of the 170 200 230 260 290 320 350 380 TOTALS
shaft was leveled with some sand, and 12
inches of plywood pile cushion, with holes cut I(I
to pass the reinforcing, was then set on the 170

top of the shaft. Next, a follower was placed 200 0
over the cushion and reinforcing, and an
additional 3 inches of plywood cushion was 230 0
placed on top of the follower. The hammer was
then set in place on the follower. Figure 4 2 1 1 4

L 260 - -- - - _shows the dynamic testing set up. One hammer
blow was delivered using the short stroke, and 290 -4 5

the set of the pile was measured. Additional
hammer blows were delivered until a set of 320 1 9 12 3 1 26
0.25 inch or less was obtained (Case 1). The 3 5 4

hammer was lifted off the follower and the 3 350 5 15 8 4 4 37

inches of plywood was removed. The hammer was 1 2 3
set back in place, and additional hammer blows 380 1
were delivered, using the short stroke, until TOTALS I 20 54 15 9 0 4 15 128
a set of 0.20 inch or less was obtained
(Case 2). Finally, a full ram stroke was used (1) PIF -37 INITIAL CAPACITY 100 TONS AND FINAL CAPACITY 120 TONS
and additional hammer blows delivered until a
set of 0.15 inch or less was obtained (Case 3).
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The initial, or as-built, capacity ranges are Lowery, L.L., Hirsch, T. J. Edwards, T. L.,
across the top and the final capacity ranges Coyle, H.M., and Samson, C.H., (1969)
are down the side. Figures in the table "Pile Driving Analysis-State of the Art,"
represent the number of PIFs with the Research Report No. 33-13, Texas Transpor-
particular initial and corresponding final tation Institute.
capacities. Totals for each capacity range
are shown also. For example, there were 15 Lowery, L.L., (1970) "User's Manual for the
PIFs with an initial and final ultimate Computer Program - Pile Driving Analysis by
capacity in the range of 350 to 380 tons. the Wave Equation".
Table 3 clearly shows that at least 11 PIFs
had an initial ultimate capacity less than the Nordlund, R.L., (1970) "Pressure Injected
design load of 170 tons. Footings," Design and Installation of Pile

Foundations and Cellular Structures,
The field data were analyzed to determine the Lehigh University.
initial and final factors of safety with
respect to load carrying capacity. Factor of Smith, E.A.L., (1960) "Pile Driving Analysis by
safety is defined as the ratio of the initial the Wave Equation," Journal of the Soil
or final ultimate soil bearing capacity to the Mechanics and Foundation Division,
design load of 170 tons. Initial factors of Proceedings of the American Society of
safety ranged from a minimum of 0.5 to a Civil Engineers, Proc. Paper 2574, SM4.
maximum of 2.2,, and the average was 1.4.
After dynamic testing, the resulting final
factors of safety ranged from a minimum of 1.4
to a maximum of 2.2, and the average was 1.9.
PIFs-32, 27, and 94 were not included in
computing the final factor of safety because
they did not meet the driving criteria, and
were subsequently replaced with PIFs installed
adjacent to the unacceptable PIFs.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Load tests and coring of as-built PIFs
confirmed a potential problem of load transfer
between the shaft and the base of some of the
128 PIFs, which had a design load of 170 tons.
The wave equation was used to estimate the
bearing capacity and stresses resulting from
driving the PIFs to a high, bearing resistance
against the base.

The wave equation predicted ultimate capacities
within 15 percent of measured capacities,
determine from load tests, and these load tests
also verified the design equation which was
used to control PIF installation.

All of the PIFs except three met the driving
criteria; the three were replaced. Dynamic
testing estimated the initial, ultimate load-
carrying capacity of each PIF, and identified
at least 11 which were found to have initial,
ultimate capacities less than the design load
of 170 tons. Dynamic testing permitted
driving each PIF to a higher, ultimate
capacity, and resulted in increasing the
overall average factor of safety from 1.4 to
1.9. The completed structure has performed
satisfactorily.
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Anchor Failures at a Deep Excavation
Vinod K. Garga
Associate Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, University of
Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

SYNOPSIS: The Paper describes failures of some high tensile strength steel tensioned rock anchors at a deep
excavation. The failures are attributed to stress corrosion to which the high tensile strength steel is particularly

susceptible. The method which was used to estimate the life of remaining anchors on theproject is described. The need
for ensuring a high level of care during transportation, storage and installation of such high tensile strength steel
bars is emphasised.

INTRODUCTION tunnels, a vertical excavation was selected. It was
further stipulated that the excavation would be

The use of ground anchors to provide lateral maintained at essentially "at rest" (Ko) condition so
support for excavations is now a common practice. that the elaxtic deformations could be kept to a
These anchors can be designed with an adequate margin minimum.
of safety by using current design methods in
combination with well documented data from previous
projects, and by exercising adequate quality and 4.

testing control during the installation process. In
particular the adoption of current methods ot design
and construction have greatly reduced the possibility
of failure of the anchors along the grout-ground, and
grout-tendon interfaces. However one aspect of anchor
design where great caution still needs to be exercised,
relates to the corrosion failure of tensioned steel
tendons or the steel anchor head assembly. These
failures are seldom reported in literature, although
most designers are aware of cases where such instances
have occurred in the field.-. . q

A detailed case history has been presented by %
Jurell (1985) who described an anchor failure at an

underground machine hall in Sweden. A total of 118
Dywidag 80/105 prestressing bars, ?2 mm. in diameter,
and with an average length of 12 mm, were stressed to
a load of 300kN during 1955. In the spring of 1981,
one of the bars failed 2.5 m from the anchor head with
such a force that it flew out and landed 8 m away on
the floor. Such sudden release of energy apears to be
typical of stress corrosion failures. Subsequent
investigation revealed that the failure had been
triggered by a 5 mm deep primary crack originating from Fig. i. Fracture surface at corrosion pit
the bottom of a large corrosion pit having a maximum (Jurell, 1985)
depth of only 0.8 mm. A section of the bar at the
corrosion pit where the fracture initiated is shown in The subsurface conditions at the site were

Fig. I. evaluated from results of 14 drill holes, 10 auger
holes, and a number of laboratory tests. Typically,

This paper presents a case history of a deep the surficial soils consist of loose silty sands and
excavation in downtown Vancouver, B.C. Canada, where sand and gravel fill overlying dense sand to an average
several anchors failed during construction despite the depth of 3 m. The dense sand is a residual soil
fact that corrosion protection for the temporary use derived from weathering of sandstone bedrock. The

of these anchors had been provided. Subsequent contact between the dense sand the bedrock is therefore

Investigation on these failures, and the method to transitionary. The overburden is underlain by
estimate the remaining life of anchors to complete the sandstone that ls generally gradational from fine
project are also discussed. grained at the top to coarse grained at a depth of

approximately 12 m. A 2 m thick mudstone layer

The Site underlies the coarse-grained sandstoone at an average
depth of 14 m. The sandstone had a typical rock

The site, approximately 75 m x 43 m in plan, and hardness index of R2 (classification after Piteau et al.
20 m deep was located at a busy intersection. In view 1979) The regional groundwater table at the site lies
of the very close proximity of sensitive structures and below the excavation floor; however, perched water
major underground utility services including two small
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tables are encountered at several higher elevations spacing of 6 m, was installed to the full depth of the
especially above mudstone contacts. excavation. The upper end of the drains, was sealed to

prevent entry of additional water from the pervious
Excavation Support System overburden. At each collector drain, a series of

"inclined" seepage drains at a vertical spacing of 3 m
A method of excavation support using a combination were drilled in the bedrock. These drains were cased

of soldier piles and lagging in the overburden and with 38 mm diameter pre-slotted PVC pipe, and their
tensioned temporary soil or rock anchors was judged to lengths were varied to drain bedrock at the fixed
be most suitable for the site conditions (Fig 2). All lengths of the anchors.
anchors were to be destressed at the end of
construction. Current jurisprudence in British Columbia The overburden support was provided by timber
does not permit the use of anchors for permanent support lagging retained by bedrock-anchored soldier piles and
if the bond length intrudes on adjacent property. The tiebacks. The support system was optimized using
permanent lateral suport is provided by the heanily anchors with a maximum working load of 403kN (type II
reinforced substation walls and floor slabs. A 75 mm anchors) for the upper tiebacks and anchors with a
thick shotcrete layer was applied on all exposed bedrock working load of 659kN (type I anchors) for the two lower
surfaces to minimimize rock weathering and to reduce the tiebacks, for an average horizontal spacing of 2 m. The
risk of local rockfall. type I anchors also constituted part of the bedrock

support system. Anchor holes were drilled to a diameter
The specifications for the three types of tensioned of 89 mm for types I and II anchors, and 75 mm for type

grouted anchors proposed by the contractor are given in III anchors. The anchors were designed at a typical
Table I. It is important to note that despite their grid spacing of 2 m x 2 m to provide an average stress
temporary nature, the anchors were provided with a of l50kN/m 2 

on the walls. Based on earlier anchor
corrosion protection. All metal component were coated pullout tests, the bond lengths were determined on the
with corrosion inhibitor and the free len :h of the bar basis of working shear resistance of 0.7 MPa at the
was enclosed in a grease-filled polyethylene sheath, rock-grout contact. Typical bond lengths for type I and
which was sealed to the bar at the bottom of the free type II anchors were 5 m and 3 m, respectively.
length to prevent ingress of grout in the annular space. Reference should be made to Garga et.al. (1984) for
Despite low regional groundwater, a perimeter drainage further details on design and construction of the
system was designed to relieve pressure from perched excavation support system for this project.
groundwater tables. Groundwater around the excavation
war controlled by 30 cm diameter vertical perimeter All anchors were required to be destressed when the
collector drains. A total of 37 drains, at a nominal horizontal earth pressure could be supported by the

rigid perimeter walls and floor slabs of the underground
reinforced concrete structure.

Soldier Type I Rock Failure Anchors

Dunsmuir St. pile El. 30.30 After all anchors were installed, and during the

305-m dia I-A 200 construction of the perimeter walls and floor slabs, a

Approx. bedrock gas line total of seven randomly distributed sudden failures,
contact ype 2 Anchor occurred in the stressed type I rock anchors. The

100 first tendon to fail under the design load fractured at
000 the interface of the free and bond lengths,

-- Type l Anchors aproximately 10.5 m from the face of the excavation.
The unbonded portion of the rod was protected against
corrosion by a grease-filled polyvinyl sleeve that was. .r ...,... - - Perimeter

Perimetr taped at both ends. The elastic strain energy stressed
in the bar was of such magnitude that it launched the

561 failed portion of the bar 20 m across the site.

Fortunately, no injuries or other damage occurred.

etunnel Failure Investigation

The failed anchor rod had performed satisfactorily
for 13 months with no apparent increase in tension. It

C._ Ril Type 3 Anchors was therefore assumed that a delayed cracking mechanism

tunnel was responsible for the failure. A detailed study of
the anchor rod fracture surface using various

El. 10.30 metallurgical techniques indicated the following:

(i) The fast brittle fracture was initiated by a
-Inclined Drain small elliptical surface crack that was covered with a

black magnetite corrosion product (Fe 304). The crack

originated in a surface corrosion pit which induced
CROSS SECTION stress and chemical concentration effects. Radial
SOUTH WALL fracture lines covered 98% of the fracture surface and

clearly lead back to the fracture origin.

(ii) The defect that initiated brittle fracture
was intergranular in nature, and had a maximum depth of

Fig. 2. Excavation support system. 0.86 mm and a maximum length of 3.02 mm (Fig. 3). The

striking resemblance to Fig. I is obvious.
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TABLE 1. High Tensile Steel Anchor Specifications

Type Use Dia. Yield Specified Minimum Minimum
mm Stress Working Yield ultimate

N/mm
2  

Load, Pw Load, Py capacity,
kN (=1.5 Pw) Pcf (=l.25Py)

kN kN

Type I Rock support 36 1080 659 989 1236

Type II Overburden support 32 835 403 605 756

Type III Local rock 25 835 103 195 244
support in front
tunnels

(iii) A small intergranular crack was found
immediately above the rod fracture face. This crack

also originated in a surface corrosion pit and had a
maximum depth of 0.5 mm (Fig. 4). The general
condition of the bar was good, with no evidence of
gross surface pitting.

The evidence indicated that the fracture-
originating defect was probably caused by a form of

stress corrosion cracking. Samples of construction
materials and ground-water were analyzed but the
corrosive medium that caused the cracking could not be

identified.

Material Evaluation

Mill certificates supplied by the steel

manufacturer indicated that the rock anchor steel was a
high carbon, high silicon type with a vanadium addition
(type ST 1080/1230). Metallographic examination of the
steel revealed a microstructure of nearly 100%
pearlite. The yield strength of the rod material was
1100 MPa, which is 40% above the apparent stress in the
rod when the failure occurred. Fracture toughness
testing was therefore initiated to determine the
material performance in the presence of surface

Fig. 3. Fracture surface from first anchor defects.
failure. Arrow indicates originating
defect. Magnification x 2.5 Fracture toughness testing was completed on test

samples of the steel bar cut from areas adjacent to the
fracture surface. All testing was performed in air at

room temperature (20%C). These tests showed that the
fracture toughness value (Kc) for the rock anchor
material was aproximately 30 Pa tm in air.

The first broken anchor rod performed
satisfactorily for a period of 13 months. At failure,
the defect had a maximum depth of 0.86 mm and a
circumferential length of 3.02 mm. No other data
relating to the rate of crack growth is available. A
defect analysis was next performed using thethree-dimensional case of semielliptical surface
defects in finite plates (Paris and Sib 1965). The

~ .'s~'maximum normal working stress of 690 SiPs was used for
the purpose of calculating the KIc value which

4 corresponded to the measured critical defect size. For
A" .the measured critical flaw size in the field

, . > .environment, the following equation applies:

KIc 1I + .12(-acb)).

(2t) INC) 1/

Fig. 4. Micrograph showing intergranular nature • _ta 7  /
of crack. Magnification x 200. 

% t
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where a, = critical defect depth = 0.86 mm; b = 1/2 At the time of the first anchor failure the stress
defect length = 1.52 mm; o = working stress = 690 MPa; level in the anchor rods could not be reduced since the
t = bar diameter = 36 mm; = elliptic integral = 1.37. floor slabs were not yet fully constructed, and were
The value of Kic = from eq 'I is calculated to be 3.65 therefore not capable of resisting the ensuing increase
MPa 'm. in lateral stress. It was therefore decided that a

A comparison of the Klcvalue determined in the statistically significant number of anchor rods should
laboratory by testing in air and that back-calculated again be proof stressed above the normal working

for the site environment from the measured defect size stress. As explained int he preceeding paragraphs,
on failed anchor rod thus showed an order of magnitude fracture toughness data was used to generate a proof
difference, load versus time gained curve as shown in Fig. 5.

This curve was based on the average load of 700 kN
Remaining Life Estimates initially reported for the rock anchor system. A total

of 125 type I anchors were proof-loaded to 850 M to
The velocity of the growth of stress corrosion obtain a minimum theoretical remaining life of 110

cracks depends on the environment, the stress days. The work was resumed at the site with this
intensity, and the material properties. Both the knowledge.
environment and the stress intensity could vary
thoroughout the life of the bar. The nature of the
cracking found immediately below the fracture face
indicated that the cracks were growing in a stable
fashion. Stress corrosion cracks of this type develop
in three stages. Crack initiation is usually followed 200 -

by a rapid growth over a very short period of rime
(stage I), followed by cracking at a steady crack
growth velocity (stage 11). The final stage comprises
of unstable crack growth at a very rapid rate. The i60-....- - - - - -

best estimate of crack growth velocity i.e. assuming
that the defect grew at a constant rate, may be o
obtained from: 120---

W
Z

For t = 13 months; Z = 0.86 mm (initial defect depth), a
crack velocity v = 2.71 x 10

-
8 mm/s is obtained. 0 80------

The value of K remains constant in a given environment. us
The critical crack size which would permit unstable
fast fracture to occur can therefore be calculated for I 40 -
a variety of stress conditions, by using Eq.(l). To
estimate the minimum remaining life, of the anchors the
bars in the excavation can be proof loaded to a higher
load after which they can be "locked off" again at the O

original working load. The survival of the bars during 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000

the proof loading process provides a direct PROOF LOAD (kN)
confirmation that the defect did not yet attain the
critical depth. It should be noted that the higher
proof stress results in a smaller critical depth
(Equation 1). The critical defect size at the working
load is known from examination of the fracture Fig. 5. Proof load versus time gained.
surface. The difference between the measured value of
defect size at the normal working load of 690 kN and

the calculated value of the defect size at some higher
proof stress can be transformed into time by dividing Approximately 70 days after proof loading was
by the estimated stable crack velocity. As an example, completed, a second rock anchor in the south wall
for a working stress of 690 MPa, a critical defect failed suddenly. The fracture features were identical
size, ac, of 0.86 mm was mesured in the field. If the to those found on the first anchor failure. This
stress during proof loading is increased by, say, 20%, anchor failed at the taped interface between the
then a new critical defect size can be back calculated corrosion protection sleeve and the unprotected end
for Eq.[l]. In this case, for the higher stress of 828 of the rod immediately below the anchor plate. At the
Mla, a defect size, ac, equal to 0.66 mm is calculated, time the second failure occurred, it was learned that
The difference in critical crack size is therefore 0.20 the type I anchor rods in the system were tensioned at
mm. Assuming that the rate of crack propogation loads varying between 620 and 838 kN (average value 700
remains constant at 2.71 x 10-8 mm/s as determined from kN). Since further failures appeared likely, it was
Eq.f2], the additional time gained by proof logding to decided to partially destress all type I rock anchors
827 MPa is given by 85 days (0.20mm/l.71 x 10

-  
because some lateral load could now be carried by the

mm/s). The same argument can, of course, also be lower floor slab and perimeter walls. The strength of
aplied to a decrease in stress level in the bar. A the installed concrete substation walls allowed
lower stress value will result in a larger critical destressing to an equivalent load of 620 M on all type
defect size. The difference between this value and the I anchors. New calculations were made to estimate the
measured critical defect size at the normal working time to be gained by both proof loading to 850 M, and
load can also be transformed into a minimum time to unloading to 620 kN immediately thereafter. Table 2
failure. shows the calculated values of time gained versus the

original recorded load in the bar. These results are
shown graphically in Fig. 6.
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Table 2. Remaining life estimates

Critical Proof Loading to Unloading to
Defect 850 k; (1) 620 kN (2)
depth Total time

Initial a. a, Time gained a. Time gained gained
Load in bar (mm) (mm) (days) (mm) (days) (I) + (2)
(kN) (days)

600 1.14 0.56 23- --- 0 234
620 1.07 0.48 205 --- 0 205
650 0.97 0.38 162 0.10 43 205
680 0.89 0.30 129 0.18 76 205
700 0.84 0.25 108 0.23 97 205
750 0.71 C.13 54 0.36 151 205
800 0.64 0.05 22 0.43 184 205
850 0.56 0 0.51 216 216
900 0.51 0 0.56 233 233

Two additional type I rock anchors failed during proof Discussion
loading to 850 M. Proof loading was an effective
means of identifying anchor rods containing defects High tensile strength steels of the type used in
approaching the critical defect size. The combined this project are produced with a pearlite
total time gained by proof loading and partially microstructure These steels have been developed to
unloading the type I anchor bars provided a minimum of maximize tensile strength, but at the expense of
205 days of safe working time at the Cathedral Square toughness. As witnessed at this site, surface defects
site. No further rock anchor failures occurred during of seemingly insignificant depth can initiate
construction after partial unloading was completed. catastrophic brittle failure in bars that are stressed
During final destressing of the rock anchors after all to normal working stress levels. The bars at the site
the concrete was placed, three tendons failed just were provided with corrosion protection consistent with
below the anchor nut as the tensile load was being their temporary use, and yet failures occurred
applied to the anchor for "lift-off." aproximately 13 months after installation.

It is important to emphasise, since it is not
240,- - 1 1 commonly appreciated, that high tensile strength

/COMBINED TOTAL GAIN post-tensing bars and accessories require an
extraordinary care during transportation, storage and

installation. Often the Level of care demanded cannot

20 be guaranteed even on wall managed construction sites.
For example, the specifications for such steels often
contain requirements to the following:

-- T-Steel must be transported dry.
i /-Any damage to the surface such as notches,

160C. . abrasions, etc. must be absolutely avoided.
-Steel bars must not be thrown or dumped from

o a truck.

.,LOAD REDUCED TO 620 kN -The steel must be stored in a dry place, and

______120____ sufficient ventilation must be provided to
Z avoid condensation of water. In other words,

Idirect contact of plastic sheet with steel is
. . .. .. -not permitted.

. P OOF LOAD TO 850 l -The steel bars must not come in contact with

s0o --- I . the ground during storage.
-Hot welding sparks may initiate failure.

-- / It is difficult to contemplate the enforcement of
I the above requirements, on an average construction

40/ project in North America.

- Conclusion

- 800 000 I. After experiencing anchor failure, proof loading of
600 700 800 900 1000 anchors coupled with a careful examination of the

fractured anchor bars was an effective means of
INITIAL LOAD ON ANCHOR BAR kN ) determining the remaining life of the anchors.

Fig. 6. Time gained by proof loading and load
reduction.
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2. The high strength steel of the type used in this
project develops a hiuh tensile strength at the
expense of toghness. Hence, even minor defects on the
su-face of the bar can initiate catastrophic failure.
Such steels require an exceptionally high level of
attention during all phases of transportation, storage
and installati-n. The .ngineer must satisfy ,imself
whethez such level of care can be guaranteed on the
project.
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et suwe results of flexible footings and their naodels behaviour in
-~ .. oau~.~ cyces apliedto then. The revealed effects have been used toe-

-'.s-s s-e lan s failres. It has been shown that one of the possible causes is the
tif ~~e 4' s. Iace:-es of the tank bottom and soil under itfolwnuladgad

s, s Aqu has been proposed to prevent the failures that can be eas-
cstrct~,- e tanks. Teappli catior -f the techni4que both eli,:inates -,he caus-

a_- r,2n an r.a,:iv reuu-_ces the deflections of the tank's bottoin thus making it ,osseb-
a.-a_s an- ~vr teny footin,-s.

di'splace.-rents coincide.

i.. aD5tu - arkssllfi2
*n tk-s-_.ibase Lnteractio are(2KN/M

Ex0 . -o eis car not Five the
a eqa Ilex:,le 'iia-e interac- 0 20 40 60

s - -, as . exper7_cen Is the only
-at e co:-'ul ca,.eti po-

F7 - a- S-1-o rcu ;stance
a.a - research pro-5

_,ce _-t~ ele-,art re-,~ an ue. dis-

a ar of Tue results
ore '_s. e at f irst laho- v'1

- "t ca x ' aAd - '"s e rforrme d on
ar 1 x i-±' pate c on a sandbase.

as~oj~ -e : a x 4 x 4 :7.test- 2
wx n.tiu-'- on '-v . cn sand wi th a 2

t a ro-. a nx_ -- e density of
t sar,, was 1, 2 t/:,' . e an d was credi-_1m

i'7:,% fr "actions azounte-d to Ti%) 25 3
~/ ssp'at" odels were :manufactured

fl7T steei t r as well as fromi a trans-
,aient -. ter'_al 1; ,: thick. In the latter case
iss I-J *; of vis,.al observal ion of the effect
E)ng rn r, the :cc;l sand contact surface via Fig. 1 Displacemnrts of the Model Center and
.r e". ac's were us2ed to apply loads to thethSadurcenerI

central part of tl he model thirough a rubb,!er sun th0adSraeudrI
strate. -_acr. ioad-rxr stage was retaino till the 1 -mdlcne -sn ufc
settle zent Stabii ze. 1,:axuur.z load s liz.ited b
.te values that orepne tote efcins Dur-ing unloading the model rises elastically
close to the ail-.wed values *or flex~lle foot- while the sand rebound largely lags behind.
ings of' structures, eCg. storage tanks. This results in formation of a gap between the
Vertical u;Lspiafce:er.*a ),, the c'de were n ea- sand surface and the model during unloading.
sured along, the: r th~re radl ew sj.e as d~splace- This c ap is shown on Fig. 2. Formation of the
--.ents o, the sandbaee surface botn under the gap was ir plstered while testi-ng 2.lx2.lx2.1 mn
rodeis arnd outs~ce them. Kvlto o cracks reinforced concrete slabs as well (Palatnikov,
was registered cr, the sanid surface. E.A. and all, 1)78).

Ev' dently, the gap between the unloaded plate
731HiZI101 ur ' and the soil affects the contact pressure dis-

trilut Len In the couzrse of the subsequient load-
'Tonsidpr i'.1 jep. ot zrg a odland the sand iru z:ak: ni it d~ fferent from that of the conti-
surface 1;splacements in the model center fol- nujous ontact I-etween the plate and snilbase.
iow~rnp the primary loa!. np-,inloadingw cycle. In At ti-e ,ewi nr-ne, of the repetitive loading of
the ccirns 'iarg the modepl and the sand thie plate contact pressuires iappears only; over a
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narrow peripheral ring being rather high so may be explained as the result of large soil
that they may thrust the sand upward inside and movements under the edges of the tanks where
outside this ring. high pressures are caused by repetitive loading.

Besides, the effects described above appear
both if the tanks rest on soil and on piles.
Fig. 4 show vertical displacements of the cir-

025 0.50 0.75 1.0 cular model plate center mentioned above and
those of the tank bottom supported by piles
(Mohan D. and all, 1978) following first load-

/ .ing, unloading and second loading after remedi-
al underpinning of this foundation.

.8

/2

Fig'. 2 Position of the Ycde! and t1- Sand Sur-

face after the First Loading-Unloading 1.0

cycle

1- model 2- sand surface 3- gap Fig. 4 Relative Vertical Displacements of the

Such high contact pressuros over the periphery Model and Tank Bottom
of centrally loaded plates caused by repetitive 1- model 2- tank bottom
loading was registered in large-scale tests.
The data of (Dovnarovitch S.V. and all, 1987) Rapid settlement growth is observed at the be-
show that plates that successfully endured the gipi seteen gow th i the e-loadmayfailundr th susequnt oad ginning of second loading both in the case of
primary load may fail under the subsequent load the model and of the tank bottom. It may be ex-
due to the gap between the plate and the soil. plained by the emergence of the soil-footing
Consider Fig. 3 (Bell R.A. and all. 1980) dis- interaction discussed above.
playing of tanks bottom position of the actual
structures after failure: tanks T-270 and T-39
with diameter 52 m. and 46 m. respectively. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

These and many other results obtained by respec-
r/R tive investigations and review of the known da-

0 0 ta encouraged us to develop a new technique for0.5 0 .5

ferent from the conventional ones to prevent ac-
" 1cidents and greatly reduce as the differential

settlement of structures well as the cost of
construction. The technique envisages formation
of the tank bottom-soilbase gap and filling
said gap with a hardening material. This fil-
ling is to be completed during construction ope-

2""rations and water tests before commissioning
the storage capacity.

Evidently, the primary load that precedes for-
mation of the gap should be less than the maxi-
mum operation load. In the course of the study
the proposed technique was elaborated to form
and to fill the gap depending on the properties
of the soils, the tank size, loads, time-schedu-
le, etc.
The feasibility of the construction technique
from the standpoint of the soilbase-structure

4 stability is quite clear. Consider another no
less important effect of technique. Look at
Fig. 5 showing the deflection of the familiar
circular plate model with empty and filled gap.

Fig. 3 Differential Settlement of Tanks Bottom It can be seen that deflections reduce- more
after the Accidents than twofold if the gap is filled in dul time.

This makes piles, that would be indispelsible
The accident of T-270 happened when it was fil- for conventional construction tichniques, unne-
led with oil during the service while its water cessary if the described technique is applied.
test did not provoke any failure. Such position Notably, the proposed technique does not practi-
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cally involve any extra cost and is applied CONCLUSIONS
without employing sophisticated mashinary and
highly skilled specialists. The results of tests and field study show that

interaction of soilbase and flexible footings
of structures, e.g. storage tanks bottom that

qKN/M2 apply repetitive loads to soilbase may produce
0 20 40 60 specific phenomena that interfere with normal

, I operation of structures. These phenomena, that
are not conventionally taken in account, may
generate considerable extra deformations and
even lead to failures of tanks after the sub-
sequent loading while this very load could be

4 safe in the course of the primary cycle.
/ The risk of repetitive loading is due to the

difference in deformation properties of footing
and soil that takes place till the gap between

'K the structure and the soil is formed up when
the structure is unloaded. A construction tech-
nique is recommended that makes it possible to

2 ,control formation of the gap between the tank
bottom and the soilbase and fill it with a ma-

I2  
terial further on.
The filling increases both stability of the sto-
rage tank-soilbase system and reduces more than
twofold the deflections of the tank bottom and,
respectively, lowers labour and material consu-

Pig. 5 Deflections of the !,'odels under Second mption for erecting the tank footing.

Loading

1- filled gap 2- empty gap RFERE1CES
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Fig. 6 Displacements of the 'odel. Edge

When the primary load is being reduced the pla-
te edges first do not rise as may be expected,
but rather lower. All these and other specific
effects might be expected in some cases and so-
metimes they are even taken into account still
they are not only theoretically important and,
therefore, the whole problem of interaction of
flexible footing with the soilbase needs further
thorough. investigation.
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SYNOPSIS: A case history of the foundation behaviour of an offshore gravity base structure (GBS) is
presented. The olatform rests on an overconsolidated fissured clay, bounded, top and bottom, by
pervious sand layers. Sixteen piezometers have been placed within this 30 m layer. Eased on one-
dimensional consolidation theory, independent analyses using both settlement and pore pressure
measurements indicated a high degree of consolidation had occurred much sooner than was estimated in
the initial design phase. These analyses indicated that laboratory oedometer tests underpredicted
the coefficient of consolidation by one to two orders of magnitude. Updated settlements and stabi-
lity analyses yielded 50% of the initially anticipated settlement and a 20% increase in the
available safety factor. In addition, the certainty that the theory relating pore pressure to
settlements was appropriate, led to confidence in the piezometer performance, and in turn the proce-
dure used to install them.

INTRODUCTION

Following the installation of Gullfaks A plat- and seams of fine sand. This layer was found at
form in May 1986, the Norwegian State Oil Com- all the boring locations at the site. The clay
pany (Statoil) asked the Norwegian Geotechnical layer bracketed by the two drainage layers at
Institute (NGI) to perform a verification of 3 and 34 m is the layer in which the piezome-
the initial design based on accrued measure- ters are embedded. Because of the large width
ments after installation. The design verifica- of the platform relative to the thickness of
tion was performed in cooperation with this layer, one-dimensional consolidation
Norwegian Contractors (NC). This paper pre- theory (Terzaghi, 1943) and extensions of it
sents partial results of that work. (Taylor, 1948; Scott, 1963) were used in eva-

luating the measured settlements and piezometer
Analysis of measured pore pressures and settle- pore pressure response due to platform loading.
ments at the Gullfaks A platform were performed
in order to verify the initial decign settle- EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION AND INSTALLATION
ment and stability analyses. The platform is a PROCEDURE
concrete gravity base structure (GBS) located
in the North Sea. A schematic diagram of the Two piezometer strings are installed in the
platform is shown on Fig. 1, and key data con- soil beneath the Gullfaks A platform (Fig. 2).
cerning it are given in Table i. The soil con- One is a plain piezometer string installation
ditions and piezometer locations are summarized (PP1) with two vibrating wire transducers
on Fig. 2. implanted at five different levels. The other

installation is a combination of a piezometer
assembly, similar to the first one (PP2), and a

Table 1. Key figures concerning platform long term settlement measuring equipment for
measurement of platform settlement relative to
a fixed point 75 m below seabed.

Foundation area, m2 11 000 Both installations have been made in pre-
Embedment, m 1 drilled and stabilized boreholes. The boreho-
Depth of water at site, m 134 les were sealed after installation with a
Submerged weight, MN 3 600 cement-tixoton grout.
Horizontal force at mudline, MN 865
Overturning moment at mudline, MNm 35 930 EVALUATION OF DEGREE OF CONSOLIDATION
Load coefficient to be applied 1.3

The method used to evaluate the average degree
of consolidation in the clay layers beneath the

The upper 3 to 4 m consists of a layer of very platform can be summarized as follows:
dense gravel and sand with clay overlying very
stiff fissured clay to a depth of approximately 1. Determine the consolidation settlement as a
13 m. Below 13 m exists a very stiff clay. Of function of time for the load time history,
special note is the soil at a depth of approxi- by plotting measurements and subtracting out
mately 34 m which is clay exhibiting pockets the initial (immediate) deformations.
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2. Construct an equivalent consolidation An empirical value of the coefficient of con-
settlement as a function of time curve for solidation, Cv, was determined using the log
instantaneous loading using a method first time and square root of time methods (Lambe,
described by Taylor (1948). 1951) on the consolidation settlement-time

data derived for instantaneous loading.

3. Estimate the coefficient of consolidation,
Cv , and the average degree of consolidation From this value a value of the time factor, T,
at any time using above constructed curve was estimated using the one-dimensional con-
and one-dimensional consolidation theory. solidation theory, where

4. Estimate the average degree of consolidation Cv t
at any time using measured pore pressures T H2 (1)
and one-dimensional consolidation theory.

and t time after instantaneous loading5. Compare values determined in Items 3. and 4. (taken from 11 May 1986)
The average degree of consolidation in both H = drainage height = 15.5 m
cases should be similar to each other. Cv = coefficient of consolidation.

Consolidation settlement-time relationship Pore pressure-time relationship

The load-time curve is shown on Fig. 3. Full A second way of estimating the time factor, T,
ballasting occurred within the period 25-30 May was to use the measured pore pressures to
1986. Total settlement as a function of time determine the consolidation ratio
up to 7 Sept. 1986 is shown on Fig. 4. During Uz = 1-Au/Au i , where Au is the excess pore
periods of loading relatively large settlements pressure at a given depth and time and Au1 is
occurred that can be directly attributed to the initial excess pore pressure due to the
initial settlement. Using the settlement data platform weight (Fig. 7, for 8 June 1986).
from Fig. 4 and subtracting the initial settle- From this plot, the time factor, T, was esti-
ment (about 100 mm) an actual consolidation mated directly.
settlement versus log-time curve was con-
structed and is shown on Fig. 5. This Results and discussion concerning degree of
consolidation-time relationship is a function consolidation
of an approximately linearly increasing load
with time during the period from 11 May to 29 Once T is known, an estimate of the average
May 1986. By a graphical technique first pro- degree of consolidation, U, can be made using
posed by Taylor (1948), an equivalent instan-
taneous loading consolidation settlement-time Fig. 8. A summary of the estimated Cv, T and U
curve can for 11 May be constructed (Fig. 6). values using the various methods is given on

Table 2.

Table 2. Coefficient of consolidation, Cv, time factor, T, and
average degree of consolidaiton. U, determined from settle-
ment and pore pressure readings,

Method Coefficient of Time Average Comment
consolidation factor degree of
(m/year) T consolidation

U, %

Settlement- Unable to - - Instantaneous load
log time determine settlement curve.

Settlement- 4236 1.36 >90 Instantaneous load-
squdre root settlement curve. T and U
of time taken at 8 June 1986.

Measured 1184 0.38 68 - From 11 May to
pore pressures 8 June 1986

- Taking lowet bound
Uz values

Measured 150 0.35 65 - From 11 May to
pore pressures 2 December

- Taking lower bound
U. values

Measured 1846 0.59 81 - From 11 May to
pore pressures 8 June 1986

- Taking average

Uz values

Measured 2512 0.81 90 - From 11 May to
pore pressures 8 June 1986

- Taking upper
bound Uz values.
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in general the values of Cv appear to range This relatively slow rate of compression
between one and two orders of magnitude greater implies that either primary consolidation has
than the value of 30 mz 'year used for the ini- completed or that the rate of excess pore
tial design of the platform. Reasons for this pressure dissipation in the later stages of
discrepancy can be explained as follows. The consolidation is very slow.
initial aesign value was Dased on lower bound
laboratory oedometer results that ranged up to EVALUATION OF PIEZOMETER PERFORMANCE
150 m~lyear. in a fissured clay the in situ
permeability can easily be one to two orders of Since pore pressure measurements were used in
magnitude higher since the soil sample tested one of the methods for determining the degree
in the laboratory will be relativeiy intact of consolidation, an analysis of piezometer
compared to the overall fabric beneath the performance at Gullfaks A was performed by com-
platform. Since paring predicted pore pressure response with

those actually measured by piezometers below
k M the platform. One-dimensional consolidation

(2) theory assuming a layer from depth 3 m - 34 m
with double drainage was used as the prediction

where model. The following conclusions can be made:

k = oermeability 1. The high degree of consolidation as deter-
M = constrained modulus mined by piezometer-measured pore pressures

Yw = unit weight of water and one-dimensional consolidation theory
agrees well with the degree of consolidation

then, a two order increase in k would directly as determined by settlement readings alone,

influence Cv. in addition. based on settlement or in conjunction with one-dimensional con-

measurements, the actual constrained modulus in solidation theory. A high degree of con-
the field appears to be a factor of approxima- solidation is also indicated by the currenttey field aearst te abfatory ofeatroxima- slope of the measured vertical strain versus
tely 4 greater than the laboratory determined
value. This again would have the effect of log time plot.

increasing the actual value of Cv. 2. One half year after the end of loading

It could be argued that an overest'mate of the (December 1986) the pore pressures indicate
drainage height, H, has led to excessively high that the layer from 3 m - 34 m has reached

field estimates of Cv, using Eq. (1) and approximately 80% consolidation. The pore
measured pore pressure determined T values, pressures have not dissipated appreciably
The drainage height would have to be a factor since June 1986. This can be explained in

of 10 less in order to have field and labora- the following way. As the layer con-
tory C, values coincide, and this is not indi- solidates the coefficient of consolidationcatred v the field test borings. decreases. This is indicated by comparing

the values of Cv in laboratory oedometer

One impor ant note is that both the settlement tests at in situ stresses and at stresses
readi" - and the pore pressure readings indi- associated with full consolidation. By com-
cate a high degree of consolidation had taken puting the parameter a

place by as early as 8 June 1986. Further
testament to the fact that a high degree of -

v

consolidation has taken place is that the slope Cvo3)
of the vertical strain-log time plot, : alled U
the coefficient of secondary compression, Ca,
compares favourably with measured values for where Cv = coefficient of consolidation at
similar soils. This is shown on Table 3. effective stress associated with

an average consolidation ratio,
U.

Table 3. Coefficients of secondary compression. Cvo coefficient of consolidation at
in situ vertical effective

stress prior to platform loading
Method C, (Note: Values associated with

(%) the reload cycle were used).
Backcalculated from settlement 0.1 U = 75%.
measurements assuming layer
thickness = 100 m The average value for the clay layer was

a = -0.6. This decreasing Cv with in-
Predicted from empirical creasing vertical effective stress causes
relationships the U-T curve to shift upward (Fig. 8).
- water content as basis 0.2-0.4 Thus the more consolidated the layer becomes
(Navdocks, DM-7, 1961) the longer it takes to dissipate the
void ratio as basis 0.2-0.5 remaining excess pore pressures. As can be
(Kapp et al., 1966) seen, theoretically for values of T of
typical values re- <0.1 approximately 0.9 (i.e. about the value pre-
commended by Lambe and dicted after June) the average consolidation
Whitman, 1969, for ratio approaches a value of about 80%. The
clays with OCR > 2 pore pressures measured during the last half

of 1986 indicate a value of U - 80%.
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3. Using the extended one-dimensional con- Table 4. Comparison of predicted versus mea-
solidation theory (Scott, 1963) for varying sured pore pressure response due to
Cv , and an initial coefficient of consoli- skirt compartment suction pressure
dation as determined by the settlement -
square root of time method using the
instantaneous load-settlement curve (i.e.,
Cv = 4236 m2/year) yields predicted pore Average measured Predicted
pressure as a function of time values simi- Depth decrease in pore decrease in pore
lar to those measured (Fig. 9) and in par- (i) pressure pressure
ticular after 1 June 1986. There is, (kPa) (kPa)
however, a general overprediction in peak
response during the brief period of topside
loading. The ratio of measured to predicted 3 28 30
excess pore pressures during this time 6 23 19
ranges from 0.3 at 3 m depth to 0.7 at a 9 25 9
depth of 16 m. This indicates a possible 12 17 5
decrease in permeability of the grout seal 16 12 2
with depth, and a partial hydraulic connec-
tion between, at least, the upper piezometer
and top sand layer. In addition, just
be;ore the measured pore pressure response In conclusion it appears that the piezometers
starts increasing (point A', Fig. 9), the at Gullfaks A are functioning properly, but
pore pressures are decreasing. Point A' that some may have partial hydraulic connection
corresponds in time to the end of the with the upper sand layer.
grouting operation. This indicates that the
grout might temporarily be causing the ini- EVALUATION OF PLATFORM STABILITY
tial low response.

Based on the analysis presented, it was conser-
4. The time it takes to reach the peak measured vatively assumed that at 2 December 1986 the

response (horizontal distance between Points clay layer between the depths of 3 m and 34 m
A' and B') corresponds to the time it took below seabed exhibited an average degree of
to load the platform from 1800 to 3600 MN consolidation, U = 65%. This value of U
(Fig. 6). Theoretically, substantial pore corresponds to an approximate lower bound value
pressure dissipation can occur in that based on empirical methods of determining the
amount of time (vertical distance between coefficient of consolidation and subsequent
Points B and D on Fig. 9). In light of value of U outlined above. Assuming a low
this, comparing the vertical distance bet- value of U is conservative in that the
ween A and D on the predicted curves and A' undrained strength of the clay layer increases
and B' on the measured curves yields a with increased U. Assuming that the platform
favourable result, load occurred instantaneously around 11 May

1986, then an average coefficient of con-
On 5 August 1986 the water pressure in skirt solidation, Cv, of about 150 m2/year is indi-
compartment 4 was reduced by 30 kPa. It was cated.
assumed that the boundary conditions change
only at the top of the clay layer (3.0 m This value of Cv, which is approximately equal
depth). This is to say that the piezometric to the upper bound of laboratory measured
level in the sand layer above the clay is values (but still an order of magnitude less
lowered by 30 kPa, while the piezometric level than what is in the field), was used to calcu-
at depth 34 m remains unchanged. This con- late the degree of consolidation at various
dition sets up a triangular ne- ive excess times after installation.
pore pressure. Again using o dimensional
consolidation theory, Fig. 10 shows the theoreti- Strength increase due to consolidation
cal relationship between consolidation ratio Uz
versus depth relationship as a function of time In situ undrained shear strength as would be
factor, T. The magnitude of the decrease in pore measured in a laboratory triaxial compression
pressure at any depth or time is estimated by test, CUA, as a function of time and depth is
multiplying AUz, at an appropriate depth and time shown on Fig. 11. Similar relationships for
factor, by 30 kPa. For a Cv - 2000 ml/year triaxial extension and direct simple shear
(since by 5 August the Cv has decreased due to undrained shear strengths were also developed
increased consolidation) and a time t of 0.01 in that the bearing capacity method used
years (5 August to 9 August) the computed time (Lauritzsen and Schjetne, 1976; Kvitrud, To and
factor T is 0.085. Table 4 compares predicted Lauritzsen, 1985) utilize a weighted average of
versus measured responses. The measured response these strengths depending on the depth and
is in general greater than predicted at greater shape of the assumed failure surface. In situ
depths indicating a higher coefficient of con- stresses beneath the platform, as a function of
solidation than assumed. depth and time, increase due to the con-

solidation process. In situ strength, as a
function of depth and time, can be established
by relating it to the laboratory strength
det rmined under the same effective confining
stresses.
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Results of stability analysis Lauritzsen, R.A. and K. Schjetne (1976),
"Stability calculations for offshore gravity

The strength profiles at various times were structures", Offshore Technology Conference
used in a bearing capacity analysis using the 8, Houston, Texas, Proceedings, Vol. 1,
slip surface method developed at NGI pp. 75-61.
(Lauritzsen and Schjetne, 1976; Kvitrud, To and
Lauritzsen, 1985). Environmental loads are Navdocks, DM-7 (1961), "Soil mechancis,
multiplied by a load coefficient in accordance foundations and earth structures", Design
with the regulations given by the Norwegian manual. Department of the Navy, bureau of
Petroleum Directorate (1985). Horizontal force Yards and Docks, Washington.
equilibrium is evaluated with the ratio of the
overall horizontal component of soil resistance Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (1985),
to the overall horizontal component of the fac- "Regulations for structural design of load
tored loads being the material coefficient, ym. bearing structures intended for exploration
The material coefficient as a function of years of petroleum resources"
after installation is shown on Fig. 12. As can
be seen, for a load coefficient, YL = 1.3, the Scott, R.F. (1963), "Principles of soil meacha-
material coefficient ranges from 1.64 to 1.69 nis", Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.,
within a two year period after installation. Reading, MA.
This compares favourably to the range of 1.35
to 1.4A estimated in the design phase. Taylor, D.W. (1948), "Fundamentals of soil

mechanics", John Wiley and Sons, New York.
CONCLUSIONS

Terzaghi, K. (1943), Theoretical soil
The main conclusions of the study are: mechanics, John Wiley and Sons, New York.

1. Both settlement and pore pressure measure-
ments indicate that the layer down to a
depth ot 34 m beneath the platform has been
subjected to a high degree of consolidation.
This implies that the coefficient of con-
solidation, Cv, is approximately two orders
of magnitude higher than assumed in the
design phase.

2. There is strong indication that the piezome-
ters are giving reliable readings.

3. Based on the new consolidation parameters
determined from measurements made in the
field, an updated settlement and stability
analysis was performed yielding approxima-
tely 50% of the initially anticipated
settlements and a 20% increase in the avai-
lable material coefficient at any given time
after platform installation.
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Underpinnin j of an 11-Storey Building in Boston: A Case Study
Thomas K. Liu Mark P. Mitsch
President, Haley & Aldrich, Inc., USA Staff Engineer, Haley & Aldrich, Inc., USA

Cetin Soydemir
Senior Engineer, Haley & Aldrich, Inc., USA

SYNOPSIS: A 113-ft. long exterior wall of an 11-story building with one basement level in Boston,
Massachusetts was underpinned to allow a 40-ft. deep excavation for construction of three
below-grade levels for an adjacent development. The existing building, subsurface conditions and
underpinning system are described. Vertical and horizontal building movement data obtained during
construction are presented.

INTRODUCTION UNDERPINNED STRUCTURE

Construction of three below-grade parking The 211 Congress Street building was built in
levels for the new 28-story 150 Federal Street the early 1920's and has one basement level.
building required a 40 ft. deep vertical The structure has a steel frame and covers an
excavation along one side of the existing area of approximately 7,300 sq. ft. The three
11-story 211 Congress Street building in sides of the building along Congress, Matthews,
downtown Boston, Massachusetts. The exterior and High Streets have ornate terra cotta
column and wall footings required underpinning facades considered susceptible to cracking if
since the excavation was to extend between differential settlements become excessive.
16 and 22 ft. below footing bearing levels. The fourth side is the 113-ft. long brick wall
Figure 1 shows the 211 Congress Street along the common property line with the new
building in plan relative to the excavation development, which was underpinned.
and surrounding streets.

The foundation units along the brick wall are
reinforced concrete spread footings. There

f .Ambined 1 are nine column footings which are typically~ ~ olum foo~ngs6 to 9 ft. wide by about 21 ft. long and 3 toc5 ft. deep. These rootings act as combinedfootings to support the exterior columns, part

of the 11-story brick wall and the first bay
of interior columns. The brick wall is

United 150 supported by concrete wall footings about 3 ft.
Shoe Federal -ongress thick between column footings. The underpinned

Machinery Street - Street 7 wall and footings are shown schematically in
Building Excavation :-Buildlng elevation and section on Figure 2.
(24 storlies (40 feet deep) .... jtl stories

and 3 . a I SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

-le) lv) 0 The footings of the 211 Congress St. building
Abear on a lightly overconsolidated marine silty

Underpinned clay between 18 and 24 ft. below street grade.
wall The medium stiff silty clay is underlain by a

Shard transitional glacio-marine clay layer
several feet thick, which overlies glacial

50 feet till. The glacial till varies from hard silty
clay to dense silty fine sand, with varying
amounts of gravel, sand, and cobbles. Fill
overlies the marine clay from bottom of

Figure 1. Plan view of 211 Congress Street footings to ground surface. Groundwater was
building and 150 Federal Street typically near the top of column footings in
excavation, the fill prior to the start of construction.

Figure 2 includes generalized soil and
groundwater conditions in the vicinity of the

The underpinning system consisted of hand underpinned wa.ll.
excavated underpinning piers and post-tensioned
concrete beams. Elevation reference points UNDERPINNING SYSTEM
were installed on the underpinned footings to
monitor performance of the building during The underpinning system included 17 concrete
underpinning and subsequent excavation and underpinning piers to support the nine column
construction of the 150 Federal St. building footings. Generally, each footing was under-
foundations. pinned by a pair of piers side by side. Wall
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Figure 3. Vertical movements of footing reference points Fl, F5, and F9 versus time.

Underpinning
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Hi-.h St. Matthews St.
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Note: Gap in data curve indicates reference point inaccessible

i Figure 4. Horizontal movements of footing reference points Fl, F5, and F9 versus time.

of the foundation mat was completed on 31 Elevations and offsets of the reference points

December 1985 with the exception of a small were monitored daily using optical su--ve-y
section along Matthews Street. instruments from beginning of under7-nning to

concreting the structural mat. The observed
Excavation for the mat was completed vertical and horizontal movement data are
approximately one half at a time so that plotted versus time in Figures 3 and 4,
changes in in-situ stresses due to excavation respectively, for reference points F1, F5 and
below the underpinned footings would be as F9.
gradual as possible. Excavation began at the
High Street end in mid-November and proceeded The performance ata indicate that the major
toward Matthews Street. The High Street half portion of the vertical movements generally
of the mat was concreted in two sections, the occurred duriig the two months cf underpinning.
first on 3 December and the second on The rate of rovement typicaliy decreased after
12 December. The excavation began for the foundation 1,)ads were transferred to the under-
remainder of the mat after the High Street pinning system. Horizontal movements were of
half was completed. The Matthews Street half lesser ragn-cude and occurred more gradually
of the mat was concreted on 31 December 1985. than vertical movements.

INSTRUMENTATION Vertical and horizontal survey data obtained
at completion of both underpinning and the

Underpinning and foundation construction structura:l mat for each of the nine fo-tinr
activities were monitored an a full-time basis reference points are summarized on Figures b
by the project geoteehnical engineer. and 6, respectively. Figures 5 and 6 indicatc
Elevation reference points were installed on that the settlement and horizontal offset
the underpinned footings to monitor vertical patterns are relati\vely uniform. S irveyed
and horizontal movements of the building reference point settlements differed by less
during construction. The locations of than 0.2 in. across the brick wal' ', ranginq
reference points Fl throligh F9 are indicated from 0.44 in. to 0.60 in. (0.037 ft. to 0.050
on Figure 2. ft.). Horizontal offset of the points
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Matthews St. High St.
corner Lderpinning commenced (3 September 1985) corner

F1 F2 F3 F4 FS F6 F7 F8 F9,;I I

*_ : . o.o,

Lderpinning completed (30 October 1985)
-. 0.0,Structural mat completed (31 December 1985)

-- -.. 0.03

0.04

0.05

Figure 5. Vertical moverent of footing reference points for selected dates.

Matthews St. High St.
corner Underpinning commenced (3 September 1985) corner

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F

SUnderpinning completed (30 October 1985)

E S . . - - - - - - - - - - . CC0

• -- -0 .0 4

-Structural mat completed (31 December 1985)
0 03.05

Figure 6. Horizontal movement of footing reference points for selected dates.

differed by 0.3 in. maximum, ranging from 0.18 Congress Street
in. to 0.48 in. (0.015 ft. to 0.04 ft.). The
maximum angular distortion for vertical SP3 SP4
movements was approximately 1:1200 between ] 0.10 in, 0.01n oo0SPin
adjacent reference points at the time of
completion of the foundation mat.

65 211 Congress St.
The footing reference points became in- o Building
accessible almost immediately after completion SbU
of the foundation mat due to construction of E 0.29 6i6 !1i
the 150 Federal Street foundation wall. 0.29 9
However, in addition to the footing reference
points, reference points SPI through SP7 were
installed at ground floor level around the
outside of the 211 Congress St. building. SP l  Underpinned wall SP
Locations for SPI through SP7 are indicated on b 0.60 in 0.44 in
Figure 7.

These points were surveyed from before the Excavation
start of underpinning through erection of the
150 Federal Street superstructure. Total
vertical movements from September 1985 through Maximum angular distortion.
April 1987 are given on Figure 7. As
indicated, the maximum angular distortion (0.60-0.29) 1
between adjacent reference points during the SPI to SP2 --
period of monitoring was 1:1240. 32 x 12 1240

CONCLUSION Figure 7. Perimeter elevation reference point

vertical movements from beginning
The 113-ft. long exterior brick wall of the of underpinning in September 1985
11-story 211 Congress St. building was through April 1987.
satisfactorily underpinned using the methods
described herein. Maximum measured building
settlement was 0.6 in. The maximum angular
distortion between reference points was about
1:1200.
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Design, Construction, and Performance of a Deep Excavation in Soft Clay
Richard Riker David Dailer
Geotechnical Engineer, CH2M HILL. Corvallis, Oregon Geotechnical Engineer, CH2M HILL, Corvallis, Oregon

SYNODSIS: A deep internally braced excavation in soft clay was performed for a pump station at a
sewage treatment plart in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The design was influenced by the limited site
area; potential for bearing capacity failure and/or hydrostatic blowout in the bottom of the
excavation; and the necessity to limit ground deformation outside the excavation to protect
existing structures and utilities. A performance specification and design was prepared by the
owner's engineer. The design included minimum earth and hydrostatic lateral loading conditions
to be used by the contractor, a minimum depth -f penetration for the earth support system, and a
maximum allowable horizontal deflection. The fmnal earth support system design was prepared by
the contractor and reviewed by the owner's engineer. Construction monitoring included slope
inclinometers (to measure horizontal deflection of the earth support system) and piezometers to
measure hydrostatic preisure in a confined aquifer. Measured horizontal deformation of the
excavation support system exceeded the predicted deformations. The influence of the contractor's
methods and sequence of excavation and earth support system installation on the actual-versus-
predicted deformations are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The new influent pump station and prelim- Figure 1 shows the location of the pump
inary treatment facility for the Jones station/preliminary treatment facility
Island Wastewater Treatment Plant is part relative to the existing plant facilities,
of the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage Dis- existing bridge, and new structures under
trict's (MMSD) $1.6-billion rehabilitation construction. An incineration structure,
and expansion program. The new pump sta- which had occupied part of the site, was
tion and preliminary treatment facility is demolished as part of MMSD's program. As
on Jones Island, next to existing treatment part of the demolition, the incinerator
plant facilities and new plant facilities building's pile foundation (consisting of
under construction, and directly west of a 40- to 50-foot-long timber piles) was ex-
major bridge over the Milwaukee Harbor en- tracted.
trance. The new treatment facility, which
receives the main plant influent, is a pile-
supported structure. The deepest part of
the excavation for the facility was directly
adjacent and parallel to the only road en- GEOTECHNICAL PROFILE
tering the plant site. The main plant
water, gas, sewage, and storm sewers run A field investigation was conducted before
adjacent to the excavation, parallel to design to determine subsurface conditions.
the main road. The field investigation consisted of soil

borings, in situ vane shear testing and
____ -laboratory testing of samples obtained from

the borings. Additional field investiga-
tions were performed during construction.

I N The field investigation revealed a general
Sj soil profile consisting of 35 feet of loose
% ;to dense granular fill, underlain by 40 feet

of estuarine deposited soils consisting of
- H, 17 feet of medium stiff organic silty clay,

I , underlain by 15 feet of soft to medium silty
clay, underlain by 18 feet of stiff, organic,
silty clay. Below the estuarine deposits

I are 95 to 105 feet of glacial drift, con-
. ." _ - - sisting of clay, silt, sand, and gravel.

The glacial drift overlies bedrock. Lab-
'F,.' /' FF;~ ' oratory consolidation tests show that the

,-' Figure 1 JonesIlandTreatment organic silty clay layers in the estuarine
Plant (Showing Pump deposits are normally consolidated and highlyStatlon/Proliminer

. reatment...lit.y compressible. The general soil profile of
ONr,,Nr ' rea Lotilon) the site and the associated field and lab-
,,r .oratory strength tests are shown in Figure 2.
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ened, which could allow upward flow
, .SEL .A0S and result in piping and boiling in
- the bottom of the excavation.

SILT'' R -,SANO o The soft- to medium-stiff clay layer
at the excavation bottom appeared
susceptible to failure due to bottom

0o 8 -o heave. Estimates of the factor of
o A 0- o T FF (R AN( 3:. >A

00 safety (F.S.) against bottom heave
0L oo ranged from slightly less than 1.0 to

00 I 330,ED 1.2. Using Terzaghi's model (Terzaghi
and Peck, 1967), and assuming that the~~30, 0 

0 0
oo an ssmnS o 00 0o o average shear strength below the

00 3 o55excavation bottom is 850 pounds per
11 11 Tj E,E S-r1
0'HGAO3Co ST, CLAO square foot, gives the following:

1 5 20 25 3 F.S. =N S (1)
.,N3 ANED SHEAR STRENGTH KSF y D+q

O .NCONFINED COMPRESSION TES
T

I FIELD .NE SHEAR TEST Where:
C CONSOLI D ED-NRAINEO TIA0AL TEST

GENERAL LOCATON 0F GROND N 6.3 (bearing capacity factur,
WAER TABOE Figure 2 c

General Soil Profile from Bjerrum and Eide, 1956)
and Strength Test
Results SAVE 0.85 ksf

yD = 4.9 kips per square foot

Figure 2 also shows the general groundwater (ksf)

level determined from observation well in- q = 0.6 ksf (assumed surcharge)
stalled in select borings on the site prior
to and during construction. A surface aqui- F.S. = (6.3) 0.85 ksf
fer and a confined aquifer in the glacial 4.9 ksf + 0.6 ksf
drift, isolated by silty clay layers, were
also identified in the field investigation. F.S. = 0.97

The construction of the pump station required o The immediately adjacent treatment
an excavation approximately 160 feet by plant utilities had to remain in ser-
60 feet in plan dimension and approximately vpe during construction, and thus the
42 feet deep. The design identified the fol- design had to accommodate that need.
lowing concerns:

o The existing sewage treatment plant
facilities are founded on short tim-
ber piles that terminate in the com- DESIGN APPROACH
pressible silty clay layer. Lowering
the groundwater table could cause Primary factors in the approach to the
settlement of the timber piles and design of the excavation were:
supported structures. Also, lowering
the groundwater table could expose o The location of the excavation and
the tops of the timber piles and the critical nature of the adjacent
cause drying and deterioration of the utilities, transportation facilities,
tops of the untreated timber piles. and existing plant facilities

o The confined aquifer in the glacial o The tight schedule of the construc-
drift has a hydrostatic pressure equal tion project and the impact that any
to Elevation -1.4 feet (MMSD datum). delay would have on this and subse-
With the excavation 42 feet deep quent projects
(approximate Elevation -35), the mag-
nitude of the hydrostatic boundary o Use of standard construction methods
force at the bottom of the silty clay and techniques
layer (confining layer) exceeds the
total weight of the silty clay layers It was determined that delay in censtruc-
below the bottom of the excavation. tion or interruption of service due to a
The uplift pressure was calculated as construction failure was an unacceptable
4.2 kips per square foot; the pressure risk. The excavation design, therefore,
from the weight of the silty clay soil intruded into the contractor's traditional
within the excavation above the glacial area of design of temporary earthwork
soil was calculated as 3.4 kips per facilities. The excavation design approach
square foot. that was adopted had the following objec-

tives:
In addition, the demolition of the
incinerator building and the extrac- o Reduce the risk of temporary excavation
tion of the timber piles left zones failure .nough performance
that may have been loosened and weak- criteria
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o Use prescriptive criteria to remove
some of the contractor's judgement and
risk-taking ability , ,.T 5 SOLDIEA PLE AND
Adopt a construction monitoring program SOLDIR' ' PIE ND

to measure compliance with the contract AND SOUTH WALLS

documents and assess the effectiveness , ,c~ossS BRACE

of the contractor's methods T.PICA.

To achieve these objectives, the contract - WALERS

documents contained the following provi- i VPICALI
s ion s : PLAN OF EARTH SUPPORT SYSTEM (IS

NC 'M E' GO ONIZ SJRFACE EL "

o A 2-inch lateral-movement limit on E- TU3.G 88 'L A

the excavation support system. The -- 3 5 , 2TOPOSEET-G

limit was based on Peck (1969) and 2
Hansen and Clough (1978). Two inches E_ i 5 ,--<

was intended to be a "warning" limit EL .-E.

and was estimated as approximately EL i'- E
one-half to one-third of the maximum E "'ILE"',
movement, based on empirical data .. 3.. I _==__ '

presented by Hansen and Clough (1978) I ",,
for braced excavation with prestressed
bracing. 8I8OMGOE,1A T05£ 38.

o A requirement for depressurizing the *0A4TAL SPACING -

lower aquifer within the excavation K BOTTOM00 J •-KNEE BRACINGINSTALL&G AT

to a level within 10 feet of the ,. ICCNEAS0 LEVE As

bottom of the excavation when the 60TTQI31o

excavation was below Elevation -27. .3..3,E5E5 SECTIONA-A(NTS)i

This requirement was set to prevent EahSuppor
bottom blowout or boiling due to System Design and
hydrostatic pressure. Inclinometer Location

" A requirement that the contractor approved. Two slope inclinometers were
extend the temporary earth support installed on the west side of the exca-
system to the glacial drift layer vation. Seven piezometers were also
(Elevation -68) to address the bottom installed next to the excavation to monitor
heave problem. hydrostatic pressures in the lower aquifer.

From Elevation +7 (ground surface) to
The contract documents also contained a Elevation -5, the contractor chose to open
geotechnical report that addressed the excavate the east side, and install soldier
issues of constructability and design of piles (HP 10 42 at 7-foot centers) and wood
the excavation for the pump station. lagging on the north, south, and west sides

of the excavation. Foundation piling were
The geotechnical report contained lateral driven from Elevation -5. Sheetpile were
earth pressures to be used by the contrac- used to enclose the excavation on all sides
tor during design of the excavation. The below Elevation -5. The sqeetpile used was
lateral earth pressures above the excava- Hoesch 175 (S,=48.4 inches /lf) on the west
tion bottom were based on apparent earth side, and PZ 32 (S = 38.3 inches 3 /lf) on
pressures developed by Terzaghi and Peck the east side. A fransition piece was
(1967). For the embedded portion of the installed consisting of a PZ 32 interlock
excavation support, it was recognized that split lengthwise and welded to an H-175
an unbalanced earth pressure may develop, sheet.
Earth pressures were calculated with Rankine
earth pressure theories, using undrained The schedule for the walers and bracing is
strength values. For design, it was assumed shown in Table 1. Braces on the north end
that the excavation wall was pinned at the of the excavation were larger members be-
bottom support, and fixed at the bottom of cause the span was longer. Sheeting on the
the steel sheets (Elevation -68). west side extended to Elevation -65, and on

The contractor was also required to preload the east side to Elevation -38.

each brace to between 35 and 50 percent of Depressurizing in the lower aquifer was
the estimated design loads, accomplished with two 3-inch submersible

pumps. The flowrate during construction
was steady and approximately 200 gpm.
Table 2 shows piezometer levels prior to

EARTH SUPPORT SYSTEM and during construction dewatering. The
tips of the piezometers are in a sand layer

The layout of the earth support system and in the glacial drift at approximately
the loaio of slpe arnhlspor ste ae Elevation -70. Surface dewatering for the
the location of slope inclinometers are remainder of the site was accomplished by
shown on Figure 3. Final locations for the pumping from shallow wells inside a slurry
inclinometers were chosen after the wall. The slurry wall was constructed
contractor's final excavation design was around the site and intersected the sheet-

ing.
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Table I DEFLECTION IN INCHES

MEMBER SIZES Strut " , ,
Strut TO; , , L D p .-

Strut Stiffness ' E <47,.,

Legh k =G/ AY 181, A- PP8OOR 8101.5Lngth k AE/L D DAY 27, GROUND SURFACE

Level Walers 6t1uts (tt) (kips/in) - DA248,
DAY 6AY098,

1 W33xl18 N 22"8 x.312 58.5 935 D BRACENO I
S 18"( x.312 44.0 1,020 21, ) AYBO DAY 301 EL1. 1

a- . / BRACE NO. 2

2 W3Ox108 N = 20"t x.312 61.0 816 BRACE NO 3
S 17"8 x.312 47.0 955 K DA755EL22 4 ,DAYS',EL 2'

GDAY 69) BRACE NO. 4

3 W36xl50 N 22" x.312 58.5 935 DAY DAY 72, EL 29

20"8 x.312 44.n) 1,130 4 / BRACENO,
" x 3DAY 86, EL 325

2 AY

4 W33xlI8 N 22"( x.375 58.5 1,125

S = 20"P x.312 44.0 1,130

5 W30xl08 N = 22"( x.375 58.5 1,125

S = 20"8 x.3
7

5 44.0 1,365

NOTES:
a Inclined.-,

N = North side.

S = South side.

RESULTS

Depressurizing the Lower Aquifer

Table 2 shows the drawdown in the piez- >r,.. 7,

ometer installed in the lower aquifer. .' Figure
Slope Inclinometer Data
(Wall Deflection vs Depth)

Table 2
PIEZOMETER DRAWDOWN

Level 15 Days
Before After 30 Days 60 Days

Piezometer Pumping Pump in start After After

1 -1.4 -10.1 -16.4 -18.2 DEFLECION N INCHES
2 -1 .3 -13 .0 -19 .9 -21.6 210 3,0 40 " 0

10 -1,4 -11.I -15.8 a  18.1 TOP 3, SOLW, , 7tR AND 7AGG,5G -AE APPROX ORIGiNAL
- b b -16.8 .ROUND SURFACE

12-- b -- -19.5 -20.9 .AY 8,

13 -- -9.2 -17.3 -19.5
_ EL5TOPOFSHEETNG / f

a-Not read. ~e/,b r d' ° , BRACE NO
bNot installed. 20- DAY 30) EL I!

GAV8EL 12 BRACE NO._2

NOTE: Groundwater levels are elevations (MMSD datum) . D L T o 2, (DAY 351 EL-6 T2

BRACE NO. 3
30- _,2A E . . D 5 5

EL2 21

BRACE NO. 4

Measured Deflections 68o- .13 (DAY 72, E3 29

M 40 ' BRACE N0.5DAY6OEL 5 DY81 L3

Figures 4 and 5 show measurements from _ vgot3 D

slope inclinometers SI-1 and SI-2, which
were on the west side of the excavation. 05

Also shown on Figures 4 and 5 are the
excavation sequence and brace installation
sequence, noted in days after the excava- .0
tion started.

The slope inclinometer data shows that a 10

great deal of movement occurred at the sol-
dier pile and lagging support while it was
cantilevered, and again before Brace No. 2
(the inclined brace) was installed. Addi- 8

tional movement continued at each brace
level after the braces were installed.

Although not shown on Figures 4 and 5, BOT 'OMOF Figures
there was additional deflection between the NCLO0META SlopeInclilnometerData
end of September and the end of December, (Well Deflection vs Depth)

several months after all braces had Lbeen
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installed. This additional deflection may Approximately 1 inch of movement also oc-
have resulted from thermal shrinkage of the curred at each brace level after the braces
braces. The south end moved approximately were installed. Each brace was preloaded
1/2 inch, while the north end moved by calibrated jack as it was installed, and
approximately 3/4 inch. shimmed with the jack in place. Upon in-

vestigation, however, it was found that
Deep movement at the toe of thc sheetpile some of the walers had separated from the
on the west side (Elevation -65) reached sheeting (in other words, that there was a
approximately 1/2 inch. The toes of the gap between the walers and the sheeting in
inclinometers were deep (Elevation -103) some brace locations). Some of the walers
and no movement was detected. used in the construction were cambered

wide-flange sections salvaged from a bridge
Measured Loads demolition project. Some of the gaps be-

tween walers and sheeting were 6 inches
An attempt was made to measure actual loads wide. Once found, the gaps were shimmed
at selected struts by installing strain (starting on Day 65), and subsequent move-
gauges around the strut, at each end of the ment was relatively less. Table 3 indi-
strut. The strain gauges in each case did cates the estimated maximum load at each
not provide reliable data, and therefore
actual loads could not be determined from
the measurements. Table3

IDEAL VS. ACTI'AL STRt'T DEFLECT-INS

Estimated Ideal ElaSt.c
Maximum Strut Stiffness Deflection Actual

DISUSIO Sr k = AE/L 6 = P/k DeflectionDISCUSSION Level (kipsL (kips/i-) {n) fin)

Sheet Pile Wall Deflections 1 255 N = 935 .27 1.6
S = 1,020 .25 2.1

The most significant features of deflection 2 200 N = 816 .25 1.1

behavior as showr on Figures 4 and 5 are S = 915 .21 1.2
the movement before installation of the
upper level braces, and the continued move- 3 302 N =935 .32 1.7

ment during, and even after, all levels of S = 1,130 27

bracing were installed. 4 612 N= 1,125 .54 1.5
S = 1,130 .54 1.8

As shown on Figures 4 and 5, the first level 503 N = 1,125 .4r 1.4

of excavation was reached at Day 8 and the S = 1,365 .37 1.2
first level bracing was not installed until
Day 30. As shown on Figure 5, the deflec- NOTES:
tion at Day 12 (2 days after the excavation N = North side.
to Level 1 was completed) was less than S =South side.
1/2 inch. This was the case at both the
top of the earth support system and at
Elevation -11, the elevation at which the strut (based on the loads given in the
first level bracing was to be installed. geotechnical report), the relative stiff-

ness of each strut, the ideal elastic
Figure 4 shows that by Day 27 significant deflection at each strut, and the actual
deflection (approximately 2-1/2 inches) had deflection at each strut level after strut
occurred at the top of the sheet piling, installation through the time the base slab
Further, Figure 5 shows that between Day 12 was cast.
and Day 47, 2 days after the Level 2
bracing was installed, the deflection at It can be seen that the actual deflections
the top of the sheeting was approaching exceed the theoretical deflections by a
6 inches. The deflection at Elevation -11 factor of 3 to 8. The imposed preload in
exceeded 2 inches at both inclinometer the struts was 100 kips, which should also
locations before the installation for the have reduced the theoretical deflections.
first level bracing. The upper 18 feet of O'Rourke (1981) discussed preloading prac-
earth support system (soldier pile and lag- tices and the effect that preloading has on
ging and upper sheet piling) were allowed the effective stiffness of the excavation
to cantilever for approximately 30 days. support system. It appears that the pre-
If the first level of bracing had been loading was ineffective and that most of
installed within just a few days after the the preload may have been taken in the
completion of the first level excavation camber of the walers. It further seems
and the cantilever condition had existed that the excavation support system was
only for a very short duration, the deflec- actually much more flexible than its
tions of the wall would have been reduced theoretical stiffness.
significantly. The duration and sequence
of critical construction phases (in this The continued movement of the earth support
case, installation of the upper level system, even after all levels of bracing
braces) had a significant influence on the were installed, is not well understood. It
behavior and performance of the earth sup- is believed that this continued movement
port system. occurred in part as a result of thermal

contraction (the temperature was approxi-
mately 120 ). Another factor may have been
a general trend of the entire system to
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move eastward as the theoretical earth This design approach was adopted because it
pressures on the west side ot the excava- allowed the contiactor tc design the details
tion exceeded those on the east side. The of the earth support system and incorporate
entire east side for several hundred feet these details with his chosen method of
was excavated to Elevation -5, approxi- construction. At the same time, this ap-
mately 12 feet lower than the west side. proach removed some of the contractor's

judgement and risk-taking ability in the
Base Heave design of temporary construction works.

That removal was deemed necessary to mini-
No instrumentation was installed to monitor mize the potential for construction delays
or measure base heave, but it did not appear or interruption of service of existing
that base heave wa. a problem. In fact, it utilities and facilities.
appears that extending the sheet pile wall
into the dense and/or stiff glacial soils The criteria for the final design of the
provided an effective means of controlling temporary support works was modified from
base heave. the criteria in the contract documents as a

result of geotechnical investigation per-
As discussed previously, the potential for formed during construction by the contrac-
base heave was identified early in the tor. The design approach in this case
design phase. The analysis of the base prompted the following positive results:
heave prcblem indicated a marginal to un-
acceptable factor of safety, ranging from 0 The contractor retained the services
1.2 to less than 1.0. Although base heave of a geotechnical engineer to further
did not appear to be a problem. the poten- investigate appropriate criteria for
tial for base heave was evidenced during the design of the earth support
construction by significant measured move- ystett.
ment of the buried portions of the sheet
pile wall at locations where heaving poten- o The contractor participated in instru-
tial was suspect (approximate depth of mentation beyond that required by the
50 feet). The deflection at depth 50 feet contract documents.
approached 4 inches. This movement is
shown in Figures 4 and 5. o The project was completed on time

without serious interruptions or in-
The movement measured in the buried portion conveniences to the owner. The only
of the sheets also suggests that the earth failure experienced was a broken
pressures on the buried portion of sheeting 10-inch water line during backfilling

should be considered in the design of the and removal of the sheeting.
earth support system. In this case, the
buried section was considered as fixed at
the top of the glacial soils and pinned at
the lower level brace. The earth pressure CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
was based on Rankine active earth pressure
theory. This approach provided adequate A deep excavation was made in s-ft- to
design of the earth support system, medium-stiff clays for an influent pump

station and preliminary treatment facility
Hydrostatic Blowout for the Jones Island Wastewater Treatment

Plant in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The exca-
Maintaining the hydrostatic pressure in the vation used a unusual design approach in
lower aquifer to less than 10 feet above that the contract documents contained per-
the bottom of the excavation provided ade- formance and prescriptive criteria to ad-
quate protection against blow out and/or dress traditional contractor design areas.
boil-ng. Lateral deflections were measured as the

excavation proceeded and the earth support

Design Approach system bracings were installed.

The design approach for this project was Significant deflections in the earth sup-
unusual in that areas of traditional con- port system occurred early in the project
tractor design (temporary earthwork and and continued movement occurred after all
excavation support facilities) were specif- levels of bracing were installed. The dur-
ically addressed in the design and construc- ation and sequence of critical construction
tion contract documents in terms of pre- phases, particularly the timing of the brac-
scriptive and performance criteria. Spe- ing installation, have a significant in-
cifically, the contractor was given: fluence on the deflection behavior of earth

support systems. Careful preloading and
" The minimum earth pressures to be ensuring preload transfer also have a sig-

used in design of the earth support nificant influence on deflections.
system, along with maximum deflection
criteria Conventional methods of controlling base

heave and hydrostatic blow out provided
o The minimum depth of the bottom of adequate performance. Extending the sheet

the earth support system (in this piles below the layer with heaving poten-
case, the minimum tip elevation of tial into denser materials provides ade-
the steel sheet piles) quate performance, provided the earth pres-

sures on buried portions of the sheeting
o Criteria regarding groundwater and are considered in the desiqn of the earth

hydrostatic pressure levels support system.
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The unusual approach to the design of the
excavation support system encouraged posi-
tive input from the contractor and resulted
in a successful project.
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Failure of an Oil Storage Tank
A. Verghese Chummar
Managing Director, F.S. Engineers Pvt. Ltd., Madras. India

SYNOPSIS: One ot the three oli storage tanks constructed failed while being test loaded bs filling with water, A detailed
stud\ of ,oil characterist is and the causes for the failure ot only one ot the three oil storage tanks is anal sed in deail in
the paper. A method of stabilising the weak soil for the re-consruction of the tank at the same location is recommended
based on lahorator, studies made.

\NIRODLCIION of soil is latertic cla%. [he underling laver of -I M thick-
ness is marine silt% cla%. Thc laer follo' ing is the

One of the three 25 M diameter 15 NI high petroleum original sea bed formation comprising of disintegrated rick.

preJuct storage tanks constructed at Nisokhapatnam in The water table is at a depth of about :1l , below ground

Andhra State, India, failed during the test loading. A level.
detailed stud., of the soil characteristics revealed th'
causes for the failure of onlN one of the tanks. Stabili-
u,atton of the weak soil b sand-lime piles for the recon- The properties (if the soil lasers are indicated in Fg. I.

struction ot the tank is also analysed. The lateritic clay laver has got a value of cohesion in its

natural state of about 1.8 Kg per Sq.Cm. and friction angle
of It . The underlying silty clay has got a value ofi

SOiL PROFILE cohesion of onl, 0.12 Kg per Sq.Cm. with a friction angle
of 4 . The limit values, natural moisture content and con-
solidation curves of the marine claN indicate that the !a\.r

The Soil Exploration done in this area indicates a general is on)y normally consolidated.
soil profile as given in Fig. 1.

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE OF -TANKS

LATEPiTIC CLAY The tanks in this area are constructed by removing the

WL 76,i. N :32 top 15 Cms of soil mixed with vegetation forming the tank
WP =21.pad with lateritic clay of I M height. Tanks existing in
W = 28% 111 = 1.k this area are of 12 M high and the new tanks constructedw =28". V:i2° are 15 M high and 25 M dia.

3.0 CLAY 5814 SILT 12%1* SAND IS*/. GRAVEL12%to
3.0

;iL-Y CLAY ANALYSIS OF BEARING CAPACITY

\ t =82*!. N =3
S= N3The bearing capacity under a system as indicated in Fig.
WP = &0"i. C = 12 kglcm 2  2 could be analysed considering the 1,Uered system anal'sis
W : 76% 4 :4* using the curves given in Fig. 3.
CLAY 72*1. SILT 20, SAN0 8"/.

For a C /CI ratio of 0.07 and D/B of 0.25, N value of
1.0 I could e adopted for computation of the bering capa-
.S 2 Dcity. Thus the ultimate bearing capacity,OD SINTEGRAT~ff! ROCK

N> 50 Qa 1.8 X I Kg/Cm 2

= 1.8 Kg/Cm2

FIG.. GENERALISED SOIL PROFILE

The tank loaded upto 15 M with water would give a loadinK
rate of i.6 Kg per Sq.Cm. Thus a factor of safety of just

Visakhapatnam comprises of low-lying areas with hillocks 1.12 is available.
in between. The low-lying areas are connected to the back
waters and has got marine silty clay deposits. While raising
the level of the Inv, iving arpeas for the purpose of con- MECHANICS OF TEST LOADING
structions, soil from the hillocks which comprises essentially
of lateritic clay was used. The soil profile given in Fig. The tanks after construction are loaded gradually by pump-
I gives a typical profile of such formation. The top 2 M ing in water. One metre height of wter is sustained for
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CAUSES FOR IHIL F-\ILURE

FIG. 2. TANK CONSTRUCTION
the probable cause for the failure i, the reduction in the
alue of cohesion of the top laterite soil due to inundation.

Q) Value of cohesion of such lateritic laN reduces drastically
I , - when saturated. ihe samples from the area after the

IKI. . failure took place were tested which indicated a \alue of
.0 . . cohesion of I Kg per Sq.Cm. with a friction angle of 16

.

---------------------- ' -Under this value of cohesion, the ultimate bearing capac-
I its; Q is I Kg p(.r Sq.Cm which explains the reason for

- . .. . ._ .. the faure of the tank wkhen the load was increased from

0. REMEADIAL MEASURES

N - .An inspection of the tank which tilted b\ failure indicated
that no damage is caused to the tank shell. It is hence
possible to unload the water in the tank, jack up the shell
and re-erect the tank. However, this could be done only

V 'after stabilisinw the soil. Stabilisation of the soil by sand--
lime piles was therefore recommended. Laboratory tests
were conducted by forming a test tank using the marine
siltN clay and providing 2 Cms diameter sand-lime pileswith

25% quick lime and 75% sand at a spacing of 20 Cms.
The soil samples collected from the space in between the

I . .- piles after a period of two weeks indicate that the shear
strength increases from 0.12 Kg per Sq.Cm. before treat-

S.ment to nearly 0.6 Kg per Sq.Cm. after treatment. This
0 0.2 0. 0.4 0.3 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1. 2.0 clearly indicated that the surrounding soil to the extent

C2 1  to which the failure wedge formed could be stabilised by

provision of sand-lime piles. The system of sand-lime piles
as indicated in Fig. 5 was therefore recommended to

FIG3. BEARING CAPACITY OF LAYERED SYSTEM increase the shear strength allround the tank. The system
is under implementation.

a period of nearly seven days allowing the settlement to

take place. In this process certain amount of consolidation 2 0
of the underlying layer is achieved, increasing its value
of cohesion and tnus gradually increasing the bearing
capacit. wo tanks were tested in this form successfully.

FAILURE OF THE TANK

7.0
The third tank while being kidded, when water level was
being raised from II to 11.5 M, there was heavy downpour
inundating the area. Bearing capacity failure of the tank SAND LIME PILES
as indicated in Figs.4 & 6 occured, the tank sinking by 1.5 10cm DIA AT im CIC SPACING
M on one side and I M on the opposite side over a period
of five minutes. Failure wedge bulged out all around. ALI DIMFNSION$ IN METERS)

FIG, 5. STABILISATION BY SAND LIME PILES
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shear strength of the top crust of lateritic clay due to In-
undation by rain fall. ]he existing tanks are found to be
stable, the test loading being conducted during dry season
with the underlying layer having achieved increase in shear
strength by con, oldailon. For future constructions 3nd
re-erection of the fatiled tank stabi lisat ion of the Fijil by
sand-lime piles is recomimended.

REF LRLNCLS

.. ;z VlBowels J.E. Foundation Analysis and 'D1ign - McGraw-Hill
Kogakusha Ltd. 1977 - pp 127 to 131
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CONCLUSIO\S

Verghese Chummar. A - Soil Exploration Report No. 930)
Vhe failure Mf the tank took place because of redluctioin in - Cinstruction of Oil Storage Tanks at Visakhapat nam
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The Effects of Mining Subsidence on a Motorway Bridge
C.J.F.P. Jones
Professor of Geotechnical Engineering, University of Newcastle
Upon Tyne, England

SYNOPSIS: Mining subsidence causes ground movements which are imposed on any structure in the
area of influence. Bridges are particularly susceptible to subsidence, which frequently causes
d-mage and occasionally collapse. Special bridge designs have been developed to cater for mining
subsidence. This paper provides details of the performance of such a structure subjected to
significant ground strain.

INTRODUCTION

Mining subsidence is ground movement caused by DESIGN OF BRIDGES IN AREAS OF MINING SUBSIDENCE
mineral extraction. In many cases, the move-
ment extends to the surface and is three The majority of bridges built in the United
dimensional in character. Any affected point Kingdom were constructed before the introduction
within the zone of influence having components of modern mining methods and no structural
of displacement along all axes of a Cartesian precautions were taken to cater for large
coordinate system. These displacements are differential ground movements. Little is known
imposed on any structure in the affected zone about the tolerance of bridges to movement.
and may cause damage or distress unless adequate What is known is that certain structural forms
safeguards are taken. Bridges are particularly are more susceptible to ground strain than
susceptible to mining subsidence damage leading others. Arch bridges are particularly at risk.
to the need to impose load restrictions or even
causing total collapse. A valuable contribution to tolerance movement

criteria in bridges has been provided by
In the past, buildings and structures were Moulton et al (1982) in a study undertaken on
sufficiently small or flexible that the effects behalf of FHWA. Based upon a large number of
of mining subsidence could be tolerated or observations, Moulton et al were able to
avoided by the sterilisation of appropriate establish tolerance limits for a number of
areas from mining activity. Modern mining movements including:
methods which use highly mechanised systems of
extraction and which demand major capital invest- i. Angular distortion (differential settlement/
ment, make sterilisation of coal under a span length)
particular area or bridge prohibitively expensive Continuous steel structures - 0.004
and inefficient. As a result it is necessary Simply supported steel bridges - 0.005
for bridge structures to be capable of with-
standing ground strains resulting from the ii. Horizontal movements of Abutments < 34mm
moving mining wave.

iii.Differential vertical settlement
This paper provides a case history of a modern Simply supported bridges - no limit (within
motorway bridge which has been subjected to the range tested)
severe mining subsidence. Details are given of Continuous bridges - total negative stress
the design of the bridge and of the mining over supports < AASHTO (1975) Limiting
together with the resulting ground strains and stress criteria
the performance of the structure. The manage-
ment of the bridge during the mining phase is The findings of Moulton et al confirm the
described and details of the remedial works and observations in the United Kingdom that mining
costs provided. subsidence movements, in which settlements in

excess of 1 metre and ground strains of upto
0.5 per cent are frequent, would normally result
in overstress and damage to a conventional
highway bridge.
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The problem of mininq subsidence was recognised parallel 3 span structures, one supporting the
in the United Kingdom at the start of the eastbound carriageway, the other the westbound.
motorway building programme in the 1960's when
the Ml London Yorkshire motorway was detailed Each deck consists of 12 standard p7estressed
to pass across the Derbyshire and Yorkshire concrete beams (type 75/D) 21 metres long and
coalfields. a 175mm reinforced concrete ceck slab. The

bridge skew is approximately 110. The deck
Two main approaches to the design of bridges was analysed using load distribution methods
were developed to provide safeguards against with an allowance for edge beam stiffening.
the effects of subsidence. The bridges could
be designed to be statically determinate, with The piers are reinforced concrete and were
stiff decks resting on a three point support designed to take into account small but
system (similar to a three legged stool) or, significant mining movements and a steeply
alternatively made flexible being built up of a sloping foundation. At the time of the design
series of articulated parts and having low of the bridge in 1970, mining movements were
torsion decks capable of accommodating large predicted to be in the order of 1.5mm/metre
angular rotations, but is was not known when these movements

would occur. The piers were designed using a
In the first design concept the bridge rides computer program, Sims, Jones and Bellamy (1972).
the subsidence wave and differential horizontal It was assumed that the movements would be
movements are accoLmodated with the use of taken up in the laminated rubber bearings and the
anticlastic bearings. In the latter design shear forces produced were included in the
technique the bridge is made capable of depign of the piers and bank seats.
absorbing the mining movements as they occur
without loss of load carrying capacity. The expansion joints were provided with a
Experience of the Yorkshire coalfield in the movement capacity sufficient to accommodate
United Kingdom has shown that an averace high- the anticipated mining strain of 90mm over
way bridge of between one to four spans could the length of the bridge. The rock st.-ata
be subjected to the following mining movements: on which the bridge was founded slopes steeply

from south to north and the northern piers
a. Differential longitudinal horizontal are approximately 7 metres higher than the

displacement ± 150-225mm southern ones. Further technical detail;
b. Differential transverse displacement associated with the design of the bridge are

± 150mm given in Table 1. The bridge was constructed
c. Differential vertical displacement during 1972-1973.

0.6-0.9m
d. Longitudinal angular distortion 1 in 80 TABLE 1. Technical Details of Shillinghili
e. Transverse angular distortion I in 150 Bridge
f. Differential rotation in plan 0.30

No bridge would be subjected to the full range Deck Details
of movements detailed above, but a major
complication in design is that predicting which Number of lanes 4 Eastbound 4 Westbou
movements would occur is dependent on the Width of deck 17.4m 17.4m
geometry of the mining relative to the bridge. Thickness of deck slab 175mm 175mm
At the time of design this is unknown. Span 20.1m 20.1m

In the majority of cases in the Yorkshire Number of spans 3 3
coafildth fexiledesgnaproah asDead weight of deck 266.5 KN/m 265.5 KN/mcoalfield, the flexible design approach was Number of beams/span 12 12

adopted. Minor damage to the structures was

deemed acceptable and inevitable but the full (75/d)Shear rating of 2.35KN/mm 2.35KN/mm
use of the motorway had to be retained, except bearings

during post mining repairs. In addition it was Thickness of bearings 75mm 75mm

important that the cost of bridges built to

cater for mining subsidence should not be
greater than the cost of a conventional bridge.
In the systems developed in Yorkshire this Height (average) 18.5m 18.5m
latter condition was exceeded in that the low Width (top) 17.3m 17.3m
torsion decks developed for mining was adopted Base width 5.5m 5.5m
for general use even when mining was not Base breadth 13.8m 13.8m
expected, the reason being that the low torsion Base tcess 1m 1m
decks proved to be less costly than the Permissible bearing 536.2SKN/m 2 536 25KN/m 2

conventional decks. ressi
stress

SHILLINGHILL BRIDGE NOTE 25 per cent over stress permitted during

Shillinghill Bridge carries the M62 Lancashire HB loading

Yorkshire motorway M62 over the A645 Pontefract-
Knottingley road. The M62 crosses a railway
embankment 200 metres to the north of the A645
and the difference in carriageway levels is in
the order of 12 metres. The A645 has a
carriageway width of 13 metres with two 2 metre
footpaths. For both economic and asthetic
reasons the bridge was designed as two identical
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MINING St'SIENCE REMEDIAL WORKS

Shill nahi1 BrIdce was mined u" er 1n. i81. The damage to the motorway caused by the mining
Dota:ls ot thl Ln inc, are, shown in Table 2. subsidence was substantial. In accordance with

1-2 3 tii>s of the -acel the Coal Mining (Subsidence) Act of Parliament
iv}'eut r.ati'eo to the bridge and also provide 1957, the National Coal Board are required to
details of the Lr._dJcted surface coniours for meet the cost of the remedial works considered
the lo:.,tudlnail A r sere strain and the necessary to restore the hinhway to a condition
subsid-nce, basd J o the use of the empirical fit for us,,. In the case of the motorway at
prediction meti de-:d b% the National Shillinghill Bridge, remedial works cost in
oal oard .excess of E1.0 m. The National Coal Board

contribution to the repair of the bridge was
TAIE 2. oMnin_ Subsidence at E110,000.

Shii1n,; l 1 E3r do
Tia remedial works which were undertaken when
the motorway alignment and drainage was re-

oo WNd's, Pontefract constructed consisted in jacking the bridge
decks to conform with the revised vertical
alignment and to remove the angular distortion.
Included in the works was the partial

Sear erth Width of Extraction reconstruction of the bridge bank seats raising
Panels them to the new alignment, renewing all bearing

plinths and replacing all bearings and expansion
Castleford 245. 240m 1.45m joints.

4 foct
No problems were Pecounter ' ir the remedial
works other than that the force needed to jack

Subsidence Panel 44's Panel 45's the deck well clear of the bearings proved
to be in excess of the dead weight of the deck.
This was caused by the presence of polystyrene

Vertical 0.15m 0.2m foam used to create the expansion joint between
Longitudinal strain Negligible Negligible the ends of the deck and the bank seat. Although
Transverse strain 4mm,'m + 4mm/m this material is weak in compression, polystyrene

proved to be very strong in shear.

The position of the bridge relative to panels
44's and 45's was not advantageous and the
bridge was subjected to significant movements. CONCLUSIONS
The mining caused the east and west bound
carriageways to move apart at the western end Shillinghill Bridge was one of the first
of the bridge by upto 100mm. The bridge motorway bridges which had been specifically
settled differentially and the decks rotated designed to cater for mining subsidence to
in plan causing disruption of the expansion actually be subjected to mining. The movements
joints and resulting in the combined parapet caused by the mining demonstrated the three
and crash barrier to fail in tension. An dimensional nature of subsidence and also
illustration of the degree and complexity of illustrated the difficulties of predicting
the movement suffered by the bridge is shown movements at the design stage. The movements
in Figure 4. The movements included an angular far exceeded and were different in nature to
distortion of one deck in excess of 1 in 70. those anticipated in 1970.
Although the mining caused severe disruption
to the vertical alignment of the motorway The bridge behaved very well during the
supported by the bridge which required the subsidence and demonstrated the validity of the
imposition of speed limits, at no time was design concept developed to cater for bridges
the carrying capacity of the bridge reduced, in mining areas. The success of the design was

further strengthened by the fact that three
The allowable shear strain of the rubber adjacent arch bridges had to be demolished and
bearings was exceeded during the mining phase. totally rebuilt because of the mining subsidence.
Maintenance procedures were undertaken to In addition, a nearby overhead sign gantry had
relieve and reposition the bearings during the to be dismantled during the mining, and three
mining. This was achieved by the use of miles to the east of Shillinghill Bridge the
hydraulically linked flat jacks positioned decks of a bridge spanning the M62 motorway
between the bearings which were used to raise had to be removed and shortened by diamond
the deck a nominal amount (2mm) sufficient to saw. To the north the cantilever span of a
permit the distorted rubber bearings to jump small footbridge had to be raised out of
back into position. These works were undertaken position while the mining wave passed through
by West Yorkshire Bridge Engineers working on the area.
Sunday mornings when the bridge traffic was light.
Repositioning of the bearings was undertaken on
a number of occasions.
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Correlation between the Actual and Predicted Settlements of
Structures at Nsukka, Nigeria
H.O. Chukweze
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Nigeria, Nsukka,
Nigeria

SDI.AtY: The paper compares the measured and calculated settlements of two buildings and one concrete
water tank founded on the red-weathered soils of Tsukka, :igeria. Prior to actual costruction of
the structures the three sites were investigated, soil samples were collected and tested in the
laboratcry: and the data collected were used to predict the total and differential settlements of
the structures.

Then permanent concrete slabs were establshed as bases at each of the three sites for obsering
other points. The theodolite was used at each of the sites to monitor the movements of each of the
structures, starting from the time when the base concrete slab or footings were laid to the end of
major or active construction operations.

It was found that exceptirn the water tank which continued to settle albert slowly and uniformly,
the buildings showed insignificant vertical settlement after about five years later and that the
correlations between the measured and predicted settlements were relatively poor, generally less than
40 percent. The results suggested that the field or actual settlements were always larger than the
predicted ones. The poor correlatio.i was adduced to primarily the several and serious assumptions
made in the establishment of the analytical equations for the determination of settlements analy-
ticall: and also to the paucity of field data which could help to improve on the relevant consoli-
dation eouations using the field results.

I2.TRCDUCTIOL

This paper is an attempt to evaluate the could influence the results.
validity of the one dimensional consolidation
equation due to Terzaghi (1943) and of the elas- THEORY
tic law of soil deformation (Janbu, 1971) in
predicting the total settlements of the The long-term or consolidation settlement of the
structures founded on the tropical soil forma- structure on a real soil is calculated from the
tion. One of the major setbacks in the one dimensional consolidation equation for
confident prediction of the settlements of saturated soils (Terzaghi, 1943). In practice
structures in the country is the fact that there the soil is assumed to be fully settled after 24
is hardly any feedback in the form of settlements hours of loading. Consequently the secondary
measured directly from structures in service consolidation (creep) is not considered but the
so that the earlier analytical predictions primary and secondary settlements together can be
could be evaluated. The few available records evaluated from the recent modified one dimension-
are confusing because they seem to strike a al consolidation equation due to Nesri &
balance between over- and under-estimation of Godlewski (1977). Thus
the actual or field settlements (Lee, 1968;
Tavenas & Leroueil, 1980). Sc  1____

In addition the soils of this country, +e 0
especially in the hintherlands contain pseudeo-
particles and encrustations (Chukweze, 1976; where
GBRI, 1971). These pseudo particles break = consolidation settlement
readily under moderate pressure producing more
fine-grained soil particles. On the other hand
the encrusted particles aan impart a false high e 0  initial void ratio of soil
bearing strength on the soil. The analytical
predictions involving the use of small soil H = compressible soil layer thickness
samples could thus be in error. Another K C A C B
important factor of note is that the soil
formation in this region is unsaturated through- Cc = compression index of soil
out the year. Yet the laboratory testing pro- 1 1
cedures recommend the use of saturated soil A = log C7 + a T
samples for the prediction of settlements 0

analytically. These two differing conditions 01
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taken to be the sum of the immediate and the
C" 1 = effective overburden consolidation settlements (Skempton & Bjerrum,0 1957; 3er.e & Iversen, 1972).

I= increase in stress ethods of field measurements of settlements
have not been standardised. Additionally there
is no information on the infiuence of particle

= (0.045 ± C.Cl) Cc crushing on the settlements of structures.

= C' log t EXPEIL AL ; hE

t = design life of structure The structures examined in this stud, are all
located in the University of ::igeria, i.sukka,

Unfortunately some degree of undrained campus. The area is located in the map shown
distortion accompanies the normal consolidation in fig. 1. The actual sites are found in the
of the soil and this has been neglected by the localities shown in figs. 2 & 3.
above mathematical model (Tavenas & Leroueil,
1980). There is also the behaviour of the 7 E
construction pore pressure whlich has not been 6-4 u 4
fully accounted for as yet (.Skempton, 1954;
Hentel, 1960; Tavenas and leroneil, 1980).

nowever it is now possible to account for
any lateral shifts as this has been related to
the vertical movements undergone by the struc-
ture (Tavenas et al, 1979).

Thus

Ah = (C.16 + 0.02)3 e

where

Ah = lateral displacement

S = settlement of the structure

Although the above equation (e%. 2) is related /
to the conditions prevalent in clays, it is
interesting to note the serious attempts being Scale 1:50000 6ON
made to improve on the analytical methods of 7221E' ? E
predicting settlements in the long term. LEGEND

j Contour line.
In order to predict the immediate settlement % Major roads.

reliance continues to be placed on the elastic

theory (Janbu, Bjerrum and (Kjaernsli, 1956). Test Pits •
Thus Fig. 1

ul Uo qn Bi Two aspects of the experimental work described
below are the field and laboratory studies.

where

S. -- immediate settlement _ * l.

u1 and u 0  = constants I'''s

q = normal pressure on the soil C IqLi

B = width of the loaded area
i~

E modulus of elasticity of the soil o.

The attraction of eq. 3 is that no corrections
are required. Also the Poisson's ratio is
assumed to be 0.5 consistent with the undrained
condition assumed in determining the parameter,

Eu  (eq. 3). X I

Although there has been some objections to
the method the total settlement is in practice
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Trble 1: 'lassification parameters for the

(Standard error cenerally less than 5,)

N - \aximum Average values Averae values of'

Ss'Ol1e of the Atterberg the particle,,,, \ \ \ / ,:fcontent

S LL rL 7i Clay Silt Sand Gra-
I vel

1 10 36 20 167 1 30 40 11

2 15 31 1 235 22 31 42 5FIE1 .' P&

T.e -r- ste.3 Lr -, e sro tr ures 13.5 38 19 9 3246 2were car~fu-liy ex ,mnne. e:th le distur-,bed 1.5 87 20 6

s - ed z le were collected
e r ri ir.d cig oeings * LL = Liquid iLit: PL Plastic limit;-were; :ci r uF o 1-7- deep. f':E, -_ ri4 turb-ea

s 13 were re'-iired fr eoedometer PI = plasticity index; S1 = shrinkage limitt-;sza szt --, dsrbei oil sanplei for tLe

~c_,: and inaex est detero . tioils.

,e -o settlements syeciai devices Tale 2: The Compression parameters of soils
Scf -1,e cne sc:wn in fir. 4 were con-

e each. cf the f our ccrners of each
iin; - .ree of -hem round th e concrete I

w' er . .e device consisted of a steel Natural Undrain- Corn- Void Speci Bulk Peraa-

rod eurr a i oage protruding from the Loca- nis- ed press- Ratio fic unit bility,
rasnf. in rao jure. pvertical aro g- s ion gra-

:e vedlity tre oungs Index. e vity wei-ht m/se1

latera! disolac ments of this rod due to the modulus -10
moveents o - s-ructure are measured by content , Cc xk/3  i1

means of an-t:.er rod rlaced vertically and in (,) (k'/m
contact t i dl guage.t-e- -

2 9 a.000 0.061 0.49 2,72 18.1 3.53

AdditioraLly a concrete base was established -

at each site so that the tics of the horizontal 2 8 6,500 0.070 0.52 2.66 18.5 3.95
rcl cald he observed routinely using the

theodolite. As a result accurate measurements 3 10 5,500 . 065 0.45 2.60 18.8 3.44
of the fcmdnation movements were as ured. These -

measure' movements constituted the observed
settlements. heasurements lasted from January Teble 3: Calc lated settlements of str.ctires*
i 7d to Au :uat, i979 and the, at 4 yearly inter-
vl s. Loca- Com- Width Foot- Settlements(am)

LA CkAlCRGY ;';CRK lity pressi- of ing
ble loade pre- Imme- Long- Total

The diotrubed soil samples were used to classify soil area ssure diate term

the soils of each site and also to detrmine the layerk/

soils' index properties. The undisturbed soil (i)
samples were used to conduct the oedometer and -

the undrained preconsolidated triaxial tests
and to determine the unit weight of the soils 1 11 1.1 1430 39 223 262

in-situ, All the tests were carried out by the

standard la'cratory methods. eg. BS 1377, 1975. 2 11.2 1.1 1630 47 313 360

In order to use eg. 1 to calculate the 3 7 7 13,160 42 304 346
consolidation. settlement the thickness of the
compressible stratum, E- was taken as the depth

of sigrificant stress in that the soil formation * Depth of footing from ground surface 1.3m

was found to be unstratified throughout the
depth investigated. The width, BI and the
pressure on the soil, qn for use in eg. 3 were

extracted from the structural map supplied by
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the contractors. The undrained Young's mocdulus
was obtained from strain-controlled undrained
triaxial tests noti-Z that the results could be
affected iy the strain ra4te, stress path and
stress level (ladd, 1954).

All te field -nd luloratcry results have been
compiled --n summarised i-_ taules ad =raphs
now discussed below.

RESULT S DlCUS

Table 1 shows the results of the classificalion
tests. It is seen that the soils investigated
are generall., clayey sand and silt with fires
of intermediate compressibility. The positions
of the soil samples on the Casagrande's plasti- Zig. 4
ci c-.art (Casagrande, 1948) are above the A-
line. Snc1 s:ils exh-ibit -it> bearirg strengths
when dr-: ard this can be deceptive uLess care
is observed to insure that the relevant tests
are conducted with soil samples whose water con-
tents correspond with those of the service con-
diticns. It is important to note that serious
accidents cf failures have occtrred in thLis
countr- beca- e the contractors base tleir
results on erroneous soil moisture content data.

a le 2 uhews the other index and strength
props-ties of the soils studied. The undrained
modulus, E. is seen to r,nge from 5,500 kPa
to 70CC kPa. This range clearly exposes the dry
nature of the soils. It additionally demon-- ."M

strates .,e in-admissibility of some of the
empirical values for c~av soils like 1200 kPa Fig. 5(L'Appoionia et al, 1971) for these types of
Soils. econtinuous period of up to 80 weeks January,
soils. 1978 to August, 1979) are shown in figs 6 & 7

mhe consolidation parameters also sho'., in respectively. The two readingo taken at 4 years

table 2 have been obtained for the saturated
conditions specified by the testing methods
Thus, although the soils in-situ are far from
being saturated, the data presented in table 2 wooks
are admissible for use in eq. 1 for the calcula- 20 40 60 80
tion of the long-term or consolidation settle - 01
ments.

The immediate, oedometer (consolidation) and
the total settlements of all three structures
are presented in table 3. Remarkedly it is seen
that the immediate settlement for all the 50
str-actures is less than fifteen percent of the - o
total calculated settlement. Thus most of the
calculated settlements emanutes from long-term
loading effects, or consolidation. This results E
may be expected considering that the parameters
used in the determination of the immediate settle- 00
ment may be nearer the actual states of unsatura-

tion of the soils and in this state the soil has
bearing resistances apparently greater than when
they are saturated and can more readily collapse e 3 •site no.
(consolidate) when loaded. Thus the consoli-

dation settlement ranges from 221mm to 313mm. ISO
Wilst the total settlements range from 250mm
to 340mm. These settlements are significantly
high and may be associated with between 125mm
and 170mm of differential settlements.

The actual settlements were observed Fig.r Observed settlo ments.
initially from the laying of the footing slab to
the end of major construction activities
(fig. 5.0). Thereafter readings were taken every4 yers.intervals (1983 and 1987) are dnluded in
4 years. table 4.

The vertical settlements and horizontal
shifts for the structures recorded for the first It is seen from fig. 6 and table 4 that
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estimate the actual settlements by more than
Weeks 40 ao one hundred percent judging from the current

0 results. Only a few previous results have been
as precise as those reported .erein.

It is seen from table 4 and 5 that measure-
able but small settlements continue more than six
years after the cessation of construction. Thus
it may require several more years before the

S9 1 structure settles permanently. It is considered
that when this condition is reached then the

- Site 2 settlement ratio may reduce a bit, to 1.5 say.

Sft 3 For the tropical soil fouonations this ratio
of 1.5 is considered favourable. It means that

Fig, 7. T ioterol movements o tstructures to be founded on such soils are
designed for settlements far in excess of those

structue. that can occur in service. A magin of safety is
thus automatically irnoorporated into the design
by virturc thc nature _-' ti e soils as pointed
out earlier in this paper.

some measureabie settlements are still observed
after neurfly eight :ears of cessessation of CwLLUSIChS

actual constriction works. These additional
settlements may be accounted for, in part, by The soils around :suo:ha, :.igeria are typical
the added firishings and partly by the live for the tropics being concretionary or preudo-
loads in that the structures have been put into particulate and so readily collapse under
active service. This may be especially true for relatively high pressure especially when wet.
the concrete water tank which has suffered an

n-t~- ement of lC6,nm compared to those For such soils the laborator methods of
of the buildings of only 42mm (site 1) and 34mm settlement determinations over-esimate the
(site 2) respectively, total actual settlements of the soils under

vertical loading.
Table 4. Observed settlements of the

structures. The vertical settlements are generally
accompanied by lateral movements which are best
estimated by actual field measurements in that

Period Settlements (mn) for sites the analytical equations currently available do

1 - 2 3 not agree with the actual field records.

The laboratory methods of settlement deter-
1978-1979 99 127 55 minations are advantageous when used for the

tropical soils because some safety factor is then
1979-1983 27 23 64 automatically incorporated into the design of

the structure.
1983 - 1987 15 9 42

ACIdOLEh., T

Table 5: Observed lateral shifts of the The author is grateful to the laboratory techni-
structures for periods 1978 to cal staff of the Department of Civil Engineering
197 University of Nigeria, Nsukka, who assisted in

establishing the observation posts for the pre-
Displacements (mm) for sent study.

Period sites REFERENCES
1 2 3

1978-1979 9 3 2 Berre, T. & Iversen, X (1972), "Oedometer
tests with different specimen heights on a

1979-1983 2 2 3 clay exhibiting targe secondary compression",
Geotechnique, 22( , pp. 53-70.

1983-1987 2 2 2 Casagrande, A. (1948), "Classification and

identification of soils", Trans. ASCE.,

From table 5 it is seen that all the structures Vol. 113, pp 901 - 991.
have suffered from some lateral movements. The Chukweze, E.O. (1976), "Some principal engineer-
range of values observed are from 7mm to 13mm ing-geological properties of typical Nigerian
which differ radically from the values which Laterites", M.Sc Thesis, Univ. of Ife, Nigeria,
are obtainable using eq. 2. P. 105.

By comparing also the results of the calcu- D' Appolonia, D.J., Panlos, H.G. and Ladd, C.C.
lated settlements (table 3) and those observed (1971), "Initial settlement of structures )-
from actual field records (table 4) it is seen clay", ACE. Journal of the S.M & F.E. Div.,
immediately that the calculated values are much 97 sm), pp. 1359-1377.
larger, ranging from 262mm to 360mm compared to
the field range of 141mm to 161mm. Thus for Building & Road Research Institute, Ghana (1971),
the three sites studied the ratio, calculated to "Laterite and lateritic Soils (and other
observed settlements are 1.85, 2.26, and 2.14 problem soils) of Africa", Agency for Int.
respectively. The laboratory methods thus over- Eev-, BRR1, pp. 5-29.
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Bearing Capacity of Pile Foundations
Xie Sheng-sun
Engineer of Geotechnical Engineering, Beijing Electrical Power
Design Institute, Beijing, China

SYNOPSIS: This paper deals with the ise his ories abou t the bearing capacity of piles in an off
shore thermal power plant, it includts:(l) The exploring of the site and the setting of the data ini
pile foundation design. (2) Static load test of inclined piles with deviations ranging from 3 to 10
degrees from vertical.

INTRODUCTION EXPLORATION AND DESIGN OF PILE FOUNDATION

The geotechnical engineering exploration of the The site was explored by drilling, static and
site of the thermal power plant was carried out dynamic penetration and laboratory tests of un-
before construction to make certain of the bear- disturbed samples. The typical results of static
ing stratum of pilec points and the length, the cone penetration tests measured at dilferent
cross sect ion area and the ultimate bearing ca- places where the boiler, chimney, coal silo and
pacity of the pile. As the Lilt ing of the piles Lc nling tower will be built are shown in Fig.1.
was caused by poorly driving and by excavation Laboratory test results are shown in Table I.
of adjacents soils during construction, thus Based mainly on the data of static load tests
static load tests were conducted to determine conducted in 126 holes it was decided to select
the influence of tilting on the pile capacity. the bearing stratum of point bearing piles at
The results are presented herein, about 20 m under ground surface. The bearing

stratum was sandy loam with thickness of 2.2 to
4.9 m, below which was sandy clay. The length

of the pile ranges from 16.5 to 18.5m, the
cross section area of the square pile was 1600
cm

2
, and the ultimate bearing capacity computed

by the formula (1) for various structures was
listed in Table 2. Based on Table 2 and the re-
sult of static loading tests of vertical piles
shown in Fig. 2, the designed ultimate bearing
capacity of pile was determined to be 1600 kN,
and the allowable bearing capacity of pile was
800 kN.

5ounding kesisLakc

0 5 10 15 20 10 15 20 5 i 20 0 10 15 2014P7- 1 o ,o 1l / / 1 I 1'= , 1oo o 1
Ia Boir Ch meGoal Silo joo ing wer]Kicky Soil 10

- 15 ... ... . . .f l.
Sandy gilt C

20 _.
Sandy I,oam /

S25

Sandy Clay

Sand
35_

Fig. 1. Results of Static Cone Penetration Test
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, ci q Ac * U( sis h (1) U Perimeter of pile

h. Oepth

Where: P Ultimate bearing capacity of pile

d Correction factor of sounding re-

qc Average sounding resistance sistance

tsi Average skin friction (3i Correction factor of skin friction

Ac Cross section area of the square The correction factord and P listed shown in

pile

Table 3 and Table 4 respectively were given by

Xie (Xie, 1984)

TABLE 1. Laboratory and Field Test Results of SoilS

Number of Soil Thickness Sounding Water Bulk Unit Void Plasticity Liquidity Coefficient

of Stratum Resistance Content Weight of Ratio Index Index of Compressi-

Stratum Soil bility

II qc W P e I a 1-

m MPa . kN/m MPa-I

I Mucky Soil 4.0-14.4 0.3-0.7 38.5-48.9 17.9-18.4 10.92-1.19 10.7-15.8 0.96-1.80 0.44-0.78

2 Sandy Silt 1.4-8.2 1.7-2.5 14.8-26.4 19.7-21.7 0.44-0.76 4.5-9.4 10.50-1.34 0.12-0.27

3 Sandy Loam 2.2-4.9 4.4-6.0 18.5-24.5 20.3-21.7 ;0.51-0.69 6.7-8.7 0.74-1.15 0.12-0.26

4 Sandy Clay 3.2-10.4 2.5-3.3 19.0-32.4 19.6-20.7 0.59-0.82 10.5-16.9 0.05-1.11 i0.13-0.29

5 Sand I - iB.0-38.0 -

TABLE 2. Test and Computed Results

Buildings or ' oSounding Resistance q., in MPa Number o Bearing Skin Ultimate

Buildingsumbe ofDet o Point 11tmt

Pile Capacity in Friction Bearing Capa-

Structures I Point Muck Sandy Sandy Sandy Experiments 'city, in kN
___in Silt Loam Clay -i-

Boiler 16.5 0.6 i.7 5.7 3.3 74 450 1170 1620

Chimney 18.5 0.5 1.8 4.4 3.0 11 370 1280 1650

Coal Silo 18.0 0.6 1.7 6.0 3.2 14 450 1250 1700

Cooling Tower 16.5 I 0.5 1.9 5.6 3.1 17 340 1080 1420

Ash Handling 18.0 0.7 1.7 5.2 2.6 18 410 1210 1620

(Loading Test) 16.3 0.6 1.0 7.2 3.5 1 490 1150 1640
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r A 1, K I . Co r r Ic i )it F a t o r 0

Sounding R.- is o, [ ll
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100 500 800 1000 2000 kN
0
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2 5 0.8- o.6 - 10

0- 0 0.6- 0.4 \

'10 <0u.4 - 2 __- J

>>
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I i MI. , i 4o.1 (7.1 degree)

o.4 (10 degree)

Ho.5 (zero degree)
40

0.02 1.1 Fig.2. lojd - Set i lement Curves of Pi I s

.)2 o.04 1 . -0.4)

0. 0.2', 0.5- 0.4

0. 4

Load on pile i ap

LOA) TEST OF P I. CAI'AC i TY FOR I NCL I NED P1 1 .0 500 1000 1500 kN

l)uring (uonst ru t ion of The project i I was

found th r among 1200 piles of the boiler

Fouondlt ion, the pi le,s with deviat ion from
Vvert ical lI ,s t hitn I degrees a(-(mounted [or

801., t hos e I rm I I o I degrees aceount ed I or

1 5, 5%, those Ifrom 7 t o 9 degrees am count ed For to1

4.0%, and those about 10 degrees ai(mount ed for

0.57.. In order to det e rm i ne t tie dec rea s e o 1\

pile capacity due to inclination of the pile, ,

sta ic load tetsts were carried out for the
selected four pil vs. The results are shown in

Fig.2, Fig.3 and(I Fig.4. 20 +
- No.l (3 degree)

a. The deviat ion oF I degree from vertiual No.2 (6.!1 degree)
No.3 (7.1 degree)

The results for the concrete pile No.I are No.&. (lO deree)

shown in Fig.2,Fig.3 and Fig.14. When the load >

was increased to 800 kN, the vertical settle- 10 t

ment and the horizontal displa v.a,, L rf p~ic

cap were small, but under the load of 1600 kN, Fig.3. Load - Settlement Curve of Piles
the verti 'al sett lement reahed 21.5 mm and
the horizontal displacement 6 mm. From these

results the requirements of the design were

met
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CONCLUSIONS

The following (onclusions were obtained from

the static load tests. For the piles with de-

viation less than 3 degree from vertical, the

requirements of the design were met. The de-

Load on pile c ap viation of 6.5 to 7.1 degree from vertical de-

creased the capacity be about 10 - 30%. The

deviation of 10 degree from vertical decreased
O 500 1000 1500 kN the capacity by about 80%.

The results of static load test prove up to the

hilt that. static cone penetration tests could

3 degree) stratum for piles and to determine the length

IO and the cross section area of the square piles

and the ultimate bearing capacity of pile.
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b.The deviation of 6.5 degree from vertical

See the concrete pile No. 2 in Fig.2, Fig.3

and Fig.4 . Under the load of 800 kN, the ver-

tical settlement and horizontal displacement

of pile cap were small, but under the 'oad of

1500 kN the vertical settlement and herizoetal

displacement increase obviously. Compared with

the ultimate bearing capacity determined for

the vertical pile, the pile capacity decreased
by about 10%.

c. The deviation of 7.1 degree from vertical

Under the load of about 1100 kN the vertical

settlement of the concrete pile No.2 reached

19.3 mm and the horizontaldisplacement reach-

ed as large as 41.7 mm. Compared with the

ultimate bearing capacity determined of the

vertical pile, the pile capacity decreased by

about 30%.

d. The deviation of 10 degree from vertical

For the concrete pile No.4, when the load was

about 400 kN the vertical settlement was only

6.8 mm, but the horizontal displacement reach-

ed 20.2 -m. Then the test was stopped and the

capacity of the pile No.4 decreased by about

80%.
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Stress Analysis of Gravity Dam Founded on Rock Mass Having Horizontal Seam
(A Case Study of Bargi Dam in Madhya Pradesh, India)
J.K. Jain R.K. Khare
Assistant Professor of Applied Mechanics, Maulana Azad College of M. Tech. Student of Applied Mechanics, Maulana Azad College of
Technology, Bhopal, India Technology, Bhopal, India

1. PI: :nHer -orIln situations where horizontal seams of weaker materiaI are detected below a
e:-t t -eLitivolv comperent rock and if it is decided to found the base of the dam on the rock

oe Ilw e sem, ti'e current practice of extending the triangular profile right down to base proves
- )P enecnm L oth in terms of cst of excavation and quantity of concrete. In such

i ai's fr realistic assessments it becomes imperative to study the effect of foundation block
njvin seam, n nte behaviour of entire dam structure. With a view to assist the design of such
Jims, reslts -f pliano strain elastic finite element stress analysis for a typical Bargi dam in

cian 0 raHesh, India, where a norizontal seam of weaker material expected in the foundation block
'-r presene . in t-is nsec considering gravity load hydrostatic pressure.

I 1 R TI"\ DETAILS OF PROBLEM

"ijional desi;n of ]ravity dams is based The 5380 metre long Bargi dam (1983) is
.n tn esscmntion that a ]ravity dam acts constructed across the river Narmada in Vindh-
lie r ciidi trianiu1r zantilever resting on ya mountain ranges of state of Madhya Pradesh,
te f un-ii on and held in equilibrium under India. The 69 metre high and 8'0 metre long
iti own weiht and the reservoir loading. The masonry section of dam is construted betweeen
uclift for=es are ilso taken into accounts, two earthen sections of total 4510 metre
Th istition of vertical reaction at the length. The masonry section has 386 metre
base beini assumed to be linear, the maximum long and 49.5 metre high spillway portion
stresses occur at tne toe of the dam under equiped with twenty one radial gates of 13.7 m
reservoir full conditions. In some of the x 15.25 m size. The area around dam site
dams a situation often arises when seams of possess dense, dark basaltic rock varying from
weaker material are detected at some depth 10 metre to 30 metre in depth. A thin layer
nelow toe dam hase. If it is decided to of tuffaceous clay of about 0.5 m thickness
excavate tnis soft rock and take base of the is assessed at about 10 to 15 metre belo" the
dam to the sound rock below weak seam, a foundation level of the dam. The salient
vital question arises whether the base of the features of the non-overflow and overflow
dam has to oe extended. Many designers sections of the dam are shown in figures 1 and
insists on increasing the base width so that 2.
a triangular profile is maintained. However,
this procedure which leads to increase in
excavation is not only uneconomical but at
times also hazardous if further excavation
tends to undermine valley slope with consequ-
ent possibility of slides.. 4

Sucn a situation arises in many dams constru-
cted in hilly areas. In these cases, it be-
comes imperative to consider the foundation
block consisting of strong rock mass having
seam of weaker material. Thus the analysis
shall cater toe effect of composite founda-
tion block on the behaviour of entire dam
structure. From the geological investiga-
tio3ns this type of situation is also assessed , -

in case of Bargi dam in Madhya Pradesh,India,
where a horizontal seam of relatively weaker
material is expected at a competent depth -,----- -

below the foundation level of the dam. This 7ft
gravity dam is founded on strong basaltic L1_
rock. The present study deals with stress
analysis of this dam using plane strain 12-Y-ON~ .~ ' 01 9ARJ -11
elastic finite element technique considering
gravity load and hydrostatic pressure.
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241 -\4X , [ 0 :=E~l-_) 1 0
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1- 21) ) (4)

202 0_ -0

- -I I I The computation algorithm suggested by Desai
10§ (1977) is used to calculate [B],[D] and subse-

2 3 4 N? ',N G , i quently the element stiffness matrix [Ke] for
FC 2 DETA.S D,sAN ', : >CEij,, sIc N v BA, 4 given mate rial properties, applied forces and:;MI boundary conditions. The overall stiffness

of the structure is assembled which yields the
nodal displacements. Stresses at the centro-

METHOD OF ANALYSIS idal points of each element are calculated by
using these nobal displacements.

Though there are several methods of analysis
of such class of problems but the finite ele- Discretisation
ment method possesses certain characterstics
that takes advantage of special facilities The two masonry sections of Bargi dam are
offered by high speed computers. In particu- analysed for asbessed horizontal seam of 50 cm
lar the method can be systematically progra- thickness, 10 metre below the foundation level
mmed to accomodate such complex and difficult of the dam. The non-overflow section has been
problems as nonhomogeneous materials, non- discretised into 234 four nodal quadrilateral
linear stress strain behaviour, arbitrary elements while the overflow section has 194
loadings and complicated boundary conditions, elements with 270 and 228 nodes respectively.
Thus for the analysis of such problems the Smaller elements near the seam are considered
finite element method proves to be a valuable for assessing the behaviour of seam. The dis-
technique. cretisation of non-overflow and overflow sect-

In the present study the stress analysis has ions are also shown in figures 1 and 2.
been carried out for both non-overflow and
overflow sections by discretising them into Loads
two dimensional four nodal quadrilateral ele-
ments. In case of Plain strain analysis,each Dam weight i.e. gravity load and water press-
node will have two degrees of freedom thus ure in full reservoir condition are considered
total eight unknown deflections per node are in stress analysis on dam. The uplift press-
to be determined. Hence the displacement ure is duly accounted by readjusting the gra-
functions are to be chosen with eight coeffi- vity load. While analysing the overflow sect-
cients as ion, an expected vertical crack at the upstre-

am heel is also considered up to the seam le-
U =.i + (2 X +,3 XY +4 y (1) vel for representation of ideal situation.

v =.(5 + 6X +47 XY +48 Y (2) Material Properties

The finite element method principally invol- As suggested by Pant (1980), the material pro-
ves the determination of stiffness of each perties of the masonry and hard rock mass on
element and then over all stiffness of the which dam is founded re assumed to be sae.
continuum for yielding unknown deformations. The values of various material constants for
Thus the stiffness determination plays sign- tock and seam material are'tken as
ificant role in this method. In the present

case the stiffness of each element [Ke] is Masonry/Rock Seam Material
derived using the displacement coefficients 5
givei in equation (1) and (2) by conventional Young's modulus 2.1 x 106 2.8 xl0
energy approach as t/m 2  t/m2

[Ke] : J rB D] B] dvol. (3) Poisscn's ratio 0.2 0.15
V

Unit weight 2.3 t/m3 1.65 t/m3

where BI represents matrix of coefficients
relating strain and displacements

and [O] represents the elasticity matrix Boundary Conditions
interms of modulus of elasticity E
and poisson's ratio and iias the In conventional design procedures the base of the dam
form is assumed fixed i.e. the displacements in the two
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directions are assumed to be zero. But pract- Can clearly be drawn:
ically complete fixity at the base can not be
achieved and hence in the present analysis the 1. The effect of 50 cm. thick seam of tuffa-
base abo'e the seam level is assumed flexible ceous material 10 metre nelow the foundation

and helos is fixed till 3,0 metro de.th. Tha level of the dam and sandwiched between two

fixity is also assumed at 50 metre up and down layers of basaltic rock is negligible on the

-stroam lenitns of the base. behaviour of the entire dam structure except

development of few higher values of shear st-

RESULT AND DISCUSSIOnS resses at toe and tensions at the heel section
which are generally taken care by provision of

Though tne present study is mainly focused heavy reinforcement and shear keys.

towards studying the behaviour of gravity dam
founded on hard rock mass with horizontal seam 2. The finite element method could be succ-
of weaker material in the foundation block, it essfully used in solving such difficult design
also depicts the behaviour and stress varia- problems which are not easily amenable to con-
tions of :ravity dams in general. Apart from ventional methods of analysis.
the consideration of gravity load and hydros-
tastic pressure, the analysis has also been
done for extreme condition of empty reservoir,
the chances of which are very remote. The no-
rmal vertical stresses, shear stresses and
cons quently the two principal stresses are ACKN:jWLEDEMENT
calculated at centroidal points of various
elements and some typical results are shown The authors are grateful to Shri J.K.Tiwari
in figures 3 to 8 whereas, detailed results Deputy Director, Bureau of Design of Hydel
are discussed by Khare (1937) in his M.Tech. Irrigation Projects, Irrigation Department,
Thesis. Govt. of Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal, for providing

necessary information and rendering help time
Upon studying various stress distributions, to time in preparation of this research proje-
followinq points are observed: ct. Thanks are also due to Shri O.N. Thaper,
1. In the -analysis of non-overflow section Director, Bureau of Design of Hydel Irrigation

witn gravity load only, it is observed that Projects, Irrigation Department, Govt. of Mad-
the shya Pradesh, Bhopal, for his valuable sugges-
th stress distribution in the dam at higher tos
levels is linear but it becomes nonlinear near tions.

the interface of the masonry base and the rock.
The vertical stress near the heel reaches as
high a value as 14.15 Kg/cm2 when analysed REFERENCES

2without seam and 14,32 kg/cm whem analysed
with seam. It is also seen that the distri- Bargi Multipurpose Project Head Works (1983),
butions are nearly the same, except few local Vol. 1 and 3, Irrigation Department, Govt. of
changes due to provision of seam. Similarly Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal.
the effect cf seam in case of shear and prin-
cipal stresses is also negligible. The shear 2  Desai, C.S. and J.F. Abel (1977), Introduction
stress touches the peak value of 5.0 kg/cm to Finite Element Method, East West Publica-
whereas, the major principal stress reaches tion, New Delhi.
the value of 15.4 kg/cm2 .

Khare, R.K. (1987), Some Design Aspects of
2. In analysing the non-overflow section with Gravity Dam (An Analysis by Finite Element
gravity load and hydrostatic pressure, it is Method), M.Tech. Thesis, Bhopal University,
observed that the maximum values of vertical Bhopal.
stress and principal stress are reduced by
about 50% and 20% respectively whereas, the
maximum shear stress is increased by about 10%, Pant, B., D.K. Vaid, B. Thomas and S.K. Chou-
indicating negligible variations due to provi- dhary (1978), An Innovation in Gravity Damsion of seam. Profile to Suit Local Foundation Conditions,

Proceedings of 47th R and D Session of Central

3. while analysising the overflow section for Bureau of Irrigation and Power, India.
gravity load and hydrostatic pressure, the
higher values of normal stresses are observed Pant, B. and D.K. Vaid (1980), Some Aspects
along the serm with maximum value to the tune of Analysis and Design of Gravity Dam Founded
of 8.3 kg/cm The maximum shear stress on Rock Ridge, Proceedings of 50th R and D

of 83 k/cm maimumsher stess Session of Bureau of Irrigation and Power,
value of 9.5 kg/cm2 at toe and some tension at
the heel section is also reported which can be
easily taken care of.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the observations made in the stress
analysis of Bagri dam following conclusions
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SYNOPSIS: The foundation failure of the 22 story, steel framed, federal courthouse in
Philadelphia occurred because of an inadequate geotechnical assessment of a complex
geological condition. The founding elevations for caissons were improperly determined
on materials that could not sustain the design load. This condition was further
complicated by the presence of groundwater and poor concrete construction practices.
These conditions resulted in an extensive and costly remedial measures which included a
grouting program and the replacement of 14 faulty caissons.

INTRODUCTION Settlement observations on 26 columns began in
July 1970 when the first column sections were

This paper examines the foundation problems erected. Thirteen more columns were included in
that developed during the construction of the the program once the structural framing was
James A. Byrne Federal Courthouse, a 22-story completed in April, 1973. Readings on the
steel framed building in center city remaining 7 columns began in January, 1974.
Philadelphia. The courthouse and accompanying
federal office building occupy a 650 ft by 375 By late July, 1974 ten of the columns had settled
ft block between Sixth and Seventh Streets and at least 0.50 inches including one at 2.42 inches
bounded by Arch Street on the north and Market and another at 1.07 inches. Some cracking had
Street on the south. occurred in the building and the structural

design firm was concerned about secondary
The courthouse tower rises above a 240 ft by stresses developing from differential settle-
270 ft 4-story podium on the southern portion ments.
of the block. The 10-story concrete office
building occupies the northern portion of the The foundation required extensive repairs. The
block. The two structures share a common remedial measures, included the construction of
basement with an area of 320 ft by 630 ft at an replacement caissons, the grouting of caissons to
elevation (above mean sea level) of about 14.0. repair defective concrete and underpinning
The basement is approximately 15 ft below caissons through grouting. The cost of the
street level. repairs (including damages) approached 6 million

dollars (LePatner and Johnson, 1982).
Both of these structures are supported by
belled caissons. In particular, the courthouse
tower is supported by 46 caissons which carry SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
column loads ranging from 1200 tons to 2300
tons. The caissons were to be seated on sound Wissahickon Formation
bedrock (mica schist) with a bearing pressure
of 40 TSF (tons per square foot). Lightly The bedrock formation beneath the city is the
loaded columns on the periphery of the Wissahickon Formation of Cambrian and Ordovician
structure were to be supported on caissons with Age. The bedrock is a complex of schist and
8 TSF bearing pressures. gneiss locally crosscut by granitic bodies. The

schists are mica rich and are strongly foliated
The original foundation report issued in 1965 and fissile. Locally the schists are quartz and
recommended that steel H-piles be used to feldspar rich and are referred to as the
support the building. Caissons (and pressure "Wissahickon Gneiss" - a coarser grained rock,
injected footings) were listed as alternative low in mica and thus less shistose and fissile
foundations in the bid documents for subsurface than the typical mica-rich schists.
work. The proposed founding grades for the
caissons were based on limited core recovery The Wissahickon Formation is characterized by
data; however, the specifications detailed a extremely variable physical characteristics
procedure for verifying the adequacy of the dependent upon the orientation of the steeply
founding material. In fact, the 40 TSF dipping rock beds which are crosscut by closely
caissons were all founded at higher elevations spaced, steeply dipping and open joints. This
than the proposed grades while the 8 TSF geometrical complexity is further complicated
caissons were founded at lower elevations, by the degree and nature of the weathering of the
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upper surface of the Wissahickon Formation. between 4 and 17 ft, with its upper surface
Unweathered sound Wissahickon may have an between -20 and -33 in elevation. The deposit
unconfined compressive strength of 200 TSF consists of a lower dense to very dense gravelly
whereas highly weathered soft Wissahickon has a sand bed (with an average standard penetration
strength of 10 TSF or less. resistance of 123 blows per foot) and an upper

medium dense silty sand bed. The Potomac-
The distinction between sound and unsound rock Raritan-Magothy sands and gravels form artesian
appears to have been originally based on the aquifers beneath center city. The yield of this
percentage of rock core recovered during aquifer in the vicinity of the courthouse seldom
drilling; sound rock had an average core recovery exceeds 400 GPM (Greenman, et al., 1961).
of over 90% while unsound rock ranged between 0
and 89% recovery. The borings were taken prior Trenton Gravel
to the general use of rock quality designation
(RQD). The surface of downtown Philadelphia is formed by

the Trenton Gravel which completely masks the
This upper weathered surface has a secondary underlying alluvial deposits, saprolite and
porosity and permeability (ranging up to 3 ft per bedrock. The Trenton Gravel is composed of
day) through the weathered open joints and rock highly weathered gray to brown dense gravelly
cleavage. This forms a groundwater reservoir sands and zandy gravels with interbeds of cross
capable of yielding a median flow of 20 gallons bedded loose sand and silt and occasional
per minute (GPM) (Geyer and Wilshusen, 1982). boulders. These beds attain an average

thickness of approximately 30 ft at the site.
The surface of the Wissahickon Formation at the
site lies at elc'ation between -62 and -83, the The porosity and permeability of the Trenton
average elevation is -70. This upper rock Gravel deposits are both very high and may yield
surface has a tendency to disintegrate when groundwater at rates over 1000 GPM. The water
exposed to moisture over a short period of time. table lies within these deposits between

elevations of -2 and -10.
The Wissahickon Formation grades upward from
sound rock, to slightly weathered medium-hard
rock, to highly weathered soft rock into entirely FOUNDATION CONDITIONS
decomposed rock (saprolite). Construction Procedures
Wissahickon Formation - Saprolite The 40 TSF caissons had shaft diameters
Overlying the severely weathered and eroded rock ranging from 30 inches to 90 inches. The
surface of the Wissahickon Formation is a layer caissons had 600 bells so that the diameter of
of saprolite, usually referred to as "decomposed the bearing area ranged from 36 inches to 120
mica schist." The saprolite was formed in place inches. The caissons were supposed to have
by severe chemical weathering on the exposed permanent steel liners extending from the top
Wissahickon Formation surface both prior to (by of the bell to the top of the shaft. In many
circulating groundwater) and after the deposition cases the liner could not be advanced to its
of the overlying Cretaceous rocks, design depth and ended as much as 20 ft above

the top of the bell. The design strength of
The saprolite beneath the site is a soft, the concrete was 4000 pounds per square inch.
friable, silty, sandy, thoroughly decomposed mica The concrete was poured through a tremie pipe
schist characterized by the preservation of the so that the free fall was limited to 10 ft.
geologic structures and texture of the Water inflow was controlled by pumps until
unweathered Wissahickon Formation. The saprolite concrete placement. The CE noted that during
beneath center city Philadelphia ranges in the concrete placement some caissons had water
thickness between <10 and 70 ft. The saprolite rising to the top of, and flowing out of, the
at this site is encountered at an average concrete. The caissons were essentially
elevation of -31 and ranges in thickness between unreinforced - 6 ft long cages were used to tie
20 and 65 ft with an average of 40 ft. the shafts to the caps.

The standard penetration resistance of the Settlement
saprolite averages 125 blows per foot. The
saprolite is less dense and more moist than the Early in 1973 engineers noted that many.
parent rock. The average saprolite moisture columns in the courthouse were settling.
content is 17.5%, with a dry density of 115 PCF By 1974 settlement measurements ranged from
(pounds per cubic foot). Sound mica schist has a 0.09 to 2.42 inches.
moisture content of 1.5%, and a dry density of
165 PCF. The caisson (G-9) beneath the column that had

subsided 2.42 inches was jacked up and shimmed
Potomac-Raritan-Magothy Sequence with steel plates while the surrounding rock

around the caisson was grouted.
The Wissahickon Formation and its overlying
saprolite are covered unconformably by the Susbsequent studies involved the drilling of 112
unconsolidated alluvial deposits of the Potomac- test borings 39 borings adjacent to the
Raritan-Magothy rock sequence of Cretaceous Age. caissons, 30 borings in the center of each four
These stream channel and flood plain deposits column bay, and 43 borings through the
consist of interbedded clays, silts, sands and caissons. These test borings indicated that
gravels. At the site this sequence is found the caissons were poorly constructed and not
beneath the southern half of the site (beneath founded on sound rock (Table I).
the courthouse) where it ranges in thickness
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TABLE I. Material Beneath Caissons specifications did not, however, require a
laboratory test at each each caisson. They
required the contractor to take rock samples
from the bottom of 10 caissons selected by the

MATERIAL FOUNDED ON NUMBER OF CAISSONS CE. The samples could be either cored (2 inch
diameter by 4 inch long) or cut (2 inch square

Saprolite to soft rock . .... 31 by 4 inch long). The samples were to be
Soft to medium hard rock . . . . 15 properly oriented geologically and tested in
Sound rock .. ....... .. 0 unconfined compression. The strength of each

sample was compared to the penetration rate of
1 inch diameter, 90 pound pneumatic drill at

The caisson concrete was found to contain many the same caisson. The purpose of the program
voids and water bubbles and in rather poor was to establish a maximum penetration rate for
general condition. Table II summarizes the 160 TSF material. The maximum penetration rate,
concrete defects found in borings cored through i.e., minimum time to drill 5 ft, served as a
38 of the courthouse caissons. criterion to evaluate the founding grade of

caissons which had no strehgth tests.
TABLE II. Physical Condition of Caissons Eight TSF Caissons: The specifications required

that the founding stratum for 8 TSF caissons have
a standard penetration resistance of at least 150

CAISSON CONDITION NUMBER OF CAISSONS blows per foot. These caissons were generally
founded in dense gravelly sands.

Honeycombed .. ... ....... 8
Mortar segregated ...... 4 Test Borings
Cold joints .. ... ....... 2
Poor concrete .. ...... . 18 The difficulties at Caisson G-9 appear to define
Aggregate segregation (<6") . 3 the entire problem and resulting failure. One of

(>6") . 4 the original 47 test borings (38-B) was taken at
Mica schist inclusions . .... 10 the site of G-9. Although the G-9 was supposed
No recovery .. ....... .. 7 to be founded on sound rock at an elevation of

about -70 ft, boring 33-B was completed at an
elevation of -40.9 ft. In fact only 17 of the

A plan of action was outlined in early 1975 original 47 test borings encountered rock.
(Table III). Therefore the caisson foundations had to be

tested.
TABLE III. Caisson Remedial Action

Twenty seven of the original borings were
bottomed at depths of exactly 70, 71, or 71.5

NUMBER OF CAISSONS ft - well above the rock and in two cases above
RECOMMENDED ACTION COURTHOUSE the saprolite. The remainder of the borings

were between 100 and 115 ft in depth - with two
No action - except monitoring 14 exceptions one to 97 and the other to 123 ft.

Repair concrete .. ....... 15
Relevel columns .. ....... 10 Two old test borings adjacent to the site are
Replace caissons .. ...... 16 reported in the literature (Greenman, et. al.,

1961) one to a depth of 71 ft at Sixth and
Market the other to 72 ft at 5th and Market.

Fourteen of the courthouse caissons were Both report 'mica rock' at an elevation of -50
replaced by the installation of a pair of 24 (actually saprolite). This may be the
inch diameter caissons on either side (2 feet precedent for the depth of the borings.
from) of the existing caisson into sound rock -
an average of 18 ft below the original caisson. The depths of the test borings, and the pattern
The length to diameter ratio of the rock of drill sites appear to be geotechnically
sockets is over 10. illogical. An additional 112 test borings were

necessary to correct the lack of information
CONDITIONS AND CAUSES OF FAILURE provided by the original borings.

Specifications for the Determination of Caisson Determination of Caisson Elevations
Elevations

Obviously the cause of settlement of the
The construction contract detailed a courthouse was the failure to found the caissons

procedure for verifying the adequacy of the on sound rock.
founding material for the 40 TSF caissons and
the 8 TSF caissons. The courthouse/office Admittedly the mica schist of the Wissahickon
complex had a total of 186 40 TSF and 124 8 TSF Formation is problematical because of the highly
caissons. The direction of the testing, and irregular contact between it and the overlying
approval of the tests was assigned to the saprolite (from -62 to -82 elevation on the
Construction Engineer (CE). site). The very irregular vertical gradation in

this 20 foot interval from completely weathered
Forty TSF Caissons: The use of 40 TSF bearing mica schist (saprolite) through varying degrees
capacity for sound mica schist has become of rock weathering (high-moderate-slight) and
common practice in Philadelphia. The rock durability (sound-hard- medium hard-soft)
specifications at the site used an unconfined further complicates the problem.
compressive strength of 160 TSF as the
criterion for distinguishing sound rock. The The rock itself changes rapidly in geological
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character and hence in engineering character 2. the elevation of the top surface of
both vertically and laterally. An increase in sound rock.
quartz content in mica schists increases rock
strength and durability - while an increase in
mica decreases the rock strength and forms The plan for establishing drilling time rates to
inclined weakness planes within the rock mass. determine the unconfined compressive strength to
This micaceous foliation constantly changes its establish sound rock was not workable.
orientation - changing the orientation of
weakness planes and thus changing the rock The slaking effect of groundwater on the soft,
strength and relative stiffness. friable saprolite and highly weathered mica

schist was not appreciated.
Many of these rock characteristics can be
determined and evaluated by careful visual The caissons were poured hastily to avoid ground-
inspection of rock cores - particularly if the water problems and in the process poor concrete
RQD is used in their evaluation. The RQD was not conditions contributed to the settlement.
developed in 1965 when the original test borings
were Laken. The rock quality was roughly Decisions were not made on the basis of sound
estimated by the percentage of core recovery. In geotechnical information by persons with little
general the higher the percentage of rock or no geotechnical education or experience.
recovery and the longer and more intact the
pieces of core recovered the higher the quality
of the rock. REFERENCES

The system used at the courthouse to evaluate the Dames and Moore, (September, 1974),
soundness of rock by drilling time rates is "Studies and Investigations of Existing
theoretically useful. If the laboratory tests Caisson Foundations and grouting and Soil
performed on the samples from the 10 selected Stabilization of Caisson Foundation G-9
caissons are accurate and representative of the Federal Courthouse and Office Building,
rock mass as a whole and the rock mass is Philadelphia, Pa."
reasonably uniform and the drilling time rates
are accurately measured the evaluation system is Dames and Moore, (May, 1975), "Report on
relatively useful. None of these premises are Caisson Foundation Evaluations Federal
met. Courthouse and Office Building,

Philadelphia, Pa."
Later legal investigations indicate that the
laboratory tests were performed on 2 inch cubes Dames and Moore, (June, 1975), "Report on
rather than specimens 2 inch square 4 inch -- Subsurface and Bearing Capacity
deep. This of course gave false readings of rock Characteristics Beneath Caissons Federal
strength because as the aspect ratio Courthouse and Office Building,
(length/diameter) decreases the apparent Philadelphia, Pa."
compressive strength increases. Furthermore,
it appears that very little attention if any Dames and Moore, (November, 1975),
was paid to the proper orientation of the "Report on Evaluation of Concrete Caisson
foliation in the test samples. Construction Foundations Federal Courthouse and Office
records indicate that the penetration rates Building, Philadelphia, Pa.".
used to verify sound rock were remarkably
similar - a rather interesting outcome Geyer, A.L., Wilshusen, J.P. (1982),
considering the variability of the founding "Engineering Characteristics of the Rocks of
material (Table I). Pennsylvania", Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

Bureau of Topographic and Geologic Survey,
Because the top weathered surface of the mica Harrisburg, Pa.
schist and the overlying saprolite slake
rapiily when wet and because they lie beneath the Greenman, D. W., Rima, D. R., Lockwood, W. N.,
water table and an artesian aquifer the presence Meisler, H., (1961), "Ground-Water Resources
of water in the caisson excavations probably of the Coastal Plain Area of Southeastern
caused serious deterioration of the mica schist. Pennsylvania", Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
In fact the CE admitted there was difficulty Bureau of Topographic and Geologic Survey,
keeping the excavations dry and that 166 of the Harrisburg, Pa.
caissons were filled with concrete before
testing information was delivered to him. The Koutsoftas, D.C. (1981), "Caissons Socketed
basis for pouring the caissons was the drilling in Sound Mica Schist", ASCE Journal of the
time rates. Additionally the caisson inspector Geotechnical Engineering Division, vol. 107,
only inspected about 25% of the caissons GT6.
because he was busy conducting and recording
the drilling time rates. LePatner, B.B., Johnson, S.M. (1982),

"Structural and Foundation Failures:
CONCLUSI')NS A Casebook for Architects, Engineers,

and Lawyers", McGraw-Hill, New York, N.Y.
The original subsurface investigation appears not
to have thoroughly tested or interpreted the
geology and engineering characteristics beneath
the site. The important factors that should have
been verified were;

1. the presence, amount and affect of
groundwater
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SYNOPSIS: The effects of sheet pile installation on an adjacent cohesive soil mass are described
herein. Observations indicate that driving sheet pile caused pore pressures to double at some
locations. These pore pressures extended further than reported in previous studies concerning
driven piles. Initially pore pressures rapidly dropped, but dissipation slowed after this initial
adjustment. Inclinometer and extensometer data indicate that the clay was laterally displaced up
and away from the sheeting causing the ground surface to heave. The impact of this behavior on
subsequent stress changes during excavation is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The effects of sheet pile installation on an cut is made entirely within these soft to medium
adjacent soil mass are not considered in either clays, while the sheet piles extend through the
the design of braced excavations or predictions very stiff to hard Park Ridge till.
of wall movements and surface settlements. As a
result, potential deleterious effects of high
pore water pressures in cohesive soils on sub-
sequent geotechnical construction are not con- ELEV
sidered. A literature search revealed scant fCCD
data on measured ground response to sheet pile"1
installation. However, data have been reported ,o - ,
as single piles are driven into the ground. -

Ground and bracing system response have been 0

monitored during construction of a 40-ft-deep PZ 4

subway excavation through compressible clays i n
Chicago. As part of this monitoring program,
vertical and horizontal displacements and pore
water pressures were measured in adjacent soil .20
as two rows of steel sheet piles were driven.
This paper presents a summary of these observa-
tions. 9ecause these responses occur prior to

excavation and support of a braced cut, they
alter the "initial" conditions that are com-
monly assumed when analyzing braced cut behav- 40

ior. Possible effects of this prestressing of -.

the soil adjacent to the cut on subsequent
response are discussed.

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS Fig. 1. Elevation at Test Section

The subsurface conditions at the test section
location consists of 13 ft of rubble fill CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
underlain by a 60-ft-thick sequence of satura-
ted glacial clays, the consistency of which Two rows of sheet piles were driven to provide
increases with depth from soft to very stiff and temporary support for the excavation (Fig. 1).
hard (Fig. 1). Beneath the clays a 5-ft-thick Prior to driving each row of sheet piles, a 13-
deposit of sand and gravel overlies limestone ft-deep pilot trench was excavated through the
bedrock. The water table is located near the rubble fill because of the presence of large
bottom of the rubble fill and a downward obstructions which would hinder pile driving
gradient of flow exists in the lower clays, operations. The construction sequence is sum-
Finno, et al. (1988) describe these subsurface marized in Table 1. The PZ-40 sheet pile wall
conditions in more detail and present engi- was installed in two passes. In the first pass
neering characteristics of the clays. Note that along each wall, the contractor drove the
the Blodgett and Deerfield tills make up the sheeting to el.-28 ft Chicago City Datum (CCD);
compressible Chicago clays commonly refered to subsequently the contractor drove the sheeting
in literature (Peck and Reed, 1954). The subway to its design grade of el.-50 ft CCD.
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Table 1. Construction Sequence tiudel 2008 slope inclinnmeter data '.ePe ob-
tained. Readings were obtained in orthogonal

Day No. Construction Activity at directions. The angle that the orientation of
at Test Section the inclinometer casing grooves made with a per-

pendicular line from the sheeting was measured;
1 Excavate east pilot trench all data were corrected so that horizontal

3-4 Drive sheeting to el.-28 ft displacements, both perpendicular and parallel
along east wall to the sheeting alignment, were obtained. These

7-8 Drive sheeting to el .-50 ft data indicated that the repeatability of the
along east wall readings was approximately ± 0.05 in. Manufac-

15 and 16 Excavate west pilot trench turer's specifications indicate that the 200B
52 to 54 Drive sheeting to el.-28 ft indicator has a sensitivity of 1 part per

along west wall thousand. Extensometer data were obtained with
64 and 65 Vibrate and drive sheeting to a micrometer that read to 0.001 in.; the accu-

el.-5D along we t wall racy of these data were limited to 0.12 in. by
101 Begin excavation at section survey measurements of the elevation of the top

of the reference plate. Manufacturer's specifi-
Notes: Elevations refer to ft Chicago City Datum. cations indicate that the triple-tube pneumatic

Day I was December 15, 1986. piezometers, SINCO Model 514178, are accurate to
within 0.30 ± .05 psi. Field tests prior to
sheet pile driving indicate that repeatability

INSTRUMENTATION of the readings was approximately ± 0.05 psi;
response of each of these transducers was

Ground instrumentation consists of (a) 3 prima- checked during field installation by comparing
ry instrument clusters placed on a line perpen- observed pressures with those calculated 'rom
dicular to the sheeting; each cluster contains 3 the height of water in the borehole prior to
piezometers at different depths in the clays, sealing and backfilling each borehole.
one 65-ft-deep slope inclinometer casing, and
one 5-point, mechanical extensometer with RESULTS OF FIELD OBSFRVATIONS
hydraulic anchors at different depths in the
clay; (b) 3 inclinometers and one 5-point ex- Based on observed response, driving operations
tensometer offset from the primary line to along the east wall caused no significant soil
provide redundancy in the data, and (c) a deformations or pore pressure changes at the
surface survey net consisting of 7 reference test section location. All significant obser-
points (Fig. 2). vations resulted from driving the west wall.

The general trends of the observed soil behavior
wall are described in terms of displacements
that occurred perpendicular to the sheet pile

53 0 -(- Ex e alignment (herein called transverse), displace-
3c1nmcer-*4Eometer ments that occurred within a horizontal plane,

pore pressures, and vertical displacements at
3 2both the ground surface and top of the clayP3-2 P3- P3.3

Piezometer - 7 S strata.
0

S5 Transverse displacements are shown in Fig. 3.
Setlementojnt N These displacement vectors are plotted for con-

struction days 54 and 66, that correspond to
SI2 completion of the first anu second pass, respec-

S5tively, along the west side of the test section.
The vectors consist of a combination of extenso-

S3 E meter data and inclinometer data obtained atSl6 -z S-4
. 0 elevations of the extensometer points. Maximum

P2-2 P2- P2-3 incremental displacements were on the order of
-2 V0.5 in. Upon initial driving, soil at eleva-

E E-4 tions above the bottom of the penetration dis-
"1.1 S4 o 0 placed laterally and vertically as much as 0.4

s in. After final seating of the sheet piles, the

P;2 P,-1 Pi-3 soil at lower elevations displaced away from the
. . .- sheeting, but this time with a more marked hori-

0 zontal component. A rather large inward compo-
Approximote Iimit of plottrench nent of movement was observed at shallow eleva-

SCALE(ft) tions near the sheeting. While the pattern of

movements could be interpreted in terms of a
-PZ4OSheetp~Ie flow around a penetrating object, part of the

magnitude of these inward movements near the
surface are thought to have been caused by an

increase in temperature during this time. The
Fig. 2. Instrumentation Plan temperature rise would have thawed the frozen

rubble fill at the edges of the pilot trench;
Readings were collected during the two months the fill was observed to be substantially weaker
prior to the start of construction at the test in the thawed state and movements toward the
section; thus overall accuracy of the installed sheeting undoubtedly occurred in the fill as a
instrumentation was established. In tne period result.
between instrument installation and excavation
of the east pilot trench, three sets of SINCO Nott th.at the magnitude of the outward movements
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Fig. 4. Horizontal Displacements During Driving
10'

Fig. 3. Transverse Displacements During Driving
Time scale 100 75 5o

could have been expected. Within the saturated (ennstructiondoys)-- . .. . P
c v00 75 50

clays, an estimate of the lateral displacement P2
can be made by assuming that a quantity of soil 30-
equal to the volume of the section must be dis-1
placed. The PZ-40 section displaces an equiva- II
lent of 1 in. of soil per foot of section. By '00 75 50
assuming that equal amounts displace in each 20 ....
direction, 0.5 in. (13 mm) lateral movement can Pilot
be expected. trcm

Displacements in the horizontal plane at two 10 ...- "

elevations within the clay are shown in Fig. 4. ..
Although the trend of the movements is essenti-
ally perpendicular to the sheeting, significant < 0

w/
northward components of movements were recorded WP-40

at the locations of i nclinometers SI-1 and SI-5. c_
These corresponded to the direction of the pile W

driving. -3 -1

Pore pressures during pile driving operations 0 "3 P2-1" Pile lip on

are shown in Fig. 5. The leads to piezometers 03 doynotyp

P1-1 and P1-2 were cut while excavating the west U -20-
pilot trench. The remaining piezometers show - J, P3-2 P2-2
that pore pressures rose rapidly in response to -
each pass of the sheet pile driving. The larg- Lj F

_j 0
est increases were recorded after the second ,j -30- '_jLl1 PI-3
pass was completed on day 65. After the peak P3-3 I P23

values were observed immediately after driving, W,
the pore pressures dissipated rapidly at first, UJI

then decreased at a slower rate. -40- 1"

Sheet pile driving caused time-dependent move- 
Ji

ments of the ground surface (Fig. 6). Movements -50
at the ground surface were tracked with standard
leveling equipment with an' estimated accuracy of
t .12 in. To illustrate the relation among Fig. 5. Pore Pressures During Construction
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> Fig. 7. Comparison Between Pore Pressures

20! For Single Piles and HDR-4 Data

excess pore pressures can be larger when driving
,o- sheet piles than when installing piles. The

pore pressures adjacent to the sheet piles could
not be measured because of the presence of the

pilot trench; however, the magnitudes are ex-

pected to follow the same trends as piles. The
o wider zone of influence for the sheet piles can
Nperhaps be attributed to the differences caused
Fby plane strain conditions associated with sheet

. I . piles and axisymmetric conditions associated
with piles.

Fig. . Vertical Displacements During
Construction It should be emphasized that these pore pres-

sures are associated with sheet pile driving and
movements, pore pressures and pile driving, ver- are not significantly affected by construction
tical displacements at the ground surface and equipment loadings. This is clearly shown in
the top of the clay and pore water pressures Fig. 6. The transient stress increases caused
are plotted versus time for this construction by the cranes would not significantly stress the
period. The sudden increases in pore pressure soil below the bottom of the rubble fill. In
correspond to sheet pile driving; the ground addition, the pore pressures generally were
surface clearly heaved as a result of installing largest adjacent to the sheeting and decreased
the sheeting. As pore pressures dissipate, with distance from sheeting.
consolidation occurs within the clay, and both
the ground surface and top of the clay subsides. The effects of the sheet pile driving on sub-

sequent response during construction can be
DISCUSSION evaluated by examining the postulated stress

path for two soil elements adjacent the wall at
The most striking features of the observed re- the locations of piezometers P2-2 and P2-3 (Fig.
sponse were the pore pressures. Pore pressures 8). Refer to Fig. 5 for locations of P2-2 and
during pile driving have been reported by P2-3. The stress paths were plotted assuming
several investigators (e.g., Lambe and Horn, that sheet pile driving increases the total
1965; Orrje and Broms, 1967; Hagerty and horizontal stress, while maintaining the verti-
Garlinqer, 1972; and Flaate, 1972). Their cal stress constant. Total stress changes were
effects on subsequent pile response is well- computed using an A parameter of 1.0 and the
documented. However, very limited data (i.e., measured pore pressure values. This A value is
Karlsrud, 1986) are available concerning pore based on preliminary results of Ko-consoli-
pressures associated with sheetpile driving and dated, triaxial extension tests.
their effects on subsequent excavation behavior.

Stress conditions at 5 different times during
Figure 7 shows the maximum ratios of excess pore construction are presented. After completion of
pressure/effective overburden pressure plotted the second pass on day 65, note that the effect
versus normalized distance from the sheet pile. of the operation is to preload the soil adjacent
Also shown is a band that reflects normalized to the excavation. Shear stresses are reduced,
excess pore pressures caused by driving single and normal stresses subsequently increase as
piles as reported by Hagerty and Garlinger consol-idation occurs. These changes create a
(1972). The band reflects data from six repor- benefi-cial effect that ameliorates the effects
ted case studies. Note that an equivalent of sub-sequent lateral stress reduction as
diameter of 1.34 ft, equal to the depth of the excavation occurs. In this case, stresses are
PZ-40 section, was used to compute normalized built into the system to counteract subsequent
distance. The data indicate that the extent of detrimental stress changes.
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2 - - 2 K sheet pile driving operation appear to be on
P22 the same order of magnitude as those associ-

ated with pile driving, but their lateral
- extent appears to be wider. This phenomenon

may be caused by the difference between theSP)ESP
ESP plane strain conditions representative of a

54 8 sheetpile wall and the axisymmetric condi-

tions representative of piles.
2 3 4

NORMAL STRESS P,P'{ksf) 3. The somewhat unexpected response of the soil

to the sheet pile installation emphasizes the

2 - 1 fact that the profession still can learn much

P2-3 K:-lne-- } from field observations derived from complete
instrumentation schemes.
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Full-Scale Load Test of Caisson on Chicago Hardpan
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SYNOPSIS: The esults of a full-scale load test on a belIed caisson bearing on hardpan in the downtown Chicago area are
presented herein and are discussed in terms of current design practice and the -esults of other pertinent full-scale
tests and a small-scale model test. Current specifications for allowable bearing pressures are shown to be conservative,
and previously established settlement limits required to mobilize side resistance are reconfirmed. The settlement
measured during the test is in good agreement with that predicted by use of pressuemete- test data. The confinement of
the bell in a hard clay laye, appears to be beneficial in that it serves to limit the development of major cracking at
the base.

INTRODUCTION from soft to hard silty clays and extremely dense silt,
sandy silt, or gravel zones overlying the ned-ock.

Drilled piers or caissons bearing on very dense glacial
till (ha-dpan) are a common type of foundation for high At the site of the full-scale load test, soft to medium
rise s uctures in the Chicago area. The local building silty clays were encountered to an elevation of
code specifies a maximjm bearing pressure of 12 ksf, but approximately -48 feet CCO (Chicago City Datum). uelow
higher pressures are allowed if adequate testing and these soils, very stiff to hard silty clays were en-
supporting data are provided. As a result of accumulated countered to an elevation of -63 CCO. Then, alternate
experience and increased confidence in the use of in-situ layers of hard sandy and silty clay (hardpan) and
testing, such as the p-essuremeter test, design bea-ing extremely dense silt or sandy silt were encountered to
pressures of 20 ksf to 25 ksf are now used commonly, the top of bedrock at elevation -105 CCD. Inf,-mation
Although full-scale caisson load tests can provide about the typical subsurface profile and soil properties
valuable information to validate or improve the bearing at the test site is presented in Figure 1. P-essuremete-
capacity and settlement theories used in design, actual tests were conducted between elevations -66 CCD and -81
load tests are rarely conducted because of the required CCD, and the values of the paramete-s obtained are
high reaction loads and the associated expense and summarized in Table 1. The soils tested exhibited
inconvenience. Results from two full-scale load tests on pressu-emeter parameter values that are comparable to a
caissons in the Chicago area have been reported; one large number of available values for soils in the same
sE'ies of tests was conducted during the construction of general area of Chicago (Lucas and deBussy, 1976).
the Chicago Union Station (D*Esposito, 1924), while the
other was completed during foundation construction for Table 1. Pressuremeter Parameters
the Cummings Biological Research Center at the University
of Chicago (Holtz and Baker, 1972). Pressure (tsf)

Presented and discussed herein is information obtained Elevation(CC HorizontalModulus

from a full-scale load test on a caisson bearing on (feet) At Rest in E
hardpan in the downtown Chicago area. The caisson had a P P P (tf)
shaft diameter of 2.5 feet, a bell diameter of 6.33 feet,
and a total length of 60.65 feet; it was instrumented
with load cells and strain gauges and tested to a maximum -66.0 to -68.5 4.0 15 29 156
load of 1100 tons, which approached the estimated
ultimate bearing capacity. The anticipated performance -68.5 to -71.0 4.0 10 20 111
of this caisson during the load test was determined on
the basis of current design practice in terms of -71.0 to -73.5 5.0 16 32 198
settlement, bearing capacity, and side resistance or skin
friction. The observed performance of the caisson is
presented and discussed ..uh in terms of current design
practice and in comparison with available results from -76.0 to -78.5 4.5 15 29 267
full-scale tests in similar soils.

SOIL CONDITIONS -78.5 to -81.0 8.0 - - 1043

The subsurface conditions at the project site are
representative of the typical downtown Chicago soil TEST CAISSON
profile, which has been presented in detail by Bretz
(1939) and Peck and Reed (1954). Surficial deposits of The test caissun had a shaft diameter of 2.50 feet and a
fill materials are typically encountered over layers of bell diameter of 6.33 feet; it was constructed by using
beach sands. Underlying these soils are glacial deposits the typical procedures employed for production caissons,
(consisting of lacustrine clay and stratified clayey till although it was not part of the load-carrying grid of
sheets of varying strengths and water contents) of the caissons for the new structure. The shaft was auger-
Wisconsin Glacial era; these deposits vary with depth drilled at a diameter slightly larger than designed to a
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elastic compression were made on the basis of available

data. The ultimate end bearing capacity, Qb, of deep

a Soil Water CryUnitUnconfined Compressive circular foundations ir cohesive soils can be computed9 accordingoto ned Comp(1959)va

O-V Z Description Corlent(% Weight Strength (tsf) according to Skempton (1959) as
w 10 20 30 (Ib/ftt3)l 2 3 4 5 6 Qb+ W = Ab(Ncb+L H) (1)

where W is the weight of the caisson, Ab is the cross-
Fill , ctional area of the base, N is a bea-ing capacity

10 *5 tactor, c is the average shear strength of the soils
within a epth of two-thirds the base diameter from the

Snd(SM-SC) 10 base, and y is the average total unit weight of the soil

Stiff Silty for the total length, H, of the caisson. If it is2 5Ca C)assumed that W = A yH and N is set equal to n9 for
98 saturated cohesive ?oils (Skempton, 1951), Equation (1)

T--,op ot can be reduced to
Caisson

30 -15 Soft Qb = 9cb A b (2)

to 107 The undrained shear strength of cohesive soils can be
Medium calculated from pressuremeter data according to the

40 -25 Silty 106

Clay 4 5.6 % A

(C L) 45, i 1*3.

50-35 ~44Fnc107 Reinforced Concrete Mot

105 I' 5tcrss Cell I

60 -45 106 Si.i s o 1i I ... i...

LoOd Cell

113 5 -iheri al 8'iror g

70 -55 Very Stiff 5Wall of Ac ces
Silty Clay 119 vult

(C L) 118 Re.foc.ed Concr,
soilon Cap

80 -65124 Top of Coisson -6.75 CC D I

Bottom of 30
Caisson

90 -75. Hardpan q 7 s

Dense Sandy(
S ilt (M L ) -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Figure 1. Soil Profile

depth of about 15 feet below existing grade, and a

temporary steel casing was inserted through the fill and
sand into the underying silty clay. The shaft was then Sress
advanced by augerinc at the design diameter to a depth of Cells
73 feet (-67.4 Ci.', where a suitable hardpan layer was .0o
encountered.

The base of the shaft was enla, ged at this level by means (-64cc7 )- 4s,,oicl.,-"
of a 600 belling bucket. The bell angle was then reduced 6 33ft
to about 500 by hand excavation to obtain a geometry
similar to that used by Reese and Farr (1980) so that
results could be compared in terms of the development of
cracks at the base of the bell. The thickness at the

perimeter and at the center of the base pad of the bell
was I foot and 2 fLet, respectively. The dimensions of
the test caisson, as measured in the field, are shown in
Figure 2.

ANTICIPATED PERFORMANCE OF TEST CAISSON

The test caisson was designed to transfer load to the
foundation soils primarily through end bearing, but some
amount of side resistance or skin friction was also
expected to develop. During testing, the top of the
caisson was expected to settle by an amount equal to the Not to Scale
sum of the elastic compression of the shaft and the

settlement at the base. Accordingly, estimates of

bearing capacity, skin friction, base settlement, and Figure 2. Details of Instrumented Caisson
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following relationsnip advanced by Mena-d (1965, 1975): typical values of Poisson's ratio for normal strength

pZ - P0  concrete are on the order of 0.15 to 0.20, a value of
c = 2K (3) 0.25 was selected for further computations.c- 2Kb

where c is the cohesion, P and P0 are the limit INSTRUMENTATION AND TESTING
pressure and horizontal e'ath pressure at rest,
respectively, at the pressuremeter test level, and Kb is The instrumentation for the test caisson consisted of

a coefficient which, for typical Chicago a-ea soils, has five strain cells and two stress cells installed at the
a value of about 2.7 (Lucas and deBussy, 1976). Using base and a single stress cell mounted directly over the
average values (obtained from Table 1) of 27 tsf and 4.3 caisson within the reinforced concrete mat. All cells
tsf, for p, 3nd p., respectively, Equation (3) yields a were stock items manufactured by the Carlson Instrument
cohesion &ir about 4.2 tsf. The available unconfined Company in Campbell, California. The locations of the
compression data shown in Figure I indicate a minimum instruments within the caisson are indicated in Figure
cohesion value for the soils under the base of the 2. The strain cells were mounted horizontally at the
caisson of about 3.5 tsf. Accordingly, the net end base of the caisson and were intended to monitor lateral
bearing capacity of the caisson was computed to be about strains at the base of the bell. All instruments at the
1100 tons. The app-opriateness of using Equation (1) to base of the bell were carefully embedded in fresh
compute the end bearing capacity of caissons on Chicago concrete and their positions were fixed by allowing the
hardpan has been confirmed by Holtz and Baker (1972). concrete to harden overnight. Placement of the remaining

caisson concrete was completed the following day.
The side resistance o

r  
"skin friction" of the test

caisson was estimated on the basis of the available In conjunction with the construction of the heavily
und-ained shed strength values for the various soil reinforced concrete foundation mat, a concrete vault wes
layers. To facilitate the computations, the bell was built below the mat to provide access to the top of the
neglected and the shaft of the caisson was separated into test caisson once construction of the high rise structure
two parts with lengths L - 41 25 feet (-6.75 CCD to -48 had proceeded above the foundation level. Foil strain
CCD) and L2 z 17 feet (-8 CCD to -65 CCD). The average gauges were bonded to the upper and lower surfaces of the
cohesion, c and c for each section was estimated to be mat to monitor strains during the load test. Gauges on
0.48 tsf an 2.05 Zsf, espectively. To obtain estimates the lower mat surface were damaged du-ing the set-up of
of the adhesion between the soil and the caisson, these the jacking system and water seepage later rendered them
cohesion values were multiplied by 0.8 and 0.4, useless. However, the top gauges functioned throughout
respectively (Department of the Navy, 1982), to give: the test.

QS 
= 
7D(O.8 LI c, + 0.4 L2 c2 ) (4) The theoretical failure load of the test caisson was

estimated to be 1100 tons, but a single hydraulic jack
where D is the diameter of the caisson shaft, with that capacity was not available. Therefore, a
Accordingly, the total skin friction was found to be special reinforced concrete caisson cap was constructed
about 230 tons. to accomodate two smaller jacks which would provide this

capacity. The concrete mat, together with about 10
A method for using p-essuremeter data to estimate the stories of the newly constructed concrete structure,
settlement, w, at the base of foundations has been provided a sufficiently large reaction to perform the
presented by Menard (1965, 1975); a general form of the load test, which was conducted according to the Standard
resulting equation (Lucas and deBussy, 1976) is Method of Load Testing for Piles under Axial Compressive

=+v r 3 Load as desribed in ASTM Specification D-1143-74. Two
w =I+ PRo£X 2 R-§ + pr (5) dial gauges were mounted at diametrically opposite

E d 0 d locations over Lne top of the caisson to measure the
where E is the pressuremeter or deviatoric modulus, v is settlement during loading. However, the length of time
Poisson s ratio and is set equal to 0.33 because the that each load was maintained on the caisson was
value of E is computed from pressuremeter data on the different from that specified by ASTM so that the test
hypothesis 1hat v = 0.33, R is an empirical coefficient could be completed within a reasonable time. Loading the

equal to 30 cm, is the 'adius (expressed in cm) at the caisson incrementally to the maximum capacity of the
base of the foundation, p is the uniform pressure on the jacks was the primary criterion, since loading to failure
foundation, X2 and X3 are empi-ical coefficients that are would not likely be possible with the equipment
functions of the snape of the foundation, and a is an available. The actual loading sequence used during the
empirical coefficient depending on the type and structure test is shown in Figure 3.
of the soil. By setting A = A = I, a = 2/3, p = 35
tsf, and Ed equal to 200 t~f fo a depth equal to the Although no cycling of the load test was originally
foundation radius below the base of the foundation and planned, a temporary malfunction in one of the jacks
270 tsf for larger depths, the anticipated settlement was necessitated an unloading to just below 500 tons. The
computed according to Equation (5) to be about 2.4 inches caisson was then reloaded from this point to the maximum
for the maximum applied load of 35 tsf. load of 1100 tons. Each load increment was maintained

for at least one hour. A maximum load of 1060 tons was
The theoretical elastic compression, aL, of the test applied for a period of 6 hours. This load was increased
calsson was computed according to the relationship to 1100 tons by taking both jacks to their full

capacity. Due to difficulties in controlling the release
L = PL (6) of the hydraulic pressure, the unloading proceeded

directly to zero load without intermediate steps.
where P is the axial load, L is the length of the
caisson, A is the cross-sectional area of the caisson, Prior to unloading the caisson, specially fabricated
and E is the elastic modulus of the concrete used to steel shims were placed between the caisson cap and the
construct the caisson. Samples of the test caisson concrete mat to transfer as much of the jack load as
concrete were obtained by coring the top of the caisson possible to the caisson. Since the load cell readings
to a depth of approximately 5 feet two weeks after the indicated that very little load had been transferred, the
load test was completed. This limited portion of the test caisson was reloaded several days later to a maximum
shaft was assumed to be representative ef the entire of 1040 tons and additional shims were placed. Each of
caisson and yielded values of 3.4 x 10 psi for the the instruments was monitored during these procedures, as
elastic modulus and 0.28 for Poisson's ratio. Because well as over the following 15 month period.
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1200 According to previous investigators (Burland et al, 1966;
Whitaker and Cooke, 1966; Holtz and Baker, 1972; and
Reese et al, 1976), a movement of up to 0.5% to 1.0% of

1000 the shaft diameter, or a maximum of 0.25 inch, is
required to mobilize the full sic_ resistance. The upper
elastic compression line and the load test curve
intersect at a settlement of about 0.1 inch or 0.33% of

800 the shaft diameter and indicate a maximum side resistance
of about 245 tons, which is in very good agreement with
the value of 230 tons computed by using conventional

S600 ,procedures.

The average adhesion factor calculated according to the
C indicated side resistance of the test caisson is on the
< 400 order of 0.65 to 0.70 and corresponds well with the range

of 0.5 to 0.8 reported by Holtz and Baker (1972) for
friction caissons in typical Chicago clayey soils.
However, when compared with adhesion factors in the range

200 93. of 0.4 to 0.7 for overconsolidated Texas plastic clays
hs (Reese and O'Neill, 1969) and London clay (Skempton,

I 1959), the factors obtained are somewhat high. This
III i ll l tI ~could be attributed to the lower plasticity and lower

0 10 20 30 130 140 sensitivity of the Chicago silty clays.
Elapsed Time (hours)

If the elastic compression of the shaft is subtracted
Figure 3. Summary of Test Load Sequence from the settlement measured at the top of the caisson,

the settlement of the bottom can be obtained.
RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS Accordingly, it can be observed that the bottom of the

caisson settled by about 1.85 inches under the maximum
The measured settlement at the top of the caisson as a applied load of about 35 tsf. According to Equation (5)
function of the applied load is shown in Figure 4, and for a load at the base equal to about 26 tsf (maximum
together with two lines indicating the computed elastic applied load adjusted for load supported by side
compression of the test caisson. The elastic compression resistance), the anticipated settlement at the base,
represented by the lower line was computed by assuming computed eccording to pressuremeter data, is about 1.90
that the entire difference between the applied load at inches, which is in very good agreement with the measured
the top of the caisson and the load reaching the bottom settlement. Caissons bearing on hardpan were loaded
is carried in the concrete shaft with no load dissipation diring the Chicago Union Station tests (D'Esposito, 1924)
along the shaft and no settlement of the base of the and settled by 0.9 inches and 2.0 inches under maximum
caisson. The upper elastic line is obtained by assuming applied loads of 18.4 tsf and 87.5 tsf, respectively.
a linear dissipation of the actual load in the shaft The hardpan bearing caisson loaded during the University
(that is, the difference between the applied load and the of Chicago tests (Holtz and Baker, 1972) settled about
load reaching the bottom) beginning at the top of the 2.5 inches under a maximum load of 53 tsf. Accordingly,
shaft and continuing to the base. The latter line seems the settlement at the bottom, as a percent of the
more realistic, since it is apparent that some load is diameter of the loaded area, was about 1% to 4% for the
carried in side friction and considerable settlement of Union Station caissons, about 1% for the University of
the base has occurred. Chicago test caisson, and about 2.6% for the test

reported herein. Whitaker and Cooke (1966) found that
full mobilization of the base resistance in London clay
did not occur until settlments were between 10% and 20%
of the base diameter. The load-settlement curve shown in

Applied Load (tons) Figure 4, as well as those reported by Holtz and Baker

0 200 400 600 S00 1000 1200 (1972), do not show a sharp break, and it is therefore
0 not clear if these caissons were actually loaded to their

PL maximum capacity. This observation is further reinforced
2AE for the case reported herein if it is considered that the

Elostic Compress maximum applied load was about equal to the computed
0.5 -ultimate bearing capacity, but about 20% of that load was

supported by side resistance.

U AE Finally, the unloading curves shown in Figure 4 indicate
.O that most of the measured settlement is nonrecoverable.

Tests in London clay (Whitaker and Cooke, 1966; Ellison
et al, 1971) have also indicated that most of the
vertical movement, which occurs after the ultimate15 adhesion between the shaft and the surrounding soil is

reached, is nonrecoverable and that significant rebound
should not be anticipated. Although the conditions of
the load test reported herein are different from those of

2.0 the test conducted in the London clay (primarily an end
bearing caisson on hardpan compared to primarily a
friction pier in stiff fissured clay), slippage along the

shaft is still nonrecoverable and any elastic rebound
2.5 from the base of the caisson greater than about 0.1 inch

would be resisted by negative friction along the shaft of
Figure 4. Measured Settlement of Top of Caisson the caisson. This observation is in good agreement with

as a Function of Applied Load information reported by D'Esposito (1924) for the Union
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Station tests and Holtz and Baker (1972) for the
University of Chicago tests where, upon unloading, the 1400
rebound of caissons bearing on Chicago hardpan was not
more than 0.1 inch after accounting for the elastic
rebound of the concrete shaft.

1200

Based on the load test curve shown in Figure 4 and the
foregoing observations, it can safely be concluded that a
large portion of the final applied load (about 820 tons) W 1000
would reach the bottom of the caisson and would be 0
transferred to the soil through the base of the bell.
Unfortunately, computations of the load at the bace of ) 800
the bell, made on the basis of the stresses measured by o, 0

the two stress cells installed at the base of the bell, co
yielded only a small fraction of this anticipated load.
The average computed load, based on stress measurements, B 600
was only about 200 tons for an applied load of about 1060
tons and should not be considered indicative of the 00

actual load transferred to the base of the caisson. It _J 400
is likely that some "honeycombing" of the concrete below Theoretical Load
the cells may have been caused during installation and, G1 Base
consequently, relatively softer zones of concrete may 200-
have existed below the cells. This would have the effect
of significantly reducing the modulus of elasticity of
the concrete below the cells and could account for the 0 1 I 1
low measured stresses. Furthermore, arching in the 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
concrete above the cells may have occurred upon initial
deflection of the cell face and additional stresses may Applied Load (tons)
not have been directly transferred to the cell. Finally,
stress cell calibration may change due to a number of Figure 5. Load Transferred to Base of Caisson
reasons, which include the development of stress con- as a Function of Applied Load
centrations and/or relief zones during installation
procedures, of up to 50 x 10- 6 inches per inch were recorded by two

strain cells. These levels of lateral strain are
Alternatively, stresses and loads at the base of the significant enough to suspect the development of
caisson were computed on the basis of strains measured by microcracks at the base of the bell. Reese and Farr
the five horizontally oriented strain gauges, together (1980) performed unconfined compression tests on small-
with the assumption that, in the absence of applied scale model caissons which were constructed with a
horizontal stresses, the measured horizontal strains are variety of bell angles. It was observed that caissons
attributable primarily to the Poisson effect. By with bell angles of less than 600 to the horizontal would
assuming elastic behavior for the oncrete and using fail by the formation of a tension crack in the bell and
laboratory test values of 3.4 x 10 psi and 0.25 for that a 450 bell would fail at significantly smaller loads
Young's modulus, E, and Poisson's ratio, v, respectively, than a 600 bell with the same base area. It appears that
the vertical stress, a , was computed in terms of the the 500 bell of the test caisson described herein
measured lateral (horizontal) strain, Eh, as performed better than would have been anticipated on the

':h basis of the conclusions reached by Reese and Farr
a = E (7) (1980). Although small lateral strains developed at the

base of the bell, it can be stated that the confinement
Using an average value for the computed vertical stress, of the bell within the hardpan layer provided an
the load transferred to the base was computed and the additional factor of safety against failure by major
results are shown in Figure 5. Also shown in Figure 5 is cracking at the base of the caisson.
a line indicating the anticipated relationship between
the applied load and the load transferred to the base. Monitoring of the instrumentation was continued for a
This line was obtained by considering that about 230 tons period of 15 months after the end of the test and the
of the applied load are supported by side resistance. It final shimming. At the end of this period survey
can be observed that the results of the strain cell measurements indicated that the finished structure had
measurements are in very good agreement with predictions settled approximately 0.62 inches. Since the settlement
based on conventional procedures, as well as with the which resulted during the load test was on the order of 2
actual load test curve presented in Figure 4 for an inches, the building settlement may have not been enough
applied load of up to about 900 tons. For higher loads, to result in complete load transfer through the shims to
the measured strains increased disproportionately with the test caisson. The average increae in strain cell
the increases in load. readings was on the order of 20 x 10- inches per inch,

indicating that about 850 tons of structural load was
It can also be observed that, upon unloading, a large being transferred to the caisson through the shims and
percentage of the stress or load remained "locked in", as the natural building settlement. However, it could also
indicated in Figure 5 by the significant shift of the indicate that there had been an equivalent amount of
data above the theoretical line. This apparent "locked creep under a much smaller load because of the suspected
in" stress may very well indicate the development of past microcracking. The cumulative lateral strain
minor cracks at the base of the bell. Furthermore, the measured at the base of the caisson from the start of the
computed stress is observed to increase with time under loag test through the last readings was less than 70 x
the maximum load of 1060 tons, which was held constant 10-  inches per inch, and this could indicate that the
for six hours, and this may be due to the propagation of caisson bell remained essentially intact, aided perhaps
microcracks or creep under constant load. Lateral by confinement in the very stiff clay and hardpan soils
strains in excess of 30 x 10 inches per inch were which surrounded it.
measured by four of the five strain cells, while strains
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the full-scale load test and the 3. The generated side resistance is found to be in close
observations and discussion presented herein, the agreement (about 5% difference) with that computed
following conclusions, which are primarily applicable to according to conventional methods. The corresponding
the soil profile encountered in the Chicago area, can be average adhesion coefficient of about 0.65 to 0.70 is
advanced, within the limits established for similar soil

profiles.
1. The high bearing capacity of Chicago hardpan and the

accuracy of settlement predictions based on pressure- 4. Very small, but nonrecoverable, strains were measured
meter data have been reinforced. The base of the at the base of the caisson bell, indicating probable
caisson was loaded to about 26 tsf without microcrack development during loading. The
approaching the bearing capacity of the hardpan and confinement of the bell in a hard soil layer is
the resulting settlement was about 1.85 inches. considered beneficial and, although not considered in
Accordingly, increased allowable bearing pressures current practice, it provides a measure of additional
can be established for caissons on Chicago hardpan, safety to current design procedures. The current
when the anticipated settlements are tolerable, requirement for 600 bells should be maintained for

high bearing pressure caissons.
2. Previously established limits of movement for the

mobilization of side resistance are confirmed; ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
movements on the order of 0.5% to 1% of the shaft
diameter or up to 0.25 inches are more than adequate The advice and guidance of Jorj Osterberg of Northwestern
to mobilize the full side resistance of caissons in University and Clyde Baker of STS Consultants throughout
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SYNPOSIS: The foundation of tall chimneys on shallow mats is of particular interest, not only
because of the importance of minimizing differential settlement, but because the axisymmetric
loading and the simple relationship between the chimney height and this loading can provide an
accurate correlation between load and settlement, not often available with other structure types.
This paper presents settlement case histories of two tall chimneys, one on overconsolidated clay
and the other on sands and gravels. The computed values of the elastic soil properties, back-
calculated from the load versus settlement relationship, are discussed and compared with values
found in the literature.

INTRODUCTION terrace that extends from the Rio Grande to
the deltaic plain of the Mississippi River.

Heavily overconsolidated clays are usually As a result of exposure to weathering later
assumed to behave in an elastic or at least in the glacial stage, when the sea level was
pseudo-elastic manner when loaded at a level approximately 400 feet lower than it is
well below their preconsolidation pressure. today, the clay is overconsolidated due to
Medium dense to dense sands and gravels are desiccation. The minimum preconsolidation
assumed to behave in a similar fashion, pressure estimated from consolidation tests
Unfortunately, for many large structures, on the site soils was 6 ksf.
verification of this elastic behavior and
subsequent backcalculation of the appropriate A log of the foundation soils at the plant
elastic parameters are often not completely site together with a profile showing various
successful, even where settlement is care- soil parameters is shown in Fig. 1. The
fully monitored. This is because of various initial 20 feet of clay beneath the founda-
factors such as an unknown amount of heave tion mat contained several thin non-con-
during foundation excavation (particularly tinuous sand layers. Undrained shear
for deep structures), uneven load distri- strength readings based on pocket penetro-
bution across the structure, unclear correla- meter tests made on clay samples extruded in
tion of construction progress and foundation the field averaged 2.5 ksf to a depth of
loading, or a complex soil profile. This about 30 feet below the foundation. There
paper presents the results of settlement was a large scatter in the results, reflect-
monitoring of two tall chimney foundations ing both the method of strength measurement
where there was negligible excavation heave, and the crustal nature of the upper material.
axi-symmetric loading, accurate correlation Many of the soil samples from this zone that
of construction progress and foundation were subjected to unconfined compression
loading, and a reasonably homogeneous soil testing in the laboratory exhibited a slicken-
profile. The linear nature of the load ..,.,
versus settlement relationship is demon- .-- -- i--

strated, and the computed elastic properties 0 Is 2 A 6Mf0,,.0.
of the foundation soils are presented. 0' , ,M' ucrr RAT 4.,

CHIMNEY AND FOUNDATION SOIL DETAILS Af.,,Tt,.,JM 1-05.----
- -- .........

Case 1: Chimney on Clay VW.................. . .......
- SA4 0VMAY o

The 475-foot-high brick-lined concrete .,0

chimney has a total weight, including the IF,
pedestal and base, of almost 14,000 kips, --------
resulting in a gross static bearing pressure -.o oo..-
of 3.2 kips per square foot (ksf). Details o

of the chimney dimensions and loads are shown -AT 11,IFAS ......... .Q
in Table 1. ' l, t,, 0. 07 0

The chimney is constructed on an octagonal : o
mat founded 8 feet below original grade on ,,0  0

overconsolidated highly plastic clay known as to.,IA,

the Beaumont Clay Formation. These clays, 'I. 1,0 ,,i
deposited during the early Wisconsin glacial
stage, are part of the Pleistocene age Fig 1. Typical Profile - Case 1
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sided structure, and gave somewhat lower 30. Groundwater was located at El. 68 feet,
recorded strengths. On a sitewide basis, the msl.
average undrained shear strength computedfrom unconfined comp ression tests was only 7 ORINAL GR UN SURFACabout 60 percent of that estimated with the ORIGINA GROUNDSURFACE

pocket penetrometer. The material below the 70 --
upper zone was fairly homogeneous, very stiff A-N- TA 

B 
LIGH T

'  
"

to hard plastic clay, with an average un- SITTLSILT
ciraine, 2--ea sne; t ,; t 5 , t:

mated from pocket penetrometer readings. . ': '$
Groundwater was very close to the surface. 4 a _ ,

Case 2: Chimney on Sand C
S 0BROWN AND GRAY FINE TO

COARSE SAND WITH S0W
'a COBBLES AND BOULDERSThe 350-foot-high concrete chimney has three

steel flues. The total weight, including the 50 1 Ol I
foundation, is almost 7,000 kips resulting in
a gross static bearing pressure of 2.4 ksf.
Details of the chimney dimensions and loads 45 -
are shown in Table 1. _ -

40

TABLE I. Chimney Dimensions and Loads ANOtOIORIte0 20 40 60 80 1 0

SPT N-VALUE NEAR C41WEY
Case I Case 2

Fig. 2 Typical Profile - Case 2

Base Mat an.d Base elevation, feet 12.5 69.5
Pedesta . Final grade. feet 23.0 75.0

..u:es> s O 1igin9 a grade, feet 20.4 70.0
Thickneas of base Mat, feet 5.5 6.5
Thickness of pedestal., feet 5.0 00
Wi th of base meat. feet 72.0(1) 54.0 2) The purpose of estimating foundation settle-
Area of base mat. sq. feet 4290 2916 ment is to determine if the structure under
Equivalent base mat diameter, feet 73.9 61.0 consideration will be stable and perform its

Conrete Height of chimney. feet 475 350 intended function within the predicted range
She>, Outside diameter at base. feet 39.25 29.6
Dimensio.ns Thickness at base. inches 18.0 20.0 of deformation. This is particularly impor-

Outside diameter at top. feet 22.3 25.6 tant for tall chimneys where even a small
Thickness at top. inchee 8.0 8.0 differential movement at the base can result

: Outside diameter at base, feet 21.6 7.5 in significant lateral movement at the top.
.-mensiors Thickness at base, inches 13.0 0.31

Outside diameter at top. feet 15.7 7.5
Thickness at top. inches 6.0 0.31 One standard procedure used to determine

Loads and Deadweight of base, pedestal and elastic settlement is to estimate the elastic
Presres chimney. kips 13.810 6.940 modulus, E, of the foundation material and

Gres static bearing pressure, kef 3.2 2.4 then utilize any one of several elastic
Deadweight of chimney (shell &

liner), kips 9,220 4,100 equations available for settlement computa-
Static bearing pressure from

chimney, ksf 2.15 1.4 tion. Alternatively, we can rely on charts,
Wind shear at chimney base, kips 486 256 based on past experience, relating SPT
Wind moment at chimney base,

kip-feet 110.275 48,000 N-values to observed settlements (Peck,
Hanson and Thornburn, 1974). Both methods

(1) Case 1 has Octagonal mat; width is distance between flats, are widely used and accepted. The only major
12) Case 2 has square eat, unknown in the evaluation is the stiffness or
(3) Case I has single brick liner; Case 2 has 3 separate steel flues, the elastic modulus.

The elastic modulus can be measured or
The chimney is constructed on a square mat estimated in several ways. For clays, it is
founded about 7 feet below the ground surface common to relate E to the undrained shear
on medium dense sands and gravels. These strength, s . A large range of E/su ratios
materials are of glacial derivation, depos- has been reeorted in the literature, from as
ited predominantly as a result of glaciation low as 50 (Skempton, 1951) to as high as 2500
during the late Pleistocene epoch. Bedrock (D'Appolonia et. al., 1971). The ratio
beneath the soils is part of the Southeastern depends on the plasticity, loading history,
New England Platform Geologic Province, and type of clay and the type of laboratory or
consists of the Dedham granodiorite of field test used to determine E and s . For
late-Precambran age. sands E is frequently related to the results

of field tests such as the SPT, cone penetra-
A log of the foundation soils at the chimney tion tests (CPT), pressuremeter tests,
location with pertinent soil parameters is dilatometer tests, or plate bearing tests.
shown on Figure 2. Essentially, the medium The authors have had good results relating E
to dense fine to coarse sand and gravel can to SPT N-values. The advantages of the SPT
be assumed to form a continuous layer, with are that it is simple and widely used. The
occasional thin silt layers and numerous well-documented disadvantages are that the
cobbles and boulders. The original ground results are not reproducible due to inevita-
surface was at about elevation 70 feet, msl, ble variations in equipment, the drilling
and the top of rock was about El. 42 feet, crew and the soil being sampled.
msl, ie about 28 feet of sand and gravel.
Neglecting the upper 5 feet of in-situ soil For the original estimate of the elastic
(it was recompacted during construction) the settlement, it was assumed the foundation
SPT N-values range from 8 to over 50 blows soils at both sites were homogeneous within
per foot with an an average value of about the zone of influence, H = 5B for Case 1 and
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H = the thickness of sand over rock for TABLE II. Parameters for Settlement Computation
Case 2. Although other elastic equations
were used in the original analyses, veiy Farameter Case I Case 2
similar results were obtained using the
following recently published equation
(Bowles, 1987): qI ksf 2.15 1.40

s = 4qB l I S' , feet 32.75 (equivalent square) 27

E s f

where s = Settlement at the center of the , ksf 1500 1260
foundation

I 0.50 0.22
5

q = Net applied static bearing I 0.97 0.73
pressure f

13 = B/2 = Half the width of the chimney pedestal before the chimney construc-

foundation mat tion started. The net pressure exerted by
the octagonal mat foundation and the pedestal

p= Poisson's ratio was about 0.35 ksf, enough to recompress any
heave due to the foundation excavation, but

E = Modulus of elasticity not sufficient to cause more than about
1/8 inch of net settlement. Thus, we can

I = Influence factor depending on the assume that no significant net settlement
s shape of the foundation took place prior to the start of settlement

monitoring or chimney construction and that
If = Influence factor depending on the the weight of the mat foundation and pedestal

foundation embedment can be neglected when considering correlation
between measured load and settlement.

The actual values used in the analyses for
Cases 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 2. The The chimney was constructed in two stages.
results show that the chimney in Case 1 would The concrete shell was poured to a height of
settle about 0.9 inches and the chimney in 472.5 feet, and then the inner brick liner
Case 2 would settle about 0.2 inches. was placed up to 475 feet height. Using the

chimney designer's quantities, a correlation
SETTLEMENT MONITORING RESULTS between chimney height and static bearing

pressure was produced. This correlation was
Case 1: Chimney_ on Clay used to develop plots of chimney settlement

and load versus time, and chimney load versus
Settlement markers were installed on the settlement, as shown on Figures 3 and 4.
north, south, east and west edges of the Settlement was measured optically, generally

ELAPSED TINE SINCE START OF CHIMNEY SHELL CONSTRUCTION, WEEKS

0 a 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 46 52

,' -i7T I I I I l I I I I I I

-'-------- .- -43o, MRE

[0.5

CONCRETE SH-ELL
COMP ETE ---- -------- 1003

~ 1.0... - - - - STEEL FLUES COMP'LETE O

--40f703- 01

-602

0

-403

-301

-203

-102

Fig. 3 Chimney Settlement and Load Versus Time
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AMOUNT OF TOTAL CHIMNEY DEAD LOAD These results confirm that the foundation

0 ,0, 20, 30, 40. so, 60. To, go. 90, 100. soils at boti. sites behaved in an almost
-- - elastic manner within the loading range

applied, i.e., strain in -he soil was almost
proportional to the applied sti.-=. Conse-S ELL OLT quently, the elastic modulus of the founda-

. tion soil can be hackcalculated from these

results and compared with the values used in
L the original settlement estimate and otheri ..... .... j uolisl'L ." lue4'"

. Case 1: Chimney on Clay

TCASE i TOTAL BEARING PRESSURE FROM CH EY" LINA - 2.15 KSF
CASE2 TOTAL BEAIGPRESSUR FROMCHIMNEY FLUE.405SF The value of elastic modulus backcalculated

using equation (1) and the maximum measured
___settlement of 0.95 inches is 1390 ksf. This

1.5___________________ value is based on the assumption that the
Beaumont Clay has a constant elastic modulus

Fig. 4 Chimney Load Versus Settlement value with depth, at least to a depth of 5
times the width of the mat. However, as

once per week after the shell height had noted earlier and shown in Figure 1, although
reached about 75 feet. the foundation soils are fairly homogeneous

within the zone of influence of the chimney
Case 2: Chimney on Sand foundation, the 30 feet of soil immediately

below the foundation mat has, on average,
Three settlement markers were installed on only about one half the strength of the
the top of the base mat, each 120 degrees underlying clays. It can therefore be
apart. The net pressure of 1 ksf exerted by reasonably assumed that the elastic modulus
the mat foundation is essentially the same as of the upper soils will be about half of that
the gross pressure since the bottom of the of the lower soils. To estimate these values
mat is within one foot of the original ground of elastic modulus, the following basic
surface. The markers were cast in the stress-strain equation can be used.
foundation base mat. However, the initial
survey was not made until 3 weeks after the n p h
base mat was buried. Thus, if the sands and s = Z i i (2)
gravels behave elastically, we can assume i=l E.
that settlement due to the base mat was not 1

measured, and the weight of the mat should be
neglected when considering the measured load where n = Number of layers considered
versus settlement values. beneath the foundation

h = Thickness of each layer
The chimney was constructed in two stages. h = Thickne of each
The concrete shell was placed to a height of P = Average applied stress in each
350 feet, followed by each of the three steel layer.
liners. Using loading prcvided by the To obtain p, three stress distribution curves
chimney designer, a relationship between below the foundation were computed, namely
chimney height and static bearing pressure the stresses under the center and edge of a
was developed. This was used in the plots of rigid circular footing, and the average
chimney settlement and load versus time and stress beneath a circular flexible foundation
chimney load versus settlement, as shown on (Muki 1961, Ahlvin and Ulery 1962). Since
Figures 3 and 4. the chimney foundation incorporates all of

these cases to some degree, the assumed
Settlement was measured optically, generally average stress distribution was obtained by
every two weeks during chimney construction averaging the three curves. The layer
and at one month intervals during liner thickness H was chosen as B/4. The stress at
installation. the center of each layer was computed as a

percentage of the applied static bearing
ANALYSIS OF MEASURED SETTLEMENT pressure in successive layers below the

foundation to a depth of 2B (approximately
The results of the settlement monitoring are 150 ft) below the foundation; at that depth,
shown on Figures 3 and 4. Five observations the stress level was less than 10% of the
can be made from these figures. foundation pressure and it was assumed that

o the load versus settlement curve is the settlement due to soil below 2B was 10%

almost linear, of the total settlement. The value of

o there was little differential elastic modulus computed using equation (2)

settlement, was 900 ksf for the upper 30 ft of clay

o there was an immediate response of beneath the foundation, and 1800 ksf for the

settlement to load increase, underlying clay. If equation (2) is used
o settlement ceased as soon as assuming the foundation soil to be homoge-

loading was completed, and neous, the computed average elastic modulus
o long term creep-type settlement was is about 1300 kaf, in good agreement with the

not observed in the period follow- values computed using equation (1).
img chimney completion. It is apparent that the average values of

elastic modulus E of 1300 to 1400 ksf back-
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calculated from the settlement readings using ratio backcalculated from the measured
the elastic settlement equation are close to settlements was 600, while for the sands and
the E value of 1500 ksf assumed in the gravels, the backcalculated E/N ratio was 36.
settlement prediction analysis. This is not
surprising since E = 1500 ksf was based on an REFERENCES
average interpreted E/s u ratio computed from
numerous case histories of mat foundations on Ahlvin, R. G., and Ulery, H. H., (1962)
Beaumont Clay by Williams and Focht (1982). "Tabulated Values for Determining the
The Williams and Focht E/s ratios were Complete Pattern of Stresses, Strains,
-ii,-, d rnl• frnt ]inmn]dtad-1nfdaied and Deflections beneath a Uniform Load
tiiixial and unconfined compression test on a Homogeneous Half Space," Highway
r-sults. Using the unconfined compression Research Board, Bulletin 342, pp. 1-13.
strength :f the clay measured in the present
case (about 60 percent of the strength Bowles, J. E. (1987), "Elastic Foundation
estimated from poc2:et penetrometer readings) Settlements on Sand Deposits," Journal
we obtain an E/s ratio iaqed on E back- of Geotechnical Engineering, ASCE,
calculated from equation (2) oi sbout 600. Vol. 113, GT 8.

Case 2: Chimney on Sand D'Appolonia, D. J., D'Appolonia, E., and
Brissette, R. F. (1970), "Settlement of

The value of elastic modulus backcalculated Spread Footings on Sand," Closure,
using equation (1) and the maximum measured Journal of lh Soil Mechanics and
settlement of 0.25 inches is about 1066 ksf Foundations Division, ASCE, Vol. 96,
which compares favorably with the assumed SM 2.
value of 1260 ksf. Several authors
(D'Appolonia, et. al. 1970, Parry 1971, D'Appolonia, D. J., Poulos, H. G., -nd Ladd,
Yoshida and Yoshinaka 1972, Bowles 1987) have C. C. (1971), "Initial Settlement of
related E to SPT N-values, and Schmertman Structures on Clay," Journal of the Soil
(1970, 1978) has related E to CPT and CPT to Mechanics and Foundations Division,
N-value. The results are sh-wn in Table 3. ASCE, Vol. 97, SM 10.

TABLE Ill. Summary of Various Estimates of Muki, R., (1961) "Asymmetric Problems of the
Modulus Elastic Theory of Elasticity for a Semi-Infinite

.. ...... Solid and Thick Plate," Progress in
Ree:. eatonstp N:otes Solid Mechanics, Vol. I, North Holland

Publishing Company, Amsterdam.
A «: . E 432 - 21.2N (.sf) For normally loadede [.[ ' sands from case

histories Parry, R. H. G., (1971), "A Direct Method of
Estimating Settlements in Sands from SPTPar

7
.9" Z I ;(ksf) From plate bearingtest. Values," Proc. Symp. Interaction of

Structures and Foundations, Midlands
.2dsh~d ox) E 

= 
42N (ksF) Based on plate load Soil Mech. and Found. Eng. Soc

Yosh:.o-c. X'2 tests and lateral S M
pile load tests Birmingham, pp 29-37.

Schmertman, J. H. (1970), "Static Cone to

SE-e~ta.. E 
=

I 4to 5DN (ksf) For gravelly sand Compute Static Settlement Over Sand,"
q /N 

= 
6 to 10 and

E = 2.5q, Journal of the Soil Mechanics and
Foundations Division, ASCE, Vol. 96,

SM 3.
Using a representative N-value of 30 for the
soil column beneath the chimney, we estimate Schmertman, J. H., Hartmann, J. P., and
the elastic modulus E to be about 36N ksf Brown, P. R. (1978), "Improved Strain
based on actual settlement measurements. Influence Factor Diagrams," Journal of
This compares well with the relationships the Geotechnical Engineering Division,
proposed by D'Appolonia 1970, Yoshida and ASCE, Vol. 104, GT 8.
Yoshinaka 1972, and Schmertman 1970, 1978.

Skempton, A. W., (1951) "The Bearing Capacity
CONCLUSIONS of Clays," Building Research Congress,

pp. 180-189.
The total settlements recorded for 

the two

chimneys were close to the predicted values. Williams, C. E., and Focht, J. A., (1982)
Maximum differential settlements in both "Initial Response of Foundations on
cases were very small. Settlements during Stiff Clay" ASCE Convention, New
construction were almost linearly related to Orleans, Louisiana.
the applied loads, thus verifying the approx-
imately elastic behavior of the medium dense Yoshida, I., and Yoshinaka, R. (1972), "A
to dense sands and gravels, and the Beaumont Method to Estimate Modulus of Horizontal
Clay at loadina levels well below the precon- Subgrade Reaction for a Pile," Soils and
solidation pressure. The cases presented Foundations, the Japanese Society of
confirmed ratios of E/s and E/N found in the Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineer-
literature. For the Be umont Clay, the E/su ing, Vol. 12, No. 3.
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Distress to Structures on Loose Ash and Cinder Fills
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ABSTRACT

The Logan Section of the City of Philadeli- 4a, that encompasses 17 city blocks and includes 997 "row
type" dwellings, was construc'cd in the early 1900s. It is reported that settlement of these
strsctures has continued since their construction. In 1986, a Geotechnical Investigation, commis-
sioned by the City of Philadelphia, revealed that a total of two to three feet of settlement, with as
much as one tc w<,'" feet cf differential settlement, !as taken place. Recent measurements indicated
that settlement is still in progress. This settlement has resulted in severe structural damage and,
in some cases, collapse of the buildings. One hundred (100) homes have been declared imminently
dangerous, L1O homes have been declared dangerous, and the remaining homes are considered moderately
damaged. This paper discusses the probable causes of settlement, and evaluates the geotechnical
characteristics and properties of the ash and cinders. These characteristics are considered the
pr'me cause of the problem at the logan Section.

INTRODUCTION site is a reclaimed valley of the old

Wirgohocking Creek, which crossed the area in
Lippincott Engineerin6  \sqociates (LEAl ''as re- the early 1000s. As part of the Logan Section
tained by the City of Philadelphia, in the Development, the stream was contained in a 17
Spring of 1986, to investigate the settlement foot diimeter brick storm sewer and the valley
problems of the Logan Section of Philadelphia. was filled with dpprnximarolv 140 feet f loose
The purposes of the investigation were to deter- ash and cinders. The dweliings t-,ere suport'-
mine the causes of settlement, to make recommen- within the loose, uncontrol' d, unengineered
dations to arrest the settlement, and to provide fill on shallow foundations. Construction of
remedial measures to rehabilitate the structural all dwellings was completed by 1920. There
distress. (Figure 1 indicates type of differ- appears to be no evidence at this time indicating
ential settlement) that the stream is flowing.

GEOLOGIC SETTING

The site, which is located on Roosevelt
Boulevard in northeast Philadelphia, is under-
lain by metamorphic bedrock of the Wissahickon
Schist formation. In general, the natural soil
overlying the bedrock consists of residual soil
and decomposed mica schist.

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AT THE SITE

A total of 38 test borings were advanced at thc
site. ihe SPT's was performed continuously
through the fill. All borings were extended t',
or into the surface of bedrock. The horinr
results indicated that the site is cover-cd with
as mucb as 40 feet of loose ash and cinders
overlying residual soil and decomposed mica

Figure 1 - House located at 920 Wyoming Avenue schist . Based on test boring results, t he
following describes the on-site materials.

Fill (F)

SITE HISTORY A layer of grey-black ash and cinders cover th,
entire site and extends from zero, at the edge

A study of historic maps Indicated that the of the old creek valley, to 40 teet at the
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at the center of the old valley. The ash and TESTS CONDUCTED
cinders fill were found to be in in extremely
loose condition, with blow counts of less than In order to determine the relevant engineering
six per foot and in-situ densities of 55 to 60 characteristics of the fill materials, the
pounds per cubic feet, being typical of following types of tests were conducted:
conditions found.

I- Laboratory Tests
Recent Alluvial Layer (RA) 2 - Laboratory Model Tests

3 - Field Tests
A recent alluvial laver was occasionally en-
countered a

1
'ng t"

-  
al ----- - the old stream.

The laver was two o five feet thick and con- Laboratory Tests

sisted of sand, grovel and silty clay. This phase of testing consisted of Conventional

Index and Mechanical Properties Tests, X-Ray
Residual Soil (RS) Defraction, Chemical Testing, and Pin Hole Test

Micaceous medium-stiff clay layers, formed by (to study piping potential).

weathering of the mica schist bedrock, underlie Evaluation of the laboratory test results re-
the fill. The layers ranged in thickness from vealed the following were characteristics of ash
I to 15 feet. 

and cinders fill:

Decomposed Rock and Bedrock (DR&R) 1 - The grain-size of ash and cinders resemble

These were the last formations encountered in well graded sand and gravel with 17 to 30%
the borings. RQD of mica schist bedrock ranged fines. (See Figure 3.)
from 7 to 30% in the areas where rock core
were recovered. (Figure 2 presents a general ,
geologic section across the valley) . , -

,,LO!;AN P~i9OIEEYI ...... _...._.___..........

60 mabt .-

As 6::...... , :zz7:

300

Figure 3 - Envelope of gradation analysis on
SAsh and Cinders

2 - The shear strength of loose ash and
cinders is similar to that of loose granular

materials. However; a greater, noticeable,

L Z %- - m - E-- 0- drastic reduction of shear strer.zh can be
,,., caused by flowing water.

3 - The maximum dry density is 88 PCF; the

minimum density is 55 PCF.Figure 2 - Geologic Section

4 - The specific gravity is 2.4.

5 - The consolidation characteristics are the

same as granular soil coefficient of consoli-

dation of one square foot per day was obtained.In order to determine the probable causes and (See Figure 4)
mechanisms for structural distress, the engi-
neering properties of ash and cinders have to 6 - Ash and cinders are non-plastic materials.
be determined. A review of literature indicated
that some work has been done in this area. It 7 - Loose ash and cinders are highly
was noted that the engineering properties of dispersive; compacted ash and cinders are not
these materials were influenced by the chemical dispersive.
components which varied from source to source.
Hence, it was dicided to conduct laboratory and 8 - The X-ray defraction indicated the
field tests on the on-site materials, primary constituent elements of the ash and
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cinders are Al, Ca, Fe, and Si. Th LtV-four DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
percent of the sample was soluble in strong acid;
4' was soluble in tap water; however, 1 0 was Based on the field and laboratory testing, these

soluble in weak acidic solut inn. (pH of 4) major observations were made:

L11N05OTT (NGIfEEWMG ASSOCIVt(5
I Primary consolidation of the loose ash and

* *. - cinders probably resulted in four to twelve

_I inches of settlement; however, settlement was

L .2 - Despite two to three feet of measured
-. settlement, ash and cinders remain in a very

...... .loose state.

.. --,
o

, . .. These two facts led us to rule out consolidation

S..,...... as a reason for continuous settlement. This

'~'" " Ei -, .... ... coupled with the result of the model testing and
..... ... the pin hole test, led us to believe that ground

- ------ __loss by piping is the primary cause of the
- continuous settlement.

. ~ ~~~~.......-......... ....... .. . . .. -_ ....
. . ....... ... ... . ... -- --.:. -Our further investigation, which included house

. ____._-____________utility and city sewer line inspections ascer-

___ __ __",,_ tained that ash and cinders are niped through
TT'llunderground house ut ilities into the city sewer

lines located in the city streets. Thic vas
confirmed by visual and television camera

surveys of house utilities and city sewers and

by the discovery of large quantities of ash and
Figure 4- T:-pia consolidation curve on Agh cinders within the city sewer system.

and Cinders near minimum density.

Laboratory Model Test

Based on the laboratory test results, it was SEQUENCE OF EVENTS LEADING TO THE STRUCTURAL

felt that greater loss by piping, rather than DISTRESS

,onsolidation, i. the cause of the continuous

settlement. To study this, a laboratory model Based on the discussion of the test results, the
was built and consisted of a 3 x 3 x 3 foot tank, following is the probable sequence of events

A foot high layer of loose ash and cinders was leading to structural distress in the dwellings:

placed in the bottom of the tank. The tank,
then, was flooded several times with about one I - Initial settlement of four to twelve

foot head of water. After the first flood, a inches was experienced under the weight of the

reduction of 29% in volume was noticed. No structures.

further reduction was noted with further
flooding. A second experiment was performed to 2 - This settlement resulted in breakage and

study the piping potential of ash and cinders. opening of the joints in the underground cast

In this experiment, a two inch diameter PVC pipe iron and terra cotta utility pipes.

was buried in the middle of a two foot layer of

ash and cinders. The pipe was perforated with 3 - Leakage of water from damaged pipes lead

3/8 inch holes at six inch intervals, for the to continuous loss of shear strength of ash and

entire length of the pipe. Water was allowed to cinders, leading to further breakage and opening

flow within the ash and cinder material. After of utilities.

one hour, the buried pipc was about half full of
ash and cinders. 4 - Ultimately, openings were large enough to

allow piping to take place.

Field Plate Load Bearing Tests
We expert the subsidence to continue indefinitely

To study the shear strength of the ash and until repair work is done and all routes for

cinders and the effect of water on shear strmngth piping are eliminated.

a plate load test was performed on ash and

cinders in a test pit excavated to a typical

foundation level. Standard plate load test
procedures were followed with bearing pressure BUILDING DAMAGE
increased to 2000 PSF (estimate building

bearing pressure). After one hour at 2000 PSF, The two to three feet of total settlement and
a total settlement of approximately one inch was the one to two feet of differential settlement
measured. To study the effect of water on the in the Logan Section has lead to severe damage
ash and cinders fill, the plate load test pit to properties and has rendered some of the
was flooded with a foot head of water, while the dwellings unsafe for occupancy. Three major
maximum bearing pressure was maintained on the types of distress resulted from the severe
plate; instanLaneously as water was introduced differential settlement; functional, structural,
into the test pit, the plate sunk four inches in and architectural.

the ash and cinders. A complete "loss of

foundation supporting capability" was noted. Functional Distress

This type of distress rendered several elements
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t I the l. d ici, s cnf i , h t heir int ended use. Philadel cif a. The assist ncTc e I ,f the city dqcar' -
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dail '. . : z c, i :e . Is an% hcces, waste and valuab le coiments b Mr. Charles Salthei c'f

wa t e , tda 1 .1 1 I ' t Iv i nt o ti he f i 1 1 cc I j w p i r.c o t t En c g i neer ni " A .sc c 1 c t re s. S pe cI a
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Dve te :i :,,,= , v, t : ted bv dropping die in Kozactcenkc,, and ,arc, I Adams. al cf aI ipc:nc c,t

C
1 

Vcv c. o - I' t 11. c, cericci .,n i dr- ngi neering As citc e i s fcct the cs s i a . -ccn

carted tc1a c .c.c - .1Kr (I wat!er iec,.er reached tite this a1er.

S,,.eIi n de liv. rng inc dcI
h-1esc ver' '. a 1c'i : e of di ress can REFERENCES

be c , re,

T h e r e i s v e r v itt e I i t e r a t u r e w r i c t e n a -ic t
str. uc ! aL P o i F cs the use oof ash and cinders as e ntrc 1led r
Eused ,c 'he sc runt ura] damage evaliation of the ahout the ge otechnical cha acterist ics fc ash

Lccga it in dwcccc 'ellings, 1c7)0 homes were declared and cinders; however, sevecal papers on flva-h

immirent: dcr.er nus. These homes were evacuat- were reviewed during the preparation t h

ed by the ci y .' O.,c e hundred and ten (110) homes report.

were dec lar ed dangeroc;. It was recommended
Chae, Yong S., and Snvder, James I. , " Ibca c.that , trhes;e h> c 1e i , h i lit atIed or demolished

efore reaccftic.; the imminrently dangerous stage. Compaction of 7lyash".

The rema 'der , the homes were moderately

danzercus and c i ti c seed -2 -. bilit .ti n before Cunningham, June A., et a I. Impoundment

the'." pro. 1 (2s;e od t ccim da o ri i trc; to imminently Flyash and Slag".
d artg erc cc . Collins, Robert J., "Highway Const ruet on Vsc

Ar c h te _t al i t r c s sof Incinerator Residue".

The horses in i he urea visuallv exhibited the Seal, Roger K., er al., "In-Sltu Testing of
severe dc ' esi i,.hic f the structures had endured. Compacted Flyash".
Mccs o~f't home.; are leaning and tilting dramt-

, c. rI'.. d Ia , I her . Recent technological All the anove papers were presented in the
advance, -c,: he implemented to arrest further "Geotechnical Practice for Disposal of Scicd
d e t e r i o r a I, n a n d po i bl s f ) y eliminate further Waste Materials", 2 u n e 1 3 - 1 5 , 1 9 7 7 Univ e r si t
MOvement ; however, because of the age of the of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
properte . and the wa' in which the homes were
construc'ed, there are no methods by which these
hores can 1-, made level . No matter how much
menue'' si jent on rehabilitati n, the esthetics
of tle area will re-ia n as is

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From an ecc,nomical standpoint, the cost of re-
habiliitation ,f the homes will probably outweigh
the present value of the structures; however, as
Enginees, we feel that the following steps, if
adapted, will arrest further deterioration and
settlement of the homes.

It i, our opinion that ground loss and migration
of ash and cinder,; by piping can be reduced
drastically by rehabilitating the underground
utilities for all structures in the area. Re-
habilitation of the city sewers and an increase
in the number of drain inlets in the streets
would reduce the potential for flooding and
greatly reduce runoff infiltration. However,
due to the inc.rease in seismic activities in the
Philadelphia area in the recent past, and due to
unforseeable weather conditions, recommendations
were given to underpin all the houses that will
be rehabilitated using pinpiles extending to
bedrock surface.
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SYNOPSIS: Temporary tied anchor retaini.ig walls have been used extensively where deep excavations
are required. However, permanent tied nchor retaining walls to provide lateral support along one
side of a multi-story building are seld)m utilized. The wall was monitored for deflection and tie
load changes during and after construction. A partial detensioning program was instituted in order
to maintain the design stresses.

INTRODUCTION This paper describes salient details of the
subsoil conditions, the structural design and

To meet site conditions and to provide for eco- the moi.itoring scheme, and summarizes observa-
nomical and flexible interior space, lateral tions and adjustments made during construction.
support for a seven-story office building was
provided by an integral, tied anchor retaining
wall along one side. Figure 1(a) indicates the SUBSOIL CONDITIONS
building outline in its relation to the
adjacent sloping topography which necessitated The building is located in the Virginia
permanently shoring an excavation about 800 Piedmont, characterized by bedrock primarily of
feet in length and to a maximum depth of 70 igneous and metamorphic origin. These are com-
feet. The general concept envisioned first ex- prised of granite, shist, metasedimentary,
cavating and shoring to the base elevation over metaigneous and metavolcanic rock types.
the building site, constructing the building Bedrock surface is somewhat irregular and
foundations, over a scheduled 6-month period, usually covered by weathered residual material,
and then constructing the final exterior wall called saprolite. Bedrock map of the site in-
incorporating the shoring and with the tied dicates gneiss and granofels, with a mineral
anchor system providing the permanent lateral composition of quartz, feldspars, mica and
support of long-term earth pressures. Because chlorites. It commonly has two steeply
of the critical, dual function of the shoring inclined foliations, locally faulted and
scheme, a specifically designed load cell and sheared, with steeply dipping intersecting
slope in&"ator installation and observation joints spaced 3 feet or more apart.
program was incorporated into the construction
contract, rigorously adhered to, with data con- The specific site investigation involved
currently analyzed and findings acted upon. drilling and recovering and evaluating samples

from soil and rock borings, located as indi-
cated on Figure 1(a).

A typical soil profile log is that for Boring
DM-46, shown as Figure 2. We note soil over-
burden of saprolite, with texture ranging from

-/ clayey silt in the fully weathered upper
h'1m : '2 " - - - -- ' -

2---rkl stratum to the partially weathered gravelly
L -- sandy silt with increasing amounts of

------ - -- - ----------- ---- interbedded, moderately weathered gneissic rock

2 / -- as one approaches bedrock at a 75-foot depth at
2 this location. Standard penetration blow
25 counts N are in excess of 100 blows per 6

;4uA I '33JI inches below about 30 feet from the surface, in
association with the partially weathered

--.. 4 stratum. The bedrock was cored, indicating"'4 "44 41 moderately fractured granite gneiss, with about
97 percent recovery. Although the upper clayey

\ stratum was moist, there was no free water en-
countered in the boring and the boring was dry

2/Aupon completion.

Fig. l(a) Building Site Plan
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... ....... Zone B - Structured saprolite, with clear

...... -. _ evidence of primary structural features of the
7 U I - .parent rock (i.e., foliation, jointing, crystal

structure). At the site it ranges generally
from 20 to 30 feet thick.

- grading from the structured, substantially
fully weathered Zone B to the relatively intact
bedrock (i.e., Zone D). At the site it ranges
from about 40 feet in thickness at the middle

, half of the wall alignment to perhaps 10 to 15
" .feet at the ends.

I IIt is noted that the proposed subgrade of theV . building roughly coincides with the bedrock
.." surface along the wall alignment, but bedrock

surface rising as much as 5 feet above subgrade
Elevation 205 at some locations. This fact was

I recognized and accounted for in the shoring
..y ... --T- 7- -T-- design and contract documents.

| DESIGN OF PERMANENT TIE BACK SHORING AND
BUILDING WALL

wall, the design lateral forces were predicated

S. - ___-- on assuring "at rest" earth reactions. The
_ -----.. - - _--assigned pressure coefficients ranged from Ko =

0.45 (i.e., N < 60) in Zone A and upper Zone B,
Fig. 2 Typical Soil Profile Log to a minimum 0.30 in Zone C (i.e., N > 100/6").

Boring DM-46 It was recognized that these coefficients lead
to relatively conservative loadings,

A generalized soil profile is indicated on appreciably above those ordinarily appropriate
Figure 3 based on the other borings along or for temporary excavation shoring. But in view
adjacent to the proposed location of the shored of the critical nature of the structure and
wall. The soil strata have been designated on absence of documented observations of long-term
the basis of similar, salient characteristics performance of tied walls in similar circum-
as follows: stances, it was deemed prudent not only to

assign the design lateral loads to account for
Zone A - Massive saprolite, with unclear the varying soil resistance, but to also incor-

evidence of primary structural features of the porate a load and deflection monitoring system
parent rock. At the site it ranges only a few into specific wall elements and monitor and
feet in thickness. evaluate measurements during construction.

EVATION ELEVATION

20o .0 100 5o

273 - are

H O I O N A S C L Eor

S MASSIVE - to

/ (Zon CI
30 

STRUTURED 00

SAPROLITE

"° .Zoo. S°210 N 0 140

- o.. . . ROCK .

110 - 11o

Fig. 3 Generalized Soil Profile
Location of Slope Indicators and Tied Anchor Load Cells
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Fig. T(b) Section thru Tied Anchor Wall es, RAN P. "
including Design Pressures

Figure 1(b shows a section through the deepest
portion of the tie wall, indicating the design F-
pressures and attendant vertical tie spacing .-o-,:.-. ,
and embedded lengths of pressure grouted anchor
rods, based on soldier piles at lateral spacing pal -

of 7.5 feet to permit use of conventional wood
lagging. Typical details of the soldier piles, op
tie anchors, and wood lagging of the temporary I Yinc
shoring are included in Figures 4(a) and 4(b).
Details of the finished structural wall incor- ff
porating the temporary shoring and interposed I The numbe[ o a ry
bentonite panel waterproofing are shown in m u w h t
Figure 4(c)ands

Fig. 4(c) Typical Detail Finished
-L cyp Structural Wall

Lgi 5 A 'The t
4
c anchor wall, 800 feet long, consisted

of 119 steel soldier piles spaced at V-6o
o.c., 3-inch wood lagging, 555 - 1-1/4 inchLi. diameter Dywidag steel threadbar rods, and 15-

"1/2 to 18 inch reinforced concrete wall. The
steel soldier piles, made up of two 12-inch

- channels assembled back to back, vary in height
_ from 25 feet at the ends of the wall to 70 feet

-k at4 the center. The number of tiebacks vary
7:__7_'A5.AV,3Z NS, -from two at the 25-foot minimum wall height to

:ZY~t5 5'k=IIIMeight at the 70-foot maximum height. The
~ -~ tiebacks were spaced at 10'-0' to 5'-0" O.c.

A5'_AtN'3and staggered.

Fig. 4(a) Detail -Soldier Pile and Wood Design load on a tieback is 56 tons, except for
Lagging the upper which included several at 36 tons.

Each of the 555 tiebacks was load tested up to
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115 percent of design load, except that 10 per- The general interrelation between depth of ex-
cent selected ties were tested to 134 percent cavation and changes in slope indicator profile
of design load or 75 tons. and associated load cell readings are

illustrated in Figure 5, at soldier piles SP-
Load cells and slope indicators were installed 60. The following is particularly noteworthy:
at four selected soldier piles in order to
monitor the behavior of the tied anchor wall 1) The maximum lateral deflection was
during construction and approximately 180 days about 24 millimeters (i.e., 1 inch) and
after completion (see Figures 3 and 4(a)). occurred in the course of excavating in Zone C,

saprolite.
Vertical wall drains between soldier piles were
provided and Volclay Type C bentonite water- 2) Discrete increments of lateral move-
proof panels were fastened to the wood lagging ments developed while excavating successive
prior to placing a reinforced concrete wall, depth increments Zone C.
15-1/2 to 18 inches thick (see Figure 4(c)).
The concrete wall was designed to span between 3) Lateral movements caused a signifi-
soldier piles. cant increase in the tension forces in the

adjacent tie anchor(s). Note in Figure 5, load
Figure 3 shows the location of four slope on tie anchor at Elevation 240 increased from
indicator tubes incorporated with the 57.2 tons immediately after installation, up to
designated soldier piles. A total of 27 load 62.9 tons when excavation reached nominal
cells were installed at these soldier piles, Elevation 230 and to 67.0 tons with excavation
attached to the ends of the tie anchors as at 220. Also, tie load at Elevation 230 in-
these were drilled and tensioned in the course creased from 58.2 tons to 65.1 tons with
of excavation. All were monitored at regular excavation at 220. Similar response was noted
intervals during and subsequent to excavation at all the instrumented soldier piles ir, the
and shoring. The remainder of this paper course of excavating in Zone C (saprolite).
focuses on the findings and the response and/or
conclusions in light of those findings. These movements had not been originally antici-

pated and corresponding tie load increases were
of a magnitude to require corrective action. A
review of the slope indicator profile did not

LOAD CELL AND SLOPE INDICATOR OBSERVATIONS - suggest that the lateral movements were deep
DURING AND SUBSEQUENT TO EXCAVATION seated nor extending beyond the tied anchors.

Also, there was no indication of moisture move-
The general shoring sequence involved in- ment to cause swelling of the exposed face of
stalling all the soldier piles into 30-inch the freshly excavated soil. On the other hand,
diameter, predrilled holes and backfilling with the freshly exposed saprolite was steeply
cement stabilized sand. Excavation proceeded jointed and comprised of relatively hard chunks
in 5- to 10-foot increments, extending about 2 of weathered rock, with the fractured surface:
feet below the designated elevation of anchor only weakly adhering to each other. One could
ties in each increment. The ties were in- observe during the smoothing of the exposed
stalled by drilling and grouting via a 6-inch face preparatory to placing the wood lagging
diameter hollow stem auger and were tensioned that soil readily broke off along the steep
generally three to four days thereafter, joints, particularly in Zone C. These
Subsequent to completion of each excavation in- circumstances were discussed with Professor
crement but prior to tie tensioning, all the George Sowers of Georgia Tech University and he
slope indicators and installed load cells were advised of similar response he had observed
monitored. During the initial stages of when excavating in deeply weathered rock and
excavation, slope indicators and load cells residual soils in the Atlanta area and Piedmont
were also monitored after tie tensioning, prior in general. He speculated that deflections
to proceeding with additional excavation, but were due to mechanical rearrangement of the
it became evident that tensioning the lower fractured materials and would stabilize after a
tier had insignificant influence on the loads relatively short period. He concurred with
on the previously installed ties at higher proceeding with a tie detensioning program and
elevation, on-going tie load monitoring.

LATERAL DEFLECTION ON MILLIMETERS

EL04. LOAD CELL READINGS TONS ELEV.

2SO _o' - 2

210 - - 200

6001- 14306

220 --

216 ...,66 1 .. IItI. 6 210

Fig. 5 Tie Loads -Lateral Deflection I ,.
At SP-60
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The scheme was as follows: a) The logarithmic time plot indicates a
decelerating increase in tie loads over the

a) Commencing from a load cell indicat- observation period.
ing greater than 63 tons, the tensioning jack
was reset at an adjacent tie and tension loaded b) The load increase observed over 6
until unseating the anchor nut, noting the months ranges from 2,5 to 4.5 tons.
force required. If force exceeded 63 tons, tie
was detensioned to design load (i.e., 56 tons). c) There is evidence that tie loads had

reached equilibrium after 6 months.
b) If a specific tie anchor was unseated

by load greater than 63 tons, all adjoining d) Load cell readings were appreciably
ties were unseated and detensioned as per a) affected by environmental factors, particularly
above, during the winter and spring observation period

with indicated loads fluctuating up to 1 ton
c) If specific tie anchor was unseated from the trend lines.

by load less than 63 tons, further detensioning
ties at that tier elevation were discontinued
moving outward from the starting point in this DAYS FROM END OF EXCAVATI0N

test sequence. 6 - 20 so SO 110 140 20

CRITICAL LOAD CELL LOCATIONS.

Figure 6 indicates the location and number of -I- - -- 0- EIL- 2 (TI.,0)

times that specific tie anchors were unseated 6 Eilo 220 (TI.1 90

and detensioned in accordance with the above 6 - o 2 (TIe,)
protocol. Of a total of 555 ties installed, F: D.,-. 2

°
F

185 were detensioned either before or shortly 64 6-

after completion of excavation. It is clearly
evident that the detensioned ties were concen- 2F- .I y^.. 22

Lrated in the Zone C sap-lite strata as 62
interpolated from the original soil S TIE DETEN I O

investigation, Figure 3. Further, only 32 ties -
were detentioned twice, and these are clustered
in the thickest portion of Zone C, between SP- 1o ocol
40 and 75. - ,

Although the reported initial unseating loads
exceeded 75 tons in three instances, these are
questionable since the jacking assembly 1. C,II E ..... 230

registered unseating loads up to 6 tons greater 0

than for corresponding load cell readings. The of - NOV DC JAX FEB 066 OR My

specific unseating and detensioning scheme was D- 1984 2,6

aimed at assuring a safe structure and jacking
loads were too crude to define trends in load Fig. 7 Load Cell Readings After Excavation
changes accurately subsequent to completion of Completed - SP-82
excavation. However, Figure 7 indicates load
cell readings for critical ties over about a 6-
month period subsequent to completion of exca-
vation and initial detensioning. The following
is noteworthy:

ELEVATION ELEVATION

280 LEGEND HORIZONTAL SCALE 280

* - TAI U .6wnIrd 00,l .lu C4'. - -

"- dt!w ... . • .. .o.00-

O- T. 4.6.r ... Dar ...r , • .ano0tlOd
o I -8664.08 21,g 96666

260 Org~a grade ' 280

20 N

Z C

.1 / W.V 2

240 - - - -. / , , , . N" 4
20000 20

Fig. 6 Summary of Tied Anchor Detensioning
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The observations as a whole indicate that Figure 8 indicates the essential factors and
lateral expansion in the course of excavation the corresponding parameters used to estimate
in Zone C can reach 1 inch and cause the tie the tie load increases attributable to swelling
loads to increase about 10 to 15 tons from in- of the bentonite panels. Figure 8(a) shows
stalled values (i.e., from 56 tons to over 70 relation between compressive strain and applied
tons). Of that increase, from 2.5 to 4.5 tons pressure for loose granular soil deemed repre-
was attributable to long-term expansion of Zone sentative of backfill as placed. Figure 8(b)
C, essentially completed in about 6 months at plots the ultimate swelling strain versus
this site. applied confining pressure for the bentonite

panel. As indicated in Figure 4(c) the strain
corresponds to inward movement of the concrete
wall relative to the inner surface of the wood

ANALYSIS OF EFFECT OF BENTONITE PANELS IN lagging. This relation is corrected as indi-
PERMANENT WALL cated for the estimated short- and long-term

outward strain of the wood lagging as it
As indicated in Figure 4(c), the finished compresses the backfill at the same and
structural wall incorporated the temporary corresponding applied pressure. Figures 8(c)
shoring, with bentonite waterproofing panels and (d) show interrelation between changes in
sandwiched between the wood lagging and the net swelling pressures and corresponding
poured concrete wall. There had been a general changes in tied anchor loads and strains for
concern that should the bentonite panel swell the applicable wall areas of influence.
subsequent to the hardening of the concrete in Finally, Figure 8(e) interrelates the tie load
the wall, tie loads in the affected areas might changes and rod length changes and associated
increase. Selected load cells were prepared to swelling pressures and attendant wall move-
permit monitoring during the initial wall ments, corrected for assumed extremes of
pours. Concurrently, load-swelling information compressibility of backfill. It is noted that
was obtained from the panel supplier and load- for the range of effective lengths of tie rods
compression relationship of the granular back- (i.e., 27 to 52 feet) and associated areas of
fill behind the wood lagging determined, wall supported (i.e., 70 to 35 square feet,

respectively), the calculated tie load
increases ranged from 4.5 to 6 tons up to an
outer limit of 8.5 to 10 tons, depending on the
compressibility of the backfill retained by the|, , .li ,. )---wood lagging.

! ;j/i ......... ! ....

4 400 to 274

a o

I (83 .,,

'-4.. K .'"+./.

- //"- |...

7 t

, + , ,~ , __i -- ,- -0- .

• i. o-__so

I -' -! We

' ' , 
I  

./ , P, " raig summar Jedli Figure 9. not the5

ItI
844Z 440.. 209 1. It

"" " I/ - iS" a4.4 hatFig. 9 Tie Anchor Loads After Wall Pour

___These estimates appear to bracket load cell
Sreadings summarized in Figure 9. We note the

.- ,, ,,loads increased from 4 to 5 tons over a 2.5
* . Imonth period, tracing an 'SS' shaped curve over

a log time scale during which it is presumed
-that the bentonite was absorbing moisture from

-,'I the adjacent poured concrete. It also appears
7 ,.- -that swelling was completed in about 2 months

in these circumstances. To the writers'
04 444 .knowledge there has been no visual

4.444444i444tL4444m~.4 .14.004)manifestation of additional swelling or tie
load increase during the succeeding two years.

Fig. 8 Effect of Bentonite Panel Expansion
On Tie Anchor Loads
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SUMMARY

Observations of a tied anchor retaining wall,
ranging up to a 70-foot height in variable
residual soil and weathered rock indicated
unanticipated variable lateral movements up to
1 inch due to a rapid and limited expansion of
the partially weathered rock (i.e., saprolite)
during excavation. This was evidently due to
localized mechanical rearrangement as the
heavily jointed and fractured stratum was first
exposed. Attendant anchor loads increased from
a design load of 56 tons to over 70 tons during
and immediately subsequent to excavation.
Affected tie anchors were subsequently unseated
and partially detensioned one or more times
where necessary to re-establish design load
values. Tie loads were observed to increase at
a sharply reduced rate over about 6 months
after completion of excavation, limited to 4.5
tons above the original 56 tons.

Analysis indicated that bentonite waterproofing
panels incorporated behind the structural wall
could swell sufficiently to appreciably in-
crease the affected tie anchors. Load cell
readings increased over a 2-month period,
leveling out at a maximum 4-ton increase.
Depending on the compressibility of fill behind
the wood lagging, analysis suggests increases
might reach 8 tons in particular circumstances.
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SYNOPSIS: The design, construction, and performance of several building foundations and temporary
earth rptaining structures located in the downtown area of White Plains, New York are presented in
this paper. High rise structures were supported on shallow mat or spread foundations bearing on
erratic saturated alluvial silt and sand deposits. Additionally, the construction of two and three
level underground parking structures required the use of cantilevered and braced excavation support
systems to retain the adjacent streets and utiliLies. Several assumptions were required to design
and predict the performance of the building foundations and retaining structures. The accuracy of
these assumptions was verified through the use of precise field measurements during and after
construction. The results of these field measurements and comparison with predicted values are
presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION these during construction through precise
monitoring under actual fully loaded

Foundation problems had imp-zted the growth of conditions.
the White Plains core area since the founding
of the City. Located in prestigious As performance results became available, more
Westchester County, just 12 miles north of New confidence in various design procedures
York City, the City of White Plains had resulted, and it was possible to perform
experienced prosperity in certain areas while refinements or "fine tune" designs to achieve
others were depressed and economically additional efficiency and related savings in
unproductive. While the east side flourished construction costs for shallow foundations and
and major structures were constructed on support systems for excavations. A series of
competent bearing materials, the west side case histories are presented which illustrate
remained under-utilized and was occupied by the design and analysis procedures utilized on
substandard small buildings. some of the projects. Performance results are

provided for these projects as well as other
During the 1970's, the structures in the projects not specifically discussed in detail.
western portion were totally demolished during A site location map showing the project areas
the early stages of the urban renewal program to be discussed is presented in Figure 1.
but only the surface problems were cleared;
the complex subsurface soil strata remained to
be dealt with by future redevelopment. The SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
difficult 6ubsurface conditions and
asssociated high cost of foundations continued The downtown area is generally underlain by
to hamper the redevelopment effort and the fill material, river alluvium, glacial till
land remained vacant for many years. and gneiss bedrock. The fill consists of

building materials mixed with soils and has
Market forces demanded high rise, high quality been placed within the past 200 years. The
structures and underground parking structures river alluvium consists of sand and
were required co satisfy zoning ordinances, discontinuous silt deposits and is of the
The subsurface soil conditions with erratic Holocene or the late Pleistocene (glacial)
layers of sensitive "bull's liver" silt, epoch. The glacial till of the Pleistocene
pockets of loose and variable density sands, a epoch is composed of a heterogenous mixture of
deep bedrock stratum, and a shallow silt, sand and gravel soil with occasional
groundwater table unfavorably impacted this boulders. The Fordham gneiss formation of the
type of construction and created numerous Precambrian period is predominantly granitic
design challenges. with occasional schistose and quartzose zones.

The authors became involved with the first
building of the reconstruction effort in 1974 The stratigraphy beneath the Westchester
and subsequently for an additional 20 Financial Center and the Gateway Project sites
structures within the White Plains core area. is consistent with the general subsurface
The extreme subsurface variations coupled with conditions presented above with the exception
the fact that conventional soil sampling was of the absence of a continuous alluvial silt
unreliable, complicated the 4esign of cost deposit beneath the Gateway sites. The
effective foundation and excavation support general subsurface conditions beneath the
systems. Since numerous design assumptions downtown area and the location of the subject
were required, it was necessary to confirm buildings are presented in Figure 2.
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The Westchester Financial Center is underlain floor is located at elevation (el) 185 ft and
by saturated alluvial silt and sand deposits. the foundation subgrade is located at el 180,
The silt deposit exhibits extreme dilative approximately 20 ft below street grade. The
characteristics and is locally known as design loads vary from 1500 to 4000 kips per
"bull's liver" i. to its shiny a!pearance, column.
The silt is generally encountered at or below
the groundwater level and possesses a high Subsurface Conditions
sensitivity to construction disturbance. The
alluvial sand is composed of an upper and The subsurface conditions beneath the building
lower deposit which are separated by the silt areas are similar. The dilative silt or silty
stratum. The thin glacial till layer overlies fine sand deposit was encountered at
the rock which is at a depth of approximately foundation subgrade and the groundwater level
100 feet (ft) from the ground surface, was at 1 to 3 ft above the bottom of the

foundations. The non-plastic silt is varved
The Gateway sites are underlain by a with fine sand seams and was in a loose to
continuous alluvial sand deposit which extends medium dense condition. The water contents
to the glacial till or rock surface. The sand range from 22 to 40 percent, the liquid limit
contains occasional thin silt lenses located and plastic index are approximately 29 and 6,
near the groundwater level. The depth to rock and the virgin compression ratio is
varies from 50 to 80 ft below the ground approximately 0.06. The thickness of the silt
surface. varies from 0 to 25 ft. The lower sand

deposit underlying the silt layer is in a
medium dense to dense condition. The design

FOUNDATION DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE and subsurface conditions are shown on Figures
3a and 4a.

Details concerning foundation design,
construction, and performance of specific case Foundation Construction
histories will be discussed.

Soil improvement procedures in conjunction
Westchester Financial Center with 4 to 5 ft thick reinforced concrete mat

foundations were used to transfer the heavy
50 Main Office Tower/l-ll Martine Office Tower column loads to the subsoils. A majority of

the foundation subgrade consisted of the
These office towers are both 15 story cast in- saturated silt or silty fine sand soils which
place concrete structures with post tensioned varied in thickness and density. The denser
concrete floors and architectural facades lower sand deposit also formed a portion of
composed of stone and glass panels. A 2 level the subgrade. A mat foundation was used to
underground garage structure is common to both span the variable subgrade and to limit
buildings. The footprint area of the towers differential settlement that would have
are 28,000 square feet (sf) for 50 Main and occurred for a conventional spread footing
20,000 sf for 1-11 Martine. The lowest garage system.
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Prior to the construction of the mat Performance
foundations, the following soil improvement
procedures were accomplished to control Following the construction of the second level
groundwater seepage and to stabilize aitJ basement floor, settlement monitoring points
confine the silt subgrade soils, were established on the columns. Settlement

monitoring was accomplished with a high
i. Overexcavation of the silt to a depth precision survey level and readings were

of 2 ft below the foundations. recorded to the nearest 0.005 ft. Monitoring
was accomplished through November 1987. The

2. Placement of a geotextile on top of buildings were occupied prior to the
the silt subgrade. completion of the monitoring program.

Therefore, the dead and live loads were
3. Placement of compacted 3/4 inch stone transmitted to the mat foundations. The

backfill to foundation subgrade. measured foundation settlements versus
building construction are presented on Figures

A mold blade backhoe bucket was used to 3b and 4b.
excavate the silt soil below foundations to
minimize the disturbance of this sensitive The measured settlement for the 50 Main
soil. Groundwater seepage from the silt was foundation was 0.035 ft for exterior columns
controlled using the stone backfill and to %05 ft for interior columns. The ratio of
conventional pumps. Following the placement average predicted total settlement to the
of the stone backfill, a 2 inch thick concrete maximum measured settlement is 3.0. The
"mud mat" was poured to provide a working measured settlement range for the I-il Martine
surface for construction of the mat foundation was 0.06 ft for exterior columns to
foundations. 0.10 ft for interior columns. The ratio of

average predicted total settlement to the
Foundation Desiqn maximum measured settlement is 1.7. The

measured results indicated that the flexible
The foundations were designed as flexible mat mat foundations limited the amount of
foundations using the Portland Cement differential settlement to approximately 40
Association MATS computer analysis. An percent (%) of the total measured settlement.
allowable soil bearing pressure of 6 ksf and a
modulus of subgrade reaction (K) of 100 kips The average subgrade modulus computed from the
per cubic foot (kcf) were selected for the measured settlements was 140 kcf for 50 Main
design -f the 50 Main mat. Since the 50 Main and 75 kcf for 1-11 Martine. The selected
stru'.ture was le- ori',r to the design of design value was 100 kcf.
the 1-11 Martine building, the performance
results from the completed building were used Gateway Project
to refine the analysis for the design of the
later structure. Gateway I Office Tower

Predictions This office structure is an 18-story cast in-
place concrete building with post tensioned

The two methods of analyses selected to floors and a glass panel facade. A one level
estimate the settlement of the mat foundations deep basement for mechanical equipment is
were the D'Appolonia (1968) and the located below the office tower. The building
Schmertmann (1970) analyzes. Both methods are has a footprint arca of approximately 15,000
applicable for layered granular soils. Since sf and its basement floor is at el 192. The
the silt exhibited non-plastic behavior it was foundation subgrade is located at el 186,
analyzed as a cohesionless soil. The approximately 20 ft below street grade. The
D'Appolonia approach was used with a weighted design loads range from 1200 to 2500 kips per
average elastic modulus for the layered soil column.
profile. An estimation of elastic moduli of
the soil layers was based on a correlation Subsurface Conditions
with Standard Penetration Test (SPT) N values.
The Schmertmann approach uses a layered soil The basement level is underlain by a sand
profile, cone penetrometer resistance, and a deposit with occasional silt seams. The
graphical plot of strain influence values as a medium dense to dense sand deposit consists of
function of depth to footing width. The cone fine to coarse sand with trace silt. The silt
penetrometer resistance was estimated using a seams are approximately 3 to 12 inches thick
correlation with SPT N values as a function of and interspersed with fine sand lenses.
grain size. The predicted settlements for the Groundwater was encountered approximately 4 ft
50 Main and 1-11 Martine mat foundations are below foundations at el 182. The design and
presented on Table 1. subsurface conditions are presented in Figure

5a.
TABLE i: Predicted Settlements - 50 Main and

1-11 Martine Mat Foundations Foundation Design and Construction

D'Appolonia Schmertmann Soil improvement densification procedures and
(1968) (1970) shallow spread foundations were used to

support the office tower structure. The
Total Settlement (ft) 0.20 0.09 footings were designed for an allowable
50 Main Mat contact pressure of 6 ksf. The sand footing

subgrade was densified using a 5 ton static
Total Settlement (ft) 0.23 0.11 drum weight vibratory roller.
1-11 Martine Mat
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Predictions menured differential settlement was
approximately equal to the predicted values.

The Schmertmann method and a layered solution
by DeBeer and Martens (1957, 1965) modified by Discussion
Meyerhof (1965) were used to estimate the
sett!?m:nt of the spread foundations. The A summary of the predicted and measured
Meyerhof method also uses cone penetrometer foundation settlements for the previously
resistance to estimate elastic moduli for the discussed case histories and for other
soil layers. The predicted settlement is building sites in the downtown area are
presented in Table 3. presented in Table 4.

TABLE 3: Predicted Settlements -Gateway I The maximum measured settlement occurred at
Spread Foundations the 1-11 Martine mat foundation where 0.10 ft

of settlement was recorded.
Meyerhof Schmertmann
(1965) (1970) The differential settlement betwcen adjacent

columns for this mat and the 50 Main mat was
Total Settlement (ft) 0.11 0.13 less than 0.04 ft for 28 ft column spacing.

This amount of differential movement is
Differential consi' ered acceptable for concrete structures.

Settlement (ft) 0.03 0.01 The total settlement for the remaining
structures supported on shallow foundations
did not exceed 0.08 ft and the differenti k

Performance movement between adjacent columns was equal to

approximately 0.02 ft.
Settlement points were established on the 1st The predicted settlement valuez, based on the
floor columns and monitoring was accomplished methods discussed in the case histories,
through March 1985. Monitoring was terminated exceeded the measured settlements by 50 to
following the completion of the architectural 200%. The use of SPT N values to estimate
facade at which time approximately 90 percent cone resistance may have led to the high
of the total load was transferred to the predicted settlements.
building foundations. The measured foundation
settlement versus building construction is The Schmertmann method appeared to provide the
presented on Figure 5b. best estimate for the settlement of the mat

foundations with a predicted to measured ratio
The measured settlement for the office lower of 1.1 to 1.8. The Meyerhof approach provided
footings ranged from 0.055 ft for exterior the closest approximation for estimating the
columns to 0.075 ft for interior columns. The settlement for the buildings supported on
ratio of predicted totai settlement to the spread foundations with a predicted to
maximum measured settlement is 1.6. The measured ratio of 1.4 to 1.6.
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TABLE 4: Summary of Foundation Settlement Results

Building
I  

Foundation Contact Predicted
2  

Measured
3  

Predicted
Height Type Pressure Settlement Settlement Measured

Project (levels) (ksf) (ft) (ft)

50 Main 17 Mat 6 0.15 0.05 3.0
1-11 Martine 17 Mat 6 0.17 0.10 1.7
Gateway I 19 Spread 6 0.12 0.08 1.5
25 Martine 14 Spread 6 0.10 0.06 1.7

1 Includes below grade levels
2 Average predicted settlement using Schmertmann (1970), D'Appolonia (1968) or Meyerhof (1965)
methods of analysis

3 Maximum measured settlement

EXCAVATION DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
used to estimate the maximum lateral

Details for the design, construction and deflection at the top of the retaining wall.
performance of temporary excavation support The active earth pressure loading was applied
systems will bc discussed, in a triangular distribution assuming Lb.L Lhe

computed resultant load would be applied to a
Westchester Financial Center beam length equal to the exposed height of the

excavation plus one half the embedment depth
50 Main Excavation of the pile (U.S. Steel, 1984). The predicted

elastic lateral movement at the top of the
An excavation depth of approximately 20 ft wall was 0.12 ft.
below street grade was required to construct
foundations for the 2 level underground Performance
parking structure which is common to the
Westchester Center site. The soil supporting Following the installation of the soldier
the adjacent streets and utility services piles, monitoring points were established at
needed to be retained throughout the period the top of selected piles. Lateral movements
for construction of foundations and the were monitored throughout the excavation to
underground structure. A temporary flexible foundation subgrade with optical survey
retaining structure was constructed in equipment. Movements were recorded to the
conjunction with open cut excavation slopes to nearest 0.01 ft. The measured lateral
achieve the foundation subgrade. Cantilevered movements versus excavation elevation are
soldier pile and timber lagging walls were presented on Figure 6b. The measured lateral
designed and constructed for exposed heights movement ranged from 0.04 to 0.17 ft. The
up to 13 ft. The design and subsurface ratio of the predicted elastic movement to the
conditions for the excavation adjacent to Bank maximum measured movement is 0.71.
Street are presented in Figure 6a.

Gateway Project
Design and Construction

Gateway I Excavation
The soil parame'-ers used for the design of the
can- i I avrad structure are shown on t-he An excavation depth of 20 ft below Hamilton
figure. A conventional earth pressure Avenue was required to construct foundations
analysis (U.S. Steel, 1984) was used to for the deep basement beneath the Gateway I
determine the soldier pile size and depth of office tower. The contractor designed and
embedment. A factor of safety of 2 was used constructed a temporary cantilevered soldier
for the passive soil resistance at the toe of pile wall to retain the sand soil supporting
the soldier pile wall. the adjacent utilities and street. The

exposed height of the wall was 18 ft. The
The HP 14 X 73 soldier piles were driven to design and subsurface conditions are presented
the depths shown on the figure with a Vulcan in Figure 7a.
010 air hammer. The piles were spaced at 6 ft
on center. As the excavation proceeded in Construction
stages, 3 inch thick by 10 inch wide timber
lagging was installed behind the front face of The HP 14 X 73 soldier piles were spaced at 6
the pile flanges to retain the soil. In areas ft centers and driven with a Vulcan 010 air
where running sand was encountered, hammer. Timber lagging was placed between the
backpacking behind the lagging was soldier piles. The excavation proceeded in
accomplished with sand and straw hay, and the stages from the top of the piles at el 206 to
depth of unsupported excavation was reduced to foundation subgrade at el 188. After the
one board height. final excavation had been achieved, the

cantilevered wall began to move toward the
Predictions excavation at an accelerated rate. Therefore,

the contractor decided to install raker braces
An elastic approach assuming the soldier pile at 12 ft centers to control the lateral
wall acts as a fixed cantilevered beam was movement.
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Predict ions movements as the excavat ion proceeded. In
addition, monitoring points were established

The fixed elastic beam approach (as previously at the curb line to measure the lateral
discussed) was used to estitmate the maximum movement of the cracks in the street pavement
lateral movement at the top of the pile wall. that occurred during the excavation. The
A predicted elastic lateral deflection of 0.43 pavement cracks were located parallel to and
ft was calculated for the 18 ft~ high approximately 12 ft away from the soldier pile
cantilevered soldier pile wall, wall. The measured lateral movements versus

excavation elevation are presented in Figure
Per formance 7b.

The contractor established monitoring points The total measured lateral movement varied
on top of the piles and recorded lateral from 0.25 to 0.39 ft. The ratio of predicted
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elastic movement for the cantilevered wall to The HP 10X42 soldier piles were spaced at 7.5
the measured movement was 1.10. However, the ft centers and driven with an ICE vibratory
installation of the raker braces limited the hammer. Conventional timber lagging was
total lateral movement of the temporary placed behind the pile flanges, and straw hay
cantilevered wall. was placed between and behind the lagging

boards. The soil anchors were installed at 15
ft centers using pressure injected techniques.

Gateway Project A 4 inch hole was drilled, cased, and washed
using rotary equipment. The anchor

Gateway Underground Garage Excavation reinforcement (four 270 ksi steel strands) was
grouted in the hole using low pressure primary

This 3 level below ground cast in-place and high pressure secondary grout
concrete structur- is located below New Street applications. A regrout tube was installed
in the north ared of the Gateway Project. An with the anchor reinforcement. The 10 Ft
excavation Iepth of approximately 30 ft below stressing length of the anchor reinforcement
Ferris Avenie was required to construct the was sheathed with plastic and the bond length
garage foundations at el 165. A temporary of the anchor was approximately 25 ft. All of
earth retention system was required to retain the anchors were prooftested to 125% of their
the soil supporting the sidewalk, street, and design load and locked-off at 75% of the load.
utilities. The deep excavation was supported
using a soil anchored soldier pile wall. The Predictions
design and subsurface conditions are presented
in Figure 8a. Since the soldier pile wall was subjected to

both active soil pressure loading and
Design and Construction concentrated point loads associated with the

soil anchors, elastic superposition methods
The 25 ft high soil anchored soldier pile wall were used to estimate the lateral deflection
was designed for a two stage construction of the wall. The predicted maximum lateral
excavation. During the first stage of deflection at the top of the wall was 0.15 ft.
excavation to the level of the wale and soil
anchor, the wall was analyzed for conventional Performance
active earth pressure loading. For the second
stage excavation, following the installation Following the installation of the piles,
of the soil anchors, the wall was analyzed for monitoring points ,.ere established at the top
approximately 2/3 of the apparent earth of selected piles. Monitoring was
pressure loading. The soil anchors were accomplished through the staged excavation
designed for the full apparent earth pressure. sequence. Lateral movements versus excavation

elevation for the Ferris Avenue wall are

200 ,--MINIMuM /MAXIfMuM

2 FERRIS EL.165/2-7-85 M 7
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2
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TABLE 5: Summary of Excavation Support Movements

Predicted Measured 3 Measured
Height 2  Movement Movement Predicted

Project Retaining Structure' (ft) (ft) (ft)

50 Main Cantilevered SP 15 0.12 0.17 1.4
50 Main Cantilevered SP 14 0.08 0.12 1.5
25 Martine Cantilevered SP 14 0.09 0.23 2.6
Gateway I Cantilevered/Braced SP 20 0.43 0.39 0.9
Gateway Underground SP w/l level of anchors 21 -- 0.11 --

Gateway Underground SP w/l level of anchors 28 0.15 0.15 1.0
Gateway Underground SP w/2 level of anchors 30 -- 0.08 --

1 SP = Soldier pile and timber lagged wall.
2 Height = Equivalent height wall with a level ground surface at the top and bottom of the

retaining wall. This equivalent height accounts for backslopes and toe berms.
3 Maximum lateral movement measured at ucp of retaining structure.

presented in Figure 8b. The measured lateral cohesionless sand during the lagging
movement ranged from 0.06 to 0.15 ft. The installation may have left voids behind the
ratio of predicted lateral movement to the soldier pile wall. These voids sometimes
maximum measured movement is 1.0. extend behind the back flange of the soldier

piles, thereby, significantly reducing the
Performance tests were accomplished on two arching or self supporting effect of the soil
soil anchors to determine the residual or between the piles. Backpacking and attempting
permanent movement of the grouted anchor. An to backfill from the top of the soldier pile
incremental series of load and unload cycles wall does not usually succeed in
were performed up to 150% of the anchor design reestablishing the natural arching capacity of
load for an 86 kip three strand anchor with a the soil. In time, vibrations caused by heavy
bond length of 20 ft and a 125 kip four strand street traffic and intense rainfalls caused
anchor with a bond length of 28 ft. At 100% of the voids behind the lagging to become filled
their design load, the permanent (non-elastic) with loose soil. The loose soil does not have
anchor movement was measured to be 0.026 ft the arching capacity of the natural dense
for the 86 kip anchor and 0.032 ft for the 125 soil. Therefore, additional soil pressures
kip anchor. The permanent anchor movement at are transmitted to the soldier piles and
100% of the design load was equal to 0.12% of greater than predicted lateral movements
the bond length of the anchor, occur.

Discussion Limiting lateral movements for lagged soldier
pile walls in running sand can be accomplished

A summary of the predicted and measured by the use of contact lagging attached to the
lateral movements for the previously discussed front face of the soldier piles. This
retaining structures and for other excavation procedure limits the disturbance of the
retention systems in the downtown vicinity are natural arching of the in-situ sand between
presented in Table 5. the piles.

The maximum measured movement occurred at the
Gateway I excavation, where 0.39 ft of lateral CONCLUSIONS
deflection was recorded for the
cantilevered/braced 20 ft equivalent height Through the use of field measurements, it was
wall. Additional lateral movement may have possible to analyze and evaluate the
occurred at this site if the originally performance of completed building foundations
constructed cantilevered wall had not been and temporary earth retaining structures.
internally braced. The 14 to 15 ft equivalent Original design assumptions and methods of
height cantilevered walls experienced predicting their performance could be checked
movements up to 0.23 ft and the 21 to 30 ft and evaluated to assist in the design and
equivalent height soil anchored walls moved up analysis of future structures.
to 0.15 ft toward the excavation.

As indicated in the discussions:
The measurements from these case histories
indicate that for conventional HP soldier pile . The maximum measured total and differential
sections, the maximum equivalent cantilevered settlement, 0.10 ft and 0.04 ft,
wall height is approximateiy 15 ft. Beyond respectively , was recorded at the 1-11
this height, lateral movements can become Martine mat foundation. This magnitude of
excessive, settlement is considered to be acceptable

for the concrete structures discussed.
The predicted elastic movements for the
cantilevered soldier pile walls were less than . Measured differential settlements were
the maximum measured lateral movement hy 40 to observed to be less than 40% of the total
160%. Construction methods and surrounding measured settlement.
ambient conditions have led to lateral
movements in excess of the estimated elastic . The predicted settlements exceeded the
deflection. The presence of running maximum measured settlement by 50 to 200%.
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The Schmertmann analysis provided the best APPENDIX II - NOTATION
estimate for the settlement of the mat
foundations and the Meyerhof method yielded The following symbols are used in this report:
the closest approximation for the
settlement of spread foundations. D Depth of embedment

H = Exposed height of wall
The predicted elastic movements for the K = Modulus of subgrade reaction
cantilevered soldier pile walls were less Ka = Coefficient of active earth pressure
than the maximum measured lateral movements Kp = Coefficient of passive earth pressure
by 40 to 160%. N = Standard penetration test N-value in

blows per foot
Construction difficulties during the Q = Column load
lagging installation caused by running sand qa = Allowable bearing pressure
conditions may have led to the increased = Angle of internal friction
lateral movements. 5 = Total unit weight

sat = Saturated unit weight
The use of contact lagging installed on the
front face of the pile flange could limit
disturbance of the arching effect of the APPENDIX III - CONVERSION OF UNITS
in-situ sand, thus, decreasing the
potential for lateral movement of the The following english units can be converted
soldier pile walls. to the International System (SI) units:

For conventional HP soldier pile sections 1 foot (ft) = 0.3048 meters (m)
the maximum cantilevered equivalent wall 1 inch (in) = 25.4 millimeters (mm)
height is approximately 15 ft. Beyond this 1 kilopound = 1000 lbf = 0.50 tons
height, lateral movements can become 1 kilopound (kip) = 4.448 kilonewtons
excessive. 1 kilopound per square feet (ksf) =

47.88 kilo pascal (kPa)
1 pound per cubic foot (pcf) =

APP'ZNDIX I - REFERENCES 16.02 kilograms per cubic meter (kg/m
3
)

D'Appolonia, D.J., E. D'Appolonia, and R.F.
Brissette, (1968) "Settlement of Spread
Footings on Sand", JSMFD, ASCE, Vol. 94, No.
SM3, May, pp 735-760. Discussions in Vol. 95,
No. SM3, pp 900-916 and Vol. 96, No. SM2, pp
754-762.

DeBeer, E. and A. Martens, (1957) "Methods of
Computation of an Upper Limit for the Infuence
of Heterogeneity of Sand Layers on the
Settlement of Bridges", Proceedings, 4th
ICSMFE, London, Vol. 1, p 275.

DeBeer, E. (1965) "Bearing Capacity and
Settlement of Shallow Foundations on Sand",
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Foundations, Duke University, pp 15-33.

Meyerhof, G.G. (1965), "Shallow Foundations",
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Common-Sense Foundation Design
Sven Hansbo
Professor of Geotechnical Engineering, Chalmers University of
Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden

SYNOPSIS: In this paper, two case records are presented as an illustration of the advantages of
using what one might call "common sense" foundation design.

The first case is an illustrative example of the detrimental effects on older buildings that
can be caused by traditional pilina in non-cohesive soil. The possibilities of avoiding damage by
application of a less riaid foundation design method are discussed. Thus, having access to more
sophisticated soil investigation methods than those originally used, it can be shown that a mixed
foundation, partly on settlement reducing piles and partly on shallow footinas would have been
possible. The concept of settlement reducing piles means that the length and number of piles in
the pile groups are chosen with a view to eliminating settlement differences between piled and
unpiled foundations. Using this solution, the part of the new building nearest to the older ones
would have been founded on shallow footings, which would have meant both a considerable reduction
of damage to the older buildinas and considerable savings in foundation costs.

The second case record is presented in support of the design method suqaested. The subsoil
conditions under the building in this case are very similar to those in the first case. Here, on
the basis of more developed soil investigations methods, it was decided to found the building
partly on settlement reducing piles and partly on shallow footings. To keep a checl- on the result,
the building was monitored with settlement gauges. The results of the settlement observations
showed excellent agreement between prediction and performance.

INTRODUCTION is particularly true in cases where the subsoil
consists of non-cohesive soil. In these cases,

In urban renewal work new buildings often have soil investigations generally only consist of
to be founded at a much deeper level than older different kinds of sounding, such as SPT, CPT,
buildings in their immediate vicinity. These or the like, and (but not always), the taking of
older buildings may be considered to be valuable disturbed samples for soil identification.
for historical or other reasons and must there- Unless the geotechnical characteristics of the
fore be protected against damage in the best soil can be directly evaluated from the sounding
possible way during the construction of new resistance, on the basis of well-documented
buildings. This can create difficult foundation local experience, then the uncertainties in-
problems which may require unconventional volved are so great that the choice of pile
solutions. This is undoubtedly true in cases foundations is only natural.
where the choice of foundation method has a
great influence on the preservation of the Since pile driving, as pointed out, often does
nearby buildings. very considerable damage to nearby buildings it

should therefore be avoided whenever possible.
Old buildings are usually founded at shallow How then is this goal to be achieved? The
depth and are therefore very sensitive to any traditional design of pile foundations whereby
kind of construction work causing disturbancp at the total load of the building is assumed to be
gr~at !,th in the subsoil. EH-ever, in order to carried by the piles alone is undoubtedly the
make sure that the new buildings will not suffer foremost obstacle that has to be overcome. In
damage by differential settlement, or by future this type of design the piles are assumed to act
building activity, the designer often decides on as columns, and, to avoid settlement, a high
pile foundations irrespective of whether this is safety factor against pile failure is applied.
required or not. If piles are required in one This, of course, entails hard pile driving to
part of the building, then the whole building great depths. Moreover, since the settlement of
will be placed on piles. It would appear that pile foundations is believed to be negligible, a
there is a belief that the safety of a building combination of piled and unpiled foundations is
against damage is hazarded if part of the not considered to be safe and sound.
building is founded on piles while the other
part is founded on shallow footings. The insight which has been gained into modern

foundation design somehow seems obviously to be
This attitude is of course based on the diffi- forgotten as soon as piling comes into the
culties experienced in settlement prediction. picture. Much could be gained if only the
The soil investigations carried out may not form principles of geotechnical engineering applied
a reliable basis for settlement prediction. This in other connections, e.g. in the design of
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shallow foundations, Were als arnled rn ir,>" n

connection with -Pl na. Some examplos of this
were demonstrated by !!ansbo (!9R4) , Burnd a -

RlB~ F Ka -,i1: ,t al Il% 87 )and Peakor et al. -

In the fo !owing, an ex.im. r I- of the damage -..

caeased v oil. drivna in non-,.,esive soi w1i
be given. -lhe nossibility of usino shIllow j •
4touncations in comb-ination with d1em foundat inns .,'. -

(on ciles will be discussed- a cominintion
which s less armful1 to the nurroundino build- "tO a
inns. In sunpOrt, another case record wil he
presented where the subsoil conditions are ouie . 'A
similar. in this latter case ile foundstions I A B
and shallow foundations wpr- used in combina- - -

tion. Settlement prediction and rerformance were "
in cood 3areement. ~
CONVENTIONAL PTLED FOUNDATIONS
Buildinos in the Iverkikaren block Fig2. Site plan of the new buildinas. Broken

lines indicate hed-rock level, broken
and dotted lines indicate level o

A number o' new huildinas, Fig. i, were to he upper surface of natural esker !ate-
erected in the Mverkikaren block, which is rIa I
situated in the centre of Stockholm on the
southern embankment of Lake Mhlaren. The build-
inas considered in this report are designated B
and C, Fias 1-2. The soil investigation for Building B consisted

oa Swedish weioht soundina and ram sounding.
Because of strong v'-iations in soundina resi-
stance, the consultant decided that foundation
on piles should be used in the part of the
building underlain by esker material, and that
the pile tips should be carried down to bed-

. rock.

-- ' Buildina C

- between maximum +12.6 in the south and minimum
+5.5 in the north. Within the main part of the
building, the ground level was between +10.0 and
+12.6.

"The soil investigation for Buildina C consisted

of weight sounding (5 boreholes) , ram sounding
14 boreholes) and CPT (5 boreholes) . Disturbed

soil samples were taken in 7 boreholes for soil
Fig. 1. Architectural layout of the new build- identification. After excavation the first soi1

inqs in the ?verkikaren block, investigation was supplemented by another set of

weight and ram soundinas and soil samplina for
soil identification. The main purpose of the

The buildings are situated on the esker which soil sampling was to identify the interface
passes through the central parts of Stockholm. between fill and natural esker material.
The esker material at the site consists of sand
and gravel of varying relative density and As in the case of Building B, there were larme
stratification. Its surface level is indicated variations in soundina resistance, indicatino
in Fia. 2. In connection with previous building great differences in the relative density of the
activity it had been fill d up with different soil. The lowest resistance was obtained 7ust
kinds of material, partly organic, and unsuit- below the groundwater table. An example of the
able for building purposes. The bedrock level is results of the soil investigation (Section I-I,
given in Fig. 2. The groundwater level is Fig. 2) is given in Fia. 3. The results of the
subjected to annual variations from around -0.8 CPT, which perhaps bost reflect the firmness of
to +0.5. the soil, also show areat variation in penetra-

tion resistance. The lowest point resistance,
Building B obtained in two boreholes in the sand lavers

lust below the qroundwater table, is 2-4 MPa
The ground level before excavation varied (the lower value probably due to nearby driving
between maximum +20 m in the south and minimum of two casinos).
+10.5 m in the north. Around 60% of the building
area was at level +19.9 m. The foundation level With the chosen basement floor level (+3.n),
of the building (basement floor level +3.0) is approximately 20* of the basement area in the
below bed-rock surface in its southernmost part northernmost part of the building was underlain
while in its northernmost part the depth to by fill material. In this area foundation on
bed-rock is around 22 m. piles was undoubtedly required. For the remain-
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ing part, a settlement analysis carried out by settlement of the old houses took place. How-
the consultant on the basis of empirical corre- ever, the most serious trouble was met with due
lations between compression moduli and sounding to the pile installation. House 1 tilted to the
resistance (Beradahl and Eriksson, 1983) , gave north, towards Building C, and House 19 to the
an estimated settlement of shallow footings of north-west. Wide cracks opened up, Fig. 5, and a
12-13 cm. Since such a large settlement would column in House 19 was sheared off which led to
lead to unacceptable distortion between the part the collapse of the concrete roof, Fig. 6, just
of the building on piles and the part on shallow after the end of a meeting in the room in
footings, it was decided that the whole building question. Settlement observations showed that
should be founded on conventional driven piles, the northwest corner of House 19 had settled
As a result, 382 precast concrete piles were about 13 cm vertically and had moved about 3 cm
driven to an averaae depth of 24.5 m. horizontally in an outward direction, Fig. 7.

Most of the settlement was obviously caused as a
result of reorientation of grains into a denser
state (compaction of loose esker material) by

.. vibrations and soil displacement during pile

. . ... .... - . .j'driving.

. . . ., i ...

-blows 0cm

-7^ halfturns 2Ccr- -

Fig. 3. Results of soil investigation (ram
soundino and weight sounding) along
Section I-I, see Fig. 2. Shaded area
represents fill material.

Damage caused by piling

Fig. 5. Cracks in the western fagade of House
In the immediate vicinity of Buildings B and C 19 caused by settlements due to piling.
there were two existing houses of great histor-
ical and architectural interest. They were
founded on shallow footings and their basement
floor levels were +7.1 (House 19, Fig. 2) and
+10.0 (House 1, Fig. 2). Due to the installation
of a sheet-pile wall south of Building C, and
installation of bored piles west of Building B
(Fig. 4) prior to and during excavation, certain

Fig. 6. Remainders of concrete roof which
Fig. 4. View of supporting bored pile wall collapsed after a supporting column had

against House 19, west of Building B. been sheared off.
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1984 1985 Now, a settlement analysis based on the results
of the pressuremeter tests (cf. Baguelin et al.,

S I N D JF IAMI J J I A I S 1978) shows that a mixed foundation partly on
- '- i\ ) shallow footings and partly on piled footings

2 3 4 would have been possible. Piled footings would
Oonly have been required where the foundation

level was in fill. Choosing the foundation level
Q) 1 ±0, and a permissible averaoe ground pressure

-Z ]for the footings of 0.3 MPa, settlements were
--- calculated to vary between 0.02 and 0.03 m. In

4J the settlement calculation, the pressuremeter
.- moduli at stresses below the preconsolidation

. ,pressure (re-bound values) were assumed to be 3
* ... * Itimes the measured "virgin" values and a values

applicable to overconsolidated soil were chosen.
To minimize differential settlements between
unpiled and piled footings, the piles, according

N4- to settlement analysis based on the pressure-
-- meter results (cf. Sellgren, 1985) , should not

sheet pile be driven deeper into the esker material than 15
m. By choosing this foundation method a total

installation 2 settlement of maximum 4 cm and a maximum differ-

piling piling ential settlement of less than 2 cm could be
expected. These settlements would have been

____ quite acceptable. As a result, the compaction
effects on the esker material underneath Houses
1 and 19 would have been considerably reduced.Fig. 7. Settlements of Houses 1 and 19 during Moreover, apart from the lesser risk of damage

foundation work for Buildings B and C. to the adjacent buildings, the mixed foundation

suggested would have resulted in considerable
COMMON SENSE FOUNDATION saving in foundation costs.

Buildings in the Overkikaren block Sollentuna hospital

Knowing the result, one is forced to ask The mixed type of foundation suggested above for
oneself if the choice of foundation method was Building C in Overkikaren had already been

well-founded. Above all, no investigation of the carried out in a previous project, the Sollen-
deformation properties of the natural esker tuna hospital, Fig. 8. The subsoil conditions on
material had been carried out and, consequentl , the site of this hospital are very similar to
a very conservative settlement analysis was made those prevailing at the site of Building C, with
on an empirical basis. Moreover, no regard was the exception that in part of the building area
paid to the positive influence on settlement of the esker material is covered by clay instead of
unloading due to excavation. As shown by Jamiol- fill, Fig. 9. The maximum thickness of the clay
kowski et al. (1985) , the correlation between layer wedging into the building area from the
sounding resistance and deformation moduli in south is 5-8 m. Its undrained shear strength
sand is very much dependent on the overconsoli- varies between 10 and 30 kPa. The esker material
dation ratio. consists mainly of sand. Typical results ob-

tained outside and inside the clay area are
For Building B unloading due to exca,,ation given in Fig. 10.

caused a stress release of between 0.20 and 0.35
MPa. There is therefore no doubt that foundation With the chosen basement floor level +23.5 it

of Building B on shallow footings would have was no doubt necessary to found the part of the

been possible. To minimize differential settle- hospital underlain by clay on piles. Then, from

mect, overblasting of the bed-rock in the part
of tie foundation area with exposed bed-rock
surface could have been carried out as an extra
safety measure.

More interesting, however, is the question as to
what possibilities existed for using another
type of foundation for Building C which would
have been less dangerous for the adjacent
buildings. To investigate this, pressuremeter
tests were later carried out in two boreholes,
one immediately east and the other immediately
west of Building C. In order to be able to
correlate the pressuremeter values with the
sounding resistance in the original investiga-
tion, weight sounding was also carried out in
the immediate vicinity of the pressuremeter
holes. The weight sounding results in these new
boreholes were very similar to those previously
obtained, and therefore, the pressuremeter
values can be considered as being representative
of the original soil conditions. Fig. 8. The Sollentuna Hospital
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• . ":"!' '" ]02
02 -the traditional point of view, due to fear of

0 10 -detrimental differential settlement, piled
PARKERNGSDACK foundations would have been considered as being

S'\ \ the most natural choice for the whole building,S \ \ including the part resting on non-cohesive soil.
. - However, a settlement analysis based on the

\ / 6 pressuremeter results showed that it was pos-- sible to use a mixed foundation, partly on
Y\ shallow footings and partly on piled footings.

W9 20 1 With the aim of minimizing the differential
",, -_ settlements between piled and unpiled footings a
L(_ _ ;- O limit was set to the depth of pile driving into

r Y6 . the sandy esker material.

\ . For example, using the results of the pressure-
10, O\ / meter tests shown in Fiq. 10, we find for a

E' 6'A 8, 6 1 6A \ driven pile with a cross-sectional area of
0.275x0.275 m2 driven 5 m into the esker, a

,failure load of (cf. Sellqren, 1985)
" f x3025x.8 + 2.7x2.2x0.275 0.2 N

The settlement of the pile head can be estimated
Fig. 9. Location of boreholes and site plan of from the relation (Sellgren, 1985)

the Sollentuna Hospital. Dashed area
shows the clay laver wedginq into the P
hospital site. s a /pf

_C _______- - where
%+ 23.5 1 I+(&/Epb)tanh(GI)

a=b S (OEpb tanh (ei)
40 0 5 MPa

= 18E pr/(1+v s

Inserting E = elastic modulus of pile=
- 30.000 MPa

b = width of pile = 0.275 m
1 = length of pile in gravel 5 m
E = pressuremeter modulus = 17 MPa

S, fl i VPr Poisson's ratio of soil 0.3
we find a = 0.007 mm/MN

Consequently, the settlement under a load of 450
kN can be estimated at 6 mm.

For a square footing with 2.5 m width, founded
at 1 m depth, the settlement can be calculated
from the relation (Baguelin et al., 1978),

....... _ + 1.1x2.5
S _1.2 (1.1x2.5/0.6)

s= 1.12 EPrd 3 Epr,i

Inserting E,d = pressuremeter modulus in zone

pr governed by deviatoric stress

1 0 20 kN condition = 15 MPa
V1N3 0 30MPa 0 3 MPa Epr* i = pressuremeter modulus in zone

+2 governed by isotropic stress
3condition 

= 12 MPa
we find for an average ground pressure of

- - p0.5 MPa (safety against failure around 3) a
- _-20 settlement of 11 mm.

For the suggested foundation and the actual
loading conditions, a maximum differential
settlement of 10 mm and a maximum total settle-
ment of 15 mm was predicted. 70% of the settle-
ment was assumed to take place during the
construction period.

10 kN

In order to persuade the client to accept whatFig. 10. Typical results of CPT soundings (total he thought would be an unsafe and untried type
of point resistance and skin friction) of foundation, the building was carefully
and M~nard pressuremeter tests, monitored with settlement gauges. If some large
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The first case record presented in this paper Francisco, 4:1463-1468.
shows the detrimental effects on nearbv build-
ings that can be caused by pile driving. It also
shows that most probably a foundation which was
both more economical and less likely to cause
damage to nearby buildings would have been
possible-had more sophisticated soil investi-
gations been carried out in order to determine
the deformation characteristics of the soil.

The second case record is an example of a
successful application of a mixed foundation,
partly on shallow footings and partly on pile
footings where the piles were designed in such a
way so as to minimize differential settlement.
It also shows that acceptable agreement between
prediction and actual behaviour can be obtained
provided that the in-situ deformation characte-
ristics of the subsoil have been satisfactorily
investigated.

The moral: Continue to use your geotechnical
know-how and common sense even when piling comes
into the picture.
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Dynamic Testing Versus Static Load Tests: Five Case Histories
Stephen S.M. Cheng Shaheen A. Ahman
Manager, Pile Technology Divis:, n, Trow Geotechnical Ltd., Canada Manager, Geotechnical Division, Trow Geotechnical Ltd., Canada

SYNOPSIS: Five case histories, where the ultimate bearing capacity of the piles was evaluated by both dynamic measurements and static
load tests in Southern Ontario, Canada, are presented. The ultimate bearing capacity of the piles obtained by both methods are
compared and found that the ultimate bearing capacities evaluated by dynamic measurements are within I to 15 percent of the static
load test results analysed by the Offset Limit Load Criterion. In four of the six piles evaluated, the dynamic analysis results are within
10 percent of the static load test results. The correlations have shown that dynamic analysis of pi!e capacity by dynamic measurements
is an excellent alternative to static load test.

INTRODUCTION measured. From the strain measurement, the force at the pile
top can be obtained once the pile material and cross sectional

Since pile driving causes failure of the soil, it is therefore area is known. From the acceleration measurement, the
logical to use dynamic measurements made during pile driving velocity of the pile being driven into the ground can be
to estimate the ultimate bearing capacity of the pile. The use integrated. From the force and velocity obtained at the pile
of dynamic measurements to predict pile capacity was put in top, the static capacity of the pile can be estimated by the case
use in the early 1970's, and since then the use of dynamic method:
measurements to predict pile capacity has been gaining wide
acceptance by practicing civil engineers. In the field, the RSP = (Fl + F2)/2 + MC/2L (VI -V2) -3
ultimate static bearing capacity of the piles was evaluated Where: RSP = Ultimate Static Bearing Capacity
from the strain and acceleration measurements by the case F1 = Force at Impact
method. The ultimate static bearing capacity was also F2 = Force at Time 2L/C
estimated in the laboratory by the CAPWAP analysis. In the M = Mass of Pile
CAPWAP analysis, the hammer-pile-soil, and resistance C Wave Speed
distribution on a pile was modeled and compared with the strain L Length of Pile
and acceleration measurements obtained in the field. VI = Velocity at Impact

V2 = Velocity at Time 2L/C
Ontario is a province located in the mid-eastern portion of 3 Damping
Canada. The southern part of Ontario has close to 80 percent
of the population of Ontario. The area was covered by ice The ultimate static bearing capacity of the pile can also be
sheets a million years ago and the subsoil generally consists of evaluated by another method in the laboratory called CAPWAP
glacial tills. The glacial tills are generally competent to analysis. In this analysis, the measured force at the pile top is
support a building by the conventional type of shallow used as input into the program. Values for the soil parameters,
foundation. However, there are areas with deep deposits of fill, resistance distribution on each pile elements are assumed and a
softer clay, loose silt or sand, where deep foundations are dynamic analysis is performed to obtain the required force at
required. In these instances, driven piles or augered in-place the point of measurement to generate the imposed
caissons are used to support the proposed structures, acceleration. The various parameters are changed in an effort

to match the computed top force to the measured top force as
The estimation of the ultimate static bearing capacity of a close as possible. When the computed top force is matched to
driven pile is highly theoretical. Some engineers use basic soil the measured top force, the field condition is simulated and the
mechanic analysis to estimate the frictional and end bearing ultimate static bearing capacity of the pile can be obtained.
resistances of a driven pile. Others used various kinds of
dynamic formulae to estimate the ultimate bearing capacity of TEST METHOD
piles when the driving system, pile type and size are known.
When E.A.L. Smith (I) introduced wave propagation theory in The dynamic measurements were carried out by using two sets
the 1930's to be applied to a pile during driving, a new chapter of gauges and a portable computer called a Pile Driving
had opened in the analysis of the ultimate bearing capacity Analyser. The gauges consisted of:
evaluation. With the evolution of the digital computers and
various instruments for the measurements of strain and The instrumentation for the Pile Driving Analyser was attached
acceleration during pile driving, the dynamic monitoring of near the top of the pile. This consisted of two reusable strain
piles was put into use in the early 70's. This paper presents the gauges and two accelerometers securely bolted near the top of
results of the dynamic analysis of piles at five sites where the pile. For each hammer blow, electrical signals were fed
static load tests were also undertaken, into the preprogrammed Pile Driving Analyser and the basic

measurements of strain and acceleration were converted into
THEORETICAL BASIS force and velocity parameters as a function of time. From

these parameters the ultimate (mobilized) bearing capacities
The dynamic evaluation of pile capacity using Smith's wave were automatically computed. In addition, the maximum
propagation theory has been reported by Rausche, Goble and forces, the developed energies and the hammer blow rate, etc.,
Likins (1975). In the driving of a pile, the strain and are some of the output from the Analyser. The force and
acceleration of the pile induced by the pile driver are velocity wave traces were continually observed in the field and
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their analog signals were recorded on magnetic tape by an FM capacity evaluated by CAPWAP analysis to the Offset Limit

instrumentation tape recorder. Load Criterion (Davisson) was within one percent.

After the dynamic measurements were completed, the piles Figure 1
were subjected to static load test. The static load test was
generally carried out in accordance with the ASTM D1143-81
procedures. With the exception of Site A and Site E, all tests Log of BwO-e _ _ Trow

were carried out with the standard loading procedures of the
ASTM D-1 143-81 standard. At Site A and E, the quick load test 00 -  

___--8.. _ ___

option outlined in the ASTM procedures was used. The load on . . .. , _,___.....

the pile was placed incrementally with a hydraulic jack to twice A
the design load or to failure. A load cell was used in addition to
the pressure gauge to monitor the load imposed on the pile. In
cases where the pile held twice the design load, the load was
maintained for a period of 24 hours prior to unloading. ...- -- _

SITE A

A single storey parking structure was constructed at a site
located in North York, Ontario. The contractor elected to use
three different pile sizes to suit the various column loads in
order to minimize the number of piles to be used. The
contractor proposed a driving criteria for the various pile types
using a 35 Kn drop hammer falling a distance of 1.2 to 1.5 m to
drive the three types of piles.

The piles used at this site consisted of:

Pile Pile Size Wall Thickness Design Load .

Type O.D. mm mm kN ....

Steel Pipe 194 8.3 55
Steel Pipe 244 8.9 1000
Steel Pipe 298 8.5 1140

The subsoil at this site consisted of a fill of variable thickness
overlying a compact to very dense sand. The fill consisted of
cla,,ey silt, sand, rubble and organics and extended to a depth of
10 to II m depth. The wet sand extended to a depth of 22 to 26
m where the boreholes were terminated. All test piles were
terminated in the sand. The soil conditions are shown in
Figure 1, Borehole Log A. Table I

The dynamic results for the load test pile are presented in
Table 1. The laboratory CAPWAP analysis results are shown in
Table 2. The pile was driven to a final driving resistance of 19 ,A I ,- I E .... ,o t Tto *, oob. , ,,.!,,,

blows per 25 mm under 54 KJ of driving energy. However, the o...c.ooo,., r.o.co rc _ c,,, oio,

pile top was slightly damaged when the blow counts were taken. .a ....

The following day, after the pile top was trimmed to sound O 1-, *AP"*o . O -. ..

steel, the pile was restruck and the penetration resistance was *[A

m easured at II blows per 25 m m . An input energy of 75 kJ was ,, 0 .. . ,, .0 . . ,11, .. . 0 3

used during the restrike. 8...... .. ..... , ... .

The ultimate bearing capacity of the load test pile evaluated by , _0 h

the dynamic analysis was 2180 kN. The pile was statically load

tested to a maximum load of 2240 kN. The load test was
carried out in accordance with the quick load test option of the ,, .... ,. ....
ASTM D-1143-81 procedures. At the maximum load, the pile ,...

top settled a distance of 24.71 m m . The offset lim it load ,., , .. .... . . . .. . .... . ... ... .. ..
criterion for this pile was reached at a load of 2170 kN. It , . ,. , .
appeared, from the load test curve, that the pile would plunge .,_ ...
to failure beyond the maximum load of 2240 kN. The results of ,, o ,, ,,..
the load test for the pile at this site are plotted in Figure 2.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR CASE A _..

In situations where different pile sizes are used, dynamic .... -_
monitoring can be used to correlate the capacities of different . ...........
pile sections once a correlation with at least one static load . .......

test is established. The static load test result can be used to .
establish the soil damping factor to be used in the case method
analysis. Provided that the remaining piles are founded in
similar soil, the capacity of the remaining piles can be
evaluated with reasonable confidence. The ultimate bearing
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Table 2 the fill and the penetration resistance increased abruptly to 10

blows per 8 mm or less on or slightly into the shale bedrock.

The maximum design load for the piles was 800 kN with

.. , . .,, - majority of the piles carried a load of 500 kN or less.

I, t.. ,-, ... , t ., , * .-- '" 'At the early stages of the project, four piles were driven around

I,, the site so that a load test pile could be selected. During the

: "2.. O" ....... ":"restrike, however, it was apparent that relaxation (a Jecrese

in bearing capacity between the end of driving and restrike) of

the piles on the shale bedrock occurred. The magnitude of the

, ,, 0 . , ,relaxation of the piles however, varied from pile to pile, even

--w' .after three to four restrikes. Dynamic monitoring was

,,., ,o ,o0, , ,, ,0, ,, therefore suggested to evaluate the capacity of the piles under

0o 0 0,,, T 0-, ,, 00 "the relaxation conditions.

Based on the 10 piles dynamically tested ouring restriking, the

o .... " 0 0....' estimated ultimate bearing capacity ranged from 640 to

10 15 kN. The penetration resistance of the piles upon

restriking ranged from 3 to 8 blows per 25 mm, whereas the

piles were ail driven to a final resistance of greater than an

equivalent of 30 blows per 25 mm.

Figure 2
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SITE B The load test pile achieved an equivalent penetration resistance
of 8 blows per 25 mn. Upon restriking, the ultimate bearing

A 1 1/2 storey industrial type building was constructed at a site capacity as evaluated by CAPWAP analysis on the first hammer

in Mississauga. Ontario. The subsoil at this site consisted of blow was 80 kN.

flyash f;!i overlying a Georgian Bay shale. The building was to

be supported by steel pipe driven through the fill and founded The stati, load test was carried out in accordance with the

on or slightly into the shale bedrock. The fill depth ranged in standard loading procedures of the ASTM D-1143-81 standard.

thickness from 9 to I I m in thickness. The soil conditions are A maximum load of 1600 kN, equal to twice the maximum

presented in Figure 3, Borehole Log B. design load, was jacked onto the pile. The maximum load was

held for a period of 24 hours. Under this load, the pile top had

The piles were 244 mm O.D. with 12 mm wall thickness closed- settled a distance of 30.65 mm. The net settlement of the pile

ended steel pipes. The piles were driven with a berminghammer top was 17.60 mm after the load was removed. During the

B-300 single acting open-ended diesel hammer. The hammer loading, the pile did not achieve a settlement rate of 0.25 mm

has a rated energy of 46 KJ. The pile was driven easily through per hour or less beyond a load of 800 kN. The Davisson

criterion for this pile was reached at a load of 1020 kN.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR CASE B The ultimate bearing capacity of the two test piles as evaluated
by CAPAP analyses was 2375 and 1525 kN for the long and

In situations where there is relaxation, dynamic monitoring can short piles respectively.
be used to compare the ultimate bearing capacity of piles under
different relaxation conditions. The capacity evaluated by the The static load tests were carried out in accordance with the
dynamic monitoring in this case was low by approximitely standard loading procedures of the ASTM D-1 143-8I standard.
14 percent. This could be attributed to the fact that in pile Both piles were load tested to plunging failure. For the long
relaxation conditions, each restrike may improve the capacity pile, a maximum load of 2950 kN was jacked onto the pile. A
of the pile. Consequently, the capacity of the pile evaluated maximum load of 2000 kN was jacked onto the short pile. The
from the dynamic analysis was low when compared with the Offset Limit Load Criterion was reached at 2400 kN for the
load test result. long pile and 1630 kN for the short pile.

SITE C SUMMARY OF kESULTS FOR CASE C

A test program was undertaken at a site in Owen Sound, The ultimate bearing capacity of the two test piles was
Ontario, to evaluate the allowable bearing capacity of piles successfully estimated by dynamic testing Method at this site.
founded in two slightly different soii strata. The subsoil at this During the dynamic monitoring of the first pile, it was evident
site consisted of 4 to 5 metres of sandy fill overlying a thick that the estim ated ultimate bearing capacity of the pile at the
stratum of clayey to sandy silt to a depth of 44 metres. This higher level would be substantially less than the 2600 kN for
silt is generally compact with a very dense zone near 32 to which the designer had hoped. As a result, a second pile was
34 m depth. Beneath this silt stratum is a very dense bouldery driven to a lower depth.
till. The soil condition is shown in Figure 4, Borehole Log C.

The results obtained from the dynamic monitoring of the two
The two test piles were 244 mm O.D. with 13.8 mm wall test piles when compared with the static load test results were
thickness closed-ended steel pipe piles. The piles were driven within I percent for the long pile arid 7 percent for the short
with a Berminghammer B-400 single acting diesel hammer with pile. The test program proved to be an advantageous exercise
a rated energy of 62 k. The two test piles were dynamically since the capacity of the short pile expected by the designer did
monitored to the end of the driving as well as during the not materialize. Had the production piling been carried out
restrike on the following day. with the high design load, significant redesigning and extra cost

for the piling and delay to the other subtrades would have
The long pile was driven to a depth of 46.96 m where it oc,:urred. This would be not only costly to the owner but would
achieved a penetration resistance of 20 blows per 25 mm. The hasve also caused delay to the contruction.
short test pile was driven to a depth of 33.5 m where a
penetration resistance of 8 blows per 25 mm was achieved. SITE D
During the restrike, the penetration resistance of the two test
piles was measured to be 40 and 14 blows per 25 mm for the A two-storey building was to he constructed in the island area
long and short piles respectively, in Lake Ontario in Toronto, Ontario. The subsoil consisted of
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11 to 12 metres of hydraulic fill overlying shale bedrock. The SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR CASE D
hydraulic fill consisted of loose to dense fine to medium sand.
The subsoil conditions are presented in Figure 5, Borehole The ultimate bearing capacity of the pile predicted by the
Log D. dynamic analysis was expected to be low in this situation. The

main reason for the low capacity was the fact that the p'le did

Figure 5 not move under the hammer blows; i.e., very high penetration
resistance. Similar to a static load test where the failure loads

"T"_ _was not jacked into a pile, the ultimate bearing capacity of a
Log of ___e Trow pile could not be assessed in such cases. Another point of

interest at this site was that relaxation was not experienced by
.. ... _ ~'"-- - - -. . ...- the 324 mm diameter pipe piles driven to the shale bedrock.

z== - This could be an indication that relaxation of piles on shale
.- . . bedrock is localized and that relaxation problems for layer

-- diameter pipe piles are either non-existent or not as severe as
small diameter pipe piles.

- : SITE E

Max A major steel plant %;as expanding the steel making facilities in

.. .. Hamilton, Ontario. More than 5000 piles were required to

support the proposed structure. Up to six pile drivers were used
--- at the site at any one day and some pile drivers were working

- .:double hifts in order to increase the piling production. The
quality control for the piling included inspection of piles, static
load tests and periodic dynamic testing of randomly selected
piles.

t K.=i EE..-n The subsoil at the site consisted of 13 metres of fill overlying a
layer of very stiff to hard silty clay and very dense sandy silt
till to a depth of IS metres. The piles were terminated in a

---- very dense silt till belov' I meres. The subsoil conditions are
summarized in Figure 6, Borehole Log E.

Figure 6

Log of Borehoe . Trow

- A

The piles consisted of 324 mm O.D. with 4.8 mm wall thickness,
closed-ended steel pipe piles. The piles were to be driven to
the shale bedrock to carry a design load of 600 kN. The shale
bedrock in this area is known to have relaxation problems for
small diameter pipe piles and H-piles. (Thompson and .
Thompson, 1985; Likins and Hussein, 1984). Initially, the [ .

contractor used a MKT 9B3 air hammer to drive the piles.
However, the hammer proved to be too small for the 324 mm
piles and the subsoil condition at this site as the penetration ,

resistance was in excess of 50 blows per 25 mm at shallow
depths. 3ubsequently, a Delmag D-12 single acting diesel --

hammer was used to drive the piles. A total of seven piles were ...

monitored at this site; a group of four piles, a group of two
piles and a singie pile.

Based on the dynamic test on CAPWAP Analysis results, M
presented in Table I and 2, the single pile was selected for ... ....

static load test. This pile was found to have the lowest '.'*1...., ... .,.. .,
ultimate bearing capacity, primarily due to the fact that the .

shaft resistance was lower for the single pile, as the sand did ---..... ..

not densify from the pile driving in the same magnitude as the
pile groups. The final penetration resistance for this pile at the

end of nri /ing was 15 blows per 25 mm. Upon restriking, the
penetration resistance increased to an equivalent of 50 blows
per 25 mm. The ultimate bearing capacity estimated by the
dynamic analysis for this pile was 920 kN. The Offset Limit

Load criterion was met at a load of 1080 kN. Comparatively,
the result was 15 percent low. The static load test curve is
shown in Figure 2. The piles installed at this site were 324 mnm O.D. with 9.5 mm

wall thickness closed-ended pipe piles cu signed for an allowable
load of 1780 kN. The piles were driven to the founding level

with three Delmag D30-13 or D30-23 single acting diesel
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hanmers. The ultimate bearing capacity of the piles was low, dynamic analysis would under-estimate the
confirmed in a test program consisting of dynamic testing and ultimate bearing capacity of the pile unless further
static load test prior to the production piling. A second static. analyses were made.
load test was also carried out at the beginning of the prodUction
piling to confirm the ultimate bearing capacity of the piles. 3. Dynamic analysis can be utilized in situations where
From the test program, it was established that the piles would different pile sizes were used to carry different design
have to be 6rives to reiusal (20 blows per 25 mm), in the silt till load. By performing a static load test on one pile size,
stratum ith a minimum developed stress level during the final the ultimate bearing capacity of the other pile sizes
driving of 230 MPa. can be evaluated dynamically with a similar degree of

confidence.

During a routine dynamic testing on some randomly selected
piles, the penetration resistance of some of the piles was found 4. In situations where there is relaxation, the ultimate

to be less than the specified 20 blows per 25 inn upon bearing capacity of the piles can best be evaluated by
restriking. The evaluated capacity of the piles was alio less dynamic method of analysis for the various degree of
tihan the a.erage experienced at this site. More dynamic relaxation.
testing was therefore carried out and the results indicated that
the Delmnag D30 hammers were pre-igniting during installation 5. Dynamic testing can be used to evaluate hammer
of the piles and consequently a false penetration resistance was performance and to identify problem hammers.
observed. A static load test was requested by the owner on a
pile driven with a pre-igniting hammer in order to confirmn the 6. Dynamic testing can be used to test many piles in one
findings in the dynamic testing. day, whereas the conventional method of static load

test can obtain information for only one pile after a
The result of the dynamic testing are presented in Table 1. The test period of I to 2 days.
corresponding CAP%,AP analysis of the load test pile is shown
in Table 2. The static load test curve is shown in Figure 2. The 7. By monitoring the piles for the end of initial driving and
estimated ultimate bearing capacity of the piles based on the restriking, real or apparent relaxation can be
dynamic analysis was 2715 kN. The Offset Limit Load differentiated.
Criterion for the pile was met at 2935 kN. The ultimate
bearing capacity os the piles evaluated by dynamic analysis was 8. Relaxation of pipe piles on shale bedrock tends to be
7 percent low. localized and may be dependent on the pile diameter.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR CASE E REFERENCES

The static load test of the pile at this site confirmed that under AHMAD, Shaheen, A., and CHENG, S.M., December 16 - 19,
pre-igniting conditions of a diesel hammer, the ultimate bearing 1987. Indian Geotechnical Conference, Bangalore, India.
capacity of the pile was significantly reduced. From a routine
visual inspection point of view, there was nothing unusual about GOBLE, G.G., LIKINS, G.E., and RA ' J SCHE, F., 1975. Bearing
the pile since the specified piston rise and the penetration capacity of piles from dynamic measarements: fiinal repol f 'or
resistance was met for all the pile driven with the pre-igniting Ohio Department of Transport. Department of Civil Engineers,
hafniner. Dynamic measurement, however, revealed the pre- Case Western Reserve University.
ignition and found that the enei'gy and force delivered to the
pile was considerably reduced, primarily due to the cushioning RAUSCHE, F., 1970. Soil response from dynamic analysis and
effect on the piston due to the fuel was pre-igniting in the measurements on piles. Case Western Reserve University,
combustion chamber. Ph.D. Thesis.

I ne ultimate bearing capacity estimated by the dynamic RAUSCHE, R., GOBLE, G.G., and LIKINS, G.E., 1985. Dynamic
analysis was found to be 7 percent lower than the Offset Limit detection of pile capacity. Journal of Geotechnical
Load Criterion. However, in this case, the Offset Limit Load Engineering, American Society for Civil Engineers, Vol. III,
Criterion was not conservative as the pile plunged to failure No. 3.
shortly after this load. The information obtained at this site
further reinforced the need for dynamic testing so that the SMITH, E.A.L., i960. Pile driving analysis by the wave
hammer p.:rfc, manice could be evaluated, equation. Proceedings of American Society for Civil Engineers,

Vol. 86, No. SM4, pp 35-61.
CONCLUSIONS

THOMPSON, C.D. and THOMPSON, D.E., 1985. Real and
The dynamic testing and the static load test at the five sites apparent relaxation of driven piles. Journal of Geotechnical
resulted in tne following conclusions: Engineering, Vol. ill, No. 2.

I. Dynamic testing is an excellent alternative for THOMPSON, C.D. and DEVATA M., 1980. Evaluation of
Pstmnating the Jltimate bearing capacity of a driven ultimate bearing capaity of different piles by wave equation
pile. analysis. Proceedings of the International Seminar on

Arplication of Stress Wave Theory on Piles, Stockholm, Sweden.
2. In order to evaluate the ultimate bearing capacity of a

driven pile by dynamic method, the hammer blow TkO%, W.A. and THOMPSON, C.D., 1980. Control of pile
analysed mnust produce a permanent displaemient of the driving using the pile driving analyser. Proceedings of Annual
pile into the soil in the order of 2 mm per blow. If the Conference, New Zealand, Institute for Civil Engineers,
permanent displacement due to the hamrnmer blow is Dunedin, New Zealand.
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Fiorioa

SYNOPSIS

The plant site is located on a terrace of ancient Lake Bonneville. The underlying soils consist of collapsible
clays and silts, low-density dune sands and coarse-grained colluvial/alluvial deposits with an abundant fines
matrix. Most of the structures were originally founded on footings and mats. After a nanber of wetting incidences,
settlements, both rapid and gradual, occurred. Most of the structures have been underpinned sinze 1982 by means of
piles, hand-dug caissons, and compaction grouting. Most of the underpinning took place while the plant was in
operation. Performance and operation have been satisfactory since remedial work was completed.

INIROD TION

The cement plant is located about five miles east of not been completely successful. The cost of the
Leamington, Utah on Highway 132. Most of the remedial measures has totaled about $20 million to
construction was completed during 1981, and the plant date. A very positive point is the plant has remained
was placed in operation in early 1982. Settlement of in operation throughout most of the time since
scne structures has been evident since their construction was complete.
individual completion. Other structures have shown no
signs of movenent or distress. SITE GEOLOGY

The facility consists of a number of structural units The site is located on a northwest-facing terrace
including storage silos, high steel towers, conveyors, feature south of the Sevier River. The plant site
mill, rotary kiln and other ancillary buildings, elevation is just below the 4900-foot contour, and the
Several of these units, raw materials silos, conveyor topographic feature probably corresponds to an old
bents and finish cement silos, were founded on pipe shoreline or near-shoreline of the Provo stage of
piles at the time of original construction. Most of ancient Lake Bonneville. The site is situated at the
the remaining stractures were four ded on spread mouth of a draiz.zge. A higher terrace, Bonneville
footings or mats. At one structure, the mobile level, is prominent around the site. The lake level
equipment repair shop, overexcavatIon and compaction fluctuated during climatic changes. The sediments
of the natural soils was accamplirned. resulting from the changing environment of deposition

are extremely complex and heterogeneous. They vary
In March 1981, the first of a - mnber of wetting from lacustrine sediments to near-shore dune sands to
incidences occurred. A fairly direct relaticnship can colluvial/alluvial granular soils. The water table
be followed through the history of the plant site with occurs at a depth close to tne elevation of the Sevier
subsequent wetting incidences. These have occurred as River at about 4790 feet.
a result of natural phenomenon, mechanical leaks, and
operation. Settlements causing concern have ranged To provide construction pads, the site has been graded
from as little as I inch to as much as 32 inches in into two major levels. 'he upper level at elevation
the past five years. Settlements have occurred as a 4895 contains raw material silos, raw mill, blending
result of rapid consolidation of collapsing soils as silos, kiln and other structures. The lower level,
A-1 as slower and lower magnitude settlements of which varies from elevation 4880 to 4885, contains the
coarse-grained soils. There appears to be a direct substation, machine shop, finish mill, control room
relationship between the type of wetting, type of soil and storage silos. The levels have been created by a
and magnitude of settlemer combination of cut on the south side and shallow fill

on the north side. Surface drainage has been provided
game of the structures have undergone distress which by means of interception ditches on the south,
required complete removal and reconstruction, whereas culverts and general site grading. The latter is the
others have been underpinned while remaining in means of discharging surface water through the two
operation and others have undergone almost no main levels of the plant. Figure I shows the location
distress. Several methods have been used to underpin of the various structures.
the stru.ctures, and the subsequent performance has
generally been good. Negative skin friction is a SUBSOIL CONDITIONS
factor that needs to be fully appreciated for such
conditions. Instrumentation has been placed in some Several different series of test holes have been
of the new foundation elements to try to gain a better drilled at the site by various geotechnical
understanding of negative skin friction and the consultants. The test holes have been advanced with
transmission of stress to the foundation. T'hese have rotary methods, solid auger, hollow stem auger and
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Dr2ussCI I S Sr1 7 -1 r.' Sa1nolir1 with aq e r or using low-density clays and sands received considerable
air t:1 n- i--l s fr loyve in the studi.-s attention in the early reports. The consolidation
or r ! l ^k.characteristics of the upper coarse-grained soils on

tie east side of the site received less attention.
The so nxtrl.v erritic. ks a High penetration resistance and the coarse-grained

e -i-n, 'he upper soils can be nature of the soils led the investigators to believe
doacrib<A -s f-n-- ,' n-- on the west side and that it was a compete-nt material. Measured settlement
c,ars - p, . :ide. An ioproxi.kate line of structures founded on the coarse-grained soils led
showun-i >-i- zin is shown on Fiq. 1. The to a susoicion that they were also moisture-sensitive.
locaios< *:- '! a nd survey points discussed
ar a ,..."- -. -i,. . igure 2 shows the logs of Several types of laboratory tests were performed on
thr n -e-I 7,r 1. V represent the areas across undisturbed samples of fine-grained soils and remolded

e <i-.. samples of the coarse-grained soils. On Fig. 3 is a

FINISH
SILOS

BOUNDARY
BETWEEN

SUBSTATION SURFACE SURFACE LAB AND I IA'J F, rI
CLAY I GRAVEL CONTROL

I BLDG. n
F 7 NO. 1 I

ELECTRIC
ROOM GLYCOL 1W}. -i ROOM [{./SUMP 1/1 _ES

i ]I 7 _ l! / CLINKER
NO. 4 ELEC. RoomRECLAIM DRAIN SLO

L OLD CONTROL BLDG. TUNNEL\FAN

BLG. COAL SILO GPU
SRAW SHO &MTILSL0

_'v @, MAT RIAL el:: /BURNER/ I ASTMATERIAL 
CSILOS ILN KILN -1 O Lll I LINKER

P E 3 PIER 2 L BLDG. O "A SILO

ALKALI DUST
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CONVEYOR--" BYPASS COLLECTOR

BLENDING --- ---- - - '
RAW SILOS
MILL

BLDG. .4- DRAINAGE DITCH
DRAINAGE DITCH" .,

Fia. -it-- Pla.

The sorj r '',- side of tnp site can be plot of the results of consolidation tests for two
oenerliz~!:~- ;~>- r, ori. av-r of stiff clay and silt samples of the fine-grained soils. They show two
with int--. r, iyr-i -'ii-n iense, fine sand overlying different characteristics for a similar type soil.
very I-i-s ;an, arxi -riv-! below depth 55 feet. The Test Hole C-19 was drilled in an area that had not
soils r, " st .- ,The site, which consists of been wetted and represents close to the pre-
the o ' . 'i-;rjctures, consist of about construction conditions. T[he soil can be termed a
4j fe-t o -- to t, '.'-r-. dense sand and gravel with collapsing one, since it consolidated about 7% upon
-iome coir, lic r g an intermediate stiff clay with wetting. The sample from Test Hole C-21 was in an
s-.and ',.ns wki-5 in t'irn overlies a very dense gravel area that was affected by a waterline break and shows
aid coobb, str-at ri r w 'e[tn 100 feet. The ater that the soil has a high roisture content from the
table is - en all' "is depth also. O)n the extrame wetting incident, does not collapse but does
eastern sde )f -hr sit-, the ipper soils are much the consolidate to a high degree upon loading. In fact,
same Is is1 l.-ser I,-!, out the fine-grained soils the net consolidation is the same for both samples.
-i,. tt.end t,, - J -]--. 'atr d-ooTh. lh.e coarsc-grained These soils were laminaLed and appeared to be of

cobble-sr v ,- str* -in w,s not found at depth 160 feet lacustrine origin. The same consolidation character-
in Test H-,: V-24. istics can be expected of the upper clay and sand

which occurs on the west side of the site.
Th' :ir- r f'inr r ,l ;oils on the west side of the
iite haw- is-.n r -- niz--i sincry the first studies to Although the upper granular soils on the east side of
,b'- ,rnro'*r'--n<'n*;r'. ,In- collars potential of the the site appear to be very dense, the low moisture,
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Fig. 3 Consolidation Test Results

-7. 2 r'o of T:cal ":s Hnles

(1) Where a point discharge of water occurs, there is

cont,-st vod r.:.v.lv hish fines content s.,Igest they a rapid settlement. The fine-grained soils show
,i. ha'-, . Jeits1 more inder the influenre of a large magnitude on the order of several inches,
qrvityv -n:t-i .vtr. Samples of the upper granular whereas the coarse-grained soils show a lowar
soils 'wr- 7aomoac(-ed into a 6-inch diameter mold and magnitude, on the order of I to 2 inch, s.
!iadod to -5,000 nsf and then wetted. Initial moisture
-ot-nt was I', ind the dry density was 124 ocf. When (2) Where an advancing front of moisture occurs, the
wtted, t 9 sampie consolidated 1 1/2%. At the same settlements are gradual and long-term. The
time, th'- ef'--'-s of ;ihration were also observed, hut magnitude is greater in the fine-grained soils

t re s-mall comparrr to the settlement observed than in the coarse-grained soils.
for wtig

Examples of the first generalization occurred at the
Tlh stn tdarJ oroprt ies of the soils are shown on southeast corner of the machine shop where a fireline
Table I. Thesi- sanples are specific from the test broke and approximately 18 inches of settlement
hioles ShIo n on Pig. 2, and there was a wider range of occurred immediately. Examples of the second
property ;sii' s than indicated by the specific generalization occur in the ground surface area
tests. T'1- generalization is that pre-construction between the mill building and machine shop.
condition crnsisted of dry soils with a high strength
and penetration resistnce. After wPttinq, the fine- REMEDIAL MEASURES
qrained soils beccne soft and consolidate, whereas the
coarser-grained soils still are relatively dense but Design Considerations
consolidate slightly.

Early in the remedial study, several options were
considered to provide a fix to the structures. Since
only a few structural elements were showing signs of

The reaction of the coil to wetting had been tested as set- 1- t, a fix on an as needed basis was
disc'issed above, ary] the next question was the source considered. Deep foundations appeared to be the best
of watting. There were several readily identified solution, but there was an initial concern about
wetting incidences that allow good correlation to driving piles through the upper dense sands and
irrmmediate settlement events. There was also a more gravels. This prcved to be relatively easy, and no
subtle settlement, particularly in the coarse-grained pile refusal was encountered in that stratum. H-piles
soils where specific sources could not be identified were selected as the best means of achieving small
but a general migration of the wetting front from displacement and high bearing capacity. HP 8x36 and
inother area occurred. This type of settlement HP 12x53 piles were used initially. As ondecpinning
occurred inside_ the mill building, at the preheater progressed, a heavier section, HP 12x74, was used.
and bag house.

The pile design capacity was determined both
Correlating the various structures, subsoils and the statically and dynamically. It was planned that each
wetting, two generalizations were evident, pile would be driven to its ultimate capacity based on

dynamic measurements in the field. Static design
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TABLE I. Properties of Typical Soil Groups

Dry Silt
Soil Sample Blow Moist. Dens. Gravel Sand Clay LL PI Remarks

Group Hole/Depth Count % pcf % % %

CL-I C2/10 18 8 90 28 72 26 13 Consolidated 6% on wetting

t-2 4/60 34 11 105 22 78 32 16 Consolidated 2% on wetting

KL K29/110 54 25 95 14 86 30 10

SC-CL K29/70 45 5 100 Tr. 61 39 NP

SM-I C2/30 22 2 89 71 29 21 4 Consolidated 7% on wetting

SM-2 4/100 45 12 116 17

G4 K29/15 50 7 45 27 28 22 7 SPT sample, some cobbles present

GP-(24 4/130 100 7 35 49 16 NP SPT sample, cobbles present

considered the working load, a safety factor of 2, and ill, bag house, raw mill, preheater, kiln and
negative skin friction and a freeze effect. HP 8x36 burner/cooler baghouse.
sections were driven to 100 tons, HP 12x53 sections
were driven to 200 tons and HP 12x74 were driven to Negative Skin Friction
250 tons. Negative skin friction was taken as about
35% of the ultimate pile capacity. This was based on Although the underpinning is deemed successful and the
the type of soil, its thickness and estimated depths buildings and equipment are functional, there has been
of wetting. Working loads varied from 45 to 80 sane small settlement since underpinning. This is
tons. The freeze effect was found to be at least 10% attributed to the real effect of negative skin
of the ultimate pile capacity. This was obtained by friction which, with the subsiding ground, is still
allowing the pile to set up and restriking with the creating stress. A notable failure occurred at the
dynamic analyzer attached. The field dynamic tests northeast corner of the finish mill building. That
were compared to WEAP analysis performed in the corner had been underpinned with two piles in February
office, and a curve was developed giving blows per 1983. The piles were driven to F Aptih of a'-out
foot vs. ultimate capacity. 98 feet. Settlenent had been very minor until October

1984. After that time, approximately 3 inches of
Construction Considerations settlement occurred over the next two months. There

had been a spill of water in a mixing room at that
Driving the piles throughout the project required location about the same time. During Novenber, survey
judgment and careful consideration of the tip readings showed the settlement to increase, and
elevation and driving stress. Hamners consisted of distress was appearing in the pavement at this
Vulcan 010 and 014, Raymond 3/0 and Kobe 35. Hammer corner. In November, a hole was cut through the
energy on the order of 40,000 ft./lbs. was needed to pavement and a void beneath the pavement of 6 inches
drive the piles to their desired capacities. was measured. In January 1985, this sane void
Protective tips were used on all piles. It was increased to 12 inches. The original pile design was
desired to drive the piles through the upper granular for a 200-ton ultimate capacity with about a 60-ton
layers and into the lower dense sand-gravel-cobble working load. Considering freeze-up, approximately
stratum at or below the water table. Although 100 tons would have been available for negative skin
considerable information had been developed on the friction. In January, the pile cap was excavated, and
subsoil conditions, erratic lengths of piles occurred it was found the easterly pile had separated from the
in the short distances. As an example, at Kiln Pier 2 pile cap and there was an 8-inch gap between the
pile lengths varied from 88 feet to 173 feet, in a two. The pile cap, where the survey point was
horizontal distance of 20 feet. At the beginning of located, was in effect cantilevered on the west
each series of pile driving, the Case-Goble analyzer pile. This pile and the cap were still intact. A
was used to correlate blow count and capacity. Using test hole was drilled adjacent to the east pile and
this method, it was possible to assess pile damage and indicated wetting to almost the water table, depth
separate out the driving resistance due to the soils, 100 feet.
the actual bearing capacity of the pile and the freeze
effect. During driving, consideration for overdriving It was concluded that the spill from the mixing roan
and damaging the pile was made as well as the tip had flowed into the soil around the east pile,
elevation of the pile, which was desired to be near creating a local area of negative skin friction. The
the water table. pile was pulled out of the pile cap by the downward

settlement of the soil. Shimming and jacking were
The underpinned structures included: Substation, used to support the pile cap for #he next several
No. I electrical roan, lab and control building, months. In May 1985, three HP 12x74 piles were driven
glycol slmp, machine shop, finish mill building to support this corner of the building. Prior to
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driving the piles, the top 50 feet of the subsoils Studies were made by Kaiser Engineers to determine the
were predrilled and cased with a 20-inch diameter best method of underpinning of these structures as
steel casing. A bentonite slurry consisting of one well as the raw mill. Pile driving was the preferred
pound of bentonite per gallon of water was placed in method because it was felt that a certain confidence
tfe annulus between the casing and the pile. Lime was factor can be obtained by driving piles to high
added to the mixture to raise the pH value to at least resistance. However, with the overhead obstruction,
8. Since underpinning, this corner has shown only complete shut down and expensive dismantling would be
l/2-inch of initial settlent and then nil for the required. Caisson support would be satisfactory if
last year. the desired bearing stratum could be identified.

Spencer, WTite & Prentis was engaged to help with the
Before underpinning was complete, a test was made of design. They developed a scheme of hand-dug caissons
the ralied pile. Two of the newly driven piles, which which would allow the plant to remain in operation
had a length of about 150 feet, were used for during the remedial work. An extensive exploration
reaction. A hole was cut in the pile cap and an program was initiated to provide more positive
extension welded to the failed pile, and the extension information on the bearing elevation and the nature of
in turn welded to an H-beam between the two reaction the soils below that depth. Drilling was undertaken
piles. A one hundred ton jack at each reaction pile at locations as close to the specific caissons as
applied a tensile load to the failed pile. A load of possible. The holes were advanced with hollow stem
182 tons had been applied for 32 minutes with a augers and by air rotary, and testing was performed as
displacement of 0.4-inch. At this time, the splice the holes advanced. Near the bearing elevation,
weld broke and testing was discontinued. This test pressuremeter tests as well as penetration tests were
showed that the pile was probably intact and that the taken both before and after wetting. The bearing
skin resistance was in excess of 182 tons. It was stratum at a depth of about 100 feet was identified as
concluded the pile failed in tip bearinq and being satisfactory to support the caissons. A bearing
penetration due to negative skin friction, capacity of 20 ksf was assigned to the gravel-cobble

stratum.
West Mill Pier

Construction of the caissons went very smoothly. Two
One of the most challenging pile underpinnings was the dewatering wells were installed where the bearing
west finish mill pier, which was underpinned in July elevation was at 110 feet, about 10 feet below the
1982. The mill, 14 feet diameter by 40 feet long and water table. Excavation for the caissons consisted of
weighing 150 tons, was rolled onto a separate carriage an access pit at the edge of the mat, a tunnel to the
that could be moved out of the way. Motor and drive centerline of the column, and vertical 4'x4'
assemblies were dismantled and renoved. The excavation to the bearing elevation. Lagging was used
reinforced concrete pier was then removed by as the caisson was extended. In some cases, fine sand
controlled explosive demolition. Because of the ran into the shaft but improved mining techniques
overhead restriction, piles were driven in 8-foot overcame this difficulty. Once the caissons reached
sections that were butt-spliced together. The pile their proposed bearing elevation, the soils were
lengths were about 95 feet. Two of the piles were inspected and probed. At that time, a 12x2 bell was
instrumented with strain gauges; however, by the time constructed. After the bearing stratum was approved,
the driving was complete, the strain gauges were dowels were placed in the bottom of the mat and a
inoperative. It was s pected that the many splices reinforcement cage approximately 35 feet long was
and working around the clock had an effect on the installed in the shaft. The shaft and bell were then
quality of the electrical connections. backfilled with concrete to within a few inches of the

bottom of the mat foundation. This space was then dry
Control Roan packed with grout. Construction of the caissons

continued on a one by one basis for each structural
The control roan had been moved in the fall of 1982 unit. Approximately three weeks were required by two
and i--z founded on piles driven into the upper gravel 4-men crews to complete the caissons. A total of
stratum with lengths on the order of 35 feet. In twenty-two caissons were installed in this manner. In
November 1984, settlement beg n occurring at the two of the caissons, instrumentation was placed to
southwest corner of this structure. The building was measure strain and calculate stress. Although extreme
underpinned in early 1986. Support included piles care was used in placing the gauges and securing them,
driven along the building perimeter and steel beams only about 50% survived the concrete placement.
placed in tunnels under the building. Because of the Readings of these gauges are continuing. The cost of
high working load of the piles, 100 tons, the upper a caisson was about $200,000.
40 feet of the pile was protected with a casing and
the annulus between the pile and the casing was INSTRUMENTATION
backfilled with bentonite slurry. During the remedial
work a drain connection was found to be faulty, and Very complete long-term settlement measurements have
during drilling of the casing extremely wet conditions been made at the site. These readings extend from May
were found in the southwest corner. 1982 through the present. Figure 4 shows six plots

that are selected for discussion. The locations of
Hand-Dug Caissnns these survey points are shown on Fig. 1.

Movement of about 1 1/2 inches with a differential of Point 25 is the northeast corner of the finish mill
t inch had occurred at the preheater tower. This is a building that has been previously discussed. A total
200-foot high steel frame structure. Column Ic- s are of less than an inch of settlement occurred at this
on the order of 1,500 kips. The kiln .. d i-s point until October 1984. From October 1984 to
supporting three piers extend to the east of the February 1985, approximately 3 inches of additional
structure. There was a concern with this movement settlement occurred. Underpinning was completed in
that both the tilting of the preheater tower and June 1985, and settlement has been nil since that
misalignment of the kiln piers would occur in time. time.
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unloaded, but the general trend is downward. Again in
late 1985, as a result of the glycol spill, there was
an increased settlement which occurred with each

_ - - - loading. Total settlement at this point is about
25I 32 inches on the west side and 12 inches on the east

side. This curve also indicates deep wetting of the
12 .2fine-grained soils which was proved by subsequent

drilling and sampling. It is estimated that another_ - •12 inches of settlement is possible here without[ further wetting, and an unpredictable amount of
121 settlement could occur if further wetting takes

122- - -place. The silos have been instrumented with strain
91 gauges which have not indicated any excessive hoop28 stress. The tops of the silos were reinforced with a

ring beam two years ago.

Point 91 is on the northwest corner of the preheater
_ _ _tower. Approximately 1 1/2 inches of settlement

122 occurred in two years from mid-1982 to mid-1984. The
structure was underpinned with caissons and since that
time has shown only about 1/2-inch of settlement.

UNDERPINNED Point 193 represents a paved surface between the
finish mill building and the machine shop. This is a

V WETTING INCIDENT drainageway and was previously unpaved. In addition
to wetting from surface drainage, a leaky sump and
drain lines have also been a problem here. The
settlement curve is one of a general wetting that has

Fig. 4 Settlement Plots taken place over a period of time. Total settlement
here is about 9 inches in five years. Compare this to
the description of the northeast corner of the mill
building where settlement of 3 inches occurred in a

Points 121 and 122 show settlement of the glycol two-month period of time as a result of a point
area. This area had become wetted early in the discharge.
remedial work during a heavy rainstorm when surface
drainage had not been completed. A considerable It should also be noted that structures such as the
amount of water flowed toward this area. The alkali by-pass, blending silos and mobile equipment
resulting wetting of the granular soils caused gradual shop are on spread footings or mats and have not been
settlement of the sunp and fan. Point 121 shows underpinned and show only minor movement.
result of an advancing wetting front in the granular
soils. Approximately 10 inches of settlement occurred Several attempts were made to instrument piles and
from mid-1982 to the fall of 1984. About the same caissons with only marginal success. Two piles and
magnitude of settltment occurred at the fan. In two caissons have strain gauges that are still
December 1(R4, the glycol sump was underpinned with providing reasonably reliable data. These data show
six piles. Settlement since that time has been very what might be expected. The loads are increasing at
small. The fan, on the other hand, is founded on a the top of the element and a more gradually increasing
footing and was not underpinned. In November 1985, load at depth. This is particularly so with the
rapid settlement of this point began to occur. It was caissons at the preheater unit. The large mat
also discovered several weeks later that a line in the foundation initially took some of the load but
glycol sup had broken and a several thousand gallon gradually became less support and the caissons by now
spill occurred. The settlement curve for Point 122 are assuming all of the load.
represents the reaction of the wetting which extended
through the upper qranular soils to the lower CONCLUSIONS
fine-grained soils. A large magnitude rapid
settlement occurred at the time of the spill. The amount of detail collected at this site will
Approximately 12 inches of settlement occurred over provide data for sign %omt analysis for some time.
the next six months. The rate of settlement is In evaluation of a site in an unproven a-ea, the mode
gradually decreasing. of origin of soils should be considerea as well as

their relative densities as determined by SPT. Soils
Point 28 represents the west side of the west clinker that appear to be rapidly deposited and have a high
silo. This structure was first loaded in November fines matrix should be held in suspect. Positive
1982. Settlement cf ab- ut 8 inches had been predicted means of site grading and controlling discharges need
for the two silos. The silos have a 12-inch thick to be considered. Where settling soils have occurred
reinforced concrete wall, and are 80 feet diameter and or could occur, negative skin friction is a
140 feet high. Each silo can hold 25K tons of significant factor which can easily be understated.
clinker. The sharp increase in settlement on each The sleeve method of protecting the upper portion of
loading can be seen through 1984. It is believed that the piles seems to be very effective. Hand-dug
some of the e, ly settlement noted here is the result caissons were constructed with ease and provide
of wetting from the waterline break near Test Hole excellent support for the units so underpinned. It is
C-21 and poor surface drainage. There is gradual hoped that a better knowledge of the soils performance
settlement but at a decreasing rate until late 1985. and wetting can be passed along to other engineers to
Detailed examination of the settlement readings shows prevent problems. It is with this intent that we wish
there is a slight elastic rebound when the silos are to share this information with the profession.
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Performance Evaluation of Pile Foundation Using CPT Data
Keith D. Tucker
Geotechnical Engineer, Southern California Edison Company,
Rosemead, California

SYNOPSIS: The Southern California Edison Company (SCE) has utilized cone penetrometer test (CPT) data for design of
concrete drilled shafts and driven piles at various facilities over the plast seven years with substantial cost
savings in field exploration and foundation design. This paper incorporates a performance evaluation of drilled
shafts and driven piles to predict the uplift load versus deflection curves based on the embedded length to diameter
ratio of earh foundation. A revised design methodology is presented to correlate the side friction values from CPT
data with field uplift load test results in granular and cohesive soils.

INTRODUCTION

The Southern California Edison Company (SCE) has
utilized cone penetrometer test (CPT) and exploratory "AIUNEN-ASTO i-

boring results for design of concrete drilled shafts ICE

and driven piles a'ong transmission line routes and SERVICE ,

other facilities within its service territory over the TEoI L.
past seven years. Substantial cost savings have been * .- ',VE
achieved ir field exploration and foundation design.

A performance evaluation was made incorporating SCE
uplift load tests performed over the past 50 years.
Normalized curves are presented which utilize the peak WESTMINSTER MIRALOMA-SERANO

u i ruFACILITIES 510 K TILuplift resistance or ultimate uplift capacity at a -\--,-,-- -

vertical displacement of one inch (2.5 cm). Thus, the ... ,
uplift capacity of drilled shafts and driven piles may
be predicted with associated deflections based on the
shape of the foundation. IOEVERS-MLO VERDE

*LC. ~ ~500 K I

A revised design methodology is presented in this paper_____
for use with CPT side friction values. Correlation
charts are given for drilled shafts and driven piles to FIGURE 1. LOCATION OF SCE UPLIFT LOAD Tt:STS
obtain the total side friction resistance of
foundations in granular and cohesive soils.

to a depth of 15 feet (4.6m). At site 159, a stiff
LOCATION OF FIELD LOAD TESTS clay stratum was noted from 3 to 6 feet (0.9 to l.8m)

overlying dense sands with gravel to a depth of 10 feet
A total of 30 uplift load tests were performed at 21 (3.0m).
sites within the SCE service territory. The location
of three transmission lines, Magunden-Pastorja, Mira During construction of the Devers-Palo Verde
Loma-Serrano and Devers-Palo Verde are shown in Fig. 1, transmission line, loose dune sands were encountered at
along with the Westminster facilities. Also, nine Sites 4018 and 4107, east of Palm Springs. Extreme
uplift luad tests were conducted along the caving was noted at Site 4018, so a cement slurry was
Intermountain Power Project (IPP) transmission line at placed in the excavation and the test pier was
four sites in Utah, Nevada and California by the Los constructed by drilling through the slurry to the
Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP). design depth. Between Sites 4722 to 4747, west of

Blythe near the Colorado River, the subsurface
SOIL CONDITIONS conditions consisted of loose silty sands overlying

intermixed sand and clay strata to depths up to 15 feet
The soil conditions at the four test sites along the (4.6m). Medium dense to dense sands were encountered
Magunden-Pastoria transmission line, southeast of at depths from 15 to 40 feet (4.6 to 12.2m).
Bakersfield, consisted of loose to medium dense silty Groundwater was located from 10 to 15 feet (3.0 to
sands and silts. Along the Mira Loma-Serrano 4.6m) below the ground surface in this area.
transmission line, these same conditions were
encountered at Sites 4XX and 14AX. Sites 17 and 29X At the Westminster facilities, medium dense silty sands
were comprised of surficial silty sands overlying were encountered in the upper five feet (1.2m)
intermixed silty sand and clay layers to a depth of overlying intermixed silty sand, silt and clay layers
30 feet (9.lm). Site 27 consisted of medium stiff clay to a depth of 25 feet (7.6m). From 25 to 60 feet (7.6
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to 18.3m), dense sand strata were encountered with thin QU
layers of soft clay at various depths. These dense QU

sand layers required predrilled holes so that the
precast concrete piles could be driven to the design D Z
depths.

Along the Intermountain Power Project transmission V
line, the Delta and Alamo sites in Utah consisted of L Qsu
stiff to very stiff overconsolidated clay. The S
Caliente site in Nevada and Baker site in California
were characterized by cemented silty sands overlying
sands and gravels to a depth of 20 feet (6.1m). ,
Detailed soil conditions for the IPP sites along with T-, ,
pressuremeter data are presented by Briand, et al. Qtu
(1984). uQs

CONE PENETROMETER TEST RESULTS
The CPT soundings were performed by Earth Technology A) FORCE DIAGRAM B) SIDE AND TIP

Corporation and Pioneer Consultants using a standard RESISTANCE

electric cone pushed at a -ate of 0.8 in/sec (2 cm/sec)
using a 20 ton (178 kN) reaction truck. Both side
friction and point resistance profiles were recorded FIGURE 2. DRILLED PIER IN UPLIFT
continuously and used in computing the friction
ratios.

strength of granular soils is usually low, the tip
UPLIFT LOAD TEST PROCEDURES resistance for the drilled shafts and driven piles was

assumed to be zero.
Uplift load tests were performed on 30 drilled shafts The side resistance, Qs, is shown in Fig. 2b and may
and driven piles by SCE personnel using a portable be expressed as:
steel tripped test frame. This frame is 10 feet (3.0m)
high and has three legs spaced 18 feet (5.5m) apart at L
120 degree angles from each other. A double acting Qs = Qu - W - Qt = I (As)(fs) dz (2)
hollow plunger hydraulic jack with 150 ton (1335 kN) 0
capacity and 8 inch (20.3 cm) stroke was used to apply where As = Surface area of soil-shaft interface, f.
the tensile loads. The jack has a 3 1/8 inch (7.9 cm) = Average skin friction along soil-shaft interface and
diameter hole through its center and rests on a 1 inch L = Embedded length of foundation. The side resistance
(2.5 cm) thick steel plate at the top of the tripod. A varies in a parabolic manner along the shaft to a
1 3/8 inch (3.5 cm) diameter, high strength Dywidag bar minimum value at the tip of the shaft based on load
extends through the jack and was attached to the top of test results from Reese, et al. (1976), Vesic (1970)
the foundation, and others.

Load tests were conducted by applying a tensile load to For cast-in-place concrete drilled piers, the
the Dywidag bar in increments of approximately 25 soil-shaft interface o.curs adjacent to the perimeter
percent of the design load. The load was rebounded to of the shaft. Along transmission line routes, belled
zero from 25, 50 and 75 percent of the design load, piers are typically used due to increased uplift
then the load was re-applied until failure was reached resistance as compared to drilled piers of the same
prior to a final rebound, if possible. length. The generalized failure surfaces for belled

piers are shown in Fig. 3a depehding upon the embedded
Deflections at the top of the test foundations were length to shaft diameter (L/D) ratio. An equivalent
measured by th- use of generally three dial gauges, force diagram using a cylindrical shear failure surface
with an acc, y to 0.0001 inch (0.00025 cm), located is shown in Fig. 3b for belled piers in normally
at 120 degr - spacing around the circumference of the consolidated soils where the uplift "breakout cone" is
top of the pile. The dial gauges were mounted to a not likely to develop based on recent studies. The
rigid frame which was supported outside the perimeter mean diameter for belled piers may be obtained from the
of the load test frame. following relationship:

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS Dmean = Oshaft + 1/3 (Obell - Dshaft) (3)

In principle, the uplift capacity of drilled piers in where Dshaft = Average shaft diameter and Obell =
granular soils is shown in Fig. 2a and may be computed Diameter at base of pier.
from the following vertical equilibrium equation:

FOUNDATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Qu = W +Qs +Qt (1) The performance of drilled shafts and driven piles have

with Qu - ultimate uplift capacity, W = foundation been described by many authors in various soil
weight, Qs = side resistance and Qt - tip conditions. For this study, field uplift tests by SCE
resistance. The side resistance varies depending on were evaluated based on the foundation geometry (L/D
the shearing surface and shearing resistance of the ratios) where the peak capacity was reached. When the
granular materials. The tip resistance can be peak capacity occurred at larger displacements, the
developed from tension and suction stresses at the ultimate capacity was selected at a vertical deflection
bottom of the foundation. During drained loading, of one inch (2.5cm). This deflection criteria has been
suction is not present and tip tension is normally very used by SCE in design of foundations for transmission
low for cast-in-place concrete drilled shafts as line towers and substation steel structures after tower
described by Kulhawy (1985). Since the tensile failures occurred in high winds.
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FIGURE 3. BELLED PIER IN UPLIFT

The load-deflection curves have been normalized based load at small deflections was compared to the
on the peak or ultimate capacity for drilled shafts and normalized uplift curves based on the type of
driven piles, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, foundation and embedded length to diameter (L/D)
A method was developed to estimate the ultimate uplift ratio. The ultimate uplift capacity could then be
capacity for test foundations where the peak uplift estimated using procedures given by the author (1987)
resistance was not reached during field load tests by for use in this evaluation.
using these normalized curves. The measured uplift
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CONCRETE DRILLED SHAFTS (1 INCH=2.54 CM)
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Belled piers typically require larger displacements to FIELD UPLIFT LOAD TEST RESULTS
mobilize the ultimate uplift capacity, due to the
"breakout cone" failure surface, for piers with LID Field uplift load tests were performed on 16, drilled
ratios less than six. Also, uplift tests on slender piers and 13 belled piers using cast-in-place concrete
steel and concrete driven piles in sand and clay soils construction, as well as 10 prestressed concrete driven
indicate that the peak uplift capacity occurred at piles. The field load test results are given in
vertical deflections greater than one inch (2.5 cm). Tables 1, 2 and 3 for the drilled piers, belled piers
Since most structures are not designed to accoimmodate and driven piles in granular soils, respectively. The
these large foundation displacements, the use of a field load test results on drilled shafts in cohesive
deflection criteria to evaluate the design foundation soils are listed in Table 4.
capacity was incorporated.
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9 . _ _ -e,

33 5 '6' 655 NE 83 '' 5' E 86'
5" 5N E '445 j 8 -- --

" i " 9 78 34
2 ," ' 42 o '4 ' '3 222 ?-- NE 47 8 4' 8 - *

' j 2 58 Z 58
4 ' 44 6 C '24 7 226 254 ',52
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2 8 3 ' 7 3 35 2 3 . 3 34

225 4 422 - NE '452 32 --
'.7" 5 3..' . ' 3S,)43 5 i9 ." ''" 6

:56 - 5 4 3 '4 NE "7 8 543 6 z
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2o 454 54 - NE 7"

- ' 32 a a 2 t 88
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TABE 3 RESULTS OF UPLIFT -STS ON DRIVEN CONCRETE PILES IN G ANULAR SOILS

e Ji Capac y CP' Capac ity K,, _ CPT CapacIty
2

.e' ;
" l 

oTa Net rf ' fs< Actual 1soi Water Is l Actual 'san.d2
_ *-e 'FLe _e__ /_ ___s) (1C_ , 'i,'pS' (Kips) fs<f1 Ac-tual (Feet) Kps) (Kips) '< l Actual

28- N- '3 '8 6 4 4 88 0 90.6 0.75 0 73 14 114.2 22 4 0.58 0.55
34 34 0 '021 97 1 C19 132 4 135 6 0.73 5 72 14 1586 165 4 0 61 0 59

1 3 3' 3 3 "8 0 '33 7 1 3 148 4 171 5 0 35 0 78 14 174.5 203.2 0 72 0.66

- _i'' ' C-'0, 3eco ''' . '4C -:'''t

O ' 5 5. 2 '" 42 3' 2:7 0 2 0 2 2t 5 2"82 4 344.0 50 3 ' .: 363 7 --
,3c, 3, '24 2< , C. 4,4 077 65 C '2 0 62

435 '' 424 '150 208, 'o6 272 5 351) -- - 10 2831 362 -'.. .
'229 7) '22' 8) ' ' ) 0 81 0 63 0.78 3 61

N: 1 5 " ' 43 7 22 I 203 8 0 65 356 6 457.3 .. .. TO 374.4 475.8
,235 5) (2273) (I 3C) 0 64 550 '61 048

N- ' 7 . 48 9 23 '3 201 7 C 59 37; 3 515.7 - 0 394.2 541 3
(238 6) (230 3) (1 0C 0 62 0 45 0.58 0.43

. " ; 38 S ' 7 32 6 1210 '2 13 8 0 8r 325 9 380 2 0.35 0 30 15 364.2 431.9 0.31 0 26

4 0 4" - I '" 34 3 150 0 143 9 05 10 348 4 406 2 .. .. 15 386 7 457 9 ..128 2) (248 ) 51 0 7) .6) 0.54 0 54
' 455 4 r ' 34 3 90 5 84 2 ' 'c 345 8 417 7 . 15 378 8 453,7

152 S) (146 4) (1 ( ,0. 042 0 35 "39 332

Note, N."ce,' . n pa-entneu' a'e based on e-t'mated ultimate uplift capacity at a vertical deflectlon of one inch
Ia J es 7cmputed ,,!n7 ej,atln0 4 and 5, 2) Values computed using equations 6 and 7

-p . 4 45 kN, I %,Ot - 30 48 cm. ' inch . 2 54 cm)

The total uplift capacities in these tables represent friction rati9s. An electric cone penetrometer was
the peak resistance from the load tests at used at all sites in this study. The computation of
displacements less than one inch or the estimated shaft friction using CPT data was described by
ultimate capacity at a vertical deflection of one inch Schmertmann (1978) using the relationship:
(2.5 cm) based on the normalized curves in Figs. 4 and
5. The net uplift capacity corresponds to the side F8DL 1
resistance along the soil-shaft interface. Qsp = Ks,c I _ (I./80) (fs)(As) + I (fs)(AS) (4)

To 80

FRICTIONAL CAPACITY PREDICTION UsiNG CPT DATA where Qsp = Predicted side friction resistance using
CPT data, Ks c = fs correlation factors - Ks in

The CPT soundings provide tip resistance and side sand layers, Kc in clay layers, i = Depth to f
friction values of subsurface materials with associated value considered, D = Shaft diameter, fs = Unit local
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TABLE 4. RESULTS OF 0LIFT TESTS ON DRILLED SHAFTS IN COHESIVE SOILS

Per Pier sell Uplift capacity Ve t. Ground Ave Shaft Ave. Cone

,ergth Dia Dia. LID Total Net Defl Water Friction Friction Adherence

i 3 .Fee ) UFeet) (leet) (Kip Kf k 1c h (feet) lKsf) (Ksf) Coeff.-M

S.;. "a il, 3-eC KV TL
S :!e 2- .5 5 3 6 3 (19.) !i5.5 ),65 NE 1.95 2.36 0.83

126 5) 124 ) (1.00) 2.08 O.66

P' e % 9 4 2 17 4 3 107.D 101 7 0.50 18 1 59 4.02 0.39

(11( ,. ) (104 7) l.00) 1.64 0.41

P1'e No 2 9.4 238 -- 4.5 (05.) 100.2 ).62 18 (.63 4.02 0.4!
(108.2) (103.2) I.00) 1.68 0.42

Pile No 3 14 4 2 ( -- 6.6 )60.0 152,0 0.6) i( 1.55 4 30 0.36
(168.0) (160.0) (1.00) .63 0.38

Alamo Site

Pile No 4 6. 2.13 -- 4.2 200.0 195.2 0.32 NE-- 18.50

(213.2) (208.2) (1.00) 3.50 0.19

Ple No 3 13 9 2 13 -- 6.5 200.0 (92.6 0.16 NE -- 23.58 --
(256.4) (249.0) (1.00) 2.68 0 ()

Notes Numoes , pa, enthesis are based on estimated u(timate uplift capacity at a vertical deflection of one inch
NE . not recommended. 1) Values conputed using equation 8. (1.0 kip = 4.45 kN, I Foot . 30.48 cm. I inch 2 54 cm)

side friction resistance from CPT data, As = dependent on embedded length, pile diameter and type of
Pile-soil contact are; per f. depth interval, and material. The correction factor, Ks, for granular
L = Total embedded length of pile. materials was derived from load tests on smooth and

rough model piles by Nottingham (1975). The rough
The Ks and Kc values are shown in Fig. 6 from piles produced much higher Ks values than results
Schmertmann (1978). K, represents a correction from smooth pile tests. The stress history and
factor to be utilized with granular soils and is coefficient of eart, pressure at rest, Ko, may be

Ks  K s  K c

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 0 0.5 1.0 1.5
0 0 0,

53. 5- 0.25 "

STEEL
oso PILES10 • 10- 0.50-

w 15- _ 15- 0< < . I
5 - /

W 20M CONCRETE
-J 20- 20 SCHMERTMANN 1.00-- CO-C PILES

a,*(1978) 0

SCHMERTMANN 2-"
O(1978) 0 D LI.

Z 25- Z 25- 1.25-
W wJ

W 060 w 0
_J ,

d 30- 30- 1.50.

MODEL TESTS FROM MODEL TESTS FROM ,
35- NOTTINGHAM 11973) 45 NOTTINGHAM 11975 1.75- 0 MODEL TESTS

- FROM

DRIVEN PILES 0 SMOOTH PILES NOTTINOHAM
JACKED PILES # ROUGH PILES 11975)

40 40L 2.00 _

A) STEEL PIPE PILES IN SAND 5) CONCRETE SQUARE PILES C) STEEL AND CONCRETE PILES
IN SAND IN CLAY

FIGURE 6. SIDE FRICTION CORRELATION FACTORS FOR ELECTRICAL PENETROMETER
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evaluated using Standard Penetration Test (SPT) relationship:

blowcounts, CPT results jr pressuremeter tests, as
described by Kulhaw , et al. (1984).
The Kc vclue represents a correction factor for Ksoil 

= 
Qsu/ L 1 (5)

cohesive soils which is primarily dependent upon the Fs
=

/[ (i
/8
D) (fs)(As) E(fs)(AS)

shear strength of the fine grained so~l. Many axial
load tests in clay soils have been performed to where Ksoil = Correlation factor for granular
evaluate the adhesion factors for soft to stiff clays materials and Qsu = Ult'mate side friction resistcnce
on wood, steel and concrete piles. The correction from uplift load tests. The Ksoil values are listed
factor, K., for clay soils shown in Fig. 6 was based in Tables i, 2 and 3 and are shown gra~nically in
on test results from Tomlinson (1957) and others where Fig. 7 along with the original design curves from Fig.
the soil adhesion is Lompared to the undrained shear 6. For the case with fs 

< 
fl = 1.2 tsf, the field

strength of the clay soils, as well as . nited model uplift test results cc-relate well with Schmertmann's
t~sts by Nottingham 1975). curve for drilled *,(s and driven piles with LID

ratios greater than 10. Drilled shafts with L/D ratios

The predicted frictional resistance, Qsp, from CPT less than 10 yield much higher actual capacities than
data was computed using Eq. 4 with Kc values from predicted based on model tests by Nottingham (1975).
Fig. 6 and Ks values set equal to one for each clay When the actual cone friction values are incorporated
and sand layer, respectively. The pile-soil contact into Eq. 4, the field test results are lower than the
area for each interval was calculated using the average original design curve for foundations with L/D ratios
diameter for drilled piers and driven piles and mean greater than 10 and somewhat higher for drilled shafts
diameter for belled piers. The side friction values, with L/D ratios less than nine. These conclusions from
fs, were seleLted for two cases: (1) fs<fl where SCE field load tests are consistent with results from
f, 1.2 tsf (kg/sq.cm.) and (2) fs 

=  
Actual values Horvitz, et al. (1981) and others.

from CPi data. The limiting side friction value, fl,
was proposed oy Schmertmann based on methods used by REVISED DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Dutch engineers.

The predicted side frictional resistance of drilled
The peak and estimated ultimate uplift capacities from shafts and driven piles from Eq. 4 incorporates an
field load tests were compared to the predicted side i/8D reduLtion factor to th" d. friction values
resistance capacity from Eq. 4 using the following from CPT soundings. Uplift loed tests or, model piles

K sol K soil

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

2 2-

6.35 *~A

0 _ 10 -

0 SCHMERTMANN (1978) SCHMERTMANN (1978)

0SCE DRILLED "IERS 03 ,"S

40 - A LAOWR BEL' -E o)R S 40 5 IB)s s
0SCE DRIVEN PI LES

60- 20 - -

A) WMT fe's 1,l-1.2 TSF OR KG/SQ.CM. B) WITH f$ACTUAL VALUES

FIGURE 7. CPT SIDE FRICTION CORRECTION FACTOR, K sill, FOR SANDS
FROM FIELD UPLIFT LOAD TESTS
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in granular soils by Das and Seeley (1975), Das and from the relationship:
Rozendal (1983), and Meyerhof (1973) indicated that the
unit skin friction along the pile increases linearly to Ksand Qsu/L (7)
a limiting value at a critical depth. This critical
depth is dependent upon the soil relative density, o
shear strength, pile material and roughness along the
soil-pile interface. Field axial load tests on circular The Qss and Ksand values from equations 6 and 7,
steel pipe piles conducted by Vesic (1970) and others respectively, are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Again,
show that distribution of skin friction along pile two cases were evaluated regarding the CPT side
shafts is generally parabolic. The limiting skin friction values using a limiting condition and actual
friction values occurred at embedded length to diameter records as previously discussed. The Ksand values
(L/D) ratios from 6 to 14 in model tests and 2 to 30 in are shown graphically versus the L/D ratio of each
field tests. foundation in Fig. 9. The range of Ksand values from

Eq. 7 is much less than corresponding Ksoil values
Field uplift loads tests performed by SCE over the past from Eq. 5, indicating that the use of Eq. 6 to predict
50 years indicate that the average skin friction the side friction resistance with CPT data gives more
decreases as the L/D ratio becomes larger in granular consistent results as compared to the field uplift test
soils. These test results were presented by the author results.
(1987) and are shown graphically in Fig. 8. This trend
also occurs for drilled shafts in cemented sand and Cohesive Soils - In cohesive soils, field uplift load
gravels as well as rock materials, test results on drilled shafts by SCE and LADWP are

tabulated in Table 4. The average skin friction value
Granular soils - Since field uplift load tests on full was computed for each pier from the field load test
scale foundations in granular soils show that a results using the shaft diameter for drilled piers and
reduction in skin friction for drilled piers with L/D the mean diameter for belled piers. The average side
ratios less than 8 i not warranted, the computed side friction value from CPT data t.&s calculated at each
friction resistance in granular soils using CPT data test site with the adherence coefficient obtained from
ray be obtained from the relationship: the relationship:

L
Qss 

=  
Ksand T (f

s
)(A

s
) (6) m = fave/fs (8)

0
where m = Adherence coefficient in cohesive soils,

where Oss = Total side friction resistance in sands fave = Average skin friction along shaft from field
and Ksand = Correlation factor for granular soils. load tests, and fs = Average side friction value from
The Ksand values from field load tests were computed CPT data. These values are listed in Table 4 and are

20- 20r
FOUNDATION TYPE

oOILLED PIER ABOVE

1 rWATER TABLE __ __lj ~ i J10- 0 D)RILLED PIER BELOW 10__ - _7

4WATER TABLE ] CEMENTED SAND,
8- 6 BELLED FIER -0-- 8 GRAVEL & ROCK '--

o DRIVEN PILE

6 V U) 6-

o z oPER BOUND ROCK

1.0 . 0 -
ClNTED 0 UPPER 1BOUND

R AV- 2 FO ---
i SA N ! DRILLED SHAFTS 0Z 0 A -

25 3 45 52 4 6810 20 4

EFETIEFICIN NL- MEDE ENT/HATDIMTR' /

ca06- -c: 0.6 - -13--- -
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FIGURE 8. VARIATION OF AVERAGE SKIN FRICTION, fs, WITH SHEAR STRENGTH AND
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FIGURE 9. CPT SIDE FRICTION CORRECTION FACTOR, Kwnd, FOR SANDS

FROM FIELD UPLIFT LOAD TESTS

shown graphically in Fig. 10. Field load test results CONCLUSIONS
from Tumay, et al., (1983) and O'Neill (1986) in clay
soils are also shown in Fig. 10 and compare favorably A performance evaluation was made based on field uplift
with the SCE and LAOWP test results. Thus, for drilled load test performed by SCE over the past 50 years.
shafts and driven piles in cohesive soils, the side Normalized curves were developed for drilled shafts and
friction resistance, Qsc, can be computed from the driven piles, shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively,
relationship: based on these uplift test results. The ultimate

uplift capacity was selected based on an allowable
vertical displacement of one inch (2.5 cm) from field

L load tests where the maximum uplift resistance was

Qsc = Y (mlfs)(As) (9) obtained. These curves may be used to predict the
o uplift capacity of drilled shafts and driven piles for

various embedded length to diameter (L/D) ratios of the
foundation.

General Equation - At sites where the soil conditions
are predominately sand with some intermixed clay Field uplift load tests were performed on 16 drilled
layers, the general equation to obtain the total side piers, 13 belled piers and 10 concrete driven piles by
friction resistance, Qst, is as follows: SCE and LADWP at sites with CPT soundings. These test

results are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3 for granular
L soils and Table 4 for cohesive materials. The measured

Qst = Ksand 1 (m)(fs)(As) (10) uplift capacity or estimated ultimate uplift capacity
o from normalized curves were used to obtain the side

friction resistance of each test foundation.
where: 1) In granular soils, m = 1.0 and Ksand is
selected from Fig. 9 based on the embedded length to A revised design methodology was presented to compute
shaft diameter (L/D) ratio, and 2) In cohesive soils, the total side friction resistance of fc.;ndations using
Ksand = 1.0 and m is selected from Fig. 10 based on CPT data. The general relationship is given by Eq. 10
the average side friction value from CPT data for each for granular and cohesive soils with associated side
distinct clay layer. friction correlation factors. The correlation factor

for qranfilar soils. K ,d,. wa nht-ined fro- r. 7
and is shown in Fig. 9 versus the L/D ratio of test
foundations. In cohesive soils, the adherence
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(1981) Test, Performance anu Design," U.S. Department of

Transportation, Federal Administration, Offices of

20.0 Research and Development, Washington, D.C., Publication
No. FHWA-TS-T8-209, July 1978.

Tomlinson, M. J., "The Adhesion of Piles Driven in Clay
FIGURE 10. CPT SIDE FRICTION CORRECTION Soils," Proceeding of the 4th International Conference

on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, London,

FACTOR, M, FOR COHESIVE SOILS 1957, Vol. 2, p. 66.

coefficient- m shown in Fig. 10, should be combined Tucker, K. D., "Uplift Capacity of Drilled Shafts 3nd
with the side friction value from CPT soundings to Driven Piles in Granular Materials", Foundation for
compute the actual adhesion along the embedded area. Transmission Line Towers, ASCE STP, April 1987,

pp. 142-159.
The actual side friction values recorded from electric
CPT soundings yield better correlations with the field Tumay, M. T. and Fakhroo, M., "Pile Capacity in Soft
uplift test results than by using a limiting value of Clays Using Electric OCPT Data,"Cone Penetration
1.2 tsf (kg./sq.cm.), as recommended by Schmertmann Testing and Experience, ASCE STP, October, 1981,
(1978). The Ksand values in Fig. 9 range from 0.12 pp. 434-455.
to 1.16 using actual fs data while a much greater
variance, from 0.31 to 2.60, was obtained for Ksand Vesic, A. S., "Tests on Instrumented Piles, Ogeechee
values with a limiting value for fs" Also, no River Site," Journal of the Soil Mechanics ana
reduction factors should be applied to the computed ruundatins Division, ASCE, Vol. 96, No. SM2, Proc.
side friction rpc!i+-nro for drilled shafLh with LID Paper 7170, March, 1970, pp. 561-584.
ratlo uF P ci !es, as shown in Figure 8, based on SCE
field load test results.
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Foundation Failure of the St. Thomas Church, New Delhi
Devendra Sharma
Scientist Coordinator & Head, Geotechnical Engineering, Central
Building Research Institute, Roorkee, India

SYNOPSIS - The St.Thomos Church was built in 1933 in New Delhi. By oversight it was founded on
a graveyard having graves at two levels. The comparatively heavy rains of 1958 and 1964 showed
wide spread damage by differential settlement and tilting of tower. During the investigations in
1959 by the Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee, the earlier history of the site and church
was examined. It was found that excessive damage had occurred in 1943 also and underpinning of
foundations and butressinq of walls was done to arrest ic. Collapse of graves below the foundations
was the reason for damage which reocurred, mainly in the portions which were not underpinned or
partially underpinned. Effectiveness and feasibility of remedial measures vis-a-vis the soil
investigations are discussed.

THE SITE

Location - The St.Thomos Church is located
on Reading Road, now known as Mandir Mara
(Fig.l). The area between the Mandir Marg
and the Upper Ridge Road is the Eastern slope
of the Ridge. The church and the adjacent
buildings are situated in a filled up shallow
valley near the junction of Panchkuin Road
with Mandir Marg. The Ridge is upto 25m higher
than the general ground level in the Church --
compound which is at RL 221.3m.

History of the Site - Delhi is one of the
most ancient and historic cities of India. i
The earliest reference is found in the famous
epic Mahabharta, when Delhi was known by the
name of 'IndraDrastha' and it may be assigned "A /VM
a period of 15th centuary B.C.

There is some evidence that there were stone
querry pits around the site of the church.
The 'Samadhis' higher up the slopes indicated
that the Hindus used to cremate there while
the Muslims started using the shallow valley
as burial ground.

Delhi was declared the capital of British
India in 1911 and New Delhi was laid out.
When the construction of the residential
quarters in 1915 reached as far as the site
of th: T Thomos Church an outcry was raised
due to Muslim graves. As a result the graves
were covered by clean soil, sitc was left 'iq.l LOCATION OF ST. THOMOS CHURCH, NEW DELHI
vacant, and the construction of Clerk's quarter 'HL BUTLDTNr
began on the Northern side of the site. This
was the site offered to Padre Weller and wasaccepted. The church was built in 1933 and The church is 103ftx56ft (31.4mx17.im) in
Walter George was the architect for it. at plan (Fig.2). It is a brick structure in limemay be recalled that the period of twenties mortar with a vaulted arch roof. The stonemay thirties wat a Period of t rnt masonry, in local :tc,e, a sCei n the outsi,'cconstrties was a peru of qrch (Fig.l) is upto 4dt 6in (1.37m) above DPC.
constructional activity in New Delhi. The The tower was 61ft 10 in (18.86m) high. The
famous Viceroy's House, now known as the butresses (Fig.l) were not an original feature
'Rashtrapati Bhawan', which is the official of the building and were added 10 years later
residence of the President of India, was in 1943. The tower is accessible through a
designed by Sir Edwin Lutvens and completed winding staircase located in the North corner
in 1929.
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to -r, ,- los r look of the interior
will 2o-, -". floors, dnamaqe to the railing
in the fr- of the sanctuary, roken door
sills 1art c,)t- i nor arches - indicating
uneven ,idginna.

NiATiJHE, ron

Widespread crn-kin-T and sinking occurred after
the hea-v r~ins in 1t.The problem aggravated
and in e,rl. 1959 the Central Building Research
Tnstituto ",a, an Irnroach-d for investigations.
It was nhserved that the tower had settled
4in to tion o to 15cm) showinq cracks,
wider a+ top and upto ground, at its junction
with lnitidiinal a nd( transverse walls of
the church. The tower tilted away from the
building towards the West corner. There was
sever- crackinq of walls of the Clergy Vestry,

Fig.3. Floor sills of stne and arches over
doors and window alo showed cracks. The entire
portion comprising of the Choir Vestry, the
Sanctuary and th t CI r oy Vestry separated FIG.3 CLERGY VESTRY
from 1h n 'iln" c b tilt.- backward and showinq
through crack in th roof arch. Majority of The architect of the church provided the
cracks wer slant along the diagonals. Iof the nroble> and romodial -sir

:Fs or floo Ioors showinq adopLd by him prior to 1958.
sinkinq anindothe wals nd heaved up centre

were conqnicuou7. The problem of similar damaqe waR aqain
reported in 1964 after the end of rainy season.

The soil investigatios were taken up in March Cracking reocurred on the locations reod aired
- April, 1959 and findinqs were reported. earlier. As the soil investigations had already
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--- that severe cracking of the building first
occured in 1942. The architect resorted to
underpinning of the foundations as shown in

14. some of the sections of the building in Fiq.
The underpinning was not done below the tower

is- - and the Sanctuary. The Clergy Vestrv was
partially underpinned. The Nave was fully

16 - underpinned. The depth of underpinning,
depending upon the availability of firm strata,

T -varied from about llft (3.35m) to 14ft 6in
(4.4m) below the ground level.

During the course of excavation a number of
graves were encountered as indicated in two
typical sections (Figs.5 & 6). Barring a few

FIG.4 TEST LOCATIONS & STATIC CONE RESISTANCE cases, there are two levels of burials at
about 2m and 2.6m. It was on recod that a

-HE PROBLEM AND REPAIRS BEFORE 1959 pit duo at the Clergy Vestry near the West
face revealed a burial at llft 3in (3.4m)

During t- course of investigations by the alongwith a earthen pot containing an egg
Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee, and two coins of 1835 and 1838, East India
the architect provided the information about Company. The typical orientation, head towards
the repairs of the church building since its West (direction of the holy 'Kaba') was clearly
construction in early thirties. Tt was reported suggestive of the Muslim burials.
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collapse of hollows which were indicated by
the penetration test showing little or no
resistance at certain elevations and confirmed
bv open excavations. The scatter of curves
indicate variability of a filled up qround
(F'iq. 4)

It is worth noting that more damage of sinking
and cracking was noticed in 1958-59 in the

C GL tower and sanctuary portions which were not
LME CONC.FLOO-, on foundations strengthened by underpinning

2 *RL72693 - (Fig.8). The Clergy Vestry was partially
IGRAE underpinned at the corner and this resulted

,RN ,in substantial damage. The underpinned corner
remained in position while the adjacent portions

showed sinkinq along with the backside wall
FTG.7 SECTION ON BB of the sanctuary.

After underpinning operations the butresses
(Fig.l) were also provided for additional
support for the longitudinal walls. The
underpinning of the Clergy Vestry was at the
outer accessible corner only.

DISCUSSION ON REASONS FOR DAMAGE

The soil sampling from the open pits showed
that it was a filled up ground. However, top
yellowish and greyish coloured soils with
some 'Kankar' could be easily mistaken to
he virgin ground. The architect reported that
no soil investigations were carried out as
the ground upto about 2m depth showed firm
deposit. The site was a couple of feet higher
than the surrounding ground at the time of___
construction, but the architect concluded
that there had been a little excavation to
get a uniform slope for the road. Thus the
site was considered good enough to sustain
a pressure of 1.5t/sq.ft (1.5 kq/cm 2 )
transferred from the footings of the building.
Till 1942 when cracking occurred and remedial
measures by under pinning were taken up, the
existance of graves was not suspected.

The method of burial is such that a hallow J.PC

space remains at the top of shroud and it G. L0

gets filled up in due course. The major reason

for the collapse of these hollow spaces seems -+ 4 T
to be the seasonal rise in water table. During I S O N
the investigations in April 1959 the water
table was at a depth of 16ft (5m) and it was Due to erratic scatter of graves at two levels
reported to be about 6ft (l.8m) during the it is difficult to make a realistic settlement
rains, which is quite close to the footinq estimates. On 3rd March 1959, the tower had
level. The receding water table caused the settled by about 5.5in (14cm) at its corner.
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The inclination towards - nuth and West were In view of the above no special remedial

'1.757n )25 mn) and 4.Sin (1Imm) resnectivelv. measures after thosp of I943 were taken up.
On 'h 5,-nt-mhb;r the tilt tnwards South was The superstructure and the floors were repaired
S. ,in slhowinq -i recoverv of 4mm. from time to time. The building is in continuous

use.
In June A6 0 settlement of the building was
monitor- I) t 19 noints on the outer walls. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The- .:-t ,ents wer- active unto October 1964
-nd 1urinn a reriod of three months the Tower, The history of the St.Thomos Church once more
anctuarv and Clergy Vestry (excluding the focusses the attention on the importance of

undefrrinned corner) showod settlements of proper soil investigations prior to
the ord-r of about Rmo while for the construction. Also the foundation treatment
lnni udina] I als it was less than 2mm. In by remedial measures, by underpinning should
Novenhmr 1964 settlements stabilised and there be such that it provides uniform support.
as no further sinkinq upto 1965 when Otherwise the untreated portions may sink

obseryation were discontinued. It is worth later.
notino that in both the vears 1958 and 1964,
tn'- rainfalls were hioher than tho averaqe. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

THE REMEDTAV MEASURES The author is grateful to former Directors,
Lt.Gen.Sir Harold Williams and Prof. Dinesh

As stated already the foundations were Mohan for their sustained interest in the
nd-rninn-d in 1943 from the firm ground. problem. Thanks are also due to author's former

Sut the Tower and sanctuary were left as such. senior colleague Mr.G.S.Jain for his
This led un-ven sunoort from the hearinq strata, participation in the investigation programme.
Butresses were also provided in 1943, however,
th-v do not seem to fullfil much useful purpose The work was carried out as a normal programme
as the problem is more of downward sinking of research and the paper is being published
rather than the outward rotation of the walls, with the permission of the Director, Central

Building Research Institute, Roorkee, India.
In !959-60 shoring in Fig.9 was done at the
two outer sid-s of the tower and similarly
at the Clergy Vestry walls. Tae support for
shorina at the ground is derived from shallow
cucrete filled trenches. This shoring has
outlived its useful life and as seen in 1986
it is oartially rotten and now a relic from
the past.

FIG.9 SHORING AT TOWER

Apart from the above measures, there had been
a discussion on the feasibility of the other
permanent measures as well. Reducing the height
of tower for providing a relief in loading
on the foundations was a proposal but of
marginal help as architectural look was to
be preserved. Grouting by cement slurry and
underpinning by piles and beams were considered.
Grouting was rejected because the strata were
predominantly of silt and clay, 80-90 percent,
and soil will not accept grout. The pile and
beam proposal was not implemented due to
specialised handling and the economy
considerations. The desirable depth for support
from firm strata is around 7m as seen from
penetration records (Fig.4) and this means
working below water level.
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The Case Record of Ba-Yu-Quan Anchor Slab Re'aining Wall
Z.S. Zhang X.X. Zhang
Associate Professor. China Academy of Railway Sciences, Beijing, Research Associate, China Academy of Railway Sciences, Beijing,
China China

D.Z. Luan
Engineer of Shenyang Railway Conservancy, Shenyang, China

J 2. :Anchor slat retaining wall is a kind of retaining structure, which consists of prefabri-
Sr-lumns, panel slabs, tie-bars and anchor slabs embedded in earth fill. Since the structure

was fir_-- sed and developed in Cnina in 1974, many such structure have been built on railways and
-her engineering projects. The reviewer of Second international Conference on Case Histories in Gee-
tecnical Engineering gave a comments about this structure as follows: "Cninese method anchor slab

t cnstruction should interest the western world".

Ba-Yu- san anchor slab retaining wall has been instrumented to measure the load on the tie-bar,
,n- ho:rizontal displacement of the rib-columns, the horizontal earth pressure acting at the panel

and the bacKfill settlement at different positions. This paper presents project description,
construction of the project, data obtained from field observations and the comparison result with
analysis and predicted values.

- u- an anchor slab retaining wall was con-
~cted in the yeai of 1984-86. It is located

in Ba-YfA-Quan harbour, Liaoning province. The
wall was constructed for the purpose of retain-
ng the fill at two sections of a railway, each

section is a 100 m anchor slab wall, which ap-
proaches to an overhead street bridge, as shown
in Fig. i and Fig. 2, so as to save a great quan-
tity of cropland that is very expensive at the
place in question.

Fig. 2. Photograph of Ba-Yu-Quan Anchor
MO -RSlab Retaining Wall

assembled retaining structure.

As compared with reinforced earth structure,
this new type structure is better for protection
against corrosion, while it has the advantages
of light weight and lower cost. It is suitable
to be adopted in regions of low bearing capacity

Fig. 1. The Whole Scene of Ba-Yu-Quan Anchor and especially promising in those countries,

Slab Retaining Wall where reinforcing steel straps is in short supply.

A vibrostand model test has provided information
The anchor slab retaining wall maintains it-self for anchor slab structure that is comparatively
stabilization through the interaction of face flexible and better to against the damage of
panel, rib-column, tie-bar, anchor slab and back- earthquake than masonry retaining walls.
fill, in other words anchor slab structure is an
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pS T S F_. _ s r N' ' ., The allowable carrying capacity c, an :.or slab
embedded in backfill was chosen as l0b-±50 kN/m?

The face panel of a-Yu-,uan anhr slat wall (Lu, Z.J. et.al 19 5) at different depth respec-
consistss of reinforcement concrete rib-column tively.
and pane' s1 ab. T:- rib-olumn is 5 ,1 in hight
and wh x25 cm r-cangilar sec n. Specing The length of tie-bars is designed to extend no

enis 2 f t er-t -center. less than a distance of s.5 B beyond the imagi--
nary line of rupture of active earth pressure,

Z. .n e I at ia -trouh plate 1.96 m in leng- in whiun B denotes the length of one side of the
n, in wih and 2. in thickness, needs of partial and whole stability analysis of

anchor slab wall.
The .rb-sol_;mn is a s-rap onorete

Sinih 25 mr in depth, th- CONSTRUCTION
o m f atio.n is 2.25 m bellow frost dep-

n. Due to Ba-Yu-. uan anchor slab wall is 1oca i-d
a frigid region, a pervious blanket cf 1.2t )

A '
5  o-placei armorej co'ete cross in thickness was placed at *he back of fa-

plated at the opof rib-clumn holding panel to protect the wall from frost heave.
I in -Iac.

The tie-bar were protected against corrcslt-n 7!,,
n n is anchored by two pieces of 1.2 coating two layers of rust-resisting pa nannor slab with m.25 a in thickness winded two layers of spun gla~s cic.h round I

dm-di in -he -ahill. The rib-column and bar stock and coated with melted pitch a,o h he
an :hr -a 'ire .joined up wiih 2X,28 mm bar same time.
s- : . T uppeer -a is m and the lower
ng 'he cross section of Ba- According to the authors' experience, in rd;:r

.an anchor slab wall i ohown in Fig. 3. to redoce the displacement of an anchor sat
wtall, the backfill should be compacted and the
foundation must not be very sft. The backfill
was constructed by a total of 4 stages, whichis

-. .approximately in order of©-rmarked In Fig. .
Each layer of earth fill should no, te more than

_ 30 cm and compacted tc 95 5 of opt en dnsity.

After the surface of :11 reached to ,he top
level of anchor slab, a ditch cut was excavated

.-- in backfill to put the tie-bar and anchor slab
in place. Plain concrete was concreted in front
gap between the anchor slab and ditch wall, then

-7 earthfill was placed in The back gap and com-
pacted to the stipulate density.

F1 A temporary wooden support was used to hold the
rib-column in right place, after filling the
whole backfill, then concreting the cross beam,

- welding the banisters and stuffing the tie-bar
ends with cement morter so as to protect against
corrosion.

, 5 FELD INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumented areas were chosen in the rib-
columns No. 21-22 and No. 23-24. Both sections

Fig. 3. The Section of Ba-Yu-Quan Anchor between the above columns was sufficiently dis-
Slab Retaining Wall tant from bridge to make the analyses of data

easier.

in design the soil parameters are given as Totally 30 vibrating wire transducers were ins-
follows, talled on above sections, along the rib-column

to measure total horizontal earth pressure and
Unit weight of backfill Y =1.90 kN/rn3 ; its distribution.

Angle of internal friction =30*; On each of the instrumented panel slabs, 3 tran-

Angle of wall friction =0.5 ; sducers were mounted between the rib-column and

eyof subsoil =2kPa. the panel slab, so as to form a state with three
Bearing capacity ofustainers.

Rib-column, panel slab, tie-bar and anchor slab 16 bar-stock tensiometers were welded on the end
are designed according to lateral pressure ac- of the tie-bar of four rib-columns, located at
ting on panel slab, which consists of Coulomb's instrumented area, to measure total tensile
active earth pressure and additional lateral force,
pressure caused by external concentrated load.
(Casagrande. L., 1973) Both lateral pressure To monitor the lateral displacement of the face
mentioned above were multiplied by a experimen- panel of the wall, on each of rib-columns top
tal coefficient of 1.2.
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-and -,7, was, mounted a mark, in the me, ntime
a rof-rrimce irne for Aisplac etn measuremtnl
,,a: * 6 a t1i snej whetn ri b-colIu-mn w a-,

an' h-, lace Df fac.fill r e-acho d
)h--" f half pan-! sl.b.

Ase a..- werc als.--A
hr Ilab t . m-asre sst

me- , Mc sr eren, Measuremnent

ri nv mal ,j. !-g aJ a 1,1 A ft Value A' 1
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ut . w7nv b'r mt ~igadL ill- Montr1es

~~~a ca 11:r. an d h-I asa f: .r once.in al,

.~~~l @AALE Calculated

J-o~dit~ val>- wi th- field in esure
xin n-* rn

7n- a was 7 ip-)r as a 4m of t he , 3 3 3~~

a - -~r a:. osefrce of tic-bar
a "'* rI r a,_- panli fie~ld measur -

............ r. a sec ,ion I1, which i s
- :-~." 'I. J-24, and its predi- F ig. 4. The Earth Pressuire Distribs tion of

* ~ :..r.in ar and ri.4. Observation Section

r.". r 4cd and M-asured Tie-Bar Force and Observed Earth- Preasure

Fa rrc- MesrmrtI Measurement

Tie-Bar Force Earth Pressure

r. WNig (kN ) ( N

Bactfill lnclud include After 10 monthes After 10 monthes
TracK IExternal Earth After Laying Earth Alter Laying

r.I :a d I -ad Fill Bail Fill Bail

T pp er nV 74. c85 710o-. 6

7.- ower. 1

Bctmld&.2 227.1 30. 77.7 10.

it. can be seen from Table 1 that just at the is two-thirds about the latter. It can be borne
time after backfill was completed, both observa- out that the anchor slab, tie-bar, rib-column
tion tie-bar tensile force of 77.7 kN and earth and panel slab are all in a state of safety
pressure of 99.2 kN are about less than a half enough.
of the predicted force of 183.2 KN. But 10 mon-
thes after laying rail not only observation tie- The authors ix-tve measured the tie-bar force at
bar tensile force of 210.1 kN is about the same, some other arnchor slab projects during the train
as the earth pressure of 212.5 kN, but als both was just parked on the top of earthfill of retai-
the above force are the same with design tie-bar ning wall. As a result the tie-bar force had a
force of 227.1 kN, so it can be proved that the extreme little increment than the force without
earth pressure graph which was shown in Fig. 4 the train load. In addition the first author, Z.
and its quantity adopted in design are conform S. Zhang, had performed finite element analysis
to the actual situation on the whole. on some of the anchor slab structures including

the one mention( above (Zhang, Z.S. 1985). The
As compared the actual measurement tie-bar ten- results of finite element analysis has shown the
sile force and earth pressure as mentioned above same phenomenon ment~oned above.
with total design force, which including the
train external load of 309.8 kN, that the former The values with mark * in Table 1. is the calcu-
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a-v. -- s v es ts c.-.riin. t,-he moasurem-nt of Is ld.J)3 mm and the -'-rg horlL.ntal leviatlon
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Drilled Pier Load Test, Fort Collins, Colorado
J.B. Hummert, Jr. T.L. Cooling
USA USA

SYNOPSIS: A full-scale compressive load test was conducted on a drilled pier in the Pierre Shale Formation near Fort
Collins, Colorado, to verify design parameters. The test pier was designed based on presumptive design criteria for
both end-bearing and skin friction in the shale. The maximum test load of 6.7 MN (750 tons) resulted in a deflection of
approximately 23C mm (9.0 in.). Instrumentation within the pier allowed determination of the actual end-bearing and
skin friction values at various applied loads. Based on results of the test, production piers were redesigned for skin
friction only and shear rings were added to enhance shaft resistance.

INTRODUCTION Shale

Cunstruction of a new industrial plant approximately 80 The sand and gravel is underlain by the Pierre Shale to
km (50 miles) north of Denver, Colorado, USA just east the depth of exploration, 28 m (90 ft). The upper
of the City of Fort Collins, Colorado involved portion of the shale has weathered to very stiff to
installation of approximately 750 drilled piers bearing hard, olive-tan, highly plastic clay with very fine
in the Pierre Shale Formation (Fig. 1). Piers were sand. This weathered zone ranges in thickness from
sized to support column loads ranging from approximately about 1.5 m (5 ft) at the test pier location to about
2.2 to 8.0 MN (250 to 900 tons). Maximum allowable 2.4 m (8 ft) at the nearest adjacent boring. The
settlement of each pier was approximately 13 mm (1/2 transition to the unweathered shale is gradual. The
in.). To optimize foundation design rather than rely on unweathered shale is a hard, dark gray, thinly bedded
presumptive bearing pressures thought to be shale with some thin sandstone layers. Blow counts from
conservative, the designers recommended that a full- the Standard Penetration Test range from about 50 blows
scale instrumented load test be conducted on at least for 150 mm (6-in. ) of penetration to about 50 blows for
one drilled pier. Considering the large number of piers 64 mm (2.5 in.) of penetration. Pressuremeter and
involved it was anticipated that the load test would unconfined compression tests in other borings indicates
result in cost savings, the average undrained shear strength of the unweathered

shale is about 1.91 MPa (20 tsf). The water content of
SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS the unweathered shal averages 16 percent with a dry

density of 2.22 Mg/m (139 pcf). The Pierre Shale is
The site is underlain by Pleistocene Age glacial, reportedly 2,440 to 3,660 m (8,000 to 12,000 ft) thick
alluvial and aeolian deposits, and the Cretaceous Age and is interbedded with sandstones.
Pierre Shale Formation. The profile is relatively
consistent across the site. Conditions near the test Groundwater
pier based on test borings B-9 and B-13 are described as
follows and shown in Fig. 2. Groundwater was encountered at or near the top of the

sand layer (el 1,525 m). The lluvial deposit is an
Aeolian Deposits aquifer used by local farmers for irrigation.

The first 13 m (10 ft) of soils encountered are silty LOAD TEST SET UP
clays with a trace of sand or gravel. The soils are
visually classified as medium strength (stiff) and low Reaction for the load test was provided by two nominally
plastic. They were transported and deposited by wine 762 mm (30-in.) diameter drilled piers each located 3.05
and can thus be referred to as loess. The upper surf,7e m (10 ft) on center from the test pier as shown in Fig.
of these materials has been modified and reworked oy 2. Reaction piers were drilled to depths of 20 m (65
cultivation. ft) forming rock sockets in the Pierre Shale about 9.2 m

(30 ft) long. A 2.1-m (6.5-ft) deep reaction beam
Alluvial Deposits centered over the test pier spanned between the reaction

piers.
The clay is underlain by 16 m (20 ft) of alluvial sands
and gravels. In general these materials are fine to The reference beams consisted of two W8x35 beams, one on
coarse-grained sands with some fine gravel. Layers of each side of the test pier cap oriented normal to the
silty and/or clayey sands are noted. Blow counts alignment of the test and reaction piers. The reference
indicate medium dense to dense conditions. Standard beams were supported on two 457 mm (18-in.) diameter by
Penetration Test (N) values range from 16 to 58 in the 3.05 m (10 ft) deep drilled piers located 3.05 m (10 ft)
two adjacent borings. Groundwater was encountered at on center from the test pier.
the top of this layer in both of the adjacent borings
and in the test and reaction piers.
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LOAD TEST CONSTRUCTION

DRILLED PIER DESIGN Construction of the load test consisted of three primary
components: 1) construction of the test pier and two

Drilled piers were designed on empirical rules based reaction piers with pier cap, 2) placement of the
largely on Standard Penetration Test results. From reaction beam, and 3) fabrication of the deflection
previous experience with shale in the Denver area, reference system.
empirical values for the allowable end-bearing and skin
friction are calculated as follows (units are in tons Installation of the drilled piers began on October 11
per square foot): and was completed on October 13, 1983. Piers were

installed by personnel and equipment of the Meredith
qa = Allowable end-bearing pressure = N (tsf) (1) Drilling Company. The contractor used a Williams LDH

4 pier drilling rig to advance the shafts. Conventional
qa should not exceed 30 tsf (2.9 MPa) flight augers, fitted with 50 in (2-in.) wide high-

strength steel teeth were used to excavate both the soil
fs = Allowable skin friction = _qa (tsf) (2) overburden and the shale bedrock. A 457-mm (18-in.)

10 diameter auger was used to excavate the test pier, and a
813-mm (32-in.) diameter auger was used to drill each of

Jubenville, et al indicates the same equations, although the reaction piers. To provide clearance for the
no limiting values were given. temporary steel casings, a 50 mm (2-in.) wide, angled

"side cutter" tooth was inserted on the augers to
The Standard Penetration resistance in the unweathered increase the actual upper excavated shaft diameters to
shale was generally in the range of 50 blows for 75 to 508 and 864 mm (20 and 34 in.), respectively.
100 millimeters of penetration (3 to 4 in.) or an
equivalent N-value of 150 to 200. Considering this, Temporary steel casings were used in each of the three
design values of qa and fs were 2.9 MPa and 0.29 MPa piers. A 9.75 m (32-ft) long by 508 mm (20-in.) (O.D.)
(30 tsf and 3 tsf), respectively, by 6.35 rm (0.25-in.) thick steel casing was used for

the test pier and a 10.2 m (33.4-ft) by 813 mm (32-in.)
(O.D.) by 6.35 m (0.25-in.) thick steel casing was used
for both reaction piers.
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Fig. 2 Test Pier Subsurface Profile

Similar drilling procedures were used to construct each telltale were attached to the inside of the steel
of the three piers. The augers were initially advanced cage. After the instrumentation was attached to the
through the surficial silty clay layer (3 m thick) to steel reinforcement, the cage was lifted out of the
the top of the sand/grav"1 'Ayer (+6 m thick) where hole, the remaining 0.6 to I m (I to 3 ft) of shale was
groundwater first entered the shaft. At this depth the excavated, and the cage was reinserted into the hole.
contractor added water to the excavation and mixed a The delay between final drilling of the pier and
drilling slurry. Varying amounts of the surficial clay placement of concrete was about 30 minutes. Concrete
spoil were added to increase the consistency of the was then placed continuously to the bottom of the pier
slurry. Drilling continued through the sand/gravel cap. In an effort to minimize the potential for
layer and into the weathered shale (*1.5 m thick) by the disturbance of the electrical instrumentation, a full-
slurry method. At a penetration of approximately 0.6 to length, "Elephant Trunk" was used to limit free-fall of
1 m (2 to 3 ft) into the weathered shale, the temporary the concrete. A log of the test pier is given in Fig. 3.
steel casing was set and turned an additional 0.3 to 0.6
m (1 to 2 ft) into the weathered shale to form a Concrete Testing
watertight seal. The contractor then mechanically
bailed out the slurry and continued drilling with the A total of six concrete cylinders were cast from the
auger in the dry hole to the desired bearing test and reaction piers. Cylinders were cured in both
elevation. The effectiveness of the casing/shale seal the field and laboratory and tested for strength and
varied. Water flow through the unweathered shale into modulus at curing periods of approximately seven to
the excavated shafts was noted in the east reaction pier eight days, sixteen to eighteen days, and twenty-two to
and in the test p'er. twenty-four days. The average compressive strength and

modulus at the time of the load test were 47.2 MPa and
To minimize water softening of the base of the test 9,930 MPa (6,840 psi and 1,440,000 psi), respectively.
pier, the drilling contractor halted drilling 0.6 to I m
(2 to 3 ft) above the desired bearing elevation until
the instrumented reinforcing cage was set and concrete
arrived on-site. Prior to the final setting of the
reinforcing cage, the electrical instrumentation and
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INSTRU'E NTAT ION Elevation 1528m
The instrumentation used on the pier load test was Firm to stiff Ev
divided into three primary categories: I) pier /
deformation measurement devices, 2) pier butt light brown
displacement measurement devices, and 3) load Silty CLAY D4290 3A
measurement devices. The two types of pier deformation
measurement devices were strain gages and "Carlson
Reinforced Concrete Meters." Pier displacement 3-10 Light reddish
measurements were made using a wire gage, telltale, brown, fine to
Brunson automatic level with optical tooling attachment coarse SAND Telltale
and four optical scales, and three dial gages to measure w/ fine gravel Tlte
the vertical displacement of the test pier cap. Load
measurements were made using a hydraulic pressure gage
and a 8.9 MN (1,000-ton load cell). 6-20

E
Strain Gaoes Devices E-

a)
Five strain gages were installed in the test pier: one 0 D4292
in the center of the test pier cap, one at the top of 9-30e 3B
the weathered shale, one at the interface between the Hard, light "
weathered and unweathered shale, one 1.5 m (5 ft) below brown clay wi D4294
the interface, and 2.7 m (9 ft) below the interface (0.3 some sand_ 3C
m above the bottom of the pier). The strain gage device SHALE
numbers and locations are shown on the Test Pier Log Hard gray 3D.5

(i.3.12T40 unweathered
The strain gage located 1.5 m (5 ft) below the interface
of the weathered and inweathered shale was found to be 3E
defective during the initial loadings and the data are Bottom of Pier
not presented herein.

LEGEND:
The purpose of the strain gages was to measure axial
deformation of the piers at discrete locations. These 0 Denotes location of Carlson Gage
measurements were then used to evaluate load transfer
with depth. The strain gages ("Micro Measurements" CEA- $) Denotes location of Strain Gage mounted on
06-125UT-120) were mounted on 13 mm (0.5-in.) square 13mm x 13mm Steel Rod
bars 300-mm (12-in.) long suspended vertically in the
center of the reinforcing cage. The linearity and
calibration factors for each of the gages were
determined in the laboratory using a specially made
loading frame. The results of the strain gage device NOTE:
calibration program showed that the devices were linear Pier Diameter 508mm (20-in.) to depth of
and within the tolerances published for each of the 6m (20ft.); 457mm (18-in.) diameter below
gages. 20 ft. Top of pier of 1.2m (4 ft.) below grade

Carlson Reinforced Concrete Meters Fig. 3 Detailed Test Pier Log and Instrumentation

Three Carlson Reinforced Concrete Meters (Carlson gages)
were used to .asure axial deformations in the test
pier. The first gage was placed near the center of the The telltale consisted of a 25 mm (1 in.) I.D. steel
test pier cap. The second gage was installed at the top pipe which ran the length of the test pier at its center
of the weathered shale and the third gage was installed with a 13 mm (0.5-in.) square bar inside. The bar
at the interface between the weathered and unweathered exited the pier horizontdlly through a pipe tee in the
shale. pier cap. Movement of the bar was monitored by a dial

gage mounted on the reference frame.
The locations of the Carlson gages are shown in the
Test Pier Log (Fig. 3). The Carlson gages were Load Measurement Devices and Jack
installed at the same elevations as strain gages 3A, 3B,
and 3C. The purpose of the Carlson gages was to provide Applied load was monitored by a calibrated hydraulic
alternate measurements of the axial deformations at pressure gage on the jack and a 8.9-MN (1,000-ton)
three locations to verify the measurements of the strain capacity electric load cell. Unfortunately the load
gage devices. A Strain Gage Bridge was used to monitor cell malfunctioned during the test, necessitating use of
the output from the Carlson Gages. The Carlson gages the pressure gage to monitor load. The test loads were
were factory calibrated for stress, strain, and applied by a 10.7-MN (1,200-ton) hydraulic jack. An
temperature. Factory calibrations checked in the automatic hydraulic pump was used to increase, decrease,
laboratory prior to use on the project indicated that and maintain constant loads throughout the test using
the Carlson gages were operating properly, nitrogen gas.

Telltale To maintain a fairly constant temperature throughout the
duration of the test and to provide protection for

A telltale was installed inside the reinforcing cage of instrumentation and read-out devices, the test area was
the test pier. The purpose of the telltale was to enclosed with reinforced polyurethane. A thermo-
monitor the displacement of the pier tip. statically controlled propane heater was used as

required.
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Fig. 4 Load - Deflection Curves tip load.

As the test progressed, it was necessary to modify

TEST PROCEDURE certain ASTM procedures. These modifications regarded

the duration of time for maintaining constant load at

The testing system and loading procedures followed steps each increment and the 12-hour holding period at 200

outlined by the ASTM standard D1143-81 "Piles Under percent of design load. To better define the time-rate

Static Axial Compressive Load". Loading procedures used of settlement and load-transfer relationships, certain

during the test were in general agreement with those load increments were held in excess of the two hour

outlined in Sections 5.1 and 5.3 of the ASTM standard, limit defined in the above standard. The 12-hour

"Standard Loading Procedures" and "Loading in Excess of holding period for 200 percent of the design load was

Standard Test Load", respectively, dropped from the test procedure as a result of the
magnitude of settlement already experienced and because
the pier was later to be reloaded to failure.
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Fig. 5 Load Transfer with Depth

Another deviation from the ASTM standard regarded the strain rate was less than 1.27 mm (0.05 in.) per hour.
percentage of design load to be applied in excess of the From 3.57 MN to 6.7 .N (400 to 750 tons), the loads were
standard test load. Load increments of 25 percent added in 0.45 MIN (50-lon) increments. The axial strain
design load instead of 10 percent were used to define rate at 6.25 MN (700 tons) held constant at 2.5 mm (0.10
the load-settlement curve for those loads in excess of in.) per hour.
the standard test load. This was done because of the
relatively high maximum test load. The pier experienced rapid and large axial displacement

at the maximum load of 6.7 MN (750 tons). The load was
TEST CHRONOLOGY maintained until the instrumentation could be read

(about 30 minutes). The load was then removed in 0.89
The load test ran throug) the weekend of November 4, 5, MN (100-ton) increments to 1.34 MN (150 tons) with the
and 6, 1983. The initial load was applied at 11:13 a.m. last unload increment from 1.34 MN to zero load. The
on Friday, November 4, and the test was completed 7:30 unload increments were main ed until the axial strain
p.m. Sunday, oveer 6, 1983. The pier was loaded in rate was less than 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) per hour
0.45 MN (50-ton) increments to 3.57 MN (400 tons), or (typically less than 20 minutes).
200 percent of the design load. Each load increment was

maintained until the rate of axial deflection (herein LOAD TEST RESULTS
called axial strain rate) was less than 0.25 mm (0.01
in. ) per hour. The load was then removed in 0.89 MN Results of load test are given in Figs. 4 and 5 and

(100-ton) increments to zero load. A minimum period of information for selected loads are summarized in Table
one hour was used for each of the increments during the 1. These data are based on loads calculated from the
unload cycle. The pier was left unloaded for one hour strain gauges and top-of-pier (butt) deflections from
prior to the second load cycle. dial gauge readings. Strain gauges and Carlson gauges

were used to estimate load distribution within the
During the second load cycle, the pier was loaded in pier. Values between corresponding devices agreed
0.89 MN (100-ton) increments to 3.57 MN (400 tons). within about i-10 to 20 percent. Only the strain gauge
Each load increment was maintained until the axial data are shown because the greater number of strain

gauges provided more information. Deformation
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TABLE I Summary of Rock Socket Stress
and End-Bearing Stress for Several Loads

Butt Rock Socket End-Bearing
Load Displacement Bond Stress Stress
MN m MPa MPa

(tons) (in.) (tsf) (tsf) Remarks

1.79 11.3 0.17 0.11 Design Load
(200, (0.443) (1.8) (1.19)

3. 7 59.4 0.27 3.62 Twice Design Load
(40U) (2.34) (2.8) (37.8)

5.36 138.2 0.34 9.46 Three Times Design
(600) (5.44) (3.5) (98.8) Load

6.70 226.1 0.62 10.8(2) Ultimate Load
(750) (8.90) (6.5) (112.4)

Notes: 1. The data for 1.79 and 3.57 MN are during the first load cycle.
2. Maximum end-bearing stress occurred at a total load of 6.25 MN

(700 tons) compared to 6.7 MN (750 tons) for the maximum rock-
socket bond stress.

measurements from the dial gages, wire and scale, and approximately 0.62 MPa (6.5 tsf). This maximum bond
Brunson Level were all similar. Movement of the tip stress corresponds to about 33 percent of the undrained
determined by the telltale was suspect and the telltale shear strength of the shale.
was not functional beyond a movement of 132 mm (5.16
in.). DISCUSSION

Data indicate that at the design load of 1.79 MN (200 The load-deflection relationship up to the design load
tons) butt deflection was approximately 11.2 mm (0.44 of 1.79 MN (200 tons) was within the criteria
in.) or about 2.2 percent of the butt diameter of the established by the client. However, above the design
shaft. Load at that point was carried predominantly by load deflections became much greater. These larger
skin friction with negligible contribution from the pier deflections are believed to have been caused by slippage
tip. Loading to twice the design load or 3.57 MN (400 of the shaft in the socket. Air and water slaking of
tons) increased butt deflections to 59.1 mm (3.3 in.) or the pier shaft during construction may have contributed
16.5 percent of the butt diameter. At 3.57 MN (400 to shaft slippage.
tons), the load was resisted primarily by skin friction
although the end-bearing contribution had begun to The test results raised concern that production piers
increase between approximately 2.2 to 2.7 MN (250 to 300 might experience large settlements if constructed with a
tons) and by twice design load was 0.60 MN (67 tons), smooth socket. To limit settlement, it was felt that
The large deflection (16.5 percent of the butt diameter) the shearing resistance between the pier shaft and shale
necessary to mobilize end-bearing suggests slippage must be increased. A practical means to accomplish this
within the rock socket and possible compression of was by use of shear rings which would "key" the pier
debris- or water-softened shale under the pier tip. shaft into the shale. Shear rings would also mobilize a

greater percentage of the shear strength of the shale as
After loading to 3.57 MN (400 tons), the pier was shown by Horvath, et al. Tests by Horvath, et al (1983)
unloaded, then reloaded to failure. Approximately 50 mm showed that skin friction of 40 to 60 percent of the
(2 in.) of permanent set occurred upon unloading from shear strength of the rock or .76 MPa (8tsf) to 1.15 MPa
3.57 MN (400T). During reload, the load deflection (12 tsf) in this case was reasonable using roughened
relationship increasad at nearly a constant rate with sockets. Tests on piers with shear rings by Glos, et al
approximately two-thirds of the load resisted in skin indicated that up to 90 percent of the shear strength of
friction and about one-third in end-bearing. Between the rock was mobilized. On the other hand, it was felt
6.25 and 6.7 MN (700 and 750 tons) strain rate increased that there was little that could be done practically to
indicating failure. Also at that point, the end-bearing increase end-bearing, especially at small deflections.
contribution decreased and skin friction within the rock
socket Increased. The maximum end-bearing load of Based upon the results of this load test and the
approximately 1.78 MN (199 tons) occurred at a total references cited, the design parameters were revised for
load of 6.25 MN (700 tons). This corresponds to a the production piers. It was recommended that
maximum end-bearing stress of approximately 10.7 MPa production piers be designed for skin friction only,
(112 tsf). The maximum skin friction in the rock socket based on an allowable value of the 0.48 MPa (5 tsf) and
was 2.46 MN (276 tons) which occurred at the maximum that shear rings be installed in each pier. It was
applied load, 6.7 MN (750 tons). The maximum bond recommended that shear rings be spaced at approximately
stress within the rock socket at that load was 610 mm (24 in.) along the rock socket and that each
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shear ring be approximately 50 mm (2 in.) deep by 100 mm Glos, G.H. III, Briggs O.H., Jr. (1983), "Rock sockets
(4 in.) high. A minimum socket length of 3 m (10 ft) in Soft Rock", Journal of the Geotechnical Engineering
was specified. Division, ASCE, Vol. 109, No. 4, April.

In addition, it was recommended that piers be concreted Horvath, R.G., and Kenney, T.C., (1979), 'Shaft
immediately upn excavation of the rock socket to Resistance of Rock Socketed Drilled Piers",
minimize deterioration of the shale by slaking. Proceedings of a Symposium on Deep Foundations,

Committee on Deep Foundations of the Geotechnical
PRODUCTION DRILLED PIER CONSTRUCTION Engineering Division of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, Frank M. Fuller, editor.
Approximately 750 drilled piers varying in diameter from
610 mm (24 in.) to 1.22 m (48 in.) were constructed Horvath, R.G., Kenney, T.C., Kozicki, P., (1983),
between February 21 and '1ay 2 of 1985. Typical "Methods of Improving the Performance of Drilled Piers
production using 4 rigs was 18 piers per day with a in Weak Rock", Canadian Geotechnical Journal, Vol. 20.
maximum production rate of 33 piers per day. Piers were
installed by similar techniques as che test pier, i.e., Jubenville, D.M., and Hepworth, R.C. (1981), "Drilled
slurry drilling and casing through the loessial and Pier Foundations in Shale, Denver, Colorado Area",
granular formations and drilling the rock socket in the Drilled Piers and Caissons, Proceedings of a session
dry using earth augers. Shear rings were cut with sponsored by the Geotechnical Engineering Division at
simple attachments to the drill tools with a minimal the ASCE National Convention, St. Louis, Missouri
increase in time and cost over drilling a smooth rock October 28, 1981, Michael W. O'Neill, editor.
socket.

The cost of the drilled pier load test including
engineering was approximately $100,000. The
modification in the design resulting from the load test,
however, was estimated to have reduced construction cost
by about $400,000.

CONCLUSIONS

This study leads to the following conclusions.

The Pierre Shale is apparently sensitive to
air and water slaking which can increase
deflections of smooth-socketed drilled piers
beyond tolerable values.

Designing based on empirical rules in the
Pierre Shale could lead to piers which
experience excessive deflections.

Shear rings are recommended on drilled piers in
the Pierre Shale to increase bond resistance
and minimize deflections. The contribution of
end-bearing at small deflections is negligible.

A well instrumented load test for a major
project may result in a safer design and cost
savings.
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Caisson Load Test and Instrumentation Program-
Sohio Corporate Headquarters
Barry R. Christopher Clyde N. Baker, Jr.
STS Consultants. Northbrook. Illinois STS Consultants, Northbrook, Illinois

SYNOPSIS: The Sohio Corporate Headquarters building foundations in Cleveland, Ohio are relatively
unique, involving as they do some of the deepest caissons on record, combined with a socket friction
design.

This paper reports the performance of a full-scale load test and the results of instrumentation programs
performed to evaluate the design and performance of 240-ft (73 m) deep rock socket caissons at the Sohio
Corporate Headquarters bui1 -- r'ct. The load test was carried out to 2.5 times the theoretical
design capcacity and the results are reviewed in terms of both total capacity and the individual design
parameters, such as socket friction. Details of the instrumentation program used to evaluate concrete
strain and corresponding load transference as a function of applied load, caisson depth, and time are
also presented. In addition to the load test, the installation details and results of a production
caisson instrumentation program to permit long-term monitoring of concrete stress and strain levels are
reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

physical setup and instrumentation. The results
obtained are reviewed and conclusions resulting

Construction of the Sohin Corporate Headquarters from the analysis are presented. Also included
building in Cl.veland, Ohio began in early are details of the instrumentation program for a
, piig of 1983 and was completed in the spring production caisson and an analysis of
of 1985. Due to the subsurface conditions at measurements taken as of this writing. The
the site, caisson (drilled pier) type results of the load transfer measured in both
foundations were required to support the the load test caisson and the production caisson
46-story tower section of the building. Due to are then compared.
the known gas conditions in and over the shale
bedrock (the anticipated bearing stratum), it
was anticipated that hand clean-up and physical
bottom inspection of the caissons would not be PROJECT DESCRIPTION
practical and that it might be necessary to
construct the caissons under water. For this Subsurface Conditions: The subsurface profile
reason, a design based on extending sockets into at the site is shown in Figure 1. As the figure
the shale sufficiently to carry a major portion shows, the subsurface conditions consisted of
of the load in socket friction was developed, silty sand to a depth of approximately 30 to 40
The loads on the caissons range from 3,000 to ft (9 to 12 m), lacustrine clays and silts to a
14,000 kips (13 MN to 62.3 MN) including wind depth of about 170 ft (52 m), glacial till
loads, resulting in caissons extending to a overlying silty sand, gravel and cobbles to a
depth of up to 250 ft (76 m) below street level weathered shale at a depth of 190 ft (58 m),
with shaft diameters of 3.5 to 7 ft (1.1 to 2.1 with competent shale at a depth of 220 ft (67
m) at the socket. m). The surface water table was located at a

depth of approximately 20 ft (6 m) with a deep
To substantiate the design, a full scale caisson water table in and over the weathered shale at a
load test with a planned test load at the socket depth of approximately 70 to 90 ft (21 to 27 m).
of 2.5 times the design load was performed. To To develop sufficient socket friction, the
obtain the required loads, the test setup caissons were designed to extend from 1 to 2
required a reaction load of 1250 tons (11.1 MN). diameters into the competent shale layer.
The purpose of the full scale caisson load test
was to determine how the load would be carried Load Test Setup: The physical load test
by the caisson and socket, and to confirm the arrangement is depicted in Figure 2. The plan
design capacity, both total capacity and the for the load test consisted of constructing a 3
individual design parameters, such as socket ft (0.9 m) diameter load test caisson, a
friction. To further evaluate the design, one non-production caisson, between two production
of the major production caissons was fully caissons which serve as anchor caissons. The
instrumented to permit long-term monitoring of load test caisson was designed to transfer all
stress levels along the full depth of the of the applied load directly to the rock socket
caisson, both during construction and after by isolating the caisson shaft from the
completion of the building. surrounding earth all the way down into the

shale socket. This was achieved by placing a 3
In this paper, a detailed description of the ft diameter casing inside the normal top,
caisson load test is presented, including the intermediate and bottom casings required to
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construct a normal caisson. The 3 ft diameter possibilities become very important later when
inner-casing was braced at the top to minimize analyzing load transfer to the socket.
lateral movement and at the third points to
protect against buckling. INSTRUMENTATION SETUP

The instrumentation setup is depicted on Figure

3 and consisted of; two (2) sets of Carlson
FIGURE SSSURF ROF L AM CIS PLAN strain gauges placed at four different levels in

the rock socket, wire extensometerM access casing
for non-destructive testing, and a seismic pulse650 CAP transducer (G-Cell). The Carlson gauges are

EXCAVATION GRADE referenced as either D-gauges or A-gauges. The

SILTY SAND D-gauges are approximately 30 inches (760 mm) in1 SILTY SD length. As strains are averaged out over the-J TEMPORARY CASING full length of the gauge, they are more
500 ,representative of average conditions. The

,, . PERMANENT CASING A-gauges are 8 inches (200 mm) in length and
, while more sensitive, can be misleading because

LACUSTRINE CLAYS a SILTS they measure strain over a very short distance
I and may indicate abnormalities rather than

. MREBAR average conditions. The gauges were wired to
,, the cage prior to placement

',0', FIGURE 3. , s aA'nON ARR.E ENT

>'50 :!ii - PRANN CSN EXTENSOMETERS
! ; :, " ' N N E R -C A S I N G

..J ! IDENSE - 4 ,
40

,1

R 0 MET LL ANOGRAVEL'N SCOBBLES

WEATHERED SHALE 

.8

COMPETENT SHALE

400U NC AS ED

-- 04TN0A0~jI.

1200 TON LOAD CELLI

FIGURE 2. CAISSON LOAD TEST SET-UP

Several problems occutred during construction In order to be able to monitor the tip movement
ththa n nlun~ nineprttinof~of the caisson during loading, specialth a ha an in lue .:, on i n erp eta ion of t.*C tell-tales or wire extensometers were ins 3lledtest results. A leak developed beneath the top ashoniFgue3

casing which inadvertently resulted in sand and ashonnFgue3
silt in the annular space between the The movement of the caisson bottom was monitored
intermediate casing and the inner-casing, by measuring the movement of the wire cable
Bottom cleaning and sounding, although attached to a plate at the bottom of an outer
performed, were hindered by the close steel cage protective pipe weight pulling on a wire cable.
and concern for instrumentation damage.
Finally, an overrun in concrete yardage by 6 Unfortunately, in cutting the caisson, the wires
yards 3 (4.6 in

3
) indicated the possibility that a to the G cell were destroyed, rendering it

tight seal was not achieved between the inoperable
inner-casing and the shale socket so that some
concrete leakage could have occurred underneath LOAD TEST RESULTS
he casing into the annular space outside the
ier-casing. It is also possible that the The load test procedure consisted of loading thesocket drilled in the shale was larger in caisson on the first load cycle in increments of

diameter than assumed because of wobble in the 100 tons (890 kN) up to 1,000 tons (8.90 MN) and
drill auger as the hole is drilled. These in increments of 50 tons (450 kN) above 1,000
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tons (8.90 MN) to the planned maximum of 1,200
tons (10.7 MN) and then unloading the caisson in OA0,TONS
three equal increments of 400 tons (3.56 MN). 200 400 60o 5oo IO0 20

The load vs. deflection was recorded with time -
using two dial gauges attached to a reference ..- CALCULATED DEFLECTION NOT
beam with gauges located on opposite sides of OCCURING IN SOCKET DUE TO
the caissons. The dial gauge readings were "'
checked using a wire scale and mirror
arrangemenh with the wire attached to a separate -

reference from the dial gauges. The load was - 0.8

increased at one (1) hour increments or when the

load vs. deflection tended to level off if it 0
occurred in less than one (1) hour. >
On unloading from the first load cycle, a small I

load of 70 tons was maintained on the - .seating Z ' I.

caisson until commencing the second load cycle .6

the next day. On the second load cycle, the -_ELASTIC LINE FOR STRESS THROUGHOUT SHAFT

first load increment was to 200 tons (1.78 MN) .... ELASTIC LINE FOR FULL STRESS FOR 20, THEN
and then each load increment thereafter was 200 DECREASING LINEARLY TO ZERO AT BASE

tons (1.78 MN) up to 1,200 tons (10.8 MN). With 0 o A MAXXDEFLECTiON OF ]
IIT ,

approval of the contractor's engineer, who 0 SL IPWITHOUT SACK

designed the reaction frame, an additional 50
tons (450 kN) was applied making the maximum - 04 _ ___I I.
load on the second load cycle 1,250 tons (11.1 SL SLACK IN SYSTEMKi AI N

MN). The unloading sequence was to 800 tons . OUTOF

(7.12 MN), 400 tons (3.56 MN) and 0 1) MN) tons. Li E...... LE
(7.1 MN) 40 ton ko 081

LOAD TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 10L- EXTENSOMETER DATA-WITH SLACK IN WIRE

Load Test: The load test results are summarized ...... EXTENSOMETER DATA-NO SLACK IN WIRE

on Figure 4 and show the observed deflection of FGURE4 CASSON LOAD TST RESLTS-LOAD
the top of the caisson versus load. Also CAISS LEMET RE
plotted on the curve are two elastic lines for

the concrete. The lower elastic line assumes this slack gradually was pulled out as the test
that all the load is carried from the top of the progressed. Apparently, kinks in the line that
concrete shaft to the bottom of the concrete developed during the wire unwinding in
with no load dissipation and no deflection at installation wera not adequately pulled out by
the tip. The upper elastic line assumes full the weights that maintained tension in the
load carried in the concrete shaft to a depth of lines. As this was discovered during the
20 ft (6. 1 m) without dissipation and then progress of the tests, greater effort was put
gradual linear dissipation of the load to the into pulling the slack out of the line before

bottom of the caisson. The modulus of taking readings for the second load cycle.
elasticity to develop the elastic lines was Thus, the first load cycle is believed to
obtained by performing laboratory tests on over-indicate the amount of tip movement. Since
concrete cylinders that were cast at the time of the measured top movement in the second load
placement of the concrete in the caisson. cycle went almost to the exact deflection under
Allowing for the confinement effect of the steel maximum load as the first load cycle, there
casing and reinforcement, a modulus of could not have been significant increases in the
elasticity for the concrete in the caissons of tip deflection of the second load cycle. Thus,
3.2 million psi (22,000 MPa) was utilized, the difference in tip deflection measured on the

second load cycle using the tell-tales was an
It is evident from the load deflection plot that indication of slack taken out of the tell-tale

the points plot way above the bottom elastic system. It is even possible that not all of the
line. This would indicate that load is being slack was yet taken out so that the measured
taken out in friction very quickly well above maximum tip deflection of 0.8 inches (20 mm)

the shale socket where the load was attempted to could still be on the high side. This compares

be transmitted. with a calculated tip movement using elastic
line analysis and top measured deflection of

in spite of the load apparently carried by slightly less than 0.7 inch (18 mm).
5r ctioq, aa 1,200 ons (10.7 MN) the top
etiection alls significantly below the lower Strain Gauge Results: The presumed concrete

elastic line indicating movement of the tip. On modulus of 3.2 million psi (22,000 MPa) was also

unload, a net deflection of 0.8 inches (23 mm) used to calculate the stress level in the

was recorded and the slope of the unload curve concrete at the strain gauge locations. These

is much flatter than the lower elastic line results are shown in Figure 5.

indicating significant locked in friction. This
will be discussed further in later sections. The stress levels were then multiplied by the

transformed area of the caisson shaft at the
Extensometer Results: The caisson bottom or tip strain gauge location and the load distribution

movement as indicated by the tell-tale or curves plotted as depicted in Figure 6. The
extensometer data, is shown on the bottom half A-strain gauges and the D-strain gauges agree

of Figure 4. On the initial loading cycle, it reasonably well for the top 2 strain gauge

appeared that not all of the slack was taken out locations. The second gauges from the bottom

of the wire lines and that a certain amount of appear to not be functioning properly at either
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non-destructive testing with a nuclear gamma
FIGURE5 STRESS TRANSFER "-RVE logger supported the possibility of bottom

000 contamination.

Measurements during the load test indicated thatL sand and silt had flowed in all the way up to
2500 TOp approximately 20 ft (6.1 m) from the top of the

caisson. In order to see if the observed
deflections could be theoretically calculated,

2000 based on reasonable soil resistance factors, an
analysis was performed.

0Since the observed deflection was even flatter
5than the upper elastic line which assumer

gradually increasing soil resistance, it is
concluued that some load must be taken by the
bracing system used between the inner casing and

00C outer casing to avoid lateral deflections and to
protect against buckling. By assuming 100 kips
(450 kN) load carried in the braces (obtained by
straight line extension of the initial points

500: "back to 0) and assuming reasonable soil friction
parameters of 30 degrees for friction angle and

- - 0.45 for earth pressure at rest, and by further

- ----- assuming that a maximum friction value is
reached at approximately 20 caisson diameters

C 200 400 600 800 1000 tz00 (60 ft (18.3 m) of soil surface or 80 ft (24.4 m)
LOAO (TONS) below the top of caisson) (STS Consultants, Ltd.,

1983) a reasonable check was made. The
TOP OF SOCKET AA6 407 calculated deflection is shown by an "X" plotted
0 FROM BOTTOM 0 A7 :6 ---- a GAUGES on the load deflection curve in Figure 4. The
3 FROM BOT7OM @A5 - - GAUGES calculated deflection almost plots exactly on
BOTTOM OFSOCKET WA4 004 the curve. This indicates a maximum load being

FIGRE. L.AZ TRANSER taken in soil friction and bracing friction of

1180 kips (5270 kN) leaving 1220 kips (5410 kN)

LOAD TONS) of load reaching the socket at the point of

500 100 15 maximum loading. This agrees reasonably well
with the maximum load indicated by the strain
gauges of 1190 kips (5310 kN).

= / /I /I // / /Socket Friction Analysis: In order to confirm
i Kthe design basis for the caissons, a socket

friction analysis was made. Calculations
indicated that the 1.3 ft (0.40 m) of competent
shale above the bottom gauges carries an average
friction of 190 psi (1300 KPa) or well above the
design assumption of 160 psi (1100 KPa). If

r90 this same friction is assumed to continue for
the next 1 ft (0.3 m) of competent shale socket,

A a load of only 162 kips (720 kn) is left

0 6 7 1remaining for the bottom 1 ft (0.3 m).
Theoretically, this should all be carried in the

7 6 o0 bottom 1 ft (0.3 m) and there should be no tip
movement. Since an observed and calculated tip

20 5 0 movement on the order of 0.7 inch (18 mm) was
4 4 believed to have occurred, the data indicates a

A GAUGES soft bottom. One possible explanation is that
o GAUGES several inches of sand leaked into the botton

the A or D locations since negligible changes in underneath the casing prior to concrete
adin placement (as previously indicated). Such a

readings occurred throughout the loading possible sand bottom would be consistent with
sequence. At the bottom gauge locations, the observed data, particularly with regard to the
A-gauge and D-gauge are markedly different with second load cycle performance and the reaction
the A-gauge indicating an illogical increase in of the A-gauge at the bottom of the caisson. In
loading as compared to upper gauges. The the second load cycle, the compressed bottom
D-gauge indicates a reasonable distribution. A appears to behave almost elastically and similar
possible explanation for the large strain to concrete. This is the way confined sand
observed in the A-gauge could be contamination would behave as increasing load were applied.
of the concrete in the area of the gauge If the A-gauge were partially or entirely
resulting in a much lower modulus than actually embedded in sand, the sand modulus would be much
used to calculate the stress. Since the D-gauge lower than the concrete modulus used to
is larger and averages more concrete, it is calculate the stress of the gauge. Thus a much
believed to be more representative of the lower stress similar to that obtained from the
conditions and forms the basis of our subsequent D-gauge would be obtained.
analysis on socket friction. Subsequent
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Another interpretation of the data could have a IGURE 7 SCHEAC OF NSTUMENTAION
major part of the loa. on the socket carried at
the tcp of the socket because of the fact that
the casing is 3 ft (0.9 m) in diameter and the
theoretical socket diameter is 30 inches (760 650 READOUT BOX
mm). The gauge reading 3 ft (0.9 m) below the
casinj appears to confirm a major load transfer POTECTI E
occurring in the top 3 ft (0.9 m) of the socket. CONDUIT CAP

COPRELATION OF CAISSON LOAD TEST TO PRODUCTION
CAISSONS 0i GEOKON TOTAL PRESSURE
Concerning the data and analysis from the load
test, the interp-etations presented appear to be
reasonable on the basis of the observed data.
Other assumptions might vary the load
distribution calclaaie, but would not effect i
the ultimate fac that the caisson was z I

successfully loaded to 2.5 times it theoretical K

design capacity and that at maximum load, the loc.
total system was behaving almost elastically
with not even the first siuns of approaching i
capacity limits. Further, whether a
disproportiono*te amount of load is taken out at DENSE TILL
the top of the socket r whether it is averaged 45C DENSE -
over the thickness of the socket is academic as - --

far as the design -f the production caisson is I NEATHERED SHALE

concerned, since the production caissons have ,
the sa-e ;eneral ;c c-etr,' with regard to the COMPETENT SHALE
casing diameter being 6 inches (150 mm) largeL 4o]
than the socket diameter. However, to provide a
clearer picture of tie actual load transfer I- CARLSON D GAUGE
mechanism, a production caisson was fully CARLSON 'A' GAUGE

n t rumented . ,-EOKON VIBRATING
WIRE GAUGE

Inst ru mentat ion Program: For the NOT TO SCALE
instrumentation program, one of the large
caissons which was required to carry the largest
loads and would involve the most significant FIGURES. 4-GAUGES
change in loading condition under high wind STRESSLEVEL fl
loads was selected. The particular caisson
extended to a depth of 3pproximately 245 ft 6275 -300 0 250 500 750 1000 250

(74.7 m) below street lcvel with a 7 ft (2.1 m)
diameter rock socket extending 17 ft (5.2 m) 15' oF o0 FROM

into competent shale. 0' 7 ° o -
6 0 7 -W / / co- °  S T R E S

Figure 7 depicts the instrumentation setup. -- LOG

Strain cells were located at six different LOAD
levels in the caisson; namely, near the top of 475
the caisson, near the top of the deep dense till
layer, at the bottom of the bottom casing, at
the top oF the socket penetration into the
competent shale, at the middle of the socket,
and at the bottom of the socket. In addition, a 465
lad cell was located near the top of the
caisson. For redundancy and checking purposes, U)
three (3) different strain iages were located at
each level. The same short and long Carlson Z 4I5
gauges (8" long A-gauges and 30" long D-gauges) 2
used in the load test were selected along with 4 _z'
Geokon vibrating wire embedment strain gauges. a.a
One of each type of gauge was installed at each 44
level. A Geokon vibrating wire total pressure
cell was installed at the cold joint,
approximately 20 ft below the top of the
caisson. This allowed for careful hand
placement of the gauge and the embeddir it in
non-shrinking grout.

425
Instrumentation Results: Figure 8 and Figure 9
show the results to date (over two years after
completion) of the calculated stress levels in
the concrete at the strain gauge locations. 415
These results were calculated using a presumed
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9 the D-gauge at the top of the till and the
FIGURE 90-GAGES D-gauge at the base of the caisson. The

STRESS LEVEL;PSI) A-gauge and the D-gauge at the top of the
-300 0 Z50 500 750 0Q0 250 competent shale rock socket are markedly

6. . different with the A-gauge indicating an

04 60 W W I W 1? 6 illogically high stLess as compared to the upper
01 2 7 c FROM gauges and the applied load.

607W 0OH M ICELL Ek Even with the interpretation problems mentioned

L-AD above, the data does show certain trends
consistent with the previous load test data. It

475 definitely appears that significant load is
taken out of the caisson above the socket and
that no load is being transferred to the base of

46 the caisson.
465

0CONCLUSIONS

The full scale instrumented test caisson was
zsuccessfully loaded to 120 tons (11.1 MN) which

Swas 2.5 times the theoretical design capacity,
> 7 5 thus confirming the design for the production

4caissons. However, the actual stress at the
w base of the caisson was much less than

anticipated by design indicating substantial
load support through friction in the till and

4weathered shale layers.
435 The instrumentation of a production caisson

correlates well with the load test results in
425 that negligible load has been recorded at the

base of the caisson socket even though the full
/ design building load has been in place for

several years. Continued monitoring of the
production caisson will certainly reveal more

C5s information as to the actual Ir g-term support
concrete modulus of 3.2 million psi (22,000 mechanisms including uplift forces under high
MPa). Consideration for creep effects and wind loading conditions.
mod,,lus increase due to age were not included The results of this testing may allow for an
due to -valuation difficulties. Creep under a even greater increase in the allowable beartng
sustained load would result in an apparent capacity of caissons in the Cleveland area with
increase in strain while increase in modulus confidence that they will provide the necessar
would cause an actual decrease in measured load carrying capacity. Hopefully, these
strain. As the influences are somewhat results can also be correlated with other tests
offsetting, the relative trend of stress and design theories on other projects. Only
transfer should not have been highly influenced. trirough such hard physical data can theories be

'erified or modified.
The data shown in the figures indicates

comparable stress transfer obtained from both ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
gauges. One obvious anomaly is the negative
stress results obtained from the bottom socket The writers wish to thank the following
'gauges. The data shown was calculated from a individuals and organizations for their support
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application. However, internal stresses can be Engineer, and Dennis Wellington, STS Field
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relieved as rapidly as upper level stresses Development Co., the Construction Manager;
since the socket portion of the caisson is Helmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Architects for the
confined by relatively incompressible rock. project; KKBNA, Inc., Structural Engineer;
This stress should be relieved witn time and it Gilbane Associates, the General Contractor; and
may be that througf relaxation the s-ress levels Case- Milgard Joint Venture, the caisson
are decreasing faster than load is actually contractor for their cooperation and assistance
being apolied. For some as yet unexplained in the performance of the work.
reason, there continues to be an increase in
negative values. As it is apparently under no REFERENCES
load, the con tinued increase in negative values
at the base may be attributed to minimal Bker, C.N. (1983), "Sohio Load Test Report", STS
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Several gauges are inoperative at this time
including most of the vibrating wire strain
gauges (apparently damaged during construction),
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S'N NOPSIS: A lowrise ofi,'e building Aas constructed on a mat foundation over a thick peat deposit that had been preconsolidated beneath
.urface fill. Environmental restrictions prevented use of deep foundations for fear that penetration through an aquaclude would permit
contamination of a deeper water table. This paper describes the laboratory testing and field instrumentation programs. as well as the
special geotechnical and structural analysis undertaken for the design and construction of this project. Included in the program were
long-term consolidation tests. pressuremeter tests, use of heave markers. inclinometers and pore pressure piezometers. A site history
was also deeloped to define the extent and nature of the surficial fill. To achieve much of the anticipated initial settlement. the
basement %%as temporarily flooded, thus preloading with the full building weight. Water was removed as construction proceeded so that
the full huilding ',eight was alssa.s maintained. Actual settlement was observed to agree fairly well with predicted settlements.

INTRODUCTION

Construction oer organic soils has historicall. been a problem constructed in the 1930's. At the time of the soil boring
due to the t. picaMll low strength and high compressibility that exploration program for the current structure. no buildings
is common to these materials. Designs ustally call for were standing on the site. However. there were remnants of
supporting the total structure, including floor slabs, on deep floor slabs and foundation walls throughout. It was discovered
foundations extending through the compressible deposits. from discussions with local people that the buildings were
However. this often leads to difficulties with entering supported on relatively shallow spread footing foundations and
utilities and any attached structures. Alternatively. if the that no deep foundatio systems had been used on the site. It
structure is floated over the organic soils in an effort to try was also determined that the practice existed at one time of
to have ever',thing settle together. there is the difficulty of covering the tannery waste in the storage pits with clay fill
predicting the magnitude and rate of the anticipated to minimize odors.
settlement.

In the winter of 1984. STS Consultants. Ltd. undertook a
project in conjunction with KKBNA. Inc. and Lohan Associates to SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
act as the geotechnical consultant for a propost:d office
building to be constructed in upstate New York. The building Analysis of the geologic activity in the region indicated a
location was to be located over a peat hog buried beneath old thick stratum of outwash sand and gravel deposited by glacial
surface fill. The design height \sas to be four tcrkt.- -.'ih a stream channels overlying till and bedrock at a depth of about
basement. coveriRg approximately 32.500 square feet with column 65 feet. Following deposition of the outwash. it appeared that
base sizes of 30 feet by 30 feet. The estimated maximum a channel flowing roughly in a north-south direction was eroded
interior column loads ranged from 800 to 1000 kips and the in the outwash by a tributary of a nearby river. This channel
exterior maximum column loads ranged from 550 to 700 kips. appears to have been naturally dammed giving rise to a quiet

depositional environment in which clay and silt were laid down.
Because of pollutants in the surface fill and the fear of The clay is discontinuous and appears to have been breached by
groundwater contamination if deep foundations were used which a rejuvenated stream which resulted in deposition of coarse
would puncture the clay aquaclude underlying the organic grained alluvial sand and silt. In more recent geologic time.
deposit. only shallow foundation solutions could be considered, organic soil accumulated in a swampy environment associated

with the channel. Aside from this. shallow and deep deposits
of fill. associated with the old tannery, were found at various
locations.

SITE HISTOR't
Fortunately. although organic deposits and peat bogs can 'ar.

A history of the project area was developed indicating that the widely in their physical and chemical properties, depending
site was. at one time. occupied by a chrome tannery plant with upon the percent of organic matter and water content. at this
operations dating back to the early 1900's. According to early site the organic deposit was generally fine grained and
drawings of the site. it appeared that the majority of the area contained significant percentages of nonorganic solids. The
was occupied by hide houses, tannery buildings, small storage thickness of the deposit ranged from 0 to 25 feet in the
sheds and above grade storage tanks. The hide houses were building location and typical water contents were on the order
construcle1 in 1910 and many of the storage buildings were of 100 percent. Due to the age of the tanner' plant, it was
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assumed that the organic deposit had been consolidating under
the ,'eight of 10 to 15 feet of fill that had been in place for Table I
approxniatels \ 80 "sears. Therefore. Ihe scope of this stud\ was A\erage Values for the Peat
limited to the less compressible end of the organic deposit
range and also to a deposit that h ad been .ubject to
signiticant preconsolidation. A lupical soil protile through Water Content: 92"/ irange 64% -146"%. 2h samplesi
the building ste is shossn on Figure I and the ranue of Dr\ Densit\: 50 pcf range l0 pcf-99 pcf. 23 samplesi
thickness of peat betlos the foundation is shown in Figure 2. Unconfined Compressive Strength: 0.54 tsf (range 0. I tsf-l.0

tsf. 23 samples)
SExiT GRADE /4c Organic Content: 6.2. '( (range 2.0% 13.1 .23 samples)

S Atterherg Limits - LL: 73 (range 44-112. 6 samples)_ S IL T Y C L Y 
- n e 1" CLAYEY SILT FILL FILL PI: 18 (range 14-24. 5 samples)

- . -8 Grain Size Distribution
_ .002mm : 15 - passing (range 10Q-21 % 5 samples)
/ .-- 820 .005mm : 23% passing (range 1617-34i 5 samplesi

-PEAT ,, CLAY #200 sieve : 80% passing (range 72%-Q%. 5 samples)
- / S T Y #10 sieve : 98 passing (range 94%- 100; . samples)

,L. 81o #4 sieve : 100%; passing (range 99%-100 5 samples)S - - Consolidation Test Results-Standard Method
" - "P 0.81 tsf (range 0.,7 tsf-0.95 tsf. 2 samples)

Boo, c KCC 1.8 (range 0.8-3.57. 2 samplesi
C :0.15 (range 0.1-0.2. 2 samples)

Sq T -- "-SILT B SILY SAND Pressuremeter Test ResultsBs.o 35AE. - 7- 0 Pf: 1.5 tsf (range 1.3 tsf-1.7 tsf. 3 testsl

P : 2.8 tsf (range 2.5 tsf-3.0 tsf. 3 tests)
7 8o E : 25 isf (range 21 tsf-32 tsf. 3 tests)

E+: 36 tsf (range 31 tsf-45 isf. 3 tests)

Fig. I [.\pical Soil Profilc

Since anticipated settlement of the organic soils was of
E I K L P R S U primary interest. two tspes of consolidation tests 'Aere

.. performed. The tandard consolidation test usin a load
13-*• increment ratio of one and a 24 hour loading sequence wkas

15420 performed, as xell as second type of test in sshich the
,7FEE anticipated design loading condition was placed directls on the

sample and left there for the duration of the test.
20 <.-25 FEET

6- s"' . Initial analysis of the standard consolidation test data did

S5 FEET - . not indicate anything unusual. The deposit appeared to be
1 -  fully consolidated under the current overburden. The estimated

preconsolidation pressuie "as approximatel. equal to the
calculated overburden pressure. In addition, the time
settlement curves showed fairly normal S or C type curses.

In the more unconventional single load long-term test. the
results showed signs of A steepening in the slope of the
secondary compression curse at about 10.000 minutes. The

Fig. 2 Peat Thickness Below the Foundation results of this test are shown in Figure 3.

ELAPSED TIME IN MINUTES

0LABORATORY AND FIELD TESTING PROGRAM C, 0 0

Fhe testing program consisted of performing water content.
density. unconfined comp-essis'e strength. organic content.
Atterherg Limits, consolidation tests and grain size

distribution tests on representative soil samples. In '___addition, in-situ pressuremeter tests were performed to obtain .Vinformation on the deformation properties of the organic soils o. i- ,__
in-situ. Average values for the peat are shown on Table I. 42.- - - : _

Fig. 3 Single Load Consolidation Test
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS reach a stable condition by the time all floors were
installed. Immediately after each floor Aas completed.

The project consisted of two L-shaped building facing each the same amount of water b\ weight was pumped out from
other to embrace a w\ell landscaped court, w\ith a bridge link at the basement to avoid any over consolidation.
each end of the building. Because of site limitations, one
building (Building A) \%as located on natural, medium dense Because the organic deposit %%as not at a uniform depth
granular soils, while the other iBuilding B) sas resting on the beneath the building, the reconsolidation was not
deep organic deposit. uniform. In fact, a maximum of 1-3/4" differential

settlement was estimated. In order to maintain all
Structurally. the floor ,,as concrete fill on composite metal floors level, extra long anchor bolts were installed
deck supported b\ composite beams and steel columns. The under each steel column with double nuts for
lateral loads were resisted bhs the frames. The decision to use adjustments. Adjustments were not made until just
this system was based on a cost comparison of man\ concrete and before the moment frames were connected together.
steel floor framing schemes.

C. To avoid or to minimize initial stress in the moment
During the foundation anal\sis. the deep foundation altematike frames caused by the differential settlements:
w\as eliminated to avoid penetration through the underlxing
aquaclude. In addition, the construction schedule could not During the steel erection, all beams to column
allox for removing and replacing over 35. 000 cubic yards of connections were pariall% tightened initially. Surveys
organic material. Therefore. the mat foundation became the were made monthly to determine the rate of increase in
apparent solution for Building B and conventional spread foundation settlement. Final column height adjustments
footings w\ere used for Building A. and tightening of all loose bolts were made after the

settlements were considered to be relalively stable.
Tso major structural problems had to be resolved:

1. How to maintain a stable floor elevation. especially at
bridge links between the two buidiings. and SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION

2. How to eliminate or minimize the stress induced to the Since the design concept was based on setting grades such that
steel moment frames above by the foundation moerient (or the weight of the excavated soil was equal to or greater than
differential movement), the total weight of the proposed building including the weight

of the planned mat foundation, it was planned that settlements
A mat foundation on top of the organic soil would cause large would be limited to reconsolidation of any rebound occurring
initial and continual long term (over 50 \ears) settlements. during excavation for the mat foundation plus continuing
These large settlements are difficult to predict with the long-term secondary compression. Using both the consolidation
accurac desired by the architect and structural engineer. To test data and the pressuremeter test data. calculations were
solve these problems. the following steps were undertaken: made for the predicted rebound and resettlement under building

load. These calculations indicated rebound and resettlement
A. To maintain a stable building elevation after of just over 4 inches.

construction:
Based upon past experience of rebound being less than

A full basement was proposed under Building B. even predicted. a heave and resettlement of 3 inches was predicted
though the project required only a partial basement for where the organic deposit was greater than 20 feet. with an
mechanical equipment. The basement was designed to be additional long-term settlement of 3 inches over the next 50
water tight and was utilized as a floating foundation, years as a result of continuing secondary compression.
It was placed at a calculated depth to balance the Initially. this 3 inch settlement prediction was based on
weight of the excavated soil and the total weight of the extrapolation of the straight line Dorion of the secondary
proposed building and its foundation, plus 100%r of the compression line on the long-term load test. However. as the
superimposed (lead loads and 10% of the live loads (the long-term load test results continued to be obtained, a
design live load was 80 psft. The anticipated initial disconcerting trend of ever steepening slope on the secondary
settlement due to future transient live load was compression line was noted. Extension of this slope would
acceptable. result in substantially increased settlement at 50 years.

However. if it were assumed that the real current starting
B. To contol the elevation of Building B during point should be the 80 year line so that the true settlement of

.onstruction and to minimize the effects of heave from interest would be the time frame of 80 years to 130 ,ears. the
excavation of the organic deposit and the time required predicted 50 year settlement is only 3 inches. Thus. the 50
for reconsolidation: year prediction for secondary compression was maintained at a

maximum of 3 inches.
Water was poured into the basement as soon as the
basement slab and walls were completed. The amount of
water was equal to the weight of the superstructure plhs
10T of the live load. It was intended to start the CONSTRUCTION INSTRUMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE
rot,:,i,ion as early as possible so that it could

In order to monitor building performance. 7 heave markers were
installed prior to excavation. These consisted of concrete
plugs with slightly protruding steel bars placed in large
diameter boreholes to a level just below the planned mat
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excavation level. The boreholes were backfilled with a bright WEST
dye to facilitate finding the hea'v. markers after excavation. DISPLACEMENT (INCHES)
Despite precautions, some of the heave markers were destroyed
during excaation. -2 -.1 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Inclinometers were also installed just outside the perimeter of 7-ro 747 78-8
the planned excavation to monitor any lateral movements. TI
Unfortunately. the contractor elected to use much steeper
excavation slopes than recommended and a classic slope failure
occurred destroying the inclinometers. indications of which can I f/-1
be seen in Figure 4 and 5. T

After excavation and prior to mat construction. several pore I
pressure measuring units were installed so that pore pressure -20
build Ip could be observed and pore dissipation monitored BOTTOM OF. I I I T
during building construction. Typical results as compared to EXCAVATION

the vertical movements measured by the heave markers are shown I / I/
on Figure 6. 7I30

Surveys of elevations at the top of all concrete piers weret
made at the time when the basement was completed: at th. time/
the basement was filled with water, and monthly aftciward. The
building elevation reached reasonably stahl- conditions after ."

the third floor steel and metal deck were installed. Column /40
adjustments and final tightening of connections were made at
that time. //

SOT j.-5- 7

DISPLACEMENT tINCHES)
"1 0 I 2 3 4 5

-58.2 BOTTOM OF HOLE

7- 16 7- 17 7- 18 7-19 7-20 -6
-, - 1 I

!-4- -..-.------i- I I
I Fig. 5 Inclinometer Movement. East Side

BOTTOM OFi I EXCAVATION 3.5 FT MAT FOUNDATION
EXCAVATION Ii_, -EPRELOAD 6 -,9 PSI

-30 i L;/ ... 41- RE-S

i >,, /o* / L IM WYS

50a ____ 20 60 100 140 )BID 220 260 300 340

;/ .r" .1 71M (DYS

-'60T I OTAL PORE PRESSURE 7

w "INSTALLATION" '

Fig. 4 Inclinometer Movement. North Side -SATURAI 1G1-

CIL - EXCESS PORE PRESSURE

20 60 100 40 180 220 260 300 340

TIME (DAYS)

Fig. 6 Typical Heave Marker and Pore Pressure Results
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COMPARISON OF PREDICTION AND PERFORMANCE CONCLUSIONS

The comparison of prediction and performance up to 5 months From the data presented herein. it can be concluded that heave
follo,,ing building completion was remarkably close onsidering and resettlement can reasonably. but conservatively. be
the nature of organic soil. Representative heive markers predicted in organic soils using consolidation or pressuremeter
hea\ed approximately 3 inches and reconsolidaiti under a full theory as long as the preconsolidation pressure in the soil is
building load (actual average load of about 1200 pounds per not exceeded. Furthermore. the secondary compression in
square f ot) was also in the 2 to 3 inch range ,%here the organic soil does not appear to plot as a consistent straight
organic deposit .ka, thicke-st 'inc -n 9 semi-log plo, bit rather as an initial straiuht line

followed by a suddenly increasing slope after 2 to 4 weeks
There were two exceptions to this general pertrmance. [he followed by a decrease again after an extended period of 6
first occurred at the northeast corner of the building %%here a months to a year on a laboratory I inch sample. Finally. the
major slide had taken place during excasation. At this comer importance of long-term measurements in the laboratory and in
there was a sharp increase in settlement during the water the field must be stressed as it is necessary to determine if
loading stage to a point where it appeared that acti\ hearing there are universal relationships that can be applied to the
capacit. failure was occurring. In order to decrease the load specific organic soils at a given project site.
at that comer. it was necessary to excavate a portion of the
backfill placed against the basement walls and replace the
heavy backfill with light weight fill. When this operation was
completed. the rapid increase in the rate of settlement in the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
comer decreased to the same rate as the rest of the mat over
comparable organic soil thickness. It appeared that the slope The authors would like to acknowledge and express appreciation
failure had so weakened the organic soil as to create the for the assistance of Mr. Richard Caplan of Lohan Associates in
observed rapid settlement phenomenon. Chicago. Illinois in preparation of this paper.

The other anomaly .as at the southeast comer of the building
where the observed settlement was moderately greater than
predicted but where there was not the excess of backfill
surcharge. However. a major sump pit and pump had been located
at this comer and it is believed that dewatering occurring at
this comer mav have created additional consolidation effects.

Predicting how long primary consolidation should take was
difficult because of significant variations in the laboratory
results. The time for 100 percent primary consolidation varied
from less than I minute to more than 10 minutes. Thus.
calculations of 80 percent primary consolidation occurred in
time frames ranging from weeks to months. A best guess was
made during construction that 80 percent pore pressure
dissipation occurred within a two month period. Interpretation
of the data was difficult because dewatering was going on
during initial mat construction and initial pore pressure
observation readings. At first, pumping was going on out of
two separate pits. Once the mat and building walls were
constructed, pumping on the north side of the building stopped
but continued for a while on the south side. Thus. there was a
tendency for the- water table to build up on the north side of
the building and the pore pressure readings rose independent of
any building load increase.

During the months following construction, estimates of the
actual secondary compression settlement were difficult since
100 percent primary consolidation had not fully occurred and
the magnitude of settlement over that time had been within the
up and down accuracy of the surveyors. However. it would
appear that secondary compression was occurring at a rate no
greater than predicted.
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SYNPOSIS: A rational approach is presented for evaluating differential settlement of structures
at nuclear power plants where settlement monitoring and the associated documentation are impor-
tant. In nuclear plants, allowable differential settlement is governed by the necessity to
prevent architectural and structural damage, equipment malfunction, touching of adjacent build-
ings during an earthquake, and damage to buried utilities. Measurements of actual settlement of
the plant should be taken on a regular basis from start of construction and compared with the
allowable values. A description is given of methods for calculating allowable values for
differential settlements, and a comprehensive program for obtaining actual settlement data at a
nuclear site is outlined. The ratio of measured to allowable differential settlement at which
remedial action may be required is discussed.

A case history of differential settlements at a nuclear plant is presented. The settlcinent
patterns exhibited by the major structures can be correlated with foundation conditions at the
plant site. Measured differential settlements are small, generally less than 0.25 inch, com-
pared with values of allowable differential settlement which are mainly greater than 0.75 inch.

INTRODUCTION to prevent:

Predicted settlements for structures are o Architectural or structural damage
required for a number of reasons. Chiefly, or equipment malfunction
the engineer needs assurance that each
structure is stable and can function properly o Adjacent buildings touching during
within the predicted settlement range for its an earthquake
design life. Since predicted settlement is a
function of the foundation configuration, o Damage to utilities between adja-
depth, loading and soils, it generally bears cent buildings and utilities
little relationship to the allowable settle- entering buildings from the soil
ment, which is a measure of the settlement
the structure can tolerate before damage in Architectural or Structural Damaqe
one form or another is incurred. For safety-
related (Category I) structures, allowable Three situations resulting from differential
and measured settlement should be compared to settlement are considered under this headina,
ascertain what margin of safety exists, and namely: damage to the base or frame of the
if remedial action is required. Since structure; damage to the cladding or paneling
settlement monitoring of foundations for of the structure; and equipment malfunction.
safety-rela. d structures at nuclear plants Although these three situations are perhaps
is a requirement, then the main task is to be the most obvious consequences of differential
able to compute allowable differential settlement, they are also the most difficult
settlements, to define in quantitative terms since each

building or piece of equipment will respond
This paper attempts to set forth methods and in a different manner to differential settle-
criteria for determining allowable differen- ment.
tial settlements at nuclear plants and
describes a program for the regular monitor- For safety-related structures in nuclear
ing of settlement markers to obtain actual plants, the range of tolerable settlements is
differential settlment values. A case history in line with industry standards for well-
is presented. engineered structures, i.e, from 0.0015 to

0.003 radians of slope settlement protile
ALLOWABLE DIFFERENTIAL SETTLEMENT (Navfac DM-7.1, 1982); this range covers

structural damage and damage to cladding or
In nuclear power plants, allowable differen- paneling.
tial settlement is governed by the necessity
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The most sensitive pieces of equipment in a Allowable settlement values calculated by the
nuclear plant are the reactor pressure vessel above method represent the worst case. In
and the turbines. Construction tolerances order to touch during an earthquake, differ-
for the pressure vessel can be less than 0.01 ential settlement must be such that the
inch level difference over the base of the buildings represented in Figure 1 lean
vessel. Turbines have traditionally pre- towards each other, and both must reach or
sented foundation problems as a result of exceed the allowable tilt simultaneously.
vibrations caused by out-of-balance forces Thus, the fact that a building has reached
which can develop during operation. Because the maximum allowable tilt value is only one
of the very conservative standards adopted by necessary condition for touching to occur
equipment manufacturers, both the reactor during an earthquake,
pressure vessel and the turbines should be
able to tolerate more differential settlement Utilities Damage
under operating conditions than is allowed
during construction. However, actual values Buried piping can range from 8 to 15 percent
will depend on the equipment used. of the total piping within a nuclear plant

and can account for as much as 100,000 linear
Adjacent Buildings Touching feet in the bigger units. The piping ranges

from large-diameter lengths such as cooling
The situation of adjacent buildings touching water from the intake structure or steam to
during an earthquake arises where individual the turbines, to small diameter service
buildings are separated by only inches, as piping. Since the piping system is basically
frequently occurs in the plant powerblock the sole method of transporting vital mate-
(usually incorporating the reactor, control, rials within the plant, it is essential to
turbine and radwaste buildings). During an ensure that overstressing and possible pipe
earthquake, the gap between adjacent build- fracturing does not occur under any circum-
ings will widen and narrow as a function of stances. One potential cause of overstress-
ground movement. If the buildings have ing of the piping as it enters a structure
previously settled towards each other result- (referred to as a "penetration") is movement
ing in a narrowed gap between the top of the of the structure relative to the penetration.
buildings, seismic movement may cause the This can take the form of differential
buildings to make contact. The calculation settlement between structure and soil in
procedure for allowable differential settle- cases of isolated structures, or differential
ment under these conditions is demonstrated settlement between adjacent structures. The
on Figure 1. Settlement values are calcu- amount of differential settlement each
lated from the angle of rotation required to penetration can withstand before the pipe
close one-half of the remaining gap after becomes overstressed is calculated from the
deducting the seismic movements of the two allowable pipe stress criterion (ASME, 1977):
buildings from the original gap. For each
building, allowable slopes along both axes IMD ! 3.0 Sc
need to be considered. c

3'
where I = Stress intensification factor

REACTOR SLDG. Z = Pipe section modulus
UNIT Z S, S2 MD = Moment due to building settle-

ment
S = Allowable stress in cold condi-

___- -- ....... c tion

In addition to the pipes themselves, pipe
anchors and pipe supports must be considered;
the moments and stresses due to building
settlement must not exceed the anchor and
support design moments and stresses. In many
cases, the allowable moment in the anchor or
pipe support will be the governing factor.

Once the critical moment is established for

d the penetration, the amount of building
ALOWABLE SLOPE - F (FOR SMALL ANGLES) settlement which will produce this moment is

Ad 3- (S1 S2 I computed. The authors' experience is that
2 the bending moment and corresponding level of

WHERE. ALLOWABLE SLOPE OF THE BUILDING stress produced by actual differential

d ALLOWABLE HORIZONTAL COPONENT OF settlement of nuclear plant structures on
TILT TOWARDS AN ADJACENT BUILDING properly designed foundations is well below

h ."EIGT OF BUILDING the critical overstressing level for most of
the penetrations. Only in isolated cases

SI -SEISMIC DEFLECTION OF BUILDING AT TOP where the penetration design is tailored to
S2 SEISMIC DEFLECTION OF ADJACENT satisfy a particular requirement is over-

BUILDING AT SAME ELEVATION stressing liable to occur. The most feasible

Fia. 1 Determination of Allowable Differential approach to calculating allowable building

Settlement for the Case of Adjacent settlement, therefore, is to perform for each
penetration simple hand computations of

Buildings structure movement corresponding to the
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critical bending moment; these computations localized sag of the structure; the center
make simplifying assumptions which produce marker should also give an indication of the
conservative results, i.e., the computations structure rigidity. The markers should be
will indicate critical bending moments that set into the top of the foundation mat as
are smaller than they would be in reality, soon as feasible after the mat is poured.
Nevertheless, the settlements calculated by Since readings will be taken with conven-
the simplified analysis will, in most cases be tional surveying equipment, it will be
considerably more than the predicted or advantageous to make the marker points as
measured settlement. accessible as possible. Where the top of the

foundation mat becomes difficult to reach
For the few cases where the allowable settle- after construction of additional floors,
ments computed by the simplified manual e.g., where the foundations are placed in
procedure are close to or less than the deep excavations, then it may be advisable to
predicted or, in some cases, the measured transfer the markers to an elevation near
structure settlements, more sophisticated ground level. The inaccuracies involved with
analyses are used. These usually take the transfer of the settlement marker, and the
form of a computer solution, where factors differences in settlement measured above the
such as anchor rigidity, assumed complete in building base compared with at the base, will
the simplified procedure, is relaxed to a probably be less than the inaccuracies
realistic level to produce a less conserva- generated by trying to survey points at
tive result. If this sophisticated analysis inaccessible locations. It is important that
produces allowable settlements still less any change in marker location or elevation,
than the measured or predicted settlements, a even if it involves only a slight modifica-
design to include possible remedial measures tion of the marker itself, be fully docu-
is the next step. In most cases, a simple mented.
modification to the existing design will
increase the allowable settlement to a Measurement Across Structures
suitable level. Generally, a change of
position or detail change in design of an The maximum differential settlement across
anchor or support will suffice. It should be structures must be measured as a basis of
noted, however, that any change in the design comparison with allowable differential
of one part of a piping system will usually settlement established from structural or
entail re-analysis of the whole system architectural damage criteria, equipment
affected by the modified part; this may malfunction, or adjacent buildings touching
include reanalyzing the system for seismic during an earthquake. It is important to
effects as well as static loading, ascertain the reference dates of the markers,

i.e., the date after which differential
In summary, the steps involved in estimating settlement will affect the performance of the
and dealing with the allowable differential structure or equipment. In other words, the
structure settlement with respect to each amount of differential movement that has
pipe penetration are: occurred before, say, the turbines are

installed, will not affect the turbine
1. Determine the bending moments in pipe, operation since the turbines will be leveled

anchors and supports corresponding to during installation. Similarly, any differ-
allowable stress. ential movement that occurs before construc-

tion of the upper floors of the taller
2. Determine which part of the system is structures will be compensated, since each

critical, wall will be plumbed during construction. At
the end of construction the gap between the

3. Compute the building settlement required buildings will be as specified, regardless of
to cause critical bending moment using what movement has already occurred. Thus,
simplified conservative manual proce- differential settlements of the markers will
dures. normally be measured with reference to the

date of equipment installation or structure
4. For penetration where settlement estab- completion, not to the date of marker instal-

lished by 3 is too small, employ more lation.
sophisticated analyses using less
conservative parameters. As discussed previously, a minimum or limit-

ing allowable differential settlement,
5. For penetrations where settlement corresponding to a governing factor such as

established by 4 is too small, consider equipment malfunction, can be calculated for
design of remedial measures. each axis of each building. An additional

factor, namely the reference date for measur-
MEASUREMENT OF DIFFERENTIAL SETTLEMENT ing this movement must also be considered.

For example, the limiting allowable settle-
Before the start of construction of a nuclear ment may be 0.5 inch between markers on the
plant, the location of settlement markers north and south ends of the turbine struc-
should be carefully planned to optimize the ture, established to prevent the turbine
amount of information obtained from the building and adjacent reactor building
measurement program. Markers should be set touching during an earthquake. The differen-
at the four corners and at the center of each tial settlement between north and south ends
structure. Additional markers may be re- allowed with respect to satisfactory perfor-
quired where spacing between markers is much mance of the turbine is, say, 0.75 inch.
more than 100 feet. This placement program However, if the turbines were installed 12
will enable detection of overall tilt or months before completion of the reactor
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building, then the reference date for turbine allowable differential settlement approaches
operation criterion would be 12 months unity, then some form of remedial action must
earlier than for the building touching be considered. Considerable judgment is
factor. It must now be established whether called for in deciding when and what kind of
more or less than 0.25 inch of north-south action is necessary. In this respect, the
differential settlement occurred within these trend of settlement versus time is most
12 months. If less occurred, the 0.5 inch important. This trend will be a function of
allowable to prevent the building- touching the foundation type and the foundation soil.
still governs; if more occurred, the allow- For shallow foundations in mainly granular
able settlement of the turbines will now be soil, most of the settlement will occur
the governing factor. during construction; in clays, consolidation

settlement may occur steadily for months or
Measurement of Penetration Settlement years after construction is completed. Thus,

in sands, if the ratio of measured to allow-
The maximum differential settlement between able differential settlement is, say 40
structures must be measured as a basis of percent after construction, it is very
comparison with allowable differential possible that the ratio will never reach much
settlements established for penetrations more than 50 percent. On the other hand, if
between structures. The penetration the ratio in clays is 40 percent immediately
locations will not necessarily be close to after construction and reaches 60 percent 3
the settlement markers. It should be suffi- months after construction, serious considera-
cient, however, to assume that the movement tion should be given to making plans for
of the penetrations will be similar to the remedial action in the near future. In any
movement of the nearest marker. Again, it is case, under all conditions, if the ratio of
critical to establish the completion date of measured to allowable differential settlement
the penetration. It is common to install the exceeds about 75%, an engineering investiga-
penetrations during construction of the tion should be undertaken. Similarly, if the
basement walls prior to backfilling but to rate of settlement of a marker begins to
wait until nearer plant completion before consistently increase over a period of
anchoring the penetrations. Therefore, several months, the cause should be examined.
completion of penetrations can occur over a It is important, therefore, that measured
wide time range. settlement data be plotted on a settlement

versus time chart as it is accumulated, and
For movements of penetrations entering that the chart be reviewed regularly by a
buildings from the soil (as opposed to geotechnical engineer familiar with the
entering from an adjacent building) it is foundation design and subsurface conditions
again sufficient to assume that the movement to determine if any action is required.
of each penetration is similar to that of the
nearest marker. In these cases, only one CASE STUDY
marker has to be considered instead of two
markers for penetrations between buildings. To illustrate an example of differential
As with other penetrations, it is essential settlement computation and marker measure-
to establish the date on which the penetra- ment, the diff.rential movement history of
tions were completed. For all of the pene- the foundations of a nuclear power plant in
trations, the structure settlement in ques- the southeastern portion of the United States
tion does not have to be differential across will be described and discussed.
the structure since a uniform settlement will
produce the same stresses in the pipes and The plant has two units, each having a
anchors. capacity of approximately 600 MW. The

settlement study examined the Unit 2 reactor,
In calculating the allowable differential turbine, control and radwaste buildings in
settlement between penetration and soil, it the powerblock area, and the intake struc-
is usual to assume that the soil adjacent to ture, diesel generator building, and main
the building is unaffected by the pipe stack outside the powerblock area. For this
settlement. In fact, some settlement of the case study, only the powerblock area will be
soil in the direction of the pipe settlement considered.
will occur, especially the soil immediately
adjacent to the building. If no soil settle- The powerblock area is shown in plan view in
ment is assumed, a larger than actual differ- Figure 2. All of the structures considered
ential settlement between building and soil were either seismic Category I or related
will be recorded. It may be possible to structures. The settlement study entailed
detect movement of the soil surface adjacent computing the minimum or limiting allowable
to the building; however, movements will be differential settlement of each structure and
so small and the soil surface so irregular comparing this with measured values of
that measurement may be precluded. In any settlement.
case, some allowance should be made for soil
settlement in order to reduce the amount of
conservatism to realistic levels.

REMEDIAL ACTION

During plant design, if predicted differen-
tial movements exceed allowable values, then
design modifications are made. If, during
plant operation, the ratio of measured to
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* of the reactor buildings for Units 1 and 2
were predicted at about 2.5 inches. Pre-

- dicted or estimated differential settlements
were on the order of 0.75 to 1 inch.

WELST EAST

UNIT 2 UNIT 2

.,sT ."Ct LAYEY FINE-MDIUM -

SLIGHTLY SANDY CLAY
I

S N 60

S. 5 O0 FT_ 8 /THIN FINE SAND SEA e

- LYTPARTIALLYC MNE

CEMENTED SAN A CLAY

Fig. 2 Plan of Powerblock Area 4o- 40

0FINE I VERY FINE SA ,CLAYEY R
SLIGHTLY 0AEY.V'LASTIC CLAYFoundation Conditions INC-USIONSsOMECAYLAYERS

The site topography prior to construction was 20 20

gently rolling, with elevations ranging from
about 125 to 145 feet MSL with a finished

plant grade of 129 feet MSL. The plant siteis part of the Atlantic Coastal Plain physic- 0

graphic province. Relatively unconsolidated
materials at the site extend approximately
4.000 feet to a basaltic basement rock of Fig. 3 Typical Subsurface Conditions
pre-Cretaceous age. No structural features
offset the material underlying the site nor
do any major or minor fault zones exist near Allowable and Measured Differential Settle-
the site. ments

In the powerblock area, the predominant Allowable differential settlements (tilt)
foundation soils are medium dense to very across and between structures were computed
dense clayey fine sands, exte-ding to about by the methods explained previously. Table 1
zero elevation; clay layers are found through- summarizes the differential settlements
out much of the stratum and the sand is allowed across each structure in each direc-
partially cemented between about Els. 120 and tion. Prevention of buildings touching
75 feet MSL. Hard silty clays exist below during an earthquake governs allowable tilt
the clayey sand. The powerblock structures in the powerblock area. Outside the power-
are built on mat foundations, the deepest block area, the allowable tilt is limited by
being that of the reactor at El. 74 feet MSL. structural and architectural considerations.
A subsurface profile through a portion of the Computation of the amount of tilt tolerable
powerblock structures is shown in Figure 3. to installed equipment was beyond the scope

of this paper. Table 2 shows the differen-
Two distinct water levels exist within the tial settlements allowable for penetrations
upper formations. The upper (unconfined) between Unit 2 reactor and turbine buildings.
level is a "perched" water table which Similar calculations were made for penetra-
roughly parallels the surface topographhy tions between other buildings in the power-
running 5 to 20 feet below the ground sur- block, and between buildings and the soil.
face. The lower (confined) aquifer exists For the majority of the penetrations, the
below about El. 110 feet; the natural anchor system governs the amount of settle-
potentiometric surface in this aquifer is ment allowed. A summary of the critical
around El. 70 feet in the powerblock area. differential settlements between adjacent

powerblock buildings and between buildings
Predicted Settlements and soil are shown on Table 3.

The predicted settlement was computed using The locations of the settlement markers are
an equation based on elastic theory (Bowles, shown in Figure 2. In some cases, the
1968) with an average elastic modulus value, original markers were preserved. In other
This modulus was estimated from laboratory instances, the markers had to be transferred
unconsolidated undrained (UU) and consoli- to make them accessible as construction
dated undrained (CU) triaxial shear tests and proceeded. Sometimes the location of the
also from field standard penetration test marker was preserved, but the original bolt
N-values. The foundation soils were modeled had to be replaced, resulting in a small
as one layer with a single modulus value, change of levels. The elevations of the
resting on a rigid base. Total settlements markers were normally recorded once a month,
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but sometimes at longer intervals. Note that variations associated with optical surveying,
settlement markers could not be placed at the including seasonal variation with tempera-
center of each structure; thus, no record is ture. A similar pattern was noted for the
available of possible center sag and its other buildings.
relation to structure rigidity.

TABLE I. Summary of Differential Settlements Across Structures

Differential Ratio Of
Between Settlement Measured

Reference Direction Benchmark Inches To Allowable
Structure Date Of Tilt Numbers Allowable Measured Percent

Reactor 5-76 N-S 1 and 2 0.40 0.01 3
Building N-S 3 and 4 0.41 0.02 6
Unit No. 2 E-W 1 and 3 1.67 0.12 9

E-W 2 and 4 1.61 0.11 7

Radwaste 10-75 N-S 5 and 6 1.85 0.30 16
Building N-S 7 and 8 1.92 0.30 16
Unit No. 2 E-W 5 and 7 1.58 0.02 2

E-W 6 and 8 0.96 0.02 3

Control 1-75 N-S 9 and 10 1.00 0.07 7
Building N-S 11 and 12 0.95 0.16 16

E-W 9 and 11 3.01 0.23 8
E-W 10 and 12 3.46 0.14 4

Turbine 5-76 N-S 13 and 14 2.69 0.22 8
Building N-S 15 and 16 2.46 0.34 14
Unit No. 2 E-W 13 and 15 2.96 0.22 7

E-W 14 and 16 3.37 0.13 3

TABLE II. Summary of Penetration Differential Settlements
Reactor Building Unit 2 and Turbine Building Unit 2

Ratio of
Differential Measured

Nearest Settlement - Inches to Allowable
Reference Benchmark Measured Allowable Percent

Penetration Date Numbers to Date Pipe Anchor Pipe Anchor

10 in. No. 43 5-78 4 and 13 0.08 2.12 1.68 4 5

4 in. No. 44 1-78 4 and 13 0.06 1.30 -- 5 --

3 in. No. 57 11-77 4 and 13 0.08 4.17 -- 2 --

18 in. No. 57 7-77 4 and 13 0.07 9.55 1.59 1 5

24 in. No. 57 9-76 4 and 13 0.19 25.13 10.59 1 2

(El. 154.46)

24 in. No. 57 9-76 4 and 13 0.19 22.54 9.05 1 2

(El. 154.55)

8 in. No. 84 2-77 4 and 13 0.10 1.13 1.01 8 10

10 in. No. 90 1-78 4 and 13 0.06 2.51 1.77 2 3

3 in. No. 92 12-77 4 and 13 0.04 1.78 1.55 2 2

Figures 4 and 5 show the marker settlement A comparison of calculated allowable and
profiles for the Unit 1 and 2 reactor build- actual measured differential settlements is
ings, respectively, from the start of con- also included in Tables 1 through 3. For
struction to the present. After about June tilt of the buildings, the ratio of allowable
1977, the general downward settlement trend to measured settlement is less than 20
ceased with no measurable movement taking percent in all cases. Since present trends
place. The slight cyclic movements taking (see Figures 4 and 5) indicate only a small
place are probably due to the inherent increase, if any, in settlement values, there
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TABLE III. Summary of Critical Differential Settlements
Between Adjacent Structures and Structures and Soil

Differential
Nearest Settlement Measured to

Reference Benchmark Inches Allowable
Structure to Structure Date Numbers Allowable Measured Percent

Reactor 2 to Turbine 2 2-77 4 and 13 1.01 0.10 10

Reactor 2 to Control 1-78 3 and 10 0.62 0.20 32

Reactor 2 to Radwaste 2 11-77 2 and 5 1.07 0.11 10

2-77 4 and 5 0.88 0.05 6

Reactor 2 to Reactor 1 1-78 1 and 29 0.53 0.05 9

Reactor 2 to Soil 1-78 1 0.72 0.11 15

1-78 2 0.56 0.18 32

IREA(IOIk IUILI)ING UNIT I settlement in the majority of cases is less
than 20 percent.

" Discussion

-- The case studied provides reassuring results
...... .... ......... --- concerning the settlement characteristics and

I ... .. trends at a major nuclear plant. The plant

S . .. rests on mat foundations on dense clayey
" - -- sands. Due to these foundation conditions,

measured differential settlements are much
-. __. less than the computed allowable settlements

- - in almost all cases. Assuming present

Nor .- o-,- - settlement trends continue, there appears to
.-be little chance that structures or penetra-

..0 tions will become overstressed due to differ-

.- ential settlement within the lifetime of the
.... _______ Iplant. However the study revealed a number

________ of points regarding the design of the plant

5 - 7 0 *3 82 83 84815 '86'87 and the existing settlement monitoring
program.

6 N.30

First, the differential settlement modes
Fig. 4 Reactor Building Settlement -Unit 1 described in this paper were not specifically

taken into account in the design of either
REACTOR BUILDING UNIT 2 the structure or the penetrations. Although

predicted differential settlement values were
I provided by the geotechnical consulting

engineer during the plant design, allowable
-- -" - differential settlements were not computed.

-
-  ------ Second, there was a lack of consistency in

... ~. the time of placement of the settlement
markers in relation to construction. For

z. most of the structures, the markers were
- . placed in the foundation mat; in some cases,

- . L.q - - however, markers were placed several floors
. . . . -4-s- '-- --- above the foundation. Comparison of settle-

. .-ment of structures was difficult in these
:. . ... ... . . . . . 1c a se s .

And third, although marker data were recorded
and documented monthly, no backup information
was provided. A most useful addition for

.. reviewing and analyzing the marker movements
"' 2 6' 81 8 would have been a record of the construction

phase and activities at the time of measure-ment. An attempt could then have been made
Fig. 5 Reactor Building Settlement - Unit 2 to correlate settlements with events such as

start of excavation for adjacent foundations,
end of construction dewatering, etc.

seems to be no cause for concern regarding
tilt, either now or in the future. For
penetration differential settlements, the
ratio of allowable to measured differential
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CONCLUSIONS A'D RECOMMENDATIONS (3) During and after plant construction, the
settlement markers should be monitored

This paper has described procedures for on a monthly basis. The monthly report
obtaining values of allowable differential should contair all relevant information
settlement at a nuclear plant and for measur- on construction activities relating to
ing actual settlements on a regular basis. A the major structures. The settlement
case history of differential settlement at an data should be plotted versus time, and
existing nuclear plant has been presented. then reviewed by a geotechnical engineer
The following recommendations are made who is familiar with the foundation
concerning computation and measurement of design and subsurface conditions.
differential settlement at nuclear power Whenever differential settlement at a
plants: marker consistently accelerates over a

period of months, or measured differen-
(1) During plant design, in addition to tial settlement reaches 75 percent of

predicting differential settlements of the allowable value, an engineering
major structures, computations should be investigation should be performed to
made of the allowable differential find the causes of settlement and if
settlement governed by architectural and remedial action is necessary.
structural considerations, equipment
design, touching of buildings during an REFERENCES
earthquake, and overstressing of pene-
trations. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (1977),

Section 3, Nuclear Power Plant Compo-
(2) Prior to plant construction, a detailed nents, NC-3652.3(b).

plan should be developed to place
settlement markers in the foundation Bowles, J.E. (1968) Foundation Analysis and
mats of the major structures. As a Design, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New York.
minimum requirement, there should be
markers at the corners and centers of NAVFhC DM-7 (1982), Department of the Navy,
each structure. NAVFAC Facilities Engineering Command.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 6.67

Reconstruction of the Settlement History of Buildings
G. Hannink
Project-engineer. ')elf Geotechnics, Delft, The Netherlands

SYNOPSIS: Although it is a well-known fact that buildings can settle, it is often not known how much
settlement has occurred since the construction. Three case studies in the Netherlands are presented
which deal with the following questions: has the settlement process stopped or is it coatinuing and
if so. what settlements can still be expected in the future? Al three cases show large settlements
of ui, o a maximum of 0.8 m since construction. This paper shows how the magnitude of the settlement
since the construction can be reconstructed by analysing settlement data, covering only a relatively
short period of time.

:NT'ODUCTCON SETTLEMENT THEORY

The fact that a building is settling is often The settlement of a building is related to the
only recognizable after damage to the walls properties of the subsoil. In 1938 Keverling
becomes visible or other harmful effects have Buisman presented the following settlement
been discovered. Questions then arise about the formula which takes into account secular
future c. the building, and usually only then is effects. Figure 1; the formula is based on a
a measuring program initiated. The amount of study of time-settlement diagrams of both
settlement which has occurred since construction structures and laboratory samples.
is normally not known. Nonetheless the measuring
program is required to lead, as soon as z all laYers d(o a os. log t;. Ap (1)
possible, to an answer to the question: what is P
the present rate of settlement? Extrapolation ot where: z t = total settlement of the soil layers
this measured rate usually makes it possible to considered, at time t
predict the settlements to be expected in the d = thickness of the particular soil
future, layer

a = settlement property of this soil
layer, representing thp direct

- NEA R TIME SCALE-II effect

a 0 = settlement property of this soil
layer, representing the secular
effect

Z t = time
Ap = load increment on the particular

soil layer (the moment of
application of the load is taken as
time = 1)

Keverling Buisman states that the settlement
process only agrees with this formula, if the
excess pore-water pressure in the respective

- LOGAPITHMIC TP"t SCALE soil layers dissipates in a short period like in
2 -3 10 20 10(days) a laboratory test. In reality, because of the

I, T T i thickness of the soil layers, this will not beI . . . - ' - . +-+ -- ; 44 the case, and the increase of the effective
i stress and therefore the settlement process will

. ....- ~-~-{-f be delayed. In practice an increase in load on
the subsoil will also take place in a certain

-period of time. Keverling Buisman terefore
introduced the term "equivalent c tericr loading

V, 7. -1, *time" meaning that (imaginary) point of time
....... . ,. I when, in the long term, an exterior load,

suddenly applied, would lead to a settlement
Fig. 1 Settlement according to Keverling process identical to that which occurs when an

Buisman. shown at linear and exterior load is applied gradually, for example
logarithmic time scales a sand fill.
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Keverling Buisman sees the gradual increase of Settlement analysis
the (internal) effective stress, due to the
decrease of the excess pore-water pressures The available data indicate that the continuing
during the hydrodynamic period, as if it were settlement process, and the related increase in
the result of a comparable external increase of the differential settlements in each block of
the load. An "equivalent internal loading time" flats, was mainly caused by the continuing
can now be introduced as a zero value for the settlement of compressible layers due to raising
time in the logarithmic settlement process in a the level of the site before construction. The
similar way as for the external load, The settlements of the block which was pulled down
equivalent internal loading time occurs later and the other three blocks were checked to see
than the equivalent external loading time. In an if they varied logarithmically with time. It was
analysis of settlement behaviour, it will make assumed in this investigation that the
little difference if the point of time to be hydrodynamic period ended before the measuring
considered is taken with regard to the start of period and, therefore, that a secular settlement
loading or with regard to the equivalent process took place according to the formula of
internal loading time, as long as the point of Keverling Buisman. The following formula was
time to be considered occurs a long time after used for the analysis:
the equivalent internal loading time. The
settlement formula proposed by Keverling Buisman I(t) = a - b log t/t (2)
was used in the three following case studies.

where: l(t) = level of the reference point at
time t (m to New Amsterdam Level)

a = constant (m to New Amsterdam
Level)

CASE STUDY I: KAMPEN b constant (a)
t = unit of time (1 year)

Hanze is a post-war extension of the city of to = time of measurement in years after
Kampen built in the surrounding polder. The site t
was raised with several metres of sand in 1949 t = euivalent internal loading time

before the construction of houses. The majority 
1

of the buildings are two and three storey low- The equivalent point of time of the application
rise blocks of flats founded on continuous of the external load could be determined rather
footings. Some blocks have raft foundations, accurately from the available data, but the
Many of the original 30 blocks were built on equivalent internal time of loading, due to the
filled-in ditches in the period 1952-1957. The hydrodynamic period of the compressible layers,
majority of these blocks show differential occurs some time later and is much more
settlements and cracks in the brickwork. For difficult to determine. The relaticnship between
this reason one of the blocks was pulled down in the level of the reference point and the time,
1962. The following soil layers occur: that is, the determination of the constants a, b
- the sand fill which was used for raising and t, was therefore investigated for a number

the site the thickness of which varies of di ferent points of l "e tI . Figure 2 gives
between 3 and 6 a; the results of the regression analysis for one

- compressible layers, consisting of mainly measuring point. The results of the calculations
peat and with some clay, the thickness of show a good to very good relationship between
which varies between 1 and 4 m the level of the reference point and the

- a pleistocene sand layer; the level of the logarithm of the time. The equivalent internal
top of this layer varies between 1 and 7 m loading time has been determined as Ist January
below New Amsterdam Level. 1953 for two blocks of flats and as 1st January

The ground surface is at present about 3 m above 1954 for the other two.
New Amsterdam Level. The sand fill and the sand
layer show different pore-water pressures. There
have been no major changes in the groundwater 345 -

regime since the construction of the houses.

Building deformation 
341

Levels of four flat blocks have been taken over 3

a long period; one of these blocks was pulled
down in 1962. The measurements of this E -39

particular block were star'ted in 1957. In this .
period 11 sets of measurements were made.
Measurements of the other three blocks started _ 337
in 1961 and, in the period 1961-1983, 19 sets of 37

measurements were made. The measurements show a
continuing settlement process. The magnitude of 335
the settlements in the period 1961-1983 varied
between 0.05 and 0.14 m. Soil investigations
have shown that, by raising the site with the 333
sand fill, the original thickness of the 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
compressible layers was reduced by 30 to 40%. -time ,n years
This means, depending on the magnitude of the
original thickness of the compressible layers, a
settlement of the compressible layers of 0.5 to
3 m. The largest part of this settlement took Fig. 2 Time-Settlement behaviour of a
place before the flats were constructed. measuring point
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CASE STUDY II: VLAARDINGEN

" The ROMI factory was originally a sugar refinery

which was built on a site outside the dikes of
the New Meuse at Vlaardingen. The level of thp

- - site was raised shortly before construction. The
- oldest part of the building dates from 1898. One

wing of the building was extended after 1900.
Nthe other after 1909; the factory was partially

.... _._.__rebuilt in 1937. The building is founded on
tapered timber piles about 20 m in length and

- I with a diameter at the top of 280 mm. The
.. brickwork of the building is seriously cracked.

The following soil layers occur:
- the sand fill which was used for raising

the site the thickness of which varies
between 4 and 5 m;

- compressible layers, mainly consisting of
clay and peat, with a thickness of about
17 m;

- a pleistocene sand layer in which the piles
Fig. 3 Determination of the absolute have been founded; the level of the top of

settlement since construction this layer is about 19 m below New
Amsterdam Level.

Because the four blocks were built around The ground surface is at present about 3 m above
1953/1954, the absolute settlement of each New Amsterdam Level. The phreatic groundwater
measuring point since construction can be level is about New Amsterdam Level. The
derived directly from the calculated level of piezometric level of the groundwater in the sand
the reference points on 1st January 1953 or layer below the compressible layers is 2 to 3 m
1954, Figure 3. The settlement for the three below New Amsterdam Level.
remaining blocks of flats, is about 0.4 m
maximum. The constant a in the Keverling Buisman
formula which is the calculated level of the Building deformation
reference point in metres relative to New
Amsterdam Level on 1st January 1953, should be Levels of reference points fixed on the outside
the same for each block, because the reference walls have been taken in the period December
points have been placed in the same bed joint. 1980 to January 1983. The measured, total,
In fact, however, there are differences of up to settlements varied between 1 and 11 mm in 25
70 mm, Figure 3. An accurate prediction of months, Figure 4. During the rebuilding in 1937
future settlements has been made, based on the the lower part of the north-west front was
reconstruction of the settlement process. replaced, the upper part being maintained.
Extrapolation of the present logarithmic with Levels were taken of the top of a decorative
time settlement process indicated future "header" course of bricks laid in the brickwork
settlements which vary between 1 and 3 mm/year. walls constructed in the period 1898-1909.
The analysis shows the load on the compressible Levels were also taken of a bed joint laid above
subsoil as If recorded in a long duration the part that was renewed in 1937, Figure 5. It
settlement test which satisfies the formula of is assumed that the bed joint and the header
Keverling Buisman. The measured settlement of course were horizontal at the time of
the buildings serves as an accurate indication construction, and that the extensions of 1900
of the settlement process of the subsoil. Such and 1909 were connected, as far as the level of
long duration tests are not practicable in the the brickwork is concerned, to the existing
laboratory. It is therefore striking that an building. Measurements will therefore give a
empirical formula, introduced about 50 years ago clear picture of the differential settlements
and mainly based on short duration laboratory since the construction: the maximum settlement,
tests, can describe the settlement process of up to 1982, was about 575 mm.
the houses in Hanze, which has been going on for
more than 30 years, so accurately.

to January 1983 constructed in the period 1898-1909
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Fig. 6 Differential settlements of the wall AS,-'A ___A -

rebuilt in 1937

Levels were also taken of the part of the Fig. 7 Assumption for the settlement process

building renewed in 1937, Figure 6. The maximum
differential settlement ill the period 1937-1982 o00 r - 7 -T-

was about 110 mm.

4500
Measuring'

Settlement analysis 
"0.

The measured differential settlements of the t 30.

building are very large for a foundation on
piles. The settlement behaviour is, in fact. -__. __,__

more like that of a spread foundation. It is F

sometimes possible to relate the settlement of
piles due to negative skin friction to the 100-

settlement of the surrounding soil (Hannink and I
Talsma, 1984). The formula of Keverling Buisman ' 2 3 -
has, therefore, also been used to analyse this e

case. First the rate of settlement in the period ettlement in ear .

1980-1983 was determined for each measuring
point as accurately as possible. The assumption Fig. 8 Relationship between the rate of
that settlement is linear with time is settlement and the differential

reasonable here. The rate of settlement varies 
settlement in the period 1898-1982

between 1 and 5 mm/year. Because only
differential settlements were known, it was also -- --T
necessary to assume here that the lines which
represent the settlement process, for each 8

0

measuring point, according to the formula of
Keverling Buisman. intersect each other at the -

zero of the absolute settlement, Pigure 7. The 60

figure shows, for each measuring point, the same

ratio between the absolute settlement since the '0
construction and the present rate of settlement M.' -'-; poit,.

Figure 8 shows, for each measuring point on the E 3 measuring P.Is

walls constructed in 1898-1909, the rate of 20

settlement in the period 1980-1983 (x-axis) and
the differential settlement since the

in- ~ h l O'C G 5', 0 1l5 20 25, 30 3',
construction up to 1982 (y-axis). The result is Sre Of settlement it mm/year

a rectilinear relationship. At x = 0 the y-value
can be read from this relationship which should
be added to the differential settlement for each

measuring point in question to obtain the "3

absolute settlement since the construction up to 93mm!

1982. The results show that this value amounts

to between 24 and 68 mm depending on the number
of measuring points accepted, Figure 8. The same
approach has been used for the part renewed in

1937. The results show that, depending on
whether three or four measuring points are
considered, 83 or 98 mm should be added to the Fig. 9 Relationship between the rate of

differential settlement to get the real settlement and tne differential

settlement in the period 1937-1982, Figure 9. settlement in the period 1937-1982
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Because of the assumptions which were necessary, 600 T, - --T T

the ratio between the absolute settlements since
the construction up to 1982, and the settlements
in the period 1937-1982 for the part of the t !
building renewed in 1937, was checked for each
measuring point to determine whether or not it .80 --- - - --
was the same everywhere, Figure 10. This ratio .I
is indeed everywhere the same and because the I
line determined by regression analysis should go 20

through the intersection of the axeses, leads
even to more accurate results. The minimum E0
settlement of the building, in the period since
the construction up to 1982, amounts, according I 0
tO the calculations, to 68 mm, and the maximum - 300

settlement to about 650 mm, Figure 11. In the - 1
period 1937-1982 the minimum settlement of the ID -
renewed wall was 83 mm, and the maximum I F-1
settlement about 190 mm. Further analysis showed
that the part renewed in 1937 since 1937 has
settled almost linear with time and not,
according to Keverling Buisman, logarithmically 20
with time. Tracing the cause of this discrepancy
was beyond the scope of the investigations.
Possible causes are a change of load on the ----

foundation piles in 1937, effects of drainage of
the pleistocene sand layer and creep of the _ _ _,_ _

timber piles. However, the same ratios presented C2 Bo 00 20 !0 160 10 00

in Figure 7 also apply when the settlement _ ett e t 7937-1982, -

process is linear with time, and the results of Fig. 10 The absolute settlement in the periods
the calculations will therefore not change. A 1898-1982 and 1937-1982 for the part of
continuation of the settlement process, measured the building renewed in 1937
in the period 1980-1983, can, for the larger
part of the building, be expected in the near
future with a rather large amount of certainty. CASE STUDY III: DELFT
Settlements which vary between 1 and
5 mm/year must be reckoned with. The flat block in the De Colignystraat was built

in 1946/1947 and is founded on raft foundations.r9e•7 The flat block is a three, locally four storey
building and contains 58 flats. The flat block
is divided into two by a gate, and has a
basement floor which is partly below ground
level, Figure 12. The basement floor does not

-:1 -continue under the gate. The ground level wasS, .raised by 0.7 to 1.0 m of sand at both sides of
IT !Z nEthe building during the construction. The

building brickwork is seriously cracked near the
* 4F gate. The following soil layers occur below the

i Tbuilding:

: - -t--- /compressible layers down to about 10 m
below New Amsterdam Level, consisting of
clay, sandy clay and peat; a sand layer was

/ 2o encountered, however, between about 3 and 6
setti.emnt 1937-1982 m below New Amsterdam Level at the southern

part of the building;
Fig. 11 Calculated absolute settlements up to - sandy clay and clayey sand between 10 and

1982 14 m below New Amsterdam Level;
- compressible layers between 14 and 17 m

below New Amsterdam Level;
-----------------------------------,. ,, - a pleistocene sand layer below 17 m below

measur lo New Amsterdam Level.
o102 10? 10 105 108 709 110 Il7 112o. I.. i T- -06/07-1947 The groundlevel at present is about 2 m below

S3-06-1940 New Amsterdam Level.
- -.. - - - - 2-0)-1949

250 Building deformation

c ]Since construction, levels of the building have
-Soo 17-0-1963 been taken in 1947. 1948, 1949 and 1952. A new

measuring program was started in 1982. This case
differs from the preceeding cases because the

-750 zero-situation is known, and the following
iabsolute settlements of the building were

7000 25 s0 75 100 125 5O 175 observed for the period 1947-1983, Figure 12:-ds.00 ,n m - south end (front): 300 mm
- middle (front): 650 mm

Fig. 12 Settlement of the front side since - middle (back) : 800 mm
construction - north end (front): 510 mm
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The following settlements were measured in the I".__....._"__ H___ --_a_ R_ i
period 1982-1984, Figure 13: p I ,,1_1! 77-7,m!
- south end (front): 3 mm measuring
- middle (front): 8 mm 0ont -1 2 3 4 5 678910111213 14 IS 16

0 -*-- ---- i-- - - - 20-09-1982- north end (front): 5 mm

Settlement analysis E2 16-05-1983

The values given above show a clear relationship - V -\-

between the magnitude of the settlement since 502-03-194
the construction of the building and the present
rate of settlement, similar to that assumed in
the analysis of the settlement of the ROMI 7
factory. The continuing settlement process and
the related increase in differential settlements
are caused by a continuing settlement of the o10 0 25 so 7s 0 12S IO 175

compressible layers. The smaller settlement at -distance in m

the south end of the building is a consequence
of the locally better soil conditions. Average Fig. 13 Settlement of the front side in the

rates of settlement, based on different period September 1982 up to March 1984

starting-points, are presented in Table I.

TABLE I: Comparison of rates of settlement (in CONCLUSIONS

mm/year) The settlement of buildings after construction

may amount to many decimeters. If this is the
from present case, the building will almost certainly crack,

measurements rate by because settlements are never uniform. The
tra bcauses of settlement may vary. In the present
extra-

1953-1983 1982-1984 polation cases the load of sand fill has played the major

role in addition to the weight of the building

Keverling itself. Accurate measurements are essential for

Buisman the analysis of a settlement process. A period
I_ of at least two years is often necessary to

outh end (front) 5 2 2 establish a rate of settlement with sufficient

iddle (front) 7 5 3 accuracy. An assumed time-settlement behaviour

iddle (back) 10 4 4 of a building may deviate from the measured

orth end (front) 8 3 3 results because of inaccuracies in the
measurements, varying groundwater levels and
temperature effects during the measurements. A

The results show that the rate of settlement is settlement process, once started, continues and
decreasing as may be expected from the formula can usually be described correctly by means of
of Keverling Buisman. Present rates of the settlement formula of Keverling Buisman. The
settlements, derived from the measurements in three case studies, described here, indicate
the period 1982-1984 and obtained by a that, even 30 years or more after construction,
logarithmic with time representation of the the rates of settlement can be 5 mm/year. They
settlements since the construction, agree rather also show that the same ratio exists between the
well, Figure 14. The measurement results seem to settlement since the construction and the
indicate that the rate of settlement of the instantaneous rate of settlement for the
middle part (front) has been increasing over the different measuring points. Measuring data, data
recent years. In Figure 14 it has been assumed about structural history, the building itself
that the point of time tI coincides with the and the subsoil are indispensable for back-
point of time of the first measurement. A dating the settlement behaviour of a building
different time of loading and the presence of a since its construction. A complete
hydrodynamic period has not been taken into reconstruction of the settlement history of a
account. However, the formula of Keverling building, since the construction, is the best
Buisman is also very useful in this case for base for predicting settlements. Whether there
settlement predictions. The expected settlements is an acceleration of the settlement process can
vary between about 2 and 4 mm/year. be discovered in this way, so that measures can

be taken in time.-time in days
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Large Horizontal Displacements of Houses in Rotterdam
G. Hannink A.F. van Tol
Project-engineer, Delft Geotechnics, Delft, The Netherlands Head of Geotechnics Department, Rotterdam Public Works,

Rotterdam, The Netherlands

SYNOPSIS: In 1983 it was established that six blocks of terrace houses in Rotterdam had undergone
large horizontal displacements. These displacements were caused by insufficient stability of the
adjacent quay and as a result one of the blocks had moved as much as 2.5 m since 1958. The
foundation piles of the houses were not designed to resist any horizontal loading. As a result of
these large horizontal movements the piles had deflected to such an extent that complete failure
was feared. This paper describes the remedial measures that were taken to improve the stability of
the quay and foundations of the houses. The present displacement behaviour is compared with the
horizontal displacement predicted from creep analysis.

INTRODUCTION TABLE I: Horizontal displacements since
construction

In 1983 the Road Management and Surveying
Department of Rotterdam Public Works discovered
that six blocks of, in total, 41 terrace Block House Year of Horizontal
houses at the north side of a quay, the No. construction displacement (m)
Zestienhovensekade. had undergone large
horizontal displacements, Figure 1. Research by up to up to up to
the Department on previous measurements April Sept. July
indicated that the horizontal displacements, 1975 1983 1984
given in Table I, must have occurred since the
houses were constructed. The degree of accuracy 0 439 1962 0.8 0.865 0.865
of the absolute displacements up to 1975 was 0 447 1962 0.3 0.310 0.310
estimated at within 0.1 m. The degree of 1 449 1957 0.5 0.525 0.530
accuracy of the displacements in the periods 1 473 1957 1.3 1.505 1.520
1975 - 1983 and 1983 - 1984 was estimated at 2 475 1958 1.7 2.070 2.150
within 0.02 m. To be more certain about what 2 487 1958 1.8 2.440 2.540
appears, at first sight, to be incredible 3 489 1938 1.2 1.525 1.560
figures, the magnitude of the displacements was 3 499 1938 0.8 1.065 1.100
also established from aerial photos taken for 4 501 1935 0.4 0.460 0.465
mapping purposes. Based on these measurements, 4 507 1935 0.1 0.210 0.210
it was concluded, beyond doubt, that large 5 509 1938 0.5 0.630 0.630
displacements had occurred, and that the 5 519 1938 1.5 1.730 1.750
maximum rate of displacement was about _

0.10 m/year.
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Cause of the displacements An inspection of the condition of the
foundations was necessary, which included

The cause of the displacements must be sought investigating the top of the foundation piles.
in a combination of the following It was planned to repair the foundations of the
circumstances, Figure 2: six blocks, if shown to be necessary, after
- the level of the ground surface in front of implementing the remedial measures for the

the houses and behind the houses differs by quay. The study of the measures was backed by
2.5 m to 3.0 m extensive soil investigations and displacement

- fill with a unit weight of 18 to 20 kN/m' measurements. The soil investigations included
occurs at the front of the houses down to a field and laboratory work. The field work
level of between 5 m and 6 m below the ground consisted of cone penetration tests and borings
surface and peat with a unit weight of about in several cross-sections of the quay as well
10 kN/m' occurs at the back as the installation of piezometers, and

- the clay and peat layers under the houses are measurements of the pore-water pressure.
very soft and have unfavourable friction Cell tests and consolidation tests on
properties undisturbed samples taken in the cross-section

with the largest displacements, were carried
The effect of displacement on the houses out in the laboratory. Measurements of the

horizontal displacements of the blocks were
The first calculations led to the following started on 13th July 1984. Initially these
conclusions for Blocks 1, 2. 3 and 5: measurements were performed weekly, and then
- the foundation piles offer no resistance monthly. The vertical displacements of Block 2
against the horizontal movements of the quay were measured from 12th February 1985, and of

- the stresses in the foundation piles have far the other five blocks from 25th March 1985. The
exceeded the allowable values frequency of these measurements was almost the

- the remaining safety margin of the foundation same as for the measurements of the horizontal
is difficult to assess. Complete failure in displacements.
the near future must be feared unless
remedial measures are taken.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE STABILITY OF THE QUAY
Remedial measures

Figure 2 shows the composition of the subsoil
Measures which would eliminate the cause of the in a cross-section of the quay. The subsoil
displacements were given high priority. Two consists of soft holocene clay and peat layers
possible solutions were presented: to a depth of 16 m below N$ew Amsterdam Level.
1. The removal of the inciting load by Below this level fine to rather coarse

excavating about 2.5 m of the heavy quay pleistocene sand is found. The in-situ pore-
material and replacing it by lightweight water pressure was measured in front of Block 2
material. This solution will be explained and an excess pore-water pressure of about 25
below. kN/ma was found between 10 to 13 m below New

2. The absorption of the load by installing an Amsterdam Level. The soil investigations
anchored sheet piling along the front side confirmed that the holocene layers have very
of the blocks. This solution was low shear strength. The lowest values occur
subsequently not found to be technically behind the blocks where the overburden pressure
feasible and is not discussed further, is small. A preliminary stability analysis

showed that a slip circle through the soft clay
layers around i m below New Amsterdam Level,
which takes into account the excess pore-water
pressure, gives the lowest factor of safety.

Zestien-

Fig 2 Cerss-ecio o te quayI ge

Rohierda -e Kade I 4 (Channel)Ici K d N. A. L.
-2.75M Polder

• i' i~t ". " "' . .. .. . . -. - water
Fill"'" "" " -6.30m

201 -"Pl'"" '' '  '' " eistocene Sand

3 10 10 20 3 o N/.2
(M)l

Fig. 2 Cross-section of the quay
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Remedial measures 0 '000,

The remedial measures selected, to ensure the ,. ,
stability of the quay, are as follows. Over a - -
total length of 300 m the existing fill was vr --.
removed and replaced by lightweight material,
Figure 3. The original fill had a unit weight 05 0.

of 18 to 20 kN/m
1 

. The backfill consists of
light expanded clay aggregate with a unit
weight of 6 kN/'ml and polystyrene foam with a Fig. 3 Design of the improvement of the quay
unit weight of less than 1 kN/ml . Polystyrene The analysis was carried out with the help of
foam and blast furnace slag was placed the DIANA computer program (De Borst, 1984).
underneath the road to ensure an adequate This program is able to simulate elastoplastic
foundation. With these measures the surcharge soil behaviour, dilitancy, softening and
on the subsoil was reduced by 35 kN/m

2 
over a hardening. In the calculations the Mohr-Coulomb

width of at least 12 m. To evaluate the effect criteria was used for yield; softening and
of the remedial measures and to find the hardening were not taken into account. The
reasons for the large displacements of the element mesh and soil properties are shown in
quay, it was necessary to establish the Figure 4. The situation of the quay before the
deformation behaviour and the magnitude of the houses were built was simulated in Phase I.
factor of safety in the present and future After the construction of the houses, the quay
situation. Two types of analyses were carried is subsequently filled which is simulated inout: i usqetyfle hc ssmltdi

out:Phase 2 by introducing a load equal to the
- stability calculations according to Bishop's Phase 2 b into ahoad eqal themethod fill. Figure 4 also shows the load schedule and
metho cthe deformations as well as the status (elastic-c a l c u l a t i o n s w i t h t h e F i n i te E le m e n t M e t h o d .o r p a t c o f h e l m n s . A c n b e e nor plastic) of the elements. As can be seen

there is a continuous surface of plastic
Bishop's Method elements (the last iteration step in the Finite

Element calculation did not converge).
An analysis of the stability of the situation After Phase 2 the calculated maximum horizontal
before remedial measures were taken gave displacement is 0.73 m. The actual maximum
factors of safety which varied from 0.82 to displacement, however, is 2.50 m. This
1.04 depending on the dassumed pore-water discrepancy may be caused by an incorrect
pressure conditions under and behind the choice of the deformation and yielding
houses. All slip circles go through the deep parameters, by additional horizontal
clay layer. The maximum depth of these slip displacement caused by the dead load on the
circles is about 11 m below New Amsterdam deflected piles, and by creep. The DIANA
Level. The results of stability calculations program does not take creep into account, and
for the situation after the remedial measures the magnitude of the additional horizontal
show that, under fully drained conditions, the displacements are unknown. In Phase 3 the load
long term safety factor is about 1.5 to 1.6. on the quay is reduced by 35 kN/m

2 
. Figure 5

If. however, it is assumed that, immediately shows the deformations and the status of the
after the measures are implemented, there is elements. Table II shows the maximum vertical
still excess pore-water pressure underneath the and horizontal displacements in three cross-
houses, the factor of safety falls to between sections for the different phases.
1.2 and 1.3. The required factor of safety for
canal and river dykes in The Netherlands is TABLE II: Maximum vertical (6 ) and horizontal
1.3. Therefore it can be concluded that the V
proposed remedial measures will be (

6
h) displacements (m)

satisfactory.

Cross- 1 2 3Finite Element Method Section

An analysis with the Finite Element Method was Phase 6 6 6 6 6 6
carried out in order to obtain information v h v h v h
about:
- the actual and future deformations 1 0.384 0.03+ 0.054 0.10.j 0.04, 0.054
- the influence of differences in stiffness 2 0.634 0.21. 0.314, 0.734 0.20t 0.37.
- the factor of safety for non-circular slip 3 0.54,10.19- 0.22, 0.71. 0.16, 0.36.

surfaces.

PI 50 0T000 0S .... ' 0

.. ,.. ... o.........0

Fig. 4 Phase 2: Displacements and plastic Fig. 5 Phase 3: Displacements and plastic
zones after loading zones after unloading
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For the elements which form the imaginary slip A general relationship between the creep strain
surface, the factor of safety is estimated by c and time is obtained by integration of
comparing the mobilized shear strength with the Equation 2.
ultimate shear strength. This is expressed by
the following equation: 1

c = Ae (-L) t1-m (m 1) (3)
sin *.

factor of safety = sin 9' (1)
mob The effect of unloading on the relationship

between strain and time is illustrated in
where: 0 = angle of internal friction at Figure 7. When. at time t, , a soil sample is

failure unloaded from deviator stress 51 to D , it is
mob mobilized angle of internal assumed that the sample will follow the strain

friction rate according to curve 52 at time tz . This is

shown by the dotted curve. The principle of the
It appears that the elements yielding in Phase equivalent time concept according to Hanrahan

2, which are located underneath the houses, (1973) is used here. The effect of unloading on

have a factor of safety varying from 1.2 to 1.4 the strain rate can be calculated as follows.

in Phase 3. The calculated displacements in The imaginary point of time t2 is found by

Phase 3 are shown in Table II. Compared with putting the strain at time t, , according to D,,
Phase 2 there is only a small decrease in equal to the strain at time tz , according to
horizontal dislacements. 52 , in Equation 3. It follows that:

t ea(Di-)/(-m) (4)
t'

Creep

Singh and Mitchell (1969) presented the The ratio between the strain rates follows from
following general function for soils that Equation 2:
expresses the strain rate, at any time t,
after application of sustained deviator stress, e )t-m
Figure 6. a 2(4,)

A e aD (1)m (2) Combining (4) and (5) leads to:
t

1n a __ (6)
where: 6 = strain rate 1-in

A = projected value of strain rate at
zero deviator stress on logarithmic The reduction in strain rate can therefore be
strain rate versus deviator-stress calculated from Equation 6 if the parameters I
plot for unit time and m are known, and if the factors D and D2

= dimensionless parameter defined as have been calculated by a stability analysis.
the value of the slope of the Future strains, after time tz can be calculated
mid-range linear portion of the with Equation 3. It follows that:
logarithmic strain rate versus
stress level curve, all points ( - 1-m (7)
corresponding to the same time T7 - )
after load application

D = normalized stress level, defined as The imaginary time L2 follows from Equation 4.
the ratio of the deviator stress to The strain at a selected number of years after
the deviator stress at failure t, at time t, follows from Equation 7 if the

t = elapsed time divided by unit time strain at time t, is known.
m = slope of a logarithmic strain rate

versus logarithmic time straight
line

failure D1

Range of Eq.2 C . _

A

0 02

Fig. 6 Relationship between strain rate and Fig. 7 Effect of unloading on the
deviator stress at given time relationship between strain and time
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Prediction of future strain rate and strain IMPROVEMENT OF THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE HOUSES

In order to make the predictions extensive Due to the extreme horizontal displacements the
laboratory investigations are required to stability of at least 4 of the 6 blocks of
determine the parameters a and m. Since only terrace houses was in danger, the more so since
strain rates and strains before and after the the dead load of the houses on the deflected
remedial measures have to be compared, it was piles increases the displacements. Data from
decided that indicative calculations would archives and inspection of some foundation
be sufficient. Therefore values given by Singh piles showed the following:
and Mitchell (1968, 1969) were used, - Block 1, consisting of 13 houses, is founded
complemented by data from tests on Oesterdam on 55 precast concrete piles, 0.35 m square,
clay carried out by Delft Geotechnics. These and with a length of 19 m. Six pile heads
data indicate that the parameter & varies have been inspected. The upper part of these
between 1.4 and 6.7. It appears that the value piles have inclinations varying from 6 : 1
of a is higher for soft clays than for stiff till 30 : 1. Several pile heads show serious
clays. The parameter m varies between 0.70 for cracks, Figure 8. Sonic integrity tests on
soft soils and 1.30 for stiff. The worst case two piles demonstrated that these piles had
approach was followed for predicting. Therefore no cracks on deeper levels.

= 3 and m = 0.7 were taken. The factor D-b,
is derived from the stability calculations. An
increase of the actual safety factor from 1.0 V
to 1.3 immediately after the remedial measures,
indicates D1 -D2 0.23. If the long term factor
of safety is taken as 1.5, it follows that

0.33. Substituting these values in
Equation 6 it appears that the ratio between
the strain rates before and just after the
remedial measures, is at least 10. This ratio
increases to at least 30 in the long term.
To predict the future horizontal displacements
of Block 2 the strain was considered for a
period of 50 years after the remedial measures.
The magnitude of the horizontal displacement
was about 2.5 m in the period 1958 - 1984, that
is, t,= 26 years and, from Equation 4, it
follows that t,= 260 years for 5-0,= 0.23.
Taking t,= 310 years and substituting the
values in Equation 7 it appears that the ratio
between the strains just after the remedial
measures, and 50 years later, is 1.05. The
horizontal displacement of Block 2 will
therefore increase by 5%, being 0.13 m. Taking
5,-02= 0.33 leads to a ratio of 1.02 and an
expected horizontal displacement of Block 2 of
0.05 m. A horizontal displacement of 0.10 m has
been taken into account in the design of the
new foundations for the blocks. Fig. 8 A cracked concrete pile
The observed strain rate is about 100 mm/year
for Block 2. Immediately after the remedial Block 2, consisting of 7 houses, is founded
measures the strain rate should reduce to 10 on tapered timber piles with a precast
mm/year, and in the long term to 3 mm/year. The concrete upper section above water level.
analysis of the future strain based on the Four out of five upper sections inspected
actual displacement, indicates a strain rate of were almost vertical; one had an inclination
2.5 mm/year immediately after the remedial of 6 : 1. The upper part of the timber piles
measures and 1 mm/year in the long term. The have inclinations of 3 : 1 to 6 : i.
discrepancy can be explained by the fact that - Block 3, consisting of 6 houses, is founded
the observed strain rate of 100 mm/year. is not on 103 tapered timber piles. The upper part
in agreement with Equation 2. This can be of the piles have inclinations varying from 4
explained as follows: : 1 till 6 : 1.
- Equation 2 is only valid for values of 0 Block 5, also consisting of 6 houses, is
between 0.3 and 0.9 and not for the near founded on 93 tapered timber piles. The upper
failure conditions which occur before the part of the timber piles have inclinations
remedial measures are applied, Figure 6. varying from 2 : 1 till 3 : i.

- Additional fills to compensate settlements The following sequence of improvements was
are not in agreement with the assumption of chosen as a result of these inspections: Block
sustained deviator stress. 2 and then Blocks 5, 3 and 1. Measurements

- The large horizontal displacements cause a showed that the houses had also undergone
secondary horizontal load on the pile vertical displacements. Absolute displacements
foundations which cannot be neglected and could not be established, but the differential
therefore an increase in the strain rate. displacements since construction varied from

Equation 2 is valid for conditions after the 0.2 m for Block 3 to 0.7 m for Block 5. It was
improvement of the quay and the foundations, striking that despite the large horizontal and
and the prediction of the future strain rate vertical displacements, the blocks showed so
based on the observed horizontal displacement little cracks. This was caused by the
is reliable. relatively stiff cellar floor that was present

under all the blocks.
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Demands on the foundations V I

Measures were necessa.'y to guarantee the pressure

stability of the terrace houses for the next G dead load of thehiouse s
fifty years. The following aspects had to be H pssi earth
taken into account in the design of a new pressure

foundation or in the re-use of the existing S reaction ple of~the raking pile-,
one: J reac"tzc force of- there must be an equilibrium of forces and I G the vertical piles

e 2 R resulting force of
moments without large deformations H, the piles

- a horizontal displacement of 0.1 m is to be
expected in 50 years after the remedial V,

measures for the quay are carried out
- all the parts of the construction must have

sufficient strength
- the design must be practicable. Fig. 9 Solution with caking and verticalpiles

Injection piles

Already in an early stage of the investigation V N' H active earth
it was decided that if it was impossible to re- C dead lood of
use the existing piles injection piles would be the houses
installed as replacements. An injection pile is H, passive earth

ptressure
a steel tube pile filled with a hardened grout. Yh horicootal counter
During installation the soil is pushed aside, pressure on the piles

which improves the bearing capacity of the reacti an fre f
pile. The steel tube is brought to the right H, ' the vertical piles

depth by hammering, the grout being injected at H,
the same time. The grout is forced down the
tube and out of the bottom up the outside. The
grout functions as a lubricant during the
installation, and in this way, reduces the Fig. 10 Solution with only vertical piles
resistance. After hardening the grout
contributes to the strength and the stiffness When deformation of the quay takes place, the
of the pile, transfers a part of the load to soil tends to displace more than the house, and
the soil, and protects the steel tube against H, will increase and H2 decrease. This solution
corrosion. In this project a coupled injection requires relatively many raking piles and
pile was used with an external diameter of the therefore extra piles, and, as a result, is
tube of 114.3 mm and a wall thickness of 5.4 less attractive. However, in the case of a new

mm. The total external diameter of the pile, building this solution, with relatively massive
inclusive the grout will finally amount to piles, would probably be selected. In the
about 150 mm. second solution only the installation of

vertical piles was studied, Figure 10. An
Possible solutions equilibrium of forces is reached if also the

soil behind the upper part of the piles
Two possible solutions for the design of a new delivers some counter pressure. To be able to
foundation were considered. In the first deliver extra counter pressure, the pile and
solution the installation of new raking and therefore the house has to be displaced
vertical piles was studied, Figure 9. In horizontally a little bit more than the soil.
principle an equilibrium of forces is reached The advantage of this solution is that H, is
if the magnitude of the active earth pressure smaller than in the first solution, and H. is
H, and the passive earth pressure H2 can be larger. The horizontal loads and the moments
determined with sufficient accuracy. However, and shear forces on the piles will remain
this solution has the disadvantage that it small. This solution is practicable because it
contains the idea of fixing the position of the requires not very many piles and no massive
house, while some horizontal deformation has to piles. In addition it is a flexible solution.
be taken into account. One condition, however, is of great importance;

.... " ,the total horizontal displacement, after the
replacement of the foundation piles, must not

- -- be excessive. Based on the calculations
-: - =, 'i e"a7"discussed above this solution was selected for

c "ooujic ,a'r the replacement of the foundation piles.

* Otarlat CCst tt STEEL

ST U BE Design of foundation improvements, ., ., .J ROUT HEART OF

s.As O The injection piles were installed from the
cellar floor at both sides of the bearing walls

-saft0 Ft
,, 01 50 and then connected to the walls by glued

anchors and a steel beam, Figure 11. The
designs for the foundation improvements for the
various blocks were based on the various
requirements discussed above. The result was a
complete replacement of the bearing function of

Fig. 11 Design of the foundation improvement the foundation piles under Blocks 2, 3 and 5.
and principle of the injection pile The design for Block 1 will probably consist of
(dimensions in mm) partial replacement.
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Execution of foundation improvements

The injection piles were hammered to a deeper
level than the existing piles. However, no
serious problems were encountered during thej -

execution of the works. One aspect is
interesting. The blocks of terrace houses have
not been displaced horizontally the same
amount. Block 5. in fact, shows a difference in
displacement of about 1 m between the ends. As
a result new piles could be hammered
accidentally on to the existing piles, Figure J
12. Although this was taken into account in the
design as much as possible, it did occur a few" ,E -El

times, however without consequences. The step- ',f
wise transfer of' loads from the existing piles
to the new piles went as planned.

,, -"-,"Fig. 12 Location of the new piles relative to
old piles

Fig. 13 Horizontal displacements of Block 2 -

/ v<'A
-----------

Fig. 14 Horizontal displacements of Block 3

DISPLACEMENT BEHAVIOUR SINCE 1984

_ _ _ _ _ _Initially the measurements of the horizontal
• • " **.. 1e '- ,'B displacements were made relative to a straight

line. Both ends of this line were situated
outside the area of influence of the soil

Fig. 15 Horizontal displacements of Block 5 movements. Since 13th January 1986 another
system has been used. The new measuring line is
defined as the line between the top of three
inclinometer tubes installed with the bottoms

" .. - - _in the deep Pleistocene sand layer. The results
. . - -of the measurements of the horizontal

S.-displacements of the blocks of terrace houses
* r- are given in the Figures 13 to 16. The

horizontal displacements of the top of theA ----- inclinometer tubes are given in the same
- .-./- ' -figures. The vertical displacements of Blocks

, ,~' ~ ,..- "1, 2, 3 and 5 are given in Figure 17. The
2 following periods are indicated in the figures:

- reconstruction : 03-10-1984 to 14-06-1985
of the quay

- new foundation : 14-05-1985 to 05-08-1985
for Block 2

. ... .,.. ... .. ,, ..,, ,, ..- new foundation : 10-09-1986 to 10-11-1986
for Block 5

- new foundation : 02-03-1987 to 04-06-1987
Fig. 16 Horizontal Displacements of Block 1 for Block 3
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-. The reduction factor for Block 3 amounts to

about 2, one year and about 3, two years after
the improvement of the quay. Improvement of the

" .. foundations has only been implemented recently,
..- . -- _ ----- - and future measurements will indicate the

effect on the magnitude of the horizontal

. ... displacements. House No. 473 of Block 1 shows a

- - .. •reduction factor of about 2 one year and of

about 3 two years after the improvement of the
- quay. Improvement of the foundations is still

- . . . . -in the design stage. The inclinometer tubes
" --- ..... . -also show decreasing rates of horizontal

. ,- - .. . ..... displacement. Data before the improvement of

the quay are not available. Comparing 1987 with

1986. however, shows a reduction factor of 2 to

3 for the tops of Tubes A and B. Data of 1987
show a rate of horizontal displacement of about
3 mmiyear. Tube C shows a variation of

- measuring results between the two periods, and
___ _......... is therefore not considered here.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 17 Vertical displacements of Blocks 2, The remedial measures have resulted in a
5, 3 and 1 considerable reduction of the rate of the

horizontal displacement of the houses. The
Reduction of rate of horizontal displacement combined effect of the improvements to the quay

and the foundations is a reduction of this rate
Data given in Table I and those measured since by a factor of 9 to 40 for Blocks 2 and 5 in a
July 1984 indicate the following rates of period of two years. The predicted reduction
horizontal displacements, Table III. The data amounted to a factor of at least 10 initially,
since July 1984 are given in three periods. The subsequently increasing to a. least 30.
division in periods has been made in such a way Prediction and observatiol therefore agree
that temporary influences like foundation rather well. The new foundations were designed
improvements occur in only one period, on a horizontal displacement of 100 mm to be

expected in 50 years. that is an average rate
of 2 mm/year. Although the rate immediately

TABLE III: Rates of horizontal displacement after the implementation of the remedial
to the north (mm/year) measures turned out to be rather large, this

rate has, in the mean time, reduced to 0 to 3

8lo-k Hoose dte o f 1975 q 3 7 4 i , 261 87 mm/year for Blocks 2 anJ 5. The present
No. cotZ- - - - - - behaviour therefore is satisfactory. After

t 4 983 7 !M4 3 1 8W 26 ?7 ! R' improving the foundations of Blocks 2, 3 and 5
.4 39 62 12 -i the settlement process, of these blocks,
4!- 23 1 - 7 .- stopped. The inclinometer tubes show some

i 44.9 213 I
473 72 . 1, 13 1 movement of the new quay, but the rate of

2 473 i 0 :0: 3,' , horizontal displacement is reducing from about
2 7 h 73 12' 31' 1 8 mm/year, one year after the improvement of

3 ' ,2" 21 0t
3 4 '1 12 1 13 1 1)' the quay, to about 3 mm/year one year later.

0? 0: 1 7 1 The measurements will be continued for the time
- o I 3,7 - -2 obeing.

519 1i 7 2r 175'

period includes j-y i-pro...a ,,
period includs F.ndati-o:apov,.ment
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SY" pr'c, so 'lilctiny, pipe deflections are based on the predetermined pipe
jr:Der~os,-e n' lipate-i s,l 'operties and on the assumption tnat the specified installation

I 'I I'1 )- , t)' Il net . oy 1. pli110 pipe deflections on often deviate from the predicted.
Tnj piper suiila ri zes tne ob)Scr v a *i1ons nade from more than twenty case histories of entrenched

* -* ~ -' ' o nlr i - S ' p n n 0J y - ylen- p ipe s and di1sc usse s the effects of construct ion
ilptnois an1 i e "conditions on) ,,., performance. Procedures are also presented on how site condi-

countedco tur wnen using thne T-AMPIPE (Texas A6M PIPE) method
cndl tn-' uancle 's lletno1 Pr co ejrS are given for predicting the variability of pipe deflections

Tj, iOP s' o snown tor Ce aCCo'ate in predict ing the long-term daf lec-

Ep = the pipe elastic niodulus (psi),
A r) o ,s o i es i ,i nt, I ;-d ire t e r lp = moment of inertia of the pipe

bt,ried pipes invariably assijme triat the pipe wall (in4 ),
c D js, ml r icccdino4 1o se- i ficarions, 0 pipe diameter (ins), and

witho ut considering the difficujlties posed by E' modulus of soil reaction (psi).
.51 s ir c: Cn.,1ITin . F c - ki ' p I e, p rconi1-

ling a vertical trencn wall i-i a loose soil or TAMPIPE Method
at~tr n ach-IIe ve s pe c if ie , co oioIn i n a
flocolel trench are both difficult. This paper The TAMPIPE procedure considers a pipe buried
d-,r ts to intrgduce suchi consideritions into in a trench of any width, and surrounded by

trie desig n process iii order to bridge the gap three soil zones - the embedment (or bedding),
-we )ptneoretical and the prjctical. the backfill and the in situ soils. FigureI

Snows a typical trench condition.
THEP ICAL PREDICTIONS

Tn0- Span,',r's e qua tiorn ( Sp a ngylor , I J1) which is
a semi-empiricalI solution, has been the most Trench Width Trench Width
popti dr me ,t ho r)1 s i n t he dPs i gn o f u r ie d 1
f ie xi r)l p ipes for the past severd .decades . I n V _- //

r.,cent years, t np empnasis na< been toc f ormule I aoe v -

mnrh ini1s t i c s olIujt ioIns. The TAMPIPE L Te~as A614 0 W Backfiill -
PlIeti s oIj*i o n [Cnuta and Lyltto, ladle) wni h

wi c 1 ons idered nerer i s one? sonc r) n ot ho d. T h is 0

i s rn a n aIy ti calI regression-type solu tion o >St

0 , eo o,,d u si1ng results obirid f ruj a nonIi nePa r(,Siuol
fmnit - e Iemenrt p rogyri c allIed C A N E Cul IvePrt + Embedmt

A~viysms n dEsin S ~ tn eta .,1!" hi Material
p r CeduAre will comput-? the pip- 'ver*?ial deflec-
tion, and the pipe maximum stress and strain for
any giv,-n timie period. Figure 1. Trench Configurations

Spingl er's Metnod The pi pe vertical deflection is g iven by:

Tne 'pa nyIer's equation (also, know' :s the :,D I D B Bf)(I- Afl 'z (1I-Wf ) 2)
Iowa Formula) is as fol lows: llE7pip-/T(-vplD3- f 1

9t/U1-- K W () where : B f be d d ing factor (function of Poisson's
Afrp p/ 3 _+ 6J._06u I ratio of soil),

Azarching factor
wnrier: 'DID pipe horizontal deflection (normally 4=unit weight of ;o11,

aSS ifled to h)be t h S I M 1S th v p =P o is so n's ratio of pipe material,
vertical), Cf =a coefficient (function of

0 1 t IIn,' lag factor, P o is so n's ratio of soil),
K bedding constant Wf.l~ = 311,U a tactor to include the effects

l IoadI p or u n it Ile ngi 1 of a water table. and
lb/ linear inch El' = soil support modulus (psi).
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Tne initial tangent iiodLlus of the sail Field Measurements
iodeledt by TAMIPE 1 simi r to KkDL is gIve1n
by. PIpe del" w tOn it /U) was deteriineo oy IsiuSr-

ing the change in vertical diameter (,,D/0) due to
E, K P - Pa n 3) earth and live loading. Typical ly, two to four

measurements were taken per 20 ft pipe lengtn
w nrf K o ; I , sod lus n re ,nwir w i-t t n e t o I , I number o f da

*
a point s p e r prcject

n i cdulus exPonent , ranging frolm 51 to several hundreds. Probability

P = tLro hti, Iress ure, I plots ot niaetrical mesurements approached a
= t I 'inor principal stress, straight line, indicating that the standard

deviation assumes a normal distribution. In
ir view of thIs, the TAMPIPE procedure will order to compare projects, the coefficient ot

r e q, r o , K i a nd Ko w ic h r e p re snt the embed- v aria t i on whi c h i s the r a t i o of the s t a n d a rd
rent soil, iit situ soil and the backfill soil, deviation to the mean is used. Figure 2 shows

re soe t d v y. T n e s o i I suppo rt 1 100L I u s E I' t h e mo a n p ip v e r t i c a l d e f le c tions as well a s t n

which iS a tangent modulus is calculated fo r the plus one and minus one standard deviation obtain-

soil a
t 

tne spring ino, ed for the various projects.

The time-dependent precictions made with
TAMP : PE c onsid e r p ipe mat ef al a nd t ne t h r e e I n s t a l lat i on Configuration

soils to be viscoelastic. For the detailed
development of the TAMPIPE procedure, refer to Pipe diamete-s considered ranges IC" to 7". The

(Chua, 19b6; Chua and Lytton, 1967b). pipe stiffness (defined as bEplp/j.14 D
3
) consi-

dered ranges from 5.4 psi to 49 psi. A trench

A REVIEW oF CUNSTqUCTION PRACTICE width to diameter ratio of between I.Zb to 1.5 is
usually called for in a design, but as can be

Twenty eight projects were selected from a period seen, over-excavation is not uncommon. Depths of

of time to form the basis of this study. These cover (measured from the ground surface to the
projects are representative of the practice with spring line) considered here range up to 3b ft.
large-di3ameter high density polyethylene profile Flexible plastic pipes nave been installed to

wal i pipes. Th pertinent characteristics of depths of over IO ft in fills.
each of the installations are summarized in Table The vertical and the sloping trenn wall

I wnici will be referred to in the fol lowing configuration is shown in Figure 1. A remov-

sections. In the case where multiple pipe sizes able trench box is sometimes used during con-

were used at different depths, only one repre- struction to support the soil in order to keep
sentative size and depth was chosen and consider- the trench wall vertical. Column 12 shows

ed in the analysis. whether open, sheeting or braced trench con-
struction was carried out.

Table I. Project Descriptions

PROJECT DIAMETER P.STIFFN. COVER (---- TRENCH WIDTH ---- ) GROUND (-- EMBEDMENT --2 IN SITU CONSTR. INSPECT. AVE.DEFL. STDDEV. COEFVAR. TIME

NUMBER (INS) (PSI) DEPTH NO. DIA. <---- WALL ---- ) WATER TYPE COMPACT. SOIL TECHN. (ITINE) (1) (I) (DAYS)
(FT) TYPE FIRMNESS METHOD

COL.I COL.2 COL.3 COL.4 COL.5 COL.6 COL.7 COL.8 COL.9 COL.IO COL.II COL.12 COL.13 COL.14 COL.15 COLl, COL.17

1 36 15.2 25 1.6 SLOPE STIFF NO STONE TAMP MIXED OPEN 100 1.6 1.3 Dl 1460
2 18 49 17 2 MEDIUM NO SAND TAMP SAND OPEN 50 2.1 1.9 90 540

3 42 9.7 I0 1.4 SLOPE STIFF NO SAND TAMP MIXED OPEN I00 1.7 1.1 65 90
4 42 52 35 1.4 VERT. STIFF NO STONE TAMP SAND OPEN 50 1 0.4 40 14
5 36 15.2 15.5 2 STIFF YES STONE TAMP SAND OPEN 100 0.0 0.6 76 3
6 42 9,7 15.5 2 BOX MEDIUM NO STONE DOUMP CLAY/SILT OPEN 0 2.5 1.4 59 780
7 36 15.2 15 1.7 SLOPE V/LOOSE NO SAND TAMP CLAY/SILT OPEN 0 0.9 0.9 100 3
8 40 6.5 II 1.0 SLOPE V/LOOSE YES STONE DUMP CLAY/SILT OPEN FR 1.4 2.3 164 1
9 48 26 20 1.6 BOX STIFF DEWATER STONE SHOVEL CLAY/SILT BRACED 100 2 0.8 40 315
I0 36 15.2 11.5 1.7 VERT. MEDIUM NO GRAVEL TAMP MIXED OPEN 50 2.3 1.1 48 730
11 54 18.4 12.5 1.6 BO STIFF YES CEM-SAND TAMP CLAY/SILT SHEET 50 3.3 0.9 27 450
12 36 8.7 13.5 2.5 SLOPE MEDIUM YES STONE SHOVEL CLAY/SILT OPEN 50 4.1 1.7 41 ISO
13 54 7.3 20 1.3 SLOPE STIFF YES STONE DUMP SAND OPEN 50 4.2 2 48 300
14 60 5.4 11.5 2 001 V/LOOSE DEWATER STONE TAMP CLAY/SILT SHEET 100 2.1 I 48 1095
15 24 32.5 13 3 001 V/LOOSE YES SHELL TAMP SAND BRACED 50 1.5 1.9 127 365
16 18 49 7.5 2 (1) CLAY(CH) DUMP CLAY/SILT OPEN 5.4 2.8 52 300
17 30 25.9 20 2 00 V/LOOSE DEWATER MIXED TAMP SAND BRACED 50 1.31 I 79 14
lB 48 6.5 12 1.2 MEDIUM YES CEM-SAND DUMP CLAY/SILT OPEN FR 3.3 1.7 52 180
19 48 10.4 B 2 001 LOOSE YES STONE DUMP CLAY/SILT BRACED FR 3.5 I 29 1
20 36 8.7 12.5 1.7 BOX V/LOOSE STONE D, P MIXED BRACED so 2.01 2.4 121 7
21 72 B 26 1.7 SLOPE STIFF NO STONE TAMP SAND OPTN 50 1.5 1 67 90
22 24 21.2 is 2 SLOPE LOOSE NO STONE TAMP CLAY/SILT OPEN so 2.1 1.3 62 I
23 30 17.1 16 2.4 00 V/LOOSE YES SAND TAMP CLAY/SILT BRACED 100 1.5 0.8 53 7
24 36 15.2 15 1.3 STIFF NO SAN TAMP CLAY/SILT BRACED 50 2.2 2.1 95 1
25 36 24.2 10 1.7 SLOPE V/LOOSE YES SAND TAMP CLAY/SILT OPEN 100 0.31 0.3 97 1
26 24 15.9 17 2 SLOPE MEDIUM NO STONE TAMP CLAY/SILT OPEN 100 2.7 1.1 41 540
27 36 8.7 IS 1.7 VERT. STIFF YES STONE SHOVEL CLAY/SILT OPEN FR 2,49 1.2 40 90
20 24 21.2 6 2 STONE SHOVEL CLAY/SILT OPEN 1.5 0.5 33 30

Footnotes- V/LOOSE for DEWATER CEM-SAND MIXED implies FRt Factory
VERY LOOSE YES :Cement-sand SAND/CLAY/SILT Representative
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Site Conditions
dictions made using Spangler's equation can De

I jpscriopS the tirmness of the site sol1. seen to be generally lower than the field
The soil is classified as very loose, loose, and measurements.

III L I tO StItt. For Instance, a very loose soil Upon reviewing the factors which may contribute
indicate d collapsing trench if left open and to the difference between the predicted and the
unsuppi'ed. :olumn - snows whether a water table observed deflections, the most obvious cause is
was encountered during construction and whether the condition of the trench. That is, whether it
d ewqaterIln y w.j don,, is a loose or wet or both and whether it is

sloped (open cut) or braced. In a wet and loose
trench, uncleaned wall sloughs and compaction

d s 0o-,olo difficulties may lead to increased deflections.
., These problems may be slightly compounded when a

-' s d=eOoio portable shield, or box, is used.

IGNORING CONSTRLCTfON FACTORS

7 - - OBSERVED 5
S- - T = TAMPIPE

Te S - SPANGLER'S

- - z

7 5 - 2
4

7 TC

22222 > T T

and V r b t o 5 . 6 14 6 20 22 24 26a. T T
~T S

I T

iur e 2 . observed Pipe Deflections T

an V r ab li y2 4 6 8 10 '2 1;4 1'6 I's 20C 22 24 26

Emoednent Materials PROJECT NUMBER

Figure 3. Initial Predictions of Pipe
In about ou-, of tne projects, tamping was carried Deflections
out to compact the embedment (bedding) materials.
Snovel slicing accounts for 2bO. Howeser, for
the rest of the projects, the embedment materials Recommendations
were simply dumped with no compaction. This
practice should be discouraged since the highest TAMPIPE Method
deflections observed in this study were dumped
embedment materials. From observations, it appears that the only

Emopdment materials used include sand, crushed adjustment required for TAMPIPE is in the modulus
stone, pea-gravel, a mixture of sand and stone, number of the embedment material, Ke. By reduc-
and sea-shelis. In one case, fat clay from the ing Ke, it was found that the TAMPIPE predictions
site itself was dumped around the pipe with no can be improved to match the wet trench case, and
compaction. This resulted in a large pipe verti- the wet and unstable trench case. For cases in
cal deflection (Project 16). which remedial action such as dewatering of a wet

trench, no reduction in Ke was required. Dewater-
Other Factors ing, when done properly, will allow the installa-

tion to be carried out as successfully as a dry
From the measured pipe deflection shown in Table one. The Ke-value can be multiplied by the
I, it is evident that where there is good inspec- factors shown in Table 2. These factors may be
tion, minimal deflections usually occur. The used in CANDE.
attitude of the contractor and the efficiency and
quality of the construction equipment are impor- Table 2. Recommendations for TAMP"PE
tant factors and should be considered. The
variability of pipe deflection is probably an Trench Condition Reduction Factor
indicator of how conscientious the contractor is.

Stable and Wet Trench
CUNSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS without dewatering 0.66

Unstable and Wet Trench
In developing the construction adjustments which without dewatering 0.5
may be required to more accurately predict the
mean pipe vertical deflection, the philosophy is
to attempt to explain the field data by modifying Spangler's Method
the design parameters affected rather than the
common approach of simply using "add-on" deflec- The coefficients in the Spangler's equation
t ions . were determined empirically from the field

Figure 3 shows the pipe vertical deflections which may explain why the predictions are
predicted using TAMPIPE and the Spangler's reasonable in most cases. The soil modulus
equation prior to adjusting for construction used in the predictions (Figure 3) are shown
factors versus the observed values. The pre- in Table 3.
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Table 3. USBR Values o' the Soil Modulus E'

Soil Type Compaction, % Proctor Trench Condition Recommended
, Coef. of Variation

Dumped 85 85-95 >90F i n e- G r a i ned , -DWAE 
S T IF F  60

CL, ML, ML-CL 1DEWATER -
<25% coarse-grained 50 200 400 1000 LLOOSE . 80

>25% coarse-grained 100 400 1000 2000 WET

Coarse-Grained, F STIFF - 60
GW ,GC, SM,SC NO DEWATER

>12, fines 100 400 1000 2000 _LOOSE 100
<25% fines 200 1000 2000 3000

Crushed Rock 1000 3000 3000 3000

In order to enhance the accuracy of the pre- DRY F
S TIF F

dictions, the following recommendations are made. LLOOSE -
-  80

Table 4. Additional Values of E' Values
(psi) for Iowa Formula Figure 5. Determining Variability of Pipe

Deflections
Crushed Rock
Dumped in wet in situ soil 500 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Shovel sliced

only under haunch 1000 Presented herein are case histories of projects
in soft clayey in situ soil 500 involving large-diameter flexible buried pipe in

which the mean pipe vertical deflections as well
as the variability of the measurements are avail-

Results able. Procedures are presented in which input to
the TAMPIPE and the Spangler's equation can be

Figure 4 shows the predictions made using the adjusted to reflect the construction methods as
TAMPIPE and the Spangler's equations after con- well as the site conditions during installation.
sidering construction conditions. A method of predicting the variability of the

pipe deflections in the field is also presented.
PREDICTING THE VARIABILITY OF PIPE DEFLECTION Several factors causing in-place pipe deflec-
FOR INDIVIDUAL PROJECT tions to deviate from the predicted were identi-

fied. The most critical factor involves the
The coefficient of variation for the each project condition of the trench, namely, whether the
can be estimated using the decision tree shown in trench wall is stable and whether a water table
Figure 5. is present. It appears that appropriate remedial

actions when effectively executed, such as using
The standard deviation can be calculated from the a trench box or dewatering, can still ensure a
coefficient of variation. The pipeline engineer proper installation.can decide from standard deviation the number of This study once again underscores the fact

pipe sections which will probably exceed the that proper construction procedure is just as
acceptable deflection. If the risk is unaccept- important, if not more important, than an
able, the engineer can either (a) ensure that accurate design procedure.
installation specifications are strictly follow-
ed, or (b) reduce the mean deflection by using a REFERENCES
stiffer pipe or better embedment soil.
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SYNOPSIS: Seven ground anchors were installed for full scale field tests in Taipei Railway
Underground Project. The soil at job site can generally be classified as silty clay or clayey
silt. The length of the anchors was about 40 m each, including 23 m bond length. The borehole
diameter was 125 mm and the designed borehole inclination was 26 degrees downward. Each of the
anchors was expected to share approximately 300 to 400 kN of tie-back force to support the
diaphragm wall during excavation. Investigation of the borehole inclination was carried out by
using horizontal inclinometer. The distribution of skin friction along the bond anchorage was
determined from strain gauges applied on the anchoring strands, and the tensile load was monitored
by load cells. It was observed that the average borehole direction deviated with an angle of about
1.5 degrees. It has also been found that most of the design load was carried by the first 10 m of
the bond length. For a nearest spacing of about 1.5 m between the anchors, the group effect and
the stress interaction among them were negligible.

INTRODUCTION

For designing an anchor in soil, it is this research, three instrumentation
generally assumed that a constant skin systems, i.e., horizontal inclinometer,
friction distributes over grout-soil strain gauges and load cells, were used in
interface along bond anchor length. the testing program. The length of the
OSTERMAYER and SCHEELE (1977) have anchors was about 40 m each including about
performed the full scale tests on anchors 23 m bond length. The borehole diameter was
in non-cohesive soils. They have found that 125 mm and the designed borehole inclination
the decrease of tendon forces from the front was 26 degrees. The simplified geotechnical
part to the rear part of the bond length profile of typical Taipei Sedimentary Soils
corresponds with the load transmission is shown in Table I. A large part of the
from the tendon into the grouted body. The bond length was situated at a layer of silty
maximum skin friction shifts from the front clay or clayey silt with undrained shear
part of bond length towards the anchored end strength (Su) of about 60 kN/m2 . Some part
when the tensile step loadings were of the bond length was located in the layers
gradually applied. A progressive failure of silty fine sand with effective internal
mechanism was used to explain the variation friction angle of 31 to 32 degrees. All
of skin friction with bond length. So far, test anchors were installed at the elevation
as the behavior of ground anchors in silty lower than the ground water table, which is
or clayey soil is concerned, the limitations normally located at 1 to 2 m below the
of the application of the various ground surface.
theoretical approaches have been discussed
by Ou (1986). In this paper, a field Each of the test anchors was expected
investigation on the behavior of ground to share approximately 300 to 400 kN of tie-
anchors in Taipei Sedimentary Soils is -back forces to support the diaphragm wall
reported. The main objectives of this during excavation. Four or five tension
research are: strands with diameter 12.7 mm each were used

for anchorage. The temperature compensating
(i) to observe the borehole inclination strain gauges were attached to a steel bar

after it was driven. (165 mm in length and 20 mm in diameter).
(ii) to understand the stress distribution They were protected by several layers of

along fixed anchor length and its waterproof coatings and an aluminum tube to
variation with respect to time, prevent from stain and damage. This assembly

(iii) to understand the group effect of was then connected to one of the tension
anchors and its influptnce on stress strands at the pre-selected points. All
distribution, instruments were calibrated in the

laboratory before the field testing. The
FIELD TESTS following are the procedures of installation

and measurement in the testing program:
Among the many anchors installed in Taipei
Railway Underground Project, seven were (i) the steel casing was driven down to
selected for full scale tests. A schematic the design depth,
arrangement of the test anchors is shown in (ii) the plastic tubes for inclinometer
Fig. 1. According to the requirements on were inserted into the casing and then
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Packer+ +
2b+ + 4-

- + + +Strain gauges

02 + + +-"+7 6+ ", +

a 
Testanchors

PrDfile Oiaphragm wall - - Elevation

Fig. 1: Test Anchor Arrangement and Instrumentation

-bale i: Simplified Soil Profile and Parameters

Elevation Soil Profile N 7 c 0 c 0 Su TEST RESULTS
range, m Description kli/n3  We/ deg. kN/n deg. kNma

Asphalt pave- Borehole Inclination
Ground ment, balast
Level to backfilled 5 18.6 20.6 17 0.0 23.0 24.5 Fig. 2 shows a typical borehole inclination

-2 soil and silty (represented by dashed lines). According to
clayey or the measurement of inclination (sensor
clayey silt length about 610 mm), the borehole

-2 to -12 silty fine 12 19.0 - - 31.0 - inclination at each advancing length
sand ranges from 23.4 to 27.6 degrees. The

- .. average deviation away from the designed
-12 to -19 silty clay or 7 18.6 30.4 15.5 0.0 28.0 58.8 inclination was about 1.5 degrees (Fig. 2).

--------Clayey silt On the diaphragm wall, the minimum distance

-19 to -28 silty fine 12 19.0 - - 32.0 - among the anchors was about 1.8 m. While
sand along the bond length of each anchor, the

.-.-.-.-.-.----------- --- -minimum spacing calculated from the measured
Note: N: blow count of standard penetration test, inclination was about 1.5 m.

,-: total un~t w'ight of soil,
c. apparent, effective cohesion intercept,

0 apparent, effective internal angle of shearing resistance,
Su: undrained shear strength of soil, DISTANC FROM ANCHOR HEAD, M

average ground surface at elevation +4.3 m,
pernanent ground water at elevation +2.0 m, 0.0 6.0 12.0 I8.O 24.0 30.0 35.0
temperary ground water at elevation +3.6 m. ,

26* TEST ANCHOR NO. 5

the borehole inclination was measured,
(iii) the wire strands with strain gauges Li OBSERVED

were inserted into casing, z IESGE
(iv) the borehole was grouted from bottom wi

of the casing while retracting the

casing simultaneously, uz
(v) in the free length part, i.e., outside

the packer of borehole, the remaining X0
cement paste was flushed out with o
water, _j

(vi) the load cell was installed after
a waiting period of about 7 days and '
then Lle tensile force was applied.

The water/cement ratio of the grout was 0.5 C,
and the grouting pressure was kept at about
0.2 to 0.5 MN/s . The pulling force was Fig. Borehole Inclination after Driven

applied in steps (LITTLEJOHN, 1981) by a
hollow ram Jack.
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Distribution of Tensile Load

A typical distribution of tensile forces in The progressive failure phenomenon was
sttunds and average skin friction along found when the load applied was approaching
grout-soil interface are represented in Fig. 300 kN. It is indicated from Fig. 3 that the
3. The bond length indicated on the first 10 m of the bond length was enough to
horizontal axis refers to the position of carry most of the design load. An important
the packer. The skin friction was obtained issue is to maintain the grout-soil
from the difference of forces at two interface well bound.
neighboring points divided by the Continual observations on this field
circumferential area of the grouted body. It test were performed from February to June,
is observed that the transmitted forces have 1987 The excavation work went on until the
decreased from the front to the rear part end of April. The load cell readings with
of bond length (Fig. 3A) and the distributed respect to tire are shown in Fig. 4. There
forces have increased when the load was kept was a sudden increase of tensile force in
constant for a period of time (about 5 the anchor head due to 3 m depth excavation
minutes). It is also found that as the load near the test site at the end of March (40
was kept constant at high loading steps, the days after February 14). The readings of
decrease of skin friction in the front part strain gauges with respect to time are shown
is accompanied by the increase of skin in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. It was observed that
friction in the rear part of bond length the influence of excavation can be
(Fig. 3B). It must be kept in mind that the immediately detected only in the gauges of
test anchors have passed through non- anchor number 6 (1.8 and 4.5 m away from
-homogeneous soils, i.e., the first 6 m of packer in Fig. 7). The results given by the
bond length was in the layer of medium dense other strain gauges (over 7 m away from
silty fine sand and the remaining 16 m was packer) have shown that the tensile force
in the layer of silty clay or clayey silt. increased gradually at beginning, and then
The behavior of test anchors shows a similar became steady after the end of May (about
phenomenon as that disclosed in the
research for non-cohesive soils (OSTERMAYER
and SCHEELE, 1977). TEST ANCHOR NO.

TEST ANCHOR NO. I & -

351
IMMED. AFTER LOADING

5 MIN. AFTER LOADING
271

200 '. FIG. 3 (A)

130

% '3 MOEPTH EXCAVATED66 NEAR TEST SITE
0 66 40 0o so to 120

- TIME, DAY
FEB. 14. 1987

-2.0 2.0 6.0 10.9 14.0 15.0 22. Fig. 4: Load Cell Readings with Respect
BOND LENGTH, M to TimeU

LOAD IN FREE END TEST ANCHOR NO. I POSITION FROM PACKER

M351 KN C 19.0 M
( 271 KN 0 15.2 "
A 200 KN
+ 130 KN
X 66 KN

FIG. 3 (B)

o C

-2.0 2.0 6.0 10.0 14.0 18.0 22.0 0 to 4o so so 100 12O

BOND LENGTH. FEB. 14. 2987 TIME. DAY

Fig. 3: Tensile Load and Skin Friction Fig. 5: Strain Gauge Readings with Respect
Distribution along Bond Length to Time (Test Anchor No. 1)
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iOO days after February 14). It is noted Table Il: Strain Gauge Readings (microstrain) Before and After
that the tensile load in anchor number 3 Pulling Test Anchor Number 4
decreased after excavation (Fig. 4). The
readings of strain gauges at 7.6 m from r-.....-T---- ----------------------------
packer were also affected by this decrease I Test I Strain Gauge Position measured from Packer, In
of tensile load (Fig 6). It has also been I Anchor -- - --- -- ------------------ --
found that most of the anchor load was taken I No. 1 3.8 i 7.6 i 11.4 1 15.2 1 19.0
by the first 0 m of bond length at long ------ -- -- ---- -------
term condition. I mnI - I 938(932) I 346(341i1 200(205) I -

term-condition.---------- --------- 1F -- -- -- ___ - - - - -I
Group Effect 2 I - i 593(598) I 349(335) 1 122(139) I 347(325)1

----------------- I---------------- d3 - ]2376(2378) - I - 11581(1583)1
In order to know the group effect and stress _ 3 1 - 1---+----------- - -------------- 1
interaction among these anchors, the stress I - I 2162(2144) 11688(1676) - I 329(347)

condition was recorded for all the anchors ------- - - 216-------------------------------
when one of the anchors was being loaded. It 6 I -20(-14) I 58(58) i -29(-27) 1 -45(-45) 1 -107(-104)
is worth noticing that a particular test -- ---------- - -
sequence was arranged to assure meaningful 7 I 39(36) I 6(5) I 19(19) 1 -19(-17) I -46(-44) 1
comparison, i.e., the center one in test ------ J------ L - -- -- --- -- ----------- - - - --
group (number 4 in Fig. 1) was loaded until Note: ( ): reading after pulling test anchor 4.
all the others had been installed. Comparing --------- ---------- ----
the test results before and after pulling
the anchor number 4 (Table II), there was a For a nearest spacing of about 1.5 m
very small difference between these two test along bond length, the stress interaction
data. The maximum value of the difference among the test anchors was very small when
was about 22 microstrains (0.5 kN). The same loading and unloading each one of them.
phenomenon was also detected in the other Therefore, the influence of group effect was
test cases. negligible.

* CONCLUSIONS
TEST ANCHOR NO. 3 POSITION FROM PACKER

M 19.0 M
7.60 M After investigating the behavior of ground

*_ anchors in Taipei Sedimentary Soil, similar
phenomenon was observed as that in non-
cohesive soil (OSTERMAYER and SCHEELE,
1977). The average deviation away from the
designed inclination was about 1.5 degrees.
The first 10 m of bond length can carry most

*- of the maximum tensile load if the grout-
soil interface was well bound. For a nearest
spacing of about 1.5 m along bond length
between testing anchors, the stress
interaction among them was very small and
the influence of group effect was
negligible. After five month observation,
it is expected that these long term
instrumentation results will help in

to understanding the behavior of ground anchors

TIME.DAY due to excavation effect. Because of the
FEB. 14. 1987 limited monitoring period, the influence of

Fig. 6: Strain Gauge Readings with Respect soil creep to the behavior of ground anchors
to Time (Test Anchor No. 3) was not fully understood and a further study

is recommended.
TEST ANCHOR NO. 6 POSITION PROM PACKER
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Post-Tensioned Caissons Permit Interstate Construction: A Case History
A. Joseph Nicholson, Jr. John R. Wolosick
President, National Foundation Company, USA Chief Engineer, National Foundation Company, USA

SYNOPSIS: Due to severe right of way restrictions associated with the relocation and widening of

Interstate 85 in Atlanta Georgia, a special post-tensioned caisson retaining wall was constructed

within 12 inches of an adjacent parking garage and office building. National Foundation Company's

design for the twenty foot high retaining structure was used in lieu of an L-shaped cantilevered
concrete retaining wall that required extensive temporary shoring for construction. The caisson

wall was instrumented and monitored during and after construction using slope indicators and

optical survey.

In 1981, the Georgia Department of

PROJECT BACKGROUND Transportation let a $63,000,000 contract to

rebuild the Brookwood Interchange whcre

For the past several years, the Georgia Interstates 75 and 85 meet on the north side of

Department of Transportation has been involved Atlanta. Part of the work involved relocating

in a rebuilding program requiring major widening portions of Interstate 85. The old highway was

of the existing right-of-way for tne Atlanta to remain in service parallel to the new

freeway system. In the first extensive use of Interstate, and would serve as a four-lane

Permanently Anchored Retaining Walls by a state feeder road. The width and alignment of old

highway department, Georgia has implemented cost 1-85 were changed in some locations, including

effective alternatives to more traditional the area of the subject project. Grade at this

methods of retaining wall construction.

MONY BUILDING

MONY BUILDING RELOCATED
PARKING DECK PEACHTREE ST.

EXISTING

MASONRY WALL-
C .P CANTILEVER

WLL

- -- 9BRIDGE ABUTMENT

',L PROPOSED RETAINING
...... WALL LOCATION

--- 4L.WEST PEACHTREE ST.

CONNECTOR

FIGURE I. PROPOSED RETAINING WALL LOCATION
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location was lowered 20 feet but the roadway deflections. The Georgia DOT requested that the

shoulder was only 5-1/2 feet from an existing contractor investigate the use of temporary

masonry wall. Behind this wall was a four story tiebacks rather than struts to support the

parking deck servicing an attached eleven story sheeting. It was believed that prestressed

offize building (see Figure 1.) tiebacks would greatly reduce lateral movements
during excavation. Unfortunately, the owner of

The original desicn orawings issued by the the adjacent building would not grant subs.rface

Georgia DOT called for sheet piling to be driven easements even for temporary tiebacts.

to refusal adjacent to the masonry wall. The

contractor was requi-ed to design the bracing National Foundation Company was originally

for the sheet piling to temporarily support the requested to prepare a cost estimate for

excavation while a concrete cantilever retaining installing the temporary tieback wall. When the

wall was constructed. The cantilever wall was subsurface easement problem arose, National

desiqned as an L-shaped structure due to severe Foundation proposed an entirely different scheme

-ight-of-way limitations which prevented to limit the anticipated deflections. This

construction of the heel of the footing. To scheme was based upon constructing the temporary

adequatel, support the wall, the footing was to and permanent walls as one. The proposed design

be founded on bedrock at a depth of limited the required excavation to 2C feet, or

approximately 40 feet below grade. Figure 2 only the amount necessary to reach road grade.

illustrates the locations of the proposed This design, which the Georgia DOT eventually

temporary and permanent retaining structures, accepted, is illustrated on Figure 3 and

Because the new roadway was only 20 feet below consisted mainly of the following components:

existing grade, 20 feet of additional excavation

below design subgrade and then 20 feet of 1. Fifty caissons, 42 inches in diameter,

backfill would have been required to construct drilled from the ground surface to rock.

the L-shaped wall on rock. These reinforced caissons were installed

either tangent to each other or spacedEXISTING
MULTI-STORY 12 to 15 inches apart to form a
PARKING EXIST. continuous structural wall.

GARAGE 12 STY.

IBLDG. 2. Fifty post-tensioned rock anchor tendons

MAX. EXCAVATION which were installed through a draped

BEFORE INSTALLING conduit cast into the caissons. Below

FIRST WALL STRUT EXISTING the caissons, the tendons were anchored

FT MASONRY into the underlying granite gneiss

I.,/ WALL bedrock which was drilled through the

. Iconduit from the ground surface. When
stressed, the draped tendons imposed an

I eccentric load on each caisson. This
> load induced a moment which moved the

i b top of the caisson backward towards the

I''' Nbuilding.

ROAD GRADE WALL DESIGN

The wall design was performed by Law/Geoconsult
International and required extensive

PZ-27 SHEET coordination between geotechnical and structural

PILING personnel due to the complex soil/structure

interaction mechanisms involved.

/ Deflection Calculations

2'"> Extensive deflection estimates were calculated

to assess the effectiveness of the post-

HP14 1 tensioned caisson concept in advance of design.

t TO REFUSAL These estimates were based on elastic analyses

of caisson deflection using a horizontal modulus
of subgrade reaction recommended by Terzaghi (1)
and compared with estimates prepared for the

/IIIIII/II IL/j L) sheet pile and strut system. The deflection

estimates for the wall were based on theory
TO REFUSAL PERMANENT C.I.P. REINFORCED presented by Kocsis (2).

CONCRETE WALL
The designers estimated that the temporary sheet

pile and strut system originally designed for

the site would deflect about 1.4 inches at the

top of the wall. The Georgia DOT felt that this

estimate might be optimistic. In any case, they

felt that deflections should be less than about

0.75 inches to keep settlement of the adjacent

The contractor designed a system of struts and masonry wall within acceptable limits. There

reaction piles to support the sheeting during was also concern for the adjacent parking garage

construction of the cantilevered wall. During a since visual inspection of the drilled shafts

review of the shoring design, questions arose supporting the structure indicated deterioration

concerning the magnitude of possible lateral and cracking.
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EXIST, MULTI-STORY The specified at-rest (Ko) earth pressure

PARE ING GULTTRAE distribution was added to calculated surcharge

PARKING GARAGE I 2EXIST. loading based on the Boussinesq (3) strip

1I (12 STORY loading solution, doubled to account for stress

I BLDG, reflection. Interestingly, the passive
.. J A J resistance against the caissons below grade was

estimated based on the elastic horizontal

subgrade modulus reactions, with an assumed

point of fixity at the bottom of the caissons or
-EXSTING at the top of rock. The passive effect was

MASONRY WALL considered a resistance rather than an actual

-- J load since the point of fixity was assured by

K'O ~the post-tensioning tendons and/or caisson rock

sockets. The resulting passive distribution was
triangular shaped with zero points at the

excavation line and at the rock line. The

designers were comfortable with this
3'-6"0 CONCRETE conservative assumption since they felt that
CYLINDER PILES this distribution better modeled the actual

ROAD loading conditions. It was felt that the
GRADE i classical triangular distribution which

NEW JERSEY increases from zero to a maximum at the bottom

BARRIER of the structure might overestimate the amount

of resistance available.

The groundwater table was located far below
I final excavation grade near to top of the

bedrock, so hydrostatic pressures were not added

to the earth pressure diagram. However,

positive drainage was Orovided through the wall

TOP OF ROCK to prevent any accumulation of water.

Structural and Geotechnical Desi_ n

The structural design relied on theory presented
by Kocsis (2) for the determination of Shear and

ROCK moment. The specified at-rest earth pressures

S- ANCHOR TENDON and the assumed surcharge loads were used to
size the caisson reinforcement and post-

0 tensioning loaJs. The location of the post-
tensioning ducts was governed by the caisson
geometry. The ducts were placed as far to the
rear of the caissons as possible to maximize the

eccentricity and the moment generated by the
tendons. However, the ducts were moved toward
the center of the caisson near the top of each

FIGURE 3 POST-TENSIONED CAISSON RETAINING WALL shaft and reinforcing was added to overcome

excessive shear at the back of the caissons.
Concrete strengths of 5000 psi were required for

Deflection calculations for the caisson wall the caissons to resist the combined stresses.
.ere performed using superposition of elastic
theory for the combined effects of surcharge, The rock anchor tendons consisted of up to 28-
earth pressure, and post-tensioning. These 0.6 inch diameter steel strands. Maximum
effects were assumed to generate movements working load was about 845 kips. The tendons
related to cantilevering as well as rotation and were up to 88 feet in length with drill holes
deflection expected at the ground line. extending from 25 to 30 feet into sound rock

below the bottom of the caissons.
Deflection estimates for the caisson wall

governed the caisson diameter and spacing A provision was made for caisson rock sockets
with the limited right-of-way as the critical when calculations indicated that fixity could
factor. Deflection estimates at the top of the not always be achieved with the available soil
wall were 0.7 inches for the final design embedment indicated by the borings. The sockets
caisson diameter of 42 inches. were designed to be 1 or 2 feet deep, depending

on the depth at which sound bedrock was
Earth Pressure Assumptions encountered.

Earth pressures were calculated using assumed Positive drainage was provided along the wall
soil parameters based on standard penetration with the use of a prefabricated drainage board
testing performed in the silty sands and sandy placed between the caissons where they were not
silts located at the site. No shear strength tangent. At tangent caissons, slotted PVC pipes
tests were performed on samples from the were covered with filter fabric and placed in
borings. However, the designers had drilled holes at the point of tangency at 5 foot
considerable experience in these soils, so the vertical intervals and attached to vertical PVC
assumed value for the angle of shearing pipes. The drainage board and vertical PVC
resistance of 28 degrees had a high degree of pipes were connected to weep holes through the
confidence associated with it. New Jersey barrier at the base of the wall.
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- cast-in-place, 12 inch thick reinforced Water pressure tests were performed in the rock

conc~ete facing was designed for the wall. The anchor sockets to determine the relative

facino consisted of 19 to 32 foot wide segments. permeability of the bedrock. When these tests

These segments were cast around steel shear all indicated water takes beyond the specified

otuOs that were drilled and epoxied into the limits, the holes were grouted for water

caissons. The facing was provided with a tightness and redrilled.

rusticated finish to architecturally match the

adjacent conventional retaining walls.

CONSTRUCTION

Construction began in July of 1984, and took a

total of 8 months. Five months were required to

construct the caissons and rock anchor tendors.
The remaining time was used to excavate in front

of the wall and pour the concrete facing. The

first phase of work was to drill the caissons,
which averaged 42 feet long from the ground

surface to the top of rock. Forty-two inch

diameter rock sockets in the hard granite gneiss

were cored for 25 of the caissons. The sockets

were generally i or 2 feet in depth, although

three of the caissons had sockets of 4, 4.5, and

o feet in length where seamy rock was

encountered. The reinforcing cages were

fabricated in advance with the draped metal

post-tensioning ducts tied into the proper FIGURE 5. ROCK ANCHOR TENDONS

position. The cages were lowered into the drill

holes, and concrete was pumped from the bottom

up, maintaining the void space in the post- The rock anchor tendons were prefabricated and

tensioning ducts. When the caisson concrete had delivered to the job by truck. The individual

sufficiently cured, a rotary hydraulic drill rig strands were "basketed" around centralizers in

was positioned over the ducts to drill the rock the bond length to maintain at least 1/2 inch of

anchor sockets. The drill tools, consisting of grout cover over the steel. The tendons were

a 6 inch diameter down-the-hole hammer and 3 placed with the aid of a crane. Primary grout,

inch diameter drill rods were first lowered consisting of a plain cement-water mix was

through the draped ducts to the bottom of the injected through a plastic tube placed to the

caissons. The 25 to 30 foot sockets were then bottom of the rock anchor sockets. A

drilled into sound bedrock. predetermined quantity of the mix was injected
to fill only the bond length of the anchor.
After allowing the primary grout to cure,

bearing platee were installed at the top of the

FIGURE 4. CAISSON DRILLING FIGURE 6. EXCAVATION IN FRONT OF WALL
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caIsso- at an aqIe cerend i: .,Iar t. the drape

of the tendons. TI' oEc a'cchors .Lee tested to

1.5 times toe desi -r load ,'-. to 1Eb8 kipsi

using a l'rce ce-- hole hvccaul i sack. which

pulled all of toe t-wanos oim. itaneouslv. Once

the anchors were tested and locked off at design

load, the strands were cut e' and the ducts

were filled with seconcar. Q, jut. The Iearing

plates and anchor reads were encased in non-

shrin Qrout for .*orrosio,7 protection.

Ecaation was perfcrmed in three lifts. AS

soil was -emoved 1-rm the face of the caissons,

two searate oce-atcons took (lace. The

drainage coard o PvC drainage ppes were placed

and toe steel shear studs were ecoed into

holes drilled into the caissons. When the

excavation was conlete. the reinfo-cing steel

for the fascia was tied and the facing was cast.

The weep holes were cast through a New Jersey

barrier which was slip-formed along the base of

the wall.

FIGURE 8. CONSTRUCTION OF CONCRETE FACING

FIGURE 7. CAISSONS AND DRAINAGE BOARD FIGURE 9. COMPLETED RETAINING WALL

INSTRUMENTATION Several inclinometer measurements were made at

each caisson location to establish a baseline
An instrumentation program was implemented by for the movements. These measurements were

the Georgia DOT to document the performance of taken several weeks before stressing of the

the structure and to provide early warning of post-tensioning tendons or excavation in front

unexpected behavior. The instrumentation also of the wall. Three readings were also made on

provided a means to assess the adeauacy of the the day that the instrumented caissons were

design including checking design assumptions, stressed. These included: I) before stressing,

2) at 150 percent of design load, and 3) at

The instrumenta
t
ion mainly consisted of slope design load. The instrumentation was read on a

indicator casings placed in four of the weekly basis before, during, and after

caissons. Caisson numbers 16, 26, 37, and 44 construction for a total period of 9 months.

had steel pipes tied to the reinforcing steel The instruments were read monthly for a further

cages and cast into the shafts. Inclinometer period of 5 months. The next readings were made

casings were then grouted inside the steel at 6 month and I year intervals. The

pipes. Also, optical survey measurements were instruments were last read in June 1987, more

performed at various locations along the wall to than 2 years after the completion of

check for settlement and tilting. construction.
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The inclinomete data provided the deflected Approimatelv 55 to 5,' ie'ceht of the outward

shapes of the int, ume7'*-l caissons. Plots of movement of the cai s nS ULCUrred within e weeps

the deflected CaIssons a e shown on Figures 10, alter excavation was _.cnj<ete. In general,

1I1 12, and 13. The eogoerated horizontal these movements o-currel u,niformly, indicating a

scale of these Tgures nuow the evolution of the gradual application ct earth pressure to the

deflected profile at irootant milestones wall over an extended neriod of time.
throughout Construrt io- ano up to the most

current readings. Caisson 28 experience: -i .nff in the

inclinometer casing at a depth of 37 feet,

The shafts responded to the post-tensioning hy 12 days after stressing. This caisson contained

bowing bac-ward towardJs the parking garage at the deepest rock socket , feet) on the project.

the top an Pulping opt.,a,-d at approxtimately Very seamy rock was encountered during the

mio--depth. T'he r-sulting shape was a smooth drilling of this caisson (a very hard zone was

curve which looked like ai archery bow. When drilled immediatel,/ aboe a soft zone.) The

the 20 loot ercavatioi, .3a performed to r-ad inclinometer casing shift apparently followed

grade in front of the wall, the released the caisson's response to the application of the

confinement allowed the t)ps Pt the caissons to post-tensioning load in) ttese subsurface

bow backwards a, additional amount towards the conditions.

parking garage (especially where the caisSons

were not tangent. ) The raissons then deflected CONCLUSIONS

and rotated outward in -esponse to earth

pressure after excavation. However, the post- 1. The design and co-struction of the wall

tensioning forces were high enough to maintain provided a cost effective alternati.e to more

the caissons in a permanently bowed traditional methods. The scheme used for

configuration. Maximum outward deflections of this wall was advantageois because:

0.25 to 0.30 inches were measured approximately

at roadway grade. The tops of the caissons are a. The wall was bui I t from the "toP dow..

currently located oither at their original No temporary shoring was necessary

installed positions or slightly more towards the because the caissons and rock anchor

parking garage than when first installed, tendons were in place and functioninc!

prior to the start of excavation.

PARKING I PARKING

GARAGE GARAGE

ELEVATION ELEVATION

888.0 TOP OF CAISSON 880.0 TOP OF CAISSON

5LEEN D BEFORE STRESSING 5.

.\ DESIGN LOAD

10- - END EXCAVATION 10-

I MOST RECENT

2' 868 6 EXCAVATION LINE E V20-~--__~___ W 20- 867.5 _ EXCAVATION LINE

S25- C 5
oI / a.2

30- 30-

I 0 1FEET

350. 35- 851.3 ROCK LENS

O 150.,300"40.1 
6 0  

INCH

40- 847 5 TOP OF ROCK DEFLECTION SCALE 40 TOP OF ROCK

45- i 45
-0.30 0.30.0.30 0 .30

-0.15 0.15 -0.15 0.15

DEFLECTION (INCHES) DEFLECTION (INCHES)

CAISSON NO.16 CAISSON NO,28

FIGURE 10. SLOPE INDICATOR RESULTS FIGURE I I. SLOPE INDICATOR RESULTS
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L, PARKING -PARKING
GARAGE GARAGEL

ELEVATION ELEVATION
TOP OF CAISSON 888 0 TOP OF CAISSON888.0 0-I

LEGEND
5- BEFORE STRESSING 5\

10- DESIGN LOAD 10I

-------- END EXCAVATION

15- MOST RECENT 15' '

H- 1 'I

20- 866 7 EXCAVATION LINE . 20-
.. 865.8 EXCAVATION LINE

CL
H 0.

25- ' 25-

30- I 0 5 10 FEET 30-I

i: ojjljjf INH
VERTICAL SCALE i /

35- 3 5
I0 0 5 0.45

() 11 010_60 INCH

40 • -EFLECTION SCALE 40

843.7 TOP OF ROCK
4 41 "1 - TOP OF ROCK 45

J  
l

-- -0,30 0 0.30 - -0.30 T 0 .30
-0.15 0 15 -0.15 0.15

DEFLECTION (INCHES) DEFLECTION (INCHES)

CAISSON NO.37 CAISSON NO.44

FIGURE 12. SLOPE INDICATOR RESULTS FIGURE 13. SLOPE INDICATOR RESULTS

b. >t was rot neces.ary to excavate 20 feet ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
of the 40 foot cut originally planned.
This .as significant because a sensitive The writers would like to thank the Georgia
structure was located immediately behind Department of Transportation for their foresight
the wall. in the approval of this project, and for the

excellent instrumentation data provided to us.
C. The rock anchor tendons did not extend Georgia DOT officials responsible for the

behind the rear face of the wall. This project were Mr. Charles Lewis, State Bridge
feati-e is noteworthy in urban Engineer, and Mr. David Mitchell. Chief of the
environments where it is often difficult Geotechnical Branch. Structural design of the
to obtain easements under adjacent retaining wall was performed by Mr. David Shiver
prope-ties. for Law/Geoconsult International.

2. The wall did not deflect outward at the top
as much as anticipated, although the pre-
excavation response to post-tensioning was REFERENCES

predicted accurately during design. The
raissons responded to the post-tensioning by 1. Terzaghi, K., Evaluation of Coefficients of
deflecting back towards the parking garage at Subgrade Reactions, Geotechnique, Vol. V,
the top; and by bulging uutward at December, 1955, No. 4.

approximately mid-depth. The bowed shap-'
necame more pronounced after excavation was 2. Kocsis, P., Lateral Loads on Piles, 68 pgs.,
performed in front of the wall. The post- Chicago, Illinois, 1968.

tensioning force was apparently large enough
to retain the bowed shape thrGughout the 3. Boussinesq, J., Application des potentials i
prolect, even after the zpplication of earth l'tude de l'equilibre et du mouvement des
pressure. This locked-in shape was solides elastiques. Gauthier-Villas,
responsible for the reduced outward Paris, France, 1685.

deflections observed at the tops of the
c aisso ns.
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Model Test of Reinforced Earth Retaining Wall
A.S. Stipho
Asst. Prof.. Civil Engineering Department, King Saud University,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

SYNOPSIS: Reinforced Earth techniques are fast growing procedures within geotechnical engineering
practice. The ease and flexibility of the techniques make them widely accepted. In the last two
decades, considerable advances have been realized in utilization of concepts in retaining struct-
ures. The analysis and design procedures for earth reinforced retaining walls had been exercised
within Rankin and Mohr Coulomb theory. An earth retaining model wall was designed according to Mohr
Coulomb theory with minimum factor of safety. The wall was constructed in the laboratory in much
the same way as the large walls in the fields. The wall was then brought to failure by surcharge
loading, during which wall behavior was monitored. The maximum surcharge load that induced failure
and the mode of failure was observed. Stresses in the reinforcement strips were compared with those
predicted by the theory. The efficiency, usefulness and conservativity of the technique was out-
lined.

INTRODUCTION 8

In the last five years, thousands of miles of /
first class highways were constructed in Saudi
Arabia. Some were found along the desert flats
and others were located in steep mountainous 12 M=Sh
terrain. Due to the rapid construction of this 0
comprehensive development, a great need for
flexible, inexpensive convenient-to-build Backfill
retaining structures arose. Some of these 3Skin / =19.13KN/r 3

structures were constructed quickly and ,=
occasionally on poor foundation conditions. o = 34"8

" C = 0.0
Reinforced earth retaining walls were consider- / Length ofstrip=10SCm
ed at various locations. Reinforced earth is a L
construction material composed of soil fill
reinforced with rods bars of the like to
strengthen the soil and increase its frictional 7
resistance. Vidal since the early sixties
developed the concept of reinforced earth; and _ _\

demonstrated the beneficial effects of adding
small amount of fibrous material to soil.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE Fig. 1 Design elsment of the wall

A sketch of the key component of a representa-
tive earth reinforced model is shown in Figure take place due to one or more of the modes
1. The main items of the wall are the backfill described below.
materials, face units and the reinforcing ele-
ments. The backfill material is characterized Failure of the wall by slipage along a sliding
by its friction properties and density. Face wedge in the soil mass due to either failure in
units need not be of a particular strength so bond and/or tension of the reinforcing ties.
that fabric, metal or precast concrete units This mode of failure seems to be the most
are commonly used and generally referred to as commonly occuring mode of failure observed from
the skin (Lee, Adams and Vagneron 1973). The model test results (Lee et al 1973, Lee 1976,
size and type of the face elements is determin- Banerjee 1975, Al Hussaini and Perry 1978,
ed by handling convenience, esthetics, cost and Ingold 1981, 1982).
technique employed. The reinforcing elements
which are normally known as ties are selected Other failure mode of the reinforced earth
by their resistance to corrosion and must be retaining wall, may be due to failure of its
strong enough to prevent failure by breaking in foundation. Such failure may occur when the
tension. They are sized in such a way as to load intensity on the foundation becomes more
prevent failure of the structure by preventing than the allowable bearing pressure of the
extraction of the ties (pull out resistance). foundation material. Skin units may also fail

due co increased lateral earth pressure from
FAILURE MODES OF THE WALL possible rise of pore water pressure developed

in the backfill material, if drainage by some
Failure of reinforced earth retaining wall may means becomes blocked.
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Once the internal stability requirements of the Similarly the tension in each layer of rein-
wall have been satisfied, the external stabili- forcement varies with depth, and the maximum
ty of the wall presumed to act as a solid tension in the mth layer at the bottom per
gravity mass against circular slip failure metre run of the wall could be given as
requires investigation as another possible mode (Schlosser and Vidal 1969);
of failure. Ti _i Ka  .y .H . Sv  (5)

DESIGN CONCEPT m+l

To solve any problem of soil mechanics, the where:
basic governing equation "constitutive relat-
ions" for the soil must be defined. :ormulat- m number of reinforcing layers

ion of such constitutive relations fo sophis-
ticated soil behavior including thre dimen- i= variable from 0 to m
sional anisotropic elasto-plastic constitutive S the vertical spacing between each
relations were already advanced (Prevost, 1978, v
Yennis Dafalias 1982, Stipho 1985). Herein, layer of reinforcement.
the model wall under study was designed and
idealized using a simplified model behavior This Ti should be less than the ultimate
such as the Mohr Coulomb criteria where, tensile strength of the ith layer of reinforce-

ment. Therefore, for a desired factor of safe-
C tan () ty the reinforcement per metre run can be

obtained.

T Shear stress on slip plane Ti fs . A . nsi (F.S. = 1) (6)

C apparent cohesion where

normal stress, and fs the maximum tensile strength of the

; angle of internal friction, strips.

A =cross section area of the strip.
The prime (') indicates that the parameter an

effective term. nsi = number of strips per metre run of

This model wall was designed to have a minimum wall at ith layer.

factor of safety (F.S. = I) against snapping of PULL OUT RESISTANCE
strips. It was assumed that sufficient amount
of lateral movement during construction takes In the design of a reinforced earth retaining
place for the mobilization of the skin friction wall, the check on the likely bond stress along
between the strips and the backfill material to the strip's effective length that produce
develop an active wedge failure, adequate pull out resistance is very necessary.

The effective strip length (L) is the actual
In this analysis failure of the foundation and length put to work to resist the pull out. It
the skin was considered not critical because is mainly the length beyond the proposed
the model wall was built in the laboratory failure plane. The pull resistance depends
using precast concrete skin units. Within this upon the strip bize and the angle of friction
context the wedge failure occurs along the between the strip and the soil (4). The
failure plane AB (Figure 1) passing through the maximum frictional resistance of the strips per
toe and inclined at an angle e to the horizon- metre run at depth (h) can be calculated as:
tal; where,

e 450 + /2 (2) Fh 
=  

(2 L . . . h . tan ) (7)
45* 0/2(2)Sh

Thus, from consideration of equilibrium, the where:
sum of tensile forces in the reinforcement (IT)
per metre run of the wall can be found as: L = effective length of strip

ET =  1 - H 2 .  Cot O . tan (e (3)I Ht= width of the strip

or ET = I Ka . Y . H
2  

(4) Y = backfill unit weight
2

h = height above strip's level
where:

= angle of friction between strip and
IT = represents the sum of reinforcement the backfill soil

tension per metre run of wall.
Sh = the horizontal spacing of strips.

H = the wall's height
The total horizontal stress at the depth (h)

= soil's unit weight causing the pull out per metre run can be
I - Sin determined as:

Ka = = .Sna + Sin 0 ah Ka h . Y . Sv (8)
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MODLL ItESY TF T OB'ERV2,TICN I

A reintorce earth retaining wall 1.5 m height, The outward deflection of the skin at each
1.5 m Icnq and 1.5 m wide was constructed at reference point of the wall's height at the end
the Civil Fnineerinj Geotechnical Laboratory of construction was recorded and compared with
to -xai-en the hehavior of a reinforced earth that value found at the stage surcharge load-
retaining wall durinq construction and at fail- ings and failure (Figure 3). It can be noticed
jre. The numt'M and size of the strips were that very minor movements of the skin took
calculate , from equation (6) and were made from place after construction was complete. An
:alvanizec steel. The strips had a maximum outward movement, particularly at the base, of
tensile stren ti ot 120 N/amm. The strips were about 1% of the wall's height was recorded at
ill 7 mm in width and 0.05 mm thick. The failure. This movement was sufficient to

ereach strip was taken as 0.7 H or produce a definite failure surface as indicated
equivalent to 1.05 m. The skin elements were by the offsetting of the backfill soil mass.
ma, ot units or x i5 x 3 cm shaped in such a The observed shear plane was compared with that
way as t give an interlocking effect in the assumed in the theory and shown in Figure 4. A

turectios as shown in Fiqure 2. smali deviation from the theoretical plane at
the bottom part of the wall was noticed. This
could well be due to the presence of the ties

15 Crn and disturbance caused by the leads of the
strain gages.

Precest concrete 1 5Cm Deflection of face units x 0.01 (mm)
element 3cm thick 0 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

-o.LoaO0KNI/M
Reinforcement O--Load=O KN/m

50 8--"Load =1 7 KN/m

Fir,. 2 Details of face units

-£75
Each unit has an embedded steel connector to .
which the strip was tied. The fill material
used was clean, well graded coarse sand (G = I00 \K
2.61) having an angle of internal friction (W)
equal to 34.8', with zero cohesion. The soil's
maximum dry unit weight (d) w-- 19.13 KN/m 3  1251 ..,\a
with an optimum moisture content of 13.2%. To
assure maximum sand density during the test, a
special concrete roller was designed based on 150
the compaction efforts used during the test.
The number of passes for 15 cm lifts were
determined according to the size and weight of
the roller used. However, field density tests Fig. 3 Stage deflection of the wall
were conducted every 50 cm of the wall height
to verify the value of maximum dry density.

On the other hand to clarify the assumption
The wall was constructed within a steel framed used in the design of ties, the state of stress
box with toree sides made of 18 mm thick clear acting on the wall at the end of construction
perspex. The perspex sidings were used to and on the ties was recorded. The data obser-
enable monitoring the shape and location of the ved from the gages, at the theoretical position
shear plane. The galvanized steel strips were of the shear surface, was compared with lateral
instrumented with strain gages connected to a pressure acting on the same section of the wall
read jut station. The strain gages were fixed at that level and presented in Figure 5. The
on tne strips at points where the expected measured pressure seems to follow a pattern
failure plane cuts at that particular strip reasonably close to the theoretical, dotted
level. These were used to measure the tensile line, particularly at the top sections of the
strength of the strips at the failure plane wall. At the bottom sections of the wall mixed
during the test. The outward movements of the levels of stresses were observed. This indica-
skin elements were also monitored by a set of tes that the maximum tensile stresses in the
mechanical dial gages arranged and fixed on ties may not necessarily occur at the failure
rigid steel tower in front of the wall. After plane as suggested by Lee et al 1973.
the desired height (1.5 m) was reached, the
structure was left for one week protected and The test indicates that model wall supports
undisturbed. A surcharge loading was then higher loads than predicted by theory. Using
presumed by applying linear surcharge load (SL) the concept of surcharge loading treated by
at D = 50 cm away from the face line, and Schlosser and Long 1974; it could be concluded
increased until failure took place. that this model wall displayed a ratio of

actual to theoretical load value to 1.46. This
ratio is higher than the ratio, found by Bell
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Repair and Rehabilitation of a Residential Building at Nile River in Cairo
Sayed Abdel-Salam Mohsen Mashhour
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Egypt Egypt

: ive floors were added to a six storey building during its construction without carrying
cut necessary structural calculations. When such calculations were later performed they revealed that
both the spread footing foundation and many columns were unsafe. The contact pressure beneath footings
exceeded the allowable soil pressure.

The repair method described in this paper depended ci disregarding the spread footing foundation
and constructing a new deep foundation system for the existing building. This consisted of end
tearing bored piles drilled and cast in the voids between the footings using a special low rise rig.
The ciles were connected to a rigid reinforced concrete raft located above the footings. The raft in
turn was connected to the ground floor columns by means of reinforced concrete jackets. Unsafe columns
were repaired using reinforced concrete jackets. Settlement observations were carried out for a
sufficient period of time after repair with additionally applied test loads which showed satisfactory
results.

SOIL IN-ESTIGATION

The problem which is being resolved in this paper The spread footing foundations were designed to
has arisen when the owner and contractor of a re- support a six storey building. Moreover soil
sidential building had decided, during construc- data used in the design were assumed, rather than
tion, to complete the building to eleven stories, measured, based on local experience in soil ty-es
The building was originally designed to consist and formations of this area. It was necessary
of six floors only. This was accomplished with- therefore to carry out a proper soil investiga-
out carrying out any further structural calcula- tion. Three boreholes were sunk around the buil-
tions and soil investigation. The local authori- ding at the locations illustrated in Figure 1.
ties hited the usc of the building pending Boring depth was 17.00 m. Figure 4 shows a
a consultant engineer's report assuring the typical borehole log. The borehole logs unexpec-
sqfe'y of the building. The structural status tedly revealed that the spread foundations were
of the existing building had to be first care- resting on a layer of fill about 2.00 m thick
fully determined in order to evaluate its safety. with relatively low bearing capacity.
For this end some of the procedures suggested by
Bresler (1985) were utilized. The following STRUCTURAL SURVEY
steps were followed: (1) Soil investigation.
(2) Structural survey and (3) Structural calcula- The building was carefully examined from both
tions for the existing foundations and super- outside and inside where no cracks were observed.
structure. The strength of concrete composing different

structural elements were determined using non
Tne atrve study had shown that the founda- destructive testing by means of a rebound hammer
tions and some other structural elements were un- device, Clifton (1985). The cross sectional
safe. The contact pressure beneath footings had dimensions of columns and beams were measured
also exceeded the allowable safe soil pressure. and compared with those of the original design.
An appropriate method of repair, believed to pro- The footings were uncovered and their real dimen-
vide a high degree of safety as well as economy, sions were also measured together with the foun-
was designed and constructed. dation depth. Only slight differences were found

between the actual dimensions and those in the
DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING original design drawings. However a new set of

drawings for the building was prepared based on
The building lies at the east bank of the Nile the real measured dimensions.
River in Moneib district at Giza zone of the city
of Cairo. It is a residential eleven storey STRUCTURAL REDESIGN
building constructed of reinforced concrete
skeleton consisting of columns, beams and slabs. The loads acting on different structural elements
Figure 1 shows the ground floor plan. The of the building were calculated for both dead and
foundations consisted of isolated and combined live load cases. The internal forces and stresses
reinforced concrete footings, Figures 2 and 3. were determined for beams and columns. The normal
Foundation level was -2.80 m from ground level, stress in 10 columns at different floors exceeded
Construction commenced in January 1983 and ended the allowable value. The contact pressure
in early 1985. beneath each footing was also determined. Its
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C N C LU T,'

A residertial building cubisct to failure has
1, r hr. c ase; of dead loa on~ly ranged bet- been successfully and economically repaied Th

wee, 1_l and 11C k:;/r2 whereas t ,e allowable susceptibility to failure of the building was
_earorg pressure f-:r the roil1 below the founda- attributed to the following three reasons. 1- The

* ~~'~1~.' srpread footing foundation of the buildin ese
on a weak fill layer with contact pressure ex-
ceeding the allowable safe soil pressure, 2- re-
inforced concrete footings were unsafe and 3- the

',,chniq.es for soil stren~gthening, such as stresses in many columns exceeded the allowable
.on-erpnr n, had beer considered and ruled out value . The adopted method of repair is thought

'ro.e .ny fiild only improve the soil and not to to original. It .also provides a very high
tn--f-,.ndaton. In the studied case, however it degree of safety to the building since a complete-

-a ten rved t hat the spread footing founds- ly new deep foundation system was designed and
wa.-: to weak to support the eleven c4.,structed. Both the weak fill layer and the

o-y. , i. .The surgested solution depended -)ld spread footing foundations were disregarded
o i~r"-rdirg thie spread footings, desringroi an~d relieved of loads. UJnsafe columns were re-

ru a completely new fo-indation system paired using reinforced concrete jackets. 2ince
for e xit.nr buiirin. This new foundation the problem was7 initially caused by alteration to

ste, of erd bearin, lbored reinforced an existing buil-ling, attention is again drawn to
c lncos ., ez. The, piles, were bored and cast, the(_ imnortar:e of' urdlertaking thorough structural
i vo/id areas between the footings using a redesig7n calhulations before executing such a!-
sp. c I y monufactu reo low rise drilling -ig. terations
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Behavior of Buried Concrete Box Culvert
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ABSTRACT: The centrifuge model technique is used to evaluate the behavior of a 5-in. X 5-in. concrete box culvert under
a -in. backfill soil. Two different types of soil installations are studied: embankment and trench. Results of the
centrifuge model study for both installations are compared with each other, and with predictions of a finite element
code, CANE (Culvert ANalysis and DEsign). Furthermore, the influence of soil stiffness for backfill is studied. The
results of CANDE analyses including a nonlinear constitutive model for characterizing soil and incremental construction
with a symmetric mesh are reported.

INTRODUCTION soil characteristics are nonlinear and overburden

dependent, and the other involves stress magnitudes. The
During the past decade, research on soil-structure stresses in a small scale model due to its own weight are

interaction of circular culverts under embankments was much smaller in magnitude than those in the corresponding
performed by numerous research groups. Empirical data on prototype system. To overcome this limitation, the
soil pressure distributions and structural stresses and centrifuge model technique has been introduced and is
deflections has been collected for shallow to moderate currently being used as a research tool in geotechnical
depth installations. As a result, the soil- structure engineering. The major advantage of using this technique
interaction problems of circular culverts embedded in is that the technique provides qualitative information of
embankments are better understood, and new design and prototype behavior in a small scale model with a
analysis procedures are being proposed. However, comparatively inexpensive and easy way. It is possible
research on box culverts has been limited, and the since the state of stress at every point in the
behavior of box culverts is not well understood. Due to centrifuge model under an artificial gravitational field
an increased interest in protective and buried is equal to that at the homologous point in the
structures, a better understanding of soil-structure prototype. Although some difficulties are encountered at
interaction and more accurate calculation of soil present, this technique has been applied to a variety of
pressure distributions and concrete section behavior are geotechnical problems (slope stability, reinforced earth,
required, pile foundation, offshore gravity platforms, rockfill

In recognition of further research needed in these dams, tunnels, and buried circular pipes), and the
areas, a comprehensive research program has been results are reported elsewhere (1,4,7,8,9,10).
initiated to study the behavior of box culverts under
static and dynamic loadings. This paper presents the The Centrifuge: The geotechnical centrifuge at the
results of a series of small scale (1/60) model tests University of California, Davis was used for the present
that has been performed with emphasis on: (1) model study. The centrifuge (Schaevitz Type B-8-D rotary
development of an experimental technique using a accelerator) is designed to apply controlled centrifugal
cenLtifuge, (2) the influence of inctallation (en±ani'ment accelerations up to 175 g's or I0,000 g-lbs at a nominal
and trench) and soil types, and (3) a comparison study radius of 39 inches. It is capable of reaching a maximum
between the results of centrifuge and numerical model speed of 390 rpm.
(finite element method) studies for static structural
responses. Model Concrete Box Culvert and Instrumentation: The

model box culvert was made of Quikrete, a commercial
ready-to-use sand mix, with water-cement ratio of 0.15

CENTRIFUGE MODEL STUDY (by weight). The model box culvert consisted of a roof,
floor, and two side walls. The exterior dimension of the

Perhaps one of the most ideal approaches for obtaining culvert was 9 inches (length) by 5 inches (width) by 5
information on the behavior of prototype structures is inches (height). The thickness of these slabs was 0.4
full scale model testing. A full scale model with the inch.
necessary insrumentation (i.e., soil stress meters, pore A commercial strain gage (Gage Type CEA-13-125m4-120)
water pressure transducers, settlement gages and strain made by Measurements Group, Inc. was used to measure the
gages, etc.) could give the best results for estimating strains on the surfaces of the culvert. The strain gages
prototype soil and structural behaviors. Unfortunately, were placed at the mid-section of the culvert. Figures
full scale model testing has serious major drawbacks: 1 and 2 show the dimensions of the model box culvert and
mainly, cost and time of construction and operation, location of the strain gages, respectively. A
Because of these reasons, small scale model testing has microcomputer based data acquisition system (11) was used
been a favorite testing method in geotechnical to process large quantity of data.
engineering. However, use of small scale model tests in
the laboratory is severely limited when the gravity body Soil Properties: Monterey No.0 sand was used in this
force of the structure itself is the principal load on study. The sand is classified as Sr in the Unified Soil
the system, such as in dams and embankments. This Classification System. It has a specific gravity of 2.65
limitation is due to two major factors. One is that and a mean grain diameter of about 0.45 mm (12).
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Model Preparation: The following steps were involved linearly with the backfilling process. All the moments
in preparing a model: are positive throughout the incremental construction due
1. The concrete model box culvert was instrumented, to th vertical soil pressure which induces inward

and was then placed in the selected installation deflection of the top slab. No negative moments are
type (embankment or trench) (Figures 3 and 4). detected during the first six construction increments at

2. Monterey No.0 sand was pluviated in the direction which the fill height reaches the same elevation of the
normal to the axis of the cuivert. In this way, top slab of the culvert. This indicates that the box
the dry density of 105 lb/ft of soil sample was culvert is rigid enough to resist the inward forces on
obtained. the sides of the culvert under lateral soil pressure.

3. The completed model was transferred to the Figure 8 shows the thrusts developed at the midspan of
centrifuge and placed in one of the two swing-up the top slab. The thrusts begin with compressive
buckets. (positive) forces, but once the depth of fill height

4. Instrumentation (T.V. monitor and multiplexer) was exceeds the crown height of the clvert, the thrusts
securely fastened, and both static and dynamic become tensile (negative) forces. Figure 9 shows the
balancing of the rotating arm were performed prior compared moments around the culvert under fill height of
to testing, thus completing preparation of the 20 feet. As expected, the largest moment is developed at
model system for centrifuge testing. the upper corner of the culvert.
After a model was placed in the swing-up bucket and No major difference in structural behavior is observed

all required insrumentation was securely mounted in the under two different installation types from both
centrifuge, the model package was slowly brought up to a centrifuge and numerical model studies except the
rotating speed of 195 rpm, equivalent to 60 gravitational embankment installation produces slightly greater
pulls, loading conditions. This result may indicate that the

influence of the installation type on overall behavior of
the box culvert is minimal although the installation type

NUMERICAL MODEL STUDY (FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS) is one of the important parameters to be considered for

circular culverts. In general, the centrifuge model and
The computer code, CANDE (Culvert ANalysis and the numerical model results are in moderately good

DEsign), used in this study was developed by Katona et agreement for shape.
al. (5,6). The basic assumptions of the program are:
plane strain geometry and loading, small displacement The Influence of Soil Type: Since no major difference
theory, and quasistatic response. The following in structural behavior was found between embankment and
description summarizes numerical procedures used in the trench soil installations, only embankment condition was
analyses, considered. Finite elment analysis has been only studied

at present time and the predictions are reported here.
Finite Element Mesh and Boundary Conditions: The Two soil types were considered: GW soil type (coarse

finite element grid with boundary conditions used in aggregate) and SM soil type (silty sand). The input
this study is shown in Figure 5: a fixed movement parameters for the soil model in CANDE were chosen from
condition in the horizontal direction and free movement standard Duncan's soil parameters (2,6). Table 2 shows
condition in the vertical direction. All distances are the hyperbolic parameters used in the analysis. Figure
converted to prototype terms. Since the model and its 10 shows the variation of normal soil pressure at the
loading was symmetric, only half of the model was midspan of the top slab with depth of fill. As shown in
analyzed. The culvert was represented by 20 beam-column the figure, GW soil type (coarse aggregate) exhibits
elements, and the soil by 110 quadrilateral elements, lower values of normal soil pressure until the fill

height reaches approximately 7 feet. Beyond this it
Soil-Culvert Interface and Incremental Solution: A starts to show high values of soil pressure. At a fill

fixed condition was used at the soil-culvert interface height of 20 feet, the soil pressure of GW soil type
based on a current study (3). The study (3) demonstrated (coarse aggregate) is almost twice as large as the soil
that the influence of slip conditions for this particular pressure of SM soil type (silty sand).
geometrical configuration is insignificant. Figure 11 shows crown deflection versus the depth of

The incremental solution procedure for embankment and fill. SM soil type (silty sand) shows a rising crown
trench simulated the actual installation process of deflection until the fill height reaches the crown level
placing soil layers in a series of lifts. Figure 6 shows of the culvert, followed by a downward linear deflection
the construction increment numbers of element groups due to the vertical soil pressure of backfill. By
entering sequentially into the system. The first comparison, GW soil type (coarse aggregate) shows no
construction increment included placing all bedding pad, rising crown deflection. The deflection of GW soil type
in situ soil, and the box culvert elements. Subsequent at 20 feet of fill height is about two times larger than
increments, numbers 2 through 10, were gravity loaded the deflection of SM soil type. With the soil pressure
elements of fill soil. previously observed, this confirms that greater

deflection and larger structural stresses (Figure 12) of
Soil Model: The soil model employed in the study is a the culvert would be developed from the higher soil

characterization proposed by Dumcam et al. (2) which has pressure. Figure 13 shows the final shape of deformed
had a substantial history of development and application culvert under the fill height of 20 feet. Based on the
over the last decade. Table I shows the parameters (2) information observed, it is evident that the type of soil
used for Monterey No.0 sand in the analysis, is one of major factors governing the behavior of a box

culvert, and is an important factor for analysis and
design of a box culvert.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Influence of Installation Type: The bending SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
moments and the thrusts developed in the concrete culvert
obtained from the centrifuge model study and finite Centrifuge model technique is used to simulate a
element analysis are presented. Figure 7 shows the prototype structural box culvert, and the measured
moments for the midspan of the top slab. The moments are structural responses are compared with predictions of
initially negligible, and subseqently increase almost finite element analysis. Based on the results obtained,
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no major difference in structural behavior is observed 760-170 NSF, California Institute of Technology
between trench and embankment soil installations from and JPL, March, 1977.
both centrifuge and numerical model studies except that 10. Shen, C.K., Kim, Y.S., Bang, S. and Mitchell, J.,
embankment soil installation produces slightly higher "Centrifuge Modeling of a Lateral Earth Support,"
loadings. However, significantly different shapes of the Proceedings of the ASCE, Journal of the
deformed culverts are observed from the finite element Geotechnical Engineering Division, Vol. 108,
analysis when different soil stiffness is used. This No. GT9, pp. 1150-1164, September, 1982.
indicates that soil type is one of important parameters ii. Shen, C.K., Li, X.S. and Kim, Y.S.,
to be considered in the analysis and design of box "Microcomputer Based Data Acquisition Systems
culverts. for Centrifuge Modeling," Proceedings of the

Although some differences in magnitude between the ASTM, Geotechnical Testing Journal, Volume 7,

results of centrifuge and numerical model studies exist, Number 4, pp. 200-204, December, 1984.
in general, they agree moderately well in shape. With 12. Yang, F., Personnal communication, Department of
continuous efforts on the development of accurate small Civil Engineering, University of California,
model techniques and larger size of the centrifuge, and Davis, August, 1985.
the development of sophisticated and more realistic
constitutive models for soils in numerical analysis, it
is certain that both the centrifuge and numerical model
techniques will be useful research tools to check the
adequacy of design and verify the theoretical formulation

of soil mechanics problems.
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Settlement Predictions in Residual Soils by Dilatometer,
Pressuremeter and One-Dimensional Compression Tests:
Comparison with Measured Field Response
Roy H. Borden Weichen Lien
Associate Professor of Clvil Engineering, North Carolina State Staff Engineer, Trigon Engineering Consultants, Inc., Greensboro,
University, Raleigh, North Carolina North Carolina

William J. Sullivan
Senior Engineer. Trigon Engineering Consultants, Inc., Greensboro,
North Carolina

SYNOPSIS: A case study investigating settlement predictions based on data from one dimensional
compression, pressuremeter (PMT) and dilatometer (DMT) tests I iresented. A relationship is estab-
lished between 7MT and DMT evaluated moduli and the sta.dard penetration N values. These
relationships are utilized in the settlement computations. The predictions obtained by each method
are compared to the actual measured settlement. The column location at which settlement
observations were made was instrumented with strain gages to measure the actual applied loads. A
comparison between actual and design loads is made. Settlement predictions using PMT were performed
utilizing two different existing approaches. A distinction is made between the rheological factors,
both termed , used in each of the methods.

I1XT c.UCTION FIELD INVESTIGATION

:t is generally believed that setLlement Initially, five widely spaced soil borings were
predictions based on one-dimensional compres- performed as part of a preliminary subsur-
sion test data often overestimate the observed face exploration at the site. Subsequently, an
settlement of structures constructed on additional eleven soil test borings, five
piedmont residual soils. Overestimation of pressuremeter (PMT) tests, and three dila-
shallow foundation settlements could unneces- tometer (DMT) profiles were performed. The
sarily result in the choice of a more costly boring locations and plan view of the building
deep foundation system. Less traditional in- are shown in Figure 1.
situ tests such as the pressuremeter and
Marchetti dilatometer have been succ.ssfully
used to more ac-urately predict settlement. On
a recent project by Brookhollow Corporation in DMT-2
Greensboro, North Carolina, for which Trigon
Engineering Consultants (TEC) was the
geotechnical consultant, TEC performed one 0-02
dimensional compression tests, pressuremeter
tests, and in conjunction with North Carolinu /
State University (NCSU), dilatometer tests.
Settlement estimates were then made based on
the data from each test. This paper compares 150'B-3
these estimates with measured field response.

e B-2
B-107 M-

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The project consists of a split-level building BB-108 B-104@

with four levels in the front and five levels

in the rear of an office building core area. A 210'
single story section wraps around this t-ller
core area. The building was constructed Aing
a steel frame with composite decking and stub
girder system. According to Guinnin-Cambell, Figure 1. Boring &nd Test Location Plan
the structural engineers, the maximum column
loads occur at four column locations in the The soil test borings were performed to depths
building core area. Total design column loads ranging from 15 feet to approximately 75 feet
within this core area range from 180 kips to a below the ground surface. Standard Penetration
maximum of 730 kips. The total design column Tests (SPT) were performed and Shelby tube
loads outside the core area, around the single samples were recovered from the borings at
story section, range from 10 to 20 kips. designated intervals. A generalized soil pro-

file is shown in Figure 2.
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1310 7 Table 1 . Summary of Laboratory Test Data

17 2
161i 13 -5

5 7 12 1
22 0-tAi B-105A

420

29 -2 Iepth 10.0 12. 0' 18 .0 - 20.0'

5. ;5 -astu r aI c 20.9% 59.5%
{ p o, /4"LL / FL / 37 62 / 45 / 17

A " -5O Classification Light gray fine Tan fine sandy

T 2 5" 5' sandy silt clayey silt
T ,A-109 c0. 09 0.4.3

830- . 3 wet 104.3 pef 102.1 pcf

dry 86.7 pof 64.1 pcf

8 Saturation 61 . 5 99.4

T e .I8 1.51

Figure 2. Generalized Subsurface Profile

Eased cn the SPT profiles, a series of five ANALYSIS OF DATA

pressuremeter tests were performed by TEC in

borings B-103 and B-105. NCSU and TEC personnel The heaviest loaded column is located in the
performed a total of three DMT profiles (DMT-1 building core area, in the vicinity of E-103.
through DMT-3) adjacent to the previous PMT This column was chosen as tne focus of this
borings, as shown in Figure 1. study.

In an attempt to better understand the actual Loads
loads transferred t) the footings, strain gages

were mounted on two columns within the taller The loading information noted previously refers
building core area. These gages were mounted to the design loads for the project and those

on the column steel after erection of the first used in determining the footing sizes. For

level of steel and placement of the first floor estimating settlement, Guinnin-Campbell ini-
concrete slab. tially suggested that these loads be reduced by

a factor of 0.64. This resulted in a total
column load composed of 87% dead and 13% live
load.

LABORATORY INVFSTIGATION
Settlement predictions in this study were based

The supporting laboratory testing program on the projected actual dead loads derived from

consisted of moisture content determinations, detailed engineering calculations and col-
liquid and plastic limit tests, sieve analyses laborated by strain gages mounted on the column
and one-dimensional compression tests. Table 1 of interest. The strain gages were monitored

hows a summary of the laboratory test results; during construction as the steel framing and
one dimensional compression curves are shown in concrete for the second and third floors were

Figure 3. completed. The strain gage readings are shown
in Table 2. In interpreting the strain

measurements, Poissons 2 ratio and Young's

Modulus for the 38.8 in column were taken to
be 0.27 and 29,000 ksi, respectively.

Tpble 2. Measured Column Loads

Date Reading=2. h v (s)kPs

B1509/07/86 0 00 0
09/14/86 20010 E -6 37x10 E -6 1 .07 41 .6
09/21/86 41x10 E -6 75.9x10 E -6 2.20 85. 4

-10 09/28/86 5 1 x10 F -6 One gage loose
"12 10/05/86 Both gages destroyed

10 2  10110
0  10 1

BTS Pecauae the strain gages were destroyed prior

STRESS(F) to completion of construction, Guinnin-Campbell

was asked to re-evaluate the loading conditions
for this study without design live loads or

Figure 3. One-Dimensional Compression Tests factors of safety. The calculated dead loads

for each floor are shown in Table 3.
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As noted previously, the strain gages were test, and the shear modulus, obtained from the
mounted at the base of the column after the pressuremeter test. The -, coefficient is
first floor pour. Therefore the readings taken dependent on the grain size and stress history
on September 14, 1986, represent the response of the soil. Consistent with the range of
due to the estimated second floor load of 40.9 E /P1 ratios obtained, cL = 2/3 was used in the5 1.
kips, as shown in Table 3. analysis.

-able 3. Calculated Construction Load for
Column C.7-5 Table 4. Foundation Dimensions and Calculated

Total Loads

ITEM LOAD (kips)
ITEM COLUMN GRIDS

C.9-5
Load from fourth floor- 40.9
Load from third floor* 40.9
Load from second floor* 40.9 1. Total Weight of structural
Load from first floor- 18.4 steel, metal deck, concrete 262.3*

and roofing material 'kips)

Cue to metal deck, concrete and steel framing 2. Weight of elevator
equipment (kips) 14+

The second reading on September 21 was made 3. Weight of ceiling, mechanical,
after the third floor pour, which brought the shaft walls and fireproofing 33.4*+
estimated load, after gage activation, to 81.8 (kips)
mips. These values compare quite favorably
with the measured values of 41.6 kips and 85.4 4. Weight of 5" slab-on-grade
kips, respectively. This provided the desired and soil above footing (kips) 213.7+
collaboration of the Guinnin-Campbell cal-
culated loads. 5. Weight of footing (kips) 108.6+

Table 4 shows the calculated total column load. 6. As built Footing Size: width 11 '-6
The weight of the 5-inch slab-on-grade and soil length 22 6"
above the footing was not considered in depth 3'6"
evaluating settlements since a net stress
increase for this load component would be 7. Bottom of footing (below top
approximately zero. Nor were items 2 and 3, of slab-on-grade) -8-6"
because they were not in place during our
settlement readings. For item 5, the dif- 8. Load to base of footing (kips) 650+
ference between the weight of the soil and the
weight of concrete was used.

* Accuracy estimated to be +/ - 5%
Due to a construction problem, the foundation + Not used in settlement analysis.
for column C.9-5 was overexcavated, resulting
in a footing area approximately 25% larger than
that originally planned. Utilizing this larger
footing area with the modified calculated loads
shown in Table 4 results in a net bearing
pressure of approximately 1.0 ksf. Stress Table 5. Summary of Menard Pressuremeter Tests
increases in the soil profile were calculated
using the Boussinesq theory.

Pressuremeter PMT Limit
Modulus, Pressure,

A summary of the five PMT tests is shown in Depth E P. E SPT E
Table 5. A ratio of the pressuremeter modulus, m - . m
E , to the "N" value obtained directly below Boring (Ft.) (TSF) (TSF) P "N "N"
t~e PMT test elevation was used to interpret
pressuremeter moduli at elovations other than
the test locations. The highest and lowest 105B 19.0 96.5 6.0 16.0 4* 24.0
E /"N" values were excluded, in our cal- I05C 8.5 120.9 7.25 16.7 13 9.3
culations and an average of the remaining 105D 20.75 72.6 6.75 10.8 9 8.1
ratios was calculated to be 9.7 . Table 6 103C 11.0 257.8 15.25 16.9 22 11.7
shows the interpretation of the PMT test re- 103 22.5 291.1 22.5 12.9 60 4.8
sults. Settlement was calculated using the
modulus profile shown in Table 6 and the
settlement equation developed by Menard (1975). * SPT performed from 20' to 21.5'

The empirical soil factor or rheologic
coefficient, L , used in these equations
relates the volumetric compression modulus,
obtained from the one-dimensional consolidation
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Table 6. Interpretation of E Value by Using Dilatometer
?MT Data of 8-105 m

The computer program "DILLY 4", Schmertmann and
Crapps (1986), was used for reduction of the
DMT field data. The output of interest in-

Layer/Depth N N ave E =9.7 N ave cludes the dilatometer modulus, E , the ma-
Below (Blows/ft) (Blows/ft) m (TSF) terial index, Id' and a horizontal stress

Footing index, Kd. Using this DMT data, a constrained
modulus, M, was calculated as suggested by
Marchetti (1980) by the equation M=R Ed, where

1R=5.75 ft 13 R is a function of the soil type (I ) and Kd.
2R=11.5 ft 18 15 145.5 T~is modulus was then used to estimate settle-

ments. The pertinent results of DMT-1 are

shown in Figure 5.
3R=17.25 ft 6
4R=23.0 ft 7 0
5R=28.75 ft 6
6R=34.5 ft. 7 6.5 96.5

- ED

7R=40.25 ft 32 
M

8R=46.0 ft 48 39 260

BELOW 46 ft >100 >100 300

A second method, introduced and subsequently 0.10
revised by Martin (1977, 1987), was also used
for predicting settlements with the pressure-
meter data. In this second method
Schmertmann's strain influence factor distri-
bution (1970, 1978) was used with the soil
deformation modulus, E . Martin uses a -15
rheological factor, whicsh he also calls a , to 0 200 400 600 800 1000
relate the pressuremeter modulus, E to E . He
suggests that a value equal to 1%e used for
piedmont residual soils along with a regional MODULUS(TSF)
correction factor equal to 0.6. This cor-
rection factor is suggested to compensate for Figure 5. DMT Ed and 1-D Modulus vs Depth
the discrepancy between calculated and measured
results.

A relationship was established between the DMT
Martin has also developed a relationship M values and SPT N values obtained from adja-
between SPT and E for piedmont residual cent borings, to estimate M values at eleva-
soils. This relatioRship is shown in Figure 4. tions other than those tested. Figure 6 shows
A correlation coefficient equal to 0.788 for the M/N ratio as a function of depth for
line 1, 0.795 for line 2 and 0.790 for line 3 locations DMT-1, DMT-2, and DMT-3. It is evi-
was cilculated. The difference resulted from dent that M/N values are generally in the range
more data points being progressively added for of 30-70 for DMT-3 and 45-80 for DMT-1; M/N
each line. The SPT and E values developed values for both locations show quite comparable
for this study were used n conjunction with results, The M/N ratio between 23 to 33 ft. in
Figure 4 to develop E values at the depths of Boring DMT-2 is on the order of 10. This layer
interest. pm was identified as a silty clay, and the ratio

of 10 indicates that the M/N ratio will be soil
10_4 type dependent. An evaluation of the split

spoon samples obtained below Col. C9-5 (Boring
103) shows the profile in this area to be sandy
silt to a depth of 19 ft., below which the soil

10 3  is a silty fine to coarse sand with some fine
gravel size quartz (rock) fragments. Based o;

these observations, it was deemed reasonable t3
use an M/N ratio of 45 in the subseque-,t

i 10 2  analysis.

Although Marchetti determined the R value
which relates Ed to M to be a function of
soil type and the horizontal stress index,

101 .Borden et al (1986), in a study on laboratory

100 101 102 103  compacted and field samples, suggested the use
N (blows) of Ed as an upper bound to the anticipated In-

situconstrained modulus for piedmont residual

soils. This amounts to choosing R = 1.
Figure 4. Relationship Between N Values and Both methodu for determining the constrained

E (After Martin, 1987) modulus were used in this study.
pm
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Settlement Comparison

0 Table 7 shows a summary of the calculated and
measured settlements. Figure 8 presents a bar

graph comparison of the settlement predicted by
the various methods. These results are shown

-10 in conjunction with the measured settlement of
0.3 inches.

Table 7. Summary of Calculated and Measured
20- Settlements (inches)

4" DMTI-BI03

-30" DMT1-B108 DMT PMT
DMT2-BI05.1

--DMT3-BI05.2

I-D ot Martin's
40 , Measured Compres- M M=E D  2/3 =1

0 50 100 150 sion (xO.6)

MIN (TSF/[blows/f]) 0.3 0.8 0.11 0.29 0.12 0.22

(0.13)

Figure 6. DMT-M/N Ratio Vs. Depth

The predicted PMT settlement using Menard's
One-Dimensional Compression formula and = 2/3 is 0.12 in. Using

Schmertmann's strain influence factor method
Based on the -- curve from the 1-D compression and Martin's o= 1, a settlement of 0.22 in. is
test of B-103A (Figure 3), the best fit equa- predicted. Applying Martin's regional correc-
tion for the test data wa, found to bs: tion factor, results in a settlement of 0.13

= 0.0114 + 0.006 + 0.000108c - 0.0000340 . in., which further underpredicts the observed
By differentiating the above equation, the M settlement.
value is defined by M = 1/mv, where my is the
coefficient of volume change. The M - : curve
is shown in Figure 7. The one-dimensional set-
tlement of each sublayer was then made using
th- following equation: 0.0

settlement = C stress)(thickness)/modul a (M).

The total settlement is obtained by adding the M
contribution of each sublayer. Z 0.5 SETTCMP E NT

• nl-DUCOMPRESSION
w
__ *DMT, MARCHETTI'S RM

90-
NDMT, BORDEN'S RMu= 2/3

1.0- PMT, MARTIN'S a = 1

8 5
' Figure 8. Predicted Vs Measured Settlement

From Figure 8 it can be seen that the predicted

DNT settlement using constrained modulus (M) as
suggested by Marchetti underpredicts the
observed settlement. Utilizing R = 1, there-
fore choosing E as the upper mbound for M,

c *results in a preAction of 0.29 in., which is

0 1 2 3 in good agreement with the 0.3 in. measured.

In contrast to the DMT and PMT prediction
STRESS(TSF) methods, using the interpreted M values ob-

tained from the I-D compression data, resulted

in a predicted settlement of 0.8 in. As this
Figure 7. Constrained Modulus vs Vertical overprediction is somewhat typical, it is local

Stress practice to multiply this value by 2/3, which
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would reduce the prediction to 0.53 in., or

nearly 1.5 times the measured settlement.
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Collapsing Peak Up of a Large Highway Steel Pipe-Arch
Minh Phong Luong
Directeur de Recherche, Ecole Polytechnique. France

This case -isto ,, reoorts the collapse of a larce hiohway steel 7ioe-arch (S.12 m rise -
. sar, occu''- nn 'j t when backfilling reached the top of the arch. No fill was placed on top

as oackfil l inC Drocenee ! tne arch raised, thereby flattenino side radius. It shows that stability
ir so ii-struct, e ine-raction system requires not only adequate desiqn of the structure barrel, it
also Dresu-es a el' en" ineered backfill. Performance of the flexible steel Dine-arch in retaining its
srace an Structurra .tenrity le(sends qreatly on nlacement and compaction of the envelone of earth
su ' cjndinc the str1 .c:,,' ano distributing its pressures to the abutting soil masses.

Tinertia modulus I/v = 95.48 cm !m

pitch 152.4 mm
maer-asses or grade separations are an increa- . depth 51.5 mm

315,. coPular -Iotho' of eliminating traffic ha- . thickness 7 mm
za,'ds and thereby im-rovinq road safety. Soil-
s-te iridoes usinr, corrucated steel Dine are Galvanized bolts were used to assemble structu-
yrecuentl/ the most economical of the short span ral plate sections at the bottom of Ditch.
bnidne a'ernatives ised to achieve crade sena-
rations. INSTALLATION

"ievertheless installation and contruction The pioe-arch was a larpe-diameter bolted struc-
procedures are of fundamental importance esDe- ture. The bedding fill was constituted with san-
cially curinc compaction of the backfill. During dy silt of two metre thickness. it has been sha-
tie course of examining various buried flexible ped to the approximated contour of the bottom
ri-e installation, monitorinq their behaviour portion of the structure in order t. afford a
and, oF cou-3e, analyzing failure case histories, uniform support for its relatively flat bottom.
several nhnnrvations have been made that are of It was then compacted under the haunches of the
intert to the nine designer or constructor. structure in the first staqes of backfill. The

soil adjacent to the corners of pipe-arch wa: of
This Paper presents records on the deforma- excellent quality, highly compacted to accommoG'-

tion shaoe of the pipe-arch due to backfi'l te the high reaction pressures that can develop
loads causino a collansinq peak up of a 'arne at this location.
hinhway steel pipe-arch.

The backfill material around and near the
he measurements taken during the construc- piDe-arch was well graded gravel of size D less

tion phase are seen to have been poorly chosen than 80 mm. Excellent control of soil placement
to predict such a problem at an early stage, and compaction were maintained to fully mobilize
Nevertheless an experienced enoineer should have soil-structure interaction. The fill was ploced
been able to detect this type of failure by ana- alternately to keep it at the same elevation on
lyzina in details the evolution of appropriate both sides of the structure at all times. Com-
parameters. paction of the backfill was done with vibrating

compactors.
OIPE-APCH LOCATION

SHAPE CONTROL
The case history describes a vehicular underpass
serving as grade separation for automotive traf- The pipc-arch was divided into five sections for
fic nro:motino the safe movement of vehicles, which length measurements were taken throughout
This local road has been carried under a high- the backfill procedure. Figure 2 illustrates the
way at less cost than by building a bridne. sections chosen for controlling the qeometry.

Figures la, b, c show the Dine-arch size, The figure 3 shows the length variations for
shape and i's alignment, grade with respect to each of the chords during the backfill construc-
the highway and the diverse characteristic. of tion phase. It can be seen tiat these vary lit-
its installation. tle until just before the orset of failure.

Sectional properties of the arc-and-tannent The figure 4 shows tha- the variation of
of corrugation are derived mathematically rise and span measured with respect to a fixed

pot during the sare period 'ives for an expe-
moment of inertia 1 7 33.04 cm /m rienced engineer a much earlie, indication of

the geometrical distortion.
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Fig. 5a Cloverleaf Collapse of the Pipe-Arch
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Existing Pile Load Capacity Evaluation
Alan Kropp
Alan Kropp and Associates, Berkeley, California

SYNOPSIS:

An evaluation of the capacity of piles supporting an existing five-story building became necessary when heavy new shear walls were
proposed for the structure. Data regarding these piles was obtained from the soil investigation report for the project, from two pile
load tests at the site, and from driving records for 229 production piles. Additional information was derived from soil borings and pile
load tests for two adjacent buildings. Calculations were made of the anticipated pile capacities of piles at load test locations, and
empirical correction factors developed to modify the calculated values to match the load test results. The same calculation methods
and empirical correction factors were then used to develop ultimate capacities at each production pile location, and appropriate
safety factors applied to estimate allowable pile capacities.

INTRODUCTION EXISTING DATA

A five-story parking garage was constructed in 1972. In 1982, A soil investigation for the parking garage was originally

some cracking in the structure was observed and a detailed performed in 1970 which provided recommendations for the

evaluation of the original garage design was performed. The proposed pile foundations. This study included the drilling of

evaluation concluded that five shear walls should be added to five exploratory borings on the site. Two pile load tests were

the facility to provide adequate lateral stability during seismic performed in March 1972, and 229 production piles were driven
shaking. A geotechnical evaluation of the existing pile in March and April of 1972.
foundation was performed to determine if the piles could carry
the additional weight of the new shear walls. Two 13-story office buildings were constructed on piles adlacent

to the parking facility. The foundation investigations for these
------ two sites were performed in 19(9 and 1972 and included four

.P- . . - and three exploratory borings, respectively. One pile load test
" PT-1 was performed for the second office building.

The approximate locations of the parking facility, the office
buildings, the exploratory borings and the pile load tests are

* shown on the Site Plan, Figure I.
i PARKING
* FACILITY, LEGEND

Approximate Location of Property Line

P-4- .----- Approximate Building Limits

OFFICE I
I I,

BLDG. NO. 2 P-1 Approximate Location of Exploratory Boring for

4-1i-? 4l I1-3 sAPPROXIMATE Parking Facility*1,: ' NORTH

I-I - - Approximate Location of Exploratory Boring for
- Office Building No. f

* I I PT- / 1I-1 . Approximate Location of Exploratory Boring for

... PIT-PA.i Office Building No, 2

=i" "I'- ....... IPT-1 ,Approximate Location of Test Pile for Parking Facility

I T-1 Approximate Location of Test Pile for Office Building No. 2
I .1- 5

OFGCE APPROXIMATE SCALEBLDG. NO,.

-+1-3 (Feet)
I.... . . . .. . . ..1-2 _ __,". . ,,

0 100 200
Figure 1. Site Plan
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SITE CONDITIONS TABLE 2. CLAY PROPERTIES
A. Exploratory Boring Data clay Pi!e' C"g Wet D-eeAiy Uereded Uned-ed Oil -

Ty: e ?: wcunt (PcM ; ohesoC (psi Ca_ P. t-4--,

The subsurface materials encountered ri the borings below the
parking faciht, generally consisted oi soft to stiff, silts and
clays wi th sand lenses extending to i depth of about 45 feet. B 3- 6 120 750 084 630
Below this dOpth, dense sand layers %,ith occasional clay layers c 7 - 1 125 1000 071 710

were encountered extending to the maximum depth explored of
about 95 feet. Grasel lavers were encountered in several of
the borings, partcularly near the bottom of the borings. The TABLE 2. SAND PROPERTIES
borings below the first office building site generally encountered
sand layers hith silt lenses in the upper 45 feet, and then sand K, ranl'

and gravel layers below that depth. At the second office 0-,ed Sof-

builcing site. the borings typically encountered clay lavers with Grae . nDrn. . -0,eliot ileCli o_______

interbedded sands extending to a depth of about 80 feet, and - ____ (1967)

then sand and gravel lavers to the bottom of the borings at a -
depth of about IO feet. Thus, the subsurface condition were G s-55 125 Za 17 C 9 so

somewhat different at each of the three sites. H 55-IC 130 41 24 27 120

\lthough some variabiit was encountered in the bor:ngs, the
groundwater was generally present a d. pth of about 15 to 25 TABLE 3. GRAVEL PROPERTIES
feet at the tv:T'e of the insestigations.

0aed Sod -
B. Test Pile Data i- 0,e n el Densiy Ode r.-5 0 5  VeSc COiectec .i+

Two pile load tests on 15-inch square, prestressed concrete
piles were performed on the parking garage site. As shown on I -4 125 30 0, cs6

the Site Plan, one test pile was located adlacent to P ring I E 5 14 130 33 20 064 51
(,n the western corner) and the other a as located adjacent to F 15 - 25 130 35 1 36 0 72 5
Boring 5 (in tht eastern corner). Test Pile I (adjacent to
Boring 1) was driven to a depth of abo: 65 feet, while Test
Pile 2 (adjacent to Boring 5) was driven to a depth of about B. Sort Properties
63 feet. Loac testing indicated an ultimate capacity of 117
tons for Test Pile 1. and an ultimate capacity of 195 :ons for Very limited soil testing was perfornied by the sou eigineers
Test Pile 2. Based on this information, tne soil engineer said on samples obtained fr he five borings at the parking garage
that 'he proposed heavily leaded production piles kcarrying loads site. Wtater content and dry density tests were performed on
of 83 to 97 tons) should be extended to a depth of 77 feet an most samples, while ':..: .i,- el,:-' tests and one cosolhdat;on
should haye blow, counts of t least 30 blows per foot for the tt, wee;r pertormed on other samples. ,-cause of erratic test
last 3 feet. results, these results were not used to a si gificant degree in

our analyses. Also, very few standard pene ration resistance
One pile load test was performed adjacent to Boring 3 on a values were recorded, so little infortnatii regarding soil
12-in h square prestressed concrete pile for the second offic" properties could be obtained using correlatiess between blow
building (see the Site Plan). This pile was driven to a depth counts and soil properties.
of about S4 feet (after the upper 40 feet of soil had been
predrilled). The pile load test indicated an ultimate capacity The soil layers encountered in the borings at th, second offic,.
of about 320 tons. For the design capacity of 150 tons, the building site were somewhat somilar to those at .ie garage site.
soil engineer recommended all production piles be predrilled to except thw upper sand l.Yers beio, the pirkiig facility were
a depth of 45 feet and then driven 10 feet into the dense sand not encountered in the office building borings. General
and gravel layer encountered at a depth of about 75 feet. laboratory tests performed by the soil engineer on samples

recovered from the borings included moisture (ontent. drs
density, and .AtterberR ':mits tezts. In addition, one direct

C. Production Pile Driving shear test and two c - oldation tests At-re performed. Most
samples were obtained with a 3.25-in(n diameter sampler driven

The pile driving records for the parking garage indicated that by a 342-pound we.ght dropping 18 inches. Thece values were
229 piles were driven to depths ranging from about 66 to 90 converted to roufn standard penetration resistane (\) values
feet (althugh most tips were at depth between 77 and 8D feet). using Isenerai corr,.lation factors which 'onsidered driving energ
'\ll piles were 10-inch square, prestressed p~les. and samrler size differences.

The evaluatmn of the soil property data that existed rom
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION: previous labora.ory testing and rough irtre!atxins with stadard

penetration re, stance values indicate 1 that very sparse data
A.. Soil Layers on soil properties was availahle. Therefore, it was consluded

that a more eliable procedurt to determine load :ani ir tsv was
On the basis of the pile driving blow (ounts, and the soil boring to estimate soil strength propert:es hased on t1

" 
- pitle dri,ing

logs, rnugh differentatons were made between types of soil blowcounts, and then modify the strength ( hurac'eristics of th-
(clay, sand, or gravel) and subdivisions were established between soil layers iig a ratIe of the load capas tv f the test piles
individual soil types (i.e. soft, firm, or stiff (lay). These soil computed using these properties to the anti', load (apa< its
categories are presented on Tables I, 2, and 3. Three types determined by the pile load tests.
of (lay, three types of sand and two types of gravel were
identified, and each soil type was given a diiferent letter The initial soil properties sele, led for the v .rios soil stibla vrs
designation. Differentiation beth en Jlay and sand layers was are presented on Tables 1, 2, and 3. 1. et density vahlies were
partially based on the blowcount, while distinctions between generally obtained h', evaluat ig w,t i Si itv values rtorled
sand arid gravel layers was primarily h-sed on the blowotint. on the soil -arinples tested by the soil engineer at the girig'
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site. The undrained cohesion values for ciay layers, as weU as c, = undrained soil cohesion
the drained friction angle for sand and gravel layers, were
estimated on our experience with similar materials in the area. fb/fs = ratio of base resistance to shaft resistance

In clay layers, the commonly accepted value of Nc = 9 proposed
C. Shaft Resistance by Skempton (1959) was used. %here sand or gravel layers

were present, the relationship of 0 to fb/fs proposed by Vesic

From Poulos (1980), the following formulas for shaft resistance (1967) was adopted for the study.
*ere obtained:

Clay: Psu = Asca E. Correction Factors

Sand and Gravel: Psu AsKs tan 0
1'a OI v Using the equations, soil profiles, and soil properties previously

discussed, the ultimate capacity was calculated of the two test
%here Psu ultimate shaft resistance piles on the site, as well as the test pile on the second office

building site. The calculated capacities were then compared
A shaft area to the values recorded in the pile load tests. The results of

these comparisons are presented below.
ca soil-pile adhesion

TP CUC (Tons) RUC (Tons) RC/CC
K s  coefficient of lateral pressure PT-I 193 117 0.61

PT-2 349 195 0.56
drained friction angle between soil and pile lIT-I 623 320 0.51

g'v effective stress along shaft TP = Test Pile Designation
CUC = Calculated Ultimate Capacity

The factors used in our initial capacity calculations for clay RUC = Recorded Ultimate Capacity
layers were determined by interpolation between the factors RC/CC = Recorded Capacity/Calculated Capacity
proposed by Tomlinson (1957) and Kerisel (1965). When sand
or gravel layers were present, the relationships between 0 and This comparison indicates that calculated values were generally
K tan 

0
'a proposed by Vesic (1967) and by Meyerhof (1976) about twice the recorded values. It appears that the

were considered. These two curves are presented on Figure 2. overestimation of the load capacities resulted primarily from
During our initial calculations, the values of Vesic (1967), which overestimation of the soil properties because of the lack of
had been modified by Poulos (1980), were used. It should be quality laboratory testing of soils at the site. To a lesser
noted that the critical or limiting value of Iv reached along degree, the overestimation might be attributed to the use of
the pile shaft was determined in accordance with Vesic (1967) the Vesic relationship of 0 vs K s tan 0

'a rather than the
as a function of the pile diameter and the friction angle of relationship proposed by Meyerhof (see Figure 2). However,
the soil. the similarity of the ratios between the recorded and calculated

2.5 values for the three piles is quite good, considering that varying
soil profiles were present at the three locations and that PT-
I bears on clay, PT-2 bears on sand, and 11.-I bears on gravel.

2.0
The majority of the calculated pile loads on all of the three
test piles were carried by the portions of the pile shaft in sand

1.5 or gravel layers, while the clay layers contributed relatively
minor amounts. Therefore, it was decided to apply an empirical

1.0 correction factor to the sand and gravel, and not correct the
clay values. By applying a correction factor of 0.53 to the K.
tan 0'a values originally obtained from Figure 2, the shaft and

0.5 tip resistance in sand and gravel layers was modified so that
the calculated and recorded capacities were nearly the same.
The corrected values of K s tan 0i'a are presented on Figure 2.

25 30 35 40 45 The Ks tan 0
'a values used are generally between the values

0 proposed by Vesic (1967) and Meyerhof (1976) for sand layers (0
= 300 - 350), but lower than both values for gravel layers ( =

LEGEND 380 - 410). This may mean that the sand properties were
VeOIC (196). Ad.pt.d by Po.*. (1900) accurately estimated originally, but the gravel properties were

--- &.y.,hoe (1 7 ) overestimated.
. Empihicsi Valus us.d in this stUdy

Figure 2 vs. 0 F. Ultimate Capacity

D. Tip Resistance
Using the techniques discussed above, a procedure was developed

The equations for tip resistance of the pile were also obtained to estimate the present ultimate load capacity for the existing
from Poulos (1980). The equations used in this study were: piles under the five proposed shear walls. The results indicate

the piles studied had ultimate capacities which vary from about
Clay: Pbu = Ab cu Nc 160 tons to 384 tons (320 to 768 kips). Soil conditions, pile

driving records and load capacity data for the two extreme
Sand and Gravel: Pbu 

= Ab [b/fs piers are summarized on Figures 3 and 4.

where Pbu = ultimate base resistance

Ab = base area

Nc = bearing capacity factor
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Figure 3. Capacity of Pile G-1 (2)
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Figure 4. Capacity of Pile F-23 (3)

H. Factors of Safety

Typically, a factor of safety of 2.0 is used to convert ultimate
pile capacity to an allowable value for dead plus live loads.
However, Terzaghi (1967) indicates that "if the ultimate bearing
capacity is determined by means of a load test, the customary
factors of safety range between 1.5 and 2." It is our opinion
that a factor of safety of 2 is a reasonable value to apply to REFERENCES
ultimate capacities determined after soil borings have been
drilled and pile load tests performed for a project because large Kerisel, J., (1965) "Vertical and Horizontal Bearing Capacity of
uncertanties still exist about soil profile variations between Deep Foundations in Clay," Symposium on Bearing Capacity and
boring locations. At the garage site, the pile driving records Settlement of Foundations, Duke University.
for 229 piles were studied to provide a much more detailed
evaluation of soil conditions across the site. Because the level Meyerhof, G.G. (1976) "Bearing Capacity and Settlement of Pile
of uncertainty concerning subsurface conditions was substantially Foundations," ASCE Journal of the Geotechnical Division, Volume
reduced for this project, it was recommended that a factor of 102, No. GT 3.
safety of 1.5 be applied to the ultimate capacities to obtain
an allowable capacity for dead plus live loads. Poulos, H.G. and Davis E.H., (1980) Pile Foundation Analysis

and Design, John Wiley and Sons, New York.
There is little published information about the factor of safety

to be applied to ultimate pile capacities to determine the Terzaghi, Karl, and Peck, Ralph B., (1967) Soil Mechanics in
allowable capacity for earthquake loading. Standard practice Engineering Practice, John Wiley and Sons, New York.
is often to apply a one-third increase to the allowable capacity
determined for dead plus live loads. We recommended that a Tomlinson, M.J., (1957) "The Adhesion of Piles Driven in Clay
factor of safety of 1.1 be used to convert ultimate pile capacity Soils," Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Soil
to allowable capacity during earthquake loading. We should Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, Volume 2.
note that if a one-third increase is used on the allowable dead
plus live load capacity obtained using a safety factor of 1.5, Vesic, A.S., (1967), "A Study of Bearing Capacity of Deep
then the resulting factor of safety for earthquake loading is Foundations," Final Report, Project B-189, School of Civil
about 1.13. Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology.
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Comparisons Between Field and Analytical Behavior
of an Experimental Excavation
Roberto Azevedo Nio Consoli
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Janeiro, Brazil Grande do Sul, Brazil

SYXOPSS: This paper anu,1v'se.- the behaviour of an experimental unsupported excavation taken to failure
in a soft clay deposit near Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The excavat ion was originally analyzed by Pontes Fi
lho and Nedeiros !19S2) assuming undrained conditions. In this paper, the same excavation is analyzeJ
by Biot's coupled theory of consolidation and deformation using linear elastic, non-linear-elastic and
elasto-plastic constitutive models and simulating the excavation process intime, without a -priori
hypothesis on the drainage conditions. Details of the excavation construction, geotechnical profile
and instrumentation are briefly described. Subsequently, the constitutive model calibrations are
discussed in view Of laboratory tests available. 7inally, for each excavation step, comparisons are
made between surface settlement profiles, horizontal displacements and pore-pressure measured in the
field and analytically calculated.

INTrRODUCTION The Sarapui experimental was taken to failure
in few hours. A first analysis, made with a 2-D

AIs part of a research pro i'ct developed at PUC/RJ, uncoupled finite element program with linear-elastic
a two-dimensions (2-D) conluter program using the and non-linear-elastic constitutive models, assumed
finite element method and capable of simulating the undrained conditions and utilized undrained
construction of excavationq aswell as embankments, laboratory tests and soil parameters (Pontes Filho
wvas written. The program uses a coupled and \edeiros, 1982).
deformation-pore prcssure dissipation theory(Biot, This paper describes the utilization of the
1941; Sandhu and Wilson, 1969). It is based on a coupled finite element program mentioned above in
program developed by Osaimi (1977), the main a second analysis of Sarapui experimental
differences being the implementation of a new excavation. In this second analysis, drained
version of the hyperbolic stress-strain constitutive laboratory tests are used to determine soil
model (Duncan, 1980) and the implementation of the parameters. The time spent to execute the
Modified Cam-Clay elasto-plastic work-hardening excavation is taken into consideration, therefore
constitutive model (Zienkiewicz and Naylor, 1971). avoiding, a priori, any hypothesis with respect to

Parallel to this development, a few years ago (Ri the drainage conditions of the problem.
beiro, 1981), an experimental excavation(SarapuiT Although there are few doubts about these
was executed as part of another research project drainage conditions, this second analysis aims,
undertaken simultaneously by the Institute of first, to test the coupled model's ability to predict
Highway Research of Rio de Janeiro (IPR) and the partially drained behaviour and, second, to
Departments of Civil Engineering of PUC/RJ and of discuss two different undrained analyses: one made
the Post-Graduation School of Federal University uncoupled with undrained parameters and, another
of Rio de Janeiro (COPPE/UFRJ). Besides the one, made coupled with drained parameters.
experimental excavation, the research project also Initially, the case history is briefly described.
included two trial embankments: onetakento failure to This part was essentially extracted from the work
investigate strength properties (Ramalho Ortigio of Pontes Filho and Medeiros (1982) and isincluded
et al., 1983) and another one for settlement here only to insure completeness. Subsequently',
studies (Figure 1). laboratory test results are presented, together

with their analytical modeling. Finally,

, MNIMIINTAi EMBANKMNT,,. comparisons between field and analytical results
2 are presented.

* l' l tXpt ,M(NTALXCAVA&TO THlE SARAPUI UNSUPPORTED EXPERIMfENTAL EXCAVATIONS

V I The experimental excavation was performed on 4

,mSToR UNATION O steps, with failure occuring approximately' 5 hours

SIMSTUM9NTATIOI and 45 minutes after the construction beginning
.. . . (Figure 2).

c--z_ ui,- ii' il._.-- -- The instrumentation consisted of 44 surface
-_.--monumerts, 15 piezometers (7 of the Casagrande type

________"-__ and 8 of the hydraulic type), 2 slope indicators
Be 04 .aand 4 magnetical extensometers (Figure 3).

The soil profile consisted of three layers
Fig. 1 Sarapui Experimental Excavation (Pontes (Figure 4): a 1 to 1.4 meters thick sandy

Filho and Mcdeiros, 198') embankment dumped in the area three years before
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the excavation, a 3.2 to 3.S meters thick organic An investigation carried out by Ribeiro (1981)
silty clay layer (Sarapui clay) and 10 meters indicated a moderate degree of overconsolidation
thick stiff sandy clay layer. The sandy embankment in the soft clay deposit. However, the sandy
consisted of a well-graded sand-gravel mixture embankment constructed three years before the
excavated from a nearby pit of young gneissic excavation initiated a consolidation process
residual soil with average specific unit weight which, based on piezometer readings, was completed
of 2.0 tf/m3 and moisture content between 9% and before the excavation beginning. Therefore, the
11%. Sarapui soft clay has been investigated by depuoit to he excavated was normally consolidated
many authors: Costa Filho et al. (1977); Werneck (Pontes Filho and Medeiros, 1982).
et al. 19--); Ramalho Ortig'io and Costa Filho
(1982). Atexcavation site, average liquid limit
of 98, and plastic limit of 49%, were encountered. .P.T. Z1.1

Natural moisture content, void ratio, specific.,
unit weight and degree of saturation were equal to ,
141%, 3.9, 1.33 tf/ml and 97%, respectivellv. The
organic matter content was about 5o and is T. ... . .
responsible for the dark gray coloi of Sarapui
clay (Ramalho Ortigio et al ., 19831.

ILTY CLAY

it STAGE fl1STAff TITKN/.'

d SAM CLAY

Fig. 4 - Soil Profile and Excavation Site

d* LABORATORY TESPINGS AND CONSTITUTIVE MODELS

The sandy embankment stress-strain and strengthbehaviour was investigated by Pontes Filho (1981)
,.00 I,.= ,.00 ,S who performed two series of drained axisymmetric-- triaxial tests using a stress-controlled cell

(Bishop and Wesley, 1975). The first series
consisted of three conventional triaxial compression
tests (CTC - increasing axial stress and constant
confining pressures of 10, 20 and 30 tf/m2). The

1: $second series consisted of three reduced triaxial
3 compression tests (RIC - constant axial stress of

20, 30 and 40 tf/m2 and decreasing confining
pressure). Only the CTC were used for
calibrating the constitutive models.

The Sarapui soft clay stress-strain and strength
0 1, Is I$ 'S . 1 abehaviour was investigated by a series of undrained

TMNUS and drained axisymmetric triaxial tests. The
undrained tests were performed by Say5o (1980). A
total of 45 tests was executed: 24 rapid tests (U)
or CU without pore-pressure measurements) and 21Fig. 2 - Excavation Sequence and Duration slow tests (CU with pore-pressure measurements) .

(Riheiro, 19811 The drained tests were performed by Bressani

(1983). A total of 11 tests was executed, always
with volume change measurements: 5 tests were
strain-controlled and 6 were stress-controlled.

. 4 Only the drained tests were utilized for the
05

' '------- / , hyperbolic calibration of Sarapui soft cla.. For

the Modified Cam-Clay elasto-plastic model,
- besides the drained and undrained tests, oedometer

NO 3 "C, tests were also necessary for calibration (Sayio,

-. 0 1980).

00
o o

° ~

o......... . i TABLE I

I 00E (kPa) V

SAND 5100. 0.30
(a) Plan View (b) Transversal View

CLAY 625. 0.17
Fig. 3 - Excavation Instrumentation
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-. failure (time equal to 15:00 hours). After this
point soie of the pie:omcter registered an abrupt
c h- ca ng-e in pore water prcssurc that could riot be

Khrc n aifferent it acounted for in th analysis.

SA\ 1 3 0 . -S S .I 0 3

CTa r 0.. 3o .en ( nalys 4 3h.33 0. .0Sg 1

hy'pe bo ~FA III, Fa d e Ia km n In Ia a u ------------>- -

(a) Stage 1

1-ee V, 0eSente 1 1 0L 0t. (b t7 e ahird

:\0IiI SASOV;i j WY N 1 11 1-20 AND ANALIHCAL

hr d diffrent fein ito e lement tnavses were mode.
In tie irst one, h erein cl ed c I astic, both sandy
eunhan ment soIn n i edarapui clF. 5r- modeSled .ei t n a ri Stage 3

ine a-lo as t ic :nodeo 1 u sin,, pr ae int er s shown i n
T abl t101. I n thle se conl anaI %-s is , he re in cale I I ed
hy pe rbol i c , bo th sa ndL em b aiknen t a nd Sa ra pui ClIay
were na!odeed with the hyperbolic amodel using
parameters presented in a I -Ie I . In tie third
a nal1'ysis, herein caille~l Cam-ClaY, the sandy
embankmecnt was modeled with the hyperbolic model
usin, parameters shOWn in Table 11 and the Sarapui Fig. 5 Surface Settlement Profile Comparisons
c I a v wa s modelIed w it h the ',cd i fLied Cam-ClI a>' e l as to
-plastic model using parameters presented in Table
Ill.

Figure 5 shows comparisons of surface settlement
nrofiles due to excavation stages: (a) 1 , (b) 2 WIM.&CI0E-TII)

and (c) 3, respectively. The analytical results
do not shos a good quantitative agreement with the o
field ones. Results nbtained with the hyperbolic .," (a) Stage 1
and the Cam-Clay analyses are reasonably close and (a Stage

only qualitatively in agreement with the field
ones. Field settlement are in general much smaller
than the analytical ones. A probable reason for 4 , -

this difference ma' be found in the analytical
simulation of the sand embankment. Due to low ' -- "
stress levels from the beginning of excavation

some elements in the embankment fail or become MMZOT&I-

too flexible in the analysis, therefore exaggerating 0 ,
tile analytical vertical displacements. 0Ste

Figure 6 and - present comparisons of horizontal -(b Stage2
displacements due to excavation along vertical .
lines corresponding to inclinometers I1 and 12, " .
respectively. In this case, results obtained with ........
the hyperbolic and Cam-Clay analyses agree reasonable
well with the field ones, except the results from
the inclinometer I1 , stage 3. The elastic analysis
was clearly the worst ones, whereas the Cam-Clay-- , &c,,u,,,

analysis was a little better than the hyperbolic 0 s -
one. It is important to remember that the
volumeti ic response of the sand embankment was 0-,
estimated, therefore features like dilatancy, that
may explain certain observed differences in the
horizontal movements, were not either evaluated in - . - -

the laboratory or modeled. -- --

Figure 9 and 9 present comparisons between pore 4 ..-- -

-pressures analytically calculated and measured in
th- field by Casagrande and hyperbolic piezometers, -(e Stage 3

respectively. In general, results of the three
analyses do not differ much, the largest differences
being encountered between the elastic and the other
two analyses. The analytical results are in Fig. 6 - Horizontal Comparisons for
agreement with the field ones specially before Inclinometer 11
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executed. This is only true if the stress-paths
in the laboratory tests and in the field are exactly
the same which is seldom the case. On the other

0RoIZOWT -ACITNni- hand, the pore-pressures generated by the coupled
0 theory are in accordance with the equations

0 igoverning the behdviour of a two-phasc material

L"'LJ (a)Stage (Biot, 1941). The main assumption in this case
are, laminar flow and infinitessimal strains
during consolidation, and modeling of the effective

I stress-strain relation observed in drained tests.

0

- .. _-.. ..* . .

(b) Sit a 2 "40 "46-T-- ' '0 60

"OI/NU / I-.NNTI-

CONCLUSION

ula enq ta l gi

oit respe0 to4 th,0 pore-presur locoisns

~~LN,

5.00 0040 1.040 1440 me0 NN0

Fig. 7 Horizontal Displacement Comparisons a I L
for Inclinometer 12 - I -

CONCLUSIONS

Kith the exception of the surface settlement °
profiles, comparisons were. in general, both 00 MOP 12-0 *rw14
qualitative and quantitatively good particularly - -

for the hyperbolic and Cam-Clay analyses.
With respct to the pore-pressure comparisons,

the three analyses gave rise to close results,
therefore not justifying the utilization of more
sophisticated models as the hyperbolic and Cam-
-Clay. However , the displacecment comparisons were
clearly more favorable fo the hyperbolic and Cam
-Clay analyses than for the linear elastic one, -" WID140

therefore entirely recommending the utilization of A"8o r eo
these analyses instead of the linear-elastic one. 0

The Cam-Clay analysis gave rise to results that
were sligthly better than the hyperbolic ones.
Nevertheless, the differences were small and, for v
the case analyzed, there was no major gain in o
accuracy that justyfied the use of this more -.
sophisticated elasto-plastic model instead of the 04 10.0 Ma " 00
simpler and widely known hyperbolic model.

Comparisons between results obtained by Pontes
and Medeiros (1982) with their uncoupled-undrained
analysis with results presented in this paper show Fig. 8 - Pore-Pressure Comparisons for
small differences ju Lifiable by different values Casagrande Piezometers
of effective stress in the two analyses. In fact,
both analyses induce same total stresses, since
they depend on the geometry and equilibrium Since results of the two analyses are reason-ibly
conditions of the problem. The effective stresses, close, it is logical to say that they gave rise to
however, may be different, depending on the values of pore-pressure approximately the same.
pore-pressures. In the analysis made by Pontes However, the coupled approach is more attractive
and Medeiros (1982) it is assumed, firsi, that because it does not involve an assumption about the
the excavation was executed inundrained conditions drainage conditions in which the excavation is
and, second, that the pore-pressures generated executed which, for pratical rather than experimental
during the laboratory undrained tests are equal to excavations, is frequently difficult to determine
the field ones while the excavation is being (Osaimi and Clough, 1979).
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SYNOPSIS The stability of large metal culverts depends on the performance of the backfill around the pipe, which must
be considered as a part of the structure when evaluating its safety. A simplified method to evaluate the current stabi-
lity of such a structure on the basis of the structure's shape is derived. Useful when limited amount of information is
available, this method provides an economical procedure for: (1) evaluating the condition of the existing backfill and
its capability to provide a safe support for the structure; (2) predicting final movements and determining if additional
investigations are necessary to establish the safety of the structure; and (3) determining if measured deflections are
in agreement with those predicted and, if not, determining if the safety of the structure is endangered by phenomena
other than the expected behavior of surrounding soil (e.g. voids near pipe, soil erosion, non-symmetric loadings).

INTRODUCTION

Several hundred long-span corrugated metal pipes are pose, a computer program entitled "MULTSPAN" was pre-
currently in place across the United States and about pared. This program:
one-hundred new pipes are installed each yedr. Since
most of the pipes are installed under highways and the calculates the radii along the structure perimeter
safety of traffic relies cn their structural stability, based on the chord and mid-ordinate measurements
periodic inspoction and evaluation is obligatory. Be- (see Figure 1), determines the average, maximum
cause the stability of these structures depends on the and minimum values for the chords, mid-ordinates,
condition of the supporting backfill, and because exten- and radii;
sive annual evaluation of the backfill is expensive and
impractical in most cases, a simplified method, based on compares these field values with design values,
a limited amount of available information, is necessary. corresponding to the structure's intended shape;

Corrugated metal pipes cannot be rated based on struc- where there is no design information available, the
tural capabilities, as can a bridge. These pipes depend program estimates what these dimensions should be
on the backfill for their support, and the backfill using the available field data and calculates esti-
around the pipe must be considered as a part of the mated mid-ordinates based on the properties of cir-
structure. Any evaluation of large corrugated metal cular areas; and
pipes must, therefore, take into consideration perfor-
mance of the backfill. The overall performance of the
pipe and backfill can be evaluated by comparing the
shape of the pipe with the intended design shape, both
at time of installation and periodically thereafter.

LOCATED EOUIDISTANT

The procedure presented describes a relatively simple 3ETWEENPOINTS2AND4

procedure for evaluating the condition of a long-span L
pipe based on shape and then, if the shape is approach- L K

ing a degree if flatness which may be unstable, for c
utilizing the density of the backfill and the soil type A A A2

to predict future movement. The method can be used to •_a
determine future movements of pipes which are experi- A

encing deflection or to project deflection of a newly
installed pipe. I "

EVALUATION OF PIPE CONDITION BASED ON SHAPE

I A THROUGH L REPREINT

The important factor to be evaluated in assessing the DMENSIONS ONTOD AT
safety of a corrugated metal structure is the extent to EACH STA ON

which the pipe wall has lost its curvature and becomes 2 JINT LOCATIONS ITHROUGH5
REPRESENT CHANGEW IN RADIUS

flatter. The extent of flattening can be measured 3. MID-ORDINATES AE: K,L.MN.O
during an annual inspection using the method recommended
by Cowherd and Delger (19i6). This procedure evaluates
the changes in shape to determine whether or not the
amount of deflection creates a problem. For this pur- Fig. 1 Measured and Computed Parameters
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uses the deflection data and visual observations to the critical soil pressure which induces buckling fail-
assess the degree of flatness and make recommen- ure and the actual soil pressure, and using relation-
dations of appropriate action. ships between mid-ordinate (m) and other geometrical

parameters of the pipe, the following equation may be
Details on MULTSPAN can be found in Thrasher and Perlea written (Cowherd et al., 1986):
(1986). The MULTSPAN analysis, along with pipe con-
dition data, can be used to establish a bridge rating.
This bridge rating system is compatible with the Eridge ! F/F = (Am/m) x 3 (1 - m/r) (1)
Inventory and Inspection Program. The method assesses
the deflection (measured in an annual Bridge Inspection
Program) to make recommendations relative to remedial Where r is the radius corresponding to the mid-ordinate
action. Table I shows the recommended actions provided m.
by MULTSPAN relative to the various amount of mid-
ordinate deflections (Cowherd and Degler, 1986). For standard long-span pipes the factor 3 (1 - m/r)

varies generally between 2.3 and 2.t. That means that a
TABLE I. Percent Mid-Ordinate Change and Remedial pipe having initially a factor of safety of about 5 will

Action have the factor of safety decreased to 2.9-3.4 when the
mid-ordinate percent change is 15,, around 2.5 for 2U ,

Mid-Ordinate Depth of around 1.8 for 25t, and close to 1.0 for 3U .
Percent Change Cover (ft) Recommended Action

For various types of pipes and other initial factors of
<15 Any No action required. safety the results of such an analysis wouild differ, but

not significantly, so that the criteria in Table I
15 - 20 Over 6.0 No action required. appear reasonable.

Under 6.0 Monitor on 6-month ESTIMATING STRUCTURE MOVEMENT
interval.

If the structure movement is enough to warrant borings
20 - 25 Over 6.0 Reduce legal load to to determine the nature of the backfill, the borings are

90 of H-20 and mon- made and appropriate soil data collected. The soil data
itor on 6-month in- are then introduced into the computer program to make
tervals. projections of both magnitude and rate of continued

movement. To determine the soil density and soil type,
Under 6.0 Reduce legal load to it is necessary to make at least one boring on either

75" of H-20 and moo- side of the pipe in the backfill and preferably at least
itor on 6-month in- one boring in the material outside the backfill. The
tervals. method can use either density measurements directly or

standard penetration values which can be correlated to
25 - 30 Over 6.0 Reduce legal load to density. The density can be determined with nuclear

75% of H-20 and mon- depth-density gauges throughout the depth of a boring or
itor on 6-month in- by taking undisturbed samples. Tne nuclear density
tervals. method is by far the most economical.

3.0 - 6.0 Reduce legal load to The accuracy of this method has been evaluated using
501 of H-2 and mon- several different case histories; some of which are pre-
itor on 6-month in- sented in this paper. In all cases, good agreement bet-
tervals. ween the predicted and actual movement was observed.

Thc main aiv':ntage of the method is that it presents a
Under 3.0 Reduce legal load to simple way of assessing the safety of a corrugated metal

50% and do detailed structure without requiring considerable expensive field
analysis. and laboratory data and computer time to predict con-

tinued movement of a pipe that is experiencing deflec-
>30 Any Close road until tion. It can also be used to predict total movement

detailed analysis is using initial compaction data. As a result, a relati-
done. vely simple assessment of projected pipe movement can be

made. Varticil movement of the structure, when due to
NOTE: Detailed analysis to include soil borings to the deformation of the pipe ana not to a general settle-

determine expected additional movement. ment, is of greatest importance since it is a measure of
the degree of flatness of the structures crown.

Figure I illustrates the measured parameters. The Table
I recommendations are based on mid-ordinate deflections Except for unusual loading conditions previously noted,
and not on total span heights. Such recommendations for the vertical movement of a quasi-circular structure can
ccrrective action have been based on the extensive ex- be related to horizontal or side movement of the struc-
perience of the manufacturers and a hand full of prac- ture by a factor of approximately one-half; i.e., the
ticioners. A more rigorous analysis of these structures movement of one side of the structure into the backfill
can be made, however, based on the assumption that they is equal to approximately one-half the vertical movement
behave in a manner similar to thin wall tubes subjected (Spangler, 1951). Actually, the stape factor; i.e., the
to uniform loading, ratio between the movement of one side of the structure

and the corresponding vertical movement, varies for
Defining the factor of safety (F) as the ratio between usual shapes between 1.4 and 4.9. The program MI.ITSPAN

makes an evaluation of the shape factor based on the
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assumption that during small deformations of pipe the TABLE II. Classification of Soil Types and Tneir
mid-ordinates only change, but the :hord lengths remain Characteristics
unchanged, which leads to the following relationship
see Fig. 4 for notations):

Cate- ASTM Average CC Values For:
A_ R _ 1gory D Loose! Dense/'

- -[iS - SB) RB - S,(R - Rp)] (2) cf Type of 2487 Soft A1,eium Stiff
A( S 2) 2 Soil Soil Class Material Dense Material

I Gravel GW U.U3 O.U1 .003
Therefore, determination of the outward horizontal move- GP

ment will also oermit determination of downward move-
ment. Tre calculation of tnis horizontal movement may II Silty/ GM 0.05 0.02 U.Oud
be accomplished by a simplified, tnrep step process: Clayey GC

Gravel
Step No. - deter line the soil compressibility,

III Well Sw u.ub u.u2 uluu7
Step No. 2 - determine the maximum horizontal Graled
pressire exerted by the structure on the sur- Sand
rounding fill; and

IV Poorly SP U. U J.uJ O.U1O

Step No. 3 - calculate the horizontal movement Graded
using lIassical tneory if -onsclidation for Sand
shallow foundation settlement.

V Silty Sm 0.33 u.20 O.iu

Step No. I - Determination of Soil Compressibility Sand, SC
Clayey

An estimation of the final movement of a structure can Sand
be based on the result of a consolidation test with zero
lateral movement This method has been used for many VI Silty ML 0.4U 0.25 u.Io

years to evaliate settlement of building foundatlons. Soils MH or based on WL as below
The method can be applied to horizontal (and thus ver-

tical) movement of pipes by considering the side of the VII Clayey CL 0.60* or J.40* or 0.20* or
pipe as a ,hallow footing. Soils CH (WL-10) (WL-I

0
) ( 

1
_-IU)

A O.UI2 x 0.008 O.U06
'his metnod does not take into account such factors as:

*Values to be used if iiquid limit (WL) is not known.

the variation of the compressibility indexes with the
stress level, TABLE III. State of Density Estimation When (Indirect)

Measurements of Void Ratio are Available
the instantaneous (elastic) compression,

Cate- AS
T
M Void Ratio Corresp on0 n to

the secondary compression; and gory D OoseT Dense
of Type of 2467 Soft Stiff

the influence of the actual distribution of streoses Soil Soil Cdss Material Medium Material
on the str'icture.

I&II Gravels GW GP
Experience (with both buildings and long-span corrugated GM GC U.6 0.5 U.4
metal p4pes) has shown, however, that this method pro-
vides a- adequate measure of movement for both buildings lll&IV Sands SW SP u.7 U.b 0.4
and pipes. It is the standard method for predicting
settlement of shallow foundations. The accuracy of the V Silty/ SM SC u.8 0.7 0.5
method is sufficient to provide a basis for making an Clayey

engineering decision regarding whether or not corrective Sand
action is warranted. It is possible to estimate the com-
ore-sibility of soil, without taking undisturbed samples VI Silty ML MH U.9 0.75 0.5
and performing a consolidation test. Empirical corre- soils
lat~ons which relate the compressian index to grain size
(soil type) and percent compaction (density) can be made. VIla Clayey
It is, therefore, possible to determine some character- Soils
istics such as grain size and density of the backfill and (WI_<50 ) 1.0 0.8

evaluate the compressibility. CL CH (I.?)* (0.9)* 0.6
VIlb Clayey

Table II gives a rough estimation of the compression Soils
index (Cc ? based on the type of soil (seven categories) (WL>50) 1.6 1.1

and relative density or consistency (two limit values
and an average one) (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967; Peck *Values to be used if liquid limit (WL) is not known.
et al., 1974; Hough, 1969; Bally and Perlea, 1983;
McCarthy, 1977).

For classification in the three density categories, the

corresponding void ratio or percent standard Proctor are
given in Tables III and IV. An approximate correspon-

dence between void ratio and the results of the standard
penetration tests, based also on data in literature, is
given in Table V.
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TABLE IV. State of Density Estimation Based or) Known Like CCav and CC, w , tne parameter P is separately esti-

Degree of C iction mated for every type of soil, as shown in Table VI.

oegrep ompaction (Percent Standaro TABLE VI. Values of the Parameter "P" Used in the

Pro, - ASTM 0 69d-78) Correspondin. to- Estimation of Compressibility Index

Category - ose7Sbrt Dense/ TT
of Soil Material Medium Material Soil

rate- P: If P > 9U, do P = 9U
A 80 9 lju ory 21 If P < 3j, do P z 3u

1 43 x loq [96.56 x N x D0
U- U.24 x ( )-O.b6]

TABLE V. State f Tnsity Estimation 4ased on 4
Standard Penetration Results 11 43 x log E72.42 x N x D5U u,.264 x : )-U.Sb]

III 11.7 , 0.76I222 X N + 16)U - U. 368 U- 0 (Cu)
2

1
Stand 'I Penetration Blow -'ount,
N, Corresponding to: IV 21 G/(4.79 x I

-4  
Lo.7)

.oose nso
Cateqcry of Soil Material Medium Material V 43 x log [36.eI x N x DSO

-
J284 * -U.561

.ohesionless Soils: VI 43 x log [24.14 x N x 950
-  2 64  

; )-u.561

Through 'V' 16 1-3U > 31 VII 20

Soft Stiff
,Material Medium Material Notatiois used in Table V1 nave the following meaning:

Cohesive Soils:
< 5 6-15 16

N iuiows/feet) - average Standaro Penetration Test

VIi 6-10 > Ii blow Count for the range of depths
critical for pipe aeformation

As an alternate and for research purposes only, the state

of density is estimated by the program MULTSPAN using DU (nm) - mean diameter of particles

some available correlations for standard penetration test
as well as for cone penetration test and accepted rela- , (psf) - effective overburder pressure at

tionship between ,tatic and standard penetrations (Fardis the average depth of SPT measure-

and Veneziano, 1981, Gibbs and Holtz, 1957, Marcuson and ments taken into account

Bieganousky, 19
7
7a and b, Perlea and Perlea, 1983,

Schmertmann, 197U, Searle, 1979, Terzaghi and Peck, Cu - coefficient of uniformity of the

1967). A general relationship was considered for estima- soil

tion of the compressibility index (CC):
Depending on the available information, soil density is
estimated by the program MJLTSPAN, less or more accur-

CC =CC.v x 10 ) xtely, by interpolation in Tables III, IV, or V (or
relationships in Table Vl) and:

Where:
from indirect determination of void ratio by nuclear

A log CC.av measurements of soil density and moisture content,

8 log CC'w from design requirements or inspection records,

which gives the degree of compaction; and

CCav compressibility index of Lhe soil in

average condition, as given by Table II from standard penetration tests.

CCw = compressibility index of the soil in Step No. 2 - Pressure Distribution Around the Structure
worst condition of density and mois-
ture content, as given in Table II for A method of estimation of the maximum horizontal pres-
loose/soft material. sure, Ph, exerted by the structure on the Surrounding

fill and the width and the distribution (rectangular,

P a parameter representing relative den- parabolic, or trapezoidal depending on the snape of the
sity in cohesionless soils and consis- structure) of this pressure must be considered (see

tency in cohesive soils: 30 < P < 90. Figure 2).
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An usual approximation for an eliptical shape structure
relates Ph to the vertical exerted pressure, Pv, and the
ratio of top radius and side radius as follows (Watkins,
1975l:

Fig. 4 Pipe - Backfill Interaction

Ph Pv Rt s (4)
The decrease in void ratio at a given distance from the
structure may be estimated by the formula:

The vertical pressure may be equated with the total

overburden acting at the top of the structure. !Ae = Cc log [(Ko Pv + Ph)/Ko Pv] (5)

Step No. 3 - Horizontal Movement Calculation Where:

The classical theory of settlement for a shallow foun- Ph 
= 

the supplementary pressure induced by the

dation may be used for calculating the horizontal move- structure at a given distance from the
ment. The fill at the side of the structure is consid- structure.

ered as a soil column loaded by the pressure generated
by the structure onto the fill. Generally, the decreas- Pv = the effective overburden pressure at the level
ing of the induced stresses with the distance from the of calculation (in the middle of the loaded area
structure must be considered. This may be done using by the structure; not at the top of the pipe).
influence charts available for different distributions

of tne applied stresses (e.g. Fig. 31. Ko = the coefficient of earth pressure at rest, which
largely depends on the method and the intensity
of compaction. (U.b for natural deposits and 0.6
for compacted fills may be used as a rough ap-
proximation).

2f ESTIMATED LOADING CONDITIONS

( D D1 1In an incremental layer of initial width Bo, for which
of 2 :'0'the induced stress can be considered constant, the

2V strain AB is:

o 0 IB Bo x e/ (1 + eO ) (6)

Where eo is the void ratio of the compacted fill not

0O , , 2 25 affected by the supplementary pressure induced by the
DiSTAN(E TO SIDE OF PIPE structure; however, if the structure has already begun

to deform, the void ratio may be less in the zone of
influence of the structure.

Fig. 3 Stress Distribution in Backfill Finally, the total horizontal displacement is converted

into vertical movement of the pipe crown. For circular
If the width of the backfill is small by comparison with or quasi-circular pipes a good approximation is that the
the dimensions of the structure (e.g. smaller than the vertical movement is equal to the sum of horizontal

structure span dimension) a uniform distribution of movements on each side of the pipe. For pipes which
stresses can be conservatively used (Fig. 4). If the significantly differ from the circular shape, a correc-
width of the backfill is very large, the calculations tive shape factor is applied, as shown in Equation 2.
can be limited to an influence distance of 2.5 rise
dimensions.
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SOIL EVALUATION - CASE HISTORIES Cowherd, D. and G.H. Degler, (1986), Evaluation of
Long-Span Corrugated Metal Structures, Prepared by

The previously presented three-step method of cal'u- Bowser-Morner Associates, Inc., in cooperation with

lating structure movement has been applied to many the Ohio Department of Transportation and the U.S.
structures including several O0OT structures with pre- Department of Federal Highway Administration.
dicted results being very close to actual measured
deflections. Some case histories demonstrating the use Cowherd, D., S.M. Thrasher, V.G. Perlea, and J.O. Hurd
of the soil evaluation enalytical program to predict the (1986), "An Empirical Approach for Predicting
structure mcvement are presented in what follows. Deflection in Large Metal Culverts", 66th Annual

Meting of Transportation Research Board, Washington,
Table VII summarizes the results obtained by the use of D.C. (in print).
the proposed method in -ome cases for which actual
measured values were available. Data obtained from Fardis, M.N. and D. Vereziano, (1981) "Estimation of
borings and nuclear density/moisture content measure- SPT-N and Relative Density", Journal of the Geotech-
ments have ben used. nical Engineering Division, ASCE, Volume 107, No. GT10,

pp. 1345-1359.
TABLE VII. Field Measurements of Crown Settlement and

Computed Values Gibbs, H.J. and W.G. Holtz, (1957), "Research on Deter-
mining the Density of Sands by Spoon Penetration

Measured Testing", Proceedings of the Fourth International
Struc- Vertical Computed Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation En-
ture Soil Category in Movement Movement gineering, London, Volume 1, pp. 435-39.
No. Backfill Original Soir (ft) (ft)

Hough, B.K. (1969), Basic Soils Engineering, Ronald
DEL-37 I VII 0.91 1.17 Press Company, New York.

BUT-129 IV VII 0.13a 0.57 Marcuson III, W.F. and W.A. Bieganousky, W.A., (1977a),
"Laboratory Standard Penetration Tests on Fine Sands",

BRO-62 V Old Bridge U.82 U.62 Journal of the Geotechnical Engineering Division, ASCE,
Abutments Volume 1U3, No. GT6, pp. 565-588.

OKL-25 VII Rock 0.94 I.Uu Marcuson III, W.F. and W.A. Bieganousky, (1977b), "SPT
and Relative Density of Coarse Sands", Journal of the

OKL-78 VII Rock 1.39 1.22 Geotechnical Engineering Division, ASCE, Volume IU3,
No. GT11, pp. 129b-131U.

aThe measured settlement is suspect since some dif-
ficulty was experienced in locating the original bench McCarthy, D.F. (1977), Essential of Soil Mechanics and
mark established during erection. Foundations, Reston Publishing Company, Inc.

The good agreement between measured and computed move- Peck, R.B., W.E. Hanson, and T.H. Thornburn, (1974),
ments is partially due to the fact that these case Foundation Engineering, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
histories were used to evaluate parameters used in the
proposed method. More experience is necessary (and pro- Perlea, V. and M. Perlea (1983), Dynamic Stability of
bably further adjustment of the parameters) before the Sandy Soils (in Romanian), Ed. Tehnica, Bucharest.
method may be used in pipe rating. Until then, only a
rough approximation (an order of magnitude) of the Schmertmann, J.H. (1970), "Static Cone to Compute Static
deformation of the pipe is expected. Settlement Over Sand", Journal of the Soil Mechanics

and Foundation Engineering Division, ASCE, Volume 96,
CONCLUSIONS No. SM3, pp. 1011-1043.

It can be seen from the above case histories that the Searle, I.W. (1979), "Interpretation of Begemann Fri-
simplified method gives very close correlation with tion Jacket Cone Results to Give Soil Types and Design
actual measured deflections. The example cases have Parameters", Proceedings of the Seventh European on-
been demonstrated in a research program for the Ohio ference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering,
Department of Transportation. The method offers a Brighton, Volume 2, pp. 2bb-27U.
simplified procedure for estimating deflection of corru-
gated metal pipes for a wider range of soil conditions Spangler, M.G. (1951), Soil Engineering, The Iowa State
and types. It can be used with initial (during con- College, International Textbook Company, Scranton.
struction) soil compaction data to * c;i ate future
deflection or to analyze the additional movement ex- Terzaghi, K. and R.B. Peck (1967), Soil Mechanics in
pected in spans already experiencing deflections. The Engineering Practice, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
authors have developed a method to rate a structure New or
based on this method. This method uses the same
rating system as the Bridge Inventory and Inspection Thrasher, S.M. and V.G. Perlea, (1986), MULTSPAN - A
Program. Computer Program for Evaluation of Large Corrugatd

Metal Pipes, Bowser-Morner Associates, Inc.
REFERENCES

Watkins, R.K. (1975), "Buried Structures", Chapter 23 in
Bally, R.J. and V.G. Perlea (1983), Embankment Dams Enineering Handbook, Edited by M.F. Winterkorn and
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Geotechnical Investigation into Causes of Failure
of a Gabion Retaining Wall
Edward A. Nowatzki Brian P. Wrench
Associate Professor, Civil Engineering Dept., University of Arizona, Principal, Steffen Robertson & Kirsten, Johannesburg, South Africa
Tucson. Arizona

SYNOPSIS: This paper describes the post-failure analysis of a 26m long x 4m high gabion retaining
wall located in a suburb of Johannesburg, South Africa. The wall had been built just beyond the
toe of a natural slope with most of the gabion units resting on the bed cf a shiall river. The
river bed soils consisted of approximately 2.5m of soft, dark-grey, silty clay underlain by
massive granite bedrock. The water table at the toe of the wall was within O.1m of the river bed
surface. Failure of the wall occurred over the weekend after backfilling to grade behind the wall
had beet, completed.

Stability analyses were conducted using both total rundrained) and effective (drained) shear
strength parameters for the clay. The results of the analyses showed that the wall should be
stable with FS = 1.2 for effective stress parameters and that the wall should be unstable with FS
= 1.0 for undrained strength parameters. The details of the testing program and the selection of
strength parameters is described in the paper.

INTRODUCTION failure and to make recommendations for the

redesign and/or repair of the wall. A
This paper describes the post-failure analysis preliminary field investigation revealed that
of a 26m long x 4m high gabion retaining wall a classic rotational type of failure had
located in a suburb of Johannesburg, South occurred along the central portion of the
Africa. The wall was built as part of the wall. A maximum downward displacement of
development of an industrial park along the approximately 1.4m was evident along the
east bank of the Klein Jukskel River in intersection of the semi-circular failure
Strydom Park. surface with the backfill surface. Bulging of

the river bed at the toe of the wall was
The original topography of the site sloped clearly visible. These characteristic
steeply downwards to the river. The wall was features of the failure are shown in Figures
constructed just beyond the toe of the natural 2a and 2b. Reconnaissance of the site
slope with most of the gabfon units resting on revealed the presence of a concrete wall,
the river bed, except for a length of approximately 3m in height, located just
approximately 10m near the middle of the wall downstream of the retaining structure as shown
where the units were founded about Im below in Figure 2c. This concrete wall acted as a
the river bed. Following completion of the dam before development in the area took place.
wall, an imported fill was placed and Although it was breached at the time of the

compacted between the wall and the natural failure, the wall could back up water under
slope. Final grade was relatively flat with a flood conditions. The size of the spans
gentle slope from east to west, between piers of the bridge located just

The retaining wall itself consisted of 2m x 1m upstream of the gabion wall, as shown in

xh 1wraboncetaining angularse consstedo roFigure 2d, suggested that flow in Klein
x im gabTon cages containing angular rock Jukskei River could be substantial. The
fill. The front face of the wall was reconnaissance also revealed the presence of
constructed of two rows of gabion units for a rock outcrops on the opposite river bank and
length of approximately 26m. The height of to the north and south of the site. These
the wall along this length was 4m above the to t orh a souh o hnie. ths
river bed. The north and south wing walls of outcrops formed a natural channel thatthestuctrewee 9 ad .5w logdirected the flow of the river toward the
the structure were 9m and 6.5m long, wall. The site conditions described above hadrespectively. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the a significant impact on the recommendations

structure prepared by the contractor. a s f i om omade by SRK.

Construction records indicate that backfilling
behind the wall was completed on or about 8 METHODS OF INVESTIGATION AND RESULTS
July 1983. The wall failed over the weekend
of 9-10 July 1983 following a period of heavy Field Investigation:
rain. The consulting firm of Steffen
Robertson and Kirsten (SRK) was retained by Two NX size boreholes were advanced, one

the contractor to perform a geotechnical (BH-i) on top of the fill 5m behind the

Investigation to determine the cause of the retaining wall, the other (BH-2) at the toe of
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FIG. I

the wall in the river bed. Both boreholes Field vane shear tests to determine the
extended through the fill materials and undrained shear strength (su) of the clay were
underlying soils and penetrated 2m Into the also performed. Peak and residual values of
granite bedrock. Standard Penetration Tests su were measured.
(SPT) were carried out to estimate the insitu Laboratory Testing Proaram:
densities of the fill and subsoils. Disturbed
and undisturbed soil samples were recovered The following laboratory tests were carried
from the boreholes for laboratory testing. out on selected undisturbed samples retrieved
The results of the field investigation are from the site:
summarized in Table 1.

1. Saturated unconsolidated-undrained
TABLE 1 triaxial tests to determine the undrained

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF FIELD INVESTIGATION shear strength (Su) of the clay.

--------------------------------------------- 2. Consolidated-drained shear box tests
Borehole Depth Average Description SPT to determine the drained-(effective) cohesion

---- --- --- --- --- ---- --- --- -- --- and friction angle (F and# ) of the clay.
BH-l 0-4.4 m Dry to slightly moist 9

medium-dense clayey 3. Indicator tests (gradation, Atterberg
sand and gravel, fill. limits) to classify the clay according to the

Unified Soil Classification System (USCS).
4.4-4.8 m Moist dark-grey soft 3

clay. A summary of the results of the laboratory and
field-strength testing program Is contained in

4.8-7.4 M Unweathered, coarse- Table 2.
grained, widely
fractured granite.

ANALYSES AND RESULTS

BH-2 0-2.8 m Very moist dark-grey
clay. 3 Selection of Shear Strength Parameters:
2.8-.8 Unwathredcoase-Two types of stability analyses were performed:
grained widely fractured
granite. o a n. Short-term or end-of-constructon

the -w-l ---n-he- river- b... Both... b.. reh...les. analysis. This analysis was conducted in
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FIG. 3

Failure Surfaces for Short-Term Stability
(su 12 kPa; FS =1.0)

FIG. 4

Failure Surfaces for Long-Term Stability
=0; =300; F5.1.2)
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(a) (b)

c (d)

FIG. 2

Post-Failure Photos of Gabion Wall Showing:

(a) surface displacement of backfill
(b) bulge at toe
(c) view downstream with concrete wall visible
(d) view upstream with bridge span visible

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTING PROGRAM

Unit Test Type Cohesion Friction Angle Total Unit Weight
(kPa) (degrees) (kg/m3 )

Fill SPT 0 35 1880

Clay Drained Direct 0 30 1550
Shear
Undrained Triaxial 20 0 1550
Laboratory Vane
Peak 6 0 1550
Residual 3 0 1550

Wall Assumed(a) 2000 42 2300

(a) Properties of the wall were assumed so as to make the wall rigid
relative to the backfill and clay layer in order to model the problem
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order to determine whether or not the failure interest, analyses were also performed for su
could have been predicted had a pre- = 3 kPa and 20 kPa. Factors of safety of 0.7

construction stability analysis been and 1.2 were obtained, respectively. This
oerformed. in view of the relatively short suggests that even with the maximum measured
construction period and the presence of the value of the undrained strength, the wall and

near-saturated soft clay as a foundation backfill would be only marginally stable.
material, it was clear that the end-of-

construction stability of the gabion wall and Analyses were also performed using the

the backfill should be controlled by the effective stress parameters. The results of
undrained strength of the foundation clay. As these analyses are shown in Figure 4. The
indirated in Table 2, the clay exhibited su factor of safety of 1.2 suggests that even if
values ranging from 20 ka, as determined from the clay were to drain under the loads
laboratory till tests, to 3 kPa (residual), as existing at the time of failure, the long-term
determited from field vane shear tests. Such stability of the wall would still be
discrepancies in measured values of su may be questionable, especially if any of the
attributed to differences in test method (Ladd conditions existing at the time of failure
and Lambe, 1963). Methods that cause greater should change. Such changes could occur if,

sample disturbance generally yield lower for example, the ground water table should
values of s". On the basis of the test rise, or erosion of the foundation materials
results presented in Table 2, it was assumed should take place, or should additional loads
that the insitu undrained strength along the be imposed on the backfill from normal
failure surface would be, on average, between activities of the site user.
the maximum and minimum values measured.
Therefore, a value of su = 12 kPa was used for
the short-term stability analysis. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2. rong-term analysis. This analysis The stability analyses show that the gablon
was conducted in order to evaluate the wall and the backfill failed because the
stability of the gabion wall and the backfill foundation soils were overstressed, and that
if they had been constructed in stages and if the wall was only marginally stable in its
the foundation clay had been given time to post-failure condition. In addition, the
consolidate under the intermediate loads. The analyses suggest that further failures could
results of this analysis were of more than occur if any of the present conditions
academic interest. The recommendations for affecting the stability of the wall should
remedial measures depended heavily on whether change.
or not the gabion wall, even in its failed
condition, could ever be expected to become Reconnaissance of the site revealed that the
stable enough to allow normal activity to take wall was located on the outside sweep of the
place behind it. If it could, then only Klein Jukskel River and effectively served to
cosmetic measures would be needed to remove constrict the channel. Visual assessment of
evidence of the failure. If it could not, the hydraulic conditions at the site suggested
complete removal of the wall and either its that the gabion wall was in danger of being
reconstruction or replacement with some damaged by erosion of the banks and scour of

alternate structure would be indicated. The the foundation materials. Such a danger would
drained shear strength parameters E = 0 kPa be especially acute if the small concrete dam
and 7 = 300 shown in Table 2 were used for the downstream of the wall were to be removed.
long-term stability analysis.

On the basis of these two threats to the
future stability of the wall, SRK concluded

Analysis Procedure and Results: that flood conditions at the site must be
All stability analyses were carried out by established before any remedial measures for

using the computer program STABL 21 which is the foundation stability of the gabon wall

based on Janbu's simplified method of slices. could be evaluated. They recommended that, in

One of the features of the program is that it the absence of such information, the gabion

allows irregular failure surfaces to be wall should be removed.

considered between specified locations on the
crest and toe. This feature was particularly REFERENCES
useful for the post-failure analyses conducted
here since the crest and toe locations of the Ladd, C.C. and T.W. Lambe (1963), "The
failure surface were known from measurements Strength of 'Undisturbed' Clay Determined
made the field. Another feature of the frndraindTsts," a terN. n61
program is that it selects the failure from Undrained Tests," ASTM, STP No. 361,

surfaces that result in the ten lowest factors pp. 359-371.

of safety and plots each of them for
comparison purposes. The surface having the
lowest factor of safety is highlighted.

The results of the short-term stability
analysis using *u = 12 kPa are shown in Figure
3. The highlighted failure surface evident in
the figure results in a factor of safety of
1.0. The analysis confirms that failure of
the wall occurred because of overstressing of
the underlying soft clays. An a matter of
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Two Case Histories: Performance of Shallow Foundations on Sand
Sreenivasan V. Nathan
Associate, Woodward-Clyde Consultants, Plymouth Meeting,
Pennsylvania

SYNOPSIS: lae development ot innovative, economical solutions, based on sound principles, as enun-
ciated by Terzaghi some sixty years ago, and on the "design-as-you-go" approach illustrated by Peck
in his Rankine lecture, will be the impetus for the Geotechnical Engineer of tomorrow (Nathan, S.V.,
1987). Following this theme, two case histories on the performance of shallow foundations on qeo-
logically differing sandy subsoils are presented in this paper to illustrate the benefits of econ-
omical, unconventional foundation solutions.

QUONSET POINT CASE HISTORY

The first case history involves a mat/continu- soils were densified in situ by surface applied
ous footing foundation project for General vibratory compaction, e.g. Ingersoll Rand SP-54/
Dynamics at Quonset Point in Rhode Island. As 60-DD. The Figure shows a compilation of the
shown on Figure 1, the site is characterized by Cone Penetration Test (CPT) and Standard Pene-
6 to 8 feet of loose sands and silty sands of tration Resistance (SPR) test results both be-
the recent Coabtal Plain deposits mantled by a fore and after the completion of compaction
veneer of fill materials. The loose granular operations (Nathan, S.V. et al, 1981).

CONE PENETROMETER RESISTANCE, qc, tsf SPR (bl./ft.)
0 80 160 240 0 20 40

Before Compaction
2o After Compaction

2,
4-

.I -/

0-'w I0,I

-I.. - *I I

,, ,
I-I

Before Compaction'.,

. After Compaction

Fig. I SCS Records in Coastal Deposits, Ouonset Point,
Rhode Island (Nathan, S.V.,et al., 1981)
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For normally or slightly overconsolidated co- Several case histories have demonstrated that
nesionless soils, the settlement of a footinq, even with the foregoing equations, settlements
correcting to the one-dimensional compression are significantly overestimated, especially
case, is after the densification by vibratory compactors.

For example, Schmertmann (1970) concludes that
in such cases the settlement, predicted assum-
ing normal consolidation, should be reduced by

h' 1.15 vo VO+ about one-hdif. The settlement analysis utili--h 1.5 v log VO+" (1)

2 (i'D) 2qc _'vo zes the cone to subdivide the profile into dis-
2 ccrete layers of thickness 'h. With a thick

bearing layer, the subsoils contributing to
settlement are assumed to extend below the foot-

where the correction factor, 2' in terms of i ng/mat to a depth where the stress increase
Poisson's ratio, is expressec as equals approximately 10 percent of the overbur-

den pressure. buismann recommends calculating
stresses beneath a singular point of a founda-

1- (2) tion. This point is defined as the point be-
2 <- --5 neath the footing where the stress distribution

is essentially independent of the distribution
of contact pressure. This approach assumes a

= CPT value rigid footing and enables the use of th, ----

Dr = Density index (previously known as age contact pressure to predict an approximate

Re~lative Density) rigid footing stress distribution as per
Figure 2.

Compressible layer thickness

vo = xisting effective overburden pressure

-.1Dlied stress increment

Cziq

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 '.0

0.6

0.8

1.0 49. 1.5 __
2

z/b 1,2 C
Values of a/b

1.4

L.8

2.0C

2.2

2.4

Fig. 2 Mean Vertical Stress Influence Factor for Rigid Rec-
tangular Footings (Buismann, 1954)
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Schmertmann (1975) recomends a simplified dis- where C = i - 0 . --
tri-ution of vertical strain beneath footings 1 -p

(Ficure 3) .nd uses this strain distribution
together with the diata to predict settlements C = 1 - po log
from Lquation 3, 3 to

Iz = Strain influence factcr frc.; the
enclosed figure

izp = peak factor = 0.5 + 0.1 AP
2B rvp

1 2 21 iz dZ(3) 
P

121 2 Using the above methods for the Quonset Point
project, settlements on the order of 3 to 4
inches were predicted for an average contact
pressure of 6 ksf before densification of the
subsoils. Upon densification, the predicted
settlements were on the order of 1 to 1-1/2
inches, which were within acceptable limits
for no structural distress or architectural
damage was discernible within the completed
structure.

VERTICAL STRAIN INFLUENCE FACTOR (Iz)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

_ _ _ I zo

L/-

z ORIGINAL (1970)
0
0
U-

0Xr LIB Z l1
i-

C1.,,, L= Footing Length

0
0 Izo 0.3+ 0.1
< 4-PVO
cc 4

p = Net Bearing pressure

a' = Overburden pressure at
depth where Iz = O

5'

Fig. 3 Modified Strain Influence Factors for Rigid Footings
(Schmertmann, J.H.,1 975)
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It should be i.),ed that in the above predic- because of the largeness in size of the mat and
tions, appropriate corrections were applied footings, in accordance with Figure 4.

.35

30- •SPR is 40 to 50 blows/foot
+ SPR is 14 to 35 blows/foot

Bearing Values 132 to 425 kM/rM 2

_ .25 1
0

.~ .2 - Uper Limit of Maximum Observation
cI ++ 8/B = 0.194 - 0.115 Log B/10 8>13.5 m
Z/B= 0.363- 0.363 Log B/10 10 B 13.5 m

0+

0
F-

z
LU +

.10w
-J

_05__ Best Fit of Average Observations

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

FOUNDATION WIDTH B (m)

Fig. 4 Settlement of Mats I Large Footings on Sand
(Morton, K., 1974)

Field observations suggest that all the previ- PHILADELPHIA CASE HISTORY
ously derived procedures are likely to over-
estimate the settlements significantly for The second case history concerns the conversion
large footings and mats. This may be attribu- of existing shallow based spread footing foun-
ted to the development of these procedures pri- dation system suitable for supporting a 33-
marily from the behavior of small footings and story tower imposing additional foundation con-
test plates and the paucity of similar correla- tact pressures nearly 80% higher than the orig-
tive data from mat-type foundations. It is inal design. The project is The Rittenhouse
noted that the average settlement of large, uni- Towers in Center City Philadelphia. As shown
formly loaded foundations is primarily a one- on Figure 5, the original structure, with a
dimensional deformation mechanism, unlike that two-level basement, was abandoned after the
of relatively small footings. Under these con- foundations and the basements had been con-
ditions, Es would be expected to increase with structed. Six years later Woodward-Clyde Con-
stief;s level consistent with the strain-harden- sultants (WCC) was approached to explore the
ing behavior associated with one-dimensional feasibility of increasing the original bearing
compression. This behavior is diametrically op- pressure of 6 tsf up to 1 .5 to 11 tsf in order
posed to that observed during loading of small to support 13 additional floors. WCC recommend-
footings and plates. Here the settlement has a ed a "design-as-you-go" approach and an exten-
greater shear deformation component and the ra- sive foundation performance monitoring program
tio between the bearing capacity and the bear- was initiated. As shown on Figure 5, to date,
ing vaiue is much less at working loads. In the with more than 95% of the final loads in, the
above Quonset Point Case, observations reported performance of the structure as measured by
by Morton (1974) and shown on Figure 4 were uti- settlements, is well within established toler-
lized to apply appropriate corrections. ance limits and calculated predictions.
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24-STORY ORIGINALLY 6-YEARS LATER
CONCEIVED DESIGN-1---33-STORY RITTENHOUSE

60 TWO-LEVEL BASEMENT TOWERS DESIGNED &
STRUCTURE COMPLETED NEARLY COMPLETED

_ 40
w STREET LEVEL

Z SPREAD FOOTINGS SPREAD FOOTINGS
z 6 tsf BEARING 10.5 to 11 TSF
O 20 PRESSURE r-BEARING PRESSURE

> 65
LU
_ VERY DENSE PLEISTOCENE

W SANDS & GRAVELS WITH 52 __RONDWATER LEVEL
0 - -COBBLES-

VERY DENSE DECOMPOSED 15

MICA SCHIST / GNEISS 100/3"

-20 HARD INTACT MICA NX/08
GNEISS BEDROCK ROD /42

TYPICAL BORING LOG

" FOUNDATION PERFORMANCE "DESIGN AS YOU GO"
C

r- 95
z
w 75
cc 50
UJ

o. 25
I I

1978 1982 1986 YEAR
0.5 I

z OCT.
UJ 1. 1985

-
"  1.5 0

w 2.0 F

Fig. 5 Rittenhouse Towers, Philadelphia Case History
(Nathan, S.V., 1987)

The prediction was mostly based on an in-place incremental loading finite element analysis was
load test performed in a nearby site (Mitchell, made using stress increments of 1000 psf and a
J.K., et al 1975). The in-place load test was total final stress of 11 tsf. The results are
conducted within a 36-inch ID hole drilled to a compared with the measured values in Figure 6.
depth of 18 feet below the existing ground sur- It may be seen that the agreement between pre-
face at the site of the nearby Holiday Inn site. diction and observation is reasonably good.
Subsoil conditions were similar to the Ritten- Based on the results of the load test and the
house Site and consisted of miscellaneous fill methods previously described for the Quonset
(N=20 blowq per foot) to a depth of 12 feet, Point case history, settlement predictions were
medium to very dense gravelly silty sand (N=100) made for the Rittenhouse project, which to date,
to a depth of 20 feet, underlain by very dense have compared favorably with measured perform-
sandy gravel and decomposed mica schist. An ance as discussed before.
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APPLIED LOAD - (tsf)

0.02 0.1 0.4 1.0 4 10
I 1 71

0 - PO TOTAL SETTLEMENT
vs

0 I APPLIED LOAD

C00.04 -

zPredicted Values 0 'z
°o Pdesign

w 0.08-

0.o Measured
0o Oo0 Value s

- 0.12
<0
0. l Pdaesign0 Plate Diameter: 2.28'

Test Elevation: 19.1
0.16 Bearing Materials: Coarse to fine Sandy 0

Gravel, trace Silt

Fig. 6 Holiday Inn Test Results (Mitchell, J.K., et.al.,1971)
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Geotechnical Studies of Foundation of a Tilted Tank
at Parikshatgarh, India
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SYNOPS ISa '- I:: aIIt; and " rn s tac Ine Wars congsI-tcte(d in a r 1,17 1,-- -

C 1 i I PIr '11:- r ' ;,'1 .rut , I nd ja . The dcj hi of *ounda- t: ion is 1 Ti n i i r
ais Ia'ri 6.5t .m anld 10). 3 respectixely. In ,car 1ls78, thi'o-s ha: ,n

is c'ehncaistudies- have been condcted in 1987 to
1 - 1 ls hay' (ben r'r('asurod ove rv mronth o a st a)o r I t

c;, - t. I I r t tt o 4 4. ri me ter-h ni jht the1 c vrh a d -- i. a
. .i 'i r ci -rorIa I- i on o 's t ita ted , yrmi is IIr a r" rs

I NTRODUCT ION

In~ .I' aer 1 i on,1wI o':ernieao tank of 200 F1, capact'.' iv
I r 1 rjo f )n starlnu was consf ructed at I S Sr 1 1, r

- 1e ' i o.rc'. inc; ar. T N i cam unde'r Fa r ks ha ta 1rn want

screiri' I n tn 'ca r 1971. a i
cesosna 0- !1 57.- 3 5 rr

I~~~~~ n( 1 r'. 7ord founda t ion i s 1.6 :,ou t. r a nn n x

r r~. o':- lk o annular raft ar- 1l 0 r ac, 68: r-

f' " o '; 2n d~ as tv iC e r. r a 's t r s ~ ' in !
wa. o "a." 1ii a"1. fonaIrng. ni

th- annular rant i7 1.Z . . It wss w1.
Y- 1 7~ 1. rt-r- n 9.In tne vear 1 9 i74 I")I

1not ice th at th onr er h ead ta'nk wasta,,11

41 ' 1 1 ros 1 .07t cI I -_ e in c t owa rdjs one side. A sectional va o"'n e
in -.~ld the tank is shown in Fici 1.

7." t t I Itr~dLiGHTENING CONDUCTR
7STHiCK TOP DOME

0j-) j: j., ~ lI 75'-.

I Tmen nd a *i on w. I' mrad (1,fr20RIGBA

T'i r~ ' ( in Ih sluieo,12''IK OTO

-a, L , Inr, nI'd h': shi ft I n("IOrS
o ho dr ., wa I o" h( wat '-r

~~r nS tIri ac eriulat ion of wat'r- 1___ ___

0 'rhiiad tan.< 0 0

2 .; 11 r, po r,' o Id (Ih made avai1 lab1,, orBOTMRN

50, ;i n.--9 st i,)t i' "5n s.oI urd t- carri-d (rjt to
find out the -auises or t ii inc and to sjqocest 1

s 1tr- ''ai itation, irras-ir'-s for tV
51-t;of tn- lank.

Per iodlI- ohs-ra ions of i It both radial I-,- $
anr.d t a nq n rI i 1 a re to k -kn I r,' us In (1'o
pILum be aind thodoI it fc ry a t 1,as ;t on'-
'year to as- r Ia in staY.i I I ty of t I,, frounda -
t Ion

A de t a r I -d ure' ehn r cali nv',, T i qAtf r rrouramrr
was planned. 120

HISTORY OF CONSTRUCTION 
12 N=RI io0 7

T'he present, tank is locat-d at ancient. histo- WE DiA 1030
r ial s ite- at Pa r ikshatua rh . Tb' small hill 1ock
appe ars Ito he, fill Ied upj gIroiind. Fig. I Sectional Elevation of the Tank
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is :7:er anr to note th-at tio tark !a, ,, nr. n _ic s' sI upto a d'pth o I a hout 1 i m
% I M S .S in o i .>. I S 1 0 , 1 t o

n tR s ntat ie samples w 're,'-ol . t : r
t ," i-,rina from the SPT samr',,I and n.- - o

PLANNING tOF SOIL EXPLORATION PROGRAMME inc lalorator\ tests were condJct,,d.

n tho a is o t2 , 1 natt.o l ; , t, it was I ) S .t'" snali sis, liquid limit ari:
c 1 to 1 r: ot soil ,.xr : 11at ior, in limit tests for classification o.

rd. ti)ater ccnt'nt determination.

i: pin sca,',- Ir. S - 'i s n.1.trition ! 'sIstancoe
"[,ni -ion t,.s a-c IC it Blas d on th,i r.'salts of labori tory --- ass i

, :r , ia ri arn t;.o tnk. tion tests, th'' soils w i,'o classifi,: Is is
IS: 1498-3970 and the t 1: oI sc(l 1 trata ,

ii er 111 s11n1tn s c: : -n,'tration r,sistanc- the sit- is sihown in Fics. 3 In d 4 . T!-.
* v a . ,'iard :. n,.rarion t st in the bor- fiqurs show tih' vaalit's of Lio ui i arcd , as; "

r .J ira"and the other sidos. limits, nat:ral moistar,' contnts i,, n' i.'.

iii ] e ui. soi [ 5i< es, ot roetr,'s',ntativc sand and fin s. The se i 1 [art-i(]s ,"
-I nr1S J" I-- :,_, w ~ r, recessar') for 75 miceon si'x'< sic call ,d fin's.

.rnirt : 0 .' : rot ies in th'' labora-

DEPTHl I S CLASSFICATION ISAND FINES [ , W~ L IWPL
- : . : ' - " t '. . r , on t h 0 a t c o 0 l m ns . (in) SYM BO L "IK TCHING ( %e 1 I1 (°1. 1 M :

TE STS PERFORMED AND DATA OBTAINED

Cia I isML-MIa -r s o"n n 22 0 78 0 19.5 35S0 23 S

A3.0 350 19 0 81 0 36 5 42 0 19.0

-4.5 MI 27 0 73 0 28 0 39 0 33 0

A6 0 200 W 0 29 5 37 0 29 0

ML I ' '
-7.5 (NON- 21 0 79 0 355 -

PLASTIC :

9 0 21 0 79.0 1 37 0 ' 42 5 31 0
~OUTLE T 9000nmm WAS'IUT MI

,- 20.0 80.0 36 5 0 i 290

Fig. 3 Bore Iog at Location BH 1

OVERFLOW ID~EPTH LS CLASSIFICATO SAND FFINESw, L 'P

WASHOUT AND S

BL-M1 
155 0 250

1544.0 56 0 i 502

-READING TAKEN UYPLUMBOB - 3 C0

SHOWING THE TILTING POSWTION OF
TOP OF COLUMN AT ING SEAM

-45 ML's 0 6.5 0 11 S x0 0 21 S

Fig. 2 Plan of the Tank

Two borehols were made upto the depth of 10 m. 6.0 0.0 80 0 200 31 S ' 21 5

On-, bor-ho-, was made towards tilting sidc Tf 1 I

t h- tack and another borehole was made towards ML

th'- oposit- side of tilting. The location of 75 (NON- 22 0 780 36.0

h'*s , boreholes are shown by BH I and Bli 2 in PASTIC
F,4. 2. The standard penetration tests w3re

condua d at an int'rval of 1.5 m depth as pr0 32r0 68.0 370 006O
Standard Specifications (9 1:2 31-(98 ).

Three dynamic cone ponotration tests with -i - 23 0 2 0

50 mm cone, were conducted at locations C I, Cu

and C as shown in Fig. 2, as per IS:4,468
Part 1-1976. These tests were performed conti- Fig. 4 Bore Log at Location BH 2
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F'igure 5 snows th,. standard penetration resis-
tance Ns of locations Bli 1 and BH 2. The values
observed at the site are shown by the zig-zaq
curves and averaqe values are shown by vertical DETH DYNAMIC CONE PENETRATION RESISTANCE 'N
straight lines.

(m) 10 20 30 40 so 60

DEPTH DYNAMIC CONE PENETRATION RESISTANCE' N 0 T

I AVERAGE LINES
(m) 0 10 20 30 40 50

01.5 ~
AVERAGE LINE OF BHZ,Ns :10

-1.5 . l

, Bl . BM2 -3.0

3.0 ~
r ---- Ci (TILTING SIDE)'"

-4.5 I- C2 (NON-TILTING SIDE)

i -6.0 &

, --.LOCATION BHi (TILTING SIDE) 1

6.0 -LOCT7)N 
BH

2 (NON-TILTINC S
ID E

)

7.5 AVERAGE LINES

--

9.0 b
i -10.5

'AVERAGE LINE OF BM1 , NS:5 105 4}

r12.0

Fig. 5 Standard Penetration Resistance at Fig. 6 Dynamic Cone Penetration Resistance at
BH l and BH 2 C 1 and C 2

For making a comparison of dynamic cone pene- Ground Water Table
tration resistance at tilting and nontilting
sides, the values of Nc have also been plotted The ground water table was not observed upto
in Fig. 6. th? 10.5 m depth, in the month of Nov. 1986.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS Penetration Test Data

Soil Strata Standard penetration resistance values in
general are less towards tilting side (BH 1).

At location BH 1 (tilting side) the soil is However this difference is very large at 1.5 m
sandy silt of low to medium compressibility depth. It is due to large percentage of brick-
with brickbats upto about 2.25 m depth. It is bats present at location BH 2 at 1.5 m depth.

followed by sandy silt of medium compressibi- The average values of Ns at BH 1 and BH 2 are
lity upto about 6.75 m depth, further followed 5 and 10 respectively.
by a 1.5 m thick layer of nonplastic sandy silt
of black colour, underlain by sandy silt of Dynamic cone penetration resistance is also
medium compressibility. The percentage of very poor towards tilting side (BH 1). The
sand varies from 19 to 27 percent and fines average value of Nc is about 7.0 upto about
from 81 to 73 percent. The sand is mainly fine 6.0 m depth and only 5 below 6.0 m depth.
and medium. The water content varies from 19.5 Towards opposite of tilting side (BH 2) the
to 37.0 percent. average values are 10 and 13. At few depths,

the values are as low as 2 and 3 at locations
At location BH 2 (nontilting side) the soil is C1 and C3, while the minimum value is 6 at
sandy silt of low to medium compressibility location C2.
with comparatively large percentage of brick-
bats upto about 2.25 m depth. It is followed Monitoring of Tilt
by sandy silt of low compressibility upto about
6.75 m depth. It is underlain by a 1 .5 m thick Regular observations since May 1986 show that
nonpiastic sandy silt layer of black colour,. ithsmr rls tblzd hr a
It is further followed by sandy silt of medium no significant increase in tilt in last two

thso ed b d exlored m T rainy seasons also. It was further observed
compressibility upto the depth explored. The t6at there was elastic rebound of 5 mm when
percentage of sand varies from 20 percent to tank was emptied. The tank is still being
44 percent and fines from 80 percent to 56 per- monitored.
cent. The water content ranges from 15.5 per-
cent to 37 percent.
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Design Criteria Ap = increase in pressure at the centre of the
layer due to pressures (p) at the base of

For satisfactory performance of foundations, ioctinq
the followinq criteria must be satisfied :

a. The foundation must not Fail in shear. A = effective overburden pressure at the cen-a. Te undtio mut rot ailin h(!r. Po tre of the layer from the ground surface.
factor of safety of 2.5 - 3.0 is usually
applied.

C H
b. The foundation must not settl-, by more c 0.25 x 200

than the permissible, settlement. I + °  1 + .9)

c. The foundation must not tilt by more than
the permissible limit. Settlements are calculated for a pressure inte-

nsity of 10.76 t/m in the tabular form as
IS: 1904-1978 sriecifies the following values of given below
tolerable settlements for rafts of overhead
tank.

Sand and hard Plastic TABLE 1. Calculation of Settlements

clay clay

Total settlement 100 mm 125 mm Layer Thick- Po Ap 11 o1. 1+ L o S(ct)
Differential settlement 0.0025 L 0.0025 I, ness Po Po

(h)
where L is the length of the deflected part of
the raft. The smaller of the bearing pressure 1 200 at 4 6.81 1.70 0.432 11.35
obtained according to (a), (b) and (c) above is 2 200 cm 7.2 3.92 0.54 0.188 4.96
adopted as the allowable soil bearing pressure. 3 200 at 10.4 2.75 0.265 0.102 2.69

4 200 c 13.6 2.127 0.156 0.063 1.66
Computation of Allowable Soil Pressure 5 200 c 16.8 1.73 0.103 0.042 1.12

6 200 at 20 1.46 0.073 0.030 0.80
The allowable soil pressure is computed using 7 200 c 23.2 1.26 0.054 0.023 0.60
the results of standard penetration test, dyna- 8 200 cm 26.4 1.11 0.042 0.018 0.47
mic cone penetration test and laboratory tests.

Total settlenent = 23.65 at 236 um
The details of the tank (see Fig. 1) are as Totalsettlement_=_23.65_cm_=_236___

follows :

This settlement does not include immediate sub-
Deth of oundation 1.6 m sidence due to soaking of water which is seeping
Outer dia of the raft = 10.3 m from washout and overflow chamber towards the

Width of the ring = 1.725 m tilting side (Fig. 2).

Capacity of the tank = 200 KL 3
Staging = 9.0 nm Probable differential settlement 23.65 x
Numbers of columns = 8 = 17.737 cm
Size of columns = 350 mm x 350 mm

(say 177 mm)
From Fig. 5 the average value of Ns at location 177 1
BH 1 is only 5. Angular distortion = 10,300

Shear consideration Permissible differential settlement 1x 0,300

From Terzaghi and Peck, (1967) correlations,

unconfined compressive strength of Yhe soil = 25.75 mm
corresponding to Ns = 5 is 6.25 t/m . Hence
from Terzaghi's equation, the net ultimate COMPARISON OF PERMISSIBLE, ESTIMATED AND

oearing Fapacity of soil foundation system is OBSERVED SETTLEMENTS
17.8 t/m
Pressure at the base of the footing is 10.76 t/m2 The (nearly) estimated, observed and permissible

values of differential settlements and angular

Factor of safety = 17.8 1.65. distortions are listed below
F0.76

This factor of safety is less than the required Differential Angular
settlement distortion

one.
Permissible 26 mm 1/400

Settlement calculations Estimated 177 mm 1/58

Settlemerts are calculated from Terzaghi's Observed 448 mm 1J23

consolidation theory using Eq. 1.
CAUSES OF TILTING

C H
S log1 0 (I + ) (1) The following may be the possible causes

1 e0 Po of tilting of this water tank.
where Cc  = compression index (0.25) Non-uniformity of water content

H = thickness of the soil layer under It was found that the percentage of water con-
consideration tent was higher upto a depth of 6.0 m -owards

e = initial void ratio of the soil mass tilting side than that on the opposite side.
Most probably it is due to seepage of water in
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the , corund from washout and overflow chamber 4. The possible causes of tilting of water
and the dir.. These souces oT seepaqe were tank is due to (i) higher water content in
exis'inu towards tilt1nq side. the soil mass towards tilting side and

(ii) non-uniformity and inadequacy of the
Non-uniformity and inadequacy of soil resistance soil resistance on tilting side.

The ovrall soil resistance was also found very 5. It is felt that the permissible tilt of
poor towards tiltinc side of the tank. It is 1/400 is too stringent a limit fcr R.C.C.
pobabl b ue 1o hiqher water content at tilting overhead tanks as it may not create serious

side whLch in turn is probably due to seepage eccentricity. The above tank is still
o wa-r as mentioned above. The strength of functioning inspite of tilt of 1 '23 for
plastic and cohesive soils is decreased signi- the last 12 years.
icant l due to increase in water content. The

resistance of tile soil, opposite to the tilting ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
side is twice the resistance on tiltino side.
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CONCLUSIONS IS:2137-?981, Method for Standard Penetration
Test for Soil, Indian Standard Institution,

Based on the findings of field and laboratory Manak Bhawan, New Delhi.
tests carried out at the site, the following
conclusions are made: IS(4968(Part-I)-1976, Method for Subsurface

Sounding for Soils Part I Dynamic Method
1. The soil at the site is sandy silt of low using 50 mm Cone without Bentonite Slurry,

to medium compressibility (ML-MI). There Indian Standard Institution, Manak Bhawan,
are brickbats also in the soil, the per- New Delhi.
centage of brickbats are more towards
opposite of tilting side and upto a depth IS:1498-1970,Classification and Indentification
of about 2.25 m below the ground level, of Soil for General Engineering Purposes,
where as depth of foundation is 1.6.m. Indian Standard Institution, Manak Bhawan,

2. The ground water table was not met upto New Delhi.

the depth explored i.e. 10.5 m in the IS:1904-1978, Code of Practice for Structural
month of Nov.1986. Water content was found Safety of Buildings: Shallow Foundations,
to be more towards tilting side than the Indian Standard Institution, Manak Bhawan,
other side. It is perhaps due to seepage New Delhi.
of water from washcat and overflow chamber
and drain in the neor past. Singh, Bhawani, P.K. Jain and G.C. Nayak (1987),

3. Penetration resistance, recorded by "Report on Geofrchnical Investigations for
SPT and DCPT is poor towards tilting side. Tilted Water Tank at Parikshatgarh, Meerut",
Average value of standard penetration University of Roorkee, Roorkee, India.
resistance (Ns) is only 5 at location BH I
and is 10 at the location BH 2. At few T- zaghi, K. and R.B. Peck (1967),"Soil Mecha-
depths towards tilting side the dynamic nics in Engineering Practice" John Wiley
cone penetration resistance values (Nc) & Sons, New York.
are as low as 2 and 3.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Paper No. 6.99

Lock and Dam No. 26 R, Lock Cofferdam, Construction Sequencing
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SYNOPSIS: Construction of a new lock and dam to replace existing Locks and Dam No. 26 required
construction to be accomplished in three separate stages. Each portion of the new structure would
be constructed inside cellular cofferdams. The construction of each cofferdam would require model
tests to determine compatibility with design flow requirements relative to constructabiity of
cofferce'Is, scour of riverbed material, and navigation of river vessels.

Compatibility of the lock cofferdam geometry was verified using model studies along with sequence
for construction of the cofferdam cells. Construction of the second stage cofferdam was successfully
completed in December 1985, followed by dewatering and construction of the 1,200 foot lock structure.

IN:RODUC-ION Since construction of the project, river
traffic has increased beyond expectations

Lock and Dam No. 26, Mississippi River Mile due to improvements in the inland waterways
202.9, Alton, Illinois, is part of the inland system, increase in size and power of barge-
waterway system on the Upper Mississippi tows, and the lower cost of water transporta-
River, comprised of a series of 28 dams and 34 tion. These locks pass traffic from and to
locks. The Upper Mississippi inland water- ports on the Gulf of Mexico, the Great Lakes,
way system provides for a channel of 9-foot the upper Mississippi, the Illinois, the Ohio,
depth and adequate width between the mouth the lower Mississippi, and the other tributary
of the :.lissouri River and Minneapolis, Minne- systems. River traffic at Locks No. 26 has
sota, a distance of about 663 miles. The 28 increased beyond expectation since 1938.
dams in the system are spaced at irregular Presently, the locks at Alton, Illinois,
intervals varying from 9.6 to 46.3 miles, are considered the "bottleneck" for traffic
the average length of pool§ being 25 miles. to and from the Upper Mississippi River and
The sizes of 34 locks vary in width from 56 its tributaries.
to 110 feet and in length from 320 to 1,200
feet, the majority being 110 by 660 feet. The practical capacity of the existing locks

is limited by many factors such as size of
The twin locks at Lock and Dam No. 26, which lock chambers, lack of up-to-date operating
were opened to traffic in 1938, consists equipment, poor alinement of the approaches,
of a 110 by 600-foot main lock and a 110 and severe outdraft. The locks reached their
by 360-foot auxiliary lock located adjacent practical capacity of 41,500,000 tons per
to the Illinois bank. A gated dam, extending year in 1968, just 30 years after completion
from the locks to the Missouri bank, provides of the project. Subsequently, as the volume
a slack water pool on the Mississippi River of traffic has increased over the practical
to Lock and Dam 25, Mile 241.4, and on the capacity, tows have experienced progressively
Illinois River to LaGrange Lock and Dam, longer delay times at the locks. The insuf-
Mile 80.2. ficient capacity of the existing facility

has created a significant hindrance to naviga-
tion.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION Several solutions were investigated to provide
adequate facilities for existing and anticipat-

The existing facility was designed and con- ed navigation. Traffic projections of all
structed during the transition period when significant commodity groups were made to
packet-type sternwheelers were being phased determine the required capacity of a 50-year
out and barge-type tows were just beginning economic life of the improvements. Based
to be used on a large scale. During planning on capacity analysis, it was concluded that
and design of the locks, it was believed construction of a 1,200-foot and a 600-foot
that these locks would be capable of meeting lock would provide the required facilities.
the requirements of river transportation Construction of the new facilities would
until 1988. take place at a site two miles downstream of

the existing structure.
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GENERAL SITE CONDITIONS mineralogical studies, and numerous field and
laboratory physical tests, to establish the

Area Topography subsurface materials and conditions at the

The site of the proposed locks and dam is site of the proposed facility. Other studies,
located approximately five miles upstream including literature searches of geologic and
from the confluence of the Missouri and Missis- seismic considerations, were also undertaken
sippi Rivers, at the northern extension of to provide general information and aid in

the alluvial valley known as the American establishing the type and properties of the
and Columbia Bottoms. The area topography subsurface materials and in predicting the

is characterized by the broad alluvial valley service life conditions at the site.

of these rivers and the wide, flat plains of
the uplands. Maximum local relief approximates Cofferdam Development
200 feet. The floodplain on the Missouri The selection of the cofferdam plan was based
side is a flat, featureless surface used on results from physical model studies of
primarily for agriculture and is some five navigation conditions, velocities, and scour
to six miles wide. The Illinois floodplain, patterns; historical hydraulic data: theoreti-
on the east bank of the river, is relatively cal computations of velocities; the results of
narrow at the site and upstream, while down- foundation exploration program; pumping tests
stream of the site it becomes wider. Along to estimate foundation permeabilities; effects
the river channel, the floodplain ranges of construction sequence on navigation and
in average from Elevation 415 in the vicinity project completion; and economic considerations.
of Alton, Illinois to about Elevation 405
near Dupo, Illinois. Although the floodplain
relief is low, frequent changes in the course
of the Mississippi River during geologic CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
time have produced a complex variety of land-
forms and channel deposits. South of the site, Project Construction Sequence
crescent-shaped (i.e., oxbow) lakes, curved
ridges, and swamps mark the location of former A three-stage construction sequencing was
meanders abandoned during the process of planned for the locks and dam. The first
the Mississippi River channel migration, stage consisted of construction of six
Also downstream, alluvial fans, which stand gate bays of the main portion of the dam.
30 to 50 feet higher than the valley bottom, The second stage is the construction of the

have been developed below the bluffs where river lock and two- gate bays of the main
tributary streams have entered the main valley, portion of the dam. The third stage will

be the construction of the remaining portions
Subsurface Materials and Conditions of the two gate bays and the auxiliary lock.

Each stage incorporates the use of a cofferdam
An extensive investigative program was under- to provide the necessary accessibility and
taken by the Corps of Engineers, (St. Louis protection during construction.
District) consisting of more than 250 land
and overwater borings, geophysical surveys,[ "' ' TTILLINO TIS TI

NAVIGATION CMANNEL

FIRST STAGE
COFERDAM

Mv1I SSOU R I [ EvL[cTOR D£FLECTO
Not to Scale

SCALE. f500 a

Fig. 1. Plan for Second Stage Cofferdam
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The sequence of construction is considered through the five gatebays. The model indicated
to be the optimum in order to put the first that velocities just downstream of cell No. 25
lock in operation at the earliest date and were low enough to allow cell construction of
still permit year-round navigation. The segment 3B before passage of flow through
channel width provided during the first stage the recently completed dam. Model velocities
was t20 feet from the cofferdam to the toe in the range of 4 to 6 feet per second were
of the Illinois bank. During second stage used as a limiting criteria for initiating
construction, the channel width is reduced to cell construction activities. Velocities
approximately 330 feet. However, during this in this range would allow construction of
stage, five gate bays constructed during a temporary flow deflector which would provide
The first stage will be available for passage protection for cell construction. The tempo-
of flow. rary deflectors will be discussed later.

During third stage cofferdam construction, The next planned activity of the original
the tows will lock through the completed sequence was the construction of the upstream
1,200-foot river lock with the completed por- deflector (segment 4A, cell No. 97, and the
tion of the dam operable. Model tests have portion of the deflector between cells No. 97
shown that the proposed cofferdams as sequenced and 92). This would begin immediately after
provided optimum combinations of low veloci- flow through the five gatebays was achieved.
ties, minimum scour, and favorable navigation Under this plan, there was a gap of approxi-
corditions. mately 2,000 feet between cell No. 92 and

segment 3B. When a model tow boat was operated
The plan for the second stage cofferdam is under this condition, regardless of flow
illustrated in Figure 1. The Missouri leg conditions, there was a very definite draw
of the cofferdam was constructed as part of into the gap. Figure 2 shows this condition.
the first stage dam contract. The Illinois leg The draw was caused by flow coming around
was located at the cer ?r of the two dam the upstream deflector and trying to expand
gatebays on the Illinois side of the lock. back through the gap. This condition was
This position provided minimal thorough suffi- considered a potentially dangerous situation,
cient work space within the cofferdam while both to tows and to construction vorkers.
providing the widest possible navigation Consequently, a new construction sequence
channel between the cofferdam and the Illinois was developed.
shore. The upstream and downstream closure
walls of the cofferdam are located just beyond
the ends of the lock guardwall monoliths.

The cofferdam deflector serves to divert
the river currents in the navigation channel
away from the Illinois leg of the second
stage cofferdam, thus keeping the scoured
area away from the upstream Illinois leg
of the cofferdam. The deflector also served
to provide partial closure of the river channel
to aid in construction of the upstream arm
of the cofferdam.

ORIGINAL CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

The second stage cofferdam has been divided
into segments for ease of discussion purposes
(see Figure 1). Segment 1 was part of the
existing first stage cofferdam. Segment 2
was built under the First Stage Dam Contract.
Therefore, the Second Stage Lock Contractor Fig. 2. Navigation Response for Original
was responsible for construction of segments Construction Sequence
DA, 3B, 4A, 5 and 6, and removal of segments
8, 9, 4C and 4B of the first stage cofferdam.

The original concept was that no construction REVISED CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
could begin in the river channel until the
First Stage Dam Contractor removed cells The revised sequence consisted of constructing
nos. 1 through 10 and nos. 29 through 39. segments 3A and 3B of the second stage coffer-
Removal of these cells would allow passage dam prior to construction of the upstream de-
of flow through the five, 110-foot wide gate- flector (segment 4A). The model indicated no
bays previously built, thus reducing velocities adverse problems with navigation or scour.
in the navigation channel. Figure 3 shows the model tow headed upstream

with segments 3A and 3B complete. Under all
The construction sequence of the second stage flow conditions tested, no problems were
cofferdam was of primary concern. A physical identified.
movable bed model located at tie Waterways
Experiment Station (WES) was used to examine
the possibility of beginning any work in the
navigation channel before passage of flow
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MODEL TESTS OF DEFLECTORS

Two other items tested with the model were
the local flow deflectors (Figures I and 4)
and the angle of deflection of the upstream.. deflector.

Different lengths of the legs of the local
flow deflectors were tested to determine
their impact on navigation and local scour.
The local deflectors have two legs, separated
by a 900 angle (see Figure 1). Forty-, sixty-,
and eighty-foot legs were tested. The forty-
foot legs did not provide sufficient protection
to the cell foundation from scour, and the
eighty-foot legs produced currents which
affected passing navigation. Therefore,
a local deflector with sixty-foot legs was
decided as best for the given conditions.
The sixty-foot legs were long enough to keep
the scour away from the cell and thus maintain
its stability, and did not affect navigation.

Fig. 3. Navigation Response to Revised The sixty-foot legs provided sufficient protec-

Construction Sequence tion for three cells immediately downstream.
Wing deflectors were then utilized on each

After the completion of segments 3A and 3B, the side of the third completed cell to provide
remainder of the cofferdam could be completed, protection for constructing three more cells.
The major problem was that a partial river The model revealed that the wing deflectors
closure would be required in one of three seg- would be long enough to provide protection
ments. These three segments are segments 5, similar to the local deflectors (see Figure 1).
6, and 4A (see Figure 1).

Various deflector angles were tested for
Since segments 3A and 3B effectively narrow the upstream deflector. Angles tested ranged
the navigation channel to approximately 320 from 150 to 600 angled to the direction of
feet, segment 5 had to be closed last to the flow. Little differences in results was
provide access to the remaining segments. indicated. The flow separated approximately
This would prevent contractor interference 500 feet upstream, independent of deflector
with commerical river traffic. angles. Therefore, since an angle of 450

to the direction of the flow was used during
Segment 4A (the upstream deflector) and seg- the first stage without any major problems,
ment 6 remained as possibilities for partial it was decided to continue using the same
closure. Originally, the upstream deflector angle.
design was to have a continuous flow cutoff
to cell No. 42. As Figure 1 depicts, there Prototype Construction
is a fifty-foot gap between cell No. 42 and The first local deflector (Fig. 4) was con-
the deflector. During model tests to determine structed in February of 1985. It was construct-
the best sequence of construction of the ed immediately upstream of the location for
upstream deflector, it was found that veloci- cell No. 80 (see Figure 2). The construction
ties would be reduced enough in the area was accomplished prior to flow through the
of segment b for, cell construction if all completed portion of the dam, verifying the
but fifty feet of the upstream deflector model results. Immediately after construc-
were built. Furthermore, it was determined tion, the river stages began increasing and
that the best sequence of constructing seg- completely inundated the deflector. In addi-
ment 6 would be to build cell No. 93, then tion, ice began moving down river, subjecting
cell No. 94, followed by cell No. 95 and the deflector to ice loads. Normal ns'ri3
finally the connecting arcs, starting with tion activities did not resume until April
the arc between cells Nos. 93 and 92 and 1985, when the template for cell No. 80 was
continuing on across with the other two arcs. placed. No damage had occurred to the tempo-
This sequence minimized velocities such that rary deflector, and the scour patterns which
under any flow condition tested, velocities developed correlated well with the model
were well within the accepted range for cell results.
construction (4 tc 6 feet per second). There-
fore, the partial closure was made with segment
6 and the difficulties encountered when trying
to close off part of the river were greatly
reduced.
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Fig. 4 Local Deflector for Cell Construction Fig. 5. Illinois Leg and Deflector

CONCLUSIONS
Construction continued throughout the summer
of 1985. The sequence of construction followed Between April and December of 1985, thirty-one
the specified sequence developed with the cofferdam cells, the associated arcs between
aid of the model. By September 1985, the cells, and the upstream flow deflector were
Illinois leg (segments 3A and 3B) and the constructed in the middle of one of the biggest
upsstream deflector (segment 4A) had been and busiest rivers in the world. The model
completed (see Fig. 5. Visual observations, tests to develop the construction sequence
discussion with towboat pilots, and velocity had lasted well over four years. Much thought
and flow measurements all indicated very and effort went into devcloping the sequence
close correlation with the results obtained due to the difficult conditions which would
in the model. The cofferdam was completed be encountered.
in December 1985. During the construction,
navigation interference was not a significant The second stage cofferdam will remain in
factor, anq ny prcblems associated with place until January 1989. Thus far, the coffer-
river scour were kept to a minimum. The dam has functioned as designed. A major flood
construction sequence and flow deflectors in October 1986 occurred which required the
developed in the model had functioned as cofferdam to be completely flooded in anticipa-
designed. tion of overtopping. Through all this, actual

conditions have reflected those which the
model predicted. The model proved to be a
very valuable design aid, and has proven its
value by the best possible method, prototype
performance.
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SYNOPSIS: In this paper the first part summarises the results uf field experimental studies of deeply
embedded box foundations for 1C tall buildings in China, ranging from 10 to 29 storeys. The analyses
for deformation characteristic of soil, contact pressure distribution and magnitudes of stresses in
foundation reinforcement have been made.

The second part summarises the results of field experimental studies of piled raft and piled box
foundation for 4 tall buildings and 1 heavy silo in Shanghai, ranging from 12 to 32 storeys. In this
part load-sharing between piles and raft or box and the settlements are analysed, and some suggestions
are presented.

INTRODUCTION (b) Net foundation pressure stage: The foundation
soil is still treated as elastic medium although

With the development of economical construction its deformation have entered into the clastopias-
in China, since 1970's the multi-storey and tall tic state in some regions. In this stage the
buildings over eight storeys have been gradually rate and increment of settlement increase rapidlX
increased each year. In recent years the tall The settlement increment is about 30% - 35% of
buildings around 30 storeys founded on super - the total amount of settlement.
long piled raft or piled box foundation have sp-
rung up like mushroom in Shanghai area. The (c) Constant foundation pressure stage: The soil
so-called super-long pile means the pile length deformation varies with time under constant pres-
over 50m which is made of either steel or rcin- cure, its characteristics may be expressed by the
forced concrete, hyperbola or exponential curve and its magnitude

is about 30% - 35% of total amount of settlement.
It is well-known that the field experimental
study is significant for monitoring the perfor- According to the three main stages, we can carry
mance, the design and construction methods, chec- out the simulation test in the laboratory to ob-
king the correctness of the existing theory and tain the soil parameters, then the total amount
analyical methods and develping some new ideas of settlement is calculated by the layering sum-
in theory and design. For this purpose,in China marion method as follows:
10 box foundations and 5 piled raft and piled box
foundations were instrumented with settlement Stot = Sover + S n e

t + Seons (1)
measuring systems,including shallow and deep
bench markers and heave markers, piezometers, The values of allowable settlement for box foun-
earth presslre cells and bar-stress gauges. Be- dation in China are not restricted to any speci-
sides, for piled raft and piled box foundations fic value, and these values depend mainly on the
load transducers were installed on the top of requirements of the building and the effect on
piles, the adjacent buildings.

FIELD EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF BOX FOUNDATIONS
0 200 400 600 80C 1000 t

The summary of box foundations of ten buildings I I I -r-
are shown in Table 1. " a (days)

5
Settlements of Deeply Embedded Box Foundations Building No. I

From the typical settlement-time curve for the 10 b

deep box foundation (see Fig. 1), the loading C
stages may be simply divided into three main 15 ----
stages for the study of the deformation proper-
ties of foundation soil and calculation methods. Oa - Overburden pressure stage

20 ab - Net foundation pressure stage
(a) Overburden pressure stage (i.e. recompressive bc - Constant foundation pressure stage
deformation stage): The heave and recompressive S, CM
deformation may be considered as elastic defor-
mation. Recompressive deformation, which is sli-
ghtly more than the heave, equals 20% - 30% of Fig. I Settlement - Time Curve
the total amount of settlement.
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'Fable 1 Summary of Box Foundations of Ten Buildings in China

Super- Height of :;.ight of Total Allowable Observed Observed
Building box pressur pressure settlement transverse

Building structure H, m h, m B/LOCH p, KN/m pa, KN/m' Average Sob, cm tilt,

No. No. of Dimension Embedded Net Effective modulous
of fdn depth p ersure Ea, KN/m

= 
Computed Observed

ressure, prs settlement longitudinal
storeys C x B, m D, m Pn, KN/m Pe, KN/m

2  
Seem, cm deflection,7.

(ross- 38.80 5.A) 185.0 300.0 16.0 2.21 wall 3.6 6,100
12 69.6KI.1 5.50 85.0 140.0 21.0 -0.33

Cross- 35.80 3.68 188.0 267.0 12.0 0.5
2 wall 2.7 5,300

12 50.1x9.8 5.20 94.0 146.0 21.0 0.14
Frame 37.80 3.65 156.0 300.0 24.0 1.73 3.8 3,670
12 57.6x14.3 5.65 50.0 110.0 19.2 -0.18

Frame 38.98 5.00 155.0 101.5 >35.0 2.144.62,0

10 46.0x18.5 5.50 57.0 107.0 35.0 0.10
Frame 38.30 5.35 177.0 200.0 2.08 0.15

10 87.4x13.2 5.70 68.7 177.0 7.76 -0.07
(ross- 30.20 3.30 150.0 220.0 1.14 0.306 wall 3.8 15,000
12 45.6x11.6 4.41 66.2 150.0 4.41 -0.04

Cross- 54.70 9.06 352.0 495.0 5.39 0.83
7 wall 2.5 7,400

17 36.5x13.8 8.25 222.5 352.0 11.13 0.11
CrTs- 51.80 3.90 219.0 495.0 3.14 0.09

8 wa 3.9 15,200
15 62.1x20.3 4.20 102.0 219.0 3.62 0.08

Frame 54.47 5.58 173.1 207.0 >30.00 1.58
9 cross-w 4.7 6,500

16 68.1x25.6 5.58 94.3 157.5 26.42 0.28
Tube- 104.0 14.50 550.0 N63 .560

10 frame
29 14-50 290.0 550-0

Table 2 Coefficient of Measured Contact Pressure of Ten Buildings in China

Building Eccentricity due 0 1 2 3 4 4' 3' 2' 1' 0'
lype No. to dead load, cm

1 e-0 1.146 0.990 0.871 0.911 0.932 0.923 1.080 1.147
3 ex = = 0.3 1.046 1.028 0.967 0.945 0.957 0.997 1.035 1.025
4 ex = 0, e = 16.3 1.114 1.054 0.985 0.950 0.924 0.908 1.020 1.046

M shaped 5 1.133 0.982 0.945 0.940 0.940 0.945 0.982 1.133
6 1.146 0.972 0.946 0.936 0.936 0.946 0.972 1.146

: 8:Q :21 0.910 0.910 0:921 0973 1.1969 0.981 0.977 0.977 0.981 0.996 1.046

Cantilever 9 0.810 1.166 1.082 0.977 0.965 0.965 0.977 1.082 1.166 0.810
C-: shaped 2a ex = 0, ey =23.0 0.906 0.870 1.015 1.226 1.236 0.977 0.851 0.920
Ob-shaped 2b see Table 2a
Irregular 10 see Reference [2]

Table 2a
1.015 0.825 0.698 0.603 0.571 0.558 o.558 0.603 0.635
0.444 0.761 0.952 0.952 0.825 0.698 0.666 0.571 0.444
0.635 0.952 1.206 1.396 1.332 1.142 1.015 0.952 0.888
0.9!52 1.206 i.428
0.952 1.142 1.301

No.9 1.079 1.079 1.142 No.2b

Superstructure 1.206 1.079 1.047
1.332 1.110 1.047

_ 1.392 1.142 1.047 N 2
Box Foundation 1.459 1.174 1.206 1o.2a

0 1 2 3 4 4' 3' 2' 1' 0' 1,428 1.206 1.904 No.2 plan

Longitudinal Deflection and Transverse Tilt of large and the rigidity is even greater when the
Box Foundations contribution of superstructure is taken into ac-

count. Based on the deflection values, the
From the observed data the longitudinal deflec- stress in the box foundation can be calculated
tion ranges from 0.07%- 0.33% (see Table 1), and using the finite difference method.
the shape of deflection has been actually com-
pleted after the construction of box foundation. From the observed data the tilting value of 0.25%
During the construction of superstructure (R.C. or B/100H may be allowed (see Chinese Code JGJ6-
structure) the deflection basically remains un- 80) in which B and H are the breadth of box foun-
changed or changes slightly. This fact shows dation and the height of building, respectively.
that rigidity of the box foundation is rather
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Poble u ummar ot Pi Ied Ra ft ind Piled Box Foundat ions <I Five Buildings in Shanghai
S1er- Ty1pe o I Pimension of Length of No. C Observed Percentage of

fondat i on set t ement
structure foundation L X , m pi Le, m Iles ';ob, c 7. "ad .haring

L.,, .. Em~ibedded 1ia. o Con,ed Raft or Piles
)ressqre depth settlement box, 7

soey p, KS mN D, m side, m m o m cm
Cross- Piled bx 25.2x12.9 25.5 82 7.1

lI wall 28 72
12 228 4.5 45 x 45 1.8-2.1 7.9

Cross- piled box 29.
7
x16.7 7.5 183 30.0

12 wall 5 85
1' - 2'' 250 2.0 40 x 40 1.2-1.35 30.0
Tube- piled raft 38.7x36.4 53..0 200

i t rame 30 70
26 320 7.6 060.9xl.2 1.9-1.95 4.5

(ross- piled box 27.5x2
4
.5 54.0 081.4 wa.l1l 27 73

32 500 4.5 50 x 50 1 .6-2.25 3.0

!5 Heavv piled raft 69.4x35.2 30.7 604 5.81il 10 - 0 90 -10ot

288 1.0 45 x 45 1.9 14.5

Note: )leasured contact pressure included water buoyancy;
Buildin 5  No.1 3 and No.14 are ,--der construction.

Contact Pressure Distribution in Longitudinal FIELD EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF PILED RAFT AND
Direction PILED BOX FOUNDATIONS

The contact pressure distribution is determined Field data on the performance of multi-storey
by many complex factors, such as the shape and and tall buildings supported on piled raft and
dimension of the foundation and its embedded piled box foundations is particularly valuable
depth, the stiffness of superstructure and foun- as the amount of reliable data is, as yet,rather
dation, the properties of soil, construction con- limited.
ditions and the location of the adjacent building
etc. The measured results of 10 buildings in The summary of piled raft and piled box founda-
some degree may reflect these complex factors. tions of 5 buildings are -hown in Table 3.

From the measured results and Table 2 it has been Load-sharing between Raft or Box and Piles
found that there is an evident characteristic,
namely, the shape of contact pressure distribu- It is a complex problem which involves many fac-
tion in longitudinal direction has been actually tors, such as the soil conditions, the dissipa-
formed under the overburden pressure stage,since tion of excess pore pressure (soil consolidation)
then, with thc increase of loading, the shape is the number of piles, pile spacing, pile length,
almost unchanged. pile compressibility, the construction methods

and the stiffness of superstructure. However,
(a) For the individual building with rectangular from the Table 3 and Fig.2 the general conception
shape in plan, the shape of contact pressure dis- on load-sharing between raft or box and piles can
tribution essentiaily appears saddle-like, be obtained as follows:

(b) For the L-shape plan or the building close (a) The proportion of load-sharing between raft
to the adjacent buildings, the shape is signifi- or box and piles is different with the increase
cantly different, of cor''Lruction load, that is, the increment of

load carried by piles is great-r than that by
(c) For the cantilever type of box foundation, raft or box. In Shanghai the groundwater level
the shape has another characteristic, is about l.Om below the ground surface. So, a

common well-point system is usually used during
(d) For the irregular plan of box foundation, the foundation construction. Due to ceasing pumping
shape of contact pressure distribution seems to the water buoyancy has a great effect on the base
be parablic (Huang, et al,1986). of raft or box (see Fig.2). The actual soil

pressure beneath the base of raft or box, ps is
These results are helpful to the study of super-
structure-box(or raft)-soil interaction. It Ps = PC - Pw (2)
should be noted that the reasonable layout of
building plan is very important. where PC = measured value of contact pressure

obtained by earth pressure cells;
Stresses in Foundation Reinforcement pw = water buoyancy.

The measured results show that the temperature Actually, the load carried by soil is merely
stress in the top slab varies from 20.OMN/m' - about 10% of the total construction load in con-
36.5MN/m', in the bottom slab, from 4.OMN/m' - ventional spacing of piles.
10.5M0/m'; and the actual stresses including
stresses due to overall and local bending are (b) For the driven precast reinforced concrete
only less than 33.0MN/m'. This value is far less piles during piling in soft soils there are often
than the allowable rebar stress. It is attribu- various phenomena happened, such as the heave and
table to the superstructure-box-soil interaction, horizontal displacement on ground surface, hori-
So, the current method to compute the stresses zontal displacement in soil mass, heave and hori-
may be conservative. zontal displacement of previously driven piles
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and the high excess pore pressure etc.especially, length of pile.
in large pile groups. For example, in Building
No. 15 because of piling speed (604 piles com- CONCLUSIONS
pleted in 1.5 months) and large pile groups ser-
ious soil deformation both on ground surface and Analytical results show that Eq.(1) can be used
in soil mass were happened, the maximum value of to calculate the settlement of deeply embedded
excess pore pressure was 1,4 times the correspon- box foundation and analyse the superstructure-
ding overburden soil pressure during pile driving box-soil interaction.
:nto deeply soft clay deposit. With the dissipa-
tion of excess pore pressure the base of founda- In conventional design of pile-raft or pile-box
tion did not contact with the soil, the contact foundations, except short piles in soft soils,
pressure decreased from 30KN/m' to zero in three the piles and raft or box interaction may be a
years. By excavating the soil below the edge of temporary characteristic in a few years, say 3
raft it had found that the gap was 15 cm. It years, the piles will eventually carry the total
means in this case that the pile and raft inter- load of building. It should keep in mind that
action seems to be a temporary or transitive the capacity of piles driven into clay increases
characteristic. In Shanghai some case histories with time after driving. So, it has economical
in 1930's support this viewpoint, significance when piles and raft or box inter-

action is taken into account, although the set-
(c) For the steel pipe pile with open end (see tlement is somewhat greater. To mobilize the
Building No. 13) it has much less disturbance of bearing capacity of soil the pile spacing would
soil mass than the precast R.C. piles, the height be enlarged to 4d - 5d at least.
of soil plug in the pipe pile is about 2/3 length
of pile, the ratio of maximum value of excess It is expected that these valuable data presented
pore pressure to the corresponding soil pressure in this paper will be helpful to geotechnical
is 0.69. So, it is hoped that the percentage of workers for further study of soil-structure
load carried by raft will be greater than that interaction.
used in the precast R.C. piles in same condition.

(d) For the precast R.C. short pile in Building ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

No. 12 the pile tip is located at the sand layer The authers wish to express their hearty thanks
with thickness of 3m, below this layer there is
a deeply soft clay. As a result, the settlement to those who provide valuable data, without

is about 30cm. Evidently, the foundation base these data they could not have completed this

is in contact with soil and the bearing capacity paper.

can be fully mobilized.
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Where Be is the equivalent breadth equaling Fujian (in Chinese)
the square root of foundation area and L is the
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Simulation of Drilled Pier Behavior under Three-Dimensional Loading
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SYNOPSIS: A three-dimensional nonlinear finite element procedure is presented for analysis of
drilled (concrete) piers. The procedure allows for tensile cracking and compressive crushing
of concrete, nonlinear behavior of soil, and simultaneous application of axial and lateral
loads. The procedure is employed to investigate the ultimate capactiy of a 450 underreamed
pier. The predicted results are compared with the field test conducted on a similar pier.
Also, distribution of displacements and stresses in the soil-pier system and crack pattern in
the pier are presented and discussed.

INTrxODUCTION

Drilled (concrete) piers are used frequently The purpose of this paper is to present a
as foundations for various types of struc- three-dimensional nonlinear finite element
tures such as buildings, bridges, and trans- analysis of a 450 underreamed drilled pier
mission towers, among others. They may be loaded axially until failure. The gener-
drilled as straight shafts or shafts with en- alized plasticity model developed by Desai
larged bottoms, called "underreamed or belled and Muqtadir (1984) is adopted to describe
piers," to increase the bearing area of the the nonlinear behavior of soil. Tensile
pier. A schematic of an underreamed pier can cracking and compressive crushing of concrete
be seen in Fig. i. are modeled using a linearly elastic fracture

model (Chen and Saleeb, 1982). The predicted
Drilled piers are often designed and con- results for displacemexts and stresses are
structed to provide resistance to axial loads compared with the field observations.
as well as lateral loads and moments from
superstructures. An underreamed drilled pier
subjected to a general type of loading re- 3-D FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF A DRILLED PIER
quires three-dimensional (3-D) analysis.
However, due to the complexity involved in Nonlinear Finite Element Procedure
the associated soil-structure interaction
problems, 3-D analysis has been rarely pur- A three-dimensional 6-noded hexahedral
sued. Most of the previous studies have been isoparametric element having twenty four de-
overly idealized in nature (see e.g., Tand grees of freedom is used to discretize the
dnd O'Neil, 1977; Farr, 1974; Zaman and required continuum. The soil is assumed to
Uppal, 1987). behave as an elasto-plastic material. The

concrete is assumed to behave as an isotropic
material before cracking and as an aniso-
tropic material after cracking. An incre-
mental iterative scheme is employed for the
nonlinear finite element solution. This

T technique uses the standard Newton-Raphson
method in which the system tangential stiff-
ness is updated at the beginning of each it-

s' eration. The desired constitutive models are
implemented at element integiation points
rather than having the entire element change

properties at one time.

43 Material Models

2,49 The nonlinear behavior of soil is represented
by the generalized plasticity model developed
by Desai and Faruque (1984). The concrete is

s 'Tassumed to have a Lnrfectly brittle behavior
-24' that is modeled y linearly elastic frac-

792 ture model (Chen and Saleeb, 1982). A brief
discussion of this model is presented in this
section.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the field test pier
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Concrete in Tension Concrete in Conression

The stress-strain relation matrix for un- In this an Ire's i s, the concrete is
cracked concrete is described by the goner- assumed to behave as -n elastic raterial and
alized Hooke's law. the Drucker-Prager fai lure envelope is used

to define the elastic limit. The concrete is
The tension cutoff failure criterion is used assumed to crush and lose all its strength
for checking the fracture (cracking) of con- once the fracture surface is reached. Also,
crete in tension. A cracking plane is assumed at the instant of crushing all stresses in
to occur when the tensile stress in a princi- concre.e are released completely and redis-
pal direction, at a point in the material, tributed to the neighboring elements.
exceeds the tensile strength of concrete,
assumed equal to the modulus of rupture of The stress components to be released are
concrete (ASCE, 1981). The cracks are converted to nodal forces and applied to the
assumed to be smeared rather than discrete system. The system is reanalyzed and the
and form perpendicular to the principal procedure is repeated until the equilibrium
direction. The normal stiffness of cracked condition is satisfied within some acceptable
concrete perpendicular to the cracking plane tolerance. Further details are not presented
and shear stiffness along the cracking plane here because of page limitation hut can be
are assumed to vanish. It is further assumed found elsewhere (Houssamy, 1987).
that at the instant of cracking, the normal
stress perpendicular to the cracking plane
and the shear stresses parallel to the NUMEPICAL APPLICATION
cracking plane are released completely and
redistributed to the adjacent elements. Finite Element Idealization
The incremental stress-strain relation for
post-cracking behavior (see Fig. 2) can be The finite element (FE) procedure, described
expressed as in the preceding section, is .-sed to simulate

the field load test of an axially loaded 4t0
T ' underreamed pier conducted by Sheikh, et al.

,Az} iT] [D] ck [T] { - tOck (1) (1983). Figure 1 shows a schematic of the

test pier. Considering the symmetric geome-
where 'LC} = incremental stress vector, try and loading of the problem, only one half
C. ci = incremental strain vector, (c ck of the pier and surrounding soil block is an-

So alyzed in this study. Note that such an ide-
released stress vector, [D]ck incremental alization is required to analyze a pier under

constitutive relation matrix of cracked lateral loading although such loading is not
concrete in the local coordinate system specifically considered here. The 3-D (FE)
(x'y'z') with x. denoting the offending mesh used for the discretization of the pier
principal stress direction, and [T] = the is shown in Fig. 3. It should be emphasized
desired transformation matrix from local to that for simplicity the finite element ide-
global coordinate system (xyz) . alization adopted herein does not include a

reamer seat or toe. The mesh consists of 631
Once the cracked plane has formed, its direc- elements connected at 982 nodes. The total
tion becomes fixed for subsequent loading. A number of active degrees of freedom is found
second cracked plane can form perpendicular to be 2189.
to the first cracked plane when the tensile
stress in the concrete between the cracks has
reached the tensile stre=3 limit. In this
case, a new cracking stress-strain relation 103.0 -

matrix [ick is formulated to describe the . _.

current cracking configuration. -

After the cracking of concrete in two di-
rections, the state of stress in the cracked 7'\ " " .'i -

concrete is reduced to uniaxial state. A \~t  , .
third cracked plane can form perpendicular 

to 2O

the first and second cracked planes, after '

which the conc-ete is assumed to lose its 100
stiffness completely.

Fig. 2 Cracking of concrete and state of Fig. 3 3-D Finite element mesh

stress after cracking
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The material properties and constants used tie pier and surrounding soil experience
for the analysis are summarized below: essentially vertical downward movements. The

Con rete Ipier settles down as a rigid body compressing
C Compre, (the soil underneath it A significant set-
Compressive st'ength (f) =3,250 s tlement of the soil adjacent to the pier is

Modulus of rupture (Fr) 441 psi also noticed. This is due to the fact that

6 perfect bond (no slip) is assumed between the
Modulus of elasticity (c) 3 X 106 psi pier shaft and soil.

Poisson's ratio (vc) 0.2

Soil ip
Modulus of elasticity (E ) 4,800 ksi 0- .

Poisson's ratio (vs) 0.5 1j 1

The following parameters were assigned for 1
the generalized plasticity model for soil:
failure envelope, a = 0.002, y = 0.0008 ksi, 4f
k = 0.0185 ksi; hardening parameters, 6 a
0.0001 and n = 0.01 a1] \.

The field test fa'lure load (750 kips) was
applied in eight increments; the first seven
increments were 100 kips each.

DISCUSSION OF RE;ULTS AND COMPARISON WITH
FIELD TEST DATA

s( Atl

Load-Deformation Behavior I

The load-settlemen+ curve for the top of the Fig. 5 Displacement field at (P 600 kips)
pier is compared in Fig. 4. In the field
test, a plunging failure was observed and no Stress Distribution in Soil Mass
evidence of structural failure of the pier
shaft or bell could be observed. The The distribution of normal stress component,
failure, defined by a large increase in the a , at the integration points of elements
rate of settlement of the footing, occurred zz
at a load of 70 kips. The FE model surrounding the pier is shown in Fig. 6 at

predicted a similar type of failure and the 600 kips load. The normal stresses (a zz) are
ultimate capacity of the pier was dictated by symmetrically distributed as expected. The
the failure of soil, however, the FE results maximum -pressive stresses (positive in
underestimated the field observations (see this analysis) appear to exist beneath the
Fig. 4) . This can be partly attributed to bell with concentration near the edge.
the fact that an a:erage value of the modulus
of elasticity was assumed for the soil
medium, although the actual soil was layered. 1p

7W 5W.5

6 0 -- ) -- - - - - - - - - - .. .. -- -- -- -- -- --

Fig. 4 Load'-settl"ement curve

Typical distribution of displacement
field of the pier-soil system at the vertical Fig. 6 Distribution of stresses a (ksi) in
section I (see Fig. 3) passing through the ZZ
center of the pier is shown in Fig. 5, for an soil elements at P = 600 kips

axial load of 600 kips. It is observed that
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Stress Distribution in Pier crushing of concrete are considered. The
procedure is used to simulate the field be-

The distribution of maximum and minimum prin- havior of a 45"-underreamed drilled pier.
cipal stresses in the pier are shown in Figs. The predicted results compare favorably with
7 and 8, respectively, at an axial load of actual observations. The proposed procedure
600 kips. It is observed that the maximum can be used effectively to analyze the defor-
compressive (about 0.8 ksi) stresses in the mation response of drilled piers under truly
shaft are not critical and far less than the three-dimensional loading.
compressive strength of concrete. From Fig.
8, it is observed that tensile principal
stresses of critical magnitudes tend to con- 4.
centrate et the bottom of underream near the
center. This indicates that higher tensile
stresses will be induced eventually under in-
creased loads, and cracking is expected to
occur in this region. Minor cracking actual-
ly occurred, in the present analysis, after
the pier was subjected to 700 kips load (con-
sidered here as failure load). Fig. 9 shows................................"
the crack pattern in the pier. .

. . . .... .. .. .. . .. .. .

Fig. 9 Crack pattern at P = 700 kips
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SYNOPSIS: Liquid Ammonia is stojed under pressure in steel Horton spheres (diameter 17 m) under
operating pressures of 5-6 kg/cm . These spheres are supported on twelve steel columns, concrete
pedestals, concrete ring beam and raft or pile foundation depending on the soil conditions. The
continuous circular ring beam rests on 72 concrete piles each 45 mm dia and 17 to 20 m long. The
second identical Horton sphere is supported on a raft foundation.

The two Horton spheres have been subjected to a hydrostatic loading of 1.7 kg/cm 2 and an
additional pressure of 7.3 kg/cm for performance check.

Strains were measured at the crowns, four equatorial points and in six columns. The test
results indicate that the spheres and the columns behaved consistent with theoretical values.
The concrete in foundations was found to be of good quality corresponding to M20 grade.

The settlements under four columns of the fully loaded actual structure were within anticipated
limits i.e. 4-6 mm.

INTRODUCTION

Liquid ammonia required in the production for strain measurements. The shell thickness
of urea is usually stored under pressure in was measured at twelve points to detect the
steel Horton spheres. The operating pressure in extent of corrosion and also to detect the
these spheres is generally 5 to 6 kg/cm in spread of cracks in welded seams.
additioi to the liquid head. The safety of
these spheres and their foundations is of para- The quality of concrete used in the
mount importance in view of the possible pollu- pedestals and rirg beam were tested by the
tion and environmental hazards which may ultrasonic pulse technique and Schmidt rebound
be caused due to the failure of such structures. hammer test. The foundation settlements were

also observed at four diametrically opposite
The paper reports the actual case record columns through suitably mounted dial gauges

on the performance of the two 17 m diameter on independent datums.
spheres and adequacy of foundati ons when sub-
jected to a loading of 1.7 1g/cm and an addi- FOUNDATIONS
tional pressure of 7.3 kg/cm . These structures
are located in Northern India were commissioned The settlement of the foundations of the
in years 1972 and 1973. These spheres are Horton spheres was recorded at five equal inte5 -
made of low carbon steelbearing classification vals to achieve a liquid pressure of 1.7 kg/cm
No. JIS G 3126 Class 2 SLA 33A and are supported The ttle e a recre wn 1 the
on twelve 570 mm mild steel hollow circulartheon wele 70 m mldstel hllw crcuar spheres were pressurised upto 7.3 2kg,'cm2 to
columns, Figure 1. The spheres are reported to achieve a total pressure of 9.0 kg/cm 2 .
have performed satisfactorily so far. However,
in view of long time since commissioning and These settlement records are shown
deterioration of shell/concrete due to urea, the in Tables 1 and 2. The settlements were recorded
assessment of health of sphere was considered using dial gauges with a least count of 0.01 mm
essential. mounted through magnetic bases on independent

The steel columns are inturn supported by datums. During the hydro test the load at every

concrete pedestals connected by a ring beam, stage was maintained constant and the reading

Figure 2. In one of the spheres, the ring beam recorded when the settlement was complete. The

was resting on a raft foundation while in data indicates that the settlements of the

the other it rested on 72 concrete piles each four columns were practically equal indicating
450 mm diameter and 17 to 20 m long. a uniform settlement of the foundations.The magnitude of settlements was very small and

To assess the health of the Horton spheres within the permissible limits as specified for
strains were measured at the crown, bottom and water towers and silos (IS:1904-1978). The
sturinsawerimasurent theough crownbo m pand foundations could thus be considered2 safe underfour equatorial points through suitably pasted the stipulated pressure of 9.0 kg/cm.

electrical resistance gauges. Six of the twelve

columns of each sphere were also inscrumented
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TABLE 1. Settlement Record of Horton Sphere on Piles (Horton Sphere 1)

Co.No. Pressurc Col. I Col. 4 Col. 7 Col. 10

Dial Read Sett. Dial Read Sett. Dial Read Sett. Dial Read Sett. Av. Sett.
(mm) (mm) (mm) Cm) (mm)

0.00 10.24 18.16 17.42 8.73
2 0.30 14.18* - 18.29 0.13 17.36 0.06 8.72 0.01 0.07

1 C 5 0.35 14.26 0.08 18.33 0.17 17.35 0.07 8.72 0.01 0.08
4 2 5 0.68 14.33 0.15 18.45 0.29 17.32 0.10 8.75 0.04 0.15
5 3 5 0.85 14.41 0.23 18.47 0.31 17.32 0.10 8.80 0.09 0.18
6 4 5 1.50 14.43 0.25 18.50 0.34 17.21 0.21 8.81 0.10 0.23

- 5 1.70 14.45 0.27 18.54 0.38 17.18 0.24 8.85 0.74 0.26
8 2.25 14.47 0.29 18.57 0.41 17.15 0.27 8.87 0.16 0.28
2 4.00 14.50 0.32 18.57 0.41 17.14 0.28 8.87 0.16 0.29

6.00 14.53 0.35 18.58 0.42 17.12 0.30 8.87 0.16 0.31
1 i 7.65 14.53 0.35 18.59 0.43 17.11 0.31 8.87 0.16 0.31
12 9.00 74.60 0.42 18.62 0.46 17.02 0.40 8.87 0.16 0.36

* Dial reset.

TABLE 2. Load/Pressure-Settlement Record of Horton Sphere on Raft (Horton Sphere 2)

Pressure Col. I Col. 4 Col. 7 Col. 10
Sl .No. water Press. 2 Dial Sett. Dial Sett. Dial Sett. Dial Sett.

head (kgicm C Read. (Cm) Read. (Cm) Read. Cmm) Read. (m) Average Sett.
((M)

1 0.00 4.25 19.32 9.19 4.47
2 2.00 0.20 4.03 0.22 19.24 0.08 9.10 0.09 4.29 0.18 0.1425
3 4.00 0.40 3.79 0.46 19.11 0.21 8.98 0.21 4.07 0.40 0.3200
4 4.50 0.45 3.61 0.64 19.00 0.32 8.92 0.27 3.82 0.65 0.4700
5 5.60 0.56 3.14 1.11 18.76 0.56 8.64 0.55 3.25 1.22 0.8600

5.30 0.53 3.60* - 18.10* - 8.80* - 3.45* -
6 5.60 0.56 3.52 1.11 18.02 0.56** 8.67 0.55** 3.47 1.22** 0.8600
7 6.00 0.60 3.44 1.19 17.89 0.68 8.69 0.57 3.38 1.31 0.9375
8 7.00 0.70 3.24 1.39 17.76 0.8? 8.56 0.70 3.20 1.49 1.0975
9 8.80 0.88 3.04 1.59 17.70 0.87 8.20 1.06 3.00 1.69 1.3025

10 9.10 0.91 3.00 1.63 17.65 0.92 8.13 1.13 2.88 1.81 1.3725
11 10.00 1.00 2.68 1.95 17.53 1.04 8.03 1.23 2.40 2.29 1.6275
12 11.00 1.10 2.28 2.35 17.33 1.24 7.95 1.31 1.80 2.89 1.9475
13 13.60 1.36 1.80 2.83 16.52 2.05 7.15 2.11 0.54 4.15 2.7850
14 14.00 1.40 1.70 2.93 16.45 2.12 7.08 2.18 0.42 4.27 2.8750
15 15.00 1.50 1.50 3.13 16.29 2.28 6.95 2.31 0.16 4.53 3.0625
16 16.00 1.60 1.35 3.28 16.20 2.37 6.86 2.40 0.04 4.65 3.1750
17 i7.00 1.70 1.30 3.33 16.15 2.42 6.76 2.48 0.02 4.67 3.2250

17.00 1.70 1.13* - 16.25* - 6.98* - 24.98* -

18 2.10 1.15 3.35 15.90 2.77 6.70 2.76 24.83 4.82 3.4250
19 4.00 1.35 3.55 16.00 2.87 6.88 2.78 25.00 4.89 3.5225
20 6.00 1.56 3.76 16.20 3.07 7.00 2.90 25.20 5.09 3.7050
21 7.70 1 .72 3.92 16.40 3.27 7.08 2.98 25.30 5.19 3.8400
22 8.80 1 .80 4.00 16.45 3.32 7.15 3.05 25.40 5.29 3.9150

* Dial reset
**Readings adopted from earlier loading.

The grade of concrete normally specified the ring beams of each sphere. The quality of
for columns and foundations as per IS:456-1978 concrete was found to be very good and higher
is M20 and M15 respectively. In the present than M20 barring local variations at a few
case M20 grade concrete had been specified for points. The ultrasonic observations were
the pedestals as well as ring beams. The recorded at 50 points and most of the values
quality of concrete in the pedestals and the were found to be more than 3250 m/sec, indica-
ring beams, existing for the past 15 yrs, were ting that the quality of the concrete existing
expected to suffer a strength loss due to urea in the foundations was good.
contaimination through air and seepage water.
Therefore, non-destructive testing of concrete HORTON SPHERES
pedestals and ring beams were carried out. The
rebound hammer observations were taken at 2100peons amvariosepotions onre tkeon and The Horton spheres are made of low carbon steelpoints at various positions on the columns and a hyaerqie ocnanlqi moi

as they are required to contain liquid ammonia
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at a temperature o 3 to S C. To obtain this at thirten locations. Only at one ',oint
temperature condition the spihers art< heavily a prominant crack was observed which was
insulated with an aprroximateiv 75 !I thick iminated by grinding the joint by 3.5 mm.
tnerrnocole l ayer, aluminium -oil and tin
sneets. To stud\ the health and behaviour of CONCLUSIONS
th,- spheres during the hydro test, strain
Qauges were pasted at the crowns and four equa- The future performance of the Horton spheres
torial ronts artei cutting pockets in the depends on the extent of corrosion and ffi-

inslendso ot t hsre loaios Aten eacrrsonachfinsulation at the desired locations. At each cienc, of the welded joints. The concrete in
int th mridiona and circumferential the foundations was found to be uneffected

strains were measured -or the two spheres and by the environmental pollution and to be
are given in Tables 3 and 4. A study of these in accordance with the design specification
results shows that the strains developed at all even after a lapse of 15 years. The design
srages of n\orostatic loading at all the twelve of foundations was found to be adequate and
.oints were much lower than the yield strain the settlements were found to be small, uni-
c the m1erial and correspond to a stress of form and within permissible limits.
1125 N mm . The strains at the four equatorial
poInts were almost e-ual indicating symmetrical
deformation of the sheres. The theoretical REFERENCES
computations of the strains at the twelve
locati-ns were found to be in close agreement. Ranjan, G., S.K. Kaushik and V.K. Gupta (1987).

TABLE 3. Measured Strains for Horton Sphere-I Under Hydrostatic Loading

Differen- Pressure Strain in microns
tial Pres- at Bottom Temp-- Date/ Meridional Circumferential
sure Crown rature Time Top Bottom Equator at equator

(kgcm ) (°C) L NS N MS N S E W N S E W

1 0.0 0.0 27 27.5.87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12.30

2 0.4 0.68 25 27.5.87 138 112 116 116 94 96 89 87 93 105 102 106
14.30

3 0.5 0.85 25 27.5.87 201 203 202 209 107 109 99 138 98 97 102 98
17.00

4 0.6 1.087 25 27.5.87 209 210 295 296 110 113 104 114 107 107 108 107
19.00

5 0 .8 1.500 25 27.5. 87 229 234 302 303 124 123 117 113 113 124 127 123
21.10

6 0.8 i.500 25 27.5.87 230 235 392 393 165 163 - 153 153 - - -

23.50
7 1.0 1.700 25 28.5.87 241 242 405 406 184 187 192 175 176 177 174 178

09.30
8 1.0 4.00 25 28.5.87 302 304 706 707 294 305 307 316 299 296 293 296

10.00
9 1.0 6.00 25 28.5.87 571 572 983 984 402 401 487 401 405 401 400 411

10.15
10 1.0 7.65 25 28.5. / /95 789 1109 1108 517 528 530 538 515 518 517 508

10.30
11 1.0 9.00 25 28.5.87 892 890 1409 1410 609 619 609 619 611 609 607 609

11 .00

12 1.0 9.00 25 28.5.87 901 896 1410 1410 608 619 612 620 617 611 615 610
12.00

The original thickness of the spherical "Report on Assessment of Health of Ammonia
shells provided ranged from 28 to 32 mm inclu- Horton Sphere - Structure and Foundation",
sive of a 3 mm corrosion allowance. Since the Report No. CE-213/86-87, Department of Civil
exterior surfaces of the spheres are epoxy Engg., University of Roorkce, Roorkee.
painted no incidence of corrosion is normally
expected. Also, as long as the sphere is Ranjan, G., S.K. Kaushik and V.K. Gupta (1987),
loaded with ammonia, the oxygen and moisture "Report on Assessment of health of Ammonia
have no access to the internal surface,min imis- Horton Sphere - Structure and Foundation",
ing the chances of corrosion. Thickness measu- Report No. CE-217/86-87, Department of Civil
rements of the spherical shells were taken at Engg., University of Roorkee, Roorkee.
twelve locations in May 1987. These thickness
values ranged from 32.08 to 33.36 mm indicating Neville, A.M. (1975), Properties of Concrete.
the absence of significant corrosion. An Pitman Publishing Limited, London.
inspection of the welded seams of the Horton
sphere shells was also undertaken and the Whitehurst, E.A. 1951), Soniscope Tests
spread of cracks in the welds were observed of Concrete Structures. Jour. ACI, Vol.47,
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TABLE 4. Measured Strains for Horton Sphere-2 Under Hydrostatic Loading

SI. Differential Pressure Strain in Microns

No. Pressure at Bottom Date/ Meridional Circumferential at
Crown , Time Top Bottom Equator Equator
(kg/cm') EW NS EW NS N S E W N S E W

1 0.0 0.00 19.6.87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030

2 0.2 0.34 2215 75 72 74 78 44 46 47 46 49 55 56 53

3 0.4 0.68 20.6.87 140 113 118 118 96 98 92 03 95 107 103 108
0010

4 0.6 1.087 0325 212 211 290 292 112 115 108 115 110 110 111 109

5 0.88 1.55 1600 235 240 397 395 170 167 162 157 157 153 159 160

6 1.0 1.70 1800 245 246 407 410 189 190 194 179 179 180 177 181

7 1.0 2.00 21.6.87 267 263 498 500 212 210 199 215 197 190 191 199
0200

8 1.0 4.10 0215 305 307 715 717 297 309 312 319 307 303 300 305

9 1.0 6.00 0225 577 579 992 995 407 406 490 450 410 406 406 417

10 1.0 7.70 0235 802 795 1115 1113 520 525 530 540 519 520 522 514

11 1.0 3.80 0315 900 894 1405 1405 608 609 610 612 611 618 629 615

Fig. 1 - HORTON SPHERE

Fig. 2 - CONCRETE COLUMNS AND RING BEAM
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pp. 433-44. IS:456-1978- Code of Practice for Plain and
Reinforced Concrete, Bureau of Indian

IS:1904-1978- Indian Standard-Code of Practice Standards, New Delhi.
for Structural Safety of Buildings: Shallow
Foundations, Bureau of Indian Standards,
New Delhi.
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories In 6eotpchnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Invited Paper

Design and Construction of Anchored and Strutted Sheet Pile Walls in
Soft Clay
Bengt B. Broms
Professor, Nanyang Technological Institute, Singapore

SYNOPSIS: The design and construction of anchored and strutted sheet pile walls in soft clay are reviewed in the

paper based on experience gained mainly in Singapore during the last 10 years where mainly strutted sheet pile walls

and contiguous bored piles are used. It is important to consider in the design also the high lateral earth pressures

on the sheet piles below the bottom of the excavation when the depth of the excavation is large compared with the

shear strength of the clay. The strut loads and the maximum bending moment in the sheet piles can be considerable

higher than indicated by a conventional analysis. Different methods to increase the stability have also been

investigated. With jet grouting, embankment piles and excavation under water it is possible to reduce significantly

the maximum bending moment, the strut loads, the settlements outside the excavated area and the heave within the

excavation.

INTRODUCTION o Workmanship

The design of anchored and strutted sheet pile walls in
soft clay had to satisfy the following criteria. Thus a large number of factors can affect the behaviour

of both anchored and strutted sheet pile walls. In

" that the sheet pile wall should be stable and the this paper experience with strutted and anchored sheet

factor of safety be adequate with respect to complete pile walls primarily in Singapore has been reviewed.

collapse both during and after the construction of Limitations of different wall and support systems are

the wall (ultimate limit state) analyzed. Methods that can be used to calculate
lateral earth pressure and the stability of deep

" that the displacements and deformations of the sheet excavations with respect to bottom heave and excessive

pile wall and of the support system at working loads settlements have been evaluated as well as methods to

should be small so that the sheet pile wall will increase the stability. The following review is mainly

function as intended in the design (serviceability based on experience gained in Singapore during the last

limit state). 10 years where numerous deep excavations in soft clay
have been required for high rise building, subway

" that the settlements or lateral displacements caused stations and tunnels.

by the Installation of the sheet piles or of the
support system (e.g. the driving of the sheet piles SOILS ONDITIONS IN SINGAPORE
or the installation of the anchors) should be small
so that adjacent buildings or other nearby structures There are extensive deposits of very soft marine clay
are not damaged. The settlements from an and organic soil with a thickness of up to 35 m or more
unintentional lowering of the ground water level in along the coast and in the buried river valleys in
soft clay due to e.g. pumping can be large. Singapore. It is mainly these soils that have caused

difficulties during the construction of both anchored
The main factors affecting the behaviour of anchored or and braced sheet pile walls, e.g. large lateral
braced excavations in soft clay can be classified as displacements and settlements. The organic content of

follows : the marine clay is normally 3% to 5%. The water
content varies usually between 65% and 100%. The

o Geometry of the excavation undrained shear strength (cu) which is usually low

(depth, width, shape and excavation sequence) close to the ground surface increases approximately

o Soil and ground water conditions linearly with depth. Tan (1983) has reported a c/p -

(strength and deformation properties of the soil and ratio (cu/cro) of 0.315 based on the results from field

the ground water level) vane tests. Tan (1970) and Abmad and Peaker (1977)
have indicated somewhat lower values. 0.27 and 0.25,

o Properties of the sheet piles respectively. The effective friction angle #' as

(stiffness and depth of sheet piles and the chosen determined by consolidated undrained or drained
construction method) triaxial tests (CD or CU-tests) has been very

consistant, 21 to 22 degrees. Settlement observations
o Properties of the support system and oedometer tests indicate that the clay is slightly

(type. spacing and preloading of ground anchors or of overconsolidated. The overconsolidation ratio (OCR) is
struts) 1.1 to 1.5. The coefficient of consolidation when the

clay is normally consolidated is typically 1 to
o Loading conditions 2

(surcharge and traffic loads) 2 m /year.
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WALL SYSTEMS It is important that the lagging is carefully wedged

against the soil behind the boards in order to reduce

Different wall systems can be used as illustrated in the settlements around the excavation. Also precast or

Fig 1 depending on the soil conditions. In Fig la is cast-in-place concrete panels can be used as shown in

shown a conventional anchored sheet pile wall. The Fig lc. The deep excavations required for some of the

lateral earth pressure on the wall is transferred to subway stations in Hong Kong have been stabilized by

the ground anchors through wale beams, normally U-. H- this method.

or I- beams.
In silt or in fine sand there is a risk of erosion of

Soldier pile and lagging construction is shown in the soil below the ground water level and the resulting

Fig lb. This support method, also called Berliner wall settlements can be large. Soldier piles and lagging
construction, is commonly used in the United States and construction should therefore be avoided in these soils

!, i, -"I. '"i ,. , ab . blien Li eruuid water level is lgh. The b:,rui.d WaL,.
ground water level. The method is not suitable in soft level can, however, be lowered temporarily with well

,lay. The soldier piles or beams, usually H-piles or points or filter wells to prevent erosion and failure

channels, are driven or placed in predrilled holes and of the excavation by bottom heave. In stiff to hard

grouted. The spacing of the piles is normally 1.0 to clays it may be advantageous to use pairs of channels

2.0 m. Lagging (wooden boards) is placed during the as soldier piles instead of steel H-piles (Fig 1c).

excavation between the flanges of the soldier piles. The wale beams can then be eliminated in order to

'65
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Fig la Wall systems
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reduce the costs since the anchors can be placed
between the two channels.

Rails are used as lateral support in Fig id. The D)t'lecito,)
spacing is usually 0.2 to 0.3 m. This support method
is mainly used in stony or blocky soils above the
ground water level. The rails are often placed in
predrilled holes when the content of stones or boulders
is high since the rails cannot be driven. The rails
are often brittle due to the low ductility of the steel
(high strength steel). They are difficult to splice by
welding. Therefore. bolted joints are often used. In
dry sand above the ground water level plywood boards (6) CanILl/ever 5/,ee. pieZ,- L<o
are sometimes placed betwee. tite rails to contain the
sand. In stiff medium to stiff clays or in silty
soils, the soil is normally protected by shotcrete as
illustrated in Fig le. The reinforced shotcrete arches
transfer the lateral pressure from the soil to the
rails. The thickness of the shotcrete is normally

Also bored piles can be used as lateral support in deepexcavations as illustrated in Fig lf. In soft clay the
piles should overlap while in medium to sti,

"
' clay

overlapping is not required. The distance between the
piles can be relatively large. The unprotected area
between the piles is often covered by shotcrete. (b) Arlclorecj ffAee pOle L__o__
Overlapping bored piles, so-called contiguous bored
piles, are common in Singapore also in soft clay as
foundation for high rise buildings and as lateral ---
support.

ANCHORS AND) STRUTS

Differe. qtDport systems can be used for a deep
excavation in sort clay or silt as illustrated in Fig 2
depending on the soil and ground water conditions and
on the size (width, length aEud depth) oi Lhe

excavation. /____0116_____

The choice of support system depends mainly on the
costs, on restrictions at the worksite. on available

equipment in the area and on the experience of the
consultant or of the contractor. For example, adjacent Fig 2 Support systems
buildings may be damaged by excessive settlements if a

cantilever sheet pile wall is used to support a

relatively deep excavation. Also water mains, sewer

lines and heating ducts can be damaged by the resulting work in the excavation and reduce the efficiency.
large settlements and lateral displacements. Excessive Horizontal bracing is common in Singapore.

settlements can also be caused by the installation of

the anchors as well as by the driving of piles inside The anchors or the struts can either be horizontal or

the excavation. Struts may, therefore, be chosen inclined. In narrow deep cuts horizontal struts are

instead of ground anchors to reduce the risks. The used while in large and wide excavations the struts are

settlements can be reduced further by preloading the often inclined. The inclined struts are generally

struts or the ground anchors. If the anchors are left supported at the bottom of the excavation by a concrete
permanently in the ground they may interfere with slab or by separate individual concrete footings. It

future construction such as the driving of sheet piles. should be observed that the inclined struts or anchors

However. different anchor systems have been developed will cause an axial force in the sheet piles which

during the last few years which can be removed after affects the stability of the wall.

use and where the settlements caused by the

installation of the ground anchors will be small. A number of different ground anchor systems using bars,
wires or strands have been developed during the last 20

The lateral earth pressure behind a cantilever sheet years as described by e.g. Hanna (1982). A relatively

pile wall (Fig 2a) is resisted by the passive earth high pressure is often used in sand or silt for the
pressure below the bottom of the excavation while for grouting of the tendons in order to enlarge the hole so

an anchored or strutted sheet pile wall the lateral that a 1ulb is formed around the tendons within the
earth pressure is resisted by ground anchors or by groutec section, the fixed anchor length. The

struts as shown in Fig 2b and 2c, respectively. Ground tube--m nchette method can be used especially in sand,
anchors or struts are normally required in soft clay gravel and rock to control the grouting. The bore hole
when the depth of the excavation exceeds 2 to 3 m. can be enlarged mechanically in stiff clay, using a

specia" cutting device ir order to increase the tensile

In a large and wide excavation the length of the struts resistance of the ground anchors. Also, H-beams have

will be large if the struts are horizontal. They had been used as ground anchors in Sweden in very soft

to be braced to prevent buckling as can be seen in clay. The pull-out resistance is high due to the large

Fig 3. The struts will, however, interfere with the surface area.
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Fig 3 Braced sheet pile wall

Rods (bars) are normally used when the load in the conditions. The volume of the grout required for the
anchors is relatively low, less than about 400 kN, expansion and the oressure should be mesred in rde-
while cables (wires or strands) are utilised as tendons to check the ultimate resistance. The maximum grout
when the load exceeds about 400 LN. The anchor rod or pressure in granular soil is 3 to - MPa. The main
wires are often prestressed in order to reduce the advantage with this new type of ground anchor is that
horizontal displacements and the deformations of the the size and the shape of the anchors are controlled.
wall and thus the settlements during the excavation.
Ground anchors are mainly used for temporary structures In Sweden, the Lind8 an. the jR methods where ite
because of the risk of corrosion of the tendons or of casing is provided with a sacrificial drilling bit are
the aichor rods. The corrosion can be reduced for used for the drilling of the boreholes. Also different
permanent anchors by enclosing the tendons and hv eccentric drilling methods have been developed e.g.
introducing a fluid between the covering and the Odex. Exier and Alvik to facilitate the installation of
tenoons. Also cathodic protection can be used. the casing and to reduce the costs. An additional

method is the In-Situ Anchoring Method where the a-cb-r
A recent de- ±lopment is expoader bodies. This new type rods are used as drill rods during the drilling of the
of anchor consists in principle of a folded thin steel boreholes. Casing is not required. However, the
sheet, which can inflated in-situ through the injection allowable load is relatively low for thi., type of
of cement grout as shown in Fig 4 (Broms, 1987). The anchor and the method is therefore relatively
expander bodies can either be driven into the soil or expensive.
placed in predrilled cased holes depending on the soil

The chosen met',od of installation of the struts and of
the anchors affects both the total lateral earth
pressure as well as the earth pressure distribution.
When relatively stiff struts are LIsed, the lateral
earth pressure can be cohsiderably .,i kger tlhan the
active Rankine earth pressure particularly l'ose to the

,, Qr,(A '" ground surface while at the toe the 'ateral earth
pressure can be lower than the active Rankine earth
pressure. The reason for this difference is the
relatively small lateral deflection of the sheet pile

,//O . ... ., /.'Qor, - - wal I close to the ground surface dur ing t he
S... ,aocr construction since the struts are normal Iv wedkged and

*iri

,.cg.t';A Acertali snial 1 lateral deflect ion ts tenjuired to
...- ; .. " 71.'mobilize the shear ,trength of the soil helind the wall

ani to reduce the lateral earth pressure. In dense
sand a lateral 6. placements of .(i5X of the d,,pth of
the excavation is normal ly sufficient to reduce the
lateral earth pressure to the active R.nki te earth
pressure. When the sand is loose the repiired lateral
deflection is approximately 0.2% of the depth A much

Fig '1 Expander bodies larger deformttion is required in soft clay
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two angles is usually only a few degrees. An estimate

DESIGN PRINCIPIS of the long term ground watc; level and ti'e changes

that may occur with time is also necessary. Percussion

the following four steps are normally followed in the drilling and coring are normally required in rock. The

design of a sheet pile wall quality of the rock can often be estimated from the

drilling rate. The compressive and tensile strengths

o Evaluation of the magnitude and the distribution can be determined by unconfined compression and or

of the lateral earth pressure behind the sheet point load tests.

pile wall
The conditions of the adjacent structures should also

o (.lculation of the requited penetration depth be investigated (dilapidation survey). The type of

foundation (spread footings, raft or piles) is

o Determirit',on of the moment distribution in the important since it can affect the choice of ,,nport

sheet piles system,

o Estimation of the axial force in the ground
anchors or in the struts Coum o' fol-'e Th, lre

Extensive investigations re normally required in the

field and in the laboratory to determine the depth and

the hickness of the different soil strata and of the ,!a/l'" 0/" 90d-Fr
underlying rock as well as their strength and g5tu/c, oa /

deformation properties as indicated, for example, in
the British Code of Practice (CP2001). Penetration

test. are mainly used in cohesionless soils (sand and
gravel) in order to estimate the relative density, the

angle of internal friction and unit weight. Cone

penetration tests (CPT) and weight soun&ngs (WST) are

preferred before the standard penetration test (SPT) 1- //ure o/')O/Jj'
because of the uncertainties connected with this Ar

testing method. However, representative samples are
obtained with SRI' so that the soil can be classified.

The size and the shape of the soil partricle are

important as ,e i as the gradait ion sinc- these 6.
parameters affect the friction angle of the soil.

The driving of the sheet piles are affected by stones l//e l /ower
and boulders in the soil. The stone and boulder A/ar

content nf the different strata and the difficulties .
l onchor

that may be encountered during the driving of the sheet
piles can normally be evalauted from weight (WST) or
ram soundings (DP) or from cone penetration tests .

(CPT). Driving tests with full size sheet piles may be
required for large jobs. Stress wave measurements can

be helpful to determine the driving resistance and the O O ,,

efficiency of the driving. It is also important to

determine the location and possible variations of the osu.iytCie,7i l2/ i"he

ground water level. 1OD.

For anchored or strutted walls the depth of any soft d.
clay or silt layers below the bottom of the excavation

and the variation of the thickness of these layers are

particularly important since the stability of the wall g/'.' I
depends to a large extent on the passive earth pressure Y

that can develop at the toe of the sheet pile wall.

The depth lo a firm layer below the bottom of the cnre
excavation can usually be determined by penetration
tests. Also seismic methods can he used.

Penetration tests especially cone penetration tests
(CPT) and weight soundings (WST) are useful in cohesive

soils in order to determine the sequence and the 41)eir o/" n
thickness of the different layers. The undrained shear

strength of the clay is normally evaluated by field and rrorerr CO-

vane tests. Undisturbed samples obtained preferably by £7I. ' /7256h4l-
a thin-walled piston sampler are usually required when

the shear strength of the soil is evaluated in the
laboratory by, for example, unconfined compression.
fall-cone or laboratory vane tests. Undrained triaxial 0 , huqr,
tests are often used to determine the undrained shear

strength of stiff fissured clay. The water content,
the liquid and piastic limits of the clay should also X //are #'ba or c,O
be measured. Dralned triaxial or direct shear tests
are required for heavily overconsolidated clays in

order to evaluate # d or 0'. The difference between the Fig 5 Failure mechanisms
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In the design of anchored or braced sheet pile walls it
is preferable to use characteristic strengths and
charac ter ist ic l oads which takes into account the V
uncertainties connected with the determination of the ___ 25

shear strength of the soil or of the rock and the
loading conditions. A design strength f = 

f /-m is -
d km

used in the calculation of the lateral earth pressures Op -
whe-e fk is the characteristic strength of the soil or

the rock and - is a partial factor of safety largerm

than 1.0. External loads are treated in a similar way. , 'i02k
X design 13ad Fd  - FkO f where rf is a partial 74-,---.- ,

coefficient and F is the characteristic load, is then
k

used in the calculations of the lateral earth L^i_,,-

pressures The probability that the characteristic. A.-, .
load will be exceeded in the field should not be
greater than 5%. The failure mode or failure mechanism
and the deformation required to mobilize the peak d 4/ cc -.. < .. ,.
resistance of the soil should also be considered when ' "
the required partial factor ot -fety is evaluated as
well as cracks and fissures. A statistical analysis of
the test results may in some cases be helpful.

Fig 6 Design of anchored and braced sheet pile
A global factor of safety Fs is often used in the walls in soft clay

design of both anchored and strutted sheet pile walls.
A value of 1.5 on F is often chosen for clays with

5

respect to the required oenetration depth in order to
prevent failure by rotation of the sheet pile wall It is proposed to use the net pressure below the bottom

about the anchor level. For cohesionless soils a of the excavation at the design instead of the

global factor of safety of 2.0 is normally required. coefficient m as proposed by Terzaghi and Peck (1967)

to take into account the increase of the strut or
anchor loads when the shear strength of the clay is low
below the bottom of the excavation compared with the

LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE total overburden pressure. A similar calculation
method has been proposed by Aas (1984) and by Karlsrud

Possible failure mechanisms of anchored or strutted (1986).

sheet pile walls supported at several levels are shown
in Fig 5. Failure may occur when the anchors or struts It has been assumed in the calculation of the net earth

rupture or buckle (Figs Sa. 5b or 5c) or when the pressure that the adhesion (ca) along the sheet piles

moment capac'ty of the wall has been exceeded (Sd. 5e corresponds to the undrained shear strength of the clay
or Sf). The deformations of the sheet piles during the (cu). The bearing capacity factor N will be reduced
excavation affect both the magnitude and the b

distribution of the lateral earth pressure behind the when ca ( c u . For an infinitely long excavation Nc =
wall. The lateral earth pressure can be considerably 4c when c = 0. a reduction by about 30%.
lower than the active Rankine earth pressure between U a

the support levels due to arching vhen the lateral
deflections of the wall are large. At the strut or A relatively large lateral deflection is required to

anchor levels the lateral earth pressure can be develop the passive lateral earth pressure in front of

considerably higher that the active Rankine earth the wall and thus the net pressure when the shear

pressure as pointed out by e.g. Rowe (1957). strength of the clay is low. Adjacent buildings can be
damaged by the resulting large settlements. It may

The earth pressure distribution for temporary therefore be advisable for soft clay to use a lower

structures in clay is shown in Fig 6. This lateral earth pressure than the net pressure in the

distribution is in principle the same as that proposed calculation of the required penetration depth.

by Terzaghi and Peck (1967). A trapezoidal earth
pressure distribution can be used in the calculation of The total lateral earth pressure when the depth of the

the force in the anchors and In the struts as well as excavation is less than the critical depth 4cu/p

of the required penetration depth. The lateral earth corresponds approximately to the lateral earth pressure
pressure is assumed to be [pH - 4cuJ above the bottom at rest (K°  0.7 to 0.8). This earth pressure may be
of the excavation when the deptn ot the excavation 0

exceeds 4cu/p and O.35pH when the depth is less than used in the design of permanent structures in soft
clay. The preload in the anchors and in the struts

4cu/p. should preferably be adjusted periodically especially
in soft clay to compensate for creep and consolidation

Below the bottom of the excavation the net pressure, of the soil behind the wall.

the difference in the lateral earth pressure on both
sides of the wall is (pH - Ncb) where N is the In a heavily overconsolidated clay it is important that

cbu cb sthe lateral earth pressure is sufficiently high close
bearing capacity factor of the soil with respect to to the ground surface to eliminate any tensile stresses
bottom heave. This factor depends on the dimensions of in the soil and to prevent cracking of the clay.
the excavation (depth, width and length). The net Vertical tensile cracks may reduce the shear strength
pressure will be negative and contribute to the of the clay and increase the lateral pressure when the
stability when pH < NebCu and positive when pH > Ncbcu. cracks are filled with water after a heavy rainstorm.
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W)TlON! HEAVE -,

In the design of a strutted or anchored sheet pilewalls in soft clay, failure by bottom heave had to be
considered as illustrated in Fig 7. The part of the
sheet piles that extends below the bottom of the
excavation in Fig 7a Must resist a lateral earth
pressure that depends on the depth of tht excavation
and on the undrained shear strength of the cl y.

It is proposed to use the net earth pressure as shown
in Fig 6 for the part of the sheet pile wall that
extends below the lowest strut level. This part of the
wall functions as a cantilever which carries the load
caused by the lateral earth pressure behind the sheet
piles. This load is partly resisted by the passive 2
earth pressure between the two sheet pile walls. . D

The passi',.e earth pressure is affected by the distance - _- . . - ....
(B) between the two walls. If this dista ce is less
than approximately the penetration depth (D) then the
passive earth pressure at the bottom of the sheet piles -,.
can be evaluated from the relationship

p = 2 c0 u + Dp + 2 cuD/13 (1) ds/'lr,, buY/of? b go/lom heoie

When the distance B between the sheet piles exceeds the
penetration depth D (B)D) it is proposed to evaluate
the passive earth pressure from the following
relationship (janbu. 1972) Fig 7 Design of braced sheet pile wals in soft

clIay

a p 2c2 u + 3 + p (B/L). The uplift pressure at the bottom of the sheet
piles (Fig Th) can be evaluated from the equation

where 13 = c a/c u . It should be noticed that the passive

undrained shear strength as determined from triaxial 
0
u = (H + D) p - Nob eu  (4)

extension tests should be used in the calculations.
This shear strength may be lower than that determined where Nc is a stability factor (Fig 8) which can be

by stablit factor (Fig te)s whcbcnbby e.g. field vane tests. determined from the following relationships (Bjerrum
and Eide, 1956).

A load factor equal to 1.0 has been used with respect

to the unit weight of the soil and the water. In the N = 5 (1 + 0.2 H/B) (1 + 0.2 B/L)
soft clay below the bottom of the excavation the net b (5)
lateral pressure is [-,fq + pH1 - pwHw - NcbCu/-m] where when H/B 2.5 and from
Nob is he stability factor with respect to bottom

heave (Fig 8). In the intermediate sand laver the net Ncb = 7.5 (1 + 0.2 B/L) (6)
pressure will be positive and contribute to the
stability of the w-11. The lateral earth pressure will when H/B > 2.5.
to a large extent depend on the pore water pressure in
this layer. This uplift pressure had to be resisted by the weight

of the soil below-the bottom of the excavation and by
A 2.0 m thick unreinforced concrete slab will be cast the adhesion c of the clay along the sheet piles.
below water at the bottom after excavation down to the a
required depth to '-revent heaving when the water level
in the excavation is lowered. cu 

= 
Dp + 2c aD/B (7)

If the adhesion ic.) along the sheet piles corresponds In the calculation of the required penetration depth is

to the undrained shear strength (cu) of the clay, then is advantageous to use load factors (,vf) and partial

safety factors (im) as mentioned previously.
ap = 2.83c u + Dp (3)

The proposed design method is illustrated in Fig 9a forWhen the penetratia depth is large compared with the a braced sheet pile wall. The sheet piles have been
width B, the passive pressure between the two rows will driven through soft marine clay (Upper Marine Clay. M)
normally be larger than the outside earth pressure and into an underlying intermediate layer with sand (Fl).
the sheet piles wil be supported at least partly by Below this intermediate layer is a second layer with
the passive earth pressure between the two walls, soft marine clay (Lower Marine Clay. M). The shear

strength of the clay Is low.
The uplift pressurv at the bottom of the sheet pile

wall depends on the depth of the excavation H. the It is anticipated that the excavation of the fill and
penetration depth u. the undrained hear strength of the soft clay will be carried out below water in order
the clay as well us on the shape of the excavation to prevent failure of the excavation by bottom heave
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due to the very low shear strength of the clay. The Is a load factor and m is a partial factor of safety.

wJater level in the excavations will be kept at or above The uplift pressure on the concrete slab will vary. A

the ground level in order to increasc the stability of higher uplift pressure (q1 ) is expected on the slab

the excavation. Bored piles are used to support the

bottom slab. The piles will be installed before the next to the two sheet pile walls compared with that

start of the excavation and provided with a permanent (q3) at the center of the slab as shown in Fig 9b and

casing to prevent necking of the concret. during the Fig 9c. respectively.

casting because of the low shear strength of the clay.

The uplift pressure q1 in Fig 9b depends on the total

The earth pressure distribution when the excavation has overburden pressure (-rfq + pH i) outside the sheet pile

reached the raiximum depth is shown in Fig 9a. The wall at the level of the concrete slab, on the lateral

lateral earth pressure above the bottom of the resistance of the sheet piles q2. on the shear strength

excavation corresponds to E'rfq + pH1 - 4cu/'Cm where "Yf

S 7 7

&&'

I -. e i ,- .7".7""

0e- *o-- I 19..- -. ""._;_,.__

C/Gy/A) A b/

Fig 9 8 Proposed design method for a strutted sheet

pile w fall in soft clay
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Fig 9b Bottom heave (upper clay layer) Fig 9c Bottom heave (lower clay layer)

of the clay Cul and on the stability factor Ncb This respectively) and B is the total width of the
b excavation. The adhesion (c along the sheet piles

uplift pressure will act on a strip with a width thatacorresponds to the depth of the clay layer below the and the piles in the soft clay is estimated to .8c

concrete slab. where cu is the undrained shear strength as determined

The stability number for the excavation (D/L = 0.58) is by e.g. field vane tests. It is suggested that the
5.9 when the excavation is long compared with the width unit skin friction resistance in the sand (Fl) can be
(B/L = 0) as can be seen from Fig 7. However, a taken as 1% of qc. where q is the cone resistance as
relatively large deformation will be required to determined by cone penetration tests (CPT). It has
mobilize the average shear strength of the clay. A thus been assumed that the total skin friction
partial factor of safety of about 1.4 is required to resistance along the piles and the sheet piles can be
limit the maximum wall movement to 1% of the excavation distributed uniformly over the total width of the
depth (Maina and Clough, 1981). excavation.

The uplift pressure within the center part of the
excavation can be estimated as shown in Fig 9c. This SHEET PILE WALLS SUPPORTED BY INCLINED ANIHORS
uplift pressure q3 will be lower than that next to the

An anchored sheet pile walls may fail when the vertical
two sheet pile walls (q,) because of the relatively bearing -apacity of the sheet piles is exceeded as
high shear strength or the lower marine clay (Cu2 ). illustrated in Fig 10 in the case the anchors are

inclined. The inclined anchors produce a vertical
The overburden pressure at the bottom of the fluvial force in the sheet piles which may cause the sheet
material Fl depends on the average unit weight of the piles to settle if the embedment depth is not
soil above this layer. sufficient. A settlement (6 ) will also cause the wall

The confining pressure q4 below the bottom of the to move outwards (6h) a distance 6 v tan a where a is

intermediate layer (Fl) at the centre of the excavation the inclination of the anchor rods or of the cables at
can be estimated from the equation. the level of the anchor (Fig 10). The inclination of

soil anchors in soil is often 20 degrees while for rock
q dl-l + d + s/B (8) anchors the inclination is normally 45 degrees. The4 II 22 + inclination can be increased in order to reduce the

length of the anchor rods or of the cables and thus thewhere Qs is the total skin friction resistance per cost. The vertical component of the anchor force along

unit length along the sheet piles and the piles in the the sheet piles is, therefore, often higher when the
marine clay and in the Fl material (f. and f.2. sheet piles have been driven into rock compared with
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soil anchors because of the difference in inclination
of the tendons. The sheet piles can generally be

IG-17]'e driven to a higher resistance when competent rock is
- located close to the bottom of the excavation and rock

anchors are used. It is then relatively easy to resist
the high vertical force in the sheet piles.

When the depth to rock or to a layer with a high
bearing capacity is relatively large and soil anchors
had to be used then it is difficult to resist the
vertical component of the anchor force by adhesion or
by friction along the sheet piles. It may then be more
economical to reduce the inclination of the anchors and
to increase the length of the anchor rods or of the
cables. Then the length of the sheet piles can be

.reduced because of the reduced axial force.

Figs Ila and lib illustrate the forces acting on a
V braced and anchored sheet pile walls in clay,

3 respectively. The normal force N and the shear force T
(T is proportional to the active undrained shear
strength of the soil cu) act along the assumed failure

plane. The weight (W) of the sliding soil wedge is
approximately the same for the two cases. The force

a Filure reCkonl-rrM (Ca) along the sheet piles depenlds on the adhesion (ca)
between the sheet piles and the clay below the bottom
of the excavation. The inclination and the magnitude
of the force (R) in the anchors or in the struts will,
however, be different.

It can be seen from the two force diagrams in Fig 11
that both the normal force N on the failure plane and
the passive earth pressure force P which are required

- ----------- - for equilibrium will be larger for an anchored sheet
pile wall when the anchors are inclined than for av, " braced or a strutted wall when the struts areb. "Vc O horizontal. Thus a larger penetration depth and a
higher passive earth pressure will be required for an

anchored wall where the tendons are inclined compared
with a braced wall.

Fig 10 Vertical stability of sheet pile wall with The st.oility of an anchored sheet pile wall can be
inclined anchors expressed by the stability factor Ncb defined by the

a Wbcorecl 
sheet ) t 1\ \e

R ID

w w/I ls
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equation (PHcr + if q) = Ncb cu/7, where (PHcr + -fq) is 6

the total overburden pressure at the bottom of the 4 i'
excavation Hcr is the critical depth and cu is the ._

undrained characteristic shear strength of the clay. I /
The total overburden pressure depends on the critical 5 /
depth of the excavation H (the maximum depth when the Icr ?.. /

excavation is still stable), the unit weight of the
soil p and on the surcharge load q. /

The stability factor Ncb as shown in Fig 12 is a

function of the inclination of the anchors (a), the
penetration depth (D) of the sheet piles below the " " $ .ct
bottom of the excavation and the adhesion (ca) between Va- . / 7

the sheet piles and the clay. At Op = 1.0 the adhesion -

corresponds to the undrained shear strength of the soil". N
cu. At 6p = 0 the adhesion is equal to zero. It can/

be seen from Fig 12 that the stability factor Ncb

Y cb

6.0

40 /-0.3

Fig 13 Total stability of an anchored sheet pile
op., wall

sheet piles have not been driven to refusal in a hard

3.0 layer and the vertical stability of the wall is low
then a value on N of 4.1 should be used in the

cb
calculations.

0 / 2 3 4 The stability may be reduced especially in silty clays
when piles have been driven close to an existing sheet
pile wall due to the remoulding of the soil and the

E '0Oe resulting increase of the pore water pressures that

take place during the driving. In this case a value
4"(p /'equal to 3.6 on Ncb can be used.

In most cases failure takes place in the undisturbed
Fig 12 Stability Factor Ncb soil between the flanges (Pp = 1.0) of the sheet piles

since the perimeter area is large. Usually a layer of

increases with increasing value on P and *with clay will cling to the surface and come up together
p with the sheet piles when they are pulled.

increasing force R in the anchors until a critical
value has been reached. If this critical value is The length of the anchors should be sufficient so that
exceeded then N will decrease, the stability of the sheet pile wall will be adequate

,b with respect to a deep-seated failure. In Fig 13 is
shown the forces acting on an anchored sheet pile wallIn order to simplify the calculations Sahlstrom and I oeinessi n h orsodn oc

Sti le (1 79) ha e ro ose f r oft no ma ly in a cohesonless soil and the corresponding force
Stile (1979) have proposed for soft normally diagram. The rear face of the indicated sliding wedge
consolidated clay that the stability factor Ncb should had to resist the lateral earth pressure P . Thea

be taken as 5.1 when the sheet piles are driven to a required passive earth pressure P r at equilibrium
hard stratum so that the end bearing capacity of the preq
sheet piles will be sufficient to resist the axial can be determined as shown in Fig 13 (Broms. 196S)

force caused by the inclined anchors. In the case the which is a modification of the Kranz method which is
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widely used in Germany and Austria. It has been
assumed in the analysis that the critical failure -_ -.----- - _
surface is located (a/2) from the end of the anchors.
where a is the spacing of the anchors. It has thus 2 .O
been assumed that the inclination of the failure
surface behind the anchors is (-1.o + 1/2 0'). The main
advantage with the proposed calculation method is its
simplicity.

It is also necesary to check the stability of the wedge
located above the fixed anchor length as illustrated in
Fig 14. The failure surface has been assumed to extend
a distance (a/2) from the end of the anchor block as /
shown. The passive resistance of the soil in front of 50
the sliding soil wedge should be sufficif.," to resist t
the lateral displacement of the wedge. It is proposed
to use partial safety factors and load factors in the
calculations.

7
I "\ ,. ' ." / Fig 15 Tensile resistance of ground anchors

The displacement required to develop the maximum skin

friction is small, a few mm. compared with the relative

large displacement which is required to mobilize the

end resistance.

In cohesionless soils (sand and gravel) the pull-out

resistance (sa) depends on the effective overburden

pressure a' and on the friction angle 0a between

grouted part of the anchors and the soil as expressed
by the equation

a vo tan ' (10)

The friction angle *a is normally assumed to correspond
*a

to the angle of internal friction of the soil 0' or 0d'

7_ FlNI0 ,,.-A The coefficient K depends mainly on the relative

density of the soil. This coefficient can for dense.

coarse and wellgraded sand or gravel be as high as 2 to
3 due to the dilatancy of the soil. In loose fine sand

W P and silt the coefficient K can be as low as 0.5. The
assumed value on K should be verified by load tests.

. /The tensile resistance can also be estimated from the
5. __ 2P 1 . grout pressure used during the installation of the

anchors, from the grout pressure required for the
expansion of the expander bodies or from the
penetration resistance as determined by e.g. cone
penetration tests (CPT), standard penetration tests

Fig 14 Stability of anchor block (SPT) or weight soundings (WST).

It is proposed to use the equations suggested by
Baquelin et al (1978) for bored piles to estimate the

STRENGTH OF ANCHORS pull-out resistance from the maximum grout pressure
(Prout). The tensile resistance of the anchors

The design of ground anchors has been reviewed by increases generally with increasing grout pressure
Littlejohn (1970). The method that can be used to especially in hard rock and In dense sand and gravel.
calculate the tensile resistance of soil anchors is The capacity of the anchors will also increase with
illustrated in Fig 15. The ultimate tensile resistance increasing length of the grouted zone, the fixed anchor

Quit depends on the friction resistance Qskin along the length. In sand and gravel there is, however, a
grouted part of the anchor and on the end resistance maximum effective length. If this effective length is

as expressed by the relationship exceeded then there is no further increase of theend anchor force. The critical length is about 6 m for

sand and gravel. Cyclic loading will, however, reduce

Quit = Qskin 
+ 
Qend (9) this length. The fixed anchor length is usually 3 to

6 m.
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According to Bauelin et al (1978) the net base & rese c Q A-
resistance of a bored pile qted can be evaluated from - . .. .. ,

the IiMit pressure Pg determined from pressuremeter Go-
S t

q X_/
t
erd ( o k - p ) (11) -I0 - /

where p is the initial total uhoriontal pressure in llt' / /

the ground at the base of the pile and k is
coefficient that depends on the embedment length and on . " /
tie magnitude of the limit pressure. -.

It is expected, however, that the limit pressure will 5/ /
correspond to the maximum grout pressure. /

, - I I

g =grout +  grout (12) 08 - / /

where Pgrout is the grout pressure at the ground 0 - /

surface. Pgrout is the unit weight of the grout and z 05 -"-/<

is the dep th . 0 ,4 - ,i " ,/
For the case the tensile resistance corresponds to 70/ 03 / /

of the ultimate bearing capacity of a bored pile then / /V
the end resistance of the anchors can be calculated " -/
from the equation

Qend = 0 T k pgrout Aend (13) //

where k is a coefficient that depends on the embedment 0. / /

length and on the magnitude of the limit pressure and 008(
Aend is the cross-sectional area.

The unit skin friction resistance f. of a pile in sand 0.0.5K_.
or gravel will normally be 0.5% to 2% of the point 004E *

resistance (Meyerhof, 1956). The skin friction will 01i 0.Z 04 0 O b -1o 2.0 .4 O
generally increase with decreasing particle size and 03
increasing cone resistance. It is suggested for sand 0 0.5,07 09 3. o
and gravel that the skin friction resistance should be / v/s. r".Pro/M
taken as 1% of the unit end resistance. For silt 2% is
proposed.

The total skin friction resistance Qs of the

expander bodies will be 12% of the total end resistance Fig 16 Pull-out resistance of Expander Bodies
for sand and gravel and 24% for silt. Then for sand
and gravel

Quit = 
0.78 k pgrout Aend (14) corresponds a cone penetration resistance of about

10 KPa. It should be noted that the results are
where k is a bearing capaicty factor which depends on affected, for example, by the particle size, the depth
the embedment depth. For silt below the ground surface and the location of thie ground

water level. For silt, sand and gravel the cone

Qult = 1.24 Qend = 0.86 k pgrout A end (15) penetration resistance in MPa is approximately 0.2 N30
0.4 N3 0 and 0.6 N30 , respectively.

The ultimate pull-out resistance of the expander bodies
as determined by Equs (14) and (15) has been plotted in However, the result from the weight soundings are at
Fig 16 as a function of the maximum grout pressure. It large depths (> 10 m) influenced by the friction along
can bz seen that the tensile resistance increases the sounding rod since a casing is not used, while at
rapidly with increasing grout pressure. It should be SPT the results are affected by the method used to lift
observed that the depth of the expander bodies should and to release the hammer. The energy delivered by a
be at least eight times the diameter. Otherwise the free falling hammer is considerably higher than that
resistance will be reduced. when the rope and pulley method is used.

The tensile resistance can also be calculated from the Load tests indicate that the end bearing capacity
penetration resistance of different penetration tests corresponds closely to the cone penetration resistance
such as cone penetration tests (CPT) standard (CPT) within a zone that extends one pile diameter
penetration tests (SPT) and weight soundings (WST). A below and 3.75 pile diameters above the pile point (van
comparison between the different penetration t, .s is der Veen and Boersma, 1952). In cohesionless soils the
shown in Table I tor cohesionless soils (silt, sand and tensile resistance will be lower than the end bearing
gravel). For example, a standard penetration capacity because of the reduction of the over-burden
resistance (N30 ) of 30 blows/0.30 m In a medium sand pressure as mentioned above. It is. therefore.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT PENETRATION TESTS

(after Broms and Bergdahl. 1982)

Standard Penetra-
Cone Penetra- tion Tests (SPT), Weigth Sounding
tion Tests (CPT). Penetration Tests. Penetra-

Relative Point Resistance Resistance N201 tion Resistance

Density q s. MPa blows/30 cm Nw . ht/0.2 m

Very loose ( 2.5 ( 4 < 4

Loose 2.5 - 5 4 - 10 10 - 30

Medium 5 - 10 10 - 30 30 - 60

Dense 10 - 20 30 - 50 60 - 100

Very dense > 20 > 50 > 100

suggested that the tensile resistance of soil anchors strength of small diameter rock cores. The maximum
should be taken as 70% of the bearing capacity of an shear resistance is normally limited to 4 MPa.
equivalent pile. However. the spacing and the orientation of the joint

in the rock can have a large influence on the pull-out
Test data indicate also that the tensile resistance of resistance. The reduction of the shear resistance has
the expander bodies will decrease with increasing been related to the RQD-value of the rock. Failure of
diameter. It is. therefore, suggested that the unit rock anchors located close to the ground surface (D <
tensile resistance of 0.5 m and 0.8 m diameter expander 1.5 m) often occurs when a cone of rock is pulled out
bodies should be taken as 80% and 50%. respectively of together with the anchor rod or the cable. The tensile
the resistance of expander bodies with 0.3 m diameter, resistance will in that case correspond to the weight

of the rock cone and thus to the unit weight of the
The net end resistance in clay can be estimated from rock mass.

qn = 9 c (16)
end u

SETTLEMENTS AND LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS
when the anchor is located at least four diameters
below the ground surface. Deep excavations in soft clay can cause settlements

around the excavation. As a result surrounding
Also the skin resistance (ca) will depend on the buildings can be damaged. The damage can be related to

undrained shear strength c of the clay either the angular distortion, the relative deflection
u (sagging and hogging) or the lateral deformation of the

building. Buildings are in general more affected by

sa =ac (17) large relative deflections or by large lateral
deformations than by an angular distortion. Structures

where a is a reduction coefficient which decreases with are also more sensitive to hogging than to sagging.

increasing shear strength. It is suggested that a Buildings located close to an excavation are often
should be taken as 0.8 for soft clays (cu 50 kPa) and loaded in compression while buildings located further

away are subjected to lateral tension (elongation) and
as 0.5 for medium to stiff clays when c > 50 kPa. may therefore crack. The location of the building

within the settlement trough around an open excavation

It should be noted that the tensile resistance will is thus important.

gradually increase with time after the installation due
to the reconsolidation of the clay. Particulary the The lateral displacement of the soil around deep

skin friction resistance is affected. About 1 to 3 excavations and its effect on nearby buildings has

months will be required in soft clay to reach the attracted so far relatively little attention. The

maximum resistance while in medium to stiff clay the resulting lateral movement can damage buildings close

calculated tensile resistance usually will be obtained to the excavation and other structures. A tensile

within a few weeks. In weathered rock and residual strain of only 0.1% to 0.2% is often sufficient to

soils a value 0.45 c is commonly used. The tensile cause extensive cracking of masonary structures. E.g.
u O'Rourke (1981) has observed large lateral strains

resistance can be increased further by enlarging the behind an 18 m deep excavation. The resulting lateral
boreholes by underreaming. displacements were high enough to cause extensive

cracking of masonary structures located up to 9 m

The pull-out resistance of ground anchors in rock has behind the excavation.
been correlated with the unconfined compressive
strength. The allowable shear resistance is often Some settlements will always occur even when the best
taken as 0.1 qu where qu is the unconfined compressive available construction technique is been used and the
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soil conditions are favourable. The installation of close to the bottom of the excavation and be preloaded.

the top strut is particularly important. When the Raked struts and temporary berms can then be avoided.

costs of different methods to reduce settlements are

estimated, it is important to consider also the One difficulty with FEM is the choice of parameters

indirect costs e.g. loss of time and business caused by since they should reflect both the in-situ behaviour of

congestion around the site due to the construction. the soil or of the rock as well as the effect of e.g.

Grouting and freezing require, for example, space for workmanship and time, It is important to check the

drilling rigs, mixing and refrigeration units, pipes calculations at an early stage with field measurements.

and pumps as well as for storage of various chemicals The design should be reanalyzed using hack soil

and aggregates. For a particular job it is impo:tant properties if the discrepancy is large.

that the total costs including indirect costs should be
as low as possible. INSTALLATION OF SHEET PILES

The finite element method (FEM) provides an alternative It is often difficult to drive the sheet piles

approach to analyze deep excavations with respect to sufficiently deep into the underlying rock in order to

settlements and lateral displacements. This method can provide sufficient lateral resistance so that the high

handle complicated soil and boundary conditions. The lateral earth pressure behind the wall can be resisted

nonlinear behaviour of the soil and of the support especially when the depth of the excavation is large.

system can be considered as well as the construction This is frequently the case in Sweden where the soft

sequence. Many case records have been reported in the clay often is underlain by unweathered hard granite

literature where FEM has been used to analyze the with a compressive strength of 150 to 200 MPa or more.

results (D'Appolonia. 1971; Clough and Davison. 1977; Steel dowels are often used which are driven into the

Burland et al. 1979; Karlsrud et al. 1980; Mana and rock or placed in predrilled holes and grouted in order

Clough, 1981 and O'Rourke, 1981). Both braced and to increase the lateral resistance of the sheet piles

anchored excavations have been investigated (Egger, as illustrated in Fig 17a. The drilling is normally

1972; Clough and Tsui. 1974; Stroh and Breth. 1976, done through steel pipes which have been attached to

Clough and Mana. 1977 and Clough and Hansen, 1981). the sheet piles before the driving. The lateral

These studies show that the settlements and the lateral resistance of the steel dowels depends on the strength

displacements of sheet pile or diaphragm walls in soft of the rock and on the dimensions of the dowels. It is

clay are to a large extent affected by the factor of also possible to install additional ground anchors

safety with respect to base heave, by the stiffness of close to the bottom of the excavation as shown in Fig

the wall. by the support system (ground anchors and 17b to increase the lateral resistance of the sheet

struts). by the geometry of the excavation and by the piles in order.

chosen construction method.
Another common case is illustrated in Fig 18a where it

Settlements should be measured frequently during the has not been possible to drive the sheet piles

excavation by level surveying and the results should be sufficiently deep because of stones or boulders in the

plotted and evaluated so that remedial measures, if soil which interfere with the driving. Additional

necessary, can be taken in time. Inclinometers can be anchors may be required at the toe of the sheet piles

e.g. used to determine the lateral displacements of in order to increase the lateral resistance. However.

sheet pile or of diaphragm walls. There are an additional row of anchors will increase the vertical

inclinometers available with a high resolution force in the sheet pile which has to be considered.

(1:10.000) so that lat, ' ri:splerments as small as 1
to 2 mm can be detected. FEM can oe helpful to locate
the source of the settlements or of the lateral
displacements. Lee et al (1986) have recently
described the monitoring of a deep excavation in soft
clay in Singapore. -

The lateral displacements of braced and anchored sheet
pile or of diaphragm walls depend to a large extent on
the stiffness of the walls. The displacement is often

expressed in terms of a stiffness factor E s 4/Ew w

where R is the vertical spacing of the struts or the
anchors, Es and Ew are the moduli of elasticity of the

soil and of the wall material respectively, and Iw is

the second area of moment of the sheet piles.

Field observations as well as FEA indicate that it is

important to place the struts as soon as possible after

the excavation has reached the strut level. Frequently
the struts are not installed until thc excavation had
advanced an additional two to three meters. In that
case the settlements and the lateral displacements can
easily increase 50% to 100%. It is also important that
the wale beams are tightly wedged against the sheet a 5 ee/ b AdLILora/
piles in order to reduce the settlements. Caps should
be filled with concrete or be shimmed.

The lateral displacements can be reduced by increasing
the stiffness of the wall or by decreasing the vertical
spacing of the struts or of the anchors E.g. a Fig 17 Prevention of toe failure for anchored sheet
diaphragm wall can be used instead of sheet piles. pile walls
Anchors are very effective since they can be placed
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transferred through the walls. In this case. the
columns will function as an additional level of struts

4 below the bottom of the excavation. The required
spacing of the lime or cement columns depends on the
increase of the shear strength that can be obtained
with lime (quick lime) or with cement. This can be
investigated in the laboratory by mixing the clay with
different amounts of lime and cement. The optimum lime
content is usually 6% to 10% with respect to the dry
unit weight. About 15% to 25% cement is usually

V required in order to reach the required shear strength
of the stabilized soil. Gypsum in combination with

equicklime can be beneficial in organic soils.71ton e

SThe columns will increase the average undrained shear
strength of the soil. In soft clay the average shear

CD) strength can usually be doubled if the 0.5 m diameter
lime or cement columns are spaced 1.4 to 1.5 m apart.

------ Lime or cement columns can also be placed behind the
sheet piles in order to reduce the lateral earth

Z7,levao-n 7-pressure acting on the wall.

1., el a The soil at the ground surface has been excavated in/'-~ Fig 20 in order to reduce the total overburden pressure

at the bottom of the excavation. The reduction of the

lateral earth pressure on the wall will be large below

the excavation especially when the total overburden

pressure at the bottom of the excavation is
10100/? approximately equal to N c c u . The excavated soil can

be replaced by light weight fill e.g. expanded shale.
slag or flyash. In the Scandinavian countries and in

_.______________ t- 5/T!ob/[lmZior, 6 Finland sawdust, bark and peat are often used. With
/ JJ/ . beco,,,j,,e slag or flyash pollution of the ground water might

/9en'~I~/or7Ct~/l77 ~ '/"~'become a problem.

Also jet grouting and quick lime columns can be used to
increase the stability as shown in Fig 20 as has been

Fig 18 Vertical stability of anchored sheet pile the case in Singapore. At the quicklime column method
walls

Erosion may even occur below the boulders or the stones ,' ' -. . .' ..
if trhe surface of the cut ib no. protected by. for
example. shotcrete. Drain holes will be required to %
reduce the high water pressure that otherwise may -

develop behind the shotcrete layer.

Fig i8b illustrates the case when the vertical me o-
stability of the sheet pile wall is not sufficient and me
the vertical force in the sheet piles from the inclined C lbr-1 n5

anchors will cause the sheet piles to settle. The
vertical stability of the wall can be increased by
driving steel H-piles in front of the wall as shown.
The H-plies should be welded to the sheet piles so that
the vertical force from the anchors can be transferred
to the piles. The bearing capacity of the H-piles
should be sufficiently high so that they will be able /Lm orcemerj columr,?
to carry the vertical force.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE STABILITY IN SOFT CLAY * * tp 4 , erno'i i,-

0 0@O0
Different methods can be used to increase the stability 0 * J
of braced or anchored sheet pile wall in soft clay as 0
illustrated in Figs 19 through 22. Lime or cement 01
columns have been installed in Fig 19 in front of or S At4err-l ve -
between the two rows of sheet piles in order to * *
increase the average shear strenght of the clay and
thus the passive resistance of the soil.

lo
The lime or cement columns can also be installed in
such a way that they form a series of continuous walls
between the two sheet pile walls to keep them apart.
The lateral earth pressure acting on the sheet piles
below the bottom of the excavation will then be Fig 19 Stabilization with lime or cement columns
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large diameter holes which are filled with quicklime

are used. At this method, the expansion that takes

Co-- -ion place when the unslaked lime reacts with water is

h ,j/// utilized. The method is mainly effective in silty

soils with a low plasticity index where a small change

of the water content will have a large effect, on the

shear strength. The effectiveness of the method is.

however, reduced when the soil is stratified. Then the

expansion of the quicklime columns will occur faster

than the consolidation of the soft soil around the

columns. As a result, the soil will be displaced and

heave rather than consolidate.

S 7e1or cLc-'Ln Embankment or Bakau piles are used in Fig 21 in order

to reduce the lateral earth pressure acting of the
or" /me sheet pile wall. The piles will carry part of the

ao c/ J,7 weight of the clay due to the friction or adhesion

along the piles. The efficiency of the embankment

piles can be increased if the piles are provided with

concrete caps which will transfer the weight of the
soil above the caps to the piles. Pile caps are

required especially when concrete or steel piles with

QU(.Ck Lre high bearing capacity are used because of the large

* ou.~rY~5 length required to transfer the load from the soil to
the piles though adhesion or friction along the piles.

2 0' The transfer length will be large because of the

relatively high pile loads which are required in order

to make the method economical. Embankment piles are

common in Sweden. Finland and Norway particularly in

soft clay. Bakau piles are extensively used as

Fig 20 Stabilization with light-weight fill, jet embankment piles in Southeast Asia. They have the

grouting or quicklime columns advantage that the surface area is large, that the
transfer length is small and that they are cheap. The

diameter is usually 80 to 100 am. The maximum length

is about 6 m. If longer piles are required they had to

be spliced.

The stabilizing effect of embankment piles is

equivalent to that caused by an increase ,t the unit
weight of the soil below the excavation bottom as

illustrated in Fig 22. The equivalent unit weight ef

L fL,.yenl of the soil when the embankment piles are used to
stabilize an embankment or slope can be estimated from

the equation

7rd ca

BoaUa SOde5 "eff = I + 2... --
/ a

where d = diameter of the piles

ca = adhesion of the clay along the piles

ka La = spacing of the piles
= unit weight of the soil between the piles

An example where an 7.6 m deep excavation In soft
marine clay was successfully stabilized with 6 m long

.Bakau piles has been described by Broms and Wong

(1985).

... *. Other methods that have been used to increase the
•.--stability with respect to bottom heave are shown in Fig

27. The stability can be improved by driving a few

sheet piles to a soil layer with high bearing capacity

P/ar, o ac.~ E' bok'7fl~er so that part of the weight of the soil can be carried
10 e by the skin friction along the sheet piles. It is also

01le5- /Pel possible to use inclined anchors in order to increase

/- the vertical stability of the sheet pile wall as shown.

This method can be economical if there is a concrete
slab next to the excavation. The stability can be
increased as well by placing the bottom level of struts

Fig 21 Stabilization with Bakau piles and embankment in trenches below the bottom of the excavation.

Thereby the effective length of the sheet piles below
piles the lower strut level will be reduced.
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total lateral earth pressure on the wall increased by

FAILURE OF A SINGLE ANCHIOR 41% with respect to the load in the u~nloaded anchor
compared with a decrease of 64% at Mofntorp. The

The redistribution cf the load that takes place when behaviour of this sheet pile was thus different. This

one or several of the anchors or struts fail has been difference in behaviour can be explained by the

investigated by Stille (1976) and by Stille and Brcms difference in mobilized shear strength of the clay

(1976). In Fig 211 is shown the load redistribution behind the wall.

that was observed for an anchored sheet pile waii at

li8lntorp. Sweden in a very soft clay with an average

shear strength of 18 kPa when one or two of the anchors - -

were unloaded. For this sheet pile wall which was

anchored at two levels it was observed that the maximum 21. 21. 2. 91 6*/. -7*/

increase of the load in the adjacent anchors was --%

when one anchor was unloaded and that the load -2"i. *.

increased by an additional 8% when the load in a second H---- -

anchor was released. It is Interesting to note that

the total increase of the load in all anchors was only

36% of the initial load in the unloaded anchor. Thus 64

the total lateral earth pressure on the sheet pile wall

decreased by 64% of the initial load in the unloaded

anchor. When the second anchor was unloaded then the

total increase of the load in the adjacent anchors was

only 16% of the initial load in that anchor. Thus the 2,1o 01h 8'/. ° _1,.

total lateral earth pressure on the wall decreased by

847 with respect to the initial anchor load. 6.1.

The corresponding load redistribution for a sheet pile '5"

wall at Bergshamra, Sweden with three anchor levels is ___

shown in Fig 25. In this case (Panel BI) the maximum
increase of load in the adjacent anchors was to 35% of 84%'.

the Initial anchor force before the first anchor was pa)0 n 8
unloaded. The total lateral earth pressure on the wall

increased by 32% with respect to the initial anchor

load. In a second panel (Panel Cl) the ,a.ximum

increase of the anchor force in the adjacent anchors Fig 24 Load redistribution at M6lntorp. Sweden at

was 14% with respect to the initial load when the load failure of one or two ground anchors (after

in one of the anchors was released. In this case the Stille, 1976)
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The lateral earth pressure acting on a braced or an
anchored sheet pile wall depends on the lateral
displacement required to mobilize the shear strength of
the soil behind the wall and on the factor of safety
used in the design. The wall will deflect laterally
when the load in one of the anchors is released or the
anchor fails. The increase of the lateral deflection

S. - . -. . of the wall is generally sufficient to mobilize the
shear strength of the clay along a potential failure

* surfaces behind the wall as illustrated in Fig 26. A
... ... "relative small deflection is normally required to

develop the maximum shear strength of even soft clay
compored with the displacement required to develop the
ultimate resistance of the anchors or of the struts.

In the case the factor of safety initially is
v relatively high then only a small part of the available

shear strength will initially be mobilized. A
reduction of the force in one of the anchors will then
mainly increase the average shear stress along
potential failure surfaces in the clay. In this case.
the increase of the load in the adjacent anchors will
be small and the total lateral earth pressure on the
wall will decrease when one of the anchors is unloaded
or fails as was the case at Molntorp.

-. " .-. '_If on the other hand the factor of safety is low and
the shear streagth of the clay has been fully mobilized
before the release of the force in one of the anchors
then the failure of one of the anchor will result in a

large increase of the load in the adjacent anchors.
1he total load on the sheet pile wall may even increase
when the peak strength of the clay has been exceeded
and the residual shear strength is lower than the peak

' j strength. This was the case at Bergshamra where the
total force acting on the sheet pile wall increased
when the load in one of the anchors was released.

The consequences when one of the anchors fail will thus
Fig 25 Load redistribution at Bergshamra. Sweden at depend to a large part on the chosen factor of safety.

failure of one or two ground anchors (after If a relatively high factor of safety has been used in
Stille. 1976) the design ( 1.5) and only part of the shear s...h

of the soil will be mobilized at working loads then the
increase of the load in the adjacent anchors will be

small when one of the anchors fails. If on the other
hand the factor of safety is close to 1.0 then the
failure of one of the anchors will cause a large

0i increase of the load in the adjacent anchors which also
n rI may fail. The total lateral earth pressure on the

e"ycj7sheet pile wall may even increase and cause a
progressive failure of the whole wall (zipper effect).

, \STABILITY OF THE BASE OF A SHE PILE WALL

" ~ Several failure of anchored walls have been occurred in
S\ H Sweden in soft clay. In Fig 27 Is shown an anchored

wall constructed of large diameter bored piles (Broms
, and Bjerke, 1973). The exposed clay between the piles

was shotcreted during the excavation. Clay started to

flow into t- excavation below the shotcreted part of
the wall almost like tooth paste squeezed out of a tube
when the depth of the excavation was 5.5 m. Within a
few minutes the excavation was filled with soft
remoulded clay due to the high sensitivity of the clay.

_ -/ Failure took place when the total overburden pressure
at the bottom of the excavation was about 6 c where cu

is the undrained shear strength of the clay as
determined by field vane tests. The factor 6.0
corresponds to the stability factor Ncb. This type of

construction using bored piles and shotcrete is
therefore not suitable for soft clay when the depth of

Fig 26 Load redistribution due to mobilization of the excavation is laige and the total overburden
shear strength pressure at the bottom of the excavation exceeds Ncbcu
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Fig 27 Failure of a vertical cut in soft clay (after

Broms & Bjerke. 1973)

(Brims and Bennermark, 1967). Steel sheet piles or conditions has been assumed to 100 c to 200 cu. This
contiguous bored piles should have been used instead, equivalent modulus corresponds to the initial tangent

Several failures have also occurred in Sweden when the modulus. Ei of the soft clay. The tangent modulus. Et .

sheet piles have been driven to rock through a deep is a function of E and ot the strs; level.
layer of soft clay. Because of the high compressive
strength of the granite it is not possible to drive the
sheet piles into the rock. Soft clay was squeezed into
the excavat:Jn though the triangular openings which
were formed between the bottom of the sheet piles and
the rock as shown in Fig 2S since the surface of the
rock was inclined. Large settlements were observed r
outside thc wall. The diameter e tP depressions I
corresponded approximately to the depth of the 4__
excava titon. -77

STABILITY OF DEEP EXCAVATIONS IN SOFT CLAY IN SINGAPORE

Three deep excavations in soft marine clay in Singapore
have been analyzed using a modified version of the A-
computer program EXCAV. In the original program which
was developed at the University of California at
Berkeley by Chang and Duncan (1977) a non-linear t
hyperbolic soil model (Duncan et al. 1980) is utilized _
to describe the soil behaviour. The program can model ,,,,' I
the excavation layer by layer, the installation and the
preloading of the struts and the application of a \ I D
surcharge load. D

The first project involves a braced sheet pile wall.
where the sheet piles have been driven into a deep I
stratum of soft marine clay. In the second project the A
excessive plastic yielding of a braced sheet pile wall Cloy CZ7"49
has been investigated. The third project is concerned tr, Aere
with the prediction prior to the construction of wall
movements for a deep excavation in soft clay. 3ecLor- 4-A
The short term conditions have been investigated with a
total stress analysis using the undrained shear
strength of the soft clay. The soft marine clay has
been assumed to be saturated and IncompreRtlble. A
Poisson's ratio of 0.495 has been used in the analysis.
The elastic modulus (Eu) that corresponds to undrained Fig 28 Failure by bottom heave
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Project A. This project is located in the Central
Business District (CSD) of Singapore (Fig 29). The
size of the 11.1 m deep excavation is 42.6 m x 27.0 m. 1) ol 13

The walls of the excaNAion were supported by 30 m long 7--7 7

sheet piles (FSP IIIA) which were driven 19 m below the 0
bottom of excavation. Six levels of struts supported 1 D
the wall. The vertical spacing of the strut varied I

between 1.5 m to 2.5 ... The horizontal spacing was I

about 6 m. 16 I

I 0
The excavation proceeded in stages. The struts I
supporting the sheet piles were installed during each
excavation stage n 5 m above the bottom of the
excavation and tney were preloaded to 15 percent of the Il
design load. ,',c siti was divided into three sections leccale

during the excavation. In the present study the 0 Incimometer 0_ to _ _ m
behaviour of the sheet pile wall in the middle section 0 Heave point

of the excavation has been analyzed.

Six slope indicator pipes were installed behincl the
sheet pile wall as shown in Fig 29. Surface monuments Fig 29 Instrumentation - Project A
were established to determine the settlements behind
the sheet piles. Strain gages were attached to
selected struts in order to evaluate the strut loads.

The water contents of the upper and lower members of
A typical soil profile is shown in Fig 30. A sandy the soft marine clay were 70% and 50%. respectively.
fill about 1 to 2 m thick is located at the ground The liquid and plastic limits of the upper marine clay
surface . The fill was followed by a deep layer with varied between 80% and 105% and between 60% and 70%.
soft marine clay which belonged to the Kallang respectively. The liquid and the plastic limits of the
Formation. The clay consists of two distinct members, lower marine clay were 70% and 50%, respectively.
an upper layer which is approximately 25 m thick and an
approximately 7 m thick lower layer. The two layers Oedometer tests indicated that the marine clay was
are separated by a layer of loose to medium dense silly sligntly overconsolidated. The undrained shear
sand. A layer of stiff sandy silt, basically deromposed strength for the upper and lower members of the marine
granite was found below the marine clay. clay increased almost linearly with depth.

/L~ea Ol ec alt ocemenV, MM
0 30 /00 /50 2W 2?

doy

j F Boye 7Lofl

C/Oy

Fig 30 Measured and calculated wall deflections -
Project A
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Vied measurements indicaxted that tie waI Iradually Di. snarnce /n et'caG/,on
moved inwards with inc .easing depth of the excavation. o a'ep//5
lie e aximim deflection of the middle section of the

excavation was i-o to 170 mm when the excavation had 0 / 2 3
reached its final depth of 11 m. This is about 1.5% of

the excavated depth A comparison between the measured
and the computed deflections is shown in Fig :30. , ,eoaured

Die observed surface settlements when the depth of -

excavarion was a.ai5 m and 11.1 m are shown in Fig 31. -J

!he lateral displacements of the wall thus caused large X Ax _- _

settlements that spread far behind the wall . The
maximum settlement was about 1% of the final excavation

depth. It occurred at a distance from the excavation

equal to about half the excavation depth. e/ene

The measured settlements are plotted in Fig 32 as OflO///
proposed by Peck (1%G9). It can be seen that tihe ,~

settlements et.:h at a distance of 3.5 times the 1- ,4

excavation depth were large. This behaviour can be ¢ i
4

explained the restraint of the lateral deformations and

of the settlements of the sheet pile wall by the sand 3
layer at the toe of the wall as illustrated in Fig 33.
ihis was confirmed by H-M.

Oro,~tl in , c roint -- ph, , 1l{",,

T Fig 32 Normalized settlements (Peck, 1969)

I~ --- '7l, ('SCB va t I0(1

36. It can be seen that the measured and the computed

Vvalues are in close agreement. It appears that the
I ~ apparent pressure diagram proposed by Terzaghi and Peck

- -- (1967) at m = 0.4 is conservative. A better match is

fll.lm excavation obtained with m = 0.7.

The penetration depth of the sheet piles (19 m) below
the bottom of the excavation was 1.73 times the derth

(11.1 m). An analyses using FEM indicated that the
penetration depth could have been reduced by 13.5 m
without any significant increase of the strut loads.

This conclusion concurs with the observation by Peck
'-ttlcnIeit, mm (1969) that very little is gained in soft to medium

stiff clay by driving the sheet piles far below the

boLtom of the excavation provided the stability of the
excavation with respect to bottom heave is sufficient.

The maximum bending moment in the wall has been back
calculated from the curvature of the sheet piles which , ,, 9 ,-0 , 00 s
was determined from the inclinometer measurements.
these measurements indicated that local yielding of the

sheet pile occurred during the final stage of the
excavation as indicated in Fig 34. The yield moment of w
FSP IIA sheet piles is about 380 kN/m/m. The computed
maximum bending moment by FEM was 372 kN/m/m. The .
finite element analysis also indicated that the wall
was highly stressed down to about 6 m below the bottom .

of excavation.

Both field measurements and FEA indicate that the strut I
load increased rapidly with increasing depth of the ..
excavation. T'he strut loads reached a maximum just
before the installation of the next level of struts. ''. . _". .. .__,__
thereafter, the strut loads decreased slightly with
increasing excavation depth. 7

A comparison between measured and computed strut loads
is shown in Fig 35 for the top three levels. The

measured strut loads agreed closely with those
calculated by FPPM. The pressure distribution Vig 33 Relationship between settlements and lateral
determined by the tributary area method is shown in Fig displacements - Project A
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Fig 3-i Moment distribution at different stages of Fig 35 Strut loads - Project A
construction - Project A

"" .. I / I " I )' ;' , Project B, This project, which is located just outside
" ::-L ._.]]].L. ...... the Central Business District in Singapore illustrates
''o :-''--the influence of the construction sequence on the

[ - performance of braced excavations. The size of the

,, o14.7 in deep e~r~vation was 200 in x 35 in. A
cross-section of the excavation is shown in Fig 37.

.....i i
°

FSP lV sheet piles with a total length of 18.5 in were
driven 3.8 in below the bottom of the excavation (D =

_ ) 0.2614). The sheet piles were supported at six levels.
, The vertical spacing of the struts varied between 2 in

) to 2.5 in. The horizontal spacing was about 5.5 in.

_aL __a..... 'The soil condition at this site was highly variable. A
I// ,"/ ' io soil profile along section A-A is shown in Fig 38. On

L-aleral ear/h the west side, the sheet piles were driven into a stiff
pf d"D 3sure9 U 13  

sandy silt or clay (decomposed granite). On the east
L'erct side, the soft marine clay extended the full depth of

the excavation. The ground water level was located
a f~eki ,rtea,ree,5, about 1.0 in below the ground surface.

a /076- The soil profile on the east side of the excavation is
-- -rZay/t / ,4 ,c. similar to that at Project A. The upper and lower

members of the Kallang Formation with soft marine clay
are separated by a layer of loose to medium dense sand.
Below the marine clay is a deep stratum of decomposed
granite, a stiff sandy silt or clay. The upper marine
clay is organic (peaty) with an average undrained shear
strength of about 10 kPa. The avera'ge undrained shear
strength of the lower m arine clay is 15 kPa. The
decoinposed g~ranite has an estimated undrained shear

Fig 36 (oinporlson between mc':sured and calculated strength of about 70 kPa. This mterial was very
strut loads difficult to sample and to test.

1537
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The soft clay on the east side was adopted in the FEM The computed deflections at the different stages of the

analysi since it is more critical than the stiff soil excavation are shown in Fig 38b for the case when the
analysis sie The critica s arre st in wall yields. It can be seen that the computed lateralon the west side. The excavation was carried out in deflections are in good agreement with the measured

seven stages. It should be noted that the struts SI vale s

were placed after level El had been reached (Fig 37).

The excavation proceeded down to level E2 prior to the The maximum settlement, 100 mm. occurred at a distance
installation of the struts at this level. This from the excavation which corresponded to about
sequence was continued down to level E7. The struts one-half the excavation depth. The computed

were preloaded to 70% of the design load, settlements fall within Zone I of the normalized

The observed wall movements are shown in Fig 38a. The settlement chart proposed by Peck (1969).

maximum deflection was 270 mm which is 1.8% of the The measured strut loads were low. A comparison
final excavation depth. This deflection is relatively between the measured and computed apparent lateral
large since the sheet piles were driven into a stiff earth pressures is shown in Fig 40. The measured loads
soil. The computed maximum deflection was only about were considerably smaller than those computed by FEM
200 mm regardless of the strength and stiffness of the except for the two strut levels at the bottom of the
soils when the wall was assumed to be linearly elastic, excavation. One possible explanation of this behaviour
i.e. non-yielding.

N
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SInc'olonoeler

,/le ____

.,7

nd t 7
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O~comZowerm?. cloy
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Fig 37 Plan and cross-section for Project B
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Fig 38 Measured and computed wall deflections -

Project B

is the stiff soil at the west side of excavation. It .,
has been assumed in the analysis that the soft clay SI
extended over the entire excavation.

The measured maximum wall deflection. 275 mm, 52-
corresponds to about 1.9% of the depth of the
excavation which is rather high for a sheet pile wall
driven into stiff soil. This large deflection could
have caused by yielding of the sheet piles at an early 53- .FEMObserve-d r ,

stage of the excavation.

The analysis indicates that yielding occurred when the SH
excavation reached Level E3. only 7 m below the ground I" -------
surface due to overexcavation prior to the installation
of the struts. Especially the first level of struts is S5

affected.

The installation of the struts lagged behind the S6- Terzaghi & Peck

excavation of the soft clay by as much as 2.0 m which 1.0) 0)
undoubtly increased the bending moments in the sheet
pile wall. It is thus very important to limit the
difference between the strut level and the excavation , ,. - --

level as much as possible when the .truts are O kPa
installed. This difference should not exceed 0.5 m. o I00 150 200 250

legend:

The effect of the construction sequence was also Osed
Investigated assuming that the depth of the excavation ------ FEM
and the strut levels are the same when the struts are -. -- Terzaghi & Peck (1967)
installed. In this case, the computed maximum
deflection is only 120 mm as shown in Fig 40 which is
less than half the measured values. The computed
surface settlements and the strut loads were also much
smaller. In fact the maximum bending moment in the
wall never reached the yield moment of the sheet piles,
590 kN/m/m.

Fig 39 Computed and measured lateral earth pressures
- Project B
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Two series of analysis were performed. The first was
')!~/a,"ce 7'%f,? 8i'52 t/0o done prior to construction while the second series was

EtZcOvdli ' d/ef//2 carried out after the excavation had been completed.
Soil data from only three boreholes were available

0 05- / prior to excavation. The soil conditions varied
0 ;considerably between the three holes which were located

relatively far from the site (Fig 42). Both the upper
r,"u5 i/aL//ed/ /z';- and the lower members of the soft marine clay were

I d o/e/y aOl/er -Oc/7 eeoCV- present in Borehole A whereas only the upper member
. 0 \-- - -- could be found in Boreholes B and C. The depth to the% i-ho lerelIbottom of the soft clay layer was 16.7 m at Borehole A.S- 11.5 m at Borehole B and 9.4 m at Borehole C.

lz . 1 0 The soil conditions at Borehole A was used in the

analysis (Case I) since it was the closest of the three
boreholes to the investigated section. The average

q i undrained strength of the upper and lower layers of the
soft marine clay was 10 and 15 kPa, respectively. This

% 0% - is about the same shear strength as that observed in
I 4JProject B. Because of the close proximity and the

similarity of soil conditions between Projects B and C,
the soil parameters in Project B were used in the
analysis. An Eu/cu ratio of 150 was used for the upper

layer since the upper marine clay was less peaty than
Fig 40 k3mputed surface settlements - Project B at Project B. A value of 200 was used on the

E u/cu -ratio for the lower marine clay.

A comparison of the measured and computed wall
Project C With the knowledge gained from Projects A deflections after the excavation had reached the final
and B. an attempt was made to predict the wall movement depth is shown in Fig 43 The calculated maximum
at Site C prior to construction. This site is located deflection, 75 mm. was only about half of the observed
about one kilometer away from Project B. The length of maximum deflection (150 mm).
the excavation is about 66 m. The width varies from
6.0 m to about 12.0 m as shown in Fig '12. The total A parametric study was done prior to the excavation
depth is 15.0 m. The field instrumentation included because of the variable soil conditions, in order to
one inclinometer pipe, a number of strain gages assess the effect of the thickness of the soft clay.
attached to selected struts and several survey markers. In one case. the soft marine clay was assumed to extend

down to 20 m depth. This assumption was later verified
Steel sheet piles (FSP VIL) supported at five levels by a cone penetration test (CPT) next to Section A-A.were used as shown in Fig 42. The 26 m long sheet For this case, the computed maximum wall deflection was
piles were driven 11 m (D = 0.73 H) below the bottom of 142 mm (Fig 44) which agreed closely with the observed
the excavation. The vertical spacing of the struts maximum deflection of 150 mm. The surface fill as well
varied between 2.0 and 3.5 m. The horizontal spacing as the intermediate sand layer were assumed to be
was 3.7 m. absent.

/Y

0 0 AO0 ' 0.ne
F//o Z o Z da~n

lTch'cnorneier Y 1ne,

ao rier Loco/ton oZ

&-VAO/e

Fig 41 Site plan - Project C
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values were about 20 percent smaller than the measured
, o/2rnL , values. However, the computed shape of the deflected

S v r ,P/e ,4 sheet piles compares well with that which was measured.

*0 There are a number of factors that can account for the

2P w.,6 i2.: "'--7 0 relatively small computed wall deflections. It has
been assumed in the analyses that the excavation depths
and the strut levels were the same when the struts were

5,., 11Derrmrl* installed. However, the excavation levels during the

c/au construction were at least 0.5 m lower than the strut
75- 5 3o 3 Cloy levels. In fact, the first level of struts was not

jinstalled until the excavation was 2.0 m to 2.5 m below
_"5_ 3o. _ the ground surface. This accounts for the large

1- -a 0.r
7  lateral deflections observed at the first excavation

V *
3

O ,3A 9jj level as shown in Fig 45. Furthermore. the lowest
_ .,Te,.r mor/I level of struts (S5) was not installed until the final

-7 C
Y  

depth of the excavation had been reached. This

accounted for the large observed deflection during the
final stage of the excavation. Also the measured
ground settlements were much larger than those
computed.

The strut loads were not measured at this project. The
77r computed strut loads are shown in Fig 45. The high
7 strut load at level S4 was caused by the intermediate

sand layer. A similar phenomenon was observed at

F.5p :~ Project B.

The analysis indicates that an E u/c u-ratio of 100 to

200 gives reasonable results for the soft marine clay
Fig 42 Section A-A Project C in Singapore with respect to settlements, lateral

displacements and strut loads and that lateral
deflections can be reduced significantly by installing
the strut as early as possible and by preloading orShortly after the excavation had been completed, a prestressing the struts.

second series of analyses were carried out using an
updated soil profile lbsed on the cone penetration test For a floating sheet pile wall in a deep stratum of
next to Section A-A. There were no other changes. A soft clay, the depth of penetration has little effect
comparison between of the computed and measured wall on the overall behaviour. A penetration depth equal to
deflections at different stages of the excavation is one-half the excavation depth appears to be adequate
shown in Fig 45. It can be seen that the computed provided that the critical depth will not be exceeded.

Lolerao/ def/ecton, rtn,

, 0 120 /60 200

Fig '13 Measured and calculated wall deflections-
Project C
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"- -Terzagh & Peck (1967) STABILIZATIONt OF DEEP EXCAVATIONS IN SOFT CLAY

S]-- / " (m: .0)Bottom heave is frequently a problem for deep
excavations in soft marine 

clay in Singapore. Failure

1"- of bottom heave can occur when the excavation depth

exceeds about 5 m to 6 m due to the very low shear

52-. strength of the clay. Different methods can be used to

increase the stability. The effect of jet grouting.

excavation under water and embankment piles (soil

nailing) has been investigated for a 11 m deep and 33 m

53-. FE(aeI) wide excavation in soft clay using a modified version

FEM(ase II)~of the computer program EXCAV (Chang and Dncan. 1977).

~It has been assumed in the analysis that the sides of

~the excavation are stabilized by 33 m long sheet piles

$4-- wFSP IIIA which have been driven 22 m below the

i excavation bottom. The sheet piles are supported by

I struts at four levels. The vertical spacing of the

$5_ .struts is 2.5 m. The top level is located 1 m below

the ground surface.

.The 
50m deep layer with soft mrine clay has been

______________________assumed 
to be slightly overconsoldated down to 11 m

0 100 20 300 depth. Below it is norally consolidated. The

~ r, d~ /ttn. D undrained shear strength (cu) is constant, 16 kPa. from

the ground surface down to a depth of 11 m. Below. cu

- 16 1,25Z kPa where Z is the depth in metres below

El. -11 m. The increase of c corresponds to a cp

ratio of 0.25 (cu/a' = 0.25).

The short term conditions have been evaluated using a

total stress analysis. The soft arine clay has been

assumed to be saturated and incompressible. A

Posson's ratio of 0.495 has been used in the analysis.
nThe 

E c ratio has been assumed to be 200. A value of

4.e','* ,arth pressures - Project C u u

0.9 has been used to estinate the lateral earth

pressure at rest (Ko) with respect to the total stress.
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braced excavations in soft marine clay in Singapore shown in Fig 46 when the depth of the excavation is
(Broms et al. 1986) and the predicted performance has 11 m. The maximum lateral deflection of the wall is
agreed well with that which has been observed, about 400 an. The ground settlements outside the

excavtion and the base heave within the excavation are
large as shown in the figure. The calculated maximum

settlement and the maximum base heave are about 200 mmn
and 600 ma respectively. The analysis indicates that/the maximu bendig moment in the sheet pile wall

Fi 4 Efetef nladn

increases rapidly with increasing depth of the
b d es in st mexcavation. The maximum bending moment approached the

, j - -- , /,/ _ I iyield strength of the FSP Ilia sheet piles. 80 kd~m/m.

-et l.196)aicd pThe lateral deflection of the sheet piles, the
settlements around the excavation and the bottom heave
are also shown in Fig 46 when a 10 m wide strip of the

Ez' covaltorsoil has been removed along the excavation. It can be

seen that the unloading had only a marginl effect on
the settlements, the lateral deflections of the sheet

pile wall and on the base heave. Also the effect on
Terzoghi & Peck I the strut loads is small as can be seen from Fig 47.

' n :0.) S04Jet grouting has also been used in Singapore to improve

the soft marine clay (Miki. 1965). At this method
441VACU/ eha1op-, contiguous or overlapping cylindrical cement columns

are formed in-situ in the clay. The diameter of the
columns can be up to 2.0 m. The method has, for
example, been used to stabilize a 15 m deep excavation
for the Newton Circus Station of the Mass Rapid Transit
System (MRT) in Singapore and to stabilize tunnels
excavated in the soft marine clay and in loose sands.

The construction sequence followed at the jet grouting
has been modelled in the FE2-analysi . First the
stability of the sheet piles during the installation
has been analyzed. Thereafter, the effect of the

Fig 47 Effect of unloading on strut loads jet-grouting of a 3 m thick zone of soft clay between
the two sheet pile walls below the bottom of the
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Fig 48 Effect of jet grouting (3 m)

excavation has been investigated. An undrained shear
strength of 150 kPa has been assumed for the stabilized

4e -3 m thick layer. Cores of the grouted soil from actual
L projects indicate that the shear strength of the

0 0 ,0 /20 /40 jet-grouted material can be much higher than 150 kPa

A comparison with the case where no soil improvement

has been used shows as indicated in Fig 48 that the
performance of the excavation is improved considerably
by the jet grouting and that the maximum lateral

-- • deflection of the sheet piles is reduced by about 50
V nypercent. Also the settlements and the strut loads are

I reduced significantly as shown in Fig 49 as well as the
L maximum bending moment in the sheet piles. Jet

Terzagh"i grouting has been found to be a very effective method
Y_2" 1T-7 &Peck-4 to improve the overall stability of excavations in soft

-' (m=0.4) clay.

3m o A further improvement can be obtained by increasing the

thickness of the jet grouted zone to 6 m as can be seen

in Fig 51. Mainly the deflections of the wall and the
bottom heave are reduced. The strut loads are also
reduced significantly at all levels (Fig 52). The
largest reduction was observed for the bottom level of
struts as shown in Table II as could be expected.

FEM has been used to evaluate the stabilizing effect of
embankment piles. It was assumed in the analysis that
the spacing of the 6 m long Bakau piles with 100 mm
diameter is 0.5 m. The piles are driven below the
bottom of the excavation using a follower. The tip
level is located 17 m below the ground surface. The
results of the analysis are presented in Fig 52 and In
Table III and compared with the case without soil

Fig 49 Effect of jet grouting on strut loads improvement. The analysis indicate that for a 11 m
deep and 33 m wide excavation, four to eight rows of
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Fig 51 Effect of jet grouting (3 m and 6 m) on strut Table II Effect of jet grouting on the performance of

loads a 33 m wide and 11 m deep braced excavation
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Bakau piles in front of each wall could reduce the
maximum wall deflection by up to 29% and the mncimum -r

bending moment in the sheet piles by 35%. The results

also indicate a substantial reduction of the strut

loads at the two bottom levels (Fig 53) and an increase nOOMv

of the passive pressure in front of the wall. The 6r I
effectiveness of the Bakau piles was found to increase B010a
with decreasing width of the excavation.

Lo ,-rol '00rA pte 5urY0  ,Piqo ~m" wL

La/em earA /20~55f # Mo,,,n W// 
3 32m .S" 06 tnM

0 0 80 120 / 0 defl(llizn) -X1 7

monmeny U~M/m ATo Z75,
M f(Cjn-T)

W1T7~ MQOUUnS~fC____ - -" 6e61/emnen nrn 2'.1 m 220 rnm 2C2 m,,

Terzoghi
& Peck

Tab lle Mm Efcto embanmetl es (Hau piles) o

level 2 324 66 2-6o 077.-/
9,o ,/,,,,n, Leeel 3 24 1. n T,

,4,evel 41 - 56 -786 -,

Table III Effect of embankamnt piles (Bakiau piles) on

the performnce of a 33 m wide and 11 m deep

Fig 53 Effect of Bakau piles on strut loads braced excavation
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The stability of deep excavations in soft clay can also
"7 - A 9 ;be increased by excavating the soft clay under water.

The initial excavation can be done dry until the first
one or two rows of struts have been installed. Next,
the excavation is flooded so that the soft clay can be
excavated down to the final depth. After the base slab

I Co'0cre/ o oi hc~e has been cast under water the excavation is dewatered
5106 eand the intermediate struts are installed.

A 15 m deep and 33 m wide excavation has been analyzed
using FEM. The sides of the excavation are supported
by sheet piles Z-45 with a section modulus (SM) equal

to 4500 cm /m. Two sets of analysis were conducted.
2 De~o ~ 0d ,- In the first set a conventional excavation method with

| o11o/torof o z five levels of struts was investigated. The second set
level ,was concerned with the excavation of the soft clay

under water. Three levels of struts are used to
7_ support the sheet piles. The 2.0 m thick base slab

will be cast under water as shown in Fig 54.

3 Dewo/ert 0,?a/ tn- The results show a significant improvement of the

_4a10i167Y overall performance (Fig 55). The maximum walll ta/' deflection was reduced by 53%. A 44X reduction of the
base heave and a 50% reduction of the ground settlement

... -were also obtained. The loads in the second and third

IzrAlevel struts are reduced significantly as well (Fig 56
and Table IV). Because the base slab will be installed
before the' second and third level struts, the axial
load in the base slab will be high compared with that

C A/ho/ of in the two levels of struts (Table IV).

The FEM analysis indicates that excavation under water

down to 15 m depth is feasible. The calculated maximum
wall deflection, 130 mm. and a maximum ground

settlement of 150 mm are much less than those observed
Fig 54 Construction 5equenct for aut,.al excavatlons usnig counverLiunai aetnoos even

when the maximum depth is less than 11 m.
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I

00

20o

*- - r

4-4

25o/
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- 33,"
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Fig 55 Effect of excavation under water
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kN/m 3). The wall movements during the dewatering and
L]4eral & ar-/A frC2e55LPr t the installation of the struts after the installaion

of the base slab under water will mainly occur below
0 40 &9 /20 /60 the slab. The lateral deflections of the sheet piles

- above the slab will be small.

9 SUMMARY

/2 Te .aghi Peck IThe design and construction of anchored and struted
15 (rn=071 sheet pile walls in soft clay have been reviewed. Most

L, failures have been caused by insufficient penetration

A/or-ma! depth of the sheet piles when the walls rotate around
Con-o- ac/io the level of the anchors or of the struts. Failure can

SY7U /1_ _ also be caused by rupturing of the anchor rods or by
Under VOler

-  
buckling of the struts. The strut or anchor loads can
for deep cuts especially at the bottom of the
excavation be considerably higher than those calculated
by a conventional method. Fnilire by hotiom heave is
also a possibility which must be considered in the
design.

When inclined anchors are used it is also important to
take into account the vertical force caused by the
inclined anchors or by the struts. This vertical force

Fig .->G Effect on strut loads of excavation Lnder can reduce considerably the stability of particularly
water anchored sheet pile walls. Several failures have

occurred which have been caused by insufficient
vertical stability of the sheet piles and where the

vertical force caused by the inclined anchors was not
Excavation under water has the main advantage that the considered in the design.

stability with respect r, base heave is governed by the

submerged unit weight of the soft marine clay (about Failure of one of the anchors or struts may lead to
6 kN/m

3
) rather than the total unit weight (about 16 progressive failure and complete collapse (zipper

effect) of the wall. If a sufficient high factor of
safety is used in the design then the increase of the
load in the adjacent anchors or struts will be small at
failure of one of the anchors.

.,ormo! ,41le ex twwto,,i0 11'm, M127c,e ,no/,soqe a/,
C~o/rc/,on ¢oe~vre./ny Co/5&adon
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Invited Paper

Case Studies Through Material Modelling and Computation
C.S. Desai
Professor and Head, Department of Civil Engineering and
Engineering Mechanic, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona

SYNOPSIS: This paper describes a number of case studies by using numerical procedures conducted by
the author 3nd his co-workers over a number of years. The case studies involve a wide range of
static and dynamic stress-deformation, seepage and stability, and consolidation problems. The nu-
merical procedures use simple linear and nonlinear elastic models, to advanced but simplified
hierarchical plasticity based models for geologic materials and interfaces/joints. The evolution
from the use of simple to advanced models is guided by the realization that it is essential to employ
models that are capable of handling the complexities in geotechnical systems. In addition to use of
the conventional and empirical methodq. it is advisable to develop and utilize improved and simpli-
fie, techniques based on basic principles of mechanics. This approach can allow the geotechnical
engineer access to models and procedures towards improved and rational solutions for case studies and
for, Practical applications.

INTRODUCTION 1. A review of the author's work in case
studies involving field measurements using com-

in conventional case studies in geotechnical en- puter (finite element, finite difference)
gineering, the (field) observations are usually methods for the following problems:
examined with the aid of empirical or simplified
formulas, or theories to predict the observed (a) Static Stress-Deformation
behavior and to draw conclusions regarding the
performance of the system, the adequacy of de- (i) Axially and Laterally Loaded
sign methods used including their limitations, Piles - 1974, 1980
and need for future modifications. As the (ii) Group Piles - 1974, 1986
methods are highly simplified, the analysis pcr- (iii) Tunnels - 1983
formed is usually on a highly idealized system (iv) Retaining Walls - 1983, 1985
in terms of geometries and material properties (v) Anchors - 1986
Lhat can render itself to simple calculations.
Coupled wiLh experience and intuitinn of the en- (b) Seepage and Deformable Flow
gineer, this approach can provide satisfactory
solutions for many problems. However, since it (i) Seepage in River Banks - 1971,
does not allow for factors such as irregular 1972, 1983
geometries, nonlinear soil properties and com- (ii) Consolidation of Layered
plicated loadings, for many other problems, the Foundations - 1977
conventional methods may not be appropriate for (iii) Seepage in Dams - 1980, 1983,
realistic solutions. 1986, 1987

(iv) Stress and Seepage in Dams - 1983
The notion that the uncertainties in material
properties, geometry and loadings in geotech- Cc) Dynamic and Earthquake Analysis
nical problems are high and hence, conventional
-iethods are all that is required, and advanced Ci) Model Nuclear Power Plant - 1984
(computational) methods may not be warranted,and
may not be precise! This is because whether one 2. Consideration of mechanical behavior of geo-
uses a conventional method or an advanced modern logic materials and interfaces and joints,
metiod, the uncertainties are essentially the starting from simple elastic and nonlinear
sara. While, on the other hand, the modern elastic, to recently proposed new hierarchical
methods are capable of easy analysis of the and unified plasticity based approach by the
effects of uncertainties through parametric author and co-workers. Here, the author has
studies, and also capable to incorporation in gone through a gradual realization that it is
the analysis itself, of newly developing models, beneficial to think that a nonlii.ear elastic
e.g. for the material behavior. With this be- model, with its simple look, may ,'e appropriate
Tief, it is considered useful and meaningful for some problems, only where it is applicable.
from a practical viewpoint of case studies to However, for realistic simulation of the be-
use modern (computer) methods with improved havior of geologic materials, it is essential to
treatment of material response and other factors, develop improved models from the basic prin-

ciples of mechanics. The author has found that
Sconpe such models with sound fundamentals need not be

The scope of this paper includes: complicated if derived through a rational pro-
cess of simplifications for practical
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aoplication. in fact, the hierarchical models
r!-4] represent such an approach and involve

equal or lesser number of material constants as
co!-pared to nonlinear elastic models, and at the
same time, are capable of accounting for factors .
such as volume changes, stress paths, nonasso-
ciativeness, softening and anisotropy.

3. With the above viewpoint, in the following,
are described a number of case studies, con-
ducted by the author since 1970. Comments are 4'
offered on the capability, limitations and im-
provements in various material models in i
conjunction with computational methods. °. . .

,23JOSE STUDIES __o_- -- ,- -

This Paper would be too long if all the applica- -

tions were described in details. Also, case .

studies involving field problems are related to o0O- SET-E E ,N CUAE

other studies involving theoretical considera- zoo

tions and laboratory verifications. To overcome
this, it is prooosed to outline the case studies ....
presented below and the related woiks in Tables 1,

, and 3 for Static Stress-Deformation, Seepage __________

and Deformable Flow and Dynamics and Earthquake,
resoectively. Some related case study topics
that are not reviewed herein are also mentioned
in these tables. The tables present statements A0.
of the Problems, constitutive or material
-odelIs) e-'cloyed and other factors, numerical
techni ues, and sPecial comments. o

In the followino, brief des. riptions of only se-
lected case studies involving field verifications

are given with critical comments on the constitu-
tive models and their gradual progression toward
improved characterization and on the numerical Fig. I Comparisons for Pile No. 10 LD4

techniques and improvements therein. Details of
numerical analysis such as meshes are shown only models can provide satisfactory predictions of

for some problems, whereas for others only load displacement curves and bearing capacity for
typical comparisons of computations and observa- piles.
tions are included.

Static Stress -Deformation Although the results allow for nonlinear simula-
tion of a set of the stress-strain curves, the

ExaRle 1 - Axially Loaded Piles: Figure 1 above models can mainly allow for monotonic

shows comparisons between predicted* and observed loading. They are deficient in terms of allowing

behavior for a typical axial loaded steel r for factors such as volume change, stress-path,
bieaviorfora oter 4ie 1 unloading-reloading and nonassociative response.pile, outer diameter 

=  
4 -1 cm., #Ten-th 

=  
16 m, Moreover, these models cannot adequately repre-

7T in sand tested in the field at the Arkansas sent unloading and reloading responses vital in
Lock and Dam No. 4 (LD4) site [6]. Here, in the sent unoadi an reai renes it in
early stage of finite element applications, non- should be tempered with caution.
linear elastic model using hyperbolic simulation
"11 was used, which is considered essentially Example 2 - Pile Supported Lock: Figure 2 shows
similar to the piecewise representation through comparisons between predictions and observations
data Points used before [8] and the spline rep-
resentation 9] in the sense that they are based of settlements of different points at various

times during sequential construction for the
on oiecewise linear elastic approximation. The stress-deformation behavior of pile supported
constants for these models are found from a set Columbia Lock, on the Ouachita River near
of triaxial test data with cylindrical specimens. Columbia, Louisiana, Fig. 3 [11]. Here, the

The interface element used was a modified ver- three-dimensional pile foundation system was
sion of that with zero thickness as proposed in idealized as structurally equivalent two-dimen-
Pel. 10. A set of design charts (Fig. 11 in
Pef. 5) were also prepared for finding bearing siona

1 
system.

capabilities of piles in sands. The foundation soils consisted of cohesive back-

swamp deposits or cohesionless substratum
The results indicated that for monotonic loading, deposits or both, beneath the east wall and
the finite element scheme with nonlinear elastic deposits neah t et wall, andtertiary deposits interfacing with colluvium and

substratum deposits beneath the west wall [12].

The stress-strain model used was nonlinear

. elastic, simulated through hyperbola. The inter-
In most cases, predicted i,,mply back predictions face model used was the same as in Example 1.

of observed response.
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TABLE 1. Static Stress Deformation

1 2 3 4
Material Other Numerical

Problem Behavior Factors Procedure

Axially Loaded Nonlinear Elastic 2-D Finite Element

Footinqs - Data Points

. Axially Loaded Nonlinear Elastic 2-D Finite Element

Piles - wyperbolic

3. Laterally Loaded Nonlinear Elastic Construction I-D Finite Element
Structures - Pamberg-Osgood Sequences

4. Pile Groups Nonlinear Elastic Construction 2-D Simulation )cf

Hyperbolic Sequences 3-D),Finite Element
* Downdrag

5. Pile Groups Nonlinear Elastic New Thin-Layer 3-D Finite Element
- Hyperbolic Interface

6. Tunnels Plasticity Construction 2-D Finite Element;
- Drucker-Prager Sequences Displacement, Hybrid

* Thin-Layer Joint Mixed

7. Retaining Walls Plasticity Construction 2-D Finite Element,
- von Mises Sequences Displacement, Hybrid,

* Thin-Layer Mixed
Interface

* Flexible
Structures

8. Footings, Walls, Options for Non- Thin-Layer 1-D, 2-D and 3-D
Track Mechanics Linear Elastic Interface Finite Element

and Plasticity Flexible
- von Mises, Structures

Drucker-Prager,
Critical State,
Cap

9. Anchors Hierarchical Thin-Layer 3-D Finite Element
Associative/ Interface
Nonassociative Interaction
Plasticity Stress Relief

by using the nonlinear elastic, hyperbolic
model.

The computer analysis with the nonlinear elastic
- I . ... .:model provide reasonable to satisfactory pre-

dictions of settlements and distribution of
•.. loads in the pile groups. They also provided a

good prediction for the drag forces on the lock
walls which compared well with the ?bserved

S. ... values [12].

. .Example 3 - Laterally Loaded Structures: A
- generalized one-dimensionaT finitee ement pro-

cedure with idealizations shown in Fig. 4 was
used to predict field behavior of a laterally
loaded (wooden) piIe and d sheet pile retainino

wall, Fig. 5, the latter involved (approximate)
Fig. 2 Settlement Versus Construction Sequences simulation of construction sequences [13].

at Typical lodes, 199 and 483 (1 ft =

0.305 m) The material behavior was simulated oy us -,g
spring elements to represent translational arid

Here the norral stiffnesses during compressive rotational components. The nonlinear reuoonse

and tensile nor-al stresses is adopted arbi- was simulated as nonlinear elastic usinj a

tra"y to very hih and very low values,-- Ramberq-usgood type function, which -ontain" thu

respec tively. The shear stiffness is simulated hyperbola as a special case.
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TABLE 2. Seepage and Deformable Flow

1 2 3 4
Material Other Numerical

Problem Behavior Factors Procedure

1. Transient Seepage Darcy's Law Steady/Free Surface 2-D Finite Difference
in River Banks Stability

2. Seepage in Dams Darcy's Law Steady/Free Surface 2-D Finite Element
* Stability 3-D Finite Element

- Variable Mesh

3. Seepage in Dams Darcy's Law Steady/Free Surface 2-D Finite Element
* Stability 3-D Finite Element

- Residual Flow Procedure
- Invariant Mesh

4. Stress Seepage Darcy's Law Steady/Free Surface 2-D Finite Element
and Stability of Plasticity: Construction Sequences - Residual Flow Procedure,
Dams von Mises, - Invariant Mesh

Drucker-Prager

5. Consolidation Darcy's Law• Construction Sequences 2-D Finite Element
Linear Elastic Anisotropy
Plasticity

Critical State

TABLE 3. Dynamic and Earthquake

1 2 3 4
Problem Material Other NumericalBehavior Factors Procedure

1. Model Nuclear Power Plasticity: Simulated Earthquake 2-D Finite Element
Plant Structure in - Hierarchical • Thin-Layer Interfaces
Field and Cap

2. Instrumented P :e Plasticity • Thin-Layer Interfaces 2-D Finite Element
Segments Hierarchical, Pore Water Pressure

Anisotropic
Hardening

Example 4 - Braced Excavation: Field response
. -of a braced wall for excavation tested in the

. 'field in Norway [14] was backpredicted by using
displacement, hybrid and mixed finite element
procedure [15, 16]. Details of the wall and the
finite element mesh are shown in Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively.
The construction sequences involving eight stages

simulated are given below:

Stage 1: Compute initial stresses, install wall
Fig. 3 Finite Element Mesh for Lock and and excavate to el. + 0.2m.

Foundations (1 ft =  0.305 m) Stage 2: Install first strut A, and excavate to
el. -2.0m.

Stage 3: Install struct B, and excavate to
Figure 6 shows comparisons for load-displacement el. -3.0m.
response of the wooden pile tested in the field. Stage 4: Install strut C, and excavate to
Comparisons for the lateral displacements of the el. -4.0m.
sheet pile for one- and two-dimensional predic- Stage 5: Excavate to el. -5.0m.
tions and observed response are shown in -ig. 7. Stage 6: Install struct 0, and excavate to
This shows that the one-dimensional procedure el. -6.0m.
can provide satisfactory predictions of the Stage 7: Excavate to el. -7.0m.
field behavior of some laterally loaded Stage 8: Install strut R, and excavate to
structures. el. -8.0m.
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Fig. 4 Axially and Laterally Loaded Structures
and Idealization
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Fig. 7 Comparisons for Lateral Displacements of~Sheet Pile Wall

The clayey soils were characterized by using an~elastic-plastic model with von Mises yield cri-
terion, while the wall and the struts were

" ' assumed to be linear elastic.

The new thin-layer element [17] was us-4 to
_'- ... 'characterize the behavior of the interfaces.

Figures 10, 11 and 12 show typical comparisons

between predictions and observations for wall
deflections, heave and wall pressures,

'',, respectively.

', o o It can be seen that overall the back predictions
are satisfactory. It was found that the zero
thickness element [10] adopted for soil-structure
problems usually does not provide satisfactory

Fig. 5 Sheet Pilp Wall predictions of interface stresses in flexible
walls and situations where modes such as de-
bonding other than slippage under compressive
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- .Y Fig. 11 Comparison of Heave at Node 3 (Figure 9)

Section 0-

Fig. 8 Vaterland 1, Site and Soil Profile (14) -i

30 2, lo6

Fig. 12 Earth Pressures (Stage 5)

stresses. On the other hand, the ne. thin-layer
element [17] provides improved predictions for
the interface response and wall pressures, and
also of various deformation modes. The von Mises

Fig. 9 Finite Element Mesh for Vaterland I plasticity model may be appropriate for essen-
tially undrained response of clays. However, it
is not capable of providing satisfactory predic-
tions of volume changes, stress *ith dependence
and dilative response.

Example 5 - Tunnels: The problem of an instru-
mented section of the tunnel in the Atlanta
subway system [18] and the finite element mesh

6F- / / ,~---;. -- --6 [19] are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively.

. i The construction sequences simulated are dis-
f ... cussed in Ref. 19.

I') The rocks in the system were assumed to be linear
elastic with the elastic moduli E and ,. found from

5 .. cylindrical and multiaxial tests [19]. The
..... .joints were simulated using the thin-layer ele-

-- "ment, and its properties were found from
S -

"  
laboratory direct shear tests.

Figure 15 shows comparisons for displacements
along an instrumented section; this and other

Fig. 10 Wall and Soil Deformations (Stage 5) comparisons [19] were satisfactory. However,
for various reasons such as material modelling
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and nearby blasting, the extensometer readings
, ..,~,: ,*at the base of the test cavern were not predicted

satisfactorily.

ty Example 6 - Anchors in Sand: In the next step
.. . towards improved material characterization, the

_ _ __ new general yet simplified hierarchical plas-
..". "t "' ~ticity based modelling approach [I-4] was used

_. h ~ to study three-dimensional field behavior of
S..... T grouted anchors in sand [20]. The interface re-

sponse was simulated by using the thin-layer
element, Fig. 16.

hnle lohe Element

Fig. 13 Generalized Geologic Section Used for

Analysis of Atlanta Subway Tunnels (18)

_-._ _R7_ _ _ Fig. 16 Schematic of Solid and Interface

El ements

I K Figure 17 shows details of the anchor-soil sys-
I I .o. ,t tem tested in the field [21] and Fig. i shows

' details of the three-dimensional finite element
mesh for the anchor-wall system.

0 4 12 1t t0 zoo

1 4 40 P0 1 - ,,S0. 420-m

Fig. 14 Finite Element Mesh .Z 1.. .

j-h Gled B~d#

- *- M@-S"t, -,Spi*0,tS t*,

- )t~pIS: et 30 FV491

A , 9s yA9 Pe.,#.ci~ t , q.n, M_ . ,7'

j Fig. 17 Details of Components of Anchor

,. The loading was simulated incrementally as in
the field. Figure 19 shows comparisons between
predictions and observations for the load-dis-
placement responses of the fixed anchor head,

- .. and Fig. 20 shows load distributions along the
0.0m  0.001 0.001S o 0 0.a fixed (grouted) anchor length. Figure 2i shows

,- --o , T~1 (Pt). distributions of normal and shear stresses in
the interfaces between soil and anchor for
linear and nonlinear analyses.

Fig. 15 Comparison Between Calculated and
Observed Displacements at EE It can be seen that the finite element procedure

with the hierarchical associative, isotropic
hardening model and with the thin-layer element
provides very good predictions of load di~.oaro-
ment, and stress distribution responses 3, well
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as the phenomenon of stress relief and arching The finite element mesh and t,;,i.:al .pa isons
at the ends of the anchor. between back predictions at t,,. :i,1e levels

during the drawdown are shown in Fig. 23. The

FLOW THROUGH (RIGID) MEDIA: SEEPAGE values of permeability k, por-s:ty f and he
time step I.t are also shown on F, . 23. These
results indicate that the nro i p rocedures

Steady and transient seepage, confined or uncon- rovide very goo predictions -.orosere

fined (with free surface) is an important provide very good predictions )f t he observed

consideration in stable design of slopes, banks response.

and dams. Although nonlinear constitutive laws
describing relation between velocity and hy-
draulic gradient may be required for some .- --.. "
problems, the linear Darcy's law is commonly ... =
employed in both conventional and computational - -
procedures. _

The finite difference and finite element proced- .. . .- . , .

ures developed by the author and co-workers [22-
29] have been applied for predictions of and
verifications with respect to a nu"mber of ana- M eSh
lytical, laboratory and field problems. Here
typical applications involving field problems
and free surface flow are described. The tech-
niques developed involve (a) variable mesh and
(b) invariant mesh. The latter is hased nn a
new method, called the Residual Flow Procedure
(RFP), proposed by the author [22, 24, 26]. The
RFP is miathematically d fferent from 'ethods pr-
posed by other investigators V30] and has been .FE- Z I

found by Westbrook [31] to be e(,,ivalent to the
recently proposed variational inequality methods .
'or the flow problem. The RFP irvolving th- in-
variant mesh is considered to be su:oerior to the
variable -esh procedure [23].

xampIe 7 - Diver Banks: The variable -esh
in-ite ele-ent procedure [23] was used to back- . E 3

predict transient develop-ent o' 1,ee surfaces
due to fluctuations 'drawdown in the Mississippi
Diver Banks; typical instru-entes cross -ction
at Walnut Bend 6 with the borin log and fluc- ri . 23 .e sn ard .-- d
Luations in the river staqes a r s h 3 ;n P re ietior . n '•
rig. 22.

- - ter a coon ehensi e sorl
22 50 0 50 o vo > 20 300 tween predictions and ob , " • .

laboratory (using m le-S aw :
e behavior, design charts fu r.

- 80 .,, . .were also prepared F32 .
Ie A Exampl 8 - Earth Dam: The on

I ' . - - _T N S NO) and materia- properties, v a r t , ir
head with time and details o t ' a

" were provided by the U. S. B' 1u c Ia " atior,
[25], Fig. 24. The material in was

(a) Cross Section mostly clay, and the coefficient of e ebili-
ties at various locations, FHg. '.. tained

,,0 - from laboratory permeability and c nscIida tion

L4 -tests, were used to adopt an averi:e value of,rp .. .. k -- 0.01 ft/year (0.03 m/yr),

A 0 ' . .- -- The finite element mesh consi,*d , ,f 408 nodes

and 318 elements, Fig. 25. Co -i sons between
................. ...... predictions and observations f .d head

Y PZ B " _ '
3

SS for typical piezometer locati(-,- ar, ,hown in
]0 M Fig. 26. Despite various app,,ox "atiens such

MAP 2, APR 10 APR 30 M 0Y 0 JUN 9 JUN2 as the adoption of average permlabi l l ty and
TMEAAS,196 assumption of fully saturated ccndition instead

(b) Variation of Head of possible partial saturation, tie Corl.;m arisons
show good agreements.

Fig. 22 Cross Section and Variation of
Piezometer and River Heads at Walnut
Bend 6
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Example 9 - Combined Stress and Seepage in Dams:
The assumption of rigid skeleton in conventional
seepage may be too restrictive for certain field
situations because, in general, soils in dams or
slopes experience deformations during seepage.
The general way of treating the problem is to
use coupled (Biot's) theories for dynamic and
static analysis of porous media. For practical
analysis, however, it may often be appropriate
to use the intermediate uncoupled approach.
,Here the nonlinear stress analysis is performed
by superimposing on it known seepage forces
caused by steady or transient seepage.

Applications of the uncoupled approach for back
predictions of the field behavior of various
dams have been presented in Ref. 27. Here the
RFP is coupled with a nonlinear finite element
with elastoplastic models for soils. The pro-
cedure also allows for sequential construction
(embankment) of dams or banks with simultaneous
transient chdnge in head, and slope stability
analysis.

The procedure possesses a number of advantages:
For example, (a) the systematic approach for un-
coupled analysis, (b) with RFP the same mesh is

....... used for both stress and seepage analysis,
(c) avoids necessity of assuming horizontal

D e eai S Sheran Da r, (transient) free surfaces in the region between
upstream and the core of dam as was done in
Ref. 33, and (d) can allow for partial
saturation.

f- Firure 27 shows a cross section of the Oroville
_ . . , ........ . .. Dam E33] and transient locations of free surface

r-/ . -due to tLe hydrograph showing variation of head
with time in the reservoir. Figures 28 and 29
show comparisons hetween computed and observed
horizontal movements for two sections, and ob-

.... .. .served moveme'ts of the core section,
j- - respectively. The back predictions snow good

correlation with observations.

S2 Fir<ie Element Mesh for the Sherman Dam

Fig. 27 Section of Oroville Dam, Hydrograph
and Computed Locations of Free Surfaces
During Reservoir Filling

Example i0 - Consolidation, Seepage in Deformable
So is: In order to allow or full coup ing be-
tween flow and deformation, Biot's theory of
flow through deformable media is often used [34].

Here both the displacements and pore water pres-
sure are assumed to be unknowns in the finiteelement analysis.

Computations using a two-dimensional finite ele-

j. 26 Comparisons of Computed and Observed ment procedure based on the Biot's theory were

He ads performed for a layered foundation involving
clay deposits, Fig. 30 [35], the finite element
mesh is shown in Fig. 31.
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It was found [35] that the settlement computa-
tions from the conventional one-dimensional
Terzaghi theory were far too smaller than those
observed in the field. Among the reasons for

____ the discrepancy are the two-dimensional nature of
- -v the system, anisotropic characteristics of the

varved clay and the history of loading. The
finite element computations included effects of
these three factors. In addition, parametric
studies were performed in which the ratios of
the horizontal to vertical permeabilities of the

varved clay were varied. The computed settle-
_______'_-_"_... :ments are compared with the observed values at
--------- . typical locations in Fig. 32. It can be seen

" * .-- that the proposed procedure is capable of pre-
3 dicting the observed response, and that the

computations with k /k 10 showed the bpst
correlatior. This Oatyo is comparable to that
found for many varved clays.

. 22 _' narison of Computed and Observed
orizontal Movements for Two Sections

.... .. .. . ...-

Fig. 29 Comparisoi of Computed Movements at a
Sec t ion i n Corej

O L 0 TOI

I I TO 10lO -O l '..... 0I , TO, . Fig. 32 Numerical Results and Comparison with
TIM' ELF . .1 - 3 F i e l d D a t a f o r V a r i a t i o n s i n k x l/ k y

Fig. 30 Foundation in Varved Clay (from
Reference 35) DYNAMIC ANALYSIS (36-42)

For dynamic nonlinear soil-structure interaction
.. .. . ,,, " " ' ', . problems among other factors, it is necessary to

::i9 -t,-. _, . m. m .. ... consider the effects of relative motions at in-
---0--Iterfaces, nonlinear soil response inc1uding

I~~~~~~~~~~~ • . , / /" I /" ;/ ' nisotropic hardening, and appropriate time
Sintegration schemes.

SThe problem of relative motions is handled by

f ~ ~~ s '/ 'uIn 3 the thin-layer element [17] and laboratoryexperiments using the cyclic mupti-degree-of-L.. (LEA ,SFielfreedom (CYMDOF) shear device [36] for

determinati nonineslinear elastic Ramberg-Osgood
type [39] and elastoplastic hierarchical models

Fig. 31 Finite Element Mesh and Loading [41].
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The hierarc'iical model also allows for a general
yet si-p: i -?d "odel for anisotropic hardening S 2

aue to cyc'ic loadiro F2, 4]. A procedure
called ere l ized Time Finite Element (GTFEM) B]Ckflh,

is also pr :,_;ed for improved time integration
for nonl I - dynarics probless [42].

The autho. ,, co-workers [36-42] have performed -

co-p re her - reva roch on the above factors and '

oc ied ' ninite element procedure for com- T 1 -
Dari sons analytical solutions, and
exoerimentai :Iabc-atory and field) observations.

Fxa--rle ' "-del Nuclear Power Plant Structure:
4 typical a

1
''cton for behavior of a model

nuclear s' <ant structure SIMQUAKE II Lested j
in the fied 37, 43] is given belo,.

-iqure 33 -ws oetails of the SIMQUAKE Ii test
structure, sn,3o1ving a 1/8 scale model of a nu-
clear Dower -lant founded in a cohesionless soil Fig. 34 Mesh Used in Simulation of Soil-

-43.,c interaces and boundary of Structure Interaction Due to SIMQUAKE
the soil i a d, Fig. 33, were instrumented with
-is lace-e't, velociny, acceleration and pressure Figures 35, 36 and 37 show comparisons between
-ieasuring 2e. ices. A blast type load was applied predictions and observatins for typical li-in two e~crts t an interval og 1.2 seconds. rd c in n be va in o y i a o i

zontal and vertical velocities and contact
pressures, respectively. It can be seen that
overall the predictions show good comparisons

-with observations. The interfacE model assi Qns
S.arbitrary high or low value for the normal st:ff-

------ . ness during bonded and debonded states,
- ,respectively. This may be one of the reasons for

the discrepancies. It is observed that for re-
alistic simulation of int rf3uL response

4- ~appropriate constitutive riodels for the nor -al
response should be developed and used [40].

/
/

.. ...... .s5e

I I C.

Fdg. 33 /8 -cale Model SIMOUAKE Structure (SO )

In, .ding Structural and Near-Field
!n,,ru-nentation [43]

The interfaces, see mesh in Fig. 34, were charac- .

terized by uinq the Ramberg-Osgood type model ec)

and allowed ',,r no slip, slip, debondinr and re- ig. 35 Comparison of o:l:puted and Measured

bonding mnotions, as well as control of Horizont-l Velocity-Ti,7c History at
interpenetrrlion. The sand was characterized by Too of Structure, Point
using both the cap [43] and the -version of

the hierarchival model [2]. The easured ve-
locities on the boundaries of the soil island
were integrated to obtain the displacement vs.
time input.
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for design of geotechnical systems, and can pru-
vide satisfactory solutions for many problems;
they need to be used, nurtured, and improved.
At the same time, it is essential to continue
vigorously to develop innovative and advanced
procedures through a process of rational simpli-
fication starting with fundamental principles of
mechanics and physics so as to reduce or elimi-
nate a number of assumptio- inherent in the
conventional procedures. This is vital because
many complex factors such as nonlinear response,
loadings, geometries and environmental effects
influence response of geotechnical problems.

This paper presents a summary of the personal ex-
perience of the author involving continuous
modifications in thinking from use of conven-

.... ..se tional to advanced computer procedures. One of
-- Ca ,uated the main factors in this narrative has been

constitutive models for geologic materials and
JnCh 2.54c. discontinuities. Here the author has gone from

use of linear elastic and piecewise linear
elastic models about two decades ago to general

-_ __._ _ _models that can go beyond the capabilities of
0. 1.0 2.0 3.0 the models used in the past. In this growth,

T'n'e secj the objective of working towards 'simplified'

models that can be applied easily in practice,
starting from fundamentals, has been followed.

Fig. 36 Comparison of Computed and Measured The author can conclude that it is possible to
Vertical Velocity-Time History at develop as or more simplified models than linear
Upstream Corner of Structure, Point Q and nonlinear elastic that can allow inclusion

of many important effects towards more rational
case studies of geotechnical problems.

Finally, the author believes that in order to

Measared remain competitive and advance into the next
'.0 century, it is essential to improve our iittnods

- calculated through scientific inquiry coupled with in-
tuition and experience, in addition to using

1ps,.6.89kpa and improving on conventional empirical- 1,0 AKNW EDMET

procedures.
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Movement in the Powerhouse Excavation Saguling Project, Indonesia
George F. Sowers
Senior Vice President. Law Engineering, Atlanta, Georgia
Regents Professor Emeritus, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Georgia

SYNOPSIS: Ground expansion and finally sliding occurred in one corner of the 25 m deep open

excavation for the powerhouse. The movement occurred in a slickensided claystone overlain by water

bearing sandy gravel. The cause was expansion of the claystone followed by its weakening from water
pressure in the open slickensided cracks. The excavation was finally stabilized by drainage plus

reinforced sloping walls restrained by cable anchors in the rock below. The paper summarizes the

pertinent soil and rock properties and describes the analyses of the movements, the corrective

measures and their varied performance, and the professional lessons to be gained.

INTRODUCTION

The Saguling project is the largest POWRHUS

hydroelectric plant in the Republic of N
Indonesia. It is in West Java, about 100 km 2-4m1OSTEEL OPEN CUT
southeast of the Capital, Jakarta, and about PENSTOCKS
40 Km west of Bandung, a large industrial and PENSTOCK
commercial center. The Citurum River rises in

a ring of volcanic mountains in West Java.
The mountains interrupt the flow of moist air
from the Indian Ocean and producing high SURGE TANKS
rainfall within the Citurum watershed. The 98 \

m high dam creates the reservoir just upstream 0
of the river's fall through a narrow canyon 'N

() '\ -WATERWAY
1500 T

f 2-5.8m d (I9ft)
//' ID TUNNELS

' 10002

500Oe th Citurum 0iver

~' ~: AGULINO PRO.cT ~ BORROW

0-DA
100 160 200 250 300 350 400

DISTANCE FROM RIVER MOUTH MS

Fig. i P.=!Ile of the Citurum River 0 _kI__ ::D QUARRY RESERVOIF

between mountain ridges on its way to 
the sea.

The water is directed around the canyon in Fig. 2 Layout of Piincipal Project Components
twin tunnels 6 km long, down a mountainside in
twin penstocks in a cut as deep as 25 m (82 The major project components are the river
ft), and into the Powerhouse, developing 385 m diversion tunnels, the rockfill dam with an
(1270 ft) of head. The installed generating earth core, wnterway turnflz, 1rge tanks
capacity is 700 megawpter 'i ! iC' with a ie L j tocks, power house, and switchyard.
potential capacity of 1400 megawatts in They extend for about 8 km across low
peaking power. The river profile is shown in mountains and narrow valleys occupied by rice
Fig. 1. fields, teak plantations, and occasional

jungle, with numerous small villages connected
by narrow winding roads. The principal
component layout is shown in Fig. 2.
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-onstruction required roads for access and The combination of complex formations makes it
housing for personnel, beginning during ite difficult to accurately characterize the soils
exploration and continuing through and rocks and to analyze stability. Similarly
constr,,tinn and eventually for project the environmental changes causing weathering
operation. and pore pressure increases are difficult to

quantify. Therefore, all of the stability
The design was largely complete in mid 1980 problems were not anticipated in project
after about 5 years of planning and design.
investigation. Construction commenced in
September 1981 and was virtually complete in Objective of Paper
1935. The project has been generating power
for more than two years, and is a key Despite the geologic and environmental
component of the national electric power conditions it has been possible to identify
company, PLN. some of the complexities after failure has

occurred and to determine how to avoid similar
Geotechnical Problems During Construction problems in the future. Although instability

accompanied excavation at many project
Both the site geology and climate present locations, this paper is limited to
problems for engineering design and instability in the Powerhouse excavation. The
construction. Most were anticipated and failures have been previously described by
overcome without incidents. However, Maru and Shaw, 1984. The purpose of this
landslides were an intermittent hazard to paper is to describe the movements, evaluate
construction works and a cause of construction the difficulties with their evaluation, and to
delay and additional cost. show what changes are needed in our

engineering methods to improve our technology.
The site geology is complex. Most of the site
formations have a volcanic origin. Many are
intrusions and indurated volcanic 3sh: others
are sediments derived from the erosion and
redeposition of volcanic/materials in the sea
or in a shallow lake basin between the
mountains. The fcA4mations are comparatively
young: the oldest of Tertiary age and the
youngest contemporary accumulations of silt
from the muddy streams and volcanic ash from
still active nearby volcanoes.

There is local limestone of Tertiary Age -

formed during periods of land subsidence that -

alternated with violent uplifts of the land.
Tectonic forces produced folding and tilting
of these young formations, with some of these
forces remaining to confound engineers and
geologists. Because of recent tectonic
movements, many of the more brittle tuffs and -.

similar rocks contain networks of cracks.
These are both surfaces of weakness and
confined aquifers in which water pressure
reduces effective normal stress and shear Fig. 3 The Powerhouse Excavation Looking
resistance. Northwest with the Limestone Ridge

in the Background, January 1983,
The climate is hostile, particularly to land with the Anchored Concrete
stability and durability of engineered Restraining System under
construction. The average rain of 2320 mm or Construction
91 in. comes largely during the 6 month wet
season, beginning in late November and ending
in April or May. Rainfall can be extremely THE POWERHOUSE SITE
intense, including violent thunderstorms. The
dry season alternates between periods of no The Powerhouse is a narrow flood plain and
rain of several weeks long periods of alluvial terrace on the right bank of the
predominately dry weather with occasional river, where the canyon broadens and the slope
short wet periods. As a result humidity decreases. The river surface is normally El.
ranges from moderate to very high, and 253 m (835 ft), the flood plain, El. 255, and
fluctuates rapidly during the dry season. the terrace El. 265, 12 m or 40 ft above the

river. Just south of the site a narrow
Th2 t '.rerture is uniformly high, 30 to 35 C irregular limestone ridge with steep slopes is
during the day and 18 to 20 C at night. cut by the river. The ridge crest is about
Because of the hiqh rainfall and warm 200 m or 660 ft south of the Powerhouse Fnd it
LumpezaLur-, rock weathering occurq rapidly. rises to abouL Li. 395, 130 :i o 4i0 £t above
The near surface soils and rock either remain the terrace. To the north, the land slopes
saturated or become saturated during the rainy steeply upward to about El. 700 or 2310 ft.
season. Standinq water in rice fields and The waterway tunnels exit on this slope and
irrigation of all crops during the dry season feed twin steel penstock tubes which drop
aggravates the water problems. northwestward into the powerhouse. Figure 3

shows the excavation looking north from the
lower penstock toward the limestone ridge.
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:, CREEK

PENSTOCKS

z " " ' .CLAYSTONE

0 20)

f CARS

\,,Fig. 6 Contract Design for Excavation Cross
URB NES'' Section

obvious fissile structure. The clay minerals
are dominantly kaolinite and illite. Deeper

horizons of the claystone are calcareous, and
0 50. contain some montmorillonite. The plasticity

SCALE of the remolded reworked claystone is low, and
is classified as CL, even those horizons
containing montmorillonite. The stratum is

Fig. 4 Powerhouse Plan firm to hard with unconfined compressive
strengths of 5 to 45 kg/cm 2 . The cores show

The Powerhouse plan is shown in Fig. 4 and a the claystone to be cut by numerous fissures,
typical cro3s section through one of the with random orientations and spacings of
turbine-generator units in Fig. 5. Its long between 10 and 100 cm. Many of the fissures
wall is parallel to the river. The penstocks are slickensided, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
enter the site from the southeast corner,
bifurcate and turn toward the river. In order
to minimize cavitation the turbine scroll
cases are well below river level. This
required excavation to EL. 232 m, 33 m or 109
ft below the terrace for the draft tubes and
to El. 240, 25 m or about 83 ft below the
terrace for the general excavation including
the penstocks.
WEST EAST

EL. 26 5

EL.253mFILL

PENSTOCK-

'. • CLAYSTONE

ME SATON E .2-2

METERS

Fig. 5 Powerhouse Cross Section Fig. 7 Slickensided Claystone from Vicinity
of the October 1982 Slide

Soil and Rock Conditions Beneath the claystone is a soft limestone also

The soil and rock conditions were explored by of Tertiary Age. It has the strength of poor
seismic refraction profiles, boring with concrete, and is relatively massive with few
intermittent soil samples and continuous rock fissures.

coring, and shallow test pits. Laboratory
tests for index properties of soil and for the The boundary between the terrace and claystone
strength of the rock cores were made to define dips down gently toward the river to the west.

engineering properties for project design. The boundary between the claystone and

Geologic cross sections were prepared showing limestone dips down to the east and south, so

the elevations of the strata boundaries for the claystone rapidly thickens in that

both design and construction planning. direction.

The limestone ridge appears to be supported on
Fig. 6 is a typical excavation cross section, the claystone with the boundary hotween the
from the contract drawings, depicting three two materials dipping gently to the southeast.
distinct strata. A sandy gravel terrace, Discrepancies in formational boundaries to the
about 10 in thick is uppermost. It consists of north and east suggest some faulting.
cobble to fine grave±-bze rounded particles However, the fault surface has not been
of limestone, sandstone, and some volcanics, identified. By way of contrast with the
with a matrix of sand and partially bonded by deeper limestone, the ridge contains numerous
silt and clay. Below is massive claystone, steeply dipping fissures which have been
15 to 30 m thick. It is well indurated, enlarged by solution and are filled with soft
apparently by consolidation, but without an red residual silty clay.
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Ground Water
The contract drawings depict the powerhouse

The ground water table is typically in the excavation to be sloping with intermediate
lower sandy gravel about 2 to 4 m above the berms as shown in Fig. 6. The cut faces were
claystone, and slopes downward toward the to be restrained during construction by
river. It is fed by rainfall infiltration and concrete facings anchored into the claystone
by springs that exit along the base of the and the limestone. After the structures were
limestone ridge at its contact with the complete, the excavation was to be backfilled
claystone below, and the anchored facings would have no further

function. The basis for the design slopes and
Excavation Requirements the anchoring is not given, but it is presumed

that the claystone and limestone strengths
The designers adapted the site elevations to included v 4th the contract documents were
the harder lower claystone and the limestone considered.
in order to provide a sufficiently rigid
foundation for the power house machinery. The Contractors Excavation Plan
optimization of support and excavation
dictated the powerhouse orientation. However, The contractor's excavation plan differed
with the limestone falling off to the somewhat from that of the designer. First,
southeast, deep excavation was required in the the level of the terrace surface, El. 265 m,
upper claystone for the penstocks where they was extended to the north 70 m or 230 ft by
entered the powerhouse. cutting into the south face of the limestone(

LIMESTONE
HILL

ROCK

H IL L 

-EL .2 5 6

. EL.244m

(EXCAVATION INCOMPLETE)

o 3am

o lO0ft

NOTE: EXCAVATION SLOPES AND BERMS
FOR SEPTEMBER SHOWN: ACTUAL SLOPES
A FEW m TO SOUTH IN MAY

LEGEND

CRACK

F -r" CRACK,

RIVER DOWN VERTICAL
DISPLACEMENT

Fig. 8 The May 1982 Cracking and Bulging
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ridge to provide a space for an aggregate Back analyses were made of the northeast
crusher, stockpiles, and the concrete batch corner slope assuming that it had undergone
plant. ,his required cutting a near vertical landsliding with a circular cross section.
face as deep as 20 m into the limestone. The circle was presumed to intersect the top
Second, the exca3ation perimeter was enlarged of the slope at an observed crack and the toe
to provide more gentle slopes in the claystone of the slope, as shown in Fig. 9. The
(2.7 H to I V) instead of the 1 to 1 slopes subdivision of the claystone into two units,
depicted in the contract documents. The slickensided and calcareous, is based on new
objective apparently was to minimize or borings made in the cracked zone.
eliminate the need for the anchored facings. Unfortunately there was no evidence of a
There were no formal drawings nor engineering failure surface in the continuous core
computations to support these changes, but the samples; the circular failure was assumed for
high unconfined compressive strengths of the convenience in computation. The ground water
claystone, as given in the contract documents, levels were deduced from open wells drilled
probably were considered. into the slope and from observed seeps in the

slope.

ORIGINAL GROUND - CRACK -
MAY 1982 MOVEMENT -/ - --- -ICRC

Description of Fail.ure /KSAX 84.'

By May 1982 the excavation had reached El. 244 4iS:U E
m, a depth of 20.7 m or 68 ft, reaching the , 'SUoI FAIUE SL CN.

upper surface of the limestone over much of -AL C
the site. As the excavation approached this 2 SOT LIMSTONE I CALA

level, extensive cracking and bulges gradually

developed in the slopes of the northeast
corner, and in the level work area further to 0_10
the north and east. These are shown in Fig. METERS

8. Springs developed in the excavated slope
at the contact between the gravel terrace and Fig. 9 Cross Section of the May 1982
claystone. Movements

The cracks were tensile openings with little The back analysis can be satisfied by various
or no evidence of vertical displacement. Most combinations of 0' and c' ranging from 0'=30,
were arcuate as well Ps discontinuous, with c'=0.3 kg/cm 2 to 0'=150, c'=l.0 kg/cm 2 . The
their general trend parallel to the excavation designers arbitrarily selected an
faces. The excavation faces bulged upward and intermediate, conservative combination for
outward toward the excavation. However, there analysis of corrective measures: 0'=220 and
was no evidence of overall translation of the c'=0.26 kg/cm2 .
cracked materials in a downhill direction.

Counter Measures
Cracking to North

Various countermeasures were planned by the
A search was made for more widespread designer after discussions with the contractor
cracking. Some additional tension cracks were to increase the "safety factor of 1", presumed
found in the bench cut for the aggregate and in the failure back-analysis, to 1.2. These
batch plant to the North. Cracks with measures included drains to reduce the ground
vertical or shear displacement were found near water level and H-piles to augment the shear
the top of the lit: astone ridges nearly 200 m resistance of the presumed failure surface.
to the North, and directly above the steep First, the slope was re-excavated to sounder
face of the limestone cut for the aggregate claystone with few cracks, as shown by the
and batch plant bench. Because there had been dashed line in Fig. 9. Eleven pit wells were
no previous search for cracks, it is not known excavated through the sandy gravel and about
whether these cracks were caused by the bench half a meter into the claystone. These were
cutting or by the powerhouse excavation. The built as concrete box caissons.
evidence of insects nest in the cracks
suggests that the cracks occurred before Eight 250 mm or 10 in. diameter drilled wells
powerhouse excavation. The springs at the toe were installed in the northeast corner between
of the bench excavation continued to seep the excavation and the concrete plant, spaced
despite the end of the wet season. 20-40 m apart. These were extended 2 m into

the limestone. Each included a 50 mm thick
Analysis of Failure gravel pack throughout the depth to provide

for rapid infiltration. The locations of both
New tests were made of the claystone to define sets of wells are shown in Fig. 11, the plan
its shear strength in more detail than can be of the October sliding.
deduced from the unconfined compression tests.
The results for saturated samples in Horizontal drain holes 10 m long and 50 mm in
consolidated-undrained shear with pore diameter were planned for the slopes at three
pressure measurements (effective stress) are different levels to provide additional

drainage for the claystone and gravel.
= 23 to 28 deg, c' = 0.14 to 0.31

kg/cm2 (4 samples) Flattening of the slopes was considered, but
0 13 to 15 deg, c' = 0.65 to 1.05 space was not available.

kg/cm2 (3 samples)
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The designers analyses based on the Fina.ly, tne resistance or tne H-piles

arbitrarily selected shear parameters showed depended on the assumed locatior, of a sliding

tnat even with drainage, additional shear surface and on adding the shear of the steel

resistance of 44 tons per meter of slope were to the shear of the soil without regard to

required for the desired computed safety load transfer or strain compatibility.

factor of 1.2. Four rows of 200 x 200 mm (8
in) H piles were planned. (They were later
enlarged to 350 x 350 mm [14 in.].) The piles OCTOBER 1982 SLIDING

would penetrate about 2 m into the limestone
to fix them against rotation. They were stiff Failure Description

enough to resist bending from the resisting
force applied at the level of the assumed Slow bulging and cracking continued while the

circular failure surface. The number of piles corrective measures were being installed. A

was based on adding the shear strength of the failure occurred in the northeast corner with

steel at its intersection with the failure rapid movement on October 18, 1982. By way of

surface, to the shear resistance of the soil. contrast with the May cracking, movement

For conservatism the number of piles required developed suddenly, and included both

was doubled. No consideration was given to subsidence at the top of the slope and bulging

pile claystone shear transfer nor strain at the toe. It commenced two days after a

compatibility. The locations of the pile very intense rain, following two months of

rows, two on each of the two intermediate very dry weather. Fig. 11 shows the northeast

beams, on the re-excavated slope are shown on corner of the excavation, with the distortion

Fig. 9. of the truss connecting the H-piles.

2.5.,
8. 3ft

5ft • "

8* H PILE 
t

CROSS SECTION PLAN

(REINFORCING NOT SHOWN)

Fig. 10 H-Piles and Capping Beam

The piles on each berm were connected together
by steel angles in a simple truss and encased
in a reinforced continuous concrete beam, as
shown in Fig. 10. The purpose of this beam
was to provide some resistance against
rotation of the tops of the piles and to
transfer loads between areas of greater and

less movement.
Fig. 11 Buckling of the Truss Connecting the

Critique of Correactive Measures H-Piles by Sliding in the Northeast
Corner of the Excavation

The analyses upon which the corrective

measures were based were flawed. First, the Most of the countermeasures planned following
available evidence never showed that a the May cracking and bulging had been
landslide had occurred. The ground bulged installed. Installation of horizontal drains
upward and outward, without accompanying had been temporarily stopped because they
subsidence and with neither toe bulges nor produced little water. The concrete capping
scarps. No shear surfaces were identified. beam for the piles had not been constructed;
Instead, the movement appeared to be the however, this beam was never considered in the
result of soil expansion, probably with analyses for added stability.
movement along the existing slickensides, and
caused by the stress release from excavation. The toe of the slope bulged outward 1 to 2 m;
Later tests showed the claystone to be the top of the slope subsided a few cm,
expansive, wi h expansive pressures of more opening and extending the previous crack,.
than 2.5 kg/cmL. The major movements were in the center of t ie

slope where the surface moved more than I m

The deep wells were too remote from the horizontally down slope, accompanied by deep

expansion zone to effectively drain the cracking and by local subsidence and upheaval,

slickensided cracks in the claystone and the as the claystone mass distorted.
pit wells could only lower the water level in
the gravel. The horizontal drains planned The greatest vertical displacement occurred

were too short and too widely spaced to drain just downhill of the upper line of H-piles.

the random claystone cracks. Worse, their This displacement was accompanied by a 40 m

installation was halted, when only a few of long arcuate scarp and an open crack 50 to 100

those first installed produced water. mm wide. Downhill, wedges of claystone moved

Excavation of the loosened material steepened differentially to form an elongated graben.

the slopes and added to the stress release and
unbalanced loads in the excavation face.
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Fig. 12 Plan of the October 1982 Sliding and Earlier Drain System

A plan of the exca- ation showing the cracking Vhere was no evidence of new cracking or
and bulging in the northeast corner as well as movement at the aggregate-concrete plant nor
two smaller, unrelated slides along the upper in the limestone ridge above. The movement
west opes is shown in Fig. 12. was confined to the northeast corner of the

excavation. The area involved was smaller
The H-piles were dragged downslope with the than and within the area of the May cracking.
movement, but very non-uniformly. The upper
rows moved a few cm and tilted downslope only A few of the drain wells were producing water,
slightly. The truss and the tops of the piles most were not. The water table rose 1 m
in the lower rows moved downslope up to 1.7 m following the intense rain in an observation
accompanied by partial buckling of the truss well in the sliding zone, then fell slowly.
from bowing as shown in Fig. 11. Most of the One of the shaft wells filled with water
H-piles tilted downhill, one 18 degrees from following the rain and remained full several
the vertical, Fig. 13a. The H-piles offered hours before it could be pumped down.
some resistance, but the claystone cracked and Unfortunately, the caisson walls, excavated
tore around them, Fig. 13b. into the claystone, had no drain holes to

bleed water out of the gravel terrace aquifer.
Excavation into the toe of the slope disclosed About 1 out of 5 of the horizontal drains
a well defined failure surface. It continued produced water (not unusual for horizontal
to move about 1 cm per hour two weeks after drains).
the major movement.

The H-piles did not penetrate into the
Investigation limestone as specified. Instead, they stopped

abruptly at the top of the calcareous
The site conditions at the time of the failure claystone, penetrating into it only I to 3 cm.
were investigated by the designer and b, the This failure to drive the piles as specified
Author as a consultant to the owner. A number had been overlooked by the designer and was a
of pertinent facts emerged. surprise when it was uncovered.
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Swell tests were conducted of both the
slickensided and calcareous claystoe: Free
swell 2 to 20%; swell pressure 0.2 to 2.6
kg/cm

A, The swelling in low plasticity claystone is
probably the result of residual stress. It is
likely that the slickensides and residual
stresses were caused tectonically.

Mechanism of Movements

A c-oss section of the October slide is shown
in Fig. 14. The earlier analyses had
presummed a circular cross section of
movement, as shown in Fig. 9, and repeated in
Fig. 14. However, the pile tilting and ground
movement indicate that the motion was nearly
linear. A near horizontal surface probably
followed the upper limit of the calcareous
claystone, connecting with the surface cracks

* - through networks of existing slickensided
cracks.

Fig. 13a H-Pile Tilted 18 Deg from V rtical
and Heave of Claystone on Slpe from SOUTH NORTH

the October 1982 Slide ORIGINAL
PROBABLE WEDGE FAILURE GROUND

CIRCULAR ARC ASSUMED IN ANALYSIS" - - - - - - WELL --. . .. WL

S UI g. L 0 .N0 C R A C K N S Uos .EAS i-- -

DESIGN CALCAREOUS CLAYSTONE

> .
SFT METE

Fig. 14 Cross Section of Sliding in the
Northeast Corner of the Excavation

A The movement developed in two stages. First,
excavation without support allowed the
claystone to expand, opening the slickensided
cracks within the mass and producing cracks in
the ground surface. Second, ground water and

A surface runoff denetrated the opened cracks,
'*developing pressure. The weakened mass

expanded horizontally. Expansion was resisted
Fig. 13b Claystone Tearing on the Downhill by the friction on the cracks (reduced by pore

Slide of an H-Pile from Slope pressure) and the resistance of the crack
Movement in the October 1982 Slide asperities. The H-piles possibly prevented

the sliding from becoming catastrophic.
The tilt of the piles were equivalent to the However, they tore the slickensided claystone
horizontal movement of their tops. This shows and their lack of embedment caused them to
that they had tilted as stiff members, tilt and aggravate the cracking.
rotating about their tips, driven just into
the calcareous claystone. Corrective Measures

Added Testing Further corrective measures were designed
considering that no additional space was

Additional soil tests were conducted on available for flattening slopes and that the
samples of the slickensided claystone. The construction of counter measures must be
earlier tests had all been nf intact within the capabilities of the powerhouse
claystone, between the slickensided cracks, contractor and Indonesian based contractors
The new tests were of the slickensided cracks, because of the time required to mobilize
There was a startling contrast with the foreigr contractors or to import materials.
earlier tests: the effective friction angles The new data on rock expansion and the
were about 12 to 15 deg with little or no continuing movements in the northeast slope
cohesion, indicated that further expansion of the

claystone would be likely with further loss of
strength.
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ANCHORED Further movement was prevented by horizontal
DOUBLE wood lagging supported by steel H-piles
SLURRY
WALL- driven as cantilevers into the claystone

ANCHORED below.
SUPPORT

System Performance

No significant movementb occurred in the final
support system. The excavations have bee.i
backfilled to provide level parking dnd
service areas around the plant. No movementsSECTION A-A have been noted during 2 years of operation.

SECTION C-C The cost of the failures and their correction
ANCHORED has not been fully identified. Beyond the

WALLS direct costs are the cost of de'ay and of
SLURRY acceleration. The estimated total cost
WALL CLYSON robably exceeded $10 million.

SECTION B-B

H-PILE BEAMS ANCHORED WALLS -

ANCHOREDEDSUPPORT ANCHORED AC E

, ~~~~ACHORED'l , -
EL234 DOUBLE

WALL. Fig. 16 Constructing the Anchor Concrete

20 Facing Walls to Support the East
Excavation Slopes

Fig. 15 The Final Excavation Support System
CONCLUSIONS

A concrete block, initially restrained by
gravity-friction on the limestone was designed Water pressure in the slickensided claystone
to support the northeast corner. Tie back was the cause of the movements in the
tendon anchors were dded when the block powerhouse excavation slopes. Although the
moved. Its limited resistance was confirmed slickensides were recognized, their
when the strength data on the slickensides in significance was not understood either by
the claystone became available. Most of the those who identified them and those who made
excavation was supported by sloping concrete analyses and designs. Eventually, the
walls restrained by tendon anchors into the excavation slopes were stabilized, but at
calcareous claystone and the limestone. At considerable additional cost and delay.
the bottom of the south end of the excavation,
vertical tied back walls were added because of These failures and their correction provide a
limited space. These were installed using number of valuable lessons for our profession.
slurry supported excavations uith the slurry These include both technicai details and
replaced by concrete. These measures are broader issues of interdisciplinary action.
shown on Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.

Technical Issues
Small Slides

Small fractures that are insignificant
Two smaller slides occurrcd in the upper parts geologically can play a key part in soil and
of the excavation face shortly after the rock strength. Testing intact portions of
intense rain of October 13--one at the north fractured soil or rock is grossly misleading.
end of the east slope and one near the south The strength and rigidity of the mass is
end of the east slope. Their locations are largely controlled by the fractures; therefore
shown in Fig. 12. Both were confined to the testing should concentrate on these defects.
sandy gravel stratum. The cause was excess
pore water pressure and weakening of the dried
clay bonding in the terrace materials.
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Residual stresses play an important part in No one informed the laboratory staff of the

the design of structures to support the significance of the slickensides. Thus the

gto'1nd. This has been recognized in tunnel importance of the cracks fell through the

vijpport engineering; it is largely ignored in cracks between the different viewpoints of the

earth plesSures on walls and excavation geologists, the laboratory engineers, and the
opport systems. design engineers. Instead, geotechnical

engineers must have an understanding of

The residual stress influences the design geology and engineering geologists must have

three ways. First, if no allowance is made an understanding of engineering design.

for movemnt, the lateral pressure cdn be Unfortunately, interdisciplinary understanding

greater than the vertical stress produced by appears to be declining instead of improving.

soil or rock weight. Second, depending on the Jurisdictional jealousy between professions

rigidity of the soil or rock, considerably can destroy all, as union labor has

more movement will be required to reduce the demonstrated. The combined knowledge and

lateral pressure to the active state than is wisdom of all relevant professions are

required for materials with gravity stress required to solve the complex problems in

a lone. Such large movements can be geotechnical engineering.

i!stolerabe in some situations. Third, the
stress release allows existing cracks to open. What is economical or practical design in one

Thc'se that were initially watertight can area at a particular time may not be in

accept water, allowing pore pressures to act another because of local resources of

on the cra'ked surface. This changes the mass manpower, money, and technology. The H-piles

behavior as was demonstrated in the Saguling failed to restrain mudstone partially because

sliding. such residual stresses have been they could not be installed as the design

largely ignored in geotechnical engineering, required. The deficiency was ignored because

because there have been no convenient ways to the contractor had no means to drive them

measure them. With the mudern techniques of further. The design must fit the resources

hydraulic fracturing and the various and capabilities of the moment.

dilatometers that can be introduced in bore
holes, engineers can now measure residual Failure in a civil engineering is more than a

stresses and include them in their analyses. problem; it is an opportunity. Failure is the
only full scale test of any large engineering

Back analysis of a failure must be based on system. As a test, it provides valuable

accurate information on the kinematics of that lessons to the profession.

failure. If the presumed motion is in error,
conclusions based on an analysis of the As professionals, we should take advantage of

erroneous motion will also be wrong. If the the lessons; otherwise, the failure may be

nature of the movement cannot be determined, repeated. Moreover, we have already paid for

then many possibilities must be evaluated--a the lessons.
form of parametric study. The corrective
design then is adapted to the range of The Saguling Project has survived its

answers, powerhouse movements and is now generating
power as its design anticipated.

Analyses of soil-structure interaction must
consider the relative rigidities and strengths
of those materials that control their ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
interaction. Assuming that a pile contributes
shear resistance to a landslide equivalent to Ir. Husni Sabar was the project manager for

the shear strength of its steel is wrong when PLN during design and construction. He has

it does not consider the possibility that the graciously given his permission to publish

pile will shear the soil instead, this paper. The project designer was the New
Japan Engineering Company of Osaka and the

Drainage design must recognize that real contractor, Dumas, of France. The Author was

aquifers are highly variable. The failure of a member of the project's Board of Consultants

some drain holes to find water should not which included Dr. Leopold Mueller of Austria,
discourage the installation of more drain Dr. H. Tanaka of Japan and Mr. Ivor L.

holes; one hole draining a key aquifer may be Pinkerton of Australia. The views expressed

sufficient, in this paper are those of the Author and not
necessarily those of others.

Broader Issues

Meaningful interaction between engineers and REFERENCES
geologists is essential. The geologists
recognized the slickensiding in the mudstone; Maru, K. and Shaw, RD: "Ground

they did not fully understand their Instability During Open Excavation of

engineering significanme. The engineers were the Saguling Hydroelectric Project, West

informed of the presence of the slickensides, Java", Proceedings 4th International
but didn't visualize how they controlled their Symposium on Landslides, Toronto, 1984,
design. The geologist gave the slickensided vol 2, p. 137-142.
soil samples to the laboratory. The Sowers, G.F. , "Report on Powerhouse

laboratory tested the intact material between Excavation Landslide", PLN,
the slickensides because it was difficult to November 1982
trim specimens that included the weaknesses.
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Lipari Landfill: Leachate Containment System-
Geotechnical Considerations
John Ramage
Senior Geotechnical Engineer, CH2M HILL, Inc., Milwaukee,
Wisconsin

SYNOPSIS: The Lipari Laidfill, located near Pitman, New Jersey, is a 16-acre former sand and gravel and waste disposal
site that operated from 1958 through early 1970. This site was ranked the number 3,-,a site in the U.S. EPA's first
National Priority List of uncontrolled hazardous waste disposal sites. Site investiga~ions and analysis of contami-
nation both on- and off-site began in late 1979. Design of the Phase I remediation, consisting of encapsulation utiliz-
ing a vertical barrier keyed into a relatively impermeable clay layer and a cover over the entire site, began in late
1982. Construction of the leachate containment system began in the fall of 1983 and was completed in November 1984 at
a cost of approximately $2,205,000. U.S. EPA is about to implement the Phase II remedial actions consisting of batch
flushing, extraction and treatment of contaminated groundwater and removal and treatment of stream and lake sediments
contaminated by leachate migration through surface waters. This Phase II program is expected to cost about $12.3
million and take about 7-1/2 years to complete.

INTRODUCTION The Lipari Landfill is a 16-acre site used as both a
source of sand and gravel and a disposal facility for

Development and implementation of remedial measures for municipal and industrial wastes located near Pitman, New
control and cleanup of the uncontrolled hazardous waste Jersey. This site, ranked first in U.S. EPA's National
disposal site is unlike anything the geotechnical Priority List (NPL) in 198?, was the first "Superfund"
professional has previously faced. We are dealing with site where design and initial remedial measures were
issues that require careful evaluation and understanding implemented under the interagency agreement between the
in order to implement effective remedial actions. The U.S. EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USCE).
principal issues that require consideration include: This paper describes the investigative work, feasibility

and engineering studies, preparation of contract docu-
o Complex and continually changing regulatory envir- ments, and construction of the leachate containment sys-

onment at all levels of government--federal, state, tem for the Lipari Landfill.
and local.

SITE CONDITIONS
o Federal legislation dealing with cleanup (CERCLA

and SARA) has, as the principal basis for imple- History
menting cleanup, the concept of cost recovery from
P(,Lent;a1i. Responsible Parties (PRP). This means The Lipari Landfill is located at the southwestern edge
that the ultimate client for technical services in of the town of Pitman, New Jersey, approximately
remedial actions implemented under this legislation 1,500 feet north of U.S. Route 322 and 1-1/2 miles west
is the lawyer. of Glassboro State College. The eastern limit of the

site is about 400 feet west of Chestnut Branch, which
o The public has greater awareness and interest in flows in a northerly direction toward Alcyon Lake, some

the cleanup of hazardous waste sites than any other 1,000 feet from the site. Chestnut Branch is a tributary
technical issue facing society today. Citizen of Mantua Creek, eventually discharging to the Delaware
groups will monitor and question every step and River. Features of the area surrounding the Lipari Land-
decision in the remedial action process, fill are shown on Figure 1.

o The liability issues associated with design and The property was purchased in 1958 by Mr. Nick Lipari who
construction of remedial measures are unknown at then started a sand and gravel operation on the site.
this point but are potentially monumental. Third The use of the property for mining and processing of sand
party environmental damage suits could be enormous and gravel also made the site attractive for use as a
in terms of award and come decades after completion landfill. The integration of these two activities began
of remedial activities. in 1958 with excavation of sand and gravel pits,

subsequently filling each pit with waste. Materials from
o There are no "standards of practice" for cleanup of the site were used to cover waste as filling proceeded

hazardous waste sites. While we have standards for, and for final cover after each pit was filled. These
various elements of geotechnical practice, such as operations were continued uitil the middle of 1971.
slurry walls and flexible membrane liner systems,
we have not developed standards for the total reme-
dial system. This situation is exacerbated by the Liquid wastes were dumped from 1958 until approximately
public demand for "Complete and Total" cleanup of December of 1969, and solid wastes were dumped from 1958
these sites, through May of 1970, when the landfill was closed

(Harrington, 1980). The exact nature and quantities of
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FIGURE 1

Location of the Lipari Landfill (Wright, 1981b) o

FIGURE 2

wastes disposed of at the Lipari Landfill are unknown Local Setting of the Lipari Landfill
since detailed records were not kept. Estimates based on (Wright, 1981b)
records of parties known to have disposed of material at geologic units that strike northeast-southwest, and dip
the site suggest that about 12,000 cubic yards of waste slightly to the southeast. The units of concern at the
are buried on site. Liquid wastes disposed of at the site include (in descending order) Cohansey Sand, Kirk-
site are estimated at approximately 2.9 million gallons. wood Formation, Manasquan Formation, and the Vincentown
In mr ;t instances, liquid wastes were disposed of uncon- Formation. Geologic cross-sections of the site are shown
tained, since drums were emptied and removed from the on Figure 3.
site for salvage and resale (Harrington, 1980).

The landfill site is located in the Cohansey Sand at the
Prior to 1971, the operation of the Lipari Landfill was northwest boundary of its outcrop. This unit consists of
considered to be both legally and environmentally sound fine to medium silty sand with lenses of clay and gravel.
by the various regulatory agencies involved. The land- The unit is stratified, with occasional layers of hard
fill was inspected on a regular basis by the Department iron-cemented sandstone. Based on exploration, sampling
of Health and its successor, the Department of Solid and testing done at the site (Wright, 1981a), the
Waste Management beginning in 1963. In 1970, the first Cohansey Sand can be differentiated into upper and lower
signs of problems began to appear, as leachate was units.
observed seeping from walls of the landfill. Official
notification for correction was given the operator of the The upper unit of the Cohansey Sand is exposed in the
landfill in July, 1971. Attempts to contain and control plateau area of the Lipari Landfill. It generally occurs
the seeps had little impact, and the New Jersey Depart- above elevation 100. This upper unit consists of orange-
menit of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) brought suit brown fine to coarse sand and fine to medium gravel, with
against the owners for the facility (Harrington, 1980). traces of silt and c'ay. This unit is the source of sand

and gravel mined at the site.
Site Description

The lower Cohansey Sand outcrops along the eastern bank
The physical characteristics of the landfill are shown on of the plateau, above the Chestnut Branch marsh. This
Figure 2. It is estimated that the actual disposal sites unit, nearly horizontal, dips slightly to the southeast
covered an area of about six acres, south of the present and is composed of greenish-gray fine to medium sand with
course of Rabbit Run. The highest point within the dis- some silt. No gravel was encountered in the borings
posal area is approximately elevation 134. The disposal (Wright, 1981a).
site is on a plateau about 30 feet above the Chestnut
Branch drainage. The remainder of the plateau area, not The Cohansey Sand is unconfined in the area of the Lipari
disturbed for sand and gravel operations and disposal of Landfill, resulting in groundwater recharge through dir-
wastes, was orchard. Residential areas developed to the ect infiltration through the outcrop exposure. The water
east of the site, across the Chestnut Branch Stream chan- from the Cohansey unit has historically been used in the
nel (Wright, 1980). area for farm and rural domestic water supplies. How-

ever, high naturally occurring iron concentrations in the
Leachate discharges into Rabbit Run were observed along area have made this aquifer unsuitable for domestic use
the entire south bank and the stream channel bottom. (Wright, 1980).
Leachate was also observed discharging along the eastern
wall of the plateau into Chestnut Branch. The leachate The Kirkwood Formation underlies the Cohansey Sand, and
discharges occurred In both discrete and nondiscrete is approximately 75 feet thick in the area of the Lipari
flows below elevation 105 (Wright, 1980). site. The Kirkwood Formation consists of an upper clay

unit, ranging in thickness from 8 to 14 feet across the
Subsurface Conditions site plateau (Wright, 1981a), underlain by very fine to

medium sand unit. The top of the Kirkwood Formation
The Lipari Landfill is underlain by relatively horizontal ranges from elevation 92 to about 80 across the plateau.
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Geologic Cross-Sections, Lipari Landfill (Wright, 1981b)

The outcrop of the Kirkwood Formation forms a band Hydrogeologic parameters used in various alternative
2 miles wide, northwest of the site, extending through analyses and for design of the leachate containment sys-
Alcyon Lake. Groundwater recharge to the Kirkwood Forma- tem are as follows (CH2M HILL, 1983):
tion occurs through outcrops and by downward seepage from
the Cohansey Sand. The Kirkwood is considered a minor o All inflow to the encapsulated area results in con-
aquifer in the area, yielding insignificant flows taminated leachate.

(Wright, 1980)

, 1 L o Flow through the Cohansey Sand to Chestnut Brt8ch
The Vincentown Formation underlies the Kirkwood Formation is between 20,000 and 62,000 gallons per day

at the site, and is considered the shallowest major (Wright, 1981a).
aquifer in the art other than the Cohansey Sand (Wright,
1980). The unit is approximately 18 feet thick beneath o The encapsulation system should reduce flow through
the site, and consists of fine to coarse sand lithified the Cohansey Sand by 90 percent.
with clay and small amounts of calcite cement. The unit
also contains traces of mica and fossilized shell frag- o The Kirkwood Formation clay layer is approximately

ments (Wright, 1981a). 14 feet thick, with a primary permeability of
1.0 x 10-7 cm/sec (Wright, 1981a).

Geologic units occurring beneath the Vincentown Formation
are not believed to be threatened by contamination from o Upgradient water level elevation of 120.
the Lipari site (Wright, 1981a). Additional investiga-
tions are currently being conducted by U.S. EPA as part o Downgradient water level elevation of 100.
of the Phase II remedial activities for the site.

o Potentiometric level in the Kirkwood Formation sand
Hydrogeo logy unit of elevation 91.

Contaminated groundwater moved from the disposal area A summary of leachate flows used in the analyses are

through the. Cohansey Sand, discharging as diffuse seepage shown on Table 1, and a summiary of significant pollutants
along the eastern edge of the plateau in Chestnut Branch. found in the Lipari Landfill leachate are listed in
This contaminant plume then moved via the surface water Table 2.

regime into Alcoyn Lake. In addition, the downward gra-
dient between the Cohansey Sand and the underlying INITIAL REMEDIAL MEASURES--BASIS OF DESIGN
Kirkwood Formation (sand unit) has introduced contami-
nants into the lower formation. Groundwater surface in Investigations, evaluations, and development of remedial
the Cohansey Sand is shown in Figure 4, Piezometric alternatives for the Lipari Landfill began in 1979 and
levels in the Kirkwood Formation on Figure 5.
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Groundwater Surface (Water Table) Contours- Piezometric Head-Kirkwood Formation
Cohansey Sand, July 17, 1981 (Wright, 1981b) (Wright, 1981b)

are ongoing today. Since U.S. EPA began coordinating microbial attack, and from freeze-thaw and wet-dry
activities at the site, some 15 different engineering and cycles.
technical consultants have been engaged in these various
investigations, studies, analyses and design. oThe covered area shall have a minimum slope of

2 percent to promote surface runoff.

These activities included site investigations, technical
evaluation of abatement alternatives, and development of oAll areas within the vertical seepage barrier shall
work scope and specifications for cutoff wall construc- be covered, and the area may be used for construc-
tion by R.E. Wright Associates, Inc. (Wright, 1980, tion related activities both before and after cover
1981a, inb). In addition, Radian C ooration conducted placement.

a cost effectiveness assessment of remedial measures and
ao environmental assessment of the various remedies con-o The cover will seal around all openings, such as
sidered for the Lipani Landfill (Radian, 1982a, 1982b). monitoring wells, and shall seal against the verti-
CH2M HILL conducted detailed engineering analyses and cal seepage barrier.
devekoped plans and specifications for th ipanri Land-
fill leachate containment system, the Phase I remedial
measures program for the site. o The cover system will not contact contaminated soil

or groundwater. Contaminated soil from the verti-
The Leachate Containment System for the Lipari Landfill cal seepage barrier construction will be placed
consists of a vertical barrier founded in the Kirkwood within the containment area and covered with non-

Formation clay unit around the entire plateau area (see contaminated soil before construction of the cover
Figure 5), an impermeable cover system over the area con- system.
tained by the vertical wdil, and a permanent groundwater
monitoring system to evaluate the effectiveness of the o Although a leachate collection and treatment system
Phase I remedial program. The following discussion des- is not planned as part of the initial remedial mea-
cribes the Lipari Landfill Leachate Containment System. sures, the cover system must be designed to accom-

modate such systems in the future.
Cover System

Cover systems evaluated included soil-bentonite mixtures,
Cover systems for the site were evaluated based on the natural clay, synthetic membranes, sprayed-on asphalt
following criteria: emulsion, and rigid systems. Based on detailed analysis

and comparison to the design criteria discussed above,
o The native soil at the site is highly permeable; a flexible synthetic membrane, compacted clay, and soil-

cover system will provide the only effective bar- bentonite were selected f-r detailed evaluation
rier to vertical recharge. The cover system shall (CH2M HILL, 1983). Cost comparisons of these three sys-
have an equivalent permeability equal to or less tems are presented in Table 3.
than a 12-inch thick clay layer with a permeability
of I x 10-7 cm/sec.

Both the natural clay and flexible synthetic membrane

o Cover over the barrier shall protect it from vehi- liner options were designed, with bidders given the
cular traffic, vegetative root penetration, ultra- option to choose. Details of the cover system designs
violet radiation, ozone degradation, oxidation, are shown on Figure 6.
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Rate of Leachate Discharge i gallons per day
(gallons per minute)

Source of Discharge Groundwater- Area-Discharge Streamflow- Chemical Mass-
Flow Method Method Caging Method Balance Method

Landfill watershed
87,000 74,000 183,000 62,000

(0.0717 sq. mi.) (60) (51) (127) (43)
Landfill 8,100

(6 acres or 0.0094 (6)
sq. mi.)

Landfill, plus polluted area 22,000
between landfill and (16)
Chestnut Branch (16 acres
or 0.0250 sq. mi.)

Rabbit Run 43,000 to 109,000
(30 to 75)

Diffuse leachae seepage 33,000 to 65,000 16,000 to 47,000 130,000 to 161,000 9,640 to 40,000
(23 to 45) (11 to 33? (90 to 112) (6 to 28)

Leachate contribution to 5,760 to 14,000
Rabbit Run i4 to 10)

Vertical leakage through
Kirkwood clay unit
a) Beneath landfill area 550

(6 acres) (0.4)
b) Beneath affected area 1,460

(16 acres) (I)

1. Includes discharge to south side of Rabbit Run and to diffuse leachate seepaqe along
Chestnut Branch.

2. Includes groundwater derived from infiltration onto landfill.

TABLE I
Leachate Flow Anilyses (Wright, 1980)

Vertical Barrier
o The vertical barrier should encircle the contami-The objectives of a vertical barrier for the Lipari site nated area with a 360-degree enclosure, encapsu-

were to reduce seepage of contaminated groundwater into lating all known burial sites.
Rabbit Run and Chestnut Branch, reduce downward migration
of contaminants through the Kirkwood Formation, and pro- o The cutoff wall should enclose as much of the down-
vide a 50 year design service life. To evaluate cutoff gradient contamination as possible, essentially
wall alternatives, the following criteria were used: maintaining an alignment on the site plateau.

Sample 3/ Sample 3/
Parameters 22 Aug. 79 11 Oct. 79 16 April 1980 14 May 1980

pf (unite) - 5.2 6.35
Calcium (mg/i) - 27 -
Iron (mg/1) - 100.4 352.6
Potassium (mg/1) - - 59.2 -
Sodium (mg/l) - - 43
Methylene Chloride (mg/1) 0.7 2,890 990 2.8
1, 2-Cichlorolthane (mg/i) - 1,338 5,800 -
Benzene (q/1) 1,607 1,190 430 1,200
Toluene (m/i) 15,500 12,700 3,100 17,500
Ethyl benzene (mg/1) 683.6 583 880 1,600
Sin (2-ChLorethyl) 210,000 23,000 20,000 440
Ether (m/l)
Phenol (mg/1) 4,387 2,400 5,500 1,000

TABLE 2
Chemical Pollutants in Lipari Leachate

(CH2M HILL, 1983)
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keying of the wall into the clay layer can be ascertained
by visual inspection of excavated materials. In addi-
tion, the techniques are conventional and proven con-
struction technology. However, since the wall is to be
constructed in contaminated soil and groundwater, great

,0.e i-. .care would be required to handle and properly dispose of
slurry and excavated material. The potential hazard to
air quality caused by volatile organics in the excavated

Smaterials were of concern. In addition, the impacts of
organic contaminants on the oermeability of trench back-
fill materials required evaluation.

The vibrated beam method is a proprietary method of cut-
off wall construction developed by Slurry Systems, Inc.

la J~cv~t.In this method, a 2- to 6-inch thick wall is constructed
by driving an H-pile to the required cutoff depth and
injecting an impermeable slurry mix into the void left as

carADA -r the H-pile is extracted. A wall is completed by overlap-
ping placement of the H-pile.

" ~The vibrated beam cutoff wall has the advantages of rapid
"P PC.r1% Cconstruction and no need for handling of contaminated

excavation. The method can also be used in steeper ter-
" .64" LL -['-  -L' 

Arain than conventional slurry trench construction requir-
C= .ACr CWV W A, A ing less site grading along the wall alignment.

The principal disadvantage of the vibrated beam method is
that the continuity of the wall between adjacent panels

7YPJCAL- SA2 ASATEQGfOFEJVCAP5ULATED AR.A is difficult, if not impossible, to ensure. Installing
the H-pile to the best driving tolerances would result in

b) Synthetic Membrane pile plumbness within I percent. The installation of a
50-foot deep vibrated beam cutoff to this tolerance would

FIGURE 6 result in a horizontal deviation of 6 inches at the base
Cover System Alternates (USCE, 1983) of the wall. Since the wall is nominally only 4 inches

wide, a gap in the cutoff could easily result. Variation
o The vertical barrier should extend a minimum of in subsurface materials, or natural or manmade obstruc-

2 feet into the upper clay layer of the Kirkwood tions could also cause deviations in vibrated beam pan-
Formation, up to 55 feet below ground surface. els.

o The vertical barrier should have an equivalent per- The leachate constituents summarized in Table 2 were used
meability equal to or less than a 2-foot thick soil to evaluate the effects of contaminated groundwater on
barrier having a permeability of 1 x 10-7 cm/sec. various cutoff wall materials. Materials evaluated

included soil-bentonite backfill, asphalt and emulsions,
o Along most of the wall alignment, the groundwater cement-bentonite mixes and concrete (CH2M HILL, 1983).

and soil excavated will be contaminated. Spoil Site-specific laboratory permeability tests for various
excavated from the trench can be disposed of wall materials were not conducted during the analysis and
on-site, beneath the cover system. design phase because of extremely tight implementation

schedules. However, information from review of litera-
Two methods of vertical barrier wall construction were ture (D'Appolonia, 1980 and Anderson, 1981) and of unpub-
evaluated; the slurry trench method and the vibrating lished data collected from other sites was used to
beam method. develop design recommendations.

The primary advantage of the slurry trench method is that Although preliminary engineering analyses and feasibility
the thickness of the wall and trenching method of con- studies (Wright, 1981b, Radian, 1982a) recommended the
struction ensure wall integrity and continuity. The vibrated beam method for construction of the vertical

Soil-Bentonite Natural Clay Synthetic Membrane

Description: 6" Topsoil 6" Topsoil 6" Topsoil
30" Soil Cover 30" Soil Cover 18" Soil Cover
4 lb/sf Bentonite 12" Natural Clay 36mii Reinforced Membrane

Permeability: 10- 7 cm/sec 10- 7 cm/sec 10" 10 cm/sec

Cost :

Earthwork $ 185,000 $ 185,000 $ 185,000
imported Fill 425,000 425,000 200,000
Liner 370,000 540,000 470,000
Gradinq/Gras 290,000 290,000 290 000

n,270,000 1,440,000 $,45,000

TABLE 3
Cost Comparison of Alternative Cover Systems

(CH2M HILL, 1983)
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cutoff barrier, the slurry trench method was selected for taminated groundwater from the lower Kirkwood Formation

design. The selected design called for a nominal 30-inch sand unit may be required. It is estimated that the
wide slurry supported trench keyed 2 feet into the Phase II programs will take about 7-1/2 years to complete
Kirkwood Formation clay layer and backfilled with a and cost approximately $12.3 million. The U.S. EPA
soil-bentonite mixture. Administrator's Record of Decision for Phase II remedial

measures is expected by April of 1988.
The soil-bentonite mixture was selected because it is
conventional, proven technology and provides a plastic, CONCLUSIONS
low permeability backfill. The contract specifications
required well graded materials with maximum particle size Approximately 14 years after leachate was first observed
of 3 inches, mixed with a minimum 20 percent by weight of seeping from the Lipari Landfill, the construction of a
plastic fines. Uncontaminated on site material above the containment system was completed. It is expected that
water table was acceptable for the basic backfill mater- "final" cleanup of this site will not be completed until
ial. The plastic fines was imported material passing the some 25 years after the initial observation of seepage,
No. 200 sieve having a Liquid limit greater than 20 and a at a total cost for remediation for the Lipari Landfill
Plasticity Index greater than 4 (USCE, 1983). that will approach $15 million.

The technical issues associated with the cleanup of the
INITIAL REMEDIAL MEASURES--CONSTRUCTION Lipari Landfill are not overly complex and are, with

reasonable expectations, simple to implement. What is
Contract documents for the Lipari Landfill Leachate Con- difficult for the technologist to fully comprehend and
tainment System were prepared by CH2M HILL for the Kansas implement in the design and construction process are the
City District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USCE) under public's expectations for hazardous waste site cleanup.
a U.S. EPA Zone 1 Remedial Response Action Contract. The We cannot meet these expectations until technology can
construction contract was advertised in May of 1983, with develop effective means to positively educate the public
bids opened June 30, 1983. about the fallacy of "risk-free" solutions and 100 per-

cent removal of contaminants. This situation is com-
On June 9, 1983, Slurry Systems, Inc., licensee of the pounded by the plethora of public agencies, scores of
vibrated beam method, filed a bid protest with the U.S. consultants, and artificial separation of investigation,
Comptroller General, claiming that their technology was analysis, design and construction management responsibi-
unfairly, without authority and with no technical basis lities.
excluded from the project. The protest was based on the
fact that the U.S. EPA Administrator's decision on con- The geotechnical profession has made and will continue to
tainment strategies for the Lipari site incorporated the make major contributions to cleanup and restoration of
recommendations from the initial reports (Wright, 1981b) uncontrolled hazardous waste disposal sites. Limitations
in the Record of Decision. A final decision was rendered crmated by institutional constraints have not allowed the
by the Comptroller General on December 13, 1983, denying implementation of efficient, innovative geotechnical
the protest. The denial was based in part on the fact solutions to site remediation. The challenge to our pro-
that while various reports were used in evaluation and fession is to educate both the regulator and the public
development of the Record of Decision, it did not state as to the benefits of two simple precepts--continuity of
that conclusions of any particular study was adopted thought and the use of the observational method to effi-
(Comptroller General, 1983). ciently and effectively remediate the uncontrolled haz-

ardous waste disposal site.
The contract for the leachate containment system was

awarded to D'Appolonia Waste Management Services, Inc., ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
with construction beginning in August of 1983. The con-
tractor selected the flexible synthetic membrane cover This paper expresses the author's opinions and is not
system. Work was essentially completed in November of intended to represent either U.S. EPA or USCE positions
1984 for approximately $2,205,000. One claim concerning concerning Lipari Landfill. The author wishes to thank
leachate overtopping of the vertical wall remains unset- Kevin Oates, U.S. EPA, Mat Beatty, USCE and Jim Howey of
tled. CH2M HILL for taking time to discuss details of the

Lipani Leachate Containment System Project.
Resident engineering and construction 

management for the

leachate containment system contract were provided by the REFERENCES
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Proceedings: Second International Conference on Case Histories in Geotechnical Engineering, June 1-5, 1988, St. Louis, Mo., Invited Paper

Case Histories in Seismic Response Analysis
W.D. Liam Finn
Professor of Civil Engineering, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

SY ©'PSIS: The reliabilitv an, utility of dynamic response analysis in neotechnical enaineerina is
explorel hv a series of case histories. A detailed study of the seismic response of Mexico City
sites during the IR5 earthquake shows clearly the limitations of present methods for estimatinc the
appropriate input motions for analysis and the necessity of usino a suite of representative input
motions. Analyses of seismic soil-structure interaction are conductel on centrifuned models subjec-
tel to simulated earthquake loadinq. Finally the seismic response of a tailinqs Iam is investicated
usini nonlinear lynamic effective stress analysis.

TMTRODtCT1N analysis. The simplest kind are based on non-
linear hysteretic models of soil response using

-he basic elements in the dynamic analysis hyperbolic skeleton loading curves and
of a soil-structure system are input motion, unloading-reloadinq response defined by the
aopropriate models of site and structure, con- Masing criterion (Masing, 1926). A representa-
stitutive relations for all materials present, tive program of this type is TARA-3, the third
and a stable, efficient, accurate, computa- in an evolving series of TARA programs (Finn et
tional procedure. The specification of the al., 1986). This program has been subjected to
input motion and the selection of an appropri- critical evaluation over the last three years
ate constitutive relation are the most using data from centrifuge model tests
difficult steps in the analysis. sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Linear elastic analysis is appropriate for Commission through the European Office of the
low levels of shaking in relatively firm U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Some of these
oround. As the shaking becomes more intense, tests have been described previously by Finn
soil response becomes nonlinear. A great (1986). Some results from this study will he
variety of constitutive relations are available presented later.
for nonlinear response analysis ranging from 2-D elastic-plastic models for dynamic
equivalent linear elastic models to elastic- effective stress analysis are generally based
plastic models with both isotropic and kinema- on Biot's equations (Biot, 1941) for coupled
tic hardening. An additional complication is fluid-soil systems. However few of these have
the effect of seismically induced porewater been incorporated in commercially available
pressures. If these become significant, the programs. The most widely used program of this
corresponding reduction in effective stresses type is DYNAFLOW (Prevost, iq81). The elastic-
will result in significant reductions in moduli plastic effective stress models offer the most
and strength which must be taken into account. general descriptions of soil response. How-
Therefore, for some problems, the simpler total ever, the properties required in some of them
stress methods of analysis are not adequate; are difficult to measure and the programs make
effective stress methods must be used. heavy demands on computational time. Analyses

The most widely used methods for dynamic using these models have been conducted on super
analysis are base1 on the equivalent linear computers to cut the turn around time. Recent
model. Computer programs representative -,f studies comparing a Japanese program -f this
this approach are SHAKE (Schnabel et al., 1972) type, DIANA-J, with the nonlinear program
for one-dimensional analysis (1-D) and FLUSH TARA-3 showed TARA-3 to be a minimum of 50-60
(Lysmer et al., 1975) for 2-D analysis. These times faster (Yoshida, 1987).
programs perform total stress analyses only.

In recent years, there has been a distinct
shift towards the use of nonlinear total and
effective stress methods of analysis. A number EQUIVALENT LINEAR ANALYSIS OF SITE RESPONSE AT
of nonlinear I-D programs are now available MEXICO CITY SITES
which give similar results for a given site
(Streeter et al., 1973; Lee and Finn, 1975; Lee Mexico City is located in the south west corner
and Finn, 1978; Martin et al., 1978; Dikmen and of the Valley of Mexico on the edge of the
Ghaboussi, 1984). A widely used program of former Lake Texcoco. During the 1985 earth-
this kind is DESRA-2 (Lee and Finn, 1978) which quake, ground accelerations were recorded on
has been used for site response studies both hard sites in the foothills of the University
onshore and offshore. district (UNAM) and on the soft deposits of the

A number of programs are also available old lake bed. The locations of the accelero-
for 2-D nonlinear dynamic effective stress graph sites are shown in Fig. I.
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Fig. 2. Range in shear-dependent moduli and
damping for Mexico City clay (after Leon et

+ Accole,ograph Si* al., 1974 and Romo and Jaime, 1986).

Fig. I. Soil zones and accelerograph sites in al., 1972). They used the Pasadena record of
Mexico City (after Mitchell et al., 1986). the 1952 Kern County earthquake (M - 7.6) as a

representative input motion after scaling it
appropriately for peak acceleration (amax =

Soil conditions in the lake zone are 0.035 g) and frequency to obtain strong
characterized by soft clay deposits overlying response around a period of two seconds, the
dense sdnds and much stiffer clays with shear period of the SCT site. This scaling resulted
wave velocities comparable to those of soft in a good match between the computed accelera-
rock. Romo and Seed (1986) characterized the tion response spectrum for the SCT site and the
lake zone sites as homogeneous clay layers with average spectrum of the two horizontal compon-
the properties shown in Table 1. The CAF and ents of acceleration recorded at the site
CAO sites are (Fig. 3). This analysis was repeated for the

present study with similar results (Fig. 3).

Table 1. Properties of Mexico City Sites for
Dynamic Analysis (after Romo and
Seed, 1986). - Averale Spectrum of Recorded Motions

.... Romp and Seed(1986)
Site Depth Shear Wave Unit Weight Present Study

Velocity

SCT 35-40m 75-80 m/s 1.2 t/m 3  z
CAO 55m 65-75 m/s 1.2 t1m 3

CAF 45m 70 m/s 1.2 t/m
3  

o

located in Central de Abastos (Fig. 1). The 'I ,
shear wave velocities, Vs, were determined from
the natural periods of the sites obtained from '

the Fourier spectra of the recorded motions -

(Romo and Seed, 1986). The corresponding shear
moduli, G, were obtained from G = pV2 in which
0 = mass density of the soil. These values
compared well with moduli derived from the
results of resonant column and cyclic triaxial 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
tests (Romo and Jaime, 1986). The variations Period (seconds)
of shear modulus and damping ratio of Mexico
City clay as a function of shear strain (Leon
et al., 1974; Romo and Jaime, 1986) are shown Fig. 3. Response spectra (5% damping) of
in Fig. 2. computed motions and average response spectra

Te response of the lake zone sites will be of the recorded motions at the SCT site.
analyzed in two ways, (1) following the usual
procedure of using a scaled acceleration record
from another earthquake as a representative The acceleration response spectrum of the
input motion and (2) using the rock outcrop scaled Pasadena motions is shown in Fig. 4
motions recorded at UNAM (Finn et al, 1988). together with the spectrum of the motions

scaled for peak acceleration only. It is clear
Analysis Using Scaled Motion that scaling for frequency resulted in a major

shift in the period of strong spectral
Romo and Seed (1986) analysed the three lake response. Such a major scaling for frequency
bed sites using the program SHAKE (Schnabel et would probably not have been considered
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Pasadena. Scaled for Frequency. Ngow Recorded
Romo and Seed(1986) - CUO! N90W as Input

U) Pasadena, Unscaled for Frequency CUIP NgOW as Input

C_

2 3 4 6 2 3 4 6
Period (seconds) Period (seconds)

Fin. 4. Response spectra (5% Iampin-) for Fin. 5. Response spectra (5% dampinc) of
Pasadena record showing effect of frequency recorded and computed motions in the N90W
scalina. direction at the SCT site.

necessary had it not been for the availability
of the 1985 ground motion records which showed - NODE Recorded
that the peak response at the SCT site occurred CUOI NODE as Input
around a neriod of 2 sec and that the rock --- CUIP NODE as Input
motion had relatively high response at the same -

period. The predominant period of rock input
motions would probably have been estimated at 2
around 1.5 sec based on the relationship
between predominant period and distance to the
causative fault developed by Seed et al.
(1969).

Note that uniform scaling of a record for
frequency does more than simply shift the
period of peak response to the desired fre-
quency. It also enlarges the frequency range
in which strong response may he encountered.
Therefore input motions with predominant a..

periods greatly different from the required
predominant period should not be uniformly -- - - -- - -
scaled unless broad band strong response is c 2 3 4 6
desired. Period (seconds)

Analysis Using Rock Outcrop Motions
Fig. 6. Response spectra (5% damping) of

Accelerations were recorded at two hard sites recorded and computed motions in the NOOF
at UNAM. The motions, designated CUOl and direction at the SCT site.
CUIP, were recorded on the first floor of a
three storey building and in the free field
respectively. The seismic response of the SCT SCT site must have a much greater directional
site was analyzed using the N90W and NOOE bias than the rock motions recorded at PNAM.
components of these motions as input motions to This is evident from the acceleration plots in
the SHAKE program. The peak horizontal accel- Figs. 7a and 7b, which show the total accelera-
erations of these components are as follows: tion paths for the CUIP motions at the UNAM
CUO-N90W = 0.034 q, CUOI-NOOE = 0.028 g, site and the SCT site respectively. Note that
CUIP-N90W = 0.035 g and CUIP-NOE = 0.032 g. the acceleration paths for the SCT site lie in
Detailed discussions of the characteristics of an elongated band inclined significantly more
the recorded ground motions are given by to the N90W direction than to the NODE
Anderson et al., 1986a, 1986b. direction.

The acceleration response spectra for the A close match between the computed and
computed ground motions are compared with the measured spectra for the N90W direction is
corresponding spectra of the recorded motions obtained if the CHIP input motions are scaled
in Figs. 5 and 6. In the N90W direction, both to a peak acceleration of 0.095 g from 0.035 q
spectra of the computed motions underestimate as shown in Fig. 8. Note that the peak
the spectrum of the recorded motions both in spectral accelerations are approximately equal
terms of peak spectral acceleration and the and the range of peak response is now consider-
range of strong response (Fig. 5). The agree- ably wider than that obtained using the
ment in the case of the NOOE components is much unscaled motions as input (Fig. 5). Even the
better (Fig. 6). Clearly the motions at the shoulder in the recorded response spectrum to
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- N9oW Recorded
Scaled CUOI N90W

as Input

Scaled CUIP N90W
* C' as Input

E~ ,.-

c 0 2 3 4 5 6
; 0 Period (seconds)

I 50

EWCmoetc/e/e)Fia S . Response spectra ( 51 dampina )of
recorded a nd computeI mo t io ns i n the N90W

Fi n "a. - ,ecorde,! accelerat ions at the CUIIP direction at the SqCT site, scaledar outcropr
site. motions as input.

I There are a number of possible explanations

for the ,discrepancies let%'een recnrded1 and
compute,! spectra when the rock outcrop motions
a are used as input. If it is assumed that the
shear beam mod1elI adequatel y represents the

~assumed that the rock outcrop motions are modli-fied as they pass into the hard sand layer,

-acquirin a directiona bias and a redistribu-

C- tion of peaks. But it seems unlikely that this
ois the sole explanation. It is probable that

. surface waves are cenerated in the strat.-
above the sand layer with periods dependent on

E he local thickness and stiffness of the layer.
Information on these waves would not be
included in the rock outcrop motions, resultinaIin significant lon period differences between
computed and recorded responses. An interest-
ina example of this is provided by data from
the Oji site in Japan (thta et al., sa77).

£-W Cornpanent(cm/sec/sec)

2-D NONLIa!dAR DYiNAMIC daFFC rdIVF STRESS
Fig. 7b. Recorded accelerations at the SCT ANALYSIS

site.
2-D dynamics are e re usually conducted
using equivalent linear finite element analyses

the right of the peak response is now repro- in the frequency domain. There has been little
duced. When the N90W component of the CJOI verification of these methods because of a lack
motions are scaled also to 0.095 q, the of adequate field data.

computed response is slightly greater than the There are certain important phenomena in
recordled response but the correct shape is soil-structure interaction outside the scrape of
reproduced. By further refinement in the conventional frequency domain analysis.
scaling a closer match could be obtained in the Typical examples are uplift durin rocking,
region of peak response. Rut the lesson is permanent deformations, the effects of seismic-
already clear that scaling of the rock outcrop ally induced porewater pressre.s, hysteretic
motions by a factor of about 2.5 is necessary behaviour and stick-slip behaviour at interf-

to get a good match between recorded and aces between structure and foundation soils.
computed spectra in the N90W direction in the The program TARA-3 (Finn et al., 1q86) was

region of peak response. Note tihat the scaling developed to cope with such problems. The
to match peal, response has resulted in higher capability of the program will be demonstrated
computed responses around a period of sec. by using it to analyze one of the NRC centri-
It is not possible to get simultaneously a good fuge tests which models the response of a heavy
match in both these regions of the response two-dimensional structure embedded in a satura-
spectrum. A reasonable match may be obtained ted sand foundation to seismic excitation.
in the OOE direction with little or no scalina

(Fig. 6).
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A;A! YSTS Qy TARA-3 model therefore simulated a structure approxi-

mately 8.6 m high by 12 m wide embedded 2 m in

I, TARA-3, respnnse in shear is assumel to be the foundation sand.

nc, 
. 

inear an? hysteretic with unloaling and De-aired silicon oil with a viscosity of 80

reT-ad.in! stress-strain paths lefined by the centistokes was used as a pore fluid in order

Vasn
.
1 -riterion (lasino, 1926). The responsc to model the drainage conditions in the proto-

q A"e soil t. unifor- all round pressure is type during the earthquake. If the linear
scsie t be nonl inearly elastic and dependent scale factor between model and prototype is N,

the '-ca noroal effective s' -ess. Porewater then excess porewater pressures dissipate
oresstir- s lurin-, shakirg are computed using the approximately N

2 
times faster in the model than

e porewater pressure model in the prototype if the same fluid is used in

V rarti. n t al., 197;) modifie
. to take into both. The rate of loading by seismic excita-

account the effects of initial static shear tion will be only N times faster. Therefore,

stress. Noduli an,] strength are continuously to model prototype drainage ccnditions during

-odifie1 urine analysis to reflect chanoes in the earthquake, a pore fluid with a viscosity N
the effective stress reoime. A detailed times the prototype viscosity must be used.
les-ri-tio i of the constitutive relations in This viscosity was achieved by an appropriate

TARA-3 is liven by Finn (1085). hlending of commercial silicon oils. Tests by

For .nalvis involvirnoa soil-structure inter- Eyton (1982) have shown that the stress-strain
ac t i7 it 'ay ,e irportant to model slippace behaviour of fine sand is not changed when

"e'iweo, the structure anA soil. 9lip may occur silicon oil is substituted for water as a pore
1_irini very strono shakini or even under moder- fluid. In the gravitational field of 80 g, the

a t shakinI if hinh porewater pressures are structure underwent consolidation settlement
le':eloe onler 'he structure. TARA-3 contains which led to a significant increase in density
slin -Ieents - the Goodtnan (Goodman et al., under the structure compared to that in the
In6p) type to a low for relative movement free field. This change in density was takenetwee . 

soil an! structure in both sliling and into account in the analysis.

r -'kii -'odes durin earthouake excitation. The locations of the accelerometers (ACC)
and nressure transducers (PPT) are shown in
rio. 10. Analyses of previous centrifuge tests

S )I'I STR!'CT'RF ENBFMPEP IN SATI1 RATFr SAND

LVOT8I648
A schematic view of the model structure is ,C 1900 cc 1

sonin Fin. q. It is made from a solid piece
nc aluminum alloy an-! has dimensions 150 mm

wide by 108 mm high in the plane of shaking.

E-te'IeI

-rO 0 0 0 0 0

o PT2629 PPT2626 PPT2631 ACC 3451 P9T23 P24 P-- "0 0 0 [f 0
PT2255 PPT2855 PPe122 ACC1552 P. ''846

,ACC 3479 ACC,3441

" 'Fig. 10. Instrumentation of centrifuged model.

I e,*on
o S g indicated that TARA-3 was capable of modelling

acceleration res, onse satisfactorily. There-
fore, in the present test, more instrumentation
was devoted to obtaining a -ood data base for

Fin . 9. Centrifugal model of emhedded checking the ability of TARA-3 to predict

structure. residual porewater pressures.
As may be seen in Fig. 10, the porewater

pressure transducers are duplicated at corres-
The length perpendicular to the plane of shak- ponding locations on both sides of the centre
inn is 470 mm and spans the width of the model line of the model except for PPT 2255 and PPT
container. rhe structure is embedded a depth 1111. The purpose of this duplication was to
og 25 mm iv, the sand foundation. Sand was remove any uncertainty as to whether a differ-
glued to the base of the structure to prevent ence between computed and measured porewater
slip between structure and sand. pressures might be due simply to local inhomo-

The fou ndation was constructed of Leighton geneity in density.
Buzzard Sand passing British Standard Sieve The porewater pressure data from all trans-
(RSS) No. 52 and retained on RSS No. 100. The ducers are shown in Fig. 11. These records show
mean grain size is therefore 0.225 mm. The the sum of the transient and residual porewater
sand was placed as uniformly as possible to a pressures. The peak residual pressure may be
nominal relative density Dr = 52%. observed when the excitation has cepsed at

During the test the model experienced a about I5 milliseconds. The pressures recorded
nominal centrifugal acceleration of 80 q. The at corresponding points on opposite sides of
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the -.nt re line sutih cas lPT 2631 and TPPT 2338
Are ietioru 1v oui te a it-ilar al thouo1(h ttere are ACC 1g9a Test RSS111/EQ1 a.I

lv i !, 'r !i fferences in the levels of 2
-At I~' a c re s idualI porewater pressures.

-here'.%r, it 2 a rI-e a ssumedl that the sand 1ic 16.4
onti ~n f, re"'arkalyl symmetrical in its

nlr'port iesal"i the -ontre 'Iine of the model.0
Pen:e-"ci~le1an I 0a-'nutedl norewater pressures 0

-iro -!-c-o onl for locationis on one side of Z1.
tlco -on~ ro ie Cf the mo!elI onlIy, the riqht

16.!

SIC___ ____ Z * VVV -16.3

'7 .I"O 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 0

P.so Fiq . 12. Recorded and computed horizontal
-100 accelerations at ACC 1q38.

ACC 1900 -Test PtSlllI/EQI - Msaz.VaI.
10 2ad13.p

722-55

.. 7--------* "soa-at -6.35
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Fi-i.~~~acelrtin at ACC.~t 1900.r rssr dt fo

The so ilI-st ructunre interaction model was
convi~er to nrototype scale before analysis
usinq 7TAPA-3 and all data are quoted at proto- or that of the input motion . This occurs
type scale. Soil properties were consistent hecause the foundation soils are much stiffer
with relative density. under the normal compressive stresses due to

The computed and measured horizontal accel- rocking than under the shear stresses induced
erationq at the top of the structure at the by the horizontal accelerations.
location of ACC 1 938 are shown in Eiq. 12.
They are very similar in frequency content,
each corresnondinq to the frequency of the
input motion aiven hy APO 3441 (Fig. 11). The COMPUTED AND MEASURED POREWATER PRESSURES
peak accelerations agree fairly closely.

T7he vertical accelerations due to cockinq as The porewater pressures in the free field
recorded~ by ACC 1900 and those computed by recorded by POT 2851 are shown in Fig. 14. Tn
TARA-3 are shown in Fiq. 13. Again, th e this case the chanqjes in the mean normal
computed accelerations closely match the stresses are not liros ind #-he fluctuations of
recordedl ac celerations in both peak values and the total porewater pcessmmre about the residual
frequency content . Note that the frequency value are relatively small. The peak residual
content: of the vertical accelerations is much porewater pressure, in the absence of drainage,
bigher than tha t of either the horizontal is given directly by the pressure recorded
acceleration at the same level in the structure after the earthquake excitation has ceased. In
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Test RSS111/EQ1 PPT2851 Transducer PPT 2338 is located directly

under the structure near the edue and was sub-

a. Recorded jected to large cycles of normal stress due to
Computed rocking of the structure. These fluctuations

in stress resulted in similar fluctuations in

i mean normal stress and hence in porewater
pressure. This is clearly evident in the pore-

a. water pressure record shown in Fig. 16. The

Test RSSL11/EQ! PPT2338

__ ComputedTime (sacs)___.____________o ____

oo 20 40 50 8.0 100
Time (sees)z

0

Fie. 14. Recorded and computed porewater 1

pressures at PPT 2851.

the present test, sianificant shaking ceased N
after 7 seconds. A fairly reliable estimate of 0.0 2 0 4 0 60 810 10oa
the peak residual pressure is given by the Time (sees)
record between 7 and 7.5 seconds. The recorded
value is slightly less than the value computed Fig. 16. Recorded and computed porewater
by TARA-3 but the overall agreement between pressures at PPT 2338.
measured and computed pressures is quite good.

As the structure is approached, the recorded
porewater pressures show the increasing influ- higher frequency peaks superimposed on the
ence of soil-structure interaction. The pres- larger oscillations are due to dilations caused
sures recorded by PPT 2846 adjacent to the by shear strains. The peak residual porewater
structure (Fig. 15) show somewhat larger oscil- pressure which controls stability is observed

between 7 and 7.5 seconds just after the strong
shaking has ceased and before significant

Test RSSI1I/EQI PPT2846 drainage has time to occur. The computed and

Recorded AAJ measured residual porewater pressures agree- Computed very closely.

Contours of computed porewater pressures are
shown in Fig. 17. They indicate very symmetri-
cal distribution of residual porewater

. pressure. Recorded values are also shown in
this figure.

Stress-Strain Response

00 20 AO 60 80 0 It is of interest to contrast the stress-strain

Time (secs) response of the sand under the structure with
that of the sand in the free field. The
stress-strain response at the location of pore-

Fig. 15. Recorded and computed porewater water pressure transducer PPT 2338 is shown in
pressures at PPT 2846. Fig. 18. Hysteretic behaviour is evident but

the response for the most part is not strongly
nonlinear. This is not surprising as the

lations than those recorded in the free field. initial effective stresses under the structure
This location is close enough to the structure were high and the porewater pressures reached a
to be affected by the cyclic normal stresses level of only about 20% of the initial effec-
caused by rocking. The recorded peak value of tive vertical stress.
the residual porewater pressure is given by the The response in the free field at the loca-
relatively flat portion of the record between 7 tion of PPT 2851 (Fig. 19) is strongly
and 7.5 seconds. The computed and recorded nonlinear with large hysteresis loops indicat-
values agree very closely. ing considerable softening due to high

- 40

Fig. 17. Contours of computed porewater pressures.
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number of dams. In particular, it has been
PPT 2338 - Test RSSl1/EQt - used to determine the peak dynamic displace-

ments and the post-earthquake permanent
deformations. Typical results for the proposed
Lukwi tailings dam in Papua New Guinea will be

// presented to show the kind of data that is
provided by a true nonlinear effective stress

/ method of analysis (Finn et al., 1987,1988).

Lukwi Tailings Dam

The finite element representation of the Lukwi
tailings dams is shown in Fig. 20. The sloping
line in the foundation is a plane between two

jfoundation materials. Upstream to the left is
/ a limestone with shear modulus G = 6.4 x 106" kPa and a shear strength defined by c' = 700

I kPa and t' = 45* . The material to the right is
a siltstone with a low shearing resistance
given by c' = 0 and ' = 12". The sheir modu-Shar tr.,n (percert) lus is approximately G = 2.7 x 106 kPa. The
difference in strength between the foundationst ructure. soils is reflected in the dam construction.

The upstream slope on the limestone is steep
whereas the downstream slope on the weaker
foundation is much flatter and has a large berm
to ensure stability.

The dam was subjected to strong shaking with
a peak acceleration of 0.33 g (Fig. 21). The5

C-

C3

,..2

CJ,-0 20 0 00 0 20 Q
Shear Strain (percent.) !. 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0

Time (secs)

Fig. 19. Stress strain response in the free Fig. 21. Input motion of analysis of Lukwi
field. tailings dam.

porewater pressures and shear strain. At 1, is response of the limestone foundation is almost
location the porewater pressures reached about elastic as shown in Fig. 22 by the shear
80% of the initial effective vertical pressure. stress-shear strain response for a typical

element.
The response of the siltstone foundation is

ANALYSIS OF DAMS strongly nonlinear. The deformations increase
progressively in the direction of the initial

Since the development of TARA-3 in 1986, it has static shear stresses as shown in Fig. 23.
been used to estimate the seismic response of a Since the analysis starts from the initial

cgoSCAL4g i 21A VW

Fig. 20. Finite element idealization of Luwki tailings dam.
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Fig. 22. Shear stress-shear strain response of rig. 24. Shear stress-shear strain response in
limestone foundation. the berm.

4j0

aga

0.0 4.0 6.0 12 0 16.0 20.0 24.0
Time (secs)

-00?Fig. 25. Computed accelerations of a point

-0 7 -0 06 -0 ' -0 04 -0 03 -0 02 - 0. o 00 a near the crest.
Shear Strain (percent)

Fiq. 23. Shear stress-shear strain response of
siltstone foundation.

post-construction stress-strain condition
subsequent large dynamic stress impulses move Vo,/vw'k \ v V
the response close to the highly nonlinear part U
of the stress-strain curve. It may '_ noted
that the hysteretic stress-strain loops all
reach the very flat part of the stress-strain
curve, thereby encuring successively large V.0 4.0 8 0 12 0 16.0 20.0 24.0
plastic deformations. Time (scs)

An element in the berm also shows strong
nonlinear response with considerable hysteretic Fig. 26. Displacement history of a point near
damping (Fia. 24).

The acceleration time history of a point the crest.

near the crest in the steeper upstream slope is
shown in Fig. 25. The displacement time
history of the point is shown in Fig. 26. Note
that the permanent deformation is of the order
of 25 cm. Most of this was generated by a
large permanent slip which occurred about
8 secs after the start of shaking.

The deformed shape of the central portion of
the dam is shown to a larger scale in Fig. 27.

CONCLUS IONS

The selection of representative motions for
use as input in seismic response analyses Fig. 27. Deformed shape of the dam after the
requires considerable skill and a deep under- earthquake to enlarged scale
standing of the role of system characteristics
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in defining seismic response. The practice of European Office of the U.S. Army Corps of
selectinq just a few candidate motions, which Engineers. The support of these sponsors is
is unfortunately fairly common, may be danaer- gratefully acknowledged. The project was
ously unconservative. managed by W. Grabau and J.C. Comati of the

The very common practice of modelling the Europoean Research Office, U.S. Army London;
incoming seismic waves as horizontal shear R.H. Ledbetter of USAE Waterways Experiment
waves propagatina vertically is inadequate Station, Vicksburg, Miss.; and L.L. Beratan,
wherever sianificant surface waves are present. Office of Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
TI -,v o.tD i- ina(equate clot L'tLh .mmisn. Tch! -entrifuqe tests were conduc-
epicentre. ted by R. Dean, F.H. Lee and R.S. Steedman of

Dynamic analysis provides a constant ordered Cambridge University, U.K., under a separate
approach to estimating the characteristics of contract. The tests were under the general
site specific motions. It allows parametric direction of A.N. Schofield, Cambridge
studies to be conducted which are powerful University and were monitored by the author on
guides to judgement. Estimatinq "exact" behalf of USAE. Descriptions of the centrifupe
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Cellular Cofferdams-Developments in Design and Analysis
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SYNOPSIS: Cellular cofferdams are reviewed from the point of view of recent developments, with a
particular focus on movements. It is found that applications for cofferdams are expanding, with
uses extended beyond the conventional temporary systems to permanent navigation and retaining
structures. Results from instrumented cofferdams show that some conventional analysis procedures
for predicting interlock force and internal stability are excessively conservative. Where
conditions do not deviate far from the norm, movement patterns for cofferdams can be quantified and
predicted. For more exotic cases, finite element procedures are available that yield reasonable
predictions of behavior.

INTRODUCTION each of these subjects, and assesses the
Cellular cofferdams are normally temporary, potential for future developments.
serving to surround an area in a body of water
so that it can be dewatered and used for con- LOCK AND DAM NO. 26 (R) -STAGE I
struction. A plan view of this type of system
is shown in Figure I for the Stage 1 cofferdam
used for construction of a portion of the re-
placement Lock and Dam 26 on the Mississippi
River. The cofferdam is formed by means of z
linked cells, each of which is created by driv- 2 50
ing interlocking steel sheetpiles. The cell
may be circular, diaphragm, or cloverleaf in
shape, although circular is the most common.
As shown in Figure 1, the circular shape
actually only applies to the main cells, with 2
the circular cells connected by smaller arc
cells. The wall that the main cell and arc
cell share is termed the common wall. Where
the common wall joins the converging main and
arc cells, a special wye or tee element is
used.

For many years, cofferdam technology was 0
relatively static. Design methods remained LEGEND
untested, and in many cases gave conflicting 0 OPTICAL SURVEY MARKERS Scle in Ft.
answers. In recent years, this situation has Fig. 1 Layout and Instrumention of
changed. Cofferdams have found use in a wider F 1 ayu a C nsrm
variety of applications, including retaining Stage 1 Cofferdam
structures, waterfront and harbor structures, CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROCEDURES
and floodwalls. This has led to new forms of
loading, increased concern about movements, Conventional geotechnical design considerationsand the use of the cofferdam as a permanent for cofferdams include internal and external
system. stability (Figure 2). Internal stability is

concerned with the degree of loading of the
The past 15 years have also seen a number of sheetpile interlocks and connecting elements,
new investigations of cofferdam behavior. In a and the possibility of a shear failure
few, key cases, cofferdams have been instru- developing through the cell fill under the
mented, leading to data that allows behavior distortions that occur during lateral loading.
trends to be better understood, particularly as External stability considers the possibility
to movements. Also, several groups have that the cofferdam behaves as a unit and is
adapted the finite element method to coffer- subject to bearing failure, sliding on the
dams, leading to insights into the nature of base, or overturning. Special considerations
the soil-structure interaction process in these for cofferdams on rock relate to the
systems, and a linkage of movements in the possibility of sliding on weak planes in the
structure and the soil. Finally, other workers rock. Broader aspects of cofferdam design
have developed modifications to the conven- involve overtopping, marine impact, ice
tional design technology. This paper reviews loading, and construction related problems.
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fact that the interlock load must decrease near
_/ the dredge line because of the restraint of-

_ //I'fered by the embedded portion of the cell.
Instrumentation data from cofferdams and finite
element analyses suppurt tnis concept. Further
comment on this will be made later in this

-T7A7 7 J ,, //A\ paper.

The common wall is subjected to a pull from
Interlock Splitting internal Shear both the main and arc cells. Thus, it is

generally accepted that the common wall is sub-

Internal Failure Modes jected to a higher force than either the main
or arc cell wall. The calculation of forces in
the common wall is usually based on one of two
approaches: (1.) The secant formula of the TVA:

.............................................................. (2)

in which L = centerline distance between main
and are cells; and 1, = angle between center-
line of main cell and wye connection point;

Sliding on Foundation and, (2.) The Swatek (1969) formula:

Beoring Capocity - tcw = p L .. ........................ (3)

I Of the two, the secant formula gives the larger

force prediction, and as will be shown subse-

External Failure Modes quently, field data support the Swatek ap-
proach.

Overturning

Fig. 2 - Typical Failure Modes of
Cellular Cofferdams

TERZAGHI METHOD TVA METHOD

Lacroix, et al. (1970) and Rossow, et al.(1987)
have provided thorough reviews of conventional / /
design approaches. These efforts will not be / /
repeated in this section, rather only those 7 /
areas where some new knowledge has been / -
developed will be discussed. These include P
methods for calculating interlock loads for - -
main or arc cell elements, interlock loads for
the common wall, and internal stability.

There are a number of conventional methods for P H P=K at 0T5H
determining interlock loads. All are based v 0 75

upon the equation: K =04 K0oton 2 (45-11

t = p x r .................. (1)

in which t = interlock load, p = pressure US ARMY CORPS OF ENGRS METH SCHROEDERa MAITLAND METH
exerted by the fill, normally as applied to the
inboard side of the cell, and r - radius of -j---
the cell. Differences in the methods lie in / /
the distribution assumed for the fill pressure, /
and in the maximum value assigned for the pres- / 7 - _
sure. In Figure 3 four commonly used alterna- -I -p

tives are given: Terzaghi (1945), Tennessee / j H --
Valley Authority (1957), Corps of Engineers, as H 1- N '

outlined in NAVDOCKS Design Manual DM7 (1971),__ T1 d_

and Schroeder and Maitland (1979). For pur- T
poses of convenience, these will henceforth be
referred to by the symbols TZ, TVA, COE, and P t
S&M. The S&M approach represents the most P KL at H P-Ko v ' ot -- H
recent development. As is seen in Figure 3, K 0.5 H'-H+d'
the TZ and COE methods assume triangular pres- K-.2to.6 on2 (45--t)
sure distributions which continuously increase 2
with depth, while the other two increase to a
certain depth, and then decrease to zero. It
is important to note that the TVA and S&M dis- Note: av is vertical effective stress
tributions are not intended to reflect the
actual earth pressure distribution. Rather,
they are designed to be used to generate the Fig. 3- Pressure Distributions for

correct distribution of interlock load when Calculation of Interlock

using Equation (1). These methods reflect the Forces
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failure. Thus, it appears that a better ap-
A number of alternative methods have been proach to design would be to use limiting de-
proposed for analysis of internal shear failure formations as the control, since the large
under the action of lateral loading. Probably movements required to cause internal shear
the most widely accepted procedure is that would obviously be unacceptable. In following
postulated by Terzaghi (1945). As shown in sections of this paper, methods are suggested
Figure 4, he assumes that the soil in the cell to allow calculation of the likely movements of
undergops shear along a vertical plane due to a cellular cofferdam.
the overturning moment generatcd by the re-
sultant of the lateral loads acting on the FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
cofferdam. The external shear force on the
base of the cofferdam fill, Q, is a function of Conventional analysis techniques for cofferdams
the external or driving moment, M. Q is re- are largely semi-empirical, and are limited to
lated to the driving moment as Q = 3M/2b, where conditions similar to those for which we have
b = the diameter of the cell. The force Q is an experience base. The concepts of soil-
resisted by the internal soil friction on the structure interaction upon which the
assumed vertical shear plane, and the friction conventional methods are based are elementary,
in the interlocks, and the factor of safety and do not reflect the true nature of the
against internal shear failure by this problem in many instances. Further, they are
technique is: unable to predict cofferdam movements and

F = bH K (tan : + f) deflections. The latter drawback is important
3 M in where the cofferdam is deformation sensi-

tive, or in the case deformations are to be

monitored and used to judge the performance ofwhere, f = coefficient of friction on the the cofferdam.
interlocks, K = the earth pressure coefficient
acting on the vertical plane, = unit weight Early efforts at finite element analyses of
of the soil, and H = the height of the cell. cofferdams were conducted without a full ap-
The principal unknown in this approach is the preciation of the complexity of the system,
value of the parameter K. Terzaghi assumed it particularly relative to the extra flexibility
to be 0.5. Schroeder and Maitland (1979) argue in the cells provided by the interlocks.
that this is too conservative, and that a more Clough and Hansen (1977) first applied the
reasonable value is 1.0, thus doubling the method to a real cofferdam in the analysis of
allowable resultant lateral load. Finite the Willow Island Cofferdam. This effort
element analyses have tended to support this focused on the effects of lateral loading using
finding (Singh and Clough, 1988). a two-dimensional "vertical slice" model. The

cell was represented by front and back bending
!a b W. elements connected by a series of flexible

__ __ M springs. The spring stiffnesses were derived
on the basis that the cell acted as a perfect
pressure vessel. The cell fill model incor-
corporated allowances for nonlinear behavior,
and provisions were made for slip between the

Q]ilo H cell walls and the cell fill. DeformationH predictions using this model were reasonable

for lateral loading, but were unrealistically
small for the filling stage. Stevens (1980)
later used the Clough and Hansen model to re-
analyze the Willow Island Cofferdam, but he

/11/1///11//// 1/7 11 T-/ reduced the stiffness of the connecting springs
-Q for the front and back walls to allow for more

Rock flexibility, and hence to indirectly account
for interlock induced deformations in the cell.
This approach produced reasonable predictions
of movements for both filling and lateral load-

Pressure ing, but there was no general method available
diagram to determine the degree by which the flexi-
at-2b/3-- + a base bility should be reduced for interlock in-

fluences.

:ig. 4 - Terzaghi's Design Method An intensive investigation into finite element
for Cellular Cofferdams analyses of cofferdams was triggered by the

construction and instrumentation of the Lock
and Dam 26 Replacement (R) cofferdam. Using

Alternative methods for internal failure in the the results of a series of tests on sheetpile
fill to that of Terzaghi were proposed by assemblies, the senior author and his co-
Krynine (1945), Hansen (1953), and Cummings workers were able to develop three two-
(1957). Reasonable doubt still exists over dimensional models which incorporated many of
which of the procedures is correct, and no the key aspects of cofferdam behavior (Clough
cofferdam has been documented to have failed in and Kuppusamy, 1985; Kuppusamy, et al., 1985).
this manner. Model tests by Maitland and Each of the two-dimensional models addresses a
Schroeder (1979) support the Terzaghi approach different aspect of the problem. All incor-
if the earth pressure coefficient used is 1.0, porate allowances for interlock yielding, non-
and not 0.5 as suggested by Terzaghi. However, linear soil behavior, slip between the cell
in the model tests, the cofferdam had to be fill and natural soils and the steel sheet-
tilted 50 % of the cell height to generate the piles, and construction sequence. Further
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work by Mosher (1988) has extended these con- models reasonably match the averages of the

cepts to three-dimensional finite element observed data for deflection and interlock

analyses. loads. Movements of the instrumented cells are
also closely predicted for differential loading

Figure 5 shows the results of an axisymmetric caused by dewatering and flooding, Clough and

analysis of the filling of one of the main Kuppusamy (1985). Further analyses of other

cells of Lock and Dam 26 (R). The results are cofferdams by Singh and Clough (1988) using the

given in terms of radial deflections of the finite element tools support the idea that if

cell, and interlock forces as a function of the proper parameters are defined for the models,

degree of flexibility of the cell. The flexi- realistic predictions of cofferdam behavior can

bility of the cell is described in terms of the be obtained.
parameter "E-Ratio," which is the ratio of the
modulus used for the cell in the horizontal
direction to that used for the vertical direc-
tion. To allow for interlock stretching, the
E-Ratio must be less than one. It can be
shown from interlock tests, and by comparison Distance From Cell (Feet)
of predicted results to observed that the
appropriate E-7atio for the cell filling stage i10 20 30

is in the range of 0.03-0.05. Importantly, 0

with this level of E-Ratio, the cells typicallyexpand enough on filling to cause active condi- 
.... 50

tions within the cell fill, and lead to the

lowest possible interlock forces. 
-..-.-000-... 200C

Interlock Force,Kips/ln. Radial Deflection of~l ---- ___1500 - 0,

Sheeting,n. 12 l50 3012~

.0 4.0 6.0 1.0 .0 3.0 o- 2000- . 2o
0 0r0 40

00

o 60

exanLateral 
Stress Contours ,PSF)

'0 4 oi 40--.. Overburden Stress
t w the 

Finite Element Analysis

Ir 60 Fig. 6 - Lateral Stress Contours -

~End of Cell Filling -

oLock & Dam 26 (R)
80 + 80

Fig. 5 - Results of Axisymretric Analysis-
End of Cell Filling - Lock & Dam

26 (R) e riRecent design applications of the finite

The ontursof lterl sreses peditedfor element models have been made for cofferdams

the cell fill for Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 used as floodwalls (Peters, 1987), and water-

cofferdam after completion of filling are given front structures. Figure 9 shows predicted
in Figure 6. The stress contours reveal a deflections for a cell used for a proposed

pattern of arching, caused by significant offloading facility in Alaska which is sub-

portion of the vertical weight of the fill jected to strong ice loading just at the water

being picked up by the shear between the cell line. The ice loading causes the cell to be

sheetpiles and the fill. As reported by Clough distorted at the water line, and also to be
and Goeke (1986), the arching was reflected in translated as a unit by the ice loading.

differences in insitu test results performed Analyses of this type were used to help select

near the sheetpiles and near the center of the cell fill properties and foundation preparation

cells for the Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 techniques for the offloading facility so as to

cofferdam, hold cell deflections within tolerable limits.
FigInstrumentation results will be available in

ndthe 
near future for several projects to check

predicted by the axisymmetric and three- the validity of the finite element predictions.

dihecniours ofiniterlsrsepedcdfo element models have benmaefrlofedm

dimfe n a l a f te le mon t o d f re cell fHowever, the methods have already proven much

filling, and those obtained in the instrumen of their merit in providing information to aid

tation program for Lock and Dam 26 (R) coffer- in critical design decisions.

dam. Results from both of the finite element
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Fig. 7 - Comparison of Radial Deflection DESCRIPTION OF COFFERDAMS USED IN CASE HISTORY
Fi.7-Cmaio o ailDfeto REVIEW

from Axisymmetric and Three-

Dimensional Analyses - End of In Table 1 the key aspects are given for the
Filling six cofferdams used in this case history re-

view. The first four are more conventional
cases where the cofferdam serves as a temporary
system to allow dewatering for construction
within a body of water. The latter two are
permanent systems, serving as waterfront and
soil retaining structures. Instrumentation to

0 1 1 I I monitor the cell filling stage was successfully
S iyinstalled for only two of the cases, the LockI 0 Aaismc _and Dam 26 Stage 1 cofferdam, and the cofferdam

(0E-Ratina .03) for the Trident Drydock.

T Three-Dimensional The diameter of the six cofferdams ranged from
2 - Analysis 62 to 76 ft, and their height above the dredge

(E-Ratio=0.03) line varied from 36 to 80 ft. Sheetpile embed-
4' ments varied widely, with the smallest at thet,..)H Observed30 H Values Willow Island cofferdam where a rock foundation
o was present, to the largest at the Lock and Dam
0. 26 (R) Stage 1 cofferdam with 35 ft of embed-
It- 40- ment.
E
O Fill for all of the cofferdams was sand, al-

LA-50 though in the Seagirt case a 10 ft layer of
:5 soft silt soil remained in the cell beneath the
CL Dredge Line fill. In the case of the Trident and Fulton
o 60 Terminal 6 cofferdams the cell fills were

densified using vibratory compaction after they
were placed. The Trident case is also unique

70 in that with unwatering of the interior of the
cofferdam, the cells themselves were dewatered
to increase the weight of the cell fill. In

80 other cases, the cell fill remains partially
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 saturated with water seeping from outboard to

Interlock Force (Kips/In.) inboard side. The Lock and Dam 26 (R) coffer-
dams used special wellpoints just on the in-

Fig. 8 - Comparison of Predicted Interlock terior of the cofferdam to insure that the
Force from Axisymmetric and Three- seepage water level was kept below dredge line.
Dimensional Analyses - End ofFilling Foundations for all of the case histories weregenerally sound, with the materials composed of

dense sands, rock, or hard clays. The poorest
foundation was for certain areas of the Seagirt
cofferdam, where in some places it was composed
of a fissured stiff clay.
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Loading was provided by water for most of the
cofferdams, except for the Seagirt and Fulton
Terminal 6 cases. The Seagirt cofferdam, was
designed to support dredged spoil, and the
Fulton Terminal 6 cofferdam carried the load of

- the sand fill used to form the base for a
wharf.

REVIEW OF CASE HISTORY DATA FOR CELL FILLING

Relatively few cofferdams have been instru-
mented and monitoreu for the cell filling
stage. This is attributable to the problems of
maintaining workable instrumentation on the
sheetpiles as they are driven, and in obtaining

< -reasonable zero readings on them before they
.. are stabilized by filling the cells. Fortu-

nately, as noted earlier, in two instances in-
. during cell filling. In the case of both the

Trident drydock (Sorota, et al., 1981) and the
- -"'Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 cofferdams (Moore

. -and Kleber, 1985), strain gages were applied to
cells to allow determination of interlock
forces during filling. Only in the case of
Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 cofferdam were the
inclinometers in place to measure cell move-

- ments during filling. A section through the
Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 cofferdam is shown

F in Figure 10. As can be seen from the date in
- < <, Table 1, the two cofferdams are similar in many
< z Z Z characteristics, although the Trident cells had

a greater height, less sheetpile embedment, a
smaller diameter to height ratio, and was sup-
ported by a better foundation material.

- Notably, after fill placement, the cell fill in
SZ 2 Zthe Trident case was densified using a vibra-

tory technique.

Interlock Forces on Filling

Z Z •In Figure 11 the ranges of the measured main
cell interlock forces for the two cases
immediately after fill placement are shown.
The trend in the data is for the interlock
forces to increase with depth to a point
slightly above the dredge line, and then to

-0 7 C: r decrease after that. With compaction of the
fill for the Trident cofferdam, the interlock
stresses showed a clear increase over the

C: r U M a M placement values. For purposes of comparison
:1 , C c with predicted interlock forces the measured

7values at the completion of cell filling are
shown with those determined using the the TVA

-C> - 430
U

0 - 410 Sand Fill (inboard)

a ~ Missi ssipi
390 - River (Elev.

U X 7 Dredgel ine IsnIdB-:
1 0 0 + --.

E It U-
E E I a) C 0 River Alluviom

3 -0 M 2 350 "' .

'0~ U ) -

U 0 0 ) 0 In aBottom of Cell
-SI

Fig. 10 - Typical Cell Schematic of

Lock & Dam 26 (R)
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Cell Displacements on Filling

and S&M methods in Figure 12. General conclu-

sions that are drawn from the measured inter- The different measurements of cell displace-
look forces from rhe filling stage are: ments generated by filling for Lock and Dam 26

(R) Stage 1 cofferdam inclinometers yielded the
1.) The observed interlock force distributions same general trends, hut therc was a rather

follow a similar trend to that defined by wide spread in magnitudes (Figure '7). This is
the TVA or S&M methods, likely due to the extreme flexibility of the

cofferdam before and during filling. The
2.) The TVA method tends to predict interlock deflected shape indicates increasing cell

forces for cell placement which fit the bulging down to a point about 0.25H above the
average observed values for the Lock and dredge line, and decreasing movements after
Dam 26 (R) case well, but are on the low this. The location of the maximum bulge is
side fcr the Trident case. Conversely, consistent with the location defined fcr the
the S&M method is on the high side for measured maximum interlock force, as it should
L-,ck and Dam 26 (R), and fits the average be. This location of maximum bulge is also
well for the Trident case. consistent with that suggested by Lacroix et

al. (1970) for other cofferdams with similar
3.) The maximum interlock force typically conditions.

occurs at distances of 0.125H and 0.25H
above the dredge line for the Trident and REVIEW OF CASE HISTORY DATA FOR COFFERDAMS
Lock and Dam 26 (R) cofferdams respec- SUBJECTED TO DIFFERENTIAL LOADING BY WATER
tively. The higher location for the maxi-
mum interlock force is associated with the The data available for the four temporary
greater embedme;t of the Lock and Dam 26 cofferdams varies in extent and consistency.
(R) cofferdam versus that of the Trident In some cases, there was only a survey net to
case. measure movements of the top of the cells

(Stage 2 cofferdam of Lock and Dam 26), while
4.) The earth pressure coefficient for the in others data were cbtained from inclinometers

compacted fill in the Trident cofferdam is and strain gages as well.
higher than could he reasonably predicted
by either the TVA or S&M methods. This is Interlock Forces
likely due to either built-in zompaction
stresses, or break down of arching effects In the application of diff- e: .ial loads to the
in the fill as a result of the disturbance two cofferdams instrumenteJ for interlock
in the fill by the compaction. force, conditions differed. At Lock and Dam 26

(R) Stage 1, a restraining berm was placed on
As would be expected from conventional theory, the interior of the cofferdam before unwatering
the measured values of interlock forces in the began. During unwatering, a dewatering system
common walls of the two cofferdams are higher was activated which controlled the underseepage
than those in the main cells. However, the beneath the cofferdam. The Trident cofferdam
measured values are less than would b' expected was unusual in that upon unwatering of the in-
by the TVA secant formula, and more consistent terior, the cell fills themselves were de-
with the predictions of the Swatek approach. watered.
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For Lock and Dam 26 (R), the maximum interlock
forces showed decreases during berm placement, Trideot Drydock
unwatering, and flooding by percentages of 3,
40, and 27 respectively. These decreases are 28"H
all counter to conventional theory which would 2-0.5"
predict no change for berm placemezt, and an CELL 5
increase on initial unwatering and flooding.

Interestingly, the finite element analyses of Cofferdam
this cofferdam correctly predicted these trends Basin
(Clough and Kuppusamy, 1985). The reason for (SandCell
the lack of agreement between conventional -(outbord) Fill 75% (Inboard)
theory and the actual behavior is shown in the t l5Dr)a
finite element analyses to lie in the effects Dredgeline-
of the stabilizing berm. The initial berm
loading works against the pressures exerted by . : .. :.. . . . .A . p
the cell fill, and lowers the net load at a .. V ' Sand and grovel Vp
point near the maximum interlock force. Upon
unwatering and flooding, the cell walls are 2in
pushed against the berm which then mobilizes - Displacement Scale
the strength of the soil in the berm, and 2fStructura Scale
generates additional resistance to lower the
net loading on the sheetpiles. Fig. 13. - Movement of Cell 5 of Trident Dry-

In the Trident cofferdam, where no berm was dock Cofferdam during Dewatering

present, unwatering led to an increase of
interlock forces on the unwatered or inboard
side, and a decrease on the outboard side. LOCK AND DAM NO.26 (R)
This response is consistent with conventional
theory, and reflects the fact that there is no - -2.9"---
element requiring further consideration of
soil-structure interaction beyond the simplest CELL33 Observed *
concepts. The contrast between the Trident and Movements
Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 cofferdams shows (Sand cell
the importance of soil-structure interaction in (Outboard) fill 55% (Inboard)
cofferdam behavior. DOn . o-ar

Drdine Xerm
Cell Movements 77,7

The inclinometer-based movements of the
instrumented cells for the Trident and Lock and
Oam 26 (R) Stage 1 cofferdams allow the cell
wall displacement patterns to be d-termined. I Hrizontal Displacement Scale
Figures 13 and 14 show the measured profiles 30 fr
for the outboard and inboard sides for two of Structure Scale

the typical cells for each cofferdam. The pro-
files reflect the effects of the unwatering Fig. 14 - Movement of Cell 33 of Lock & Dam
isolated from the previous displacements in- 26 (R) during Dewatering
duced by filling. The Trident cell tended to
rotate in a relatively uniform pattern, while
the Lock and Dam 26 (R) cell underwent more of
a distortion effect with the lower portions of 3.[I
the cells restrained. This difference can be Lock and Dam 26(R) Dewotering Response
attributed to: (1) The differences in cell C
embedments, with those for the Trident cell t 2.5 -
small, and those for the Lock and Dam 26 (R) c
cell large; (2) The presence of the restraining C Range of Movements
berm against the inboard sheetpiles for Lock 2.0-0
and Dam 26 (R) ; and, (3) the especially dense .

condition of the fill at the Trident cofferdam.
One notable common trend in the results is that 1.5 -V Inboard Average 0
the outboard side moved more than the inboard O r0 A Outboard Avera c
side, a behavior that is confirmed in other i ,.
measurements shown subsequently. I.O

The inclinometer measurements are interesting, U

but they only represent the movement of one 0.5
cell. Thus, it is also useful to study the 0
survey data for top of cell movement since this
is available for many cells, and allows an o
insight into the scatter of behavior as well as - 0
other aspects of response. In Figure 15 the 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

survey data obtained during the unwatering of Differential Head (Feet)
Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1 cofferdam for

Fig. 15 - Movements of 11 Typical Cells dur-
ing Dewatering (optical survey)
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movements of the tops of 11 typical upstream 4.0 I
and downstream cells are plotted versus the L n N ( S
differential head between the outboard and Lock Dnd Dam No26(R)-StgeD
inboard side of the cells. The differential
head is a simple measure of the loading applied
to the cells. The range in cell movements as 3.0
well as the averages are shown. The following (Note that
trends stand out: / Outboard-

moves
1.) Although there is scatter in the data, 2

there is a consistent trend for the cell .20 A ctint dmreS A-- 8 Dewotering during
displacements to increase almost line- 2 B C Normol Fluccuction flood
arally with differential head. - C D Dec.'82 Flood

D E Flood Interior Normal Pool High Water
2.) The average of the inboard cell movements 0 O

is uniformly larger than those of the out- F V inboard Wall
board cell movements. 0 A Outboard Wall

Review of the data from other cofferdams shows I I I
the same response as indicated in these conclu- 0 0 1
sions, and a similar response is seen in finite 0 0 20 30 40 50 60
element analyses (Martin and Clough, 1988). Differential Head (Feet)

Fig. 16 - Dewatering and Flood Response
11 Typical Cells (optical

Figure 16 extends the movement data for the 11 survey)
typical cells of Lock and Dam 26 (R) Stage 1
cofferdam to include the behavior that was ob-
served as the water levels fluctuated after 1.0
completion of unwatering. The changes in dif- ,
ferential water head first involved a small - Trident Cofferdam
decrease. This was followed by a flood event 0 0 Lock 26, Stage I
in December of 1982. As the head reached es- .8 - 0 Lock 26, Stage2
sentially 60 ft and threatened to overtop the 1 o Willow Island (Cell27)
cells, the Corps of Engineers began voluntary 0 -- d
flooding of the interior of the cofferdam using 0 -- Flood

.0 .6
an emergency spillway. This immediately led C
to a decrease of the differential head acting -/
on the cofferdam. As is seen in Figure 16, the o
response of the cofferdam to these loadings was r / 
not the same as that which developed on initial 0
unwatering. Each event led to cumulative in-
creases in movements. The response to the .2
December high water was particularly sharp with .
deformations increasing with differential head
faster than during unwatering. It is believed 0
that this is caused by the fact that the moment 1~ 0I
arm of the high water about the cofferdam cen- 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
terline is greater than that of the normal Differential Head/Free Height
pool, and that the high water leads to more
submergence of the cell fill, thus reducing the Fig. 17 - Normalized Loads and Movements for
effective stresses and stiffness of the fill. Cofferdams under Water Loadings
It is also notable that the outboard sheetpiles
moved more than the inboard sheetpiles during are reached. In order of increasing non-
the high water loading, where the opposite was dimensionalized movements, the cofferdams are
true on unwatering. This reversal is caused by ranked as Willow Island, Lock and Dam 26 (R)
the fact that the high water loading is stages 1 and 2, and Trident. This ranking is
directly applied to the outboard sheetpiles. consistent with the relative conditions for the

cofferdams. Willow Island has the largest
diameter to height ratio, the strongest
foundation, and a stabilizing berm, and it

To compare the four temporary cofferdam shows the smallest displacements. The Trident
movements, the measured displacements of the cofferdam has one of the smallest diameter to
tops of the cells are normalized by dividing by height ratios, no interior stabilizing berm,
the free height of the cell, and then plotted and the greatest height, and it shows the
against the differential head which is also largest displacements. The Lock and Dam (R) 26
normalized by the free cell height (Figure 17). cofferdams have conditions which fall between
The amount of data tabulated for each project the other two, and displacements which do like-
varies; only limited inclinometer information wise.
was available for Willow Island, but for the
others, each point represents the average of The general level of the nondimensionalized
many survey measurements. As is seen in the movements are of interest since the consistency
figure, the nondimensionalized movements follow of the trends shown for the cofferdams suggest
the loading directly, and in an almost linear that they can be used to help predict the
fashion until the very high levels of loading likely level of movement of cofferdams with
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similar conditions. There are two other dense sand. Before driving the sheeting, an
reference points of this type worthy of men- upper layer of soft silt was dredged. With the
tion. Swatek (1967) reports that in his ex- sheets in place, fill was dredged into the
perience the typical temporary cofferdam moves cells, and in the area behind the' cells to
1 % of its free height at the top of the cell. create a level working surface. The fills in
This would be high for the average movement the cells a,-, tehind the cells was vibrated
data in Figure 17, where none of the values into a dense condition, with an estimated
exceeded 0.6 %. However, if the extreme relative density of about 80 %.
movements were considered at each cofferdam,
then the 1 % figure would not be far from the Both the Seagirt and Fulton Terminal 6
observed value. In finite parametric studies, cofferdams underwent significant deformations
Singh and Clough (1988) report that the move- as a result of the lateral loads applied to
ments should not exceed 0.5 % for a conserva- them. In Figure 19, the lateral movements
tively designed cofferdams, particularly if measured at the tops of selected cells for boLh
there is a stabilizing berm present. It would cofferdams are plotted versus date, with key
appear from all of the information that for activities at the sites noted. For the Seagirt
prudent design of a cofferdam on good case, two sets of data are shown, one for a
foundation conditions, a value of 0.5 to 1 % of section of the cofferdam on a clay foundation,
the free cell height could be used to estimate and one for a section on the dense sand. The
displacements. movements for the Seagirt cofferdam do not

represent the entire deformation history of
this system, since some movement occurred

20r- before measurement benchmarks were installed.

I Maximum lateral movements for the Seagirt case
0 Wae reached about 5 ft for the cell on founded on

Wter CELL 66 Dredge Spoil clay, and 1 ft for the cell founded on dense
U. sand, values equal to 13 and 3 % respectively

C -20- Silty sond Sand Fi of the free cell height. While most of the
B erm displacements of the cells occurred during

- active construction, a significant portion of
> -40 soil y those for both foundation condition are time-

dependent. Because no inclinometers were in
Sand place during the construction, the exact

60 sources of the movements cannot be determined.
However, it seems reasonable that the large

nd and Stiff Clay deformations are in part related to the
-80 presence of the soft organic silts in the cell

and in the soil on either side of the cell.
Also, where the hard clay formed the foundation

Fig. 18 - Typical Cell Schematic of material, it is likely that the sheetpiles in
Seagirt Cofferdam the front of the cells plunged into the clay

causing a rotation of the cells forward.

REVIEW OF CASE HISTORY DATA FOR COFFERDAMS As is seen in Figure 19, lateral displacement
SUBJECTED TO OTHER THAN WATER LOADINGS due to placement of fill behind the cell was

only 1.0 ft, or about 1.5% of the cell height.
The Seagirt and Fulton Terminal 6 case Inclinometers installed on the cofferdam cells
histories represent unique situations in that allowed a definition of sources of movements.
these cofferdams are subjected to loading other A significant amount of displacement was ob-
than by water. Figure 18 shows typical section served at the dredge line and below, indicating
for the Seagirt cofferdam in the area where it movements of the embedded portion of the
was founded on sand. In other areas, this sheetpiles.
cofferdam was founded on a fissured hard clay.
The Seagirt cofferdam was originally intended Elapsed Time months
as a temporary system for the containment of E
the slurry created by excavation for the 1-95 L 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Baltimore Harbor tunnel. Several years sub- 0 1
sequent to the construction of the tunnel, it Place Backfill
was decided to use the cofferdam and its re- E

tained fill as a waterfront terminal. This U Seogirt Terminal, Cell 66
review focuses on the cofferdam performance 05-
before the time changes were instituted to Le Fulton TerminalCell4
upgrade the system for its permanent use . The 

outbo a re 
,6

upper soils at the site were soft organic CL

clays, and these were underlain by either stiff

fissured clays, or dense sands. The cells were 1.0 End oll

driven through the upper soils to a shallow "2 End backfill
embedment in the underlying stiffer soils. A 410
sand fill was placed into the cells without

removing the soft soils that remained inside 1.I I
the cells.

Fig. 19 - Lateral Displacements ef

The Fulton Terminal 6 cofferdam case history is Cells Loaded by Soil
described by Schroeder (1987). This structure
serves as a container wharf, and is founded on
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The performances of the Seagirt and Fulton S&M methods when a earth berm is not pre-
Terminal 6 cofferdams lead to the following sent. If an earth berm is present, then
observations: these methods will lead to conservative

predictions of interlock forces for condi-
i). Despite large deformations of the coffer- tions after filling.

dams, they continued to perform ade-
quately. sh--i"g the resilence of these 8.) Average lateral displacements at the top
flexible structures. of conservatively designed cofferdams

under the action of water loading will be
2.) The lateral movements of the cofferdams in the range of 0.5 % of the cell height.

loaded by soil were larger than those of Repeated loading by high water can lead
the cofferdams loaded by water. to cumulative increases of cofferdam move-

3.) The movements of the Seagirt cofferdam are ments.
larger than those for the Terminal 6 cof-
ferdam, presumably due to poorer founda- 9.) Lateral displacements of cofferdams are
tion conditions and the presence of the controlled by the magnitude of the lateral
weak silt in the fill. loading, and follow the loading magnitude

almost linearally so long as the factor of
safety of the system is well above one.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
10.) Densification of the cell fill causes in-

Until the early 1970's, the technology for creases in interlock forces and cell dis-
cellular cofferdams was relatively static, placements over those induced during cell
Design methods were largely empirical, and the filling.
main use for cofferdams was as a temporary
structure to allow construction in the dry in a 11.) In the cases considered herein, cofferdams
body of water. Since that time, a number of loaded by soil moved more than those
studies of the subject have taken place in the loaded by water.
form of model and full-scale instrumentation
projects. Also, investigators have developed 12.) Cellular cofferdams are resilient struc-
finite element models with realistic allowances tures, and are able to sustain large dis-
for many of the important aspects of the placements and distortions without fail-
complex cofferdam problem. Conclusions from ure.
the work to date include:

1.) Model studies have led to new methods for ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
calculating interlock forces and internal
stability. These generally lead to less The authors would like to express their appre-
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2.) For finite element methods to successfully Corps of Engineers, Contract No. DACW 39-86-K-

model the cellular cofferdam, they must 0007. Corps employees who were of special help
account for the nature of the construction include Messrs. T. Mudd, R. Mosher, and Brian
process, the nonlinear soil behavior, Kleber. Virginia Tech colleagues who worked
flexibility added to the system through with the authors on one phase or the other of
sheetpile interlock deformations, and slip the projects mentioned in this paper include T.
between the sheetpiles and the soils. Kuppusamy, Y.P. Singh, and J. M. Duncan.
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3.) Finite element analyses show that the Engineer of the Maryland Port Administration
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